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FOREWORD

The Ninth Symposium (International) on Detonation was held at the Red Lion Inn, Columbia
River, Portland, Oregon, from August 28 through September 1, 1989. The Symposium was one of a
series started in 1951 as an Office of Naval Research sponsored "Conference on Detonation."
Sponsorship has expanded over the years to include Army, Air Force, and Department of Energy
Laboratories, as well as the Navy. The Symposia have been international since the fourth in 1965.
The Symposium provided a forum for scientists from throughout the world to discuss special problems
in the field of energetic materials, particularly detonation phenomena in solids and liquids.

There were 445 attendees at the Symposium; 122 were from countries outside of the United States.
Fifteen countries submitted papers and sent authors to the Symposium, and a total of 20 countries
participated in the meeting. Papers by scientists who were unable to attend were presented by other
scientists. There were 17 exhibit booths by vendors specializing in equipment for the detonation
research community.

Many conference participants and their families attended the Symposium banquet. Professor
Claude Fauquignon of the Institut Franco-Allemand de Recherches de Saint-Louis served as the
Master of Ceremonies. The guest speaker, Dr. Anthony Irving of the University of Washington's
Geology Department, gave an interesting and educational presentation on the 1980 eruption of Mount
St. Helen's.

To allow more papers to be presented at the Symposium, one and one half days were set aside for
16 Specialist Sessions, where as many as three papers were given simultaneously. Seventy-four
papers were presented in the Specialist Sessions, forty nine in General Sessions, and thirty seven
papers exhibiting research results were displayed in the Poster Session. Of the 160 presentations
given at the Symposium, 156 papers are published in this book. Of the four that are not published, one
was published in a journal that was distributed before this book was completed and three were not
submitted to the editor in sufficient time to be included.

Volumes I and II of this book contain papers from the General, Specialist, and Poster Sessions, and
also copies of poster displays if they were furnished by authors. With the exception of papers in the
Poster Session, papers are grouped by subject and appear in the order in which they were presented at
the Symposium. Poster Session papers appear in the order in which they were listed in the Technical
Program, except the paper by S. Crane, et al., an index of the first through the eight symposia, which
was placed at the end of Volume 1I. Copies of the poster displays that were provided by authors appear
following the written version of the paper.

This book was composed on the Xerox 6085 word processing system which, in general, the editor
feels is a good system for the presentation of technical work. However, readers should know that the
gamma symbol (y) on this system looks very similar to the capital letter Y.

The Detonation Symposium Organizing Committee for the Ninth Symposium is gratified with the
outstanding exchange of scientific information in the field of detonation phenomena in solids and
liquids which took place at this meeting. The following are acknowledged for contributing to the
success of the Symposium:
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Sandia National Laboratories is acknowledged for printing Volumes I and II of the preprints;
Volume III was printed at the Naval Surface Warfare Center (NAVSWC) with funds provided by the
Army Ballistic Research Laboratory.

This book was edited and produced by Wanda Morat of NAVSWC with the dedicated assistance of
employees of Global Associates, Ltd., Alexandria, Virginia. Original plans were for the book to be
assigned a NAVSWC publication number and reviewed for release by NAVSWC. However,
publishing authority was subsequently requested and granted by the Office of the Chief of Naval
Research (OCNR); therefore, it was necessary to assign the book an OCNR publication number. The
Organizing Committee of the Symposium greatly appreciates the understanding of Richard Miller of
OCNR concerning the importance of publishing this book, and the assistance of Judah Goldwasser and
others from OCNR in the final publishing process.

Robert Frey, chairman of the Poster Session, is acknowledged for planning, organizing, and
managing the Poster Session, and Alita Roach is acknowledged for planning and coordinating the
displays by vendors.

The session chairmen, listed in the table of contents and on the section title pages, and others who
assisted in the review process are acknowledged for assuring that the papers in this book were
thoroughly reviewed.

The Organizing Committee would also like to thank Carol Lee, wife of Edward L. Lee, for
organizing activities for companions of the attendees, and the staff of the Red Lion Inn, Columbia
River, for their assistance before and during the Symposium.

Plans for the Tenth Symposium (International) on Detonation are under way. It will be held the
week of July 11 -16, 1993, at the Boston Park Plaza Hotel and Towers in Boston, Massachusetts.

Edward L. Lee, Cochairman
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

James M. Short, Cochairman
Naval Surface Warfare Center
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COMBINED PRESSURE SHEAR IGNITION OF EXPLOSIVES

V. Boyle, R. Frey, and 0. Blake
USA Ballistic Research Laboratory

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21005-5066

We have studied the ignition of several explosives by shear under condi-
tions where the pressure and macroscopic shearing rate are controlled
and independently varied within some constraints. We have analyzed
the results in terms of a previously published, idealized model. The
experiments have a relatively long duration of about one millisecond, a
maximum pressure of about 1.0 GPa, and a maximum shearing
velocity of about 80 m/sec. The experimental results and the model both
show that the ignition threshold depends on both pressure and shear
velocity. A relation derived from the model adequately describes the
ignition threshold in terms of pressure and shear rate, but it requires a
constant which cannot be predicted accurately by the model. The
relative ordering of the sensitivity of the explosives to shear and to shock
is vastly different. The least shear sensitive material studied was TNT;
the most sensitive was a double base propellant. Surprisingly, small
particle size and the presence of large amounts of plasticizer did not
seem to have a desensitizing effect on the test.

INTRODUCTION cavity collapse may cause very high shear

Shear is any mechanical deformation rates in small regions). We have used this test
to investigate the relative importance of

which does not result in any bulk compression pressueand tri rate inpdeterin

(or decompression) of the material being

deformed. During shear, materials may be ignition thresholds, and to characterize the

heated by viscoplastic work. Shear plays a role relative shear sensitivity of several explosives

in many situations where mechanical action which vary in composition and particle size.

leads to initiation of explosives, including drop It may easily be demonstrated that some
weight tests,1' 2'3 friction tests, and (some- form of localization of the shear is normally
times) shock tests. 4-5 Although shear is, or required for shear ignition. The temperature
may be, involved in all of these tests, the local which must be achieved to obtain ignition in
pressure (spherical component of stress) and an experiment of known duration may be
local strain rate in the explosive vary greatly estimated from the Frank-Kamenetski equa-
from point to point. Thus, in these tests, it is tion for thermal explosion and from published
not possible to relate the conditions for ignition kinetic data. 6'7 To obtain ignition in TNT in a
to local conditions of strain, strain rate, and time of 300 microseconds (which is represen-
pressure. In this paper we will discuss a test tative of the duration of a drop weight test), we
which allows shear ignition to be studied under estimate a temperature of about 53000 is
conditions where the pressure and strain rate required. The methods of Reference 8 can be
are controlled (from a macroscopic point of used to calculate the strain necessary to heat a
view), and independently varied within certain perfectly plastic solid to any temperature as a
constraints. The pressure and strain rates result of homogeneous adiabatic shear. If one
considered are representative of low pressure uses a strength parameter corresponding to
initiation tests, such as drop weight tests, confined composition B, 9 one calculates that
rather than of shock initiation tests (where the sample length must be reduced by a factor



of about 28 to achieve a temperature rise of
100TC. In reality, viscous effects will contrib-
ute to the heat generated, but very large -- VELOCITY PISTON

strains are clearly required to achieve the
temperatures required for prompt ignition.

Z I -CONFINEMENT CYLINDER

Localization of strain can occur as a result

of the conditions of an experiment (i.e., pinch of /17/,
the explosive or flow in the vicinity of collaps- POLYETHYL/NE BUFFER

ing micro cavities), or it can occur spontane-
ously in shear bands.23 '1 0 '1 1 '1 2 One of the
authors published an analysis of spontane- . OLHENUf

ously generated shear bands some time ago. 13  /
In this paper we compare the experimental
critical pressure and shear rate for ignition TRANSFER PISTON

with the theory. In the earlier paper, we consid-
ered how various factors affect the maximum
temperature attainable in a shear band. Ilere, DIRTION OF SLIDE

we also look at the time required for ignition,
and the total energy dissipated in the vicinity lFigure 1. Test Arrangement for Explosive
of the shear band when ignition occurs. Sliding on Steel

DESCRIPTION OF EXIERIMEN Table 1. Test Sample Assembly fi)r Explosive

The experiment was designed to pres- on Steel Shear
surize an explosive sample, and to let it shear
after it was pressurized. We used two different l.nength Diameter

experimental arrangements. One was designed Component (nini (m M)

to test explosive sliding against a steel surface,
and the other to test explosive shearing and (Aonfinementtylinder 82.6 63.5
sliding against itself. For brevity, we will refer Cylinder Bore 82.6 12.725+.013

to these arrangements as explosive on steel -0.000
and explosive on explosive, respectively. Transfer Piston 69.9 12.700 + .013

The first arrangement, explosive on steel, -.013
is shown in cross section in Figure 1. A short Velocity Piston 57.2 12.700+.013

cylinder of explosive was placed within a steel -.013
confinement cylinder. A polyethylene buffer
plug was butted against each face of the ButferPlugs 19.1 12.700+025

explosive sample, and then the transfer piston -.025
and velocity piston were slid into place, as ExplosiveSample 12.7 12.700+.013

shown. The purpose of the polyethylene buffer -.013

plugs was to prevent spurious ignition caused
by steel on steel friction in the region adjacent and fastened to the confinement cylinder with
to the explosive sample. l)imensions are given six 3/8-16 x 3/4 socket head cap screws. Other
in Table . dimensions are given in Table 2. Either of

For explosive on explosive shear, we used these arrangements could be placed in the high

the arrangement shown in Figure 2. In this pressure activator, as shown in Figure 3.

case, the explosive sample was clamped within The high pressure activator, shown in
steel sleeves, and a plug was sheared out of its Figure 3, was a modification of the one
center. End plates kept the sleeves from described in Reference 14. A heavier pow-
moving during the experiment. The end plates der load was used in the breech in order to
were hardened to 40 on the Rockwell C scale obtain higher pressures, and the breech was

4
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Figure 2 Test Arrangement for Explosive FigureI3. ligh Pressure Activator
Shearing

continuously vented in order to decrease
Table 2 Test Sample Assembly for Explosive damage to the activator components. A
on Explosive Shear manganin foil pressure gauge was used to

measure pressure on the explosive sample, and
tlength Diameter a photodetection system was used to obtain
(ram) (imm) sliding velocity. The activator was used in its

C(olntinement ('ylinlder 76.2 76.2 contact mode (transfer piston in contact with
the breech piston) in order to avoid shock

(Confilemelnt(Cylinder formation which could occur if the breech
Bore 76.2 25.4 piston impacted the transfer piston. M-9
StICt Slet~ es "8.1 25.4-(lIdng propellant was used to pressurize the breech,

Fit IT Cyldinder because it left little residue and made clean-up
Bore) easier. itowever, it has a high flame temper-

Steel Slhvý,v hore 25.4,38.1 12.725 +.013 atUre and is, therefore, more erosive to the
-0.000 breech vent hole than a lower flame temper-

Seat tol rTeSA Sample 12.70(1+.025 19.075 +.013 ature propellant would be. For this reason, a
-0.00( -.013 replaceable nozzle of maraging steel was used,

as shown in Figure 3. A confinement cylinder'|'an•hr isllm69.9 12.700 ÷ .013

-.013 restraining plate, shown on Figure 3, was
placed behind the confining cylinder to keep it

VehI~clty 'I'bh~l 57.2 12.700.013 from moving due to frictional force during the
test. A breech piston stopping plate, also

Buttler 'Ihigs 19.1 12.700 t .025 shown on Figure 3, was used to stop the motion
.025 of the breech piston before it hits the

Test SaiTph, 12.700 f .013 19.050 + .01:3 confinement cylinder.
013 .013

The extruder, shown on Figure 3 between
hEd ti'ates 127 76.2 the sample confinement cylinder and the



back 51.01), is 5U j)1 05Cd to act as an elastic The velocity piston was a standard steel
perfectly plastic material. Its purpose is to piston w Iiich had l)een modified by machining
resist j�i s ton [111)1 ion until a predete r in in ed 0.3 in in wide flats separated by 0.5 mm wide

is reached and then to allow piston gi ooves near one end of the piston, as shown in
motion to proceed, and the explosive to shear, Figure 4. These flats were polished to a final
at a constant pressure. Phe device which we finish using 01 in icron a! urn in urn oxide
are currently using to approximate this powder. In order to measure the sliding veloc-
behavior is shown in Figure 4 It consists of a ity of the explosive sample, a one milliwatt
steel cup FrI led with polyethylene. The cup is helium-neon laser beam was reflected from the

l)erWrate(l with four orifices. The polyethylene velocity pistoii through an interference filter,
ie�ists piston motion until the pressure rrses to and into a I l�22 photomultiplier tube. The
a ci. it i cal point then, the po1 ye thy I erie motion of the piston was measured by feeding
extrudes out the holes, and the piston moves the J)hotot uhe (iutl)Lit signal to a l)ata Precision
while the pressure remains approxi mate1 Model 6000 waveform analyzer. As each
consta iii 'l'he ��resstire level at which the reflecting flat on the velocity piston inter-
extrusion occurs is determined by the size of cepted the laser beam, a voltage signal was
the orificcs. 'l'he static yiel(l pressure of the generated. Knowing the distance between
p01 �e t h v I erie filled ext ruder for var i ('us fiats (1 in in center to center) and measuring
(Ii a nrc t e r ho! es was (lete r in i ned cx iw r i the time between voltage peaks, we were able
me nI all � us i rig a labora tory press. Fw oriFices to calculate the sliding velocity.
of 2.-I rout, 3.2 mm, and 4.M mm, we measured
static vwld pressures of 0.35 CPa, 0.28 Cl�a,
an(l 0 I I I'a. The dyiiainic yield pi�ssLIre was
genera iv 20 percent to 50 l)e��'n t higher. Ihe
extrude r I bo(i v was 4341) steel hardened tip �15 on
the Rock well C scale. Thc hast ol the extruder

was ('round hat. m ill. .. I .
( PISTON

4
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Sliding Against TN'!'. No reaction. Upper
�.. POL(E1,4YL(NE 5. Test Records for TNT Shearing und

shows mangani foil pressure gauge
signal. Lower trace shows velocity piston

A - -� . displacement record from which sliding velocity
2 is calculated.

�'ANGAN'N -. *-�-� . 5

GAGE

The pre�iire on the explosive sample was
*-- ma.--.--

measured by using a l)iezoresistive manganin
foil pressure gauge sandwiched between two
steel surfaces downstream from the explosive

are 4 l)esign of the hi Un r� PHenitni sample as shown in l"igure 3. Since the acti-
Polvo'th yli'ru' i;; extruded /b rough ta rious vator is used in the contact mode, the pressure
(ha meter channels in order to obtain a range of pulse measured at this point is probably a good
prss art's representation of the pressure pulse on the

'3



explosive sample. Hlowever, due to frictional nitrocellulose, nitroglycerin, IIMX (cyclotetra-
force along the confinement cylinder bore, the methylenetetranitramine), aluminum, and
downstream region may experience a some- amnmonium perchlorate.
what lower pressure than the sample region. 4. Class A RI)X/kralezo. This was a
The piezoresistive manganin foil gage is sensi- 75/12.5/12.5 by weight mixture of class A RDX
tive to gage distortion. Grcat care was taken to (cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine), kraton rub-
support the gage on a flat SUrface, and to stress ber (a block copolymer made by the Shell
the gage and its support uniformly. In our Chemical Company), and tufflo oil (a
current arrangement, the manganin gage is hydrocarbon oil made by the Atlantic Richfield
epoxied between two thin Mylar sheets, and Company). It had a density of 1.43 g/cm 3. The
this sandwich is epoxied between the ground class A RDX had a mean particle size of about
surfaces of the pressure extruder and a 25.4 mm 150 microns.
diameter steel plate. The gage was used in a
standard Wheatstone bridge circuit, and the 5. FEM RDX/kraton. This was the same
change in pressure was related to the resis- composition as above, but the RDX was run
tance assuming a gage coefficient of 0.0023 through a fluid energy mill to reduce its mean
ohms/ohm/kbar. The measured pressure at the particle size to about 4 microns.
gage was multiplied by the ratio of the area of 6. letasheet. This is an explosive made
the failure element to the area of the transfer by the Dupont Company and containing 63
piston to compute the pressure at the sample. percent by weight PETN, 8 percent nitro-

The explosive samples were sawed to a cellulose, and 29 percent acetyltributylcitrate.
lungth of 12.7 mm. The sawed end was sanded Its density was about 1.48 g/cm 3.
using 600 grade emery paper under water. The 7. RX-08-EL This is an extrusion cast
sample was cleaned and then radiographed for explosive made by the Lawrence Livermore
possible voids or flaws. The explosive sample National Laboratory which contains, by
was positioned in the confinement cylinder ,ight, 75.9 percent IIMX, 22.2 percent FEFO
bore, and the polyethylene buffer plugs were ,iF (2-11uoro-2,2-dinitroethyl) formal) and 1.9
inserted as indicated in Figure 1. The purpo- d f

of the buffer plugs was to preserv "-. egion of* percent of a polymer binder. Its density was

the bore adjacent to the exp j,,ive sample, free 1.804.

from high temperatures ,hat could be RESULTS
generated by the steel piston rubuing u:L!n•.
the bore surface. The bore had a reamed Typical pressure and shear displacement
surface finish of 40 micron root mean square. records are shown in Figures 5 to 8. Figure 5
A close running fit of the sliding parts to the illustrates the results obtained for TNT slid
confinement cylinder bore was maintained in against itself without reaction. The upper
order to prevent or minimize extrusion of the trace represents the pressure sensed by the
explosive or buffer plugs when slid under manganin foil gage, and the iower tract-
pressure D)imensions of the explosive on steel represents the displacement of the velocity
test assembly are shown in Table I. The piston; the horizontal time axis is 2.048 msecs
confinement cylinder was 1020 mild steel and long. The vertical axis is located at 6he point of
the pistons were 4340 steel, heat treated to 40 maximum deflection of the upper trace; the
on the Rockwell C scale. pressure on the TNT sample was calculated as

Seven different explosives have been explained previously. The average shearstudied. A briefdescription ofeach follows: velocity occurring at this time is calculated by
dividing the distance between the reflecting

I Cast Composition B with a density of flats on the velocity piston (1 mm) by the time
1.69 g/cm3. between adjacent peaks on the displacement

trace. The data from these records indi-
cate that TNT did not react when slid against

3. CMI) B. This was a composite, itself at a pressure of 0.56 GPa and a velocity
modified, double base propellant containing of 20 m/sec. As with most of our shots, the

7



maximum pressure was reached within one
millisecond.

Figure 6 represents TNT on TNT shear in
which reaction occurred. The vertical axis is ,o YO. 1.Z .0-.I

positioned at the estimated point where reac-
tion occurred. This corresponds to a pressure of
1.08 G1'a and a shear velocity of 33.3 mnsec. It
can be seen that there is an increase in pres-
sure and piston velocity at this point. There is
an increase in pressure and piston velocity at
an earlier time, but we attribute that to non-
uniformities in the pressurization rate due,
perhaps, to uneven burning of breech propel-
lant or b)inding and subsequent releasing of
pistons. We have obtained records showing I-0XN

increases in pressure and velocity where reac-
tion did riot occur. This figure illustrates the Figure 7. Comp B Shearing and Sliding
difficulty of picking a precise reaction point. Against Comp B. No reaction.

TWC'igue 8 6.0u Com B ,,, Shearing S an WSIDin
Against Comp B. Noreaction.

T*C ~~~ ~oo° II .60ý 142080SWD

gr Ts.eo f.o0 r X1N Sh NEAR Figure 8. Comp B Shearing and Sliding
Against Comp B. Reaction.

F ig ure 6. T est R ecords for T N T S hearing and sh t , h e p a pr su e nd m x u m v l c y
were nearly simultaneous. The clear and filled

Figure 7 represents a non-reaction record symbols represent non-reaction and reaction,

when Comp 13 is slid on Comp B at a maximum respectively. There is wide scatter in the data,
pressure of 0.92 GPa and a shear velocity of some of which may be attributable to experi-

12.5 ni/sec. Figure 8 shows Comp B reacting sental problems. o iowever, some of the pres-

at a pressure of 1.07 GlCa and a shear sures and velocities may have been increased

velocitydue to explosive reaction. The shape of the solid

piston velocity to increase to 100 ca/sec within line separating ignitions from no ignitions
50pmirosvelocitydso Threassue gage r0/ecde d wcomes from the model which will be described50 microseconds. The pressure gage recorded later. The ignition data for Comp B on steel are
3.1 G1a before it broke. shown in Figure 10. In this case, ther'e is less

The ignition data for TNT on steel are overlap in the data, and it is more evident that
plotted in Figure 9 as sliding velocity vs peak there is an inverse relationship between the
pressure on the explosive sample. On most pressure and the velocity required for ignition.
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Figure 9. Data for TNT'Sliding Against Steel.
Open symbols indicate no reaction, and closed Figure 11. Summary Curves Showing flow the
sym bols indicate reaction. The solid curve repre- Critical Pressure for Ignition Depends on Shear
sents the boundary between reaction and non- Velocity for the Six Explosives Considered
reaction. formulations was so close that only one curve is

plotted for these two materials. Apparently,
IECFND the particle size had little effect on the ignition

- NO : REACTION threshold. TNT was, by far, the least sensitive
0 REACTION material on this test. Composition B was the

* second least sensitive, and the CMDB was the
,C * • most sensitive. The ordering of the shear

p. sensitivity, as determined by this test, is vastly
(GPO, rdifferent from the ordering of the shock

sensitivit) of the materials. This is shown in
_ Table 3, where we have listed the pressure

required to get ignition at a sliding velocity of
30 m/sec, as determined from Figt -e 11, and

o •_ 20the pressure required to get initiation in the
0 20 4o 60 so 1oo Nol, large scale gap test.

V I fm- te.r/$s

The primary purpose of these experiments
Figure 10. I)ata for Comp 11 Sliding Against was to determine the thresholds for shear igni-
Steel The solid curve represents the boundary tion ofthe explosives. I lowever, as a by product,
between rouction and non-reaction, we were also able to make some interesting

'[NT' and Comip 1 were also ev'aluatetd ,lservatioi. regarding the explosiveness of the

using the arrangement of Figure 2, where the materials which were tested. With Composi-

explosive shears and stides on itself. The tion B, any ignition usually resulted in completeexplsiv shars nd iids onitslf.The combustion of the sample. Composition B is

critical curves separating ignitions and no niuiooftesml.C pstonBs
ignitions werves separtinguishgniront tcase n widely recognized to have high explosiveness.ignitions were indistinguishable from the cas TlNTl often burned completely, but sometimes it

of explosive sliding on steel. We will suggest Turned only partially, leavingtbehind aentral

somec reasons for this in the analysis section. undol atallaigbhn eta
core and an annulus with charred surfaces. The

The other five cxplosives were all tested tendency to burn only partially was particu-
in the explosive on explosive mode (Figure 2). larly pronounced with the two RI)X/kraton
Figure I I shows the pressure required for igni- explosives and RX-08-EIL. Both of these mate-
tion isi 'tnction ofsliding velocity for all seven rials have large amounts of plasticizer and
exploskies The data for the two RI)X/kraton might be expected to show low explosiveness.
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TABLE 3. Comparison of Shear and Shock shear band. The thickness of the shearing block
Sensitivity. The minimum pressure for shear was varied in the range of 0.1 mm to 10 mm,
ignition at a sliding velocity of3O m/sec is given and the thickness of the region which was
under the column titled Shear. The pressure initially weakened to stimulate the shear band
required for ignition at the end of the lucite gap was 0.1 to 10 microns. The development of the
in the NOL large scale gap test is given in the shear band was computed by numerically solv-
column titled Shock. ing the one dimensional heat equation with

source terms which represented viscoplastic
Critical Pressures (GPa) work. The following assumptions were used in

Explosives Shear Shock the calculations:

1. The shear stress in the explosive was
the sum of an inviscid term and a viscous

Comp B 0.68 2.0 term:

l)etasheet 0.37 2.0* dv
G = Y+p - (1)

RX-08-El, 0.28 1.0 S dx

FEM RI)Xikraton 0.27 4.5** where, x is the distance coordinate which
varies across the thickness of the shearing
block, os is the shear stress, Y is the inviscid

* Rough estimate based on small scale gap yield stress, p is the viscosity, and v is the flow
test data velocity in the y direction. In this paper, we

** Rough estimate based on a 1.6 mm flyer will also consider a slightly more general
plate impact test on the fine grained relation:
(FEM) formulation

dvn
ANALYSIS 0 =Y+p- (2)s dx

In a spontaneously generated shear band, where n will be referred to as the strain rate
strain localization occurs when thermal soften-
ing overwhelms the combined effects of strain
hardening and strain rate hardening. 10 ,11,12 2. The inviscid yield strength decreased
In this case, if one plane in a deforming block of linearly to zero over a 25°C range of tempera-
material begins to shear faster than its neigh- ture below the melt point, and was zero above
bors, the extra heat generated by viscoplastic the melt point.
work will weaken that plane and cause still 3. Changes in volume on melting were
mcre of the deformation to be concentrated in ignored. The heat of fusion was considered in
the weak area. Extremely high strain rates ignone version of the model, but was ignored in
can be achieved in narrow shear bands as a the version which will be considered here. It
result. Very high temperatures can also be had little effect on the predicted maximum
achieved in these bands, with the temperature temperatures in the shear bands.
being determined by a competition between
heat conduction and viscoplastic work. 4. The viscosity varied with temperature

and pressure in accordance with Bridgeman's
In a previous paper,t' 3 one of the authors relation:

computed the temperatures achieved in a spon
taneously generated shear band in an explosive. ( P ( E __E
In the model, an arbitrary shear velocity was P 0=Pe -exp T -T T

-,,;ed on an arbitrary thickness of material. o 0

The velocity gradient across the thickness (the where, P is the pressure, Po is an empirical
strain rate) was initiallyassumed tobe uniform, factor with the units of pressure, Po is the
but a thin region was given a lower strength viscosity at a reference temperature, TO is the
than the rest to stimulate the beginning of a reference temperature, and E is an empirically
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determined activation energy for viscous flow band, unless the experiment localizes the shear
divided by the gas constant. into a thickness which is less than the

5. The shear stress was independent of x, thickness of a fully developed, spontaneously

but varied with time as the shear band devel- generated shear band (circa one micron).

oped. This assumption is a quasi steady state 3. The thickness of the region which was
assumption which is true if the development of weakened to stimulate shear band develop-
the shear band is slow when compared to the ment also had no effect on the maximum
time for sound waves to propagate across the temperature. However, both the thickness of
developing shear band. Since the original the weakened region and the thickness of the
work was done, more complete calculations by whole block had a big effect on the time
Wright'1,12 have demonstrated that this is a required for shear band development.
reasonable assumption. 4. The maximum temperature depended

6. The melt point was assumed to increase on the pressure, the imposed shear veloc-
by 20'C per kilobar. The constitutive relation ity, and the viscosity. An increase in any of
defined by Equations (1) and (2), above, are at these parameters increased the maximum
best a crude approximation of reality. Further- temperature.
more, the material parameters required are 5. Shear band development could be very
not known with any accuracy for any explosive fast. Maximum temperature could be obtained
at the pressures and strain rates of interest. in times of one microsecond or less, although it
Consequently, one can hope, at best, to repro- varied greatly with circumstances.
duce qualitatively the results of real experi-
ments. We attempted to choose parameters In analyzing the results of the experi-
representative of TNT, and the values chosen ments in terms of this model, we observed that
are given in Reference 13; but we cannot claim the model predicted a constant maximum
to havedescribedthisexplosiveaccurately. temperature as long as the parameter Z

Despite these limitations, the earlier remains constant, where Z is given by

work arrived at some interesting conclusions, Z 2
some of which follow: Z exp\ -- (4)

o
0

1. There was a maximum temnerature
which could be achieved at a shear band. The This fact was actually derived by one of

maximum temperature was achieved when the the authors (Boyle) on heuristic grounds, and

shear was entirely localized in a liquid layer at then checked by computation using the model.

the center of the shearing block. After this Table 4 demonstrates the validity of this

happened, further shear caused the liquid layer observation.

(the shear band) to widen, but did not increase
the temperature at the center of the band. Table 4. Effect of Pressure and Shear Velocity

on Maximum Temperature
2. The maximum temperature did not

depend on the thickness of the shearing block Computed

for a wide range of block thicknesses from 0. 1 Pressure Vear 7i10'l MaximumVelocity (i/e) e prtr
to l0) rnm This was a natural consequence of (GPa) knIm (kmlsec) 2  Temperature

the fact that the thickness of the fully (degrees C)

developed shear band (of the order of a micron) 0.77 0.4 1.78 1101
was always much smaller than the thickness of
the shearing block. A corollary of this obser- 1.00 0.2 1.78 1113

vation is that the temperature achievable in
an experimentally localized shear band (for0
instance, one where the explosive is pinched or
forced into a narrow aperture) may not he We assumed that ignition would occur

significantly different from the temperature when a particular temperature was reached.

achieved in a spontaneously localized shear Of course, in reality ignition depends on time
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as well as temperature, but the duration of all from 0.164 GPa increases the predicted
of the experiments was about the same. We temperature from 378TC to 894TC. Likewise,
also assumed that the development of a shear decreasing the activation energy for viscous
band is very fast compared to the time scale of flow (E) from 3880'K to 2000'K raises the
the experiment, so that the temperature computed temperature from 378C to 556 C.
achieved at any time in the experiment corre-
sponds to the maximum possible temperature Axsomewhat surprisin resuoft
for that shear velocity and pressure. Since the experiments was that the ignition threshold
calculations indicate that the shear bands conditions for explosive sliding on steel were
form on a time scale of a few microseconds, this the same as for explosive shearing and slidingis probably a good assumption. If these on itself. Thle model also predicted that these
isprobabldassumptions a thesurvedefined b cases would be equivalent. A special version ofa ssu m ptio n s a re tru e , th e cu rve d e fin ed b y th m o e w a f r ul ed hi h nc d d a
Z=constant should separate ignitions from the model was formulated which included anon-ignitions. Although there was scatter in non-deforming b)lock with a heat capacity and
the data, this curve did seem to properly heat conductivity corresponding to steel. Inthepaat, nthios curand non ignitions, as shown this version of the model, the weakened layerseparate ignitions adnniitosashwn of explosive which stimulated shear band
in Figures 9 and 10. Thus, both the data and formation w hich t oute s he a r rhe
the analysis support the idea that ignition formation was adjacent to the steel layer. nthe
thresholds depend on both shear rate and shear band developed more slowly in this case.
pressure. The only material parameter that Because of the cooling effect of the steel, the
enters into the calculation of Z is the viscosity region of maximum temperature and highest
parameter P,- PO depends on the complexity of shear rate moved away from the steel
the molecule 15 and other factors. For a range boundary and into the explosive. Eventually,
of molecules whose size is similar to simple the situation looked like a shear band withinexplosive molecules, Po is between 0.1 o sp the interior of the explosive, and the maxi-

and 0.2 GPa.1 5 We let PO have the value of mum temperature approached that for the

0.164 GCla for all of our explosives, and used a standard case with no steel present. Super-

curve defined hy Z=constant to define the ficially, this result seems to be in conflict with

boundary between ignitions and no ignitions in the result of Randolph, et al., 1 6 who saw an

all cases. All of the solid curves drawn on effect of the thermal conductivity of the target

Figures9, 10, and II arebasedon Z=constant, on ignition thresholds in the drop skid test.Figues , 1, ad 1 ar baed n _ I lowever, the duration of the drop skid test
and in all cases the curve seemed to appro H

priately separate ignitions and non ignitions. is very short compared to the duration of our
test, and our calculations indicated that the

While a curve defined by Z=constant presence of a steel layer greatly increased
seemed to correctly separate ignitions from no the time required to achieve maximum
ignitions, the calculations could not correctly temperature.
predict the appropriate value of Z. In fact, the
calculations indicated that considerably In what hasbeen said up to now we have
greater pressures or shear velocities would be assumed that ignition is controlled by the
required for ignition than was in fact the case, maximum obtainable temperature in the shear

For instance, in the experiments, a shear band. This seems to be a good assumption for
velocity of about 0.02 kin/sec was required for our experiment, which has a relatively long
ignition in TNT at 1.0 GPa. Based upon the durat.ion and where the activator is capable of
available kinetic data,7 a temperature of the delivering very large amounts of energy to the
order of' 490TC would be required to produce explosive. In other situations, the time and/or
ignition in the one millisecond time scale of energy required to reach a particular temper-
these experiments. The model predicted that ature may be more important than the
these conditions would produce a maximum maximum obtainable temperature. Although
temperature of only 378C. lHowever, the it is not directly germane to our experiment, it
model is extremely sensitive to the viscosity is of interest to consider cases where time or

and to the parameters P,, and E, which influ energy may be limiting factors. Therefore, we

ence the viscosit~y. Decreasing P,) to 0.1 (;l' computed the total energy dissipated in the
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shearing block in order to raise the tempera- when the shearing region is thicker. Figure 12
ture in the shear band to 700'C. The dissipated also shows the maximum temperature which
energy is given by the following relation: can be achieved at the shear band under these

conditions. As pointed out earlier, the
w o Vdt (5) maximum temperature is independent of the

S thickness of the shearing region. Imposing the

where ou is the shear stress at any time, and v shearovera narrow region can be considered as

is the imposed shear velocity, a representation of cases where localization is
forced by the experiment, rather than by

Figure 12 shows how the thickness of the purely spontaneous shear band formation. For
shearing block affects the energy required to the range of thicknesses considered here, the
achieve 700TC. The calculation was carried out maximum temperatures obtainable are the
for a case with an applied pressure of 2.0 GPa, same for the two cases; but the experimentally
an imposed shear velocity of 0.2 km/sec, and a localized case can reach the ignition tempera-
strain rate exponent of 0.8. The dissipated ture quicker and with less expended energy.
energy required to heat the shear band to
700TC increases rapidly with the thickness of Figure 13 shows the maximum obtain-

block. This is primarily because the time able temperature, and also the energy required

required for shear band formation is longer to achieve 700'C as a function of viscosity. The
calculations were carried out with a pressure of
2.0 GPa, a shear velocity of 0.2 km/sec imposed
over a region 10 mm thick, and with a strain
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Figure 12 The Dissipated nergy Required to V0 (POIS
Heat a Shea0r 0Band to 7000.7 4nd the Maximu4 (LOG SCALE)

()htainahle Temperature in the Shear /land Figure 13. The Dissipated Energy Required to
Plotted (is a Function of the Thickness of the hfeat a Shear Band to 700°C and the Maximum
Shea rirg Region. The calculations are for a case Obtainable Temperature Plotted as a Function
uwher,, the pressure is 2.0 GPa, the shear velocity of Viscosity. Conditions are as in Figure 12,
is 0 2 km 'sec, and the strain rate exponent is except that the thickness of the shearing region
0 , The refrence viscosity is 0.14 poise. is 1() mm or I mm.
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rate exponent of 0.8. The abscissa gives the this sense, a high n value is sensitizing. Figure
viscosity at the reference temperature and 15 shows the effect of n in a different way.
atmospheric pressure. The parameters Eý and Ilere the dissipated energy required to achieve
P, are constant for all cases. The maximum 700'C in the shear band is plotted as a function
achievable temperature increases as viscosity of pressure for three different values of n.
increases, but the energy required to achieve When the pressure is sufficiently great, the
700'C also increases, primarily because the lower value of n permits the specified temper-
time required for shear band development is ature to be achieved with less expenditure of
greater if the viscosity is greater. Thus, high energy. In this sense, a low value of n is
viscosity could be either sensitizing or sensitizing. This is because the lower value of
desensitizing, depending on circumstances. In n permits the shear band to develop more
our experiment, where the duration of the rapidly. However, if the pressure is too low
experiment is long and the activator is capable (less than about 1.4 GPa in this example), the
of delivering lots of energy, high viscosity is maximum obtainable temperature drops below
expected to be sensitizing. 700'C for the case with the lower n value. In

Figure 14 shows how the maximum this case, ignition becomes impossible for the
evaries with the strain case with the lower n value, and the higher nobtanabl teperaurevalue again looks to be more sensitive.

rate exponent, n. The calculations were carried

out with a pressure of 2.0 GPa and a shear
velocity of 0.2 km/sec imposed over a region
10 mim thick. The computed temperature is
very sensitive to the value of n, and higher n-- 1.2
values result in higher temperatures. Thus, in 0oo
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.•o- "* , ••01a I"Function of Pressure fi~r Three Different Values

"" •of the Strain Rate Exponent. The shear velocity200 10 02 14 16 is 20 is 0.2 kmi/sec and was imposed over a region -10

,sStUi Nb.,, inni thick.

Figure 14 T'he Maximum Obluinable Temlper- These results demonstrate that it is not
ature P'lotted as a Function of the Pressure for easy to say how variations in material proper-
Three Different Values of the Strain Rate ties will affect shear ignition. In long duration
&,'l~nrlt The shear velocity is 0.2 kin/sec, and experiments, such as the one we have dis-
the thlckrness of the shearing region is 10 mm cussed in this paper, the maximum obtainable
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temperature is probably controlling. In these a specific parameter may affect "sensitivity."
cases, anything which increases the viscosity We believe that the results of our long duration
(pressure, increased strain rate exponent, experiment are consistent with the idea that
increase P,,) is probably sensitizing. In short the results in this experiment are controlled by
duration experiments, the time required for the maximum obtainable temperature.
shear band formation may be more important, 7. The insensitivity of TNT in our test
and low viscosity may be sensitizing. may be a reflection of its low melt point, and

DISCUSSION AND CONCILUSIONS the fact that at any given temperature it very

likely has a lower viscosity than the other

Our conclusions are summarized by the materials. The high sensitivity of the CMDB
following comments: material may be a reflection of the fact that the

1. Both pressure and shear velocity have nitrocellulose has a high viscosity and does not

a strong effect on ignition This is confirmed melt.

by both theory and experiment. 8. We had expected that highly plasti-
2.2exp (p/)) =constant, cized materials, such as RX-08-EL, might show

2. The relation V /low sensitivity on this test. This was not the
which was derived from the model, appeared to case. We do not have a good understanding as
properly separate ignitions and no ignitions in to why it was not so. In the case of RX-08-EL,
our experiments, the plasticizer (FEFO) is energetic, and the

3. The relative sensitivity of the explo- shear may have localized and caused ignition
sives studied to shear, as measured on our test, in the FEFO phase. In the case of I)etasheet,
and to shock, as measured on a large scale gap the plasticizer is not energetic, but Detasheet
test, was very different. The shear sensitivity also contains nitrocellulose, which might
increased in the order TNT<Comp B< explain its sensitivity.
RX 08 EL l)etasheet= RI)X/kraton <CMDB.
Although the CMI)B was by far the most shear REFERENCES
sensitive, it was one of the least sensitive to 1 Heavens, S. N. and Field, J. F., "The
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be spread out over a very narrow region, which steel surfaces and uniformly compressed for
is the shear band. When the pressure is approximately one millisecond. The gage is
removed, the band may appear as a crack. In encapsuled in plastic and the gage package has
composite materials where the constituents uniform thickness over the area of the steel
have very different mechanical properties, pistons. At BRI,, we have calibrated the
shear may cause some localized cracking manganin gages both statically and under
(separation between particle and binder, for compressive loading durations of I milli-
instance) while the material is still under second and find the piezoresistance coefficient
compression. This could be occurring in the to fall within the range .021 .023 ohm/ohml
CMI)B, but probably not in the other materials GPa. There also exist shock wave calibration
considered here. In any case, complexities of data for manganin foil gages for pressures
this type are beyond the model which is under 2.0 GPa. See, for example, "Calibra-
discussed here. The model is intended only to tion of Foil-Like Manganin Gages in Planar
provide some qualitative guidance into the Shock Wave Experiments" by Rosenberg,
factors which control the heating which occurs Yaziv, and Parton, Journal of Applied Physics,
at shear bands Vol. 51, No. 7, July 1980.

I)ISCUSSION I)ISCUSSION

C. D. HUTCHINSON, Atomic F. VOLK, Fraunhofer Institut
Weapons Establishment, England Pfinztal, FRG

It has been my understanding that man- We can explain the high sensitivity of
ganin gages were not sensitive in the region of CMDB to shear if we take into account the
0 - 2 GPa and that to function correctly a activation energies of nitric esters which are
planar shock environ, ient was necessary. much lower than those of nitrocompounds and
Could you expi .ie choice of manganin nitramines. Even by manufacturing of nitro-
gages for yo,;r ,perimcnts in which pres- cellulose (NC) containing pastes, we found a
sures < I .A' . are recorded in a non-planar decrease of the molecular weight of NC, com-
shock en,'Konment? bined with a thermal decomposition producing

nitric oxides and other products.
REPLY BY V. M. BOYLE

In our activator experiments, the man- REPLY BY V. M. BOYLE

ganin gage is sandwiched between two flat We appreciate this comment.
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PARTICULAR ASIPECT OF THE EXPILOSIVE PARTICILE SIZE
EFFECT ON SHOCK SENSITIVITY OF CAST PBX FORMULATIONS

H. Moulard
Franco-German Research Institute (ISL)

p.o. Box 301 -68301 Saint-Louis, FRANCE

T'hree monomodal (6 fi--m, 134 Om-•, 428 P-ir-) and two bimodal
formulations o[a cast PlX (70 percent RDX, 30 percent polyurethane)
are studied experimentally with well-defined sensitivity and detonation
experiments. Our experimental results point out that the sensitivity
classification does not vary linearly wvith the median particle size for the
monomodal fOrmulation.s. The sensitivity classification is strongly
dependent on the shock pressure range. This could explain the
discrepancy between opposite experimental observations, previously
published, concerning the effect of RDX particle size on the shock
sensitiv'itv. Our work is not exhaustive, so an alternative interpretation
ofthis experimental result is proposed based on either the morphology
and the processing of RDX particles or a phenomenological explanation
based on the fundamental mechanism of the shock detonation
transition.

I NTROI)IUCTION A small amount of micronized graphite
The goal of ~ur work is to study experi- particles (Table 1) is added to RI)X batches forI' h gol o ourwor isto sudyexpri- the safe handling of dry explosive particles.

mentally the effect of explosive particle size on

the sensitivity and the detoriability of cast Special attention has been taken to have
plastic bonded explosives. There is, in fact, a well defined particle size distribution (Table
great practical interest in the relationship 2) with a negligible overlapping of the particle
between the formulation parameters (particle size in the three distinct RI)X batches (6 TF-,
size, load density, binder, etc.) and the reactive 134 rin, 428 V-h). The fine (6 Vm) and very
behaviorofilliX. coarse (428 Vin) RI)X batches are obtained

For studying this particle size effect inde- directly by recrystallization in acetone and

pendently of other formulation parameters, the cyclohexanone, respectively. Then, the very

SNPE* has specially prepared (Table 1) three coarse RI)X particles are sieved to eliminate

monomodal (6 1'ia, 134 Vin, 428 P-5) and two residual finer RI)X particles to obtain the

bimodal formulations of a cast PBX, with specified particle size distribution (Table 2).

the same weight composition (70 percent RI)X, The coarse RI)X batch (134 P-m) is obtained by
milling the very coarse RI)X batch and sieving

30 percent polyurethane), with the same load- is applied to obtain the specified particle size
ing density (1.45 g/cm', i~e., >- 99 9 percent distribution. P~hotomicrographs (Figure 1)

T'lM.).), and the only variation parameter is sthatirecrystalizatio give 1)

the choice of the RI)X particle batch. The high show that recrystallization gives R)X

content in inert hinder is necessary to have a particles with quasi -spherical shapes, whereas
mixture viscosity compatible with the a the milling process produces RI)X particles

iuewith the casting with sharp edges.
technique.

First experimental results concerning the
*Work performed under contract from the two monomodal formulations F and C (6 Vin

Societe Nationale des Poudres et Explosifs and 134 V]-h) were previously presented at the
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fable . Alonomodul and BinodAl Formulations

Loading Median RDX Specific Surface

Formulation Weight Volume Density Particle Size Area
Identification Components % % (g/cm3) (pm) BET (m 2/g)

Rl)X M5 70.00 55.75
monomodal F polyurethane 29.30 43.80 1.45 6 1.53

graphite 0.70 0.45

RDX M5 50.00 39.80
)inlodal F5 Ri)X 315 - 800 20.00 15.90 1.45 127

polyurethane 29.40 43.90
graphite 0.60 0.40

RI)X M5 20.00 15.90
blimodal F2 RI)X 315 800 50.00 39.70 1.45 307

polyurethane 29.55 44.10
graphite 045 0.30

monomodal RI)X 100 200 70.00 55.60
C polyurethane 29.65 44.20 1.45 134 0.08

graphite 035 0.20

monomodal RI)X 315-800 70.00 55.60
VC polyurethane 29.65 44ý20 1.45 428 0.04

graphite 0.35 0.20

lahl,/ 2 kI)X Particle Size Distribution

Fine RI)X "F" Coarse RI)X "F" Very Coarse RI)X "VC"

Particle Particle Particle
I)iameter Weight D)iameter Weight D)iameter Weight

(pmo) (• l (pm ) (pm) (%)

< I I <26 2 0- 100 1.0

1 2 1 26- 41 2 100-200 0.4
2 3 3 41 65 3 200-250 0.6

3 4 7 65 103 8 250-315 7.1

4 5 13 103 130 30 315.400 31.2
5-6 19 130- 164 43 400-t500 34.2

6 8 23 , 164-206 1! 500-560 16.7

8 I) 19 >206 1 560-630 5.8

10 12 8 -- 630-710 1 2

> 12 f; .710. 800 1 8

last symposium lriefly, through our different measured twice as much as that of the coarse
shock sensitivitl tests, the fine formulation formulation.
was distinct, l t lcs sensitive than the co:arse
one. For instanee, Figure 2 presents resulls of But at the same time, opposite results
lyver plate test experiments where the critical were observed iy other research workers,2

energy I'luencr, 4' the tine fo inrtmIalaion is with fliver plate test experiments on several
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C

Figure 1. RI)X Crystals. a) binel b) Coarse: c) Very Coarse

diameters; simultaneously, curvature of the
p fkb&m) detonation front is recorded with an electronic

f * 475 streak camera at the output of the explosive
cylinder. Figure 3 shows the variation of the

01 detonation velocity versus the inverse of the
334 N Free charge radius. Th.- fine monomodal formula-

7 tion is the most sensitive to detonation, having
5264 N-O f0o6 the smallest failure diameter. In monomodal

oI8- formulations, the decrease of detonation veloc-crN 062 o ity due to diameter effect is well controlled by
the RI)X median particle size. But, in the

"o714 bimodal formulation F5, which has formally
,& JN the same median RDX particle size as the

TIPS/ coarse monomodal formulation C, the large
O '5 2'0 2.'5 amount of fine RI)X particles increases strong-

ly the detonation sensitivity of this bimodal
,'iurc 2. Input IPres.urt, Vs. Puls,, Duration ftr formulation compared to that of the C formula-
Vi.,. and Coarst, RI)X Forniulations. Numbers tion. So, in bimodal formulations, detonability
next to the, points are critical energy fluence is directly controlled by the actual values of the
put.t RI)X particle size, and not by the median

particle size which is in fact an excessive
notion for bimodal formulations. Figure 4

PiBmdal lormulations on f an industrial cast shows streak camera records of the curvature
nitX also dcased on I)X; in their work, shock of the detonation front at the output of 30 mm

snit ys d d sing cdiameter charges, as a function of the content
particles ()ur recent experimental work per- of fint RI)X particles. The very coarse mono-
raiits us now to bttr tiulde rstaid these modal formulation exhibits high curvature of
opposite concluslioris the detonation front. This is indicative of a

I)ETONABIIITY EXIERIMENTS long reaction zone. In adding 61 -fh RI)X to the
formulation, the curvature is greatly reduced.

Variation of the d(etonation velocity due In F~igure 4, the measured detonation front
i, the diameter effect is measured with short- curvatures are compared with that calculated
circuit pinson explosivecylinders with different assuming ideal "Hluygens" propagation. In
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SENSITIVITY EXPERIMENTS
D[eMs] The different explosive formulations are

0 submitted to sustained plane shock waves in
S-'"--F Wedge-test experiments where a space-time

diagram of the transition of initiation shock
. \\ wave into detonation inside an explosive is

700 \ recorded continuously by a streak camera and
"0\ \ TF5 also by short-circuit pins. The impact velocity
VF2 0 of 8 mm thick aluminum-alloy flyer plates has

VC C been varied from I100 m/s to 2300 m/s. The

Wedge-angle is 200, except at the highest shock
0 pressure where a 100 angle is used to increase

spatial resolution. The Wedge-test technique
with such rubber-like explosives requires
special attention to be quantitative.

6000- Figure 5 shows experimental space-time
diagrams obtained in Wedge-test on the three
monomodal formulations F, C, VC at four

' f impact shock pressures:
I~ /IR [ni ']II , At 4.4 GPa, the lowest shock pressure

0.1 0.2 0.3 studied, the very coarse monomodal

formulation is distinctly more sensi-
Figure 3. Detonation Velocity Vr the lnverse of tive than the coarse monomodal
Explosive Cylinder Radius formulation.

* At 5.4 GPa, the fine monomodal

t [PSI formulation is the least sensitive, but

J! VC now, the coarse and very coarse for-
mulations have a very close reactive

.5 /behavior, the coarse formulation be-
"coming slightly more sensitive than
the very coarse formulation.

0 At 6.6 GPa, the fine monomodal for-

CL mulation is always the least sensitive,
. F2 and the very coarse formulation has

" .- F5 distinctly a sensitivity intermediate
Huygens "'.. . / between the fine and the coarse

F: formulation.
-_1 -_ -s 0 15 6 At 12.0 GPa, the highest shock

-- x [mm] pressure studied, the most sensitive
is now the fine formulation with a

Figure 4 Experimental Curvature orf netona- slight surdetonation close to the tran-
sition point. The very coarse for-

mulation is the least sensitive, the

contrast. to the extreme curvature shown by coarse formulation having now the

the very coarse monomodal formulation, the intermi.diate sensitivity order.
fine monon'odal formulation has a detonation Figures 6 and 7, gathering the data of all
behavior very close to that. of an ideal our Wedge-test experiments, show the varia-
explosive. tion of the run distance to detonation and the

time to detonation versus shock pressure. The
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4, 44 GPj 1 54 G'O.,

PIS

VCC

VC

66 6 Pv~ 12 0 GPa

Fqiure 5. Wedi,'-Test Experiment.,s on the Three .olonioudul Formulations at I)i1'(,rernt finpact
Shock Pressures

42 14 a0 + FINE
o COARSE P[-e.,

"\ " \0 VERY COARSE 42 ' + FINE
",\ \ ' o COARSE

4o \\ \ \ \ \ 0 VERY COARSE

40

4 0\\'".\

\ "'-\\ ~ " \o .

""... [.,,N,3 N ',.]

o f5 20 .2 3 . .

Figu~re 6. Hutn Distance to Detonation Vs. Figure, 7 Time to Detonation Vs. Impact Shock
Impact Shm-k Pre'ssure' Pre'ssure"

sensitivity classification of' these three mo~no- other IRDX batches are obtained by direct
modal formuhlations deplends strongly on the recrystallization. Further work will be (lone to
shock pr(' isure- level appr eciate the exact weight of the differences

in part icle processing.
INTERIPRETjATI~jON ANI)
DISCUSSION 2. The second and more pla-SIhle

At histie, o nteprt scha rstltwe explanation is based o)n the Fundamental
At tis ime t.inlrprt sch reell we mechanisým of the shock detonation transition.

can m(,relyv Invoke two• hypotheses. SI)T, Is known as a two-step process: ignition of
I g Ther Cmplex sInsil ivin classification hot spots 7 y the initiation shock wave and

of eonoit odal fcsmshations could he due to the growth of' the reaction by coalescence of the
morphology of I(I)X particles: coarse oIteX different burning front started at each hot spot
batch is obtained toy millint g whereas t, e two in the ignition s hep.
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Ideally, if we assume each RI)X particle Very likely, reactive modeling 3 describ-
batch characterized by a unique hot spot size ing explicitly hot spot formation as a thermal
proportional to the median particle size, then explosion controlled process is more adapted
the induction time for the thermal explosion of physically to restitute our experimental results.
hot spots will be controlled by IDX particle
size. So, for each RI)X particle batch there will CONCLUSION
be a shock pressure threshold under which hot l)etonation and sensitivIty experiments
spot ignition cannot occur. Whereas at high on three monomodal formulations of a cast PBX
shock pressures, the induction time for hot spot point out that the sensitivity classification is
ignition is negligible compared to the dur•,tion soing dependenstiupon scklasii andof'thegroth te, ten t hghshok pessre strongly dependent upon shock pressure and
of the growth step, then at high shock pressure does not vary linearly with the median particle
there are the hot spot density and the higherspecific surface area of the fine RI)X batch Size. Further experiments and reactive model-
which make it faster to attain completion of ing analysis are still necessary to better support

whic mae itfaser t atain ompetio of the tentative phenomenological interpretation
the decomposition reaction. This phenomeno-
logical interpretation permits us to draw proposed here.

qualitatively (Figure 8) curves of variation of REFERENCES
run distances versus shock pressure for each
monomodal formulation. At low shock press- 1. Moulard, If.; Kury, J. W.; and I)elclos, A.,
ures, SI)T would be controlled by hot spot "The Effect of RI)X Particle Size on the
ignition where coarse RI)X particles are more Shock Sensitivity of Cast PBX Formula-
efficient. At high shock pressures, SDT would tions," Proceedings of the Eighth Inter-
be controlled by the growth process where finer national Symposium on Detonation,
RI)X particles are more efficient. At interme- Albuquerque, NM, 15 Jul 1985, pp. 902-
diate shock pressures, due to detailed balance 913.
between ignition and growth, crossover in theshock sensitivity is observed. 2. B361anger, C.; Pelletier, P.; and Drolet, J.

F., "Shock Sensitivity SLudy of the

Curable Plastic Bonded Explosives,"
p [rja ibidem, pp. 361-371.

3. Johnson, J. N.; Tang, P. K.; and Forest, C.
A., "Shockwave Initiation of Ileteroge-
neous Reactive Solids," Journal of Applied

GROWTH CONTROLLED Physics, Vol. '7, No. 9, 1985, p. 4323.

IDISCUSSION

H. SCHUBERT, Director of I.C.T.
Pfinztal, West Germany

---- F We know that the shock sensitivity of PBX
is dependent on the particle size of the explo-Ssive filler and also on the modal of elasticity. A

OV higher modal increases the sensitivity. If you
IGNITION CONTROLLED Vdo not change the binder composition, than you

will get with the smaller particles a higher
modal of elasticity than with the larger ones.

XR -"J Th'lrerefore, you observe in reality two influences
on the sensitivity working against each other.

Figure 8. Pop-Plot Curt,es of the Three Mono-
modal Formulations Predicted by the Assumed
SDT' Phenomenology
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REPLY BY H. MOULARD JULIUS ROTH, ConsultantPortola Valley, CA
At high shock pressure and slow shock

durations, it is not obvious that the great We also observed crossovers for coarse
difference of mechanical behavior, staListically and fine RDX at about 85% TMD. Further-
observed, would be so important. Very likely, more, the unreactive Ilugoniot was about the
the difference in local topography due to the same for coarse -330 pm and fine -8pm RDX
various particle sizes can explain mainly the (Proceedings of the 5th Symposium (Inter-
globally observed sensitivity behavior, national) on Detonation, p. 219).

DISCUSSION REPLY BY H. MOULARD
A. C. VAN DER STEEN, TNO/PRL It is effectively very important towards
The Netherlands the understanding of the hot spots mechanism

You observed your PBX at a solid load to point out that the pure granular explosive
of 70 percent weight. In these PBXs, the dis- (IINS, RDX) with high porosity (-85% TMD)
tances between the particles is relatively large. and the monomodal formulations of a cast
Do you expect that the same trends will be PBX with essentially the porosity (-99.9%
observed by varying the coarse/fine ratio in TMI)) exhibit the same shock sensitivity
PBXs with a 25 percent solid load, where the behavior.
distances between the particles are much
smaller? ISCUSSION

ROGER CHERET
REPIY BY H. MOUIARI) Commissariat A l'Energie Atomique

The sensitivity behavior is not likely to be Paris, France
so distinct as observed with our 70 percent A unified model of the reactivity of
weight monomodal formulations. Experimen- condensed explosives has been recently
tally, it certainly will be difficult to verify the condensed eplives has be recentlyreslt ith85 ercnt eigt mnomdal developed (cf. Preprints Vol. 1, p. 123). It isresult with 85 percent weight monomiodal readable on the formulae that.-
formulations based on the same particle size
distributions due to the problem of obscurity 1. There is a strong coupling between the
with ultrafine explosive particles, intensity of the ignition shock and the specific

DISC USSION surface of the explosive charge;

2. A specific surface decrease may enhance
DENNratries, HAYESuSanda Na n the initial reactivity. This model already allowsLaboratories, Albuquerque, NM

a fairly good interpretation of old Dremin
Your model of hot spot dominated and and Shvedov experiments and, more recently,

grain burning dominated regimes in shock Setchell's experiments. Therefore, it may be
initiation of cast PBXs has also been success- reasonably hoped that this model might be a
fully used to interpret numerical simulations first step for the interpretation of your experi-
of the shock initiation process of porous IINS, mental results and for further predictions.
in II)DP-1978.
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PARTICLE SIZE EFFECTS IN THE INITIATION OF EXPLOSIVES
CONTAINING REACTIVE AND NON-REACTIVE

CONTINUOUS PHASES*

R. L Simpson, F. H. Helm, P. C. Crawford, and J. W. Kury
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Chemistry and Materials Science Department
Livermore, California 94550

The shock sensitivity of IIMX formulations has been determined using
gun-driven wedge tests and multiple manganin pressure gauge tests.
Mean IIMX particle size was varied from 5 to 1700 pm. Formulations
with inert and reactive continuous fluid phases as well as extrusion
cast formulations were tested. Both the HMX particle size and nature
of the continuous phase were shown to affect the shock sensitivity.
Radiometric experiments were also done to help verify the conclusions
about reactivity drawn from the wedge and gauge exneriments.

INTRODUCTION As an independent check on the reac-
The detonation shock sensitivity of explo- tivity of HMX as a function of particle size,

sives and high energy solid propellants is deter- shock loaded samples of 5-, 60-, 110-, and

mined by the nature of the crystalline solids 1700-pm HMX in water were observed radio-

and binders used in such materials. In this metrically. In addition, water mixtures with

paper we examine the effect of IIMX' particle HMX sieve cuts in 10-pm increments from lesspapr w eamie he ffct f lMX prtile than 10 pm to 60-70 p~m were tested for
size on initiation in the presence of either an

inert or an energetic continuous phase. The changes in emitted radiance at shock loadings

use of a continuous phase reduces the number of 6 and 8 GPa.

of possible initiation mechanisms, such as, The details of this study are presented
micro-jetting and viscous heating due to void below. They show that both HMX particle size
collapse. and the nature of the continuous phase

The formulations tested included HMX in significantly influence the shock sensitivity of

water, IIMX in FEFO2 and IIMX in extrusion formulations containing from 48 to 72 percent

castable binders containing FEFO (EXC for- by volume HMX.

mulations). Five different HIMX particle sizes EXPERIMENTAL
were tested in pinned wedge tests and in in situ
pressure gauge experiments. The mean IIMX Three different experimental techniques
particle sizes were 5, 60, 110, and 1700 pm. were used to investigate the shock initiation
Sustained shock pressures ranging from 2.5 to behavior of the HMX formulations. Formula-
8.3 GPa were generated with a 100-mm smooth tion characteristics and details of the experi-
bore gun. mental geometries, data measurement and

reduction procedures and experimental results
a! e presented in this section.

*Work performed under the auspices of the HMX Formulations
U.S. Pepartment of Energy by the Lawrence The HMX used in the HMX/water and
Livermore National Laboratory under IlMX/FEFO studies was taken from a single
contract No. W-7405-ENG-48. batch of high grade Holston Class 1 material.
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This material has an RDX 3 impurity level of IIMX used in RX-08-GB and RX-08-GG were
0.5 wt percent. The 60-, 110-, and 1700-pam from the same batch used in the HMXlwater
IIMX were obtained as sieve cuts. A fluid experiments. Table I lists the compositions
energy mill was used to prepare the 5-pm used. Each of the assemblies was filled under
[IMX. Figure 1 contains histograms of the vacuum using a deaerator loader. This process
IIMX size distributions as determined by digi- and the binding system are described in detail
tal optical microscopy for the 1700-pm mate- by Scribner et al.4

rial and with a Coulter counter for the others.

Loading the assemblies was accom- Pinned Wedge Test 5

plished in two fashions. In the fine grain size In order to investigate these slurry and
experiments the 5-pmi IMX/water was extru- extrusion cast explo:ives, the traditional plane-
sion loaded as a paste. The three coarser wave lense wedge test 6 was modified as fol-
materials were prepared by first loading the lows. Piezoelectric crystal pins were used to
IIMX and then injecting water containing the determine the shock arrival times in the
surfactant Aerosol-OT. For a given particle explosive. Thirty of these pins were precisely
size distribution the final loading densities arrayed at different depths in polymethyl meth-
were essentially the same. acrylate (PMMA) annuli which were used as

The IIMX used in the extrusion cast containers for the explosives. Plates of 6061-T6
formulation RX-08-El, is standard Htolston aluminum served both as container covers and
I.X-04 grade with a broad distribution of sizes as the projectile impact surface. The experi-
around a mean of 60 pm. The 5- and 60-pm mental configuration is shown in Figure 2.

mean 5 4um
meian 5 ~'um

0 "0 20 30•, ,:•/explosive

0 - ~~mean 62pmInsm l
median 67rim

UE

S100 ~200"Ei ian 114im 0" flyer

S{[Imedian 135tim a) "(D

.3 0

'0, .. Ou300 a) 0 • 4I 35
00 a)2

Particle Size (pm)

Figure 1. IIMX Particle Size Distributions Figure 2. Pinned Wedge Test Configuration

Table I. Compositions of the Extrusion Cast Explosives Used

wt%

RX-08-El, RX-08-GB RX-08-GG

IIMX 60 lim 75.9 61.0

IIMX 5 pm 61.0

lEFO 22.2 35.9 35.9

Urethane Binder 1.9 3.1 3.1
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Planar shocks were generated in the 20
samples by a flyer launched from a 100-mm Detonation

smooth bore gun with tilt less than 5 mrad. " Velocity ". /
Tilt pin data were used to correct the experi- E
mental results to within typical uncertainties _)
of under 0.3 mrad in the tilt and 0.15 rad in the 1 0O

location of first contact. Tr
O 11mm Run

The run distance vs. arrival time for -. Distance

experiment Fill is presented in Figure 3. InitialShock
Initial shock velocity and final detonation 0o
velocity were obtained by least squares fit to 0 1 2 3 4

early and late data respectively. Run distance Arrival Time (las)

to detonation was obtained from the inter- Figure 3. Wedge Test Result for 6-tym
section of the initial and late data fits. Initial Figure 3. Weg Tes Iesut Press um
input pressure was calculated from projectile
velocity and tlugoniot data for the projectile
and target array materials. Itugoniot data for Multiple Manganin Gauge Experiments
the explosives tested are summarized in the Recently developed multiple manganin
Appendix. gauges were used to measure pressure in situ

Table 2 presents the experimental results in shock loaded samples. 7 The gauges consist
for the IIMX/water wedge tests. The data of several transducer elements placed at an
obtained for the IIMX extrusion cast experi- angle to the oncoming flow so that each
ments are summarized in Table 3. element is not only at a different depth within

Table 2. !IMXIWater Pinned Wedge Test Data

Mean Initial
Particle Flyer Shock Detonation Run

Size IIMX Density Velocity Pressure Velocity Velocity Distance
Exp. (pm) Vol% (g/cc) (mm/lis) (GPa) (mm/ps) (mm/ps) (mm)

FI1I3 5 48 1.43 1.31 5.3 3.69_±0.01 6.92_±0.09 15

Fill 5 48 1.43 1.46 6.0 3.87+±0.01 7.09±_0.04 11

F112 5 48 1.43 1.77 7.8 4.40±0.02 7.17±0.07 4.7

Fll 60 58 1.52 1.03 3.9 3.67±0.02 7.67±0.11 14

FHI0 60 59 1.53 1.42 6.1 4.19±0.03 7.77±_0.01 4.8

F1112 60 58 1.52 1.63 7.4 4.61 0.01 8.10±0.02 3.8

F119 110 58 1.52 1.05 4.1 3.60±0.01 -- 19

F117 110 60 1.54 1.38 6.0 4.06±0.02 7.74±0.02 5.8

F114 1700 61 1.55 1.03 4.0 3.72±0.02 7.35±0.13 14

Ff16 1700 60 1.54 1.32 5.6 4.01 ±+0.06 8.12±0.04 9.2

F115 1700 60 1.54 1.74 8.3 4.82± 0.09 8.02± 0.08 6.0
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"Table 3. IlMX-containing Extrusion Cast Explosives Pinned Wedge Test Data

Mean Initial
Particle Flyer Shock Detonation Run

Size IIMX Density Velocity Pressure Velocity Velocity Distance
Exp. Explosive (pin) Vol% (g/cc) (mmlJPs) (GPa) (mm/ps) (mm/aps) (ram)

EV114 RX 08-GB 5 56 1.74 1.04 4.5 3.78±0.05 8.31 ±_0.15 13

EV115 RX-084(B 5 56 1.74 1.33 6.2 4.28_±0.07 8.36+±0.02 5.6

EVII6 RX-08 (.(] 60 56 1.75 0.86 3.6 3.59±-0.05 8.25±0.18 9.5

EV117 RX-08-(;G 60 56 1.75 1.18 5.3 3.97-±0.03 7.93_±0.01 4.0

EVII3 RX 08 El, 60 72 1.80 note 1 2.5 3.37 ±0.02 8.68-±0.02 23

EVI2 RX-08 El, 60 72 1.80 1.14 5.4 4.11 ±0.01 8.59 ±0.37 4.4

EVIII RX-08-El, 60 72 1.80 1.45 7.4 4.72_±0.06 8.96 ±0.01 2.0

Note 1: Filter was polycarbonate at a veloctiy of 1.08 mm/4s

the sample but it is also probing the original 30 --

shock wave and the reactive flow behind it 12mm
without disturbances from the proceeding 10mm
gauge elements. The elements are piezoresis- . - 8mm(a. 20 -"
tive. Absolute pressure is determined as 0 6mm
variation in resistance which is measured " 4mm
using bridge circuitry and high speed tran- ,

in
sient recorders. The flow is generated by the 2mm

impact of a flyer plate at the front surface of an a-

assembly similar to that shown in Figure 2. Po - 5.2GPa

The pressure vs. time results at various o •
depths for the water formulations with 5-, 60-, -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

and 1700-11MX experiments are presented in Time (us)
Figures 4, 5, and 6, respectively. Similar Figure 5. Pressure Buildup Curves for 60-pm
results for FEFO formulations with 5- and IIMX/Water at Various Depths in the Explosive

1700-pam ItMX are shown in Figures 7 and 8.
20

S Po =5.mGPa 1mmm 12m

:20 - 8mm
a- CU0 CL. 6mm

a) 10 0 4mmS• 8mm

U) Q 10
U')

n "6m m 1. • 2mm

a Po 5.OGPa

0 0
-1 0 1 3 4 -o5 0. 0 0. 5 10 1.5 2 . 0 2.5

Time (ps) Time (ps)

Figure 4. Pressure Buildup Curves for 5-ym Figure6. Pressure Buildup Curves for 1700-pm
IIMXIWater at Various Depths in the Explosives ItMXIWater at Various Depths in the Explosive
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The pressure traces for the 5 pm IIMX/FEFO exploded aluminum bridge-foil accelerated
formulation at depths in the explosive greater thick polycarbonate flyers into the samples.
than 4 mm are characteristic of detonation. Pressure was supported in the samples for
The peak pressure, however, is about 8 GPa about 0.45 ps with a 1.2-mm-thick flyer.
lower than would be expected for this energetic Initial input pressure was controlled by modi-
formulation. We are not able to explain the fying flyer velocity by varying the applied
discrepancy at this time, nor are we able to voltage across the bridge-foil. Calibration
ignore the experimental results. experiments have shown that this method of

controlling velocity is accurate to 2-3 percent.
Radiometric Experiments Several piezoelectric crystal pins were used to

An electric guns was used to shock relate shock position to the radiant emittance

IIMX/water slurries monitored for thermal vs. time curves.

emission by a fiber optic, four channel, visible In these experiments only relative
radiometer. 9 The experimental configuration radiances (in arbitrary units) were compared.
used is shown in Figure 9. An electrically As an example, Figure 10 compares results

20 - 12mm 56 m

CO• 
'-l-1mm 

( 10

C D 

1 0 

6m 

8 m m
ýi 0 6mm 8M5-3mrm

InD0- C .
0.. 

4mm 
Pao=5.OGPa

0 1 1 1 . r I " I 0 1 " I r
-0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

Time (jis) Time (ts)

Figure 7. Pressure Buildup Curves for 5-pm Figure8. Pressure Buildup Curves for 1700-pm
IIMX/FEF)O at Various Depths in the Explosive IIMXIFEFO at Various Depths in the Explosive

fiber
to four-channel optic piezoelectricradiometer 

piezelcti

opaque 
o paqu

Nylon I IF
opaque glass \"2 mm

foil HMX sample -2

p -ol ycarbonate •exploding PMMA

flyer bridge-foil barrel

Figu re 9. Dugrum of Radiometry Experiments Showing Electric Gun Configuration
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for 5-pm IIMX in water shocked to 4.0, 6.0, were set to zero in these calculations. Fig-
and 8.0GPa. Figures 11 and 12 show the ure 13 summarizes the results for a series of
effect of ItMX particle size on relative such calculations for experiment FH2. The
radiances for slurries shocked to 6.0 and non-reactive Hugoniot predicts an initial shock
8.0 GPa, respectively. velocity of 4.2 mm/ps vs. the measured velocity

of 4.40 mm/ps. This is consistent with approxi-
DISCUSSION mately 7 percent reaction in times equal to or

less than 0.125 ps.
Reaction at the Shock Front in the Wedge Figure 14 compares the results of a series
Test

of calculations involving 0, 2, 5, 10, and
In the usual interpretation of the wedge 15 percent reaction at the shock front with

test, the early straight line distance-time data actual measured results for the 60-, 110-, and
are assumed to re• resent the inert shock 1700-pm IIMX/water formulations. The
velocity. RDX dataTshowed this to be true for amount of early reaction is approximately the
only very small particle size RDX at wedge same for all the formulations and increases
test input pressures less than 6GPa. The with pressure.
IlMX/water data presented in this report indi-
cate the same behavior.

The inert Ilugoniots for IIMX/water for- 0.8-

mulations presented in the Appendix accur- M
ately reproduced the initial shock velocity of 2 0.6 60-70in

'he 5-pm formulations shocked to 5.3 GPa and A 1O-2Opm
6.0 GPa (Exps. F113 & Fill). All the other E 4• t- 40-50g~m

experiments had initial shock velocities higher o 0.4
than that calculated with the inert Ilugoniots
indicating significant chemical reaction at or a) 0.2

near the shock front. Radiometry experiments -.cc
confirmed this interpretation. 1 <10 am

CI 0.0 1
Hlydrodynamic calculations using a: -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Tarver's reactive model 10 and the equation of Time (pts)
state data from the Appendix were done to esti-
mate the amount of early reaction. The ignition
term was used to limit the amount and time of Figure 11. Radiant Emittance Traces for
reaction. Coefficients for the two growth terms !IMX in Water Shocked to 6.0 GPa

-• 1.2

1• 0

t- 0.6- e
's• 0.4-

">2., o.2in 10-O•m nealto6-0mE 0.8G~ E.Ga .

o 0. 0.6-

0.

Ca 0.6
CU ~0.2-

4.0GPa M 0.0

.M ý <tOILný5 -0.2 M -0.2

tl- -0.1 -0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 .0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Time (gs) Time (ps)

Figure 10. Radiant Emittance Traces of Shock Figure 12. Radiant Emittance Traces for
Loaded 5-jim IIMX in Water IIMX in Water Shocked to 8.0 GPa



Table 4. Approximate Amount of Reaction Supporting the Shock Front

IIMX Continuous Input % Reaction Supporting
Particle Size Phase Pressure Shock Front

5 pm EVi14 FEFO 4.5 3
F113 1120 5.3 <0.2
Fl11 1120 6.0 <0.2

EVI15 FEFO 6.2 6
Fi112 1120 7.8 7

60 pm EVI13 FEFO 2.5 1
EV116 FEFO 3.6 2
F1111 1120 3.9 4
EVI17 FEFO 5.3 4
EVil2 FEFO 5.4 4
FIIO0 1120 6.1 6
H1112 1120 7.4 9
ENVt12 FEFO 7.4 9

110 in F.1119 1120 4.1 2
FI17 1120 6.0 5

1700 pm "1114 1120 4.0 4
FI16 1120 5.6 5
1F115 1120 8.3 14

5.0

'5 Exp 5ý ni HMX, Po = 8GPa -5. - 15%

Non-Reactwe Hugoniot - - -4

E 5%
S4 4- __ _ E
E 0.1% Reacted 0%

50/ Reacted 4-2
>7% Reacted

(.3 0

042 43

3.4

3.5 4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5 8.5

41 1 _ _ Pressure (GPa)
5 20 90 150 270 650

Reaztion Time. Uniform Rate (ns) Figure 14. Initial Wedge Test Shock Velocities
for IIMX/ Water Formulations. Dashed lines

Figure 13. In tt(al Wedge Test Shock Velocity as represent calculated effect on velocity due to
(1 F~unction of A mount Reacted Near Shock reaction (errors in velocities < 0.05 mm/p~s).
Front

Similar calculations were done for the Wedge Test Run Distances to Detonation

11MXJFIFI() formulations. Alt the results are The run distances to detonation vs. input
summarized in Table 4. In contrast to the pressures for all the IIMX/water and IIMX/
water formulation results, the 5-pam FEFO wedge tests are presented in Figure 15.
tlMX/FEFO formulations showed significant Figures l6~18 present the distance-time data
reaction near the shock front even at pressures at approximately 4-, 6-, and 7.5-GPa input
below 6 G4 a pressures.
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-0- 5m 60pm HMX/water
6OPM Po =7.4GPa

- -- 110Mpm 20 -
-a2--- 1700pm

20 E
E -- a-- 5Mm w/FEFO E 60pm HMXIFEFO

- 60Mm w/FEFHMX/FEFO
S--a-- 60pm w/FEFO -ELSO0

O1 -

S105gm HMX/water
-- • Po = 7.8GPa

2.0 3 0 4,0 5.0 6.0 7 0 8.0 0

Pressure (GPa) 0 1 2 3

Time (jis)
Figure 15. Run Distance vs. Pressure for IIMXFormulations from Wedge Test lData Figure 18. Effect of HMX Particle Size and

Continuous Phase on Shock Sensitivity at
Approximately 7.5-GPa Input Pressure

60gm HMX/FEFO..-• /

20 Pa = 3.6GPa The data show that the 5-pm HMX

E 1700pm HMX/water formulations are less shock sensitive than the
E Po =4.OGPa larger particle size formulations for a given
C continuous phase. However, for a given IIMX
. 0 60m o particle size, formulations containing the.• J J60p~m HMX/water

0 Po= 3.9GPa reactive FEFO were significantly more
n 110Am HMX/water sensitive than those with the inert water

Po = 4.1GPa phase.
0 . The run distance vs. pressure curves for

0 O 61 2 4 5

0 1 2 3 4 5 5-, 60-, and 110-pm HMX/water formulations
Time (gs) have similar slopes. In the 4.0- to 8.0-GPa

Figure 16. Effect of IIMX Particle Size and pressure range, however, the 60-pm ItMX

Continuous Phase on Shock Sensitivity at exhibits shorter run distances than the I 1 0-pm

Approximately 4 -GPa Input Pressure YIMX. Moreover, there is a major difference in
behavior exhibited by the 1700-pm HMX
formulation. At 4 GPa its run distance is as

S] short as the most sensitive 60-pm HMX
6P0 HMXwa material. Whereas, at 8 GPa, its run distance

20 P = 6.1GPa is longer than the least sensitive 5-pm HIMX

E formulation.
E

- •The fact that these differences occur even
S PG5m HMX/FEFO H though the amount ignited in the shock front is.• 10 Po =6.2GPa 51gm HMX/water

o j. Po= 6.0GPa nearly independent of particle size suggests
alj marked variation in reaction growth behavior

1104m HMXiwater as a function of particle size. Preliminary
Po =6.OGPa results, obtained by fitting the experimental

0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 wedge data using Tarver's reactive model, areconsistent with this. Confirmation of these
Time (pýis) data, however, awaits the results of calcula-

Figure 17. Effect of IIMX Particle Size and tions now underway for the multiple manganin
Continuous Phase on Shock Sensitivity at pressure gauge experiments described in this
Approximately 6-GPa Input Pressure report.
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HMX Particle Size and Binder Effects on CONCLUSIONS
Pressure Buildup Profiles Wedge tests have shown that 5-pm lIMX

Data from multiple manganin gauge formulations with either an inert (water) or a
experiments for 5-, 60-, and 1700-pm II MX/ reactive (FEFO) continuous phase are lessshock
water formulations are compared in Fig- sensitive than formulations with [IMX particle
ures 19-21. The initial shock input pressures 20

were approximately 5 Gl'a for all three mate- 60rm-

rials. Impact flyer velocities were adjusted to
account for small variations in sample imped- a-
ance. The figures show that at 6, 8, and 10 mm 0-'

into the explosive the 5 rpm IIMX formulation 2 10
has a much lower shock front pressure and
pressure growth rate than the larger particle
size formulations.

8mm into HMX/water
These data also confirm the relative 0 ,

shock sensitivity deduced from modeling the -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

pinned wrdge tests for 60 and 1700-pim IIMX/ Time (lis)
water formulations. That is, the 60-pm HMX Figure 20. Effect of IlMX Particle Size on
material has a shorter run distance to detona- Pressure Buildup 8 mm into the Flow with an
tion due primarily to a larger reaction growth Input Pressure ofApproximately 5 GPa
rate.

Figure 22 compares pressure profiles for 20 <4- 60iim

5-pio liMX formulations containing either • 7t/

water or FEFO as the continuous phase. In Cl7
spite of the somewhat lower shock input r 6M:in

prc.ssure (4.7 vs. 5.0 Gl'a) the FEFO for- T 10
nLUlation has a faster reaction growth rate and

tuansitions to detona•ion much earlier. Again .
this is in agreement with the pinned wedge 1W
test data. These data not only showed earlier 01mm into HMX/water

transition for the FEFO material, hut also that -0.5 0.0 O.s 1.0 1.5 2.0

a significant amount of material reacted at or Time (gs)
near the shock front. Figure 21. Effect of IIMX Particle Size on

20 Pressure Buildup 10 mm into the Flow with an

6mm into HMX/water Input Pressure of Approximately 5 GPa
€60ip 5pro HMX all curves 6mm into HMX/FEFO

20 k- Po = 4.7GPa

:1 0
4mm into HMX/FEFO
Po - 4.7GPa

: 1 0'

(n
S5l.m a.

6mm into HMX/water
0 Po = 5.OGPa
-0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 0 -,

Time (ps) 0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
Time (ts)

Figure 19. Effect of IIMX Particle Size on Figure 22. Effect of Continuous Phase on
Pressure Buildup 6 mm into the Flow with an Pressure Buildup with an Input Pressure of
Input Pressure of Approximately 5 GPa Approximately 5 GPa
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sizes of 60 pm or greater. Radiometry experi- IIMX formulations described in this report.
ments with IIMX/water formulations have indi- Where possible, published data were used
cated that this decrease in sensitivity occurs covering the pressure region of interest (3 to
when the IIMX particle size ;s less than 20 pm. 15GPa). These included data for IIMX,''

The shock sensitivity of 60-pin IIMX/ water,12 and FEFO 13 or' method 14 was
Theshok snstivty f 0~p IIX/ used to estimatc L,'ýnu data for mixtures

water formulations is greater than that of
either 110- or 1700 pm IIMX/water formula- including the multicomponent EXC binde-.

tions. Since the amount reacted near the shock Table Al presents the interet-pt and slope
front forall threeof these materialsasafunction for the linear shock ".'.uciLy - particle velocity
of pressure is about the same, this difference curves. 'rau,,, A2 presents the inert JWL
results from growth rate changes. Both pres- equation of state constants for the slurry and
sure gauge results and reactive modeling of the EXC formulations used in the reactive model
pinned wedge test data support this conclusion, calculations.

For 5-pin IIXIX formulations, changing l)etonation product equations of state for
from an inert to a reactive continuous phase the IIMX/water mixtures were estimated from
markedly increases the shock sensitivity, metal acceleration experiments.15 The product
Wedge and gauge experiments show increases equation of state for RX-08-EI. was estimated
in both the amount reacted near the shock fro1. cylinder test experiments. 4 Product

front and the reaction growth rate. equations of state for IIMX/FEFO slurries,

APPENIDIX IRX-08-GG and RX-08-GB were estimated with

the help of TIGER calculations."1 The proce-
Hugoniotand letonation Product dure involves comparing the energy release
Equation Of State Data along the CJ isentrope for the new formulation

with that for a well-characterized standard

Inert I lugoniot data is required to calcu- explosive. Table A3 lists the product equations
late the initial shock input pressures for the of state parameters.

Table Al. Inert llugoniot data

Material Density Intercept Slope

(g/cc) (mm/ps)

II MX 1.90 2.65 1.80

ll () 0.998 1.70 1.7

FE F() 1.61 1.70 1.76

ECX Binder 1,26 2.49 1.58

ECMX/Binder/ IEFO (plasticized binder) 1.58 1.82 1.64

IIMX/lII() (48 vo1% IMX) 1.43 1.95 1.75

FI MX/1l2 0()59 vol% IIMX) 1.53 2.10 1.73

IIMX/I+'EF() (48 vol% IIMX) 1.75 2.09 1.74

IIMX/FEF) (60 volII tMX) 1.78 2.20 1.76

RX-08-G1 & RX 08-GG (56 vol% IIMX) 1.76 2.22 1.70

RX 08 E1,(72 vol% IIMX) 1.81 2.36 1 '73
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Table A2. Inert JWL Equations of State

Material Density A B Cv E
(g/cc) (G1-a) (GPa) R1  R2 c (GPa/K) (GPa-cc/cc)

IIMX/1l 2 0 1.43 2147 -3.901 8.22 1.174 1.253 1.682X10-3  0.5011
(48 vol% IIMX)

lIMX/ 1 2 0 1.53 2097 -4.652 796 1.137 1.419 1.797X 103 0.5357
(59 vol% IIMX)

IIMX/lFEFO 1.75 1630 -3.858 7.5 0.75 1.504 2.055X10 3  0.6123
(48 vol% IIMX)

IIMX/FEFO 1.78 1955 -4.261 7.6 0.76 1.634 2.091Xi0-3 0.6231
(60 vol% IIMX)

RX-08-GB& 1.76 1392 -4.197 7.2 0.72 1.629 2.086X10-3  0.6161
RX-08-GG
(56 vol% IIMX)

RX-08-EI, 1.81 1726 -4.801 7.3 0.73 1.812 2.125X10-3  0.6334
(72 vol% IIMX)

Table A3. Product JWL Equations of State

Material Density I) P(-j A B Cv E4)
(g/cc) (mm/ps) (GPa) (GPa) (GPa) R1  R 2  W K) cc/cc

K) cc/cc)

IIMX/II 2 0 1.43 7.2 17.5 474.2 26.37 4.6 3.2 0.3 0.001 4.5
(48 vol% IIMX)

IIMX/11 2 0 1.53 8.1 25.0 664.0 25.03 4.8 2.0 0.4 0.001 6.0
(59 vol% IIMX)

RX-08-GB& 1.76 8.19 30.0 5678 137.8 9.05 2.55 0.46 0.0Li 9.5
RX-08-GG
(56 vol% IIMX)

RX08-(8EI, 1.81 8.51 33.5 2533 135.2 7.5 2.50 0.45 0.001 10
(72 vol% IIMX)
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l)ata," Lawrence Livermore National hotspots, the initial grain burning rate can be
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University of California Press, Berkeley, buildup time, if controlled by grain burning,
CA, 1980, pp 573-574, 595 596. should go through a minimum as a function of

1:3 SimpsonR. L.. Hel~ m, F. II.. von Ioltz, particle size (see Figure 1).

E H., "Shock Compression and Initia- The location of this minimum will be a
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Figure 1. Schematic Showing Dependence of -05 0.0 0.5 1.0 1ý5 2.0 2 5 3.0

Inter- and Intra-granular Sites Upon Particle Time (ps)

Size Figure 2. Pressure Buildup Curves for 1700-1um
HMX Systems. The HMX/H20 system appears
to buildup to detonation more rapidly than the

kinds of hotspots. The liquid phase in your HMX/FEFO.
two component mixtures can affect sensitiv-
ity of the systems in several ways. I expect explosive. Thereafter, the HMX/H 20 system
the energetic FEFO to augment the impor- is growing more rapidly to detonation than
tance of intergranular hotspots to growth isthe HMX/FEFO system. This may be due
reactions. However, since HMX and FEFO toexperimental errors, but I don't thinkhave closer shock impedances than do IIMX toeprmnaerrsbuIdntthn

so, since the very early time data agree so well.and water, the tLIMX/FEFO system will not The only explanation I have is that the
be as efficient at forming these hotspots-i.e., differences in shock impedances are having an
lower nonreactive temperatures will be gener- affect on both the intergranular and intra-
ated, There should be little or no effect of the granular sites.
liquids upon intragranular sites.

If the above is correct, and since your I have provided what appears to me to beresults appear to be dominated by growth a very complicated (and, hence, dissatisfying)
proesults rapper toan b ignatiosed b ygrowh explanation for what may or may not be a very
processes rather than ignition processes you complicated process. I, therefore, solicit your

should find the same trend of sensitivity ver- thoughts as to what the correct explanation of

sus particle size for IIMX/FEFO systems as thesetreasmightbec

you did for lIMX/water, except that the these trends might be.

minimum will occur at a smaller particle size. DISCUSSION
In addition, since the FEFO can only con-
tribute to the growth process through processes ROGER CHERET, Commissariat b
originating at intergranular sites, its effect 1'EnergieAtomique
should diminish with increasing IIMX particle Paris, FRANCE
size. At large particle sizes, the IIMX/FEFO A unified model of the reactivity of
and IIMX/1120 formulations should behave
similarly. Superposition ofyour results shown condensed explosives has been recently devel-

in Figures 6 and 8 (after making the scales oped (cf. Preprints, Vol. 1, p. 129). It is read-

comparable) supports this trend, but leads able on the formula that:

toa very interesting anomaly (See Figure 2 1) There is a strong coupling between
above). It is clear that the IIMX/112 0 the intensity of the ignition shock and
and IIMX/FEFO systems have comparable the specific surface of the explosive
behavior at very small depths into the charge;
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2) A specific surface decrease may 1700-pm case the growth rate to full
enhance the initial reactivity. This detonation was significantly slower.
model already allows a fairly good Hence, the run distances, taken as the
interpretation of 1976 Dremin and intersection of the linear regions in
Shredov experiments, as well as of the pre- and post-transitions portions
more recent Setchell's ones. There- of the shock position vs. time plot, are
fore it may reasonably be hoped that longer than those which would be
this model be a first step for the obtained with materials that have a
interpretation of your results and for slower growth rate after ignition.
further predictions. The differences in growth rate can be

accounted for if different types of
DISCUSSION burning geometries were present. As

these experiments are phenomeno-
I. B. MISHRA, Kanan Associates, Inc. logical in nature postulating the
Churchville, MD actual mechanism is not appropriate.

1. What is the rationale for finding 2. The 1700-pm 1IMX is probably not
1700-pm particles to be less sensitive entirely cavity-free. All particle sizes
than 60-pm and 110-pm? were examined with an electron

2. You stated on a slide about cavities in microscope and in the case of the
nitramines. Is 1700-pm cavity-free? 1700-pm material with an optical
Did you check this? flow did you microscope. The 1700-pm material
check this? appears to be an agglomeration of

smaller particles with the possibility

REPLY BY AUTHORS of reentrant cavities. Density studies
were carried out on the HMX/fluid

1. Radiometric measurements and mixtures. From these measurements,
wedge tests indicate that there were the total void volume resulting from
similar amounts of material ignited both intragranular cavities and any
near the shock front in all three incomplete wetting was well below
particle size distributions. In the 0.3 percent in all experiments.
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IN-SITU STUDY OF THE CHEMICALLY DRIVEN FLOW FIELDS IN
INITIATING HOMOGENEOUS AND HETEROGENEOUS

NITROMETHANE EXPLOSIVES*

Stephen A. Sheffield, Ray Engelke, and Robert R. Alcon
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

Electromagnetic gauging has been used to make in-situ measurements
of particle velocity and impulse at five Lagrangian positions in
nitromethane (NM) during gas-gun-driven, shock-to-detonation
experiments. Homogeneous initiation experiments were conducted
using NM that was chemically sensitized (using an organic base) and
heterogeneous initiation experiments were done with physically
sensitized NM (using silica particles). In the homogeneous initiation
experiments, some of the features we observe are consistent with the
classical homogeneous initiation model, howeer, our measurements
show that the superdetonation does not form immediately after an
induction time. Considerably behind the initial shock, reaction causes a
wave to build up over a discernible length and this wave evolves into a
superdetonation which catches the initial shock. In the heterogeneous
initiation experiments, the waveforms indicate that wave growth occurs
primarily in the shock front, similar to earlier observations in other
heterogeneous explosives.

INTRODUCTION heterogeneous explosives that this research

The conclusions drawn in the classical addresses.

studies of Campbell, Davis, Travis, and Classical homogeneous initiation can be
Ramsay 1,2 concerning the initiation process illustrated using a time-distance diagram
in homogeneous and heterogeneous explo- (first drawn by Chaiken 3 and later
sives depend primarily on inferences drawn byCampbell, Davis and Travis') as shown in
from shockwave trajectory measurements. Figure 1. The explosive is shocked and, after
Essentially all of our intuitions concerning an induction period (which depends on the
the initiation of detonation in homogene- initial shock pressure), a thermal explosion
ous condensed phase materials have their occurs at the explosive/driver interface.After
origin in such measurements; some of these the explosion, a superdetonation runs forward
ideas remain controversial. Although con- into the precompressed explosive. Eventually,
siderable in-situ measur,'ments have been the superdetonation overtakes the initial
made on conden :ed-phase heterogeneous shock and then decays to a steady ZND
materials, little work has been done on detonation. It seems reasonable that
heterogeneous materials in which the establishment of the superdetonation is more
inhomogeneities are controllable. It is complex than this picture. Recently Kapila, et
increased understanding of the wave evolu- al. 4 , have studied the homogeneous initia-
tion processes in homogeneous and controllable tion process theoretically (in gaseous systems)

and have obtained both analytical and
numerical evidence of a more complex

*Work performed under the auspices of the series of steps that lead to the superdetona-
US. Department of Energy tion. Their ideas lead to modifications of the
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Superdetonation
Superdletonatior €Weak Detonation

E E DetonationSInterface Detonation R Interface

S Initial Shock Initial Shock

STherrmalExplosion Thermal Explosion

Distance Distance
Figure 2. Time-Distance Diagram of Kapila, et

Figure ). Time-Distance Diagram for the Clas- al.5 for Gaseous Explosive Initiation, Showing
sical Homogeneous Explosive Initiation Process the Development of the Superdetonation

classical homogeneous model as shown in work was apparently stopped before in-
Figure 2. They have found an unsteady depth understanding developed. llardesty 8

process in which the superdetonation devel- (1976) reported gun-driven experiments in
ops from a weak detonation that, in turn, which a velocity interferometer system was
results from the thermal explosion at the used to measure the input boundary
input boundary. The weak detonation slows velocity and compare it to emitted light
down and evolves into a superdetonation information obtained on the same experi-
which then overtakes the initial shock. In ments. Walker and Wasley9 (1970) did very
this work we are looking for experimental large scale experiments to study the initi-
evidence of how the superdetonation devel- ation process at lower pressures than in the
ops. This has been done by making in- previous studies. Walker 1 0 (1979) also
situ measurements in a condensed-phase reported work in which initiation sensitivity
homogeneous nitromethane (NM) based was measured (at the same low input pres-
explosive. sures) as a function of diethylenetriamine

Studies of initiating NM have been addition to the NM.

conducted by a number of researchers in the In all these studies, very few success-
past 30 years. Chaiken3 (1957) studied shock- ful in-material measurements have been
initiated NM and developed the time-distance made to measure the evolutionary buildup
diagram shown in Figure 1. Campbell, Davis, process. Since all the experiments involve
and Travisi (1961) produced considerable explosive driver systems (with the exception
evidence that established the currently of those by Hlardesty), the pressure inputs to
accepted homogeneous initiation model the NM were not constant and sometimes ill-
described above. l)remin, et al. 6 (1965) defined. The measurements usually made
reported embedded electromagnetic gauge were time histories of shock trajectories,
measurements that also support the ideas of motion of boundaries, or emitted light--the
the model; unfortunately, they were only able latter being the most common. These studies
to make one measurement per experiment and all generally support the classical
because of inconsistencies in the explosive homogeneous initiation model, but details
drivers, it was impossible to get a clear picture of the buildup process remain unknown.
of the wave evolution process. Berke, et al. 7  In addition, conflicts exist in superdeto-
(1970) studied N M, along with ten other liquid nation velocity measurements and in thermal-
explosive materials, looking for clues as to the explosion-time data, depending on how the
chemistry involved in the initiation process. measurements were made and by whom. It
Although there were definite clues, this was to clarify some of these conflicts and to
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begin to understand the details of the buildup controlled addition of solid heterogeneities to
process that brought us to use a multiple, gelled NM. Since the homogeneous and heter-
embedded particle velocity and impulse gauge ogeneous explosives are chemically similar,
technique to look again at this evolving results obtained from the two cases help to
reactive process. separate the chemical from the physical

A heterogeneous initiation process2 is effects. Addition of heterogeneities allows
more rigorous control of hot-spot character-

different from the homogeneous case in that i ig.,os spatial distit shape)
wavegroth ocur atthe ron, aswel as istics (e.g., size, spatial distribution, shape)

wave growth occurs at the front, as well as

behind the front. Such a wave has a relatively than is feasible with standard (e.g., pressed)

orderly growth to detonation, rather than the explosives.

abrupt changes caused by a superdetonation. The homogeneous, chemically sensitized
Little is known about the mechanisms that NM was made by adding 5 wt% of the
produce the wave growth other than that liquid organic base diethylenetriamine
shock-induced hot spots develop at the (NI1 2 (CI12 )2 N11(C112) 2 N112 --hereafter called
inhomogeneities. This makes the explosive l)ETA) to liquid commercial-grade NM to
much more sensitive than it would be without make a 95/5 wt% NM/DETA material. The
the inhomogeneities. To date, the size and heterogeneous material was made by gelling
nature of the inhomogeneities have not been commercial-grade NM (with guar gum) to
sufficiently controllable to allow detailed which silica beads had been added; the
understanding. final composition was 92.75/6.0/1.25 wt%

Iand Engelke and ldzil12 have NM/silica/guar gum. For details concerningngkeEngelke ngleadBz'2hv the materials and how they were prepared see

made detailed studies on simple prototypical References 1 and 12.

NM based condensed explosives concerning

how chemical and physical sensitization of the All the experiments were done using
NM affect steady two-dimensional detonation. an 8-m long, 72-mm diameter bore single-
It seems reasonable to expect corresponding stage gas gun capable of projectile velocities
sensitization effects in the initiation regime. up to 1 .43 mm/ps. An electromagnet was
We have studied the initiation process using installed in the gun target chamber to provide
these same materials. Our experiments are the magnetic field (- 825 gauss) for the
superior to earlier initiation work in two magnetic gauging setup.
important respects: (1) the chemically driven Electromagnetic gauging in shock
flow fields were measured directly by use of in- experiments was first reported by Zaitsev, et
situ, multiple electromagnetic gauges and (2) al. in the Soviet Union in 1960.14 The system
chemical reaction was induced in the test that we are using was developed by Vorthman
materials by use of gas-gun-driven projectiles and Wackerle in the early 1980's.15 The
allowing precise control of the initial fluid- gauge package includes, in addition to particle
dynamic state and following flow. velocity gauges, impulse gauges which were

In this paper we describe the first reported by Young, Fowles, and Swift. 16

experimental setup, followed by a discussion (We i-eer to this gauge package as an MIV
of the homogeneous experiments and then a gauge, for Magnetic Impulse and Velocity
discussion of the heterogeneous experiments, gauge ) The MIV gauge package is an -60 pm

thick membrane, which is suspended in the

EXPERIMENTAAI, SETU 1 liquid so that a particle velocity and an
impulse measurement are made at each

The liquid explosive NM was our Lagrangian position. The use of this gauging
homogeneous prototype: it was chemically system is discussed in detail in Reference 15.
sensitized to allow initiation with the avail In theory it is possible to measure particle
able gas gun (Chemically sensitized NM has velocity, impulse (pressure), and shock
long been known to be more sensitive to velocity in an unreactive material with the
initiaLion than neat NM.13) The heterogene MIV gauge technique. In our experiments,
ous materials were produced from NM by reaction causes changes in the flow field from
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one gauge to the next, so only average shock Targ.et.P.

velocities are obtained. The impulse data are
used primarily as an indicator of the pressure
because of the difficulties encountered in
numerical differentiation. The particle Uquid rget, -

velocity data are the most reliable measured Sapphire -,,k
quantity and are the primary information KoI-F

obtained.

Since the NM materials were liquids, a
68.6-mm outside diameter cell made from
lPlexiglas (PMMA) was used to clamp the BreExtern IMagnetic

gauge package and contain the sample el.md

material. (Details of the gauge and cell (825gauss)

construction are shown in Figure 3.) The cell
fronts were either Kel-F or Plexiglas (depend
ing on the pressure desired in the sample Iigure 4. Projectile and Target Just Before
material) and were approximately 6 mm
thick. The MIV gauge membrane was
suspended in the cell at a 30 degree angle with
the cell front, giving 5 particle velocity and 5 contat mite as Ne with onfilm to eliminate any NM attack on the
impulse gauge measurements in each I-MMA. Before the cell front was attached,
experiment (one of each gauge type at a the positions of the gauges in the cavity were
common axial position), with each of the 5 measured with a depth measuring microscope.
axial positions separated by approximately After a cell was filled with explosive, care was
I mmi. The inside of the cell, which comes in taken to eliminate all the air bubbles in the

explosive before sealing. In all cases, the
-PMMAorKeI-F shock initiation experiment was completed

within 3 hours of filling.

Input to the NM was by a well-controlled

PMMA Side gas-gun-driven Lexan projectile with a sap-

lHole & phire facing. Inputs ranged from 5.8 to 7 GPa
Screw MlVGauge (projectile velocities of 1.26 to 1.42 mm/ps).

25p -FEPTefIon The target was positioned between the pole
5V - Alum.

2,54i FEP Teflon pieces of the electromagnet in a region where
the magnetic field was uniform to within
I percent. A schematic of the projectile and

target is shown in Figure 4.

PMMA Base RESULTS ANI) DISCUSSION

Fill Hole &
Screw Shot data for each of the experiments areEXPLODED VIEW given in Table 1. Because Ilugoniots for the

two materials have not yet been measured, we
used the "universal" liquid ltugoniot17 for the
shock velocity-particle velocity relationship,
along with the appropriate densities, to obtain
the input conditions by impedance matching.
The input conditions are estimates with an
accuracy of a few percent. These will be

ASSEMBLED corrected later after the llugoniots are
Figure' 3 Cell and (;auge Construction Details measured
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Table /. Nitromethane Shot Data

Impedance Match
N M Input Conditions

Cell Proj. Initial Part. Shock
Shot Impactor Front Vel. Density, Vel. Stress Vel.
No. Mat'l Mat'l mmm/ps Mg/In mm/ps GPa mm/ps

Homogeneous (95/5 wt% NM/DETA)
747 Sapphire Kel-F 1.41 1.11 1.48 6.8 4.12

755 Sapphire Kel-l 1.26 1.11 1.34 5.8 3.89

I leterogeneous (92.75/6.0/1.25 wt% NM/silica/guar gum)

748 Sapphire KeI-F 1.42 1.17 1.47 7.0 4.10
754 Vistal PMMA 1.42 1.17 1.33 6.0 3.88
756 Sapphire Kel-F 1.39 1.17 1.44 6.8 4.06

Homogeneous NM This inference is made because a wave of

Particle velocity profiles and the result- superdetonation velocity is required to link

ing time-distance (t-x) diagram from Shot 747 up the information from the particle velocity
(a 95/5 wt% NM/DETA experiment with a NM gauges into the consistent picture shown in(aput 95/5 sure wt NM .T exprieshwnt with aFigure 5(b). In this figure, the dashed line
input pressure of 6.8 GPa) are shown in Figure with the shallow slope represents the locus of

5. (The third gauge record was noisy because
the recording digitizer differential comparator a superdetonation that would be required to

therecrdig dgitzerdiferetia copartor agree with the initial shock overtake time
was set incorrectly.) Notice the constant level ag re e with the wal efock andr indicate
initialobserved from the waveforms, and indicateswaveform due to shock-induced reaction clearly that a relatively long induction time
wavsdeformy dehi to e shock- e freat.Ion t would be required when compared to our data.
considerably behind the shock front. In this In previous studies, streak camera measure-
experiment transition to detonation occurred ments of emitted light as the initiation

between the third and fourth gauges, as ments sed ited to gt as the super-

indicated by the changes in particle velocity progressed led to the model of the super-
waveormproiles Ties t boh te sart detonation being formed immediately afterwaveform profiles. Times at both the start the thermal explosion at the input NM bound-

and the top of the growing wave (at each

gauge position) were determined from the ary. In our experiments, we do not yet know

particle velocity waveforms, plotted on each at what point light would begin to be emitted
with an intensity that a streak camera couldgauge trajectory, and then joined to produce record.

the wave paths shown in the t-x diagram.
Notice they coalesce into a single shock. A similar analysis was done for Shot 755,

Trhis diagram indicates the detonation- but since the wave did not completely grow to

wave evolution process occurs over a relatively a detonation before the end of recording, it was

long time and distance, with the wave starting only possible to estimate the condition where

out as a compressive wave and growing to detonation would have been attained.

form a shock. As shown, a superdetonation The evolving wave in this experiment
does not form immediately at the input achieved about the same wave shape at the
boundary, but rather after a relatively long position of the fifth gauge as was observed in
buildup process. In fact, we can only infer the second gauge of Shot 747. The time-to-
from our records that a superdetonation overtake data are tabulated in Table 2 for
occurs just before overtake of the initial wave. these two experiments.
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interferometer system.18 In the same experi-
S(a) m ents, the em itted light was m easured w ith a

streak camera in the same way that it had
been done in several previous studies. These
experiments were done on neat NM with
pressures generated in the NM being between
7 and 9 Gla. Because the inputs were the

-- result of projectile impact, a (known) constant
7 state was developed in the N M after the initial

shock. Hardesty observed that particle
velocity decay at the input interface occurreda- 0
considerably before any emitted light was

C .. visible on the streak camera record; in fact,
the decay occurred in about 50 to 60 percent of

. ..vthe time to first light, lie stated that using
Sthe emitted light to indicate the thermal

explosion may lead to overestimates, by
nearly a factor of two, in the induction time.

o lie did not, however, indicate what effect this
observation would have on the accepted
homogeneous initiation model. It is obvious

1.6 that decreasing the thermal explosion time by
(b)• a factor of two, while leaving the time at

1.4 Detonation which the superdetonation overtakes the
initial wave the same, would lead to a low

1.2 velocity superdetonation, too low to be
Superdetonation physical.

I Interface. If we fold our data into this picture,
interpreting the information so that the

0.8 reaction (i.e., the particle velocity relaxation)
occurs earlier and the reactive wave does not

0.6 -Growing Wave give off sufficient light to record with the
streak camera until it has built up to a strong

0.4 compression wave, then our information
agrees rather well with the observations of

0Ilardesty. In this case it becomes necessary to
amodify the homogeneous initiation model to
include these features. This new model is

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 shown by the t-x diagram of Figure 5(b). If the
Distance (mm) two models shown in l"igures 1 and 2 are

contrasted to our diagram, it is easy to

identify considerable differences. In our
Figure 5 Particle Velocity Waveforms from model the superdetonation develops from a
Shot 747 are Shown in (a) an(I the Resulting growing compression wave which starts from
Timne-Distance lDiagrarn in (b) the runaway chemical reaction at the input

interface, with the buildup occurring over a
To give some idea of how our work fits considerable time and distance. This sharply

with previous studies, we compare it to the disagrees with the idea that the super-
work of Ilardesty 8 lIe reported a series of detonation forms immediately, giving off
very nice powder gun driven experiment., in sufficient light to record, and indicates that
which the NM input boundary particle emitted light is not a good measure of the
velocitý was measured using a VISAl velocity induction time (time to runaway chemical

reaction or a thermal explosion).
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Table 2. Homogeneous NM Relaxation and Overtake Data

Calculated NM Overtake
Input Conditions From Gauge Meas. Conditions

Part. Shock Part.
Shot Vel. Pressure Vel. Vel. Pressure Distance Time
No. mm/ips GPa mm/ps mm/lPs GPa mm ps

747 1.48 6.8 4.12 1.30 6.2 3.3 0.9
755 1.23 5.8 3.89 1.24--,1.18 5.5-+5.1 -7.8 -2.0

We are not yet prepared to guarantee compared in Table 2 for the two homogeneous
that Figure 5(b) is the correct model for experiments.
homogeneous NM initiation. Additional
experiments will be required to eliminate the t imertosovre alues ine fopossbilty f gage ertrbatonsand the t-x diagrams are also tabulated in Table 2.

In Shot 747, overtake occurred between the
demonstrate that this model is correct. It third and fourth gauges and it appears that, to
should also be remembered that we are make all the times come out correctly, the
working with NM/I)ETA homogeneous reactive wave grew to a superdetonation prior
explosive rather than neat NM, although the to overtaking the initial wave. In the case of
agreement between our data and Hlardesty's Shot 755, we extrapolated the measured wave
neat NM data seems to indicate they have behavior to where we thought the overtake
similar behavior. We also note that addition would have occurred if a longer measurementof 5 wt% of DETA to NM produces a small wudhv curdialne esrmn
amount ofthe DETA/NM salt in suspension in were possible. These data have been plotted
amountfthe N We pla lto einapen hin on a Pop-plot, along with some of the availablethe NM We plan to eliminate this neat NM data (taking some liberty in
complication, in the future, by working with interpreting the data, because all the previous
lower l)ETA concentrations. experimenters did not report the time-to-

Another interesting aspect of our overtake). These are all shown in Figure 6.
measurements is that in each of the homo- I)ata given in the figure are these: C,D,T are
geneous NM experiments, the condition in from Campbell, Davis, and Travis,1 Hard, are
the initial shock was somewhat different from
that expected for the particular impact
conditions and the estimated Ilugoniots of the
materials involved. The gauge measurements 10 . -

of the initial wave indicate a lower pressure .*

(and also particle velocity) state than would C.

be expected based on estimating the input N

NM conditions by impedance matching (by
about 10% in both pressure and particle U NM Data
velocity). We feel this difference is more than " = C,D,T "

= Hard.the uncertainty in the Ilugoniot for the NM, = Vosk. et.al
indicating that something (perhaps endo = Walk.
thermic chemistry) may be happening in the = SRI
initial wave. In fact, the particle velocity and =New Homo

impulse waveforms recorded on Shot 755 0.05 0.1 1 10

show a generally decreasing state from the Time-to-Overtake (,sec)
first to, the fifth gauge. To illustrate this Figure 6. Pop-Plot of Our New Data for
difference, the expected input state and the Sensitized NM and Some of the Available Data
measured state in the initial wave are on Neat NM
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"Table 3. fIeterogeneous NM Detonation Transition Conditions

Calculated NM Input Conditions Transition Conditions

Part. Shock
Shot Vel. Pressure Vel. Distance Time
No. mm/ps GPa m m/ps mm Ps

748 1.47 7.0 4.10 3.2 0.72
754 1.33 6.0 3.88 4.57 0.93
756 1.44 6.8 4.06 3.27 0.74

from Ilardesty, 8 Vosk. et al. are from the
Soviet Union,19 Walk. are from Walker and "
Wasley, 9 SRI are from Berke, et al.,7 and New
Ilomo are from this study. A line has been
drawn through the neat NM data (without the
benefit of a fitting routine) to give some idea of 7 I

the slope of the data. A line has also been \

drawn through the two points of this study for • 0

the chemically sensitized NM (remembering o-

that the lower pressure point is an estimate) 5
and, while it is not the same slope as that of "-
the neat NM, it is similar and much different Z Y--
than for the heterogeneous data, which will be
shown later. It is interesting to note that 0
adding the 5% I)ETA to the NM increases the Figure 7. Particle Velocity Waveforms from
sensitivity greatly; the line moves down in Shot 748; Input 7.0 GPA
pressure by -3 GPa at an overtake time of I ps.

conditions were determined. These are
Heterogeneous NM tabulated, along with the estimated input

The buildup in the heterogeneous NM conditions, inTable 3.
experiments was totally different from that In all three heterogeneous experiments,
observed in the homogeneous experiments, an electrical burst occurred at about the
Figure 7 is a plot of the particle velocity same time that the apparent transition-to-
waveforms measured in Shot 748 where detonation occurred. Evidence of this phe-the explosive was heterogeneous NM dtnto curd vdneo hspe

nomenon can be seen in Figure 7 (in the
(9275/6 0/1 25 wt% NM/silica/guar gum with form of noise on the particle velocity wave-
an input pressure of 7.0 GPa). The gauge forms) indicating that the transition occurred
records indicate a wave that is growing both at between the third and fourth gauges. The
the front and behind the front. Because of this seuwee th thir and nout g as tsource of this signal is unknown (it was not
growth in the front, it is impossible to observed in the homogeneous experiments)
es i mate from the records what the inputtcondiationwas. We have calculated thiu although a similar phenomena was observed
condition wthis by Sheffield in shock-induced reacting carbon
condition using impedance matching tech- disulfide experiments done at Washington
niques, and the estimated input conditions are State University several years ago. 20 We used
given in TFable I. Although the input this electrical burst to pinpoint the transition-
conditions varied from 6 to 7 GPa, the waveform frm ech xpeimet wre imiar. to-detonation when drawing the t-x diagrams.forms from each experiment were similar.

The t x diagrams were plotted from the gauge The three time-to-detonation points for
data and the time and distanceto-detonation heterogeneous NM are plotted, along with
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In-situ multiple magnetic gauging
experiments have been completed on
homogeneous and heterogeneous NM. The
homogeneous explosive was made by

C0 chemically sensitizing neat NM. This made it
0 •sensitive enough that it could be initiated

) with our gas gun, allowing a well-controlled
_ .input to the liquid explosive. We measured
Sa '.particle velocity profiles at discrete

Lagrangian positions from initiation to
detonation in a single experiment with
multiple gauges. Based on our measurements,

P = New Heter we have proposed important refinements to
= PBX9404 the classical homogeneous shock-to-

"* = New Homo detonation initiation model, including a
3-

0.05 0.1 1 10 relatively long reactive wave buildup which
Time-to-Overtake (/isec) evolves into a superdetonation that overtakes

the initial shock. This differs considerably
Figure 8. Pop-Plot for Hleterogeneous NM, from the classical model in which a thermal
along with Other Materials for Comparison explosion occurs, immediately producing a

the homogeneous data of this study and superdetonation which travels a considerable

several data for PBX 9404,21 in Figure 8. distance in the precompressed NM before

Lines have been drawn through all three sets overtaking the initial shock. The chemically

of data to give some idea of the relationship sensitized NM has a similar slope in the Pop-

between theim. The heterogeneous NM is very plot plane to neat NM but offset to lower

close to the PBX 9404 data in both position pressures by ý 3 GPa.

and slope, showing that it is a relatively Heterogeneous NM was produced by
sensitive material. The slope of the gelling the NM and suspending silica particles
chemically sensitized homogeneous NM is in it. Again we measured from initiation to
much different from the heterogeneous NM detonation in a single experiment. Growth
slope. It is interesting to note that one occurred both at and behind the front in a
homogeneous datum and two heterogeneous manner similar to that which has been
data are nearly in the same position on the measured in other heterogeneous materials.
Pop plot so that they achieved detonation in The sc-nsitivity of this physically sensitized
similar times and distances but the waveforms heterogeneous NM was similar to that of PBX
(and the initiation process) of Figures 3 and 7 9404 (po 1 .84 Mg/m 3 ) both in slope and
are completely different, position on a Pop-plot. We hope this is the

Waveforms obtain(,] in the hetero- first step in a program in which considerable
geneous experiments are consistent with understanding can be developed concerningthe role of hot spots in heterogeneous
earlier studies on solid, heterogeneous initiation, as we can control the size, shape,
explosives, i e., the wave grows at the front (as n it y, an imeaneo the
well as behind the front) into a detonation. number density, and impedance of the

Ilowever, we believe that a great deal can be heterogeneities.

learned about heterogeneous initiation by That these experiments could be done
varying the size, number density, shape, and over the full detonation regime without gauge
nature of the heterogeneities in the gelled failure has been gratifying. This technique
NM. We conjecture that it will be possible to will almost certainly lead to a more detailed
tailor initiation waveform profiles by understanding of the buildup process in both
changing the variables associated with the homogeneous and heterogeneous systems.
heterogeneities. We are, however, concerned about gauge
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perturbations and must check this possibility 8. Ilardesty, 1). R., Combustion and Flame,
out carefully before making categorical Vol. 27, 19 7 6 , p. 229.
statements. Much remains to be done to
completely understand the processes observed 9. Walker, F. E., and Wasley, R. J.,
in the waveforms we have already obtained. It Combustion and Flame, Vol. 15, 1970,
will take a number of gun experiments on both p. 233.
the homogeneous and heterogeneous materi- 10. Walker, F. E., Acta Astronautica, Vol. 6,
als to rule out gauge perturbation effects and 1979, p. 807.
determine how the process varies with input
conditions. At the present time, the consis- 11. Engelke, R., Phys. Fluids, Vol. 22, 1979,
tency of our data, both between the experi- p. 1623; Vol. 23, 1980, p. 875.
ments we have done and also with the earlier 12. Engelke, R. and Bdzil, J. B., Phys.
studies, si ggests the perturbations are small. Fluids, Vol. 26, 1983, p. 1210.
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21. Gibbs, 'T. . and l1opolato, A., Eds.,l, 4SI heterogeneous in nature). Our work shows
Explosive Property Data, University of' that the initiation behavior of these materials
California Press, Berkeley, CA, 1980, p. is very similar to the initiation behavior
359. observed in other heterogeneous explosives`

including PBX materials. The heterogeneous
DISCUSSION model dt-scribed eai lier by Campbell, Davis,

LOUIS I1"UN, CEA, France Travis, and Ramsay applies. Although we
have not yet done a large number of embedded

I low does your "new model" for initiation gauge experiments on heterogenized
of detonation in nitromethane compare with nitromethane, we have not found any
the current model for initiation oF l"BX? profound differences between our observation

and those of earlier workers. We do feel, as
REIPLY BY S. A. SHEFFIEIL) stated in our paper, that by changing various

)uIr new model, which is a refinement of parameters of the heterogenized nitrometh-
the nodel of CampbelI-IDav is-Travis-Chai ken, I ane, such as the density, impedance, size, andthplies tio hofCampeell s expvlsorvsives. I number density of the heterogeneities, we
applies to homolgeneous explosives. In should be able to tailor the nature of the
general, I)BX materials are considered to be initiation buildup process. While the condi-
heteroge~neous in nat ure. Only when they are tions of having inert particles in an explosive
pressed to very nearly theoretical density or matrix are not the same as those of
when 1he particle sizes of the explosive marx renttes eashoe f
component of the IeX are very small yon the experiments on solid explosive materials in
order of' a alw microns) do these materials which an explosive with a well defined
start tof avfew i e icof1 thesematureris particle size is embedded in an inert matrix

(such as those described by Moulard in the
homiogeneouis explosives. In the limit of'solid previous paper), we feel that the initiation
e xpl)osivyes very near their t heo ret i calma1 1i ii sins vIery n ean foeir sinle ticsals o behavior should be similar. If this does

inndeed prove to be the case, our research in
pure explosives), it is likel v that some or all of this area should lead to a much better
the teatures we have observed for liquid uridstardirg of the role of hotspots in
ho lionogr ous materials also apply. heterogeneous explosive initiation. It is

We expect the work we have done on clear that we can control the nature of the
het crogv!eo ius ni tromietha ie based explosives hotspots much better than is the case
to have direct application ti the itnitia when a material is pressed from an explo-
tiori ol' " tX materials (which are clearly sivj powder.
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I)ECOMIPOSITION OF HIGH EXPLOSIVES
IN SHOCK AND) IETONATriON WAVES

V. E. F'ortov and G. 1. Kanel
Institute of High Temperature

USSR Academy of Sciences, Moscow, 127412, USSR
and

T. N. l'ortova, S. 1. Malyrenko, and A. V. Utkin
Institute of Chemical Physics

USSR Academy of Sciences, Chernogolovka
Moscow Region, 142432, USSR

('a~s and pressed lTNT, RI)X, and phiegmatizated IIX have been
inv'estigauted in series of experiments designed to 'provide infiurmation
on rnucriikinetic., of/shuck -wave decomposition of these high explosives.
The shock-wave profiles of pressure wvere measured by manganin
euauiges' in the pressure, range of 2.5 - 15 GPa. The particle velocity
h istoor ,N in detonation wauve (chem ical spike was measured by VISAR

an~i()RIS nte/ermetrs.The particle velocity wvas measured at the
inrterface between water wvindow, and aluminum foil that was in contact
with high explosive sample. Computations have been conducted wvith
received equations of state and macrrokinetic for one-dimensional and
two-dimensional geomnetrics, ApplicabilitY of the kinetic in twlo-
(il'IfensiOnU~l situation has been demonstrated by means of numerical
simulation of the pressed TNT critical diameter.

INTIRODULCTION out. Also, in recent years more and more work

lnfrn~ttor~1hti hekietis f hgh is being done in the field of computer
C p)Informtil n abotup it th.( ion cin hof hind simulation of the detonation process.

detonation wavves is neveded for determining the While many recognize that models of lIE
ope rational saf,,t.ý Initiation, and explosion burn should be based on first principles, there
act ion conipuit t ions "The proces, of shocýk i ni- are numerous difficulties with this approach
tiation in solid explosives involves the nucle- Many authors studied such phenomena usi .g
at ion of' hot spots (I e , localIized regions of various phenvinenological models for simulat-
elevated thermal etiergyv behind the propagat- ing the chemical reactions (e.g., References 5,
irig shock front which act ats ignit ion sites for a 6, and 7). Usually these models have some
siuhs-qilelt gai burning pi acess that liber- parameters that are often unknown and have
ates energx Y nieans i'' .,inlical reaction,. to be measured in a limited numbher of
(e g , ReeecsI and ',,At fir~st, the greater experiments. The last method was used in this
part of the resýearch oi explosi'.( mit iation bY work to find the inacrokinetic of' shock* wave
shock waives coricent rated on t he tx pilenmrt al decomposition of cast and presscd TNT, RI)X,
invest igatimon oft this phenonieni iii Continuous and ph legmat izated R)X.
invastirenient of' flow paranmeter- with the usse

0 r .gr~~'~ali u mkesap( s to obtain EX PE RI NIENTALI RESU LTS
irnformiation on epoi (leeilmpo~tsit rio kine
tics (t. Ref te1(c r 3 net d -1 a l iti In this ease. The experimental schemes are shown in
there are moinan hard t~tinJsio he carried Figure 1. A high time resolution velocity
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(A) (B)

METAL FOIL PLANE WAVE INTERMEDIATE PLATE

WATER LENS IPCO

LASER
BEAM

HIGH EXPLOSIVE MANGANIN GAUGES

b'uur' Il'xIprimet'flt .S'h1'riw 1 '.( r De~tonation Wave (A) and Shock-u'ave Profie fPesue(3

svstemis ()RVJS and VISAR ý%vrv used for products anid inert plate are equal. Macro-
reaction Zone struIctuire recor 'rip of stat ionarY kinetic information about the lIE II ugoniot

dletonation wit\'.- DSIetonatiton fronts in HE1 and detonation products expansion isentrope
have been examined through measurements of through CJ point was found from these
part icle veloci't.v histories5 resulting from the experiments.
interact ion of at (letorat ion wave wit h a thIiin One can see In Figure 2 that the initial

niea Ifoi hak ((I '~a wterwinow 1' g pressure rise rate and maxi mum positions for
ure I( A)) its is the case in Refe(r' ice 10U

Thle shock wxave profi k~s Of pressure were 2
measured1 h'v iangrani n -iuges 'n the pressure (A) (B)
range 2 5 15 U I'a (F gu re I W). The p~ressureI I
profi Its were mleaIsured at Ohe interface be 1
tween the (IlK saninplc anid inter mediate plate. 1

The shiock waves with rectangular pressure ~',
prfile11 were, gent-rated in the I iterm l~ate 0-

plate bY hig v V4ci. impactor T'he sample .10

geoniet rv tTRC~ I on Inn i~n I~ I Wil ~2
Thlle in IIit I dl (fen i I v of ct st TNT wats ui

1 ,,t /cc, pressed TINT 1 58 _ý!cc, RI)X 1.45 44. 3

arid 1 .65 g/cc, ph legi.ia ti/.at ed R0A )Xconta ined 5 - -

5 perc''nt bv weight. phlegniatizcri 1.41, I ,60, --

and 1 6'1 c
Meiso'r' iient s li\ in~m ia n ~itl Ari taIlkes of 0

the- profile's of [(. i~ ar,,,ucit thie boundarv 0 1 0 1 2
between 11F and81( ineuti plate are shown inf)v~ c

Fiur 2 h i1 p si\edcono o Vigure 2. IExpctri ment1(1 Profiles oif Pressuare
produces the liress;ure r ise att t he boundar 'y Measured h ' vMarizanin Gauges for RI)X (Solid
.Ja xinma atre f'ornmed on thie profli ts Pmt These Li n es, (A -g,, -ý l 45 g cc, (11; - g,, =-/.6.5 gice)
in. ixi ma atre vspeCiill v pr-mmuriinc ed in dense and Ph legrnalizated R!)X (DIashed Lineus, (A ) -

( h it -,e s 'the fin~al statte on the bounder'rv is g,, 1.41 gcc, B) - g,, 1.60 gec). Therrmaterial
dctrniDined bY the condition that liart ice yel( ofii the in terme uditte plate. I - alaum~in u m, 2 -

('it i(' anrd prin11( f stattiima r. (h'tomt1*0 tA io Al "A , 31 - coppe r.
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RI)X and phlegmatizated RI)X differ, espe- for registering the chemical spike in RI)X with
cially for densities 1.45 and 1.41 glcc. That is initial density 1.45 g/cc and phlegmatizated
phlegmatization lowers the IH!E sensitivity as RI)X with initial density 1.41 g/cc.
well as decomposition rate. This agrees with Experimental results indicate that the
hot spot forming mechanisms. The phlegma- reaction rate of pressed TNT is five timestizer coats the 111E grain and, consequently, rato aeo rse N sfv ie
liwercoats the amoutI of g iain and tonsiteqntl, greater than cast TNT, both at detonation and
lowers the amount of potential ignition sites at the initiation threshold. The RI)X decomposes
low pressure, nhus, decreasing the decomposi- faster than phlegmatizated RI)X during det-

onation initiation by plane shock wave. The
For example, in Figure 3 the particle- change of phlegmatizated RI)X initial density

velocity histories of the aluminum foil/water from 1.41 to 1.67 g/cc decreases the reaction
interface for phlegmatizated RI)X of initial rate at the same pressure of initiation. A wide
density 1.60 g/cc are presented. The interfer- zone of chemical reaction for a detonation is
ometer system ()RVIS was used in this case. decreased from 60 to 15 ns at CJ pressures,
The second jump of the velocity is caused by respectively.

the shock reverberating between the high
explosive/foil interface and the foil/water NUMERICAL SIMULATION
interface. The final velocity is determined by Experimental results were used to
the intersection between the water Ilugoniot determine the empirical relationship of macro-
and isentrope of the detonation products kinetic. For this purpose, we used a one-
through Cd point The foil thickness is shown
in Figuic 3 The reaction zone length of the dimensional reactive hydrodynamic model of

RI)X at the same density is not less. At the the process. Ilydrodynamic calculations need
"an equation of state to describe the evolution ofsame time, the registered chemical spike shock waves. The equation of states of the

amplitude in phlegmatizated RI)X (for equally R)X and phlegmatizated RIX are given by
foil thickness Is greater than it is in the RDX. Mie - Gruneisen equation with the Birch's
It may he due to the following reasons: isothermat0,KReference;I)I
chemical spike amplitude in the RI)X is less
and/or initial reaction rate in the RI)X is P P (V ) + G (E - E (V ))/V
higher Ac-_,iding to the last circumstance, S C S S S C S S

velocity spike will he quickly attenuated on P 3 B (v7 _v 5)0- 40- 1)(Y 2 1)) (1)
passage through a foil. The VISAR was used c '2 )-

d E' -P dV, v = I/(gnVs ))

A l A1 Al where %,, V ,, and E, = pressure, specific
C.4 mm 0..2 mm 0. MM volume and internal energy for the solid phase,

.I g,= theoretical maximum density. Con-
- stants 13,,, 111 and G, were found by approximat-

Sing the lIE Ilugoniots for different densities.
,Figure 4 presents a comparison of experiment-

'2.5 al data and calculated Ilugoniots for RI)X and
S C I phlegmatizated RI)X. The constants used are

S g presented in Table 1.

The product equation of state (gaseous
0 100 0 10T 0 100 phase) used for computer simulations was:12TIME, ns

l"Lgure 3 T'he b,,l Surflr(c, V,'bI t i ,cs T1irne fi/r P P -- (V1 ) -N G (F - E (I N )/Vg g g g 1
fPhlegniatiza(,td P. DX wtth nInttal Oprnsit.N (2)

.6 f 4, cc Th e, d, tsho'd litn ts - ,'.1prtim ents. solid t) - A e - V / V , d -`1 d V
tines - ntirr rtcrul ,strnulatioi rs O ' t
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INITIAL DENSITY, g/cc

1.00 1.50 2.00 1.00 1.40 1.80

911 1110 1
O- I

7 8

5 6

00
0 0 6 -0 - 1.67

-o - 1.60E- 3•- - 1.41I

I~~o ' /, 6

2
0 I 2 4 4 0 I 2 4 4

PARTICLE VELOCITY, km/s

(A) (B)

Figure -4 ihe Ilugoniots o" Porous liE (Shock-Wave Velocity D vs Particle Velocity) and
Detontation Velocity' i) vs Initial liE I)ensity. Solid lines are calculated, points - experimental data.
(A) - RIJX: I - Reference 20,2 - Reference 21, 3 - Reference 22.4 - Reference 23, 7 - Reference 20,
5 and 6 this work results. (11) - phlegmatizated RI)X: I - Reference 21, 2 - Reference 24, 3 -
Rofi'r.nce 25. g,, 1 41.1 60. and 1.67 glec - this work results.

Table I Equatton of State Ptarameters for RI)X (A ) and Phlegmatizuted RI)X tH)

Unreacted Il IE Reaction Products

gil, It A, a, 11,

g/cc (Ga GIa glcc GPa Gg

(A) 1 81 149 5.4 24 10922.7 16.35 4.73 2 0.3

(11) 1 72 132 64 2.4 896.2 10.11 398 2 0.3

Constants A, It, a, n and Gg were found by some assumptions about mixture properties
approximating the final states in the manga (e.g., Reference 14) allow the equation of state
nin gauge experiments and experimental data for the mixture to be found. This is required
for detonation velocity vs initial lIE density for reactive hydrodynamic model of the process
Figure 4 presents a comparison ofexperimental with macrokinetic relationship. For numerical
data and theoretical prediction for D)g,,) with simulation of the experiments the phenom-
constants from Table I enological relationship have been used: 15

The IFortov's eq uation of state which X I 1 3
describes original high explosive and detona C - C (Il-C0 E I - E Ior P (3)

tion products uniformly have been used for cast
and pressed TNT 1"3 Equations of state for un- where C - mass fraction of detonation
reacted Ele and reaction products joined with products; Et- the specific energy for the shock
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20

g90.. 41 g/cc g 0 .1.60 g/cc go0 1.67 g/cc

I JII I

'5

0 I 0 ~ I 0 f

/ - - TIME,2mcs

I -a um nu , .' MMA - 3~p r

binitia'i5 threhold f byeimna sckes a Id K oand Lines andumerical simulat ion teisucltar (haished

2 - P2

material parameters which depend on lie macrukinetic relationship describes the experi
porosity T[he equation forni 3) was chosen mental data with acceptable accuracy. In
by assuming that hot spots were generated, the Table 2 the macrokinetic parameters are
react ion being initiated in t hem and extend~ summarized. The higher initial decomposition
ing over the hole volume as a combustion wave rate of the RI)X without phiegmatizator may
with a rate proportional to thu pressure value, be described successfully by decreasing the x1' nlikc the hot spots initiatioN and growth parameter, whose limiting value, x 0,

modeI," the nu tuber of dct ivated hot spots is corresponds Ito the lie particle to be burned
supposed to depend un the amplitude on the
shock wave passed through the particle (being h able 2 Mac rokinetic Parameters for Rl)X
taken into acctuens t by sok 'K, mult ipd ier in A- num lericamulation.ed ItDX I), Pressed TNt t
mquation a 3fl and not changing for the 1ie ( iande('astT reNT(i)e
decmposition The tetn prat tire is csotd included
ebplicitly in the macrokinetic eptuatin This is ga, K.109,
due to the fact that different kinds of equations gicc kb/Igs-e iPa)

of state oelrh hbe used witahoit anmuy pthenomeno r A 1.4 0 w t). alogical k ine iat parralmtcrscorrecthin plly b is, j615 l5 li t x

as was shown in Rceference i, 1 ile cacti Ilat ionresults agree within te eprimatin al error paa t 1 41 i) v e 1x "2
'The multiplier in acquatiion 3-pt is ressppnsible It.t0 tl 8 0 3
for he coliceuntration that was o changint such the 1 67 C.25 (n 45
the (lecomposition rate at cmr.tastnt pre'ssure -)) 1 58 1 2 0 3

had a tint' n, ti tic if ('
o f ' 6s a mt 2 4 f t 3
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251 1

from its surface. According to the calculations, 20 12 i 16
velocity spike decreases in RI)X relative to one I
in phlegmatizated RI)X is caused by the L 10
greater initial reaction rate of the RI)X chemi- P4 15 X ,I. N"

cal spike. Note that the cast and pressed TNT 8

critical diameters for these lie relations. 0

For phlegmatizated RI)X the dependence of the (I
macrokinetic parameters upon the initial W

density may be expressed by the following
equations:

K0 W481 tl 0 08/(1 72 -g I).11) kg/(s.J.Pa) 0 I 2 3 4 5
TIME, rus

x . 0.13(1 + 4) 2t 1 75~ - g,fl Figure 6. The Comparison of Experimental

(Dashed Lines) Data and Calculated Profiles of
g: 1 41 - I ';7 gce. the Pressure (Solid Lines) for Cast TNT. The

distances from the intermediate plate (in mm)
A limited number of the experimental are denoted.

data was used for numerical and physical
experiment comparisons. Measurements car- 3
nefd out at the contact boundaryv allow the
pressure range being investigated to be easily
varied- The chemical spike -tr,,ct,,re data for 0
st ,ady detonation was also reproduced in the
calculations

Good agreement between nutm erical
rt.iults and experimental data in the pressure I
r'.ingeh i'vestigated provides a satisfactory
ciscription of the pressure pulse evolution
6L rough the 1ieI: sample 'l'his conclusiOn is

,Ifirmed b) showing in Figure 6, a comparison 0

o!' the numerical pressure probihc,• and experi- 0 I 2 3 4

nm.ntaal data for cast TNT from Reference 18

t i the experiments shock profiles in the inter higure 7. 2-1) Simulation of Steady Detonation
.,ediate plate were not perfectlk rectangular. in Pressed TNT Results: Solid Lines - Isobars

'I aking into account the latter, the agreement (the Pressures in GPa are Designated), Dashed
r~ay he recognized as acceptable regarding Lines - the Constant Concentration Lines (the
1) th qualitative wave profile evolution fea Values of x are Designated), Pointed Lines -
tires and quantitative matter Stream Lines.

* he calculation results based on empirical
-iacrokinetic Kuiation (31 are in accordance were carried out for MlF samples with diam-
ith the experimiental data in the one eters 6 and 3 mm, i.e., larger and slightly

V lesser than critical size.
m nensional fi•ow and suggest uti litv for more

r neral cases I'articularl,. f'or numerical Figure 7 shows calculated pressure and
s.n u at ion of the detont in ,rcesse, in finite reaction product fields. The process in a
si .e, 1l1 samples close to critical, where the cylindrical charge with diameter 6 mm being
flaw is not one dimensional, are interesting numerical simulated demonstrates the steady
According to e.xperimnental data from Refer detonation establishment, which propagates
ence 17, the prc-sod TNT crilical diameter is with velocity heing slightly lesser when ideal
nearly 3 2 mm Therefore, the calculations detonation one. Reference origin along Z - axis
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INITIATION OF EXPLOSIVE CRYSTALS BY SHOCK OR IMPACT

C. S. Coffey
Naval Surface Warfare Center

White Oak Laboratory, Silver Spring, Maryland 20903-5000

The formation of hot spots is an essential step in the process of
initiating explosive crystals by shock or impact. Consequently, any
attempt to understand the initiation of explosive crystals must first
establish how the energy of the shock or impact is localized to form hot
spots. More generally, it appears that energy localization occurs in all
crystalline solids, both inert and energetic, when they are subjected to
shock or impact induced plastic deformation. This paper examines the
energy localization that occurs in the shear band and shear band-like
structures that form in crystalline solids during shock or impact.
These bands are the locus of plastic deformation and associated energy
deposition during rapid deformation, and are the likely source of hot
spots and ignition sites in energetic solids during shock or impact. The
shear band width, growth rate, and energy density are obtained. The
transition from a relatively slow heating and ignition during mild
impact to a very rapid direct excitation and possible dissociation of the
molecules is shown to occur as the input stimulus is increased from a
mild impact to a high level shock.

INTROD)UCTION material and the amplitude and duration of the

When crystalline solids undergo deforma- shock or impact. Depending on the orientation

tion at high rates due to shock or impact of the crystals, the bands have been observed to

loading the deformation often occurs in very extend through many crystal grains in shocked

localized, band-like regions frequently referred or impacted metal targets. Often the bands

toasshcarbands. Associatedwith these regions have been observed to contain large numbers

of intense plastic deformation are high local of dislocations.

concentrations of energy due to dissipation by On the basis of these observations that
the plastic flow. These localized energy shear bands and similar band-like regions are
concentrations can manifest themselves as formed during high rate deformation of
heat; phase transitions including melting, crystals and that they can be regions of very
internal molecular vibrational, and electronic high energy concentrations, we suggest that
excitations with the associated emission of they form the hot spots in shocked or impacted
optical photons; and the initiation of chemical explosive crystals from which ignition starts.
react ions. The regions of the crystal outside of This allows the ignition sensitivity of explosive
the shear bands experience little or no plastic crystals to shock or impact to be calculated by
deformation or energy increase. The time determining the shear band formation and
frame for this local deformation and associated dislocation density in the crystals due to the
energy dissipation/molecular excitation to applied shock or impact. The energy concen-
occur has been observed to be of the order of tration in the bands and band-like regions
10 nanoseconds or less for very rapid shock arises due to the energy dissipated by the
loading. Spatially, the band-like regions can moving dislocations that form these regions.
range from submicrons to several tens of This energy has been determined and shown to
microns in width, depending on the crystal be sufficient to excite and cause ignition of the
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molecules within the shear band regions. It has numbers of dislocations. Because of a) the
been shown that this is a quantum mechanical large numbers of dislocations that can exist in
excitation process and is not describable by a crystal, up to 1012/cm 2, b) their extended two-
classical physics. Further, there occurs a very dimensional structure, and c) their long range
natural transition from the relatively slow, 0l/r) interaction potential, it would appear at
thermal-like ignition process associated with first sight that a description of their behavior
impacts, to a much more rapid molecular disso- during shock or impact would be exceedingly
ciation process associated with high amplitude difficult. However, the experimental observa-
shocks, which is similar to that which occurs in tions of large numbers of dislocations clustered
the transition from deflagration to detonation. in the shear bands5' 6 suggests that this is not the

Shear banding and the associated heating case and that significant simplifications are

in shocked or impact loaded steels was first possible. The concentrations of dislocations in

reported by Zener and tHolloman in 1941.1 the shear bands of shocked or impacted crystals

Since then numerous others have reported sim- indicates that most of the possible interactionsSinc thn nmerus ther hae rpored im- between dislocations are overwhelmed by the

ilar band-like structures in steels and in other shockorimpatioseare Sine typ
metas tat hve xperencd shck r imact shock or impact imposed shear stress. Since typ-

metals that have experienced shock or impact ically the amplitude of the stresses imposed on
loading.2 '3 '4 Occasionally, these bands have the crystal by the shock or impact are often
been associated with metal failure or cracking. several orders of magnitude greater than their

Similar band-like structures have been yield stress, it is not surprising that it is these
observed in many non-metallic crystalline applied stresses that control the generation
solids. 5'6 In single crystals of both quartz and and motion of dislocations. Further, the
lithium niobate shocked to 6.5 GPa and higher, formation of narrow, well defined, shear bands
the shear band-like structure has been observed suggests that one or, at most, only a very few
emitting visible photons within nanoseconds sources are responsible for generating the
after shock arrival.7'8 '9 In these materials, the dislocations within any one shear band.
emission of visible photons suggests that elec-
tronic excitation has occurred within the In the ntrest of tye willin te shar bnds.assume that the strength of the shock or
molecules iimpact induced applied shear stress is much

In the study of the initiation of chemical greater than the strength of the interaction
reactions in explosive crystals during shock or between dislocations. As suggested above, it
impact, it has long been known (circa 1930) will be assumed that the interactions between
that some form of energy localization or "hot dislocations can, for the most part, be neglected,
spot" formation must occur in order to account and that dislocation generation and motion are
for the small amount of shock or impact energy determined by the applied shear stress.
required to ignite these materials.1'" 1 Recent Further, it will be assumed that for large
experiments on void free samples have shown applied shear stress the dislocations in a shear
that during impact, ignition always occurs in band are generated by a single source, and that
the regions of the sample undergoing the once created, the dislocations are free to run
highest shear and shear rate deformation, and along the active slip plane until they encounter
never in the regions of the sample experiencing some obstacle, whereupon they stop. This
the highest pressure. 12  simplified picture allows a tractable model to

be developed that can account for many of the
THE GENERATION OF SHEAR features of shear band formation and energy
BANDS IDURING RAPIll dissipation in crystalline solids during high
I)E FORMATION rate deformation due to shock or impact.

The microscopic mechanisms responsible THE I)ISILOCATION SOURCE
for plastic deformation in crystalline solids are AND SHEAR BAND FORMATION
the creation and motion of dislocations. An
examination of shear bands in many different Recently, we developed a model for dislo-
materials shows them to be composed of large cation source capable of creating dislocations at
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rates sufficient to account for the dislocation For high level shocks or impacts P(L) = I and
numberdensitiesandgeneration ratesobserved L > > L,, so that
in shear bands in shock or impact experi- V

13)ments.1 3  Briefly, this is a generic model R(L)= 2 - (3)
consisting oi'an oscillator-like source composed L
of a linear structure, such as a string of Conservatively, it is unlikely that the source
impurity atoms or molecules located within the region will extend beyond 100 b, where b is the
crystal. The presence of this linear structure length of the Berger's vector. For RDX, (b
perturbs and distorts the local intercrystalline 10- m and V, = 1.5 x 103 mis), the dislocation
potential of the host lattice sufficiently so that, generation rate is approximately R = .3 x 1011
when a shear stress from a shock or impact is dislocation/s.
applied to the crystal across the impurity
string, it is possible for local intermolecular or The width of the shear band can be
interatomic bonds to be broken. In this process estimated by observing that, once created, the
a pair of oppositely oriented edge dislocations dislocations are able to run along the slip plane
is created that, under the applied shear stress, until they encounter an obstacle such as a grain
are free to move away from the source region. boundary, whereupon they stop and pile up

behind the obstacle. Eventually, the number
While they are still within the source of dislocations in the pileup will increase to a

region, the back stress from the newly created level where it becomes energetically more favor-
dislocation pair prevents the source from func- able to transfer the newly created dislocations
tioning again. The rate at which the source to an adjacent slip plane via the cross slip mech-
can function is determined, in part, by the time anism, rather than to expend the additional
it takes the newly created dislocations to move energy necessary to overcome the increasing
a distance, L, from which they can no longer back stress of the pileup, in order to continue to
influence the source. llere, for simplicity, itwill add dislocations to the original pileup. Obvi-
be assumed that L is independent of the applied ously, a pileup will eventually form on this new
shear stress. The other process controlling the slip plane, and once again it will become energe-
operation of the source is the quantum mechan- tically favorable to transfer the newly created
ical probability, !P(0), that an intermolecular or dislocations onto another nearby slip plane.
an interatomic bond rupture can occur across
the source stringdue to the applied shear stress, In this way a shear band can be built up
L. The rate of dislocation generation is given as by the accumulation of many slip planes. If No

is the number of dislocations that can exist in a

R(L) 2 P(L) V (1) pileup before the transfer to a new slip plane
l, occurs, and D is the average separation between

slip planes, the rate of increase in the width of
where V is the dislocation velocity. The factor the shear band, IS

of 2 arises because of the pair of oppositely
oriented dislocations that are created with -to
each operation of the source. The dislocation d = RD 0 (4)
velocity can be written as V = V,, exp-(Lvt, dt N N 1,
where V,, is nearly the shear wave speed and L,, 0

is an effective shear stress related to the dissi For a large applied shear stress, L > > xo, the
pation created by a moving dislocation. 14.15 maximum rate of increase in the shear band
The rate of dislocation generation now becomes width is approximately

V A dw 2 V I)

R(= 2 P(L) e (2) - (5)
, dt N 1,
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Typically D -= b and for nominal 100p size This direct molecular excitation process is not
crystal N- 102 to 103 so that dw I to I m/s. available in classical physics.

dt-
For a shock of a few tens of microseconds dura-
tion, the width of the shear bands is about 10 From an antic a c the perturbation of the lattice by the moving dislocations
microns. The number of dislocations in a pile-
up, N., is determined16 from a static, continuum possbe toeabtai a estimt of phonon

calclaton. urrntly wehaveno nowldge possible to obtain an estimate of the phononcalculation. Currently, we have no knowledge number density using the approximation

of how applicable these static calculations are

to shock and impact situations. qhw = ' p (xw) 2

THE ENERGY I)ISSIPATION where p is a crystal density, x is the lattice
RATE displacement due to the moving dislocation,

and n is the phonon number density. As a
Attempts have been made to determine adni h hnnnme est.A
Attemptsihaveabeen made toydetermin e dreasonable approximation, let the maximum

the energy, dissipation rate by a moving dislo- lattice displacement due to the core of the
cation. Often these have been classical dislocation be x = d/10, p = 2 gmlcm , and
continuum calculations and appear to under w = 1013 rad/s. This gives n = 1023 phonons/
estimate the energy dissipated by the moving cm3 a phonon number density so large as to
dislocation. It is straightforward to show that cm a hon numbe arge osuggest that non-linear, higher order,
the energy dissipated by a rapidly moving quantum mechanical processes must occur.
dislocation is a quantum mechanical problem,
and that the classical continuum approach is The energy dissipation rate per moving
inadequate. Consider a dislocation moving at dislocation has been calculated by determining
a speed V through a crystal lattice; let d be the the interaction between the moving edge
lattice interatomic or intermolecular spacing. dislocation and the lattice. 19' 20 ' 21 This can be
To a first approximation, the lattice intercrys- written as
talline potential may be represented by the
sinusoidal Peieris-Nabarro potential. As it = g1'R2 .fn +liN k(Nk-q+I)dk
moves through the lattice the dislocation k q
encounters this potential at a rate of V/d times 2
per second. To the moving dislocation and the + fh\ I hw<111111><llu) dqdV,
surroundir: atoms or molecules this repre- - -

sents a time varying perturbation at a radial
frequency of o( = 211V/d rad/s. The maximum where
velocity at which a dislocation can move is 1 1Gb )2 1
nearly the shear wave speed, V = 2 to 3 x 10 F - -- - (6)
nis. For most explosive materials of interest, 8(2n)3Nm -v d d2C
the interatomic or intermolecular spacing is The first term above gives the dissipation rate
typically 10 9 m. The radial frequency of the for dislocations moving at velocities somewhat
lattice perturbation near the core of the less than the shear wave speed. This is the
dislocation for this simple lattice potential
approaches 1013 rad/s. For a more realistic appropriate term for determining the energy

intercrystalline potential appropriate for dissipation or lattice heating that occurs

molecules with more complicated structure, during mild impact. To illustrate this better
the above frequency is just the center consider the Gilman relation for dislocation

frequency of the perturbation frequency velocity as a function of applied shear stress t,V =V,,exp -Ltj). For mild impacts i. is usually
distribution that the molecules or atoms near

the core or the dislocation experience. These less than or slightly greater than the approxi-
maximum frequencies, (o > 10)13 tad/s, are mate yield stress t, and, therefore, V < VO.

sufficient to directly excite the internal For higher applied shear stress levels,
molecular vibrational modes of most explosive typical of high amplitude shocks or impacts,
molecules of inteiest, as will be shown shortly L > > L,, the dislocation velocity will approach
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the local shear wave speed of the compressed where K = constant. The sums begin at an
material within the shock wave, V --* V,. More initial level i = io and extend to all possible
importantly, the frequency of the optical levels. Generally, the selection rules will limit
phonons generated by the moving dislocation e to e = i ± 1.
approaches, and often equals, the internal As the rate of plastic deformation of the
molecular vibrational frequencies of manyexplosives' molecules, = 1013 rad/s. For exam- crystal increases with increasing shock ampli-
eploeas' mhownaoleulesng the simdle For exa tude, the dislocation velocity increases and with
pie, as shown above, using the simple Peierlsl it the phonon frequencies, so that eventually

Nabarro sinusoidal potential gives w = .9 x resona n iseaproched so tha ev u

1013 rad/s. For these higher amplitude shocks, resonance is approached as w --* i = (Ece- Ei)/h

a transition begins to occur when the second and the denominator in pr it becomes very

and higher order terms in the dislocation small. Since Vie is a probability, it approaches
a limiting value of unity as the resonant

energy dissipation rate become important, as condition is approached, P'ie -+ I as w --* wie
their resonance conditions are approached. (note that the perturbation approach to

For any real solid, and certainly for the calculating the transition probabilities fails
solid explosives, the molecules are sufficiently under the resonant condition, but more
complex that the simple Peierls-Nabarro importantly, in this limit its value approaches
sinusoidal potential is inadequate to describe unity). Further, if the width of the phonon
the much more complicated intermolecular spectrum generated by the moving dislocations
potential. A dislocation moving through the is broad enough to resonantly excite many, if
more complicated lattice with a velocity V will not most, of the transitions involved in exciting
perturb the laice arnd generate a spectrum of up the vibrational ladder, these probabilities
lattice vibrations or phonons. The center fre- will also approach unity. The probability of
quency of this spectrum will be oc = 2n V'd. achieving a transition from a low lying state to
Within the band of phonons centered at (c are a dissociative or an electronic excitation
frequencies that are likely to span nearly all of reduces to the product of just a few transition
the possible internal molecular vibrational probabilities most likely to be associated with
levels. This makes it possible to achieve reso- the more widely separated lower lying
nant or near resonant excitation through most vibrational levels,
of these levels, including the virtual levels and
on through to the quasi-continuum levels near W Ili,e (9)
the topofthe internal molecular oscillator wells. =0
For explosives, molecular dissociation can occur
at the top of the potential well. For less reactive The first order terms associated with
and non reactive materials, electronic excita- dislocation energy dissipation and lattice
tion may occur via the virtual levels between heating due to mild impact have been
the potential wells ofdifferent electronic states. dropped here because they involve relatively

slow overall excitation processes, in which all
It can be more informative if the prob- of the possible transitions must be non-

abilityofachievingatransition from an initial resonantly excited when compared to the
state i to an excited state f were written as very rapid shock dissipation-lattice cxcita-

W \ 1 p"1,. (7) tion processes. If it is assumed that all of the
W ... . , P molecules initially reside in a low lying

vibrational state i = i, and only transitions to

where P, is the non-resonant firstorder transi- the level i = I are of interest because all of the
"tstates i andj, and P', transitions between higher levels are reso-tion probability between nsntytecite, tendquatona9)drducst

is the higher order resonant transition proba- nantly excited, then Equation (9) reduces to

bility between i and C just

<i 2 W l, 1 (10)
P ~:K (8) 0I

Ef E - E - o where l is a small number.

(12



In analogy with the multiphoton absorp- author, but at the time the centrality of the
tion process, this shock induced multi-phonon shear band localization hot spot process was
excitation of the internal molecular vibrational not fully appreciated. 2 5 Energy localization in
modes will proceed very rapidly because transi- shear band and shear band-like structures by
tions between only a few states are significant rapidly moving dislocations is a much more
and, consequently, the transition time between efficient excitation process than bulk exci-
the initial state of an explosive molecule and tation of the molecules of the solid by shock or
its dissociated state, W I, will be very short impact. Given the presence of shear bands and
compared to the impact situation where all of shear band-like structures in crystalline solids
the transitions between levels must contribute, during rapid deformation, it is easy to under-
This gives rise to a prediction of a significant stand how hot spots and the subsequent igni-
increase in the reaction rate that must occur tion occurs in shocked or impacted explosive
between the regime dominated by low rate crystals.
crystal lattice deformation due to mild impact,
and the regime dominated by %,,ry rapid lattice CONCLUSIONS
deformation due to high level shock. The Shear band-like formations frequently
ignition/molecular dissociation associated with occur in shocked or impacted crystals, and they
rapid shock induced deformation must proceed appear to be the sites of significant energy con-
much more rapidly than the ignition due to the centrations. This paper attempts to under-
much slower heatingdue to impact deformation. stand how this localization occurs because such
This prediction is very similar to the transition a process must be similar, if not identical, to
that occurs in the rate of reaction in explosives what happens in hot spot formation in crystal-
going from modest level impact to high ampli- line solidsduringhigh rate deformation.
tude shock loading. More generally, when the
resonant absorption of the high energy phonons An analysis of the shear band formation

begins to occur the energy dissipation rate per process has been developed based on the rapid

moving dislocation will increase greatly, as generation of dislocations during shock or

does the corresponding internal molecular impact. This analysis gives the size, rate of

excitation rate. Such a process is in keeping growth, and the dislocation number density of

with the rapid electronic excitation that is a typical shear band generated by an arbitrary

observed to occur within the shear bands of shock or impact.

shocked quartz and lithium niobate. 7' 8' 9 The The energy dissipation by a moving dislo-
occurrence of electronic excitation suggests cation has been determined and shown to be a
that shocked induced chemical reactions in quantum mechanical process not easily acces-
non explosive substances could occur in this sible to solution by classical means. The total
way. The transition from the slow rate impact energy dissipated is just the product of the
induced dissociation processes, to the very rapid number of moving dislocations times the
dissociation associated with detonation and energy dissipated per moving dislocation. For
shock waves, is suggestive of a deflagration mild impacts, the energy dissipation takes
driven, deformation to detonation transition. place relatively slowly, in an almost thermal-

While we have not pursued it here, we like fashion, while with strong shocks the
have shown elsewhere that among other energy dissipated by a rapidly moving disloca-

things, the first order terms contain a crystal tion occurs very rapidly by direct pumping of

particle size effect that the energy dissipation the internal vibrational levels of the host mole-

varies as e0 where e is the particle size.20,21 cules. With explosive materials the initiation

This is really no more than the classical Ilall- of chemical reaction can be caused by either of

Petch result from Material Science and has these processes, however, there is a great differ-

been confirmed for impacts on RI)X.2 3 '2 4  ence in the rates at which this initial reaction
occurs or is sustained if such sustaining requires

I'he possibility of rapid molecular excita- that mechanical energy be continuously sup-
tion arid dissociation by multiphonon processes plied by the shock or impact. It is shown that
in shock waves was studied earlier by this there is a transition in the reaction rate that
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takes place at high rates of deformation, where 11. Coffey, C. S.; 1)eVost, V. F.; and Woody,
the phonons generated by the rapidly moving 1). L., "Initiation of Explosive Crystals by
dislocations approach the resonant frequency Shock or Impact," Ninth Symposium
of the internal vibrational modes. At this point (International) on Detonation, Portland,
the slower impact induced molec-ular Oregon, 1989.
excitation shifts over to the very much faster 12. Coffey, C. S.; Frankel, M. J.; Liddiard, T.
shock driven dislocation induced multi-phonon P.; and Jacobs, S. J., Seventh Symposium
excitation of the internal vibrational modes of (International) on Detonation, NSWC MP
the molecules of the host crystal. 82-334, 1981, p. 970.
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velocity gradient as input? If so, should the take inputs from continuum hydrocodes.
velocity distribution be calculated from a Because of the time and expense, nobody will
continuum hydrocode? attempt a full calculation of all of the

microscopic processes that occur in a full size
REIPLY BY C. S. COFFEY charge (or even a small one). Rather, the

microscopic processes will be used together
Yes, the applied shear stress on a crystal with the appropriate macroscopic inputs to

would, in most cases, be determined by a determine when and where hot spot-ignition

continuum hydrocode calculation. In general, I

thirk that any attempt at a microscopic occurs.

calculation (,! hot spot formation/ignition must
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INITIATION THRESHO DI) OF HIGH EXPLOSIVES
IN SMA1L, FLYER PLATE EXPERIMENTS

H. R. Kleinhanfp, F. Lungenstraf3, and H. Zollner
Institut fir Experimentalphysik

Universitat Diusseldorf
Universitatsstr. 1

D)-4000 )uisseldorf, FRG

The purpose of this study was to investigate the influence of the shock
loading area on the initiation threshold and on the detonation buildup
in shock initiation of high explosives. Contrary to projectile impact
electrically driven thin flyer-plates were used to shock the explosive.

Therefire, the shock duration is independent of the impact area and is

essentially determined by the rear rarefaction wave. The investigations
show that it is necessary to distinguish between a primary and a stable
detonation in smnall shock loading initiation tests. The development of
the detonation is strongly influenced by lateral releas:'u waves.

I NTRO!} UCTION the initiation threshold, and on the detonation

Secondary high explosives are usually buildup in shock initiation of high explosives

initiated by strong shock waves. While in by using short pulses (t< 100 ns) with a high

one dimensional shock initiation studies either magnitude (p>10 GPa) and a small impact

the put- or the plt-criterion 1.2 correlates the area. Therefore, in the present impact test

experimental data over a wide pressure range electrical driven thin flyer plates were used to

for many high explosives: these criterions fall initiate the high explosive. The flyer plate

l 3
,
4  impact differs in two important aspects fromin two dimensional iprojectile Impact.3' An the projectile impact. Firstly, the impact area

increase of the threshold is observed when theSimpact area is decreased remains nearly constant during shock transi-
tion, because the reduction by the lateral

In order to explain this effect, there are release wave can be neglected using the com-
successful theories iy Moulard 5 and James paratively short pulse widths (30-100 ns).
These authors make suitable modifications to Secondly, the shock duration is independent of
the one-dimensional put -criterion, and thus, the impact area and is essentially determined
they are able to transform this concept on the by the rear rarefaction wave. in our opinion,
projectile impact Although they presuppose the flyer plate impact is more suitable than the
different hypotheses to explain the influence of projectile method to investigate the role of
lateral release waves on the long duration pro- shock loading area on the initiation threshold.

j leth impact, both theories are, identical injecti eThe investigations show that the result of
o ne * aspect . there .-4n real incrase in ii- this initiation threshold test is not only

a Ion I hresh old if the Sho~ck loading area is affected by the impact area, but also by the
decreased. but the two-dimensional shock
Hi,'"'tAon is also ruled by the critical energy charge length. This charge length effect gives

r rise to distinguishing between the threshold
per unit area. Mloulard and James can recon for a primary initiation and for a stable deto-
cile their experimental data with their models. nation; especially when less sensitive explosive

The purpose of this study was to investi materials like Comp B are used.
gale the influenceM of the shock loading area on



EXPERIMENTAL. SETIUP barrel lengths using a 50 pmr/A L-250 pm!
M Y LAI{- laminate.

A conveniert device Io atccelerate small
flyer plates is the Electric Gun, first introduce(] In thle first part of the studies, the initia-
by Chati et al.' in 1980. This device consists of' tion threshold was measured as a function of
a capacitor bank and at thin metallic foil. The shock loading ar-ea. For that purpose, cylindri-
foil explodes by discharging the capacitor hank cal high explosive pellets with fixed dimen-
and thle expanding plasmia accelerates the thin sions (length 20 mml, diameter 20 mml) were
flyer plate. impacted by fl.Yer plates varying their dia-

The flyer velocitY is strongly affected by mieter, velocity, and] thickness. The onset of a

the foil explosion, demandin rig high Current detonation was proved by* a 3 mm copper plate
wit a hor rie tnic II oderto ompy wth plII.aced at the endl of the charge, as shown in
witha sort isetim In rde tocompy wth igure 2. A detonation was indicated by a

these requirements, the inductance of the cir- circular hole Punched out of the plate. Con-
cult was reduced its far as possible- In the tay fntainfls nysih ersin
present design, the capacitor b~ank is connectedl tay fi titinfilo vsih ersin

totl htassemlblV y i )l-ffa ol were created Iin the contacting copper plate. In
to te sht apairof lat on- addition, the light Output was detected by a

dlictors. Tlhe discharge iis switched onl by at det- pooutpiruiga pia ir tc
onator near the shot assembly. Thie electrical thrtomughahle ai teoper plate. The opticalfirstc

datai of' thle ElectriC GunI are presented onl thle siignal giehoe out-bea ofpe plthe. Thetonationl

left hand side of Table I.sga ie ieot-ra ftedtnto
front at the face of' the sample and, using cast
exp~losives, also the impact of the flYer plate.

Ia ide 1, Electricua I nrd Inipact Paraimeters of
thre Plcsrist'r Mcori c (Gan, Detvice (" ('alealate(I
fo~r the' IrJipa(ct Utmiro 10 .1I YLA ff' CI

FI ' o rI Iu ,t II'rInx pat

( 'park t 9(I lVkervemI~tv 2 9 tr/p-7

11(jt al, M iji Bi rvdi ani dr itrt t 0 5 20) min

PItak t nrrýtýt (,,4 kA\ t'r('SStrr& 1I 70 (,hi E

0
Th'le foilflye lmnecoissOf Alj

nu111i and MYLA.\I ýit b diffeCrenti thick nesses>

120 51)pri'l)(t) 250tiriiI) The barrel1 dIiameter 0
c-an be Vatriedl ofe the ranlge of' 0 5 to 20) ini11<

0.U
arid the illa \l ifti tf ti h rrU In 1*n' iii ue IS *s\~
5 111111 The fl.cr ' ý11)ltwit \\_s rliladiri-fd byý anl
opt icall tlevIct ilirig I-lottopt ics arid arn iniag(ý
converter catnriti Thel( fl~yer p)lates are accel-
erartedl 111) to 9 titi ji p protducing2 ani impact

pr Isr ofIbMt)t khilr with at t vpical cast 5 10 i5 20 25
high e xpb sis ye Iblabt I lirec cho ice tifdi sti oct CHARGING VOLTAGE/k
tinpact ye clf , It ()[i it g I \Ai toil t i IiII I) nate

is mnade biUh t i t-ither I he cra rgin Fo iguOre I. Itripact Vei cim-a as a hi act urz of
%oltage (5 25 k1 \ I thre barrecl length (2 Charrging Voiurl~I' (flt Barrel Lenigth, Flyer:
5 iniimt Figure I sbnws, tire flyer velocit v a, at Ml LAR 0.25 itrim Thick:- Foil: Al 0.05x lOx
ttrCtiorr1 of the chari-ng voltage fr di lffrent 10) trnI



Optical diagnostics consisting of fibre
optics, image converter cameraadpo-
Multiplier were used to study the propagation
of the detonation wave. Figure 2 shows the
optical Setup at the high explosive sample.
Optical fib~res are mounted at the rear and the
sidle of the pellet, the remote ends are post- DEOA7P

tioned in the streak plane of' the image
converter camera forming at streak sl it, [he . E~S EHG X~SV

arriving detonation front prodluces a short
flash transmitted by the fibres. In order to get
information about the detonation front at __PO PLA-C- --

different timies, the high ex\plosive samples
were varied in length front 40) nim di own to -

2 mnm.

R~outinely, the current was measured - JKEM3 OVETRCVP

electromagnetically' by a Faraday -probe and
the current change was detected by an

ind.JOVUýPrbe.'I'l( fol eploio ismared Figure 2. Experimnental Setup of Initiation
byinutivearpbroe.kThenfoil tepoIonducise mrarked Threshold Test (Left) and D~etonation Front

a sha rp brn e ak ow in rll e indb ursttive trace. M easurement (R~ight)

the b~urst Current densitY and, thus, the impact
velocity cnbe checked 1) the GurnyCla
tion 'I The recordings of' the inrd uctivye probe,
the Fa raday probe, an the 11( opt i cal device are
presented in Figure :3 togetheri with the streak
camnerai record

, he f~lt pen Irig of a single experimntci can
be fllustrat ed iby inearns of the photom in ti p1icr
trace. Duiri ng acce lera tion of' thle flyer plate, A
the lintenise light (it' the metal vapor shines Ima;4

through the charge 'I'fie, Imipact is, determinedCovre
1)y ~i short flash of the con fined air. between
liver and target. D uri ng the transit trime of the Impact- -Detonation

sliock/detonat ion wave th rough the sa mple, no MultpliB
light is; ibser-ved. W hen t he dletonaition front Tube-

reaches the enrd of' the hItgh exploisive. thle fibre 4
Inductive Poll Explosion

again tranitnn ts it short flash '['lie impact and ] Probe

thel outlir ak of the de-tonia ion front can also0 be C
ret ltgnii/e( in *.trcitk cdllaiio ecn(

N D
ExPII-tI1EN'AI. ~s~r:I~sFaraday-

T[he InItrAton thireshtfld and thel (fettina -___---- --

too()l evelopinent were. studied its at tinnct no of 0 2 4 ILA,

tiel i inpact a ?(a fo Iim tiferentf t vpc p(' tx plo V1 g u r,, 3 D~iagnostics in Detonation Studics.
s I V ("I li'ccordi rigs by

piesevl '[NI'. PBl~X N 5 AI Streak C ame'ra - !)'tonation Front
caý,t ( ctol , C'omp BI, TINT B3 hotomnu/tip/icr -* Transit Time

C' Inoluct'te P~robe - B urst Timle

1) Vlra(hiv-Irt~h' Current



TIhe properties of the used explosive Tauble 2. D~ensity and Composition of the Used
materials are Ilisted in Table 2. Explosive Materials

Initiation Thr-iiieshold Edwi ý Dnsi ty Exluiv
(/10110)

In the following initiation threshold test
the charge length was routinely 20 mmr. It is (Uulip)i~ 1.74 64% HI)X, 36%TrN'17, cast

important to remark that the presented results Oct(JI .ý8 75% 11 MX, 25% 'I'NT, cast

are only valid for this fixed charge length. Per-
forming the samne experiments with another I'BX N5 1.79 95% IIMX, 5%Vitoii-A pressed

charge length may give differing initiation 'TNT 1.59 pressed
thresholds, ais dliscussedi later.

TIhe results of about 100 experiments for TNT 1 .59 cast

Comp B are su ininmarized in F~igure 4. In this
case, the so cal led critical energy is chosen to
compare the In itiation thresholds for different -

shock loading areas. The critical energy E,~ Is
related to unirt area, and specifies the mnini
i1111 u in enrgy re Ii r(1111ý for init iating the high
explosive bY at shock wave. IIt is (leb nled its ccFLYER THICKNESS

E,-ptt .E00pm
o a 250Aim

where 1) is t he shock l)ITSSUIre, LI the particle
velo0CIty, anld t the uIsual 1)0C 1st duration, In the
presenit tuildY the exper-iment's Were done with 0
fiyer plates, whose thickness-to dianieter-ratio a:

1/o gistenera liv intuch smal1ler than 1/4. Thils z
vaIlue coin mon11Y represents; the Ii mit between ýj detonation

flyer pl1ateI and pro jecti le . Tlh us, it, is allowed < nao

0

where L' is i lie shock velocit v The energy
(It liveretl I) theilyer to tiltlie xplosivye targetn-dtato
during" in).pact wa is calcu latfd with then-etnto

1Itugoniot ditta of Conip IP'and MlYLIAI1x One_______________________________
(lot In the, diaglraml stiiininaliMIis Many texp(eri 3 69 12 15
ment, w.is ng % ar ots livýer di anmeters, but samne IMPACT DIAMETER/mm
11 yer ene rg\ The t ranisition iletonat ionl/no
dh mat ion is t\Icy l)1a I obser ved b)*y changing Vigt n, 4 In uttution Fh r's hold oif Comnp 11 Vs.

the shic k hload inrg diiarmeter orln hv 1 11111 int ! 11tilit O~Lt 1u inmter U'sing Two TyIpes of Flyers
the, critic-al reglion Tlhe Initialtion 1 h res ho id
curve (l16iv ds the 1K t) plane inl the regions of I L'sing flyers with different thicknesses
(detonat ion fahovc the curve) and no detonation vihnasvrouplewdt)btsre

dwlowthectr~t-1diaimeter, the samec critical energy is rnca-
('OrrIp sIm~t ýIWhe LAIeCted lilt olil 1 It F U ( Obviouslyv, the delivered energy per-

tI Ilt Ion1 t hrr-~hld \% III- dtecr-iasiirig Ifth, Iinpaiet niIt area controls the inlit iation p~rocess when
a rea :\dtl-)litiork. hwl# are Ifhree imiportant 1-01a I areas are used at least for short duration
conic]usins, deduc10ted 1'r, 11 til iii'm111 igat if ill pulhses (3(J, t- I0 i,)(ns
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-- PBX-NS OCTOL -E EE E1

_j cast (single sos

TNT
pressed

0 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 S 10 11 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 9 10 11 12 13 14 lB16 17 ;i 20 21
IMPACT DIAMETER/mm IMPACT IIAMETER/mm IMPACT DIAMETER/mm

ThL11re 5. In itlutilm I'llri'shold O/.Seve~rcl H~igh Explosiv'es Vs. Itripa.Ct Diameter. Each point results
/rutt (I series o/f eA piriniif'J tS except for caust TINT, where Ilthe single shots are noted (0 Detonation;

No-I.)etonuctioii

Pub/ic 3 ItAperime'ftul Results of the Iriitiuli(Jfl Studies.
t*(ua.4,tu Pressed High Exlohsi'ves ) 6,~ steMnn

Shock Load ing IDiumeter

Iensitiv DI )i riUicp~st EJJun

4Hl 1t .74 7.92 7.94 150 150 4

O1$ I.S ,48 S.47 120 2.5

1I1ýx 1,w~ 1313 S.5k* 109)9 100 1.0
.FNI (10 1.59 6.93 6.90 142 110 1.0

rvI 1.159 6.93 N .5 420 400 -. 2

2. I ncreasirg the shoick loading area, the behavior: increasing initiation threshold by
Init idttion thresholdi reaiche-s it Na ue of about decreasing the shock loading area, and critical
I 5(1 /cni 2l'hi', resUýlt corresponds to the criti- va]lues for thle impact diameter (similar to
cil energy o~fComnp B fOr the plane detonation, diameter effect) as well as for the impact velo-
The investigitilonzs show a continuious transi cityN (in agreement with the one-dimiensional
tionl From one di inulrIs' mai I nit iat ion described put criterion).
ImY the critical encrergy concept to two- lPlX N5, the most sensitive explosive in
dfi inenslimnal shlock inlitiat~ion

3 Th ons~l i' tstitle dtimai~n this selection, shows a minimum impact diam-

3I h on e l a s a l de m atIf eter of I mmn and a critical im pact velocity of
Irf(ju~ire.,m (,en for the fat , flyr, Ifirimt about 2 mmn/ps. A high sensitivity is also
Shock loadinI. (lid met 1U ii dlt (flit .4 111111l'h i s observed for pressed 'lNT, featuring a minimal
resul t corresponds toi het cr"itical d ianietAer (ICi hc loading area of I mm in diameter and a
tom the (lid meter effifl* critical imIfpact veloci ty of about 2.2 ninmips.

'Thue x per i rueital uc-sillts firl~l- PX N 5, The cast explosive ()ctol is less sensitive, with a
14t o I aniid TI'NT'am h i W- ýIio Illr Figure 5ý fyer diameter of 2.5 in i and a critical vc locit '
I ack i rupecs IIi ugI in io datai fm r t hese high of 2 4 mim/ps The most insensitive explosive Is

exlm'r~e.thel Impact \elmmit vis cho'senl ats cast T'NT'IThe experiments show a minimumti
Miriit t~ion threshimld anrd the experimlenlts arel velocity' of 5 5 mim/ps. The critical Impact

dunme with onlY imin (B er thickness (250 Pmn) diameter cannot be determnined by means of
I r pinipl, I ex pIsi\ S s h, W the same the present electric guin. In Figure 5, the
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shading marks the region of impact parameters
not available h)' thle gun H owever, the mini
miai impact diameter is estimated with 12 mml. 4mm

Table 3 Summarizes thle results and corn 8mm
pares the detonation velocity and the critical
energy with datat taken from oither authors. 2 ,12/

The presented( experiments, w~ith fixed/
charge length of 20 mmn, give an average deto- /
nation velocity calculated by the transit time 014mm

takeni froni thle multiplier trace. Comparing
these velocities with the corresponding ideal
detonation velocity, we found a remarkable0//
difference between thle less and the miore sensi/
tive explosives. In experiments using the

Wpressed explosives and Octol, the average/
velocity agrees with the ideal detonation veloc-/
ity if the impact condli tions ! ie above thle i nit ia
t ion threshold curve. For Conmp Bi it makes a
dlifference whet her the imipact-condit ions are/ /
near or fall awa ' fromn thle initiation curve. In /Composition B
the second case, the measured transit-tinme
gives the ideal detoniation velocity. IHowever,/
itpproaching the critical region near thle ini
tia tion t hres hold curve, a significant. increase / 01 41 82

o f transit f inc is observed. This increase .is an CHARGE LENGTH/mm
rindicat iton of ruin to detonation or transit ion

effects A slinuii ar behavior m~ay be found for Figure 6. The Influence of/lie Imipact Diamneter
cast TNT, ats indicated by the low average det on lthe Axiul Propagation oif D~etonationz for
(mat ion velocity measured in our- expenrimen1ts. ('orn p 'B

D~etonation Velocity diameter flyers, the detona~ion front starts

lIn ordeýr to Investigate thle transition again with D1 d. hut after 8 mmn distance
e ffee is miore precisely, thle d istanlce t Iill)( traversed the velocity is red ucedl to about
developmne nt of thet (letonation front a long the 6 ninii ps. The transition phase of about 4 mm
chill rgc ixis \Wais measured] by imiipact inrg is followed by at stable detonation with D, At
ýa iii p1(5 with \'aritois charge lengths under th In asti, the 4 mml five r plate leads to at dying
sa int iniipjet (0ondlit ions The trans it tnimes. (let onat ion a fter a starting phase withI D111
were taken again from Ohe Multiplier trace ()iiviously, the lateral release waves are
Oine hid v riot ice that t he detonation propa responsible for the ph en omie na observed
gates at.- a cuirved front Tliic trans it t imres a rv hey'ond or riear the critical eniergy level, am~
dettec t ed oil tilt Charge ax is, because it is hecre not at delayed start of the detonation. Further
where the earliest toutbrevak (of the detonation ov idlefce for this :issumption canl he obtained
front isý gelwridla l found1(1 fromoi the experi mernts dealing w it tlte detona-

Teresults t or Cornp B are preseriteuf IN t ori developiient presented in thli next sect ion.

F"i gore 1, Tbhree different fly' er diallmet ers are- The experimental resulIts for thle other
uised I14 in ii is tair awayv froml the Initiation expllosives are shown in in Figure 7. If a stable
threshotld, 8 11111 is nevar, and 4 min is below thet detonation occurs, the ctmnstant (detonation
Initiation thireshtold Foor 14 mim impact diani velocity for thle more sensitive explosives PBIX-
eter, tiwe dettoniation wave is propagating with N-5, ()ctol, and pressed TNT are- independent of
ideal detonation yelIoc ity vId Uisirng 8 11111 the used impact parameters. The relatively
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insensitive cast TNT shows a slowly dying To calculate the detonation front from the
detonation' similar to Comp 11 impacted with experimental data, these data were at first
4 mm-diameter-flyer. Using charges shorter combined in a three-dimensional-plot. An
than 10 mm, we found ideal detonation example is shown in Figure 8. Subsequently,
velocity. For longer samples, the detonation one can find out the detonation front as the
velocity decreases, and above 30 mam, no contour lines of the 3-dimensional-surface.
detonation is observed. Obviously, the trans- The results for Comp B are presented in
mitted energy is greater than the one- Figure9. The impact parameters used here
(iimensi(onal critical energy. The reason for the are the same its in the detonation velocity
failure of the stable detonation is the small measurements discussed above.
charge diameter. Further experiments wilth One can easily find a correlation between
100 nin charges of cast TNT Initiated by a1C) mm chagst, sofe ast cr'N'lmita ma etedrb~ a the time-distance-development on the charge
Conip B-booster, showed the critical diameter axis (Figure 6) and the changes in detonation
due to diameter effect between 25 and 30 mm. front curvature. The developments and the
Trhus, the experiments wvith 20 min charge correlations will be discussed in detail.
diameter carried out wit the Electric Gun,
have to fail in the end. Impact-diameter 14 mi: In the beginning, the

detonation front is flat according to the ini-
Detonation D)evelopment tiating shock wave. While propagating, lateral

Finding out the inore or less strong influ- release waves are continuously decreasing the
ence of the lateral rarefatction waves for the flat region, until at about 15 mm charge
onset of a stable detonation, the detonation length, the release waves reach the charge
development was studied with the described
optical device. In this paper the results for
Comp 1, its an insensitive high explosive, and i
for PBX-NN5, as a more sensiti e explosive
mlterial, may be presented, t

S/ .

Oct01

-- ~PBX-N5 b

TNT

Flq u re 8. Three-I)( ren, ionul-Surfatcc in al
s 5 o is 20 25 30l•du~-egh-ieP~ Resulting frorn

CHARqGE LIENGTH/mm (Oreip PJ Expaer-Lirints withi the Saint Impat('
F'tiir,' 7 lPropzagationr f/ I),tnatlln on Ow, Ve-locityv an(/ I)atneter ha, lDiffer,'nt ('barge
(Uhuroe A\xis/') Oi f l it[/•rcnt 11101 .1h plohsitv's Length~s

,2



14mm 8mm

4.0

3.8

S3.6 E b
E E
X X

z 3.4 z
3.2, 4mm

LUR0 ý 3.2 0•

-C <

3.0 "
*2. 0  1.-

zLu
2.8 .j1.8 ir

cc

2.6 -C
X

-75- 3 -4 15-IS 0 15 1 4 7 a 5 -4 5 -2 -1.5 0 1.5 3 45 -3 -1.5 0 153

RAOIUS/rmm RAOIUS/mm RAOIUS/mm

I'•,rI' 9.. Tt'h Inrl~uirrc, of'ml( Impc )1(2 ,etir on the lDevelopment )f t/t'e Detonation 1-'ro nt /ior Corazp lB.

('h rge' (a imete'r 20 inr ti, iip(ct diamerte'r 4'81'14 mnm.

atxis Fro nlow of, the front CIl ltaturC holds a pressed TNT and PlBX- N5 reliable. Especially

constant value for PBX-N5, with a critical diameter of 1 fim,
Impact_______ 8_ _ this case, the the initiation can lie regarded as nearly point-

Impat ~ia ete 8 i rn I ~ tlike. The deto.nation development after such a

release waves reach the axis at about 6 mm

charge length lIn the following process, tile point-like shock initiation is presented in
front curvaturehis Inc tho lh int4 process, ath PFigure 10. The calculation of the contour fromf ront curvit tire is neiast'c'lsd to a inrix ilntil •i{i tec e naIdtawsdn ntoses

Il inin and Ieiccomrues snliller IOr longer charge the experimental data was done in two steps.

length This naxintin u in n front cutrvattire First, it was proved usiing a side-on measure-

COrrelate.s with tlhe tranlion F-hase of' the fiment of the phase veloc ity that the detonatlon
correlatleaswiththetranit Fin thase ofrvathre velocity is independent of the direction. In the

yeloci ty mneastnrt accodi nag to the curvatlre second step, the detonation front was cal-

betonatiomen cmltac g culated from the end on measurement of the

(let nat ion vhli~ty t vphase velocity with the help of the knuwn

Impact diamroeter 4 inii "l'hth first stage of tile initiation point. In addition to the experi-

develipillent agrees it1 ih the proc'eding eases, mental contours, Figure `10 also shows the

except that t he relea•,t wales reacitch tile charge theoretical detonat ion fronts with the

axis earlier, according to the snialler impact- 'ssunMption of an ideal spherical propagation.

ian ailetienr The -I llnt curvature reaches its For charge lengths greater than 8 film, it

maxintimin iear s in and subsec-quently, the good agreement between experimental and
detonat Ion dIes theoretical fronts exists in terms of thle

(Conirarv to (',il)p 2 or cast 'INT, where a precision of test (On the basis of the end on

itahle delet Iintion de mands a in inilimal i tmpact measuremlnents, the( detonation propagates at

diameter of a few onillinmeters, an impact least in a generating angle of 100' with con

dianmeter of about 1 linin is suff.icient to initiate stant ideal detonation velocity. Deviations of
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Taking into account the experiments on
the detonation buildup, the investigations
show that the result of the initiation threshold
test is not only affected by the impact area, but
also by the charge length. It is necessary to

-•. .distinguish between the threshold for a
E. primary initiation and for a stable detonation.

An increase of the primary initiation
threshold is not observed in the flyer platez.- experiments. This result is obtained by means

_ \ of the detonation development on the charge

a , axis for Comp B, shown in Figure 6. In all
cc ,cases, a I)rimary detonation was measured
I" independently on the flyer diameter. Actually,

an initial propagation with ideal detonation
-' "velocity is expected, at least until the lateral

/ /"release wave reaches the axis of the charge for
I , two reasons. Firstly, in this case, the provided

-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 energy per unit area of about 360 J/cm 2 is
RADIUS/mm much greater than the critical value of

150.J/cm 2 Secondly, the run-to-detonation is
h.,' II0 I)0 t, nat on Front n I I X-N5. finished after less than I mim, because of the
('harge d ,tnebt,'r 20 nrto impact dtlniet,'r high impact pressure. From this point of view,
I m I. "I'ht, initiation ,,curs neurly point-like, an increase of the primary initiation threshold

is not observed in the flyer plate experiments

the lateral flanks of the front from the ideal similar to the models of Moulard and James.

development for short charge length are due to Hlowever, studies of detonation develop-
the disturbance of the propagation affected by ment show the buildup of a finally stable
the diagnostics detonation being indeed affected by the shock

loading area. ht, other words, the put-criterion
I)ISCUSSION is only veiled by the lateral release effects

At first si~ght, oir results concerning tile during the propagation of the detonation.At foirthsight our extloncesn having A pparerntly, the higher threshold of a stable
initial ion threshionld i high explosives having a detonation is due to the losses of' the lateral
fixedt length arog similar to the projectile rarefaction wave. This shown difference

Ig res between primary detonation and stable
laken into accoi rit diring the tlyver i pact, detonation raises the question of the com-

these, investigation.- •h, real increase of'the
initiation paral)Ilitv Of initiation tests usinig small shock

initi n resho with rference to t lading area| The results of such tests are
hiuildnp of a stable dliltnat lon In this case, ai

strongly af ected by the charge length,conltinlioUS trailnsitliml frolnt tile on~e d1iWr~l
sional shock Iiit ation ufescrihbed hv the critical especially whenl less sensitive explosives such

ats Corni) B orI cast 'FNi'are used.energy concept to tko dimensional shock
initialtion eftects i." ,ofcre(d llowever, in Inl studv ol' lhe detonation developh m nt, it
(Comp B a mo(difi ed put crilerion is find in the is observed that the less sensitive the explosive
case of, the two (irrie(,iiunal fiver impact. material is, tile stronger the buildup of the
us~sinrig a fixed Shock hi,adtinrg ar ea but (Iiffere nt detonat ion is i nI filuenced by thle lateral release
flyer thicknesses, the critlP etiertgy to initiatle wave. T" sing special impact conditions inI
a 't ahlf, detoatlion is comstant Sur.ly., this exlperi nIents on Comp B transition phoses front

e4a1iv or hasý ewen proved orll in it relait I ely the primary initiaion to a stable detonation,
smalltl riuge, of'tpuke wilt h a'S well as (lying detonation waves, were found.
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The most sensitive high explosives in this 8. March, S. P., Ed., LASL Shock Hugoniot
study show no run-to-detonation effects. Data, University of California Press,
Furthermore, these materials can be initiated Berkeley, 1980.
by very small flyers (diameter about 1 mm). In 9. Ilollenberg, K., et al "lnitii
this case, the initiation can be regarded as Sprengstoffen durch Stoewelven,"
nearly point-like, and the detonation front can Verhandl. DPG (VI), Vol. 15,1980, p. 63l .
be fitted by an ideal spherical propagation.
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REPLY BY H. R. KLEINHANfP REPLY BY H. R. KLEINHANP

It is necessary to take notice that the Regarding the influence of curvature on
flyer distance has influence on bot;. the the propagation of the detonation front, a
flatness and velocity of the flyer. In ouc correlation between the critical diameter and
experiments care was taken f(r a flat impact the minimal impact diameter seems plausible.
and the change in velocity was considered. The A difference between the two effects is that
mentioned effect was not observed, in our experiments the diameter of the high

explosive is always greater than the impact
DISCUSSION diameter, while in the experiments investi-

J. Roth, Consultant gating the critical diameter the explosive

Portola Valley, CA material is surrounded by an inert material.
We found the high sensibility of pressed TNT

Since you appear to have agreed that Lhe surprising, too. We did not determine the
steep vertical rise in the critical velocity versus critical diameter of the investigated pressed
impact diameter plots (Figure 5) correlates TNT but following the data of other authors
with the critical diameter, I find it surprising the critical diameter of pressed TNT is indeed
that the "apparent" critic.il diameter of ()ctol is smaller than that of Octol (Campbell et al., 6th
greater than that of p)ressed TNT. Symposium on Detonation).



A TWO-DIMENSIONAl, LAGRANGIAN TECHNIQUE
FOR SHOCK INITIATION DIAGNOSIS

Huan Shi* and Ding Jing**
Beijing Institute of Technology

Department of Engineering Mechanics
P.O. Box 327, Beijing 100081, PRC

The one-dimensional Lagrangian measurement and analysis technique
has been used successfully during the past decade in studying the shock
initiation and detonation processes in energetic materials. However,
many shock-to-detonation transitions and steady-state detonations are
not really one-dimensional. The objective of this paper is to propose a
two-dimensional (2-D) Lagrangian probe, a 2-D experimental system,
and a quasi-one-dimensional Lagrange analysis. Advantages of this
new technique are discussed. Using the proposed technique, some
interesting results on the shock initiation of pressed TNT have been
demonstrated.

INTROI)UCTION measuring the radial particle velocity in 2-D

In the past (decade, at one-diensional flow. A constantan radial velocity gauge has

(I W) Lagrangian technique has been used been developed by Z. Rosenberg et al. 5 to

successfully for shock initiation studies in het measure the radial displacement in axi-

erogeneous explosives Many positive results symmetric impact configurations.

were obtained 1 3 Hlowever, most shock initia- In the present work, a new probe is used
tion and steady-state detonation processes to measure simultaneously the pressure p and
were not reall y I I). The two dimensional the raciial displacement (r - ro) histories of
t2 1)) effects on the shock initiation process particles at different Lagrangian positions, for
have not been studied in detail In this paper a axi-symmetric flow of condensed materials
2 I) Lagrangian technique is presented which under shock loading. This new probe is called
includes a 2 I) Lagrangian probe, a 2-1) experi a 2-I) lagrangian Composite Manganin Con
mental system, and a quasi - 1-) Lagrange stantan (CMC) ring probe (see Figure 1).6
analysis The processes of 2 I) shock initiation The dynamic piezoresistance and tensile
and shock wave attenuation in pressed TNT coefficients of the probe iust be calibratedare 11e(asure'td slinlultaneouslv ofiinso hYrb utb ai~ae

rs experimentally. The piezoresistance coeffi-

TWO-I)IMENSIONAI, cient of rnanganin is obtained by a con-

IAGRANG IAN VROBE ANI) Irs ventional i-I) method.

CALIBRATION

RecentlI. G( Rosenberg et al 4 modified p(RPa)-- 0 27 - 344( - 1
th,, electromagnetic velocity gauge for 0

/(ARt 2
4- 1.07 )

* ' , ,a , • .] ! '' Y ' . .. • ;• . . .. . .F-it , , ., , ., h llo log y ,

1)eparrmcnt t ,\pl•hd Phsvi ts, Vhang.ýha, flunan, I)
C hina

('rr.t-nib i ll t mtI it( tvav A( U • IE R, New' Mt2c 2.2 < p < 46.OGI)a
"l'm'h. ,',,rrL N ¶ 5750-1
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2-D SHOCK INITIATION EXPERI-
(2) MENTS

0 0 m 0 In order to obtain the shock wave for ini-

I (AR\1 tiating an explosive at a required amplitude,
r r011 + K R (3) metal plates of different thicknesses are used.

c 0 There are two devices with different diameters,

where AH/R 0 is the relative variation of the which are simply called large (L) and small (S)wher ARRo i th reltiv varatin ofthe devices, respectively (see Figure 2).

resistance, r0 the initial radius of the active ele-

ment, Ro the initial resistance of the probe, K For each shot, four curves are recorded on
the tensile coefficient, subscripts m and c denote two different Lagrangian positions (h,ro). In
manganin and constantan, respectively, general, two of these are the records from the

manganin parts, and the others are from theThe tensile coefficients of both manganin constantan parts. A four-channel constant

and constantan are about 2.0 in static calibra- current pplts u topr-the pobeand

tion. However, the strain rate in shock loading to make the current impedance match at the

could be up to 103 - 106s-1. For this reason, an probe terminals minimizing the influence of

experimental system for dynamic calibration

of these tensile coefficients 7 was designed. It
was found:

2.141 (e s 0.0466)
) 2-

!4.178-90.30k:+999.7c 2 (0.0466<-sO.09)

(4) / 3-

0.5205+0.8453e+1771P 2 - 23215d3  1 /

Km (0.0046 < •_< 0.0456) (5) T

2.040 (0.0456 < c:s 0.171)

where strain e Ar/r0 .

Figure 2. 2-D Shock Initiation Devices

1 Detonator
2. PMMA holder
3. Pressed TNT charges:

a - 4)20.3 x39.6 mm(1.577g/cm 3 )

b - 4)40.3 x 49.7 mm (l.594g/cm3 )
c - 420.1 x 19.8 mm (1.594 g/cm 3 )

Figure . 2-DLagrangian CMC Probe 4. Metal Plate:

1. Active Elements 3. Leads (power a - Aluminum, 4 50.0 mm
terminal) b - Copper, 0 20.0 mm

2. Leads (signal 4. Scale Mark 5. 2-D Lagrangian probe
terminal) 6. Sample charge
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leads resistance. Typical experimental records where u is the particle velocity, V the specific
are shown in Figure 3. volume, P0 the initial density, subscript I de-

In this work the 2-D axisymmetric shock notes the shock front, h denotes the partial

initiation flow fields of pressed TNT (p = differentiation along the particle path, and j

1.564g/cm 3 ) were measued for three different along thejth pathline, respectively.

initiation conditions. For the L device, the ini- Comparing the quasi-1-D with the 1-D
tial pressure at the center is about 4.1 GPa Lagrangian analysis, the only difference is
when the thickness of the aluminum gap LAI is that a factor (r/ro)2 must be added in the former
43.01 mm (Figure 4). For the S device the analysis. The particle velocity u can be ob-
pressures are about 4.3 and 3.2 GPa, respec- tained by using the quasi-1-D Lagrangian
tively, for Lc, = 7.02 and 10.03 mm (Figure 5). analysis code with p - r experimental data (as
The 2-D shock initiation processes under the shown in Figures 4 and 5) for the input. The
first two conditions, and the shock failure pro- particle velocity and specific volume near the
cess under the last condition for pressed TNT axis of symmetry can be obtained by solving
samples were studied. Results are shown in Equations (8) and (9), respectively. The rest of
Figures 4, 5, and 6, respectively, the physical quantities, such as specific

internal energy, reaction extent et al. can be

QUASI-I-I) IAGRANGIAN obtained in a way similar to the 1-D
ANALYSIS Lagrangian analysis. 3 Figure 7 (a) and (b)

Near the axis ofa 2-D axisymmetric flow, show the experimental chemical reaction
we have8 extent X (dotted lines), compared with that

calculated by the quasi-1-D Lagrangian

Lp +u 2w method (solid lines).p--+ -- + -- 0 (6)

at & r

8u ap
p + - + - =(7)

at az

where p is density, u is the velocity component
along the axis, and w is the velocity component
perpendicular to the axis; z, r, t are space and
time coordinates.

Transforming the above equations from
the Eulerian form into the Lagrangian form,
the following equations are obtained: (a)

u = u I it r )2 (8)P tI ' /ro

P0  2

V V + r )2 Jt (9)
Sr0 ti

clu (b)o
dt)ldt

Figure 3. Experimental Records (2 psldiv)
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DISCUSSION which is moving toward the shock front. The
difference is that the amplitude of the peak forThere are four obvious advantages with a
a 2-D condition is lower than that in a 1-D2-1)Lagrngin exerienta mehod.The condition. For a 1-I) condition, the transition

first is a simplified loading device with small tondetonation ocr v a asithe

loading charge. The second is that the pres- trailing pressure peak overtakes the shock

sure of the initiating shock pulse can be ad- front. owever, this is not true for the 2s-D

justed continuously by changing gap thick- fcondition. Even when the peak overtakes the

ness. The third is that no limitation is exerted socki front t he frn pessur ei till m h
on te lngt fro th intiaion oin tothe shock front, the front pressure is still much

on the length from the initiation point to the lwrta h - auadsol u bu
lower than the C-J value, and should run about

measuring point. This allows the study of the 2-3 mm to reach detonation. The shock initia-
entire process of detonation failure or the tran- tion threshold of pressed TNT is in the range
sition from the initiation shock pulse to a from 3.2 to 4.3 GPa under the 2-D small gap
steady state detonation wave. The fourth is loading condition, but a shock of the same
the most important, that is, this method can be shock front pressure (3.2 GPa) could initiate
used to study the effects of lateral rarefaction this kind of TNT charge rapidly in a 1-D condi-
in shock initiation and steady-state detonation tion. All these differences provide evidence
processes, that the effects of the lateral rarefaction pro-

The similarity between 1-D and 2-D duce an energy loss which is an important
shock initiation flow is that both have a pres- factor for controlling the 2-D shock initiation
sure peak, that is a combustion wave peak, process. They also suggest that the initiation

Loto I . 22ma

04 
h

1 1,

k --1,t( 1 s)

iS 0O II 10 iOO t10L .

0 0. A)I

(a) (a)

12 mi h I0 n r =1 22m0
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P(GP )

[h1 2 3 4

Figure 6. Shock Initiation Failure (S device)

1,c, =10.03mm h, = 0.0O mm h3 = 4.16rmm h5 = 8.14mm
r0 : 1.22mm h2  2.21mm h4 = 6.18rmm

process is not only related to the shock front, faster the pressure decreases behind the shock
but also related to the flow following the shock front, and the larger is the radial component of
front. the particle velocity. This trend becomes more

In a 2-D shock initiation flow field, the pronounced as the charge diameter decreases.

distribution of pressure is changed with the The quasi-l-D Lagrangian analysis
initial radius ri. The farther from the axis the method can be applied to the flow fields near
particle is, the lower are the pressures at the the axis of the 2-D axisymmetric flow to obtain
shock front and the combustion peak, the many other physical quantities. Equations (8)

and (9) show that the radial divergence, even
,,, • j near the axis, influences the flow filed//" quadratically.
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INFIUENCE OF RI)X CRYSTAL SHAPE ON THE SHOCK SENSITIVITY
OFI PBXs

A. C. van der Steen, H. J. Verbeek, and J. J. Meulenbrugge
TNO Prins Maurits Laboratory

P.O. Box 45
2280 AA Rijswijk

THE NETHIEERLANI)S

"The shape of RDX crystals in 1tTPB-based PJIXs has a very large
influence on the sh.,ck sensitivity. For formulations with irregularly
shaped RDX crystals, a critical pressure of 3.2 GPa is found with the
NOL Large Scale Gap Pest. hormulations with crystals which are more
spherical and with smoother surfaces, are much less sensitive and
possess a critical pressure of3.9 CPa. Some possible mechanisms which
could elucidate the interaction between crystal shape and shock
sensitivity are discussed.

INTRO I)UCTIION smallest particles, and a thinner reaction zone
was also found. By comparing these results

One of the most frequentl*v used with theoretical simulations with the Lee-
niques to obtain less-sensitive explosives is to Tarver three term ignition and growth model,
embed the explosive crystals in a polymer they found that the lower sensitivity has to be
matrix: plastic bonded explosives, lPBXs Gen- related to the amount of RDX ignited in the
erally, it is assumed that the polymer reduces rel to thea
the sensitivity of the explosive, however, the
performance of the explosive is also reduced. Surprisingly, the influence of the particle

A great deal of research has been carried shape on the shock sensitivity did not receive

out to characterize the properties of the PBX in much interest up to now while it could be

relation to the type of polymer used. For expected that the shape, especially for the

example, Swallowe and Field investigated the bimodal and trimodal mixtures used in PBXs,

impact sensitivity of explosives in contact with plays an important role in the mutual inter-
action between the crystals and in the bonding

different polymers, and found an enhanced or between the crystal and the s onding

reduced sensitivity depending (n the polymer. between the crystal and the surrounding

They ascribed these effects to the mechanical polymer.

strength of the polymer under impact. I This paper describes the first results of an

Also, the particle size distribution of the extensive research program at the TNO Prins

explosive in relation to the sensitivity of the Maurits Laboratory on the influence of particle

PBX has attracted a lot of attention. For con- shape on the sensitivity of explosives. This

ventional explosives, it is well known that the program is part of a project to process and

shock sensitivity decreases with a decrease of characterize explosives which are less sen-

the particle size of the explosive crystals. For sitive and have a lower vulnerability. llTPB-

PBXs this is also demonstrated by Moulard et based PBXs with a solid load of 85 wt percent

al., who compared the shock sensitivities of were investigated. To reach this high value for

Ri)X-based PBXs with a solid load of 70 wt per- the solid load we used bimodal mixtures of

cent, and with RI)X particles of 6 pm, 134 pm, RDX, a coarse fraction with an average size of

and 428 pm."2.3 The initiation distances are about 300 1m and a fine fraction of about

considerably longer for the PBX with the 25 pm. We started these investigations with
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two, commercially available, coarse samples of Table 1. Average Particle Size (D(0.5)) and
RDX whose crystal shapes differed consider- 10 Percent and 90 Percent Values of the Particle
ably. However, gaining more insight into the Size Distribution of the RDX Samples (pm)
factors influencing the sensitivity, we also
investigated the effect of RI)X which was Sample d(0.5) d(0.1) d(0.9)
specially treated to increase the spherical A 285 185 430
shape of the crystals.

The shock sensitivity of an explosive is B 460 350 625

normally tested with a simple gap test, or with C 370 235 530
the wedge test to determine the distance to
detonation. Besides the NOL gap test, 4 we 1) 17 5 50
used a rather simple test to determine the E 52 28 80
distance and time to detonation for different
impact pressures. This test has shown to be
highly reproducible and easy to perform so that resulting in more spherical and oval particles.
many different samples could be tested. 5  Note that small cracks could be observed on

In an earlier paper, we reported on the thesurfaceofthecrystal.

detonation velocity and the detonation pres- Fine 1): This sample of small and regu-
sure of PBXs with an 85 percent solid load of larly shaped particles is used to form bimodal
RI)X. They are 8.0 kmrls and 26.5 GPa which mixtures with sample A and B.
are very close to theoretically predicted Fine E: This sample was treated in the
values.5 The mechanical strength of the I)BXs same way as sample C. Unfortunately, it was
in relation to the particle shape and size and not possible to reach the same particle size as
the effect of aging will be discussed elsewhere. sample 1). The crystals do look the same as

EX PE RI M E NTA 1. those of sample C.

PBXs containing the following bimodal
Explosive mixtures were studied: Al), 1I), and CE. The

Three different samples of coarse RI)X coarse/fine ratio was taken R=64/36. This
ratio gives the highest tap density for mixtures

and two different samples of fine RI)X have Al) and BI), viz. 1450 and 1400 kg/mi3 respec-
been used for the bimodal mixtures. Typical tively. The maximum for mixture CE is
scanning electron micrographs are shown in shifted to a lower percentage of the fine frac-
Figure I. The particle size distributions for the tion, which is probably due to the different
different samples are presented in Figure 2, particle size distribution. The same ratio as for
and the characteristic values are summarized the other mixtures is taken, with a tap density
in Tablel of 1410 kg/m3 . Theoretically, a tap density of

The samples can be described as follows: 1325 kg/m 3 would be enough to reach a solid

Coarse A. This sample contains very load of 85 wt percent.

irregularly shaped particles. Spherical, oval, PBX
or particles with the crystal shape character-
istic for RI)X are not observed A polyurethane binder (llTli and ll'I)I)

and an I)P plasticizer are the main ingre-Coarse H: This RI)X is from a different dients of the polymer binder. Also, l)antocol
source than sample A, and contains more or dinsothplyebnerAs, atcl

soure tan ampl Aandcontinsmor or was added to improve the bonding between the
less round particles. Most particles are broken na r pol e the pold r exoe

and howclevag plnes nd har edes. non-polar polymer and the polar explosive
and show cleavage planes and sharp edges, crystals. P)BXs were cast under vacuum and
The average particle size is also larger, ascom- after curing the density was found to be
pared to sample A 1580 kg/m 3 , indicating that hardly any voids

Coarse C The crystals of this sample are present in the I)BX. A more detailed
have been physically and chemically treated, description of the casting procedure can be
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Figure' I Ti*vpical Scanning Electron Micrographs for the Coarse Samples A, 13, and C(From Top
to B~ottom, Leftf Colum n) and the Fine Samples B and E(From Top to Bottom, Right Column)
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(back lightning) and the moment and position
30 the shock wave enters the PBX. Also, the

a position and time the detonation wave emerges
/ /from the side surface of the PBX is recorded by

20 the streak camera. The initiation distance and
time are determined for different initiating

, \pressures, i.e., lengths of the plexiglass atten-
"10 uater.

10 x

In contrast with the wedge test, a spheri-
_____ " \cal diverging shock wave is used to initiate the

0 sample. Also, the distance to detonation is not
100 10o0 determined on the central axis, but on the sur-

20 face of the charge. Hlowever, from the streak
b recordings we learned that on arrival at the

surface a detonation wave is propagating in
the forward and backward direction. Since the
velocities of both waves are about equal, they

*o 10can probably be ascribed to the spherical ex-
tension of a detonation wave starting on the

/ "central axis of the charge. For this reason, it
- .can be assumed that the results obtained with

the present test will not differ considerably
10 100 from wedge test results.

PARTICLE SIZE (trN RESU I'IS

ge2. -eThe resultts obtained for the three dif-
ferent PBXs are presented in Figure 3. TheI)u--s A, fi -I)X -amlh.s solid lines represent the distances to detona-tion as a function of the pressure in the
plexiglass at the plexiglass/PlBX interface and

found In RIeference 5 Some samples were cast the vertical dotted lines, the NO(. measure-
several times, to check the repro)ducibility Of ments. The corresponding times to detonation
the casting procedure andf the shock sensitivity show the same trend, and will be discussed
test methods. elsewhere.

As coulh be expected, the trend observed
Shock Sensitivity for all formulations in Figure 3 is a steady

The Not), arge Scale Gap Test is used to decrease of the distance to detonation as the
determine the critical pressure at which initiating pressure increases. At low pressures
50 percent of the( experiments result in a an asymptotic value is reached, below which
detonation. It consists of a tetrvl booster the 1I1X cannot be initiated anymore. At very
I- 50 mm, + 50) mm and p 1510 kg/m3) in high pressures the distance to initiation seems

combination with a plexiglass attenuator of to converge to a more or less constant value.
the same diameter The explosive is confined The PBX with bimodal mixture Al) is the
in a 1 40 mmn long steel tube of 37 mm 'inner most sensitive, with initiation distances far
diameter and -18 inni outer diameter below those of the other two formulations. The

The siame donor system is used to deter longest initiation distances are observed for
mine the tim(e and distance to initiation of a formulation lIt). The formulation with the
bare P)BX cylinder of" 50 mm diameter, and spherical particles has a sensitivity which lies
without any cmlninement A streak camera in between the other two. These results are
records the shwk wave through the plexiglass confirmed by the NOV. Large Scale Gap Test
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results: the 50 percent pressures for which an the irregularly shaped crystals of sample A. It
initiation is obtained are 3.2, 3.7, and 3.9 GPa might also be possible that the difference in
for formulation AD, CE, and 131) respectively, sensitivity is caused by the lower mechanical
The PBXs can be initiated at slightly lower strength of the crystals of sample A. It is not
pressures with the NOL ILSGT because in this clear, however, to what extent this plays a role
test the explosive is confined in a steel tube. at the very high press, res attained in a shock
Note that the correlation between NO(I results wave. A third possibility could be the effect of
and initiation distances can only be made if the the bonding agent l)antocol on the sensitivity.
same explosive is studied. This correlation To cover a crystal surface completely is more
fails if, for example, lIMX-based PBXs and likely for sample B than for sample A. Any
RI)X-based PBXs are compared direct contact between the binder and the

explosive might have caused an increase in the
DISCUSSION catalytic decomposition at the interface, as is

also observed for Al' in contact with differentThe differences observed in Figure 3 pl m r.

could be ascribed to the particle size distribu- plymers.
tion, as well as to the particle shape of the Because the crystals of sample B still show
samples tested. Although the coarse sample B cleavage planes and sharp edges, we tried to
does not have exactly the same particle size make coarse as well as fine spherical crystals.
distribution as sample A, the much lower Surprisingly, the resulting formulation is
sensitivity of formulation HI) is most likely slightly more sensitive than formulation BI).
caused by the more regular shape of the This might be due to the effect of the fine
crystals in sample B. From other studies, we fraction in this formulation, which is about
also know that such a drastic change in the twice the size of the Fine fraction used for the
sensitivity could not be ascribed to small other formulations. On the other hand, the
changes in the particle size distribution.3  very small cracks at the surface of the

spherical crystals could also have caused the

s•o increased sensitivity. A study of a formulation
with a bimodal mixture CD) is presently under

40 way.

30 - CONCLUSIONS

0 20 The study of these different PBX formu-

0 lations has already revealed many aspects that
could be used for the future development of less

o , , sensitive explosives:
30 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.5

First of all, these results show that the"TLdTnoN PESS-M OCJPW particle shape has a drastic influence on the

F igure' :, 0Dstanic, to Detonatioin /)r Frru(- shock sensitivity of the PBX. Shock sensitivi-

on Al) ( ), HO) (0, and E 3) (s a Functon ties between those of Rl)X/wax compositions

of the-, Initial Shuck Pressurc The horizontal and Comp B are found. Also, the distances to

lines indicalte the critical N01. L initiating detonation are doubled by using regularly

pressures /br these fi)rrnuhlttins shaped particles. The formulations we tested
up to now have not been optimized for particle

The influence of the crystal shape on the shape and size, and already we have a sensi-
tivity nearly equal to Comp B. It is foreseen

shock that an optimization of the particle shape and
tions It is rTo0.,t likely that microscopic voids particle size distribution might reduce the sen-
are formed on the surface oft he crystals during paticle size mored
casting, and it is much more difficult to create sitivity even more.
voids on the surface of the smoother and more Secondly, from this study we also gained
regular shaped crystals of sample H, than on more information about the casting properties
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of the different formulations. Formulations 3, Moulard, If.; lleclos, A.; and Kury,J. W.,
with 85 wt percent RDX were taken to have "The Effect of RDX Particle Size on tLe
the possibility of casting all samples and are Shock Sensitivity of Cast PBX Formula-
not restricted by a too high viscosity of the cast. tions, 11. Bimodal Compositions," Proc.
The reduced sensitivity of a PBX has to be con- International Symposium of Pyrotechnics
sidered in relation to a high performance. For and Explosives, Beijing, China, 1987,
formulation BI), whose cast had a very low vis- p. 304.
cosity, an increase of the solid load to 88 or 89 4. Price, D.- Clairmont, Jr., A. I.; and
wt percent RI)X is certainly possible, main- Erkman, J. 0., The NOL Large Scale Gap
taining good casting and shock sensitivity Test Ill. Compilation of Unclassified Data
properties, and at the same time increasing the and Supplementary Information fi)r Inter-
performance of'the explosive considerably. pretation of Results, Naval Ordnance
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A LAGRANGE GAUGE STUDY OF THE SHOCK INITIATION
PROCESS IN AN INTERMOLECULAR EXPLOSIVE EAK

M. Cowperthwaite and J. T. Rosenberg*
SRI International

Poulter Laboratory
333 Ravenswood Avenue

Menlo Park, California 94025

and

A. G. Taliancich**
AFATL/DLJE

Eglin Air Force Base, Florida 32542

Multiple Lagrange particle velocity gauge experiments were performed
to investigate the shock to detonation transition (SDT) in baseline EAK.
The particle velocity histories recorded in the initiating waves exhibited
a spike region at ,he wave front connected to a region with a nore
gradual deceleration, with a discontinuity in deceleration at the point of
connection. Such a two-region structure demonstrates that these flows
are supported by global exothermic reactions with markedly different
rates. The observation that the time between the shock front and the
point of discontinuity is essentially independent of the gauge position in
different experiments demonstrates that the rates of the faster reactions
supporting the flow in the spike do not depend on th2 shocked state. The
observation that the shock particle velocity histories recorded in diferent
experiments ar' qualitatively different demonstrates that the distance to
detonation concept is not valid for the SDT process in our baseline EAK.

INTROI)UCTION potassium nitrate (K). A series of multiple
The use of physical synthesis1 to improve Lagrange gauge experiments were performed

the performance of intermolecular explosives to obtain the particle velocity histories required
to provide a better understanding of the shockcontain ing am m onium nitrate (A )1,2 led to the i i i t o r c s n b s l n A , a d o

development of' explosives based on EA, the iiito rcs nbsln Aadoshock-induced reactive flow in intermolecular
eutectic of ethylenediamine dinitrate (E) and explosives containing A. A similar series of
A. This paper presents a Lagrange gauge multiple Lagrange gauge experiments, per-
study of the shock initiation process in baseline formed in a companion study of the detonation
EAK,3 an E~A based explosive containing process in baseline EAK, were presented in a

previous paper. 4

* Current Address: Lockheed Missiles and EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Space Company, p.o. Box 3504, Sunnyvale,
CA 94088 3504. The SRI multiple Lagrange particle veloc-

**Current Address: AIJRKPA, Edwards Air ity gauge technique used in the present work
Force Base, CA 93523 5000 has been described previously in some detail, 4
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and any reader requiring further information 3 1 1

about this technique is referred to this paper. Gages 1-5 Estimated Uncertainty,
All Gages

The 10 inch diameter charges of baseline 2.5 I
EAK used in the shock initiation experiments
were cast around our standard gauge block 3 ,4

at the Los Alamos National Laboratory. The E 2 "

baseline EAK has a nominal composition •-
Kf

46/46/8 by weight E/A/K, and was creamed 1.5 - , ,
during the melt preparation operation to ,

LUincrease melt viscosity. Because no informa-

tion about the density and microstructure of a : 1'
the targets was received from Los Alamos, we CL L
assumed that their average density was the 0.5 -

same as the baseline EAK targets used previ- F "
ously in the detonation studies, i.e., 1.608g/cm.3  0 -_ 1*4

Our standard gauge block has 10 gauges I ,
numbered sequentially from 'ne end of the 3 r -

block to the other. The gauges are made from Gages 10-6 Estimated Uncertainty,

aluminum strips nominally 0.15 mm thick by 2.5 All Gages

3 mm wide, have an active element 25.4 mm I
long, and are arranged symmetrically so that
pairs of gauges located at the same Lagrange E 2
position enter the flow in the order (1,10), (2,9), ,
(3,8), (4,7), and (5,6). Adjacent gauges are 5 1.5 -

-Jseparated by 12.7 ± 0.1 mm in the propagation ,¾
direction and by 12.0 ± 0.2 mm, center-to- L" 1 ' \
center, in the lateral position.-,

P-120 plane wave lenses and driver Q- 0.5 /1
systems suggested by Dr. B. Craig,3 were used /
to initiate the baseline EAK charges at the 0_ /
estimated pressures of 11.1, 13.4, and 15.3 GPa
in Shots 10, 12, and 11. The sets of particle 0 5 10 15 20

velocity histories recorded in these shots are TIME (pls)

presented below. Lagrange Particle Velocity Histories, Gages 1-5 and 10-6.

PARTICLE VELOCITY Figure 1. Lagrange Particle Velocity Histories

HISTORIES RECORDED IN and Shock Trajectory for Shot 10

BASELINE EAK Examination of the composite plots in

Figure 1 and the comparison plots in Figure 2,
Gauge Records from Shot 10 leads to the following description of the flow in

The particle velocity histories recorded in baseline EAK initiated in Shot 10. Initially,
baseline EAK in the estimated 16.9 to 13 GPa the flow develops with a spike at the wave
region in Shot 10 are shown in Figures 1 and 2. front. This spike decays as the shock attenu-
The composite plots in Figure 1 show the ates between the second and fourth gauge
evolution of the flow on both sides of the target; positions and is not seen at the fifth and last
the comparison plots in Figure 2 show that the gauge positions, where the particle velocity
particle velocity histories recorded by the behind the shock is essentially constant for
gauge-pairs at the five Lagrange positions are about 7 ps. In the region between the fourth
in relatively good agreement for about 6 ps. and fifth gauge positions, however, the shock
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starts to accelerate as the spike decays and Gages 10-6 Estimated Uncertainty,

disappears. All Gages

Moreover, we believe that the shock will 2I

continue to accelerate beyond the last gauge • .
2 2-

position. This is because the particle velocity "
histories recorded by gauges 5 and 6 in Figure 2

3 15-
show that the flow at the last gauge position P .- .-

exhibits essentially no pressure gradient and >-: ". "
is, thus, reactive.

The shock-induced flow with the particle 05- '- ..
velocity histories shown in Figures 1 and 2 can
be interpreted as follows. The spike in particle 0 •-----
velocity history at the wave front recorded at _
the first gauge position shows that the initial 0 5 10 15 20

shock is strong enough to initiate reaction in TIME (ps)

baseline EAK. As the flow develops, however, Figure 3. Lagrange Particle Velocity Histories
the chemical energy release rate is insufficient and Shock Trajectory Recorded by Gauges 10-6
to overcome the hydrodynamic losses imposed in Shot 12
by the rear-boundary conditions, because both
the shock and the spike in the particle velocity same gauge plane diminish as the flow develops
histories decay in the region spanned by the and are negligible beyond the first and second
second and fourth gauges. This situation is then gauge planes.
reversed in the region between the fourth and Examination of the composite plot in
fifth gauges, where the energy release rate Figure 3 and the comparison plots in Figure 4
becomes sufficient to (1) accelerate the shock as leads to the following description of the flow
the particle velocity spike decays and disap- in baseline EAK initiated in Shot 12. We first
pears, and (2) produce a zero pressure gradient note that this flow, in contrast to that recorded
at the fifth gauge position. It is clear, although in Shot 10, builds up continuously in the region
the flow at the fifth gauge position is reactive,
that we are in no position to claim that the SDT spanned by the gauges. The shock amplitude
process will occur in longer, 10 inch diameter -2.5immps, and the shock velocity increases
charges ofour baseline EAK subjected to initiat- smoothl from -5.8 to -6.7 mm] s. Further-
ing conditions similar to those used in Shot 10. ymooth e flo w e5.8bts very mm ul feaFur e smore, the flow exhibits very unusual features

We conclude, following this interpreta- in that the particle velocity histories at the last
tion of our shock-induced flow, that the in!- four gauge positions have a similar two-region
tiating conditions produced in baseline EAK structure: a spike region at the wave front
by our shock with an estimated initial pressure connected to a region exhibiting a more
of 11. 1 GPa are marginal as far as the SDT is gradual deceleration, with a discontinuity in
concerned. the deceleration at the point of connection. As

the shock accelerates, the particle velocity at
Gauge Records from Shot 12 the point of discontinuity increases and the

Trhe particle velocity histories recorded spike grows in the sense that the difference in

in baseline EAK in the estimated 16.2 to particle velocity between the shock front and

25.8 GPa region in Shot 12 are shown in Fig- the point of discontinuity increases. Super-

ures 3 and 4. The composite plot in Figure 3 position of the histories at the last four gauge

shows the evolution of the flow recorded by positions also shows that:

gauges 6-10 on one side of the target. The * The time taken for a particle to travel
comparison plots at the first four gauge planes from the shock front to the point of
in Figure 4 show that the differences between discontinuity is essentially the same at
the particle velocity histories recorded at the all four gauge positions.
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Figure 4. Lagrange Particle Velocity Histories and Shock Trajectory for Shot 12

0 The region behind the spike has essen- The fact that the time difference between the
tially the same structure at all four shock front and the point of discontinuity is
gauge positions. essentially the same at four gauge positions

It follows from this description of these indicates that an exothermic process induced

particle velocity histories, that the chemical in our EAK by shocks in the 16.2 to 25.8 GPa

energy release rate in our EAK initiated in region proceeds at a rate which is independent

Shot 12 is sufficient to overcome the hydrody- of the shocked state.

namic losses imposed by the rear-boundary Gauge Records from Shot II
conditions, and produce a growing self-similar
type of flow. The existence of two particle The particle velocity histories recorded
velocity regions with markedly different in baseline EAK in the estimated pressure
decelerations suggests that the energy release region of 24.3 to 32.8 GPa in Shot II are
rates in these regions are markedly different, shown in Figures 5 and 6. The composite plot
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in Figure 5 shows the evolution of the flow
recorded by gauges 6-10 on one side of the 3 Gages 10-6 Estimated Uncertainty,

target. The comparison plots in Figure 6 show All Gages

that the particle velocity histories recorded by 25- -

pairs of gauges at the same plane are in good ,"
agreement.

2- ,-. '

Examination of the composite plot in E - , "
Figure 5 and the comparison plots in Figure 6, -
shows that the particle velocity histories 0 -.-

recorded in Shot 1 1 have the same type of two- >
region structure as those recorded in Shot 12. -
Comparison of the composite plots in Figure 5 : -"
and 3, however, shows that the flow produced a-
at the higher pressure in Shot 11 develops in a ,..
different manner than the flow produced in
Shot 12. 0

At this stage, to provide a better descrip- 0 5 10 15 20

tion of the particle velocity histories recorded TIME (ps)
in Shot 11, as well as a better understanding of
the SDT process in our baseline EAK, we will
compare the particle velocity histories recorded Figure 5. Lagrange Particle Velocity G istories
in Shots 11 and 12 in more detail. ad Shock Trajectory Recorded by Gauges 10-6in Shot 11I

A Comparison of the Gauge Records from
Shots I I and 12 different ways. The size of the spike does not

We first consider the shock trajectories increase with time in Shot f I as it does in Shot

recorded in Shots 12 and 11. Whereas the shock 12 but decreases between the first and second

particle velocity in Shot 12 increases linearly gauges; is the same at the second, third, and

withtimefrom-1.75to -2.5mm/ps, it increases fourth gauge positions; and then increases

in Shot I I in a stepwise fashion and has a again between the fourth and fifth gauges. The
flow behind the spike grows between the firstvalue of -2.3 mm/ps at the first two gauge

positions-, a value of -2.5 mm/ps at the third two gauges in the same self-similar manner as

and fourth gauge positions, and a value of the flow in Shot 12. It then steepens and forms

-2.8 mm/lps at the fifth gauge position. This a steady-state at the third and fourth gauge
difference between the shock particle velocity positions, and finally steepens again betweenhistories recorded in Shots p I and 12 shows the fourth and fifth gauges. Further examina-

histrie recrde inShot 11and 2 sows tion of the composite plot for Shot 1 1 leads to
that the SDT process in our baseline EAK the conl sith t r eai a o

depends strongly on the initial initiating the conclusion that the reaction along a

conditions. particle path in the growing wave continues for
about 5 ps behind the shock front.

Superposition of the composite histories
for Shots 12 and 11, shown respectively in CONCLUSIONS
Figures 3 and 5, shows other similarities and
differences between these shock-induced flows. The iollow ing conclusion abou te rIn both flows, the time taken for the particle process in our baseline EAK follow from our

I oto dropr the saken foron toe prthe interpretation of the multiple particle velocityvelocity to drop from the shock front to the histories recorded in our shock initiation
point of discontinuity is essentially the same at experiments:
different gauge positions, and the particle veloc-
ity at the point of discontinuity increases with 0 SDT is marginal for input shocks with
time. The spike and the adjoining region in the initial pressures in the 11 GPa region
particle velocity histories, however, develop in and pressure profiles similar to that
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produced by the driver system used in We particularly acknowledge D. R. Hlenley for
Shot 10. constructing the multiple Lagrange gauge

"* SDI phenomenology for input shocks assemblies, D. F. Walter and ff. E. Hanna for
w~th initial pressures in the 13 to 15 assistance with the shock initiation experi-GPa region and pressure profiles ments, and B. Y. Lew for help with data

similar to those produced by the driver reduction.
systems used in Shots 12 and 11, are We are especially indebted to A. P. Torres
governed by the formation and growth and J. A. Sanchez of Los Alamos National
of both a reactive particle velocity spike Laboratory for their cooperation in fabricating
at the wave front and an ensuing reac- the baseline EAK targets used in these shock
tive rarefaction wave. initiation experiments.

"* The existence of the discontinuity in the
deceleration, where the spike and the We also thank B. G. Craig for help in
ensuing reactive, rarefaction wave are designing the driver systems for these shock
connected in the particle velocity pro- initiation experiments.
files, indicates that the flow in the wave
is supported by global exothermic reac- Ti okwsspotdb gi i
tions spoted byiglbcantly eotermi enea- Force Base under Contract F08635-88-K-0447.
tions with significantly different energy

release rates.5

"* The observation that the time taken for RE FE RENCES
the particle velocity to drop from its 1. 1lershkowitz, J. and Akst, 1. B., "Improve-
value at the shock front to its value at ment of Performance of Composite Explo-
the point of discontinuity is essentially sive Containing Ammonium Nitrate by
independent of gauge position and the
same in Shots 12 and 1 I indicates that Physical Synthesis," Sixth Symposium

(International) on Detonation, ACR-221,the rate of the faster global exothermic 17,p.4949

reactions supporting the particle veloc-

ity spike at the wave front are indepen- 2. Akst, 1. B., "Detonation in Intermolecular
dent of the shocked state. Explosives: Characteristics of Some

"* The observed differences between the Eutectic Formulations," Seventh Sym-
multiple particle velocity histories posium (International) on Detonation,
recorded in Shots 12 and 11 demon- NSWC MI 3 82-334, 1982, pp. 548-558.
strate the dependence of the initiationptrocesson thed de iitia initiatincon- 3. Cowperthwaite, M. and Rosenberg, J. T.,p ro c e ss o n th e in itia l in itia tin g c o n -"L g a e G u e C h r c ri t o n fditions and indicate that the single "Lagrange Gauge Characterization of
ditionsh u u and dndicatethat sisncle toIntermolecular Explosives, Detonations h oc k c u r v e b u ild u p a n d d ista n ce toa n I it t o n S u es f S m e E B s d
detonation concepts do not apply to the and Initiation Studies of Some EA BasedSI)T process in our baseline EAK. Explosives," SRI International Final

Report, Project No. PYU-4941, 31 Oct 85.
We finally conclude that the multiple

particle velocity histories recorded in our shock 4. Cowperthwaite, M. and Rosenberg, J. T.,
initiation experiments should be subjected to a "arnge GaugeSudie of Det
Lagrange analysis to provide a more quantita Explosives," Eighth Symposium (Interna-
tive description of the SDT process in our base- Explo niDe tonati on, Sy p s M 86nt 94a
line EAK and the role of ammonium nitrate in tional) on Detonation, NSWC MP 86-194,
shock-induced flow. pp. I 1-122.
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DISCUSSION time. "Relatively flat top" is not applicable for

L. BRUN these experiments.

CEA, FRANCE REPLY BY M. COWPERTHWAITE

If the concept of a reaction-zone length I thank Dr. Kury for his information and
were to apply in your experiment, what would have changed the first two conclusions in the
it be approximately in your opinion? paper, accordingly.

REPLY BY M. COWPERTHWAITE

The reaction-zone length varies with
Lagrange position in the initiation process, but
is of the order of 7 psec.

DISCUSSION

JOHN KURY
Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory, Livermore, California

The driver systems used actually produce
a large drop in pressure at the interface with
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ANOMALOUS SHOCK SENSITIVITY/DENSITY RELATIONSHIP
FOR PRESSED BOOSTER EXPLOSIVES

FROM A SMALL-SCALE GAP TEST

Robert J. Spear and Victor Nanut
Defence Science and Technology Organisation,

Materials Research Laboratory, Ascot Vale, Victoria, AUSTRALIA

MRL SSGT results show a consistent and reproducible trend to
decreased shock sensitivity as density (percent TMD) decreases for a
series of pressed booster explosives over the range 96-80 percent TMD.
This is the opposite of the generally accepted response pattern from gap
testing. It was shown that this effect was not peculiar to the materials
tested, and parameters such as decrease in particle size, disruption of
surface coating, critical diameter, and run distance were not primary
causes. Comparison with results for booster and main charge explo-
sives from the NOL SSGT identified the effect to be derived from the
unconfined acceptor. It is proposed that this leads to both ignition and
buildup being important, unlike confined SSGTs which primarily
measure ease of ignition under shock loading. Decreased shock sen-
sitivity at lower percent TMD results from decreased ability to undergo
buildup; results with the acceptor confined support this conclusion.
Limitations for assessing data from gap (type) tests using unconfined
acceptors are discussed.

INTRODUCTION the small-scale gap test (NOL SSGT) 2'8 and
large-scale gap test (NOL LSGT). 2'9 A large

The shock sensitivity of pressed granular body of data from these and the related Los
explosives is routinely measured by gap Alamos gap tests3 have been published. 2' 3'5' 8' 9

tests.1 6 In these tests the shock from a stan- At MRL we use an SSGT based on a system
dard explosive charge (the donor) is attenuated originally developed at Atomic Weapons
through an inert mechanical barrier (the gap) Research Establishment, Aldermaston (AWRE
before interaction with the explosive under SSGT).6 Full details have previously been
test (the acceptor). Go/no-go is normally published10 and the experimental arrange-
judged by the physical damage to a witness ment is shown in Figure 1. The donor consists
plate placed at the end of the acceptor charge. of an exploding bridgewire (EBW) detonator,
The width of the gar is varied usinga staircase 5.57-mm i.d., filled with PETN, and the
go/no-go procedure over a series of firings and acceptor is two unconfined cylindrical pellets
the results analyzed statistically to yield a gap each 12.7-mm diameter x 12.7-mm high, i.e.,
thickness at which there is a 50 percent prob- total length 25.4 mm. The NOL SSGT (Fig-
ability of detonation (m50%). In tests where the ure 2) differs principally from the MRI, SSGT
gap thickness has been calibrated to give shock in the use of PMMA for the attenuator (gap)
pressure incident on the acceptor explosive, and a smaller diameter, but very heavily con-
this is the result usually cited. fined acceptor.

The most widely used gap tests are those The shock sensitivity within a range of
that originated at Naval Ordnance Labora- explosives can vary widely depending on the
tories (now Naval Surface Warfare Center): gap test method used. Nevertheless, there
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initiation pressure (Pg) versus percent theoret-
..- ical maximum density (TMD) are the same for

all porous explosives. The higher the percent
TMD, the higher Pg (hence smaller the gap in a

.. _ gap test), which means the less sensitive the
explosive. The more porous the explosive, the
more sensitive it is."

In the mid-1970s, RI)X grade B*/poly-
ethylene wax AC629 formulations were being
studied at MRL as potential submunition fill-
ings. It was observed that the shock sensitiv-

S........ ity as measured by the MRL SSGT decreased
with decreasing density over the range 96-
89 percent TMI) for the 92.3:7.7 and similar
formulations. 12 This same trend was subse-
quently observed for RI)X grade A*/AC629
(91.9:8.1).) Although commented on in both

.- reports,12' 13 this observation was not further
.... investigated until the mid-1980s when we

again observed shock sensitivity to decrease
-, .. - with decreasing density for RI)X grade

S..A/AC629 formulations with wax levels of
1.3-5.4 percent, 14 and also for RI)X grade
A/polyurethane/zinc stearate formulations. 15

Figure 1. The MRL SSGTAssernhly Both formulation types were studied over an
extended range: up to 96-80 percent TMI).

MK ,o10-, U.'O It is not the first time that this phenom-J'NT A,•, PT, enon has been observed. Both Seely 16 and
D.'ONOR Dinegar and Millican 17 observed reversals in

N•-,,,tNT; ,lu shock sensitivity/density for tetryl; and Com-
7 XNýfQtI NTCAL ME

PRE o.../ FOposition A-3 has been noted as increasing in
SRAS shock sensitivity with density over the range

(,MAI SAPC!) 85-96 percent TM1) using a wax gap test.1 8

_,, The aim of the investigation reported

MCASSo, 0 0, 5,4,M here was to identify the cause of the anomalous
ACCEPTOR.• -*,,U, ,•• fNGT. 3810MM

I -i R 3,32 ,o••0, 76 MM shock sensitivity/density trends for results

;/;.•STE'.I.ENE LOfrom the MRL SSGT.

RESULTS
" / j�' ,< /////,I Some of the results from earlier MRL

studies 1215 noted in the Introduction are
Figure 2. A Diagram of the NOL SSGT detailed in Table 1: a series of pressed RDX
Assembly Grade A/AC629 polyethylene wax formula-

tions; and in Table 2: RDX Grade B/AC629
seems to he universal agreement on the effect (92.3:7.7), RDX Grade A/Impranil DLII dis-
of one key variable: packing density. For persible polyurethane/zinc stearate (100.0:
example, Roth' states that, "without exception
the shock sensitivity of any explosive increases *RDX grades A and B correspond closely to
as its (packing) density is decreased," while US class A and B. RDX in all cases was
Price"1 states that, "the trends in critical type I (Woolwich).
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Table 1. Shock Sensitivity (MRL SSGT) for Table 2. Shock Sensitivity (MRL SSGT) for
RDX Grade A/AC629 Polyethylene Wax Some Selected RDX Formulations and Tetryl
Formulations Pressed to Various Percent TMD Pressed to Various Percent TMD

m 5 0 %
Composition %TMD msoo(mm) o(mm) Composition %TMD (mm) o(mm)

98.69:1.31 95.9 2.651 0.019 RDX Grade B/ 95.97 1.770 0.014
91.0 2.593 0.020 AC629 poly- 95.74 1.836 0.022

97.94:2.06 96.1 2.614 0.042 ethylene wax 95.41 1.676 0.053
(92.3:7.7) 95.14 1.593 0.052

91.0 2.431 0.036 94.67 1.649 0.030
85.8 1.880 0.027 93.72 1.684 0.022
80.8 1.656 0.032 92.60 1.532 0.014

97.14 2.86 96.1 2.474 0.052 91.23 1.201 0.049

90.9 2.276 0.048 89.04 1.100 0.022

9531:4.69 95.9 2.126 0.022 RDX Grade A/ 95.11 2.616 0.036
90.8 1.681 0.026 Impranil DLH 90.04 2.268 0.021

polyurethane/zinc 85.03 1.814 0.028
94.61:5.39 95.7 1.831 0.022 stearate

90.8 1.288 0.019 (100.00:2.00:1.03)

91.9:8.1 96.48 1.744 0.050 CH-6 90.0 2.600 0.025
96.18 1.711 0.017 85.0 2.352 0.022
95.46 1.659 0.042
94.50 1.676 0.019 Tetryl crystalline 90.0 2.814 0.021
93.91 1.563 0.015 80.0 2.637 0.014
92.77 1.253 0.022 Tetryl granular 90.0 3.259 0.026
91.94 0.953 0.022 83.5 2.814 0.056

ZB

2.00:1.03), CII-6 (RDX/polyisobutylene/cal- I
cium stearate/graphite 97.5:0.5:1.5:0.5) and 269
crystalline and granular tetryl. Results are
given in mm for the m 5 0 % gap width, together E

with standard deviations. The range of percent E

TMD is as wide as 80-96 percent in some cases, Z41

but typically covers more restricted limits. z
The lower limit of percent TMD (80 percent) is Z2

dictated by the necessity for the pellets to have
sufficient mechanical strength for handling
since the MRL SSGT uses unconfined acceptor 20.
pellets. Selected data from these tables are
plotted in Figures 3-5.

Although our shock sensitivity data
should desirably have been quoted in incident
shock pressures rather than gap thicknesses, _ _ _ _ _

this was not possible because the MRI, SSGT 80 82 64 86 8S 9 j2 94 9e

has not been calibrated for pressure output. Ma.ou, , wam tv(Z)

However, Cachia and Whitbread calibrated Figure 3. A Plot of Shock Sensitivity (m 50%)
peak pressure in the brass gap as a function of from the MRL SSGT Versus Percent TMD for
gap thickness in a similar gap test.1 9 For the RDX/AC629(97.94:2.06)
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2 thickness, and to cover the relatively narrow
range of 1.85-2.45 GPa (gap thickness 1.00-

26 + * 3.30 mm).' 9

24- DISCUSSION
E ' The reasons an apparent decrease is

j 22- observed in shock sensitivity with decrease in

density using the MRL SSGT could be due to a
•.0, number of causes derived either from the

explosives under test, or the test itself. Param-
S• eters investigated under these categories are

discussed below.

'8" Materials Displaying the Observed Trend

All the earlier observations were for
"14- formulations based on RDX/AC629 wax at

relatively high levels of AC629.121 3 Although

0 5a4 ... .. subsequently observed for much lower AC629
'D 5 20 2- 0 A5 40 45 50 55Ulevels, 14 it was not until the polyurethane

Z Polyethylene Wax

Figure 4. Shock Sensitivity (m 5 0c,) Versus Wax formulations were examined1 5 that a different
Content (%) for Pressed RDX/AC629 Powders. type of test material was examined.

U 95 %TMD, 0 90 %TMD. Production grade tetryl crystalline (fine)
-.. .. ..... and granular (coarse) were both tested at two

densities and both displayed the same trends
as the RDX formulations (Table 2). U.S.

production grade CII-6 (RDX/polyisobutylene/
calcium stearate/graphite 97.5:0.5:1.5-0.5) sub-
sequently became available for another study,

E I and shock sensitivity was determined at two
8 'densities (Table 2). Again the same trend is

, observed. Note, however, that CII 6 has been
> extensively characterized by the NOi. SSGT2 '8

Sover the density range 1.48-1.78 Mg/m 3 and
the results are unambiguous: shock sensitivity

0 increases with decreasing percent '[Ml).

The above data shows conclusively that

the results observed using the MRI, SSGT are
not peculiar to a limited range of explosive

2 formulations, but are general for the test

configuration. The obvious question is why
U •such results have not been widely observedT
8 T 9 91 92 §" previously; the very similar AWRE SSGT has

Th•oecal Maximum Dw",(X) been in use in the UK for over 30 years and
Figure 5. Shock Sensitivity of UDX Grade thousands of tests have been performed. The
AIAC629 Polyethylene Wax (92.3:7.7) as a explanation is probably that over the first ten
Function of Density years virtually all tests at AWRE were carried

out at near crystal density (98 + percent
range of gap thicknesses covered by the results TM 1)).20 It is likely that this trend has contin-
in Tables I and 2, the shock pressure was found ued over the intervening years and the effect of
to be approximately linearly related to gap changes in percent TM 1) has been overlooked.
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Similarly the few reported studies 9' 2 1' 2 2  for smaller grain materials, i.e., higher shock
where confined and unconfined tests have been sensitivity.' We have recently observed
compared have not examined ranges of percent increased shock sensitivity with decreasing
TMD; instead they covered a range of materi- particle size for a series of RDX Grade A sieve
als at similar percent TMI). cuts using the MRL SSGT.2 5

Reduction in Particle Size at Increasing Thus shock sensitivity could increase with

PercentTM) increasing percent TMD, i.e., the decrease in
particle size by grain fracture during pressing

Reduction in particle size at higher would more than compensate for the decrease
pressing loads (increased percent TMD) has in shock sensitivity from the decreased poros-
been proposed by Price 1 1,2 3 as the major reason ity. The major problem with such an argument
for the difference in shock sensitivity/density is that CH-6, which should show increased
behavior between coarse and fine tetryl, 16 as grain fracture at increased percent TMI) corn-
well as a number of other examples. parable with our RDX/AC629 formulations,

Wilson 13 determined particle size for exhibits a normal shock sensitivity/percent

RI)X Grade A/AC629 91.9:8.1 pressed to TM!) relationship using the NOL SSGT as

94 percent TMI). The AC629 was extracted discussed in the previous section.

with carbon tetrachloride and the residual
RI)X showed a reduction, relative to the RDX SSGT are analogous to the results for our Rte X
from which the mould;ng powder was made, in formulations and tetryl, reduction in particle
weight average (227 to 200 pm), number size could not be the answer, although :1 would
average (89 to 50 pm) and median (236 to contribute in a minor way. This musi. place
227 pm) particle size as determined by sieveanalysis. Extraction of the moulding powder some doubt on the arguments made by
analysis .a Etro actionsuftshedenuicang within Price 1 1' 2 3 based on particle size reduction to
as a control gave results identical, within explain reversals in shock sensitivity/density
experimental error, with the RDX used to behavior.
prepare it. We extracted pressed pellets of
97.94:2.06 RI)X Grade AIAC629 with toluene Disruption of Surface Coating
saturated with I DX, to remove the AC629,
and determined particle size distribution on a A parallel effect to particle size reduction
Malvern particle size analyzer. The results for is disruption of surface coating for the RI)X
pellets pressed to 80.8, 85.8, 91.0, and 96.1 per- formulations. Crystal fracture exposes new
cent TMI) are shown in Figure 6. We have (uncoated) RDX surface, but a more significant
made no attempt to quantify this data since factor could be debonding of polymer coating
each is derived from only a single pellet, but by inter-crystalline friction during compaction.
the clear trend is for an increased weight and Eadie 26 demonstrated as early as 1965 that
number of fine particles (< 40 pm) with shock sensitivity was strongly dependent upon
increased percent TMD, indicative of the coating efficiency for pressed IIMX moulding
expected greater grain fracture at higher powders: at identical wax levels, the higher
pressing loads, the surface coverage (least exposed IlMX

Hlowever the effect of particle size on surface), the lower the shock sensitivity.

shock sensitivity is not entirely unambiguous. The proposal was therefore that pressing
Perhaps the best summary is a statement by to higher percent TMD resulted in increased
Kennedy and Stresau: 24 "fine-particle powders debonding of the AC629 or polyurethane from
are often harder to ignite than coarse powders, the RDX crystals. The increased area of
but reactions in fine powders grow to deto exposed RDX surface would therefore lead to
nation more rapidly once ignited." While increased shock sensitivity which more than
thresholds for reaction are usually lower for compensated for the decrease due to decrease
coarser materials subjected to the sustained in porosity. Although a good idea in principle,
shocks used in gap testing, the more usually it would be very difficult experimentally to
determined P5 o% is often lower (mso* higher) quantify this effect. Breakup of pellets to
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Figure 6. A Plot of Particle Size Distribution for RDX Grade A and RDX/AC629 97.94:2.06
Pressed to a Range of Percent TMD

examine the interior crystals would itself shock width being comparable to or below the
result in surface disruption, while although critical diameter. This would oppose the
the pellet exteriors could be examined by increased shock sensitivity due to the greater
scanning electron microscopy or FT IR, this porosity at lower percent TMD. Although the
would not necessarily yield reliable informa- NOL SSGT donor has a smaller diameter, the
tion about the pellet interior. acceptor is confined and this substantially

However, the fact that CLI-6 exhibits the decreases critical diameter. 2 7

same behavior under MRI, SSGT as the Ilutchinson 28 has shown by ultra. high
Ri)X/AC629 and polyurethane formulations speed photography that the shock output of a
rules this out as a cause; these polymers should UK Mk 3 EBW donor* is planar to wlihin 15 ns
show similar bonding properties to RDX over the central 3 mm. Although transmission
crystals. through the brass gap may result in additional

curvature, RDX/binder formulations with
Critical Diameter Effects 15 percent or less binder typically have

unconfined critical diameters of 1-2 mm; 2 7

One suggestion for er RDX at density 1.0 Mg/m 3 (55.5 percent TMD)
unusual results was that the shock from the
donor in the MRI SSGT would be curved, and still has a critical diameter of only 1.1 mm.29

success/fail would depend critically on the The width of the central planar region of the

width of the "flat" part of the shock front.
Because the MRL SSGT uses an unconfined *An MRL Scale 1 donor was used for the
donor, this "flat" width may be so small as to be earlier results (pre-1985), then we changed to
close to the critical diameter of the acceptor UK Mk 3 donor. The latter differs from the
explosive. As the percent TMD decreased, the MRL Scale I (Figure 1) only in the geometry
critical diameter would increase 27 and conse- of the moulded plastic head and pins; the
quently a stronger incident shock would be perspex barrel and explosive components are
necessary to overcome the problem of the flat almost identical.
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incident shock will therefore be greater than at which detonation breaks out is the run
the critical diameter of all the explosives distance. A plot of log (incident pressure) vs.
studied. log (run distance) is usually linear and known

Additional experimental investigation as as a Pop plot.3 Because the NOL SSGT has a
to whether donor shock width was the cause f longer acceptor (38.1 mm) than the MRL SSGT
the MR0 trends was carried out by testing an (25.4 mm), some tests for materials with long

RIX1AC629 95.0:5.0 formulation pressed at run distances at large gap/low incident

nominally 90 and 85 percent TMD using the pressure may not have built to detonation atnomially90 nd 8 perentTMD singthe the end of the acceptor in the MRIL SSG 1F, but
MRL Scale 2 gap test. This differs from the could have in the NOL SSGT. Since run

Scale I test normally used in having a distance usually increases with decreasing

10.2-mm diameter high density PETN pellet percent TMD, the sensitivity of lower percent

between the EBW donor and gap (Figure 1). TMD samples may therefore be underesti-

The 95.0:5.0 formulation was chosen because it

should have a critical diameter intermediate mated by the MRL SSGT.

between the extremes of the compositions A large number of Pop plots are listed in
studied (Tables I and 2); stable detonation of Reference 3. In particular there is extensive
2-mm unconfined pellets at 90 percent TMD data for tetryl over the range 75.1-98.2 percent
was observed by us using streak photography TMD, and more limited data for the RDX
in another study, thus critical diameter will be formulations PBX 9407 (RDX/Exon 461 94:6)
below 2 mm. and PBX 9405 (RDX/NC/CEP 93.7:3.15:3.15).

Results are detailed in Table 3 for the Taking the incident pressures at and below the
Scale 2 MR SSGT at 89.3 and 85.5 pe50 percent probability limit from NOL SSGTT )adScale 2Mill, at 890.3 and85.5percent data,2,8 run distances of at most 15 mm and
TMp, and for Scale 1 at 90.0 percent for typically below 10 mm would be expected for
comparison, the booster formulations studied here. This is

The m50• gap thicknesses are, as expected, well short of the 25.4 mm length of the acceptor
substantially larger for Scale 2 than for and strongly supports the conclusion that run
Scale I. However, the trends follow the Scale 1 distance is not a significant factor.
results (Table 1). It can therefore be concluded Run distances for RDX/AC629 (97.94:
thatcdonor shock width/critical diameter cannot 2.06) were determined at m50 % for 85 percent
be the cause of the observed trends. and 90 percent TMD. Values obtained were

approximately 6.5 and 5 mm, respectively. At
Table 3. Comparison of Data for RDX/AC629 gap m 5 o% + 2o, the run distance was still
(95.0:5.0) Determined Using the MRL SSGTat only 7 mm for the 85 percent TMI) sample.
Scale I and Scale 2 Tasker 22 has previously shown rapid buildup

for high RI)X content explosives shocked above
m5o% the burn threshold, further supporting our

MIL RSSG'T'Type %TM I) (ram) o (mm) conclusions.

Scale i 90.0 1.433 0.037 General Comments on Density/Shock
Scale 2 89.3 4.018 0.063 Sensitivity Dependence

85.5 3.360 0.098 Further insight into the observed results
was obtained by consideration of some general
factors which influence shock sensitivity, and

Run Distance Effects then directly comparing results obtained using
the MRL and NOL SSGTs; the latter waschosen because it is an extremely well-charac-

incident upon an explosive acceptor induces terized2,H.1I confined test.
chemical reaction which may or may not build
to detonation. The distance in the acceptor Current models of shock to detonation
between the gap/donor interface and the point separate the physical processes into two
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detonation is buildup which must be achieved
in the very short time before rarefactions

/ quench the induced reaction. One might envis-
r \age a more general picture for gap testing as

depicted in Figure 7: as percent TM D decreases,
a situation should be reached where buildup
becomes the crucial factor (rather than igni-
tion) due to increased difficulty for propagation
between grains. The point of maximum shock
sensitivity in Figure 7 will be outside the
range of densities at which most military
explosives are loaded. The only explosive
for which such data has been reported is
nitroguanidine (NQ), where the maximum
shock sensitivity occurred at a density of

tncrefgzX TheaCuI M" DwetY 0.45 Mg/m3 .34 This, of course, is below even
Figure 7. A 'Normal" Shock Sensitivity/ the bulk density of most military explosives.
Percent TMD Relationship Expected From Gap NQ can exhibit unusual shock sensitivity
Testing behavior due to changes in critical diameter 35

and this result may not be general.

distinct stages: ignition/initiation and build- Comparison of Data from the MRL and
up. 30 33 Their relative importance can be NOL SSGTs: Ignition Versus Buildup
shown experimentally to depend primarily on
the duration and pressure of the incident Further understanding of the results
shock. obtained using the MRL SSGT was carried out

by directly comparing results for a series of
Gap testing characteristically uses rela- booster and main charge explosives with data

tively low pressure sustained shocks; most of from the NOL SSGT. We were able to generate
the testing occurs around the marginal (50 per- this data because we had recently carried out a
cent) condition. Under these conditions a comparative assessment of booster explosives
relatively small amount of explosive is ignited qualified as replacements for tetryl using
by the incident shock 33 and because the diam- production samples supplied by NSWC White
eter of the acceptor is usually several times the Oak.36 NOL SSGT shock sensitivity data for
critical diameter, conditions are very favorable all materials were readily available.2,8,37 The
for buildup once reaction has commenced. Gap MRL and NOL SSGT data, together with
tests such as the NOL SSGT are therefore earlier data for TNT,1 0 are detailed in Table 4
regarded as principally a measure of the ease for m50% (MRL in mm) or P50% (NOL in GPa);
of ignition/initiation under shock loading.'' these parameters change in the reverse order
Decrease in density (percent TMD) increases with higher shock sensitivity represented by
porosity-hence, the number and volume of larger gap or smaller shock pressure. Most of
inhomogeneities-and thus increases the prob- the data are for charges pressed to about
ability of ignition. As a consequence shock 90 percent TMD.
sensitivity as measured by the NOL SSGT and
similar tests is typically observed to increase Comparison of data from Table 4 at
with decreasing percent TMD. 90 percent TMD reveals the order shown below

for sensitivity decreasing from left to right.In contrast, the short duration/relatively

high pressure shocks delivered by flyer plates MRL SSGT:
result in a large portion of the impacted explo
sive, perhaps as high as 50 percent, being fINS 1iB > Tetryl crystalline > A-5 >
ignited by the incident shock. 3  The key CI-6 > tNSlB > PBXN-5 > PBXW-7
process governing success or failure to grow to > TNT > A-3
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Table 4. Comparison of MRL SSGT and NOL SSGT Shock Sensitivities for Selected Explosives

MRL SSGT NOL SSGT 2'8

Formulation
%TMD m5 0% (mM) %TMD P 50 % (GPa)a

A-5 (RI)X/stearic acid 98.75:1.25) 90.0 2.642 89.7 1.03

CH-6 (RDX/polyisobutylene/calcium 90.0 2.600 90.0 1.21
stearate/graphite 97.5:0.5:1.5:0.5) 85.0 2.352 84.9 1.02

PBXN-5 (IlMX/Viton A 95:5) 90.0 2.383 90.5 1.98

PBXW-7 Type 11 (RDX/TATB/Viton A 90.0 1.415 90.5b 2.16b

35:60:5)

1- NS Type 1 B 90.1 2.438 89.4 2.49

HNS Type JIB 90.0 2.822 88.8 1.55

Tetryl crystalline 90.0 2.814 89.5 1.31
80.0 2.637 82.4 0.97

TNT (pressed) 90.3 0.688 90.3 2.03
92.1 1.219 93.6 2.22

A-3 (RI)X/wax 91:9) 90.9 0.498 89.9 > 2'

a Some data has been converted from Dbg to GPa using the conversion relationship. 2

b Data for Type I (PTFE binder).3 6

l Data are only available for I,SGT where P5o0 is 1.5 GPa.

NO1, SSGT: We suggest that the key result is for IINS
113. tINS IB is of very fine particle size

A-5 > C Tl-6 > Tetryl > AINS 113 > (<10 pm) 38 and as such should be difficult to1BXN-5 > ignite under the sustained shock conditions of
a gap test, but will build up to detonation very

Two key observations are apparent: rapidly once suitably ignited.2 4 One could
equally argue that the pure crystalline explo-

(i) Both tests rank the wax/binder for- sives cited in (ii) above will more readily
mulations in the same order, i.e., undergo buildup than the waxed/desensitized
A-5 > CII-6 > PBXN-5 > PBXW-7 formulations; it is widely held that the
> A-3. All these materials are principal effect of waxes/binders is to hinder
granular and consolidate to charges propagation/buildup, not ignition.
with good mechanical strength. The
rltivgoodmechanical se v ties. v s e- The obvious conclusion is that the MRI,what, particularly PBXW-7 which is SSGT appears to give significant rating to bothrated very much less sensitive than ignition and buildup. As discussed previously,PrXN-5 in the MRu l test, but only a gap testing is usually considered to be prin-little less sensitive in the NOL test. cipally an assessment of ease of ignition. Inthe NOL SSGT and related tests, the very

(ii) Pure crystalline explosives tend to heavy confinement of the acceptor means that
be ranked as more sensitive by the energy losses from side rarefactions will be
MRI, test than the NOL test. All very much less important than in the MRL
these crystalline materials were of SSGT with its unconfined acceptor. Thus it is
small particle size. not surprising that buildup should be more
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difficult in the MMI. SSGT and, therefore, will materials had almost equal shock sensitivity
become an important factor in determining with the higher density pellets still being more
success/failure, shock sensitive. The trends, nonetheless, were

We therefore propose that the principal clearly in the expected directions.

reason that the MRIL SSGT data show an It should be noted that Price 9' 2 1 has com-
apparent reduction in shock sensitivity with pared results for the NOL LSGT in confined
reduction in percent TMD over the range and unconfined configuration. For all the cast
80-96 percent TMD is the decreased ability to charges which were prepared, m5 0 % increased
undergo buildup in the lower percent TMI) with confinement (at the same percent TMD),
charges which more than compensates for the as observed for our 85.01 percent TM I) sample.
greater ease of ignition. However, our 90.01 percent TMD sample shows

the reverse trend; Price 2 1 comments that
Effect of Confinement pressed explosives show no consistent trend

due to a difference in pressing techniques at
Two experiments were carried out on the different laboratories. Our results suggest that

effect of confinement of the donor. In both the observed effect will be derived principally
cases the normal MRI, SSGT configuration was from percent TMD of the samples, but further
used with the modification that the two experimental results would be needed to
acceptor pellets were fitted into a 25.4 mm o.d., clarify this.
12.7 mm i.d. hollow brass cylinder such that
the pellets were flush with the ends. A CONCLUSIONS
97.94:2.06 RDX/AC629 formulation was
pressed ,.o 90.01 and 85.01 percent TMD and The MRL SSGT differs from most of the
m 5 0 % and a values determined. These results gap test configurations used to assess shock
are detailed in Table 5 and compared with sensitivity in having an unconfined acceptor.
results for the same formulation obtained A consistent and reproducible observation for

using the normal MRL SSGT configuration pressed RI)X-based formulations and tetryl is
(from Table 1). that shock sensitivity, as measured by m 50 %,

decreases as percent TMI) decreases. This is
On the basis of arguments presented in the opposite of the generally observed and

the previous two sections, it was expected that accepted response pattern.
the shock sensitivities would reverse, i.e.,
assume the normal relationship whereby the A number of material parameters were
lower density compact was the most shock sen- investigated and shown not to be important,
sitive. llowever, it was observed that both test identifying this anomalous behavior as due to

the test configuration. One such parameter

Table 5. A Comparison of Data for RDXI was reduction in particle size upon sample

AC629 (97.94:2.06) Determined Using MRL compaction; this casts doubt on the use of this

SSGT in Normal Configuration and with Brass explanation previously for shock sensitivity/

Confinem'ent density reversals. 1 1,23 Critical diameter of the
acceptor, and run distance to detonation were
also not major factors; the former parameter

Shock Sensitivity would be important for relatively insensitive

%TMID m5 0%, (mm) G(mm) compositions with larger critical diameters.

Shock sensitivity was determined using

Unconfined 91.0 2.43 0.036 the MRL SSGT for a series of pressed booster
(normal)" 85.8 1.88 0.027 and main charge explosives and compared with

I _results from the NOL SSGT, chosen as repre-

Confined 90.01 2.23 0.026 sentative of a confined acceptor configuration.

85.01 2.13 0.021 This showed that the principal difference
between the two tests was that both ignition

D)ata repeated from Table 1. and buildup strongly influenced MRL SSGT
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results; the NOL SSGT has been shown ability to undergo buildup and thus would be
previously to be principally a test of the ease of expected to be correctly predicted.
ignition under shock loading. The apparently Secondly, development of new gap test
lower shock sensitivities of lower density (type) configurations (such as LASI)22 where
(percent TMD) samples as determined by the the acceptor is unconfined, or where confined/
dereased abity thfore rer buldp f heig unconfined configurations are alternatively
decreased ability to undergo buildup being used, have the potential to give misleading
sufficient to overcome the increased ease of usedihave The tests tougive rigorouslyignitioncomparisons. These tests should be rigorously
ignition. characterized by study of several types of

Confining the acceptor charge in 25.4 mm explosives, e.g., waxed, pure crystalline, over
o.d. brass raised the apparent shock sensitiv- an extended percent TMD range. Without this,
ity of RDX/AC629 98:2 at 85 percent 'I'MI), but effects of density, morphology, etc., may
decreased that of the 90 percent TMD sample. interact to produce anomalous results which
I lowever, the 90 percent TM!) sample was still may not be recognized by those using the tests.
rated as more shock sensitive.
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explosives were unconfined. For example, the cussions; we would particularly like to express

mso5 0 value for cast explosives is greater when our thanks to D)r. J. Eadie, Mr. M. C. Chick,
confined than unconfined. 9' 2 1 However, this is and Mr. J. R. Bentley. Lastly, discussions with

not necessarily true for pressed explosives and Mr. M. Stosz and Dr. C. Bernstein during a

this has been explained as being due to visit by one of us (RJS) to NSWC were
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sensitive than "fine" grained explosives at particle size. This was comparable to what you
threshold pressures. Also, the paper in this observed (Roth, Fifth Detonation Symposium)
session (Hlutchinson et al.) does not find a except that the change we observed from 21.5
density effect reversal, to 3.9 pm was less pronounced than that you

observed for 25 to 8 pm. As you noted, you
REPILY BY ROBERTrJ. SPEAR observed a decrease in shock sensitivity as

The MRI, SSGT is based on, and very density increased from 1.58 to 1.64 Mg/m 3 ,

closely resembles, the AWRE SSGT. The whereas we would observe an increase. I agree

paper by Hlutchinson et al. in this session with your other comments.

(Paper Number 5) shows results typical of the DISCUSSION
AWRE research on shock sensitivity carried
out at near crystal density; shock sensitivity of BARRY T. NEYER
EI)C 35 over the very limited density range EG&G Mound Applied Tech.
studied (1.893 - 1.905 Mg/m 3 ) is dominated by Miamisburg, OH
lot to lot variation and a density effect is This paper illustrates the importance of
consequently not apparent. Virtually all of the completely specifying all of the experimental
published AWRE data is for such very high conditions when reporting results. It also
densities. demonstrates the problem of comparing results

We completed a study about two years of two different types of tests. The "shock
ago (MRI,-R-1077, 1987; J. Energetic Mats., in sensitivity" of explosives is perhaps as strong a
press 1989) looking at the relationship function of the test method as it is of the
between RI)X particle size and shock sen- composition of the explosive.
sitivity at 90 percent TMI) using the MRL
ssGr. It was found that the M 50 % values
increased (shock sensitivity increased) as RI)X REPLY
particle size decreased from 250 to 21.5 pm
median particle size, then decreased for 3.9 pm No reply from the authors.
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SHOCK INITIATION OF lX-17 AS A FUNCTION
OF ITS INITIAL TEMIPERATURE*

1'. A. Urtiew, L M. Erickson, 1). F. Aldis, and C. M. Tarver
High Explosives Technology

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Livermore, California 94550

The TAT TB-based pressed solid explosive LX-17 has been demon-
strated to exhibit significant differences in shock sensitivity as its
initial temperature is varied from -54°C to +88°C. In this combined
experimental-computational study, embedded gauges were used to
measure the particle velocity and pressure histories in reacting IX-I 7
at various initial shock pressures and time durations at three initial
temperatures: cold (-54°C), ambient (25T(), and hot (88TC). The igni-
tion and growth reactive flow computer model, which had previously
been normalized to a great deal of embedded guuge and other shock
initiation data for ambient temperature lX-17, was then used to
determine the differences in chemical reaction rates which are required
to calculate the cold and hot I,X- 17 data. The embedded gauge records
clearly demonstrate that during shock compression at colder tempera-
lures there are fewer ignition hot spots, and that the growth of reaction
rates from these hot spots is also slower. At higher temperatures, the
ignition is more vigorous and the growth of reaction rates is also faster.
Hloweter, the transition to detonation occurs as rapidly in cold LX- 17
as it does in ambient or hot LX-17. The changes in the three reaction
rate terms of the ignition and growth model necessary for accurate
simulations aire consistent with these experimental observations.

I NTROI)UCTION input shock pressure regime on cold (-54°C),
ambient (25TC), and hot (88TC) ,X- 17.

IriIIIi n4trin it 1troben-ene (lATBbased This experimental data is simulated
heterogeneous solid explosives have been using the ignition and growth reactive flow
experi mentally demonstrated to exhibit impor computer model) 7 The model is based on three
tant initial temperature effects on shock initin- interconnected reaction rate laws: the ignition
tion, divergence of reaction, corner turning, of hot spot reaction sites, the growth (or failure
and detonation failure 1 113 To quantitativelyl !to grow) of these reaction sites in a high pres-
determine the initial temperature effects on sure defagration-type process, and the rapid
one dimensional, sustained shock pulse shock completion of reaction at very high pressuresinitiation of LX 17 1 (92.5 percent TATlR.pus copeinoratontvryhgpesus
75 percent KelF If ]us as the remaining unreacted explosive mole-

.5 percent KeIF pressed to 190 g/cm or cules decompose. The parameters for LX-17 at
98 percent TMI)), three series of embedded ambient temperature have accurately calcu-
gauge ( both pressure and particle velocity) lated a great deal of one- and two-dimensional
exp-riments were conducted in the 10 15 GPa shock initiation and detonation experimental

data. IS21 In this paper, calculations using*Work performed under the auspices of the these parameters are shown to agree with the

U S D)epartment of Energy hy the LIawrence new embedded gauge data, implying that
Livermore National Laboratory under modifications in the gauge packages have not
Contract No W 7405 ENG, 48
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changed their response. The ignition and
growth model parameters are varied in Sabot Target
systematic ways to match the cold and hot
LX-17 data. Implications of these numerical
results, in terms of hot spot ignition and Tilt pins (6 ea)
growth shock initiation theory, are discussed.

Embedded Gauge Experiments U\J

The embedded gauge experiments were Tg psa
carried out in our 4-inch gun test facility, --•-Trlggerpins(2ea)
where stationary targets placed in an evacu-
ated test chamber are struck with a flying Flyer Insitu

projectile fitted with a proper flyer material, gauges

By matching flyer and target material with the
projectile velocity, one can achieve pressures in Figure 1. The 101 mm Gun Test Setup
excess of 500 k i lobars.

The experimental setup consists of the package. During the heating or cooling process,The xpeimetal etu cosist ofthe the temperature was continuously monitored

target assembly and the sabot containing the

necessary fying plate. This setup is illus- with several thermocouples strategically placed

trated in Figure 1. The tat-get assembly throughout the target. A printout of all tem-

consists of several layers of the investigated perature readings every 30 seconds provided a
clear record of the temperature profile.material between which there are gauge Temperature throughout the target generally

stations. Each gauge station contains one or eqibrate t o thi the dered
two resureor artcle eloitygaues, equilibrated to within __3°C of the desired

two pressure or particle velocity gauges, final value. A reflective cover plate was used

described elsewhere, 22 -2 8 armored for protec- in front of the container to reduce thermal

tion with a I to 10 mils thick layer of Teflon on ron ef the fro suce the
both sides of the gauge. Some target assem- raitoefcsonherntufcefte

target. The cover plate was removed just prior
blies also contain a layer of buffer material to to firing.
minimize the shock strain on the first gauge
station, if it is to be placed on the front surface As is usually the case the experiments
of the sample. The target assembly also were designed with theoretical work in mind.
contains six piezoelectric pins placed flush Here, the demand from the modeling effort was
with the front surface to measure tilt of the to have the gauges survive longer and provide
oncoming flyer plate, and two more crystal cleaner records, while the flow is still one-
pins extending a few mm in front of them to dimensional in the axial direction. At the
measure the projectile velocity. The latter is same time, in order to combine pressure
also measured with flash x-ray, catching the records with those of the particle velocity in
sabot in flight at two instances of time before it the reactive medium for the Lagrange
strikes the target. analysis, both types of these experiments

should be conducted under identical impact
In order to provide the hot or cold thermal cond Te constrai nts creq ired ct

environment, the target is placed into a metal cniin.Teecntansrqie h
flyer plate to be thicker (to delay release wave

container which is either heated with an from the rear), denser, and faster (to provide
electric heating pad or cooled with controlled higher impact pressure), and nonmetallic (to
flow of liquid nitrogen vapor through the allow use of the magnetic field for particle
hollow part of the target container velocity measurements). The combination of

A serious concern was given to the rate of these constraints is rather severe but most
heating or cooling of the target to maintain its difficult of all was to obtain identical impact
integrity, and to prevent undesired stresses conditions because a slight variation in flyer
ard strains due to different thermal expansion velocity results in a change of initial pressure
coefficients in various components of the gauge and, thus, a different reaction rate.
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The target assembly with six gauge sta- coordinate system. Since each gauge station,
tions containing particle velocity gauges and once put into motion by the shock wave, will
the flyer plate just prior to impact is shown in move along a particle path (Lagrangian path),
Figure 2. Also shown in this figure is the wave its recorded response will correspond to the par-
diagram resulting from the impact of the flyer ticle velocity profile along that same streamline.
striking the target at a velocity of 1.7 minmps. In A typical set of particle velocity profiles is also
this diagram, which is represented in the space- included in Figure 2 to illustrate the correlation
time plane, shock waves are represented as solid between the two planes. Thus, from the wave
lines, particle streamlines as broken lines, and diagram, it follows that in the case at hand each
rareftaction waves as chain dotted lines. Num- gauge has slightly over 2 ps of recording time
bers along these lines represent the slopes during which the flow should be self-regulated
(Ax/At) or the speeds (in nindps) at which these by the reaction process before it is affected by
waves or particles propagate in the laboratory the release wave coming from the rear.

2.2

(a) (d)
2.0

1.8

1.6
E
Z 1.4

4) 1.2

1.0-

Particle C.

velocity 0.8

gauge
0.6

0.4'
0 1234 6

Time (ps)

Teflon 30 -

20

E

•l• 
10 - - - -- --

" 
-"b

Teflon
0/

.4 C

Ao 998 
_ ,/' 1.03

Flyer -10 1.7 - (.)
(b) (c)

Ftigure 2. The Particle Velocity Experiment. (a) Particle velocity gauge. (b) Shot assembly showing
the stuck of target materials (it the instant of flyer impact. (c) Distance-time plot of the wave train
generated hy the flyer impacting on the target (Here solid lines represent shock waves, broken lines
represent particle paths, and chained dotted lines represent rarefaction waves. Numbers along the
lines represent tvelocities in mm.jis.) (d) Particle velocity profiles along the streamline of each
i nterface with the gauge station
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The target assembly with two manganin state to ensure a good buildup before the
gauge stations and its corresponding wave dia- reaction turns over into detonation. The
gram in the space-time domain, together with spread of our shots is illustrated in Figure 4,
a typical set of pressure profiles, is shown in where the loading states are plotted on the
Figure 3. tlere again the pressure profiles show pressure-particle velocity plane for each initial
the corresponding changes in pressure along a temperature separately. Also included in that
given streamline, which are indicative of the figure is the region of the turnover within our
chemical reaction that takes place in an explo- instrumented thickness of 10 mm, as deter-
sive after being subjected to a dynamic loading, mined from our records. It is clear that the hot

samples turned over to detonation at a muchTo cover the desired region of interest, lower loading pressure than the cold or even

we fired 16 shots aiming for the same input lowe n g pres.

conditions and searching for the best loading ambient samples.

0.5- 2 (a) 2.5-(d)

0.7 1~ 2.0

56 0 1.5

¢ 1.0

1.5 - I ":11 0.5

1.5 - -
1 -Manganin 003
0.5 -0 1 2 3 4

* 1 gauges Time(ps)

Drive
current Voltage 30

output

Teflon 20 -

-j -

LX-17 E

r -1-0
0M >

LX-17 T1.36 ."

Teflon - ,
0 --

AD 998 / 1.0
Flyer " 7.. .

(b) -10M1.7 (c)

Mtfiure :1. The Pressure Experiment- (a) Details of the manganin pressure gauges. (b) Shot
(ussembly showing the stack of target materials at the instant of the flyer impact. (c) Diistance-time
plot of the wave train generat,,d by the flyer impacting on the target. (Here solid lines represent
shock waves, broken lines represent particle paths, and chain dotted lines represent rarefaction
wuifes. Numbers along the lines represent velocities in nil/ps.) (d) Pressure profiles along the
streamline of each interface with the gauge station.
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IX 17. The equation for the reaction rate law
Vi r- c 4 1) r- ',s u r., -Pu r It clI-e VeIo i ' Y Plun' with is given as

Points Indiclingt Ex Aperi mental Ru~~ns an aI'Va= 1(1- Fhp/p -I -a)x + G1 (1-)FP
S•hade'd A reas S~howinig Possible Turnover to
Weti ination~ + G2(] i LFgl

This model hats heen extensively used hefore to
Although Ohil, series was not aimed to oh model shock initiation of several high explo-

tamn data on run (distance to detonation, hot and sives, including LX- 17 at amrbient conditions,
ambient experiments were in the proper range that had been exposed to a wide variety of
of impact preSSUreS aind gauge depths to reveal shock stimuli. 17 21

s"me in format ion on the skit), ect . More appro. In this present study, the initiation of I.X -
priate tests for these (data would be the wedge 17 subjected to sustained .shocks at three initial
experiments with our- newly develo~ped multiple tnp'aue a iuae.Asto aae
miangani n and particle velocity gauges These tempratrs was sbtamulaorthed A set eahof parae-
tests dre plan ned f~r the near future. H owever, three temperatures. It may seem that the
using the available informnation it is possible to aprchisoe atnossetinht

mite i reasonable u stmae on' the disane fecsar tof chemical reaction rates are functions of temper-
i tlt it teipratureon heditane ncesaryto attire and concentrations of the reactants. It hasturn over to detonation 'These estimates are be rvosyson oeeb fre n
indiate byvoul srown, liweves onrae Fiurnd n

iniagred with the k clsinal daaoakon Fi tr 5, n. others that it is possible to predict explosive
agr e w t h thecla sic l ata or ~ cks n ft. d . decom position response w ith pressure depen-

Reactive Hlow M~odeling (lent models. This present approach, of deter-
mining the overall pressure dependent rates as

The three te rin, ignition and growth model functions of the initial explosive temperature, is
dvlvelopvd and usedI b)'y Tarver, et ,l1 asue a small step in the direction of developing a
to slimulate I he shock initiaion to detonation of' temperature dependent rate model.
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Several aspects of the temperature pressures. One way to obtain fair agreement
dependence of chemical kinetics can be with the experiment is to simply increase (for
qualitatively explored with the results of this hot LX-17) or decrease (for cold I.X-17) the
study. A low initial temperature of the explo- three ambient LX- 17 reaction rate coefficients
sive causes it to both initially ignite more by thc same factor (approximately 40 percent).
slowly than the ambient material, and to burn However, detailed comparison shows that this
more slowly after it has become ignited. A high technique does not accurately monitor the shock
temperature causes the explosive to ignite more initiation behavior changes. Another method
easily, and the burn rate is greater than the is to simply change the sustained pulse shock
material at ambient temperature The specific pressure at which lX-17 hot spots are ignited.
values used in the simulation are listed in lnfrared and visible radiometry experiments on
Table 1. The values used for the simulation of ambient LX-17 have clearly demonstrated that
the material at ambient conditions are also an input shock pressure of 6.5 GPa is necessary
listed for comparison. The unreacted and the to establish ignition sites in ambient LX-17. 2 9

product equations of state of LX-17 were The ignition and growth model uses 6.5 GPa as
assumed to be the same at all three initial tem- the minimum pressure at which reaction can
peratures, and are taken from Tarver et al. 17 begin. A limited set of radiometry experiments

To accoupt for the observed differences in have shown that ignition sites occur at lowerTpesue (-5ur fo) for obsrte diferece aninge
shock initiation of cold and hot LX-17, the pressures (-5 GPa) for hot LX-17 and higher
numerical parameters that control these reac- pressures (b8 GPa) for cold dX-17.t Calcula-
tion rate laws were varied to obtain agreement tions made by adjusting the critical compres-
with the gauge records at various initial sion (or pressure) required for ignition to these

values for cold and hot LX-17, while leaving

Table 1. Chemical Reaction Rate Para meters the reaction rates constant, also result in fair

for LX-17 agreement with experiment. Varying one or
two reaction rate parameters at a time demon-

Parameter Ambient Hot Cold strates that the critical compression, rate of

(Eq. 1) (25 0C) (88 0 C) (-540C) ignition, and rate of growth of the hot spots all
influence the cold and hot LX-17 shock initia-

l(ps ) 4.0x106 6.Ox10" 2.8x10 6  tion patterns. An independent study of the
b 06B67 0.667 0.667 heat flow conditions in and around LX-17 hotspots also confirms these observations. 3 1 Set s of
a 0 22 0 22 0.22 ignition and growth model parameters for cold
x 7.0 70 7.0 LX-17 and hot LX-17 have been developed to

match all of the experimental data in ways con-

G(Mb Yps I) 06 1 2 0.42 sistent with the observed experimental trends.

c 0,667 0 667 0.667 Two types of data are presented, material
velocity measurements and pressure measure-

d 0. 111 0 IlI 0.111 ments, both versus time. The material veloc-

y 1 .0 1 .0 1.0 ities were measured at six positions: at the
impact surface and at five depths in the sam-

G2(Mb ps I 400.0 40() 0 16W0.0 ple--2, 4, 6, 8, and at 10 mm into the sample.
The pressure measurements were made at two

e 0 333 0 333 0 333 positions, at the surface and at a depth of 5 mm

g 1 0 1 0 1 0 inside the sample. Each of the experiments

S3 0 3 0 3 0 was simulated with a separate calculation.

The experimental results, along with the

lgiax 0 5 0 5 0 5 theoretical predictions, are presented in Figures
6 through 15. The material velocity records for

F,• 5 0 5 0 5 the ambient, cold, and hot are shown in Fig-

F(;2niir) 0) 0J 1) 00 0 ures 6, 9, and 12, respectively. The pressure
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measurements and predicted values are shown
in Figures 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, and 14. Reasonable 2.2
agreement exists between the experimental and 25C
the predicted values of pressure and material 2.0 ---- Calculatede-

velocity versus time. The apparent growth of 1.8 Experimental

reaction seems to have been well-characterized 1
by the ignition and growth model with the -1.6

specific constants used. E 1.4
E

The decrease in material velocity after Z 1.2 -
the initial shock and the subsequent reaction _
effects is due to the rarefaction wave coming in >1.0
from the unconfined end of the flyer plate. The .2 0.8 -
arrival time of this wave is directly related to M
the equation of state used for the flyer plate. a 0.6-r

The principle used in the velocity measure- 0.4 - O _
ment requires that a nonconductive flyer plate 6mm m
be used in this experiment. Aluminum oxide r

was selected because it is both nonconductive 0
and it has a density of 3.998 gm/cc. One 0 1 2 3 4

problem with aluminum oxide, is that its Time (us)

equation of state is not well -characterized. Figure 6. Comparison ofCalculated and Exper-

The equation of state for this material imental Particle Velocity Profiles in LX-17
was assumed to be similar to that for sapphire. Along the Streamlines of 0, 6, and 8 mm of the
Urtiew32 and Graham 3 3' 3 4 have reported that ExplosiveInitially at 25C
the shock velocity-material velocity curve for
sapphire is not linear for the values of particle
velocity used in this experiment. At velocities 2.2

greater than approximately 0.42 mm/ps the
shock velocity increases monotonically with 2.0
increasing material velocity. For value of 1.8 I
material velocity less than 0.42 mm/ps the,/
shock velocity is greater than 10 mmnps and 1.6
has only a slight tendency to increase. In this .-- 1. \S1.4 . ._• ,

earlier work, only five data points were ", \
reported for material velocities between 0 and 1.2 -

0.42 mm/ps, and the scatter in the data was S1.0
large enough so that it did not appear that a
significant relationship was present. 0.8

The effect of the inert equation of state 0.6 -

was evaluated by repeating initiation calcula- 0.4 - 0 mm 25C
tions for the material velocity experiment at 0 Calculated
ambient temperature. For this calculation the 0.2 - Experimental
shock velocity was assumed to be constant at 0 -

10.9 mm/ps. The results of this calculation are 0 1 2 3 4 5

shown in Figure 15. Several differences are Time (ps)

present between this calculation and the Figure 7. Comparison of Calculated and Exper-
previous one shown in Figure 6. The initial 1mental Pressure Profile in LX-17 Along the
velocity is slightly higher. This slight increase 0 mi Streamline of the Explosive Initiall at
in material velocity also causes an increase in 250 C
the initial shock pressure. The increased shock
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2.6 2.6 1
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Figure 8. Comparison of Calculated and Figure 10. Comparison of Calculated and
Experimental Pressure Profile in LX- 17 Along Experimental Pressure Profile in LX-17 Along
the 5 mm Streamline of the Explosive Initially the 0 mm Streamline of the Explosive Initially
at 25'C at -540C

2.2 2.6
-54OC 2-54C -54°

2.0 - Calculated 2.4- --- Calculated

1.8 Experimental 2.2- Experimental-
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Figure 9. Comparison of( ucuhlated and d Exper- Figure II. Comparison of Calculated and
tment'll Pa rticle Velocity Profile in lX-17 Experimental Pressure Profile in LX-1 7 Along

A long the Streamlines oft), 6, and i0 mm ,a of/he te .5 mm Streamline of the Explosive Initially
Explositves In itia(llv at -54"(C (t -54C
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Figure 12. Comnparison of Calculated and Figure 14. Comparison of Calculated and
Experimental Particle Velocity Profile in L.X-1 7 Experimental Pressure Profile in LX-) 7 Along
Along lthe Streamlines of 0, 4, and 8 mm of lthe lthe 5 mmn Streamline of the Explosive Initially
Explosive Initially at +88(.C atI + 88CC

2.2

2.2 ________ 25*C2.22.0 - Calculated

2.0 1.8 -Experimental-

1.8 .1.6

1.62 1.
E 1.2

1.4

1.2 *i1 1.0
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Time (4s) Figure 15. Comparison of Calculated and
Experimental Particle Velocity Profiles in L.X-) 7

Figure 13. Comparison of Calculated and Along the Streamlines of 0, 6, and 8 mm of the
E~xperimenta1l Pressure' Profile in LX-) 7 Along E~xplosive Initially at 25C(. Calculations were
the 0) mm Streamline of the Explosive Initially done with a shock velocity independent of the
(it +880(' p(IrtiCle velocity, iVe., U, = 10.9 mm/ps.
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INITIATION AND DETONATION PROPERTIES OF THE
INSENSITIVE HIGH EXPLOSIVE TATB/KeI-F 800 95/5

C. D. Hutchinson, G. C. W. Foan, H. R. Lawn, and A. G. Jones
Explosives Technology Branch, Atomic Weapons Establishment
Aldermaston, Reading, RG7 4PR, Berks., UNITED KINGDOM

TATTB is the best insensitive high explosive available at present, and a
common binder for the explosive moulding powder is Kel-F 800. This
paper presents results from a number of firings carried out with the
U.K. version of this explosive, known as EDC35 -- a TATB/Kel-F 800
95/5 formulation. The initiation and performance data presented
include those relating to shock sensitivity, velocity of detonation as a
function of both charge diameter and charge density, failure diameter,
corner turning, and divergence. These results are published so that it
may be possible to compare the U.K. material, EDC35, with similar
U.S. formulations, namely PBX 9502 and LX-) 7.

INTRODUCTION under pressure. This process produces dry-
aminated TATB. 2 If water is also presentThe discovery of the perfect explosive during the amination stage the product is

which combines high performance with high known as wet-aminated TATB with typically

safety characteristics eludes synthetic chemists 10 percent water being used. The former

for the present, forcing us to accept a compro- type of TATB is used in the U.S. explosive

mise solution -- an explosive based upon HMX formulation PBX 9502, and the latter in the

when performance is paramount, or an explo- U.S. formulation LX-17-1.

sive formulated with TATB when cost and

performance are second to safety requirements. In the U.K., about 2.5 percent water is
As discussed by Pruneda and von Ifoltz, 1 over used during the amination stage, and the
the years priorities have changed and the damp-aminated TATB thus produced is known
demand for explosives offering "highest avail- as Type A TATB. For some formulations,
able energy with adequate safety" has now particularly the TATB/KeI-F 800 95/5
changed to "the safest explosive with adequate formulation de;g"'atcd EDC35, the Type A
performance." TATB is comminuted in a single pass through

a micronizer, or fluid energy mill to form TypeIn the U.K., a considerable amount of B TATB. The particle characteristics of both

work has been carried out to characterize the t TATB are sho ia ble 1.

main TATB-based explosive in current use,

known as EDC35 (Explosives Division Compo- EDC35 moulding powder is made using
sition). This paper presents selected initiation an aqueous solvent paste-mix process. A
and performance data which are available on lacquer of Kel-F 800 in butanone is mixed with
this insensitive high explosive, damp TATB, and water is sprayed onto the

mixture while it is heated to drive off the

EXPLOSIVE MANUFACTURE solvent. Charge fabrication is then carried out
either by die-pressing or, more usually, by iso-

TATB is synthesized by nitrating 1,3,5- static pressing in order to achieve homogeneous,
trichlorobenzene to form 1,3,5-trichloro-2,4,6- high density compacts. The normal specifica-
trinitrobenzene, which is then dissolved in tion range of densities for EDC35 charges is
toluene and aminated with ammonia gas 1.897to1.912Mgm 3 [TMD = 1.942Mgm-31.
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Table I Particle Size Characteristics of
U. K. TA TB 1

Typte A TATI$. (UIn nLatIve wt 'YC paNa ing sit-rv if 2
ap&'rt ure: 250 piln I 001A

90 Pil h5% zriiiilrnl1ii

75 pin 75% In in i un nII I

45 pmill 65'% Iiilnininmn 4

Median parlt It, dillle la "er -40 i pnin 5

Sliwitic surtace arva (by aiiir plruhamii try

-2000 cii !g i.

6
Type B TA'rI. ('tntiliL i vi' w' t '4 ilssing ',I(\ f, it

itpeit', ell1 75 pil I (l(,

50 pm11 901A innnill

25 piln 60% i mi il
IS pmin 4fl)1  InInInlllnnl

0Ppit ll 25' innilntin

b'igure I. lIfE (;al Test (Configuration.
MiNtihii pat ticlr' diaimiiitcr -- 15 1ii1i. 1. Detonator, 2. 25.4 nim diameter x 25.4 mimi
Sp,,', Liii .Mil!t' ara lJ' anirl'fmi'alnm N long JIMX/linder 9515 donor charge (p = 1.77

--311010 4llli()0 Viiil: A g m3)' 3. 25.4 mm x 25.4 mm square lami-
nated brass slium. 4. 38.1 mm x 38.1 mm square

No~t ai very ini ngtil f'igurie' lo TATI4 be.t a•, of i lamnin zated brass shim, 5.. E: ').35 acceptor
prn•,sI.ittiri rtifte' crystals. charge, 25.4 mm diameler x 25.4 mm long;

6. Witness block.
SitOCK SENSITIVITYMEKASUREMENSTIS It is known that when EI)C35 is thermally

cycled above the glass transition point of Kel-F
The standard AWE Scale I gap test can- 800, 28TC, the plastic bonded explosive (lBX)

not be useed with EI)C35 because at zero gap undergoes irreversible growth. The application
thickness the donor system wi!l not initiate the of moderate pressure (e g., 500 - 1000 kPa) can
acceptor A new insensitive high explosive gap prevent this growth from taking place. 3 The
test was devised for E!)C35. This is shown in experiments in series (e) above were designed
lFigure I. The larger blrass shi in is always to examine the shock sensitivity of EI)C35
placed next to the acceptor charge and acts to which had been subjected to 122 sinusoidal 12

prevent gas wash from the donor system from hour' temperature cycles from + 25 ± I 'C to
interfering with the response of the acceptor to +- 101 ± IVC and which resulted in a positive
the applied shock stimulus. Several series of volume change in the samples of 0.74 percent.
fir inigs were carried out to txam iiThe results of the shock sensitivity firings

Ia) normal density EIl)C35 from oil(, Lot are given in Table 2. These data show that the
of inoulding powder, gap test is sensitive to small changes of density

(b) normal density El`)C35 from a second in the acceptor material and, as such, it is a

Lot of moulding powder, suitable test for EI)C35. [he increase in shock
sensitivity of the thermally cycled samples I test

Slow dewhnsityl`El)C35, series e(l was larger than expected, and it

(d) high density E!)C35, took more charges than initially envisaged to

Sl1)C35 which had iund(qgoj' utnCon achieve a "No Go." Consequently, insufficient

strained thermial cycling, and charges remained to get an accurate 50 percent

(f) moulding I l(F'r which had been~ shim thickness result for this material. It is

madle f'rom wet aminated haA B interesting to note, that these samples were
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Table 2. Results from Shock Sensitivity Testing of EDC35

Density! 50% Shim Thickness/
E'xplosive Lot Mg m3 thou Imml No. Firings

(a) EDC35 40 1.905 49.4 ± 1.3 11.255 ± 0.0331 24

(b) EI)C35 66 i.9u4 51.7 .13 11.313 ± 0.0331 24

(c) El)C35 66 1.890 74.2 ± 1.6 11.885 ± 0.0411 20

(d) EI)C35 66 1,915 38.2 ± 1.3 10.970 ± 0.0331 24

(e) EI)C35/T'C 45 1.893 -102 -2.6 10

(1) Wet Aminated 1 1.903 55.2 ± 1.9 11.402 0.048/ 10

more shock sensitive than the charges 7.9
examined in test series (c) which had a lower
density. It is possible that thermal cycling _40oc
results in a charge with a more even distribu- + ÷20oc
tion of voids compared with one which is 7.8
initially pressed to a similar (low) density.
This even distribution of voids would assist
initiation and, hence, may account for the
higher shock sensitivity of the thermally 0
cycled samples compared with that from test

zseries (c). From the short series of the experi- c
ments performed, it does not appear that the 70n 7.6

PIBX manufactured from wet-aminated TATB .

differs much in shock sensitivity from normal
EI)C35. This view is supported by experiments
discussed in the l)ivergence Testing section. 7-5

VELOCITY OF I)ETONATION
AND) FAILURE D)IAMETER 7.4

Velocity of detonation determinations on 0 004 008 012 019

280 mm long charges have been performed at /R m 1am- -

different diameters at + 20'C and -40TC. These Figure 2. Velocity of Detonation Vs. Reciprocal
firings were carried out with plane wave initia- Cig e Radius o f o r Vs. Firocattionsysemsandusig fil oniatin I Charge Radius Curves for EDC35 Fired attion systems and using foil ionization probes + 20OC and.40oC

mounted in single or double pairs clohs 13 the
centers of the charges at 25 mm, 152 mm, and effect of temperature on density which domi-
280 mmn from the base of' the plane wave nates at large diameters, and the effect of
shapers. The results are given in Table 3 and temperature on reaction rates which domi-
are plotted on a graph of velocity of detonation teseat on retioratesiwhich i-- nares at small diameters. More sensitive high
vs. reciprocal charge radius in Figure 2. explosives, such as plastic-bonded UIMX and

The shape of this plot is similar to that RI)X/TNT 60/40, show a single curve velocity
found for PBX 95024 and shows a double curve, of detonation vs. reciprocal charge radius plot
the curves show a cross over point at 25.4 mm and allow for extrapolation to infinite charge
diameter, which contrasts with a figure of radius to obtain a value for D.. Since the EDC35
-50 mm for PBX 9502.4 This feature is attri- plot is concave upwards at large charge radii, it
huted by Camphell to competition hetween the is not possible to obtain an accurate value for D,.
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Table 3. Results ofVelhcity ofiDetonation
Firings I

Charge density = 1.90 Mg m]

Temperature/ l)iameter/ Velocity/ 2

1C mm mm Ps 1 3

20 12.7 7.485

20 25 4 7.586

20 50.8 7.639 -4

20 1 97 1 7.690
5

40 12.7 7.423

40 25 4 7,586

440 50,8 7.648 Figure 3. Experimental Arrangement for Deter-

4(1 127.0 7.813 mining Velocity of Iketonation as a Function of
Charge Density. 1. D)etonator; 2. 25.4 mm

All data have a standard deviation of dliamneter x 25 4 mm long IJMXIBinder 97.5/2.5
-0.005 himm ps donor charge (p = 1.81 Mg m- 3 ); 3. Magne-

sium shim; 4. 25.4 mm diameter x 50.8 mm
elng EDC35 charge; 5. Streak camera slit.

(f'the curves in iigure 2 prodUce values for I),,
and the gradient of 7.7 mm pslI and-
1 388 nmm ps at 20TC and 7.8 mm ps I and Table 4. Velocity of'Detonation D)ata as aSI

2.439 mmi Ps at 41C, respectively. U[sing Function of Density for 25.4 mm Diameterthe nalsisot'Cmphll nd ngelke'• in whichari Englkcit wic E!)C35 Charges
the tKyring et al ,( and Wood and Kirkwood7

studies on curved detonation fronts are com- l)ensity/ Velocity of l)etonation/
hine(l with their own data on the radius of cur- Mg in 3 1as-I
vat ure of the dttonat ion front as a function of
charge radius for X 02219 (TATIB/Kel I" 8(10 1.873 7.67
90/101, values for the infinite-medium react ion
Zione thicknesses for IEA)C35 at. + 20TC and 40TC 1.910 7.74
harte( been calculated as 01.89 mm and 1.55 mm 1.923 7.91
resl)ect i ve lv (assu n i ng Ca mpbcll and E nge Ike's
values of' I and (I apply to E11)C35). These 1.926 7.95
values compare favorahly with those quoted
in Refcrcnce 5 as being good results an(d with !.930 7.83
miore recent estimates, vg, pure TATll 1.932 7.77
(density - 1 89 NMg 11 3) >100 nss and IX- 17
13 mn"' anti -251) ns. All data have a standard deviation of

-0.01 mm law
Ad(liti)onal experiments, using relatively

short charges, have been carried out to deter- charges were used, thin magnesium shim were
mine the velocity of detonation in 25.4 mm placed between the powerful initiation system
diameter F1)C35 charges pressed to different and the El)C35 to prevent excessive overdrive.
dcen:;itc:;, ", cx 'i ,, 11 III allgiu.g11elit I.-, Although if is acknowledged that the experi-
shown in Figure 3 The last quarter of each mental arrangement is not ideal for accurate
streak record was digitized and analyzed to velocity of detonation studies, the results
produce the results presented in Table 4 and obtained show that for E11C35 the velocity of
shown graphically in ligure 4 Because short detonation at ambient temperatures reaches a
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taken to be about 8 mm and is consistent with
data presented on PBX 9502 in Reference 4.
Experiments to determine a more accurate
value for EI)C35 are in hand.

A 7.9

CORNER TURNING
0 Simple corner turning experiments, using

< 7.8 the arrangement shown in Figure 5, have beenzo carried out on EDC35 charges. All charges had
r a density of 1.906 Mg m 3 , but those designated

0- EI)C35(I)P) were die-pressed and isostatically
7.7- repressed. Three donor charges were used,

8namely tetryl (density 1.50 Mg m-3 ), RDX/
TMD FlC461 94/6 (density 1.66 Mg mi ), and IIMXI

7-6 _ I _ _,_ _ _ _ Polyurethane 95/5 (density 1.77 Mg m-3 ). All
1.87 1"89 1-91 193 19. experiments were carried out at ambient temn-

DENSITY I Mg m- perature and the breakout patterns recorded on

Fgiure 4. Graphical Representation of Velocitv an I macon 790 camera streaking at 10 mm ps-.
r ' rThe distance away from the donor/acceptor

of I)etonation as a Function of Charge Density interface at which detonation broke out on the
/'r E1)C35 surface of the cylindrical acceptor charge,

known as the breakout distance, was recordedmaximum and then decreases as the density by direct viewing with the streak camera,
increases beyond 1.926 Mg r 3; a feature o1 whereas the profile of the detonation front
Price's "Group 2" explosives' which has also emerging from the base of the acceptor charge
been observed in hot-pressed '[NT. 12 An appar- was recorded via a front-aluminized mirror

ent decrease in detonation velocity in PBX 9502 placed at 450 beneath the acceptor explosive.

pressed to high density has also been found for The r ts arpesndi ex5

charges made from micronized TATB which
had 96 percent of particles smaller than 20 Vim in
diameter; this is slightly finer than L'.K. Type ?\t
B TAT'B. It would seem that there is a cer-
tain minimum percentage of voidage necessary Detonator
in order that TATl• can sustain a detonation
wave above its normal critical diameter, and
these exl)eriments indicate that, for the diam- Donor charge

eter of charges examined, minimum percen- 25mm x 12 5mm

tage of voidage is rapid ly being approached.

Two simple experiments were performed
to determine(d the approximate failure i Acceptor charge
diameter of EI)C35 at ambient temperature 25mm x 25mm
pressed to a density, of 1.90 Mg mY . Cylindrical _

charges with diameters ranging from 12.7 mm i Perspex
down to 2,54 mam, each 25.4 mm long, were table
stacked concentrically, and the largest diam
eter charge initiated with a 12 7 mm diameter fiMirror
lilMX/flinder95/Shooster charge Onetest was
performe(d in air and the other in water. The L_
framing camera records of' both experiments Camera slit

.Ihowed the detonation wave dying out in the Figure 5. Experimentatl Arrangement for
7.62 mm (diameter test pieces. The failure
diameter of EI)C35 under these conditions is Corner Turning Firings
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Table 5. Results from Corner T'urning EDC35(IP) does not diverge as well as does
Experiments El)C35. Hlowever, within the accuracy of the

measurements we are not able to make any
Donor Acceptor Explosive distinction when more powerful initiating

Explosive systems are used. Although the difference
E1)C35 EI)C35(l)P) highlighted here is not a serious problem and

Tetryl 18.0 > 25.4 is probably caused by a combination of density
19.4 18.5 >25.4 gradients in the EI)C35(DI)) charges, skin

effects in which binder material concentrates
RI)X/I"PC461 177 21.8 next to the drift during pressing and by the

94/6 19.7 18.7 21.6 7 slight alignment of the plate-like TATB

I I MXUlu 20.0 21.2 crystallites such that their {100} crystal faces

95/5 20.8 20.4 23.3 22.2 lie to some extent preferentially perpendicular
to the axis of maximum stress during

Breakout distances in mm, accurate to ± 1 m. compaction (but not to the extent that distinct
lamellar texture is produced), it is one which
should be realized and account taken of,

l)onor Acceptor Explosive especially if shock sensitivity testing is carried
Explosive E)C35 El)C35(D1)) out on die-pressed samples.

With the experimental arrangement
0 ns 200 ns 100ns 200 ns shown in Figure 5, it was not possible to

Tetryl 13.4 18.4 11.5 15.0 measure detonation transit times through the
acceptor charges. However, it was possible to

RI)X/FIPC461 14.2 18.9 13.3 18.0 judge whether large delays (e.g., hundreds of
94/6 15.7 19.2 13.2 18.0 ns) occurred in the donor charge inducing

detonation in the acceptor explosive from5/5 1:3.9 18.9 1.2. 17.4 measurements on the streak record of the time
95/5 136 18.5 13.2 17.3 between the detonation front on the surface of

Base spread in mm after 100 ns and 200 ns the donor charge reaching the end of this
from central breakout, accurate to ± 0.5 mm. charge and the first appearance of light at the

center of the base of the acceptor charge. True
It is clear from the results that, within transit times could not be measured, because

experimental error, the breakout distances for the time when the detonation front in the
EI)C35 and ElDC35()P) initiated by RI)X/FPC center of the donor charge reached the
and IIMX/lPolyurethane, together with E1)C35 donor/acceptor interface was not recorded.
initiated by tetryl, are similar but significantly Although this could have been measured with
shorter than that for El)C35(I)P) initiated by the aid of probes, none were inserted for fear of
tetryl. This observation is confirmed by the interfering with the flow. The times measured
base breakout profile measurements which were, therefore, all shorter than the true
again show a simi!arity for the first group, transit times.
whereas the spreading distances for the Comparing these times with the transit
EI)C35(I)P) charge initiated by tetryl are some- times calculated from the velocity of detona-what smaller atc the safot time of emergence. tion of the acceptor explosive indicated that:

Simplistically, we can say it is possible to (a) there were no lost times greater than
distinguish the differing responses between -90 ns recorded from charges initiated
isostatically pressed and machined EDC35 by either RIX/FPC461 or 11 MX!
charges and die-pressed and isostatically Polyurethane,
repressed EDC35(l)P) at the same density. On
the hasis of the experimental evidence pre- (h) the lost times from the tetryl donors
sented here for mild initiating systems, were greater than those from the
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R)X/JFPC461 and IiMX/tolyurethane and two fiber optic probes, separated through
donors by some 50 100 ns, and the pole by 900, were attached at the 450

position in the outer surface of each charge.
(c) with all donors there were no t These probes, in conjunction with the detonator

sigtificant differences between the current monitor traces, were used to determine
lost tioer hnintin ei r the reaction transit times ('burst - End Event)

through the half peach assemblies. These read-

INB - the 'transit times' upon which these ings are considered to be accurate to ±20 ns.
conclusions are based are not given here in The charges, which were fired both at ambient
case they be taken as real transit time temperatures and at -400 C, were monitored
measurements. I with an Imacon 790 camera operating in the

streak mode at 20 mm psl, aligned such that
) V E RG ENCE TESTING the optic axis of the camera coincided with the

poles of the half peach assemblies, therebySpherical divergence of detonation in afodn adietvwofhercin

EI)C35 was monitored in a series of tests akout. a iritiai of the h each

referred to as ha lf peach experim ents. T hese re o u t. Di tiz a ng ul arf di verg e nceea f

are identical in concept to the onion skin records allowed the angular divergence of

experiments descrihed by other workers, and detonation on either side of the pole of the
th re nts holw emsprib al explosiercharg charge 50 ns after breakout of detonation atthe hollow hemispherical explosive charge tihe pole to be me~asured, together with a timne

geometry used in these current tests has been the pe to bt re with a9im
l)reviously reported by I Iutchinson. 14 Figure 6 for the detonation front to spread to ± 900.

illustrates the experimental arri-ngement. Several series of experiments have been
II MX/lPolyurethane 95/5 boosters with a carried out using this geometry to examine
density of 1 787 Mg mi were used, and had different aspects of El)C35. These, which are
radii which varied from 10 15 mm. These were similar to those discussed in Section 3, are:
machined to accept exploding bridgewire (a) Fffectofcharge density
detonators which would effectively produce a)mbient and -40cC firings with
point source initialion at the central point 10 mim radius llMX/4 olyfirrethane
(origin) of the hemispherical charge. Th e boosters. Densities of EI)C35 1.899,
detonators and booster charges were potted 1.904, and1.911 Mg m3
into their respective acceptor explosives with a

low viscosity, slow curing silicone rubber, (b) Effect of intercharge variability:
S yIgard 184, such that there was nominally 15 min radii IIMX/Polyurethane
zero potting material thickness between the boosters, Lot 40 E!)C35 density
detonator and booster, and a controlled thick- 1.904 Mg m-3 , Lot 44 EDC35 density
ness of potting from 0 to 0.1 mm thick at the 1.908 Mg m 3-
p)ole of the booster/acceptor interface. A central (c) Effect of intra-charge variability:
section of the surface of each acceptor charge 10 e oradiiarge variaburethn
was spray coated with aluminumi silicofluoride b t m ot 44 E DC35 density

boosters, L~ot 44 EDC35 density

1 908 Mg in-3

(d) Effect of unconfined thermal cycling
resulting in E!)C35 which had uinder-
gone a volume increase of 0.85 percent

-.. (p = 1.891 Mg m ,) fired at -40'C with

10 mm radii IINiX/Polyvurethane
"" .......... '°boosters.

(e) Effect of using wet-aminated TATBH
t t t 10 min radii IfNIX/l')lyurethane

boosters fired at -45'C. !ensitý of

V otrc 6, 1Ia1/lf'(ch IYpert meitul (h'imt'in rY TAT' -based charges 1.903 Mg i ,
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The results of the eight firings at -40'C In the series (a) and (b), detonation wave
in series (c) above were taken as the base- divergence angles and lburst -End Event times
line against which the results from the other were good. The 50 ns spreading angles all
firings were compared. These charges were exceeded ± 500, and the detonation front
assembled with 0.1 mm Sylgard 184 polar spread to ±90° in all firings. For a given set of
potting thicknesses between the 10 mm conditions, i.e., booster size, temperature, and
radii IIMX/Polyurethane boosters and the polar gap thickness between booster and
E1)C35 acceptor charges. These are the worst acceptor, divergence and transit times showed
conditions considered which are known to little variability. Variability in charge density
permit acceptable initiation and divergence (within the range examined) does not
in E1)C35. The results are presented in significantly affect the initiation and
Table 6. divergence properties of EI)C35.

Yubh" 6 THshlts from lalf Peach Divergence Firings

Effect of Charge Density: Ilalf peach firings serie.; (a)
Booster radius 10 mm

l)ensit / Booster-Acceptor 50 ns Spread Iburst - End Time to Diverge
Mg m- Polar Gap/ mm Angle Event/ps to ±90'/ ns

Ambient temperature firings

1.899 0.040 79 4.63 140

1.899 0 050 72 4.67 160

1,904 0.025 76 4.63 210

1 904 0,050 72 4.65 160

1 911 00)9( 79 4.71 190

40'C firings

1.904 0 62 4.80 560

1.904 0 72 4.84 400

1.911 0 64 4.76 470

1.911 0.075 62 4.81 670

Effect of Intercharge Variability: Half peach firings series (b)
Booster radius 15 mm

lenst/ Booster-Acceptor 50 ns Spread Iburst - End Time to Diverge

Mg m Polar Gap / mm Angle! 0  Event/ps to ±-90'/ns

Ambient temperature firings

Lot 40
1 904 0 64 - 85 4.52- 4.60 125- 200 (4)

Lot 44
1 908 0 70 4.55 100

40"C firings
LIot 40

1.904 0 0 0150 62 83 4.68-4.69 125-250(3)
ILot 44

1 908 0 55-76 4.62-4.72 150-225 (5)

Where a range of results is g!iven, this refers to multiple firings, the number of which appears in
brackets at the end of the line
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Tuble, 6. WConr.

Effect of Intra-Charge Variability: I lalfpeach firings series (c)
Booster radius 10 mm

l)ensitý/ Booster-Acceptor 50 ns Spread Ibs End Time to Diverge

Mg mI Polar Gap / mm Angle Event / ps to ±_90°/ns

Ambient temperature firings

1.908 W 100 61 -78 280

40 C firings

1908 0 100 52 61 480-4.87 580-720(8)

Where a range of results is given, this refers to multiple firings, the number of which appears in
brackets at the end of the line

Effect of 1?nconfirned Thermal Cycling: 1lalf peach firings series Id)
Booster radius 10 mm

l)ensitý/ Booster-Acceptor 50 ns Spread Iburst - End Time Lo I)iverge
Mg m " Polar Gap / mm Angle / 0 Event / ps to ± 90' / ns

40"C firings

1 891 0.100 58 59 4,76- 485 200-300(2)

Where a range of results is given, this refers to multiple firings, the number of which appears in
brackets at the end ofthe line.

l' flect of Using Wet-Aminate( TATB I lalf peach firings series (e)
Booster radius 10 mm

I)ensit\/ Booster Acceptor 50 ns Spread lburst - End Time to Diverge
Mg m - Polar Gap / mm Angle," Event / ps to ± 900 / ns

45JC firings

1,903 0 060 - 0. 110 52 - 63 4.73 - 4.95 500 - 625 (5)

Where a range of resuk1s is given, this refers to multiple firings, the number of which appears in
brackets at the end ofthe line.

The divergence and Irsi End Event performance is probably linked with the lower
data from the firings in series (d) and (e) density of these charges, but it is interesting to
compare very favorably with the control set. note that the divergence angles after 50 ns from
The divergence angles after 50 ns breakout for breakout are not increased over those recorded
hoth mat erials are generally equal or better from El)C35. A lower density is linked with an
than those prd uce(d from the conltrol EI)C35. increase in shock sensitivity (see "Shock Sensi-
A difference is readily apparent in the time to tivity Measurements") which too will be linked
diverge to J 90', whereaus the wet aminated to the divergence performance of the material,
mat etial behaved like El)C35, ihe thermallv especially at high angles from the poles in half
cycled il FE showed at substantial reduction peach assemblies.
in diI vergence time.- This improvement in
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CONCLUSIONS 5. Campbell, A. W. and Engelke, R., "The

At present, TATB is our best insensitive Diameter Effect in High Density Ileter-
ea number of binder ogeneous Explosives," Sixth Symposiumhigh explosive. There are a ubro idr(International) on IDetonation, Coronado,

systems which are in use to allow it to be

pressed into high density compacts. This paper 1976,p.642.

has presented the results of firings carried out 6. Eyring, II., et al., "The Stability of Deto-
with the U.K. version of the Kel-F 800 bound nation," Chem. Rev., Vol. 45, 1949, p. 69.
TATB-based explosive, E1)C35, in a number of 7 Wood, W. W. and Kirkwood, J. G.,
selected experimental configurations. It has "Diameter Effect in Condensed Explo-
been known for some time that the U.K.
composition differs in subtle ways from equiva- 1954, p. 1920.
lent U.S. materials; it is hoped that the
information supplied here will be of assistance 8. Ilayes, B. and Tarver, C. M., "Inter-
to those who wish to carry out comparisons in polation of Detonation Parameters from
greater depth. In being so insensitive, TAT13 Experlmental Particle Velocity Records,"
brings with it problems not encountered in Seventh Symposium (International) on
other high explosives but, with the continued Detonation, Annapolis, 1981, p. 1029.
study of the detonics of charges made under 9. Bahl, K. L.; Lee, R. S.; and Weingart, R.
controlled conditions, we are gradually coming C., "Velocity of Spherically-Diverging
to understand iL better. Our work continues. Detonation Waves in RX-26-AF, LX-17
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FABRY PEROT VEILOCIMETRY ON I)ETONATING LX-17 IN
PLANAR AND SPHERICAILLY 1)IVERGENT GEOMETRIES*

K. L. Bahl, R. I). Breithaupt,
C. M. Tarver, and W. G. Von Holle

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Livermore, California 94550

Fabry Perot velocimetry and hydrodynamic calculations are used to
quantitatively determine the strengths of planar and spherically
divergent detonation waves in I.X-17 as functions of initial
temperature, booster explosive and propagation direction. Cold LX-17
is shown to initiate more slowly than ambient temperature LX-17 but
to eventually attain an equivalent detonation wave structure. LX-10
(IIMX) boosters provide a greater initial momentum than do ultrafine
TATB boosters, but the resulting I,X-17 detonation waves are
equivalent within 20 mm of propagation. No direction dependence is
observed between 0' and 60' from the pole. Comparison of these
experimental velocity histories to CJ and ignition and growth ZND
reactive flow calculations demonstrate that well-defined I,X-17
reaction zones with pressures well above Chapman-Jouguet (CJ)
values are developed within one reaction zone length of propagation.
After 20 to 30 mm of propagation, the LX-17 detonation waves
approach steady state and the experimental records agree closely with
the reactive flow calculations, whereas CJ calculations are 4-5 percent
low in velocity.

INTRO I)UCT'ION which flashes brightly when struck by a well-

The insensitivity ,f triaminotrinitroben- developed I,X-17 wave. In this study the
Sb eshock initiation and detonation wave deve-zene (TATB3)-based explosives requires that lopment is examined more quantitatively

large booster charges be used to shock initiate using a examined m or e te ly

spherically diverging detonation waves in using a laser Fabry-Perot velocimeter system
high density charges of iX-17 (92.5 percent to measure the free surface velocity histories

TAhe and 7.5 percent Kel F). Several such of 25 pm thick copper foils driven by various
boosters have berent Ked evelope rand testd radii hemispherical charges of LX-17 initiatedboosters have been developed and tested b ihrL-O(IX oseso lrfn

extensively at -54°C and ambient temperature TeATh boosters. This Fabry-Perot system has
(20°'C) -1!4 Previous experiments have ema- TT oses hsFbyP tsse a

been extensively used to study detonating
ployed rotating-mirror streak cameras to solid explosives in planar geometries5 and in
record the breakouts of the detonation waves cylinder test expansions. 6  The effects of
on the surfaces of LX 17 acceptor charges and booster type, initial temperature, angle along
layers of aluminum silicofluoride [A 12(Sil"6)al the hemisphere, and LX-17 acceptor thickness

are discussed in this paper.

Work performed under the auspices of the To assess the relative strength of the
U.S. l)epartment of Energy by the spherically diverging LX-17 detonation
L~awrence ~ivermore National Laboratory waves, the ignition and growth reactive flow
under contract number W-7405-Eng-48. hydrodynamic computer code model for 1,X-
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177 which has been normalized to a great deal ultrafine TATB booster, the higher Chapman-
of planar detonation wave Fabry-Perot data, 8  Jouguet (CJ) detonation pressure of LX-10
is compared to the various Fabry-Perot re- (approximately 37 GPa verses approximately
cords of these spherically divergent reactive 26.5 GPa for ultrafine TATB) causes the
flows. Calculations assuming ideal Chapman- copper foil to be driven faster. Figure 3 shows
Jouguet (CJ) detonations are included for the effect of spherical versus planar geometry.
comparison. A planar LX-17 charge drives the copper foil

EXPERIMENTAL RESUITS 5.5s_ _ _I

Figure 1 shows the two types of booster
systems used in this study. The smaller LX-10 5.0 -
booster has an outer radius of 15.9 mm
and is initiated by a 6.65 mm radius E13W 4.5
detonator. The larger, ultrafine TAT13
(pressed to 1.80 g/cm 3) booster has an outer
radius of 25.4 mm and is initiated by a slapper E
type detonator. Hemispherical LX-17 accep-
tors of' 2, 5, 10, 20, and 30 mm thickness are o 3.5 - 15.9mm radius LX-10

attached to the boosters and fired at -54°C or >- 25.4mm radius UF TATB

20TC. Twenty-five pm thick copper disks are 3.0
placed at the pole (00) or at angles of 50 to
60 degrees from the pole, as shown in Fig- 2.5
ure 1. The Fabry-Perot laser is focused on
the rear surface of' the copper foil and its I I I 1
velocity history is recorded for several tenths 0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30

of a microsecond. Figure 2 shows a com- Time-ps

parison of the output of the two boosters Figure 2. Comparison of Copper Foil Velocities
measuredi by placing the copper foil directly on I
the booster explosive surface. Although the Driven by Only the Roosters

LX I10 booster has a smaller radius than the

6.5 1 1 1 1
FP View

Cu Disks
5,10,20, 6.0

30 mm Thick--

15.9MM LX-17 FP View5.5
Radius

Booster -5.

LX-10 .ý5.0
E LX - 17, Ambient

- 6.65 mm Radius P, 4.5Demooalo- Planar, 25. mm
0 Thick cylinder
Z 4.0 -

> Divergent, 20 mm

BoosterFPFPVVee

FP-ie Cu Disks Thick hemispheres
2.5,10,.- 3.5

25.4mm L-173.0

Booste -PVie2.5
IF

TATB 0 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.5 0.6
Tlme--ps

Siapper Detonator P'igure 3. Copper Foil Velocities for Planar

Figure I Experimentel (eometes Versus Spherically Divergent Detona tion
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approximately 20 percent faster than a However, eventually the cold LX-17
spherical LX 17 charge due to the momentum detonation wave develops as fully as the
dissipated in spherical divergence of the wave ambient LX-17 wave, as shown in Figure 6,
front. which demonstrates nearly identical waves

from ambient and cold LX-17 after 30 mm ofTlhe first important comparison from deoainppgto.

this study is the copper foil acceleration as a

function of angle. Figure 4 shows a typical
angle comparison for 30 mm thick ambient 5.5 - , ,
temperature LX-17 hemispheres initiated by
LX-10 boosters with copper foils at the pole
(0°) and at an angle of 50'. For this and 5.0
several other LX-17 thicknesses at ambient
and cold temperatures, no angle dependence 4.5
on the final copper foil velocity was observed E
up to 60'. It is well known] that there are .4.0 -5 mm Thick hemisphere
regions of "weak" or no reaction in TATB3- LX-10 Boosters, pole
based explosives, especially at cold temper-
atures and with near critical size boosters. t 3.5 - Ambient
Ilowever, the spherical waves initiated by the Cold
boosters shown in Figure 1 were uniform over 3.0
at least the 0' to 60' range.

Another important comparison is the 2.5
relative buildup of ambient and cold LX-17.
Figure 5 compares the copper foil velocities 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
from 5 mm thick ambient and cold I,X-17 Time-jis
hemispheres driven by LX-10 boosters. As
expected, the ambient LX-17 reacts Caster and Figure 5. Ambient Versus Cold LX-17
delivers more momentum close to tne booster. DivergentlDetonations

5.5
5.5

5.05.0

4.5 S• .4.5
E4. E s Thick hemispheres _

4.0- 30 mm thick hemispheres Tc hemi
LX-10 Boosters, Ambient LX - 10 Boosters, pole

0 o
>' 3.5 - Pole "- Ambient

50° From pole > 3 cold

3.0 3.0

2.5 2.5, I I I I
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

Time-ps ThIe-ps

Figtire 4 Angle Comparison in LX-17 Figure 6. Ambient Versus Cold LX-17
Divergent Ietonations Divergent Detonations at Large Radii
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A final general comparison is the effect of REACTIVE FLOW MOI)DELING
the different booster output shown in Figure 2 To quantitatively determine how clcsely
on spherical LX 17 waves that have prop these spherically divergent LX-17 detonation
agated several centimeters from the booster. waves approach steady state propagation, the
Figure 7 shows that the detonation waves at Fabry-lerot experimental records are com-

35 mnm radius in ambient LX-17 hemispheres pared to hydrodynamic computer code simu-
from LX 10 and ultrarine TAT1B boosters are lations of the experiments. Two types of finely
essentially identical, as are those for 45 mmi zoned (50 to 100 zones per millimeter)
radius cold lX-17 hemispheres in Figure 8. lct are shown: CJ calculations in
Therefore, these LX-17 detonation waves, which the booster and ILX-17 are assumed to
although initiated by different pressure his detonate ideally at CJ velocity and pressures
tories, se em to approach CJ detonations after and their products then expand according to
propagating3 4cm the Jones-Wilkins-Lee (JWL) equations of

5.5 i state, and Zeldovich-Von Neumann-l)oring
(ZNI)) reactive flow calculations in which the

5.0 shock initiation and developing detonation
reaction zone structures are modeled. The
initial densities, CJ detonation velocities, CJ
pressures and JWL reaction product equations

EE of state of IX-10, ultrafine TATB and LX-17
E
S 4.0 required for CJ calculations are listed in

Ambient, pole Table 1. Also listed in Table 1 are the un-0
0 5 35.9 mm radius LX- 17 reacted JWl equations of state and ignition

with LX - 10 booster arid growth reaction rate parameters for deto-
35.4mmradlusLX-17 nating LX-10, ultrafine TATrlD and LX-17

3.0 with UFTATB booster determined in previous studies79 using
planar geometries. The ignition and growth

2.5 model uses JWL equations of state for both the
I Iunreacted explosive and its reaction products

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 of the form
Time--ps

l"Viurf' 7 (Coinpari. on of A mhin ni 1,X- 17 - It V - It.2V, WVCT

Inlitation by Different Boosters p = Ae l- e + (1)5.5 , V

where 1) is pressure- V is relative volume; T is
5.0 temperature, an(i A, B, RII, R2 , (o (the

Grtneisen coefficient), and Cv (the average
4.5 heat capacity) are constants. The ignition and

growth reaction rate law is of form:
E2 -- ~( ;:!1I))p a)

"Cold. Pole dt 0
2](2

>W 3.5 - I 45.9 mm radius LX-17 with (2)

LX-10 booster C d e g

3.0 - 45.4 mm radius LX-17 with I 2

UF TATB booster
where F is the fraction reacted; t is time: Po is

2.5-1 initial density: p is current density; p is pres-

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 sure in Mhars; and I, G(, G2 , b, x, a, c, d, y, e, g,
Time-ps and z are constants. The first term in

i',Lur ('(,omlp(arisonofCold.LX-171,Iitiatiorn Equation (2) controls the initial rate of
by Olt/b.,rclt Boo sters reaction ignited during shock compression and
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Table 1. Parameters for CJ and Ignition and Growth Calculations

Explosive LX-10 Ultrafine TATB LX-17

Unreacted Equations of State

P0 (g/cm3) 1.865 1.80 1.903
A (Mbars) 9522.0 1472.0 778.1
B (Mbars) -0.05944 -0.04053 -0.05031
R, 14.1 12.3 11.3
R2 1.41 1.23 1.13
w 0.8867 0.5718 0.8938
C,, (Mbars/K) 2.7813 x 10-5 3.0202 x 10-5 2.48709 x 10-5
T, (K) 298 298 298

Reaction Product Equations of State

D (mm / s) 8.82 7.472 7.596
Pcj (Mbars) 0.375 0.265 0.275

A (Mbars) 8.807 4.9775 6.5467
B (Mbars) 0.1836 0.05407 0.071236
R, 4.62 4.2 4.45
R2 1.32 1.2 1.2
co 0.38 0.40 0.35
C (Mbars/K) 1 x 10-` 1 x 10-5 1 x 10--

E, (Mbar-cm3/cm3g) 0.104 0.069 0.069

Reaction Rate Parameters

I (as-1) 7.43 x 1011 4.0 x 106 4.0 x 10)
b 0.667 0.667 0.667
a 0.0 0.22 0.22
x 20.0 7.0 7.0
G1 (Mbars- • is-l) 3.1 48.0 48.0
c 0.667 0.111 0.111
d 0.111 0.111 0.111
v 1.0 1.0 1.0

G, (Mbars' .is-1) 400.0 500.0 500.0
e 0.333 1.0 1.0
g 1.0 1.0 1.0
z 2.0 3.0 3.0
Figmax 0.3 0.0232 0.0232
FIM AX 0.5 0.85 0.85

is limited to fraction reacted FiE Figmax. For chemical reaction, the LX-17 model is initiated
detonation modeling, the second term in Equ- using an ignition and growth model for LX-10
ation (2) represents a relatively fast reaction or ultrafine TAmlr, rather than an idealized CJ
following ignition up to its limiting value F •- detonation model in which the pressure is
F GIMAX- The third term is then used to assumed to ramp up from zero to CJ over
simulate the slow (carbon coagulation) reaction. several zones. Therefore, totally reactive flow

Since the ignition and growth reactive calculations and totally CJ detonation calcu
lations are compared to the Fabry-Perot

thow model consists of a shock wave followed by experiments in the next section.
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COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENT high pressure in l.X-17 is maintained for only
AND) CALCULATION 10 ns before dropping rapidly to less than CJ

The CJ and reactive flow calculations are pressure (27.5 GPa) in this first rarefaction
wave. The pressure-dependent IX-17 reactionfirst compared to the Fabry-Perot record of rate era torpdyi h is n

25 pn cppe fol drvenin plnar rates decrease too rapidly in the first and
25 pm copper foil driven in a planar subsequent rarefactions, as compared with ex-
experiment by 25.4 mm of detonating IX-17 in

Figure 9. The ignition and growth calculation periment. Ilowever, the reactive flow in I,X-17
does continue and by 350-400 ns the ignitionagrees much more closely to the experimental and growth calculation agrees closely with the

records than the CJ pressure which neglects

the momentum delivered by the 2 mm thick experiment in Figure 9.

reaction zone of detonating IX-17. Alter Similar trends are noted in the remaining
closely predicting the initial copper foil free comparisons of experiment and calculations in
surface velocity and the two subsequent shock Figures 10-14. Figure 10 shows the Fabry-
reverberations, the reactive flow calculation Perot records from two experiments on 5 mm
lies slightly below the experimental records thick LY-17 initiated by I,X-10 boosters. In
from 40 to 350 ns. This is most likely due to this case, the reactive flow calculation is
the infl uence on the IX-17 reaction rate of the slightly low for the entire 0.45 ps record but is
rarefaction wave from the copper free surface much closer than the ideal CJ detonation. This
after only 10 ns. The IX-17 adjacent to the implies that IX-17 develops an appreciable
copper is shocked first to its Von Neumann Von Neumann spike pressure in only 5 mm (2.5
spike pressure of 33 GPa and then to 56 Gl'a by reaction zones) of propagation. This may not
the shock reflected off the copper. be surprising because the LX-10 booster ini-

Although the IX-17 reaction rates hmave tially overdrives the IX-17 reaction rates. Fig-
been calibrated at these pressures by supra ure I I shows two Fabry-Perot records from an

Co)pression 0and thicker copper a.n tant experiment using 20 nmn of I,X-17 driven by an

alum plate acceleration8 experiments, this LX-1O booster and the corresponding calcu-
lations. After 2.0 mm of propagation, the IX-

25 pim col)per foil has only a 10 ns transit time
for its first shock and rarefaction wave so the l7detonation wave is approaching its steady

-- 5.5

---- 5.0

4.5

EE
E 4 - E35

~. 3.0
- - "Experiment2 ExperimentZ

> 3 ---- Reactive Flow 2.5_ xpermen
CJ 2.0If - - - - Reactive flow

2-i, - -1 CJ detonation

1.0 1 1 1 1
I 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 Time-ljs
Time-ps

bMigurf 9 Comparison of "Experimentul and Figure /0. Copper boil Velocities for Spherical
Calculated Copper Foil Velocity iHistories 1/r a LX-1 75 mm Thick Driven hyan LX-1O Booster
25 4 mm LIong Planar AX-1 7 Detonation
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idealized CJ detonation in Figure 13. It is also relative strength of these spherically diverging
slightly above the reactive flow calculations in waves. Even when underinitiated by ultrafine
Figure 13. Initial ignition and growth model- TATB boosters, the LX-17 detonation waves
ing of high pressure, short pulse duration exhibited finite thickness reaction zone struc-
shock initiation of LX-17 from planar electric tures with peak pressures well above CJ
gun generated shock waves or spherically within 2 mm or one reaction zone propagation.
divergent booster shocks1 predicted that the The spherically divergent waves attained
leading shock wave in LX-17 would initially nearly steady state structures in close agree-
decay to pressures below CJ before eventually ment with reactive flow predictions after 20-30
building to the steady state Von Neumann mm of propagation in ambient LX-17. The CJ
spike value. ilowever, these experimental re- calculations were uniformly 4-5 percent low in
cords do not show a decay in lead shock pres- velocity, implying that this amount of momen-
sure. The detonation model LX-17 parameters tum is contained in the 2 mm thick LX-17
in Table I do not result in such a pressure reaction zone which decreases in pressure from
decrease and therefore agree with the experi- the Von Neumann spike state (33 GPa) to the
mental records in Figure 13. Figure 14 coin- CJ state (27.5 GPa) in a fast reaction followed
pares the records for 20 mm of LX-17 initiated by a slower reaction process. 8' 10 Therefore, the
by an ultrafine TATB booster. The close agree- initiation and detonation development in
ment between the experimental records and hemispherical LX-17 charges in the region of
the reactive flow calculation implies that the strong reaction is now well-understood experi-
detonation wave is approaching its steady mentally and calculationally. Reactive flow
state flow. As for the IX-10 boosters, the CJ calculations of the regions of weak or no re-
calculation for an ultrafine TATB booster is 4- action will accompany the previously men-
5 percent lower than the experimental and re- tioned experiments in a future study.
active flow records.
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REACTION RATES OF PBH-9D EXPILOSIVE

Zhao Feng, Sun Chengwei,
Chen Peiqi, and Ouyang Denghuan
Southwest Institute of Fluid Physics

P.O. Box 523, Chengdu, Sichuan, CHINA

The reaction rates of PBH-9D explosive have been studied with
Lagrange analysis and shock initiation data. The velocity histories at
four Lagrange positions and the pressure history at one Lagrange
position were measured for the explosive samples under a shock with
increasing pressures from 3 to 9 GPa. With these input data the
Lagrange analyses uwere performed and the histories of pressure,
density and specific internal energy in the reactive flow have been
obtained. The reaction degree and rate have been yielded by using the
IIOM, JWL as well as the y-Law EOS of detonation products. Based
on the calculated data, the coefficients in the Forest Fire and the
ignition-growth rates were determined by the least square method. The
rate fitted with the y-Law EOS is apparently lower than those obtained
with the JWL or 1IOM EOS. The results reproduced by the one-
dimensional numerical simulation with the above rates are consistent
with the experimental data.

INTROI)UCTION reaction rate and connected it with the
Because high explosives have been curvature of detonation front propagating in

widely used in industry as well as for military the explosive charges with finite diameters.

purposes, detonation research is progressing In 1976, Mader and Foresorest forward an

rapidly. One of the basic problems about empirical rate function Forest Fire that

detonation is the mechanism and simulation depends only on the pressure and is based on

of the reaction process in shocked explosives, the experimental POP relations as well as the

i.e., the hydrodynamic problem coupled with supposed reaction Ilugoniots. The Forest Fire
rate can reproduce many experiments on

the explosive chemical reaction. Up to now we

knew little about the real reaction in con- shock initiation. In recent years several
densed explosives; however, it is still possible phenomenological empirical rates have beenS expoives the wever, m o ic efficts ofillxpossblo suggested- for examale, Cochran and Chan,4
tv remulate the macroscopic effects of explo- and Lee and Tarver proposed a kind of ratesive reactions provided an inner pl riable T, function consisting of ignition and growthterms. The ignition term describes the set offderivative of \ with respect to the time t is the of hydrodynamic hot spots and the growthreaction rate R o yrdnmchtsosadtegot

term represents the explosive grain's burning.
In the 1940's, Von Neumann, Zel'dovich Obviously, the ignition-growth rates are

and other workers used a simple rate func- potentially capable of reproducing the shock
tion dX/dt z2( .\)0 which is easy to treat initiation process with a mechanism other
mathematically Many authors employed than the simple multiplication of the hot
Arrhenius' Law in chemical kinetics to spots. In 1985, Tarver et al. 5 suggested that
numerically simulate the shock initiation in the shock initiation in condensed explosives
explosives I Eyring et al 2 investigated the could be divided into three stages, accordingly
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the reaction rate should consist of three terms LAGRANGE ANALYSIS ANI)
in which the first term represents the hot CALCULATIONS
spot's origins (such as void closure, viscous
heating, shear banding, etc.), the second one Conservation Equations and Integration
describes the slow increasing of reaction in The Lagrange analysis is an unsteady
inward ard/or outward "burning" of the numerical technique to treat the data result-
isolated hot spots, and the third one denotes ing from the Lagrangian gauges (sensors)
the rapid finishing of the reacti(m when the with the flow equations. In Lagrange
reacting hot spots begin to coalesce, coordinates the one-dimensional slab flow

Since the 1970's the Lagrange analysis equations are:
has been em , loyed in shock initiation aV/dt-pldU/9h=O (1)
research; this analysis was established by
Fowles and Williams.t) Cowperthwaite 7 and OU/at+po1 OP/dh=0 (2)
GradyS employed Lagrange anal,.sis for
studying the constitutive relations in inert
materials and explosives. The Lagrangian where p_. U, V, 13, E, and t are the particle's
gauges embeded in tested explosive charges initial density, velocity, volume, pressure,
sense the evolution of reactive shock waves specific internal energy, and time, respec-
and give the records of pressure or particle tively, and h is the particle's initial position or
velocity histories at some Lagrange positions. the Lagrange coordinate. The integration
These records could be treated with the method of Equations (M)-(3) depends on the
Lagrange analysis and offer the tabular form of experimental data;. We use the
data about the histories or profiles of the particle velocity h;stories at several Lagrange
particle velocity, pressure, volume and positions and the pressure history at some
internal energy in the reactive flow. position as the original data, so we yield the
Furthermore, the reaction degree and rate integration form of Equations (1)-(3) as follows
could be calculated as well, provided the EOS h
of partially reacted detonation products is 2
given. P2 =|)1  - (OU/ct)hdh (4)

The reaction rates of 1l)3l-91) explosive
are obtained in this paper by using the
experimental pressure and particle velocity -_ t 2
histories and the Lagrange analysis. The V2 =V+1 + tP.Jl(du/dh)j
constants in the empirical rate functions of I
Forest Fire and Cochran-Chan proposed -(dU/dt)h(dt/dh)jklt (5)
ignition-growth form are fitted from the h
Lagrange analysis' results, where three
equations of state for detonation products It2
(JWI,, IIOM and y-law) were used and E -E p PI(dU/dh)j

compared. Finally, the numerical simulation ti

using these fitted rates are performed to
reproduce the experimental results, where we -(aU/Ot) 1 (dtUdh)j kit (6)

get better agreement between the calculated
and experimental data at the Lagrange where( )j denotes the derivative along the jth
positions nearer to the shocked surface. The path line. 8 Subscripts I and 2 refer to the pres-
calculations show that the JWL and IIOM sure values at different Lagrange positions for
EOS have small differences for fitting reaction the same time or to the volume and internal
rates' however, the results with the y-law EOS energy values at the same position for differ-
are apparently lower than the previous ones. ent times.
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Reaction Degree A and Rate R EXPERIMENTS

We assume the reaction in shocked The experimental assembly is shown in
explosives to be one-step, irreversible and Figure 1. The PBII-9D explosive sample, an
exothermic, and the reactants and products IIMX-based plastic bonded explosive, had an
are in local thermodynamic equilibrium. The initial density po = 1.846±0.003 g/cm 3and a
explosive's reaction or burn can be character- diameter of 10 cm. It was initiated by the
ized by the reaction degree or progress attenuated shock wave propagating from the
variable which is also the concentration of PMMA plate. An explosive planar wave lens
detonation products in the reaction mixture* was placed above the 1 cm thick PMMA plate
so X = 0, I represents the states being unre- by an air separation of 1 cm, so that the plate
acted and completely reacted, respectively, would be impacted by the flying detonation
The reaction rate R = d./dt is a function of the products from the explosive lens. The EM
reaction products' thermo dynamic variables, particle velocity gauges were fixed at the
including \ Let the state of unreacted positions of h=0,3,6,9 mm, where h was the
explosive be described by the solid I IOM EOS. distance from the explosive's shocked surface.
Meanwhile, there are three options for the The magnetic field was generated with a pair
EOS of detonation productsý gas IIOM, JWL of Hlelmholtz coils 40 cm in diamater and 20
and V law. Suppose that the state of reaction cm in spacing. With a magnetizing current of
mixture could be calculated from the states of 1 kA the intensity of the central uniform
its two phases, solid (unreacted explosive) and magnetic field is 0.1 Tesla. The pressure
gas (detonation products), according to the history at the surface (h=0) was measured
following mixing rule: with a manganin piezoresistance gauge of

type F4/203A 9 . The smoothed particle velocity
V-\VP(I .V (7) histories measured by the EM gauges are
E \lXY I k)Ex (8) shown in Figure 2. It must be noted that the

loading pressure profile looks like a ramp
where the superscripts p and x denote wave rather than a square wave (see the h=0
the gas and solid, respectively. Meanwhile, curve shown in Figure 3), because of the
it is assumed that the two phases are desig- of the experimental as!embly.
in equilibrium of pressure and temper-
ature,

i4) p\ P i) (9) ItELMHHLTZ COIL

PLANE WAVE LENS

where the variables P,VfE f the mixture L PMMA PLATE

should be calcuiated by the flow Equations(0- -EXPLOSIVE SAEPLE
(3), and those with the superscripts p or x
should satisfy the corresponding FOS for gas
or solid Then we can get the rate R as well as
the reaction d(egree .\ by an iterative solution GAGES
to Equations (7) (I0) Consequently, \ as well
as It depends on the EOS, especiall.- that for
detonation products. The comparison of Figure I. ExperimentalAssembly
results from different EOS will he given later
in detail FLOW AND REACTION

VARIABILES CALCULATE!)
After the tabular thermodynamic WITH THE LAGRANGE

variables are obtained, the nonlinear, least ANALYSIS
square Fitting with generalized orthogonal
polynomia!., Aili be performed to get the The input data for the Lagrange analysis
constants in two empirical rate functions are the experimental histories in Figure 2
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30
I I h=9

v I (3h=6 20
>" ih = 3 h=6h_

ihh=3

10 hýO h=3

o 3
TIME (MICROSECOND) 0

0 1 23

h'igure 2. Mealsured Purticle Velocitv Histories TIME (MICROSECOND)

at Lugrang,, PIositions ofh I 0.3,.9 mm Yigure 3. Measured (h = 0) and Calculated
(h 3,6,9 mam) Pressure Histories

and that o1' hi - 0 in F"igure 3. The
calculated histories for pressure, density and I_-_-_-_-_-_-_ __
speciFic internal energy at the four positions 2.4

are shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5, respectively- E h=6[
The reaction degree histories calculated

with the II0M FOS of detonation products for
the four positions are shown in Figure 6. The
histories at h - 6 but with different EOS are z

compared in Figure 7. Differentiating .\ his- 2.0

tortes with respect to time we have the
reaction rate It directly From Figure 7 it can
he concluded that A histories are basically the
same for the JWI, and 110M I)OS. however, 0 1 2 3

the history with the y law EIOS is lower. TIME (MICROSECOND)

During the buildup to detonation the reactive
shock wave accelerates, therefore, the entropy Figure 4. Calculated Density llistories
production increases considerably. In this
situation the constant i law EOS may behave 0.6

worse than the other two equations of state. h=9
S~h=6

FITTING OF CONSTANTS IN h=3
EMPIRICAl RATE FUNCTIONS

The rate function is one of the keys to
performing successful numerical simulation of 00
detonation, particularly for shock initiation,• , ,.' -0.2 -'
since the hbhavior of initiation process U
basically depends on the reaction rate under -0.4\
the same loading conditions People show
great interest in seeking a suitable form for 30.2

rate functions according to different initiation TIME (MICROSECOND)

models or mechanisms, from pure phenom-
en,,! igical descriptions to the molecular Figure 5 Calculated Specific Internal Energy
dynamics technique The Forest Fire and the Histories
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of hot spots. I lowever, the growth term turns
.0 . .out to be the dominant one for the later stage,

, 0.8 h=6 during grain burning, and the rate is
" " approximately proportional to the pressure.

c 0.6 Several practical forms of the ignition-growth
rate function have been suggested; here only

S0.4- the form proposed by Cochran and Chan4 will
jt i=3 be calculated:

0
0 1 2 where (i)I d2, and n are constants to be fitted,

TIME (MICROSECOND) and m usually is set to 1. The first term in the
RIIS of Equation (12) represents ignition, and

b i ,ure 6 .l ? ,ea c tia n I)eq re I fl ist 5r w w ith toOM th e se c o n d o n e d e n o te s g ro w th . U s in g th e
EQS o/ l)etfon~itin Products above two rate functions we could well

1.0 / reproduce the experimental variable histories
110- oat positions with lower h, and no considerable

0.8- JWL
- - / - difference between them has been observed

/0. t (see Figures 9 and 10).z //

.P' Forest Fire Constants

S0.2- The Forest Fire constants were fitted by
. ,using standard generalized orthogonal poly-

.7 -:. • nomial techniques, and the results are listed
T'If.1 iMfcROSFCONDD in Table 1. The curves of (1-A)-'dX/dt vs

Figure 7. 6,.actiin Degree Ilist oris at 'A.sitirli pressure are plotted in Figure 8 along with
of h -: 6rnm with the JWL 11tOM and y-law those of PBX-9404 and Comp 13 explosives, 10

FOS for detanl at ',n products as well as that of PBI 191) explosive obtained
by Sunt] using an approximation method. It

ignition r(rawth forfl are ycr use'itil i n has been shown that the curves calculated
practice, riot only for their simplicit'ý hLt also with the JWI. and I IOM EOS are close to each
for their success in many nurnerical other within a certain pressure range, and

mitulations of shock Initiation in hetero- between the curves for explosives P11X-9404
geneous explosives. The Forest I1"re, proposed and Comp B. It means the MllI 91) explosive
by Y, lder and ForesOt is derived fram the is less sensitive to shock initiation than PBX-
single curve hypothesis dluring t hi' OW builldp to 9404, but more sensitive than Comp 13. We
detonat itn and the experimental PO)P think this result is reasonable since the
rclatiarv., it ctmcludes that the reaction rate 1)31 1-91) explosive is compounded on the base
( .'pvnds on lv. n press t re, I v ,i t heeffectsof ot a sensitive explosive The curves in Fig-
hydrodyna mitci hot spots. 'l'ht ftonction of oire 8 are not very smooth; this may be due to
Forest Fire can libe written as the data treatment procedure without multi-

l \ / l~idy t smoothing and the fact that there were no
empirical relations isuch as the POFP relation)

e'iida a il + i.d' ' + t, P'u (111 used.

where at, ýi ti), are coristailt5 to bc Cochran-Chan Proposed Rate Constants
filted l'hc, ignition growth fir'i ot' a rate
tunct on was tirst proposed hy t hi' scientists at These constants in the Cochran Chan
LI ,INI.: thety considered that the ignitioan term proposed rate function are fitted by using
pla y s the main role in the earl.\ stage of ini nonlinear optimization technique, and the
tiation, during the h.drodynamic tor miattion results are listed in Table 2.
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Table I 1'orest bMre Constants of P1311-91) Explosive

EOS for"

D)etonation n a 0 ,a ,a2, Ai
Products

1.5016841E + 01, -2.833713E 4 03, 1.5732775E + 05,
4.481107011, + 06, 7.6094592 E+ 07, -8.1882163E + 08,
5.7215222E + 09, -2.5882972E + 10, 7.3136603E + 10,

-1.1735394E + 11, 8.1658839E + 10,

JW I, 9 0.25690365E + 00, -8 9675342E1+ 02, 5.3004965E + 04,
-1.4284010 H t- 06, 2.1953328E +- 07, -2.0549970E + 08,
1.1896018E + 09, -4.1522092. + 09, 8.0006676E + 09,

-6.5322680E + 09,

1 LAW 8 -1.20003131 +01, 5.0082788E + 02, -1.0705477E + 04,
(N - 2.96 1.2036025H t 95, -5.6149600E + 05, -5.9020400E1+ 05,

I 5902000F, 07, -5.5780176F + 07, 6.3588816E + 07,

COMPiARISON OF ONE-
DIMENSIONAL NUMERICAl. 100:
SIMULATI'ION WITH PBX-9404,REF.10

EXPIERIMENTAl, )ATA COMlP.B,PEF..10•- -- ' -- REF. 1I1k

The particle velocity histories and other 10 - . oJWL

variables were numerically simulated with H'•

the one-dimensional computer hydrocode SSS .4
for reactive media1 , where the rate functions
were taken from the above fitted ones. 1.0-

Figures 9 and 10 show the comparisons
between calculated and experimental data for /
the I orest Fire and Cochran-Chan proposed
rate, respectively. It can be noted that for the .

particle velocity histories at positions of h =0 /
and 3 mm they agree well with each other.
however, for those of h = 6 and 9 mm the .2 •, I I 1 ,50
calculated ones are apparently higher than P 0 50/
the experimental ones. No considerable differ PRESSURE (GPa)

ence appears between the two rate functions.

The results calculated with the Forest Figure 8. (l,-A)-'dAdt VS P from the Fitted
Fire constants given by Sun I are also shown borost bire Rate bunctions

in Figure 9; these are closer to the experi
mental data Sincc this rate vs pressure curve Tahble 2 Cochran-Chan Proposed Rate
is a bit lower than that of this paper (See Fig- Constants of P1311-91) Explosive
Lire 8) The spacing of EM particle velocity
gauges in our experiments might be too large, EOS for
so that the numerical interpolation and l)etonation ko) 1o0 n
different lation brings about larger errors, Products
especially ,at the deeper positions where the
process ,mort, rapidly approaches to the co1n
plete reaction The response and calibration JWl, 399o 22 3,940
of I he I agrangian gauges are ,%orse under this -IAW 1200 20 3,806
citrciminstance i• 6

296)
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With these rate function constants fitted
2 .according to the procedure described in this

-,, -- TIUS WORK Ix, paper, the experimental data could be
-. REF. I I . reproduced by one-dimensional numerical
.:Xi'•:R1ENTA1. hTh simulation. Good agreement is yielded,

,' especially for the histories at positions close to
the shocked surface.

By comparing the Forest Fire rates forh=3 "

h=(j-h 3 . -- \ three explosives under lower shock pressures,
we conclude that PBII-91) explosive is less or
more sensitive to shock initiation than PBX-
9404 or Comp B, respectively.

" The equation of state for detonation
TIME (MICROSECOND) products affects the fitted rate constants to

some extent. For the situation considered in
Figure 9. Cornipurison of Calculated Particle this paper the JWL and HIOM EOS show no
Velocity Histories with Experimental Data for considerable difference; however, the rate
the Forest Fire Rate Function fitted with the y-law EOS is apparently lower

than the above ones. It seems that the y-law
EOS of detonation products behave worse in
"numerical simulations of shock initiation.
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PULSEI)-LASER-EXCITEI) RAMAN SPECTRA OF SHOCK-
COMPRESSED TRIAMINOTRINITROBENZENE

Wayne M. Trott and Anita M. Renlund
Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

Pulsed-Laser-excited Raman scattering methods have been used to
examine sustained shock compression of 1,3,5-triamino-2,4,6-
trinitrobenzene (TATB) at an optical window interface. Records of
vibrational frequency shifts and line shape changes have been obtained
under variable and well-controlled shock loading, using a 63-mm-
diameter compressed gas gun to provide a planar impact geometry. To
facilitate interpretation of the shock data, Raman spectra of TATTB
samples at elevated temperatures and ambient pressure have also been
acquired. Raman modes identified with the nitro and amino groups in
TATTB exhibit complex behavior arising from interactions associated
with the extensive intra- and intermolecular hydrogen bonding
network in this material. The distinct (and frequently competing)
effects of pressure and temperature on these modes are discussed in
relation to the known insensitivity of TATTB to shock initiation.

IN'TRO1)UCTION a result, analysis of particle velocity-time

In order to acquire detailed understand- records (in parallel experiments) was required

ing of the relevant physical and chemical in order to correlate the Raman spectra with

processes leading to initiation and sustained reliable estimates of shock pressure. In this

detonation of secondary explosives, real-time paper, we discuss the behavior of TATB Raman
modes under the fully supported and

optical spectroscopic measurements are needed wellcntro lle hc o poroed by
to spplmenttheinfomaton aailble rom well-controlled shock compression provided byto supplement the information available from

a compressed gas-gun driver. As in the pre-studies of bulk properties under shock coim-
vious study, measurements have been made at

pression (e.g., pressure and particle velocity).

Various optical methods have been used to a window interface. To facilitate interpreta-
probe shocked and detonating energetic tion of the shock data, we have also examined

materials, including emission and absorption changes in the Raman modes of TATB as a

spectroscopy, as well as spontaneous and non- function of temperature alone.

linear Raman scattering techniques.' We have In addition to the fact that TATB is a
shown that pulsed-laser-excited spontaneous well-known insensitive high explosive, this
Raman scattering is a useful tool for studying compound is an interesting subject for pulsed-
many heterogeneous (i.e., compressed poly- laser-excited Raman studies for several
crystalline) explosive materials. 2 4 Recently, reasons. In spite of its susceptibility to long-
we reported single-pulse Raman measure- term photolytic degradation at ambient pres-
ments of vibrational frequency shifts and line sure, the Raman spectrum of TATB is readily
shape changes in 1,3,5-triamino-2,4,6-trinitro- obtained via single-pulse methods. Moreover,
benzene (TATB) upon sustained shock loading TATB displays excellent stability under high
at a fused silica window interface. 4 These temperature and high static pressure. 5 The
measurements were obtained under complex, former property permits Raman measure-
time-dependent shock conditions due to the use ments of the parent species at temperatures as
of an explosive driver for dynamic loading. As high as 575K. Finally, TATB contains many
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unusual structural features, including an powder pressed to a density of 1.876 g/cm 3 and
extensive intra- and intermolecular hydrogen confined in an annular (15.9 mm II)) PMMA
bonding network, very long C-C bonds in the fixture. The surfaces were machined flat and
benzene ring, and very short C-NH 2 bonds.6  parallel and one side was confined by an
The strong intermolecular hydrogen bonds optical window. Care was taken to ensure good
result in a graphite-like layered crystal struc- contact between the TATB and the window.
ture. Vibrational spectroscopy provides an Sustained shocks were introduced into the
ideal probe of the effects of shock compression TATB using projectiles driven by a 63 mm
on these structural features. In the present diameter light gas gun. Measurements at the
study, we have focused on the Raman modes initial shock state are nearly impossible due to
associated with the nitro and amino groups in the limited probe depth in single-pulse Raman
the molecule. These modes are strongly scattering from polycrystalline samples (i.e.,
affected by the hydrogen bonding network. timing the laser pulse to occur precisely as the
Shock induced changes in these modes are shock arrives at the interface is extremely
discussed in relation to TATB's insensitivity to difficult). Therefore, shocks were allowed to
shock initiation, run into the window and spectra were acquired

after the TATB near the window was
EX PE RIM ENTA L, reshocked. l,ow-amplitude initial shocks (1.0-

1.1 GPa) were obtained using PMMA impact-
A schematic diagram of the experimental ors (9.5 mm thick) and projectile velocities

arrangement for the shock compression studies near 0.5 km/s. IHigher shock pressures were
is shown in Figure 1. The TATB samples generated with aluminum impactors (13rmm
(3 4 mmn thick) were prepared from loose thick) and projectile velocities of 0.49-

TIWGGER WAMPAIR

DIc-ROI -. T-NG]

Xec iz DYE
LASER LASER OI

Figure I Schernatic Diagrum of Experimental A rrangemen I
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0.88 km/s. Three different window materials generators. A 500 ns gate width avoided
were used in this study. Fused silica was signal loss due to timing jitter and provided
suitable for tests at pressures < 5 GPa. In other adequate discrimination against background
tests, sapphire and WiF windows were used to emission. Digital delay generators were also
generate higher reshock pressures in TATB used to set the required temporal delay for the
(up to 7.5 GPa) and also to maintain laser/detection system in relation to the impact
satisfactory optical transmission under the time (determined by time of-arrival pins). The
shock conditions. Shock pressures were laser output was programmed to occur several
calculated using published 11ugoniot data for hundred nanoseconds after shock arrival at the
1.876 g/cm 3 TATH and for the impactor and TATB/window interface. Spectra were thus
window materials. 7'8  obtained before axial and transverse rare-

factions reached the optical axis at the
An excimer-laser-pumped dye laser interface. The spectral resolution in these

(Lambda lPhysik FL-2002) was used to experimentswastypically0.05nm(-l.5cmI at
generate Raman spectra at the TATH/window 570 nm). Wavelength calibration was
interface. For each shot, the laser output accomplished using known line positions in the
(20 ns FWIIM) was focused in front of the emission spectra of 11g, Kr and Ar discharge
target/window assembly so that the diverging lamps.
beam was approximately 1 mm in diameter at
the interface. Frequency-shifted radiation due We used a very similar laser and
to spontaneous Raman scattering from the detection system arrangement for studies of
shock-compressed 'PATB was separated from unshocked TATB at elevated temperatures. In
the scattered 527 nm laser light using a this case, 100 mg pellets of TATH were placed
dichroic mirror. The spontaneous Raman light in a small fixture containing an electric button
was focused into the entrance slit of a 0.8 m heater and an iron-constantan thermocouple.
double spectrometer and the dispersed The TATH samples were heated in an
spectrum was viewed by an intensified diode evacuated (<0.01 Torr) explosive test chamber
array detector. The signal was processed by an to minimize heat loss to the surrounding
optical multichannel analyzer (Tracor atmosphere. Whenever the sample tempera-
Northern, TN-1710A). The detector was gated ture was changed, Raman spectra were
on by a voltage pulse that was triggered ahead obtained only after 15-30 minutes elapsed in
of the laser pulse using digital delay order to ensure adequate thermal equilibration
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Figure 2. Raman Shifts as a Function of Temperature fi)r Twelve Different Modes in TATTB
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between the TATB and the thermocouple symmetric NO 2 (vNO-) stretching modes was
junction. In these experiments, signal averag- first observed in static high pressure measure-
ing was feasible and up to 32 shots were taken ments by Satija and Swanson. 5 Briefly, the
to acquire a spectrum. observed effects are as follows: (1) the C-NO 2

mode frequency increases in the usual manner
RESULTS AND I)iSCUSSION as a function of pressure and the line width

remains constant, (2) the NO 2 mode frequency
Temperature Behavior is nearly invariant up to 6 GPa while the line

The effects of increased *emperature on width increases from 3.5 cm-1 at ambient
the peak positions of twelve of the vibrational pressure to a maximum of 15-20 cm- 1 near
modes in TATB are illustrated in Figure 2. A 5 GPa and then decreases as the pressure is
detailed discussion of temperature-induced raised further, (3) a dramatic reversal in the
vibrational frequency shifts and line shape intensities of the two modes occurs at pressures
changes in TATB will be presented elsewhere, of 4-6 GPa. These effects were attributed to
For the purposes of the present discussion, it is pressure-enhanced coupling between NO 2 and
sufficient to note the unusual behavior of some N112 group motions, resulting in the nearly
strong modes associated with the nitro and constant N02 stretching mode frequency (i.e.,
amino groups in the molecule. Increased the expected frequency increase in NO2 is
temperature generally causes a Raman line to canceled by increased N0 2 /NII 2 coupling that
broaden and shift to lower frequency 9 and most acts to drive the frequency lower). This
of the features in TA'I''l experienced either no phenomenon leads, in turn, to mixing of the
change or a small negative shift (i.e., to lower NO 2 and C-NO 2 m•o les as increased pressure
frequency) under these conditions. In contrast, draws the two frequencies closer together.
the totally symmetric N11 2 stretching mode Both the intensity reversal and the line width
(near 3220 cm I) displayed a substantial behavior of the NO 2 mode are consistent with
positive shift with increased temperature. The this explanation.
totally symmetric NO2 stretching mode (near We observed similar effects in our earlier
1170 cm I) and the in plane NO2 deformation dessure studya eve r eashockmode (884 cm 1) also exhibited positive shifts-, dynamic .pressure study-, however, the shock

compression data indicated consistently larger
however, the changes were much smaller. In
addition, the line widths of all these modes Shifts in the NO 2 mode as a function of

pressure and also less efficient mixing of vCN
were significantly more temperature sensitive and VNO..4 Differences in the spectra seen
(i e , broadened more) than average These under dynamic and static high-pressurecondi-
nffectts arise from the strong hydrogen bonding tions are consistent with inhibited N0 2 /N112
network in TAThN and the strong coupling coupling due to the increased temperature
hetween the N( 2 and Nti2 group motions that under shock loading. This explanation is
ocirs • a result of this bonding structure supported by the data acquired in the present

Since the extensive hydrogen bonding study. Figure 3 shows Raman spectra in the
network in TATB probably plays a very 1140 1220 cmI region under fully supported
important role in its remarkable stability at shock compression to pressures as high as 7.5
high static pressuresS and also its relative GPa The subtly different mode behavior
insensitivity to shock initiation, 10 the behavior under dynamic vs. static high pressure condi-
of the aforementioned NO 2 and NIl 2 modes tions is again evident in thesce spectra. In
under shock compression is of interest. Shock- particular, the less efficient mixing of the NO 2
induced effects on these three modes, as well as and C NO,2 modes is reflected in the much
the C NO 2 stretching mode (near 1145 cm 1) narrower NO2 feature observed at 4.3GPa
are considered in the following sections. (IIcm vs. 18 cm 1 for static high pressure).

C-NO 2 and Totally Symmetric NO 2  The effects of elevated temperature alone
Stretching Modes are shown in Figure 4. A temperature increase

The anomalous pressure-dependent drives the NO,2 stretching mode to higher
hehavior of the C N0 2 (v0 , N) and totally frequency (in agreement with the shock data)
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RAMAN SHIFT (cm-') the line width of this mode decreases by a
factor of two as pressure increases to 8 GPa.

Figure 3. Raman Spectra (1140-1220 cm- The shock compression data indicate a sub-
Region) of Shock-Compressed TATB. A stantial increase in the line width up to 5 GPa.
spectrum of unshocked sample is shown for The same trend is observed as a function of
comparison, temperature alone. This correspondence

suggests that temperature effects largely
while the C NO2 mode shifts slightly to lower dominate the response of this mode to shock
frequency. Although the temperature-induced loading. This behavior possibly reflects
increase in separation between the modes is changes in N1l 2 group motions to which the
fairly small (-3 cm 1 at500K,cf. Figure 2), it is NO2 deformation mode is coupled. Studies of
apparently sufficient to inhibit the pressure- deuterated TATB under shock compression
enhanced mixing. In the shock compression could resolve this issue.
data (Figure 3), the two features do appear to
coalesce at pressure >6 GPa. This pheno-
menon may reflect growing structural disorder
in the molecule or possibly arises from a
crossing or avoided crossing of VC-N and VNO..
This effect in the TATB Raman spectrum was
not evident in our earlier study.4 

4 - -

NO 2 l)eformation Mode "k_

The effects of shock compression on the _ _ _"

884 cm 1 02 deformation mode are illustrated ...
in Figure 5 Observed changes in line width as
a function of temperature alone are also shown
in this figure. The negative Raman shift with Figure 5. NO2 Deformation Mode Properties as
increasing pressure is consistent with the a Function of Shock Pressure (Left) and
static hiih pressure results of Satija and Temperature (Right). Raman shifts are shown
Swanson Opposite effects are seen, however, as solid dots. Changes in line width are
in the line width. Under static compression, represented by open circles.
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NH 2 Stretching Mode

The frequency, band width and structure NH TATB
of a XII (X=O,N,...) stretching mode can srREcH

provide much useful information about a
hydrogen bonded system.11 Unfortunately, the T-558 K

intensity of the XII stretch fundamental is
generally very weak in the Raman spectrum. 

T K

The Nil 2 stretching mode in TATB is no
exception to this rule and, as yet, we have not
characterized the behavior of this mode using
gas-gun driven shock compression. However, T-296 K

we have examined the response of the NIl,,
stretch fundamental to elevated temperatures 320 3 0

and we have obtained preliminary shock data 3CX 3200 3300 340

using explosive drivers. RMAN SIFT (cr,")

Figures 6 illustrates the effects of Figure 6. Raman Spectra (3100-3400 cm 1

increased temperature on the Net2 mode. Region) of Unshocked TATB at Three Different

Signal averaging ,,:- used to obtain these Temperatures

spectra from unshocked samples. The Nil9
band in the room-temperature spectrum is An alternative method of examining the
fairly broad (-37 cm 1 FWIIM) and is shifted Nil 2 mode is to use infrared (IR) absorption
>100 cm 1 below the comparable mode for a spectroscopy. The N!l 2 stretch fundamental is
simple amine. These effects atre direct results very strong in the IR spectrum. Using time-
of the extensive hydrogen bonding network in resolved infrared spectral photography
TATB. Empirical relationships between the (TRISP),1 4 '15 we have obtained IR absorption
stretching frequency and the hydrogen bond spectra for thin-film (-2 pm) samples of
distance in crystals have been established 12' 13  TATB.16 The response of the symmetric and
and the peak band intensity near 3220 cm1 antisymmetric Nil, modes to elevated temp-
implies a hydrogen bond length near 2.96 A. erature is shown in Figure 7. As expected, the
This predicted bond length is in good agree- observed trends are essentially identical to
ment with the known range of inter-molecular those seen using Raman spectroscopy.
N-11...0 lengths (2.93-2 995 A) in the crstal As Figure 8 shows, the behavior of the
structure.6 The fairly wide range of hydrogen Nit 2 mode under low-amplitude shock
bond lengths undoubtedly contributes to the compression is very different. Modest shock
broad band width of the NIl 2 mode. Increasing pressures lead to a negative Raman shift,
temperature leads to a large positive Ramanshf >5c-1 t50)adpoone indicating a pressure- induced enhancement of
shift (>15 cmt at 550K) and pronounced the hydrogen bonding network. As pressure
broadening (to -60 cm' at 550 K). Clearly, a increases to 3 Gl~a, the negative shift in this

primary effect of elevated temperature is a mode appears to "stall." This may indicate

weakening of the hydrogen bonding network in th at pear e is beginningTtosplay an
that temperature is beginning to play an

TATB. L sing the simple frequency-bond important role and drive the mode to higher
distance relationship derived by Bellamy and frequency. In shots above 3 GPa, we were
Owens,13 a shift of 15 cm1 implies an increase unable to distinguish the NH 2 mode from the
in the N II. .0 bond distance of approximately blekgound

0.02 A Considering the large number of
individual N-Il .0. bonds in TATI1, an average Overall, the shock-compression and high-
increase of this amount may appreciably dimi temperature results suggest that pressure and
nish the stabilizing influence of the network. temperature act as opposing forces with
The pronounced broadening at high tempera- respect to the hydrogen bonding network. In
tures likely indicates rapidly increasing struc analyzing these effects, it is difficult to
tural disorder characterize adequately temperatures in our
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process. Moreover, temperature calculations

based on a homogeneous shock-compressed
state do not account for effects of local heating
that occur in porous samples. Nevertheless, it,.oo K 

- is instructive to consider the expected
- pressure-temperature relationship in TATB

KT.,Oox subjected to a single shock. Figure 9 shows
T.~ K calculated temperatures for TATB of various

Sdensities as a function of shock pressure. This
plot compares temperatures calculated from
the equation-of-state formulation of Pastine

K, •and Bernecker 17 with calculations based on a"K,• STOET-"IG MWformulation for the lHelmholtz free energy of
I, - solid TATB similar to that used by Sheffield et1000 333400 al. 18 for tINS. Both sets of calculations show

that the temperature rise in the bulk material
Figure 7. TRISP Spectra (3025-3400 cm corresponding to shock pressures up to 3-4 GPa
Region) of Unshocked TAT!? at Three Different is likely to be fairly modest. The N11 2 band
"Temperatures. F'or visual clarity, the baselines behavior indicates that the combination of
are shifted vertically along an arbitrary axis. moderate shock pressures and relatively low

temperatures may actually stabilize the mole-
cule against decomposition; however, larger

T temperature increases corresponding to higher
3GAT8 shock pressures (Figure 9) will weaken the

560 T 1 1 I 1 -
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520 .. • C AA F R,6

r9C'.FRM COMP 1 93

480 " P B EoS ,..B4B

Z ;440~~ý H 2 TRIETCH /
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RAMAN SHIFT (cm-')I

Figure S. Raman Spec'tra 3100-3400 cm / 280

Region) of Shock-('Corpressed TATI. A
spectrum of unshocked sample is shown for 240 I I

2 4 68
comparison. For these data, shocks were PRESSURE (GD•I

generated by an explosive driver/buffer and Figure 9. Calculated Temperatures for TAT!
pressures estimated from particle velocity as a Function of Shock
measurements in parallel experiments. Pressure. Solid dots and X's are taken from

Reference 17. Broken and solid lines show
experimental system Since the dynamic pres- calculated temperatures using methods similar
sures achieved in our experiments are the to those described in Reference 18. Equation of
result of two-step shock loading, the temp- state parameters were derived from isothermal
eratures will be lower than in a single-step compression and shock data. 1920
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hydrogen bonding network and promote Shock-Compressed Molecular Systems,"
reaction. In this manner, the competing effects Los Alamos National Labor(,ory Report,
of pressure and temperature may dictate the LA-UR 83-901, March 1983.
shock initiation threshold forTATB. 2. Trott, W. M. and Rcnlund, A. M., "Single-

SUMMARY Pulse Raman Scattering Studies of
Heterogeneous Explosive Materials,"

Using pulsed-laser-excited Raman spec- Appl. Optics, Vol. 24, 1985, p. 1520.
troscopy, we have obtained records of vibra- 3. Renlund, A. M. ard Trott, W. M.,
tional frequency shifts and line shape changes "Spect -oscopic Studies of Shocked and
under fully supported and well controlled Detonating Explosives," Proc. 5th Am.
shock compression of TATB at a window Phys. Soc. Topical Conf. on Shock Waves
interface. These results have been compared to in Condensed Matter, S. C. Schmidt and
complementary data for unshocked TATB at N. C. Holmes, Eds., North Holland,
elevated temperatures. Several modes associ- Amsterdam, 1988, p. 547.
ated with the nitro and amino groups in TATB
exhibit anomalous behavior under shock 4 Trott, W. M. and Renlund, A. M.,"Single-
compression which can be largely resolved into Pulse Raman Scattering Study of
competing pressure and temperature effects. Triaminotrinitrobenzene (TATB) Under
In particular, studies of the NI 2 stretching Shock Compression," J. Phvs. Chem.,
mode show that hydrogen bonding in TATB is Vol. 92, 1988, p. 5921.
enhanced at modest dynamic pressures; 5. Satija, S. K. and Swanson, B. I., J. Phys.
however, elevated temperature promotes the
opposite trend. These effects correlate directly
with the relative insensitivity of TATB to 6. Cady, It. If. and Larson, A. C., Acta
shock initiation. Techniques that can improve Cryst., Vol. 18, 1965, p. 485.
our understanding of these phenomena include 7. Marsh, S. P., Ed., "LASL Shock Hugoniot
careful examination of low-frequency modes, Data," U. California Press, Berkeley, CA,
spectroscopic studies of homologou5; com- 1980.
pounds (i.e., trinitrobenzene, monoamino-
trinitrobenzene, etc.) and studies utilizing 8. Wise, J. L. and Chhabildas, L. C., "Laser
isotopic substitution. Data from these studies Interferometer Measurements of Refrac-
should provide significant input for models of tive Index in Shock-Compressed
molecular energetics and dynamics under Materials," Proc. 4th Am. Phys. Soc.
shock compression. Topical Conf. on Shock Waves in
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LASER IGNriTON OF EXPLIOSIVES: A MASS SPECTROSCOPIC
STUDY OF TrHE PRE-IGNITrION REACTION ZONE

H. Ostmark and If. Nilsson
Swedish D~efence Research Establishment

S-102 54 Stockholm, SWEDEN

B ' combining a laser ignition technique with mass spectroscopic
analYsis, we have developed a way of rapid determination of some of the
molecules which are involved in the thermal ignition process of a high
explosive. This technique enables the study of/Low parameters such as
I .nitiul gas pressure (A.! - 2.5 MPa), laser pulse width (1 ms - I s), and
laser power (0 - 250 W) influence the maujor decomposition products
(NA')., 1KWN, NO., 11 2 C0), C) 2 ) in the reactio)n Zonte. It also enables the
detection of somne of the larger molecule fragmzents involved in the
I .gnition process. The results in this paper are mainly for R!JX, but
some results are presented also 1'(r fINS. PETN, TNT, and Tetryl. h'or
RI)X we have shown that the ignition proce'ss is a mnulti-phase reaction.

I N'ROD)ICTION molecular scale, due to the fact that it allows
i~ tile Study of how the concentration of certain

l'xirlio'r StUdICS Of laISer ignition` have molecules varies with different parameters
shown that this is it verY useful method for (e.g., gas pressure, Pulse width, and laser
studying the Ignition parameters for pyro-
technic Mi x tures.I,~ Tlhis method applied to pwi)
high explosives (lIE) showed that the ignition Figure I shows how the ignition energy
energy Is highly pressure -dependent.'',3  depends on the gas pressure and the type of gas
Similar results have been demonstrated for (from Reference 3)_ The figure clearly demon-
propellants 4 and for pyrotechnics.5 Results for strates why it is necessary to have the
laser Initiation of detonations, In lTNhave possibility to study the ignition at pressures of
shown at strong gas phase influence.6 This uip to at least 4 Ml~a.
rIndicates that. the Ignition process is a miuIt i-

phatse problem. Present work shows how mass
spectroscopy (,%1SI and capl~Ilary gas chromato- 9

gritphvy ((;C) comibi ned with thev laser ignition 8

Moth10( .o C iI beC U.sen to) St tid the p~re ignition 7

reaction zone, and how it. I" possible to follow E~ r. --9 FInN

1he transition from slow thermial (lecoml)o -e- Ftxi i

sit ion to at wellsustaining (lellitgrat ion. Tlh is
mnethod alone caInnot give it very detaile C(
descripIItion. due~ o) the lim1ited timle and spatial 3 ~
re-solution of, the. ignition process It will, 2

howeve r, with relative eatst give some of the
m1olect jar fragmIlents thalt an. involved in) the 0
pr-oce (5 l. sv can then be st uidied with other 0 2 4 6 8 10

-.jet roscopic imethod,- with b)etter time resolu- Pressure (w~a)

tion, cg , Laser [(anman Spectroscopy, 1, LI F, or
CARS speetroscopy. The combined miethod Figure 1. Ignition Energy us a F'unction of
will also give at cluie to the ignition pro~cess on a Pressure (from Reference 3)
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fVigure 2. Experimental Setup

EXIIERIMEN'rAL counts between the different mass peaks

The laser ignition n-ethod is fully changed. During experiments where self-

described in earlier work. 1 3 The experimental sustained deflagration occurred, it proved

setup for II/MS (Laser Ignition/Mass Spec- necessary to move the capillary to a distance of

trometry) is shown in Figure 2. It consists c. 2 mm from the focus and from the samplemiy) isown an Fig0We cw CIt lsrcoherets surface since the capillary otherwise melted.
mainly of' a 300W cw CO,2 laser (Coherent The interface between the reaction zone and
CR41) and a gas chromatograph/mass spec the mass spectrometer was a deactivated (and
trometer (Finnigan 1020). About 300 mg of therefore "nearly" chemically inert) fused
If E (technical quality) was pressed to a pelletwitha dametr o 10am ad athicnes of silica capillary (do 0.1 -0.25 mm) which was

with a diameter of 10 mm and a thickness of 3 - 30 m long.
2 mm. The density of the pellet was 95 percent
of TMI). The pellet was glued onto a sample The use of a capillary column enabled us
holder in the explosive chamber. The sample to use pressures of up to 2.5 MPa in the explo-
holder was rotated for each laser pulse so that sive chamber and thereby study the influence
unreacted explosive was exposed to the laser of the pressure on the chemical reaction. Most
beam The capillary was connected to the of the experiments were carried out in a helium
explosive chamber by a capillary feed through atmosphere. Helium is a mono atomic gas and
and put in position by a fixture. 'I'he position of thus does not react with radicals. That gives
the capillary in the reaction zone had a large us a greater possibility to observe them. The
influence on the result. If the capillary was use of helium also minimizes the background
slightly "out of focus" the number of counts in the mass spectrometer. By varying the laser
decreased rapidly and the distribution of power, and the laser pulse width acting on the
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700-
1iE, it was possible to control the degree of
reaction from a very weak decomposition to a 6W-

strong deflagration. By connecting a capillary W o-
GC between the reaction zone and the mass
spectrometer, it proved possible, to some degree, .0

to separate the decomposition/deflagration o. 3W .
products, especially those with the same mass

numbers (e.g., NO/112CO). The other main 2 -o

advantage of using a capillary column before 100
the mass spectrometer is that it becomes possi- -_____-------
ble to study the ignition process at a pressure 2 4 6 8 10

which is relevant to normal ignition conditions. Tim (s)

The mass spectrometer has a maximum sweep Figure 3. RIC Spectra for RDX (Pre-Ignition
speed of 1600 amuts which gives a possibility to Reaction)
obtain real time measurements of the ignition
process. (The real time measurements are to
some degree corrupted by the fact that even a me8 hs determined bte simulta-chemical!y deactivated column has different neous occurrence of mass peak m/e 54) could be
retnion deactimesaooed coleumn Thas difrent identified as 1,3,5-Triazin. The formation ofretention times for some molecules.) The time triazine implies that the reaction to some
resolution when acquiring full scans ,i00 -200 amu) is 0. 1 s. By using the technique of extent occurs in the solid or the liquid phase as

200 mu)is .1s. y usng he echiqu of a loss of side groups with the ring remaining
selective ion monitoring, it was possible to get intact. 8
down to a time resolution of below 10 ms.

In order to assign the detected mass peaks
RESUIiTS to different molecules, different approaches

The results given in this paper mainly were used. By varying the column length,
derive from studies of RDX, but the following some of the molecules could be separated by

high explosives have been tested: IIMX,Tetryl, different retention times. We were mainly
interested in shortening the column, in orderPETN, TNT, and IINS. Figure 3 shows a

typical RIC (Reconstructed Ion Chromatogram) to try for also relatively short-lived molecules.tcav frIG (ecnstruction ned TThis approach worked best for larger molecules
curv frm te rectin zne. he easre- with a mass over 50. For the main decompo-

ment parameters for obtaining this curve were:

lIE RI)X; laser power 60 W on 0.5 mm 2; pulse sition products (N 20, NO, NO 2, N2, C02, IICN,
width 2 ms; capillary column (0.2 mm x 6 m); and GO) we used the fragmentation pattern of
pressure 0.25 MPa; and a mass range from the molecules, which is caused by the ioniza-press0ur ition in the mass spectrometer, to identify these
10 - 90 amnu in 0.1 s. In this case, two peaks (al )

may be seen, but one to five peaks have been (Table 1).

found, dependent on the lE and the measure- Table I. Reference Mass Spectra for the Main
ment conditions. Decomposition Products (from Reference 9)

By plotting the intensities of some of the
most interesting masses time resolved, see Substance Main Mass Peaks( Mass Number/Abundances)
Figure 4 (same shot as in Figure 3), some NO 30/100 14/7.5 15/2.4 16/1.5
interesting observations can be made. Peak
group one consists of at least 2 different peaks. NO, 30/100 46/37 16/22.3 149.6

In this case, it proved to be due to different CO, 44/100 28/6.6 16/6.2 12/2.5
retention times in the column. Peak group two CO 28/100 12/4.7 16/1.7 9/1.2
consists mainly of the two mass peaks, m/e 42 -

and m'e 46, and derives probably from a 112C0 29/100 30/88.528'30.914/4.4 13/4.3 1213.3
molecule with mass 88.8 This indicates that N,0 44/100 30/31.3 14/12.928/10.8 16/5.0
part of the decomposition occurs in the gas
phase as a ring opening process The mass peak ItCN 27/100 26/16.8 25/4.2
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By varying the laser power and recording Table 2 is a compilation of the total
the variation in intensity of the mass peaks of collected information on products in the pre-
the decomposition products, it was possible to ignition reaction zone of RDX. The total data
study the change in the products from the volume were 15 Mb. The table is divided into
decomposition to a self-sustained deflagration. four parts: mass number (mWe), possible assign-
In Figure 4, the intensity for selected mass ment, strength (in a scale from I to 4, where
peaks is shown as a function of the laser power. I is very strong and 4 is just above the
The measurement conditions were: column background), and comments. Substances that
length 15 m; column diameter 0.1 mm; pres- could be identified are shown with the masses
sure 0.6 MPa; pulse width 2.5 ms; and a they were identified by as one row. Observe
radiated surface of 0.5 mm2 . Some interesting especially the strong peak with mle 70.
conclusions can be drawn from this figure: The
N2 0 (which is recognized by mass peaks 30 and Rauch and Fanelli1 0 and Bradley et al., 8

44 in the ratio 1 to 3, see Table 1) increases have shown that NO 2 mainly derives from a
approximately linearly for powers of up to 80 - gas phase decomposition and that 112C0 and
90 W and is the main product (of the molecules N 20 arise from a liquid phase decomposition.
detectable with this column length) over the From this, from the data in Figures 4 and 5,
interval. Above this power level increasing and from the observation that the amount of
amounts of ICN (mass peaks 26 and 27) and H 2 CO increases and the amount of NO 2

CO 2 (mass peak 44) are generated. Along with decreases as the laser pulse width (or possibly
data shown in the figure, one interesting obser- the energy) increases, we can draw the conclu-
vation was made: the concentration of 112CO sion that the ignition of RDX is a multi-phase
(determined by nme 29, cf. Table 1) is very low reaction. The gradual transition of the reaction
(c. 1000 counts) at power levels below 100 W. from gas to condensed phase, indicated by the

120 Peak group 1

100
_ I

00 80-

0 'I

S6o 0I Peak group 2

204

0 4t6
0 2 Time (s)

-m,30 - -42 m,,44 --- mO46 - m-70 m- m81 (10)

Figure 4 Time Resolved Mass Spectra for HDX Decomposition (Selected Masses)
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110 j

Table 2. Products in the Pre-Ignition Reaction 1004 -

Zone for RI)X 90 -~

Mass Assignment Strength Comments 70 -.Number 0

17/18 1120 1 1
26 C N 2 . "

26/27 IICN 1 Cf. Fig. 5 30

20

28 N,, CO 1 0o_
0 60 100 120 140

29 !ICO I La. Powr (WN

29130 11CO 1-3 Increases strongly a * 27 o 30 x 44 46

with laser energy!

30 (NO) I See Table I Figure 5. Peak Intensity as a Function of Laser
Power (Selected Mass Peaks)31 3

40 2 3 MPa, where a break in the curve for ignition
41 2 energy occurs (see Figure 1), in order to get
42 N(CI2.,)N, 2 a complete understanding of the processes

(Cl1.).,N __involved. Figure 1 is for a laser pulse width of
42/46 (1CI I1 2jNN(0 2 Indicates ring 1.2 ms.

opening in gas

phase! Figure 6 shows the time resolved mass
43 1 spectra for some of the most interesting masses
44 N' Cf. Fig. 5 and in the reaction zone of Tetryl. In these spectra,

Table I one can distinguish at least five peaks. The

46 N0 2 , (I ('()(O) 1 spectra are interpreted as follows: The first
peak is for the main decomposi~ion products

52 _____which consist of relatively small molecules with
54/81 (1,3N, II, (1 ,3,5 3 Solid phase short retention times. The second to fifth peaks

Triazmne decomposition are for larger molecules with longer retention
reaction

times. These molecules are probably the impor-
45 1 N/tr6lmethane) tant ones, as they can tell us which is the first

step of the reaction. The mass spectra for61 __ peaks one and four are given in Figures 7 and

64191/ (' 6 II1N, 4 Occurs only at 8. The measurement parameters for obtain-
119 (Azdobenzene) pressures above ing these spectra were: laser power 60 W on

0.5 MPH 0.5 mm 2 ; pulse width 2 ms; capillary column
7(0 (xadlazle I t eaviestofthe (0.2 mm x 6 m); pressure 0.4 MPa; and a mass

76 range of 12- 300 amu in 0.2 s.

91 4 The decomposition of IINS gave rise to

95 4 only two detectable peaks in the time resolved
spectra (see Figure 9) and very few mass peaks
(namely 28, 30, and 44) in the first peak (main

increase of ll 2 CO and the decrease of N02 as decomposition products). Mass spectra for the
the laser pulse width (or possibly the energy) two peaks are shown in Figures 10 and 11. The
increases, together with the facts stated abovt, measurement parameters for obtaining these
tells us that the gas phase reactions play an spectra were: laser power 60 W on 0.5 mm 2 I
important part in the ignition proces¶-, at least pulse width 2 ms; capillary column (0.2 mm x
at pressures below 2 MPa. It is necessary to 6 m); and a mass range from 12 - 300 ainu in
examine these reactions at pressures above 0 2 s.
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Figure 6. Time Resolved Mass Spectra for Figure 9. Time Resolved Mass Spectra for FINS
Decomposition of'J'etryl Decomposition (Selected Masses)
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The decomposition of PETN gave rise to 100
three peaks in the time resolved spectra (see
Figure 12). Mass spectra for the first and third 80g

peak are shown in Figures 13 and 14. The
measurement parameters for obtaining these
spectra were: laser power 60 W on 0.5 mm 2 , .-
pulse width 2 mis; capillary column (0.2 mm x 6

S 43.m); and a mass range from 12 - 250 au in 0.1 s.

In the pre-ignition reaction zone of TNT a 21

lot of gas phase TNT could be observed in con-
junction with the main decomposition products. 0 ..

The spectra for II MX were very much like Mass (arr-
those for RDX with one notable difference: a
large mass peak at 26 (CN!?) was found which Figure 14. Mass Spectrum for PETN: Peak
could not arise from lICN (no mass peak at 27). Three

I)ISCUSSION
40

The combined laser ignition/mass spec-
troscopy method gives advantages over the
pyrolysis/MS studies in other works1 1 ' 1 2

7 because it enables us to follow the transition

•20 from a slow thermal decomposition to a self-
0 h sustained deflagration. Thus, we get a betterIE: understanding of the ignition process and may
10' also be able to model it mathematically. The10.-, .: bundrtnigo the ignition processes u icand maye

method alone cannot reveal the whole truth
0 about the ignition processes, but it can give

S2 0 12 4 some clues to it. In particular, it gives, in a
Th' (s) relatively easy way, some of the moleculefragments involved in the ignition process.

Figure 12. Time Resolved Mass Spectra for These may then be studied with other tech-
PETN Decomposition niques, e.g., laser spectroscopic methods, with

a better resolution in time and space. The
molecule fragments must have a lifetime
greater than the transition time in the capil-

,()0 lary in order to be detected. The most interest-
Sing results were obtained with the shortest

80 column, most mass peaks were detected here.
But in order to start a self-sustained reaction, a
very long column was necessary due to the
need for high initial pressures.

40 'The laser ignition method itself offers a
: •way to a purely thermal start of a reactionJ0 (hereby getting rid of any mechanical and

chemical disturbance of the reaction and the
o.'-d | M . -_.J .. . .. measurement of the processes)- This does not,

0 2C 30 ,0 50 60 To 8C. however, mean that the ignition process is the
Mass (arm• same for a laser ignition as for an ignition

occurring in a fire, for instance; but they are
Figure 13 Mass Spectrum for PETN Peak One probably very closely related, so that one can
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use the results obtained with this method to In Figure 15, the time delay (i.e., time
draw conclusions valid at least for cases with between the first peak, m/z 28, and peak m/z
the same time scale (1 ms - I s), i.e., all thermal 70) for mass peak 70 is shown as a function of
ignition in practice. the laser pulse width. These measurements

were made under otherwise constant condi-
drahbacs wicm e also metthod hls to tions which implies that we have here a time-drawbacks, which also affect the results and

conclusions of this work: The time resolution dependent process which gives the m/z 70
fragment. The time is of an order of magnitudeis limited (10 - 100 ms in this paper) and so is that could only arise form a condensed phase

the mass number resolution (here I amu). reaction. The m or a is po ab a

Both of these factors could preferably be oxadione.

improved on.

We have had difficulties in separating the
delay of the occurrence of molecules in the
reaction zone from the delay caused by the
retention time of the capillary. Other diffi-
culties involve the separation of tl'e fragmen-
tation incurred by the decomposition process
from the fragmentation taking place in the
mass spectrometer.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper is mainly a description of the i,.- .

combined method, ,I/MS, but we also report Figure 15. Time Delay for Mass Peak 70 Vs.
some interesting results obtained with it. Laser Pulse Width
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THE USE OF TIME-RESOLV E) SPECTROMETRIES IN THE STUDY OF
INITIATION OF EXPLOSIVES AT MOLECULAR LEVEL

Alain E. I)elpuech
Commissariat k I'Energie Atomique

CER - BP n'16- 37260 MONTS, FRANCE

A theoretical approach, using quantum chemistry techniques, led us to
the conclusion that tIhe origin of explosive decomposition lies in the
brutal modifications of the electronic structure of the molecules. In this
paper we present the three experimental techniques which have had to
be conceived and developed in order to verify the various predictions of
the model:

"* Ultra Fast Ruman spectrometry, developed with the objective of
revealing the structural modifications of the molecules behind
the shock front,

"* Initiation by shock-light coupling, developed in an attempt to
determine the influence of the molecular structure modifica-
tions on the speed of decomposition of the explosive;

"* Laser probe mass spectrography, used to study energy transfer
between molecules.

INTROD)UCTION P(M*N )) N' P (MNDi)

In an earlier series of papers, we
showed the influence ol" the molecular
electronic structure on the conditions of P(M*j)) is the population in an excited state j
initiation of secondary explosives under leading to molecular dissociation.
shock We proposed a single mechanism of
response at the molecular level applicable p1M~ ) * N" . (M.J
to all explosives subjected to external J 1)
solicitation. This mechanism implies, during
the first step of" molecular decomposition, This breakdown leads us to the hypo-
increased occupation of excited electronic thesis that the first phase of initiation may be
energy levels due to a shociK process analo- characterized by the existence in certain parts
gous to that observed under irradiation. 2 The of the crystal of zones where, following modifi-
Model considers the molecular population cations of molecular electronic structure:
behind the shock wave to) be the surn of three
populations * The intermolecular energy transfer

properties are significantly modified
M Xl IPt" N 5,- P) (M* (owing to the existence of the popula-

NI) 1 tion Pt(M*ND)). In the proposed model
these properties cause the nitrated

Where P) (MX) is the population in the ground bonds to play an important role; the
•tate, P (M1N,)) is the population in non deactivation process is envisaged via
dissociative excited state i. photons in the crystal structure.
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4 Si lu1l Itarteously, certain molecules ofthe shock in the monocrystal. The phenome-
decompose following excitation into a non is observed during 10 ns in a time interval
dissociative state, P(IM*)) of several tens of nanoseconds after that shock

Given the characteristics of' these two P a- wave has passed through the observed area.

The experimental set-up has been
described elsewhere. 4 We present here the

The parameters associated with the main results, obtained forRI)XandPETN: 5

populatioo Ii NI)J determine tile prop-

erties of the substance directly related I. The decomposition of the whole mole-

to the conditions of iziolecu lar deCom cule is not immediately behind the

position. We have shown that this is shock front; indeed, we observe that

the case regarding shock sensitivity.3 during several tens of nanoseconds
behind shock front, the spectrum is

* The parameters associated with the characteristic of the molecule and
population P (M*N[)) influence tile con presents the same lines as those
ditions of birth of the detonat ion phase, registered at rest.
requtiring the establishment of a coop 2. All the observations agree with the
erative mode. The characteristics of hypothesis of the existence behind the
this population depend oh the eeiinhpera
ture apd pressure condit ions and f the shock front, before explosive decom-
lftie ofd prexsu co~ited energy lev hels position, of a molecular population
l if'etie of the excite( energy levels whose only structural modification is

We propose to present in this aiper the a reorganization of the electronic

thlree experimenlal techniqu's which we have structure. This is the population

developed in order to veril'y thevi ri otis predic l)(M* NI). The observations reveal

tions of the niodel. large intensity variations in the
spectrum lines without change in fre

"*Exisience of the populations ICIM*NI)) quency (5 cm I. In these conditions
and f(.NI'l ) behind the shock frl'(t this can he explained only by changes

" f•tect o(f tihe nIolecuiiar electronic in the number and characteristics of

chatntges on the decoMiiipoSI ion Of the the occupied excited levels (electronic

explosi ., C and vibrational); these variations
depend on pressure and temperature

" The privileged role of'the N(O) groups, conditions, and the lifetime of the

concerned levels.
TIlE MOI ECUILAR lPOIPUILATION 3 On the other hand, it has not been
BEtlII N I) Ttli E StOCK FIRONT possible to prove the existence during

In order to vistmalize the structural 11di1 this period of the population P(M*I)),

fic;a ions of (, hi explosive mfilectil(--jlist the molecules in the course ofdecom-
behind tihl ;hock front and huel'0ie decomposi position. The fact that we (lid not
lion-lwe th'x•,)ld in ultra rapid technique observe the spectra corresponding to
making u iel' Rf anan scutterina (' the light No), or NI No., may be explained,
This rchig lc use of Ina mao n scat ten ý rof thelight however, by the small proportion of
'Ibis ltt'hnlioltmt is, iii fai~ct. the, oruk• e~xperimnen

til method of o•haining snfficient IK quickly decomposed molecules and the insta
information on molecular st ruct urCt at a C pility of the fragments forrmed.ci

point Tlhe principleh 10f the exper'iment is to CHtANGES OF MO.LECUILA R
comnpare thli' Raian sp'ct,'t ra,'mod t h. i ELECTIRONIC STRUC'rURE ANI)
c,.stal 0,f ex plos!. with that ci'mitied hb the 1 T E D)ECOMiPOSITION MiOW"
"saWilt, PM40 ot I ch' sme, crvS1tal a in midliat lv
afte'r t het, Oasfim gefI lhe shi4,cl, fr mt T'he' shock In order to define a model descrihing the
pTresSt'fro, is of' al •hot 100t k har s t he ione hirt Ih of the detonation mode, close attention

,observed 1-; Iocaited 1 nim froni the a'dce i'enrtr\ must be given to the population P(M*NI) of
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excited but non--decomposed molecules. Indeed HT modulator

it is within this population that energy and 2pzl"fireorder
transfer phenomena leading to a cooperative 8 k FREBOX
decomposition process can develop. It is to be
expected that such a process will depend
heavily on tile concentration P( M*NI)/V of ) )
these molecules and on their lifetime in the
considered excited state.

In order to verify experimentally this
proposition, we have considered artificially
creating, behind the shock front, a population
of excited and non decomposed molecules. If
our hypotheses are correct, this modification of Joulemeter
PtIM*NI)/V should affect the deComposition
parameters. ,"

Experimental 
Set-up

The experimental Set uIP is shown in skoCi
Figure 1 IF M.

Choice of Explosive. IIMX was chosen
since it displays non dissociative states which
can he populated by excitation using an
excimer laser emitting at 249 nmv
(corresponding to an energy of about 5 eV per Ahgnment laser , t
photon) F•urthermore, a pyrotechnical chain He-Ne mirror

of nodest dimnensions is capable of detonating a
nionocrystal. EXCIMER

Shock Gienerator. 'lhe shock generation KrF
system must allow variation of the energy A = 249ns
transmitted to the IIMX crystal The
pyrotechnical set up is inspired by gap test
type experiments It comprises a PET N
detonator which ignites a booster The IONiZeTIONGAUGES
pressure induced in the explosive crystal lies I if BEAM SPLITTERS (R = 0.04)

between 80 and 330 khars depending on the
thickness of the AU 4( barrier placed between Figure 1 Experimentl Setup for Shock-Light
the crystal and the booster. It is determined by Couplifrg

Doppler laser interferometry

Light Source. The light source is an the focus is 300 niJ. The dimension of the focus
excimner laser whose wavelength is that asso- is 6 x 6 mam.
clated with the dissociat ion of krypton fluoride For each laser pulse, the laser operation
(KrF). this lies in the ultraviolet at 249 nnm is checked by simultaneous measurement of,rie checkedn hyllbl siltaeou noutpeuen pef

The ma i in in asa il able energy .utput per the pulse energy and the variation of the
putlse is 1 .1 VThe maxiinin repet it ion fre luminous intensity as a function of'time.
quency is )0 lz The pulse half width is 20 ns.
Allowing fior the ahbsorption in the optical The alignment of the optical system is
focusing apparatu's and the passage of the assured using at helium-neon continuous
bCain ill a linbient air. tlbe energy delivered at emission laser
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Shock-light Synchronization. The Table I. Evolution of' the Speed of
inionocrystal is irradiated perpendic'-ilarly to l)ecoinposition of the Monocrystul of lIMX (s a
the shuck front. The synchronization between Function of Thock Pre. ,.ure
the propagation of the shoch i::. tile
inonocrvstal and its ex .i tation by the lascr was I' Speed sd Speed uf v= 2 . I" ~decu)muuspt.uii (I itl econIIpo[iStiuoI
adjusted sL±.• that it i 5  unaffected b1 , the Sheckn uiv Sho ck + laser

lifetime of' the excited states created. For this I K )as vi 0n1t/psý v2 min nps .s

reason the illumination by tire laser starts only 290 5.92 5.92` 0
when the ihock wave has penetrated about
0 6 in1in into the crvsta! ' 210 5.6 0 S.73 0.13

s160 5.45 5.61 .16
Results

In order to studv the effect of the shock
light coupling, we compared the values of the In addition, the effect of' the shock light

speed of decomposition of the explosive Ileas- coupling appears to be even greater when the

ured for three different shock pr ssures (160, d (fecomnposition regime is far from the detona-

210, and 290 kbars) in the cases. tlioni mode.

"* Shock wave alone (speed v I), Study of a Counter-Example

"* Shock coulpled with the irrirdiation of It appeared to be necessary to perform a
the explosive by the laser behitn1 (speed counter test, using an explosive non-absorbant
v2) around this excitation wavelength, in order- to

xiIIxIiInatiol, n f, tihe changes and eliminate any effect due to the laser- beam. The

dispersion of tihe mneasurted decoinposition explosive used was Pi'TN (L 249 nn= 0). In this
spceeds ti the 1wo cases above leads us to case, the measured average decomposition

conclu(d ' rates under the influence of shock alone (vel
and shock-light coupling (v2) should be

" For pressure-, of 160 and 210 klbars, the essentially the saine.
dispersion of the speeds in the case of
shock light coupling is mluch less than The results of 5 shots at 3 pressures (45,
fir shock alone iIurthermourC, t 110 an(d 270 kbars) are shown in 'able 2.

values of v2 are group(ed in the area of
maximal values of v I Table 2. Evolution of tire Speed of Decomposi-

"* For a pressure of 290 kbars, the inter- 1i)n of the Yiunocrystul of'PET'N us a Function
vals of'dispersion ofv I and \2 coincide of Shock Pressure

Table I! S1 su inlarizes the aiverage values

h)brained from 8 shots at each pressure dSpeed of Speed ofdtecomposition decomposition

We observe that the average speed of Shock only Shock + laser
(le composition determined for shock light (Kbars) vl ( mm/ps) v2 (mm/ips)
coupling at 160)kbars is equal to the average 270 8.09
value at 210 kbars in the case of shoce k alone. 8 03
In other words, the difference in pressure l 110 6.69 6.63
(51) kbars) generated in thi I'vystal is 45 4.27 4.30
compf.nsated by the effect of: he laser

The first cnmclusion of these experiments
is that the results confirm the theory. It To within experimental uncertainty, the
appears that the increased occupa tion of vI and v2 values are identical at all pressures.
excited states behind the shock wave provoked These results therefore support the conclusions
by the UV light leads to a change in the speed regarding IIMX and confirm the predominant
of decomposition of the monocrystal of IIMX. role played by excited non-dissociative states
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in the establishment of the decomposition diagram of this apparatus is presented in
regime of an explosive. Figure 2.

ROILE O ' TH E NIITRATEI)
GROU1PS -4.,..,, ,,l,

Sot as to analyze and confirm the special :l-lt.. nu......

role of the No). groups in the mechanism of I-t ilotlw--- ----.. ... S '/" ... "
molecular excitation, we decided to study the .
photon-phonon interactions in secondary 'ICR0PR0, l . -b

The first difficulty was the choice of an
experimental technique capable of providing

information on decomposition fragments and . ighti.I ,

on the mechanisms involved. The only tech-
nique available fulfilling this requirement is
laser probe mass spectrography. 8

We present below the results obtained Sys

using this technique on monocrystals of RI)X V
and IIMX. .Senle

These results are then analyzed in a non tr.... l""'in"°o

linear model of laser-explosive interaction. Figure 2. Laser Probe Mass Spectrograph

Experinmental Technique (iPMS)

I)escription of the LI.P.M.S. - 2S Characterization of the Ions. The
]robe.9 The vaporization and ionization of different ionic species are identified by their
the explosive single crystal are induced by time of flight. The times of flight in the
bombardment of one of its faces with a YAG expansion box of plasma and in the ionic optic
pulsed laser beam tripled in frequency ( A = source depend on the ion mass. The time of
0.355 pin). The total energy of the laser flight (t1 ) in the spatio-temporal mass sepa-
imtiulse is between 10 and 30pJ and focused rator is inversely proportional to the square
on a surface of about 400 pmn2 with Gaussian root of the initial kinetic energy of the ions.
spatio temporal profiles. The laser time dura- With the measurements of t1 , we conse-
tion is 3 4 ns anl the shot repetition rate is quently intended to study different parameters

of initial ionic energy as a function of (laser
The so-created laser micro-plasma is energy, crystal orientation of the RDX sample

released in an equipotential expansion box face, etc.).
without electric and magnetic fields. The
positive ionic species are then extracted and Results
accelerated by an electrostatic field corres- Characteristic Behavior of the Explosive.
ponding to a (difference of potential of 8 kV.pondng o i difernce f ptenialof kV. The spectra obtained fall into three categories
These ions are analyzed by a spatio-temporal ( pig tra ot
mass-separator combining both magnetic field (Figure 3):
action and time of flight separation. They are Type 1: a group of 3 peaks corresponding
detected by an electro-optic panoramic device to the masses 28 (CO ' ), 29 (CO)I +), and
and their| masses identified by time of flight 30 (NO+), with NO+ as a major peak
measuremntis (laser pyrolysis mass spectrum).

The instrument is equipped with a Type 2: a group of 3 peaks 12 (C+),
sample viewing s stem which provides a high 14 (N +) and 16 (0 +) situated between
power observation (G : 300 420 X). The 1.9 and 2.1 ps; and a group of 3 peaks
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Analysis of the Cratering. A study of
the cratering by optical microscopy (binocular)

shows that the laser- explosive interaction is
not limited to the area of the focus (diameter

al10 pm). The laser induces physical trans-
1 formations of the crystal up to distances

varying from 30 to 30 pmn. In the case of RDX
- -•this phenomenon is more pronounced on the

face (2.1.0.). Examination of the craters by
Figure 3. Different T ypes of Time of Flight scanning electron microscopy reveals:
Mass Spectra - Formation of macroscopic defects

(cracks) at large distances from the
identical to the type I spectra except for crater (50 pm) following collapse of the
their weaker intensity. The electronic structure;
temperatures and densities of the plasma The truncated shape of the craters,
(Te = 10,000 K, Ne = 1017 e-/cm 3 ) are which is characteristic of a brutal
close to those obtained by laser pyrolysis w h acri stic of aobutal
in the case of "classic" organic vaporization initialized"in volume."

substances.if We shall now examine the phenomena
which might explain both the non-linear

y 3: a group of 3 peaks 12, 14, and 16 interaction and the creation of the white area
displaced towards the lower TOFs (1.3 to (diameter 30 to 80 pm) in the vicinity of the
1.6 ps) and another group identical to the crater.
type 1 spectra but displaced towards
higher TOFs. In this case the temper- Proposal ofa Model for the
ature and densities of the plasma are Laser-Explosive Interaction
much higher (Te = 20 to 25,000 K,
Ne = 101° -/cm 3 ). Taking only the phonons (created by the

laser beam in surface and in volume) into
The study of the behavior of the Ri)X and account is insufficient to explain our

IIMX therefore reveal the appearance of slow experimental results. The energy carried by
ions and fast ions. The former (spectral types I the phonons is insufficient to generate the
and 2) correspond to classical fragmentation of observed craterization effect and the
organic compounds by laser pyrolysis. On the appearance of the "white zone" supposes a
other hand, the Rl)X and IIMX appear to speed of propagation for the particles twice the
display type 3 spectra, distinguished by ions of speed of phonons. In fact, a non-negligible
very high energy and very high plasma probability of interaction exists between
temperature and density. It is probable that photons and phonons in the crystalline
such spectra are related to the "explosive" medium. These interactions generate a
nature of these compounds. process of "chain reaction." Each center of

interaction becomes the spot where an energyInflenceof he Icidnt Lser liberation can produce dislocation and
Energy and the Orientation of the Crystal.

The RI)X single crystal was irradiated on faces energetic chain reactions by bond breakings.

(1.1.1.) and (2 1.0.). We observe that the In this case the laser decomposition is initiated

threshold of laser energy necessary to provoke in volume (and not in surface) in opposition to

type 3 spectra depends on the face irradiated: the general case of organic and metallic
S~Materials.

it is 18 pJ for face (2.1.0.) and 13 pJ for face
(1.1.1.). The spectra obtained at higher" The coupling of the vibration waves (or
energies are similar. Although the ions are phonons) of the lattice with an electromagnetic
more energetic in the case of face (2.1 0.). wave causes a polarization wave (or polariton)
These results suggest a nonlinear mechanism to appear. This 11 wave propagates itself in the
governing the laser-explosive interaction, material and induces the application of a force
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laser (248 nm) been taken into account in shocked crystal band intensities could
the data analysis? change for other reasons.

REPLY BY A. DELPUECH 3. Also, how do the observations of focussed
laser irradiation of RDX and IIMX,

1. The KrF laser was not used for Raman resulting in physical and chemical
experiments, but for shock/light coupling change, "verify" the theoretical predi-
purposes. Its typical output reaches I J cation of your model?
during 20 ns. REPLY BY A. I)ELPUECH

2. The role of the KrF laser is to increase the
population of non-dissociative electronic 1. In the case of Raman spectrometry
excited states in HIMX single crystals by results, we do not assign the frequency
an absorption process. We have never shift to the population of an excited state.
observed photochemical induced decom- We state that, taking into account this
position of the crystal with the chosen slight shift, the molecular structure is not
operating conditions. strongly altered. The only significant

modification relates to a modification of
DISCUSSION bands intensities. This modification of

the intensities implies a modification of
WILLIAM VON HOLLE the molecular wave function and, by this
Lawrence Livermore National way, of the electronic distribution on the
Laboratory different bonds and atoms. That is what
Livermore, CA we call an electronic excited state.

1. Why is it not possible to explain your 2. In the case ofshock/light coupling applied
results on the "shock/light" coupling and to IIMX, we increase the population of the
the Raman spectrum of shocked RDX "interesting" excited states; in the case of
crystals in some other ways? For PETN, we populate "non-interesting"
example, a small percentage change in excited states, on the level of our model.
the shock velocity through the crystal of From the temperature elevation point of
irradiated RDX could simply be the result view, the results are identical; however,
ofa temperature effect upon absorption of from the shock velocity through the
the u.v. radiation. crystal point of view, the effects are

2. In the case of the Raman spectra, I do not different.

understand how a small shift in fre- 3. The observations of focussed laser
quency and a change in intensity indi- irradiation of R1)X and IIMX can be
cates excited electronic states. I would explained by the creation of a polarization
expect a 100 kb pressure to induce a fairly wave interacting preferentially with the
large frequency shift (based on other NO 2 bonds. It is the show off of this
papers in this symposium, i.e., Moore and preferential interaction that verifies our
Schmidt, and Renlund and Trott), and theoretical predictions.
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VIBRATIONAL SPECTROSCOPIC INVESTIGATIONS OF SHOCK-
COMPRESSED LIQUID NITROGEN AND SHOCK-COMPRESSED

LIQUID NITROMETHANE*

D. S. Moore and S. C. Schmidt
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

Vibrational spectra of liquid nitrogen and liquid nitromethane shock
compressed to several high pressure/high temperature states were
recorded using single-pulse multiplex coherent anti-Stokes Raman
scattering. Vibrational frequencies were extracted from the data by
computer spectral simulation techniques. Vibrational frequencies of
liquid nitrogen were found to increase monotonically up to - 17.5 GPa
single shock and - 30 GPa double shock, and then to decrease with
further increases in pressure. The consequence of the decrease in
vibrational frequency on the Griuneisen mode gamma and its effect on
the N 2 equation-of-state is discussed. A model is developed that
includes the thermally-excited vibrational state transitions in the
synthesized spectral fits of the nitromethane CARS data. The
adequacy of the model of interpretation of CARS spectra in both
ambient and shock-compressed nitromethane is discussed.

INTRODUCTION transition directly, 2 4' 2 5 or to provide further
bulk property or molecular level evidence forNitrogen is a relatively simple and stable such a phase transition.26 The investigation

diatomic molecule that has been studied over reported on here27 extends the pr !ssure and
a wide range of pressure and temperature. temperature range of the measured fluid
Presently, there is renewed interest in this nitrogen vibrational frequency closer to the
material, especially in the planetary sciences transition region in order to provide molecular
and in chemical explosives technology, because level details about the behavior of this
of the unusual effect high pressure and temp- interesting material. Nitromethane is a proto-
erature have on its physical and chemical tyical homogeneous high explosive. As such,
properties. Equation-of-state and thermo- it has received considerable attention from a
dynamic data have been obtained for nitrogen variety of researchers. Some recent progress
at pressures up to 130 GPa, and temperatures

to eyod 1,00 Kusig othsta1c6 ad has been made in the elucidation of theto beyond 10,000 K using both static6 and intainmcaim28.29 u uhi tl

dynamic7-11 compression techniques. These initiation mechanism, 28,29 but much is still

measurements have been complemented by unknown. We also report here the results of an

calculations for both the solid 12-14 and investigation into the behavior of the CN-

fluid 1 ,'15 21 phases. The shock Htugoniot of stretching-mode vibrational frequency in

liquid nitrogen exhibits an increase in com- shock-compressed liquid nitromethane.

pressibility above 30 GPa and 7000 K that has EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
been attributed to a dissociative phase transi-
tion,10,16,18,22,23 Much recent experimental The high pressure/high temperature
work has attempted to observe such a phase states investigated here were produced by

dynamic compression techniques, and the
Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. vibrational spectra were recorded using
DepartmentofEnergy coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy
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(CARS). The experimental apparatus has been 2 1 2 2 4

described in detail previously. 2 7 Briefly, a NI 1pN -- n2 r-,-- ýn>- '+2

projectile launched by a two-stage light-gas nj nns
gun dynamically compressed a sample in a

target designed to reflect the CARS signal r2 (1)
back out an optical aperture. The cryogenic ( 2 _O 1
target assembly used to condense and hold I Iliquid N2 for these experiments has been (6) _%c c•'l j(%-c)1+G)J-+lr-

described elsewhere, 9 but was modified to
include a highly polished 304 stainless steel where I and I are the incident intensities of
target plate at the front and a 6.3 mm diameter the pp and Sto e b eas resptie an
quartz or lithium fluoride window at the rear. the pump and Stokes beams, respectively, and

The room temperature targets used for nitro- nas, ns, and np are the refractive indices at w.,,,

methane contained a similar sample chamber w., and wp, respectively. NiLi corresponds to
asimple the Lagrangian density of the ith layer, and

inthe sum is over noninterfering laers. nr is
aluminum cylinder. Impactor and target plate the nonresonant susceptibility, X ep is the peak

thicknesses were chosen, and electrical time- thirdorer susceptibiity, an Pr is the hal

of-arrival pin assemblies were installed in the width at h a is lie-width
liqid ampeso s t esur tht areacton width at half-maximum (HWHM) line-width.

liquid sample, so as to ensure that rarefaction The sum on j is over transitions. This equation
waves would not compromise the one-the case of no electronic reson-
dimensional character of the compression in ance enhancement. 32
the region observed optically.

Pressures, densities, and temperatures The pump frequency in the CARS process

for the singly- and doubly-shocked regions of was obtained by using approximately 40 per-
N2 were calculated using an effective spher- cent of the 6 ns-long frequency-doubled output

ical potential that has been shown to accu- of a Nd:YAG laser (Quanta-Ray DCR-1A) to

rately reproduce both nonspherical molecular pump a narrow-band dye laser (Quanta-Ray

dynamics simulations and experimental Hlu- PDL-) at near 557 nm for the nitrogen data,

oniot and brightness temperature data.1 7 19 boand near 605 ng for the nitromethane data. A

Doubly-shocked states were inferred from broad range of Stokes frequencies was pro-

impedance matching of the N2 shock, at the duced using a home-built broadband dye laser,

measured shock velocity, reflecting off the utilizing the laser dye DCM (Exciton, lasing

known window material assuming the theo- region 627 to 645 nm) pumped by the

retical equation of state for nitrogen. The remaining Nd:YAG output. Some of the nitro-

equation -of-state parameters for the quartz methane data was obtained using the

and lithium fluoride windows are from pub- frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser for the

lished data.3 0 The shock pressures in CH 3 NO2  pump frequency and Rhodamine 590 (Exciton)

were inferred using standard data reduction in the broadband dye laser for the Stokes
techniquesa3 and published shock-velocity/ frequencies. The CARS signals produced inparticle-velocity data.30 the sample were directed through a 6 nm-band-

width filter monochromator and then dis-

CARS3 2 is a parametric process in which persed by a I m spectrometer. Multi-channel
three waves, two at a pump frequency, (ap, and detection of the CARS signals was done using
one at a Stokes frequency, w,,, are mixed in a an intensified photodiode array (Tracor
sample to produce a coherent beam at the anti- Northern 6132) and analyzer (Tracor Northern
Stokes frequency, was = 2wp - w, The effi- 6500). In addition, the broadband dye laser
ciency of this mixing is greatly enhanced if the spectral profile was measured in each experi-
frequency difference wp - w, coincides with the ment using another I m spectrometer and
frequency wj of a Raman active mode of the an intensified photodiode array (Princeton
sample. The intensity of the beam at w., is Instruments IRY-512G) and analyzer
given by (Princeton Instruments ST- 100).
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Phase matching was experimentally RESUIlS ANI) DI)SCUSSIONS
optimized in the ambient sample for the 'OR NITROGEN
focusing conditions used. [he dispersion in the We have obtained CARS spectra of fluid
sample was assumed to linearly scale with the N.) at
increase in refractive index due to volume - many shock pressures and temperatures
compression 33 Linear scaling of the disper- up to 21.3 GPa and 5020 K (single shock), and

iompresulsin Liercl the dame phase- hisper a40.8 Gl~a and 5160 K (reflected shock).
sion results in the same phase-matching angct Because of initial projectile velocity uncer-
at all compressions. The scaled refractive tainty and projectile tilt, the arrival time of the
indices were also used in the local field correc- shcwaettecnerotetrgter

tionterns olEquaion 1).shock wave at the center of the target rear
tion terms of Equation (1) window (the location of the laser beam waists

Vibrational frequencies were all call- and the center of the rear time-of-arrival pin
brated ( I1 cm 1) using vacuum wavenumbers pattern) could only be predicted to +: 30 ns. For
of atomic emission lines obtained from experiments where the shock wave had not
standard calibration lamps. The spectral reached the window, spectra corresponding to
instrument function of the CARS spectro- the solid curve in Figure la were obtained.
meter/photodiode array was measured using The large peak at 2328.1 cm 1 is the CARS
either an atomic emission line or by extraction signal from unshocked nitrogen, and the
from the ambient liquid nitrogen transition. remaining progression of lines are the funda-
The later method has the advantage of mental transition and hot bands from the
including the spectral profile of the pump singly-shocked fluid. Because unshocked liquid
laser The measured instrument function was N2 has a very narrow linewidth (0.029c-n 1

then convoluted with the synthesized CARS 11W11M 3 4 ) compared to a width of several
spectra to give spectra that could be directly wavenumbers for the shock-compressed fluid,
compared with the experimental data two difficulties were found. At the laser
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intensities used to produce CARS in the shock- there is a monotonic increase of the vibrational
compressed N2, the CARS process either could frequency with increasing density or pressure
be easily saturated 35 leading to an increase in up to a compression of 2.23 (or a pressure of
the apparent linewidth of the ambient N2, or 17.5 GPa). Above this density the frequency no
could result in large enough signals from the longer increases, and appears to begin to
ambient N2 to locally saturate the detector. decrease. The vibrational frequency in the

If the shock wave reached and reflected doubly-shocked material (whose temperature

from the rear window, both the singly- and is lower than singly-shocked material of the
doubly-shocked regions in the sample were same density) shows similar behavior, but the

interrogated by the incident laser beams. The reversal occurs at higher densities or pres-
resultant spectra, similar to those depicted by sures. It is interesting to note the effect of

solid curves in Figures 1b, Ic, and Id, consisted temperature in these data. When the fluid is
of two partially overlapped progressions of singly or doubly shocked to the same density,

of to prtialy verappe prgresion of the difference in measured Raman shift is due
transitions arising from the two interrogated the effect of meature on t pote

regions. Figure lb illustrates the case for to the effects of temperature on the potential

which the lines have not broadened sufficiently and on the portion of the potential sampled on

to obscure the individual peaks of the two average. Within the precision of the data, the

progressions. At higher shock pressures and anharmonicity of the intramolecular potential

temperatures, the lines broaden considerably appears to be constant for all pressures and is

(Figure lc) and it is difficult to distinguish the the same as that expected from gas-phase data.

two progressions without a spectral simula- Static high pressure measurements of
tion. Figure ld is similar to the case of vibrational frequencies in solid nitrogen 24' 25

Figure Ic, except with a much poorer signal-to- and solid hydrogen 25 show a similar reversal
noise ratio. The results of the spectral
simulations using Equation (1) are shown in 2380

Figure 1 by the dashed curves. The simula-
tions assume that the linewidths of the
fundamental and hot bands are the same for a 2360

given shock pressure. i 0-

At the highest pressures investigated, the 2340 -

sample appeared to be a grey-body emitter. In
the experiments near 21 GPa, photomultipliers 1-2

monitoring the emission of the samples at • 2320 *

630 nm and at 520 nm recorded rise-times of 2
the emission of several tens of ns. Signifi- C 2-3

C 2300'L-
cantly higher single-shock pressures resulted 0 2-3
in much faster rise times. In addition, CARS Cc
signals became very difficult to observe at the 2280 -

higher pressures. The difficulty became espe-
cially acute after the shock had reached the 3-4

window. By adjusting the timing to inten- 2260

tionally leave the shock short of the window
when the CARS spectra were taken, data were . c.,cu,.,.d

successfully recorded near 21 GPa. Attempts 2240 + I I I , I100 1.25 1.5•0 1.75 2.00 2.25 2.50 275, 3 00

to record CARS spectra above 22 GPa (single Reduced Density

shock) have not yet been successful.

Figure 2 shows the Raman shifts extract- Figure 2. The Measured ?V2 Raman Shifts of
ed from the CARS spectra [using Equation (1) the Fundamental and Several Hot Band
of shock-compressed N2 versus reduced density Transitions Plotted Against Reduced Density.
for the fundamental and observed hot band The solid and open symbols represent single-
transitions. In the singly-shocked material, and double-shock data, respectively.
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in the dependence of Raman shift with increas and changes sign as the frequencies begin to
ing pressure. Initial explanations ofthis effect decrease upon further decreases in reduced
invoked a change in the molecular electronic volume below 0.47 (pressures above = 15 GI'a.
structure at the highest densities. 2 5 Recent The magnitude of the single mode yi, even at
isotopic mixture studies indicate that the the maximum, is only a small fraction ( =I per
reversal in the frequency shift in the molecular cent) of the total Gruneisen gamma for the
solids at high density is most likely due to fluid N,2 .2 1 Consequently, this interesting
resonant interactions (i.e., dynamic couplings behavior of the vibrational mode gamma is not
between molecules)." Although in these reflected in the N.2 equation of state. It may be
experiments the sample remains a fluid, said that this behavior of the vibrational
similar dynamic couplings may exist and may modes has little consequence for the bulk
explain the reversal. Nevertheless, there still behavior of this material. Conversely, it may
may be a temperature and density dependent be pointed out that this behavior provides
alteration of the electronic structure in the further evidence that measurement of bulk
fluid at the conditions encountered here. properties provides very little information
Alternatively, the ionization/dissociation about molecular level details, which may be of
mechanism proposed to explain the softening of larger importance in other materials, espe
the Ilugoniot '2ON may be producing a sufficient cially in chemically reactive systems.
density of charged species to affect the forces
that influence the nitrogen vibrational fre-
quency. Further progress towards identifica- 2360- 0•.050

tion of' the operative mechanism might be
gained using isotopic mixture studies. q" •- 0oo25

Also plotted in Figure 2 are the vibra- ] 230

tional frequencies predicted by the pressure/ E "
temperature fit to the Monte Carlo simulation S 0

results.2 1 The published fit was adjusted, in Z E
0 Is

the linear term only, so that the fit and the i 2340 "
measured frequency agreed at our initial con- -0025

ditions. The simulation results show the cor-
rect trend with density up to p/p,, = 2.23, * R. s,
where thev level off with shock pressure rathei o 2. 1 ___ - -- -0.050

30 0 . 40 0.45 0.50 0 55 0 60

than following the data as it appears to Reduced Volume (V/Vo)

decrease The si mulations may be inadequate
at these pressures and temperatures, however, Figure 3. "'h, Fundamental Vibrutional MO(de
for several reasons For example, the nitrogen Gruneisen (Gammar (Line) Culcululed from the
may be dissociating, which is not taken into Smooth Curve (Dushed Line) Druwn Through
account in the simulation. Additionally, ioni the Measured Hu man Shift Plotted Versus
zation would introduce charges into the Reduced Volume
material that arc (10t accounte(l for by the
simulation RESUILTS ANI) I)ISCUSSION FOR

The vibrat iEnal frequency data also allow N11RONETl1ANE
the direct d(Clrm i nat.ion oof single nlode "or a polyatonic molecule such as nitro
Gruneisen piraimneter,, ', -dln.',,'dlnV, for methane, the vibrational spectroscopy is con
the vihrational rnodct' The ,, for the siderably more complicated than that dis
fundamental transition was calculated fronm a cussed above for the diatomic molecule N,, At
smooth curve drawn through the nceasuired low temperatures, onlyv the vibrational funda-
Raman shifts and is presented in Figure 3 for mentals need be considered, leading to much
the single sh¢,ck data Note that this y, simplification in the spectra. In the case of
initiallv increases with decreasing volume nitromethane, there are 15 possible vibra
(increasing pressurt then decreases rapidly tional normal modes, one (if which is the nearly
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free rotation of the methyl group around the pk h 43 do
CN bond. Ifthe mole1CUle is assumed to possess i' Y (- Kp 2
C2, symmetry when factoring the secular r 21c 41 p dQ "
equation, the normal modes divide into 5
totally symmetric (AI) modes, 5 modes parallel where h is t, anck's constant, c is the speed of
to the plan of the NO 2 (13 I), and 4 modes light, (do/dQ)j is the spontaneous Ramancross-
perpendicular to the NO, plane (1 2 ), with the section of thej to k vibrational transition, and

torsion around CN being A,. Table I lists the p and Pk are the number densities in vibra-

literature frequencies of these vibrations tional levelsj and k, respectively. For the CN

obtained from Raman spectroscopy of the stretching mode transition in nitromethane

liquid .3 ''3 " As temperature is increased, ever, discussed here, the j to k transitions all have

just to room temperature, the low frequency v4 z1, and the p and kare all

modes start to become thermally populated to a assuming a Boltzmann population distribution

measurable extent. The measured band con among all the vibrational levels. A similar

tour is not just a collisionally-broadened single treatment was found to work well for shock

vibrational freqiency, but contains contri- compressed liquid nitrogen. 27 The model then

butions from hot hands, not only from the assumes that the v4 mode Raman cross section

thermal population of the level being probed, depends on v4 as prescribed for a harmonic

but also from the combination bands of' the oscillator, i.e., (do/d(Q)v 4 'x (v4 + 1). The cross

probed transition with all other thermally section is further assumed to be independent of

populated levels. This situation would still be initial state vj whenj t 4.

completely tractable if all the anharmonicity The final step in the model is the deter-
constants, Xjk, were known. In the case of mination of the frequencies of the possible hot
nitromethane, however, we could find only one bands that contribute to the contour of the CN
reliable anharmonicity constant involving the stretching mode Raman spectrum. In the
vibration of interest in this work, namely the model proposed here, the prescription of pre-
CN stretching mode, v 4.37 vious work is used,39 wherein the anharmonic

In order to interpret the CARS spectra of shift for a given vibrational band is propor-

shock compressed nit romnethane correctly, a tional to the amount of vibrational energy in

model of' the vibrational band contour was the lower state. That is,

developed that includes the contributions of
the hot hands. The relationship between x l
CARS in;.'nsities and the spontaneous Raman 44 2 4' (3)
cross section and vibrational-level populations A
can be approximated by:32. x4j Ato 1 4,

where wj is the frequency of mode j. The
Table I brequencies, Assignments, Degenera- parameter A is set from the measured position
cies, aInd (Culculated Anharmonic ('oefficients of the first overtone of V4.44 0 The anhar-
of the Vibrutional Modes of Nitromethane monicity coefficients calculated using Equa-

tion (3) are listed in Table 1. The frequency of
.(Clnii .. lllllllt'lll g x ,a transition originating from the state Iv,1  is

given by
460( 7 . b % r(NoA , 31

W v o 0 2X\v + x

655 H., 1s 6N , I 43 1 J k0 4 44 k (4)
917 a1  vdN) I 3

1096 , b1 .b. rCIlli 2 72 where (0101 is the frequency of the Av = I

1379 v a N &,,II11 1 9 0 transition originating from the vibrational

1412 hh vNO_,i 2 •ground state, and is given by1426 ý t, .h !J _ 6•i'll") 2 9 3

1561 b) v,(NO).i I 102
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I , the V4 mode at several pressures in shock-

0 1If m4gk (5) compressed nitromethane have been pre-
x4 viously reported,42 4 4 as has a preliminary

estimate of the v4 vibrational frequency versus
where wl4101 is the fundancntal frequency of shock pressure.4 4 Since not all the vibrational
the v mode, and gk is the degeneracy of mode frequencies were measured in the shocked
k. material, the other frequencies were assumed

This model was used to calculate the to shift according to the available static high
positions and intensities of the hot bands of the pressure results. 45 H lowever, since the mea-
CN stretching mode for ambient nitromethane sured frequency shifts of the v4 mode in the
and several shock compressed pressure and shock-compressed liquid are slightly smaller
temperature states of nitromethane. The first than those measured in the static high
observation of note is the improved fit of the pressure solid, the other high pressure solid
synthetic CARS spectrum to the ambient nitro- vibrational frequencies were assumed to scale
methane CAUS spectrum when using the proportionally. The spectral fit of the shock-
above model, as is shown in Figure 4. For this compressed nitromethane CARS spectrum in
spectrum, the measured (using high resolution Figure 5a is that given by Ihe above model
spontaneous Raman) linewidth of the v. mode with the assumption that the anharnmonic
of 1 7 0.2cm 1,41 was convoluted with the coefficients do not change with pressure. The
measured 2 7 cm I triangular instruImntnt fu nc linewidth of the transition was the only
tion The low frequency side of the peak is not variable adjusted for the fit shown. The
satisf'actorily fit without inclusion of the avail- shock temperature was taken from the
able hot bands. For the CARS spectra ofshock- Lysne/llardesty equation of state. 46 There is
conipressed nitroncthane, the vibrational something obviously wrong with this model,
levels change with pressure. CARS spectra of which works well for the ambient liquid
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ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY OF SHOCKED BENZENE

N. C. Holmes, G. Otani, P. McCandless, and S. F. Rice
University of California, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Livermore, California £4550

We have used absorption spectroscopy to observe the formation of
carbon particles as a separated phase during the passage of strong
shock waves in samples of liquid benzene (C6H6). The use of a two-
stage light-gas gun allows the study of this phenomenon as a function
of shock pressure near the reaction threshold at about 13 GPa. Time
resolved measurements of sample opacity were performed along with
absorption spectra obtained during a 60 ns interval during shock
passage. The rate of formation of the particles is rather slow, but is
strongly dependent on the final pressure and temperature achieved in
the shock loading process.

INTrRODIUCTION liquids, but with low spectral and time

Chemical equilibrium calculations have resolution. 4

indicated that hydrocarbon compounds should We chose benzene (C6H6) as a sample for
form a separated graphitic or diamond-like several reasons: it has a well-determined
phase after decomposition at high pressures equation of state with a well-defined reaction
and temperatures. This is expected to be a threshold,5 it is initially transparent to visible
common process, and is expected to occur in wavelengths, and it is easily handled. A two-
simple organic fluids as well as high stage light-gas gun was used to generate
explosives. The rates of formation of such shock waves in the samples. This has several
particulates are crucial to understanding the important advantages for these studies. The
reaction process and detonation behavior of shock loading is uniform over a relatively
energetic materials. If the process is slow, large diameter (25 mm), and is uniform in
then the reaction zone behind a shock or time. The shock pressure can be varied in
detonation front may be extended in time and small steps by varying the projectile velocity.
space, and it becomes difficult to precisely The final shock state can be very precisely
determine the Chapman-Jouget point, for determined using the projectile velocity, 6 the
example. It also means that equilibrium initial state and equation of state of the
calculations may be insufficient to describe sample, and simple conservation relations.
the behavior of energetic materials at early These characteristics make it possible to
times after reaction or detonation. carefully map out the behavior of the sample

In these experiments, we have attempted over a narrow range of pressures near the

to determine the presence of particulates in anticipated reaction threshold.

the samples, and their rate of formation, by EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
observing Mie scattering 2'3 from the particles.

The scattering cross-section for this process We developed a double-beam, double-
varies as the inverse fourth power of the wave- pass method for measurements of scattering in
length, so we expect to see strong scattering at shocked samples as shown in Figure 1. It
short wavelengths with a distinctive power- features a gateable, dual, linear, diode-array
law behavior. This process was previously detector to record spectra of the incident light
observed qualitatively in several organic on the sample, and the transmission spectrum
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Figure 1. Schematic Representation of the Absorption Experiment

of the sample during shock passage through with a flash spectrum obtained with a sample
the sample. An intense argon flash-lamp is of benzene in the target just prior to the shock
used to illuminate the sample. A portion of experiment. This allows us to correct for the
the flashlamp light is coupled to tile spectro- transmission characteristics of the entire
graph with a fiber bundle. Light from the optical system. Wavelength calibration was
flashlamp illuminates the sample using the obtained using a low-pressure 1lg discharge
center fiber of a 7-fiber bundle. This light lamp. For most of the experiments, the
passes through the sample, reflects from a wavelength range covered by the spectrograph
diamond-turned Al baseplate, traverses the was 370-630 nm. The gate width of the diode-
sample again, and the return light is collected array detector was set to about 60 ns.
with 6 fibers arranged in a circle around the Benzene samples were reagent grade.
center fiber. The thickness of the sample cav- We removed dissolved gas using a sequence of
ity is 5 mm. The optical fibers were silica with three cycles in which the benzene container
a diameter of 400 pm. The inter-fiber spacing was frozen in liquid nitrogen, evacuated to
was 500 pmll between centers. The six output about 10 pm JIg pressure, and then warmed to
fibers are combined into a single bundle. Its room temperature to release trapped gasses.
output is then imaged onto another bundle The sample was introduced into the sample
which is used to illuminate the second array cavity using a small positive pressure of lie to
detector in the spectrograph. A portion of the flow the fluid through the target. The target
output light is also split to two photomulti- was pumped out to about 10 pm Jig pressure
plier tubes, providing time-resolved detection before filling. This procedure was used to
in two wavelength bands centered at 600 nm minimize any chance of bubble formation in
and 450 nm. However, for the experiments themsample.
described here, we had electronic difficulties
with the double-array detector. We found that To test the response of this system, we
the light source was reproducible within about measured the absorption of water at 13 Gl'a,
2 percent in intensity and spectral shape; that where it is known to be transparent. The ratio
made it possible to use a single, 1024-element, between the pre-shock and shocked spectra
array detector. The system was calibrated (Figure 2a) shows no absorption, and the ratio
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Figure 2. Transmission Data for Water Shocked to 13.0 GPa. In (a), we show the ratio between the
dryrun spectrum with water in the sample chamber, and the spectrum acquired 300 ns after shock
entry into the water sample chamber. The flat overall spectrum indicates that no absorption exists
in the wavelength interval shown. The average value is less than I because the reflecting baseplate
is less reflective after shock arrival in the sample. In (b) we show the time-resolved ratio between the
red (600 nm) and blue (450 nm) photomultiplier records. The constant ratio also indicates that the
sample remains transparent throughout the transit of the shock across the sample.

of the time-resolved photomultiplier records
shows no significant time dependence (Fig- 0

ure 2b). The time dependence of the records is 5"
shown in Figure 3 for the 450 nm channel. - -o.01
The arrival of the shock in the sample is

clearly marked by a decrease in reflected 0%0_

intensity as the baseplate of the sample i
becomes rougher. The increasing intensity
after this initial decrease arises from the E

collection geometry, since the reflecting sur- 0
face is moving closer to the collection fibers. 0.05-o.05 .. - ±.. .

-100 100 300 500 700 900
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS time (ns)

Four benzene samples were shocked to
pressures between 12.4 and 13.8 GPa using Al Figure 3. Photomultiplier Record for the Water
impactors. The sample bodies were Al also, Absorption Experiment at 13.0 GPa at 450 nm
and the projectile velocity varied between 3.19
and 3.42 kmls. These experiments were comn- Figure 4, we show the photomultiplier data for
pleted just a few days prior to the submission benzene shocked to 130 kbar, the same
deadline for this report, so only a preliminary pressure observed by Yakusheva et al. 4 The
analysis of the data is available.

response in the red channel at 600 nm (Fig-
All of the experiments showed a decrease ure 4a) is very similar to that observed for

of intensity in the blue channel with time, water, but the record for the blue channel
indicating blue scattering. At the highest (Figure 4b) shows a monotonic decrease in
pressure studied, both photomultiplier chan- transmitted light up to the time at which the
nels became effectively opaque after several shock reaches the fibers at about 930 ns.
hundred nanoseconds. This pro' ides a Similar behavior was obtained for the other
measure of the rate of particle formation. In experiments.
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Figure 4. Photomultiplier Data for Absorption of Benzene at 13.0 GPa. In (a), recorded at 600 nm,
note that the overall response is very similar to Figure 3, indicating very little absorption. In
the 450 nm Channel (b), the transmission decreases steadily after shock arrival in the sample.

By taking the ratio between the blue and
red channels, we can get an indication of the 1.2

normalized time-resolved transmission char- .2 1 ,•,,•
acteristics, with the effects of target light-
collection geometry removed. In Figure 5, we , 0.8
show these ratios for four shock experiments. • " " . 12.4 GPa
The reaction rate appears to increase 0.6 . ' -,,,

monotonically as the pressure is increased '0 liV:,, 128 GPa
from 12.4 GPa to 13.8 Gl~a. At the highest N 0. 2ap

Ca 13.0 GPapressure, the sample becomes nearly opaque -E 13. 1G -
in the blue region after about 500 ns. We do 0 ".,, 3y .. ,

not observe, in this case, a sharp onset of the 0
reaction as has been observed in other fluids.4  0 200 400 600 800 1000

Spectroscopic evidence also indicates that time (ns)

some backscatter from carbon particles may Figure 5. The Ratio of the 450 nm to 600 nm
be present at the highest pressure. Photomultiplier Data for Benzene Shocked to

SUMMARY Pressures from 12.4 GPa to 13.8 GPa

We have used a double-pass absorption spectroscopic data will be required to confirm
technique to measure the time-dependent trscopjcta b ir
transmission of benzene shocked from 12.4-
13.8 GPa. Blue light is strongly attenuated in ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
these samples, and the strength of the
attenuation increases monotonically with We are pleased to acknowledge the
time and shock pressure in the range studied. assistance of L. Oswald, K. Pederson, and
We believe that the apparent absorption of the R. Schuldheisz for gun operations. The
blue light is due to Mie scattering from solid flashlamp power supply was kindly furnished
carbon particles. These particles form as a by L. Steinmetz, and the technical assistance
result of phase separation after chemical provided by S. Mueldner and A. Rivera is
decomposition by the high pressures and greatly appreciated. We also gratefully
temperatures behind the shock front. Further acknowledge the encouragement and support
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What do you think about shocking
acetylene?

Did you look for the carbon formed by the
shocking of benzene?
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REACTION RATES AND THE CHARGE I)iAMETER EFFECT
IN HETEROGENEOUS EXPLOSIVES

G. A. Leiper

Nobel's Explosives Company, Ltd.
Stevenston, KA20 3LN, UNITED KINGDOM

and

J. Cooper
Explosives Group Technical Centre

ICi PLC, Stevenston, KA20 3LN, UNITEI) KINGDOM

The relationship between the rate of release of chemical energy during
detonation in condensed heterogeneous explosives, and the effect of
charge diameter on the steady unconfined detonation velocity of such
explosives, have been investigated. An axisymmetric detonation model
based on slightly divergent flow theory and a multi-phase multi-
component chemical reaction rate law, has been used to demonstrate
that the functional form of the diameter effect curve varies from
strongly downwards convex to strongly downwards concave in the
detonation velocity inverse diameter plane, depending on the nature of
the chemical heat release function. Experimental measurements on the
diameter effect in a variety of explosives have been carried out and
analyzed with the detonation model in support of the hypothesis. A
development of the model has been used to analyze diameter effect
curves to )ield chemical reaction rate data without an a priori choice of
reaction rate function. The effect of increasing heterogeneity on the
reaction rate function has been illustrated. Finally, the relationship
between the lower branch of the charge diameter effect and initiation
has been used to discuss discontinuous diameter effect curves.

INTrRoIuCTION explosives, and related the classification
scheme to the chemical and physical nature ofThe behtavlor of condensed phase expho h xlsve ru xlsie eeita

sives has been studied intensively for over 50 the explosive. Group I explosives were intra-

years. During that time, many means have molecular systems with the fuel and oxidant

been found for categorizing the various types of species in the same molecule, and Group I1

detonation behavior that have been seen, such explosives were intermolecular compositions

that a series of logical classes could be with the fuel and oxidizers intimately, but not

constructed. One of the most successful of those atomically, mixed. The importance of this

schemes was that proposed by Price et al. ,1 who classification was in formalizing a relationship
of the explosive, as between the chemical and physical nature ofsuggested that the detonics explsivseadedtonaionperormnce

characterized by the variation in critical diam- explosives and detonation performance.

tier and detonation velocity charge diameter llino and llasegawa,2 using a modified
effect, Vol)(d), with voidage, provided a unique Eyring model, also established such a link by
classification Pricediemonstrated the existence analyzing the Vol)(d) behavior of various
of at least two classes, Group I and Group II commercial dynamites to derive the shape of
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the chemical heat release function within the FLOW TtiEORY
reaction zone of the explosives. Paterson 3  The model used in this analysis was
carried out similar calculations with a model derived from the Wood-Kirkwood theory,
based on the work ones. after the work of Chan. 9 It has been fully

Since these publications, detornation reported elsewhere,6 and only a brief outline
theory has been significantly refined, with will be given. The model is one of a steady
both analytic 4 and numerical models 5 being state detonation wave propagating in a cylin-
used to investigate fundamental aspects of drical charge of finite radial dimension. The
explosive behavior. The types of explosives in solution is specialized onto the charge axis, the
use have also greatly increased, and the radial terms becoming a perturbation on the
distinction between military and commercial one-dimensional ZN I) model. A consequence of
compositions diminished, as common goals of these terms is the occurrence of a second CJ
low sensitiveness, high reliability, and optimal condition representing a balance between the
performance have been achieved. In this paper rate of chemical energy deposition in the flow
the relationship between the physical and and the rate of energy loss due to lateral
chemical composition of explosives, the chem- expansion. The detonation velocity becomes
ical reaction rate of explosives, and the det- an eigenvalue of the equation set arid is
onation velocity -charge diameter effect--have dependent on the radial flow field, i.e., the
been further examined, charge diameter and confinement, and on the

Initially, a small divergent detonation chemical reaction rate of the explosive. A
Iniivalid for steady state rgent detoio knowledge of either the kinetic behavior or themodel, wasid to seady sta axisymmnetric Vol)(d) relationship can, by use of the model,

felws, was used to demnnstrate the functional be used to determine the other. The CPEX
relationship between the rate of release of model, as developed along these lines by Kirby
chemical energy within the detonation and and Leiper,6 was used in this work. It has been
the shape of the Vol)(d) function. The model extensively tested, and has been found to be
was then used with a multi-phase, multi. reliable when used in either a predictive' or
component reaction rate function to interpret interpretive manner.
experimentally determined Vol)(d) relation-
ships for a variety of explosives ranging from A key aspect to successful use of the
cast Composition B 3, to a high voidage model is the functional form chosen to
"permitted" ("permissible") nitroglycerine sen- represent the chemical reaction rate of the
sitized powder. Froin these, the chemical composition under shock conditions. The latest
reaction rate of the explosive was calculated as generation of military explosives and all
a function of shock pressure and extent of commercial explosives are multi-phase, multi-
reaction. An explicit picture of the relationship component mixtures that require a complex
between the functional form of the chemical rate law in which reaction of any one con-
reaction rate and the Vol)(d) behavior was ponent or phase may depend upon the reaction
developed. An extension of the flow theory, of any other. A rate law based on Gaussian
capable of interpreting the Vol)(d) function functions has been proposed previously, 6 which
without recourse to a predetermined reaction successfully modelled several types of explo-
rate function was used to elucidate the effect of sives using only four adjustable parameters.
voidage level, heterogeneity, and chemical The form of the law was
sensitization of the reaction rate behavior of b b 1)

various commercial and military explosives. , (p h ) Ih aI
l"inallv, the flow theory was used to comment h I a -- apP ahP
on the behavior of the initiation branch of the th tI t
Vol)(d) curve, and the high/low velocity
regimes of nitroglycerine sensitized explosives where [3 was the degree of reaction; * denoted
in particular time differentiation; and the subscripts h, I,
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and s referred to hot-spot, matrix, and included The critical diameter was found to scale
solid phases within the explosive. The a, (i - with absolute chemical reaction rate; fast reac-
h,l,s) were form functions, dependent only on tions in general giving small critical diameters
the initial formulation and degree of reaction and vice versa. This was demonstrated quali-
of the explosive. The b, pressure exponents tatively by modeling the behavior of a standard
were normally set to unity and the t,, were composition with CPEX, then modifying the
time constants used as fitting parameters. A rate parameters by increasing the reaction
critical pressure for the hot-spot P1[ was used to times, Figure 1. For curves B, C, and 1) the
represent the criticality condition of tile hot- reaction was slowed, compared to curve A, by
spot, and provided a fourth Fitting parameter. factors of 2, 5, and 10, respectively. Curves B,
The strength of tle model was the ability of the C, and I) were then scaled according to their
functional form of the a,(j) terms to reproduce critical diameters, and the scaled lines, curve
the complex reaction rate behavior of the E, lay on top of curve A.
explosive The above relationship was used The velocity decrement at failure could be
throughout the following analyses. taken as a measure of the sensitivity of

REAC'ITION RATES ANI) TIE the reaction rate to the local thermodynamic
Vol(d) RELATIONSHllP state variables. For explosives with reactionschemes in which key steps were critically

General Principles affected by the local temperature and pressure,
small changes in shock velocity (pressure,

The Vol)(d) relationship could be charac- temperature) might cause the reaction to
terizied in terms of tie position of the critical cease. There would, therefore, be a small
point, ice., the critical diameter and the velocity velocity decrement at failure. For schemes
decrement at failure, arnd the shape of the which were robust to fluctuations in the local
function between the ideal and critical states, environment, the decrement at failure would
e g , downward convex, linear, downward be large. Modifying the reaction rate param-
concave, and discontinuous. eters of the standard composition by increasing

-1,' 9 I I

0 b\,

-i 
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Fitgure 1. E['[•ct of Absolute Reaction Rate on F'igure2. Effect o/Rate Sensitivity on VoD)(d)
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the critical pressure illustrated this effect (Fig- and the Vol)(d) behavior predicted (Figure 3).
ure 2). With increasing critical pressure the The constant pressure reaction rate was also
failure velocity increased from 45 percent to calculated at a reference pressure of 5 GPa and
80 percent of the ideal value; see curves F to 1. plotted in the reaction coordinate - reaction

T'he factors controlling the functional rate plane, ý(P3), Figure 4. A family of VoI)(d)

form of the VoD(d) relationship were investicalculated, ranging from down-

gated. A hypothesis was constructed that the ward convex to downward concave. The shapn

Vol)(d) behavior curve could be controlled of the curves correlated with the shape of the

either by eydrodynarvic, or chemical reaction f(13) functions. Those relationships that
rather effects.-drdn , If chemical reaction wascoshowed "thermal explosion" behavior, a veryrate effects. Iftchemica reaction was complete, low initial rate followed by a sharp peak, gave
or if the reaction profile was such that there dwwr ovxv••lr'",Cret, (3

were significant periods of slow reactivity in downward convex Vol)(d), Curve A; i(r) that

the system, hydrodynamic control predomi- Showed more heterogeneous behavior, high
initial rates followed by flat or slowly varyingnated. If the reaction profile was rapidly functions, gave downward convex Vol)(d),

varying in the region of the CJ plane, then the
control would be chemical in nature. Moreover,
for multi phase, multi component systems The regions of hydrodynamic and
each component or phase might exert control chemical control in the Vol)(d) relationships
over particular regions of Vol)(d). Detailed differed markedly in the two cases. Complete
experimental evidence of the hypothesis is chemical reaction within the CJ zone was
given below; however, a general example of the attained in diameters close to critical for
effect has been constructed "thermal explosion" type behavior, but only in

A standard explosive was analyzed with diameters far from critical for heterogeneous-A stndad eplosve as nalyed ith type reactions. Ilydrodynamic control was,
the flow model, assuming that there were three therreethe do ntmeffct nthe fre,

phases (hot spot, bulk 1, bulk 2) A reaction but chemical control in the latter. "Thermal

dependency was invoked such that bulk 2 was exposion"c behavior is that normal.y see
exposin" ehaioris hatnorall seen in

ignited by bulk 1, which was ignited by the hot monomolecular and mixed monomolecular
spot phase. The reaction time constants of military explosives,12 and heterogeneous that
each phase were varied from 100:1 to 1:100, normallyhnomal associated with the Vol)(d) of

blasting agents. 1
3

P A

S2

Vigure .3 lKfffct i/I'iHa' form fin VoI)(d F'igure 4~ Ieachon Hate Vorm.s
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E~xperimental Evidlence The Hlow mlodel wits fitted it) the

ThVol)(d) relattionship fo it vat of e x per imental data, uisi ng t he t ime Constants

real explosives were either nileasored o~r tke and cri tical pressure in [-Iq at Ion ( I ) as

trloin thle l iterature, and analyz.ed w ith thc flow paramneters. A modified line search method

theory usin g the in uIt i compinen)Ii t, muli, was used to first fit the theory to the criticlcd
state. This wits fl~lowed bv a constrained

phase reaction rate. TIhe explosives examined i mztin piiigteltoe l h

wereComositon ~-3,an ir snsiizedall daita, while ensuring that the calculated crit-
liquid euntlsion, an air/paint grade alIumni num ica state lay at smnaller dijameter a nd lower
Sensi tized sluirrv with both solid ox id izer and

metlli ful pase, ad i nirogyceine detonation velocity than the experimental
senstliczfe l pow as Tes, an oa nir oglyd e rio ne Value. [in very diff icult cases, the minimnization

incensitnzgly powder.oTesecorrspondd tio idan techrnique was riot robust, and a line search

Ie uncreasing oly hester ge eo s nd no -i ea method was used throughout the procedure.
sequnceofcmlost Ins.The experimental Vol)(d) data and the fits

For all but the Composition Bi 3, where from the theory are shown below (FIigure 5).
so ff-ic i e t data was a vailablIe in t he Ii tera Teaslt auso h itn ~rli
Itre,14 detonation ye loci ties were mleasured onThabouevlsoftefiin ri-

right cylindrical rate sticks cartridged in nifsicnce t[he functionrate form of lthertle wsg

mianila paper. T'he velocity Measurement was howcanevTer ofuinteretand them pahraeterwzed

made by a time of flight techniqueLI over a hwvr fIneet n h aaeeie

dsacof20)0 mmni using ihrclas i equation was used to predict the reaction rate
diobstac of cape gie opitheras cglapse Thn profile, 0(pf), at constant pressure (F~igure 6).
proesoator cappniiaed bibe opi flshrogas dthnto The profiles were plotted in a reduced coordi-

(letsnatiPim[,Suhtnti was initiatelylyton et~ao nate system to facilitate comparison-, the

overdriven The wave was allowed to run at recinatbignomlzdyte ax

leas si chrgediaetes bfor an rna- mumn algebraic value of' the function. The

sureentwitsmad. Citicl dametrs ere pressure at which the reaction rate profile was
mesurem]nt was maepnd. n Criicldaetes wfexere calculated depended upon the performance of

merisur withu proes indepenentserieerofrexperie the explosive. A pressure corresponding to the

inentsufwiiethoutpobs cause thes peronturbe thve shock pressure at the mid point between ideal

toflow pr suffic i rently ,t a s h eo ai n w v and fai lure velocities was chosen.

le,0 of Yo'je4 IeS .PCo. Powder Siuoy Fý'msror COMDO~S~lOn

09

18-.

(Ir~~ce' nwe (I( E-is o) a
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Interpretation of the experimental Vol)(d) ingredients would only occur after ignition by
data with the now theory gave results in good reaction of surrounding material; the rate
agreement with the principles derived from the function would be a summation of the reaction
general cases derived above. Composition 13 3, rates of all the different phases present,
which displayed a downwards convex Vol)(d), staggered in time by the ignition process. Late
was best fitted by a rate law of the "thermal time diffusion effects would enhance this
explosion" class. As the degree of heteroge- smoothing for multi-component systems. The
neity increased from the e lU Ision to the slurry effect of reaction interdependency was proven
and NGC powder, the fi(10) function hecame more by comparing single component emulsion to a
gently varying, with the absolute range of multi component slurry, which displayed a
reaction rate within the function being much much broader f3([i) curve. The dependency of
reduced, and the range of reaction coordinate one reaction on another was seen in the NG
over which the rate sign ificantIly varied being powder, an initially high reaction rate was
much wider found to decline and then accelerate, as the hot-

F urther comni ment ton possible gross reac spot reacted and ignited the other components.

tion mechanisms in heterogeneous explosives EXi VI ClIT CH E N! ICO- PH YSICAI.
is re1lui red before more detailed analysis of the EFFE CTS ,.
rate functions is attempted. A shock passing
through the explosive would cause both a bulk A major disadvantage of the analysis up
temperature rise, and the creation of hot spots to this juncture has been that the reaction rate
at the sites of density discontinuities. The derived from the Vol)(d) relationship was
simplest explosive, thierefore, would be coin- constrained to be a function represented by the
posed of hot spot and bulk phases. Two types of rate law given in Equation (1). This was not a
reaction could be initiated: thermal explosion significant drawback in obtaining a general
or combustion In either case, the First event appreciation of the underlying physics, nor in
wouhl be consumption of the hot spot, and the cominmenting on the overall reaction processes
propagation ofa flame front into the bulk. in various explosives. I lowever, it could be a

Consider first the behavior of the bulk major problem if more detailed comment was
to be made on the relationship between thecandble of c ell'prenctwithin. the bkherichl aex - reaction profile and the physical arid chemical

capable of self" reaction. If thle thermal explo- cmoiino h xlsv.I uhcss
sion proce.ss in the bulk wits fast., then reaction composition of the explosive. In such cases,
would have occurred before the flame front assumming a form for the rate law p)resupposed

woo (1 hve cc i r ed bfor the[Iame font the nature of the reaction in the cx plosivye.
could propagate a significant distance from the

hot spot, and the reaction profile would be con- A variant on small divergent flow theory
trolled by the sequential thermal explosions. If has been used previously7 to derive reaction
thermal explosion in the bulk was slow, then profiles from Vol)(d) data, with a minimurn
the reaction would he controlled by the flame number of assumptions on the form of the rate
velocity and by the geometry of the flame front law. The basis of the theory was that the
as it expanded from the hot spot, resulting in a Vo i)(d) data could be interpreted directly to
gently varying form for the fi(t 0 relationship give the locus of (ji, f, t)(',j as a function of
Such behavior was demonstrated on cornpar charge diameter. The (Ji, [(, t)(',] triplets could
ing Composition 11 3, where I hernial explosion then be combined to synthesis 1'([O) for the
was possible in both phases, to eiulsion , explosive, provided a method was known to
where thermal explosion of the bulk was not correct for the effect of the different CJ
possible at. typical shock induced temperature pressures of each triplet set in the locus. The
rises, and grain burning of tlie matrix had to only * disadvantage in this approach was the
occur (Figure (). lack of data on the reaction profile below tlie

f' tilie explosive -on lt ained I ngred ivilts critical point, i.e., at low degrees of reaction.

incapable of self'combustion, e.g , metallic Ieiper and Kirby7 have shown that this
fuels, the reaction rate function should be technique, used with a simple apb scaling law
smiioothed out. The combustion of these with an exponent of unity, could provide
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sufficientyv accurate data to calculate the cor- between the degree of reaction at the critical
rect run to detonation in emulsion explosives, point and the voidage was not linear, which
Their approach was followed in this work. inferred the presence of cooperative processes

during hot spot formation, giving rise to a
Effect of Voidage relatively greater volume of hot spot material

at higher voidage. Subsequent reaction from
The effect of voidage on the reaction rate the hot spot through the bulk was found to be

of an air sensitized emulsion explosive was accelerated by greater degrees of voidage. This
examined An all liquid emulsion explosive, was attributed purely to a decrease in the web
comprising a continuous organic fuel phase thickness of the material, with increasing

and 83 percent ammonium nitrate solution

oxidizer phase, was sensitized by the addition number density of hot spot sites.

of various levels of thin walled hollow glass Effect of Chemical Sensitization
microspheres of size distribution between + 75
-90 microns. The VoD(d) relationship was An emulsion was manufactured in which
measured as a function of the microsphere one half of the ammonium nitrate was replaced
concentration, and therefore, the voidage of the with hydrazine mono-nitrate, a self-explosive
explosive (Figure 7). material. The detonation properties of the

The reaction profiles obtained from the system were radically altered: the failure

Vol)(d) data using the modified analysis diameter was reduced by a factor of 3 and Lhe

(Figure 8), were interpreted in terms of the failure velocity to one third of the ideal value

reaction process in the material. Consider both (Figure 7). The gross sensitization reaction

the fraction reacted at the critical pointh was investigated from the calculated reaction

corresponding to the starting point of each profile (Figure 8). The results showed the
curveponding the reaction rateafromn point odetonation at the critical state was supportedcurve, and the reaction rate from that point by 15 percent reaction, and that the reaction
upward. As voidage increased, the fraction orofile, when compared with a similarly
reacting at the critical point increased from aerated standard emulsion, was only slightly
40 percent at 10 percent voidage to 75 pert ,'i accelerated. From these findings, it was
at 25 percent voidage. The relaf;ti v-,
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inferred that the sensitizer operated by the profile was used to calculate the surface
enhancing the hot spot chemistry, allowing erosion velocity of the ammonium nitrate at
reaction at very low shock stimuli, but not the detonation pressures in Amatol, which was
significantly affecting the velocity of the found to be in good agreement with other
reaction emanating from the reacted hot spot combustion data published by Leiper. 15

volume. The nitroglycerine powder provided a
Very Heterogeneous Systems more heterogeneous system which included a

"Vn sensitizing phase, two solid energizers, and a

In highly heterogeneous systems, the large degree of voidage. The reaction profile
reactions which control the way performance clearly demonstrated a multi-phase, multi-
varies with charge diameter might he those of component nature. At the critical point, the
the slower reacting energizing ingredients, 15 percent reaction corresponded to complete
solid oxidizers and fuels. The effect of such consumption of the nitroglycerine sensitizer;
con,:'.ztuents on performance has been studied there were then two separate consecutive
by comparing the performance of three explo- phases to the reaction, a fast burn to 30 percent
sives: cast Amatol, a paint grade aluminized reaction followed by a grain burning profile to
slurry, and a NG sensitized powder explosive completion.
(Figures9and 10) Finally, a three phase slurry was exam-

Amatol displayed a classic reaction pro- ined. The reaction profile was found to have
file, starting at 67 percent reaction several regions, reflecting the reaction of the
corresponding to complete consumption of the various phases in the composition. At the criti-
TNT at the critical state, and progressing with cal state 15 percent has reacted, corresponding
a gently lessening slope to complete reaction. to hot-spot reaction of the flake grade
Assuming that this slope reflected the aluminum sensitizer, and a fraction of the
combustion of the ammonium nitrate by a aqueous ammonium nitrate continuous phase.
grain burning process, and I hat the surface The reaction profile then underwent a number
area initially available for combustion was of stages: a region of steady reaction, compris-
that given by the outer surface of the particles, ing consumption of the residual matrix by a
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flame initiated at the hot spot; a region of aspects being equal. It was clear that an
almost no reaction, the crystalline ammonium explosive which could detonate by either
nitrate self-combusting; and a region of mechanism might display a Vol)(d) relation-
accelerating reaction caused by ignition of the ship, which had a discontinuity at the diameter
fuel grade aluminum, releasing fuel and in which the change from mass "thermal
energy to accelerate the ammonium nitrate explosion" to hot spot and burning occurred.
combustion and completing reaction. The
relationship between degree of reaction at the a tetaive elanati ofathe peoena of high and low velocity detonation wasCJ plane and the charge diameter showed anextelandeand flat careaie reionetersweean 1.derived by considering the Vol)(d) behavior ofextended flat area in the region between 1.5 an explosive which might behave in such aand 4.5 times the critical diameter. In thisrelationships
zone, corresponding to the very slow region in fash Io r the cas e of )(d)srelosion ships
the reaction profile at 3 = 0.3, the variation of (Curve h for the case of mass explosion in boththe hot spot and the bulk phases, and Curve 2
detonation velocity with charge diameter was for explosion in the hot spot phase but grain
hydrodynamically as opposed to kinetically burning in the bulk) showed stable high and
controlled, even though the reaction was far low velocity regimes, and a forbidden transi-
from completion. tion region. The explosive would detonate

INITIATION BEHAVIOR stably at low velocity on Curve 2 for all diam-
eters below the critical diameter of Curve 1.

Conventionally, the Voi)(d) relationship For diameters greater than the intersection
would be defined between the critical state and point of Curves I and 2, the stable state would
the ideal state, with detonation velocity rising lie at high velocity on Curve 1, as Curve 2 lay
with increasing charge diameter. In slightly within the acceleration region of Curve I and
divergent flow theory the locus of states is was, therefore, not a stable solution point. In
extended below the critical velocity, with the region between the intersection point and
detonation velocity falling with increasing the critical diameter of Curve 1 there would be
charge diameter. It was suggested that this two allowed solutions. If the explosive was
lower branch corresponded to a critical initia- detonating on Curve 1, then it would always
tion locus for the explosive.6 1 6 Slightly diver- remain on Curve 1, as any downward deviation
gent flow theory could then he used to give an would lead into an acceleration zone. If the
indication of the response of the explosive to explosive was detonating on Curve 2, then a
various initiation stimuli: if conditions were ,- - --.. . . ... .
created within the explosive, that lay within |herm• Exn, *,

the area bounded by the Vol)(d) curve and the j .. 26otsW W, no Bum

ordinate, the shock would be accelerated; if -
conditions were such that the shock state fell 09 0.

outside that region, the shock would be
retarded. A necessary rcquirement of a primer 0.8

in establishing detonation in a charge would 07

be, therefore, that a shock was generated -

which had a path in Vol)(d) space that
inters,,cted the bounded region; for the shock S
was then accelerated to the stable point on the 05

upper branch.
0404

Using this hypothesis, and several of the 1
calculations made above (l"igures 1, 2, and 3), ,3 2

it was inferred that explosives hased oni
"thermal explosion" type reaction profiles and •, 4-. .---------
concomitant high failure velocities, would be 6 08
more difficult to initiate than those relying on ;., c , Cho',e ,9Orvter
hot spot/grain burning mechanisms, all other Figure I1. High and Low Order Behav(iors
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diameter space accelerated, and those to the effect curve does not alter the arguments
right decelerated, on high and low order detonation. It is

We have not examined the stability of the sufficient that for some explosives, the kinetics
admit two independent solutions for the

solution close to the critical diameter in more diameter effect, and that over some part of

detail. We note that there exists a singularity inverse diameter space, the stable region of

in the analysis at the steady-state critical inerse dithin the stable region of

catastophic one lies within the acceleration region of thepoint, which would correspond to catastrophic other. Transition from one solution to the
failure of the accelerated detonation before the other must occur in this region, giving rise
knee of the accelerated diameter effect curve to an apparent discontinuity in the measuredcould be reached. oa paetdsotiut ntemaue

diameter effect data.
The existence of catastrophic failure

conditions close to the knee in the diameter
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A SHOCK INITIATION MODEL FOR FINE-GRAINED
HEXANITROSTILBENE

M. E. Kipp and R. E. Setchell
Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

An established body of data indicates that very fine-grained
hexanitrostilbene (FINS), when pressed to 92 percent of crystal density,
exhibits shock initiation characteristics unlike those typical of porous,
granular explosives. That is, a progressive buildup towards detonation
from an initial shock by hot spot formation and growth processes is not
observed. Instead, this particular HNS exhibits shock initiation
characteristics normally associated with homogeneous explosives (e.g.,
the formation of a superdetonation wave after an initial shock has been
introduced). In the present work, a comprehensive effort has been made
to develop a predictive model for shock initiation in this material. This
model is based on a theory of homogeneous reactive mixtures, and
includes a refined equation of state for porous HNS reactant and a
JWL equation of state for gaseous reaction products. The model has
been incorporated into wave propagation codes, and comparisons with
available initiation data are made.

INTROD)UCTION homogeneous reactive mixtures, and includes

Very fine grained hexanitrostilbene a refined equation of state for porous HNS
(IINS) has been recognized as an attractive reactant and a JWL equation of state for gas-

acceptor explosive for slapper detonators.1 An eous reaction products. The model has been

established body of data indicates that this incorporated into wave propagation codes, and

particular IINS (grain size 1-2 pm, specific sur- comparisons with available initiation data are

face area -8 m2/g), when pressed to92percentof made (plate impact and small-diameter

crystal density (1600 kg/m3), exhibits shock slapper impact).
initiation characteristics normally associated A fundamental issue in the present study
with homogeneous explosives. Unlike a typical is how a granular explosive with 8 percent
granular, porous explosive, this material does initial porosity can behave like a homogeneous
not show a progressive buildup towards deto- explosive. Normally, in an explosive with a
nation from an initial shocked state resulting granular structure, heterogeneous heating
from hot spot formation and growth processes. would be expected to occur behind a shock,
Instead, there is evidence for the formation of a typically by void collapse. 4-7 However, if the
super-detonation wave in this material after density is held constant, decreasing the grain
an initial shock has been introduced.2'3 lence, size results in a higher number density of
an opportunity exists for developing a much- smaller voids, and we expect the amplitude of
simplified reactive model based on earlier temperature variations caused by hetero-
studies of homogeneous explosives, where the geneous heating to become smaller. Two
reactant is uniformly shock heated and reacts complementary mechanisms contribute to this
by thermal explosion. This work represents a trend: first, void collapse is less effective in
comprehensive effort to generate such a pre- creating local hot spots as the voids decrease in
dictive model for shock initiation in this size;8 second, thermal transport is more
material. This model is based on a theory of effective at equilibrating spatial variations in
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temperature as the ratio of surface area to Solid Phase
volume of hot spots increases. This view of the An accurate characterization of the dyna-
thermal state of granular explosives after mic response of the unreacted explosive is
being shock loaded is supported by visible required in order to establish the thermo-emission data. 2 9 Both particle velo-ity and rqie nodrt sals h hro
emission dataensiBoth partile vered ulty a dynamic states induced by mechanical loading.emission intensity were measured simul- Sneterato ae r rvnb

taneously in a series of planar impacts on IINS Since the reaction rates are driven by
samples of three different grain size distri- temperature, the parameters determined forbutionsaml e o sthre g dinff encethat grain size dthe kinetics are coupled to thermal states
butions. The strong influence that grain size calculated in the explosive. Recent experimen-
has on shock wave growth to detonation was tlsuiso h ttccmato f[N

shown most sensitively by the emission inten- tal studies of the static compaction of [INS

sity records. In particular, very fine-grained powders have led to an improved isothermal

IINS showed essentially no energy release for compressibility description of this material.
This description, together with recent valuesa considerable time following the initial shock, for thermophysical constants, has been used to

consistent with a thermal explosion process in reviereousl formuated equation o
a hoogenous xploiverevise a previously formulated equation of

a homogeneous explosive, state for unreacted IINS.13 The llelmholtz free

The next section contains the description energy of solid, unreacted FINS was proposed
of each aspect of the model, including equa- by Sheffield, et al. 14 to take the following form:
tions of state and reaction kinetics. The
constitutive model has been included in both F(T,V) MF'(T V 0) + P (V - V) - S0 (T - T0 )
one- and two-dimensional Lagrangian finite
difference wave propagation codes (WONDY' 0

and ARTOO 1 1), in the manner described by +Cs(T- T I + Y-(V0 - V)
Nunziato and Kipp, 12 and the subsequent sec- VS V
tion is devoted to results of numerical calcu-
lations using this homogeneous kinetics model BV
for IfNS. T0  To0 0

+C T ln(-) + - 1
CONTINUUM MIXTURE MODEL. T N(N - 1)

A continuum mixture model for homo- V I--N V_
geneous explosives was previously constructed (-) - (N-I)( -( 1l (1)
for the liquid explosive nitromethane.12 The 0 V0
consequence of the arguments for behavior of
this very fine-grained IINS being similar to where T is temperature, V is specific volume,
that of a homogeneous explosive is that only Gv is the specific heat at constant volume, i is
solid reactant and reaction product gases are the rune coefiiet A zer is the-
required as phases in the model. In the current th ermal b odulus. A he sbript reformlaton, hes twophaes cexit atthe sents reference conditions. The derivation of
formulation, these two phases coexist at the this formulation is based on four assumptions:
same spatial point, and are assumed to be inthermal equilibrium. Although the phases (1) the internal energy is the sum of two

theral euilbriu. Athouh te phses components, where one component is a func-
shdre a common density, the reactant and reac- componentspwhere o ne compo -
tion products may each have distinct pressures tion only of second omp-
and internal energies. The extent of reaction nent is a function only of specific volume; (2)
(the time integral of the reaction rate) is used the specific heat at constant volume, Cv, is

in a linear mixing rule to calculate a pressure constant, (3) the ratio y/ is constant; and

for the mixture and equivalent moduli for the (4) the isothermal compression of the solid is

mixture. The reaction rate for chemical energy described by the compressibility of a

release, based on Arrhenius kinetics, includes Murnaghan solid.

a simple depletion factor. Parameters for the In order to determine the values of these
equations are listed in the appendix material parameters for the fine-grained H NS,
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mechanical and thermo-mechanical data are treated, since IINS samples are pressed from
required. Isothermal compressibility data for powders to less than crystal density. If it is
IINS powders were acquired in static experi assumed that porosity persists through some
ments that were performed under conditions of range of pressure, then the porosity must be
uniaxial strain compression.13 The measure- retained as a variable in the equation of state.
ments showed that grain size distribution A convenient measure for the porosity is given
influenced the compressibility of the IINS only by a z V/V,, where V, is the specific volume of
below 0.8 (Pa (Figure 1). It is assumed that the solid (non-porous) material at the same tem-
within the stress range 0.8 - 2.0 GPa the mate- perature and pressure. Then, if the original
rial response is that of isothermal compression equation of state for the solid was defined as
of solid II NS under hydrostatic loading

P = fIE,V , (3)

0Muraghan f the pressure, P, in the porous material can be
represented by1"

- HNS II (Grain Size 1- 10-30 pin) P f(E,V / (1)l / . (4)
"7 HNS I(- 5 10pmo)

1 6 / FINS 1 ,5 10 pin) Modification of the equation of state in thisSFP 1way permits us to account for the porosity that

S14 /exists at low pressures so that the porous
material pressure can be written in terms of
density, p; reference (crystal) solid density, PR;

1 21 distension, a: and temperature, T,

1 0 13____________ _ l CC V P (T-T)+ B'0 04 08 12 16 20

Axial Stress (GPa)
S(pupRN - 1)/N /a. (5)

Figure I lINS Sample Density as u Function The distension in the IINS is defined with a
of Applied Axial Stress for Three Grain Sizes. quadratic P-a relationship,13 assumed to hold
and the Murnaghan Solid lit to the tlydrostatic below the crush pressure, Po,
I)aIta

S= I + (aO- 1)f1 - lP/lP)2, (6)

In this range, then, the experimental 0 C

curves are fit with the relation for the which enables consistent values of a and P to
isothermal conipression of a Murnaghan solid be determined for a given density and
(Figure I , temperature.

i1.r NCompaction goes to completion (a= I)

(2) when the pressure reaches P,- The value of this
S N V' compaction pressure depends on the assumed

compaction form (quadratic in this case), and
whether isothermal or adiabatic compression

Recent etperimeiins thave pdretersi] the vane Nis used as a constraint in the evaluation (adia-
Recent experiments have dleterminedi the value

of the specific heat at constant pressure, 15 C batic, for the dynamic compression appropriate
resulting isreifined vals onstant pressn CA to the present case). With this equation ofresulting in refined values of yi/V and Cvs A

summmrnary of these parameters is given in the state, wholly constructed from low pressure

appendix data, predicted Ilugoniot states (solid curve in
Figure 2) agree closely with the results from

Application of this equation oi state to the reverse-impact experiments to shock pressures
fine grained [INS requires that porosity be as high as 8.5 GPa, 13 as well as with results
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i0 The advantage of this form is that the JWL

parameters (A, B, RI, R2 , and w) determinedS8 for IINS17 can be used without modification.
CL 1,6 g/crg/.n In these equations for the explosive, P0 is the

S6 initial explosive density, and Cvg is the specific
heat. The additional parameter, Cj, is deter-
mined by evaluating the pressure at the

4-~- Predicted Chapman-Jouguet (C-J) state. The tempera-
0 ture at that state is obtained from the TIGER
(7 2 1 58 g/cn, code. 20 The heat of detonation is defined to be

the gas product internal energy evaluated at
0 0 . 0 60 1 the C-J state minus the shock energy to the C-J
0 0.2 0.4 06 08 10 1 2 state from the reference solid conditions

Particle Velocity (km/s)
IIDE eg(VcaT

Figure 2. Comparison of Shock llugoniot Data DET g CJ"1Cj)

and flugoniot States Predicted With the Present
Equation ofState (Pressure Vs. Particle Velocity) - P (V -Vc) (9)

2 Cd 0 Cd.

from experiments that utilized variable ramp-
wave loading tu systematically inhibit the Kinetics
onset of reaction (upper data points in Figure 2). This formulation was first evaluated by

comparing with measurements obtained in
Product Gas Phase wedge tests.3 These data are shown in Figure 3

- R I//V - as uncertainty boxes for run distance and time
P -Ae +Be to detonation. The data cover a regime of sus-

g tained shock pressure from about 3.5 to 7 GPa
The JWL equation of state is used to (calculated shock temperatures from 455 K to

describe the reaction product gases. In its 578 K, respectively). The geometry defined to
original form, 17 JWL employs density and inter- obtain sustained shock loading in WONDY
nal energy as state variables. However, within calculations for run distance and run time to
our model, temperature is an explicit state vari- detonation was a kapton flyer impacting an
able, being used in the reaction kinetics and the HNS target, with sufficient thicknesses of flyer
solid equation ofstate. lProcedures to modify the and target so that release waves would not
energy dependence in ,JWL have been described influence the results. Calculations using single-
by Baer and Nunziatoig and Thompson.19 step Arrhenius kinetics, with an activation
With some additional tailoring of their free temperature 01, frequency factor A1 , and
energy functions to our purposes, the pressure simple depletion factor,
of the reaction products can be written as 0 rr

+ WCPT, A A (I - m)e (10)

result in a straight line fit to this data (solid
and the internal energy of the reaction prod- line in log-log space, Figure 3). However, the
ucts takes thcform data at pressures below 4.5 GPa indicate

A R I( 'P 11 - R.2,/P deviations from linearity in the form of larger
V - + e rundistancesand longerruntimes. The reasons

SPO RI2Po for the delayed reaction at lower pressures are

not clear, but the delay can be accommodated

+ C +- C 'r (8) with a two-step reaction21 having two activa-
tion temperatures and two frequency factors,
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X = A (10 -- X)re ( 1

-02fr 30
= A2(I - q)e (12) 4 GPa Supported Shock 1.35ps

25
The intermediate reaction, q, serves to retard
the primary kinetics at low shock temper- f 20
atures. With this more complex reaction,]-
similar to an autocatalytic process, the cal- E 15
culations (circles with dashed line) provide a V10
very close fit to the data (Figure 3). P 10

0 ~ ~~ 17 M 1I IIs

__0 2 3 4 5
Experimental Distance (rum)o • .•DData

"Figure 4. Growth to Steady Detonation From
o xan Initial Supported 4 GPa Shock

E N
E E \ Distance

3 0)2 ••, 30 , • , , -

7 GPa Supported Shock 0 19 ps25

SCalu, tit ns Tim e
age Kinetics 20

Single Stage Kinetics a1!

U.1'

Pressure (GPa)

Figure 3. Sustained Shock Initiation in Very i
Fine-Grained IINS 0

In calculations at low-r pressures, we 0 02 04 06 08
observe that the reaction beg'ns at the inter- Distance (mrm)
face where the IINS has been at the shock Figure 5. Growth to Steady Detonation From
temperature the longest time. A superdeto- an Initial Supported 7GPa Shock
nation wave forms, with shock pressures as
large as 4 GPa, and overtakes the initial shock when the C-J pressure has been attained
(Figure 4) Run distance and time to detona- (about 20 GPa), at which point the shock front
tion are assumed to occur at the point of
overtaking. On the other hand, at initial pres-

sures on the order of 7 GPa, a superdetonation RESULTS
wave never has time to form. Instead, inter-
actions between the shosk front, the reaction, An important application of this model is
and the impact interface rapidly increase the to simulate slapper initiation of IINS. Some
amplitude of the initial shock until a steady relevant data exist for the case of thin-pulse
detonation is formed (Figure 5). In this case, shock loading of very fine-grained I INS1I22 at a
detonation is assumed to have been reached density of 1600 kg/m 3, generated by impacting
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samples of the explosive with small diameter, slapper detonator. At the lowest impact velocity
thin disks of kapton. Our corresponding cal- at which initiation is established, the run dis-
culations are one-dimensional uniaxial strain, tance to detonation is large because reactions
using parameters for the IINS determined from start and fail several times before build-up to
the sustained shock data discussed above. The detonation is accomplished (Figure 7).
two cases for which data are published are for
kapton flyers of I mil (0.025 mm) and 3 mil
(0.076 mm) thicknesses, with corresponding
diameters of 15 ril(0 38 min)and 40 mil l mm)
respectively 2150 ni/s 2700 rn/s

=2
For the I mil flyer, the pressure below

which no detonation results is calculated to be 3 ril I rnil

10 Gl~a, corresponding to an impact velocity of W I Kapton Kapton
2.70 kin's The experimental value 2 2 is about 0
II G!)a. As the impact velocity of the I mil ,
flyer is increased, we observe that the run E

distance to detonation decreases (Figure 6),
approaching the sustained shock run distances.
Note that when run time to detonation is corn- s"

parable to the double transit time of the flyer, c
the pulse generated at impact appears to the
[INS target as a sustained shock. Similar
behavior is observed in the calculations for the 0.1 6 7 1 ' 126 7 8 9 10 12
3 rail flyer (Figure 6), where the longer pulse Pressure (GPa)
reduces the detonation threshold pressure to
7 GPa, corresponding to an impact velocity of Figure 6. Calculations and Data for Slapper
2 15 km/s The experimental value is about Initiation of IINS
6 7 GPat Again, as the impact velocity is
increased, the run distances approaich thc cr-l-
culated sustained -,hock values The absence of
lateral release waves in these one dimensional
calculations should cause initiation at impact
velocities no greater than ohserved experimen-
tally This is indeed the case in the calcula
tions for the I rail flyer, but the 3 mil flyer 25
caIcuIationls show a threshold pressure -5 per- 3 mil Kapton I lyer (22 k1/s, 0.29ps
cent higher than the data The experimental 20
studies did not establish whet her or not the 20
observed thresholds were elevated due to L-
finite dianmeter efects 15

The kapt ,n flyer impact velocity that
separates suctessful initiation from failure in E 10
the tINS appear-, as a ver• ,harp transition. .

Computationall\. a 3 percent change in impact 5
velocity for the :3 mril liver is sufficient to
discriminate between initiation or failure 0(
i":xperimentall .'ý, a 5 percent yehn' it: variation 0 0 2 0 4 06 08 10 1 2 1 4
is suff'icient t,, lcad from no initiation to Distance (num)
successful initiation 1 This sharp transition is
one of" the Ceatures that mak . this If NS Figure 7. nstendyv Buildup to Detonation from
material al tract Ie as ai acceptor exphi•I 5 e in a a Thin tulse
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The results of these one-dimensional We are optimistic that the multi-
calculations with a homogeneous model for dimensional capability can be extended to
IINS are very encouraging, and nrovide strong determine the roles slapper disk diameter or
motivation for extending the model to multiple disk curvature have in the ignition process.
dimensions. To date, we have incorporated the Additional attention might also profitably be
model in ARTOO,101 a two-dimensional Lagran- directed to the kinetics processes; our two-step
gian finite difference wave propagation code. reaction can be modified to account for the
Calculations of detonation waves propagating energy release associated with multiple steps,
in thick-walled cylinders have been made, in in which the first can be endothermic.
which the influence of the wall impedence is
very pronounced. The detonation properties ACKNOWLEDGMENT
of [INS contained in cylinders of IPMMA and The authors are grateful to R. Rabie and
aluminum (wall thickness 0.2 mm, inner M. Baer for their helpful comments regarding
diameter 0.6 mmi) have been compared, using the reaction kinetics. This work performed at
the same IINS reactive model and parameters Sandia National Laboratories supported by the
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APPENDIX 01 7000 K Activation
Temperature IIINS Equations of State Parameters: A2  5.8(1017)S1 Frequency Factor 2

Solid Phase 02 15000 K Activation

PR 1740 kg/m3  Reference Crystal Temperature 2
2 lDensity Kapton (Hlydrodynamic Mie-Gruneisen)

C, 889 n k Specific eatP = 1414 kg/m3  Initial Density
BT 9.165GPa Modulus Co = 2660 m/s Initial Sound Speed

N 10.ý73 Exponent s 1.48 Slope of linear Us, Up
To0 298 K ReferenceTemeratue 1' 1.4 Gamma (Constant)Temperature

Y0PR = 2828 kg/m 3 Gamma-Rho DISCUSSION
(Constant)

1600 Initial Mixture Density JULIUS ROTH, Consultant
PO0 0 kg/m 3  Portola Valley, CA
a0 = 1.0875 Reference Distension For moderately fine IINS II (- 18 pm)

PC = 1.43 GPa Crush Pressure wedge test geometry, we saw little if any

Gas Products acceleration of the input shock (20-30 kbar)
before detonation, in room temperature tests,

A = 460.6 1Pa JWI, Coefficient or for IINS pre-heated to 260'C (Fifth

=7.262GPa JWL Coefficient International Symposium on Detonation).
'rhis appears to be in accord with your

R1 = 4.60 JWL Exponent observation of the near homogenous behavior

R2 = 1 30 JWL Exponent of fine 1INS.

wo = 0.35 JWL Exponent REPLY BY M. E. KIPi1

Cvg 2527 m 2/s 2 -K Specific lleat Thank you for bringing this data to our

Cj -1.278GPa Coefficient attention.

tlI)ET = 4.436 MJ/kg Ileat of )etonation DISCUSSION

C,1 and lft)w are calculated from the JULIUS W. ENIG
Chapman-Jouguet condition (p,0 = 1600 kg/m3 ) Enig Associates, Inc.

PCj 20 G Pa C-J Pressure Silver Spring, MD

Tlc(j 2942 K C-J 'I'emperature Your assumption that two phases (solid
reactant and reactant product gases) can exist
at the same spatial point and have the same

Kinetics Parameters: temperature but different pressures is incor-

Single Stage Kinetics rect. Pressure equilibrium must occur first;
temperature equilibrium may or may not occur,

A I 6.7(109)s Frequency Factor depending on how rapidly the heat conduction
16000 K Activation between the two phases is assumed to occur.

Temperature Despite the fact that heat conduction in the
"large" is assumed to satisfy a parabolic partial

Two Stage Kinetics differential equation, in the "small," tempera-
A, -- 37(109)s [ Frequency I-actor I ture signals derived from heat conduction movewith acoustic-like speeds.
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REPLY M. E. KIPPI DISCUSSION
More complete continuum mixture HAROLDJ. GRYTING, Ph.D

models have been constructed in which each Gryting Energetics Sciences Co.
phase has a unique density, temperature, and San Antonio, TX
pressure satisfying an appropriate equation of Please explain the significance of the two
state, and applied to heterogeneous granular grossly different frequency factors for hexani-
explosives (e.g., Kipp, et al., Seventh Sym- trostilbene (HNS); can you relate these fre-
posium (International) on Detonation, 1981, qu en e (HNs to the re l d e sition
p. 394). The current formulation for homo- quency factors to the chemical decomposition
geneous explosives represents one particular
numerically efficient, application of that more REPLY BY M. E. KIP
general approach. We have assumed that the
reactant and product phases coexist at the We have not at this time attached any
same spatial point (i.e., no internal strut ture), significance to the magnitudes of the frequency
and have a common temperature and density, factors. We have noted that they are not in
consistent with thermal decomposition of the accordance with published values from ther-
homogeneous explosive. These assumptions mal decomposition studies. Rather, they are
result in a distinct pressure and internal best fits to the particular data available for
energy for each phase to satisfy the respective this very fine-grained IINS.
equations of state. Other approaches (enfor-
cing pressure equilibrium, for example) are
quite readily effected; we do not know at this
time to what extent alternate formulations
would influence the shock response of the
explosive.
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A THEORETICAL PICTURE OF SHOCK-TO-DETONATION
TRANSITION IN A HOMOGENEOUS EXPLOSIVE

A. K. Kapila
Department of Mathematical Sciences

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Troy, New York 12180-3590

and

J. W. Dold
Laboratoire de Recherche en Combustion

Universite de Provence, Centre Saint Jerome
Boite 252, Marseille Cedex 13, FRANCE

The shock-initiation of a homogeneous explosive has long been thought
to occur in the following way. The explosive is preconditioned by the
passage of the initial shock that raises its temperature. After an
induction time, a thermal explosion occurs at the piston/explosive
interface. This explosion then transforms into a detonation via a series
of unexplained steps. The present work is concerned with giving a
complete mathematical description of the entire sequence of events that
occurs prior to the emergence of a fully developed ZND detonation.

INTRODUCTION to the piston-explosive interface, producing
high pressures and temperatures; B) this

When a steadily moving piston of suffi- causes a ZND detonation to propagate forward
cient velocity strikes a homogeneous explosive, at the Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) velocity appro-
the resulting shock wave can raise the priate to the state behind the precursor shock
pressure and temperature of the compressed wave (super detonation); C) once this deto-
material to a level at which chemical reaction nation catches up with and overtakes the
becomes important. It is well-recognized that precursor shock, a ZND detonation is formed
if the reaction rate is strong enough, the shock which propagates at the slower CJ-velocity
and reaction can evolve into a detonation. appropriate to the state of the mixture ahead of
However, the true nature of the evolutionary the initial shock wave. This picture, originally
process which culminates in the establishment put forth by Campbell, Davis, and Travis1 on
of a detonation has not yet been fully the basis of their experiments with liquid
described. It is the purpose of the present nitromethane, has been supported by the
study to provide such a description, based upon experimental studies of Hlardesty, 2 and in fact,
an asymptotic and numerical study of the has served as the model for the interpretation
problem in the framework of a polytropic fluid, of much of the experimental data on
capable of undergoing a one-step, unimolecular homogeneous explosive initiation.
reaction of the Arrhenius tye. Our theoretical study refines this

Hlitherto, the transition sequence has scenario in two essential aspects. First, it finds
been thought to consist of the following steps, that weak chemico-acoustic interactions in the
illustrated in Figure 1: A) after the constant- induction stage delay thermal runaway at the
volume induction time for the explosive has explosive interface. As a result, the actual
elapsed, a reaction runaway event occurs close time-to-runaway is not the constant-vohlme
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dimensionless form in a piston-attached,
density-weighted Lagrangian coordinateframe:

-u=0
V t -- Uh -- 0,

Ut + -- Ph =0,
Y

Tt - Y vPt + Yt= (1)
Y

T pv,

I 0-0/r
: t - e

Figure 1. Conventional Picture of Shock Here, p, T, v, and Y are, respectively, the
Initiation. The piston path is represented by P, pressure, temperature, specific volume, and
shock path by S, the CJ detonation in the reactant mass fraction, referred to the uniform
precompressed material by D*, and the CJ shocked state that would result if the reaction
detonation in the uncompressed material by D. were absent. The particle velocity relative to

the piston, u, is measured in units of the frozen
sound speed, and time in units of the spatially

induction time; rather, it is an intermediate homogeneous induction time at the reference
value between the constant-volume and the state. The dimensionless parameters appear-
constant-pressure induction times and, indeed, ing in the equations are the polytropic
is close to the arithmetic mean of the two. exponent y, the heat-release parameter 13, and
Second, the analysis demonstrates that prior to the activation energy 0. The piston velocity,
the emergence of the superdetonation in the Vo, in the laboratory frame is presumed
shocked medium, three distinct events occur. known. The appropriate boundary conditions
These are: (1) a localized thermal explosion in are u(0,t) = 0, and the Rankine-Hugoniot jump
a thin core of inertially-confined material at conditions across the shock locus, which itself
the explosive interface, leading to (2) the is affected by the reaction and is, therefore, to
propagation of a quasisteady, weak detonation be determined. We seek an asymptotic
into the explosive at a steadily decreasing solution to the above problem in the limit
velocity until the CJ-velocity has been 1.c= 1/0< 1.
reached, at which point (3) a weak shock wave
is born at the rear of the reaction wave, which To be sure, the results of the analysis pertain
strengthens and rapidly advances to the front only to the kinetic model under consideration.
of the zone, thereby producing the ZNI) It should be recognized, however, that large
structure. activation energy kinetics does embody a

universal characteristic of explosives, namely,
MODEL the large sensitivity of their reaction rates to

The explosive is modeled as a polytropic changes in state.

reactive fluid subject to compression by a ANALYSIS
constant-velocity piston, and the configura-
tion is assumed to be plane and one- For the sake of brevity, we have chosen to
dimensional. The reactive Euler equations emphasize the results of the analysis rather
govern the flow, and assume the following than the mathematical details; the latter can
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be found in, References 3-6. The sequence of
events can be examined in the following
stageb. To

The Induction Stage

During the induction stage, the state of
the shocked gas is but a small perturbation of
the reference state, i.e.,

u1-u11, qi-1 + Yp1, (2)

for y = p, T, v, and Y, where the perturbations
satisfy

I
uit + -P i= h

Y

-p+u T1  (3a) 0
Figure 2. Evolution of Temperature
Perturbation T1 up to Runaway Time t,. S

i -1 T1 represents the shock locus.

Y

and The Localized Thermal Explosion

Induction is followed by explosion, char-
1 T1  acterized by exponentially rapid depletion of

Ttp10 reactant in the boundary layer at the piston-

The primary connection is between linearized explosive interface. In this layer, the charac-

acoustics and weak but nonlinear chemical teristic chemical time plunges dramatically

heating. The appropriate boundary conditions because of the exponential chemical sensitivity

are ul 0 at the piston position, h = 0, and of the rate. The corresponding acoustic time

linearized jump conditions at the undisturbed drops as well, but not nearly by as much, so

shock location. This problem has been solved that growth of the layer is dominated by

in References 3 and 7. The solution exhibits chemical heating. There is little time for
thermal runaway, characterized by the appear- expansion, with the result that pressure andthermflogalrunaway, characrizied by th appear- temperature rise together within the layer
ance of logarithmic singularities in Pf and T , while changes in particle velocity are negli-
and therefore Yt, first at the piston face atn ad gible. Since the explosion phase is of utmost
defint Timel teowhees te depends uon vandos brevity, the state of the explosive away from
V0. Typical profiles of Tl(x,t) for various the boundary is practically frozen during thisvalues of t <- t_ are displayed in Figure 2, period, which ends when pressure and tem-

which shows the emergence of a shrinking peritd, within the la ersha e akd teir
boundary layer near h = 0 within which the perature within the layer have peaked. Their
bolutiondary ws l rnaridly. h efer e 7 0chutes peak values, 1 + Py, are the same to leadingsolution grows rapidly. Reference 7 computes order as in a spatially homogeneous constant-

te for various values of y and V0 , and shows

that te is nearly the arithmetic mean of 1/y, the volume explosion.

constant-volume induction time, and 1, the The essential features of the localized
constant-pressure induction time. The struc- explosion can be summarized in a simple way
ture of the runaway singularity is analyzed by giving only the leading-order results in
further in Reference 4. the explosion stage; for details the reader is
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Figure 3. Evolution of Temperature T During the Explosion Phase Near the Piston Face, According
to Equations (4). Temperature increases rapidly and nearly uniformly (in space) in a shrinking
layer, leaving a sharp gradient of temperature (and hence induction times) outside.

referred to the asymptotic study in Reference localized explosion, the high-temperature
4. For h --* 0 and t --* te, the explosion is boundary layer at a nearly uniform temper-
described to a first approximation by the ature is followed by a thin transition region of
formulas large temperature gradient, or equivalently, a

+ tlarge gradient in induction times. This region
T, p - - I, u 0, is, therefore, ripe for a series of successive

e- inertially-confined local thermal explosions,
generating thereby a high-speed reaction wave

for0 < h < (t - t)/1 2y- 1), (4a) which propagates into the explosive. This
e 'wave decelerates as it crosses the induction

and time gradient, and when it reaches the edge of
the transition region, inertial confinement

T, p- , v - 1, u -0, ends and gasdynamic effects are reinstated,

+ logh because the lowered temperatures have
y(2 y - 1) brought the chemical and acoustic times back

into balance. Further evolution of the reaction

forh > (t -t)Ya•-"Y (4b) wave, which is still supersonic relative to the
following flow, will then be governed by the

while induction Equations (3).

e- + O) < te - t I. (4c) The Quasisteady Reaction Wave

A sketch of the evolution of temperature We have already seen that the induction
according to these formulas is shown in Fig- solution becomes singular at the piston face at
ure 3. Note that at the culmination of the t = te. For t > te, one can continue to compute
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the induction solution, but the singularity now A

moves into the interior of the domain (Fig- D(h) = [dt(h)Idh]-, (5)
ure 4). The singularity locus t = t(h) is char-
acterized by Tl(h,t(h)) = -, while T1 (h,t) < - ascertained, it is a simple matter to determine
for t < t(h). Furthermore, the singularity the wave structure.
locus is supersonic, i.e., dt/dh < 1, although its First, let us define a new coordinate,
speed diminishes as it advances toward the s = t-i(h), which measures the time remain-
precursor shock. (The requirement of super- ing before the wave arrives at the location h.
sonic motion of the singularity follows from the In the (h,s) system, the full Equations (1) take
observation that a characteristic triangle the form
emanating backwards from a point just below
the singularity locus must be contained Ps - yDus = DPh,
entirely in the region where the solution is
bounded.) Ps + yD~v_ - D(Ph + yDuh),

As already demonstrated in the explosion Y - I
stage, the reaction proceeds with extreme Ts - - vPs + [YS--0, (6)
rapidity subsequent to thermal runaway. Y
Therefore, the locus of the runaway singularity T pv,
describes to an excellent approximation the
path of the reaction wave into the explosive. Y Ye0-0tr'
The singularity path must, of course, be com- S 0
puted numerically from the induction equa-
tions, but once this computation has been while the induction Equations (3) transform
completed and the wave speed, into

pl. - yDuls = Dplh,

t
Pis + yD 2 v1 = D(p1h + yDulh)' (7a)

J S T Is - p "Is + P3Yis = 0,

and

1 p1  + v Y -e I (7b)

Now, the wave structure consists of a region
of thermal runaway near the wavehead, in
which expansions (Equation (2)) hold and
reactant depletion is weak, followed by an
explosion region of swift, nearly completed
reaction. The structure of thermal runaway
canl be deduced by observing that as the

o ft wavehead, or singularity locus, is approached,
i.e., as s --* 0-, the s-derivatives dominate

Figure 4 Propagation of the Induction the h-derivatives in the induction Equa-
Singularity (St,) Away from the Interface. S tions (3). To leading order, therefore, the latter
represents the shock locus. Also shown are the become quasisteady, and can then be inte-
typical acoustic characteristics. grated to yield the asymptotic relations
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I y1)2-I ) where

T -log(- D2 _1 s ,e D D1 0 + O(c),D 2 = D20 + 0(c),

D1 0 and D2 0 being, respectively, the CJ
Pi--aI bI- P1  detonation speed and the DJ deflagration

uI Y) (8) speed at the reference state.
) D2 'For supersonic flow through the wave, the

) 2  2 proper sign in Equation (11) is the lower one,

Y I) 2T'- bc D 1) 2- I)Pl so that

Y1)2_1 - 1)2  Bo- yR

Here, al(h), b,(h), and cl(h) ire determined P- + 1
numerically. The notion of quasisteadiness Then, Equations (9) yield the following
applies, in fact, just as well to the full express ions for the fo l es:
Equations (6), the first three of which can be expressions for the remaining state variables:
integrated to yield B (y + I)A

P0 - y1),, = A0, po + yl)2 v_ = Bo, u = )-- -0 R),(y +01
T ()+ Y-I (U) B 0-A )2o +o Y p()B+~ u _- __ + =3 C,' (9 B o +R

0 2 0 y[) V 0
V =(¥ I)2'

where the functions of integration A0 , B0 , and (Y + I)D

C0 , depend upon h and 0 and have the
asymptotic forms (B-yRhB 0 R)

A0  1 I + cal, B 0 _ Yl)2 + I + cbl, T (y + 1)2D2

o I +p+ 2 1 )2 also, from Equation (12),
0 2 R2_2

(-R 2 y 2 (14)

+ U ib +cI +1 (10) 2f2(y + 1)1)2
y Y

All the variables through the reaction zone are
now known in terms of R. One can also obtain

tions (9) leads to a quadratic equation for p, an expression for the sonic parameter M2 - 1,
whose solutions are where M is the local Mach number. At leading

B _ y R order, it is found that
0

Y+ F (11) 
2  (y + I)R

0 B -yR
wh-o 

0y

2 2 V2 We observe that the sonic parameter
R - (8 f 20(y 4 1) Y 0 (12) approaches zero with R. Note also, from

Equations (12) and (13), thatwith

_ 2y+ 1)2 R >0forl) > )1 andY >0, (15)52 l12-2(¥ ) I2
0 so that the flow becomes locally sonic first

It can be shown that when I) -+ 1), and Y0 --* 0, i.e., when the wave

52 2 2 2 2velocity approaches the CJ value and the
8 I)- l)_) ( !) _- 1)2), (13) reaction reaches completion.
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In order to complete the description of the h- hI s + (2/3)AOogA -
reaction-zone structure, it remains to q-- and k=
determine the variation of R with s. The bAt a A
relevant equation, obtained from the last of here b and ko are certain positive 00)
Equation (6) by way of Equation (14), is just n
the rate equation constants and A defined by

A = P10e° +6'1 c,
R2) R2 - 2

_R 2 R 2_ is exponentially small for 0 large, Tc being the
PO 0temperature at the CJ state in the shocked

material. It can also be shown that in the
( (Y + 1)21)2 .inner region the primary dependent variable is

xp 0-)) P, the deviation of pressure from the CJ value
(B 0 - y R)BO + R) Pc measured on the A1/ 3 scale, i.e.,

At fixed h, this equation shows that R de- P-P
creases monotonically from 182 +20(y+ l)I)21 p _
to 8 as s increases through the wave. The aAi3n
problem for R is essentially the thermal- where a is another positive, 0(1) constant.
explosion problem, and its solution is readily It turns out that P < 0 corresponds to
obtainable, especially in the limit of 0 large. supersonic flow and P > 0 to subsonic flow, and
The solution will consist of an explosion region, that P is the solution to the problem
in which R - 8 = 0(l), and a tail in which R -
8. ::-(i). These regions correspond to Y P PP

0(1) and Y = 0(c), respectively. With R thus 2 e 0,
determined, the quasisteady wave structure is
completely known at leading order. The
structure is shockless and corresponds to a P--* _e-0' + -eO'2(q-2eO 2 )as[,-. _
weak detonation. 2

The hyperbolic PDE in the problem above
The Near-CJ Structure represents an interaction between a nonlinear

The quasisteady structure described unidirectional wave operator and the chemical
above breaks down when the wave velocity heat release. Note that the initial data for thefablovebeas the wJvalue.M a vehvematicalloci PDE represents supersonic flow, which corre-
falls to the CJ value. Mathematically, the sed ocaatrsislaigit h ne

breakdown is associated with the fact that in sponds to characteristics leading into the inner
Equations (6) the h-derivatives, neglected in region from the wavehead. As a result ofinteraction with the chemical term, some of
obtaining the quasisteady solution, must now
be reinstated. The physical reason for the these characteristics reverse direction and the
breakdown is the appearance of a subsonic collision produces a shock. These observationsbreakdownonisrthe appearancenoftaesubsonic
region in the flow. In fact, the nonuniformity can be confirmed by examining the solution
appears when R first vanishes (see Equation P = - v'/-)cot[lV-/(q-4)/21,
(15)), and that happens at the CJ point in the
tail of the reaction zone. A new unsteady 4e sin 2 [V/)(r-4)/2.
solution must, therefore, be constructed in this The first of these equations gives P in terms of
inner region. the characteristic parameter 4), which itself is

Suppose that the quasisteady wave defined by the second equation. Note that the
arrives at the CG point at h = hi. Then a argument q = [•40(-40)/21 appearing above
detailed analysis, available in Reference 6, has therange
shows that the appropriate independent 0< q < n/2 for supersonic flow,
variables for the inner region are ri and n1,2 < q < nfor supersonic flow,
defined by
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Figure 6. Evolution of P According to the Inner
Problem. P is negative for supersonic flow;

° • positive for subsonic.

Figure 5. The Characteristic Diagram for the
Inner Problem. The dotted line is the sonic
locus (supersonic below) and the dashed line ' s
the shock. S denotes the point of the shock birth. s
with q = it2 on the sonic locus. Figure 5 is a
schematic diagram of the ril-plane, displaying
the characteristic paths, the sonic locus, and P
shock formation. The birth of the shock and its
tendency to strengthen as it propagates can
also be seen in Figure 6, which is a plot of the
scaled pressure P for a number of equally , \
spaced values of q.

Once the shock leaves the inner region, it C
progressively moves forward to positions of less
complete reaction. The corresponding flow (I
again acquires a quasisteady structu:re, much ZP"
in the manner of the weak detonation already Figure 7. Evolution Towards D* on the
described. When it reaches positions at which Iugoniot Diagram. FR denotes fully reacted,
the reaction has progressed little from its state PR Partially reacted, and UR unreacted
immediately behind the precursor shock, the
nearly steady superdetonation found in the
scenario of Figure I is finally produced. The subsequent progress of the weak deto-

FINAL REMARKS nation towards the CJ point is illustrated, at
selected times, by the sequence of Rayleigh

The entire evolutionary process described lines CW 2 , CW 3 , and CJ. The swift trans-
above can be represented rather picturesquely formation near the CJ point, from the weak
on the Ilugoniot diagram of Figure 7. The detonation structure (CJ) to the ZNI) structure
precursor shock connects the inert states U and (CSJ) occurs through a succession of interme-
C. The constant-volume explosion on tne diate stages (such as CSIS 2 J) as the shock
piston face occurs along the vertical line CWI. strengthens.
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CHEMICALI PHENOMENA ASSOCIATEI) WITH THE
INITIATION OF TItERtMAL EXPLOSIONS*

T. B. Brill and P. J. Brush
Department of Chemistry
University of Delaware

Newark, Delaware 19716

A microscale experiment is described to study the initiation of thermal
explosions by simultaneously measuring the time-to-exotherm with
thermocouples and the gas products evolved from the sample by FTIR
spectroscopy. Time-to-exotherm data are given for N-N0 2 , C-N0 2 , and
O-NO2 compounds, an azide, a tetrazole, and NI.ICIO., in the time
range of 1-10 seconds. Ileat flow dominates the apparent activation
energy in this range. The gas products from IIMX show that N 2 0 and
NO2 are evolved before C112 0. All three of these gases appear before the
exotherm. The concentrations of NO and JlCN incr-ase !t tb,
exotherm. The final gas product concentrations from JIMX heated to
3 10C and 420°C are similar indicating that the overall decomposition
mechanism is the same at these two conditions.

I NTROI)UCTION products evolved can be made simultaneously
with the measurement of the temperature of

Chemcal n~l hyscal henoena the condensed phase when minute quantities
associated with the initiation of thermal tecnesdpaewe iueqatte
axplosionated nwith e thbe inititionrofrtherof material are heated rapidly. In effect, the
explosions continue to be frontier areas of technique can be viewed as a spectroscopically
energetic materials research. Examples of instrumented thermal explosion test. For this

tests that measure the time-to-explosion (or typ e nted the ethosion test. was

time-to-exotherm) as a function of temperature type of study, the method of heating was

are described by ilenkin,t Wenograd, 2 I'ee et modified so as to heat the sample rapidly to a

al, 3 Rogers, 4 and Ncluire and Tarver 5 for chosen temperature and then hold the
temperature constant while waiting for the

various sample configurations, temperatures, exotherm (explosion). It was hoped that this
and pressures. None of these tests are de- procedure would minimize lower temperature

signed to study chemical events at the same pckgreactinsmthat lould compliate

time. Our interest in this subject was stimu- "cooking" reactions that could complicate the

lated by the opportunity to investigate some of interpretation of the chemistry.

the chemical processes associated with the Described here are the first results from
time to exotherm by using rapid scan Fourier this ongoing study to characterize the times-to-
transform infrared spectroscopy (FT0R)/temn exotherm of energetic materials at relatively
perature profiling.6 This technique was devel- high temperatures in terms of the apparent
oped to study the thermolysis mechanisms of activation energy and the gas products mea-
energetic materials heated at rates exceeding sured in near real time.
70'C/sec. Near real time observation of the gas

EXPERIMENTAl.
Figure I shows the main features of the

*This paper is number 38 in our series cell used for this work. Except for the addition

"Thermal i)ecomposition of Energetic ofa sample port to the top and the modification
Materials."
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vibration fine structure makes this difficult; no
/I JR intensities for IINCO are known; and IR-

(i j) inactive gases are not detected.
" 1,; __-. .,. ,Plans are underway to develop a heating

O'"i s- O-d method that allows an even lower temperature

region to be covered in the experiment
described above. The current device works

0 11i ,,; ,, .. most effectively at higher temperatures.
A I ()•. •fl,1Ltld Czi•

0i/ , 1t1 .... TIME-TO-EXOT'HERM STUI)IES
,r The efficiency of heat transfer between

• . .. " •the filament and the sample, along with any
,. - temperature gradients, could affect the time-

to-explosion data, especially at high tempera-
ture and fast heating rates. Therefore, the
experiment was designed for the smallest
possible sample size and the maximum contact

Figur" !. A SktIh of the I'aiament Systern and between the sample and filament. The
Cell Used for b'TIR,'7'emperature Profiling temperature variations through the sample
Studtes of Ttm, -to-Exotherni are expected to be small compared to the

uncertainty in the temperature (±5°C). The

in the filament, the overall design is the same rapid rate of heating of the sample to an

as that described previously.67 The windows isothermal or near-isothermal temperature
was intended to reduce the effect of any

consist of 0 5 inch thick, anti-reflection coated siint to redce the effet ofcan
ZnSe so that the cell can be safely pressurized sidelight "cooking" reactions that might occur
to 1000psi Ar, ifdesired. In place of the larger while the sample heats to the temperature
nichrome I filament used for other work,6 a range of interest. It is possible that a very thin5.0tmrn x I 17Fam x 0.02mm nichrome aV layer of gas separates the sample from thefilament during the decomposition phaseribbon filament bridged the modified electrode making both heat and mass transfer impor-posts shown in IFigure 1.8 A 3.005 inch diam- aigbt - heat and mashrnse imo-

post shwn n Fgur 1.8A J.00 inh dam- tant. The heat capacity of this region might be
eter type E thermocouple was spot-welded to t ed capy omwa ron mpon to
the underside of the filament and its output expectd to vr sha fro pounto
passed through a Metrabyte I)AS-16 AD) compound depending on the gas productsconverter to an 1KM-PC. 6 The heating circuit present. Modeling of this experiment is needed
has been desBcrib)ed The filament was found (and is planned) to address these issues. Themost important observations and conclusions
to reach a highly uniform temperature in the obtained so far will be described here.
center third port ion 200-300 pg of polycrystal-
line, powdered sample was thinly spread over It was desirable to measure time-to-
this area to a nominal thickness of about exotherro data on a variety of compounds.
0.5 mm. Since most of the compounds studied Data have been obtained on primary and
melt before the decomposition gases are secondary nitramines, azides, C-NO 2 com-
detect,- I decomposition occurs from a liquid pounds, O-NO 2 compounds, a tetrazole, and a
layer about 0.2 mm thick. The existence of a salt (N11 4 C004 ). Figure 2 shows selected, but
liquid actually enhances the heat transfer representative, time-to-exotherm data for
between the Filament and sample The decom- IIMX as a function of the filament tempera-
position gases evolve into the cooler Ar ture. A slight endothermic deflection is detect-
atmosphere above the filament and are ed in the vicinity of 270-280'C corresponding to
detected with the IR beam of the spectrometer melting. All of the compounds studied that
focussed several mm above the filament. The melt before decomposition display this endo-
gases were quantified as described before.6.7 therm. In order to minimize evaporation of the
I10O was no! quantified because the rotation- parent compound, several of the compounds
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values in Table I are small compared to the The value of 34 Kcal/mol was ascribed to the
global activation energy for thermal decom- overall Ea of gas phase reactions. However, it
position of these compounds (40-55 Kcal/mol). is well-known that heat flow and chemical
Consideration was given to the possibility that activation energies are balanced forces in time-
the apparent E,, values represent self-diffusion to-explosion data. ' 1 5 -17 At lower tempera-
in the condensed phase to produce defects tures Ea of chemical reactions dominate the
associated with hot-spot formation. E, for self- heat flow effects, while at higher tempera-
diffusion in the solid state is approximateiy tures, heat flow can dominate despite the fact
2(Allsub).12 Since the heats of sublimation of that chemical reactions are occurring. This
IIMX and RI)X are about 40 and 30 Kcal/ general pattern provides a plausible explaira-
mol,13 respectively, self-diffusion is unlikely to tion for the small apparent Ea values given in
be the controlling influence. Moreover, all of Table 1. Preliminary calculations by Tarver
the compounds, except All, are molten before on the IIMX data shown in Figure 3 bear this
the exotherm out. 1 Figure 6 gives a pictorial view of this

notion for all compounds studied to date. The
The apparent E, values can be inter- larger apparent Ea values at lower tem-

preted in terms of an extension of the OD)TX perature are dominated by chemical processes
model. McGuire and Tarver 5 measured the while the smaller Ea values at higher tempera-
time-to explosion of IIMX-containing explo- ture are small because they are dominated by
sives (IX-10, (WCTO.) and RI)X from lower the rate of heat flow.
temperatures up to about the lowest tem- The apparent E values for N114 C10 4
perature shown in Figures 3 and 4. A some- differ somewhat from the other compounds and
what convex downward curvature occurs when merit mention. NH 4 CIO 4 exhibits an exo-
ln(texo) vs 1i1' is plotted. l)ividing the lower therm at a higher temperature than the other
and higher temperature regions of these IIMX com st udier T hus, th e othE adata into two parts gives an apparent Ea of compounds studied. Thus, the appaient Ea

value at the lower temperatures reflects
52 Kcal/niol in the lower temperature range mostly chemical processes just as it does in the
and 34 Kcal/mol in the higher temperature ODTX data. The small apparent Ea value at
range. 52 Kcal/mol resembles the global E,, for Temeature realectspthendmiance of
condensed phase decomposition of IIMX.1 4  higher temperature reflects the dominance of

heat flow as described above.

In summary, the appar nt activation
energies in Table 1 (when coupled with ODTX
data at lower temperatures) are useful for
visualizing how chemical processes blend with
the thermophysical component to initiate a

S / thermal explosion. Ileat transfer dominates at
M . the higher temperature limit while chemical

"'t/ processes are reflected at lower temperature.
Z 0 Work aimed at modeling this pattern is

_- planned.
LL E

z~ E 0M jCHEMICAL PROCESSES
An important question is why the data in

Table I differ from compound to compound if
the heat flow dominates. Some of the chemical

HIGH TEMP LOW TEMP and physical characteristics of the individual
materials are apparently retained. A unique

Figure 6 The (er'roa'i Pattern ,['the Apparent feature of the experiment described here, that
Activation Energies for Ttme-to-Exotherm Over may help answer this question, is the ability to
a Wide Temperature and Time Range interrogate the near-surface, lR-active gas

products in near real-time simultaneously
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Table 1. Apparent Activation Energies for Times -to-Exotherm

Compounda Pressure, psi Ar Apparent Activation Energy, Kcal/mol

X Low temperatureL Htigh temperatureb\ ý r N- )
IIMX N 15 15.1 (276-317) 10.4 (318-431)

N __/ \
X Xx x

RI)X 40 15.2 (222-280) 7.2 (281-381)

x xx x

EDNA t NCI.ChNI 50 13.9 (175-267) 5.0 (268-348)

X

4 7X
IINDZ Y x 40 18.3 (265-318) 14.8 (319-422)

X N Xx -I

DNNC N 50 25.2 (209-237) 10.0 (238-314)

X X

PETN C(CII1.Y 4  200 18.1 (196-231) 7.8 (232-317)

AMMO If l SHb)I 15 22.7 (265-297) 6.7 (298-479)

Nil,

TZI 4-U \ 15 14.6 (248 347) 2.8 (348-431)

N N - Nil,

AP NII 4CIO 4  50 47.5 (468-491) 14.8 (492-554)

a X=NO2 ;YYONO 2
b Parenthetical numbers are the temperature range in *C.

with the time-to-exotherm measurement. In not shown for clarity. The sequence in which
effect, the experiment is a spectroscopically these gases appear and their relative concen-
instrumented time-to-explosion device. Work trations provide information about the thermal
on the chemical aspects of time-to-explosion is decomposition process. Gases are first detected
in its infancy in our laboratory. Therefore, from HMX decomposition in the 290-310°C
only one result will be described, range under these fast-heating conditions.

N2 0 and NO 2 are the first detected gas pro-
Figure 7 shows the gas products quanti- ducts and consistently appear before C112 0 is

fied in relative percent composition under two detected. All three gases dominate before the
different heating conditions from HIMX. Data exotherm. The fact that N 2 0 and C1120 do not
were obtained at other temperatures, but are appear at the same time suggests that either
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they are not formed in the same reaction or
that the evolution of C112 0 is physically 4M

retarded. It is interesting to note that
Behrens' 9 also found a delay in C112 0 o
evolution compared to N2 0 when IIMX was L, / ,j
thermally decomposed at lower heating rates. ,,

The exotherm is associated with a sharp 4oIS

rise in IlCN and NO. After the exotherm the -,
relative gas concentrations are not markedly uj

different for the two heating conditions shown
implying that the decomposition mechanism , , 4 ... ...
has not changed. Note especially that the ratio TIME (sEc)
NO 2 to N 2 0 is similar after the exotherm.
These two products form by fundamentally
different processes, 2 0 yet the branching ratio is Figure 7. The Relative Percent Composition of

essentially the same with these two heating Superimsed on t ro al Trof the

conditions. Superimposed on the Thermal Trace of the
Sample Heated to 310°C and 420°C

Work is continuing to define the gas
product distributions of many other energetic (International) on Detonation, US Naval
materials in these time-to-exotherm experi-
ments. Attempts will be made to connect the Academy, Annapolis, MI), 1981, p. 56.
results to models of the apparent activation 6. Cronin, J. T. and Brill, T. B., Appl.
energies of these compounds. With a modifi- Spectrosc., Vol. 41, 1987, p. 1141; Appl.
cation of the heating method we hope to be able Spectrosc., Vol. 43, 1989, p. 6 5 0 .
to investigate somewhat lower temperatures 7. OVumi, Y. and Brill, T. I., Coibust.
and longer times to exotherm so that the full
range phenomena depicted by Figure 6 can be Flame, VoI. 62, 1985, p. 213.

studied in the same experiment. 8. Cronin, J. r., Ph.I). l)issertation,

University of Delaware, Dec 1988.
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In further study of the Wenograd test

DISCUSSION (SRI report contract 65-0283-d, 1966), we also

ALBERT VAN DER STEEN observed breaks in log texp vs. I/T plots for
Netherlands liquid explosives. Our lowest temperatureTML-TNO, Ncorresponded to your highest temperature, but

What is the relevance of the small AE our plots in that region were much steeper
values in the high temperature region? than yours. Indeed, our apparent activation
Because the heat source has not yet reached a energies were of the same order as the ones you
constant temperature, Frank-Kamenetskii found for IIMX at 200 psi in your low
theory cannot be applied, temperature region.

When the heating time of the heat source REPIY BY T. B. BRIL
is very short, a constant activation energy will
be found for most explosives. This is shown by Thank you for calling my attention to this

report.
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THE LATTICE DENSITY OF STATES CONCEPT AND ITS
ROLE IN DETERMINING THE SHOCK SENSITIVITY

OF PETN AND NITROMETHANE

Richard D. Bardo
Naval Surface Warfare Center
10901 New Hampshire Avenue

Detonation Physics Branch
Silver Spring, Maryland 20903-5000

A theory of shock ignition for single crystals, which was introduced
previously to describe the interrelationship among bimolecular chemical
reactions and processes for energy transfer between the nitromethane
lattice and its molecules, is expanded to include other nitroexplosives
such as PETN. An expression for the total rate coefficient is derived
which includes the lattice densities of states for both acoustic and
optical phonon modes. The acoustic modes are needed to describe slip
while the optical modes are required for initiation of reaction. For
nitromethane, application of this expression gives (1) the gradual
change from "Arrhenius" to "non-Arrhenius" kinetics over the shock
pressure range of 50 to 80 kbar, (2) approximate times which may
pertain to periods of "induction" and "superdetonation," and (3) an
approximate relationship between amplitudes of initiating shock and
delay time to detonation. From a new expression for the combined
density of states of acoustic and optical modes, calculation of energy
transfer times suggests that slip plays a greater role in the initiation of
PETN than it does in the initiation of nitromethane.

INTRODUCTION explosives may be traced to a relatively long

The nature of shock initiation in homoge- tind, and since a major thrust of the detonation
n eous explosives onthinu ation be of imgen- community is to minimize shock sensitivityneous explosives continues to be of experimen- while maximizing performance, a basic under-

tal and theoretical interest. Recently, the st and ing o e rori a n o t i c is dee d

electromagnetic gauge studies of Sheffield et ssendial W i t he pr forman Of explos ive s

al. 1 have helped to clarify certain details of the

initiation process, including placement of the has been satisfactorily dealt with by the
initiation ofproessicludiong rlativemntof the macroscopic (continuum), steady-state picture,
formation of superdeto'ation relative to the it has become increasingly evident that the
initial shock. C~nfirmation is made of previous difficult problem of shock sensitivity must be

studies which showed that the initiation

processes are entirely different for homoge- interpreted in terms of concepts based on the

neous and heterogeneous materials, even for microscopic point of view.
similar input pressures and times to detona- Calculations of tind by Campbell et al.,2
tion. These experiments indicate that the way Enig and Petrone,3 and Mader 4 have employed
initiation proceeds in the different materials is Arrhenius reaction kinetics and thermal explo-

determined to a large extent by the ignition sion theory to show that, for liquid nitrometh-
process which, for homogeneous explosives, is ane, liquid TNT, and single crystal PETN,
characterized by the induction time, tind. Since their values are consistent with those of

the shock insensitivity of many homogeneous experiment. This consistency is remarkable
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and, in fact, may be fortuitous since the half- Transfer for Crystalline PETN" section, the
lives for the assumed kinetics may be shown to combined density of states for acoustic and
be larger than 10-4 seconds, which exceeds by optical modes is estimated for different crystal-
102 the arrival of rarefactions in the geome- lographic directions in PETN, and is shown to
tries considered. In addition to these studies, provide a possible theoretical basis for a
past quantum mechanical calculations of tind description of the observed directional sensiti-
for nitromethane6 have been made with corn- vity of single crystals of PETN.7

plex methods which have hindered the study of
more complicated systems. These latter cal- REVIEW OF RATES OF ENERGY
culations, while ignoring chemistry, did show a TRANSFER AND REACTION
possible connection between the induction time According to the theory of Reference 6,
and energy transfer processes. the ignition of homogeneous explosives over

In Reference 6, a theory of shock ignition wide ranges of shock pressure may be under-
was introduced and shown to contain appro- stood in terms of a relatively small number of
priate physical and chemical concepts as a critical elements, which are the lattice vibra-
possible basis for the prediction of shock tional density of states for optical phonon
sensitivity. From quantum and statistical modes p, the numbers of excited optical
mechanical calculations of rates of vibrational phonons n and molecular vibrational quanta or
energy transfer and chemical reaction for vibrons, and the entropy, volume, and energy
nitromethane, the results showed that it may of activation parameters Sa, Va, and E. for
now be possible to identify some of the critical bimolecular chemical reaction. As shown in
microscopic quantities required for the formu- Reference 6, these quantities determine (1) the
lation of a comprehensive theory of sensitivity rate of flow of shock energy into the molecule
for condensed explosives. One of these quanti- from the lattice prior to reaction, (2) the rate of
ties was shown to be the lattice vibrational energy flow back into the lattice from the
density of states for the optical modes, which molecule also prior to reaction, and (3) the
give rise to bimolecular reactions. In the past, reaction rate, which is determined from the
these modes had been incorrectly called activation parameters and the absolute
"acoustic." With the optical modes, it was reaction rate or Arrhenius-like formulae. The
possible to show the existence of a relationship corresponding characteristic times are given
between chemistry in the bulk and the by Equations (1), (2), and (3) for the above rates
mechanics of the lattice. (1), (2), and (3), respectively:

The purpose of the present paper is to
show how the theory of Reference 6 may be t = hp, (1)
expanded and applied to nitroexplosives other
than nitromethane. The expanded theory tvp = tpv/2n, (2)
includes (1) the acoustic modes which, in
addition to determining the speed of sound in and
the crystal, are needed to describe slip in
nitromethane and PETN, and (2) a total rate kBT S PV E
which determines more clearly the evolution of -I n t ( I) 1n - + a a (3)
"Arrhenius" to "non-Arrhenius" kinetics as h kB kBT kBT
shock pressures are increased in nitromethane.
The rates of energy transfer and reaction The subscripts pv and vp in Equations (1)
introduced previously 6 are reviewed in the and (2) refer to phonon-to-vibron and vibron-
following section. In the "Total Rate for to-phonon energy transfer, respectively. The
Energy Transfer and Reaction" section, an time t(4) denotes a reaction half-life. The sym-
equation is derived for the total rate bol kB is the Boltzmann constant. The inverse
coefficient, which is shown to be useful in of each characteristic time is a rate coefficient.
apprcximating periods of "induction" and These times are used to determine the evolu-
"superdetonation." In the "Rates of Energy tion of the explosive during initiation before
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significant reaction beyond the first step has where N is the number of sets of phonon states,
occurred. If several reactions were to occur in each set having a density of states pi, and
parallel, for example, Equation (3) would apply where w is a frequency corresponding to the
to the fastest one, which, in the case of energy that is transferred. For clarity in
competition between bimolecular and uni- Figure 1, these Aates are shown for one vibron
molecular reactions at high pressure, would level, and the excited vibron levels are
usually be bimolecular. This was shown to be displaced to the right. These levels may be
the case for nitromethane in Reference 6. 1 -1
Otherwise, Equation (3) would represent a net tvp tb(1/2)

rate coefficient. -

Bimolecular reaction occurs as a natural -1
consequence of the optical mode lattice vibra- -ATCtPV EXCITED

LATTICE -VIBRONtions, which represent back-and-forth (fixed STATES - LEVELS
center-of-mass) motions of molecules within
each unit cell. On the other hand, acoustic
mode vibrations, which correspond only to
center-of-mass motion within a unit cell, are
coupled much less strongly to the vibron modes GROUND
and, as a consequence, generate little reaction. VIBRON

It is important to note in this regard that no LEVEL t

optical modes, numbering 3N(p-l) where N is ADIABATIC EXCITATION (SHOCK)
the number of unit cells and p is the number of OF LATTICE MODES
molecules per unit cell, exist for molecular Figure 1. Vibrational Energy Level Diagram
crystals with p = 1. In that case, detonation is Associated With Shock Excitation and the
unlikely to occur when p remains unchanged Resulting Steps for Phonon-to-Vibror. (pv) and
under shock. Intermolecular-to-intramolecular
energy transfer, which must precede chemical Vibon-to-P eanon
reaction, is directly caused, then, by optical
phonon vibron coupling. It will be shown in associated with the lowest frequency modes of
the two following sections that an expansion of the molecule which usually belong to the NO2
the theory of Refercnce 6 does requh~e, how- temlcl hc sal eogt h Othevteor, conertince of tes availabeacoustic hgroups. If the shock strength is sufficient, theever, consideration of the available acousticreached byvibrational states into which optical and miphono excitation InvFigure reathe so
vibron energy is dissipated, decreasing the multiphonon excitation. In Figure 1, the shock

probability of initiation. strength determines the length of the vertical
arrow which is a measure of the maximum

The three different processes pertaining energy deposited in the lattice. The verticality
to Equations (1) - (3) may be visualized from of the arrow is a consequence of the adiabatic
the energy level diagram of Figure 1, which shock process, during which little energy is
gives a kind of pictorial representation of the communicated between the molecules, and in
formalism developed in Reference 6. In Fig- which only the lattice modes corresponding to
ure 1, each intramolecular vibrational or vibron a limited region of the crystal are excited. In a
level has associated with it a series of lower- cylinder of explosive, for example, this region
frequency intermolecular vibrational or phonon could be a given cross-section with a width,
states. As depicted, these states are not evenly say, on the order of the shock front, and a
spaced since most or all of the available phonon diameter equal to that of the cylinder. As lonp
modes may be excited by shock. A formal as the shock pressure is sustained, the P:.ow
statement of this condition is expressed as the maintains its length, and the distribution of
compound or lattice density of states, p- p{j}, excited phonons is preserved.

p{j} -f duIddC *..fdcN. IpI(w-c)P 2 ((l-c 2 ) The degree of excitation of a molecule is
determined by the number of available

PN(•N I) ( phonons corresponding to a distribution
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derived from the shock process. According to denotes flow into the vibron level. The accu-
perturbation theory, 8 the square of the Fourier mulated energy in that level also flows back
transform of a time-dependent energy deposi- into the lattice, as indicated by the left-point-
tion profile is the number of excited phonons. ing arrow. The latter process is often called
It may be shown that, if the rate of energy non-radiative since no infrared photons are
deposition is sufficiently slow, the resulting emitted. According to Equations (1) and (2),
distribution of phonons is Boltzmann-like. If, the rate coefficient tp-1 for this step is larger
on the other hand, the rate is extremely rapid, than tpv , so that tpv>tvp, which is a direct
as in a shock, the distribution is a truncated consequence of the fact that the density of
Lorentzian. states of the lattice is usually larger than the

The truncated Lorentzian is due to vibron level density. In the case of nitrometh-anee thenaoveeinequaitytisaseeifromeFig

thequantized nature of the problem. For ane, the above inequality is seen from 6Fig-

example, in crystalline nitromethane, the ure2, where the results of calculations are

most energetic phonon at 80 kbar is nearly plotted against shock pressure. Over the indi-

200 cm!. 6 "• In this case, if all of the thermal cated pressure range of 10 ý P 80kbar,theenegy f 0 kalmol a deerine fom he ratio of times lies in the range 32 ->tŽ t p ->
energy of j0 kcal/mol, as determined from the 21. As indicated in Reference 6, these timesenergy jump condition and the molecular petitoheecagofsoknry

repulsion energy,6 is initially deposited in the pertain to the exchange of shock energy

lattice modes, and if only the 200 cm-1 phonons between the lattice and vibron levels of the
attie exciede, apprximely te200 scm phonons lowest frequency NO 2 rocking mode where 0.3are excited, approximately 20 such phonons -< Es <- 10 kcallmol for the above pressure

per molecule are needed to bridge the gap

between the ground vibron level and the level range.

in the vicinity of 10 kcal/mol. Actually, as From the discussion above, it may appear
shown in Reference 6 for nitromethane, seven that all of the shock energy must be deposited
of the nine available optical degrees of freedom in the molecules for reaction to occur. This is
per unit cell are needed, since only four optical unnecessary and, in fact, is not required by the
phonons per mode may be excited at 80 kbar. theory of Reference 6. There it is shown that
This restriction in the number of quanta per the most likely vibron excitations are the
mode eliminates the long "tail" that exists in lowest-order energy transfer processes involv-
Maxwell-IBoltzmann statistics for unrestricted ing the smallest number of phonons which can
molecular motion. This means, of course, that activate the most probable reactions under the
chemical reaction in a solid begins in a differ- given shock conditions. For the initial reaction
ent way than in a gas where high velocity discussed in Reference 10, the average activa-
collisions are important for initiation of tion energy per monomer of 11 kcal/mol, which
reaction. In the solid, shock activation of high- may be utilized to surmount the activation
lying internal molecular modes depends on the barrier of 22.5 kcal/mol at 80 kbar, is distri-
excitation of all of the available lattice modes buted over the optical phonon modes and
and, as such, is strictly "non-monochromatic." vibron modes. That head-to-tail bimolecular
It is interesting to note in this regard that reaction, which involves the formation of nitro-
Equations (1) and (2) will still apply to good somethane and nitromethanol as intermedi-
approximation in the limit of a phase change to ates, is expressed as
a gas, where p becomes the density of states of O
the translational degrees of freedom of the gas. t13C - N + 113C - N
This would be the statistical limit where O 0
Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics apply.

In the vicinity of the shock front, lattice H
vibrational energy begins to flow between the 113C N = 0 + HO - C - NO 2 ,
lattice states and vibron levels as a conse-
quence of phonon-vibron coupling. In Figure 1, II
the horizontal arrow pointing to the right All =-17.5kcal/mol.
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X--BIMOLECULAR (GAS)
Here, the formation of the activated complex, 0 tu(1/2)

C-N BOND

0 112 -1 - SCISSION (GAS)

So------C - N.
1 .38A' "\

i.IIA If 1.29A -3 -
arises in large part from the simultaneous -4 -BIMOLECULAR tb(1/2)

reduction of the distance between centers-of-
mass of neighboring monomers and their C113
and NO 2 groups, and the stretching of N-O and 0 6
C-1l bonds, the latter occurring during energy ---
transfer. -7 t

In the gas phase, the kinetics of the above --
reaction would be given completely by Equa-
tion (3), which contains the temperature T of -9
the intramolecular , "brations. In a shocked
crystal, however, thai. description in terms of a -10
set of thermalized vibrons is incomplete over
shock initiation pressures of interest, as will be -11
demonstrated more clearly in the next section. 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

It is of interest to note the similarity of P,(KBAR)

Figure 1 to energy level diagrams used to Figure 2. Shock Pressure Dependence of
describe electronic excitation and radiationless Energy Transfer Times tp, and t,,p, Reaction
transitions in solids. Figure 1, however, applies Half-Lives tb(i) and tj(j) for Bimolecular and
to the ground electronic state of each molecule Unimolecular (C-N) Reactions, and Total Time
and to the lowest-lying band in the solid. It is otw for Nitromethane. Solid lines pertain to the
important, moreover, tG emphasize here, in single crystal. Data denoted by X pertain to the
connection with the previous comments on gas phase undergoing thermal decomposition
lower-order phonon processes, that much at T = 1000K with the same activation param-
higher-order multiphonon excitation would be eters used fortbandt.
needed to reach electronic states, than is
already available to excite vibron levels associ- change over a larger pressure range, as is seen
ated with single electronic state. For the usual from the curve for ttot in Figure 2. An
shock strengths, electronic excitation is not expression for the total rate coefficient k is
likely in the early stages of initiation where, now derived.
for example, along the nitromethane Htugoniot
centered at 244K, AE is only 10 kcal/mol The combined steps of energy transfer
(15 kcal/mol) at 50 kbar (80 kbar). and reaction may be represented by

TOTAL RATE FOR ENERGY k kb
TRANSFER AND REACTION NM + NMkNM* + NM*-- productsk

VPIDerivation of Total Rate Coefficient
where NM and NM* denote a normal nitro-

In Figure 2, the intersections of the monomer and an entrgized monomer, respec-
curves for tPV and tb may suggest that the rate- tively, and kp,, kvp, and kb are inverses of
determining or slow step changes abruptly at Equations (1) through (3). It should be noted
Ps---50 kbar When measurements of rates are that NM* is not an activated complex for
made, however, the total rate is the one reaction. If the rates of energy transfer are
usually determined. It reflects a more gradual kpvf' and kpf*2 , where f and f* are mole
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fractions, and the rate of bimolecular reaction species is formed. In the present approach for a
is kbf*2 , the rates of formation of NM* and of shocked solid, the kinetics remain second-order
disappearance of NM are over the pressure range. This result is to be

expected on the basis of the effects of high P on
d-* = k f2 - k f*2 - kb f2 (5) kb in Equation (3) , and also from the magni-
dt PV vp tude of the unimolecular rate coefficient

and k -- t -1
U t

df 2 2 calculated in Reference 6 for nitromethane and

Sdt = k f2 k f,2 (6) plotted in Figure 2. As a comparison, the gas
phase points, identified with an X in Figure 2,

Now, it is a good approximation to assume were obtained from Equation (3) with the same
that, for times following passage of the shock activation parameters used to generate the tb
front, f is small compared to f, so that and tu curves for the solid. These results show

drf* that, in contrast to the shocked solid, the
- = 0 (7) higher temperatures, T > 1000K, generated
dt by much smaller shocks in a gas can lead

As a result, solution of Equation (5) for f*2  to competition between unimolecular and

gives bimolecular reactions at certain pressures. For
P < 5 kbar, C-N bond scission dominates the

k f2 competition with the bimolecular reaction
F,2 = PV (8) which confirms the known kinetics for thermal

k vp + kb decomposition at ambient pressure.

Substitution of this equation into Equation (6) Since tp,/tvp is slowly varying over the

gives, then, pressure range of Figure 2, Equation (11)
shows that ttot depends on the relative

df kpvkb k magnitudes oft~p and tb. Iftb >> tvp,
dt k +kb tpv

vp tot - tb(12)

where kuWL is defined as

so that the reaction appears to occur in
kkb accordance with the absolute reaction rate of

k + kb (10) Equation (3), but modified by a factor of order
20. It may be recalled that Equation (3) is
valid if equilibration of the vibron levels is
instantaneous so that a temperature T exists

Also, from k - L throughout the solid. Initiation can occur only
when twt from Equation (12) is shorter than
the arrival time of rarefactions. From Fig-

t (t V+ tb) ure 2, Ps = 50 kbar is the absolute lower limit
ot P (11) for initiation of high-velocity detonation in

vp homogeneous nitromethane.

Significance ofTheTotal Rate If, on the other hand, tb< < tp,

The derivation of Equation (9) represents tt = tPVP (13)

a generalization of the Lindemann theory'l where the total rate is determined by the slow
which shows how activation by collision of step of pv. The reaction appears to proceed in
molecules in a gas results in a change from violation of Equation (3), since thermalization
second-order to first-order kinetics as the pres- of the vibrons is not achieved sufficiently
sure increases. Ilis theory applies to unimolec- rapidly. Here, then, the temperature of the
ular reactions where only one excited NM* solid is ill-defined for Ps > 60 kbar. Moreover,
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the above inequality indicates that reaction Hugoniot centered at the melting point of
becomes so fast after vibron excitation, that 244.6K. It is expected from Equation (1),
energy can be released and localized during however, that induction times will decrease
times of order tb. As indicated in the "Review from the liquid to the solid phase since, as a
of Rates of Energy Transfer and Reaction" general rule, the density of states decreases as
section, the amount of energy in the initial the denser local modes of liquids evolve
exothermic bimolecular reaction for nitrometh- continuously into lattice modes in the absence
ane is 17.5 kcal/mol. If tvp is also taken to be a of slip planes. Additional comments are made
measure of the time for this energy to be dissi- about modes in liquids in the next section, and
pated by the vibrationally-excited products to about the effects of slip in connection with
the lattice, then the localized energy represents PETN in "Rates of Energy Transfer for Crys-
a microscopic hot spot. It is interesting to note talline PETN."
in this regard that, since the speed of sound c
is c > 2.6 x 105 cm/sec for P. L 60 kbar, Ctp < Role of the Acoustic Modes
0.007 mm. This satisfies the communicationcritrio ofNunzato etal.2 wh shw tatThus far, the total rate has been describedcriterion of Nunziato, et al. 12 who show that, in terms of tp and t.p as functions of only the

for superdetonation to occur, ctpv < < 8, where

8 is the propagation distance of the initiating density of states for optical modes. As
shuck. These results indicate the possibility f emphasized in the "Review of Rates of Energy
reaction Thesresults imdicately behep iind a Transfer and Reaction" section, the optical,
reaction occurring immediately behind a new not acoustic, phonons couple strongly to the
shock front, and the formation of a small vibrons, since the acoustic modes involve
reaction zone. translational motion of the centers-of-mass of

The shape of the curve for twt in Figure 2 all molecules comprising the unit cell and, as a
approximates the relationship between the result, determine the speed of sound in the
amplitude of an initiating shock and the varia- crystal and provide for the transport of energy.
tion of delay time to steady-state detonation. However, excitation and de-excitation ofoptical
Thus far, this complete relationship has not (o) and acoustic (a) phonons exist according to
been empirically determined for nitromethane. the selection rule, a + a,--o, 14 so that the
From Figure 2, high-velocity detonation in acoustic modes serve as a reservoir which can
homogeneous nitromethane is not possible for significantly affect the total rate. It will now
PS < 50 kbar, which is consistent with initiation be shown that, to a good approximation, Fig-
experiments. For P, < 50 kbar, tot > 1 psec, ure 2 is still applicable to nitromethane, and
which can exceed the arrival time of rare- that the rates for initiation are determined by
faction waves in the usual geometries. For p for the optical phonons. For crystals of PETN,
pressures on and above the curve, and for on the other hand, where slippage is known to
trt < I psec, initiation may occur. Since the be important, the acoustic modes are essential,
curve for trt more closely approximates the as will be shown in the following section.
induction time as a function of pressure, it does The joint density of states p is the
not include contributions from reactions subse- geometric mean of Pa for the acoustic modes
quent to the one described above and, as such, and p0 for the optical modes,
can apply at later times only if that reaction
continues to dominate the mechanism. p =VpUpo (14a)

It is important to note that a direct com- The time tPV is then redefined as
parison of tut in Figure 2 with experimental t = .p (14b)
induction times is not possible, since no such
measurements appear to have been made for Since the acoustic modes arise from transla-
solid nitromethane, but only for liquids ini- tional motion within a unit cell, the density of
tially near room temperature.13 Moreover, the states for a particle in a box of the size of the
curve for tb in Figure 2 was obtained in Refer- unit cell with periodic boundary conditions
ence 6 from temperatures calculated along a may be used here, so that
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M 1E!2V The times tp, are still shorter than theM E (15) known induction times t-nd for liquid nitro-
21 methane at P, > 75 kbar 1 where, for example,

at P,=75 kbar and T. = 2 97 K, tind = 1.8 psec.
where M pertains to the center-of-mass, E is These longer empirical times may result from
the unit cell energy derived from the shock larger densities of states for liquids, and from
energy discussed in the "Review of Rates of the use of unsustained shocks. As indicated in
Energy Transfer and Reaction" section, and Vis te voumeof te uit cll.Figure 3, a falloff in pressure increases p5.
is the volume of the unit cell.

Equation (15) shows more clearly the RATES OF ENERGY TRANSFER
effects of E and V on the density of states than FOR CRYSTALLINE PETN
does the expression for p given in Reference 6.
There, p is given by For initiation in single crystals of PETN,

the dependency of the time and run distance on
2 1/2 (1- 1/12n)A + q crystal direction has been observed by Dick. 7

h<v >(1 +q) 2 lie suggested that this effect could be under-stood in terms of the available slip planes

2 1 0 affected by the uniaxial strain associated with
x + -) - - j 6a) planar shock compression. Shocks of 8.6 GPa

1 (1 + )2 and 12.4 GPa were found to yield initiation in
the <110> and <001> directions. From a

where n is the number of vibrational degrees of study of the crystallography of PETN, he
freedom, <v> is the average of the n fre- indicated that the strong interleaving or
quencies v,, and A, 13 o, and q are defined by the overlap of the NO 2 groups across the {100}
equations plane would cause the molecules to be the most

AI =lI(v,/(v)), (16b) sterically hindered for slippage, so that
< 110 > shocks would yield the shortest times

30 l(n - l)(n -2)a2 - n21/6n, (16c) and run distances.
02 = (v 2)/(v)2 , (16d)

A fundamental explanation of thisq -z E/Eo. (16e) behavior is directly related to the ability of

In Equation (16e), E is the internal energy PETN molecules to undergo reaction as a
interval and E0 is the zero-point energy. While consequence of the strength of phonon-vibron
Equations (15) and (16a) are both applicable coupling. As in the case of nitromethane, this
to the acoustic modes, only Equation (16a) ability is measured by the time tp, required to
applies to the optical modes. "pump" the vibron modes to a sufficient level

For shocked nitromethane, M =4.05 x for reaction to occur. The time to initiation of

10 22 g, since there are assumed to be four detonation is then proportional to tpv and, from

molecules per unit cell and, from the flu oniot Equation (14b), to p. As indicated previously,

centered at Tunit 244.6K, 8.33 x 1l0u* <_ the strongest coupling occurs between the

e 1.51 x 1012 erg, 2.43 x 10-22 V - 2.19 x vibrons of the NO 2 groups and the lattice.

10.22 cm 3 for 10 <- Ps • 80 kbar. Substitution Alongthedirectionsofeasiestslipand low
of these values into Equation (15) gives 1.60 x molecular disruption, the shock energy may be
1020 -Ž Pa Ž- 1.51 x 102 erg-. In utilizing the assumed to be concentrated in the acoustic
frequencies from Reference 6, calculation of po modes, with a lower probability of excitation of
from Equations (16a) through (16e) gives the the optical vibrations required for reaction.
range 5.52 x 1019 > p,) Ž> 1.50 x 1019 erg 1 . From the Ilugoniot data for single crystals of
Calculation of p and ty from Equations (14a) PETN,' 5 the ranges of average energy E and
and (14b) then give the curve labeled NM volume V are calculated to be 1., x 10-12 < E _
in Figure 3. These times are seen to be 4.6 x 10 12 erg and 5.2 x 10-22 > V > 4.6 x
somewhat longer than tpv shown in Figure 2. 10-22 cm 3 for 10 <- P, - 80 kbar, so that from
Ilere, p,) < Pa over the entire pressure range. Equation (15), 1.1 x 1022 > P. L- 2.0 x 102 1/erg.
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Then, letting tp = hpa, -4.93 -Ž log tp, Ž- -5.67. nitromethane, 6 these frequencies may also be
These times give the upper curve for PETN in scaled by factors of 1.3 to 1.8 over the pressure
Figure 3 which is labeled <100>. Thisdirec- range of 10 !5 PS -< 80 kbar for PETN.
tion will yield a low probability of initiation if Substitution of the scaled frequencies and
rarefaction waves arrive at times of the order energies E into Equations (16a) through (16e)
of 1 psecond. gives, then, 2.1 x 1016 __ p0 5- 6.2 x 1016 erg1.

From Equation (1), 2.2 x 10-1 <- tpV S- 6.6 x
10-11 seconds.

-3 Some slip is also expected to occur along
-4 the crystal directions for which ignition more

PETN readily occurs. For these directions, Equations
S-5 -c <100> (14a) and (14b) must be used. Substitution of

the above values for Pa and po into Equation
, - (14a) gives 1.0 x 1019 <_ 5 1.1 x 101 9/erg. In

__M Figure 3, the lower line for PETN, which may0 -7 be labeled as either <001> or <10>, is then

-8 obtained from Equation (14b).
PETN

-9 <001 > In spite of the fact that average energies
from the Hugoniot data of Reference 15 were

-10- used to generate the two curves for PETN in
Figure 3, the existence of an orientational

-ii ____t. I I 1 I I I I I dependency of tp, is clearly shown. The
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 identification of tpv with ttot would, of course,

Ps (KBAR) require the kinetics of the initial reaction of
PETN which, as yet, has not been determined

Figure 3. Shock Pressure Dependence of tpv from either theory or experiment. However,
for Acoustic and Optical Modes of Nitro- one may reasonably expect that a change of
methane (NM) and Crystal Direction <001 > rate-determining step also exists for PETN, so
in PETN, and for Acoustic Modes Only in that trt = tp, at sufficiently high Ps. Thus,
PETNDirection <100> even in the absence of detailed reaction rate

information, the placement of the curves in
The optical mode frequencies for PETN Figure 3 is consistent with the observations of

have not been determined experimentally. Dick. 7 The relative placement of the curves is
However, a good approximation to p may be maintained at pressures higher than 80 kbar.
made by first observing that Equation (16a)
depends more strongly on the number of A corison Fteure f m and
molecules per unit cell p and on n -- 3p-3, the <0>frPT nFgr a ugsnolecumb sper of it op cal degre of fr m 3pe, uthe that the shock sensitivities of the single crys-
cell, than on the magnitudes of the largest tals are not significantly different. If, however,frequencies. These frequencies, in general, slip could be somehow inhibited by proper
belong to the modes having the largest phonon confinement of a PETN crystal, the effect of Pabelo g t th mod s h vin th lar estpho on- would be less and the tim es tAuft -- tpv shorter,
vibron coupling. Second, it may be assumed in woublsnd
Equation (16a) that, for shocks, n remains approaching
unchanged from its n = 3 (p = 2) value at t - 10-1
ambient pressure. This assumption will be
valid when local ordering is maintained, as seconds for the optical modes. Such confine-
may happen in solid-liquid phase changes. To ment may exist, for example, in polycrystalline
a good approximation, then, p,, may be eval- PETN, which is known to be much more shock-
uated from the three largest ambient pressure sensitive than NM. These considerations for
optical mode frequencies 114.0, 99.5, and 95.5 polycrystalline materials are dependent on
cm-1 for nitromethane. As in the case of other factors such as particle size.
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In the preceding discussion of the sensitiv- acoustic and optical lattice modes. The latter
ities of PETN and nitromethane, the times tvp modes were seen to give rise to chemical reac-
were not considered. For nitro explosives such tion, while the former were shown to provide a
as PETN which contain only two molecules per reservoir for deposition of shock energy and to
unit cell, the ratio tpv/tvp approaches unity for reduce the probability of reaction. The utility of
the following reason. As shown in Reference 6, the density of states was seen to lie in its ease
the number of phonons n in Equation (2) is ofcalculation for the different crystal structures
given by py, where y is the half-width of the of nitromethane and PETN. The much shorter
probability distribution for a vibron level times for pumping the internal modes of PETN
immersed in a denser set of phonon states molecules, as compared to nitromethane, were
(Figure 10. As the density of phonon states seen to arise as a consequence of the smaller
approaches the density of vibron levels for number of molecules in the PETN unit cell,
reduced numbers of molecules per unit cell, 2n with the assumption that the higher lattice
in Equation (2) approaches unity. From Equa- frequencies were similar for both crystals.
tion (11), tpv/t.p becomes less important for trt, The conceptual and computational power
which then approximates tpv when tvp > > tb. of methods based on the quantization of the
In the case of the NO 2 vibron modes (405, 609, lattice is well-known in the field of solid state
and 663 cm'), which have the largest vibron- physics Te in theifiel chate
phonon coupling of all the intramolecular physics. The inherent statistical character of
modes,6 the ratio Pphonon/Pvibron at 80 kbar, the nonideal gas of bosons (phonons and
say, can be shown from Equation (16a) to be vibrons) makes the lattice density of states an106andi for NM and PETN,respectively. The indispensible tool for energy transfer calcula-

106 nd- forNM nd PTNrespctiely.The tions within the shocked solid, as borne out by
four NO2 groups contribute to the larger value t he sfor PENa d nit r ne the
Of Pvibron for PETN. the results for PETN and nitromethane. The

reasonableness of the estimates of the times

pertaining to the behavior of shocked explo-
CONCLUSIONS sives should not, perhaps, have been unex-

pected, since the density of states is known toThe theory that has been described makes provide a natural bridge between microscopic

it possible to interpret the sensitivity proper- a m acrso ic p eno eenabingsthe

ties of single crystals of explosives in a way that and macroscopic phenomena, enabling the

has not been previously possible. While past calculation of entropy and the isentropes.
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TH E ING REI)I ENTS O TI! E when it is lying in the near downstream of the
AGGREGATIVE REACTIVITY ignition shock L. The temperature which pre-

vails on dl), results from thermal exchanges
L~et us notice first, that the contribution of' al n6) eut rmtena xhne
L-to use notic rsactvithy th incntriason t between the hot interstitial medium and the

S to the total reactivity should increase in the explosive domain itself. Taking into account
inverse ratio of the time needed hy the ignition the well known experimental fact, i.e., the
shock to travel twith, ' velocit v) across the relative velocity W and the stresses remain
characteristic length 'r of the aggregate, thisargmen ures ne o c nsie n+a p stationary in the near downstream of E, as

a noa long as the decomposition remains hardly
portional to LVI.. Let us note then that, when perceptible, and neglecting the tangential
in I) ,SOught to actually depend on the tem

components of grad T compared to that along n,pera tu re T w h ich is reached a t the b oundla r v j)f o nefv w t i a h e i m r t h, ,,,,,,,, one may within each medium--write the
explosive domains, acco;rding to arn exp ( T~iT,) conservation of energy within the flow relative
ArrheniS law ILet us notice finallv, that(l- ) A nt e

S- has to be an increasing function of in in the
vicinity of i1- -f 0 (geometric growth of the 2dl

flame front which originates at each hot spot) pt W.n)c - (- - 6)
and decreasing tUnction0 of In in the v icdi nity v d2

i, 1 0 (coalescence of lame fronts) A
Let us scale the vicinity ofal) with a length L,

The simplest expression which meets which will be defined later, and let us intro-
-- 

A

with these requirements . . duce the reduced distance (I = 1., and the

I - corresponding Peclet numbers, V, and P'%,,
[. - l related to the downstream state of' the

- _ 1 3 explosive medium and of the interstitial
medium, respectively; then Equation (6) may

wher- m I (. d1efined wit hin tb-, 10,1/21 interval bewritten

W.d d2.' V A

-- - 1) - I' or 11,C, 1X --- -4 -- ,)'d,

which, within P,, cte ipproximation, may be

In order to get IEqtuation (3) comnplletelv written integrated in each medium in the form:

in termns which would be compatibhl with a T-')
cont inU nius des'ription% thee remains the - __

proolem of formulating T' and T as functions of r0o)I P - -
the parameters of the aggregative state and A A

tho-ve of lhe shock , o r I t. (8)

As for I., one would fir.st think of' the There remains to be seen how to define L.
inern dimension of the grains which serve as a
hasis of the aggregate IIowever, due to The sirplcst situati(m would beobtained
practic, I ambiguousness which occurs when by identifying I. and Y: that would be

rvinrig t~ et ilmate that dli mension , one shqlId erroneous, as one is easily convinced whenrather call m the specific trfim race in, on ' the going through the shock induced comminution
rhwder and tet effects. ") A contrario, one realizes that '^. must

follow from the specific surface ýo~ot, which is
I, 1p, a,•I (5) achieved downstream of the igni ion shock.

A Moreover, from the evanescence of 1, for homo-
ks h'Ir I, hlt u1 -pr 1c0el to a sUtIh aIcro geneous initial states follows the proportion

scopic analsi, ,t"l the flow around a connected ality ofI., and the initial porosity io defined as:
exploeive d(.om ain 1) \A hose botundary is dl),

and external wnrial ,tctor is n). at a tinie iiI- I - Yo0o
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(Yo is the mass fraction of the explosive in the TOTAL REACTIVITY
aggregate, oO is the ratio of actual density PO to Equations (1) to (4) and (141 make up a
the maximum theoretical density of theIaggregate)i unified formulation of the total reactivity of
gherefore, an explosive substance, which arouses four

hercomments.

S Ito/P0(9) a) Thirteen parameters are involved

A explicitly:
which may be interpreted by saying that L.
represents the mean thickness of the inter - two related to the explosive
stitial medium in the near downstream of the molecule: Z and T',
shock. From which it follows that: - six related to the submacroscopic

(il everything goes on as if a hot heat structure: oo, Y0 , ao,&, T, (n N),
source T were located in the inter- - five related to the macroscoic
stitial medium at infinitely large state: Plt Atot mcsp
distances c, from (l), state: P0, U, T, Cp, V

Ai A With-in the usual frame, where the explosive
00theexplosiempedtum re affecting the substance is assumed to behave -- as regards

the ignition shock -- as a Navier-Fourier fluid,unit thickness layer -i <~ t, < 0 the initial state (po, TO) and the shock velocity

Then integral (S) yields. U fix unambiguously the temperature A1T, as

A. A well as the thermodynamic coefficients cp and
P.(T -T) -T(0) I Uexp, so that eleven only (out of thirteen) are inde

A- • A H10) pendent. In another connection, one may expect
0 ('I' -'i'm 'I" (0) that

whereas the continuity of the normal compo 9 16n .
7-ý1.5, 0 100 and ýn.N) ::-2/11,nent of the heat flux vector on l) yields: To

A.i() A 'i,(,
XTI0) V!0 (1 1) so that at last eight (Z, T', oo, YO, coo T0 , P0, U)

may' he considered as measurable, and the
Moreover, one may take advantage from the(n.N) as adjustable.
continuity' of the normal mass flux through t
and from the unifiormly still state upstream of b) Owing to the usual values of IZ (1011

Ž, and write. to 1019 s I) and of puo0U (109 to 101 s i), the
A A unified formulation shows that a remarkable

(pW) -- (pW)' : poUN (12) value of U generally exists, for which the
initial values of the two components of the

where N is the unit normal to w directed from reactivity are equal. Ipso facto, the unified
upstream towards downstream F'rom qua formulation enables the interpretation of old
tion (12) follows the equality: experiments by I)remin and Shvedov11 on

A• A A/\A , \ IT~, It1)X, T r , 1 TN0 1,Ci',/\l". op/^% (13) 1NT, RI)X,Tetryl,PETN,NOjNIt 4 ,etc.

c) ilexanitrostilbene (lINS) does not
When averaged over all positions of n, follow the general case mentioned above: the
Equations (9) to (13) yield value of Z (1.53 109 s 1)12 is lower than the

A values of p0 ooU entailing ignition. Thus, the
"1 , I' initial value of the aggregative reactivity is- I c\ p(I-ex P- I' I• -T I • -always higher than that of the molecular

(14) reactivity. In that case too, the unified
S[, formulation enables the interpretation of a'x 13

m, series of recent experiments by Setchell on
^ ' pressed tINS (Po = 1.60g/cmn (o 0.92, Yo
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= 1; ,n = 0.008) with three values of oo (8.11 6. Nunziato, J. W., et al., Proceedings of

3.9, 0. 94 m-ig), and tested uinder three shock I.D.P. Symposium, Paris, France, Aug
amplitudes (P = 25, 30, 34 kbar). (Cf detailed 1978, pp. 139-148.
discussion in Reference 15.) 7. Kipp, M. E., et al., Proceedings of the

d) Although the two previous cases are Seventh Symposium (International) on

already significant examples of the scope of Detonation, Annapolis, MD), Jun 1981,
the unified formulation, all aspects of this pp. 394-406.
modeling of reactivity are to be recognized only 8. Partom, Y., Characteristics Code forShock
throuvh a numerical study of the coupling Initiation, LANI, Report No. 10, 1986,
between decomposition and flow, which lies
beyond the frame of this paper, p. 773.

9. de Longueville, Y., et al., Proceedings of

NOTICE the Sixth Symposium (International) on
econtent p r oDetonation, Coronado, CA, Aug 1976,

The ctetof this paper originates t'rom

Reference 14 pp. 105-114

10. Graham, R. A , Proceedings A.P.S. Shock
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THE CHOICE PROBILEM OF EQUATION DIETERMINING THE
CONDENSED REACTING MEDIA CHARACTERISTICS IN

NUMERICAL MOI)ELING OF SHOCK PROCESSES

V. S. Trofimov
Institute of Structural Macrokinetics

USSR Academy of Sciences
Moscow Region, Chernogolovka, USSR, 142432

A neuw system of equations to determine the condensed reacting media
characteristics is proposed. The system includes experimentally
mcu.surahle turiarhles only.

I NTROI)UC'rIION a, T, and particle velocity vector U, if initial

Th e present calculation-, of shock and boundary conditions are given

processes in condensed reacting media (e.g., Excluding T out of Equations (1)-(3), we
Reference 1) are based on the following come to another system determining the
general assumptions: media characteristics:

a) transfer effects ma•y •e neglected: I' : E (p, V, a), (4)

b) stress tensor is isotropic. da d V (5)

c) the physical chemical transformation dt -t

depth of media may vbe accurately
described by only one scalar variable. This system permits the calculation of

the Fields of V, P, E, a, and U, if corresponding
l)ifierent authors use various additional initial and boundary conditions are given. In

speciFic assumptions to construct the equa addition, the system may be used when T is
tions thai, deterinine the media character- not determined.
istiCs. These equmat ions should he included in a
system ofcompletc hydrodyniamic equations. Using the First law of thermodynamics

The folloving equations determ ining the combined with assumption (a)

media characteristics are generally used d E d V
-- - P-- = O (6)

V P- V 'IP'T~), (1) dt dt

E F P.'Ii. (2) the expression for square of frozen sound

(I d V velocity

d t dft ( A, P ) +

where V is the specific volume. 11 is the C _2 V _2 _,(7)

pressure, 'T' is the Iemnperature, (i is the depth [E
of physical chemical transfornmat oin of media,
E is the specific internal energ. (a-- defined in
classical thermodynamics), and didt is the and also using the expression for generalized
L.agrangian 1ime derivativv T his system kinetic characteristic of media (according to
permits the calculation of the ficlds of V, P, E, Reference 2)
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dE systems like Equations (1)-(3), (4)-(5). At best,

* da • )pv they make it possible to calculate the fields of
-p= (8) V, P, E, and U, but lead to distorted results

dt ( F on the fields of a, T. Accidental coincidence of
aP ,V,u calculated and real fields of a, T could not

happen because of incorrect specific assump-

we may eliminate a from Equations (4)-(5). tions. For example, in most works the

Finally, we come to one more system deter reaction heat QP,V = -(dE/da)p,v is assumed

mining the media characteristics. equal to another reaction heat Qca, =

-(dE/da)p,T determined by calorimeter. But

d P C2 dV * this is possible only for ideal gases. Thus,
dt - 2 + p, (9) variables a, T in Equations (0)-(3), (4)-(5) are
dt V2  

always formal.

C - C (1P, V, E), (10) Equations (9)-(11) are not yet determined
for any media. Nevertheless, the fact of its

-f "PV, EdV~ ) existence may be successfully used in analysis

-d--, (11 of experimental data. For example, we have
succeeded in showing that cast TNT is able to

This system permits us to calculate the decompose considerably in shock fronts, and
fields of V, P, E, and U, if corresponding initial the rate of its postfront decomposition depends
and boundary conditions are given, on dV/dt (see details in Reference 5). That is

Inverse deduction--Equations (4)-(5) why additional variable dV/dt has been

from Equations (9)-(11) and Equations (1)-(3) introduced in kinetic Equations (3), (5), and

from Equations (4)-(5)--is impossible, in conse- 01)

quence of the fact that a countless variety of REFERENCES
Equations (4) (5), correspond to Equa-
tions(9)-(i I). Also, countless variety of Equa- I. Mader, C. L, Numerical Modeling of
tions (1)-(3), correspond to Equations (4)-(5). Detonations, University of California
These statements are based on the fact that Press, Berkeley, Los Angeles, London,
the variables T, a can be represented as 1979.
functions of P, V, and some other variables T',

&. Tuseac net sste decries ore 2. l)remin, A. N. and Trofimov, V. S.,a'. T hus, each next system describes m ore " p i o e k i i h s o o d a e r
general properties of the media under ")oprirode kriticheskogo diametra
discussion than the previous one does. Hence, detonacii condensirovannich vzrivcatich
it is apparent that at present it is most veschestv," Fisika gorenija i psriva,
convenient to carry out calculations using the Vol. 5, No. 3, 1969, pp. 304-311.
system, Equations (9)-( 1I). 3. Adadurov, G. A.: Trofimov, V. S.; and

Indeed, the present shock wave Jakovleva, V. A., "Opredelenie para-

technique permits us to find from experiment metrov nestacionarnoj volni ssatija,"

only Equations (9) (1]) (see References 3,4). Fisika gorenija i vsriva, Vol. 4, No. 3,

For determination of Equations (1)-(3) and 1968, pp. 397-399.

Equations (4)-(5), methods for measuring 4- Trofimov, V. S., DI)inamiceskij metod
current meanings of a, T are necessary. But issledovanija relaksacionnich processov,"
there are no such methods. Therefore, when b'isika gorenija i vsriva, Vol, 17, No. 5,
E|quations (1)-(3) and Equations (4)-(5) are 1981, pp. 93-101.
used in calculations, they are constructed on

thebais f pecfi asumtioswhich imply 5. Trofimov V. S. and Trofimova, G. P., "0
the basis of specific assumptions, wihmpyvosmosnosti raziosenija litogo TNT vthat certain constants are to be introduced and
then adjusted to experimental data for fields of udarnom skachke," Fisika gorenija i

V, P, E, and U. It is not difficult to show that vsriva, Vol. 16, No. 2, 1980, pp. 92-99.

in this way one may derive only formal
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GLOBAL CALIBRATION OF CONSTITUTIVE
RELATIONSHIPS IN EXPLOSIVE REACTION ZONE

Huan Shi* and l)ingJing**
Beijing Institute of Technology

Department of Engineering Mechanics
p.o. Box 327, Beijing 100081, PEOPLES' REPUBLIC OF CHINA

For calculating the reaction characteristics in Lagrangian gauge
studies of shocked explosives, constitutive relationships for the reacting
explosive are required. In this paper, a global procedure is suggested
for the calibration of constitutive relationships. This method has been
tested in numerical simulation for five explosives. Results obtained are
promising.

INTROI)UCTION the explosive reaction zone. Taking the

The constitutive relationships for describ- histories of pressure P and the records of the

ing the properties in an explosive reaction one-dimensiona Lagrange test as the input of

zone are conivosed of the chemical reaction a Lagranpian analysis code, one can obtain the
equation, equations of state of expiosive, atio histories of particle velocity u, specific volumeequcaton, eathion ofxig s ate of hxosve ano V, and specific internal energy E. If the EOSs
products and their mixing law. It has not

of explosive and products are given and their
been verified whether it is effective to use an

assumed mixing law and a phenomenological mixing law is assumed, the histories of chem-

reaction rate equation together with the ical reaction extent A and other reaction

equations of state of explosive and product to characteristics can also be obtained These X

describe the chemical nonequilibrium state curves are used to calibrate the reaction rate

with high pressure and high temperature in equation as below:

reaction zone. No guarantee has been given ax. a1(a2qa+3±A)a4(as-A)a6pa` X! - min(1,a 5 )
onthe consistency or compatibility for these - =
equations. Therefore, some coefficients of con- at 0 A> min(l,a 5 )
stitutive equations must be readjusted in
numerical simulations to make the calcula- where rq = 1/V1 - I and V1 is the specific
tion in correspondence with the experimental volume on shock front, a (i = 1,2,...,7) are
results. In fact, this is the process of building constants with following physical significance:
consistency among these equations which
constitute the constitutive relationships in ai: th2 average ratio of the surface area to
reaction zone. the volume of explosive particles.3

a2: the effective hot spot coefficient which is
M ETHOI) related to the size of explosive particles.

In this paper, a global method is proposed a3: a constant related to the mechanism of

for calibrating the constitutive relationships in hot spot formation.
a4: a geometrical constant for the growth of

hot spots.
P'resent address (hanMgha Institute of Technology, a 5 : a constant related to the reaction rate at
I)Departmemnt of App1ied iPhvswcs, Changsha, Hlunan, the end of a reaction.

h (rntay n sabbatica leave at (ETR. New Mexco af: a constant related to the position of
Te-h,Swcorro, New Mvlitc, X7901 maximum of the reaction rate.
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a7. a constant related to the laminar burn __________________________
rate. sPSPc

As the two equations of the state of
explosive arid reaction products and the
equation of mixing law have been used in the '

calculation process to get the X curves, the
reaction rate equation calibrated by using
these curves must be consistent with the above
mentioned three equations. The X curves could
be varied with the change of the equations of'
state or their mixing law (see F~igure 1). Sinlce __________

the calibrated rate e(lUation is certainly
re ilatited with the equations of state anid thea.Cs N p,161gc3
inIx ring la w, these fou r become a complete set ofa.CsTN(i, 11gcm

consistent constitutive relationships. Ini this II- 0.0 mim h3- 5.0 mm
sense, the method is called a global calibration -2 3.0 mm h4 = 8.0 mm
Of constitutive relationship.

P( rip a

10

0 0 05 10 15

F'igure I The Change ,~tf Re'action Extent h. Pressed TNT (p0, 1. 60 g/c in3 )

HistorY .1-t /br (Cast TNT of IDensily 1.61 g/cm 3h .0 i 3 .5m
(C'urve' 1) Causedt bv ('hanging tire Mixedi Law h2 = .07) mmi h4 4.175 mm
(Curve 2) andI the FOS Of Reaction Prodlucts -20 m h .2m
(Curve 3)

E~XAM~1PLES

In order to show the iminport ance of the
completeness of the constit utivye relationships
and thet effecti1veness of' the global calibra~ioill
method, We calibralted the Constitutive relea
tionships for Five condensed explosivcs. They -.--- --

were used directlv in one dimensional numer.

ical simutilat ions, and fatirly well simulated the
resulIts of one( (dimen sional I agra ngian tests . .

and wedge tests (Figures 2 and 3). These
relat'onships have also been used to calculate a c. PressedI TNT(p,0  1.564 g/cm)
two dIimensionalI steadlV state detonation reac-
tion 'one, 4 and will he use(l( in two dimensional h, 0.0 mm h3 =4.9 in in
numerical simiu lat ions h,, 2.5 min h., 6.6 mm
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d. Standard grind TA TB (p = 1.8 g/cm'3) e. Superfine TA TB (p0, 1.8 g/cm 3 )

h .= 0.00( mm h5  6.275 mm h, = 0.00 mm h3 = 3.72 mm h5 =6.69 mm
h2 = 2.275 mm h.1  4.275 mm h2 = 2.28 min h4 = 5.27 mm
h3 = ,3.275 mm

Figure 2. Results of One-dimensional Lagrangian Experiments (Real Lines) and One-dimensional
Numericul Simulations (Dotted Lines)

I0

\2

3 ( , X( X '

S Is

(() (b)

I Cast TNT" (tjp 2 1610g'(.m') I. StandardTATI? (p, = 1.8g/cm3 )
2 Pressvd TNT (p1,, = 1 600 g/cm'3 ) 2. Super fine TATB (p0 = 1.8g/cm 3 )
3 Pressed TNT (p1, - 1.564 g'cm3)

bgurfr .3 Run Distunce to I)vtonhtlon Versus Shock Pressure for TNT and TAITB
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I)DDT- I)ETERMINATION OF THE SUCCESSIVE PHASES
OF PHENOMENA*

M. Samirant
Franco-German Research Institute (ISL)
p.o. Box 301 - 68301 Saint-Louis, FRANCE

l)epending upon the porous medium mechanical behavior, two DDT
Modes were determined: progressive or with a deflagration and a
sudden transition to detonation. By varying both the nature and the
density of the hot spots we can shift from one mode to the other. With an
array of different types of gages we determine the different waves
propagating in the reacting medium.

INTROI)UCTION
SHOCK PINS

INITIATORThis presentation concerns the continua - T"

tion of a long-term study of D)D)T" phenome-
nology in highly t.onfined porous beds We will
first, sumanarzc f:rmer results and present ------
new data achieved in varying both the nature I I

and the density of the hot spots in the ieactive IONIZATION PINS

porous bed.
Figure 1. Experimental Setup

EXPERIMENTAl1 SET'U 1)
We choose a :lassical setup in order to TWO MODES OF TRANSITION

make use of the important number of data FROM COMBUSTION TO
published on this topic.1'2'3 Figure I shows a I)ETONATION
schematic of the setup. It is a thick walled At the Seventh Symposium on Ietona-
steel tube (16ram nI.)., 50mm () 0)., 390 mm tion, we reported 4 on two different modes of
length) with heavy end closures Two kinds ofgae r itiue aln h ue oia transition to detonation in highly confinedgages are distributed along the tube: ioniza media. The first mode was observed in ball

tion pins, and shock probe needles set in powder. The second mode was observed in
I'MMA block and in contact with the tube por .
outer face. The initial isolation is achieved by porous RI)X.
a 10 pm Mylar sheet. When the displacement * Figure 2 shows the trajectories of the
of the tube wall is slow the whole block moves combustion and shock-waves obtained
and there is no contact, only a sharp increase with a low diameter double-based ball
in velocity can ensure the short circuit The powder (diameter 0.3 mm) and with a
igniter is a thick (0.3 mm) wire reinforced by loading density of 1.07 g/cm-3 . The
50 mg of a mixture of potassium nitrate with acceleration of the combustion wave
zirconium and titanium. being continuous, the location of the

*Work perfrrmed partly under cortrui from the I)tE'T
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b'igure 2 (',onibustn and Shock Front Path in Figure 3. Combustion and Shock Front Path in
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transition cannot be determined pre- there is plastic deformation of the grains, the
cisely The velocity of the stationary density of hot spots is not lirmited and the
detonation is 5240 msI energy flow causes velocity to increase up to

detonation. 6 ,7 This hypothesis was confirmed
igur 3 shows the resuls btained by varying the mechanical properties of the

with RI)X wax (95/5) with a grain size

of 150 200 pli and a loading density of porous bed ofconstant composition.
1 3 gicm " We can obser,'e It is the purpose of the present paper to

I an accelerated conibust im report on the results achieved in varying both
11 an accationary dednaust 'm the nature and the density of the hot spots in
II at stationary deflagration

III a rapid transition at at well defined the reactive porous bed.

location
IV a stationary detonat in , 1) -- 6650 MOI)IFICATION OF HOT SIPOT

li) EN SITl, IES
D)ue to the elastic behavior of the medium

INFILUENCE OFT'HE in the porous RI)X, there are few hot spots
M ECHIANICA IL PROPE RT! ES localized at the contact area between the grains
OFr TtE POROUS BEI) and in the voids. In the voids the adiabatic

At the Eighth Symposium rn I )etonation5  compression of the air by the pressure waves
the transit ion mode was sho, n to hc not related generates ignition sites. The low density of

these hot spots behind the low level elastic
to the chemical composition oft h, reactive bed, waves is responsible for the slow
hut to be related to the mechanical properties c rss9,10,11
of the grains Ifthere is an elastic propagation
of the mechanical compaction energy in the The plastic behavior of the hall powder
porous bed, the combustion zone h&a a limited bed under compression leads to large shear
volu-me, the energy flow i., tioited, and a effects in all the grains, thus setting free a
constant e ,i et'v dellagration is achieved If large amount of thermal energy This creates
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a large density of internal hot spots in the cquilibrium which controls the stationary de-
grains which do not depend at first approxi flagration.
mation on the interfaces and confined gases. MOI)IFICATION OF THE GAS

In order to verify the influence of the CONTAINED IN THE VOIAS OF
density of hot spots on the transition mode, we T ANHE POROUS BEDS
have done a test series under well-controlled

conditions. To determine the role of the adiabatic
compression of the air as a source of hot spots

INCREASING TIlE HOT SPOT initiating the transition, we have run tests
DENSITIES ATTHE CONTACT under vacuum and with another gas with
AREA BETWE EN TI'H E GRAINS different thermodynimical properties.

To increase the number of hot spots with At the downstream end of the tube we
mechanical origin in the RI)X bed the test tube have introduced a pipe leading to a primary-
was loaded with the mixture Rl)X 150 - vacuum rotary pump. We first control the
200pm p 5 percent wax) + 5 percent silica of quality of the vacuum by inserting a pressure
200 pm grain size gage at the other tube end, at the normal

The plre-Sing aind ass'inlbv of si~ch mix- igniter location, and define in this way the

Tures being particularlY dangerous, ts.e porotis pumping process and duration. l)uring the
buedhas eeing made uparom dagerstm pofreduced firing sequence only one reference gage was
bed hits been Made LIP from piut.s of reduced placed on the vacuum piping. Immediately
mass (5 g) preýsed under protection from re- before the run the residual pressure in the
mote porous bed was 100 Pa for RDX and 1000 Pa in

The retM1ls of the transition test are ball powder. Th~s last value is due to the
shown on Figure 4 We can well observe the permanent evaporation of nitroglycerine con-
change in the transition mode which has a tained in the propellant. In this case we reduce
progressive character similar to the ball as much as possible the pumping duration to
powder transition This corrts)spinds to the avoid high nitroglycerine losses.
high dcrisit,% of hot spots avoidli ng the dýnamilc Figure 5 shows the results of the te ts

under these conditions. The propagation of the
combustion wave in the ball poder initiated
by hot spots in the grains is not modified. The

, . . RI)X shows a longer combustion and de-
flagration phase duration followed by a
progressive transition due Lo a very low hot
spot density,

1,- -- -By l' introducing a bypass valve i the
preceding setup, we can fill the porous beit with
argon under nornmal pressure.

The results are shown in Figure 6. As we
- - expected, the hall powder behavior is not

modified, however, due to the hi. iest energy
released at each adiabatic compression site,
the reactions in the t{l)X .re faster, t[,
deflagration rapidly gets a high veloci',

-..- accelerating after 90 ilml propagation and
p leads to a transition after 3.50 ps.

We observed that the l{l)X maintains its

typical transition mode which is very different
f ?ur,- . (,, ,,/l> ,, * 0 Ir~ io t I / - •'P t I).\ - Wizt from that achieved bv increasii.g the iumber
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-IN RUX WAX -IN RUX WAX

IN BALL POWDER iN BALL POWDER

______ I____ ____ _____5X

-ti1-

ILL -0

bi'gury 5 (%' humii.fo Mroil Put/i I itir Fi'gure H,. Combustionr P unt I'uth in lhe

Vuco P I'r4' v'nc t, o/ A r o n

of Ilecha n tea I to,? spot"- (Fi gutre V ) ltt with it 0 opticil I Ft her gages -The Fibher- protectedI
redulced (4'e(lall I reac i on ti tile by' d steel tube_ is introduced through

thle confinement wall, they are flush
1) A'IA OWUA I N El1) W lI'lI imounted to avoid destruction by the
1) 1 FI F E R E NTIt F, EA C'I ON mechanical waves. The light collected
SENSITIVE SI'EC!I"IC GAGES by the fibers is recorded by a photo

mluIt ip lie r
D ifCferen t Tyl'ves of (ages 0mangani n gages protected by an inert

ITho iwo tylwps of hot spoas which ar*e buffer anid located onl the axis of thle

slippo1 iciiid 4o c2\ plaini the( two tralnsition modes porous bed register pressure profiles.

carn he dist inlguishedl lbs use (If applro:)riate It ES U TS

I heMim ki Aaes vu tw~alouseareBased on the Hnw itereerence delivered by

"\ rv eoitI to hot gases, created l tle~~ the( ionization gages, we can picture the prop-
ilklah t i (.,11prssin i I e flt il in aeaagat ion o)f tile dIifferen t phenomena y ielded by
~4d~hit it otinesion n te ht aton ua ach gage type.

If e u e o ti a tihers weIl (4 I ot W ith thle ball pow der (F'igure 7) all thle
'iI 41 spot)s huJt wercr-h tfoml thle zoneI( (ltita are obtained (luring at short time jiric
or tr'ttt'st' combnustio W411 e designed Several

specifhc tgsspace( interval If we take for example a point
L~~t~(5 Inca ed at 101I) mim fro nt t he igniter, the porous

"* classical ioli/aio d 4 pill>' bed has fi rst undergone a rapid compressijon1
"* nieedle pinls to detect ithe shocks creating tite hot spots by grain shearing. After-
"* coaxial ionizat ion pis wIh ext remilty 20 ps thle wimlnbsthm~ is intense as it can be

ot which is protecl ed aý ilacq uer seen from the q uasis~ mu Itaneous responses of
My *h) nttt respind t4o ionized gas but the ionization pins ol the coiax ialI gages and thle

onl Ito it h1igh ('44111115t 441. optical fibers
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t C,1 I Ibustion wave is simultaneous with the shock
I that leads to the transition.

-- o-- MANGANIN GAGES
-- IONIZATION PINS If we take into consideration only the

X COAXIAL IONIZATION GAGES
OPTICAL FIBERS high velocity combustion waves, there is a

great similarity between the propagation in
s5W both types of transition which only differs by

the velocities and the total duration of the
I Jreaction.

CONCLUSIONS
From the complete experimental results

presented in these studies, we get a good
phenomenological representation of the DI)T
for porous ,uitramines. As has been shown by
McAfee, 12' 3 the acceleration of the reactions
leading to the sudden transition to detonation
must be imputed to a highly compressed and

"0 " 2W n pulverized zone in the porous bed resulting in a
great increase of the combustion surface of the

Figure 7 Waves Pro pugation in Rll Powder medium.

We are now studying the density of the
With RI)X wax, at the same location, hot spots and the energy released during the

(Figure 8) we observe an initiation of the initiation phase in the nitramines as a function
grains detected by the ionization pins which is of the porous bed structure and of the binder
due to the gas compression that is followed amount.
90 ps later bv the plastic pressure wave.
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I)EFLAGRATION TO I)ETONATION IN GRANULAR HMX

John M. McAfee, Blaine W. Asay, A. Wayne Campbell,
and John B. Ramsay

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

The deflagration-to-detonation transition (DDT) of granular IlMX,
confined in steel tubes, was studied by means of x-radiography, light
emission, a stress gauge, and various pin techniques. Simplification
and consistency of results were obtained by igniting the IIMX with a

piston (initially at rest and in contact with the IIMX) driven into the
bed. A gasless igniter is used to start the burning of the piston propel-

lant (low-density IIMX), providing the piston with a smooth initial

motion. Analysis of the data gives a detailed picture of the DDT process
under these conditions. The qualitative and quantitative experimentul
results show the transition from burning to detonation is discontinuous.
"The results are discussed in terms of a descriptive model.

I NTROI)UCTION Because of the complex nature of the

The early study of deflagration to detona- early burning, we simplify the process of ignit-
tion transition (Dll)T) was strongly influenced ing the bed by pushing a combustion-driven
by the views of Kistiakowsky.1 11is basic idea, piston into the lightly tamped IIMX bed. IIMX
that convective burning could accelerate to above the piston is ignited by the shear of and
detonation velocities, foirmed the framework of friction between particles after compaction by
many studies There has been much specula the piston. [his ignition technique separates
tion on how shock waves are formed by the the early effects of igniter gas and conductive
burnin• explosive Macek 2 and (iipson and and convective burning that produce a weak
Macek: hypothesized the reinfofrcemnent of pres- compaction wave5 in the bed from those
sure waves that results from coalescence of the processes at higher pressures that produce a
u f c characteristics in cast explosives Taylor 4  more substantial compaction of the granulated
sggested that convective burning plays VtCell bed. Our method of initiation also starts all

tral role in bridging the gap hetween conduc processes in a single plane at one end of the
yive burning and thie transition todetonation, tube. At later times, expansion of the tube

walls adds some two-dimensional character to
The tran. it ion fron de flag rat ion to the experiments. Piston-driven experiments in

detonation in porous beds of explosive and Lexan tubes were also done by Sandusky. 19
propellant has received considerahho, attention
both experinientally' rid the-oreticallYv 1 1-7 The hypothesis given by Campbell1'( for
In many cases,5 ,'6,9 the ut~s, (d hot gas producing the steps of 1))DT is similar to that proposed in
igniter complicate.- the interpret at ion and this work. I lowever, the mechanism described
subsequent mo•deling of experi merits because here is based on more extensive experimental
Considerable effl r! is required to account for observation and is more detailed than that of'
the effect of the igniter gase's ol the granular t{el'erence 10. Because the description of the
bed IrIt wireignLt"ion is less inltrn ve. how I))DT process is complex and requiires
ever, the i lniit ion fonit - snot pI t nal Thus, tlt' considerabhl nomenclature, the deuced mech
,ak events in these, experinienit s calnot be aiiill.0 is presented before the experimental

ajpproxllnIated as i t' (In t i.rilsional (ov itde ce is delai le(l
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NOMENCLATURE shock S, the upper boundary. Thus we name

To establish the nomenclature used in this this interface the virtual piston, vp. The shock
S accelerates slowly until the ignition wavedescription, a schematic chronology of a typical interects the ua l the Tgnithe wae

I)lT experiment is shown in Figure 1. The intersects the virtual piston. Then the pres-
initial conditions (Figure la) are the piston at sure driving the virtual piston rises rapidly,initial contatditions (Figre l) ared, c ned is n a increasing its acceleration. This dense region
rest, in contact with the IIMX bed, confined in between the virtual piston and the shock is
a steel tube. The piston starts and its velocity designated the "plug."'1 Mass conservation
increases until the stress of the bed compaction arguments show the velocity of the shock U. is
approximately equals the driving pressure. several times that of the virtual piston Uvp and
The velocity settles to about 100 mis after tne
piston travelsa very short distance. The motion the actual mechanical piston u, (details are

given in the discussion). The transition to
of the piston p generates a compaction wave c detonation occurs when the shock pressure is
(Figure lb) with a velocity near 400 m/s and a sufficient for initiation of the 90 percent con-
density near" 90 percent of theoretical maxi-density n Tear ) 90 Trcent out theoretical daxi- pact (Figure If). This is a shock-to-detonation
mumn density (TNI D). Throughout this dynamic

transition. The run to detonation, commonly
compaction of the bed, sbear of and friction denoted by x*, is analogous with, but not
between the granules provide energy to start exactly equal to, the plug thickness. The
decomposition in the compacted material. The detonation propagates at a velocity character-
bed, compacted by the piston, is not readily per- istic of the 90% TMI) IIMX (l), in Figure 2)
meated by combus tion progaes. e tar until it overtakes the original compaction
of significant burning (ignition) progresses up waecwhrtedtotinswsote
the tube its a well-defined wave b (Figure 1c). waecwhrtedtotinswsote

characteristic velocity of the original bed (D)2

As more material is burned, the pressure in Figure 2). The evidence for this scenario is
rises and the ignition wave accelerates. With the subject of the balance of this paper.
each incremental acceleration, stress waves
propagate from the burning region.18 These EXPERIMEN'TAL PROCEI)URES
stress waves (o,) are represented schematically A schematic of the experimental arrange-
in the distance vs time plot in Figure 2 At Ashmtco h xeietlarne
Sonmte distance vP timbeplt finom the ignition ment is given in Figure 3. A maraging steel
front, the stress waves coalesce. When the (Vascomax 250) tube (usually 12.7-mam i.d. and

23.8-mm o.d.) is hand packed with S-amm
resultant stress exceeds the strength of the Increments of Class A or LX 04 grade IIMX
9011 1T1%) 0IMX, tMe ed will further co)Smpct (mean particle diameters of about 170 pmn
to near 10% TNID (Figure Id) Soiletie and •- 60pmo) initial densities of 1.22 g/cm 3

afer formation, the lower boundary of this
region is analogous to it piston supportintg the

9 D02
H

I CN '• N ~ D1

Ss. plug

a cc d c

I Nt- I/ " i ,, i rk I.rt
S a, b'

1 1(a) I1(b) T. 1 (c) 1 (d) 1(e) 1 (f)

a b C d e f

Viotrt I Sche',ueut Ow I hl)e;IaL'n~ra hwiuh ) Siu.~nipl. 01)71)''Ir(ocess (Timezt AxIs 1P1urks Refer to
I)r tfir r "'rrin~stto,,ri mn (Gra tr 1MX V'i.gi2re I6
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steo Ph. All pins arid optical fibers were placed
_,MardocrgSt~xA T~ub flush with the inner-tube surface by insertion

through mlinimiumi-clearance holes. Each was
Fotruly M supported by epoxy applied from outside the

tube. The emitted light transmitted by the
lon~zt~onoptical Fibers was converted to voltage using4: , O (ptelecomi Series 32001t Analog Fiber Optic

.ecives. The active area of the Manganin

C-11 Chrbe gauge wit, placed perpendicular to the tube
a _WP Z / xs The leads were at right angles to the

.. /.... gauge, along the inner bore and exited the tube
Z. at the top next to the steel plug (see F~igure 3).

__4 UPlThe apparatus used to measure a change
In reflectiv Iit of the bed is diagrammed in

X~ 0.0 Figure 4. A 5-miW ;ielium-neon laser was
focus1ed into a 0.2 mmi diameter light fiber

LowDaer-it WX through at polarizing filter. The cleaved end of
//the fiber was placed flush with the steel-wall!

',. ~II NIX Interface. The signal returned from the

GJ G.gHoer fiber and atnalyzed with a crossed polarizing
filter is it measure of the reflectance of the

l~w~urf' 3 .~(h~'mut of 1)1) eub 1;Jtritfls granular bed.

TIhe x-radiographs were analyzed by
(6 51ý TI D)i anid 1 4 2 g/cm'3 (75%, 'IM!), measuring the position of the piston and all the
respect ivel , A 01:3-min thick lead foil is foils to t 0.08 mmi with a scanning microden-
placed between e-ach increment of II MX ats a sitometer. Magnification and reference points
radliographic nmarker. The 0-ring sealed piston were obtained fromt the know pin positions.
at thlt hot tonm of' theý tube is driven into the The average dlensity between foils was cal-
IINMX bed bY Igniting the low density (!• 0.5 culated using the ratio of static- to- dynamic
g/cl m3 ) II M X In the burn chaimber with at spacing and tube diameter measurements.
comin inat ion of' it I )YR( )L'SF' and 20 Ing of' Propagation oft he uncertainties In the density
st oichjonietr it' miiixture of' titan iumi and] boron. calculation indicates a ± 2 %/ TM I) standard
The first current fromt the Capacitor D~ischarge deviation in the dlensity measurements. In
Viut (C 1)[1 to the lPYR{(F'LSE" 'Is the zero of cases where a leading wave was between two
laboratory h i nt, All time me~asuremients are foils at the timte of the radiograph, the average
iiuade relal i e to thisl- zro by means of' timne-
interx al m ieters atccurate to ± 3 ns, The Beam Sptith ibr nprcs-t(Ire In thot' bu rnm chitinoer is measured wvith PoLanzer Ugh F0Ian
a t ranisducti' ii In the gauge bolder The response Coinne
of' t ht II NIX bcd 1 iiwmasured with at coni H~ ae
hiiinat Ion of, (jdla"Iiii~ its self, Shorting (capped)
pinls meat"sure t lu I ractorvY of lowV pressure Mcmsope
waxecs (2 to 7 MI~a or, 50 to 70 '011a closing Anlye iedrv'e
pressure, depe .ndling on thet cap-to-electrodeLe
distancee, coaxiall ionil/at ion lpins ineasureu the
iiisv't ofi c'iiili(t ivity.ý iipticil f'ibers iind ri
detectorsn''cmasure light emisýsion and reflectV ix'-d Digital DOT

itY. a sttiil amC01Inlll'nutatod Mangaintit gaugeg cOslkscoe TiIbe

Inifatii'es tke st rc'-' 1ii>1or 'N of at particular
rvgion, and x rad i i, m phus tre uIsed to mleasure Fizgtiirt 4 lMagrunin of kt'flm'lu rice C hacnge'
the pos;ition oft he lead Ao Is~ A a ~JI ui s
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density could be decomposed into two densities. __2

This was done using the position of the wave GaugeSgial >
determined from interpolating pin signals from Laser Sial

this wave and the undisturbed bed density. 450

-400 on
IraESU lT'rs -,350 0

The inherent difficulty in interpreting 0o Fte
nuInerous diagnostics of a complex process in
different experiments leads necessarily to 0 4 8 12 20
parallel and overlapping lines of evidence. Relative lime (us)

Therefore, the following exposition of experi- tIgure 5. Manganin Gauge Pressure and Laser
mental results is by nature cumbersome, at Light Reflected from tae Compaction Wave for
best, and occasionally obtuse. We have sorted Shot No. C-5947
the experi menit ali resultts into an orCer based on
our description of the D))T process. For every Radiogranhs of seven experiments at
observation, we have confirmatory evidence times corresponding to Figure 2b show that the
f'ronm other exp~eriments that we do) not reporthere. Fhrequent reference to Figures 1 and 2ris density of the bed behind the compaction wave
here. ,d, Feutreecvaries from 86% to 92% TMI) for the Class-A
rec(oimeided. IIMX depending on the piston velocity. We

quote % '[TMD in reference to the neat IIMX
T'he Compaction Wave density of 1.89 g/cma. The complete stress

The trajectory of the compaction wave gauge signal in the compact region, given in
was most often Imeasured bly low pressure Figure 6(h),** shows that the pressure level
cappe'(d pins (2 to 7-Ml'a closing pressure) remains relatively constant behind the

Velocities between 290 and 420( m/s were compaction wave until other phenomena occur.
measured for various tests depending on the Figure 7 show the estimated trajectory of the
loading of the burn chanmber. After a few stress gauge, relative to the other diagnostics
millinmeters oif' run, the compaction wave had for Shot No C 5947 The other features in this
constant velocyitv iII a given test. The temporal record are discussed below.
prOfiIt' wasi measu red by two independent
methods on Shot No. C 5947. The first method The Ignition Wave
hdetect i the change of retlectivity of the IfMX In Shot No. E 5586, three light fibers were
bed at a give~n position Compaction changed added to the usual pins and radiographs. The
the amount of light reflected The temporal signals recorded from the three fibers, along
profile of this signal (Figure 5) is thus a with their positions relative to the piston's
ieasuriof the (mpa(t ion wavt' profile starting position, are shown in Figure 8.

Five millimeters above the reflectance Rladiographs shfow that the third fiber was
light fiber, we plakted the Manganin gauge in positioned in the plug region (between S and vp
the IIfMX Ibed. perperndicular to the tube axis in Figures I and 21, and the others were below
"Ihe JKrt'C-sire * ohta i lnd )I * analysis of the the virtual piston Therefore, the third fiber is
gauge record is also given in I"igure 5 The good observing an entirely different region end gave
agre'n merit he t wei'n the two recor(ds' temporal a qualitative:y distinct signal.

pr, o'l es indicait's a 'valid mt'asure men t of the
ConIlpai('tion wavo,, The thickness of'the wave is

apprOxi iiatclv 1 5 111111

** Record(bi) was recorded aLa higher gain than

*The pressures reported on the abscissa records (a) and (c), thus it shows the detail of

'irund I kbar are quite uncertain owing to the pressum e val iations in the compacted
the elastic p!astic transition in Manganin at region without the loss of accuracy owing to
about 1 kbar the digital resolution of the recording device
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'| e lit, nt1 1t .1 eur, if' the Iirst two fibers ev ide nt from Figure 8, as pres,:.,ed). The data

Ix 23 5 and 33( 1r ini) are the fast rise and from the first, two Fibers a; e taken as evidence

theOw ".pik' of tIlt, Iniri,il t-tige, iind thf constant of an ignition front b (shown schematically in

.. ignal levjcl until 1 nios aftr transit ion to Figur.. 2 andr:31 with nea"ly constant tempera-
detonation (ahoIt 2310 ps Upon c'lose tUre conditions behind. TI'he increasing rise

inspection of the (Lia., lie ri.e, time of the tirli('ta, a turction of pos-ition may indicate the

signal from x -33 m11 fblr js signif cantly (die of iti. •,.rition fron' is becoming some-
greater than that lrow \ 23 5 mini filhr Iitot I what m11- diffus.r'its it. progres'ses through the
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9o% TM[) bed. The ignition wave velocity the same features, except the detonation front
from the two signals is 520 mi/s. is between foils 11 and 12.

The third signal (x = 42.6 ,nm)is Quantitative analysis of the foil positions
characterized by a low level "toe" (starting at and the tube expansion yields a measure of the
222 ps), a more slowly rising signal to a point average material density between adjacent
of inflection (231-232 ps), and a final signal foils. Typical analyses are shown in Figure 10,
level 0.3 V higher than the signals from the, where the results of Shot No. B-9026 are
first two fibers. Because this signal originates interleaved with those of Shot No. B-9153.
in the plug region, it will be discussed in the The features of these density-vs.-position plots
next section. are readily correlated with the schematic in

Figure 1. Figure 10(a) shows the 90% TMI)
The "Plug" compaction wave as the only feature. This is

The radiographs are typified by those the situation in Figure 1(b). Figure I0b
shows a 100% TM 1) plug between about 33 and

fhonnigure 9onsists ofradiograph Soto. t 9r T 50 mm, with a region of lower density (higher
figure consists of radiographs taken at four temperature) from the piston to about 30 mm
different times. The first (static) i. an exposure indicating burning. This corresponds to
showing the position of the equally spaced lead Figure l(e). The situation represented in
foils before the IIMX in the burn chamber is Figure 1(e) The atio represntinlit he irs radogrph howsth( piton F igurel9¶(c-e) occurs after the transition to
lit i The first radiograph shows the piston detonation, corresponding to Figure 1(f). The
moving into the tube and the change in spacing detonation wave is at positions of about 65, 83,
of foils 1 3, which is due to the compaction and 92ram, successively.
wave. Thh second radiograph was taken after
the transition to detonation. 'The detonation The salient feature in these "density snap-
wave is between foils 8 and 9. Foils 36 are shots" in Figure 10 is the region of TMi), the
closely spaced, and the tube wall is expanded plug. The radiograph for Figure 10(b) was

less in this region. The third radiograph shows taken 1.1 ps before the transition to detonation.

Fuigirc 9 IHaduiraplis o/ Sh( ,'NR t•-91,53
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It clearly shows the shock at 50 mim, thie shocked signal. This is a reasonable assumption because
material from 33 to 50 mml, and the burning the ionization pins report at the first appearance
region froin the pistod face at 12 mm to 33 mm. of conductivity, and the first light emission indi-
Figures lO(c-e) show tne detonation progress- cates the presence of reaction, which should
ing through the tube, whereas the plug region also be accompanied by conductivity. This
remains mostly intact in its original position. trajectory is the shock S, as in Figure 2. Note
The low-density burning region continues to that the plug forms soine 20 ps before the
increase in temperature, as deduced from the ignition wave intersects the virtual piston.
decrease in density. The front edges of the light signals from

Additional evidence for this scenario the first two fibers are schematically connected
Comies from a compilation of the ionization-pin, by a line that is extrapolated to shorter times.
capped pin, light fiber, and radiographic data The previously discussed temporal profile of
for Shot No. E-5586, These data are projected these light signals is the evidence for a well-
in the x-t plane in Figure II. The temporal defined ignition front. We postulate that the
extent of the light signals (lFigure 8) is repre- time the ignition front intersects with the vir-
sented by textured lines with symbols at each tual piston is important in the deflagration-to-
end. The 42.6 mm signal has three symbols on detonation transition. After this time, the plug
the line noting the leading edge of the "toe," is subjected to the full pressure of the burning
the point of inflection, and the cessation of the IIMX without any layer of unburned material
signal. The extent of the plug on the distance to reduce the stress. This interface, the virtual
axis is indicated. In Figure 11, the two ioniza- piston, behaves like an accelerating piston, and
tion pins at about 202 and 232 ps are connected the resultant shock S is driven at an ever-
by line segments to the "toe" of the third light increasing velocity into the compacted bed.

When the velocity of the shock and the pressure

a.1M. C forWavePon generated are high enough, the IIMX bed will
transit to detonation in a manner analogous to

ac._- M 53 the mechanism of heterogeneous initiation.20

The stress gauge record for Shot No.
b . C-5947 (Figure 6) gives the pressure history

along the pal ticle trajectory indicated in Fig-
Lure 7. The first hint of increasing stress in the
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compact (i.e., the leading edge of the plug) is these data more clearly. The three ionization
the small increase shown in Figure 6(b) at pins at 99, 125, and 150 mm measure a wave
385 ps, 30 ps before detonation. The collapse to with velocity of 8.19 km/s. This is the detona-
near TMi) may he sudden, although the evi- tion velocity in 93% TMI) IIMX. 2 1 After the
dence is, tenuous. The indication for this is the compaction wave is overtaken, the wave slows
ringing of the stress gauge signal at 395 ps, fol to the detonation velocity of the original
lowed by the rapid increase in pressure As the density bed (6.36 km/s). The trajectories
pressure rises to about 12 Kbar at 413 ps, there shown in Figure 12 are labeled according to the
is a long period ringing that may be associated nomenclature in Figure 2.
with stress Aaves in the plug. The disturbance
ev ident at, 413 jis [nay presage Ihe transition to Multiple Shocks
detonation that occurred at 415 ps All the experiments performed in this

I)etonation study have not behaved as simply as those
discussed in the preceding sections. Figure 13

The exact position of the transition to reproduces the radiographs from Shot No.
detonation is a function of shock strength and F-5408 (I.X-04 Grade I11MX, initial density
the initiation characteristics of the compacted 1.42 g/cm 3 = 75% TM1), tube-wall thickness
bed Transition will occur after the formation :- 3.12 mam). In the second dynamic radio-
ora shock of sufficieti t strength The clearest, graph are two regions of closely spaced foils
observation of detonation in the compacted indicating the formation of two shocked, but
region is given hy the combination of capped undetonated regions (plugs). Analyses of the
and ionization pin data for Shot No. B-9036 dynamic radiographs are given in Figure 14.
in Figure 12. Thse data show conclusive The first radiograph shows a low density
evidence for detonation in compacted i'aterial. (burning) region from the piston to about
In Figure I Olta, he cornhination of capped and 48rmm, followed by a 100% TMI) plug from
iol1izati on p iis shows the coil paction '.vave 48 to 68 mm, followed by another 90% TM I)
(313 mi/s), an accelerating wave in compacted region to about 88 mam. The second radio-
material ath, ignition front), and the detona graph, taken after transition to detonation,
tiori wave The hurnl (haillhe.r pure' slre is also shows the residuals of two separate plugs with
phlit Id 'The pl.ton pw •itions niea sur(ld fronm lower boundaries near 57 inin and 83 mm and
the radiographs are a Is, shown, ahlong with an upper boundaries near 72 and 10)8 tnin. The
extrapolation , "i gure 120)) is an expanded piston has moved backward, out of the
plo f the o i onization pill respoinses that shows radiograph.
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occutr after tihe -econd Ali x t sche mat ic for this model of I errmann 2 shows the wave velocity

scenario is presented in Figure 15. The details (and the shock pressure) in the original density

of the various wat, int~erad ions are analogous u. et (75% TMI)) will di op by about a factor of

to those pe't'sented in "i'gure 2, except that the two. The slowed shock in the 75% TMI)
First shock fails to initiate detonation (probai)ly material becomes a second compaction wave c2
hecause of the drop in burn region pressL're because the pressure conditions for shock

which is due to) the confinement failure). When initiation of detonation are not m,.t. The
S1 overtakes the First compaction wave cl. shock contact sui face cs (the boundary between the
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where up is the piston velocity, p,, is the initial change, the induction period of the autocata-
density, and Pc is the compact density. The lytic decomposition will be shortened owing to
modeling of bed reaction and gas pressure an increase in the concentration of decom-
growth are discussed in detail in References position products. Thus the ignition wave will
17, 26, and 27. accelerate and propagate stress waves of

The thermal decom osition of I IMX is increasing strength at increasing velocity. The

kinetically autocatalytic.2N Therefore the rate length of the constant-velocity portion of the
of reaction is proportional to the concentration ignition trajectory is not known from these
of both reactant and product (Rate = kcIIMXn experiments. The schematic distance-time

of bth eacant nd rodct (ate kI~MXI plots (Figures 3, 7, and 15) are drawn to
IProductl, where k may be a function of pres- ac et uateioures cription of the pr a n d

sure). An important feature of autocatalytic ac e ot n essri titatie.

kinetic., is the induction period between the

first appearance of products (possibly from Sandusky19 has done piston-driven,
pyrolysis at grain contact points)17 and rapid, Lexan-confined experiments, lie found a weak
pressure-dependent burning. Thc induction luminosity starting at the piston, behind the
period is that length of time when the reaction compaction front. Hlowever, his initial veloci-
rate is low and directly proportional to time. ties were greater than the compaction wave
When product concentrations increase, the velocity, and the ignition front did not
reaction rate accelerates rapidly and is propor- accelerate, but ran at constant velocity. We
tional to an exponential in time. The transi- agree with his statement that his observations
tion between the two regions is abrupt and is are suspect due to loss of of confinement by
often associated with ignition or thermal tube expansion.
explosion 29 Consideration of particle histories Our data show (Figures 6,7, and H) a
behind the ignition front shows that the initial further collapse of the 90% TM, bed occurs
trajectory of the ignition front b must be behind the compaction wave and ahead of the
parallel to the compaction wave but displaced ini tion wav e theoi of thi
in time by an induction period L, (see Figure 2).
Our data show that the ignition of rapid burn- plug is a coalescence of the stress waves that

ing occurs approximately 100 microseconds originated at the ignition front. The exact
" nature of the plug at early times is unclear. Itspreads up the tube (downstream) as a well- is not a classic shock at first. The upstream

defined front. The induction period would and downstream boundaries are probably notdefained front.an were induonditrions b nd -sharply defined. It is a region of higher densityremain constant were the conditions behind than the compact. We named the upstream
the compaction front to remlain Unchanged. limit of this discontinuity the virtual piston
I lowever, with the ad vent of the ignition wave, because of its function at later times, when the
the increasing pressure in the voids upstream shcave ith compat materiais well

of the ignition will propagate stress waves of shock wave in the compact material is well

ever-increasing strength into the compact.

These stress waves move at the local sound The discontinuity at the virtual piston is
speed of the compact (on the order of 500- a contact surface between the burning region
600t m/sT plus the particle velocity) and affect and the shocked region. Thus the transition
the intergranular properties. Because of this from burning to detonation is not a continuous

process with one stage moving smoothly to

The induction time is a function of the another. It requires the interaction of an
accelerating burn with a previously formedstrength ofthe compaction wave, hencethe boundary. When the ignition wave intersects

piston velocity Note a long delay (-300 ps) this higher-density region (near 100% TM!l),
for Shot No. 1-9036 in Figure 12(a). the burning rate slows down dramatically (to

+ The bulk sound speed for various bed as little as 1/25 of its original value).'° For
densities was calculated from the slope of simplicity of description, we assume that
the llugoniot generated from the P-alpha between the time the ignition wave intersects
nlodul •ndr q,•' ,tatic compaction data. the virtual piston and the initiation of a full
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detonation (about 20-30 ps), the ignition wave piston velocity, wall friction coefficient, bed
does not ignite any of the material downstream stress, gas temperature, and Pop-plot data.
of the virtual piston. During this time, the Our radiographic data shows plugs about 20-
virtual piston is exposed to the continuously 25 mm thick. The actual transition to
increasing pressure of the burning region and detonation is governed by the same properties
is thus accelerated. as any shock-to-detonation transition (SI)T).

Quantitatively, the major difference between
The efficiency of this mechanism in the classic SI)T 20 ' 32 and this mechanism is

forming a strong shock above the virtual piston that the shock in the I)DT process is supported
can be estimated by considering the mass- and accelerating rather than decaying in
balance jump relations across the shock, and amplitude with a sharp, following rarefaction.
the detailsoftheupstreambedstructure. The We would thus expect a shorter run to
result is expressed as the ratio of the shock detonation for a given strength shock than that
velocity U5 to the virtual piston velocity Uvp. predicted by the model using Pop-plot data.

U /u =p S - (up/u p)pV.p' - p.l, (2) Although this model of the transition to
detonation is rudimentary, it calculates plug

where p• is the density of the shocked material thickness (distance to detonation) reasonably,
(about 100% TMI)), up is the velocity of the without much sensitivity to the parameter
mechanical piston (near 100 mI/s), and Pc is the values. Therefore, out basic description of the
density of the compacted region (about 90% physical process of shock formation, separate
TMI)). If we assume a modest virtual piston from flame propagation, is consistent with the
velocity of three times the mechanical piston experimental data. The exact position of plug
velocity, U. is about 2.1 km/s. This translates formation in the bed is not addressed by this
to a shock pressure of about II kbar (1.1 GPa). model. It is certainly a function of the material
With ,~quation (2) as a guide, even moderate properties of the bed (original density, particle
conditions can easily lead to shock pressures size distribution confinement material
high enough to shock initiate IIMX. We need strength,andreactivity, tonameatfew).

not invoke high-velocity convective burning or
low-velocity detonation to reach the velocities Our observations of multiple-shock forma-
necessary for transit to detonation. tion before transition to detonation reiterates

the fact that the DDT process is complex and
As an analytical tool, we have con- discontinuous. These results also indicate the

structed a simple shock initiation model based necessity of using multiple diagnostic tech-
on Equation (2) and Pop-plot data for IIMX. 3 1 niques on experiments of this type. Coarse
The trajectory and velocity of the virtual piston spacing of pins or other sensors can easily lead
are calculated using the gas pressure gen- to the conclusion that the process being
crated by burning the IIMX upstream of the observed is continuous and smooth, whereas
virtual piston. The effects of wall friction and the reality is quite different. Without being
bed strength are also approximated. The exhaustive or going into analytical detail here,
distance and time to detonation are calculated, we can show that DDT tube data published by
relative to the shock trajectory, using the others 5' 7' 8'1 1 is reasonably interpreted in terms
pressure calculated at the shock front and the of our described mechanism.
Pop plot. As the shock pressure increases, the
position of the transition to detonation reaches CONCLUSIONS
a mininmumn in lahoratory coordinates. Thismininum is assumed to coo startes. fuis Our observations of several piston-igniteddetonation in the tuheo be the Of full granular-II MX-filled tubes with multiple diag-nostic techniques have given a detailed descrip-

The calculation predicts maximum plug tion of the transition from simple burning to
thickness (the distance between the virtual high-order detonation. Unique to our findings
piston and the point of full detonation) of 30 to is the early time of formation (relative to the
35-mm 'lThis calculated thickness is reason- ignition front) of a near-100% TMD region
ably insensitive ( 15 percent) to mechanical (Figure 11). The lower boundary of this "plug"
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DISCUSSION DISCUSSION

JACQUES BOILEAU JULIUS ROTH
SNPE 308 Canyon Drive
Paris, France Portola Valley, CA 94028

Is it possible with your apparatus to In the First Detonation Symposium
observe and to study the possible influences of (1951) we presented streak camera records
the defects of IIMX crystals, e.g., brittleness, that showed many of the characteristics
depending for instance on the crystallization discussed in your paper, even though our
solvent oflIMX? observations were for lightly confined, low

density, non-planar initiated material. Our
best records were obtained for EC Blank Fire

REPLY BY JOHN M. MCAFEE (an uncolloided single base NC smokeless
AND BILAINE ASAY powder) or for very lightly confined mercury

fulminate.

We have not examined the effects of
crystal defects or morphology in our present REPLY BY JOHN M. MCAFEE
studies. However, if defects influence distance AND BLAINE ASAY
to detonation or compaction behavior we
should be able to measure these effects. Even though we have studied only IIMX
Particularly, crystal defects could change the in detail, we have no reason to believe that the
temporal shape of the compaction wave as observed behavior is material specific. We
measured by stress gauges or reflectometry. would expect the transition-to-detonation in

many granular materials with autocatalytic-
decomposition kinetics to proceed according to
the mechanism presented.
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MOIEIL CALCULATIONS AND EXPERIMEN'ITAL MEASUREMENTS
OF TIHE RESPONSE OF HMX POROUS BEDS

TO I)EFIAGRATION AND SHOCK*

1). F. Aldis, E. L. Lee, and R. L. Simpson
High Explosives Technology

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Livermore, California 94550

and

A. M. Weston
KM I Energy Services, Project 90

Division of Kirk-Mayer, Inc.
Livermore, California 94550

The experimental research on the response of porous beds of IIMX has
yielded a body of evidence which includes accurate measurements of
gas flow, compaction ratio, detonation transit distance, and time. As
the experimental research has progressed, wve have developed a one-
dimensional numerical model (IDUCT) to describe this response in a
special hydrodynamic code in which the gas phase is allowed to flow
through a solid phase. Gas phase relative velocity is limited to be sub-
sonic. In addition, we have developed special constitutive and fluid
EOS models (2DUCT) for use with the two-dimensional Lagrange
hydrocode, DYNA2D), in which there is no cell-to-cell gas phase mass
transfer.

Our study strategy was to analyze several, very di/ferent experiments to
derive values of phenomenological parameters in the model. These
experiments include squib ignited events where relative gas flow is
important and compression ignition tests where it is not.

INTr'ROI)UCTION lIMX. It now appears that the I)T/SI)T

D~eflagration to detonation transition processes in a confined cylinder of granulated

(I)l)T) and shock to detonation transition material happen in at least two steps. The first

(SI') have been studied for many years step consists of the formation of a high
(SH)'rwehaver, on in stuied lt tny years h density plug. Due to high pressure combustionHlowever, only within the last ten years has pout opcigmtra ontem

the ruenatre o ths penomna een products compacting material downstream,
the true nature of this phenomena been the void fraction and the permeability of the
revealed experimentally.n 4 In this paper, we plug to gas flow are both reduced to low values.
will refr to the phenomena under stud:.' as In the second step of the process, the plug is

l~l~/SII' inc insevraltess i miht ore further accelerated by the combustion process

properly be described as SI)T in porous beds of adrouer a so th sumucion srent
and produces a shock with sufficient strength
to cause a detonation. In |IMX, as in most

*Work performed under the auspices of the reactive materials, the combustion rate is a
U.S. D)epartment of Energy by the Lawrence function of the local gas pressure. As the
Livermore National Laboratory Under pressure builds, the combustion rate increases.
Contract W 7405 ENG 48 Additional surface area is created by fracture
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in the compaction process. The net increase in package consisted of six individual 60 X
the combustion rate leads to a detonation. 10- ohm, four lead piezoresistive manganin
Several modeling efforts have made sig- gauges. During an experiment, a current level
nificant contributions to understanding the of 50A was mainta'ned across the elements
SDT/I)iTI' phenomena. 5 9 The principle dif- and the variation in resistance was measured
ference between the I I)UCT model and other using a bridge circuit.
approaches is the treatment of the bed as a
sequence of porous elements corresponding to The auge pakaed 25-em thcthegran izeof hematril i th bd. he elements and leads bonded between two
the grain size of the material in the bed. The 250-pm thick Teflon sheets. The positioning of
motion of the solid bed is described using a the elements in the IX bed was done by
Lagrangian coordinate system through which mounting the package at a precise angle in athe gas moves relative to the solid. onigtepcaeatapeieagei

target assembly, diagramed in Figure 1. Ele-
We will describe an experimental study ment to element spacing was 8 mm. A gauge

on the response of porous llMX to a shock, angle of 14.50 was used, resulting in 2 mm
using an inclined, multiple gauge pressure separation between each gauge element in the
sensor arid computational models of the hydrodynamic flow. The first gauge was
SDT/l)IiT process. The first model is a one- located 2 mm into the lIMX bed. An additional
dimensional, two-phase model called II)UCT. gauge was placed at the buffer plate/liE
The second is a two-dimensional, single-phase interface.
model called 2DUCT. 2DUCTr is a single-phase
model in the sense that a single velocity is used Shock loading was accomplished using a
to describe the motion of the solid and the 100-mrm smooth bore gun with a polycarbonate
gases in a coml)utational cell. Hlowever, two flyer. The tlugoniot data of the aluminum
phases are considered with respect to the buffer plate and the flyer are listed in Table 1.
equation ofrstate. For example, the total stress Flyer velocity was measured at 0.656 mm/ps
within a computational cell is a combination of using piezoelectric pins and flash radiography.

the stress in the solid and gaseous phases, as is The flyer tilt was measured at 0.3' and the tilt

also (hut inll I )UCT. orientation was determined to within 5'.
These values were used to correct the pressure

FLYER PILATE EXPERIMENTAl, data time base for the shock tilt plane.
MEASUREMENTS Sieved Class A tIMX with a median

A multiple manganin gauge package, particle size of 170 pm was used. The target
recently developed by Urtiew and EricksonU) assembly was carefully loaded to a density of
was used to make in situ pressure measure 1.03 gm/cm3 . Prior to firing, the HIMX bed was
ments in a porous bed of IlMX. The gauge evacuated to 10-4Torr.

Piezoelectric Velocity
and Tilt Pins

Gauge
ElementsPorous ••1L

HMX Bed 1

6061 -T6 Aluminum

Pol kcarbonate Flyer 1
Time (pis)

bigurt" I. bxperimnient'al Configu ration, a tn (IShock and Particle Position lHistories
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Table 1. Shock IlugoniotData gas production in a compaction front where
porosity is rapidly changing. The scaling

Material p. C. S. g factor, R,, is the ratio between the initial coin-
(g/cc) (mm/lps) putational cell width, A0, and a smaller mean

characteristic dimension, S, that represents
6061'-T6 2.703 5.24 1.4 1.97 the grain dimension distribution of the simu-
aluminum lated porous bed.

polycarbonate 1.196 1.933 3.49 0.61 Relative Gas Flow and HeatTransfer

Gas flow is predicted by using an
The data is shown in Figure 2. Measure equation derived from low pressure gradientments were made during the 10 ps in which the permeobtility data for the explosive PETN. 12 15

This fit is then combined with the turbulentreaction supported wave front transitioned to flow permeability correlation developed by
full detonation. The peaks at the leading edge Jones and Krier.16 The convective portion of
of each pressure trace are due to the impedance the heat transfer coefficient used in I I)UCT is

isatch between the IIMX bedbased on l)enton's correlation. 17  enton's
gauge package. The small local pressure
mnaxiniui in the fi~t Agauge trace at 4.77 ps Is correlation uses a characteristic grain size in

the result of shock reverberations in the its definition of a Reynold's Number which is

alumitiniiu buffer plate. the reciprocal surface to volume ratio
multiplied by porosity. The II)UCT code

1 I)UCT' MOI)E1 calculates a surface to volume ratio forconsolidated grains which approaches zero as
The I D)UCT code performs one porosity approaches zero. This calculated

dimensional, two-phase (solid and gas) D)I)T surface to volume ratio is used in the Denton
calculations in a solid phase Lagrange correlation directly.
coordinate system. The gas phase can pass Heat conduction into the solid in a cell isthroug h lhe structural solid phase cells. Th latcnutinitoteslilna eli

controlled by a one-dimensional spherical con-solid phase hydrodynamic calculation is con
vetional as described by Wilkins. 1 equation. Therml difference equa-tions are derived for equal mass thermal zones.

Explicit scaling is required to handle the The initial grain mass for heat transfer is
gas phase with regard to flow relative to the equal to that of the computation cell divided by
solid phase, heat transfer, grain burning, and the cube of the scaling factor, R,. When a grain

is burning, zones at the surface are discarded
as the solid is converted into gas. For the
simulations in this paper, we use forty thermal
zones in each cell.

.ihd gugeGrain Burning Modes
'• , ,Tilted gauge

package > Grain burning is a combination of three
imodes, i.e., compaction front gas production; a

I) Ngrowth mechanism which is a function of burn
AI/"-IMX intertace fraction and pressure; and regression rate

burning which is only a function of gas pres-
sure. Regression rate burning and growth do

Time tWts) not occur simultaneously; the 1)DUCT code
chooses the largest incremental value and
ignores the other. Regression rate burning

Figure 2. Pressure Versus Time Plot From begins after a time delay based upon a fit to
Seven in Situ Manganin Gauges, Initial one-dimensional thermal explosion (OI)TX)
Positions at 0, 2,4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 mm data.9.18
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Fracture one-dimensional plane strain, tube tester,

Typical calculated values for grain experiments. The data for #20 sieve cut, Class

surface to volume ratio are illustrated in I) IIMX in the one-dimensional plane strain

Figure 3 for two types of ItMX: a large testisalsoshown.

#20 sieve cut IlMX and Class A IIMX which 1 )UCT SIMULATION OF
has a much smaller mean grain size. The EX PERIMENTS
computational algorithm assumes that
individual grains will fracture into a given We have used I )UCT to model three
number of fragments and that the fraction of kinds of compression ignition experiments
fragmented grains increases as porosity is and one squib ignition experiment, all using
reduced. We determined from the photo- porous IIMX. The IIMX used in the flyer plate
micrographs presented by Elban 21 of uncon- experiment described in the experimental
solidated grains and grain fragments after section was sieved, and that used in the
different levels of compaction that the #20 explosive lens experiments was neat Class A
grain breaks into 10 pieces and the sinai- IIMX. The particle size distribution for each
ler Class A grain breaks into 3 pieces. The is illustrated in Figure 5. For both experi-
algorithm also includes the effects of burn- ments, we assumed compaction was similar to
ing so that the surface to volume ratio is a that observed by Costantino23 with a hydro-
function of both porosity and burn fraction. static device. The permeability of the sieved

IIMX is probably greater than that for
Compaction the neat IIMX due to a more uniform grain

size.
The compaction model has been described

earlier by Weston and Lee. 9 However, the McAfee and Campbell 2 4 performed
constitutive model, based on the notion of experiments in which a gas generator driven
closing a spherical pore, has been replaced piston compacted a porous bed of neat Class A
by an empirical equation based on quasi- iUMX inside a steel tube. We assumed in this
static data 19-21 Figure 4 illustrates results case that compaction constitutive behavior
on Class A IIMX from hydrostatic and was like that observed by Campbell. 20 For

35 10'

0.75, - Calculations
30 - Csieved class A a 100 0 Experiment hydrostatic tester

s a Tube tester, Class A

25 - - Class D, #20 v Tube tester, #20 sieve cut,
E c10-1 Class D

0.2 Class A,--.

20 hydrostatic

3 0-Class A,15 tube
o tester

U 10 -Class D,
S10 •#20 sieve cut*

tube tester

15 -4Plotted values assume a radial-
to axial stress ratio of 0.6

0, 10-1
0 20 40 60 80 100 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110

Compaction (%TMO) Density (%TMD)

Figure 3 Surface to Volume Ratio for Two Figure 4. Quasi-static Compaction Pressure for
IlMX (;ranulations IJMX
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Flyer Plate Experiment

The flyer plate experiments are described
0- T, * ,.. in the experimental section above. In Figure 6,

•, • - the manganin gauge arrival times are com-
- r,(Ref 22) pared to computed arrival times using compac-

Lion front prefactors of 0.011 and 0.0121. We
used the value 0.011 to model the transit time
measurements of the explosive lens fragments.
'I'.he computed x-t curves are plots of the maxi-
mum artificial viscosity in the computational

Particle Size (pm) laver versus time. The maximumn artificial
viscosity occurs at the location of maximum

Figure 5. Particle Size Distribution for the strain rate.
llMX (I sed in the Flyer Plate Experiment (This In Figure 7, the experimental and
Paper) on the Explosive Lens Experiment calculated pressures are compared. A value

of 0.0121 was used for the compaction front
gas production pretactor for this calculation.

16_ It can be seen that when detonation occurs,
1 the computed turnover process is more rapid

14 Compaction 0.0121 0.011 than that indicated by the manganin gaugeCalculatifront prefactor records. The simulation was repeated using

12' Experiment permeability parameters for #20 sieve cut
E� ilMX. The results, shown in Figure 8, are

1 similar to those in Figure 7, except that the fit

= is improved.
0 To model this experiment, we imposed a
S6r ) particle velocity of 0.2 mm/ps on the first

41 computational cell. Thus, we obtain estimates
of the arrival times at the 2-nmm and 4-mm

2 •gauge positions consistent with those observed
experimentally. This velocity is consistent

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 with a free surface velocity of the aluminum
Time, T(ps) cover of 0.29 minps impacting an empty

sabot.

Figure H. Calculate(I and Experimental Front Explosive Lens Experiments2 2

Posittin Vers us Time for Flyer PlatexPoit in t In this series of experiments, an explosive
lens was used to propel a polymethylmetha-
crylate flyer into porous Class A IIMX which

wodel i,,g permeability and burn surface area, had a mean density of 1.24 g (approximately
we asum~l prcomacte grirtsiz of 65% TMDJ). Transit times across the target

174 microns to represent both neat and sieved lae were obsev tically the weret

Class A material. layer were observed optically. There were two
series of shots with several target layer thick-

The squib driven I)D)T tube experiment nesses included in each series. The first series
on #20) sieve cut tlMX reported by R. was conducted over a high pressure range
IBernecker' also was modeled. For this simula (approximately 20 kb), and the second at a low
tion, we assumed a characteristic grain dimen- pressure range (approximately 8 kb). The
sion of 882 pm and one dimensional plane effect of the flyer was simulated by imposing a
strain compaction behavior as observed by particle velocity on the first computational
Elhan 2 1  cell. In Figure 9, a comparison is shown
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200 VCalculation 1
Experiment 16

"18 a. _ o
160 - 14 - Compaction 20 Kb 8Kb

front prefactor sarles series

140 
12 2 is 0.0110

s 

1* 

"1- Calculation

E10 0 Experimentn
1 10001

80 8
2 0 C L"• "

7 89 10 11

Time (ps) 
0
0 0 .5.

Figure 7 Calculated Arrays of Pressure Versus Time, T (ps)

Time Using Permeability Parameters /or (:lass Figure 9. Calculated and Exerimental Front
A IIM X Versus Lagrange Gaug, Records for Po iigure rsau t imne f or Kxplosive Len s
Flyer Pl te xperimentsiion Versus

Experiments

for a given level of compaction. In our
200 simulation of these experiments, we calculated

s ICalculation ---- a no reaction" pressure of 7 kb for the 8 kb test
160 Experiment .... ,-series and 17 kb for the 20 kb series.

: 120 Piston Driven, Steel Tube Experiment 24

80 In this experiment, labeled 1-9153, low
density IIMX was used as a gas generator
to drive a piston into the test bed of porous
Class A IIMX located inside a merging steel

01 -tube. The IIMX had a mean density of

.70 .75 .80 .85 .90 .95 1.00 1.05 1.10 1.22g/cc. A steady piston velocity of 0.077
Time(ps) nimm/s was achieved after an initial low

pressure acceleration phase. In our modeling,

Vigure S. Calculated Arrays of Pressure Versus we simulated the acceleration by imposing a
T'i me 1/sing #20 Sieve Cut Cluss I velocity on the piston. The shape of the

Permeability Parameters Versus Lagrungin imposed velocity/time curve was a quarter
cycle slinusoid that went from 0.0 to(;auge Records for the Filter Plate Experiments 0 yc77 m inu 24i s Th is ch ic f 0s 0 ti0.077 inni/ps ina 24 ps. This choice of -;se time

strongly influences the early time compac-
between the experimental and predicted tion front gas production and also affects the
arrival tines for both the high pressure and calculated time for turnover. The chosen value
the lowcr pressure. results in a simulation that correctly

To inatch both arrival times and density, predicts the timing between the first

it was necessary to use the hydrostatic radiograph density profile and the time of

compaction data rather than the tube tester t irnovor.

compaction data. The hydrostatic compaction In contrast to the explosive lens expert-
data is associated with a mitch higher pressure inctits, we were unable to model b)oth timing
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and density for the piston driven compaction
experiment if we used hydrostatic tester
compaction data.2 3 It was necessary to use the
tube tester compaction data.20  200 ° 1 1 1 1

Figure 10 illustrates both the experi- 180-
mental and the calculated arrival time curves. - Calculation

In Figure 11, the radiographically measured 160 . ... Experiment

and computed density profiles are shown at a 140-

tine of approximately 30 ps prior to turnover. 0120
In Figure 12, the density profiles ate shown

'6100after turnover.
a. 80 "i

Squib IDriven D)DT Experiment' 60

The squib driven I)I)T experiments began io
when a BKNO3 squib was ignited. The gas
generated by the squilb caused an 80%TMI) 20

1 .54 g/ci compaction wave to pass through a 0 ' p I

bed Of( poOus #20 sieve cut, Class I) IIMX. The 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
Tube position (millimeters)

bed of IIIMX was initially compposed of large

unifOrmt grains, at a densil'; of 64.1%TMI) Figure 11. Caleuluted und Experimental
(1 22 g/cc) After 300 ps, a wave with a density D ig Pre fl f. First and Expe r ap
of nearly 1 903 gm/cc formed at the end of the Density Pro/iles for First Dynamic Radiograph
tube where the squib was ignited It traveled
over the 80% TM I) compaction wave arnd
forrmed a detonation at about 423 ps.

Our model of the squit) drivet O1) 'YI' 200

exl) rinie-nt includes a simulation of the squib 180- C
- Calculation

160 - -- Experiment

140
100-020

90 - Calculation

--- Experiment
80- 6.42 mm/ps -fl

E 70 Radiograph #2 ---- " 64 - -

.604 I _

- 50 Radiograph #1A 20

0
" 400

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
0 30 0.292 mmps - Tube position (millimeters)

20' ,'igire 12. Calculated and Experimental Den-
10 yj/t Iy rofiles fi)r Second l)ynamic Experiment

0
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 combustion which drives hot, high pressure

Time (ps) gas into the porous bed and leads to an

8(/% TMI) compaction wave. The pressure rise
Fgur,'rc I / 'r!culated and Experimental ront t Iie at the front of the bed was about 50 ps. At
Positlort Versus T'itre f/r Piston Driven, Shtel 201 ps, regression rate burning is started in the
"l'utw IqAJx,'rmnt 1~I-95.3 first cell. Thereafter, the O)Y'X thermal
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criterion is used to begin regression rate
burning in all other cells. The squib induced 20

compaction wave front was not sharp enough 403 P -

to produce gas. At about 340 ps, the regression 1 Calculation
rate burning started in the first cell is 16 0 0 Experiment 0,011

sufficiently intense to start plug formation. -14 -410ps
The density gradient at the front of the plug E 0 0

then becomes steep enough to produce gas and Z 12 - E -303ps 0s

start the turnover process. 2ES10
Figure 13 illustrates the experimental C 8

streak camera record, the experimental 0
location of the squib compaction front, and the 6

computed arrival time plot. Note that the 4 32s-' 0
computed x-t plot lags the experimental
record before plug formation. This is to be 2
expected since the squib induced compaction 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
front is quite broad. In Figure 14, experi- Tube position (mm)
mental and computed displacement profiles
are compared at about 300 ps before plug Figure 14. Calculated and Experimental
formation begins and at 400 ps just before Displacement Profiles for the Squib Driven
turnover occurs. DDT Experiment

We were able to model all the com-
pression ignition experiments on Class A ItMX reduced by 50 percent and the parameters that
with a single set of parameters for compaction control gas production had to be modified to
front gas production and the growth com- obtain 50 percent turn-on at a compaction of
bustion mechanism. To model the squib 90%TMD. The parameters previously used
induced DDT on #20 sieve cut HMX, the caused a 50 percent turn-on at a compaction of
growth premultiplier constants had to be 70%TMD.

2DUCT MODEL

In order to determine how multi-
140 dimensional aspects affect the results of the

- Analytical max. o more detailed one-dimensional analysis, the
120 - Head of 1.54 gicc, WCW. Exp most significant features of I DUCT have been

Head of 1.54 giccWCW. x
Head ofSCW implemented into 2DUCT. These features"---- *Stek camera record i

100 Streak camera record include the structural aspects of the granular
E/ bed, the equation of state of the reactive

-80 - material, and the surface area, pressure

0 a dependent reaction growth model.

60-- •I 2DUCT was implemented into the
0o Lagrangian hydrocode DYNA2D, into the
"u- 40 - subroutines in which the pressure equalization

between the reactant and the product had
20 -- - been previously performed. In 2DUCT,

pressure equalization between the reactants
0 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 "0 and the products is not assumed. As in

Time (ps) 1 DUCT, a solid stress, consistent with the pure
solid and the compaction stress measured by

Figure 13. Calculated Front Position Versus Elban, was combined with the pressure
Experimental Measurements of the Front predicted by the gaseous of state equation for
Position the products. The JWL equation used by
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i l)UCT for the gaseous product was also used reaction turnover at approximately the time
in 21)t'CT. The solid reaction equation used in observed for experiment B-9153. A value of 4.0
21)UCT was the ignition and growth model was used for the exponent of the compression
developed by Lee and Tarver. 25 The ignition term. A value of the growth constant of 1.15
and growth model can be thought of as being caused turnover at approximately 130 ps and a
composed of three terms-an ignition term, a value of 1.1 caused a turnover at approxi-
first growth term, and a final growth term. mately 135 ps. A value of 1.15 was used for all
The values used for the constants in the subsequent calculations.
ignition and growth model are the values listed
for I'3X 9404 in the I)YNA21) manual, 2 6  A comparison between the experimentaland simulated front position vs. time, (x vs. t),except for the constant in the first growth term is shown in Figure 15. The experimental time
ad the exonent of the compression term. zero is about 10 ps before the extrapolated first

The 21)UCT model does not treat relative motion of the piston. The simulated starting
phase motion, interphase energy exchange, or time is the time of first piston motion. This
the time to explosion ignition scheme. difference in time zero is indicated in the offset

The interphase energy exchange rate in the compaction velocity part of the x,t curve.

wits strongly dependent on the convective In the simulation, a granulated bed length of

heat transfer coefficient, a strong function of only 7cm is simulated rather than the full

the local gas velocity relative to the solid, i.e., 25 cm bed. In the experiment, the strong reac-

the relative phase motion. The time to tion front formed at a time of about 130 lis.

explosion ignition scheme is a strong function The simulation predicted that the strong

of the solid temperature, which is, in turn, a reaction front formed at between 130 and

function of the heat transfer coefficient or the 135 ps. Unfortunately, this occurred as the com-

interphase energy transfer rate. paction front hit the end of the simulated bed.
A steady detonation was not predicted, but the

In order to evaluate the implementa- turnover appeared to be well under way.
tion of I D)UCT model into 21)UCT, two exper
iments, previously performed by McAfee, 2 4  The simulation of the second experiment,
were simulated. The experimental apparatus 13-9130, correctly predicted a strong reaction

used for these experiments consisted of three turnover at a position of about 5 cm at a time of
parts, a confinement tube, a bed of granulated about 100 ps, as shown in Figure 16. A front
reactive material, and a piston. X-Ray radio- velocity of approximately 5 mm/ps occurred as
graphs taken during the experiments indi- the wave hit the end of the simulated tube.

cated the piston location, the local mixture The pressure-distance plot, shown in Fig-

density, and the tube wall deformation. The ure 17, indicates the presence of both a deto-

experi ment began as the piston moved into nation and a retonation. The detonation in
the tube against the granulated Type A, experiment B-9130 had a velocity of 6 mm/ps.
IIMX. By using the radiographs, bed compac A question of interest in the two-
tion sensors, and detonation or reaction dimensional analysis was whether or not the
sensors, it was possible to develop a clear strong reaction turnover was seriously affected
experimental interpretation ofthe experiment. by the tube wall expansion in the time and

distance domain of the detonation process. The21)UCR MOI)EIE SISM UUITION effect of the tube wall expansion was simulated
RESULTS lwy rerunning the simulation of experiment

The difference between the two McAfee B 9130 with a tube wall that had a yield
experiments 2 ,24 that were simulated was the strength of 20 kbar. The time of turnover
effective piston velocity. The velocity of the occurred at approximately 100 ls-similar to
piston in experiment 13-9153 was 77 m/s and the simulation with the stronger tube. In Fig-
the velocity in experiment It 9130 was 100 m/s. ure 18, the extent of the tube deformation can
The first growth constant and the exponent of be seen. The tube wall radius has expanded by
the compression term in the ignition and about 1.7 mm as the wave hit the simulated
growth model were adjusted to obtain a strong end wall of the tube. In this simulation,
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the strong reaction turnover occurred before 3. Bernecker, R. R., AIAA Journal, Vol. 24,
the tube wall expansion interacted with the 1986, p. 82.
tube end cap. The effect of the tube wall 4. Glancy, B. and Sandusky, II. W.,
expansion does not seem to affect the reaction "l)vnamic Compaction and Compressive
turnover process and the one-dimensional Reaction Studies for a Single-Base Ball
approximation seems to be a reasonable Propellant," 1989 JANNAF Propulsion
approximation for these experiments. Systems Hazards Subcommittee Meeting,

CONCLUSIONS Chemical Propulsion Information Agen-
cy, Laurel, MD, 1989.

Granular beds of IIMX appear to compact. 5 Price, C. K; Atwood, A. 1.; Richter, If. P.;
differently in different environm ents. W hen 5. Boggs, C . B. , "Mod, the Behav-modeling experiments in tubes, the results and B~oggs, T. B., "Modeling the Behav-
were bestxperimed in t he rests ior of Mechanically Stimulated Porouswere b described using the hydrostatic Beds," 1989 JANNAF Propulsion Sys-
compaction pressure data obtained from
compaction experiments performed in tubes. tenms azards Subcommittee Meeting,
When modeling the explosive lens and the Chemical Propulsion Information Agen-
flyer plate experiments, compaction data cy, Laurel, Ml),1989.
obtained in a hydrostatic apparatus gave a 6. Baer, M. R. and Nunziato, J. W., "A
better description. Hlaving taken into account Multiphase Model for the Compressive
this variation in the compaction behavior, we Combustion of Ball Propellants," 1989
then successfully modeled the remaining fea- JANNAF Propulsion Systems Hlazards
tures of the compression ignition, detonation Subcommittee Meeting, Chemical Pro-
turnover experiments over a wide variation in pulsion Information Agency, Laurel, MD,
stimulus and response on Class A IIMX with a 1989.
single set of parameters. 7. Kooker, I). F., "Modeling of the Piston

The two-dimensional simulations of the Driven Compaction Experiment: Results
piston compaction experiments correctly Before and After Release of the Experi-
predicted the influence of the piston velocity, mental Data," 1989 JANNAF Propulsion
We found that the effect of the tube wall Systems Hazards Subcommittee Meeting,
expansion on the time to detonation predicted Chemical Propulsion Information Agen-
by the Iwo dimensional simulation was small. cy, Laurel, MI), 1989.
The assumptions made, therefore, that allow
the more detailed one-dimensional simulations 8. Ilsieh, T. and Kim, K., "Numerical
of the two-dimensional piston compaction Simulation of Piston Driven Compaction
experiments appear to bejustified. Experiments for TS-3659 and WC-140

Propellants," 1989 JANNAF Propulsion
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DISCUSSION material is compressed. Experimentally, this

JOHN C. CUMMINGS position will correspond to the location in the

Sandia National Laboratories region at which the pressure increases from

Albuquerque, NM 87185 the original undisturbed pressure to the
pressure behind the shock.

Please explain the nature of your wavePleae eplan th naureof yur aveThe systems being modeled in this paper
front versus time curves for I I)UCT in those The stmsbinmded in th is pacase wh re he alclati ns ppe r t be are more complicated than the motion of a
cases where the calculations appear to be simple shock wave. Several shocks are
discontinuous. You mentioned that you were observed within the computational region
plotting "Q" in an artificial viscosity being investigated at the same time. Since
parameter. What does this really mean when several shocks of similar magnitude are
comparing to experimental data? occurring simultaneously, the position of the

single maximum value of Q may occur at more
REPLY BY 1). F. AID)IS than one location from one computational time

step to the next. The maximum value of Q has
The wave position versus time curves for been plotted as connected points, which switch

the i l)UCT results are a plot of the maximum between each shock in the flow. The result of
value of the artificial viscosity, Q. The this switching appears as discontinuities in the
maximum value of Q occurs, in a curves.
hydrodynamic calculation, at the position in
the computational region which is If it were possible to experimentally
experiencing the maximum rate of volumetric record the pressure at every position in a flow,
deformation. For the motion of a simple shock such as those modeled in this paper, more than
wave, this will occur at the leading edge of the one pressure wave would be observed. The
shock, where the originally uncompressed position of each wave would correspond to one

of the regions of maximum Q.
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COMPRESSIVE COMBUSTION OF GRANULAR MATERIALS
INDUCED BY LOW-VELOCITY IMPACT

M. R. Baer and J. W. Nunziato
Sandia National Laboratories

Fluid and Thermal Sciences Department
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

A reactive multiphase mixture model is used to describe the initiation
and compressive combustion of granular energetic materials induced
by dynamic compaction. Incorporated in this description is a two-step
combustion model whereby compressive reaction is initiated by
dynamic compaction. Subsequent energy release from the reaction
gases evolved during compaction is delayed following an induction rate
law based on time-to-reaction experimental data. Given conditions of
sufficient energy release and heat transfer, grain burning is initiated
when granular surface temperatures exceed decomposition conditions.
Model parameters are formulated for the granular explosive HMX and
for nitrocellulose-based ball propellants. This model is used to
simulate the low-velocity impact experiments of Sandusky and co-
workers. Numerical calculations compare well with experimental
observations. Details of compaction and combustion behavior are
illustrated near the threshold of deflagration-to-detonation transition
(DDT).

INTROi)UCTION Green et al. 3 demonstrated that compaction,
by itself, triggers a combustion event that

The modes of flame spread and the readily accelerates to detonation provided that
transition from deflagration to detonation a certain level of porosity exists. In similar
(DDT) in gas-permeable reactive granular studies, Sandusky and coworkers 4'5 showed
materials are known to involve a variety of that rapid distortion of the granular material
complex thermal/mechanical/chemical proces- at a compaction front induces compressive
ses. To gain a fundamental understanding of reaction with a delay in energy release.
these processes, several experimental studies Reaction product gases assist the mechanical
have focused on various aspects of a DDT loading of the granular material and
event. Bernecker et al. 1'2 studied accelerated strengthen the compaction wave. 6 McAfee
combustion in confined columns of granular and Campbell 7 conducted piston impact experi-
explosives and propellants, and proposed ments that revealed multiple compaction
mechanisms for DDT based on wave trajec- fronts that form as a result of the interaction
tory information, flash radiographic observa- of combustion and the loss of lateral wall
tions, and pressure-time measurements. Most confinement. In all of these studies, low-
importantly, it has been shown that com- velocity impact produces low amplitude
paction of the granular reactant plays a major compressive waves that are insufficient to
role in the combustion process. In view of this cause direct shock initiation, and yet, DDT is
result, a number of subsequent studies invest- observed. It is now recognized that 'hot-spot'
igated the nature of mechanically induced reaction during compaction is the key that
ignition and rcaction using low level impact links the combustion modes of convective
experiments. The projectile impact studies of burning and detonation.
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Much progress has been made toward the during compaction, whereas IIMX crystals
development of reactive multiphase mixture fracture during loading.
models describing deflagration-to-detonation
transition in granular materials. A review and REACTIVE MU IiT PHASE
survey of the various modeling approaches is MIXTURE MODEL
beyond the scope of this work and the
interested reader is referred to the works In this model, chemically reacting
of Baer and Nunziato, 8 Butler and Krier,9  mixtures are assumed to consist of two phases:

Kooker and Anderson,'( Kim,'n and the the solid granular reactant (a--s) and the
various works on DDT which appeared in the interstitial gas products (a-g). Associated
Eighth Symposium (International) on with each phase is a set of state variables:
l)etonation. 12 Much effort has been devoted to phase velocity va, material density Pa, pressure
the determination of appropriate constitutive Pa, total energy
models and in providing verification data for
modeling. Indeed, the interactive use of E =e + v2 /2,
numerical models and experimental data a a a

calibrates modeling quantitatively and assists internal energy Ca, and volume fraction 4.a. In
in elucidating the operative mechanisms in one dimension, the reactive multiphase
experiments, equations are written in conservation form as:8

Although existing models are well- Conservation of Mass
founded from a thermodynamic and
mechanical point of view and the concept of 4 ) +
'hot-spot' formation is well accepted, little (a + a ( aVa) -C (1)
progress has been made in defining the
precise microscopic physical mechanisms that Conservation of Momentum
control nucleation, growth, and coalescence of a a
'hot-spots'. Moreover, chemical mechanisms -- p v + -q p v ++) p M (2)
and rates are not well-defined for conditions of at ( aa x a a a a a a

high dynamic pressure. Given limited Conservation of Energy
experimental time-to-reaction data relevant at
the conditions of high strain rate deformation, a a +
a phenomenological 'ombustion description for (aPaEa)+ a x a((aPEa a aaa
'hot-spot' decomposition and grain burning is
used in this study. Compaction Equation

In the sections that follow, we review as 4s S4s4) c +
the multiphase mixture model for energetic -- +v - S (p -- ps )+ - (4)
granular materials with emphasis on the at s x PC PS
combustion description. Appropriate model + +
inputs are defined and numerical calcula- a a
tions are carried out to model the low- interactions of mass, momentum, and energy,
velocity impact experiments conducted by respectively. These phase interaction terms
Sandusky et al. 4' 5 investigating Class 1) IIMX account for the chemical reactions, the
and nitrocellulose-based ball propellants. interphase drag, and the interphase heat
These reactants are well-characterized and transfer. Constitutive equations for the
experimental data exist to construct appro- interphase drag and heat transfer are given
priate constitutive models for compaction elsewhere.8
and combustion. Additionally, the ball
probps11,nf ., id-o!!y suited for modeling In this description, independent equa-
since these materials consist of uniform tions of state For each phase are used given in
spherical particles that deform plastically the form:
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pap (p e (5The first term of this expression applies
pa pa'p ~ea). (5) only to compacted reactant (i.e., 4ý,>qfI') and

For the gas phase, the Jones-Wilkins-Lee reflects the effect of compaction-induced
equation of state 13 is used and for the solid combustion. Following experimental obser-phase a thermoelastic state relationship 14 is fit vation4 the reaction time, L11, is scaled to the

to available shock Ilugoniot data. 15,16 inverse of the square of mixture pressure:

Volume fraction changes are described by -I = bp 2  (8)
the compaction Equation (4) and the phases I I

occupy all of the total volume, thus: The coefficient b is a model parameter
determined for each reactant calibrated to

qs + (6) replicate the reactive wave characteristics for

Notice that compaction is rate-dependent and a specified loading condition. At other impact

is driven by pressure differences. The conditions, this combustion parameter remains

intragranular stress is denoted as 13i and fixed.

reflects distortion of the solid granular The second term of Equation (7)
reactant. The compaction viscosity pi controls represents rain burning and incorporates
the rate at which the volume fraction strand data. 0,21 The specific surface area of
adjusts toward pressure equilibrium. uasi- the granular reactant is modified by particle
static .18 and dynamic compaction data are burning and by the reduced surface area of
used with compaction shock jump conditions pore-collapse during compaction:
defining the intragranular stress and the
compacted solid volume fraction. In this work, S 6( 0 ) -14)
wall friction effects and granular shear V -)= d( , (9)
stresses are neglected. p S 1 (.)S

In terms of multiphase mixtures, the where dp is the unreacted surface mean
reaction rate includes the effect of compressive particle diameter.
reaction in the mass exchange ca+,. Thus, the
mass exchange combines the effects of Motivated by experimental observa-
compaction-induced 'hot-spot' combustion and tions,4 the delay of energy release in the 'hot-
grain burning: spot' decomposition gas products is included in

the model using a normalized induction time, I.

+ + PS((s-() S This is mathematically expressed as an
C S -- C - evolutionary equation:

,dI dl 2S -- +v -=cp . (10)

p (-)ap" l'T, - 1*'), (7) dt g ax

The heat release in the gas phase, AE, is thenwhere (1° is the undisturbed solid volume gieby

fraction, LH! is a 'hot spot' reaction time given by:

characterizing compaction induced combus- AE = Q* + (AER - Q*) 1(1 - 1), (11)
tion, (S/V) is the specific surface area of the
granular reactant, and apg" is the pressure- where Q* is the energy release during
dependent surface burn rate 20 ' 2 1 which is compaction-induced combustion due to 'hot
activated by the Hleaviside function, II(Ti-T*). spots' and AER is the heat of explosion of the
The ileaviside function has a value of one reactant. The Q* is estimated based on the
when the granular surface temperature, T1, condensed-phase (subsurface reaction) energy
exceeds a critical 'ignition' temperature, T* release given by Fifer. 23 The parameter c is
(corresponding to rapid thermal decom- determined based on experimental time-to-
position 22 ), otherwise it is zero. reaction data. 4
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During convective burning, the surface numerical viscosity, can exhibit adequate
layers of the granular reactant are first numerical stability; however, it is usually at
ignited. The grain surface temperature, T', is the price of accuracy in resolving the
determined using a relationship which combustion physics. Unfortunately, the
approximates the heat conduction within mathematical structure of multiphase for-
particles subjected to convective heat transfer mulations has not been adequately studied for
from the hot reaction product gases. 2 4 The the development of a characteristic-based
resulting thermal fields are defined by an numerical method.2 7 Alternatively, we use a
evolutionary equation, in terms of a surface high quality numerical method, extensively
temperature function 4: studied for this class of reactive flows,2 5 that

resolves Eulerian multiphase equations with

I (,I -, , (12) accuracy in time and space.

a S ax d g In this work, one-dimensional numerical
P solutions of the multiphase flow equations are

where Tg is the local bulk gas temperature, as obtained using an adaptive finite element
is the solid thermal diffusivity, and B, is the technique. In this shock-capture method,
Biot modulus (based on the local gas film spatial derivatives are evaluated at Gauss
coefficient hg, solid thermal conductivity ks, quadrature points and the resulting ordinary
and the particle diameter dp): differential equations are solved using well-

h d developed ODE software that resolves a large

B P (13) set of highly stiff equations. To incorporate a

2k piston boundary condition, a coordinate
S transformation is introduced that maps the

The granular surface temperature is defined computational domain to a fixed space. 2 8

as: Boundary motion appears explicitly in the
conservation equations as grid convective

5(3ý + T ) I BT terms. Unphysical numerical dispersion in the
T =shydrodynamic calculations is prevented using

(5 + B (I + Bd a minimal amount of numerical viscosity

incorporated such that numerical truncation

B (T + V6(B 0)2+241B ( -TI )-BI . and smearing are greatly reduced with grid
SI S I g s S (14) refinement. An adaptive gridding scheme

(1 + B) enhances the accuracy of the numerical
solutions by placing fine meshes in regions of

where Tr is the bulk temperature of the solid extreme gradients. With the adaptive
phase. meshing, 50 to 200 computational nodes with

eight levels of refinement (each level
NUMERICAL METHOI) producing finer meshing) is sufficient for

Typical of reactive flow models, the numerical accuracy.

coupling of multiphase transport of mass,
momentum, and energy with the effects of LOW VEI wOCITrY IMPACT OF
phase interaction leads to descriptions GRANULAR ENERGETIC
exhibiting disparate length and time scales. MATERIALS
Furthermore, accelerated combustion involves In this section, we use our multiphase
processes that have dominant influences at reactive flow model to analyze the piston-
different times and these processes occur in impact experiments of Sandusky and co-
regions of high gradients or shocks. Thus, an workers. 4 ,5 Low amplitude impact conditions,
appropriate numerical solution of reactive similar to those experienced during a DI)T
multiphase flow must recognize and address event, were investigated using flash X-rays of
mathematical stiffness.2 5' 2  Explicit shock embedded tracers and probed with high-speed
capture methods, which employ excessive photography, ionization and self-shorting
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Table 1. Therrnophysical and Material Property Data

Variable TS3659 WC140 IIMX
[cgs unitsl

dpilpmI 434 411 150

(Ns 0.60 0.60 0.73

P"O1g/cmJ 3 1.62 1.65 1.90

cSVIlerg/g 'K] I Ox 107 1.0 x 107 1.5 x 107

pjg/cmns1 5.0 x 102 5.0 x 102  1.0 x 103

Tr*I°Kl 460.0 460.0 550.0

kslerg/g 'K1 1.0 x 104  1.0 x 104  2.3 x 104

n 0.86 0.74 1.0

alcm/s M Pa"l 0.247 0.306 0.123

lis I M lpa 2 0.012 0.022 0.018

AEl;lerg/gi 4.62 x 1010 3.84 x 1010 7.91x10 11

Q*Ierg/gl 0.4 x 010 0.4 x 1010 0.4 x 1010

probes, piezoelectric transducers, and micro- comparison of calculation and experimental
wave interferometry. I)etermination of observation, granular IIMX is examined. In
compaction particle velocities, wave charac- quasi-static loading measurements of Class 1)
teristics, and wall pressure histories at several IIMX, widespread particle fracture is known to
locations provide detailed information about occur 1 7 and unpressed particle size (nominally
the convective and compressive combustion of having a 700-800 pm mean particle diameter)
several confined granular materials; Class I) is not an appropriate material characterization
IINMX (unstressed average particle diameter of dynamically compacted IIMX. Therefore,
-870 pmn), and ball propellants TS3659 we use a modified IIMX particle diameter of
(79.9 percent NC/21.6 percent NG0, WC231 -150 pm in the reactive flow calculations.
(74.8 percent NC/25.2 percent NG and WC140 Figure 1 displays the observed compaction
(98 percent NC). Listed in Table I are the and burn front trajectories for an impact
material properties and combustion param- velocity of 98 nmis in 73 percent dense Class I)
eters for these materials (all transport data are IIMX. Calculation of this loading condition is
given in Reference 8). shown in Figure 2 as time and distance profiles

of solid phase pressure. After impact, a shock-
As observed, low-velocity impact pro- like compaction wave forms that travels into

duces reaction due to the generation of 'hot the granular bed at a speed of 430 nis. After a
spots' during compaction; however, there is a delay of -100 ps, chemical energy is released in
delay time between impact and the detection of the reaction gases produced by the 'hot-spots.'
intense reaction. After the onset of reaction, A secondary combustion front then forms and a
the observed growth varied significantly -3 kbar shock travels at 760 m/s toward the
depending on the impact velocity, the con- primary compaction front. When this pressure
finement, and the run distance. In the first wave reaches the compaction front, its
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Figure 1. Distance-Time Experimental Data tsr
for an Impact of 98 mts on 73 Percent TMD HMX

Figure 3. Solid Phase Volume Fraction Profiles
"after Impact at 98 rn/s

0Oo

are calculated to be below the temperature

(floe '* '""~ coparror rar 80decmpositin., Gaintsrf2ace temperaturfaes

needed to initiate grain burning.
Pro lester pAt an impact velocity of 160 m/s, the

compaction front is luminous, indicating the
presence of 'hot-spot' decomposition very near

a luthe front as shown in Figure 4. Figure 5
t rdisplays the transient pressure wave profiles
calculated for this impact condition. Jilot-spct'
initiation occurs quickly after impact and the
ignition locus follows the compaction wave

mt he ls ofront. Initially, combustion assists the piston
ee e A to produce a compaction wave with a speed of

-800 m/s and, after 20 ps, grain surface

Figure 2. Calculated Solid Phase Pressure temperatures indicate that grain burning is
Profitles After Impact at 98 rn/s underway. Consistent with the experimental

observation, 4 grain burning occurs for a dura-

lengt o te grnularbed ationeedof W 10 prsswhregugspronvt istne ofditiocm

amplitude rapidly decays due to the loss of the theuranstion to detoaton ataks e of plce
gas phase pressurization in the compacted compaction andeation pres wace,
mixture (the loss of pressurization is due to the In the series of experiments investigat-
venting into undisturbed material). After ing dynamic compaction of nitrocellulose-
these waves coalesce, a steady low velocity based ball propellants, the reactive wave fields
combustion wave propagates the remaining are probed using microwave interferometry.
length of the granular bed at a speed of Wall pressure gauges provide additional
-600 mis. Solid Volume fraction wave profiles information on the structure of the
are shown in Figure 3. Compaction waves with compaction and reactive pressure waves. In
finite wave front thickness of -2 mmn are the calculations, wall pressures are estimated
supported by a small amount of solid-phase using the radial mixture stress defined by
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compaction and reactive waves can be clearly
DaI identified. As observed, piston impact pro-' DelagrAton duces a compaction wave that travels in the

bed at 495 m/s. Following a delay of -150 ps,
S.-_energy release in the 'hot-spot' reaction

- . " products within the 80 percent TMD
compacted material supports a secondary wave
that further compresses the reactant to total

,*• •Onset to detonation -""•pot-e closure. Rapid heat transfer initiates

grain burning and the two-phase combustion

P,, o. B, o wave accelerates toward the primary com-
boundary ZV. . paction wave. Coalescence of the waves

produces an abrupt change in the flame speed
to -2000 m/s. (In this experiment, the length of

t2 oconfinement was 10 cm so the merging of the

reactive and compaction waves could not be
Figure 5. Solid Phase Pressure Profiles After elucidated.) Included in these experiments are
impact of 161 m/s wall pressure gauges located at 3.81 and

7.62 cm from initial impact. Figure 7 shows a
Kooker 29 incorporating he quasi-static axial comparison of experimental and calculated
and radial stress measurements of Campbell, wall pressures during dynamic compaction and
et al.dal Shown in Figure 6 are the distance- combustion. As seen in this figure, predicted
tietrajectSownrins of' the 6ware thndunce- b wall pressures are in reasonable agreement
time trajectories of the waves, induced by with experimental measurement. The slight

192 m/s impact on 60 percent TMD TS3659.
Tile compaction wave trajectory, measured by drop in observed pressure following compac-

ionization pins,5 is superimposed over the tion is apparently due to the deceleration of the

adaptive nodal meshing. In the adaptive impacted piston.

calculations, close ly-spaced nod l cluste s indi- Test PI)C81 examines a higher impact
cate regions of high gradients, hence, the condition on the double-based ball propellant
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Figure 7. Comparison of Calculated and
Measured Wall Pressures at 3.81 cm and Figure 9. Comparison of Calculated and
7.62 cm from Impact in Test PDC80 Measured Wall Pressures in Test PDC8I
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M'gure 8. Wave• Trajectories Followed ky the F'igure 10. Calculated Mixture Pressure
Adaptiv~e Nodes. Microwave interferometric Profiles after Impoct in TS365-1 Ball Propellant
data is overlaycd lor comparison. Note the I .n Tlestl DC81

abrupt change in wave speed at time of -240pts.

these waves coalesce, the reactive wave
TS3659 held in a steel confinement. Measure- speed changes to -2000 m/s consistent with
ment of the transient piston velocity indicates the microwave interferometric data. Figure 9
significant piston deceleration after impact. shows a comparison of calculated and inca-
The calculated and experimental wave trajec- sured wall stress. After 180 Vs, rapid pressure
tories are displayed in the adlaptive node plot growth occurs due to total pore closure ahead of
of Figure 8. F~or this case, impact produces a the burn front. Figures 10 and I11 display the
primary compaction wave with a speed of time and space evolution of mixture pressure
5:35 m/s and after 180 ps, energy release ind solid volume fraction for this loading
triggers the secondary wave within the condition. All wave features can be clearly
90 percent TMI) compacted mate,'ial. When identified.
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F~igure 11. Calculated Solid Phase Volume Figure 13. Comparison of Calculated and
Fraction Profiles after Impact in Test PDC81. Measured Wall Pressures in 'Test PDC82
Note the development of the secondury' corpac-
tion wave that produces total pore closure. occurs 60 ps after impact and an accelerated

combustion wave coalesces with the primary
compaction wave at a distance 7 cm from

k ,,M '1 I No, • \ ,l•1,,* I0 , -M ON', in itial im pact at a tim e of -120 ps. rhe rad ialcompared in Figure13.Cage lculations indicate

S....that energy release in the 'hot spot' decom-
,:0 , , ,,,position products requires additional heat up

time before the onset of grain burning seen as a
5 " plateau' in the pressure history of the 3.81 cm

,gauge 100 ps after impact.

S•. ', ......... \., ..... In a piston impact experiment on 50 per-
,.- .-1 • • • • : i:cent WC231, only wave trajectory information

.. was obtained. All combustion and material
~~~~~L ttii, _[•---•..i• property data were assumed to be equivalent

.It ' .... "" ... ' ... :• .... to TS3659 with nmodification of particle size to
.0 40.. , di, = 790pm Figure 14 shows the experi-

Smental waves observed for a 183 m/s impact
Figure 12. Wave Trajectories FPhaswed by the condition. Calculation ofthis impact condition
Adaptive Nodes in Test PDC82. Microwave is shown in Figure 15 displaying the transient
interferometricdataissuperimposed. pressure wave profiles. For this case, a

85 percent TMI) compaction wave evolves afterAt a higher impact velocity of 216 m/scin impact and delayed energy release after
tu20 ps leads to a combustion event similar to

pacionto 5 prcetTM an adflaraton that observed for TS3659. Merging of the
waves produces a reactive shock wave thatfront is promptly initiated leading to accel-impat a a tm of 10 hr

straess me a surements and ccuaios.r

c prated burningi Figure 12 displays the
calculattd and experimental wave trajectories. Finally, impact of the single-based ball
As experimentally observed, delayed reaction propellant WC140, designated as test M30, is
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Figure 14. Distance-Time Trajectories of ferometric Data for Impact on WC140. Note

Impact at 183 m/s on 50 Percent 7"MD WC231 that the calculated secondary wave is consistent
with experimental observation.
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Figure 15. Calculated Mixture Pressure Profiles Figure 17. Comparison of Calculated and
fi)r a 183 ni/s Impact on WC231 Measured Wall Pressures for a 160 m/s Impact

on WCl40

considered. The first 100 Vs of piston velocity pressure following compaction was observed
were measured and piston deceleration was prior to the onset of energy release. Although
observed. The wave trajectories are shown rarefaction is a result of deceleration of the
in the adaptive node plot of Figure 16. piston, the unloading of the pressure within
After 240 ps, a secondary compaction/reaction the compaction wave is greater than cal-
wave appears and the microwave inter- culated. This behavior may be due to
ferometry, monitoring the delayed wave, hysteresis of the loading vs. unloading intra-
confirms a wave speed of -100 m/s consistent granular stress that is not treated in the
with that calculated. 3  The wall pressure calculations. The reduced pressures during
comparisons are shown in Figure 17. For this compaction appears to support the less reac-
low impact condition, significant decay in wall tive nature of WC140.
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COMPACTION WAVE ACCELERATION IN GRANULAR
ENERGETIC MATERIAL: SIMULATION WITH A

REACTIVE SHOCK WAVE MODEL

Douglas E. Kooker
U.S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratory

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21005-5066

In studies of granular material, data from both the piston-driven-
compaction (PDC) experiment and the closed-pipe deflagration-to-
detonation transition (DDT) experiments displayed in distance-time
plots appear to show abrupt changes in propagation speed of the
luminous front as the wave accelerates to a reactive shock wave
(1-3 km/s) and then to a detonation wave. In addition, Sandusky's
(NSWC) PDC data on time to onset of compressive reaction includes the
observation that the first appearance of flame usually occurs in
material adjacent to the projectile face. Vigorous combustion in this
region will generate and support a stress wave system which must
propagate into material already compressed by the initial compaction
front. It is suggested that collision of these two waves may "trigger" an
increase in reactivity. A simple quasi-steady analysis which represents
compaction fronts as reactive shock waves demonstrates that modest
increases in reactivity induced by the collision could produce an altered
wave pattern similar to those seen in the experiments.

INTROI)UCTION ignition. Successful transition to detonation

The transition to detonation in confined appears to require formation and maintenance
of a strong compressive wave which ignites

granular energetic material involves a compli- unburned material in its path. The present
cated sequence of events which are influenced theoretical study is directed toward an inter-
by strength of confinement, shock sensitivity, pretation of this wave, before full detonation

particle size, permeability, and energy release has been established.

rate during combustion. Special laboratory

experiments on a number of different materials It is common practice to display data from
have provided many important observations the piston-driven-compaction (PDC) experi-
about this complex process. The deflagration- ment (Sandusky/NSWC), the DI)T experiments
to-detonation transition (DDT) studies of (e.g., Bernecker/NSWC) and the combustion-
Bernecker and Price,1 3 Price and Bernecker,4  driven piston experiment (McAfee / LANL) in
and Bernecker et al., 5 8 the combustion-driven- "distance-time" plots. In many cases, these
piston experiments of CainFbell, 9 McAfee and X-T plots appear to show abrupt changes in
Campbell,") McAfee et all., and the shock-to- propagation speed as the compaction wave
detonation transition (SI)T) or impact studies accelerates to a reactive shock wave (speeds in
of' Sandusky et al., 1 2 15 Green et al.,16 and the range of 1-3 km/s) and then to a detonation
Dick 17'18 have all contributed to our under- wave. Furthermore, Bernecker's 8 DDT experi-
standing of the behavior. The data seem to ment with TS-3659 double-base ball propellant
suggest that the latter stages of the transition shows the presence of a rearward propagating
are essentially independent of the initial compressive wave, i.e., a wave which propagates
stimulus, whether from impact or from hot gas back into material which is already burning.
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The origin of this wave seems to be in the front itself. Friction between the compressed
vicinity of an increase in speed of a strong aggregate and the lateral confining boundary
compaction wave. is ignored. Removing all rate-dependent

With the PI)C experiment, Sandusky12 14  processes form the general equation system2 1

has observed that the time to the onset of means that compaction waves in granular

compressive reaction correlates as "t 2 At. material are represented as infinitesimally
conrstantivhereactio s aameasuref theAstre= thin shock waves. Note that constant-velocityconstant,"impact generates only steady wave propa-
state in the solid phase and At is the time gat gerere onsts.
interval after impact. Sandusky notes that the gation; there are no transients.
first appearance of "flame" usually occurs in Compaction waves (shock waves) in the
material adjacent to the projectile face. present model are not necessarily inert. The
Vigorous combustion in this region will gener- mechanism responsible for wave-induced
ate and support a stress wave system which reaction of some portion of the solid material is
must propagate into material already com- undoubtedly related to mechanical work done
pressed by the initial compaction wave. The at high strain rate. In a granular aggregate, a
objective of the present work is to determine if description of this process involves extremely
collision of this wave system with the leading complex physics and is presently unavailable.
compaction front could produce an altered Of course, a shock wave model (zero thickness,
wave pattern responsible for the abrupt change and infinite strain rate) could not predict the
in speed during acceleration, strain-rate history imposed on material which

passes through the compaction wave. To
MO I) E I i) E V E [O PM E NT circumvent this problem, the analysis assumes

The intention here is to deliberately pose that a prescribed fraction of the solid material
the simplest possible model which might iden- reacts within the shock front to form gaseous
tify controlling mechanisms. Such an attempt combustion products immediately downstream.
is always haunted by the prospect of neglecting Outside the shock front, reaction ceases. In
an important part of the physics and thus reality, reaction probably does fail when the
fatally distorting the predictions. Although system is near the limiting condition. For
the results should be interpreted with due cau- those systems which exceed this limit, it is
tion, simplicity sometimes provides important more likely that reaction "falters" during an
insight, induction period and then resumes.

Predictions from this model have beenCompaction Waves compared in Reference 19 to Sandusky's 12 -14

The Reactive Shock Wave Model 19 of data from the PI)C and CGC experiments. A
compaction waves in confined granular energe- majority of experimental compaction wave
tic material evolved from this philosophy. The speeds are greater than the model predictions
analysis intentionally neglects all "loss" for an inert compaction shock wave. Since loss
mechanisms as well as rate-dependent material mechanisms have been ignored, something has
processes. Resistance to porosity change is to be "driving" these waves. In principle, rate-
assumed vanishingly small, i.e., the com- dependent resistance to dynamic compaction of
pressed aggregate instantaneously adjusts to the granular aggregate could create an
its "equilibrium" stress state. It is assumed increased stress state which would support the
that both phases travel at the same velocity in higher speed; however, rate dependent compac-
the compressed aggregate, which eliminates tion models 21'22 suggest that the magnitude of
gas/particle drag. Inter phase heat transfer is relaxation time required to maintain this
also neglected, although the two phases may condition would produce excessively thick
exist at different temperatures. The heat compaction waves (not indicated by the
transfer problem is addrc,- d separately in experiment). The other possibility is wave-
Reference 19, and this artificial decoupling is induced reaction involving a small fraction of
removed in Reference 20. In the present anal solid material (also postulated in D)ick" 8 ).
ysis, combustion occurs only within the wave Since the aggregate is simultaneously being
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compressed the newly created combustion (i.e., the piston path). Focusing on the analogy
gases released into the available porosity of the with supersonic flow for a moment, imagine

aggregate are trapped and will exert a pres- that the single wedge is replaced with a double
sure. This gas pressure increases the"stiffness" wedge, i.e., the body has a second abrupt
of the two-phase aggregate, which in turn change in slope (see shaded region in Figure 2).
supports an increased compaction wave speed. Of course, this new slope change will create a
Computations show that wave-induced reaction second shock wave which eventually must
(which releases the total heat of reaction) of a collide with the leading shock wave. As illus-
few tenths of one percent of the solid phase trated in Figure 2 for a nonreacting medium,
creates enough gas pressure to stiffen the the collision produces a combined shock wave
aggregate and enable it to support the compac- whose strength is intermediate between the
tion wave speeds measured in the experiments, strengths of the two waves attached to the

body. A centered simple wave system (expan-

Collision of Compaction Waves sion fan) anchored at the collision point will
attempt to equilbrate this pressure difference.

Simulation of the collision between twocompaction/shock waves of the same family Of course, steady supersonic flow over a
(the weaker wave is overtaken from behind) double wedge is not the problem of interest.
employs(the weaerewacve iveqlrin shock wveh However, application of this wave diagram toem ploys the reactive equilibrium shock w ave o e d m n i n l w v r p g t o e u r s amodel discussed above. The collision model one-dimensional wave propagation requires an
follows from a simple idea. To begin, consider interpretation of the second increase in pistona piston in contact with a quiescent inert rate- velocity. Once the projectile impacts the gran-
independent medium as sketched in Figure - ular bed in the PDC experiment, it does notAt time zero, the piston assumes a constant suddenly accelerate to an increased speed aftervelocity. A plot of this event in "Distance- a certain time interval. On the contrary, itsTime" plane shows a constant velocity shock velocity may begin to decrease. However, thewave running ahead of the piston path. onset of combustion of material adjacent to thepiston face might generate a sudden increase

Note the direct analogy of this wave in stress level which would have the same
diagram with the flow field produced by steady effect as an increase in piston velocity. Thus,
two-dimensional supersonic flow over a wedge the present model will employ an increase in

Comnpressed i Iv,, ell

I Mixture in IIw 
k

i}1•l.Wr , .

Tlnt

ýn: Nth Tit t,

F'igure I. )istance-"i me Plot of Constant- Figure 2. Distance-Time Plot of Double Impact
Velocity-Piston Impact on a Quiescent Inert of Piston (Two Abrupt Changes to Constant
Rate -Independent Medium. Note analogy with Velocity) on Quiescent Inert Rate-Independent
steady two-dimensional supersonic flow over a Medium Note analogy with steady two-dimen-

wedge sional supersonic flow over a double wedge.
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piston velocity to simulate the effect of vigorous
combustion which begins at the piston face,
after a suitable delay time, and then propagates l,•,....

away from the piston into the compressed ,,,... I 1,,k

aggregate. Note that the combustion process W
which "begins" at the piston face is the onset of
substantial burning in the aggregate, since in
the Reactive Shock Wave Theory,19 a small .................... _- _ - -
amount of the solid material could have already
reacted within the initial compaction wave. P-..,,r w d

l~l l rV; pa a ing i''q;~ l h-'

The wave diagram for a double impact 'I'd
shown in Figure 2 applies to an inert medium.
If, however, the medium is reactive and shock P 11
waves are capable of inducing energy release,- -

the wave pattern can easily be altered. In
particular, if the combined shock wave induces Figure 3. Possible Distance-Time Plot of
a nominal increase in reactivity compared to Double Piston Impact on Quiescent Rate-
the initial shock wave, this will raise the Independent ReactiveMedium
downstream mixture pressure (or stress level)
enough to wipe out any expansion wave. Any
further increase in reactivity will raise the (a) The stress tensor of the compressed
mixture pressure such that a rearward propa- aggregate can be described as a pressure
gating shock wave will appear in the location (deviator components are ignored).
of the original expansion wave system, as (b) The two-phase mixture instantane-
illustrated in Figure 3. The dividing stream- ously adjusts to its equilibrium stress state
line (chain-dot line) which passes through the (defined belowj .
collision point becomes a contact discontinuity
between the regions downstream of shock (c) Wall friction between the compressed
waves (3) and (4) (see Figure 3). A contact aggregate and the confining boundary is
discontinuity separates two regions with negligible.
different density and temperature, but particle (d) Behind the compaction shock wave,
velocity and mixture pressure must be equal. both phases travel at the same velocity. In
The physical meaning is the following. All the addition, heat transfer between the phases as
material lying above the contact discontinuity well as combustion is neglected.
[closest to shock wave (4)1 has been influenced
only by shock wave (4); all the material lying (e) A specified fraction, q, of the granular
below has been subjected to shock waves (1), solid material can react and form gas-phase
(2), and (3) This contact discontinuity plays combustion products (with a given energy
an important role in the examples to follow, release) during passage of the shock wave, i.e.,

shock induced reaction.
Governing Equations Although the eventual goal is to be able

The problem to be solved is that posed in to predict the value of the important parameter
Figure 3 Both piston velocities are assumed q, at present its value must be specified. Thus
constant Since all rate processes have been the current analysis will be used to interpret
removed from the equation system, each shock experimental wave patterns, as opposed to pre-
wave is quasi steady and travels at a constant dicting them. In several examples discussed
velocity Thus the solution can be found from a here, the shock wave induced reaction releases
system of coupled "jump condition" equations. the total heat of reaction of the energetic solid.
The model equations are based on the follow- Ilowever, in single- and double-base propel-
ing assumptions lants, the available evidence suggests that
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only a fraction of the total energy is released in
this reaction (see Reference 20 and discussion
below). p + Pvd(v V

Define the variables: (3)
Ps, density of solid = solid mass ! - P (i v (v )-- 0

solid volume U U

Pg density of gas = gas mass / gas where

volume P C P +(I - )P
v, solid volume fraction = solid fi S S S g

volume/total volume P - VCsPs + ( -C) p
•g=gas porosity =I -C5sLg gs prosiy :: I uBalance of Energy / Solid Phase

Cs solid-phase internal energy per
unit mass P (v -V )E + c P v

eg gas phase internal energy per d d I d sd d
unit mass

p, = pressure of the solid phase - P C S (v - V ) E' - V P v (4)
Pg = pressureofthe gas phase U U I U U u

v = velocity (by assumption, gas 1
solid velocity) I , U S - V )e

V U .=

V5  shock wave velocity Balance of Energy / Gas Phase
Vp - piston velocity
qr fraction of solid-phase mass flux Pg (-- 0 sd )(Vd -- V )E g + (1 - ) P v dSs. sd

entering the shock wave which is d gd d
converted to gaseous combustion - p (I-C )(v -V )E - ( - c )P v
products. 9u s u gu Su gu

The subscripts "u" and "d" represent

( )u = properties upstream (in front) of I C (Vu - V )e (5S
the shock wave

( )d = properties downstream of (behind) where
the shock wave 2and E - e + (11/2)v2

pertains to the "i" shock wave E ---e + (I/2)v 2

9 gBalance of Mass!/ Solid Phase These equations are applied to the various
p 8sC.. (vd - V ) shock waves in the following manner:

(1)

- 0 Qp. t (vu V 0 Wave u p do / Constraint
-rp U Sv IV ipstream downstream

U Ul I__ __ _ _ _

1 quiescent I vd - Vpl
Balance of Mass / Gas Phase (known)

2 1 (as 2 vd = Vp 2
Pd(i - d Nv - V ) computed)

d 4 quiescent 4 P1 3 m Pm4
(2) (known)

,Pg (I-C ) qlps Cs (v( -VS) 0 3 2(as 3 vd3 vd4
U U S computed)

3 1 •(



where Pm is the mixture pressure defined in P P
Equation (3). The solution procedure begins by P(P,e) PFo(e - e )/(R + 1)J
specifying the piston speed at initial contact, 0

Vpj, the time delay before the second impact, + P [1 + r R/(R + 1)1
and the piston speed at the second impact, Vp2. S 0 (8)
Values of reactivity in both compaction/shock
waves, rqj and r12, must also be specified. The - (Ps a2sh/2)I2 + r R/(R + 0)I)R( + Ash R)2

solution is then obtained sequentially in o 0

stages, as outlined in Reference 23. Computa- where
tion time is less than one second on the Cray-2.

R-=(Ps /P) -l1

Equilibrium Stress State 0

The model assumes that the state of stress A constant co-volume equation of state is
used to describe the gas phase combustion

in the compacted aggregate can be described as

hydrostatic, i.e., deviator stress components products. This simple representation only

are neglected. This mixture pressure, Pm [see approximates the real gas behavior, but it is

Equation (3)1, is a strong function of porosity adequate for most of the examples except near

(or solid volume fraction). Constitutive theory detonation conditions.

must supply prescriptions for Ps and Pg, as well The quasi-static compaction behavior of a
as a methods to compute es Thus the equation given granular mixture is built into the term,
system must be supplemented by a phenomeno- N. A strong function of porosity, P.s is a
logical model of pore collapse or some other measure of the "strength" of the aggregate
concept of porosity change in the aggregate. which must be exceeded to further increase the
The present analysis employs a rate- solid volume fraction. It is represented as
independent expression which is a modified
version of the radial force balance originally P2s = t 1 + B2 -1)lln(l/Ic)
presented by Carroll and Holtt2 4 under quasi- s = II - 4( 9 )

static conditions. This equilibrium constraint where
on solid volume fraction is given by,

Ps (p'e) - Pg (p e1g) = 9 s0us) (6) g go

and tj, B2, pi, and P2 are constants to be
determined by comparison to experimental

where 0, is defined in Equation (9), and the
root of Equation (6) determines the equili- data. Ll has units of stress, but the others are

brium value of solid volume fraction cs. Under nondimensional. For values of these param-
conditions of vigorous reaction when Pg eters representing various granular materials,attempts to exceed Pv , o is set to zero and the see Kooker. 19,2 3 There is an important distinc-mixture "unloadset to a fluidized bed. tion between the equilibrium stress state andthe quasi-static stress state. The equilibrium

Compressibility of the solid phase at TMi) stress state is calibrated with data from the
(theoretical maximum density) is predicted on quasi-static compaction experiment 26' 27 under
the basis of an assumed linear path in the conditions where the contribution from gas-
shock velocity/particle velocity plane. If the phase pressure is essentially negligible.
fiugoniot of the TM )solid is represented as 1lowever, the equilibrium stress state follows

directly from the root of Equation (6) which is

V =a Ah u (7) indeed sensitive to value of Pg. Combustion-
Ss Sgenerated gas pressure can lead to an

equilibrium stress state different than the
the solid phase equation of state can be quasi-static state for equivalent values of
written 25  mixture density.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The above analysis will be used to inter-
pret data from Sandusky's' 5 PI)C experiment, 11 C-np i Wave / /

a combustion-driven piston experiment of o10s0 Ncomp.•-opon / / /

McAfee,1 1 and a I)1)T experiment reported by 90 "*'-....- //
Bernecker. 8  Granular materials include two 0 -.o n Pat,. ..................
double-base ball propellants (WC-231 and 2 NSWC1Iit , /// .

TS-3659) as well as Class A and D HMX. o //

Values of the modeling parameters used to =0

define the quasi-static stress state, total //

energy release, properties of the gas-phase 20/ ....

combustion products, etc. for these materials
can be found in References 19 and 23. T ....... 0"2....0 25 50 7SA 100 12 5 1 FA) I175 200 2215 25 7

Time ps

PDC-80 / 60.2% TM 1) TS-3659 Ball
Propellant

Partwil F,- rgv Iit i., 324 c1 l - g

TS 3659 is a double-base ball propellant(n o m in a lly 2 1 .6 p e rc e n t N G in N C ) w ith S h "C,¢ ,qt ,nnlý I 1" I',,M i , t1,(m Pý) V. ý t 9,gC c, I ,, ..

essentially spherical grains (434 pm diameter). ,...... ,, 1 i o1,,) 0co 9944 1 0

The PI)C experiment 5 denoted PDC-80 132 1 0 4947 193 3682 0787 1 324 1345

involved a 160 m/s impact on 60.2% TMI) 2 hT 13 6257 3722 07887 1327 1348
propellant confined in the aluminum tube,
101.7 mm long. Although later runs in this Figure 4. Distance-Time Data for PDC-80;
series made use of microwave interferometry 160 m/s Impact on 60.2% TMD TS-3659. Data
to track motion of the strong compaction front, from Reference 15. Tabular values are model
PI)C-80 relied on two wall-mounted pressure predictions downstream of indicated wave.
transducers located at 38.1 and 76.2 mm from
the impacted end. The time at which thecompaction front passes the gage location is 385 m/s for an inert wave in which the aggre-
determined as the midpoint of the initial gate maintains the equilibrium stress state. If,dessurermined Frome theraidpoinsdo ertrecr ihowever, this compaction wave induces reac-pressure rise. From each transducer record, tion accompanied by full heat release
Sandusky also estimates the time for the (110 accorn T y fu9 l hen t conve si
"onset" of significant pressurization, which is (o 104 cal/g for TS3659), then conversion of

somewhat subjective but not unreasonable. only 0.44 percent of the solid would create

These data appear in Figure 4 along with the and allow it to sipport the wave speed of

location of the projectile face after impact; / The magnitude of gas pressure

particle velocity is nearly constant at 127 m/ 494 ins.Thmantdofgspeur
befortie adeeleratyion bearlyonstynd 200 /s required to support the increased wave speed isbefore a deceleration begins beyond 200 ps nearly independent of an important ambiguity

(presumably due to vigorous combustion). By nernindependent of an ergyortant ig

this time, however, the leading compaction concerning the amount of energy released in

front has reached the downstream end of the the wave-induced reaction. Reaction-generated
tube. Although the tube eventually ruptured, gas pressure is essentially a function of thetube. wAlthoug theio tubo eventunaly product of the energy released and the amount
there was no transition to detonation. of solid converted to gaseous products. Little

Predictions from the model are compared evidence is available to determine the amount
to the PI)C data in Figure 4. There are two of energy release accompanying this reaction.
observations here which seem to have general However, liberation of the full heat of corn-
applicability. The first concerns the under- bustion of the solid phase means that the
prediction of propagation speed of the leading product gases trapped in the porosity of the
compaction front. The PI)C data imply a wave aggregate will be near the equilibrium flame
speed of 494 m/s, but present theory predicts temperature (except for minute amounts of
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reaction). Unless the aggregate has been NC) whose grains are shaped like "fat pan-
compressed above 90% TMD, confined gases at cakes" (spheres which have been rolled) with
these temperatures should produce visible an average diameter of 790 pm. In the PDC
radiation which could be seen by a high-speed run designated PDC-73,"5 49.4% TMD WC-231
camera looking through a Lexan tube con- is confined in a Lexan tube and impacted at a
finement. For TS-3659 propellant, Glancy et projectile speed of 220 m/s. Transition to deto-
al. 15 attempted three such runs at impact nation did not occur within the experimental
speeds up to 290 m/s and failed to see any tube length (146 mm).
evidence of light on the camera records, A simulation is shown in Figure 5 along
although the tube ruptured. This observation with the PI)C data.15 If the piston velocity is
implies that wave-induced reaction in TS-3659 equated to the measured particle velocity of
releases only a fraction of the total energy and 183 m/s, the model predicts the leading com-
this fraction is less than the value which would maso t model pre t agacorn-prodce as-has teperturs o sa 150K. paction front (if inert) would propagate at
produce gas-phase temperatures ofsay 1500 K. 390 m/s; the PI)C data imply approximately
As an example, the computational results in
Figure 4 show that a compaction wave speed of ful heat of com usind (1150e caig, assum e

494 /s oul besuporte byreatio of full heat of combustion (1150 cat/g, assumed),
4942 mpecoul bel s easingonly304 c tion of7.5 p then reaction of only 0.22 percent of the solid
1.32 percent releasing only 304 cal/g (27.5 per- would support the observed wave speed. The

cent of the total) which leads to a gas tern- lumin ost that vigrou r e
peraureo 124 Kluminosity data suggest that vigorous reaction

perature of 1243 K. begins near the piston face at approximately

The second observation concerns the 1251ps Assuming a I m/s increase in piston

implied propagation speed and strength of the velocity at this time generates a weak shock

second compression wave. D)ifferencing the two
data points determined from the transducer ISO "D

records as the "onset" of significant pressuriza- 14o0 m....
1,30- 0 NSlC,/COMP.ýet.n latet

tion (see Figure 4) produces a wave speed of 120 . -W-EL .

624 m/s. If, in the model, the piston velocity is i-o .* .... F,

assumed to increase by 1 m/s at 95 ps, this • " --- ..._

anchors a very weak "shock" wave which - N--SCat IR./
P• o ..... ......... / .

propagates into the aggregate at 613 m/s, 0 ... ..... /.......
go r•SWCG1'fton oh A ,

virtually passing through the data points. The 50
implication is that thc leading edge of the 40 '
pressurization wave propagates near the local 10

sound speed in the compressed material. Since 20 0 Ad.

the transducers testify to a rapidly rising pres- 0 . o . , . , ,0 75 20 5 25 300 3

sure field downstream of wave (2), the quasi- m,..,,
steady assumption in the model breaks down
in this important region. Thus, the single
weak wave (2) shown in Figure 4 does not • ,,,. . . .... , •....
properly represent the influence of vigorous o, o. I o.... .. . SO, 8204 1 ,combustion which begins near the piston face. 1 ,,) ,,'2 , (I43i .t ,.' 3 •9ý ,,s59 1 46 ,7 3
Successive pressure increases generated by 2 0 0 735 A55 :342 (8664 1,429 1 741

transient combustion behind wave (2) will J 5 *2 , o9 ,1,, 1) .095 9049 1 103

1 11 l 7 111 77, 46, 09288 1 ~5'4 1 9M0propagate at increasing speeds toward the -__-__h-_--- I--
point, 14rg25has 251)algc o l l is io n p o i n t , a n d t h e i r c o a le s c e n c e m a y " - ' - - -1 - - 1 . . . --g, H . . . . . - - -

H•H H413 ;4 4 -3-5 2 I)g37, 425 3

influence the "trigger" mechanism. , . 79 5 (955 1428 I 740

P)C-73 /49.4%TMI1) WC-231 Ball bFigure 5. Distance-Time Data for PDC-73;
Propellant 220 m/s Impact on 49.4% TMD WC-231. Data

The material WC 231 is a double-base from Reference 15. Tabular values are model
ball propellant (nominally 25 percent NG in predictions downstream of indicated wave.
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wave propagating at 736 m/s which forms a PI)C-27/73%TMI) Class D HMX
boundary for the leading edge of luminosity. Simulations of impact on Class 1) IX
Although overly simplistic, if collision of the Semulaton oflumpct on Cass 1) ze"sare clouded by the influence of particle size
second shock wave with the leading corn- distribution, which introduced a variability in
paction front were to trigger about 5 percent quasi-static compaction behavior 2 7 and, hence,
reaction, the combined shock wave would pro- wavepoaatio speedin teh pren stdycpagate at 1.31 kmi/s and pass through the wave propagation speed in the present study.
epagateeata 1.31amandp asse g sthrough the- But a simulation of one of Sandusky's PDC
experimentalruns will be used here to illustrate some
inosity. The predicted magnitude of reaction to runsewillces he tillustrates
drive the combined shock wave is plausible, but consequences of the multiple wave structure.
it is unlikely that collision of the postulated P1)C-27 14 involved Class 1) IIMX loaded
weak second shock wave with the leading wave at 73% TMI) into a 147 mm long Lexan tube
could be the sole trigger for the increase in and impacted at 267 mi/s; a transition to
reactivity- transient combustion behind the detonation did take place, as indicated in
second wave must play a role. Figure 6. Since luminosity is coincident with

the leading compaction front, the simulation of
The fact that luminosity was not observed wave-induced reaction assumed total energy

directly behind the leading front again release and found that reaction of approxi-
suggests partial energy release in the wave- mately 0 5 percent is required to support the
induced reaction. If it is assumed that only observed wave speed of 778 m/s. If collision
250cal/g are liberated by reaction of 0.8 per-
cent of the solid, the wave pattern in Figure 5
is unchanged except that the temperature of' cm eI

the trapped gases reaches only 1205 K. In both 801 camswtA Waveu2

simulations of PI)C-73, the leading edge of 55 C-mined Wave 4
so __ .Cq.nt.-t t D onta.m-" .ty

luminosity propagates at the local sound speed R Wave

in the aggregate just as the onset of pressuri- 40 P:-......o ...........

zation did in PI)C-80. 35 . No -
,5 •o

Partial confirmation of the reactive wave .
assumption in the present model may be 15 /
provided by an experimental measurement ,o /
unique to PI)C 73. This run included two -

infrared detectors which observed the aggregate o to0 15 2') 0T 4o 4! , 0

through a NaCI winiow apperature (50 mn,

from the impacted end) in the wall of the Lexan
tube. Although the IR signals were not
calibrated for absolute temperature, their ratio
indicates relative temperature.15 First gcl , ,, ,,
response from the two detectors occurred at 121 0 1 1) 71 3S9

a n d 1 2 7 p s , w h i le t h e m a x i m u m r a t io ( m a x i i ,,t ,4 2 I.l . 9 ,,<' , ,%, ,

m um tem perature) occurred at 130 ps; arrival o ,,. 2 143 17 - 445 ,o,1)" 1 71 . .5

time of the leading compaction wave is pre- 2 2 0114 3o.5 3o5•• 07327 1 4 1057

dicted to be 117 ps. This strongly suggests that 1 23 35 6 237 o 436 1 121 3 12

the compaction wave itself initiated reaction. .5 ,,•,dI 27

Just behind the wave representing the leading 17 ) 4 1 M

edge of luminosity, the IR signals indicate a ) 1 4 "9 4:. " 1"., 9,,U1 I S73 34

broad based participation in reaction but
temperatures remain below the previous F'igure 6. Distance-Time lata for PDC-27; 267
maximum until after the appearance of the m/s Impact on 73% TMD Class D IIMX. Data
brightly luminous front which coincides with from Reference 14. Tabular values are model
the combined shock wave in the present model predictions downstream of noted wave.
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triggers reaction of 3.2 percent, the combined ,,0 UGEND

shock wave will be driven at 2 kmls and pass 1•3.

through the next four data points for strong 0 1.30

luminosity. In this run, the wave continues to A
4 125

accelerate and quickly achieves the detonation ........" I~~~~0 IlJWr) l ~
velocity of 7.46 km/s. 1.20

Up to this point, the role played by the
rearward propagating shock wave (3) and the 0,1
contact discontinuity between waves (3) and .• 10X

(4) has been rather obscure, This study would t----------- --- --

contend, however, that the density differences 04 0 0 220 3 40 425 0 2 610

bounded by these waves should be clearly Distance (,ln)

discernable in a radiograph. Figure 7A is a
plot of the spatial distribution of mixture (A) PDC-27 I Data from Figure6
density (ratioed to initial mixture density) at
35 ps, derived from the computed flow field for 140 - LECEND

PDC-27 shown in Figure 6. It simulates what a ' 3

flash radiograph would record if triggered (at 1.0

35 ps) shortly after the collision. There are - ,.2
several interesting features here. Density of )57

the reacting mixture directly behind the \
combined shock wave (4) traveling at 2 kmls is ,
not much greater than the quiescent value. • 110 (U,,,;..... 11...

Even though this reacting mixture is sup- • ,2
porting a stress of 300 MPa, the solid volume-------
fraction is virtually unchanged because the o0 00 0 1 0 25 30 35 40 45' 50 55 60

high pressure gas-phase combustion products Dostat. (111111)
can carry the same "load" as the solid material.
The high density region ("plug") is material (B) Altered PI)C-27 / See Figure 6
trapped behind the slow moving contact Figure 7. Simulated Radiographs at 35 pus
discontinuity. The highest density represents From Model Predictions Listed in Figure 6
material which has been compressed by shock
waves (1), (2) and (3). The "reverse step" in
density is created by shock wave (3), which is pronocd baue thesrerw
propagating rearward into material already agating shock wave (3) is stronger.
subjected to (1) and (2). This density pattern is PDC-27 did not happen to include flash
accentuated when the collision triggers an radiography, but it may be appropriate to
increased level of reaction in the combined compare the above prediction to a result
shock wave (4). For demonstration purposes, obtained by McAfeeI°' 11 in 64% TMI) Class A
the flow field for PI)C.27 was altered by IIMX. In McAfee's experiment, combustion of
increasing the amount of reaction assumed to ignitor material at one end in a closed tube
be triggered by the collision. Although shock creates a rising pressure field against a steel
waves (1) and (2) remain unchanged, the case cylinder or "piston" which is then driven into
labeled ALTERED PI)C-27 (see table under the confined Class A IIMX. Confinement is a
Figure 6) predicts a combined shock wave (4) fairly thin-walled maraging steel tube which
propagating at 6 km/s. The corresponding allows flash radiography to record the position
simulated radiograph at 35 ps is shown in of tracer foils seeded into the original bed;
Figure 7B Note that mixture density behind diagnostics also include capped and ionization
shock wave (4) is now virtually equal to the pins. The X-T plot of McAfee's run B-9153
quiescent value. The highest density in the reproduced here as Figure 8A shows that a
"plug" has increased, and the reverse step is transition to detonation (6.42 knms) did occur.
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Figure 9. Relative Distance-Ti -P Data From
Bernecker's8 DDT Shot A266; 5 ,.', TMD

TS-3659. (Circles = probe response, squares
Se . = transducer excursion; velocity in mm/lps.)

[ D " Correotd for
- n Posatino of Wave

TMD presence of the rearward propagating wave.
Such evidence is provided by a DDT experiment.

. IBernecker 8 has reported results for 59.8%
1. 4 80 so 00 TMI) TS-3659 confined in the thick wall steel

J. tube which was instrumented with a series of
ionization pins as well as several wall-mounted
pressure transducers. 8 The arrival time of the

(B) Radiograph #2 / Run B-9153 strong reaction front can be extracted from the
pin data, but the transducers continue to

Figure 8. Data From Combustion -Driven record a time-history after the front has passed.
Piston Experiment'O on 64% TMD Class A The results8 from Shot A266 are reproduced
IIMX. Figures courtesy of McAfee/LANL. here in Figure 9, in terms of x* and t* which

are distance and time referenced to the onset
Radiograph #2 was taken just after the transi- of detonation. The acceleration of the strong
tion, and the results are reproduced in Fig- compaction front from 620 m/s to 2.15 knms is
ure 81. Some striking similarities are evident accompanied by a rearward propagating com-
when comparing this experimental result with pression wave (speed of - 1.7 km/s) as indicated
the simulated radiograph in Figure 7B for the by the transducer excursions at symbols 1), E,
6 km/s combined shock wave (4). If it can be F and G.
assumed, in McAfee's experiment, that a shock [he present theory based on simple
wave collision triggered an abrupt increase in motion of a piston driver is ill-equipped to
wave induced reaction, then the present modelwoul apearto e cmpaibl wih te LNI. simulate a D)IT experiment which begins with
would appear to be compatible with the ,ANI ignitor combustion. In particular, no experi-

mental value of particle velocity is available
to determine the motion of a hypothetical

H)"I)'1Shot A266 / 59.8%TM)TS-3659 1 "piston." A simulation was based on a 230 m/s

At the present time, none of the impact particle velocity and 0.29 percent reaction to

experiments have produced pressure transducer create the strong compaction front at 630 m/s,
records which offer conclusive evidence for the a 45 ps time delay, and then a 1 m/s increase in
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particle velocity to anchor the second wave. by the initial compaction wave. The leading
Although clearly not unique, this wave struc- edge of this second wave system propagates at
ture predicts that a collision which triggers a speed near the local sound velocity.

1 10 percent reaction would produce a combinedshock wave (4) traveling at 2.15 km/s. Fur- (c) The analysis predicts that the abrupt
shok wve 4)traelig a 215 ni/. Fr- increases in propagation speed observed

thermore, a rearward propagating shock wave easesin popagation se
(3) will travel at 1.72 km/s if it induces an experimentally would require the collision to
additional 0.72 percent reaction in the already induce reaction in the range of 2 to 10 percent.
burning material compressed by waves (1) and Transient combustion (neglected in this model)
(2). The path of both these waves lies parallel behind the leading edge of the secondary wave
to the experimental data. Comparison of the system must play a role in the "trigger"
transducer time-history to the predicted pres- mechanism.
sure level of 350 MPa behind shock wave (3) (d) The wave pattern produced by the
indicates that theory is low by approximately a collision includes both a combined compaction]
factor of two, which may not be surprising shock wave exhibiting an abrupt increase in
when considering the assumptions which have speed, and a rearward wave which propagates
been made. Although the analysis suggests back into material compressed by the first two
that the rearward wave was triggered by a waves. A simulated radiograph taken shortly
collision, this computational example does not after the collision predicts:
constitute proof.

(1) The density behind the combined
SUMMARY shock wave may appear nearly equal to the

Various laboratory experiments on SIlT quiescent value. Wave-induced reaction

and DDTW in granular energetic material have generates enough gas pressure to counteract

observed abrupt increases in the speed of (resist) the normal occurrence of bed compac-

propagation of compaction waves and the tion caused by a large value of mixture stress.

leading edge of luminosity. The I)DT experi- (2) A high density ("plug") region is
ment, in at least one case, has evidence of a trapped behind the slow-moving contact
strong rearward propagating wave. A possible discontinuity.
explanation is provided by a simple quasi-
steady model which envisions an increase in (3) The spatial distribution of the high
reactivity triggered by the collision of two density region will exhibit a "reverse step" as a
reactive compaction/shock waves. Simulation direct result of the rearward propagating shock

of experimental data shows that: wave.

(a) The leading compaction wave created It appears from the these simulations

by modest impact on confined granular that the appearance ofa rearward propagating

energetic material is not necessarily inert, wave may be a direct indicator that a "trigger"
The experimental propagation speeds which mechanism is responsible for the abrupt

exceed the predicted inert wave speed could be increase in wave speed. The lack of any

supported by wave-induced reaction of a few rearward propagating wave may signify that
tenths of one percent of the solid material, if the transition mechanism is controlled by
the reaction releases the tOtal heat of reaction. nearly complete combustion which "drives"
If wave induced reaction is accompanied by from behind until it catches the leading

partial heat release (highly probable for single- compaction front.

and double-base propellants), then the
magnitude of reactivity is near one percent. ACKNOWIEI)GEM ENTS

(b) After a time delay, the onset ofvigorous The author is indebted to 11. W. Sandusky
combustion of material adjacent to the piston (NSWC), R. R. Bernecker (NSWC), M. R. Baer
face will drive a second compressive wave sys- (SNI,A), and J. M. McAfee (LANL,) for many
tern into the aggregate which has been fi)rmed stimulating discussions.
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COMBINED EXPERIMENTAl, AND THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS
INTO THE I)EFLAGRATION TO DETONATION TRANSITION

H. J. Verbeek and A. C. van der Steen
Prins Maurits Laboratory TNO

P. O. Box 45
2280 AA Rijswijk

THE NETHERLANDS

The results of a DDT tube test have been compared with the outcome of
a numerical model. The interaction between the two research methods
leads to a better understanding of the DDT phenomenon than either
method separately. The emphasis of the research at PML has been put
on the early stages of the DDT process, i.e., the ignition process and the
convective and compressive burning stages. For the situation tested,
the particle diameter appeared to be the parameter with the largest
influence on the progress of the DDT process.

INTRODUCTION The computer model is a one-dimensional
computer simulation of the actual tube testsAt te PinsMaurts aboator TN, a where the explosive system is treated as a

research project is being undertaken on the fluid tue of two cs--te asla
deflgraion o dtonaiontranitin (DT). fluid mixture of two components--the explo-deflagration to detonation transition (DDT). ie n h ecinpout.Atog h

Th1is project consists of both an experimental sive, and the reaction products. Although the
pr is project consists ofoths ane eperirmenl discrepancy between such a description and
part in which D)IT tube tests are performed, the real situation is considerable, the model

and a theoretical part where a computer model

has been developed. In the DDT project, can, nevertheless, be very useful in the study

fundamental research is carried out which is of DDT, probably not as a means of precisely

aimed at gaining a better insight into the DDT predicting the occurrence and progress of a

phenomenon from the combination of these DDT, but certainly as a way to reach a better

two approaches, so that eventually a better understanding of the process and to examine

understanding can be reached of DlDT hazards the behavior of the explosive system by means

in practical situations. The DI)T work at PMI, of parameter variations.

is similar to earlier D!)T work performed in In parallel with the modelling work, a
other institutes (see, for example, the experi- DDT tube test has been developed. Usually
mental work performed at NSWC' and ISI,, 2  DI)T experiments are performed in heavily
and the modelling work carried out at the confined steel tubes. To study the influence of
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign3). the confinement, we used tubes with various
In the PMI, effort, the research of the early sizes of both the inner and outer diameter.
stages of the DDT process is emphasized, i.e., Another important parameter in our test is
the ignition process and the convective and the strength of the igniter system. To obtain
compressive burning stages. Considerable reproducible results in a DDT test, it is
effort is being expended on achieving a well- essential that the igniter system gives a well-
defined and reproducible ignition of the defined ignition. To study the effect of the
explosive. It is also considered important to amount of gas produced by the igniter, we
reach a strong interaction between the experi- tested various pyrotechnic mixtures. In the
mental and the modelling work. tubes, several types of RDX/wax compositions
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have been tested which mainly differed in the An extensive discussion of the numerical
particle size distribution, methods used will be given in a future article.

A description of the model, preliminary In the model, a great number of simpli-
results of the tests, and the simulations have fications with respect to the physical reality
been presented earlier. 4'5 In this paper, a necessarily had to be made. One of them that
more extensive survey of the results of both is particularly relevant to the current paper is
the tests and the simulations is given. First, the description of the ignition of the particles.
descriptions of the model and the test setup In the model, the solid particles are assumed
are given. Next, the experimental results and to start decomposing only after a certain temp-
the results of the calculations are presented erature has been reached. The reaction rate is
with the attention focused on the way the then given by the burning-rate law. Another
explosive is ignited and on the type of simplification is the absence in the model of a
RDX/wax composition used. Finally, the out- shock initiation mechanism, as, for example, a
come of the experiments and the calculations description of shear processes. Therefore, a
is compared, and the implications for our view temperature rise and ignition of the solid
of the DDT process are discussed. particle can only be caused by heat exchange

with the gas or by compression. As a conse-

THE THEORETICAL MODEL quence, the model is only capable of describing
convective burning and compressive burning

A detailed description of the model has processes.
been given at the Eighth Symposium on Ilow important these and other simpli-
D)etonation.4 The model gives a simplified fled descriptions are for a good description of

description of the complex physical and chemi- the DDT process must be agecided by com-
cal processes occurring in a DIT by treating parison of the numerical and the experimental
the explosive system as a fluid mixture of two results.
separate components, the solid (unreacted)
explosive and the gaseous reaction products. THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
For this system, a set of differential equations
was composed consisting of the conservation A schematical representation of the
laws of mass, momentum and energy for each setup is given in Figure 1. Up to now, most of
phase, and completed with a number of con- the DDT experiments have been performed in
stitutive equations such as the equations of a steel tube (7) (to be called tube I) of i.d. =
state, the burning-rate law, the heat-exchange 15.9 mm, o.d. = 33.5 mm, and 1 = 200 mm,
law between the two phases, etc. To describe closed at both ends with screw caps (4). The
the static and dynamic compaction, a particle granular explosive (8) is pressed into the tube
stress term is used, based on the modification up to 10 mm from the end. The last 10 mm is
by Frey of the Carroll-Ilolt pore collapse used for the igniter system, which is supported
model. 9 The set of equations is solved numer- by a copper plate (3). Also, some experiments
ically by a finite difference procedure. have been performed in a larger tube of i.d. =

Compared to Reference 4, some adjust 36.2 mm, o.d. = 65 mm, and 1 = 300 mm (to

ments have been made to the code. The main be called tube 11). Tubes with still other

differences are not in the set of equations, but dimensions will be used in future tests.

in the finite-difference procedure. In the flux The igniter consists ofa PVC cylinder (5)
corrected transport method used (FCT), 6 the with a central hole for a resistance wire (2) to
effective numerical diffusion has been further ignite the pyrotechnic mixture and an optical
minimized in order to avoid unphysical fiber (I) to register the moment the mixture
propagation of pressure and temperature is ignited. The remaining space in the hole
waves. Also, the semi implicit procedure that is filled up afterwards with glue. At the
is used to handle the stiff terms in the explosive side, a cavity (6) is made for the
equations has been adjusted in order to obtain pyrotechnic mixture. Note that with this type
a better approximation of the real solution, of igniter system, ignition of the explosive
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Figure 1. Schematical Representation of One End of DDT Tube I. Its length is 200 mm. The
dimensions are in millimeters. The numbers are explained in the text.

occurs only over a small part of the total cross gaseous reaction products. Usually, only an
section of the tube. amount in the order of 100 mg of the pyro-

technic mixture was used to emphasize theTwo types of ROX/wax compositions convective burningperiod.

have been tested. The first composition con-

sisted of particles with a diameter between 20 The position of the flame front was
and 400 pm with a maximum at 200 pim. The detected by ionization probes (9) which were
particles were coated with a bee wax. The positioned on the axis of the tube. For tube 1,
particle size distribution of the second com- the first probe is located at a distance of
position varied between 200 and 1200 pm with 35 mm from the interface between the igniter
a maximum between 710 and 850 pm. For and explosive and the others at constant inter-
most of our experiments, only a sieved fraction vals of 20 mm. For tube II, the first probe is
with a diameter smaller than 710pm was located at a distance of 50 mm and the interval
used. (The sieved composition will be called between the others is 35 mm. The discharge
composition Ila, the original one composition signals of the ionization probes were measured
lib). In this case, a polyethylone wax and with a multichannel transient recorder (sam-
some graphite were added (RI)X/wax/graph- pie frequency 20 Mlhz) which was triggered by
ite, 95/4.5/0.5 weight percent). Both explo- the signal from the optical fiber in the
sives were tested at a density of 1.28 kg/m3 pyrotechnic mixture.
(-73 percent TM D).

EXPE•RIMENTAL RESULTS
Two different pyrotechnic mixtures were

used to ignite the explosive composition. Up to now most experiments have been
Igniter I consists of KNO3 and Zr (47/53 performed in tube I. Figures 2 and 3 show
weight percent) and igniter !1 is a mixture of experimental results for tests carried out in
lead oxide (Pb304), tetrazene, and boron this tube. A typical DDT result for composi-
(85.5/5.0/9.5 weight percent). The latter is tion 1, ignited by about 90 mg of igniter I is
known to produce only a small amount of given in Figure 2. The time scale is relative to
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f I 1 acceleration of the flame front are much

I smaller. If igniter I1 is used, however, the
E/ reproducibility of the trigger time of the first

probe is much worse. It varies from 1 ms to/ several tens of milliseconds. On the other
hand, the shape of the distance versus time
"plot of the flame front shows only minimal
variations for the various experiments.
Ionization probes at distances shorter than
35 mm were not used because they are not
triggered or triggered too late. Also, in many
experiments with composition Ila and lib, the
first probe is triggered later than the second or
even the third one.

The acceleration of the flame front as
Figure 2. ""'!.e Position of the Flame Front as a shown in Figure 2 is typical for DDT and has
Function of Time for Composition I Ignited been explained by many authors (e.g., see
with Igniter I Reference 1). The ignition of the pyrotechnic

mixture generates a very slow convective
burning and, therefore, it takes about 850 ps
before the flame front reaches the first probe

/ •at 35 mm. Next, the speed of the convective
I combustion increases from about 500 m/s

. / between 35 mm and 75 mm to 2 km/s around
/e 100 mm; at this point, the burning wave

propagates by means of the process of
compressive burning; finally, within the next

* 7 10 to 20 mm, a detonation wave with a speed
• ' .of 6.67 knms is generated. This result is con-

firmed by the fragmentation of the DDT tube.

SJ The slow burning of the RDX/wax
mixture over the first part of the tube is

3. demonstrated even more clearly in Figure 3
as a Function of Time for Explosive Compo- for composition Ila, where the effect of
sition Ila and Ignited with Igniter I (a) and different pyrotechnic mixtures is demon-
Igniter 1(a(b) strated. Igniter I causes the first probe to be

triggered after about 1.3 ms which is about

0.5 ms later than for composition I. The flame
the moment the pyrotechnic mixture ignites front also accelerates for this composition, but
and the position is relative to the igniter/ to a much lesser degree than for composition 1,
explosive interface. In Figure 3, the results and it also has not reached the detonation
for composition Ila are presented for ignition velocity after 160 mm. The velocity changes
with igniter l(a) and igniter 11(b). from 0.4 to 2 km/s over the last 20 mm,

indicating that the process is still in the stage
The curves presented in Figures 2 and 3 of compressive burning, and this result is

are typical for the given experimental condi- confirmed by the fragmentation of the tubes.
tions. If ign.iter I ;-s used, the cxpcrimcnts arc Most striking is the effect of the different
reproducible to within 100ps (Figures 2 and igniters on composition Ila. Where igniter I
3a). The main difference between different cannot initiate a detonation within 155 mm,
experiments is the moment the first probe is igniter II can. In this case, the acceleration of
triggered. The differences in the rate of the convective burning process is initially
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much slower- The velocity changes from 0.3 to first zone (i.e. the explosive layer pressed
0.6 mmiips at about 130 mm from the igniter. against the pyrotechnic mixture) with a gas of
At that point, however, a sudden steep a specified density and temperature, and add-
acceleration is seen (to about 3 mnmps) and, ing a heat source in that layer to simulate the
judging from the remaining fragments of the presence of hot solid particles. The explosive
tube, a full detonation is reached at the very particles are assumed to be ignited when the
end of the tube. particle temperature surpasses a threshold

an increase value of 301 K. The combustion of the
in the tube diameter (tube of). In this tube particles is then described by a simple

measurements were performed with composi- burning-rate law, in which the burning rate is

tion 11, both sieved (Ila, Figure 4a) and proportional to the particle density and the

unsieved (1ib, Figure 4b). The results of the 0.9th power of the pressure and inversely

sieved composition (Figure 4a) are in reason- proportional to the particle diameter. For the
ablesagreemend c ition tFire 4ares ding reasult KNO3/Zr igniter (igniter I), the values for the
able agreement with the corresponding results initial gas temperature and density are set at
with the smaller tube (Figure 3a). In this 1000 K and 68 kg/m3, respectively, while for
case, however, the process does reach the teP34ttaeeBmxue(gie I h

detonation velocity, but only at a distance of the Pb304/tetrazene/B mixture (igniter Ka) the

150 mm from the igniter, which is almost as values ha n obtained

long as the length of the small tube. The respectively. These values have been obtained

shape of curve 4a, however, more resembles from thermocouple measurements of the
reaction temperature of the igniter and from

that of curve 3b than that of curve 3a. The calculations with the TIGER code.7 The final
experiments with the unsieved composition values of temperature and density are
(Figure 4b) show a much longer burning stage calculated from these by estimating the effects
with a gradual acceleration from 0.4 to of the expansion of the gaseous reaction
0.7 mm/ps and the transition to detonation products into the first explosive layer, using
only takes place at a distance of 210 to 240 mm TIGER. The two igniters especially differ in
from the igniter, shortly before the end of the the gas density reached, because thetube. tegsdniyrahd eas h

Pb304/tetrazene/B mixture produces many

THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS fewer gaseous reaction products than the
KN03/Zr mixture.

Several calculations were performed to
simulate the influence of the igniter and the Figure 5 shows the results of two simula-
explosive composition. The effect of the tions, assuming a particle size of 200 pm.
igniter is simulated in the model by filling the Curves 5a and 5b correspond to igniter I and

1 0 3 40 IS0 I CO 0 000 0.05 0.10 015
200

' 150

/ I /
0 C 100a

,( 50

90

5030 035 040

Figure 4. The Position of the Flame Front as a Figure 5. The Calculated Position of the
Function of Time in Tube I1 for Explosive Flame Front as a Function of Time for a
Composition Ha (a) and Ilb (b), Ignited with Particle Size of 200 pm and for Igniter 1 (a)
Igniter I and H (b)
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igniter 11, respectively. The results show that generates pressure waves extending into the
for these conditions first a convective corn- bed, is able to strongly compress a part of the
bustion is generated which soon passes into a unburned fraction of the bed. This plug
rapidly accelerating compressive combustion. impedes a further penetration of the gaseous
At the end of the tube, the front is still slowly reaction products into the bed and, therefore,
accelerating and has reached a velocity of over forms a strong obstruction for the convective
8 mm/ps, higher than the detonation velocity burning process. Such a plug has recently
for this composition (6.7 mm/ps). The two been observed experimentally by McAfee et
curves are very similar, the only differences al.8 As the pressure at the igniter end of the
being the time that the explosive starts burn- plug rises, the plug is slowly accelerated
ing and the somewhat longer stage of slow forward, while it also increases in length.

convective burning in curve 5b. The type of This process continues for a considerable
igniter used does not have any influence on length of time until the pressure drop at the

the subsequent acceleration to detonation in front of the plug has become so high that the
the simulation. grains are ignited at that point by the

compression heat of the shock wave. Then, a
Figure 6 shows simulations for a particle compressive burning wave is initiated that

size of 600 pim again for igniter I (6a) and propagates towards the end of the bed with a
11 (6b). In this case, a quite different behavior gradually increasing speed. In Figure 7, the
is observed. After ignition, first a slow convec- location and shape of the plug is shown at a
tive burning stage is seen, which lasts much point of time just prior to the jump of the
longer than for the 200 pim simulation. Then reaction front. An analysis of the 200 pm
the reaction front suddenly makes a jump of simulation shows that in that case no plug can
about 20 mm, while at the same time its be formed during the period that the velocity
velocity increases from about 0.3 mm/ps to of the convective burning front is still low, due
2 mm/ps. After the jump, the front keeps to the lower compressibility of the smaller
accelerating, but at the end of the bed it still particles. The convective burning stage can,
has not reached the detonation velocity, but therefore, seamlessly pass into a compressive
instead a velocity of about 5 mmr/ps. The type burning in that simulation.
of igniter used again only influences the time
the reaction starts. Finally, Figure 8 shows the results of a

simulation for a particle size of 800 pm, using
A closer analysis of the modelling results igniter I and a bed length of 300 mm. The

reveals the reason for the sudden jump. It shape of the curve resembles that of the curves
appears that in the 600 pm case the initial in Figure 6, but the convective burning stage

phase of slow convective burning, which is even longer, giving the opportunity to form
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Figure 6. The Calculated Position of the Flame Figure 7. The Porosity as a Function of
Front as a Function of Time for a Particle Size Distance, Just Before the Generation of a

of 600 pm and for Igniter I (a) and 11 (b) Compressive Burning Wave
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300, ]burning phase sets in before a distance of

90 mm from the igniter, the experiments show
that a convective burning stage can be main-

S2CK• tained over a distance of even 240 mm for
composition lib. Explanations for this discrep-
ancy might be the occurrence of a radial

'00 expansion of the tube (since the model is one-
dimensional it can only describe an infinitely
high confinement), the formation of a second

__ _---__ _ - or even third plug (as was observed by McAfee
100 1 10 120 130 1.40 et al. 8), or the inadequate description of the

in tns particle ignition in the model. The final

Figure 8. The Calculated Position of the Flame sudden transition to detonation observed inFigre . Te Clcuate Poitin o th Flme the experiments is never reproduced in the
Front as a Function of Time for a Particle Size s imu nts is tove epeced in vie
of 8O0ium simulations, but this is to be expected in view

of the absence of a shock-initiation model in

the code.
a plug of more than 50 mm length before the Also, the influence of the type of igniter
compressive burning wave is generated. The used could not be explained by the model. In
acceleration of this compressive front is even the simulations, the igniter only influences
slower than for the 600 pm data and the end the time the explosive composition is ignited
velocity reached is only 5 mmlps, in spite of and, to a minor extent, the initial speed of the
the greater length of the tube. convective burning stage. An explanation

DISCUSSION must probably again be looked for in the
factors mentioned above or a combination of

One of the most conspicuous aspects of them. Further, it is noteworthy that curve 4a
the experimental results is the difference in shows more resemblance to curve 3b than to
DDT behavior between the fine-particle curve 3a while the opposite should be the case.
composition and the coarse-particle compo- More research will be needed to clarify these
sition, i.e., a fast and smooth transition to observations.
detonation versus a long, slow burning phase The prediction by the model of the time of
followed by a sudden, rapid transition to ignition of the explosive shows large discrep-
detonation. This different behavior is clarified ancies with the experiments. This is not at all
to a great extent by the results of the surprising, however, for several reasons. In
simulations, especially the fact that plug the first place, the experiments are also not
forming can occur in one case while it cannot sufficiently reproducible in this respect. A
in the other. The formation of a plug explains slight variation in the ignition parameters has
the long, and only slowly accelerating a large impact on the ignition time. Another
convective burning stage observed for com- reason is that in the simulation, the ignition
position 1I. It might also explain the fact that time is strongly influenced by the ignition
for this composition the first probe oftenresond laer hanexectd. he ocaionof parameters which are not precisely known
responds later than expected. The location of and are only estimated. Further, the descrip-
this probe coincides with the location of the tion of the ignition in the model is very simple.
plug as predicted by the model. On the other Work is going on at PML to further improve
hand, the longer response time might also be the control of the igniter in the experiments
caused by a low ionization level in the slow and, on the other hand, to obtain more precise
convective combustion stage. values of the ignition parameters. Further, a

The agreement between model and more sophisticated ignition description will be
experiments is much less in the following incorporated into the model. At the same
stages of the transition to detonation. While time, the experiments will be extended to
the simulations predict that the compressive tubes of other dimensions, and the number,
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type, and location of the measuring probes will Eighth Symposium (International) on
also be varied. Detonation, 1985, pp. 669-677.

5. Verbeek, H. J. and van der Steen, A. C.,
CONCLUSIONS "Linking Experimental and Theoretical

The experimental results clearly show Results on the Deflagration to Detona-

the large influence of the particle size on the tion Transition," Proceedings of the 19th

DDT process, especially since it determines International Annual Conference of ICT

whether or not a plug can be formed. The type on Combustion and Detonation Pheno-

of igniter also appears to have a large mena, Karlsruhe, BRD, Jun 29-Jul 1,
influence. From the modelling results it 1988; also to be published in Prop.

appears to be possible to explain some, but Explos. and Pyrotechn., Vol. 15, 1989.

not all, aspects of the experiments. The 6. Boris, J. P. and Book, D. L., "Flux-
inability to completely describe the experi- Corrected Transport III: Minimal-Error
ments can be ascribed, on one hand, to the FCT Algorithms," J. of Comp. Phys.,
uncertainty in the values of several experi- Vol. 20, 1976, pp. 397-43 1.
mental parameters and, on the other hand, 7 Cowperthwaite, M. and Zwisler, W. H.,
to an inadequate description of certain aspects "Tiger Computer Program Documenta-
in the DDT process, e.g., the description of tion," SRI Pub]. No. Z106, Stanford
particleResearch Institute, Jan 1973.

From the comparison with the theoret- 8. McAfee, J. M.; Campbell, A. W.; and

ical results, it is possible to reach a better Asay, B.W., "Deflagration-to-Detonation

understanding of the experimental results. in IIMX under High Confinement,"

On the other hand, from the results of the Report LA-UR-87-3170, Los Alamos

experiments we can obtain a clear indication National Laboratory.

of areas in which the model should be

improved. Combined experimental and 9. Howe, P. M. and Frey, R. B., Proc.

theoretical research can lead to a better AGARD Conf. No. 367, Lisse, The
understanding of the DDT phenomenon than Netherlands, May 1984.
could be achieved using each research method
separately. DISCUSSION

D. E. KOOKER, U.S. Army
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in the Transition from Deflagration to Your theoretical predictions of transition

Detonation in Granular Explosives," are strongly influenced by collapse of the

Comb. and Flame, Vol. 22, 1974, pp. 111- aggreg.' ; c to something close to TM D (denoted
118, 119-129, and 161-170. a "plug"). The computations show that a

"plug" does form in an aggregate composed of
2. Samirant, M., "DDT in RDX and Ball 600 pm grains, but it does not form in an

Powder: Behavior of the Porous Bed," aggregate composed of 200 pm grains. This
Proceedings of the Eighth Symposium behavior would be a consequence of the
(International) on Detor,%,tion, 1985, mechanical properties assigned to the
pp. 972-976. aggregate.
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effects would make the aggregate more data were not available. The parameters in
difficult to compact. the model have been estimated. Indeed, the

3. As you mentioned, the LAN grp rate-dependent effects make the aggregate

isee McAfee et al., Proceedings of the Ninth more difficult to compact.

Symposium (International) on D)etonation] 3. In our calculations, it appears that
has observed "plug" formation during the plug formation starts at a particle diameter of
transition to detonation in Class A IIMX. about 300 pm and becomes more pronounced
Since Class A has a particle size closer to at larger diameters. The absolute values
200 pm than 600 pm, is there an inconsistency obtained from the model, however, should not
here or would RI)X/wax be expected to behave be taken too literally. The model must mainly
in a different manner? be seen as a qualitative means to examine the

influence of various parameters on the DDT
REPLY BY H. J. VERBEEK AND process. It cannot be used as a means to give

A. C. VAN IDER STEEN an accurate quantitative prediction of experi-
1. Our compaction model is a corn- mental results, since too many parameters are

plicated function of the porosity, the grain unknown and since many important effects

diameter, and their time derivatives. are not incorporated into the model, such as,
Essentially, the compressibility is higher for e.g., the effect of the particle size distributionlarger grain sizes. and fracture effects. Regarding the LANL

experiments, it would be very interesting if
2. The compaction model has not been they could present results aI.out the influence

compared with experimental data since such of the particle size on the plug formation.
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF I)EFLAGRATION-TO-I)ETONATION
TRANSITION FOR TS 3659 PROPELLANTS

T. Hsieh and K. Kim
Naval Surface Warfare Center

Silver Spring, Maryland 20903-5000

Numerical simulation and comparison with experimental data have

been conducted for the deflagration-to-detonation transition process of

TS 3659 propellant in a steel tube. In addition to the criteria used to

specify the initiation of pyrolysis and compressive reaction, it was

found necessary to introduce a particle breakup model in order to

achieve the high pressure observed in experiments. A simple particle

breakup model based on modification of surface burning area has been

shown to serve the purpose. Detailed results are presented for pressure-

time histories, distance-time history, distributions of gas pressure,
solid stress, concentration of the intermediate product gas, and the

final product gas.

INTRODIUCTION therefore, is kept the same for all numerical

Experiment and theorcoical/numcrica1 simulations. The results of the simulation of

modeling of the deflagration-to-detonation convective combustion described in Refer-
transitodng mi) poe s d foaraior-oudetnetion ences 9 and 10 have compared favorably
transition (I)T) process for porous energetic against experimental observation. However,
materials have been the subject of research for because of the lack of a compressive com-
decades. Recently at NSWC, a series of experi- bustion model in References 9 and 10, a

mental studies on lI)T process in porous precipitous rise of pressure near the end of the

energetic materials in plastic or steel tubes has CC process was not predicted. In References 11

been carried out. 1 3 These experiments provide and 12 the empirical Forest Fire model was

valuable information such as pressure-time introduced and modified to give a single

histories at various locations along the tube reaction rate expression as a function of

wall, propagation of weak and strong shock
pressure for both the surface and compressivewaves, etc. This information, in turn, not only reaction. It was found that the predicted

elucidates the mechanism of DDT but can also resrtime wasfo and most th owfied

be used as guidance in development of theo- features compared well with experimental

retical or numerical models. Currently, there observations. The success of References 11 and

is a considerable amount of work on I)I)T

modeling based on a two-phase flow theory 12 encouraged us to attempt to simulate the

with different degrees of sophistication in their experiment reported in Reference 3.

constitutive equations.4 The efforts to simu- In Reference 3, Bernecker performed a
late numerically the I)I)T process in a tube l)I)T experiment with a porous bed of TS 3659
have also been conducted at NSWC. 9 12 In ball propellants. The ball propellants have a
References 9 and 10 the ignitor characteristics nearly spherical shape, which is a desirable
and convective combustion (CC), which is the feature in numerical simulation. The TS 3659

early phase of I)DT, had been numerically particles of nominal diameter of 432 pm are
simulated for porous beds of IIMX particles packed at 59.8 percent of theoretical maximum
and WC 231 ball powder. The ignitor used in density (TMD) (TMD of 1.65 g/cc) into a steel
all of the above experiments was the same and, tube 305 mm long. The inner diameter of the
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tube is 25.4 mm and the outer diameter is paper the following assumptions are made:
76.2 mm. Both ends of the tube are closed and (1) the wall is rigid; (2) an equilibrium stress-
a small amount of ignitor mixture (which is strain (porosity) relationship taken from quasi-
made of 0.8 g of B/KNO 3 with a particle size of static compaction data is valid; (3) a correction
140 prm and has a density of 51.2% TMD) is for the solid phase compressibility based on
located at one end. Events after the ignition of the linearized Mie-Gruneisen equation of state
the ignitor are recorded by piezoelectric (PE) as described in Reference II is valid at high
pressure transducers, located along the tube up pressures after the chemical reaction is
to a predetonation column length and mounted initiated; (4) the flow resistance law of Jones
flush to the wall. Theoutput from a transducer and Krier1 5' 11 is valid; and (5)a global two-
was sent to both a high sensitivity recording step chemical reaction from solid to the
channel (-30MPa) and to a low sensitivity intermediate product gas, and from the
recording channel (-1000 MPa) of a digital intermediate proat as (TS 35691) to the
oscilloscope. The transducers have a maxi- final product gas (TS 365F is valid.
mum pressure limit of 860 MPa. A total of four The compaction law, which is a curve fit
tests have been conducted and pressure-time of the experimental quasi-static compaction
histories at four locations along the tube will 16 ressed as follows:
be used to compare with the numerical data, isexp
simulation to be presented in this paper. In o = a - be + c 2 + dh2 (1)

NUMERICAL SIMULATION where o is solid stress in psi, e is porosity and
is a = -52.03, b = -360.7, c 549.2, and d = 0

Thsed preshen numcoder shimulwatiofor 0.4 > e > 0.35 and a = 9.23, b = 1.962,
based on the DETOVA code which was a

minor modification of the XNOVAK 13 Code c = -13.26, and d = 0.0002 for 0.35 > e
originally developed to simulate the transient 0.005. When e is less than 0.005, it is set to

flowfield in guns by numerical integration of 0.005 in computing o. Figure I shows the

a set of quasi-one-dimensional equations of experimental data and curve fit of Equa-

unsteady, heterogeneous, reacting two-phase tion (1).

flows. The numerical method used was the The ignitor modeled in the simulation
explicit two-step predictor/corrector finite dif- occupies a small volume of a disk at one end of
ference algorithm of MacCormack. 14 In this the tube. The thickness of the disk is 1.73 mm

S' :O. 3b

• ! =•ýef. 16 "

In a (psi)

Figure I. Curve Fit for the Compaction Law
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and is assumed to have been ignited at the The criterion for the initiation of corn-
start of the simulation. In addition, a small pressive reaction is the critical solid stress, a*.
ignitor gas source is assumed to exist with a In each computational cell, once the solid stress
prescribed discharge rate as shown in Table 1. has reached the value of o*, the compressive
Table I was used in Reference 6, but a shift of reaction begins. In this paper, o* is set to be
the time origin has been made with a very 20.7MPa (3000 psi). Once the compressive
small increase (0.002 g/mnmms) to the gas rate reaction is started, it is assumed to progress
in order to match the experimental data of under the surface burning mode. The burning
Reference 3 in this paper. rate equation, Equation (2), is applied to the

available surface area in the computation ofThe first pyrolysis reaction from the solid threcinae.tsoudbntdtats

propellant (TS 3659) to produce a pyrolysis the reaction rate. It should be noted that as

product gas is initiated by an ignition tem- soon as the compressive reaction is initiated,
perature, which was set at 555°K. Once the the pressure p in Equation (2) should be a

peraure whch ws st a 555K. ncethe newly-established mixture equilibrium stress

reaction is initiated, it is assumed to progress (rather than the gas pressure calculated up to

according to a surface burning mode. The this point) between the gas pressure and the

surface regression rate has been data-fitted by solid stress. This argument is based on the

Kooker: assumption that the initiation of the

compressive reaction is fast and generates
S(rmins) -- 2.44 p0.857 (MPa} (2) additional gas products. However, in the

Experimental data used in obtaining Equa- current modeling this sudden increase of gas

tion (2) cover the pressure range from 7 to pressure is not included, nor is the mixture

200 MPa. In this paper, Equation (2) is equilibrium stress accurately calculated as the
compressive reaction progresses. An approxi-assumed to be valid for all pressure ranges, mate method that would work well in the

The reaction rate from the pyrolysis gas, TS mate meto u ld p in in the

36591, to the final product gas, TS 3659F, is simulation is to use p in Equation (2) as the

governed by the Arrhenius law; and the values largerofthegaspressureorthesolidstress.
of pre-exponential factor and activation energy The rate of gas generation is dictated by
are given as input data. A set of input the burning rate and the local available
parameters for TS 3659 for the experiment of burning surface area of these particles. In
Reference 3 is given in Table 2. Reference 18, it was found that the modified

model of Kim for the burning surface area,

Table 1. Extra Ignitor Gas Source Description

0.0 1.9 4.4 12.7

0.0 0.0*** 0.0 0.0 0.0

135.0 0.002 0.002 0.0 0.0

215.0 0.054 0.054 0.0 0.0

235.0 0.134 0.134 0.0 0.0

255.0 0.339 0.339 0.0 0.0

415.0 0.303 0.303 0.0 0.0

425.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

1000.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
* x is measured from the base of the tube

** t in the simulation is shifted by 600 ps from the reference time (detonation time) used
in Reference 3

* values at all intermediate points are linearly interpolated, unit is g/mmu ms
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Table 2. Input Parameters

Length of the I)I)T tube 228.6 mm

Number of computational grids 241

Initial ambient gas
Temperature 21 0C
Pressure 0.2 MPa
Molecular weight 29.0
Ratio of specific heats 1.4

Ignitor
Material B/KNO 3
Gas generation rate See Table 1
Burning rate 2.67 p0 .10 7 cm/s with same erosive

burning effect as TS 3659

Gas phase therr ochemistry
Ileat of reactimr 2.05 x 103 Joule/g
Molecular weight 58.24 g/mole
Ratio of specific heats 1,1165
Covolume 0.36 cm 3/g

TS 3659 solid
Initial temperature 210 C
Material and initial dei :ity 59.8% TMD ball propellant powder
Initial grain diameter 432 pm
Ignition temperature for pyrolysis 5550 K
Pyrolysis rate 2.44 p0 .85 7 cm/s with erosive burning

effect
Erosive burning preexponential factor 3.76 cm3 °K/Joule
Erosive burning exponential factor 105
Thermal conductivity 1.0 x 10-3 cal/cm/s/K
Thermal diffusivity 0.2 x 10.2 cm 2 /s

TS 3659 pyrolysis product gas
I I eat of reaction 1.59 x 103 joule/g
Molecular weight 50.0 g/mole
Ratio of specific heats 1.15
Covolume 0.36 cm 3/g
Reaction rate (to final product gas)

Preexponential factor 0.554 x 108 g/cm 3 s
Activation energy 2.62 x 10"s cm 2/s 2

TS 3659 final product gas
Hleat of reaction 2.98 x 103 Joule/g
Molecular weight 24.78 g/mole
Ratio of specific heats 1.227
Covolume 0.36 cm 3 /g
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which takes into consideration the available simulation was that everywhere in the tube
burning surface area under compaction of the temperature and pressure for the air and
spherical particles, is adequate. The rate of solid particles are given, their velocities are
generation of gas phase per unit volume, zero and the porosity is specified also.
according to Kim's model, can be expressed by In the simulation a total of 240 com-

S 1 -4 2/3 putational cells were evenly distributed over
- P ( -) S rp >0.5 (3) the entire tube length of 228.6 mm. All

S S computations were performed using a CRAY-

XMP computer and the CPU time was

where P, is the solid density, (p, is the solid 0.00075 s/cell/step. Normally a case took about

volume fraction, S and V are the surface area 5500 steps to complete.

and the volume of each solid particle and t is RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
given by Equation (2). Equation (3) was used
in this paper. It is noted that Equation (3) In Reference 3 five tests were conducted
differs from that of Gough 8 by the factor Fa = with TS 3659 in steel tubes. It was found
I (1 -_ ) / (ps 12/3. When 4. is less than 0.5, F,, that events appeared reasonably consistent
is greater than 1, which is nonphysical. There- between each test when measured from the
fore, when 4. < 0.5, Fa is set to 1.0. onset of detonation (both temporally and

In Reference 6, it was found that the rate spatially). In the numerical simulation,
of reaction has a rapid increase around the because of the lack of high pressure data base

pressure of 20 MPa. This phenomenon was for the surface burning rate, the compaction

attributed to the breakup of particles. It is law, and a possibility of tube deformation, the

known that TS 3659 ball propellant is hard to accuracy of simulation at the high pressure
break at low to medium (static) pressure. range is always in question. Therefore, from

iHowever, it was found that it is still necessary the simulation point of view, one would like to

to have a particle breakup model (at medium to see a good comparison with experiment in the

high pressures) which rapidly increases the low pressure range, which covers the con-

burning surface area and therefore increases vective combustion range, befor', extending the

reaction rate in order to match the measured calculations toward the high pressure regime.

pressure rise over the entire tube. It may be This is the approach used in this paper.

possible that particles break up in dynamic In the numerical simulation, the pressure-
situations more easily than in static situations. time history at x = 3.2 mm was selected as the
A simple model to account for the particle primary guideline data. Figure 2 shows the
breakup was developed. The idea is that when comparison of pressure-time data between the
particles break up, a sudden increase of burn- numerical computation and the experiments
ing surface area must occur. Therefore, one (only two sets of experimental data are used,
must specify a particle-breakup pressure Pb denoted as A266 and A268, because they are
and a factor for the increase of burning surface the most complete) for times up to 400 ps. The
area, fb (greater than 1). For TS 3659,3 it was agreement is satisfactory. One is, therefore,
found that Pb -35 to 50 MPa with fb -2.0 to 2.5 reasonably confident that the early phase of
works well as described in the next section. It DDT process, or the convective combustion,
must be pointed out that the suggested particle has been correctly simulated.
breakup model requires further experimentalinvestigation to justify its validity. For t > 400 lpS, as seen in Figure 3, the

experimental data indicate a rapid increase of

With a proper description of the boundary pressure up to about 150 MPa, point B, then
conditions and the initial conditions, the the rate of pressure increase slows down
problem is ready for numerical simulation. At somewhat between 150 and 230 MPa. For
both ends of the tube, the boundary conditions 230 < p < 580 MPa, the curves become nearly
require both the gas and solid particle velocity a straight line and it is later followed by
to be zero. An initial condition specified in the another straight line with greater slope. In the
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Figure 2. Comparison of Pressure-time History Figure 3. Comparison of Pressure-time History
Between Experiment and Computation at x Between Experiment and Computation at x
3.2 mm in Low Pressure Range 3.2 mm in High Pressure Range

numerical simulation, one could not simulate reaction rate at high pressures. At the loca-
all the fine details of the p - t history. It was tions of x = 66.2 mm (Figure 4b) and 85.2 mm
first found that without the particle breakup (Figure 4c), the agreements are good for
model as described in the previous section, the pressure less than 400 MPa and 500 MPa,
rise of the pressure is very slow as shown by respectively. The wiggle of the experimental
the dashed line. The breakup model is very curve at t -540 lis in Figure 4b, to some degree,
helpful in that it brings the pressure up to also appears in the simulation. Such wiggles
match the measured pressure, up to 600 MPa. in p - t curves continue to exist in the com-
The agreement between computation and putation as shown in Figure 4c, whereas in the
experiment shown in Figure 3 is generally experimental curves it disappears. As a result,
quite good except in the pressure range beyond in the computation the pressure rise in
600 MPa, where another enhancement of the Figures 4b and 4c are delayed.
reaction rate is suspected. In Figure 5, a comparison of the relative

The comparisons of pressure-time his- distance-time data between computation and
tories at x = 44.2, 66.2, and 85.2 mm between experiment is presented. For t < 530 ps, the
the computation and the experiment are experimental data between A266 and A268
shown in Figure 4. The agreement is good for differ from each other somewhat, but become
x = 44.2 mm until the pressure reaches very close for t > 530 ps. According to
600 MPa where the computation starts to slow Reference 3, four regions can be identified from
down (Figure 4a). Again it is suspected that the distance-time plot: the weak compaction
there is an additional enhancement of the wave (WCW, velocity of 0.26-0.27 mm/ps), the
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strong compaction wave (SCW, velocity of 0.62- 0.23 mm/ps, which is close to the measure
0.7 mm/ps) the reactive shock wave (RSW, velocity of WCW; the velocity of gas shock
velocity of 2.15 mnilps) and detonation wave wave front is about 0.15 mm/ps at this stage.
(DW, velocity of 5.17-5.19 mm/ps). In the Neart -475 ps, after the introduction ofparticle
numerical simulation, the picture is somewhat breakup model described in the previous
different. At t < 475 ps, one can identify two section, the propagating velocity increases
wave fronts: the compaction wave front of the rapidly to 0.89 which is close to the measured
solid and the shock wave front of the gas. velocity of SCW and soon the gas shock wave
These two fronts can be seen more clearly in front catches up with the solid compaction
Figure 6a where plots of the distribution of wave front to form a reacting shock wave. The
solid stress and gas pressure along the tube at velocity of RSW is about 1.3 at t -520 ps and
different times are shown. The solid compac- gradually increases to 1.7 mmr/psatt -620 ps. It
tion wave front (associated with the introduc- was not. possible to obtain the measured deto-
tion of compressive reaction) has a velocity of nation velocity of 5.19 mmlps after extensive
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Figure 5. Comrnparison of Distance-time Data Between Computation and Experiment

effort to adjust the particle breakup model by Figures 6a and 6b show the distribution
using high values of fb. This indicates that the of solid stress and gas pressure along the tube
present modeling is inadequate at the very at various times. Before t -300 ps, the
high pressure range. Factors attributable to formation of the solid compaction front and the
the inadequacy may be the following: (a) the gas shock wave front are not clear and, hence,
surface regression rate, Equation (2), may be were not plotted. In Figure 6a, one can see that
inadequate at the high pressure; (hb the parti- the propagation of the solid compaction wave is
cle breakup model used here is not adequate; faster than that of the gas shock wave. The
and (ct the possibility of multidimensional rapid increase of the propagation velocity of
effects such as the plastic deformation of the the gas shock wave occurs after t -452 ps. In
tube Figure 6b, the solid stress plots were not shown
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after the gas shock wave catches and merges The computed concentrations of TS 36591
with the solid co)mpaction wave front at t and of TS 3659F within the bed are shown in

-500 ps. The )IETOVA code, for the sake of Figure 7 for various times. The close double
simplicity, calculates only the gas pressure humps ofTS 36591 at t = 414 pscome from two
correctly (but not the solid stress) when the gas different reactions: the pyrolysis produces the
shock wave takes over the solid stress wave. first hump and compressive burning produces
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Figure 7. The Computed Concentrations of TS 36591 and TS 3659F at Various Times

the second hump. After the merge of the solid dimensional, unsteady, heterogeneous, react-
compaction wave front and the gas shock wave ing two-phase flows. Empirical equations for
front near t -500 ps, the distribution curve for the flow resistance law, the solid compaction
TS 36591 becomes almost a single plateau. law, and the surface regression rate were used.
I Iowever at a later stage (t = 621 ps) the curve A global two-step reaction scheme, from solid
becomes double-humped again with a large to intermediate product gas (TS 36591) and
distance between the humps. It is also noted from TS 36591 to the final product gas
from Figure 7 that not until near the end, most (TS 3659F) was employed. An ignition
energy release comes from the surface burning temperature was used to initiate the pyrolysis
mode, which generate the TS 36591. In other reaction and a critical solid stress was specified
words, the reaction from TS 36591 to TS 3659F to initiate the compressive reaction. A modi-
is relatively slow. fied surface burning model of Kim was used to

describe the rate of gas generation after the
SUMMARY initiation of both pyrolysis and compressive

reactions. The results of the numerical simula-
A numericalisimulanition prof e tion and comparison with experiment can bedefilagration-to~detonation transition process summarized as follows:

of TS 3659 propellant has been conducted and
cormpared with experiments. The numerical 1. At low pressure range (p < 25 MPa) or
simulation utilized the DETOVA code, which in the convective combustion stage, the
solves the conservation equations of quasi-one- computed pressure-time histories near
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the ignitor end compare well with the 3. Bernecker, R. R., "DDT Studies of a
experiments. Spherical, Double-Based Ball Propel-

2. At pressures beyond 20 MPa, the com- lant," Proceedings of 1987 JANNAF

pressive reaction based on the original PSIIS Meeting, OPIA Pub. 464, Vol. 1,

surface regression rate was found 1987, pp. 1-11.

insufficient to simulate the experi- 4. Baer, M. R. and Nunziato, J. W., "A Two-
mental data. A simple particle breakup Phase Mixture Theory for the
model, which modifies the surface area Deflagration-to-Detonation Transition
of burning, has been introduced and (DDT) in Reactive Granular Materials,"
found to give better comparison with Int. J. Multiphase Flow, Vol. 12, No. 6,
experiments. 1986, pp. 861-889.

3. For pressures less than 400 MPa, the 5. Price, C. and Boggs, T. L., "Modeling the
pressure-time histories at four locations Deflagration-to-Detonation Transition in
of the tube compare well with the Porous Beds of Propellant," Proceedings
experimental data. flowever, this is not of Eighth Symposium (International) on
true for p > 400 MPa, where the Detonation, NSWC MP 86-194, 15-19 Jul
computed pressure lags the experiment. 1985, pp. 934-942.

4. The four experimentally observed wave 6. Weston, A. M. and Lee, E. L., "Modeling
fronts, (i.e., weak compaction wave, 1-1) Deflagration-to-Detonation Transi-
strong compaction wave, reacting shock tion (DDT) in Porous Explosives,"
wave, and detonation wave) can only be Proceedings of Eighth Symposium (Inter-
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DYNAMIC COMPACTION AND COMPRESSIVE REACTION STUDIES
FOR SINGLE AND I)OUBLE-BASE BALL PROPELLANTS

B. C. Glancy, H. W. Sandusky, and P. J. Miller
Naval Surface Warfare Center

White Oak Laboratory
Silver Spring, Maryland 20903-5000

and

A. D. Krall
Advanced Technology and Research, Inc.

14900 Sweitzer Lane, Suite 104
Laurel, Maryland 20707

Dynamic compaction and compressive reaction were examined in detail
tor radially confined porous beds of three ball propellants that were
impacted on one end by a long plastic rod (velocities of 75 to 300 m/s).
The data are required for numerically modeling the final stages of
deflagration-to-detonation transition (DDT). IHigh-speed photog-
raphy, flash radiography, ionization and self-shorting probes, piezo-
electric transducers, microwave interferometry, and IR radiometry
were used, depending on the tube confining the porous bed, to measure
impactor velocity after impact, to locate reaction sites, to resolve
temporally and spatially the compaction/reaction waves, as well as to
obtain their pressure profiles. A comparison of dynamic compaction
data with previously obtained quasi-static data indicates that ball
propellants are substantially more difficult to compact dynamically
than quasi-statically, especially in the middle of the compaction range.
Observations are made concerning the creation of hot spots by dynamic
compaction and the compressive reaction initiated at those sites.
Marginal reaction was obtained in the single-base material, versus
vigorous reaction in the double-base materials. The sensitivity to
compressive reaction for these propellants correlates with their
propensity to undergo DI)T.

INTRODUCTION further downstream.1 Using the piston impact
approach, the thresholds for first detection of

The rapid growth of reaction that occurs "compressive" reaction, the onset of rapid
in the final stages of DI)T in porous materials growth of reaction, and the transition to deto-
is initiated by high strain rate deformation nation were obtained as a function of impact
(-l10. s- 1) within a strong compressive wave pressure for a variety of materials. Observa-
(SCW). This process was studied by driving a tions reported in Reference I were primarily
single, well-defined SCW with the impact of a deduced from high-speed photography of beds
piston, thus avoiding the complications of a confined by plastic tubes or from the responses
DDT experiment in which compressive waves of ionization probes in beds confincd by steel
are generated by conductive/convective burning tubes, thus few details of the onset and growth
near the ignitor and coalese into a SCW of compressive reaction were obtained.
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This paper provides both pressure investigation. Various tubes have been used
measurements and front locations during which offer differing confinement and possibil-
compressive reaction for some "simple" ities for instrumentation. Optically clear tubes
energetic materials so that the experiments of Lexan are often used in initial experiments
can be modeled numerically. These "simple" on an energetic material because these tubes
materials are the Olin ball propellants WC 140 permit observations by both high-speed
and TS 3659. The TS 3659 particles are photography and flash radiography. However,
spherical while the WC 140 particles are the low confinement of Lexan tubes is some-
mostly spherical with some "jelly beans".2 The times insufficient for any growth of compressive
particles of both materials are nearly uniform reaction, and compaction measurements must
in size (411 pm for WC 1 40 and 434 pm for be corrected for tube expansion.8,' 9 Compaction
TS 3659), which permits the particles and the measurements not requiring correction have
packed beds they form, to be easily described, been obtained by flash radiography in inter-
WC 140 is a single-base material of nitro- mediate confinement, which utilizes either 1) a
cellulose (NC) with a theoretical maximum supported thin-wall aluminum tube where the
density (TMD) of 1.65 g/cc. TS 3659 has a TMD x-rays are directed between the supports 9 or
of 1.64 glcc and is a double-base propellant 2) a thick-wall aluminum tube with the wall
consisting of NC with 21.6 percent nitro- thinned in the zones requiring x-ray penetra-
glycerin (NG). Ball propellants deform in a tion.4 Most of the compressive reaction experi-
predictable manner under load, rather than ments to be discussed were conducted in the
fracturing into uncertain sizes and numbers of high confinement of thick-wall (25.4 mm) steel
particles; bed compaction can be described by tubes. These tubes had ionization and/or self-
fundamental analyses. 3 These analyses utilized shorting probes, mounted every 12.7 mm
quasi-static compaction measurements for through the tube wall, with their sensing end
both TS 36594 and WC 140.2 Both of these flush with the inner wall; piezoelectric pres-
materials have also been evaluated in steel sure transducers (PCB 109A02) with an upper
DDT tube tests; TS 3659 transits to limit of 0.86 GPa were similarly mounted at
detonation, 5' 6 whereas WC 140 does not. 5  two locations, generally -38 and -76 mm from

Another Olin material that has been the upstream end of the tube. The disadvan-

studied previously, WC 231 reloading powder, tage of not having high-speed photographic
was reexamined in an experiment that and flash radiographic observations of the bed
included IR radiometry measurements. The were in part overcome by inclusion of ainclurowav iR nterferomete measuement. 0

temperaturr, and total luminescence provided microwave interferometer (MI).' 0

by those measurements were correlated with The Ml was primarily used as a non-
simultaneous high-speed photographic and intrusive, continuous monitor of the first front
flash radiographic observations. WC 231 is NC in the bed, but responds to any microwave
with 25.2 percent NG, about the same reflector. The interferometer circuit is much
composition as TS 3659 but is a rolled material like that used in a previous DDT study."1 The
with pancake-like particles containing large microwaves are directed into the downstream
cracks.2 This material is more shock sensitive end of the tube shown in Figure 1. Before

than other ball powders studied at the Center, 5  reaction begins, the microwaves are partially

and will undergo DDT in both plastic and steel reflected by the change in dielectric constant

tubes5'7 associated with the change in bed density at

EXPERIMENTAL the compaction front; the remainder of the
A PRR GMENTSA ND microwaves are reflected by the foil-facedASRRA GMENTSATINI piston. Once "hot spot" ,eaction begins at the
INSTRUMENTATION front, additional reflection occurs from the

The experimental apparatus' (Figure 1) ionization associated with the reaction. The
consists of a powder gun for propelling a reflected signals return to an interferometer
poly'r.bonate (Lexan) rod into a tube which circuit where they are mixed with a reference
confines a porous bed of the material under signal. A beat occurs every time the first front
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experiments in which compaction front

POWDER BOLT velocity (U) is reported, its measurement was

POWDER CHARGE- usually verified by more than one method, as
will be shown. The measured values of u and U

STEEL BARREL were used in jump condition calculations to
obtain extent of compaction,

%TMD = %TMD0/(1 - u/U), (1)
tEXAN PISTON--

LNST and axial bed pressure,

p (Ma =p %T M Do.TMD. U-u. 10 - (2)

--- TRIGGER PIN FOR P(MPa)=Po+T(2)
- " BACKLIGHTING

DRIVEN END PLATE- where %TMD 0 is the initial bed packing, p0 -

BARREL EXTENDER-- -SWITCH FOR DETECTING 0.1 MPa, and both u and U are in units of m/s.
THIN PLASTIC DISK-- PISTON IMPACT

POROUS E-- The listings in Table I of "time for first
STEEL TUBE listings PLUGCONNECTINGMATCHING PLUG detection of reaction" (At) and "COMMENTS"

CLOSURE END PLATE indicate the ease of igniting and then obtain-

PLYWOOD F for At were obtained in a different manneri , ing growth of compressive reaction. The values

TABLE TOP from that used in Reference 1, and may not
S CIRCULAR WAVEGUIDE correspond to the same level of reaction. For

example, while "first light" on the camera film
in a Lexan tube experiment was usually

Figuire I. Schematic of Apparatus for Dynamic associated with At in Reference 1, no luminous
Loading Experiments reaction was observed during the Lexan tube

experiments on TS 3659 (Shots PDC-76, 77,
moves one half of the microwave wavelength in 78). The reported At in Table 1 for Shot PDC-
the original bed packing (the wavelength was 78 corresponds to a noticeable decrease in
independently measured for these porous beds backlighting through the piston, presumably
using a cavity resonance method). When from optically opaque reaction products
examining the quadrature output signals for flowing between the inner wall and the piston.
only peaks and valleys, the resolution for
locating the downstream front is one eighth of HIGH CONFINEMENT
the wavelength, which in these experiments EXPERIMENTS ON WC 140
results in a resolution of-3 mm. Prompt compressive reaction did not

EXPERIMENWAL I)ATA occur in any of the WC 140 experiments.
Hience, observations concerning compaction

A summary of initial conditions and front (CF) propagation, onset and growth of
results for all experiments is listed in Table 1. compressive reaction, and formation of a

Some piston velocities prior to impact (vp) are strong compressive wave (SCW) by the
listed as approximate because they are based pressure buildup from reaction could be clearly
on a calibration of the gun. Otherwise, a distinguished. The first high confinement
streak camera was used in measuring both vp experiment (Shot PI)C-71) was instrumented
and u, the piston velocity after impact, and with only self-shorting probes; the SCW
hence the particle velocity as listed in Table 1. overtook the CF 152 mm down the bed, 12 but
In the experiments with WC 140 confined by the time frame for development of the SCW
an aluminum tube, both the particle and and the pressures associated with it are
compaction front velocities were from flash unknown. These questions were addressed in
radiography data; the three sets of data for subsequent experiments (Shots M-30, 31)
each experiment are arranged in the order of which were instrumented with self-shorting
the radiographic exposures. In the other and ionization probes, pressure transducers,
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"Table /. Summary of Dynamic Loading Experiments

Initial Conditions Results

Matt. Shot %TML), 1, Tube VP u U %TMI) p At

(mm) (mIs) (nm/s) (m/s) (MPa) lps) Comments

57 455 69.0 25.9
P)C-62A 60.4 101 Alum. -75 56 448 69.0 25.1 - Tube intact

54 453 68.5 24.50

t00 503 75.5 50.3
Pl)C-62B 60.5 101 Alum. -161 102 548 74.3 55.9 - Tube intact

95 512 74.3 48.6
W(' 140

156 594 82.0 92.6
P)C-64 60.5 126 Alum. -200 146 552 82.2 80.5 - Tube ruptured by

145 559 81.7 81.0 late reaction

PDC)( 71 60.5 191 Steel 18(0 134 558 79.8 74.7 <200 L.ate ignition

,M 30 60.5 146 Steel 210 161 563 84.7 90.6 119 Late ignition
with slow

M. 31 605 146 Steel 300 204 574 93.9 117 -133 growth of reaction

PD)(' 76 60.2 146 Lexan -150 Tube intact

1'1)( 77 60.2 146 Lexan -200 Tubes ruptured but
no luminous reaction

PDI)C(78 60.2 146 lexan 291 207 - - - 83 seen (for both Shots

3"5 3659 77 and 78)

I'1D( 8) 60.2 102 Alum. 160 127 494 81 .0, 62.0 100 Delayed reaction

PIC)( 81 60.1 147 Steel 237 192 534 93.9 101 84 D)elayed reaction

PDI)( 82 60.1 147 Steel 300 216 557 98.2 119 <80 Vigorous reaction

WC' 231 l'1)('-73 49.4 127 l~exan 220 183 405 90.1 60.1 119 [,uminous reaction

£4 TM), D Initial bed density
U/(, T Ml) Jump condition calculation for bed compaction, %TMI)D.U/( U-u)
I, lied length including driven end disk (-0.8 mam)
v, Velocity of Lexan pistonjust prior to bed impact
u Particle velocity of bed (Piston velocit) after bed impact)
U Compaction front velocity

p Juimp condition calculation for compaction pressure (see text)
At ] lime between bed impact and detection of reaction

and the M[. The 210 t and 300 rios impacts in 76.4 mm (112) are shown in Figure 2a and
Shots M-30 and M-31, respectively, resulted in distance-time data are plotted in Figure 2b.
very similar events, it is. data from Shot M-30 Several observations, which also apply to other
that will be presented in detail. experiments, can be made about the response

of the tranducers to the CF in Figure 2a (note
For Shot M 30, the low range of pressure that the observed pressures are radial

daita from transducers at 38 4 immi (I'l) and pressures on the inner wall, not the axial
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pressure driving the CF). The risetime of the The first detection of reaction is
front pressures (10.0 ps for P1 and 9.5 ps for P2) associated with the minimum pressure behind
correspond to a maximum thickness for the CF the CF, and is designated by the symbol "M" on
of 5.6 mm; however, the actual thickness may the traces in Figure 2a. Extrapolating these
be lessconsideringthatthepiezoelectricsensing points back to the piston face, where first
area is 4.0 mm in diameter. The peak pres- reaction is expected to occur, yields a time of
sures for the CF, 65.9 MPa at P1 and 61.1 MPa 119 ps. There was no significant growth of
at P2, declined slightly as the front propagated reaction at that time; the symbol "R" in Figure
from PI to P2; therefore, reaction pressure was 2a is used to show the first appearance of
not yet compensating for loss of piston momen- reaction growth and is still early relative to the

tum and wall friction. Following each peak rapid rise seen at -300 ps on P 2 . As evidenced
there was a rapid decline in pressure; by the by the constant CF velocity, the SCW never

time the CF reached P2 , the P 1 pressure was caught the CF before it reached the end of the
only about half of the peak CF pressure at P 2 , bed; in Shot PDC-71 with the somewhat longer

indicating that the decline may not be a true bed it did catch the CF. The rapid rise in

indication of axial pressures. The end of the pressure at P 2 corresponds well with the "late
rapid decline in pressure behind the CF, reaction" detected by the MI; however, MI data
indicated by the points "E", forms a line after the CF reaches the end of the bed cannot
parallel to the CF in Figure 2b. A similar be interpreted exactly.
pressure decline behind the CF was also

observed in WC 140 Shot M-31 and TS 3659 HIGH CONFINEMENT
Shot PI)C-81, which had about the same EXPERIMENTS ON TS3659
impact velocity as Shot M-30. For the lower
velocity impact (160 m/s) in TS 3659 Shot PDC- The initial response of TS 3659 to a

80, there was very little pressure decline after 237 m/s impact (Shot PDC-81) was much the

passage of the CF .4  same as in the WC 140 experiments, except

120

CF MID PRESSURE OF a
cOMPACTION FRONT

E END OF RAPID
PRESSURE FALLOFF

M FIRST APPEARANCE OF
REACTION PRESSURE

R FIRST APPEARANCE OF

90 - REACTION GROWTH

S200 k b.
2 A SELF SHORTING PROBE DATA

0, IONIZATON PROBE DATA END OF BED MOTION

ýf\P ( PRESSURE TRANSDUCER DATA ASSUMED)

60o .,p MICROWAVE DATA -- /
60N 150F END OF BED -.-. .. -- TE

LATE
S• "" REACTION.

S...'" 113o m.,s-

CF ' ! 100 COMPACTION

30- R f R FRONT 563ns ,

CF M~ E MRI I ---- ,--~-- - - P2
CF 

CF E.M&R' FROM

50- h / / / PRESSURE PROFILES

0 Z'CF F M R -

-' /- ~---END OF PISTON

S41, • \ "19.., FIRST DETECTION OF REACTION"$65•S .0 m s,
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t I.SI t (%)

Figure 2. Data from a 210 m/s Impact of 60.5 Percent TMD WC 140 (Shot M-30): a. Low Range of

Inner Wall Pressure at 38.4 mm (PI) and 76.4 mm (P2 ); b. Summary of Distance-Time Data
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that compressive reaction occured somewhat transducer failure. The 300 m/s impact
sooner and the growth of reaction was more resulted in such violent and prompt reaction
rapid. The high range of pressure data in that the 305 mm long Lexan impactor had
Figure 3a for Shot lPl)C-81 show reaction stopped and was reversing direction by the
pressures near or exceeding the 0.86 Gl'a limit time the first front had propagated 80 mm into
of the transducers. The distance-time data in the TS 3659 (Figure 4b).
Figure 3b indicate that weak compressive
waves, driven by the onset of reaction growth The MI fringe data provided additional
(symbol "R"), reached the CF prior to its abrupt insight into these experiments beyond
transition to a velocity of 1800 m/s. Note that tracking the position of the first front. The
the compaction front velocity, which is a fringe data in Figure 5a from Shot PDC-81
relatively insensitive measure of pressure, were, in large part, very similar to those
does not appear to increase until the abrupt obtained for an inert compaction wave.' 0 The

change -13 mm before the end of the bed, relatively weak, high frequency signal from
however, triggering of ionization probes just the compaction front was superimposed onto
prior to the transition also indicate that the CF the lower frequency signal from the conduc-
pressure was increasing. The rapid rises in tively faced piston, which reflected all of the
pressure at -200 ps, seen in Figure 3a, signal reaching it. After the SCW overtook the
apparently drove a SCW which caused the front, the reactive front reflected considerably
abrupt transition in the CF velocity, more of the signal. This larger signal could

only be partially attributed to a change in
In a 300 in/s impact, on TS 3659 (Shot dielectric constant from increased compac-

I)I)C-82) much greater growth ,,f reaction tion. 10 Therefore, ionization from hot spots
occured with little delay. The transducer created at the front was the most probable
outputs in Figure 4 a show that rapid growth of cause of the increased reflection of microwaves.
reaction was just behind the compaction front Interestingly, the MI output neither outlined
as it passed PI and that the first arrival at P,2 nor was affected by the propagation of the SCW
was a strong shock The pressure behind the until it overtook the compaction front. This
front (lid not actually decline as the trans- indicates that the SCW was itself not initiating
ducer indicates, rather the decline is due to new hot spot reaction (until it overtook the

1200 a. 160 A IONIZATION PROBE DATA * b.

< PRESSURE TRANSDUCER DATA END OF BED *r*• •~ MICROWAVE DATA "-

B BREAK IN GROWTH IrMCRWVDAA REACTIVE FRONT. 1800 m s

900 O REACTION SEE FIGURE 2a KEY FOR 'CF, R & M"
I 120

I/ \ , COMPACION FRONT, 534 m

CLB CF / /M R
/I MPa

-40- --- -- - ---
P 1 I/P2 * F / M R -

SNDOF PISTON

O84.,s FIRST DETECTION OF REACTION

I 2m sL .... .... .. . . 1 --

50 150 250 350 0 60 120 180 240 300

t •,s) t (.S)

I'tgurt,' 3 l)uta from u 2 3 7 m s Impact of 60.1 percent TMI) TS 3659 (Shot PDC-81): a. Inner Wall
Pre.ssurs :t f'I 1 m m t and 76 2 mm (P2) .), Summary of D)istance -Time Data
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Figure 4. Data from a 300 m/s Impact of 60.1 Percent TMD TS 3659 (Shot PDC-82): a. Inner Wall
Pressure at 38.1 mm (PI) and 76.2 mm (P2 ); b. Summary of Distance-Time Data
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Figure 5. Microwave Interferometer Outputs from (a) Shot PDC-81 and ( b) Shot PDC-82

compaction front) and that there was little increased in both frequency and amplitude
ionization in the reaction zone behind the SCW with time. The amplitude of the first front
despite pressures in the GPa range. signal began to increase at -80 ps without any

detectable frequency increase for another 30 ps.
The Ml data in Figure 5b from Shot The interpretation is that the first front was

PDC-82 impact show only a brief period of becoming stronger without a measureable
"inert" compaction followed by an accelerating change in velocity; the x-t data in Figure 4b
reactive front, whose microwave signal also indicate that first front pressure was
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increasing before the velocity change was compaction observed on the second radiograph
observed. As the amplitude of the first front was uniform without any indication of reaction
signal began to increase at -80 ps, the signal from the luminous front which was in that
from the piston face in Figure 5b disappeared section of the bed. When the weakly luminous
entirely. Whatever signal was not reflected front caught the CF further downstream, a
from the first front (not all of it was since the brightly luminous front with a 1300 m/s
amplitude continued to increase) was absorbed velocity resulted. As shown in Figure 6b, the
by the reaction behind the front. This reaction NaCI window was between the two CF
zone is different from the one which trans- locations found on the radiographs.
mitted microwaves as it drove the SCW toward The IR signals from Figure 6a are also
the CF in Shot PDC-81. Thus, the amplitudes summarized on the distance-time plot. The
of the various MI signals provide some initial response of the IR detectors was just
information about reaction processes. behind the CF; although the signals were

LOW CONFINEMENT small, the maximum short/long wavelength
EXPERIMENT ON WC 231 signal ratio occurred then. This indicates thatthe highest temperatures were associated with

IR radiometry signals from both compac- the hot spots formed by the CF. Between the
tion and compressive reaction were observed passage of the CF and the weakly luminous
following a 220 m/s impact on WC 231 (Shot front, the short wavelength signal remained
PDC-73). The IR emissions from the bed were relatively small while the longer wavelength
transmitted through a flush mounted NaC! signal continued to increase, indicating
window in the wall of the Lexan tube at temperature decline. As the weakly luminous
x = 50.8 mm, directed to a beam splitter, and front passed the NaCl window, the amplitude
then entered two detectors. The indium of both signals increased; however, the
antimonide (InSb) detector responded to wave- short/long wavelength ratio, and thus the
lengths of 1.5 to 5 pm; the mercury cadium temperature, continued to decline until after
telluride (llgCdTe) detector responded to the CF had become brightly luminous at
wavelengths of 5.5 to 9 pm. No effort was -225ps. Therefore, both the lR signals and the
made to calibrate the detectors with a known radiographs indicated that very few or no new
radiating source within the confining tube; hot spots were initiated by the weakly
damage to the NaCl window by compaction luminous front. The pressure buildup from
and reaction of the bed would have invalidated reaction in that zone was probably slow;
any calibration during the experiment. The IR otherwise, the Lexan tube would have
signals in Figure 6a are inverted from each ruptured before the first front reached the far
other for ease of viewing; the two sharp spikes end of the bed.
on those signals are from the generation of
x-rays for radiographs. However, a qualitative DISCUSSION
assessment of temperatures, using the ratio of
the two signals, will be discussed. Dynamic Compaction

The various fronts and piston path are The dynamic compaction data from all
summarized on the distance-time plot in the experiments listed in Table 1, except Shot
Figure 6b. The streak camera recorded the PDC-73 which was affected by both tube
onset of luminous reaction (At) beginning near expansion and early reaction of the WC 231,
the piston at 119 ps; from there a weakly are shown in Figure 7. (Dynamic compaction
luminious front propagated down the bed. data for WC 231 and additional compaction
Radiographs, which were taken both before data for WC 140 at lower pressures have been
and after At (82.6 ps and 152.1 ps reported previously. 8' 9 ) Compared with the
respectively), mapped the progress of the CF dynamic data in Figure 7 are lattice corn-
and provided the compaction behind that front. paction model fits (WC 14012, TS 36594,
Between the two radiographs, the compaction WC 2313) of quasi-static measurements. The
increased from 86-8 to 93.5% TMD; the comparison shows that the two spherical
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Figure 6. Data from a 220 m/s Impact of 49.4 Percent TMD WC 231 in Low Confinement (Shot
PDC-73): a. IR Radiometry Signals; b. Summary of Distance-Time Data

powders (WC 140 and TS 3659) are more
difficult to compact dynamically than

quasi-statically, as had been observed earlier
for ball propellants.8 '9 Also shown is that WC 100

140 is only slightly more difficult to compact 1: • . 0

dynamically than TS 3659, whereas there are 0
much larger differences between the two - TS /'/WC231

powders during quasi-static compaction. 7
S40-

The largest range of dynamic compaction

data (69 to 94% TMI)) obtained to date in 30'

studies at this Center was for WC 140 because /. -, LATTE GOPATItO
• + QUASI STATIC DATA

of the long delays before growth of compressive 20,recton" A YNAMIC DATA

reaction contributed to the CF pressure. As tUBE wc 1A rsA9

seen in Figure 7, the greatest differences ALUM a 6

between dynamic and quasi-static data occur STEEL 0 0

in the middle of range. This is where signif- lot
60 70 s0 90 10

icant plastic deformation occurs at particle-to- % TMD

particle contacts without the neighboring
contact surfaces impinging on each other. With Figure 7. Dynamic and Fitted Quasi-Static
the onset of this significant plastic deformation, Compaction Data
both compressive reaction and strain rate
effects could be contributing to the difference gaseous reaction products. Since these data
in dynamic versus quasi-static compaction. did not diverge as higher % TMI)s were
However, if the observed effect had been approached, strain rate effects similar to those

caused by compressive reaction, the differences also observed from compaction tests on Teflon
between dynamic and quasi-static data should 7C powder13 were probably responsible.
increase as the bed density approaches TMI),
because 1) more reaction should be occurring The pressure transducers provided some
while 2) less porosity remains to accommodate new information about compaction, as well as
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verified some earlier observations. 9 They of detonation in DDT Shot A268 on TS 3659.6
showed that the CF steadily propagated with For several reasons, a transition to detonation
little decline in peak pressure. This was pre- did not occur in the present study, whereas it
viously thought to be the case based on steady had in the steel tube DDT experiments. One
CF velocity, but front velocity is an insensitive reason is that the steel ignitor plate in the
measure of pressure. Also, previous flash DDT experiment offers more confinement than
radiography data indicated the thickness of the the Lexan piston. In Shot PDC-82, the loss of
CF was no more than 6 mm, which was the confinement as the piston was being pushed
separation between x-ray tracers. This is only from the tube probably contributed to the
somewhat improved; the maximum -5 mm failure of the reactive wave to develop into a
thickness determined in this study is limited shock of sufficient strength for SDT. Also, in
by the 4 mm diameter sensing area of the the DDT experiments on TS 3659,6 at least
transducers. The transducers showed a rapid 100 mm of run length existed between the
fall off in pressure behind the CF (Figure 2a) formation of a strong reactive front and the
that has not been understood. Possibilities for transition to detonation. As shown in Fig-
the effect include a changing stress deviator as ure 4b, a similar run length was not available;
the compacted bed begins to slide across the therefore, a longer tube may have permitted
transducer, or continued compaction near the detonation.
wall since that portion of the bed is less tightly Although TS 3659 initiates in a time
packed than the core of the bed. Since a frame consistent with WC 231, the growth of
similar rapid fall off in ressure behind the CF the two is dramatically
occurred in Teflon 7C1 , an inert material, it different. Growth of reaction is so rapid in
appears that the effect is unrelated to reaction. WC 231 that it has transitioned to detonation

Compressive Reaction in both Lexan tube PDC and DDT experi-
ments, whereas TS 3659 requires high confine-

As in previous experiments, the first detec- ment. Since the major difference between the
tion of reaction occurred near the piston face, two propellants is the rolling of the WC 231
which is the zone of the bed which had been grains, material damage and increased surface
compacted for the longest time. In Reference 1, area from rolling must enhance growth of
At was usually based on the first appearance of reaction.
luminosity on a camera film. Similar experi-
ments for TS 3659 in the present study did not Th miometry andithe
show any reaction light, and because of that, IR radiometry data have provided additional
no attempt was made to conduct a camera study insight into compressive reaction. Even as the
on the less reactive WC 140. However, At pressure rises near the impacted end ofthe bed
measurements were obtained from the pressure toasi G f micompress ratinrte
transducers that were mounted in the wall of transmission of microwaves is not interrupted
the confining tube. The previously reported and the IR radiometry indicates a declining
correlation' between At and the square of the temperature; apparently no new hot spots are
average solid stress (p/% TM D) applies also for being created in that zone of the bed. Once the
the TS 3659 data in Table 1, but not for strong compressive wave from the pressureWC 140. Initiating compressive reaction in buildup overtakes the compaction front, the
WC 140 was so marginal that At did not amplitude of the reflected microwave signal
deCrease wheninreainal the impact velocity from the front rapidly increases as an
decrease when increasing th e m pact accelerating front develops. The most obvious
from 210 to 300 ms(Shots M-30,31). explanation is the increased number and size

The high confinement TS 3659 experi- of hot spots, which are reflecting the micro-
ments exhibited growth of compressive waves. The abo':e is also suggested by camera
reaction much as in the final stages of DDT. film records in other materials such as WC 231
The transducer records from Shot PDC-82 in and IIMX. The strong compressive wave is
Figure 4a are quite similar to those from trans- weakly luminous as it propagates through the
ducers located 133 and 89 mm before the onset compacted bed, but becomes brightly luminous
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and accelerates upon overtaking the corn- 2. Elban, W. L., "Quasi-Static Compaction
paction front. Studies for DDT Investigations. Ball

Propellants," Propellants, Explosives,
SUMMARY Pyrotechnics, Vol. 9, No. 4, 1984, pp. 119-

Dynamic compaction and compressive 129.
reaction were investigated for three NC/NG 3. Jacobs, S. J. and Sandusky, 11. W.,
propellants: WC 140, TS 3659 and WC 231. "Modelingof Porous Bed Compaction with
Compaction fronts had a maximum thickness Deformed Spheres in a Regular Lattice,"
of -5 mm and steadily propagated prior to Proceedings of 1986 JANNAF Propul-
compressive reaction. The beds were more sion Systems Hazards Subcommittee
difficult to compact dynamically than quasi- Meeting, Chemical Propulsion Informa-
statically, especially in the middle of the tion Agency (CPIA) Publ. 446, Vol. 1,
%TMI) range where extensive plastic defor- 1986, pp. 149-162.
mation occurs at particle-to-particle contacts
without the neighboring contact surfaces 4. Sandusky, It. W.; Glancy, B. C.;
impinging. Compressive reaction was most Campbell, R. L.; Krall, A. D.; Elban, W.
difficult to initiate in the pure NC propellant L.; and Coyne, P. J., Jr., "Compaction and
WC 140 and was marginal even at the highest Compressive Reaction Studies for a
compaction pressure (>100 MPa). First Spherical, Double-Base Ball Propellant,"
detection of reaction in WC 140 occurred at Proceedings of the 25th JANNAF Corn-
times approximately twice those for the NG bustion Meeting, CPIA Publ. 498, Oct
containing propellants, TS 3659 and WC 231, 1988, Vol 1, pp. 83-94.
at comparable compaction pressures. Even 5. Bernecker, R. R., "The Deflagration-to-
though both TS 3659 and WC 231 contained a Detonation Transition Process for lligh-
similar amount of NG, 20 to 25 percent, the Energy Propellants - A Review," AIAA
spherical TS 3659 powder exhibited less Journal, Vol. 24, No. 1, Jan 1986, pp. 82-
growth of reaction than the rolled WC 231 91.
powder, probably because of the damage and
increased surface area caused by rolling. The 6. Bernecker, R. R., "DDT Studies of a High
sensitivity to compressive reaction for these Energy Spherical Ball Propellant," this
three propellants correlates with their propen- Symposium.
sity to undergo I)I)T 7. Bernecker, R. R.; Sandusky, II. W.; and
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Applications in SDT/DDT Studies," Shock DISCUSSION
Waves in Condensed Matter 1987, DOUGLAS E. KOOKER, U.S. Army
Elsevier Science Publishers B. V., 1988, Ballistic Research Laboratory
pp. 711-714. Aberdeen Proving Ground, M-D

11. Stanton, P. L.; Venturini, E. L.; and Your experiments are providing the
Dietzel, R. W., "Microwave lnterfer modeling community with invaluable
ometer Techniques for Detonation information about the transition to detonation
Study," Eighth Symposium (Interna-tional) on Detonation, NSWC MP 86-194, in granular energetic material. A successful

model should be able to predict the motion of1986, pp. 485-498. the strong compaction front which is clearly

12. Glancy, B. C.; Sandusky, 1H. W.; and outlined by your microwave interferometry
Krall, A. D., "Dynamic Compaction and data. An equally important test would be to
Compressive Reaction Studies for a reproduce the time-history from the wall-
Single-Base Ball Propellant," Proceed- mounted transducers. My question concerns
ings of 1989 JANNAF Propulsion the data from the t-ansducers. For the run
Systems Hazards Subcommittee Meeting, displayed in Figure 2a, both transducer records
CPIA Publ. 509, Vol. 1, pp. 37-46. show a pronounced decay from the initial

13. Coyne, P. J., Jr., and Elban, W. L., "A report value, before the onset of runaway. I

Strain Rate Sensitivity Prediction for believe you mentioned that this decline in

Porous Bed Compaction," Shock Waves in value may not be a true indication of axial

Condensed Matter - 1983, Elsevier pressure or stress. Is there an explanation for

Science Publishers B. V., 1984, pp. 147- this behavior?

150. As background to this question, several
modelers (see Reference I below) attempted to

DISCUSSION predict the results from this experiment before
the data were released. None of the one-

BARRY BUTLER dimensional models (at that time) predicted a
University of Iowa time-dependent decay of mixture stress once
Iowa City, IA the compaction front passed the transducer

Would you please explain how a wall- location. In an effort to explain the decay, one
mounted pressure transducer responds to a area of speculation is rate-dependent stress
gas/grain mixture. That is, what stress are you relaxation in the compressed aggregate. The
reading? model of Baer and Nunziato (this Symposium)

does account for a rate effect in the mixture
REPLY BY B. C. GLANCY stress tensor. However, with their parameter

values, the rate effect vanishes behind the
The pressure transducer responds to the compaction front and the initial gage report

radial mixture stress of the porous bed at the value is predicted with the radial component of
wall of the tube. The mixture stress combines the "equilibrium" mixture stress tensor [see
gas pressure within the voids and particle Figure 7 of Baer and Nunziatol. Thus, this
contact pressure, in proportion to the areas of stress component cannot relax to a lower value.
gas and solid. This stress is an average of Another possibility might be the influence of
many voids and contacts since the 4 mm sensor rarefaction waves generated by substantial
diameter of the transducer is more than 10 (and unmonitored) deformation of the front
times larger than the particle size. Kooker, face of the projectile.
and more recently Baer, have successfully used
the mixture concept in modeling transducer REFERENCE
measurements One must realize, though, that
this is not the axial pressure that drives the 1. Kooker, D. E., "A Workshop Summary of
compaction front. 'Model Predictions of the Piston-Driven-

Compaction Experiment,"' BRL-TR-3029, U.S.
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Army Ballistic Research Laboratory, Aug the abrupt pressure rise due to compaction
1989. front passage at each transducer location. The

long Lexan rod for impacting the bed was
REPLY BY B. C. GLANCY designed to maintain a constant compaction

The main purpose of the radially - pressure for the duration of the experiment,

mounted pressure transducers was to record but the rod does gradually slow and at the

the growth of compressive reaction, at which higher velocities will also deform. Both the

time differences in gas and solid pressures and continual slowing and deformation of the rod

differences in radial and axial stresses should will result in rarefaction waves. Also, as soon

be diminished. Prior to compressive reaction as the compacted bed begins sliding past a

though, there may be a number of effects slightly recessed transducer, the radial stress

contributing to the pressure decay following may not be accurately recorded.
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I)DT STUDIES OF A HIGH ENERGY
SPHERICAL BALL PROPELLANT

Richard R. Bernecker
Naval Surface Warfare Center
10901 New Hampshire Avenue

Silver Spring, Maryland 20903-5000

DDT studies have been conducted with very porous samples (60%
TMD) of a special ball propellant, TS 3659, confined in thickwalled
steel tubes. Diagnostic instrumentation consisted of ionization probes
and piezoelectric (PE) pressure transducers. Replicate experiments
were run in which the PE transducers were placed at various locations
along the predetonation colum,' such that data from at least two experi-
ments could be compared for a given location. Events are reasonably
consistent between experiments when measured from the onset of deto-
nation (both temporally and spatially). The pressure-time (p-t) data
outline the propagation of various compressive fronts: that arising
from the action of the ignitor, that (the strong compressive wave, SCW)
associated with the convective burning process; and the evolving shock
wave. In addition, the o-t data outline the presence of a rearward
compressive wave whos," origin is the "event" which causes the SCW to
evolve into the shock wave. The shock reactivity of TS 3659 is deduced
to be less than that of another granular propellant (WC 231) of
comparable nitroglycerin (NG) cuntent.

INTRO I)UCTION the spherical ball powder, TS 3659 (21.5

Theoreticalnumerical models of the total percent NG), with those characteristics

l)DT process have been developed in recent obtained previously' for the ammunition

years. Hlowever, these modeling efforts have propellant, WC 231 (-25 percent NG), which is

not been completely successful because of disk-like in shape. It is hoped that these

factors such as incomplete formulation and experimental observations will contribute to

description of compressive reaction and the the development of physical models (of the

evolving reactive shock wave. In an earlier various stages of the I)DT process) for use in

paper,1 we provided new observations concern- the numerical modeling efforts.

ing the onset of compressive reaction, resultant As in the WC 231 study, we have found it
from convective combustion, using piezoelec- very informative to assess the statistical
tric transducers mounted in thickwalled steel nature of the l)l)T process, as reflected in
tubes. In the present work, we wish to extend replicate experiments, by referencing all
the observation of the pressure-time (p-) events relative to the location (e) and time (td)
histories along the predetonation column in of the onset of detonation. Thus, distances are
high confinement (steel) tubes to another measured relative to the ignitor/propellant
granular double base propellant and to corre- interface (x = 0), as well as relative to point of
late these p t data with the various stages of onset of detonation (x = e); the latter is
the I)I)T process, In particular, we are designated x*, where x* = x - e. Time (t) is
interested in convective combustion, compres- relative to the response of an optical/
sive reaction and the shock regime. It is of photodetector at the ignitor interface while t*
interest to compare the In)T characteristics for is relative to the onset of detonation; t* = t - td.
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This procedure, of referencing events to
the onset of detonation, essentially eliminates IGNITOR P-iSSURE

/ PROPELLANT TRANSDUCER

variability in the burning of our B/KN0 3  l -PROPEA TRANSDUCER

ignitor. However, we have conducted some OPTICAL

supplemental experiments to characterize the OPTiCAL .FIBER j .. ,

pressure-time loading provided by our ignitor
at the ignitor/propellant interface. These
experiments utilized a porous column of glassI ..

beads in place of the porous column of propel- f IONIZATION STEEL

lant. Pressure time data (obtained just beyond PROPE TUBE

this interface) from the glass bead columns are
compared with the corresponding data from Figure 1. Modified Steel DDT Tube
TS 3659 in order to provide some estimate of Arrangement
the time at which reaction of the propellant
can first be detected.

Table I. Steel Tube Data for 60.2% TMD

E X P E RII M E NTA l TS 3659 Ball Propellant
ARRANGEMENTS

The steel tube arrangement, shown in TRANSI)UCER DET.
IOCATION (mm) e (td) VEL.

Figure 1, has been described elsewhere;'I it is SHOT x* (mm) (ps) (mm/ps)
called a modified steel tube arrangement in
order to differentiate it from our earlier steel A12 200 391.2 5.36

tube arrangement. 2 Piezoelectric (PE) pres- A172 3 2 190.8 194 148.2 5.23

sure transducers were located along the 83.0 -111.0

predetonation column length and mounted 142.9 .51.1

flush to the wall. The output from a transducer A266 3.3 197.7 201 313.4 5.19
was sent to a high sensitivity recording 45.1 155.9

channel (30 MPa maximum output) and to a 66.8 -134.2

low sensitivity recording channel (1000 MPa 85.9 -115.1

maximum output) of a digital oscilloscope. The A267 3.3 1957 199 370.2 5.27
transducers' sensitivity factor reported by the 45.2 -153,80
manufacturer was typically 0.09 mv/psi 66.9 .132.1
(13mv/MIa); the transducers have a maxi- 86.0 113.0
mum pressure limit of about 860 MPa. In this
paper, only our regular ignition system was 66.7 133.3

used (i.e., with the ignitor in intimate contact 85.7 -114.3
with the end of the propellant column). 111.3 -88.7

The propellant used in this study, *Bad trar'oducercircuwt

TS 3659, was one of four specially ordered ball
powders. 3 It was nearly spherical in shape, arrangement and our regular ignitor system; a
was undeterred, and has a fairly narrow par- summary of initial conditions is included in
tice size distribution- its average particle size Table 1. The first experiment (A12) only used
was taken to be 0.43 mm. 4 It was packed intoa ionizatior/conductivity probes as tha diag-
steel tube in 12,7 mm increments to give a nostic instrumentation. The object was to"11stable" pour density (0.987 g/cc) which cor- otcisrmnao.Thobetwso"stabe" our ensty ( 98 glc) wich or- determine the distance and time to~ detonation
responds to 60.2% TMI) (TMI) being taken as dtrietedsac n ietdtnto
r o to 60) %b twith a minimum of probe or transducer open-
!.64 g/cc). ings in the steel wall. Subsequent experiments

EXPERIMENTAL RESUILTS utilized PE transducers located along the
predetonation column length. Based upon the

Five experiments were conducted with ionization probe (1I1) and transducer data from
TS 3659 in the modified steel tube Shots Alz and A172, the IP and transducer
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locations for subsequent experiments were se- which originated near the ignitor end of the
lected such that they would be at similar burning propellant column; this is evident
locations in replicate experiments. Using the when these times symbols) are plotted in the
IP response times from Shot A12 as typical of distance-time (x*-t*) plane of Figure 3. The
the first two experiments, three different low pressure data in Figure 2 were also used to
regimes were identified: a regime with a determine the times at which I MPa of pres-
response rate of 0.3 mm/lis, a regime with a sure was attained at all four transducer
response rate of about 2 mm/ps (the shock locations. The resultant isobar is the dashed
region), and the detonation region. The output line shown in Figure 3 and has a slope of
from the transducer at x* of-51 mm (located in 0.25 mm/ps (parallel curves were also found at
the shock region) in Shot A172 indicated that 2 and 3 MPa pressure levels). This curve is
the more useful pressure-time data would he associated with the weak compressive wave
obtained in the first regime. Hence, in the last (WCW), identified in flash radiographic
three experiments the transducers were pri- studies,1 ,5 which results from the arrival of the
marily located at x* locations less than B/KN0 3 burning process at the ignitor/
-110mm. It is the utilization of these pressure- propellant interface. The response times of the
time data which allows us to associate the -166 and -151 mm Il's (a rate of 0.26mm/ps)
responses in this portion of the predetonation thus appear to be associated with the propa-
column with the various stages of the DDT gation of this WCW. The velocity of this WCW
process. is consistent with compaction front velocities

found for other ball powders in the pressure
SHOT A266 range of 5 to 10 MPa.6

The low pressure data from Shot A266 are The I:'gh pressure data from Shot A266
shown in Figure 2 for the time (t*) regime of (shown in Figure 4) confirm that the
1400 to -50ps. The transducers from -156 to 0.62mm/ps wave is the strong compressive
115ram show the onset of a more rapid dp/dt wave (SCW) seen in the earlier studies-

"event," as identified by the symbols A, B, and WC 231 propellant' and explosives such as
C. This event is the passage of the strong IIMX. 5 Moreover, the data in Figure 4 show a
compressive wave (velocity of 0.62 mm/ps) feature which previously could only be seen, in

24. 80-

5.19

18 A

198
p / x.

WPM 12 (ira) 2.15J•IMPa) 12- / mn

156/ 025 - -8
065

,C" 0 62 C

6 B 4 B13/- 0 2_-I AZi \,
7 /160 -F

- ~ 115
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b'igure 2 Pre.t~ssur,' Time alta t)-26 Mf~a) for b'igure, 3 Rlehttae l)istanro - Time 1) 'a for
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our earlier work, from strain gage data for
materials 7 which exhibited weak convective 80K

combustion-namely a rearward wave which
arises from the conversion of the SCW into a 5 5.17

developing, reactive shock wave (In this

experiment, the 2.15 mm/lps III response rate in 0- r
Figure 3 is associated with the shock wave
which ultimately drives the system to
detonation.) The symbols i), E, F, and G in (M M) 2.1

Figures 3 and 4 show the propagation path of -80L
this rearward compressive wave (1.8 mm/inis). C•
This wave is a compressive wave since it has a 020 -B':

finite risetime ofabout 50 Mla/ps. A Z -- A? -

SHOT A 268 \160- 0.7

I \ E
The I1) responses are shown in the x* t* L -

plane of Figure 5. Four regimes have been 160 80 0
identified: the WCW regime, the SCW regime, t (S)

the shock wave region, and the detonation Figure 5. Relative Distance - Time Data for

region. A comparison of Figures 3 and 5 shows Shot A268. (0,0 Probe response; [ transducer
very reproducible response rates in corre- excursion, number is velocity in nrnm/ps.)
sponding regions. Moreover, the 11' data at
-133 and -114 mm outline the propagation path

of the SCW (response rate of 0.72 mnlps). The 24/

arrival times of the SCW at transducer
locations of 133 and -114 mm (points A and B) 89
were taken from the low pressure transducer 18
data shown in Figure 6 and yield a SCW
velocity olt0.70 mm/lps. 197P 17A

I> MWa) 12.
68

600 G' 1331

(MPa) 134 300 200 100 0
400, t (Ps)

S, . ltigure 6. Pressure - Tizme Data (0-26 MPu ) for

200 Shot A26S. (Numbers represent trunsducer
198 ' / / locations.)

0The low pressure data in Figure 6 include
150 90 30 30 data for a location 89 i1muti Upstrearn from

where detonation started. At this location only
a fraction of a MPA of pressure is detected

lii,,ure 4 Pressure . Fiit,' Ihat, fO-9') NI0'u. before the reactive shock wave reaches that
fo(r Shot ,A2t6t; (Nti mhrrs rt'prsen' traiis(Udic',r location Also, in accordance with earlier
loC(LIttIs,' observations and discussions,1" 2 a negative

excursion is seen to precede the arrival of the
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shock w•,v,. This has been found to be the case question that arises is the reproducibility of
when PF transducers or strain gages are used events in the x* t* plane for the various
to monitor pressure. Finally, the magnitude of replicate experiments. I he selection of the
the shock wave is unknown since the PE transducer locations (see the x* colun',n in
transducers were riot designed to operate in Table 1) allows some comparisons to be made
shock loading environments, among the various experiments; this is

possible for both low (<27 MPa) and high
,go (< 900 MPa) pressure data. In this paper, we

800 114 will concentrate on the low pressure data while

both pressure regimes will be discussed in
Reference 8. For the x* location of about

600- E -195 mm (the ignitor transducer location), low
pressure data from all but Shot A12 are

p D compared in Figure 8. Data for x* of about

400. -133mm (Shots A266, A267, and A268) are
shown in Figure 9. In Figure 10, data are

133 P shown for x* ofapproximately -113 mm.
200 197/89 The data from the ignition region

9I (FigureA) show two different groupings of

characteristics which reflect the action of the
91 0 ý 30 30 ignitor. Shots A266 and A267 illustrate an

t* 1,s) initial ramping of pressure up to about 10 MPa

Figure 7. Pressure - Time Data (0-900 MPa) followed by a slower pressurization rate until
for Shot A268. (Numbers represent transducer the rate increases dramatically (suggestive of
locations.) propellant ignition) at about -220 lis. On the

other hand, data from Shots A172 and A268
24 Alr2j/ show a relatively more monotonous increase in

/1! pressure until the -220 Vs period. Hlowever,
/7 the observation that all four data sets show the

18 same dramatic increase in pressure at roughly
the same time suggests that the initial

/ pressurization rate does not really influence
ýMPI) 12 A26,/ the "time to ignition."/

The downstream transducer location
/, / which was used the most frequently is the

/ A26,8 113 mm location (see :'igure 10). The foi,r
/'6 traces show reasonably consistent charac-

teristics. If one considers the arrival time of
-- ~--~-A172

0 - .the SCW at this location, then there is0 10 420 300 180
t*(.,S0 excellent agreement between Shots A172,

A267, and A268 while in Shot A266 the SCW
figure S Pressure - me Data at xi lnoca1on arrives 8 ps earlier. Moreover, the pressure
of -195 m level when the SCW arrives at -113 mm is

consistent with the initial pressurization rates
DISCUSSION and pressure levels seen at the ignitor/

propellant interface at about -350 ps (see above
Pressure-Time tt~stories discussion and Figure 8). That is, the pressurv

level (in Figure 10) when the SCW arrives at

The pressure time data have provided -113mm is lower for A172 and A268 than for
significant information concerning the various A266 and A267. This is merely a manifesta-
stages of the I)lT process However, one tion of the p t history at the ignitor/propellant
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24 phenomenon. It is speculated that this over-
shoot is associated with a relaxation process

A266 following the passage of the SCW. The relaxa-

Lion process appears to be, at least in part,
18 associated with the difference in pressure level

between that of the compressive wave and the
p pressure level at which the inner wall of the

(MPa) 12. tube begins to yield plastically.

DDT Mechanism
6 A Seven stages have been identified and

A268 7 discussed earlier for the D)D)T process in porous
) A268 systems;1' 5 they are listed in Table 2. A com-

350 250 150 50 parison of the I)L)T characteristics of TS 3659
t- (s) ball powder ("spherical" particles and

1"igure 9 Pressure - Time Data at x* Location 21.6 percent NG) and those of WC 231
of- 133 in ni reloading powder ("disk-like" particles and

A - 25.2 percent NG) point out one major
24, A266 Idifference-an apparently large differince in

A268 -compressive burning (shock reactivity) in theA172 -

A267 hot spot process-Stage 6.

18. This difference is evident when the x*-t*

data in either Figure 3 or 5 are compared to the

I x*-t* data in Figure 6 of Reference 1. In the
(MPa) 12, latter, the piesence of the developing shock

wave (as outlined by 11" responses) is noted
] only downstream of about -40 mm. This

6. contrasts with the detection here of the
evolving shock wave at about -100 mm for

_ " "$TS3659. Thus, it appears that the hot spot
_ 40 (compressive) reaction induced by the shock

160 120 80 40 wave is slower in developing in TS 3659. This

t' .sl was checked and confirmed in a preliminary
Figure 10. Pressure- Time I)ata at x* Location manner in some exploratory shock initiationof-ige1 mm experiments.3 Other i)nT studies 9 with thesespecial spherical ball powders lead to the

speculation that this decrease in shock
interface. Other interesting but, as oftnow, not reactivity is, in part, associated with the
well understood features are the continuous spherical shape of the special ball powders and
oscillations observed some 80 ps before the
arrival ofthe SCW. Currently, we hypothesize
that they are associated with the combustion Table 2. Stages of Il)I) Mechanism
processes at the ignitor end of the compacted for Porous Charges
column.

Nearly all the above comments for the I. Pre-ignition
113mm location are also seen at the -133mm 2. Ignition/Conductive Burning

location as shown in Figure 9. In addition, the 3. Convective (Reaction) Burning
high pressure data in Figures 4 and 7 show 4. Compressive ("Ilot Spot") Burning
that at 133 mm the pressure history 5. Shock Formation

associated with the SCW (maximum pressure 6. Compressive Burning S)T
of 400 to 500 M Pa) exhibit an overshoot 7. l)etonation
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its influence on the hot spot process. That is, similar to that seen in Figures 3 and 5 (SCW,
the spherical ball powders have been observed shock wave and rearward wave) arises as a
to deform plastically under stress loading 4  natural consequence from the collision of two
which WC 231 appeared to fracture under (slightly reactive) compressive waves. Thus,
stress loading. Consequently, the apparently the SCW and a following wave, as discussed
slower hot spot process for 'TS 3659 would lead above for the -156 mm location in Figure 4,
to the hypothesis that in double-base materials would lead to the observed wave pattern.I 1

the fracture process is more effective in gener The p-t data have also been used to
ating faster reaction (higher temperatures ?) confirm the propagation paths of the WCW and
than plastic deformation. Finally, it should be Confir the p ation a the wand

SCW;1 for the latter, a technique was usednoted that a reduced reactivity of TS 3659 may which was similar to that in earlier studies
be apparent in Stage 4 (compressive burning) where strain gages monitored pressure.' To
as well. This is based upon the consideration outline the propagation path of the WCW, the
that a) while data for WC 231 in Reference 1 very low pressure data were used. The velocity
has been interpreted to show compressive of the WCW is consistent with the response
reaction behind the SCW, no compressive rates of the IPs and data from other sources
reaction behind the SCW has been seen in the (see Reference 6, for example).
current work, and b) the relative reactivity
found in Stage 6 should pertain to Stage 4 as From the very low pressure data, it has
well. If compressive reaction had been present also been found in four of the experiments that
for TS 3659, then the rearward propagating there is a reasonably consistent time when the
wave would have been more difficult to resolve ignitor pressure transducer reaches 25-
and detect 30 MPa. At earlier times, the p-t data vary

In this study, the transducer data have from experiment to experiment. To obtain
been used to locate where the SCW essentially more information on the burning characteris-
bevvset lat wae tics of our B/KNO 3 ignitor, we have recently 9

into shock w (The identification monitored the pressure at the x location of
of this location is dependent upon the ability to 3 mm (the x* location of -195 mm in this
outline the path of the rearward propagating TS3659 work) for experiments in which the
compressive wave.) For TS 3659, this location
appears to lie between 10 and -100 mm. The porous propellant column was replaced by adata in Figure 3 suggest that the rearward column of glass beads. Preliminary data have
coprsiveF1 wve (vggelty ofat t.8 mm/rwas been obtained for columns composed of either
compressive wave (velocity of 1,8 mm/liS 1.1 mm glass beads or 0.16 mm glass beads.
between 156 and 115 mam) does not originate In both cases, the pressure-time data at the
at the location where the SCW enters uncom
pctepr l ( s o3 mm location had the characteristics of

Shots A172 and A268 as seen in Figure 8. Theinteresting to note that the apparent ampli average maximum pressure for the 1.1 mm
tude of the rearward wave is essentially con beads was 17 Ml)a (from four experiments)
stant at a value of 400 to 500 MPa.) Instead, while dp/dt at half the maximum pressure was
the ro-arward wave appears to originate in
material which has been slightly consolidated 80MPaps. The corresponding data (from twobrise to experiments) for the 0. 16 mm beaus wereby the WCW The event which gives r24 MPa and 112 MP'a/ps, respectively. Conse-
botih the shoc wave kaind tahe rt arwardrh quently, it would appear that any pressure rise
traveling com~pressive wave was First thought above approximately 20 Mita, as seen in Fig-
to be i the Omaal explosion ") The high pressure tre 8, would be associated with the pvrolvsis/
data shown in l'igurt, 4 provide some evidence
that a second cormpressive wave follows the burning ofthe hall I)wder

SC" see 15G1;111i data aftcr about H01Ps) Although the pressurization (dp/dt) asso-
and ma• caaut a th brmil explosion near ciatcd with the burning of the ignitor varies

110 mm, in previouslv compressed material from experiment to experiment (as seen in
Recentily, Kooker 1 has shown in thcorcti Figure 8), it is quite obvious that those p-t
cal/numcrical modeling of compressive reac characteristics do not influence the transition
tion in hall powders that a wave pattern to detonation for the given configuration of
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the ignition system. It is the time at which the l)etonation Transition (M)D)T) Studies of a
SCW is formed that determines the formation l)ouble-base Propellant," Proceedings of
of the shock wave and a transition to detona- the Eighth Symposium (International) on
tion. It appears that for our regular ignitor, Detonation, NSWC, Silver Spring, MI),
the p-t history at -195 mm does not effect the Jul 1985, pp. 658-668.
time at which the SCW is formed. Hence, it is 2. Bernecker, R. R. and Price, I)., "Studies in
suggested that an exact description of the the Transition from l)cflagration-to-
burning of the B/KNO 3 is not necessary as long l)etonation in Granular Explosives 11.
as the calculated p t history for the ignitor fits Transitional Characteristics and Mech-
the band of data below 20 MPa in Figure 8. anisms Observed in 91/9 RI)X/wax,"

Combustion and Flame, Vol. 22, 1974,
CONCLUSIONS p. 119.

Pressure time data from piezoelectric 3. Bernecker, R. R., "The l)eflagration-to-
transducers have been used to confirm and l)etonation Transition Process for lligh
extend earlier observations concerning the Energy Propellants-a Review," AIAA
1)1)1' process in very porous columns of double- Journal, Vol 24, 1986, p. 82.
base propellants. Correlations pertaining to
nearly every stage of the I)I)T mechanism Studies for 1,l, investigations: Ball
have been deduced from the pt data. One of iropellants," Propellants, Explosives, and
the most important observations is the fact Pyrotechnts, rol.a,18, Ep.s119
that when the SCW evolves into a shock wave,

a rearward compressive wave is simultane 5. Bernecker, R. R.; Sandusky, If. W.; and
ously formed. (This wave pattern suggests the Clairmont, A. R., Jr., ,i)eflagration-to-
possibility that the model of KookerII may 1)etonation Transition Studies of Porous
represent the events occurring after the Charges in Plastic Tubes," Proceedings of
formation of the SCW.) The p t dota were also the Seventh Symposium tInternational) on
used to provide information concerning the Detonation, NSWC, Silver Spring, MD,
propagation path of the V'tW which, until 1982, pp. 119-138.
now, has only definitively been outlined in
studies using flash radiography Theccombined 6. Sandusky, II. W. and oiddiard, T.,
data indicate that the pressure time load- Dynamic Compaction of Porous Reds,
ing historY from the ignitor plays a very minor NSWC 'IR 83-246, NSWC, l)ec 1985.

role in influencing the time and location 7 Bernecker, R 'Price, 1)-; Erkman, J. 0.;
where a transition to detonation may occur. and Clairmont, A. R., Jr., "l)eflagration
Finally, it must be noted that our pressure to l)etonation Transition Behavior of
transducers record events next to the steel Tetry l," Proceedings of the Sixth
wall-not on axis This feature affects the Symposium (International) on Detona-
absolute value of the pressure level to be tion, Office of Naval Research, Arlington,
considered when comparisons are being made VA, Rept ACR 221, 1976, pp. 426-435.
to one- dinensio, il modelin~g Studies, 8. Bernecker, It. R., -I)I)T Studies of a

Spherical, l)ouble base Ball Propellant,"
AC K NOW LE I)G E M ENTS NSWC TR 87 52 ito be published).

The author is indebted to Carl Groves 'or 9 Bernecker, I t , unpublished data.
the assembly of the 1)1)T tubes and the low
pressur• calibration of the transducers 10 Be rnecker, I , . I)I)T Study of a

Spherical, I)ouble Base Ball Propellant,"

RIE F ER ENC(},IS 1,987 JANNA iF Propulsion Systems
Hazards Suhcommittee M,,eting, CPIA

I -lerriecker, I 11. Sandusky, II W'. and Publication 464, Vol. I, Mar 1987,

Clairmont. A It. Jr , "l)eflagratin to pp 1 !1
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11. Kooker, 1). E., "Compaction Wave spaces between the grains, the run to

Acceleration in Granular Energetic detonation distance in our grounded powder is

Material: Simulation with a Reactive about a half of the run to detonation distance

Shock Wave Model," Proceedings of the in the original ball powder.
Ninth Symposium (International) on
Detonation, Portland, OR, 28 Aug-1 Sep
1989.
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AN IMPROVED MOI)EL OF THE I)EFIAGRATION-TI'O-I)ETONATION
TRANSITION IN POROUS BEDS

C. F. Price, A. 1. Atwood, and T. L. Boggs
Engineering Sciences Division

Naval Weapons Center
China Lake, California 93555-6001

The purpose of this paper, the third in a series, is to describe the
additions and improvements made to the model since 1985 and to show
their importance. A most significant change in th- model is in the
treatment of the chemical reactions controlling the energy-release rates.
A more complex reaction scheme has been substituted, embodying two
competing gasification reactions, followed by two parallel supporting
gas-phase reactions which lead to the final products.

Ofnearly equal import is the behavior ofthe bed as it is comIpacted. tor
materials which deform as they compact (plastics), there is a formality
to express the change of shape as it affects drag and heat transfer. For
those materials which compact by fracture (crystals) there is a heuristic
functionality to express the reduced effective particle diameter. These
constitutive relations and their verification are discussed.

The fixed boundary condition at one end has been relased so that
mechanically-stimulated experiments may be modeled. Calculated
results are shown fior several experimental conditions, to demonstrate
the effect of the new features. Both deforming and fracturing materials
are treated, and the results of a thermally-stimulated (ignitor)
simulation are shown, as well (is those of a mechanically-stimulated
(pistono) simulation

INTRODUCTION that of a shock, which initiates a detonation

When a propellant or explosive exhib- reaction.

its a large surface to volume ratio either Considerable research has been directed
through manufacture, as is the case of some towards understanding the mechanisms
gun propellants, or through damage, as in involved in the Deflagration-to-I)etonation
the case of some missile propellants, the (l)I)'F) process, and in the development of
possibility of a deflagration to-detonation tran numerical models that can be used to describe
sition exists. When the porous material is the D)I)T event, The modeling process of the
stimulated, either mechanically or thermally, entire D)DT event is not a trivial problem, it
the stress wave passing through the mate requires the input of numerous constitutive
rial increases in amplitude due to the relationships. A previous paper, "Modeling the
product gases of h.rning particles. Eventu l)eflagration to Detonation Transition in
ally, the wave will hecome strong enough to Porous Beds of Propellant," Eighth Syniaposium
compact the porous material, this action will (International) on Detonation,' describes the
prevent the flow of convective gases ahead of fundamental relationships found in the
the wave The wave magnitude increases to analytioal model. A feature of this model is
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analytical model. A feature of this model is Mass
that wherever possible, experimental obser-
vations are utilized as input parameters. d -0A Ig
Indeed, the analysis and experiment are -t(xP PS
mnutually dependent, each guiding the other
towards an increased understanding of the Momentum

D)D)'l' process

I)ESCRIlTION OF MODEL () pdx

The model, as described in Reference I, is
a modification of that used by Pilcher, OP
Beckstead, et al.2 It includes the effects of g 1)do
confinement, as well as gas flow and pressure

buildup due to burning. The model is a The condensed-phase energy conservation
composite of conservation equations, auxili is accomplished through the inter-phase rela-
ar.n relationships, arid several ,submodels. The tions, rather than through an energy conser-
basic elements are: vation equation.

i) Gas phase conservation equations, 3) Porous-bed drag (permeability) equa-
one dinmensional. tions of.Jones and Krier, 3 modified by the use of

Mass an effective diameter to account for non-
spherical and deformed particles.

2 2-- (p LA) +- •-(p ut" A) -vA I' All I)2(c)

(it ' - (p ct \ FAI - - = 150 + 3.89(Re')087I, pU -1(+

Ini addition, there are [our species conser-

vation equations, soi that ignitor, pyrolysis, and 4) l)enton's correlation for heat transfer
final product gases may be tracked to the bed. 4

Momentum h1 04 IA (s/V
Ix 9g P )

,ilt 01, A) o
P4 dl aP(X g

P s ) /!V 1),

5) Particle to particle stress tcomnpaction)TV relations hip ofCarrol I and I oIt,5 as modified by

j 9 It 9 tix Kooker and Anderson h

Mode I (elastic[ ) L,, > U > .:1

(i

c ' I t' t - D (LT Molodeh2 Mastic plastic) l I t' > u._

2 2I I (I - r /(l u4)- I

"l~II____ U l :3 Y

2t ,,,densed phase, ,a,,i<e Ciluserv ., tor, lini 2(tI t(I- li -- }
cqtjn , u si one timun'lon, ial --
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Mode 3 (plastic) L2 > c -0 U Species:

2 /1. dY dYo -Y In()- - = ± + pv--L
3 •' dt dx

where Energy:

G (.,e 5 dh a A dh, ah

Y Y,,hI - I)/(I L) dt adxC-- PAdx
p

Y

-+ I I

V V I - ; The convective terms, involving the

spatial gradient, serve to describe the flow

6) Igniter description that considers process in the gas phase, and the effect of the

individual ingredients, their pressure moving boundary at the interface between

dependent combustion behavior, and their condensed and gas phase. If we limit our pre-

individual thermochemical description. sent analysis to isobaric processes, and both the
steady state burn rate and the ignition process

7) Confinement of' the bed by the tube are isobaric, then there is no pressure gradient
walls is accomplished by coupling the model in time, and we can safely ignore the pressure
to a finite element material code, I ION )O.7 gradient in distance (as do most burn rate mod-

elers), and thus obviate the need to write an
COI)E MODI) FICATIONS equation for the conservation of momentum.

.Modification and refinement of thfI The reactions in the condensed phase are
aitnlytical code has continued since the last classically described in first order Arrhenius
Sylni.psiu ii, and it is our purpose to describe form.
these changes, the ancillary laboratory work
supporting them, and their effects on RRg A-pA - \' Y e /'
'alculaited reSulltS I S , I

S= 1iIn

"Ih' Model of l{e fcrertwe I was probably In the gas phase, a general nth order rate
the first to s'pd rate the mass addition and
energy add it ion t erms i describing the equation is employed, in terms of the molar

"gasification" of the solid particles The concentration of the reactants.

attempt to model the transitioin process its it A - E /R'I'
continuous onei without recourse to, switches RR - tp Y )"e
to proceed fromi on.- com'bustion "' phase'" to

another represented it signilficant imnpro\,ve ''here are a large number of reactions to
nient in such ainalsis Since that time, a more be considered for even a simple nionopro
complicated corn bustiou 110del has beecn pellarnt such as IIMX M In some quarters there
developed at the Naval vw.a po ns Cetrite r is still a disagreement about the reactions
(NVWC). involving cornpeting c•,hdewnicd phaies themselves, and there is insufficient accuracy
decomposition r"zictions in the s4,lid particls in many of the rate values which have been
and supporting second oirder gas phase published In addition to this real difficulty is
react lons to the final product stat. the desire to simplify the reaction sequence to

conserve comiiputer resources
NW(' ('ombustion Model

An overall reaction concept (or global
If wc rilghfect iolee ucilar di Iful ,In. i he kinetics) has been investigated by Coffee,

cm.,er\vrat ion eq oallt r- I'or species and en(-rgv Kotlar, and Miller 9' They compared the flame
t. Wr itte n i)parial deri alti\, f, r'n are properties for it premixed, laininar steady
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steady-state flame as obtained through the External heating effects (radiative and/or
solution of an exhaustive set of reactions, to convective) are introduced at the "surface"
those calculated by a single overall reaction. position, and integration proceeds from the
They indicate that quite reasonable agreement initial and cold condensed-phase boundary
can be obtained, and point the way to the conditions to the final (equilibrium) steady-
utilization of such a concept for other systems, state solution. This is the set of equations for a
In our application, the global kinetic values are radiant ignition condition.
derived fronti the data obtained by both steady. The steady-state regression condition is
state regression and ignition experiments, represented by a reduced form in which the

There was a temptation to lump the total time dependent terms are set to equal zero.
condensed phase reactive behavior into one This leads to a set of six ordinary, non-linear,
"global" reaction. This was the approach taken differential equations in distance.
in mnanyv of the earlier regression rate In attempting to solve the rartial
mo1dels (iReference 10, for instance), where thesinge racton as onsiere asa "urfct" derivative set, it rapidly becomes apparent
(condensed gas interface) phenomenon much that the evaluation of the spatial derivatives in
(conensed gasaionterfce) phenomen, the gas phase is a difficult task as compared tolike all inert ablation process. the well behaved gradients which build up in

Sonie time ago,1n we became convinced the condensed phase.
that certain materials (most notably the nitra The scenario which develops (particularly
mines) could not be adequately described by a with radiative heating) is as follows. As the
single path gasification process. Accordingly, condensed phase is heated, a thermal profile is
our model deals with two decomposition reac established in the condensed phase, the sample
tions in the condensed-phase leading to gasifi
cation In the case of the nitramines, one path begins to react and togasify. The gases leavethe surface with a velocity sufficient to satisfyis exot hermic., the other endothermic. A differ

i the conservation of mass, and they begin to
ence in the activation energies of the two thecconserationoofamssfand thy begince.react as they flow away from the surface.
react ions pro~vides the leverage to augment one Initially these gas-phase reactions are quite
reaction at the expense of the other, as the slow, as the temperature is that of the surface.
experimeital conditions of pressure and/or Ihlwvas the heating of the suefote
initial tc-iperature change. This variation inl However, the heating of the gases, due to the

the (oupilsit ion of the gasified products at the exothermic reaction to final products, causes a
conduction of heat back to the surface. Thus,

interface is vital to the understanding of the leavin the "ac e an inst
presureandtempratre enstiviy o ll%1X the gases leaving the "surface" an instant later

pressure and temperature sensitivity of II NIX
at Iw pressures. flow into a higher- temperature region, leading

to falster reactions. This bootstrapping" action
The NWC model utilizes two decompo continues until, rather suddenly, the reaction

sition reaictions, in each of which one oIol of ztone snaps back toward the surface and a
,ol id hi-comes two mnols of gas, regardless of the steady state profile is established,
r-eactitoni pathi Recent experlimental work ) Vnder steady-state conditions,the total

man y res•earc hers has shown this to be a fa irl v ri-action zone thickness is measured in micro-
cu rat i descri pt ion of' nit ramine deconinpo iil ers, whereas the inter mediate transient

sition 'I lhts, the gasification process leads to t
tw i t a h condition may involve partial reactions occur-

di lie hi m ol ecular ompsi tfions, prodch ring several centimeters from the "surface-"
The task of evaluating spatial derivativescolnpo.stio in the ,as phase Thishbi molecularuciiupttr inads the garuse phasecondsh oldeur gs becomes extremely difficult as the extended

phase reactlioads to change the decomposidirr (centimeter scale) reaction zone collapses to
prhasucts inton te clhnal ethuileeritin prodicts the steady-state (micron scale) reaction zone in

Thus thie general solution proceeds fromt at set at ino.,t a few microseconds.

of six pailial derivativez in distance and tlime, The spatial (geometric) effet s were cast
t'our expressing the conservation of species, as a reaction distance (standoff) in the manner
and two for the enthalpy of the Ieckstead-l)err-Price model,1 0 while the
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time dependent effects (fraction of completion we now have written a set of equations which
of reaction, temperature at flame sheet posi utilize one set of kinetic parameters to describe
tion) were solved as ordinary differential both spatial and temporal effects. The regres-
equations. Thus evolved the model in use sion rate is approximated by
today at NWC.

The reaction distance (standoff) relations r = Ae Y ' Y
which are normally derived by integration of s = i
the spatial derivatives in the gas phase10 are for the early phases of the radiant ignitionas follows: irteerypaeofterdatgnin

oprocess where the decomposition reactions are
- p r not yet complete at the surface.

- E nJT This leads to a working set of equations
Afe !i" used for the NWC combustion model, described

as follows:

Cp p rx F"or steady state:Z 9 (dimensionless) 3 Ordinary differential equations

A for the condensed phase

2 Flame standoff equations for heat

I.X (-IT1, P srAlle- (flame feedback) feedback
ý dx FFor transient (ignition):

These are, of course, for the steady state, 3 Partial derivatives fRx,t) for the
fully reacted case. We have chosen to modify condensed phase
the relations to reflect the developing character 2 Ordinary differential equations
of the reaction profile with time by intro for fraction reacted, gas phase
ducing a fractional reaction term, F", which 2 Flame standoff equations, f(t), for
represents the fractional completion of the heat feedback
reactions along a given path. The development of this model and the

Thus, our modified relations become laboratory experiments leading to the kinetic
parameters are described in some detail in

X P'r References I! and 12. Radiative ignition and
2 -E iwT steady state combustion rate measurements

A p/MWFI"e F I are utilized to generate global kinetic and

energetic parameters for a given material.

dT -Z These parameters are then used in the porous
" "- psr A I bed code to describe the transient response of

S-I,,, the energetic material under study. The

If we define the average fraction complete application of' this more complex combustion

and the average gas temperature its ,hemne to the porous bed model and the results
of calculations with it are given in Refer-

F" ( 1.0 - !/2) eces 12 and 13.
I I

Porous Bed Model

+ ' ( - T The porous bed model of Reference I has

me lie 11 p ho been further improved in the manner in which

the solid particles are described during the

anfti the ti (, pendent el inef r h transient process. tParticles, which in the refer-
freaction completed is defined as enced model were compacted without change

d F in size or shape, are now allowed to deform and/
- F ~A iMWp 2 or fracture, This change in effective size (shape

d(t f factors may be treated as effective diameters)
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has marked effect on several interphase 1
relationships. The rate of convective heat 0 .

transfer is increased, as it is influenced by the 0

reciprocal of the diameter of the particle. The
inter phase drag (or bed permeability) is also
heavily influenced by the effective diameter of
the particle. In addition, the rate of mass 0 1

addition is greatly affected by the surface-to-r
volume ratio, which is proportional to the
reciprocal diameter. The effect of a change of -
diameter was known; the degree of change XX

during a compaction process and a way to "__.
nmathenmatically represent it were not. The
remainder of this paper will be devoted to our o P

solution of this problem.

EXIIERIM ENTAI0 50. 0 -0. 0 oo ,o 2oo.o ,50.0 :oo.o :t.0oINV ESTIGATION GFlow Liter/mrin

A conventional apparatus designed to Figure 1. Experimental and Calculated Data

measure the pressure drop across a porous bed for D)eforming Hall Propellant at Four Porosity
of given length as a function of gas flow rate Levels-Changes in Particle Shape Neglected
was Imodified so that after the initial pressure
drop measurements on the uncompacted mate-drop measurmcolents onsrthed compactd mate- effect of particle deformation. The changes inrial, a 'ramn could be inserted to compact the posiyadbdlntascaedwhtematerial, leading to a bed of reduced porosity. porosity and bed length associated with the
materi, leaoing to ra , ted psredced poros. compaction have been included. It is obvious
After removing the rain, the pressure drop that the bed pressure drop is underestimated
measure.ients were repeated on the in situ corn-
pacted material. This process was repeated
several times to increasingly lower porosities. The particle-to-particle stress relation-

The test secticnl of the apparatus was nom- ship of Carroll-Ilolt was utilized to correlate

inal I inch inside diameter tubing, and bed the deformed shape (increased or decreased

lengths from one to four inches were investi- surface area) in terms of the elastic and plastic

gated, A family of' three gas owmeters were regimes of the compaction. A proportionality
employed to nieasure the notw, thus expanding constant was introduced to relate the stress in

the experimental range The bed length was the plastic regime with the deformation.

measured at each level of compaction. Two o
classes of materials were investigated, those SRI l 4Y(1 - 0 >
that compact by particle deformation, and
those that compact by particle fracture. Ball II 2/3 b
propellants (primarily nitrocellulose) are an SR,,3 1 l 1 +
example of those which deform, and several 4Y(I - c) pln(r1 ) /
hall propellants of differing plasticizer content
were evaluated in our facility The diameters utilizing such a scheme to provide an "effec-
of' the materials were in the 400 600 micron tive" diameter At. each compaction level, the

range and initial (tap) densities were typically correlation of bed pressure drop is markedly

59 61 percent of theoretical Representative improved, as shown in Figure 2. This formal-

data for such a material containing 12 percent ity seems to allow a good re,-resentrai,m of Lthe

pl:msticizer, compacted to three higher loading permeability of a deforming material over a

densities, is shown in Figure 1. The curves are range of porosity

calculated from the Jones Krier correlation The compaction of materials which
used in the porous bed code, neglecting the compact by fracture seems to lack such a
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_under-prediction of bed pressure drop is noted.

~ I If the diameters are allowed to change to
optimize the correlation, a marked improve-

-0 inent be noted, as shown in Figure 4. Each

S. level of porosity now has its own "effective"
",- diameter due to fracture, as before each level

A 7. 1_,,.1 v had its own deformation, or roughness. The
"__ __ ___ _____/ _ "effective" diameters obtained by the analysis

01 1.7%1 11
____ _ __ [] 1 79.7%I

I~6 53%I

--T -1.-%

52 0_ 0 J0,300 0 350 0A _ _ _ _

0a, Flow - Liter/minIto zo 0 25.
F'igure 2. Experiinental and Calculated I)ata 57-..

for Defiorntng Ball Propellant at Four Porosity
Levels.. Changes in Particle Shape Considered ,

mathematical form. The problem is [ I
complicated by the fact that unimodal samples o 100 35 0.00'

become polymodal during compaction. One Gas Flow - Litr/min

approach to the evaluation of an "effective" Figure 3. Experimnental and Calculated Data
diameter for such a mixture is based on the for Fracturing IlMX at Four Porosity Levels-
su mmaition of the effects of each weight (Change in Diarneter Neglected
fracl ion, divided by its diameter.

IDcf I .0/.•1(b rac/liam)

Iheff -- "Effective" I)iameter 81 A 70.7%

Vrac c- Weight Fraction 79 . %

)iail) l)iameter of Fraction H .

O)ne method of evaluation would entail
the determination of a size distribution curve M 71 8,

at each compaction level employed, followed by D.

thecalculation ofan "effective"diamieter. Asan / ,
alternative, the -Jones Krier correlation was - - - __ , _

use(l to find the "effective" diameter which hest /
fitted the experimental hed pressure drops at 4 : __ r _______

each degree oflcompaction A well defined sam /
pIe of II M X (500 590 micron) was chosen as an '.. -
example of a material which compacts by frac / - __-- ;
ture It. was increm,,entallv compacted to a total . .I.....- .. -..-..-. -
porosity decrease of 29 percent led pressure
drop measurements were nmade at several differ o -- - . 0 0 ,Cý 0 • 1 0 Iý .C d. C 5SG0 Q 30o 0 35c, 0 4000

ent porosity levels, and subjected to analysis. , r.. .

The correlation shown in Figure 3 is the Figure 4. Experimental and Calculated Data
result of ignoring the size reduction associaled for Fracturing IIMX at Four Porosity Levels-
with the compaction process. Again a marked Chang-, in Diameter Considered
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of a representative experiment are shown in utilized in porous bed experiments under
Figure 5 conditions quite comparable to those used in

In order to include this e!',`ct in the the presený modeling

porouS bed D)D)T) code, a simple po!ynomial Ttt EIRMAI. SI'I MU IATION
expres,,ioi was utili..ed to relate "effective"
diameter to degree of compaction Perhaps 1- A typical I)I)T configuration was chosen,
the future a form more related to the physics with an igniter similar to those referred to in
may become availablo. Reference 14. The steel tube had an inner

diameter of 25.4 amm, a wail thickness of
AIPIIICA'I'ION TO TH' E POROUb 25.4 amm, and lengths of 250 to 300 mm. The
BEl) MOi)EL tube wall was allowed to respond in acc,,rdance

In or-der to demonstrate the '.,iportance of to the internal loading, and the cý lculations
were stopped when the strain at the worst

a proper particle description during the coni location reached 60 percent.
pl!lt- calculation, several representltive eCxper
inents have been modelled, carryink out the As an example of a fracturing material, a
calculations with and without a changed case was chosen with unimodal 1000 micron
description of the particles A ball propellant IIMX, at 62 percent initial loading density.
was chosen as representative of a deforming The curves of Figure 6 show how the com-
material, and I lMX as a fracturing material. paction profiles develop in time. The froat

Bothi of these materials had been sub locations (represented by the circles) may be

jcced to (Iliasi static compaction experiments, plotted to yield a map of front location versus

both had been studied in the NWC time. This has been done in Figure 7, along
with similar data derived from the particle

per ieaili oy/drag apparatus, and the kinetics ignition profiles. "Ignition" is defined as the
and crie 'getics of each had been derived fr time when a particle reaches self-sustaining

and iaplt i ni iontdadyi s ie Iurig ratthehvW burning due to the development of the gas-
and rdiantiogn iada, I t;ach aterial has been phase reactions associated with the particle.
conibust model Each haThese data may be compared to those reported

by Bernecker, et al., as shown in Figure 8,

which were obtained from a nearly identica!

:.,,,• , 0, 5n a experiment. The agreement of shape, t,"'.ing,
"iand velocity is quite good. The pressure profile

380 410

340 0

/, - 4 - , 1
420 430 440 ýsec

-. . I, \ \A

* . - . i/.i ...

.- 0 .. y 4 3 \

7, - I/It

440)

I ,"r. (' l l t. ffo0 00 0 0 0 300.0h'igur," .i ',dcuhltcd "Oit[actue" iuct'rs I()(- "D, .s mr

Fractiii'iin g IIMX as a Function o,/ !'r,-',,t F'igure 6. ('onipaction Profiles at Selected
l',7I) '•rn, )hata in Vigur.' 4) Tinmes for I Uniimdal I1MX. with Fracture
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t 0 200 0 75 0 3000 3Z5.0 350.0 375.0 400.0 420.0 400.0 0 42C 45 10 00Time - uSecs Dist - mme

Figure 7. Calculated Compaction and Ignition Figure 9. Calculated Wall Pressure Profiles at
Front ILcuations as a Ianceion of Time Uni- Selected Times for Unimodal IJMX, with

Unidal IIMX, with Fracture Fracture

NUMERICAL VALUES ARE VELOCIT"
I OF A FRONT IN mmpLs) I th

FROM BERNECKER, 7th INT'L DET SYMPr

120-

104 mm -WITH FRACTURE
E ... NO FRACTURE

803.3/ 6

E 180_ _ ___ ___ _ _

40-_ ,_

006 0.~16N___

0 --- NIGNI'TION

300 340 380 420 a .______

(.)0.0 100 0 Time-u300.0 40ý0.0 000.0 600.0

FigAure S. PExperimnentally D~etermnined Veto - Figure 10. Calculated "~Wave" Behavior for
c'ties (111( Locations R~eported1 bY B.ernecker, et Unioda ILIMX Wt n ihu osd

(it. Refrenc 14eration of Particle Fracture

data of' Figure 9 show pressures in the 200- with and wit~hout fracture. The upper curves
225 k ilohar' range, which are quite consistent, show the lo'cation of the leading edge of the
with the velocities noted in Figure 7. advancing compaction front, while the lower

Tihe curves of F'igure 10 compare the cal- curves track the progress of the "ignition" front
ctflatted "wave" behavior of the same material through the material. The solid and dotted
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curves represent the results with fracturing
and non-fracturing particles. There seems to be
little effect until the "ignition" front for the
non-fracturing material begins to accelerate at - -- WITH DEFORMATION

about 300 microseconds. The compaction --- NO DEFORMATION

process has caused fracture of the compacted Eo //
material, leading to a greatly increased surface E
to absorb the igniter energy. The lower surface ,
area and lower drag associated with the larger
particles allows better penetration of the 0 ,
igniter gases, leading to quicker "ignition."

The "ignition" front accelerates more
markedly (though later) through the fractured
material, and exhibits an even greater COMPACTION

difference in wave velocity after the "ignition"
front catches the compaction front. The __-- ____

fractured material shows a velocity of about 0 too z00 300 400 500 600 700

5.4 mnm/icrosecond compared to 1.5 mmm/ Time - uSecs

microsecond for the non-fracturing material. Figure 12. Calculated "Wave" Behavior for
The fractured material has a significantly Ball Propellant With and Without Consider-
higher surface-to-volume ratio, leading to the ation of Particle Deformation
greatly amplified pressures shown in the
profile plots of Figure 11.

is very little effect of deformation until aboutThe curves of Figure 12 denmonstrate the 400 microseconds. At that time the "ignition"
calculated "wave" behavior for a ball propel front for the undeformed material begins to

lant at initial 60 percent loading density, accelerate. This is probably due to the lower

which was chosen as a deforming material. drag (pe sure drop) a te th the
Again, the upper curves are for compaction, drag (pressure drop) associated with the
Again thweue r for compaction, Itcanbeseenthaspherical particles, which allows better
the lower for ignition. It can be seen that there penetration of the hot gases from the igniter,

coupled with the lower particle surface to be
heated.

WITH FRACTURE Hlowever, as the "ignition" front in both
o - -NO FRACTURE cases catches up with the compaction front, a

marked difference in slope may be noted. The
velocities are about 2.5 mm/microsecond as
opposed to 1.7 mm/microsecond. The calcu-
lated response of pressure gauges located in
the wall at 50, 100, and 150 mm from the

a. igniter end is shown in Figure 13. The much
S-more violent reaction of the deformed material

can be clearly seen in the curves of Figure 14,
o___ which show the pressure profiles at 660

microseconds after start.

MECHANICAL STIMULATION
0 0 5C 0 100 0 1500 200 0 250.0 300.0

Dist - mm The porous-bed code has been modified to
allow simulation of mechanically stimulated

b'igire II. Calculated Wall Pressures at 440 materials in experiments such as the piston
microseconds, With and Without Consider- driven compaction tests described by Sandusky
ation ofFracture of (nimodal IIMX in Reference 15. The normally immovable
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_ so--- a piston which imparted a constant interface

DOMT_ velocity of 185 meters/second. The confining
_ WITH OEFORMAON tube was steel of the same diameter as above,

NO DFRMATI but with a length of 150 mm. The calculated
1,50 00 wave behavior is shown in Figure 15. The
1 5 i~"ignition" front, although its appearance is

delayed in time, is never very far from the
0 ocompaction front. This relates to the location of

maximum mechanical work due to compaction
so at the leading edge, which is the primary

..... . source of heating. As in the I)D)T case, the
difference in slope is very pronounced after the

7-.J - "ignition" front accelerates, with velocities of
0. 2.3 and 1.7 mm/microsecond for the deforming

and non-deforming materials, respectively.

'The calculated response of pressure
500 515 550 575 606 625 650 675

Time - uSecs gauges, located at 25, 50, and 75 mm from the
original piston boundary, are shown in Figure

Figure 13. Calculated Pressure Gauge 16. Again, the higher pressures resulting from
Respon s'S( at 50, 100, and 150 min from the deformed material are evident, as well as a
Igniter, Hall Propellant With and Without more highly transient character.
I)ef.'rm (tion It should be iterated that the kinetic/

energetic parameters used to describe the
material for this simulation were identical to

WITH EFORMATION those used for the thermally-stimulated case.-- NO DEFORMAT10 N

O O TN No new rates were required to describe a

0 ["compressive reaction," nor was it necessary tot 1 derive an "ignition" parameter peculiar to a

C° I I C-
mehncal0tiu e bed Th kinetic

a.O

-WITM DEFORMATION
___I - • ---- NO DEFORMATION

0 50 100 150 200 050 300 350
D ist m rr m 

-
Igagure 14. Pressure Profiles (it 660 (.

Microseconds After Igniter Stimulus, Ball .___- /.."
Propellant With and Without Deformation

COMPACTION

igniter end boundary has been replaced by one
which moves, controlled either by a pro-
grammed velocity-time history or by conserva- Time - uSecs

tion of momentum at the interface, treating Figure 15. Calculated "Wave" Behavior for
the piston as a lumped parameter. Ball Propellant, Mechanical Stimulation, With

The same ball propellant at an initial and Without Deformation, 185 Meters Per
loading density of 60 percent was impacted by Second Piston Velocity
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We have shown how the behavior of both
25 deforming and fracturing particles may be

A 75 evaluated through the laboratory determi-
WITH DEFORMA71ON so 7 hog

.. NO DEFORMATION nation of bed pressure drop (permeability), and

how this behavior may be introduced into theSo porous-bed code.

The importance of this behavior on
75, s the calculated response of a porous bed to

- both thermal and mechanical stimulation has
a. "__ been demonstrated for two representative

• "',' ", materials. As a single parameter, it can affect
,, , " the onset, as well as the severity of the ensu-

.... .,_ :ing response. It most certainly should not be
' _ignored.
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'!' - Average gas temperature, reaction i v = Mass average velocity
1l' Temperature at condensed-gas U = Bed porosity

interface U, = Critical porosity

U9g Gas phase velocity p = Mass density

U - Condensed phase velocity Pg Average gas phase density

Vp Particle volume Ps Condensed phase density

x* Flame standoff distance 0 Bed stress
x*• - laine standoff distance, reaction i All Hleat of reaction to final products

Y, Mass fraction of species i Alli Heat of reaction, species i

Yj Mass fraction of gasified reactant Allrg Heat of reaction, gas phase
speciesj, which reacts to species i Ag

, Yield stress - Thermal conductivity

Z F Elame standoff ratio Ag Thermalconductivityofgas
aih 11g Interphase imass flux

-- Spatial gradient of enthalpy p Gas phase viscosity
dx
Oyi

- Mass fraction spatial gradient of
ox species I
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SHOCK BEHAVIOR OF EXPLOSIVES ABOUT THE C-J POINT

Paul W. Cooper
Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

Experimental data for pressure and particle velocity along the
Ilugoniot of detonation reaction products for a number of explosives are
correlated in a reduced parameter form PIP4j versus u/ucj. Two correla-
tions are found: PIPej = a + b(u/ucj) + c(Wuuj)2 when P/Pj > 0.08, and
P/Pcj = m(u/ucj)n when P/Pc, < 0.08. The correlations yield results
that agree reasonably with code calculations.

INTRODUCTION few explosives and only to a few initial den-

In explosives engineering calculations, sities of those explosives. Therefore, a simple
there is often a need to know the properties of means is needed to estimate the values along
detonation reaction products at the shock the Hugoniot for any explosive and at any
states created whean explosive detonates in density, based only upon easily obtained or
contact with another material. If the adjacent estimated parameters. This paper will develop

material has a shock impedance greater than one such method, which is based upon a simple

that of the detonation reaction products at the correlation of existing experimental data.

Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) state, then the result-
ing pressure at the interface is greater than EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
the CJ pressure. These pressures lie along the Three different experimental methods are
shock adiabat of the detonation reaction used to determine the pressure and particle
products. Conversely, if the adjacent material velocity created at the interface of a detonating
has a shock impedance lower than that of the explosive and an adjacent material. In the
detonation reaction products at the CJ state, first, the free surface velocity of the target
then the resulting pressure at the interface material is measured for various thicknesses of
will be lower than the CJ pressure. These pres- the target, using either optical techniques or
sures lie along the expansion isentrope of the electrical pin switches. The free surface velo-
detonation reaction products. Although only city is twice the particle velocity, and the data
the adiabat is usually called the Hugoniot, for of particle velocity versus target thickness is
the purpose of this paper, tl.e Hugoniot is the extrapolated back to zero thickness. The par-
combination of these two regimes, joined at the ticle velocity thus obtained at the interface is
CJ AaLae. then used with the known Hugoniot of the

This Hlugoniot can be estimated by target material and the Rankisic-Hugnniot
computer codes that utilize estimated product equations for mass and momentum to calculate
composition equilibria along with nonlinear the interface pressure.
empirical equations of state (EOS) for the The second method is to measure the
gases. While these codes are quite good at shock velocity in the target material at various
estimating the values along the tIugoniot. they distances from the interface and extrapolate
are not readily available to most engineers, nor back to the interface. This method is usually
are the large computers that are required to employed for optically transparent targetsrun them. epoe o pial rnprn agt

where high speed streak photography can be
Some experimental data is available in used. Again, these data are used in the known

the open literature, but is limited to relatively Hugoniot or EOS of the target material to
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obtain the desired interface pressure and included. 3)ensities ranged from 1.13 to

particle velocity. 7.47 g/cm . One liquid explosive, nitrome-

The third method determines the inter- thane, is included. These data are shown in

face state from target pressure measurements Table 1.

obtained using various gauge techniques. Where CJ parameters were not measured
or calculated in the reference, they were

Whenthes exerimnts re onduted obtained from Reference 11. Where the data
for a given explosive with a variety of targets were not Rans es e to r hsre tie veoc

spanning the range from low-were not transposed to pressure/particle veloc-

shock impedance, the Hugoniot of the det- ity values, they were calculated using material

onation reaction products of that particular Hugoniot values from Reference 12.

explosive can be constructed. One such hlugo- CORRELATION OF DA'rA
niot is shown in Figure 1 for a plastic bonded
explosive consisting of TATB and a binder.1  A common engineering practice is to
The target materials used in these experi- correlate sets of data by reducing the various
ments were copper, aluminum, magnesium, parameters to some shared reference state.
transacryl (a polymer), water, and argon gas at This was done to the data in Table I where the
various initial pressures ranging from 5 to reference states were the CJ pressure and CJ
705 bar. particle velocity. This formed two nondimen-

sional or reduced parameters, P /Pcj and u/u 1 .
SCOPE OF EXPERIMENTAL When these parameters were plotted against
DATA each other, they fell into a narrow band that

Past proceedings of the Detonation Sym- could be approximated by a simple correlation,
posium (In terna tional) were exam ined and a shown in Figure 2, where P/P cj is plotted ver-

body of data was obtained representing a sus u/ucj on log axes.

varied group of explosives. Besides purely The plotted data falls into two regions.
C tINO types, explosives containing aluminum, For reduced pressure above 0.08, the data is
barium (as barium nitrate), and tungsten are correlated by

" " -3 '•"3 
-

2

T T for (P/P o r,/.0O8.7

4C -

A. + 0 -

320 J Point E. 3
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Figure 1. P-u Ifugoniot of TATII/T21 Devel- Figure 2. Reduced Pressure Versus Reduced
oped from Experimental Data Particle Velocity for Experimental Data in

Table 1
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Table 1. Experimental Values for Pressure and Particle Velocity

Explosive Target Interface Interface P/Pcj u/ucj Reference
Material Pressure Part. Vel.

(GPa) (mm/ps)

TATBIT2 Copper 48.8 1.00 1.77 0.516 1
p 1.855 Copper 41.9 0.889 1.52 0.458 1

Copper 48.0 0.991 1.74 0.511 1
Al(1100) 32.8 1.61 1.19 0.827 1
Magnesium 27.1 2.16 0.982 1.11 1
Magnesium 24.9 2.03 0.902 1.05 1
Magnesium 24.6 2.01 0.891 1.04 1
Magnesium 26.9 2.15 0.975 1.11 1
Transacryl 19.6 2.56 0.710 1.32 1
Water 16.1 2.66 0.583 1.37 1
Water 16.3 2.68 0.591 1.38 1
Argon (705 bar) 13.4 2.83 0.485 1.46 1
Argon (588 bar) 12.2 2.87 0.443 1.48 1
Argon (493 bar) 12.4 3.10 0.450 1.60 1
Argon (415 bar) 12.0 3.24 0.435 1.67 1
Argon (297 bar) 10.3 3.48 0.374 1.79 1
Argon (100 bar) 4.34 4.17 0.157 2.15 1
Argon (70 bar) 3.42 4.61 0.124 2.38 1
Argon (50 bar) 2.55 4.81 0.0924 2.48 1
Argon (40 bar) 2.08 4.91 0.0754 2.53 1
Argon (30 bar) 1.64 5.16 0.0594 2.66 1
Argon (20 bar) 1.15 5.38 0.0417 2.78 1
Argon (0 0bar) 0.64 5.76 0.0232 2.97 1
Argon (5 bar) 0.34 6.0 0.0123 3.09 1

IIMXffungsten Water 6.78 1.51 0.235 1.77 2
(13.2/85.5 %wt)
p = 7.47
Composition B Dural 36.8 1.74 1.40 0.907 3
p = 1.73 Uranium 55.4 0.79 2.11 0.413 3
Composition B (cast) Aluminum 32.0 1.55 1.25 0.773 4
p = 1.671
Composition B (cast) Water 19. 1 2.96 0.638 1.37 6
p = 1.733
Composition B (pressed) Aluminum 32.8 1.58 1.22 0.768 4
p = 1.703
Composition B-3 Al (6061) 37.8 1.8 1.32 0.851 5
p = 1.72 AI (6061) 38.6 1.83 1.35 0.865 5

AI (2024) 38.4 1.80 1.34 0.849 5
Composition B W-alloy 81.8 0.97 1.95 0.320 8
(Overdriven) Nickel 71.6 1.25 1.71 0.413 8
p = 1.65 Brass 68.9 1.41 1.64 0.465 8

Titanium 60.4 1.94 1.44 0.640 8
Dural 52.2 2.31 1.24 0.762 8
Magnesium 40.7 2.88 0.969 0.950 8
Perspex 33.2 3.62 0.790 1.20 8
Air(0 bar) 0.126 9.5 0.0030 3.14 8

Composition B/Grd A Air (.7972 bar) 0.0655 7.97 0.00233 3.89 10
p 1.717 Air (.7972 bar) 0.0660 7.99 0.00235 3.90 10

Air (.810 bar) 0.0649 7.97 0.00231 3.89 10
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Table 1. Experimental Values for Pressure and Particle Velocity (Continued)

Explosive Target Interface Interface P/Pcj u/uj Reference
Material Pressure Part. Vel.

(GPa) (mm/ps)

NM Dural 20.6 1.09 1.53 0.580 3
p = 1.133 Dural 20.1 1.07 1.50 0.570 5

Dural 20.7 1.10 1.54 0.583 5
PBX 9502 Dural 35.9 1.7 1.24 0.859 3
Baratol Aluminum 18.4 0.988 1.20 0.790 4
p = 2.452
1IMX/Inert Aluminum 35.9 1.69 1.11 0.812 4
p = 1.776
IIBX-1 Brass 33.8 0.8 1.53 0.431 7
p 1.624 Aluminum 27.0 1,37 1.23 0.737 7

Plexiglas 18.1 2.43 0.821 1.31 7
Water 15.6 2.62 0.710 1.41 7
Polyurethane 3.79 3.99 0.172 2.15 7
Argon (40 bar) 1.69 4.5 0.0767 2.42 7
Argon (27 bar) 1.18 4.62 0.0535 2.49 7
Argon (17.9 bar) 0.792 4.66 0.0359 2.51 7
Argon (9 bar) 0.470 5.1 0.0213 2.75 7
Argon (6 bar) 0.339 5.37 0.0154 2.89 7
Air (6 bar) 0.254 5.7 0.0115 3.07 7
Air (3 bar) 0.141 6.02 0.00640 3.24 7
Air (3 bar) 0.146 6.13 0.00662 3.30 7
Air (3 bar) 0.130 5.87 0.00590 3.16 7
Air 0 bar) 0.067 6.97 0.00304 3.75 7
Air (1 bar) 0.067 6.92 0.00304 3.72 7
Air (.7 bar) 0.051 7.28 0.00231 3.92 7
Air (.5 bar) 0.037 7.27 0.00168 3.91 7
Air (.5 bar) 0.037 7.3 0.00168 3.93 7
Air (.3 bar) 0.026 8.05 0.00118 4.33 7
Air (.3 bar) 0.023 7.64 0.00104 4.11 7
Air(.Ibar) 0.0101 8.6 0.000458 4.63 7
Air(.Ibar) 0.0101 8.6 0.000458 4.63 7
Air (.07 bar) 0.0069 8.48 0.000313 4.56 7
Air (.07 bar) 0.0069 8.9 0.000313 4.79 7
Air (.01 bar) 0.0015 10.5 0.000068 5.67 7
Air(.01 bar) 0.0015 10.7 0.000068 5.76 7
Air(.01 bar) 0.0016 11.0 0.000072 5.94 7

PBX-9404 Water 22.0 3.20 0.586 1.39 6
p = 1.846
Pentolite(50/50) Water 17.9 2.85 0.712 1.40 6
IX-04 Water 20.1 3.04 0.581 1.38 6
p = 1.867
Cyclotol(75/25) Water 19.1 2.95 0.603 1.36 6
p = 1.76
HMXITNT/Inert Nickel 51.8 0.974 1.66 0.456 9
(68/30/2) Nickel 51.9 0.985 1.67 0.461 9
p 1.776 Brass 48.1 1.08 1.54 0.505 9

Brass 50.7 1.12 1.63 0.525 9
Titanium 41.4 1.44 1.33 0.674 9
Titanium 41.6 1.45 1.34 0.676 9
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Table 1. Experimental Values for Pressure and Particle Velocity (Continued)

Explosive Target Interface Interface P/PCj u/ucj Reference
Material Pressure Part. Vel.

(GPa) (mm/ps)

Aluminum 38.0 1.8 1.22 0.843 9
Dural 37.2 1.81 1,19 0.845 9
Magnesium 30.9 2.37 0.993 1.11 9
Magnesium 31.1 2.38 0.998 1.12 9
Perspex 22.4 2.86 0.720 1.34 9
Perspex 23.0 2.90 0.739 1.36 9
Water 22.0 3.21 0.707 1.50 9
Air (.256 bar) 0.0241 8.43 0.000773 3.95 9
Air (.26 bar) 0.0247 8.38 0.000792 3.92 9
Air (.99 bar) 0.0777 7.68 0.00249 3.60 9
Air (.99 bar) 0.0765 7.63 0.00246 3.57 9
Air (1.001 bar) 0.080 7.77 0.00257 3.64 9
Air (2.98 bar) 0.189 6.98 0.00607 3.27 9
Air (3.15 bar) 0.212 7.13 0.00681 3.34 9
Air (8.91 bar) 0.499 6.39 0.0161 2.99 9
Air (9.05 bar) 0.536 6.64 0.0172 3.11 9
Air (9.08 bar) 0.510 6.5 0.0164 3.04 9
Argon (6.4 bar) 0.575 6.79 0.0185 3.18 9
Argon (30.7 bar) 2.18 5.93 0.0700 2.78 9
Argon (31.0 bar) 2.00 5.78 0.0642 2.71 9

llMXJlnert Nickel 56.0 1.04 1.67 0.482 9
(95/5) Nickel 56.7 1.05 1.69 0.487 9
p 1.781 Titanium 41.9 1.45 1.25 0.674 9

Titanium 43.8 1.50 1.31 0.699 9
Dural 39.2 1.88 1.17 0.874 9
Magnesium 31.1 2.38 0.928 1.11 9
Magnesium 31.5 2.41 0.940 1.12 9
Air (.24 bar) 0.022 8.21 0.000656 3.82 9
Air (.243 bar) 0.0218 8.17 0.000650 3.80 9
Air (.998 bar) 0.0746 7.56 0.00223 3.51 9
Air (.999 bar) 0.0743 7.56 0.00222 3.51 9
Air (9.05 bar) 0.53 6.53 0.0158 3.03 9
Air (9.22 bar) 0.513 6.66 0.0153 3.10 9
Argon (6.3 bar) 0.571 695 0,0170 3.23 9
Argon (14.04 bar) 1.05 6.18 0,0313 2.87 9
Argon (31.1 bar) 1.9 5.70 0,0567 2.65 9
Argon (32.0 bar) 2.13 5.85 0.0636 2.72 9
Krypton (I bar) 2.56 5.79 0,0764 2.69 9

TNT (pressed) Air (.7959) 0.0478 6.71 0.00235 3.73 10
p -- 1.636 Air (8091 bar) 00503 6.92 0.00247 3.85 10

Air (.8091 bar) 0.0478 6.78 0.00234 3.77 10
TNT Water 13.1 2.36 0.687 1.41 6
p : 1,632
Cyclotol (77/23) Air (.8021 bar) 0.0642 7.94 0.00210 3.76 10
p = 1 752 Air (.8014 bar) 0.0671 8.05 0.00219 3.81 10

Air (.8013 bar) 0.0686 8.15 0.00224 3.86 10
Octol (776/22.4) Air (.8101 bar) 0.0681 8.14 0.00205 3.79 10
p = 1.821 Air (.8099 bar) 00677 8.06 0.00204 3.75 10

Air (.802 bar) 0,0702 8.34 0.00211 3.88 10
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and given l)r. Cooper's relations written in the 1.0
form

U U03), U= dU (5) 1p \ Slope Ycj (3)
dP 4

then equation (3) may be integrated to give a 0.1
V(P) relationship:

V= !- (U') 2 dP (6)
Yj 0.01 Slope 0.813

where Ycj is the adiabatic exponent at the
Chapman Jouguet State and use has been
made of the CJ relations.

Using Dr. Cooper's fits 0.001 10 V 100

P a + bU +cU 2  P>0.08
Figure 1. Universal Adiabat (Ycj 3)

1) mU' P<-0.08 (7) (2) The behavior of Dr. Cooper's P-U
relation is incorrect at low pressures (say

the 'universal' expansion adiabat is below P = 0.003), for it implies that the particle

1 4c(- 1-) velocity would be infinite at zero pressure.
V = 1 - 2en - P>0.08 Correspondingly, the adiabatic exponent at

4cyCj (b+20 low pressures (n/n-2) is less than one and,
hence is invalid. A more reasonable functional
form for U(P) at low pressures would be

V V 0.08+ 2/nn 2 y 1yyn n 1-2/n)

U+ -p 2 =U
I 0

1 (0.08) 1 P - 0.08 (8) corresponding to a mixture of ideal gases.

(3) The initial behavior near the CJ state

Figure 1 shows the adiabat for ycj = 3. is of the form

The dashed line corresponds to a 'straight-line' p = a + 03exp(-R v/v)
adiabat: pv 3 = k.

It is worth noting that the 'universal' where
adiabat first dips below the straight-line R = 4cy + 1)
adiabat and then recrosses it as specific volume 1 Cj
increases. Correspondingly, the adiabatic ex-
ponent must first increase and then decrease For a typical explosive with yg- 2 .7 5 and Dr.
with volumejust as in the JWL EOS. Cooper's value of 0.3195 for C, this leads to

Three points emerge: R1 = 4.8

(I) There is a kink in the universal
adiabat at. P 0.08 corresponding to the which is a typical value that could be used as a
discontinuity in dU/dP between the two fits. first estimate in a JWL EOS.
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In conclusion, it is noted that Dr. Cooper's lower correlation does predict infinite particle
Summary of available p-u data and the conse- velocity at zero pressure. This can be corrected
quential fits and deduced universal adiabatic either by using a third correlation for very low
relationships should form a useful database pressure; or what may be useful for most appli-
against which developers of new theoretical cations is to limit the use of these correlations
EOS can check their predictions. to the data range stated in the paper.

REPLY
I am gratified to see this application made

so quickly. Indeed, you are correct in that the
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EILECTRICALLY ENHANCED I)ETONATION AND EQUATIONS
OF STATE FOR I)ETONATION IPROD)UCTS

M. Cowperthwaite
SRI International

Poulter Laboratory
333 Ravenswood Avenue

Menlo Park, California 94025

Procedures for calculating the properties of detonation enhanced by
electric current flow were based o07 our first-generation model for
electrically enhanced detonation (EED) and our specific energy-
pressure-specific volume (e-p- v) equations of state (EOS) for detonation
products with a fixed composition. Our model for EED was formulated
from the classical ZND model of detonation by adding a Joule heating
term to the energy equation; our (e-p-v) EOS were constructed to exhibit
prescribed properties of the adiabatic index (k) similar to those
determined for the detonation products of PBX9501 in TIGER code
calculations. Particular (e-p-v) EOS were incorporated into our model
for EE)D, calibrated for PBX9501, and used to calculate enhanced
Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) parameters. An equivalence between EED and
unsupported detonation with a higher heat of reaction was established
and used to extend Kamlet's short method into the Cowperthwaite-
Kamlet (CK) short method for EED.

INTROI)UCTION determined from 'I'IGEIR code 4 calculations,
were then used to construct (e-p-v) EOS for

The concept of enhancement ofdetonation detonation products with a fixed composition.
by electrical energy coupling (EEC) is based on An equivalence between EED and unsupported
observations1 -3 that a region close to a detona- detonation with a higher heat of reaction was
tion front conducts electricity, whereas the established and used to extend Kamlet's short
unreacted explosive in front of this region and method5 into the Cowperthwaite-Kamlet (CK)
the detonation products behind it do not. The short method for calculating CJ parameters in
idea is to pass electric current through the EED. Particular EOS were incorporated into
conduction zone and thereby supply electrical our model for EEl, calibrated for PBX95OI,
energy externally to the detonation. The and then used with the CK method to perform
theoretical work on EEC presented here was a series of EEl) calculations for PBX9501.
performed to develop procedures for calculat-
ing the detonation properties of electrically MODEL FOR EEl)
enhanced detonation (EEL)). Our first-generation model for EED was

A first-generation model for EEl) was first formulated as an extension of the classical
formulated, and then a procedure for calculat- ZNI) model for detonation. 6  This was done
ing enhanced Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) parame- by adding a source term to the energy equa-
ters when the specific energy-pressure-specific tion to account for the external supply of
volume (e-p-v) equation of state (EOS) of the electrical energy, and by assuming that
detonation products is known. Different forms material in a stable, steady-state, conduction
of the adiabatic index (k), exhibiting proper- zone at the wavefront obeys Ohm's Law. It was
ties of the detonation products of PBX9501 also assumed that EEl) is not influenced by
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electromagnetic effects in electric field were then combined to show that the equations
1,A, A, AAk Astrengths of interest, relating 0, u, c, v, k, and p can be obtained

from those relating unsupported CJ param-With e, p, v, and k already defined, we let 1,A" A' A A A Aeters by setting D, I), u u , c= c, vu = v,p = density, s = specific entropy, c z sound A A A A

speed, ' = polytropic index, I) = detonation k k, and Pu = P. Equation (3) was written

velocity, u = particle velocity, q', specific at the CJ plane as

chemical energy release rate, and q' , specific A x
electrical energy addition rate. We also let the - eo (-- e--- + qe (6)
subscript o denote the initial state; 11, the 0 A2 l
shocked state; and u, the unsupported classical 2k + 1

ZNI) detonation wave. The superscript, A with q related to the similarity parameter
denotes the CJ state and x, the explosive. In 4 =)t - x, the steady-state zone length L, and
addition, E denotes the electric field, j the the average conductivity 6, by the equations
current density, and o the conductivity. A , A

The differential equations expressing the = oE-d= - (7)

conservation laws for the steady-state flow of pX 0 pXl)
an adiabatic inviscid fluid were integrated to

obtain the following equations governing the At this stage, it is clear that enhanced CJ
steady-state zone in EEl): parameters cannot be calculated unless we

know an (e-p-v) EOS for the detonation
p(lx - u) = -) U) pXI) (I) products. To introduce such an EOS, we con-

sider one gram of detonation products con-
taining s species, denote their mass fractions
by mi, i = I ... s, and their specific heats of
formation by Ahofi. The specific heat of

e - e =(- -- v) + q, (3) formation of species i is its molar heat of
20 formation All0fi divided by its molecular

w , q't and L denotes the time a weight M,. We formally write the equation for
where entens the wave the specific energy of the mixture as
particle enters the wave

The equation for the specific energy (8)

addition rate q', = E • j/p and the constitutive e = iAhf+ e v "..
relationship for ohmic material j = oE were
used to obtain the following equation for q.: We now assume that the products of an explo-

20 sive in unsupported and EEl) are governed by
E o ft-(4)tKamlet's 11 2 0-CO2 arbitrary rule. 5 In this

-P case, the values of mi ... m, are determined by
the composition of the explosive,

The sonic condition at the end of the

steady state zone, where t- t- Q and q',,
q', = 0, was obtained as I) = u + ý from the \_ m Ah"
equation obtained by combining the differ- 1=1

ential equations governing the steady-state is constant, and Equation (8) can be used to
flow with an EOS for the mixture of explosive calculate e at a given (p-v) point when the func-
and its products. Equations M' and (2), the tional form of -is known. Our assumption of
sonic condition, and the identity relating the constant composition issuspect for EEl) because
sound speed to the adiabatic index the CJ composition in EEl) probably dependsA

on q, but it is made here for simplicity. We
k = .. .. (5) now introduce the specific chemical energy

p Jv pv liberated by the explosive, qc, by the equation
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EQUIVALENCE OF EEl) AND
S ( _N m hr - e) UNSUIPPORTEID i)ETONATION

i- 1 Our treatment of EEl) as an unsupported

and rewrite the (e p v) FOS for detonation detonation with a higher heat of reaction is
products as e ey,,- q, + Z(p,v) based on the observation that our sets of

equations for enhanced and unsupported CJ
The Rankine lfugoniot equations, CJ parameters differ in form only by the e term,

conditions, and (e-p v) EOS for the detonation shown on the left hand side of Equatioii (12).
products can then be used to derive the We can, therefore, make these sets of equations
following equations for calculating enhanced equivalent as follows. We consider an explo-
CJ parameters: sive with a higher heat of formation (ex,)' that

A produces the same fixed detonation products
k (v~ f' - I ) (9) governed by the (e p-v) EOS,

e (c x)' - 8q,+ ie(p,v) (13)

A 
APlO with (eN,,)' e e", + (8 -i)q, and 8 > 1, and set

(k, 8 I • = I + E2olJpX,)I)q,. Thisequivalence between
unsupported detonation and EEl) will be used

A A later to formulate the CK short method for EEl).
p Z7div)

A V pP1

k
A A )i11 EQUATIONS OF STATE FORp f,7p I) ETONA ATION i3RO1UCTS

A% Our construction of (e-p-v) EOS for deto-
eOpvA P V nation products was based on the results of

!. (12) TIGER code calculations performed with the
plq ' , 2(k + I kI JCZ (3) EOS, which show that the adiabatic

index of the detonation products for P13X9501
We can now formulate our iterative pro increases with pressure along the Ilugoniot

AA
cedure for^ caicuilat ing ^v, k•, •, and 1) when pX,, curves centered onl the explosive" 's initial and

q,., E, i, I,, and e'p,v( are known For a chosen unsupported CJ states. EOS exhibiting more
value of A, Equation (9) is used to calculate the realistic properties of k above the unsupported
corresponding value of k, then Equation (HI ) is Cd state were thus constructed and incorpo
used to calculate the corresponding value of, rated into our model for EEl). Use was made of
and Equation t(1) is used to calculate the the subsidiary systemi,7

correspl)nding valuei of ) These values of A,
p, and I) are then used to evaluate tile left and dp dv dE" (14)
right hand sides of Equation (12). In the event kp v vp
that Equation (12) is satisfied, we have deter of the Following differential equation defined
mined toe valuts of the enhanced CJ paran t

A A A Ytl drlo 6rketers v, k, 1). and I) Hut if this is nio th case.
tile series of ctaluulaliiion. are carried out for (C.,
other values Of% uritil il e left. and right hand -k v( - ) _ý V1 (15)
sides of Equatilon ( 12) agree(, d1)

Because only the IlIugofliot relation was We first integrated tile subsidiary system
modified when %,, formulated our model for defined by a prescription for k to obtain two
EEl), Equations (9) through (12) for enhanced of its independent solutions, al f=1(e',p,v) and
C,1 parameters ohviousl. reduce to thoýe for Q.)2 = fC?,p,v) We then constructed the corre
unsupported C(, parameters when we set E I0 sponding (Zop v) relationship as a general
and ini roduce the subscript u. solution otf Equation (15) by setting ei,2 = gto 1)
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with g(olw) an arbitrary function of ol. Wenextconsideredthecasewhenk k(p),
Integrations were performed with different and set
prescriptions for k to provide a s~sternatic A A

treatment ofthis ("-p-v) construction '(k )1 + k(k -- •)(p/O
k_ _ _ _ _ _ (p)_ (22)

We first considered the simplest case of k(p) + ( (22)(k-k)I + (k -y)(p/pn

polytropic material with a constant k. U U
Integration of the subsidiary system gives the with n a positive constant so that k(p) y as
equations, p -- 0 and k(p) k as p . Performing the

k integrations in this case with n =( - 1)/y
pv= (16 leads to the following (e-p-v) EOS

pv pv"e - - 117 ) e - e l = q , + _{k-l) o-q (k-I)

which allows us to write the (e-p-vi Et)S for (k -k)yuv p v
polytropic material as - ( ^ (23)

A A

vk - )(k-I PUc-p-v gpv I IuC- e (-- -- ý g (P 118)
"(k-!) with the isentropes in the (p v) plane defined

by the equation,
Ilere, as later, we use the a, equation to define
the isentropes. We also note that Equation (18) -k A u - k_.

is the general (e p-v) EOS for polIvtropic miate- p v + A( U (.) ) a (24)
rial, and that the simple polytropic EOS used in A - -) P

many treatments of detonation" is obtained U

from Equation (18) by setting gi(pvk) - 0. For the sake of tractability when k

We next considered the case when k - k(pv), we assumed that

k(v and .,tp( "e R +B (25)

klVv- ) - where f(v) is an arbitrary function of v, and B
k(v) " (k - ) ) (19) and n are constants. We set f mvv so that

k --*+ as p-- 0, set (n+ l) = ý so that we could
so that k - kU when v 'V'u, k - when integrate the differential equation for the
v -, 1), and k - y k : ,' + (k1 - '• ) as isentropes, and obtained the corresponding
v-• and pli along the detonation equation for k(p,v) as
products Ilugoniot curve through the CJ point
Integrating the subsidiary system, with k 1 + ymv'-) (6-)
prescribed by Equation (19), leads to the k(pv) my - (26)
following EOS, pmv- 1

The expression for m obtained from

. ... .p. g.' I Equation (26) evaluated at the unsupported CJ
(k -y) v - state was then used to write the (e-p-v) EOS as

(20) e-el - B

with the isentropes in the (p v) plane defined 0 v -I
by the equation

A A p.,Y
u u + 1(-% I %1 . (27)p, e (21) + V V )y

U U
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CAI.CUIATIONS OF ENHANCED) Detonation Products With k = k(p)
CJ P~ARAMETERS F'OR 1X9501 mThe EOS obtained by setting g3(al) = 0

Enhanced CJ calculations, with I, - and g3(ul) = A3 I in Equation (23) were incor-
0.5 nin, o - 103 mhoni and values of' E in porated into our model for EEl), calibrated for
the I x 10' v/m to 1 9 x !07 vrn range, were l-BX9501, and then used to calculate enhanced
performed for lPBX9501 Ip,, - 1 8-1 g/cm;j and CJ parameters, but only the latter case is
the following set Of' unsupported CJ par-am considered here because of space considera-
eters calculated from Kamlet's short method t ions The equation for AAj used in this
41)u 2 8.8 mmlps, PU �348 k ,, -k - 3 094, calibration was obtained as

q, 6.033) nmlnips). 2 More details of these - A

calculations and their results will now be (u ) /2 4 q (k-k u)( -1)
presented AA /I

(p (k-V)(k -')
D)etonation Products With k, A Constant,
and k = kv) A,(A) -• i

3 k- )+ - i )P (30)
Becau..e the g lurcitions il I':quations 418) - - A AI

and (20) were assutned to h, linirar in p, an u u

E()S, e - e0,, q ptA with 1'tI an arbitrary by combining the unsupported CJ condition
function of v, was incorporated into our model 2(j ex(,) = (^U,,)2 with the EOS evaluated at
for EE!) and used to derive the following the unsupported Cd point. The CJ parameters
equation for 1), for PlBX9501 and values of 1 1.2 and k =

;3 (A ka

(Ak , 3.894 were used to calculate a value of A VL(1 )kl21, t I1 tf ,] (28) -- 2.941 x 10 7  for PBX9501 (p,, = 1.84 g/cc).
,2p(k AI I-I ) The values of enhanced C.J parameterscalculated with this particular EOS are shown

The facts, 14 that v .,, and k . k, *- k for under IOSb in Table 1.
poklyropic materia , and 121 that the CJ con

dition fIo k wr'itten a.s D)etonation Products With k = ktp,v4

k 11vl ',- E(1tquation (27) was incorporated into our
model for EEI), calibrated for PlBX9501, and

(at eusd 4 sowtAt nc A A tehel tltd t) show. thatl vk then used to calculate enhanced C.J param

when k klv ) and dk/d . (1, were then eters. The equation for B used in this calibra-

combined with Equation (281 to obtain the tion was obtained from Equation (27) and the
simplest equation for I), unsupported CJ condition 2(•u e00) = (1uk1 ) as

( A) A A Au

29) B )i! (kU -" (u^)-2+^
Pl)I p ) Ik I - 2 y -I) (pv)u

We thus concluded that E()S of the formn 1

e 42,. q, f pt'v) give the same equation I'm- (31)

calculating enhanced detonation velocities rk •)
when fiy) is chosen to satisfy the condition that
k is a constant, or that dk/dv <_ (4 We also note The unsupported CJ parameters for PBX9501
that a value of q, from Kanilet's short method and a value of v = 1.2 were used to calculate aA 2
can be used in the polytriopic calculation when value ofBt/pu(Vu) = 6.230 x 102 for PBX9501
we set glIp)V I -- A pvk/tk 11 Values 41t The equation for the I lugoniot curve of the deto
enhanced C. parameters calculated from Equa nation products of PBX9501 derived with this
tion (29) are shown under EMS" in Table 1 particular EOS showed that k , k 3 275 as
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PI- along this Ilugoniot curve. The values of for detonation by adding a source term to the
enhanced CJ parameters calculated with this energy equation to account for the external
particular EOS are shown under EOSC in supply of energy from the electric field E.
Table I. Material with an average conductivityo in the

steady-state conduction zone of length 1, at the
The CK Short Method for EEl) wavefront was also assumed to obey Ohm's

The equivalence between unsupported Law. Specific energy-pressure-specific volume
detonationandE),that we establishedearlier (e p-v) EOS for detonation products, with adetonatonand l), thispaperaoatwed ista earlier fixed composition and prescribed properties of
in this paper, was incorporated into Kamlet's the adiabatic index (k), were constructed for the
short method to obtain the following equations puosofcllaigectclyennedC
1or calculating CJ parameters in EEl). purpose of calculating electrically enhanced CJ

parameters. Particular forms of these (e-p-v)

NM . 2. q V2 1/r2 Ir2 (32) EOS were incorporated into our model for
- EED, calibrated with the unsupported CJ

/ parameters of PBX9501, and then used with
!) l u14different values of' E and a constant value of

61, to calculate values of enhanced CJ param-
A A A 1.r2 (34) eters in this explosive. The results of these

P . P. calculations led to two conclusions about our

2 A first-generation model of EEl) when the com-

8 1 + (35) position of the detonation products is fixed.
pDl)q The first, that the values of 1) and p, but not

o C the values of'k and ,, are sensitive to the value
A A

When p',,, D),, Pu, q., E, o, and 1. are known for of E when oA, is constant. The second, that the
a given explosive, Equations (33) and (35) can values of enhanced CJ parameters are not very
be solved to find 8 and 1), and Equations (34) sensitive to our (e-p-v) EOS with realistic prop-
and (10) can then be used to calculate the corre- erties of k, when E and 61, are constant.
sponding values of A and t. The results of
these calculations for PBX9501 are shown in Examination of the equations for
Table 1 enhanced CJ parameters in our model for EE!)

also led us to the following conclusions:
CONCLUSIONS

0 In explosives with the same initial
A first generation model for EEl) was density p%,, producing detonation

formulated as an extension of the ZNI) model products with a fixed composition and

Toable I D)etonation Parameters br Electricallv Enhanced Detonation in PlIX9501 Calculated by
Using the ('K Method and Different Equations of State for the Detonation Products With a Fixed
Cornposition

('K Method EOS' EOS!, EOS'

ExlO 1 5 I) p k 1) k 1) p k 1) p k
V/rm nn rwws kbar mrois kbar mrnni/pŽ kbar nin/rns kbar

1.0 1 465 968 421 3.096 10.60 505 3.094 10.58 499 3.127 10.72 515 3.102

1 5 1 972 10 43 489 3093 12.0)0 647 3.094 12.04 642 3 150 12.36 685 3.105

1.9 2.473 11.04 547 3.099 13.15 777 3.094 13.25 775 3.168 13.63 832 3.100

Ipj, 84 guIru/ 1) S8 8 mni'lps, q, 6 033 minip.s)-. = 348 kbarL. . 0.5 mm, 6 10 nihom (, a polytropic EOS
withg.tp%') A p Ik 1. A, = 1.432 (g/lum* - t and k = k(v% OSwith dk/dv K< 0,b) k = kp} EOS with gloa = Aa .l

A•, iV • 2.941 x I0.k =3894.y I 2,o4)k :klp.vEOS.Bloi"p.V ) 6.230x 10-,y 1.2.)
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an adiabatic index satisfying the N060921-86-C-0219, and was performed in
condition that either k is a constant or conjunction with l)r. 1). G. Tasker and Dr. J.
k = k(v) with dk/dv < 0, unsupported W. Forbes.
and electrically enhanced detonation
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TIGER calculation with increased heat release tion before the dependence of enhanced CJ
to derive Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) and explosion parameters on the field strength can be
behavior? This would automatically provide investigated.
the equilibrium analysis to the problem

REPILY BY M. COWPERTHWAITE DISCUSSION
HAROLD J. GRYTING

For my present treatment of EFD, I agree Gryting Energetics Sciences Company
with l)r. E. L. ',ee that there is an equivalence San Antonio, Texas
between an EEl) and an unsupported CJ
detonation propagating in an explosive with a l)oes your reference to field strength, as
higher heat of formation when both types of part of your future work, mean that you expect
detonation produce the same CJ products in to consider the effects produced by electro-
chemical equilibrium and both explosives have magnetic waves (produced by the electrical
the same initial density applied current) as well as the effects obtained

from the electric current alone?
I lowever, in using this equivalence and a

code such as TIGER to estimate electrically REPLY BY M. COWPERTHWAITE
enhanced CJ parameters inversely, one is
obviously faced with the problem of calculating As far as I know, there are no plans to
the values of E and 61, associated with the perform any more theoretical work on ELI) at
unreualistic, higher, prescribed heats of forma- the present time.
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i1 E MEASUREMENT OF' ELECTRICALI CON I)UCTIVITY
IN I)ETONATING CONI)ENSEI) EXPLOSIVES

D)ouglas G. Tasker and Richard J. Lee
Naval Surface Warfare Center
10901 New Hampshire Avenue

Silver Spring, Maryland 20903-5000

The electrical conductivity of a range of detonating high explosives has
been measured. The data have been obtained in electric field~s up to 107
V/rn in coaxial and linear geometries. The conductivity structure has
been resolved as a function of time, with nanosecond precision, in
explosive PBX-9501. These measurements are interpreted in relation to
the detonation process. Conductivity data are used to study detonation
stability effects and the roles of aluminum and carbon in detonation
induced reactions.

INTROI)UCTION shock induced conduction in the reaction

The time resolved measurement of elec- products, and conduction in coagulated carbon

trical conductivity provides a unique means of behind the reaction zone.
studying detonating explosives. These mea- The first model due to Crawford2 assumes
surements offer fresh insights into the physics that conduction occurs in the unreacted explo-
and chemistry of detonation, sive in the von-Neumann spike. The unreacted

Much work has been done in an effort to explosive, at atmospheric pressure, behaves as

understand the electrical conduction in deto- an insulator with a relatively large energy gap

nating explosives that are subjected to high Eg between the valence and conduction bands,

electric fields.' The methods that have been e.g., for TNT Eg Z 6.3 eV. Estimates were

developed are used as tools for probing the made of the reduction of band gap due to
detntonpedaroesus;d intoosfor parti theycabe pressure which suggest that TNT becomes an
detonation process; in particular, they can be "organic metal" when compressed to 50% of its
used to study the effects of detonation wave initial volume. This work was not pursued
stability and the roles of carbon and aluminum because the experimental data demonstrated
during the detonation process. that the conduction continued throughout the

In this paper the results of a large reaction zone and beyond. See the results
number of experiments are summarized. The below.
data are summarized for two types of experi- The second model due to Griem 3 assumes,
ment, bulk resistance and time resolved con-ductivitylmeasurements, and arme interpreed c for relative simplicity, that the reaction zone
iutheighty ofasurexisint, undersareinterprd could be represented by a mixture of ionized,
in the light of our existing understanding. atomic species of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen,

DETONATION CONDUCTION and oxygen (C, 11, N, and O). Ifere again it was

MODI)ELS assumed that the detonation pressure reduced
the band gaps of the atomic species to allow

Various models have been considered ionization to occur at temperatures of 3000 to
during the course of these studies. The three 5000°K (i.e., less than 0.5 eV). The prelim-
main candidates for conduction that have been inary results of this work suggested that IF
considered are: shock induced conduction in the ions were primarily responsible for conduction
unreacted explosive due to band gap reduction, by liberating electrons that are free to move in
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a conducting plasma. However, later work L r
showed that at near solid densities II ions may S
not exist. The electrons may "hop" from one 11 LX
atom to the next behaving as "virtual negative C R
ions." This preliminary study d(id success - -- V Vx
fully predict conductivities comparable with CT(j) CT(
experimental results. Ix v

Ilayes4 has produced convincing evidence
that the conduction may be due to carbon. lie
propagated a non-planar detonation wave into
a divergent electric field at the end of a coaxial CiguisCircuit
probe. The interpretation of the data was
hampered by the divergent geometry, but this The choice of circuit components depends
beautiful work was probably the first to of the depe
demonstrate the use of conductivity measure on cthe sale and e experiment
ments to probe the structure of the detonation capacitor value ranges vrom 50 to 1500 p1", and
process. Ilayes showed that the peak conduc- it is charged to the voltage Vo (2.5 to 40 KV)
tivity (which is perhaps equivalent to the spike prior to the start ofthe experiment.
observed here) was strongly correlated to the There are several advantages to the use of
calculated carbon content of the products. such high voltages. First, the contact poten-

tials that exist between the metal electrodesThe results of this work also suggest that and the conducting explosives, which are
conduction is due to the presence of carbon typically only a few volts, are too small to

affect the high voltage measurements. Second,

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS the large currents that are obtained are well
suited to high speed, high linearity current

The conductivity measurements have measurements using Rogowski coils. Finally,
been performed in two main classes of experi- the conduction of certain inhomogeneous
ments, those that measure the bulk resistance explosives, notably those that contain alumi-
and those that measure conductivity as a num particles, exhibit non-linearities in low
function of time and distance. A critical review electric fields due to the complex nature of the
of these various methods was published pre conduction paths.
viously.5 In this paper the results for four

expls ,ivescomositonsPBX 404 1)1X-901,The switch is either an explosively acti-
explosives compXsitions 9 ,X 9404, rpBX-950o, vated closing switch, a thyratron, or a trig-
i'BX 9502, and IPBXW 115 are reported. Both

sets of experiments share a common electrical gered spark gap. The switch protects the
diagnostic circuits and explosive from pro-circuit which is described below, longed exposure to the electric field. The

Basic Circuit transmission line is either an array of parallel
coaxial cables or a parallel plate stripline.

The fundamental electrical circuit of all The capacitor, the transmission line, and
the conductivity experiments is shown in the explosive load form a classic LCR series
I"igure 1. The main circuit comprises of a resonance circuit. When the switch is closed,
capacitor C, an electrical closing switch S, a the circuit will resonate if it is not sufficiently
transmission line inductance and resistance (1, damped or dissipative. The state of damping is
and r), and the explosive load inductance and exped by the q taterfdamIf ng isits esitane (~x nd x).Eletrial iagos- expressed by the quality factor, q. If Zo is the
its resistance (L, and Rj) Electrical diagnos- pulse impedance, then from classical circuit
tics are used to measure the current i, the rate theory:
of change of current di/dt, and the voltage V.
Note that to eliminate contact resistance ZL_ (l,/0)1andq - Z /(t + r)
errors the voltage is measured using a four- 0 0 x
probe technique.
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If q > 4, the circuit resonates; if q < I, it can cause large errors. Large errors can also
is over-damped. The circuit efficiency is arise from the mutual inductances between the
proportional to 1/q, hence more power is trans- explosive's circuit and the voltage probes.
ferred from the capacitor to the load when q is These errors are minimized 'ýy careful design
small. Good voltage and current data depend including the use of parallel striplines; mutual
on an efficient circuit, so it is desirable to inductances have been reduced to S- 1 nli.
control and minimize L,, L, and r. Moreover,
various serious problems in high speed voltage Commercial oscilloscope voltage probes
measurement are minimized when induc- are unsuitable for this work; they are poorly
tances are qmall.6  screened from magnetic disturbances and

exhibit large errors due to the mutual induc-
At the time t = 0, the detonation wave, tance between the main circuit and the voltage

with its conduction zone, enters the electrodes probe circuit. Moreover, the direct connection
and current i starts to flow. (In other experi- of the ground wire of a voltage probe invari-
mentsl it has been shown that the arrival of ably produces large errors due to ground loop
the detonation shock front is coincident with effects. Ground loops are eliminated by the
the start of the conduction zone within 0.5 ns.) indirect measurement of current, ip a rela-
Consequently, the explosive itself acts as the tively large shunt resistor, using current
main closing switch and the voltage V(t) across transformers. The resistors used here range
the explosive becomes: from 100 Q to 10 KQ and are made from

t solutions of copper sulphate (CuSO 4 ) in
V(t)= V - Ldi/dt - ri(t) - (l/C) i(t)dt polyethylene tubes.

= i(t)R + 1, di/dt CONI)UCTIVITY DISTANCE
PRODUCT OBTAINEI) FROM
BULK RESISTANCE

At t = 0, i(0)= 0, MEASUREMENTS

dThese experiments are typified by either
C X a planar or coaxial geometry where a high

explosive is placed between two metal elec-
and V(0) V l, /iU + L) trodes. A detonation wave is initiated at one

SX end of the explosive outside the electrodes. The
Notice that at t = 0 the voltage across the detonation wave then enters the explosive

load is independent of Rx because i = 0. At between the electrodes so that the velocity
that time all the applied voltage appears across vector I) and the electric field E are mutually
the inductances in the circuit. The current perpendicular; L) is parallel to the length of the
then rises approximately sinusoidally and the electrodes.
voltages and currents are recorded. By plot- The electrodes are connected to a higi,
ting voltage as a function of current, with the voltage capacitor bank at a voltage in the
appropriate corrections for lxdi/dt, the resis- range of 2.5 to 40 KV. The explosive acts as a
tance of the explosive is obtained, good insulator with a breakdown strength of

V-20 KV/mm in its unreacted state; but whenVoltage Measurements it is detonated, the reaction zone has a con-

It is difficult to measure voltage accur- ductivity on the order of 100 mhos/m. The
ately in explosives experiments because of the detonated explosive thus initiates current flow
rapid changes of current, i.e., (I/i) di/dt is large. between the electrodes, and the subsequent
These errors and their elimination are treated electric current and voltage are monitored as
elsewhere. 6 The rapid changes are due to the functions of time. By plotting voltage as a
short time durations of the experiments. Con function of current, a V-I plot, the dynamic
seqliently, the stray self-inductances, in both nature of the conduction process is determined.
the exrlosive circuits and the voltage probes,
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The resistance R of the explosive is then and the tube were slightly tapered (1 pm
obtained from the slope of the V-I plot. Now in diameter/mm length) to ensure an intimate
these experiments we cannot measure o(x) contact between them. This avoided possible
directly but rather the integral of o(x) along contact resistances, due to air gaps, 6 that can
the conduction zone. We can define a conduc- exceed the explosive's resistance. The explo-
tivity-zone width product, oA, where A is the sives were 127 mm long and detonation was
effective conduction zone width, as follows: initiated at one end. Two sizes of configuration

were used, see Table 2.
oA = o(x).dxA o Table 2. Coaxial Dimensions

The oA product ib then related to R for thetwo geometries as follows: II)* GD l~ength tiE mass
(mm) (mm) (mm) (g)

Planar oA = h / WR where h is the explo-
sive thickness and W 3.1 14.0 33 100
the electrode width

Coaxial oAi In (rl/r 2)/2iiR 11.5 30.2 140 75

where r, and r2 are *lI)andOl): Inside and outside diameters
the radii.

The V-I plot is typically linear and the
line can be extrapolated through the origin. Coaxial Results
However, recent studies have shown a smalldepatur frm th lie a thetim th in The coaxial experiment results are showndeparture from the line at the tim e the in T b e 3 f r ot th la g M a d sm linTable 3 for both the large (t) and small
detonation wave enters the electrodes; this configurations. The PBX-9404 results show
curvature will be discussed later. that oA is independent of charge size. These

i Esuggest that, provided the explosive's dimen-Coaxial E~xperiments sions exceed the critical diameter, the current

The resistance of the conduction zone in a flow in the explosive is Ohmic. The explosive
number of explosives was measured in a co- performance properties of PBX-9404 and
axial configuration similar to that reported by PBX-9501 are virtually identical, 8 only their
Demske et al.7 The main explosives composi- sensitivities differ, so they are usually treated
tions are given in Table 1. as identical explosives. This is also true for

electrical conductivity; no significant differ-
"Fable 1. PBX Explosives Ingredients ences have been found in this study.

PBX Ingredients (excluding binders) Table 3. Coaxial Resistance Measurements

9404 94% IIMX PBX R (9) oA (mhos)

9501 95% IX 9404 0.12t 1.2

9502 95%TATB 9404 0.20 1.2
W-115 43%AP 12%RI)X 25%A9 9501 0.20 1.2

Each explosive was pressed into a brass 9502 0.02 10.2
tube and a brass center electrode was inserted
in the center of the explosive. The explosive tLarge configuration
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Planar Experiments Table 4. Planar Conductivity o-Thickness

The planar experiments are essentially A Products

simplified versions of the Ershov experiments PBX h (mm) oA (mhos) D (mm/ps)
which are described later. A sheet of high PBXh_ mm)_ oA_ mhos)_D_ mm/_s)
explosive is placed between two flat, parallel 9404' 1 0.20 8.3
brass electrodes, as in Figure 2. A detonation
wave is initiated in the explosive sheet with a 9501' 1 0.24 8.27
line wave generator and booster.

9501 2 0.54 8.52
BRASS + COPPER STRIP

XAPTON FILM /W-I 15 12.7 0.20-0.4 5.27

W-115 25.4 0.04-0.4 5.37

V '. D, = 8.82 mm/ps '2D1 = 5.46 mm/ps

BOOSTER effects will be returned to later in this paper
S. when the measurement of conductivity in

BRASS CONFINEMENT ELECTRODE 'PBX-9501, as a function time, is reported.

Figure 2. PBXW- 115 Resistance Measurement As mentioned earlier, recent studies have

Apparatus, Expioded View shown small departures from the linear V-I

plots at the beginning of the traces, i.e., whenCurrent and voltage data are measured the detonation wave first enters the electrodes.

while the detonation wave travels along, and These effects were first thought to be due to

parallel to, the electrodes. The electrodes were e s in v la e meas urement ca ue by
12.7mm ide 127 m thckand150min errors in voltage measurement caused by

12.7 mm wide, 12.7 mm thick, and 150 mm various magnetic effects. In particular, it was

long. The explosives sheets ranged from 1 to believed that the corrections for electrode

25.4 mm in thickness, h. inductance, LdiJdt, were in error. Yet despite

exhaustive tUsts these departures could never
Planar Results and IDiscussion be com- pletely eliminated. The true origin of

The conductivity data for the planar these errors was not identified until timc

experiments are shown in Table 4; for resolved conductivity measurement' were

comparison, the measured detonation vel- made. The departure was found to be a real

ocities and the infinite diameter detonation physical effect due to the existence of a tail in

velocities are also included. It is evident that the conductivity profile, see below.

the conductivity results for PBX's 9404 and
9501 are quite different to the coaxial results of CONDUCTIVITY OF
Table 3. In the coaxial experiments the oA I)ETONATING ALUMINIZED
products appear to be independent of charge EXPLOSIVES
dimensions, but then these dimensions are The measurement of conductivity may
much greater than their critical diameters of provide valuable clues related to the

- I mm. But in the case of the thin sheets, combustion of aluminum in plastic-bonded

there is a clear thickness dependance because Navy explosives. The Navy's plastic-bonded

these sheets are close to failure. The failure explosive PBXW-1 15 studied here contains

thickness is expected to be half the failure 25% aluminum by weight, see 'ahle 1.
diameter, 9 i.e., -0.6 mm for PBX-s 9404 and

9501 provided that the wave can propagate 15 The technique for measuring resistance

to 25 times the failure thickness, i.e., -12mm. in aluminized explosives is essentially the
same as the measurements in thin sheets of

The observed dependance of the oA prod- explosive discussed above. Attempts to

uct on thickness, for explosives sheets close to measure the PBXW-1 15 conductivity struct~ire

failure, is clearly an important finding. These using the Ershov experiment were unsuc-
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cessful because of the large failure thickness of center electrode with (polytetra-fluorethylene,
the explosive. PTFE) Teflon. Rogowski coils were used to

monitor currents in each electrode.
Failure Thickness of PBXW- 115 It was found that the Teflon insulation

A series of experiments were performed to was quickly destroyed by the detonation wave
establish the failure thickness of PBXW-1 15 and the experiments were unsuccessful. Con-
that would just sustain detonation. Square sequently, the Ershov experiments were
slabs of PBXW- 115, 75 mm length and width, abandoned in favor of simpler bulk resistance
were initiated in various thickness by PBX- measurements using wide, single electrodes.
9501 boosters. The boosters were end-initiated
by line wave generators and the configuration Bulk Resistance Measurements in PBXW-
was similar to that of Figure 2. Ionization pins 115
were used to monitor shock wave velocitiesin te 1IJXW 1 5 an stel wtnes blcksThe bulk resistance of detonating P13XW-
inr thed to aetectdetondatee n witnes blos 115 was measured in the apparatus shown in
were used to detect detonation at the edge Figure 2. The explosive was confined by 25.4
furthest away from the booster. lhe charges mm thick brass plates and initiated by the
were confined by 12.7 mm thick brass plates. booster system described above. Prior to deto-
The results of the ionization pin data and the nation the electric field E was applied across

-teel witness blocks showed that the explosive the explosive. Unreacted PBXW-115 conducts

could be detonated in thicknesses of 12.7 mm
or greater using the brass confinement. With in electric fields exceeding -zl KV/mm.
hindsight the detonation may not have Consequently, it was necessary to insulate the
stabilized in these tests, see below n explosive with a 25 pm thick film of Kapton

type II (polyimide) insulation. This insulation

Attempts to Measure PBXW-115 has a dielectric strength of -3 x 108 V/m,
Conductivity vs. 'ime however, it conducts readily when shock-

loaded above -:5 GPa.1 0 The Kapton thusMeasurements of PRXW-1 15 conduc- prvnethexlsefomcduigad

tivity were attempted using a modified Ershov prevented the explosive from conducting and

experiment. In experiments with small failure igniting prior to arrival of the detonation

diameter explosives, e.g., PBX-9501, used in wave. When shocked to the detonation pressure,

thin, flat. sheets, the ratio of width W to -12 GPa, the Kapton resistance became negli-

thickness h was relatively large, W/h > 5. gibiy small, hence, the true resistance of the

Consequently, errors caused by the divergent explosive could be measured, see Figure 2. (A

fields at the edges of the electrodes were negli- second voltage probe was used to measure the

gible. (This had been verified in guard-rail potentialdifferenceacrossthefilmtoverifythat

experiments where the elimination of field the Kapton's resistance was indeed negligible.)

divergence had no detectable eiTfect on the PBXW- 115 Results and Discussion
measured bulk resistance of PBX-9404.)

Narrow electrodes are necessary for the Figure 3 shows the results of one experi-Narow lecroes re ecesay fr te mntwhich was performed on a 25.4 mm

Frshov experiments because of problems aso- thickness of PBXW-as 15. Electrodes of 75 mm

ciated with wave curvature. But the large width and 150 mm length were used. The volt-

failure thickness of PI3XW-1 15 causes W/h to

be small. Consequently, guard-rails were used age across the explosive was 5 KV throughout

to eliminate field divergence and to provide thedurationofconduction.

confinement. In this experiment a center elec- The structure of this current waveform is
trode, 12.7 mm square cross-section, was used unique to this explosive, it has not been
to measure conductivity in a 12.7 mm thick observed in any other explosives. From ioni-
sheei of PIBXW-115. Parallel guard electrodes, zation pin data the detonation wave took 26 ps
12.7 mm thick and 25.4 mm wide, provided the to sweep the length ofthe electrodes and exited
confinement and the elimination of fringe the d1ectrodes at the point marked 'End' in
fields. The guard rails were insulated from the
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Figure 3. Current Measurements in Detonating Figure 4. Time Resolved Conductivity

PBXW-115 Experiment

Figure 3. 1lowever, the current rose to 2.9 KA A sheet of high explosives is placed be-

and decayed to 500 A within 8 ps; the decay tween two flat, parallel brass electrodes,
continued for the remainder of the experiment. Figure 4. A narrow insulated gap is placed

Another apparently identical experiment gave against the explosive in the ground electrode

different results, the first peak was only I KA and a conducting loop bridges the other end of

followed by a similar decay and then a rapid the gap A Rogowski coil is used to measure

rise after 10 ps to 4 K A. current on the loop. A detonation wave is
initiated in the explosive sheet with a line

The results were, at first, interpreted as

evidence of late reactions in the explosive. wave generator and booster. The wave travels

iowever, there are large variations from in a direction perpendicular to the gap so that

experiment to experiment which suggest that the wave front is parallel to it.

the structure is strongly affected by det2'--ation As Ershov demonstrates, the electric field
wave instabilities. The results are probably E behind the conduction zone of conductivity o

due to a combination of wave instabilities and is not perturbed by the current flow provided
late reaction effects. It is certain that 25.4 mm that the vectors E and curl.o are perpendicular.
thick sheets of l'BXW-l l5 are close to the criti- The current density j and o can now be

cal thickness. The initial current peak may expressed as functions of time t in the direction
therefore, be due to the over-boosting of the parallel to the applied field E,
explosive. In light of these results, the experi-
ments will be repeated with longer lengths of j(t) = o(t) E

explosive to allow the detonation waves to sta- Now j(t) is simply the current i(t) per unit area.
bilize prior to the measurements of resistance. The area of conduction in the direction of E is

the conductor width W multiplied by the
TIME RESOILVEI) CONi)UCTIV- length in the x direction, so the current
ITY M EASU REMENTS becomes:

Ershov 1I reported an ingenious technique
which can be used to measure conductivity in a i(t) = W o(x).dx()
plane wave geometry and in a near parallelJ0
electric field. The technique is capable of pro- The power supply is connected to the ends
viding high time resolution data; it has been of the electrodes furthest away from the
adapted to provide the measurements reported detonator. The wave enters the explosive
here. between the electrodes at x = 0 and t = 0 and
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it arrives at the gap at x = x, t x/l), where 1) digitizers and I Gllz bandwidth analog
is the detonation velocity, oscilloscopes.

If the field E and the velocity 1) are A Rogowski coil, with a time resolution of
independent of distance x, then substitution of I I nsec, was placed in the hole adjacent to
x = Dt and E = V/h, where V is the voltage gap to measure the rate of change of current
between the electrodes and h is their separa- dildt. To test the validity of the Rogowski coil
tion, results in: di/dt data, the record was integrated numeri-

cally and compared with independent current
W I) V [ d)I t data from a calibrated current transformer.

h t) The data were in good agreement. For a gap of
200 pm the time resolution, given by the

di(t)/dt = o(t){W 1) V/h (2) detonation transit time across the gap, was
22 ns.

The last expression demonstrates the If the detonation front was not straight
elegance of the Ershov technique, di/dt follows and parallel to the gap then the resultant digdt
the exact profile of the required o(t). Moreover, record would be perturbed by this wave struc-
accurate di/dt data are easy to obtain using a ture, i.e., the wave would take a finite time to
Rogowski coil. This coil is essentially an air- cross the edges of the gap. Measurements of
cored current transformer, the output voltage
is directly proportional to the rate of change of shock wave curvature using a streak camera
magnetic flux P in the circuit. Since di/dt is showeda maximum uncertainty of 10ns.
directly proportional to d/ddt, then the output Time Resolved Measurements in PBX-9501
is also proportional to o(t) from Equation (2).

Conductivity data are shown for 1 mm
Experimental Details and 2 mm thick sheets of PBX-9501 in Fig-

ure 5. Typically the current and voltage at the
The explosive sheets were approximately time of conductivity measurement were 4.0 KA

150 mm square, 1.00 mm or 2.00 mm thick, and and 1.5 KV. The peak conductivities for both
extended beyond the edges of the 12.70 mm thicknesses were -220 mho/m and the
wide electrodes. A 200 pm wide gap (or slit) durations of the initial conduction spikes were
was cut across the width of one electrode so -100 ns. The initial spikes were followed by
that it was parallel to the detonation front and lower level, longer duration tails; these tails
interrupted current flow along the surface of were markedly different for the two
the electrode. A low inductance, low resistance thicknesses.
loop maintained current flow around the gap.
The Ldi/dt and iR voltage differences were
negligible for this experiment. The loop was 240

formed by a 5.2 mm diameter hole drilled in
the electrode at the end of the gap, see Figure 4. ,

The gap was insulated with Teflon film to 0 160,

delay breakdown across the gap. The break- mho/ -,

down is due to dielectric failure in the gap and 120o ------ 2 m
-- mm

mechanical gap closure by hydrodynamic flow
of the metal electrodes. When breakdown 80.

occurs, the current no longer flows in the loop 40
and the di/dt record is terminated.

The main electrical circuit is similar to 0 200 400 600 8oo 1000

that reported above for the planar experi t nsecs
ments. The data were recorded on transient Figure 5. PlBX-9501 Conductivity Structures

for Thicknesses of I mm and 2 mm
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The data shown here for the 2 mm planned to observe the effects of confinement
thickness have an abrupt break at -•900 ns and explosive thickness.
which is probably due to closure of the 200 pmt
gap When the gap closes, current flows across tlof' the conductio peculared to the

tails of the conduction profiles are due to the
the gap andl not in the loop- such breaks are slow coagulation of carbon in the products.
coinlnmon and unavoidable. Measurements ofC01111011andunaoiabl. Masuemets f, Moreover this coagulation appears to be
current and voltage taken at the same time as Morover is coagulatioapeas o hestrongly influenced by the thickness of the
di/dt suggest that conduction continues for an exlosive sheets. In other words, the arrival of
additional I or 2 ps in the explosive. lateral rarefactions, in the wake of the reac-

I)ISCUSSION tion zone, strongly perturbs the coagulation
process. The spikes are unaffected because

As reported in earlier work,5 the peak they are too short in time. Detonation failure
c0nductivity was ý220 inho/in. The conduc- may therefore he due to the control of the
tivity data reported here have improved time energy release due to carbon coagulation in the
resolution, moreover the techniques have been tail. The measurement of conductivity may be
refined to observe longer duration structures. the only way of observing these phenomena.
The new data show initial spikes of -: 100 ns
duration for all experiments followed by tails Similarly, the aluminized explosives data
that are strongly dependent on the state of show the conductivity measurement to be adetonation in the explosive. Tlhese are believed valuable tool for the analysis of combustion

detnaton n te eploive Thse re elived and wave stability during detonation. rhis
to be the first published observations of two
step conductivity structures, i.e., where a short technique should lead to the formulation of

duration spike is followed by a long duration better metallized explosives.

tail
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SYNTHESIS OF ULTRAFINE DIAMONDS IN DETONATION WAVES

V. M. Titov, V. F. Anisichkin, and I. Yu. Mal'kov
Lavrentyev Institute of Hydrodynamics

Novosibirsk, 630090, USSR

This paper deals with the investigation of diamond-phase formation
from tIE (high explosives) in a detonation wave. Some explosives, such
as TNT, RDX, and their-based compositions, have been considered.
The experimental technique makes it possible to conserve the products
of condensed detonation (soot), including ultrafine diamonds (UFDs),
formed by detonation decomposition of explosives. The UFD synthesis
has been shown to occur mainly in the detonation reaction zone. The
size distribution curves for the UFD particles for the explosives of dif-
ferent composition, mass, and form have been obtained by the method
of small-angle x-ray scattering. It has been proposed that, along with
thermodynamic conditions, the UFD formation process can be affected
by specific conditions of shock-wave compression and peculiarities of
molecular structure of explosives.

INTROI)UCTION It has been reported in Reference 5 that,
as in References 4 and 6, the explosive

The formation of diamond particles by synthesis of diamond particles is provided by
the detonation of condensed explosives has the experiments in explosive chambers. An
received considerable attention recently (see, inert gas contained in the chamber protects the
for example, References I -3). In this connec- ultrafine particles against oxidation and
tion, the explosives, which may be decomposed graphitization.
with free carbon liberation, are likely to be thesubject o}f particular interest. The notion of "synthesis of UFDs" incor-

porates the following components:
The search for the experimental solution * developing a physico-chemical model of

of the problem of possible diamond formation this phenomenon;
was conducted simultaneously in different
countries. The first successful experiments geomitio of theco
with the explosion in a gaseous medium were
made in the Soviet Union in 1982. In 1987 * determining the relation between the
there appeared the work informing that such a explosive mass, volume of chamber,
method of synthesis had been developed. 4 The and gas properties in order to conserve
first results on realization of this method in UFD particles;
the United States and West Germany were * purification of a solid residue from
published in June 1988:5 In September 1988 carbon in non-diamond forms and other
there appeared the work of the Soviet additives;
researchers,6; where the recent basic results in * investigating the structure and proper-
this field were presented. They made it possi- ties of UFDs; and
hie to develop an industrial technology of * other technological factors.
manufacturing UFDs, when about 8 to 9per-
cent, mass of the initial explosive is synthe- The objective of this paper is to investi-
sized into the diamond phase. gate the main regularities of the process of
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diamond synthesis, find appropriate thermo- The particle size distributions for several
dynamical parameters, and develop the types of TNT/RI)X (50/50) charges are shown
qualitative models of the phenomena, which in Figure 2. The data were obtained by the
define the synthesis of UFI)s. method of small-angle x-ray scattering. 9 The

The widespread TNT explosive has been computer processing of the data makes it possi-
usednthe w spreaTnt e mexosie hs beeona- ble to determine a mean size of particles, dimeanused in the present experiments. Its detona-

tion is attended with liberation of a significant The results obtained in the experiments
amount of free carbon; therefore, cast TNT with TNT/RI)X and TNT/IIMX cast explosives
charges were primarily investigated from the are listed in Table 1. Cylindrical charges were
viewpoint of their applicability for the synthe- 33 mm in diameter and 150 mm long. The
sis of UFI)s.5 '6  table indicates the mass of explosive, Mexpl,

the mass of condensed carbon, M,,; the mass of
EX PE RIM ENTA L TEC HNIQU E isolated diamond, Mufd; relations ml = Mufd/

The experiments used a 2 m3 explosive M.., m 2 = Muwd/Mexpl., and m 3 = McJMexpi.; as

chamber filled with inert gas, with the lHE well as a mean size of particles, dmean.

charge placed at its center. In all the experi-
ments the explosive was initiated at the end
face by a 10 g RI)X-based booster. The con-
densed products of detonation were analyzed
after each shot. The UFDs were identified as a
chemical product. with the use of nitric,
perchloric, and other acids. In the detonation
products, along with non-diamond forms of
carbon, there may be fiou d other additives,
such as metallic m;' ,ticles of the chamber
walls. The corre 1- .i of soot separation was
examined by ce .,cal analysis and x-raying.
When dete- ining the synthesized ultra-
diamond - ass, Mufd, the spread of data was not
in exct,.s of 5 percent for the explosives of one
and 1,ie same type. Figure 1. The UFD Powder

The features of gasdynamic processes 20mm
observed in the explosive chamber were
explored in Reference 7 and cannot be covered T.7 !
in detail here. ,r . a

The UFi) powder was first investigated in
Reference 8. In this paper the samples to be r ... '@
examined by electron microscopy were pre-
pared in an analogous manner. Figure 1 4•4

represents the photograph of diamond par- Ini.. , I"fl

ticles produced by detonation of RI)X/TNT o..

(50/50) cast explosives. The UFD powder con-
sists of grains of rounded form, 2 to 20 milli-
micron in diameter. There exist the regions
consisting of relatively smial! or relatively
great particles only. The analysis of the
powder also points to the presence of particle "

clusters of irregular form several microns in Figure 2. The UFD Particle Size Distributions
diameter in the (Case of TNT/RDX (50/50)
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It is evident that an absolute maximum are characterized by high pressures and
yield of carbon is provided by the TNT charges, temperatures in the Chapman-Jouguet plane.
a maximunm relative content of a diamond solidcarbn pase in, i obsrve wih 4 toThe same results may be obtained in the
carbon phasent ,TN inis observe d TNTRi h40to regime of overdriven detonation in TNT. The
50 percent of TNT in the TNT/RdiX explosive, charge construction for realizing this regime is
and the maximum yield of the diamond phase shown in Figure 3. The layer of high explosive
is provided by the use of TNT/RI)X (70/30) (cast TNT/IIMX (30/70) surrounds the TNT
explosive. Then it decreases with decreasing cylinder. Upon explosion of the charge, therethe TNT amount. For RI)X, m,2 is less than cyidrUpneloonfthcagtee
t percent. appears the Mach detonation disc. The

pressure jump developed behind it is higher
The data listed in Table 1 show the high than that in TNT in the stationary regime.

efficiency of this method of diamond synthesis. The experiments show an 80 to 90 percent
transformation of free carbon (nil), contained

I)ETERMINING TIME AND in TNT, into the diamond. About 16 to 18 per-
PARAMETERS OF SYNTHESIS cent of the TNT explosive mass transforms into

T'he values of pressure and temperature free carbon. This is in agreement with the data

for TNT in the Chapman-Jouguet plane are
assumed usually to be p(,I,.,j 18-19 C .a,
T(.hO j 3.5 x 10:K. 2 These values correspond
to the diamond phase region on the (p-T)
carbon phase diagram. 1,2 Hlowever, the data
listed in Table I indicate that pure TNT gives a
minimum amount of the U:Fl) relative to the
solid detonation products (mu i) and the whole of
the explosive mass (m2). The use of more
energetic compositions gives the increase of Figure 3. The Charge Construction. I TNT,
the diamond fraction. The above compositions 2 - TNT/ttMX (30/70).

Table 1. Experimental Results on the UFD Synthesis

M[ pl. MCC Maid ml m 2  m 3 ean
=M ufd/ =M uad/ MCC/

Explosive MCC Mexpl" Mexpl"

(g) (g) (g) (%) (%) (%) (nm)

TNT 280 50.8 8,0 15.7 2.8 18.1 4.9

TNT/R[)X (90/10) 288 42.4 1 !9 28.0 4.1 14.7

TNT/RI)X (70/30) 310 38.4 25.7 66.9 8.3 12.4 5.5

TNT/RI)X (60/ 10) 312 29.4 21.3 72.7 6.8 9.4

TNT/RI)X (50/50) 320 29.4 230 78.4 7.2 9.2 5.5

TNT/RI)X (40/60) 320 25.3 20,4 80.7 6.4 7.9

TNT/RI)X (30/70) 310 21.7 16.9 78.0 5.4 7.0 6.0

TNT' IIMX (70/30) 298 37.3 24.5 65.7 8.2 12,5

TNT/IIMX (30/70) 315 20.2 1118 58.4 3.8 6.4
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listed in Table I (for TNT Mcd/Mexpl comparable to the duration of a chemical
18.1 percent). The masses of carbon and UF[) reaction in the detonation wave for the cast
synthesized from the outer layer )f'TN'/IIMX explosive under consideration.12 This is in
were estimated in different experiments, when agreement with the assumption that the UFD
a central part of the charge was filled with an is formed behind the wave front during the
inert matter. chemical reaction.

These results admit the assumption that This assumption is also confirmed by the
the UFI) synthesis mainly occurs in the study of the UFI) particles distribution
chemical reaction zone, since the change of dependent on the charge size. As is known,
detonation regimes will primarily influence the stationary detonation wave structure com-
the parameters at the wave front. prises the chemical reaction zone of tl duration

and pressure drop, Taylor wave, following theThe process of carhon condensation upon Chapman-Jouguet state (Figure 5). This zone,

detonation has been studied insufficiently, and BC, is also defined by the charge geometry. As

thedirectexperimentaldataon its kinetics have is obvious frlom the study of the U e) particles

not been available, except for Reference 10,

which appeared soon after the discovery of the
UI"I) synthesis. The authors made an attempt M2, n, e
to relate the measured detonation parameters M"2 umcs
with possible phase transitions. The electric 8 -- ' 4
conductivity of the detonation products behind
the front is compared to the TNT content in
the cast TN'r/RIl)X explosive.") It is assumed
that the diamond phase formation will reduce 6 60 3
noticeably electric conductivity.

The method of measuring electric con- 4 _4
dulctivitY wasi SUCCeSSflly applied to eStimlate
the completeness of transfoirming graphite into
(lia iiIimd under a shock loading. I lowever, it 20
cannot provide specific results for our case, due e
to a very complicated structure of the medium0
and its variable initial content resulting from
our TNT fi'raction variation. 2C 40 60 80 TNT,%

Of greater interest are relative estimates Figure 4. TI'he Amount of the Diamond Phase
of rates of conductivity change. The values of and Electric Conductivity Variation Behind
time t,, in which a maximum electric conduc- the Front Vs. T'NT Content in the TNT/RDX
tivity at the front decreases by a factor of e are (C)!position
presented in Reference 10. They are sketched
il Figure 4, along with the values of i1l, m2  P
taken from Table I A time resolution of
0.07 mcs in Reference 10 is not high, but it is
sufficient to make estimates. The separation of
a significant amount of diamond phase in car-
hon (ml curve) correlates with a sharp decrease
in t,. In Reference 10 it is assumed that there
is a causal relationship between these facts,
since the substitution of graphite by diamond
in the detonation products must change the
charActer of conductiv itvy. The value of t, rfora Aa

ma xiu ,in 11 i Yield of the UFI) is about several Figure 5 The Stationury Detonation Wave
tenths of a microsecond (Figure 4) This is Structure
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size distribution for the charges of different being in the mixture with cast TNT, is 50 prm
form and size (Figure 2), the curves of distri- in our experiments.
bution and mean particle sizes are invariable. The kinetics of the formation of
This is possible only when the synthesis occurs condensed-carbon clusters in the detonation
in the chemical reaction zone, whose structure wave is consideied in Reference 14; however,

time is not taken into account. The goal of that
wave and the above explosive compositions. work 14 was only to determine limitations

Thus, the three independent estimates of imposed by diffusion on the cluster formation
the synthesis time admit one and the same in order to consider them in theoretical models
conclusion: UFI) particles are formed directly of detonation processes.
at the detonation front for t •- tj. This defines To estimate the diffusion layer thickness,
also the pressure level upon synthesis. The it is appropriate to use the relation
data listed in Table I for TNT show that
the synthesis occurs also at p P'h-J (TNT) I - V2 , (1)
= 18 to 19 GPa. In this case T'= 3.5 x 103 K, where 1) is the diffusion coefficient, t = tj is
and for the diamond phase mi 15.7 percent. the chemical reaction zone length. Let the
For the composition similar to TNT/R)X value of about several atomic sizes, 1 nm
(50/50), where free carbon almost completely (10 A) be assumed the initial size of diffusing
converts into the diamond phase (Table 1, particles. Then the Einstein relation will be in
Figure 4), p Ž 25 to 30 GPa. the form

The above said may be related to the case
of formation of individual UFl) particles. The
clusters of irregular form, micron or less in where k is Boltzmann constant, q is the
size, m•,v be formed by coalescence of the viscosity of a medium, and d is the particle
produced particles in the Taylor wave. diameter.

When the particles achieve about 50 A in From the statistic theory of irreversible

size during t <- 0.5 x 10;s, the mean velocity of processes it follows that 15

the particle radius increase is 5 mm/s. This is 51/
three orders higher than a linear velocity of D = 5 (nmkT) x/2 ,
diamond crystal face growth (about 0.11 to 4 J
0. 15 niniiin/m ) under the static conditions. 1 where J is the mean-weighted value of the

MIXI NG OF DETONATION differential section of collision.

PROI)UCTS IN THE CHEMICAI1 Assuming that the particles are in the
REACTION ZONE form of a sphere, we have

As mentioned above, the UFI) forms 5 (nmkT)1/2

directly in the chemical reaction zone of the q 16 d2 (3)

detonation wave. Therefore, the extent to

which the products of partial decomposition of Using Equations (1) through (3) and
different components of heterogeneous explo- assuming d =lnm, T = 3 x 103 K, tl - 0.5 mcs,
sives are mixed is a matter of great sig- we obtain the estimate of the diffusion mixing
nificance for understanding the process of layer thickness:
formation and growth of the diamond-phase 1 - 0.6 x 10-6 m.
particles. More particularly, this problem may
be formulated as follows: May the nuclei This value is less than the explosive
(clusters) of the diamond (graphite) phase grain size by two orders of magnitude. It will
formed by decomposition of neighboring not change noticeably with changing d by
microvolumes of different components of the several times. The estimate obtained is in good
cast TNT/Rl)X explosive unite9 It is worthy to agreement with the value of 1 for amatol
note that the average size of the RI)X particles, of the TNT/' 5 N 11, 15 N0 3 (80/20) mixture
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experimentally determined by the tracer
investigations. , 3 , , , ,m3 = Hcc/.•.e ol,

Thus, the effective diffusion layer thicke
ness is much less than a regular grain size of
explosive compositions. This makes it possible 0
to suppose that i,, the TNT/RI)X explosive
decomposition ttcre occurs insignificant
mixing of detonation products in the chemical
reaction time t1 . The particles o"' condensed
carbon (and the diamond as well) form inde- 0

pendently Nithout mass exchange between 8

decomposition products ofTNT and Ri)X.

The data of the yield of the condensed
carbon (diamond and nond;: -nond forms) as a 4

function of the explosive composition are listed
in Table I (ms). These data may be described
with a high accuracy by the unified relation-
ship, assum ing that the yield of TNT in the 0 2 4 6 8 TNT,%
condensed carbon is about 17 percent, and that
of RI)X is about 2.5 percent. That is, Figure 6. The Condensed Carbon Yield Vs.

n1 z 0.17a + 0.025( I-a), (4) T'NT Content in the TNT/RDX Composition

where a is the TNT fraction in the explosive.
As illustrated in Figure 6, the straight line It should be noted that the models con-
determined by Equation (4. fits the experi- sidering different temperatures in the chem-
mental data of Table I reasonably well. These ical reaction zone for different components
data are in good agreement with Lhe results of were analyzed in Reference 18 when studying
some works, in which the goal of investigation transient processes occuring upon shock ini-
was a final composition of the detonation tiation of composite explosives.
products ofTNT atnd It 1)X i ndi V id a 11. 17 As was mentioned above, the yield of

Thus, the composite TNT/IRDX cast thediamond phase upon RDX detonation is
explosive in the chemical reaction zone insignificant (in 2 < 1 percent), and the
represents a heterogeneous structure, having assumption that the detonation products do not
different parameters in the microvolumes of mix in the chemical reaction zone is justified.
different components. In the case of TNT/RI)X Thus, the diamond forms mainly from carbon
(50/50), the size of such microvolumes is about atoms entering the molecule of TNT by the
50 pmn. For these values, the propagation time TNT/RDX composition detonation. As far as
of disturbances over the "cell" is to - 10- 8s. MDX is concerned, its chemical decomposition
The relaxation of the parameters in the whole essentially provides for the increase in pres-
volume is connected with the characteristic sure in the reaction zone.
time t,,.

This peculiarity as well as a low value of I NUCLEATION AND) GROWTH OF
are the major factors responsible for a rela- UFI PARTICLES

tively' weak variation of the chemical reaction In References 1 - 3 the pressure and
zone width with clianging the TNT fraction in temperature in the Ch-J plane are compared
INT/IRI)X type compositions. 12 The RI)X with the equilibrium phase diagram of carbon.
amount increase results in increasing pres- If these values correspond to the state above
suITe and accelerating TNT decomposition; the graphite-diamond equilibrium line, a free
however, as a whole, this component is a factor carbon is assumed to be condensated in the
limiting a chemical reaction rate. diamond phase.
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At the same time, it is obvious that the 2va
kinetics of formation and growth of UFI) C-
particles is to be taken into account in order to
predict correctly the appearance of them in a where v is the specific volume of carbon atom, a
detonation wave. Some peculiarities may be is the surface tension, and Ap is the chemical
associated also with an ultrafine structure of potential variation in the process of cluster
the phase obtained. The properties of small formation.
particles, of the order of tens angstrem in size, A diamond phase is a stable carbon phase
may essentially differ from those of macro- under high pressure; therefore, with increas-
crystals, whose models are commonly used in ing pressure and temperature the critical size
oratin s diagras and phase trans- of clusters in a diamond phase decreases, and

their number increases, according to the
Therefore, the approaches based on the theory of fluctuations. 2 1

analysis of equilibrium states, cannot e (plain, In the case of stationary detonation of
for example, the experimental dependence of TNT, the critical size of clusters is higher and
mi = M,,fd/M,, on explosive power of why the their number is less as compared to the deto-
average size of the UFI) particles remains nation of the TNT/RI)X (50/50) explosive. As a
almost invariable (Table 1). The latter is result, the growth rate of the diamond-phase
illustrated in Figure 7, where the size distri- mass decreases in the first case as compared to
bution curves for the UFI) particles formed by the second one. This gives a qualitative expla-
explosion of identical TNT (curve 1) and TNT/ nation of the fact that with an insignificant
RI)X (50/50) (curve 2) charges are presented. difference in the distribution curves (Figure 7)

The above-mentioned peculiarities may and ;,verage sizes of UFI) for TNT and TNT/
be described qualitatively within the frame- RI)X (50/50), the diamond phase yield upon the
work of the theory of a new phase forma- TNT decomposition is 5 times lower (Table 1).
tion.20,21 The expression of the critical size of The further growth of the nucleus is
the particle in a new phase has the form of the defined by the specific conditions. The two
Thompson equation: extreme mechanisms of small particle growth

are available, such as:

-,addition of isolated atoms,

- coalescence of the clusters available. 19

1 - TNT For the latter mechanism, a simple

P - TNT/RDX statistical model is suggested, which assumes
that the particles behave as liquid drops

(50/50)(liquid-drop coalescence). 22 As a result, the
dependence defining a logarithmic-normal
distribution was obtained:

a., I ] (lnx - lnff)2

Sf =x) - exp - . 2 (6)
(211) 1/29no 21n 20

P."- where x is the mean-weighted diameter, o is
the standard deviation, and

/ -1InR = lnn,( n

h"Iguii v 7, Thew Uh/'[) Particle~ Size D~istri bution 2 1
Curves fi/r Ihe htenti'l C(harges of TNT and Ino - n,_ nx IWO n
"INTiRX (50'50),I
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This distribution curve is characterized by bonds in a TNT molecule shows that the first is
a steep front and a flat fall for large-size insufficient for a complete splitting of all the
particles, bonds. Thus, it may be supposed that the

diamond clusters form the groups of carLon()n the contrary, if the particle growth is at m of he r m ti rng m ed tly b i d
due to diffusion and subsequent addition of aon fteaoai igimdaeybhn

due o (iffsionan~ s~se~~entaddtio Of the shock front. This is likely to be primarily
isolated atoms, the distribution curve has a

flat front and steep fall. 23 Thus, the distribu- referred to the group of three atoms of carbon
bound to one another and unbound to I I atoms.

tion curve form admits the conclusion as to
which of the particle growth mechanisms is The search for new and direct methods of
dominating. 19 investigations is of great importance for a more

As follows from the above-mentioned fundamental understanding of the UFI)

considerations, a logarithmically normal form synthesis. In our opinion, among them is the
tracer investigation, which was used only

of the distribution curves obtained makes it once16 (as follows from the literature avail-
possible to suppose that the UFI) particle able) for studying detonation processes. Now
growth at the detonation front is due to ae for stding dtonation prosses. Now
coalescence of diamond clusters rather than we will describe its application for studying the
diffusion of isolated atoms of carbon. In addi- detonation wave.27
tion to thermodynamical conditions, the UFD
synthesis may also be affected by specific The TNT/RI)X (40/60) explosive, 35 g in
peculiarities of shock compression which favor weight, was used in this experiment. In
splitting chemical bonds in molecules. 58 percent of TNT molecules the 12 C atom in

the methyl radical (CIl 3 ) was replaced by theThe diamond-phase clusters, comprising 13c atom. The tracer content in the explosive,

several atoms of carbon, may form immedi-
ately behind the front of the initiating shock including the booster, was 5.4 percent (the
wave, i.e., prior to the beginning of chemical 13C/C ratio). The values of tracer content in thereactions, In this case the molecule structure initial matters and detonation products are
reculiacitions In thicee majolefaculrrestrucre listed in Table 2. It should be noted that a
peculiarities are the major factor responsible comparative balance of the tracer prior to and
for the U 2-l) synthesis. In the opinion of after the explosive does not take place, that is
some authors,24.26 the molecule destruction of cofr e byte xp im na

confirmed by the experi mental conditions.
aromatic compounds under a shock loading
begins with the decomposition of a thermally The data listed in Table 2 allow the
stable aromatic ring in a carbon-carbon bond conclusion that approximately 80 percent of
rather than in a carbon-hydrogen bond, as in a free carbon iormed by the TNT decom-
the case of conventional thermal pyrolysis. position transforms into diamond. This is in
This conclusion 24 is supported by the struc- agreement with all the above-stated results on
tural peculiarities of aromatic series corn- the macrokinetics of the UFI) synthesis.
pounds, coincidence of the initiation threshold
of liquid TNT, and pressure at the first kink CONCLUSION
ofthe Ilugoniot curve fir benzene 2 5 and the

b gof nitrobenzene decomposition. 26  The main regularities of the UFl)
beginning osynthesis by stationary detonation have been

What is more, a comparison of the shock studied using TNT and TNT/RI)X composi-
wave energy and the total energy of chemical tions. Some specific experiments have shown

rable 2. Values of Tracer Content in Initial Matters and Detonation Products

TNT R1) X ITNT/RI)X Condensed Diamond Nondiamond CO C02 C1 4 C 2 114TNT__ R)_ _ (40/60) Carbon Phase Phase CO _CO __ IC
13(,/(,% 9.3 1.1 6.0 5.9 6.8 4.1 4.2 4.6 3.9 b.8
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CARBON IN DETONATIONS

J. I). Johnson
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

We review three principal results from a five-year study of carbon and
its properties in detonations, and discuss the implications of these
results to the behavior of explosives. We first present a new
determination of the carbon melt line from release wave velocity
measurements in the shocked state. We then outline a colloidal theory
of carbon clustering, which from diffusion limited coagulation predicts
a slow energy release rate for the carbon chemistry. Finally, we show
the results from the examination of recovered soot. Here we see support
for the colloid theory and find the diamond phase of carbon. The main
theme of this paper is that the carbon in detonation products is in the
form of a colloidal suspension of carbon clusters which grow through
diffusion limited collisions. Even the final state is not bulk graphite or
diamond, but is a collection of small, less than 100 A, diamond and
graphitic clusters.

INTRODUCTION carbon executing Brownian motion in the hot,
dense background fluid of the other detonationOther researchersl ,2,3,4 have noted certain poutwt h abncutr uligu

problems in the modeling of the detonation products, with the carbon clusters building up

process, in particular, in plate-push and inter- through random collisions. We assume there

face velocity experiments with variable reaction; tha is talways ti

explosive thickness, and appealed to special reaction; that is, the particles always stick if

properties in carbon chemistry to explain the they touch. This can be refined with a sticking

difficulties. It is easy to convince oneself that probability. The background fluid keeps the

indeed carbon is unique among detonation clusters at equilibrium with respect to temper-

products, bince it is the only product that can ature, carrying off heat when clusters merge.We assume that newly formed clusters anneal.
form arbitrarily large molecules in the form of We cosue th e carbon clusters as

pure carbon, C, n = 1,2,.. . I- or the whole field fWe consequently view the carbon clusters as
of organic chemistry. This is in contrast to the fairly compact, essentially spherical objects,
oftorgani chygemistry.dThisyidirogentr o t although a significant deviation from this shape
nitrogen, oxygen, and hydrogen which go affects our results but little. For simplicity,
mainly into N2, GO2, and 1120. This picture

our initial state for the clusters at the vonpoints to carbon as a prime candidate for a slow Neumann spike is taken to be monatomic. The
energy release as compared to the other ann proess may cease atome lre

chemistry. It just takes time for the carbon annealing process may cease at some large

clusters (molecules) to diffuse together and the ind inite time sat as a ton of
grow to a bulk solid. This prompted us to study leave the infinite time state as a collection of
both the •hermodynamic and cluster dynamic large diamond and/or graphitic clusters. This
bothrthes ofearbodynamicand clushtemperdam, scenario differs from past modeling of carbon
properties of carbon in the high-temperature, in that we do not have bulk, thermodynamic
high-pressure regime of detonation products. graphite or diamond, even in the final state.

It is helpful t', have a picture that, while The remainder of this paper has four
oversimplified in detail, contains the essence ofthe arbn beavir. e enisin "bobs of sections. The first presents the new melt linethe carbo n behavior. W e envision "blobs" of a e e m n d f o e e s a e v l c t e . A

as determined from release wave velocities. As
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we developed the picture outlined in the pre- 6 , T

ceding paragraph, the importance of this work LIQUID

declined. However, we give the results here for
general interest; it is a nice piece of work. Next HUGONIOT

we develop our theory of carbon coagulation _ 4

and show the resulting slow energy release with • GRAPHITE

some discussion of its influence on detonation ,fit:
behavior. We then give some experimental sup- MT

CL METAL
port for the colloidal picture from the soot recov- w 2
cry experiments. Ilere we have seen diamonds
in the soot. Lastly, we very briefly discuss the DIAMOND

slow rate in relation to hydrodynamic studies.

CARBON MEL L' lINE 05 10 1 5 20

PRESSURE (Mbar)

For some time (dec, des) the standard
phase diagram of carbon has been qualita- Figure 1. Phase of Diagram of Carbon. The
tively of the form shown in Figure 1. Here weare interested in the location of the melt line principal flu goniot is shown and longitudinal

eincerevtedin bk lcarbon in the delto ione velocities are measured at the open circles.since even bulk carbon in the detonation

regime is somewhat close to melting. If we con-
sider that small clusters can melt at half the moved significantly upward in temperature
bulk melting temperature, 5 the location of the with the lower pressure region remainingessen-
melt line becomes of even more significance. tially unchanged. The low pressure restriction
The melt line from the diamond to liquid phase comes from other, older experimental work.10
is perfectly acceptable with thermodynamic We now have a positive slope with the melt
considerations although the negative slope is line progressing to higher pressure above the
anomalous, implying either that the liquid is highest data point. (As an aside, the metal
denser than the diamond or that the entropy of region, based on theoretical work of Yin and
the liquid is less than that of diamond. Cohen, II is pushed out beyond 10 Mbar.)

To find the melting point along the Thus, in modcling bulk equilibrium
Ilugoniot, standard shock velocity-particle carbon in detonation regimes, it is quiLe
velocity measurements are not at all sensitive reasonable to consider only graphite and
enough to determine the small structure in the diamond. For finite clusters it is safer than
us-Up curve. A much more obvious signature, a with the old phase diagram to think of them as
discontinuous jump as a function of shock solid, Another benefit from the experiment is
strength, occurs in the velocity of the release that one now has, from the sound velocities
wave overtaking a shock. In the solid phase derivative information for equation of state
this wave travels with the longitudinal elastic determination.
velocity, while it drops to a bulk velocity if the
material is shocked above melting. The COLLOIO)ALTHlEORY OF
rarefaction velocity is determined from the CARBON COAGULATION
dimensions of the sample, the velocity of the We now turn to the picture of carbon
shockwave, and the timing of the overtake. coagulation given in the introduction. Here we
T[his technique has already been used success-full forhnirue hitanaluandy alumnum.d succe will consider, for ease of discussion, a model

system where at time zero we have only
A series of five shots at pressures and monatomic carbon in an inert background

temperatures given by the open circles in fluid. We assume that the background has no
Figure I have been done. 9 All the release time dependence and has a temperature T.
wave velocities are consistent with longitudinal The carbon clusters are always spherical. Our
velocities for diamond, no melt signature is coagulation theory comes from the classic work
seen. The higher pressure melt line must be of Smoluchowski.12
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If we denote the concentration of clusters data and theory on the energies of small carbon
with i atoims as vi, the basic growth equation is clusters (molecules). The result is, in kcal per

I dvk 'kmole,
__dk N, Ktvv-v vk '_80 ~ x i-I

4nDR dt Kj~,-2k v~k8 n x -
i +j =dk Aj 2 -l + (5)

11 +x) 2 i~ ~

k 1,2,.... (1) For large t, equivalently x, the sum in

The Kij is a geometric factor that is a function Equation (5) is well approximated by an inte-
only of the cluster radii. For our work, a very gral and can be evaluated. Then
accurate approximation is to set Kij= I, inde-
pendent ofi andj. The combination DillR, where AE = 80 ['(5/3)x - (6)
Di is the diffusion coefficient of an i cluster of This shows directly that we have a slow energy
radius R,, is independent of i; thus, we denote it release from carbon. The chemistry of the other
as )R. The time is t. The interpretation of detonation products should release energy as
Equation (I) is that the first sum on the right l/t, a much faster rate.
represents the growth of a k cluster when i and
j clusters, with i -j = k, collide to form a k. The Our result, Equation (6), is not sensitive
second sum represents depletion of the k cluster to the several simplifying assumptions such as
populatior, by collisions with any other cluster, spherical clusters, monatomic initial state,

etc., that we made in our modeling; i.e., if we
It is convenient to scale our variables to lift these simplifications the answer will

n,=v,/fo and x=411 )Rtf 0, with f0 =vl (t=0). change little or none.
Then, with Kj= 1, an exact analytic solution
exists, namely, Still, one wants to see how the numbers

work out for real explosi'es. We have looked
n (x) - x'- /(i+x)+ ,i= 1,2_ (2) at both TNT and IIMX; we will discuss IIMX

here. Putting conservative numbers into the
We still require DR. We first appeal to just present theory, that is, using estimates

the Stokes-Einstein relation 13 to relate D)R to that always give the minimum AE, we find
the viscosity q of the background fluid. that AE at the end of the reaction zone is about

DR =k 1 '/611rl (3 1 percent of the energy released. If, instead of
conservation estimates, best guesses are made,

We obtain q from the modified Enskog theory for AE again at the end of the reaction zone, we
of dense fluids. Enskog is a reasonably see that about 2-4 percent of the energy release
accurate and easily applied transport theory is tied up in the slow rate.
for dense fluids. References 14 and 15 give niceoverviews of modified Enskog. This completes Tlhis AE seems very small but there is an
ovrrerviw o fimped theofy Thcarbon coagulation. amplifier effect. We look to simple CJ thinkingour rather simple theory to obtain a feel for how the AE - 2-4 percent will

We now need to apply the above to affect experiments. From this approach, we
calculate Ahe quantity of interest to detona- will get an effective shift in the pressure. (This
tions. 'I<his is AE, the energy difference per is very simplified thinking. We should really
mole of carbon between the total cluster energy look at how the slow rate changes the reaction
at time t and the infinite time bulk carbon zone and from that go to the influence on, say,
energy. AE is given by plate-push and interface velocities. But we

AE- N n (x)AE (4) will get a handle this way.) Bdzi11 6,17 has
demonstrated that a slow release of energy of
0(82) produces changes of 0(8) in the shock

where AEj is the energy difference per mole state. This effect comes from the fact that the
between the i cluster energy and the bulk. Rayleigh line is tangent to the fully reacted
This AE, we approximate by a surface term, Ilugoniot at the CJ point. See Figure 2. The
thus AF, = ai 2/3. The a is obtained by fitting to dotted curve is the partially reacted ilugoniot
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2 .to understand better the soot from explosives,
we have examined with several techniques the
recovered soot from a variety of high explo-
sives. We will discuss here only the early work

1.5 -on Comp B, a 50/50 mix of TNTiTATB, and a
4 • CJ50/50 mix of TNT/NQ. For more details than

discussed here, see Reference 19. For our
1 A - further investigations see the paper by Greiner

C .and Hlermes in this proceedings. 20

We looked to these recovery experiments
0.5- • fully realizing the difficulties with such; the

character of the soot most certainly changes
on release from the high-pressure, high-

0 - .i temperature regime of interest to ambient. We
0.7 0.8 0.9 1 mitigate this through the use of large contain-

ers, 1 cubic meter or larger, filled with argon.

V0 1 lowever, some observations at ambient can,
with confidence, be related back to the explo-
sive processes. For example, if we see diamond

Figure 2. Influence on Pressure of ilugone ot with specific characteristics, it is pretty certain
Shift. The Rayleigh line is the solid line, the these were not altered on release. But graphite

partially reacted Ilugoniot is the dashed curve. can come from the release of diamond.

Our explosive charges range in size from
shifted 0(82) - 2-4 percent by the slow energy 200 to 300 grams. After firing, the soot is
release. (One might worry that, besides the AE scraped off the tank walls and dried. A number
from the slow rate, there is also a compensat- of analyses are then performed; we will talk
ing At' due to the pressure from the motion of here only about "he transmission electron
the clusters. Hlowever, the number of moles of micro- scopy (TEM), TEM electron diffraction,
clusters at the end of the reaction zone is small x-ray diffraction, and Auger/ESCA analysis.
enough to neglect such.) The 0(52) shift in the Let us first dispose of the diamonds.
Ilugoniot translates to a 0(8) - 10-20 percent Under the TEM we see for all three samples
shift in pressure in going from point CJ to A. roughly spherical particles, typically 50 A
For times comparable to the slow reaction zone diameter, but ranging in the extreme from 20
(the slow rate) and longer, the detonation runs to 200 A. See Figure 3. TEM electron diffraction
at the CJ velocity for the fully reacted on these particles identifies them as diamond
rlugoniot. Until times larger than the slow clusters. See Figure 4. The "spotty ring" pat-
reaction zone, the states from A to Cb along the tern indicates that the microcrystals are fairly
Rayleigh line appear to be part of the Taylor clean of defects. The other morphology, the
wave. Thus, we are looking at potential ribbons, is identified as turbostratic graphite,
changes of 10-20 percent in the shock state for carbon black. The cluster sizes are in the same
time scales of microseconds and distance scales can ac the cluster size areaintthe sam
of centimeters. This is about the size of effects range as the diamond. Upon treatment of thesoot in nitric and perchloric acids to remove the
seen experimentally. See page 106 of Refer- graphitic form, we recover a brown powder, 25
ence I and References 3 and 4 percent of the soot. X-ray diffraction on this

More details than are given in this powder verifies the diamond identification and
section are presented in Reference 18. the diffraction ring width gives a microcrystal

size of - 40 A. Contemporaneous with us, Titov
SOOT R ECOV E RY and his coworkers have found diamond clusters

To give some experimiental support to the with very similar characteristics in explosive

assumptions in the coagulation model and just soots.2 1
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We now look at what we can learn rela-
tive to our modeling. First and most important,
we see from the TEM micrographs that the soot
is not bulk graphite or diamond. Even at infi-
nite time, we have clusters with 10-20 percent
of their atoms residing in the surfaces. Also, the
turbostratic graphite has curved layers and the
interlayer spacing is 3.5 A, as compared to
3.35 A for pure graphite. For early times where
the carbon clusters are much smaller than our
50 A, we cannot at all model the carbon with
bulk thermodynamic thinking. For the infinite
time final state, it is a good approximation, if
one knows the proportion of graphitic and
diamond forms, to take bulk graphite and
diamond thermodynamics and correct for sur-

* face, curvature, and expansion contributions.

We have lost the use of the equilibrium
phase diagram to determine whether we have
graphitic or diamond phases. The surfaces
shift the relative stability of the two morpholo-
gies of clusters. In fact, if one thinks of all the
dangling bonds a diamond cluster will have

Figure 3. Electron Micrograph of Comp B compared to a graphitic one, one wonders why
Sample, Scale 10 nm T, graphitic ribbons; 1), diamond forms at all. The answer must lie indiamond spheroids. the bonds being capped off by C = N, or CO, or

ti. With Auger/ESCA analysis on the acid pro-
cessed diamonds, we do see 0 and N atoms
which disappear upon surface sputtering.
Van Thiel and Ree 2 2 also use shifts in the
graphite/diamond phase line to explain the

detonation velocities of high carbon-content
explosives. The importance and difficulty of
this surface chemistry, especially for the small
clusters at early time, means that simple, semi-
empirical modeling is probably the best
strategy.

The basic building blocks of the soot are

the 50 A "blobs." This supports our simplifying
assumption of spherical clusters and the pic-
ture of annealing. We see that the larger soot
structure consists of a loose collection of the
"blobs," thus implying that the annealing
process shuts down when the fraction of atoms
in the cluster surfaces is 10-20 percent. This
makes some sense if we appeal to any com-
bination of the following mechanisms: (1) the
heat from bond formation becomes too small a

Figure 4. Electron Diffraction Pattern Showing fraction of the total energy of a cluster; (2) the
Diamoad Diffraction Rings from (111), (220), effective melting temperature for a finite3iao, ( iffractond Rng from (220). cluster shifts with cluster size; (3) the kernal in
(311), (440), and (400) Weakly2
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the coagulation equationsI 8 changes character detonation behavior. The philosophies of our
as a function of cluster size; (4) the thermal approaches differ; we forma microscopic picture
fluctuations in a finite cluster are smaller on and derive the conclusion of a slow energy re-
a percentage basis in larger clusters; and !ease from carbon while they add an extra piece
(5) surface tension can no longer sphericalize to their macroscopic hydrodynamic models and
the clusters. Our theory from the previous observe the consequences. The two views are
section is, of course, not valid with the approx- complementary and supportive of each other.
imation K,= I once the annealing stops.
However, this is not important for detonations ACKNOWILEI)GMENTS
because we have most of the energy out before It has been a privilege to work with the
this point, many talented people who have contributed to

Finally, we find that the soots contain this research, and I thank all for allowing me to
large quantities of volatiles, say around 25 present their research in this paper. I thank
weight percent.21  This makes it difficult to especially my close colleague Sam Shaw. The
relate the heat of formation, as measured for other mainactorsareJ. W. Shaner,J. M. Brown,
the soot, to the heat of formation of pure C. A. Swenson, It. G. McQueen, J. P. Ritchie,
carbon, as needed in standard modeling. N. It. Greiner, 1). S. Phillips, F. Volk, and

C. A. Vecere. I thank C. L. Mader for some of
SLOW RATE AND the initial push to get the project started and
HYDRODYNAMICS his continued interest and advice. We apprc
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CJ pressure. It is more correct to make detailed Energy and Department of the Army.
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estimate, even roughly, to shed light on the DISCUSSION
extent to which the carbon contributes to the D. G. TASKER, Naval Surface Warfare
conductivity in the reaction zone; even if you Center, Silver Spring, MD
do it parametrically in terms of the average
number of carbons in a cluster, and assume You suggest that carbon coagulation
that the clusters are uniformly distributed in continues for only 0.1 ps. Our data (previous
the reaction zone. paper) could be interpreted as showing that

carbon coagulation extends much further
REPLY BY J. D). JOHNSON behind the detonation front (- 1-2 ps). Will you

Yes, we can construct a model for the comment please?

conductivity in the reaction zone as a function REPLY BY J. 1). JOHNSON
of time using our cluster model to estimate the
spacing and sizes of the carbon clusters. Some The 0. 1 ps is the end of the reaction zone
of the more difficult parts of that work would and corresponds to when we calculate that
probably involve estimating the conductivity most of the energy is out of the carbon con-
of the background fluid, computing the fraction densation. For other properties of the carbon,
of graphitic and diamond forms, and folding in such as conductivity, it could be that there is
the geometric effects of carbon spheres floating still action at longer times due to the buildup of
in the background fluid of other detonation larger, fractal-like clusters with little energy
products release.

DISCUSSION DISCUSSION
FRED VOLK, Fraunhofer Institut B. D. LAMBOURN, AWE(A)
7507 Pfinztal, FRG Aldermaston, England

With regard to diamond formation, do you Would more diamond be produced if deto-
know how a strong confinement would work? nation waves were collided head on?

REIPLY BY J. 1). JOHNSON REPLY BY J. 1). JOHNSON
We do not feel that a strong confinement If the pressure is higher, then more

would greatly influence the diamond diamond will be formed. This is similar to the
formation, Hlowever, a big unknown in this is overdriven TNT experiment described in
the influence of the containment breakup on Titov's paper. You must be careful though not
the recovery. There would be increased to convert the diamond to graphitic forms in
turbulence and the system would not be the recovery.
one dimensional.
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PHASE CHANGES IN CARBON AND NITROGEN SYSTEMS:
THEIR EFFECTS ON THE DIETONATION PROPERTIES OF HIGH

EXPLOSIVES*

Francis Ii. Ree and Mat van Thiel
Lawrence Livermore National Laborator-,

University of California, Livermore, California -4i,4h

The first jp'irt of this paper describes a new three-phase e- ,ti,,n of state
of condensed carbon and effective intermolecular p,ý.Cntials of N 2 -N 2 ,
N 2 -N, and N-N pairs in fluid phase. We then examine a supercritical
phase change in N 2 -1`20 mixtures using computer simulations and a
chemical equilibrium model. The second part deals with applications
to two explosives, RX-23-AB andi LX-14. The calculation shows that
the detonation behavior of these explosives is relatively insensitive to the
dissociation of nitrogen (to 90 GPa) but sensitivc to the predicted N 2 -
"1120 phuse separation. For LX-14 we predict that diamond in
detonation products will melt near 70 (t a along the llugoniot and will
transform to graphite near 8.5 GPa •.long the Chapman-Jouguet
udia bat.

INTROI)UCTION included in our explosives calculations.

We are developing a theoretical model, Although the information is still scarce, more

CIIEQ,1 which performs a thermodynamic experimental 4 and theoretical 5' 6 information

calculation of a multiphase, multicomponent has been collected about condensed phases of

system using the established principles of sta- carbon now. Therefore, we decided to construct

tistical mechanics, intermolecular potentials a physically reasonable equation of state (EOS)

derived from shock wave experiments, ab initio of graphite-diamond-liquid carbon using a

quantum mechanical calculations and a mix- rather elaborate Mie-Graneisen model. The

tire model The main purpose for undertaking model 7 is now implemented in CIlEQ. In this

such a task is to achieve a comprehensive paper we will describe the model and use it in

understanding of the behavior of explosives explosive calculations.

well enough to predict how much energy and Another major detonation product of
momentum they can deliver for practical uses. interest is nitrogen. The livermore shock
'T'his approach has been reasonably successful wave experiments8 '9 have revealed that some
in calculating the Chapman Jouguet (C-J) dou0bly shocked data for liquid nitrogen lie
pressures and detonation velocities of several above the singly shocked data in pressure (P) -
explosivcs,223 volume (V) space. In addition to this rather

When we started the work on explosives unusual behavior, the principal Illugoniot
reported in References I to 3, there was little displays a draimatic increase in the compres-
recognition of the importance related to sibility near 30 G(Ia, collapsing to densities
liquid carbon, especially of the melting line of that are more typical of stiffer monatom ic
diamond IHence, the liquid carbon was not fluids. This unusual behavior is believed to be

doe to the shock induced dissociation of molec-
*Work performed under the auipices of the ular nitrogen.'()," We have used the ClIEQ

I' S Ilepartment of' Energy by the Iawrence code to extract specific interaction potentials
livermore National laboratory under for N N, N2 -N, and N 2 -N 2 pairs from the shock
contract nutmber W-7405 ENG 48 wave data of nitrogen This analysis, for the
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first time, provided the N-N interatomic the Grfineisen y by yo(V/Vo) (Vo=V at P=0
potential, which is useful in interpreting and 0 K), and the nuclear thermal energy 8En
overdriven tlugoniotdataofhighexplosives. by the Einstein model, wit]. the Einstein 0

One interesting result related to the nitro- obtained by integrating y -d(lnO)/dInV. For

gen problem mentioned above is a CIIEQ graphite, we modifyyby

prediction2 of an 11 2 0-N 2 phase separation at a y'(V) = yo(V/Vo){1 +aI(1 +tanh((V-V )b 1)1
high temperature (T) along either the + a 2[1 +tanh((V 2 -V)/b 2 )I}. (2)
ltugoniot or the C-J adiabat. We have exam-Hugoiotor he CJ aiabt. W hae eam- where parameters, ai, bi, and Vi are adjusted to
ined the predicted phase separation by using a
Monte Carlo simulation and also by a theoreti- fit experimental shock wave and atmosph( ric

cal calculation of an explosive, RX-23-AB, expansion data. We also modify the Birch

whose detonation products consist principally equation (normalized to shock data) by mul-

of N 2 and 1120. The present paper will comn- tiplying by a factor, 1/2[(V/V 0 )2 + (Vo/V)2 1, for

pare theoretical tlugoniots of RX-23-AB with V -Ž V0 . Both modifications are necessary to

and without the phase separation to demon- explain the positive slope of the graphite low-P

strate the importance of this phase separation. melting line, which implies a rapidly increas-
ing expansion coefficient between 3000 K and

Next, we have made systematic CIIEQ the melting point at 1 atm. The Gibbs free
calculations for LX-14 to investigate the energy is then calculated by numerically
influence of the carbon phase changes, integrating VdP from Equation (1).
nitrogen dissociation, and the N2-11 2 0 phase We fix the melting line with the Lindemann
separation. The new data bases clearly show law and then extend our model to the liquid
the shape of the boundaries at the phase state by using the Grover scaling model. 1 2 The
changes which may be subjected to an Grover model applies the solid EOS to the
experimental verification. Explosive calcula

tions based on the old and new LX-14 EOS liquid phase with a modified heat capacity

noticeable differences between which is a universal function of a reduced
the two. The origins of the btserved temperature, i.e., the ratio of temperature tothe wo. he rigis oftheobseved the melting temperature at fixed volume. The
differences will be examined in order to refine eltrni corretion in Equato ()i

the redctiv poer o th CIIQ cde.electronic correction in Equation (1) is
included using the ab initio atom-in-cell model

CONI)ENSEI-PIASE for the diamond-like liquid and the low-
temperature heat-capacity expression for the

EOS OF CARBON graphite-like liquid. The liquid phase now

We have developed a high-T and high-P consists of diamond- and graphite-like liquids,
three-phase EOS model for the system, each with its own Gibbs free energy, i.e.,Gdfor

graphite-diamond-liquid carbon. 7 Such a diamond-like and Gg for graphite-like liquids.

model is needed, since both the graphite- The single liquid phase is constructed by

diamond transition and melting affect the treating the liquid as a solution of a binary

mixture EOS in regions important to the mixture of the graphite- and diamond-like

detonating behavior of high explosives, liquids with the Gibbs free energy,

The solid portion of this model describes G = xGd + (l-x)Gg + RT[xln x+(1-x)ln(1-x)J

both graphite and diamond with the Gruneisen + A(P)x(1-x), (3)
model, where x is the mole fraction of the diamond-

P(V,T) = P(V,T-0O) + (y/V)8E1 , + 6P1(A, (1) like liquid. The pressure-dependent non-ideal
where the electronic thermal correctioni, 813el, mixing correction, A(P), is chosen to satisfy
is computeel from the usual asymptotic form. constraints: (1) the slope dPn,/dT of the

graphite-liquid melting line is negative above

['or diamond, the 0 K isotherm, the midway point between the graphite-liquid-
TP(V,T 0), is given by the Birch equation (with gas and graphite-liquid-diamond triple points,

parameters fit to first-principle's calculations), and (2) no artificial phase separation between
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the diamond- and graphite-like liquids occurs INTERACTION POTENTIALS
in the liquid phase at any (P,T) value of OF NITROGEN
practical interest. The diamond- and graphite- As mentioned earlier, the experimental
like iforms are the principal structural fluc- shock wave data8' 9 of nitrogen indicate
tuations in the liquid. Their probabilities of dissociation of molecular nitrogen,
occurrence are represented by the composition
variable (x) that minimizes the Gibbs free N2±2N . (4)
energy of the single fluid phase. The shape of
the graphite-diamond melting line offers the Ilence, the shock wave data present us with an
most severe constraint for this model. The opportunity to infer the very dissimilar N-N,
resulting theoretical model fits available high- N2-N 2, and N2-N interaction potentials in a
pressure and high-temperature static and nonideal mixture at high pressure and
dynamic data, including the phase diagram, temperature. We should emphasize at the
within experimental uncertainty, outset that the pair potentials obtained in this

work are effective potentials which contain
The EOS . !rfacc of' carbon based on the average contributions of many-body forces and

above model is shown in Figure 1. The phase electronic effects.
"ouiadaries in Figure 1 fit the known informa-
tion within experimenta, uncertainty. It also The CIIEQ calculations evaluate the
shows two Ilugoniots (thick solid lines) and equilibrium composition of the N-N 2 mixture
release adiabats (dashed lines) sthz-rLing from by minimizing the Gibbs free energy (G) with
each Ilugoniot near the melting line. We note respect to their concentrations at fixed
that the melting line and the adiabats almost temperature and pressure, i.e.,
parallel each other. The principal improve- G(P,T,{ni}) = PN(P,T,{ni})nN
ment in this work is in the melting properties
and electronic correction. The negative slope + PN2(P,T,{nj})nN2, (5)
of the graphite melting line (not shown in Fig- where V, and ni are the chemical potentials and

Lire I) above 7 GPa, which is also reproduced by molar concentrations of the monatomic and
the present model, is due to the increasing diatomic nitrogen components (i = N and N2).tetrahedral character of the atomic configura- The calculation is based on Ross's free energy
tions in liqtuid with increasing pressure. expression 13 and an improved one-fluid mix-

ture model,14 which assumes molecules to
interact with exponential-6 (exp-6) potentials,

• i'" V r) =•/ )1e lrrL r* )], (6)

V! where parameters c, r*, and a are the energy
and distance scaling parameters and the stiff-
ness of the repulsion, respectively.

Adabat This procedure requires a knowledge of

s~parate interaction potentials between each of
the different species. The present work uses
Ross's N2-N2 parameters and the N2 -N
parameters given by a modified Lorentz-
Berthelot combination rule,

I d8FORY r; k j(r*.+r )/2,

,1i- IIJJ

1,igure I l'hrov'-Phas Caurbon EQS .Surface.
Superimposed tvith 7"heoreticul tlugoniots and (7)
Adiahat Etpns ion P•ath.7
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where parameter ki is introduced to favor one 120 (b12o -•. ::(b) -
component over another in Equation (5).- Double shock,

In the case of the N-N parameters, we 100 i:..-
found that two sets of parameters, with A
different physical characteristics, can describe 80 Reactive Nonreactive

experimental shock wave data. The first set Reactive

was obtained by fitting first-principle, C60

quantum-mechanical data for several crystal S \ ,

structures of monatomic nitrogen. It is
characterized by a small o ( 8.92 to 9.75) and
a large U/k( z 4400 K to 5600 K). This set
predicts that the shock dissociation can 20 -

accompany a first-order phase change. The
predicted first-order phase change suggests a 00 .2 03 0.4 0.5

physical change at the atomistic level for a VNO

van der Waals-type to a metallic or semi- v-ometallic interaction. The explosive calcula- Figure 2. Doubly-Shocked Ilugoniots of Nitro-
tions intpaper wil not usexthive ce gen Assuming the Dissociation Reaction (Dot-in this p will this set, since ted Line) and No Dissociation (Dash-Dotted)
we need future and more definitive shock wave Starting from the Singly-Shocked Iugoniot
experiments to either confirm or rule out this (Dashed Line). Solid and Open Triangles are
new and rather "provocative" possibility, the experimental data (Reference 8) with initial

Instead, the present calculations will use states at 38.6 and 19.9 GPA, respectively.
the second set of the exp-6 parameters. This
set (W/k=600 K, r*=2.39 A, ao=10, and
k,,=0.9) was obtained by fitting the GAS-GAS PHASE SEPARATION:
experimental P-V data of singly shocked EFFECTS ON DETONATION
nitrogen, and also requiring the set to PROPERTIES
approximately describe the high-P quantum-mechanical solid calculations. The second set This section elaborates our earlier work 2

mechnicl slidcalulatons Th seondset which indicated that the supercritical phase
is fundamentally different from the first, in wc nadat th surerican ase
that it has a large a and a small c and produces separation of N2 -112 0 mixtures can affecta' continuous shock dissociation without the detonation properties of PIBX-9404. To
thermodynamic phase change. ilating chosen avoid a complexity associated with explosivesthe N-N parameters in this manner, we tested products, we first carry out a simplified studythei suitpaabiltyrs byts makng , theoretl of phase equilibria in N2 -1120 mixtures.their suitability hy making theoretical

calculations on the independent experimental In this study an orientation-dependence
data, i.e., singly shocked P-T and doubly in the 1120-1120 interaction is approximated
shocked P-V results. As an illustration, we by aT-dependent attractive well-depth,
show in F'igure 2 a comparison between the
experimental and theoretical doubly-shocked 1-20-1120) = COO +X/T), (8)
P-V data We note that the nonreactive where parameters, co and X, as well as other
doubly shocked Ilugoniots agree with the exp-6 parameters for the 1120-1120 and N 2 -N 2
experimental data (open triangle) for a low interactions are the same as those used in
initial pressure (19.9 GPa), while the reactive Reference 2. Our recent study of hydrogen
results agree better with experimental data fluoride, l6 which has equally strong hydrogen
(solid triangle) for a larger initial pressure bonds, showed that an approximation such as
(38.6GPa). Similar trends are also seen in Equation (8) is reasonably satisfactory to
thedoublv shocked P) vs. T plots (not shown describe the 1P-V Ilugoniot above 25 GPa, but
here), overestimates the Ilugoniot pressure below

25 Gl'a.
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The N2-1120 parameters are determined reasonable agreement between theory and
from Equation (7) with parameter kij = 1.03. simulation in Figure 3 reinforces the predic-
An earlier calculation of lBX-9404 with this tion on the phase separation. Moreover, the
choice of kij showed that one can place the C-J first nearest-neighbor peak in the MC N2-1120
point in either the mixed or homogenous phase pair distribution function lies distinctly below
by a slight modification (3 percent to 3.5 per-- that of the like-neighbor pairs, indicating a
cent) of the N2-1120 parameters. In reality, all possible structural change in phase separating
three (ij, eij, aiU) parameters should be altered. mixtures. 18

But, without knowing much about the N2 -112 0 Since the (P,T) range in Figure 3 is
interaction in the extreme (P,'T') state under re nt to deton angproblems, re exec

consideration, we felt it sensibir, to modify only such a phase separation, if it indeed occurs,

the r*(N 9 -Ii,9), to which detonation properties wuld profoundlyrat t detOnation
are the most sensitive. In the future, whendetonationbehavior of many condensed explosives. The
experimental data on mixtures become avail- best condensed explosive to check this
able at high pressures and temperatures, this possibility is RX-23-ABI.1 9 Its manufacturing
arbitrary procedure needs to be improved. In
this regard, w(; should maintain an open mind ir s hydrazine nitrate (s1s5N30gy) and further
toward all different sorts of combination rules a ylrain nitrate in and rther
including Equation (7) which is actually based u4Nu:tIoN303:tt20 = 0.1841:0.7364:1.3378.
onl interactions between ail isolated pair of This composition will essentially produce a
molecules. In the case of dilute rare gases, stoichiometric mixture of N. and 1120 as
Scoles 1estimates uncertaintites of about detonation products. Experimental measure-

1.5 percent and 3 percent for the unlike inter-
ments of detonation properties of RX-23-AB
are currently in various stages of development

Figure 3 shows a CIIEQ isotherm (solid at Livermore. 20

line) for an equimolar mixture of N2 and 1120 In connection with the anticipated exper-
at 4000 K. It also shows two other isotherms, iments, we computed theoretical Ilugoniots of
one representing a complete phase separation R-23-AB. Figure 4 shows two flugoniots which
(dashed -line-, additive-volumie model) and employ the multiplier kij for r*(N 2 -1120) set to
another without phase separation (dotted line), I and 1.03, respectively, but allowing the
the latter based on the effective one-component phase separation. Comparison of the two
parameters derived from the exp-6 parameters
used in the former. The phase separation first dlugoniots shows that the shock velocities
l)ecomes noticeable at about 14 Gl'a and is depend weakly on the interaction potentials.
nearly complete at about 35 Gl~a. '['he choice of
parameter ki = 1.03 facilitates the phase 65 .
separation. To check this prediction, we have : Mcrwocom.p..ent)

carried out Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. 0 MC(Effectlveone-component)

The MC data1 8 for a perfectly miscible N2 -112 0
mixture is shown by open circles (the effective 45
one-component exp-6 parameters) and the
corresponding two-component simulations "
(which allow a possible demixing of a N2 -rich No phase.separaton

an(I a N2 -poor phases) by solid circles. The MC L 25 ,
data are obtained by averaging nearly 5x10 6  - s"t

MC steps. In spite of the large computational Add!v. ----- .

time required in the calculations, the system-
size (500 particles total) considered here is not
large enough, since the computed data would 9 it 13 15 17 19

be affected (probably noticeably) by surface Volume(cm 3/mole)

effects present in boundaries (if the phase Figure 3. Isotherms of an Equimolar Mixture of
separating mixtures. In view of this, the an N 2 -112 () Mixture at 4000 K
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In comparison, if the phase separation is apparently were contaminated by carbon
prohibited, the resulting shock velocities are impurities."0 The presence of the impurities is
much higher. Table I compares the C-J data significant, because differences between the
with the experimental values in Reference 19. two computed shock velocities (i.e., kij = 1 and
The relatively high detonation velocity of the 1.03 with the phase separation) in Table I
single phase material seems to imply the need differ by about 1 percent. The present calcu-
for the phase change. The difference in lations also differ from those made
detonation velocities with and without the previously21 in that additional species have
phase change is large and should be easily been allowed to form. Near the C-J point, the
detectable in a dynamic experiment. The high number of moles of detonation products pro-
experimental temperature in Table I has duced from 100 grains of RX-23-AB areli2:
previously been questioned' 9 and needs to be 02:1120:N 2 :NO:Nll .N 2.5 x 105:2.6 x 105
remeasured. This is also the case for the other 3.546:1.289:3.2x1042.31 x 104:9.7 x 10.8. It is
experimental C-J data in'Table 1 and Figure 4, clear that the additional species have little
since the samples used in the experiment effect on the mixture. The principal difference

5 , , is the result of allowing the phase change to
8- occur. At the C-J point, 99.3 percent and

Without phase 98.5percent Of 1120 and N 2 are in separate

8.3 separation,/ A phases, respectively.

8.1 . NEW EOS OF LX-14a on

With phase1separation I.X-14 is a lIMX-based explosive with the
0 k -1

>7.9 NH composition C:II:N: = 1.52:2.92:2.59: 2.66 in
k =1.03/3

p k ,H20 moles per 100g. At the Eighth Symposium on•7.7 
C -Jon

7.7-1, C point Detonation, we reported a CIIEQ/EOS calcu-
Theorylation of LX-14.2 2 In the present work, this•,•340K Theory

"7.5 " + Experiment calculation is refined, incorporating new com-

390 Po= 1.384g/cm putational and theoretical features, some of
7.3 which Oave been described in the previous

12 16 20 24 28 32 sections.
Pressure (GPa)

Figure 4 flugoniots of RX-23-AB Computed Specifically, the new features are:
With and Without the N 2 -112() Phase (1) dissociation reaction: N2 t 2N
Sepa ration ais described in the Text. The

experimental C-J data is from Reference 19. (2) liquid carbon

Table 1. Chapman -Jouguct Data of Rx-23-A B (po = 1.384 g/crn3 and At 1 = -5860 J/kg).
'heoretical data atr," comnpa d with and without the N 2 -tI 2 0 phase separation and with kj

[Equation 7)1 1. 13 ana I for the N.2 -. 120 interaction.

Phase No Phase
(, Experiment Separation SeparationC ,I (Reference 19 & 21)

( I e e n e 1 )k ,j = 1 .0 3 k ,j = I k iJ = 1 .0 3

I) (kmn/s) 7 48 7.33 7.44 8.08

t ((;RIt) 18.6 15 83 16.41 18.39

T (K 1 4000 2390 2340 2120

p(g/c ') 1.82 1.76 1.76 1.74
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(3) thermal contributions (T > 0) to Figure 5 the boundaries of various thermo-
the EOS of graphite and diamond dynamic phase changes described in the

previous sections. Figure 5 also shows the loci
(4) tes amlowed inumbe-rofgaseous of the C-J expansion adiabat and the over-species allowed in N2 -ri ch and N2 - driven I|lugoniot.

poor phases

(5) use of a = 13.2 for N2 -N2 exp-6 The dissociation of nitrogen is negligible

parameter") (vs. 13 for the old (0.02 mole percent or less in the two gaseous

EOS) phases) at the C-J point. Its mole fraction in
the N2-rich phase increases to 4.4 percent at

(6) speed-upoftheCllEQcode. 23  89GPa (5400 K) along the Ilugoniot. The
Ilugoniot of LX-14 enters into the liquid

Item (6) deals with an approximately carbon phase at P = 67 GPa and T = 4800 K.
three-fold increase in the computational speed In our earlier work on another IIMX-based
ofCIIEQ. 'S It was brought about by makinga 2
timing study in each subroutine and modifying explosive, PBX-9404, we noted that its
a part of the code to analytically evaluate m experimental shock data show a softening at
and p. Such a speed-up significantly reduced pressure above 65 GPa and temperatures
thd computhation timerequred- iniitemsreutod above 4500 K. 2 Th, present calculation
the compu~tation time required in items (1) to suggests that the softening could be due to the
(5) above. Hlence, in item (4) we were able to melting of diamond clusters premtit in deto-
consider ten gaseous species (112, Cl 14, 02, C0 2 , nation products of PBX-9404. The softening
HI20, N2, CO, N, NO, and N11 3 ) in both N2-rich will be further facilitated by small but non-

and N2-poor gaseous phases. Thus, the calcu- negligible dissociation of N2 molecules, as
lations consider a total number of 23 species, nedigibl e di s ent oalNlamon.
i.e., 10 species each in the two gas phases and 3 predicted by the present calculation.
condensed phases of carbon. In comparison, the The expansion adiabat below the C-J
old calculation was done with l3 species, includ- point crosses the N2-phase boundary at a
ing only N2 and 1120 in the N2-rich phase. relatively low pressure (= 11.5 GPa or 2900 K).

Another noteworthy feature in Figure 5 is
Figure 5 shows the resulting P-p-ft that the N2-phase separation occurs gradually

surface of the I,X-14. The construction of the
over an extended pressure range. Con-

2OS surface required CIIEQ calculations over sequently, the new EOS surface has a much
2000 (P,T) points and took more than 20 hours smoother appearance than the one obtained
of Cray XMP time. We have indicated in in the previous work. 22 At P =8.5GPa and

"T T 2700 K, the C-J adiabat crosses the
* diamond-graphite phase line. With the

improved accuracy of experimental Fabry-
. Diamond molting Perot velocimeter data, it may be possible to

" .Hugont detect either the predicted N 2 -phase
Adiabat

.3" ." .,":-.separation boundary or the graphite-diamond
phase boundary.

Carbon k½½X:. .- Table 2 shows a comparison of the experi-
/Wrzon' / -..- mental24 and theoretical C-J data of LX-14.

The new EOS gives the detonation velocity
,aphite-diamond (l)Dj) of 8.95 km/s, which is 1.8 percent above

t IIansii~on the experimental value. In contrast, Dj of the

old EOS agreed almost exactly with the experi-
------- jsutIUu0" mental l)cj. It is worthwhile to note that the

0110 WOWN 2 -rich phase in the new EOS contains non-
negligible amounts of C0 2 , CO, and 1120 at the

Figure 5. P-p-T EOS Surface of LX-14. C-J point. Their mole percentages are
Superimposed with the C-J Expansion Adiabut N 2 :C0 2:CO:It 2 0 = 86.9%:8.1 1o: 1.9%: 1.9%.
arid Ilug,,niot, Such a mixture tends to produce a stiffer
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Tuble 2. Chaprnan--Jouguet l)uta ofl.X-14 (po : 1.835 glcm 3 and Allf = 62.8 kJ/kg). Theoretical
data aire computed with I)tffe'rent Values of k,, [Equation (7)1 for the N 2 -112 0 andi C02-11 2 0
Interactions. The old culhulution is from Reference 22.

C J Experiment 'l'heory New Old

(Reference 24) k(N2-1129 0): 1.03 1.00 1.03

k(CO 2-I 1201: 0.965 1.00 0.965

1) kn/s) 879 8.95 9.32 8.78

P ((IPa) 33.2 35.5 32.3

''T(K) 3960 3860 4070

p (g/cmi) 2.37 2.36 2-38

Ilugoniot. A slightly high ID j predicted from All these subjects require a close collabo-
the new E')S is probably related to this fact. In ration between theoretical and experimental
contrast, the old E(OS does not consider CO.2  efforts. On the theoretical side, we suggest
and C() in the N,2-rich phase. Table 2 also detailed (h initio calculations of quantum
shows that the use of the conventional Lorentz- mechanical IIF-IIF, 11F-N 2 , and 11F-CO 2
Berthelot rule ti e_ k, -_ I for both N 2 -112 0 potentials. The choice of hydrogen fluoride
and C(o)2 112() interactions) considerably over- (IIF) for a polar component would be suitable
estimates the experimental I)(.j data. The for this purpose because of its simple shape,
reason lies in the use of k. = 1,which favors a strong tendency to form hydrogen bonds, and
miscible gastous phase instead of'the N2 -phase occurrence in detonation products of e)-losives
separation with fluorine containing binders. We also need

similar knowledge on interactions in con-
CONCLUDI)NG REM ARKS densed phases of carbon. The resulting inter-

Th.f ultimate goal of carrying out a action potentials may be used in molecular

research program, such as presented here, is to dy,'namics simulations to investigate items (2)

sepa rate, out what equilibrium and kinetic and (3). Related to these subjects and also

effecls are important to dynamic phenomena to the present work are two papers presented

behind a detonation front. The present effort is in this Symposium, i.e., Byers Brown and

al prerequisite to this goal, 1v, to perform an Braithwaite's investigation25 on polar-polar

Snal lnbiguous theoretical cilc flalt 0 that interactions and Kerley's Monte Carlo study 26

assumes thermodynamic equilil ri urn. Only of N2 -112() mixture. Interested readers should

when this becomes possible, one would expect refer to these articles. In tandem with theoret-

to know whether time dependent factors ical studies, similar efforts are desired on the

infltuenrce the post (de tondtion behavior experim,,ntal side. We need both dynamic data
(on RX 23 All, N,.-1 90 mixtures, and liquid

()ur mocst recent efrca t described hpyrc hal IIF) and static data using a heated diamond-
reveale'd the sign i discicat of various physical anvil-cell (on N,2-1120 mixtures). Some of these
changes (i , N, dissociation, N 1.() phase studies are currently in various stages of
separation, and phase transitions in carbon) to development at Livermore.
th- detonation bchavior of explosive.; None
thlefss, wc should stress the teintatire natutre REFERENCES
of the pretdictions made here Areas of inipor
talici or iM inproving the predictive power of our I . Ree, I". I!!, "A Statical Mechanical Theory
thelretc•ll approach are (1) unlike pair inter of Chemically Reacting Multiphase
actio n, ts2 fluid fluid and iluid solid phase Mixtures: Application to the I)etonation
separaltion kineticsc. a•Ild (3) carbfon cClustering iProperties of E1N," J. (Chem. Phys., Vol.
mechan ISnIs 81, 1984, ppý 1251-1263.
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THE DETONATION PARAMETERS OF NEW POWERFUL EXPLOSIVE
COMPOUNDS PREDICTED WITH A REVISED

VLW EQUATION OF STATE*

Wu Xiong, Sun Jian, and Xiao Lianjie
Xian Modern Chemistry Research Institute

Xian 710061, CHINA

Some new target explosive compounds whose detonation performance
significantly exceeds that of IIMX have been predicted with the revised
VL W equation of state, which includes up to the fifth viral term. Either
of the intermolecular potential EXP-6 or Lennard-Jones 6-12 may be
available. A comprehensive criterion, based on the specific kinetic
energy of detonation products Ju2, is proposed to assess the detonation
performance of explosives.

INTROI)UCTION 1985,1 was based on both the viral theorem and

,rhe world is developing and science and Lennard-Jones potential. It is given by

technology is advancing. But the field of
synthesis of high explosive compounds has I + *(o- +
remained mostly at a standstill. In spite of 40 RT v TW4

years of effort and a great deal of cost an
acceptable high energy explosive whose deto- m - bo -
nation performance significantly exceeds that '• (n-2)-n -

of IIMX has not been produced yet. What is n=3
the correct direction and what efforts should be
emphasized in future explosive research? where

In our opinion, first, the predicting ability (T •*
by means of an equation of state (EOS) of ,*) , ' T ' - , x.
detonation products should be improved.
Second, a reliable method of evaluating the
detonation performance especially for new ( =-No3 Tm
powerful explosive compounds should be devel- 3 C

oped and, third, we need to develop a class of
target compounds to be worth synthesizing as 2i +1/2 )
more powerful explosives. For these purposes, B* CT*) N - l - - I
we carried out the investigations described 4j! 2 4

below.

VI.W EOS T - (2J + 1)/4

Our VLW EOS, which was presented at
the Eighth Symposium on Detonation in In this paper, we use a modified

Buckinghan intermolecular potential (EXP-6),
the computed results of which are in corn-

*Projects Supported by National Natural parison with those of the Lennard-Jones
Science Foundation of China potential.
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The EXP-6 potential is expressed as Internal energy:

_ _ J r x.
4(r) - 6 1 6exp [0 - r1-f) -RT + (=1)"• -6r - X r rll _ i - T + i)

r61dB* Wg W2 3
_ - (2) -RTW * + 2+ g (5)

ri ±T -( + -)(5
r4*r 2 48 972

where ,(r) is the potential energy between two Entropy:
molecules at a separation distance r; e, the
depth of the potential minimum; rm, the
separation at the energy minimum; cx, the x XiRT oB*

measure of steepness of the repulsive part of S - "j (S0 -Rln ) -RW {T*"-X ' V 4"I*
potential.

The EXP 6 potential is more reasonable W W 1 W
and more flexible since it contains three + B + (g+q) [1+2 -12 243

parameters. In fact, it is becoming widely used (6)
in modern calculations.

7'8

Chemical Potential:
For an EXP-6 potential, the reduced

second viral coefficient, 13* (T*, becomes 2

I r3  dp*(r*) I + i T

T* d r* bo W bo
+ RTB* (W + - ) + RTWq (- + )

exp I- 4*(r*)/T*1 dr*, (3) V 2 V

where RTW2q W boI RTW3q W bo.
+ (--+ -)+ ( +--),

4W r* r 16 3 V 243 4 Vqb*(*) : • r* : •(7)

r
mn where

To improve the accuracy, Equation (1)
should include up to the fifth term. Namely, bo B*(T*, O)
let m : 5 instead of 4. In this case, Equation (1) V T 01/4
beco mes

-- 1 f W3 + W q + W3q/24 _ W 4q/3 5 , g = T T- - ;
wr 4

(4)

w -. . I. r 3 d4 (*(r*) - T*)w4c* T .2 dr*
bo B

W . q exp (- p*(r*)/T*) dr*
V

Equation (4)is called the revised VIW EOS. CALCULATION

By means of thermodynamic relations, The detonation parameters of some new

from Equation (4) we obtain powerful explosive compounds are predicted by
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using the revised VlW EOS with both the (E6 and E19), which give a fair indication of
EXP-6 potential and Lennard Jones potential hydrodynamic performances of an explosive,
in'Table 1. are not yet exceeding those of IIMX. The

reason may be that their adiabatic exponents,
DISCUSSION y, which are very sensitive to influence on the

From the predicted detonation properties detonation energy, are too high (over 3.6). In

of explosive compounds listed in Table 1, we this cse, a sole reliance on detonation velocity

conclude that: or C-J pressure could be misleading in
assessing the detonation performance of an

(A) Although the detonation velocities 1) explosive. How do we evaluate the detonation
of some compounds, such as in octanitro- performance? And what is a reasonable
cubane, are as high as 9700 m/s, and C-J criterion for doing this job? To answer these
pressure is over 40 Gl~a, the cylinder-test data questions, we consider

Table 1. Comparison of Computed Results With Experiment Data

Calcn
Explosive Param. Exp. EXlP-6 l1-J

No. II IMX) 1,3,5,7 tetranitro- 1,3,5,7-tetraazacyclooctane
112 1) 91003 9107 9107

0,,N-N-C-N-NO,, P 39.33 40.5 39.6
1 1 T 4585 4840

112C C 112

2 •.9 2.94
0 2 N-N-C-N-N ON, Lu 2.7 2.64

112 E6 1.444 1.45 1.42
pO - 1 90 E19 1.7544 1.80 1.78
lli = 11.3

No. 2- 2,4,6,8 tetranitro-2,4,6,8-tetraazacycloactanone I
112 1) 9454 9335

02 N-N-C-N-N( 2  13 43.4 48.8

I 1 T 4924 5218
11bC CýO

I I Y 3.07 2.53
0 2 N-N-C-N-NO2 ]u 2  2.69 3.48

11b E6 1.5 1.89
p" - 1 98 E19 1.88 2.35

All, = f 3.6

No. 3 1,3,3,5,7,7-hexanitro- 1,5-diazacycloactane
N02

11 9C-N-NC11 2  D 8 8 0 0 6 8794 8933

I I P 37.1 39.9

() 2 N) 2 C C (NOt2 )2  T 5065 5301
1 1

I12C-N-•C1 2  y 2.91 2.75
NO 2  Ju2  2.52 2.84

p,, = 1.875 E6 1.35 1.50
Ally - -6.5 E19 1.7 1.88
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Table 1. (continued)

Calcn
Explosive Param. Exp. EXP-6 l-J

No. 4 - (bicyclo-!IMX) 2 ,4,6.8-tetranitro-2,4,6,8-tetraazabicyclo [3,3,0]actane
11 1) 9171 9134

02N-N-C-N-NO2 P 40.5 42.0
I 1 T 4805 5064

112 C C 112
S I V. 2.98 2.81

0,2N-N-C-N-NO9  2u 2.65 2.87
If E6 1 27 1.55

po = 1 92 E19 1.53 1.94
Ally= 20

----------------------------------------------------
No. 5 - 2, 4 ,6 ,8-tetranitro-2,4,6,8-tetrazabicyclol 3,3,0 lactanone-3

If 1) 9331 9257
O-)N-N-C-N-NO 2  P 40.5 46.1

I 1 r 5146 5385
11t2C U C: O

"" I y 3.2 2.62
0).N-N--C-N-N0 2  2u 2.47 3.26

!1 E6 1 38 1.76
Po 1.954 E19 1.73 2.19

Ally +5.5
----------------------------------------------------
No. 6 - 2,4,6,8-tetranitro 2,4,6,8-tetraazabicyclot 3,3,0 lactandione-(3,7)

I f D 9034* 8989 9060
0-,N-N-C-N-N0 2  ) 37.9 41.9

I 1 1 T 5109 5312
O=C Cli 2 C =O0

I I i y 3.11 2.78
O2 N-N-C-N-NO. ,u2 2.39 2.87

! ! E6 1.32 1.55
p,, 1. 93 E19 1.67 1.95

Ally -80
----------------------------------------------------
No. 7. 1,3,5,7,9-pentanitro-1,3,5,7,9-pentaazacyclodecane

NO 2
N 1) 9159 9110

/ P 42.2 40.9
()2NN -C11 2 112C7NNO2 T 4636 4896

C1l 2 112C 2 2.79 2.88
/(, C - \u2 2.92 2.76

0)NN 112 NNO2 E6 1.56 1.49
E19 1.95 1.87

p,, 1.91

Ally 22
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Table 1. (continued)

Calmn
Explosive Param. Exp. EXP-6 l1-J

No. 8 - 2,4,6,8,10-pcentanitro-2,4,6,8,10-pentaazabicyclo[5,3,0ldecane
If NO 2  1) 9406 9331

0 2N-N-C-N-Ctl 2  P 47.3 47.7
1 1 T 4780 5049

112 C N-NO 2
y 2.71 2,62

0 2 N-N-C-N-ClI 2  2 3.2 3.31
If NO2  E6 1.76 1.81

P, = 1.987 E19 2.19 2.26
Ally = 25

No. 9 - (RI)X) 1,3,5 trinitro-1,3,5-triazacyclohexane
112 1) 87543 8776 8764
C ) 34.73 34.4 34.7

O2 N-N ' N-NO2  T 4657 4909

1 1"C' CU 11 3.03 2.99
N .u2  2.37 2.41

NO02  E6 1.24 1.26
Po = 1.8 E19 1.64 1.57 1.59

Al1 1 = 147

No. 10 2,4,6.triritro-s-triazine
-- N\ 1) 9530 9292

O,,N-C C-NO 2  P 37.0 36.1
I II T1' 5331 5306

C/
Cy 3,84 3.71

N() Il2 1.94 1.94

E6 1.13 1.13
Po = 1973 E19 1.43 1.43

Allf = 18

No. 1t!,2,3,4,5,6 haxanitrobenzene
NO2

C) 93003 9413 9384
011N C- ., P 37.3 37.7

I; 1 - T 6176 6087ON-C C-NO.)
C U-N y 368 3.61
NO •u2 2 03 1.92

p,, 1 973 E6 1 17 1.12
All, - 35 E19 1 48 1.42
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Table 1. (continued)

Ca lcn
Explosive Param. Exp. IXP-6 l1-J

No. 12 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8-octanitrocubane
1) 9792 9750
1P 41.2 41.5
T1' 6361 6263

(NO)))S 3-72 3.64
- 2 2.15 2.2

p,, = 1.92 E6 1.27 1.29
Allj = 80 E19 1.60 1.62

No. 13 - 2,3,6,7 bislfurazan J 1,4,5,8-tetranitro 1,4,5,8-tetraazadecalin
0 2 N NO)

N N
/, \C I I/ ) 9150* 9075 9140

c C P 41.2 45.0
( I I o T1 5914 6118

ZC C 'ý
N4 1\/ N 2.71 2.45

N N 'u2 2.98 3.50
ON N() 2  E6 1.56 1.80

E 19 1.95 2.23
p, - 1.861 All1  = 185

No. 14 2,3,5,6 bisldinitroimidazolinel- 1,4-dinitropiperazine
N()2

N 1) 9140 9134
().2 N IX \"1I NO02 P 40.4 42.2

N - C - N T1, 4949 5024

N -- C C-N 2.94 2.75
0,,N I!I\ / NO 2 0 u2  2.68 2.96

N E6 1.45 1.58
NO 2  E19 1.82 1.98

Po 1 !.91 All = 45

I) is the detonation velocity (mis);
P is the C.J pressure (GPa);
T is the C J temperature;
' is the adiabatic •x•ýpnent,
u is the C-J particle velocity (mis);
]u2 represents the specific kinetic of detonation products of explosive (KJ/g);
Allf is heat of formation (Kcal/mol); and
p,, is density (glcc).
E"6 and E 19 are the calculated cylinder-test data (KJ/g) which provide a

measure of relative effective explosive energy for detonation; i.e., E6 is the
specific wall kinetic energy at 6 mm wall displacement and E19 at 19 mm
wall displacement.

*Is this work
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Table 2. Comparison of the Detonation
Parameters of the Following Two Explosives

92

Explosive Po D(Expl't) 9 Pc-J Yc-J 9  
5

I - 1. 1 3 (.4.,
IIMXJA'rB/ 1.84 8300 30.3 3.17 ",
BTF 1/1/0 (mole) 82

IIMXIT/rATB/ 1-838 7890 28.7 2.98
BTF 1/1/3 (niole) 76 NMI TATB ItF

74 1 I 0'_W~lp

'c-J calculated by McGuire etc., using o 24 Ig" 1-1 - 20 -• 24 4-2 2'8

BKW R-Tiger code at p,, ,= 1.85. MO INDFR F ,,N R R .4-1

Pc J calculated from P,, 1)2i (,c-j + 1).

Figure 1. Cylinder Test Performance
Finger's cylinder test showed that the wall
energy of the former was lower than that of the According to the facts mentioned above
latter. and Equations (8) through (12), Wu Xiong

In addition, several years ago, our proposed that the specific energy 2u. may be
colleagues synthesized a new exp. ;ive com better as the foundation in assessing the det-
pound. Although its experimental detonation onation performance of unit mass explosives
velocity was as high as 9500m/s, the experi- and the specific volume energy 1pou 2 in

mental metal accelerating properties were still assessing those of unit volume explosives.
lower than those of II MX.
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TiIHEORETICAl MOi)EIL OF EXPLOSIVE I)ETONA'TION
PROI)UC'I'S: TESTS ANI) SENSIT'IVITIY STIUI)IES*

G. 1. Kerley
Sandia National Laboratories

Division 1533
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185-5800

A model fior calculating equations of state for reactive materials,
introduced at the previous Detonation Symposium, is reviewed and
applied to a broader class of problems. It is shown to give very good
agreement with experimental measurements of detonation velocities,
overdriven liugoniots, and Ilugoniots for nonexplosive materials that
decompose when shocked. The ideal mixing approximation, one of the
central features of the model, is tested and shown to give satisfactory
results whe'n compared with Monte Carlo calculations. The reaction
products foirmic acid; liquid curbon ; und atomic N, 0, and II, usually
neglected In other theories, are shown ito be important. The parameters
used for carbon und formic acid are examined in some detail.

INTROI)UCTION the reaction products could be a significant

At the Eighth l)etonation Symposium, we effect, even for steady-state detonations. flow

described a (nearly) a priori theory for calcu- ever, our chemical equilibrium model gave

lating equations of state (EOS) for the satisfactory results for all classes of explosives,

detonation products of explosives 1 Two main obviating the need for such an explanation.

conclusions emerged from that work. First, we The purposes of this paper are to justify
found that the ideal mixing approximation the foundations of our theory, to discuss tests
gave surprisingly accurate results. The most and sensitivity studies of the calculations, and
important advantage of ideal mixing is that it to present some new results and comparisons
enables one to include much more realistic with experimental data. We begin with an
models for complicated chemical species than overview of the model and its predictions of
would he possible using mixture theories based explosive detonation properties, overdriven
upon simple intermolecular pair potentials. llugoniot data, and llugoniots for nonexplosive
Second, we showed that formic acid (tICO()ll, CllN() compounds. Next, we discuss some
which has been overlooked in most other Monte Carlo calculations of the EOS for
theoretical work, is an important reaction mixtures in the pressure-temperature regime
product for explosives having a negative relevant to detonations. These tests show that
oxygen balance (O.B.). Including formic acid ideal mixing is not only a reasonable approxi-
in the calculations eliminated discrepancies mation for such problems, but that it is also
with experiments that had previously required better than other available theories. We also
uirealistic assumptions about the carbon E()S. discuss several ways to estimate E(S param-
The existence of such discrepancies had lead to eters of formic acid, for which there are very
speculation that nonequilibrium behavior in few experimental data. We show that our EOS

parameters are reasonable and that E()S
This work performed at Sandia National uncertainties do not alter the fact that
Laboratories supported by the U S. IIC((I!I is an important reaction product.
I)epartment of Energy under Contract No. Finally, we discuss some revisions to our model
I)F, AC-4 761)!P00789 for the carbon EOS and phase diagram. The
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revised carbon EOS indicat.. that melting is theoretical models of detonation proper-
partly responsible Ivr the change in slope of the ties, is not examined here; it is justified
curve of TNT detonation velocity vs. density. only by the success of the model in

predicting experimental results.
OVERVIEW OF THE MOD)EL For the present paper, the mixture-

Our model for the EOS of a material chemical equilibrium calculations and compu-
undergoing chemical reactions can be divided tation of the detonation and shock-wave
into four parts.1  properties were made using a new version of

" We must identify the important chem- the PANDA code 2 that includes capabilities

ical species that can be produced by the formerly available in an undocumented code

reactions. For CHI NO compounds, most called POG0.

models include a minimum of ten com- In Reference 1, we compared our model
ponents -- CO 2, N2, 1120, CO, NO, NH 3, predictions of the detonation properties of 15
CI14, 112, 02, and elemental carbon. In CHNO explosives with experimental data. It
addition, wu have included HCOOH, is well-known that the greatest challenge to
atomic N, 0, and H1, and three forms of any theoretical model is that of predicting the
carbon -- graphite, diamond, and the behavior of carbon-rich explosives. A study of
liquid phase. the detonation properties for three explosives,

"* Second, the P~ANDA code2 is used to RDX, PETN, and TNT, as functions of loading

construct a separate EOS for each of the density, was particularly useful in illuminat-
above species, making one library of ing the nature of the phenomena involved. The

data tables that can be used for materi- detonation velocities are shown in Figure 1.

als of all compositions. Fluid perturba-
tion theory 3 is used for all species except 12

for solid carbon. The general approach
is discussed in Reference I and the ref-., -

-10erences cited within. In the present " RDX .Dcj+. -

work, we have omitted the dipole terms1

that were found to be negligible. Some
of the EOS are semi-empirical, in that
the parameters have been chosen to
match the Ilugoniot and other experi- >
mental data for the pure component. P
Ilowever, the EOS have not been I
adjusted to fit the explosive data except 4 -
for IICOOII and carbon. These two TNT (Dc-2)
cases are discussed below in more dea ail.
Next, the ideal mixing model is used to 2 0. 1. ,. 20

0.0 0 . . .
compute the thermodynamic properties Loading Density (g/cc)
for a mixture having an arbitrary com-
position of the various species. The Figure 1. Detonation Velocity Vs. Loading
validity of this approximation is dis- Densityfor Three Explosives. Experimental datacussed below.DesyfoTheEplsesEpeintlda

are from References 4-6; the curve labeled RDX
• Finally, the composition of the system shows data for HMX as well.4 For clarity, the

is determined from the assumption of RDX and TNT velocities are shifted by ±2km/s,
chemical equilibrium, i.e., by mini- respectively. The solid curves were computed
mizing the llelmholtz free energy at using the theory discussed in the text. For RDX,
constant density and temperature. The the dashed and dotted curves are calculations
validity of the equilibrium approxi- in which the density of formic acid was shifted
mation, which is presently made in all by ± lOpercent, respectively.
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For low initial densities, we find that our model. In particular, we note that the
PETN and RDX do not form either carbon or formic acid and carbon EOS are found to be
IICOOtI in the reaction products. For high quite important in all of these cases. For
initial densities, PETN forms HCOOH but no example, the dotted line in Figure 2 shows a
carbon, while RDX forms both. These changes calculation for PBX-9404 that omits HCOOH
in chemical composition result in changes in as a reaction product; this prediction badly
slope that can be seen in both the data and the overestimates the shock velocity. (The small
theoretical predictions. TNT, which has a large amount of elements Cl and P were neglected in
negative O.B., forms elemental carbon at all the calculations for PBX-9404.) Other
loading densities. In that case, the change in theoretical models either omit atomic N, 0,
slope at high initial densities is related to the and H or treat them in a very simplified way
formation of diamond and liquid carbon, as that ignores the effects of strong binding at
discussed below, high densities. The dashed curve in Figure 2

shows a calculation for PETN in which these
In this work, the model is tested further

by comparing its predictions with experi- species were omitted; the results are noticeably

mental measurements of overdriven shock poorer, showing that molecular dissociation is
Sfor four explosives. TI'he results, an important effect for overdriven explosives.lugoniots We do note that agreement with the data for

shown in Figure 2, are very good. The fact that We donethat arm ent as the as for
good agreement is obtained without adjusting oth ane (Me iscnot as good as e
any parameters is evidence of the validity of other explosives; the discrepancy in that casemay be due to deficiencies in the liquid carbon

EOS at low densities, as discussed below.

As further tests of the model, we com-
13 - - ' puted Hugoniots for several reactive but non-

explosive materials -- benzene (C6H6 ), PMMA

PBX-9404 (Us + 1) (C511802), polyurethane (C200I1286N 16079), and
\. • " - " -. epoxy (C4 6 116 1N3 0 8 ). These calculations were

• "totally a priori, u-ing the same model and
E parameters that were developed for explosive

detonation products. The results are shown in
S9 PETN- Figure 3. The chemistry of these materials is
S..similar to that of explosives, in that they
> TNT decompose under intense shock loading; the

principal reaction products are H20, CH 4, N2,
7_ . and elemental carbon. Of course, the model is

NM (Us-i) valid only at pressures and temperatures
above which decomposition occurs. The calcu-

5 ... •_ t . lations for PMMA, epoxy, and polyurethane
S2 3 4 5 6 all show very good agreement with the data

Particle Velocity (km/s) above about 25-30 GPa and 2500-3000°K; at

lower pressures and temperatures, the decom-
Figure 2. Overdriven Shock Ilugoniots for Four position is probably incomplete. For benzene,
Explosives. Experimental data are from Refer- the theory gives good agreement at even lower
ences 8-12. For clarity, the PBX-9404 and NM pressures and temperatures, including the
shock velocities are shifted by ±t 1 kmi/s, respec- prediction of the phase transition for a particle
tively. The solid curves were computed using the velocity of -3 km/s (20 GPa). The calculated
theory discussed in the text. The dotted curve is and measured temperatures, shown in Fig-
a calculation for PBX-9404 in which formic ure 4, are also in reasonable agreement. These
acidis omittedas a reaction product. The dashed tests provide further evidence that our theory
curve is a calculation for PETN in which atomic is valid in the range that is relevant to
N, 0, and H1 are omitted as reaction products. detonation problems.
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terms of the EOS for the pure components,
requiring no additional parameters to describe

14 - the interactions between unlike molecules.
2 PMMA 1 In recent years, there have been many

studies using statistical mechanical theories

"-o epoxy (U,+ .that relate the properties of mixtures to inter-

E molecular potentials. The so-called van der
Waals one-fluid theory (vdWl) is probably the

-. • "PU most popular method available because it has
"-- been found to give good results and because its

Sbenzene simplicity is advantageous in chemical equilib-Sbenn rium problems that involve extensive numer-
,Pj foamn ical computation. 13 However, a limitation of
• foam •.these models is that they require simplifying

2 assumptions about the intermolecular forces

that are not valid for certain explosive detona-
0 - 2 4 6 8 tion products, including liquid carbon and the

Pnaricle Velocity (km/s) high-density atomic species, N, 0, and H.

Although ideal mixing is sometimes
b'tgure 3. Ilugoniots for Nonexplosive Materials. viewed as a crude and oversimplified theory,
Expo.rimental data are from References 20-22. experience has shown that it usually gives
The curve marked PU is normal density poly- very good results for the EOS of a mixture, i.e.,
urethane; that marked PU foam is polyurethane the dependence of the total volume, energy,
with a density of 0.32. For clarity, the PMMA and entropy on pressure and temperature. In
and epoxy shock velocities are shifted by + I fact, the predictions of ideal mixing are often
ann +2 km/s, respectively. Solid curves were superior to those of the vdW1 model. Moreover,
con, puted using the theory discussed in the text. ideal mixing does not require any assumptions

about the nature of the intermolecular forces

Af CURACY OF IDEAL MIXING and permits the use of realistic models for
complicated mixture species.

The general success of the model in We have compared the two mixture
pr,.icting the properties of explosive deto- models with Monte Carlo calculations for
na'iun products and other reactive materials fluids of spherical molecules having simple
car be offered as a posteriori justification foras .m ring ideal mixing. Ilowever, the results repulsive potentials and differing in diameter
dasnd upon the validity of several other by a factor of three. 7 These studies arerelevant to the detonation problem because
aptroximations as well, so it is desirable to the EQS is determined primarily by the repul-
ev- luate this feature of the theory by inde- sive forces at high densities and temperatures.
pendent tests. This section discusses such tests. For the inverse-12 potential, ideal mixing

A quantitative discussion of the ideal was found to have a maximum error of about
sot ition and its relation to the statistical 5 percent and to give the better results at high
mc "hanics of mixtures is given in Reference 7. densities. The vdWI model was better at
A ( ualitative description of the model is as very low densities but was much poorer at
fol 'ws. Starting with a heterogenetus mix- high densities, with an error approaching
tur in thermal and mechanical equilibrium, 22 percent. In addition, the vdWl model gave
allo - the components to mix homogeneously at the wrong sign for the volume change on
constant temperature and pressure. In ideal mixing; this result was surprising because it
mixing, this step produces no change in volume was different from the hard-sphere case. For
or internal energy, while the change in entropy the inverse-6 potential, ideal mixing was
is that for complete randomness. This model slightly better than vdW1, with the maximum
completely specifies the mixture properties in error approaching 10 percent.
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The water-nitrogen mixture, in which the PARAMETERS FOR FORMIC
molecules differ both in size and in attractive ACID
energy, is an important system in detonationprobems Re hasproose tha searaionOur theory can be regarded as a prioriproblems. Ree has proposed that separation in the limited sense that explosive data were
into N2-rich and N2-poor phases occurs in the not lmed sene tha elosv rateredetonationnot used to determine the model parameters.markedly affecting their properties.x4 Ilow, But one exception to this rule is that the
ever, the ideal mixing approximation, which detonation velocity data for RDX were used to
assumes that heterogeneous and homogeneous adjust the EOS for HCOOH, for which there
mixtures have the same pressure and energy are no high-pressure measurements. There-
relations, predicts that phase separation would fore, it is desirable to show that our EOS for
ravelattions pedctson thatphase sepaation wro ul. this species is a reasonable one, not simply a
have little effect on the detonation properties. "knob" used to fit the experiments.

In order to investigate this question, we In discussing this matter, we emphasize
have made Monte Carlo calculations for 1120- that formic acid is not of equal importance for
N2 mixtures in the regime of interest, including all classes of explosives. HCOOH has the same
the high pressure region obtained in overdrivenH20-CO
detonations. We used the exp-6 potential, with
parameters given by Ree for like pairs 14 and the mixture. Explosives with a positive O.B. will

Lorentz-Berthelot combination rules for unlike not produce a significant amount of formic acid
because most of the carbon is consumed in

pairs. The results are given in Table 1. Ideal makin 002. osive wit aolarge iv
mixing underestimates the pressure and energy making C02. Explosives with a large negative
in the mixture, but the error is not greater than O.B., such as TNT, will produce much less
5 percent. The vdWb model gives somewhat formic acid because the lack of oxygen results

5 pecent Th vdW moel gvessomehat in free carbon rather than CO compounds. It is
poorer results, overestimating the pressure and

energy by up to 7 percent; hence, vdWI tends to explosives L1 - RDX (which has the same C-H-

exagge rate the effects of phase separation. 0 ratio as formic acid) for which this species is

These calculations show that the ideal mixing most important.

approximation gives reasonable results and is The formic acid EOS, like that for the
actually better than vdWl. Therefore, it is not other compounds, consists of contributions
likely to be a major source of error in the pre- from translational, internal vibrational, and
diction of detonation properties. Of course, it rotational degrees of freedom. Calculation of
would be desirable to include corrections to the the vibrational and rotational terms from
simple model, but it is not clear that a better spectroscopic data 15' 16 is straightforward; the
mixture theory exists at the present time. model gives excellent agreement with gas

phase thermod ynamic data that are available
Table I. Equation of State for an Equimolar up to 1000°K. 17 The translational terms are
Binary Mixture at 4000°K, with Pair Potentials computed form the cold cur 'e, using fluid
Representative of 1120 and N2 . Calculations perturbation theory.3 For detonation products,
were made using the Monte Carlo Method, the most crucial feature of the cold curve is the
with 216 Particles and 105 Configurations. compressiorn in the pressure range 10 - 100
Accuracy of results is estimated to be better than GPa; the binding energy is of minor impor-
0.5 percent. tance because it is so small in comparison with

the heat of formation. In fact, the details of the
Volume PIGPa) E M/kg-mole) EOS are not crucial to demonstrating that

tce/mole) ideal real vdWl ideal real vdWl formic acid is a reaction product; for RDX, we
obtained results very similar to those given
here by replacing the perturbation theory term

13.691 15.0 15.626 16.375 81.952 84.798 87.102 for ItCOOtI with a simple BKW expression,

1).953 30,0 30.906 32.674 114.33 118.31 123.10 usingtheCO2 covolumeof600.18
9.3025 WOt) 52.445 55.848 154.60 162.17 170.61 The cold curve used in the present model
8.0754 80.0 83884 89.892 211.08 221.67 235.44 predicts that the atomic volume of formic acid
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is approximately equal to that of C02 over the detonation products. The results are very
pressure range from 10 to 1000 GPa. We assert sensitive to the formic acid EOS, producing a
that the result is reasonable because the range of uncertainty that is quite unacceptable
addition of two H atoms to the C02 molecule for any application. In the absence of other
should cause only a small increase in volume, data, it is necessary to use these experiments
We made calculations using the Thomas- to adjust the HCOOIt parameters; the model
Fermi-Dirac model 2 which show that this can be justified a posteriori by showing that it
increase is no more than 20 percent; the same gives satisfactory predictions when tested over
conclusion is reached using geometrical a wider range of applications, such as Hugoniot
estimates of the covolumes. 1  Moreover, a data shown in Figures 2 and 3. Calculations of
comparison of the ambient densities of the two the Hugoniot for PBX-9404 (Figure 2) show
liquids suggests that their atomic volumes are that the formation of IfCOOH has a profound
nearly equal; this fact shows that the effect on the predictions. Our model gives very
attractive forces tend to offset the volume good results when this species is included as a
increase due to geometric effects (repulsive reaction product.
forces).

A different estimate of the intermolecular CARBON EQUATION OF STATE
forces in formic acid can be made by treating In Reference 1, we described a three-phase
the HCOO| molecule as consisting of 1120 and (graphite-diamond-liquid) EOS for carbon. Our
CO units. The interaction potential (P can be EOS for the liquid phase was constructed using
crudely calculated by summing the potentials fluid perturbation theory, 3 with a cold curve
between units in separate molecules, as chosen to match the melting curve in the vicin-
follows: ity of the triple point. We also showed that the

TNT detonation velocity curve shows a change
in slope at high loading densities that can be

where r is the intermolecular distance and A, explained by the transition from a graphite-
B, and C stand for 1120, CO, and 1COOH, like form to a diamond-like form of carbon.1 To
respectively. We used this approximation, reproduce the TNT data, however, it is neces-
together with two different sets of potential sary to shift the energy of diamond relative to
parameters, 13 .19 to compute the formic acid that of graphite, thereby raising the transition
potential and cold curve. These results pre- pressure. This energy increase was justified as
dict that the atomic volume for iICOOH is arising from a small percentage of defects in
about 20 percent less than that of C02 over the the diamond lattice. This general idea has also
pressure range of interest. been discussed by van Thiel and Ree. 24

Although extensive experimental and In the present work, we have improved
theoretical work will eventually be required to the liqid EOS by using a cold curve that is fit
determine an interaction potential for formic to recent a priori band-theoretical calculations
acid, it is our contention that a cold compres- for the bc-8 structure. 23 The new liquid EOS
sion curve similar to that for C02 cannot be in also requires a slightly different energy shift
error by more than 10 percent in density. In for diamond in order to match the high-density
order to explore the corresponding uncertain- TNT data. The resulting phase diagram, in
ties in the model predictions, we calculated the which the diamond energy has been shifted by
detonation velocities for RI)X using EOS in +0.9 MJ/kg, is shown in Figure 4. Also shown
which the cold curve in our model for I10CO1 are the calculated pressure-temperature loci
was shifted by ± 10 percent in density. The on the Hugoniots of several materials. Most of
results are shown in Figure 1. As expected, the the Ilugoniot data lie in the stability range of
lower density EOS overestimates Dcj, while liquid carbon, which is not included in most
the higher density EOS underestimates it. other theoretical models. The calculated
Nevertheless, all three calculations predict temperatures for benzene are in reasonable
that formic acid is an important species in the agreement with the experimental data. 22
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An interesting feature of the revised on the NM Hugoniot are lower than those for
model is that the melting of carbon plays a role the other materials, so that the corresponding
in determining the detonation properties of carbon densities are lower. It may be that the
high-density TNT. As seen in Figure 4, the deficiency in the expansion behavior of our
Ilugoniot for TNT intersects and follows the liquid EOS is responsible for the discrepancy in
graphite-liquid and diamond-liquid phase our predictions for NM.
lines, passing through the triple point, before it
emerges into the liquid phase. This behavior CONCLUSIONS
influences the nature of the broad flat region in
the corresponding shock velocity curve, seen in The ability of a theoretical model to give
Figure 2. The curve exhibits a double mini- accurate predictions for a wide variety of cases
mum;24 the lower of the two values is the veloc- is an indication of its usefulness and also the
ity for the stable detonation wave. Graphite validity of the approximations involved. In
formation occurs for low initial densities, and this work, we have compared our model for the
diamond formation occurs for high initial detonation properties of explosives with a
densities. broader class of problems than were considered

in Reference 1. We obtained very good agree-
We previously noted that our liquid car- ment with detonation velocity data, with

bon EOS is not satisfactory at low pressures, overdriven Htugoniots for explosives, and also
where it fails to match the negative slope of the with Hugoniots for several reactive but
melting curve. An analysis of the experimental nonexplosive materials.
data shows that the liquid has an anomalously
high compressibility as it expands. This phe- We have also examined specific features
nomenon could be due to the formation of of the model in some detail. It was shown that
molecules or to changes in the electronic struc- the assumption of ideal mixing is very
ture of the atoms. In any case, our EOS tends reasonable when compared with Monte Carlo
to overestimate the density of liquid carbon on calculations for various test cases and that it is
expansion. As seen in Figure 4, the pressures often better than other mixture approxima-

tions for conditions typical of detonations. It
6000 -- r- ,/ , was shown that formic acid should be expected

Liquid // to be an important reaction product for any
/ ,reasonable set of EOS parameters and that the

5000 NM '--benzene predictions for certain classes of explosives are
0 /" /strongly affected by the formation of this

compound. When the parameters for formic
TNT, /acid are adjusted to match the detonation

40 ',"velocities for RDX, good results are also
PBX09404 -obtained for the other properties, and for other
PBX-9404explosives. Finally, we have shown that liquid

carbon and the atomic species N, 0, and H,
usually neglected in theoretical models, are

Graphite Diamnod also important reaction products in many
problems.

2000 _•
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FRED VOLK
Fraunhofer InstitutI)ISCUSSION FRG

STEPHEN AGNEWFR
In the list of reaction products mentioned

Los Ala~mos National Laboratory you should add the components (reaction

I agree with your conclusions about ideal products) N20 and HCN. N20 is important by
mixing theory being valid for molecules with investigating nitroguanidine and ammonium
similar polarities, but how can it be valid for nitrate containing HE.
very dissimilar molecules like 1120 and C114?

REPLY BY G. I. KERLEY
REPLY BY G. 1. KERLEY I agree with you and hope to include these

1,t0 me replace your question with two components in any calculations that I make in
others. the future.
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A NEW SIMULATION METHOD FOR THE EFFICIENT
CALCULATION OF BENCHMARKS FOR DETONATION

PRODUCTS EQUATIONS OF STATE

M. S. Shaw
Group T-14, MS B214

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

A new variation on the Monte Carlo method is presented here in the
context of its potential impact on the development of detonation products
equations of state (EOS). The configurational density of states and
other quantities are determined for a nonstandard reference simulation.
Then the EOS for a linear combination of potentials is evaluated
through a density of states transformation at arbitrary densities and
temperatures in the fluid range. The computer time required for the
EOS calculation (including free energies) is negligible once the
reference simulation is made. The EOS over the entire fluid regime for
a Lennard-Jones fluid (including the location of the gas/liquid
equilibrium phase line) is calculated. Preliminary results on the
.Ocnr;in of the method to the exponential-six potential are presented.
The efficient calculation of benchmarks over the very large parameter
space of relevance to detonatio.n products EOS may now be possible.

I NTROI)UCTION Although much progress has been made,
In the last two decades, a great deal of we are not yet at this goal for thermodynamicprogress has been made in the area of theo- theory. Fast quantitative methods1 are avail-

progress har beenEmadefinitheeareacof' theo
retical equations of state for fluids. Of particu- able for the EQS of single species with

spherically symmetric interaction potentials.lar interest to the explosives community, has Method exist for spherical mixtures,2 but their
been the work of the last decade in applying accuracy has only been tested against a limited
these methods to the construction of physically seofimltnsnthrgosofneet.Ameaningful detonation products equations of set of'simulations in the regions of interest. An
meateiThegfl detoion t rmoduacts equathors of accurate method3 for treating single speciesstate. The goal for thermodynamic theory is to nonpolar, nonspherical interactions (e.g., N 2
be able to take a given set of interaction and COO)as an effective spherical interaction
potentials for an arbitrary mixture of product has been developed. The mixture problem formolecules, and calculate accurately and molecules with shape, and the problem of the
quickly the equilibrium EOS under the large dipole moment in 1120, are largely
extreme conditions of pressure and tempera- unsolved. Of course, there are benchmark type
ture characteristic of detonation products- methods, such as molecular dynamics (MD)
Then the potentials could be determined from and Monte Carlo (MC), which provide accurate
quantum mechanics or normalization to data thermodynamics at the cost of around
(typically the quantum calculations are 10 minutes of CRAY time per EOS point. The
(lualitativ',, and are useful for the determina-tion of functional forms to be used in fitting parameter space is too large to use thesedta offunctional fhe ormsdynamicusedoryfstting methods directly for a practical explosives
data) Until the thermodynamic theory Is tied EOS. They arý. used to test the accuracy of
down, there will he too many free parameters much taster irproximate methods that are
to assure a predictive E)S in which all of the then used to model expiosives.
constants are physically meaningful.
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This paper gives results for a new4 varia- N N N
tion on the Monte Carlo method that retains \" f/ I= N f. (2)
the accuracy of the standard MC methods, but , 1 '= i =
dramatically increases the speed with which where only ratios of integrals are evaluated
the parameter space can be mapped out. Start-ing roma nnstndad rferncesimlaton, since thle overall normalization is not defineding from a nonstandard reference simulation, y~ the method. Here i designates the coordi-

which samples essentially all of the phase
space relevant to fluids, a remapping is made nates r1 ,...,rn at the ith step of the simulation.

to determine the EOS for different values of We can transform the complications of
density and temperature throughout the fluid the many-body integration to that of finding
regime. Since the reference simulation is only the configurational density of states. Laying
calculated once and the remapping is very fast, the foundation for a whole class of methods,
the cost per l)S point is small. McDonald and Singer 5'6 evaluated relative

In the remainder of th,ý paper, we Will values for the configurational density of states

begin with a diSCLdSrn of the evaluation of the y(U) over a limited range, by reweighting thebegn wth dicus• im o th evluaionof he results of a standard VIC simulation. That is,
configurational density of states for a reference rEults .of a sandardreCrimtin T i
potential using a nonstandard Monte Carlo l'Xquation(1) can be rewritten as
method. Then the transformation of the fAU)y(U)exp(- PUdU
reference density of states into that for a linear 0Z() (3)
combination of the reference potential and
other potentials is presented. Next is given the where Z(13)=fy(U)exp(-PU)dU, y(U) is the
method for evaluation of thermodynamic quan- number of configurations between U and
tities from the transformed density of states. U+dU, and fAU) is the average of f over those
Results for the Lennard-,Jones potential are configurations. Then y(U) is proportional to
then illustrated. This is followed by a pre- e f tU times the number of counts in the range
liminary version of the treatment of the U to U +dU. With further reweighting, ther-
exponential-six potential fluid. Finally, the modynamic quantities can be evaluated for
implications for the development of a predic- different values ofrdensity, p, and temperature,
tive, accurate EOS for detonation products is T, over a limited range. For example, Equa-
discussed tion (3) can be evaluated for any value of 13,

provided y(L) and fRU) are known over the
I)ENSITY OF STATES FROM range of importance to the integrals. This idea
MONTE CARLO was made more efficient by Torrie and

Tl'he usual NVT ensemble Monte Carlo Valleau's umbrella sampling, 7 in which a non-
oBoltzmann distribution is used to cover a wider(MC) me;thod uses importance sam pling to rnei i~l ape ubro

evaluate integrals of the form range in a single sample. A [lumber of
applications of these and related methods have

'ffr',. ,r )exp(-13U(r 1 .., ,r))dr1 .. dr been made.
Z(11) t t In this paper, we develop a variation on

the types of methods mentioned above, with
where Z([/z) fexp( [31(ri, ,r))dr.r1 (lr,, is the the advantage of spanning a very large range
configuration integral, L' is the total potential in U in a straightforward manner. In addition,
energy, and V3'z 1/k'l. The MC steps are taken a reasonable number lf particles can be used in
with a probability density P,.(r 1 , r,,), which is the simulation (in this example N= 122) in
proportional to e A' The approximation to (f) contrast to many of the other methods which
froim the MC sample is given by are typically implemented with N = 32. The

NN evaluation of thermodxnamic quantities from

-- -f e 1 the simulation is different from the above
-r methods, although there is some overlap In

!- I = Iaddition to the usual steps in configuration
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space, a step in I nji is made after a given In U 3UdU 5
number of steps in U. Th is combined a Igo- nU)-j~f(dU(5
rithin samples with p)robability density Fo h eeec iuain eoti
P(f3,rj ,...rN) =exP ( fAU(- 1 , ý,,rNI))I(P) in the aproxmathe vefrenes simUlatifon, we mbainy
limlit of slow motion in P) relative to motion in V~i~ mtalues for U$) o as meesmld es ateiny
U. A uniform distrib~ut ion over' I nf1i Could hle thius oft cIas we redsamped. The sctigoattersin-

convenwienceanhoweer wteps have chsnumtoimake able functional form. Since the reference sirnwconstantechwvr ehaecoeomk lation used throughout this paper is for the 1. 2
cosatsize steps in I nfl, moving alternately potential, we will restrict the discussion to that

uip and then down a given range of I no. particular case. In Reference 4 we fit I no3 vs.

Consider each vaIlue of' ji to designate it InU, which is rine for a relatively large but
separate NV'I ensemble simuI.lation. Provided finite range in U. For this study, however, we
thle initial condition of t hie ji simuIlation Is from have extended thle range of thle simulation
a configu~rationI that is tVPICal Of' a simulation from thle viriaf region to the melt line. By
at that Value ofP$, then the usual equilibration choosing a functional form consistent with the
part of the run can be eliminated. (Note that virial EOS, thle range is fuirther extended from
there is no preference inherent in the sinIuIla- the ideal gas regime to the melt line.
tion for any given configuration with energy U
over any o'ther with thle samne U. So, a change The~ soft sphero fIluid has scaIi ng

in Ji only changes the ovf'r--;i probability of' properties that allow the "excess or' non1-
samipl ing at state with einergv U n, o h ideal properties to be expressed in terms of

relative probabilitie.i of' particulair configurIa- a single scaled variable, x=111/4 p. (Th'Ie

tions with thle sameu U.) Given I) a small reference simulation of the soft sphere fluid

enough step in fi to Yield at small change in th~e was made with parameters p eo=1.) In

distribution of' U's sampled, and( 2) at long the virial region (i.e., ideal gas plus second

enough Subl simul.1ation at each fi to eliminate virial coefficient termns only), the compres-

alny significanlt co-rrelationl in U between thle sability factor Z= PV/NkT is given by
Initial and final state of' tile sub-simula-lition, Z= I + lix where Ii .~ii2:/2I'(3/4)I3 3.629%88C4

then tile neglect of' thel equiliIibration stage is is the reduced second virial coeffic( fit.

va I d In aldd itom ita rcj peatedl entry of tile 13 Simil Ia rIy , thle excess energy is given by
subi i~iltin a ~eer I tags n te f:I U/N =I/41ix 3. Since we have ch,,sen p =1, this

simu litlation isqat itatvel' sthgesam as taie gu expression can he inverted to give

u ncorr'tl at ed sill) si 111 lif lt ons from a very long x =- p1/4 =(4 /N B 11/3 'The simulation results
NVi' MC ru.r are thlen fit. to thle f'orin,

Given this referIence simul11ation, 11"w can t/ '

WC evaluate \-((U)? Now, \(U I" is very rapidly x =: .i N t U~ (6)
rislIng function and exp ( flU) I 1 i very. rapidly
decreasling fnhi n Suc't tha 5i' iI 1t t he pr'oduct is The fit and the simulation data are co mpared
shai'plY pe'aked Th'Iis pea~k OccLIIrS whei'e in l'igui'e-C I Note that Equk-ation (5) can now be
A n I.') (iU I'/o U 1) B.leca use oit t he shar p integrated anal 'ytically For thle functional formn,
peak, we' also;( know~ t ;t occu1r-, at !' (U. E..quation (6).
'llii, gives a >inpt'iiat ion fronli which to
dIcermnirin' \, U 1, Periodic Iboundary condfitio ns We re us~ed

with at Potent ial cutoff rad ius ý,chosen at hl'if
1 iithle box size. Corrections were madfe with *
A (4 usual approx i Ination that g( r) -:I outside r-,

and( integrat ng the appropriate expr-ssions to

get the long range contribution to thle qua n-
vwhto. r t he 1) 'uhsc r 't " at remlinder that J.') is ti ties of interest. 'The Initial confi guiration was
aita nctio i4 lfi tle by Integration, determined by choosing each coordi naie, fromt at
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- l'For a fixed reference energy U, the
pr-,bability distribution of configurations with

0 8 potential energy WV, denoted P(W, U), can be
sampled from the reference simulation. Then

0 b thle configurational density of states for the
potential W is given by

G 4l'W) f Y(U) P(W, U)d U. (9)

- The evaluutiota of P(W,IJ) is greatly simplified

because its functional form in the variable W is
that of' a normal distribution to a very good

0 C 02113 1 0 1 0 5 approximation. (This is essentially a conse-
U quence of the central limit theorem.) Tlheni

P'iure I ('(mhpurtson ol'SirnzIultion Duta ( P)IW, U) is determined by the evaluation of

Uniform ranldoim distributionl within the box, (W), ~ a I(W) U (10)
andl then ignorinrg steps. in anl equilibration
period. anmd

As achek o wht hr11 is small enough o (U) 2  W (v)

and thle lnumber of steps in U' between steps in
lio is Lar'ge enIough, two sub-averages of U are it it (( w -(X ) (W )) (1
made, for each value of (i. O ne average is mnade 7 7 i j I i U iU

from segnmen ts of' the siminulIat ion where 13 is
in1creatsing, anid thle other f'or fl decreasing. The where ( )U' denotes the average overall
lack of a systemnatic dlifference between the two Configurations with the reference energy
tyý pes oIf a verages indicates that tile simillationH between U and U + dU. lor a gi ven valI tie of U,
is sa ti sfact or v thle normial dlistribution form is

I )ENSITY 0OF STATE S /oX, xp( (t (/U)-)
'I'llA N SIFO RN1 ATI10N

'l'F reld Iadvanitage of' thle imethod comnes
from i he tran.-dormiation of the reference dlen- Note that the Ii near coefficients a, enter in a
sit ,v of' states, to that for an arb~it rary linear trivial fkashioni, and Equatilon (12) can b~e evalu-
koi iii~ 0iat loll of po tent iol Is'henl the EIOS over ated for ain arbitrary set of a,'s, once the set oIf

at irgeý( paramleter space mnay' be samlpled f'rom. (XV 's and (XVjW)'s are sampled fiumi thle refer-
one re c re oce sinitii at ion, as, demilonrst ra tedl rice sliii mul4t ionas a funiction of'U'. In practice,
1 (1(1W the moments are sampled over bins in U and fit

C~w~dcrI li hiowig fuctinal ormfor to algebratic fu nct ions of U over thle region of U
%V the 1 idcr p tbenti ow n un toal formg pe a tce samipledl bY thle reference sim ulation. Th n

'N hct (t aI ptenia en rg pe patice.(WV)I, and o(JU )2 are evaluated using Equations

w (7) (10) and (1l1 for thle gi vein set oIf a,'s. F~ora

'N- given value of WV, we can evaluate

where fi(W) =I''(W)/W I'(XVi.e., Equation M) from the

XV(W I f I ((WN) WX) o 2 (U) )(U) 3 (XV, 'i~d U( 13)
20N - -(i) 8)

k I and Equat ion 1 9).

di'~the ith pa~ir pot entIial fo~r particles k and I In ord'-r to get the pressure, we also rieed
sulwatedbY dstill~e 'klthe ave rage over configurations in tihe range U
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to U +- (I of' that part of* the virial due to where e Is the well depth and o is the point
interparticle [orces. F'or spher',al potentials, where the 1-1 potential crosses 0. The same
the relevant l'unctions are ',r4),' (r-) rather than parameters are used in the soft sphere
,t) (I- lin Equation (8). For the special case of' potential to simplify the connection between
Inverse power iaw pobtentialIs, thesc two quan- the two, even though a single constant would

tteson1 v (lill'er by' a constant Multiplier. It IS be stifficient. The scaling properties of the LJ
a ~trigtfowad eneralii~atiion Of' the denr potential make it convenient to use reduced

vatio ti alovk to ob~tain all expression Ifmr quantities with the fofl~wing relations:
pressuLre' invl\'l inlg the' ratio of'one dimlenlsional IT kT/c , p* = p0 3 , U * u/V = U */N, and
integrals. Tlhe G ibbs freenergy canl also fbe l* Ilwik/, where T is; the temperature, p is the

obtained, since the excess enttropy IS equal . numbur density, u is the potential energy per
the loga rit hin of' the conifig urti-onal dlensi ty of' particle U/N, and P' is the pressure. The simu-

statl(,- lation was made with p~ 1 and we have chosen

A ki rt her simpin p111 at ion can he made., t--I for- convenience. Then we have p*= 3
t oIa2 =-r~ +i = 4r 12, and 4)2 = 4r-6 .

howeverAgain, using) the sharpness of' thle Wit p31 an -(a teineenet6aials

distributions, the Integral ini Equation (8) can With, p* and 0* are calculatpendeanotlinadinathes
he approxinmated as TIadG r acltda ulndi h

previous section. In this example, the one
n1'(%W)I> t in l'(U)POKW L') I ()(N di miený;ional integral forms were evaluated

t " li-l using a 20 potir~. Gauss- I lerinite quadrature.
(14) In Figure 2 we show how well the simu-

TI'he other t he ri modlnainli c averages then lation fits the functional form Equation (12) for
beicome, the values of' quantities evaluated at several values of U 12. The data are scaled such
014. peak of the sharp d istrihut ioll For that the data would then lie on a single curve,

e xa mnple, we now% have if thle functional form were exact. We see that

I" F W (15) this form does fit quite well. In Figures 3 and
f)W1~ I'Wv'l'W 15) 4, the analytic fits to scaled values of(ýW) and

(2are compared with those directly evaluated
((W) NX. -f 2 It (L:wpea.k). f-rom the reference simulation. The results for

P*are com ared with MC 9"t1( and molecular
'Ihe, d(Itta is are- hevond the scope of the present dy namincs 1P1 ( MMI siminulIat ion values in
dfi seilss on i rid will be presentted I itt subse

tJie it paICI per The Iminportan t point is that, thle ________________________
HIVIher dV na nli (ic qantities are evaluated fn m 1

al1gebraic eixpression.is

I.ENNARI)I-~JONEiS F'IAJ I) 0,
We now totrn to the calculation of thetino -L

Il itai c o yste im of' inrte rest in order to
tes't t he precision of thil- method B~ecause ofl Its 0.01

11%, tdtspread~ us(, anid avaiilablt Simulation datit <q
U

(loin other inethols, we:( have-( chosen thle in
Ltnnrillld 1011C.s f~lild as, the( te'st, Case wilth the 001

~otsphe're flui1d (or the rebrlice st n1 ulit io101
0

"[p14TVi liii1 Iotetitial Is given bý 0.0001 .
1-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3

11 12 (r) r01/ot SCALED y

at rid I he Il en1 na r-d ,J 4 es pote(.nt Ia it Fl u re 2. Comparison of the Normal Distri -

htitiot (Line) andl Samples of' the Actual
1.1 i nii - ro iij 1 7) Distribution from the Simulation (Svm hots)
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Figure 7 Guis Liquid Equilibriumn Phase Line t '

fo~r the Lerinard -Jones Hluid. This wvork (line), Figure 8. (W) Versus U-1/3 for a Typical EXP-6
standard MC simulahtionz (bo)x, -#- ), and pertur- Case. A nalytic fit (line) and values from the
bation theory for the critial p)oint (lurge + ). siunilation (dash).

improve thle StaltltCS it ice butiinr
resultS are accurate to Lalout 2 percent in corni-
parison with standard N1C simulations1 5 for
(1- 13,5. The analYtic representation for the --

moments are comparedf with the direct evalua-
tion fromt the simulation iii Figures 8, 9, and 10 --

for a typical case. Results for 5 VaIlueS of (u, 30
Va IC tisOf p*, arnd 3 values of l'* are shown ill
Figures I1I and 12 Since the final expressions
are algebraic, ats mianY FOS points as areN
desired may he generated with a ne~gl igible
amiount of computer time once the single long
reference si mu laition is nmade-- - --

0025 0.3 5 0.40 0.45 0.50

I MPI~ICATIIONS Figure 9. (W) Versus U 1 J for a Typical EXP-6

We have deimonstrated at very efficient Case. A nal~vtwe fit (line) and values from the
mnethod to ge nt-rate FO( S simulation b~enc h - im ulution ( dashI)
marks for the L ennard -Jones and exponential 1 000--------------

six potentials. Indeed, the final analytic
representa tin.,ns coo Id comlpet e with pertiirba
tioni theories, fotr s peed and accoracyv TI V be '

extension Of the method to mixtures, polar
flui(Is, non sphe~rical interactions, and coml`bi
nat tions Oft hesev it )pewai-.r to b~e st ra ightforwa rd
F'or example. mlixtuore,, could he studied by
choosing the W,',, to i nc lode thle interact ions0
within and boetwen -mbgroup., of particles 'J1
rather than all ofthw par-ticles, in at simiulat ion 0 DO" I

Then the cross pottenltial Could be varied as 0.14 0 4 5

easily v s thle denlsit. T he phase segregation
l ine could then he explored as a function of Figure 1) o-2 Versus U -/' fOr a !vp~ical EXP-6
cross potential patrameters, using the f'ree( Ca'se A nal.0W fit (line ) unrd valuies from the
energy resulIts for pure species and minxtuores simulation (dash)
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CALCULATIIONS OF I)E'IONATIU0N 13RESSURES FOR
A HOMOLOGOUS SERIES OF IPOLYNITROALIPHATIC

EXPLOSIVES USING A FLUID) PERTIURBATION
EQUATION OF STATE ANI) A NEW CHEMICAL

EQUILIBRIUM COMPUTER PROGRAM

F. J. Zerilli and H. D). Jones
Naval Surface Warfare Center

Silver Spring, Maryland 20903-5000

Detonution jpressurL's. velocities, and (,(impositions were calculated
/*ra honi logoas serlees of bis(2,2,2 -trinitro~ethyl )alkanedioates,

Cr NO.,)l.O('-'I~, ('-O-(NW.),1 , n 0 - 15, using a fluid

perturbation equation of state developed bv Jones. The results are
cornaredto previous calculations bY A&'rilli,DoetSO M ui,

und Kaitalct asing the BKW and JCZ3) equations of state. A brief
de'scriptio~n o/ the algorith ms ascd( in the chemical equilibrium

IN'IROI)UC'IH'0ON results which agree well with the empirical

Kanilet t has proposed that, rather than Kamlet-Jacobs equation (which is a good fit for
i a large group of CIINO explosives) whereasCo11ntining the 301 Year search for agreed upon sTRETClI-IKW with either ROX or TNT

experinmental detonation properties as bench- prmtr rdce dtnto rsue
marks for equations of state, Lhe detonations pamersrditd eoninpesue
conimiinitv, consider whether calculations for which are almost constant as a function of oxy-

ithomlgussreso rgncexlsvs gen balance (as determined by n, the number
Illghtnot series01 AI-Of( rg~anic wexpl osir f C112 groups). RUBY BKW showed the

migh no sere te prpos eqallywel or unhappy characteristic of predicting increas-
betcr he rguI ient. fr tis s tat uch ing detonation pressures with increasing num-

call he learned by study' ing the variation of a her Of C11 2 groups. JCZ3 displayed a behavior
de o'it 00 prertvwtth mntni similar to 13KWR but with generally lower

changes iii heats of formation andc oxygen detonation pressures.
balance, ats well as, the breakpoi nts in com-
posit ion produced bY the regular variation of All of the previous calculations showed
the no imber of CII-. groups in the homologous similar variations of detonation pressure with
IerIevs InI the series studied, bis(2,2,2 tri loiading density. Also, calculations at theoreti-

nitni rAti I N-alkitnedioates, Ct 'N0OtýC!I 10-C0 cal maximum density tended to show closer
(CI Co 0 C0)CsN 0o2 , n 0 -1.5, the homnolog agreement with the Kamilet-Jacobs equation
with n 1 has, ant ox 'ygen ha lanco lik-c PETN , than the calculations at constanL density. The
that with n ~- 4 has, anl ox ,ygen balance like IIKWR calculations with a heat of formation
RI)X, and t hat wit h n - 7 hais ail ox ygeln for solid carbon of 12 kcallrn~ole showed a
ha lance like TlNTl D iscontinuities occur for n b~ehavior most similar to that of the Kamlet-
bet weven (I anrd I where () k~Is exhausted as it .1iacobs equation.
producit andi for- n above 14 where lHA) is- ntepeetwr, eoainpesrs
exhatustud (I V(A) (1 ), arhitrair, Intepeetwrdeoainpesrs

velocities, and compositions were calculated

The preyU. (ous c lCu lilt Ions 1 at at constant using it fluid pertu rbat ion eq uation of state
deiimmtx of I ý7 gm/cnit shvo ed that the 13KW' developed by .Jones arid are compared to the
(quat ion tsaewith 11KWRl parameters, gives. prev'ious results.
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EQUATION OF STATE the minimum; 2' 4 however, Ree 5 demonstrated

The fluid perturbation equation of state that the region of applicability could be
sa departure from the equations of extended to the high density domain by takingrepreents as a variational parameter.

state cited above in that it is an attempt to

provide a description of a fluid system based Two of the important fluid constituents,
upon the best description of physical reality at 1120 and Ni13 exhibit strong multipole inter-
the molecular level that is currently available, actions. Ree6 has suggested the introduction of
The fluid perturbation equation of state is used a temperature dependence in the well-depth of
to describe the species in the fluid phase, while the intermolecular potential
a l)ebye-Gruneisen model is used to describe
solid carbon. Nine Hlid species are currently 0to(l + T*/T) (5)
in place; Cl 14, Co. Co',.119,hO, ll, 3 N, N2, NO, to address this problem in a simple fashion. In
and 0,. Two phases Iof carbon, graphite, and the above expression, to and T* are constants.
diamond are currently allowed.

The individual fluid species are described Using standard techniques, 7 the free

by a perturbation theory which is based on the energy can be written as a perturbative series
aut rin inverse temperature, which is well-suitedassumption that the repulsive intermolecular for the shock wave domain- The result for the

forces provide the dominant characteristics of forte shock w e dainTe rs
the material[ This technique, ori'inated by excess free energy per particle is
Weeks, Chandler, and Anderson, has been f = f0 + p/2 f±drw rgo(r) + (6)
shown to be applicable in both the moderate
and high pressure domains 't where fo and g0 (r) are the free energy per

tis assumed that the Intermolecular particle and radial distribution function for
the reference system, respectively, and the

interaction is spherically symmetric and is number density is denoted by p. In this work,
taken as only the two leading terms in the expansion of

'(r) :: u0 (r) - w(r), (1) Equation (6) are retained.

w here u(r)is the reference potential with The steep, discontinuous behavior of u0 (rjWr(puie charatrand(r) is the aeferotentracitie is reminiscentofa hard sphere potential. Appli-
ie given cation of a functional Taylor expansion7 yields

perturbation The reference potential the result that the free energy of the refierence
bY system is identical to second-order with that C'or

V(r) - V(N\, r S- X\ hard spheres with a temperature and density-
u0 (r) = (, r> , (2) dependent hard sphere diameter, so that

and the perturbation is taken as f0 = fu7i' (7)

%V(\, r S.\ wherew rin - (:3)

V (r), r > \ g9(r) exp(- fu 0(r))y v r)W , (8)

W h c'r v
-'' ) ;/<o)explo l - r/r*}j g1  (r) = exp(- P3V l (r0)yl (r). (9)

- (rir)t;}i(l--6/(t). (4) glls(r) and V1ls(r) are the radiW! distribution

,I, potential pa ra meters dlenote the function and intermolecult.; potential for hard
usual qpantities Speificar ete is nte well spheres, respectively, and 0-1 is Boltzmann'su s u a l q u a n titie s S p e c ific a lly , v: is Lh e w e ll c o s a t i m s h e e p r t u .

depth, 0 is the .tuepness parameter, and r - constant times the temperature.
the position of the minimum of the potential. The hard-sphere diameter is determined
In some instances the potential is divided at from the condition
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f dr {exp( - 0 u)(r)) Table 1. Fluid Equation of State Parameters

-- ex p -[ V I ( r))} Vl,(r) = 0 (10 ) Specltus r " c(/k 0T*
Its 0 (Angstrom) (Kelvin) (Kelvin)

'[his is the requirement that the long wave- ('11, 4.15 154.1 13.0 0
length structure factors for the reference system (O 4.12 100 13.3 0
and the hard-sphere system be equal.

Combination of the results of Verlet-Weis
4

with the Percus-Yevic description of the hard- tl. 3.46 36 11.1 0

sphere system8 yields analytic results for the 11,N 3.50 325 12.7 200

Ilelmholtz free energy aside from simple I1I ) 3.20 225 13.2 500

numeric integrals. The compressibility and ex- N, 4. I 2 100 13.3 0
cess internal energy per particle are obtained
from derivatives of the free energy as NO 3.97 112.9 13.0 0

Z = p/p ! + p(dfl/p) (11) 0)' 3.89 125 13.0 0

and A one-fluid model suggested by Ree 6 is

P,((XIMfd(S1 (12) used to describe the fluid mixture. It has the
P advantage over similar approaches in that it

It was found that the compressibility removes the constraint that the steepness
defined in tl is manner, rather than the parameter of all the fluid constituents be the
original analysis of Verlet-Weis compared same The free energy of the mixture can be
more favorahlv with Monte Carlo results in the written as that of a reference fluid charac-
higher pressure and temperature region. terized by averaged potential parameters

Intermolecular potential parameters for given by

the appropriate molecular species are chosen to (r*) 1 " x x(r "*, (13)
be consistent with Ilugoniot data. Table i lists
the fluid equation of state parameters used for
the calculations performed in this work. (V V x x v: (r */r*)3 (14)

A Chebychev polynomial representation ,.
of the thermodynamic state variables for fluids
whose molecules interact with an exp- 6 " N x a( v /uI)(r *r*) 3  (15)
potential has been given by' Brown. 9 This is I j U U 1J U
employed in the equilibrium state calculations 'I
within the appropriate region ,I constraints to where the x,'s are the mole fractions, and the
save computer time It should be noted that a interaction parameters are taken as
modification must he made to the results r * (r* + r *)/2 , (16)
qiuoted in Reference 9 to account for the terni (r, )
perature dependence introduced into the
intermolecular potential z. (v:L)0 (17)

A .;em icmpirical ( Grutie i senlOI equat ion of
state which employs a Murnaghan I form fo1
the zero degree isotherm is used to describe two , j
of the phases of solid carbon The reqquired It id ass umed that the fluid and solid
equation of state parameters are obtained hy phases of the reaction products are in equilib-
matching thermal and shock wave data ritur at the same temperatire and pressure.

A more complete descriptiion (of both the ltherefore, the therm,)dv namic properties of the
solid cirbon and fluid equatiions of state is entire svstem can be obtained in the usual fash-
given in Reference 12 ion For example, for any molar quantity A,
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A x A - x A , (19) 1I(T)= E - E0 - (P+ I(V-V 0 )/2 (20)g g . S '

wherc x i.s mole fraction, and the subscripts is found using Brent's algorithm.14 In evaluat-
g and s refer to the gas and solid phases, ing the function t1(T) the equilibrium routine
respectively, is used to find the composition and, as a by-

product, the internal energy E and the specific
EQUI LI IBRI UNM COI)E volume V at a given pressui e and temperature.
i)ESC RI PTIO N

Brent's algorithm uses a combination of
The chemical equilibrium program uses a bisection and secant methods so that no deriva-

two stage iterative process. In stage one (outer tires of the thermodynamic functions are
iterative loop), the chemical potential of each needed. This is an important feature in that it
species in the system is calculated using the allows the use of equations of state which are
fluid and solid equations of state and thc cur- not necessarily described in terms of analytic
rent estimate of the mole numbers for each functions. Even tabular functions may be used.
species Then, in stage two (inner iterative This contrasts with the TIGER codeI which is
loop), a Newton-Raphson algorithm is used to heavily dependent upon higher than first order
find the mole numbers which make the deriva- derivatives of the thermodynamic potentials
tives of the Gibbs potential with respect to the and is, therefore, most conveniently adaptable
mole numbers zero (the element abundance only to equations of state representable in
constraints having been taken into considera- some relatively simple analytic form
tion). In this stage, the algorithm used assumes
ideal mixing. Then, the calculation returns to In keeping with the spirit of not requiring
stage one where a new set of (non-ideal) higher than first order derivatives of thermo-
chemical potentials is computed and the dynamic potentials, the routine to find
process is repeated until the sum of the Chapman-Jouguet states uses an algorithm
absolute values of the differences in mole which is based on the graphical method of
numbers between two successive outer loop finding the Rayleigh line which is tangent to
iterations becomes less than some pre-assigned the Ilugoniot. Three Ilugoniot points are
tolerance This process is known to converge if computed and fit with a parabola. A simple
the dependence of the non-ideal part of the computation then gives the point at which the
chemical potentials on the mole numbers is Rayleigh line is tangent. This point is then
sufficiertly weak. The sufficiency condition for made the second point of a new set of three
convergence is hard to verify for the fluid Ilugoniot points, and the old second point
perturbation equation of state However, the becomes one of the ne" end points. The other
results have been compared in several cases end point is placed on the other side of the mid-
with the results of computations using a much die point at an equal distance from the middle
slower (factor of 100), but much more robust point and a new parabola is fit. The process is
,tircct minimization technique described by repeated until the difference between two
Levine 13 The results have been found to be successive tangent points is less than a pre-
identical within machine round-off error. The assigned tolerance. The p. ocedure converges
two loop process is used because it is relatively very rapidly (three to five iterations for five
fast but, most importantly, it obviates the need significant figures).
to calculate derivatives of the chemical Ree" has found that certain explosives
potential w ith respect to the mnole num bers. r e e , RI M may ha ve ex p m an -
This would be a very expensive process with
the fluid perturbation equation of state. Jouguet states which lie in a temperature and

pressure range in which it is thermody-
Ilugoniot points are calculated by a namically favorable for a substantial portion of

straightforward technique. Given a pressure the product species 1120 and N 2 to exist in a
P. the temperature T which is the zero of the second binary fluid phase. We have observed
funct in this "phase separation" in our calculations, but
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the equilibrium algorithm we are currently 30

using has severe convergence problems when
more than one multispecies phase is allowed.
The algorithm, however, does handle single
species phases such as solid carbon without 30

difficulty. Fortunately, the C-J states for the NAEJC

compounds discussed here do not seem to lie in JS W

a region where the second fluid phase is likely 25 U -ONSOMto he formed.

CALCULATIIONAI. RESULTS FOR
"T"HE HOMOLOGOUS SERIES

Figure I i rLiusti rates the Chapnian-Jouguet
pressure as a function of n, the sequence numn-
ber of thle homiologs where each homolog is at
theoretical miaximum.In density ('IM I)). Shown 150SO~

in the figure are the. r-esult~s using two forms of
sotlid carbon diamond arid graphite. Al!soI
shown, for comparison, are predictions of the
Ka m let ,Jacohs equnation, and TIGER calcula- 1000 2 T * I 10T 4 1

Lions uising the BK WR anid *JCZ3 equtations ofa
state. The heat of' format ion of solid ca rbon Fgr .Cuia-oge rsueVru
was taken to be 12 kcal.'mole for the 13KWR Higre 1.g SequenceNan-Juger Prosre Vernous
equation ol stat(' and (0 kcal/mole for the JCZ3 JrnItiulb' at Theoretical Maximum Density
e(Iuatiofl Of StaLC. The mostA obVious feature of (TMl))
the physical equtat ions of state (fluid pert urha-
tion and JCZ3) Is that they produce approx-
.imiatelv the samie reCsuLlts anid these results are 350

significant lv lower than those produced by
the evin pirical (JI e ntions (Kaniiilet .Jacobs and :* 1I::I
B K W 11 In fact, Jones fluid perturhation
equnat ion of' state with at graphite equnat ion of 300, JOrNES 901

state for solid carbonl gives virtually identical JONE aIMOSO

resuilts to triose of TI( ,LR .iCi3 with 0 kcal/
mole heat of foroiat ion for carbhon.-

9&250/
('a ctirlat i' ns, not reproduced here, were _

(done using Rev's flUid perturbation pa ramin- -*

ete rs C'ompa red with the JIones parameter ~.
reUsults-, thle Ree parameIter re(Sults were 4 per 200

cent lower at it -t0, 5 to 7 percent lower at
n lB.6 and Identical A it -- 7 with smooth
varijat ion of the (Iiffu're uce for intermnediate
Va I Ue oýS )f ri ISO

Kamlet1 also compar~ded the. variation Ot
('. pressure with it, where each homolog i;s
init iallv at the constant (lensitv oif 1 .7 gil/ell) t  100
Figure '2 ill ust rates thle res ilts predicted iw fthe 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

.Jones- fluid perturbat ion equation of' stalte,

again with two different Ca rbon phases, and Figu re 2 ('hopritan-Joitiguet Pressuore Versus
again comp~ared with Kainlet -Jacobs, TIGER Ilt.mnolog Sequence 3Numbher for Ilomologs
BKWR, and] TIGER{ ~JCZ3. Again the physical Inwv ital(tl1. 7gm. 'cm1
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equations of state and the empirical equations density favors increased carbon production (to
of state give results which cluster into two be expected from Le Chatelier's Principle). For
separate groups with Jones Graphite giving reference, the TM!) for n = 0 is 1.828 gm/cm 3

results very similar to JCZ3. and varies smoothly down to 1.359 gm/cm 3 for

D~etonation temperatuics, velocities, and n = 16. '[he 1.7 gm/cm 3 curves cross thel~etnatm tmpeatucsvelcitesand TMi) curves slightly' beyond n = 2 where the
mole fractions were not discussed in the article TMMI) is 1.722 gm/cm b=

of Reference 1, however, a complete equation of

state should predict all of these quantities. The CJ temperatures (Figure 4) predicted
'The Kamlet-Jacobs equation does not predict by all of the physical equations of state are in
temperatures and the BKW temperatures are good agreement with each other. As is well
thought to be unreliable Figures 3, 4, and 5 known, the 1BKW equation predicts signifi-
show the predictions of the Jones equation of cantly lower temperatures. The effect of initial
state for mole fraction of carbon, temperature, density upon the CJ temperature is illustrated
and detonation velocity, respectively. by tne BKWR curves for TMD initial density

and 1.7 gm/cm 3 initial density. Increasing
Both the mole fraction of carbon and the initial density lowers the CJ temperature.

tempewrature are relatively independent of The detonation velocity (Figure 5), as
the initial density and of the carhon equation expected, depends strongly on the initial den-ofstate., aIhtharretilysmoothly espetedyeens asgynth ntiln

, andn both vary relatively as well as upon the carbon equation of state.
with n.

The mole fraction of carbon (Figure 3) CONCILUSION
predicted by all the equa~tions of state is close The comparison of the predictions of
to the value predicted by the 1190(C0 2 art)1- detonation pressures by "physical" equations
trary (oxygen first burns hydrogen to water, of state such as those of Jones, Ree, JCZ3 with
then carbon to carbon dioxide) Comparing the predictions by "empirical" equations such as
,Jones diamond result at TMD) with the result Kamlet-Jacobs shows relative consistency
at I 7 gmncm 3 it is seen that higher initial within each group, but disagreement between
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16. Ree, F. lI.,J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 84, N( 10, DISCUSSION
May 15, 1986, p. 5845.

W. BYERS BROWN
University of Manchester, UK

I)ISCUSSION I was very interested in this paper, which

F. VOLK appears very close in motivation to the paper

Fraunhofer Institute by M. Braithwaite and myself presented at this

Pfinztal, FRG symposium. I would like to ask two questions:

l)id you calculate PETN or another lIE 1. flow were the intermolecular
for which we can neglect the carbon formation? parameters quoted in Table I chosen?

2. Does Dr. llermenzo Jones think it is
REPILY BY FRANK ZERILLI possible to extend the treatment of polar

species by the Pade-type perturbation theory of
The Chapman-Jouguet Shock Velocity and Rasiah and Stell to mixtures, so that the
Pressure for Different Initial Densities of PETW questionable assumption equation (5) can be
from the Jones-Zerilli Code replaced by a more realistic approach?

Initial I)ensity 1) (km/sec) P (kbar)
(g/cc) HREPLY BY HERMENZO JONES
1.77 8.21 281 1. The potential parameters were
1.70 7.95 261 obtained by matching high pressure data for
1.60 7.63 235 the individual constituents to liquid-state
1.45 7.09 177 perturbation calculations.
1.23 6.19 118
0.95 5.01 66 2. Refinements in the treatment of

0.48 3.53 20 multipolar interactions that you suggest are

0.25 2.90 8 planned for future work.
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A DETONATION PRESSURE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM EMPLOYING
HIGH RESISTANCE MANGANIN FOIL GAUGE

So-young Song and Jun Wung Lee
Agency for Defense Development

P. O. Box 35, Dae-jeon, 300-600
REPUBLIC OF KOREA

A detonation pressure measurement system consisting of a high
resistance (50 ohm) manganin foil gauge, a bridge circuit, a constant
voltage pulse power supply, a delay generator, a digitizer, and a
personal computer has been developed to improve the previous method
which requires a large number of tests with heavy charges. The system
has successfully been employed for more accurate measurements of
detonation pressure profiles of several explosives, from which C-J
pressures and reaction times of explosives have been determined. C-J
pressures of our measurements agree very well with those of the free
surface velocity method within the range of our tests. Reaction times of
our measurements agree quite well with those of Dremin's
measurements using electromagnetic velocity gauge method. We can
thus measure C-J pressure and reaction time of a test explosive by
conducting only a small number of tests with light charges.

INTROI)UCTION gauge to minimize the shunting effects of any
possible parallel conduction paths, one of

Although the detonation pressure of an whose origins is breakdown of insulation
explosive is a fundamental quantity for around the manganin by shock loading. It has
predicting the explosive's performance, not been easy to determine C-J pressure and
accurate measurement of it is very difficult, reaction time from the detonation pressure
The free surface velocity method which is used profile obtained by analyzing the small voltage
most commonly measures the explosion- drop across the low resistance manganin
induced shock velocity and free surface gauge. It is thus natural for one to make an
velocity in a reference material, from which effort to use high resistance manganin wire or
the C-J pressure in the explosive of interest foil to produce correspondingly more accurate
can be inferred. This method incurs errors of signals than those of the low resistance
several percent from the approximations material.
required to solve the EOS equations and from A detonation pressure measurement
differentiation of the time-position data and system consisting of a high resistance (50 ohm)
extrapolation of the results. Moreover, a total manganin foil gauge, a bridge circuit, a
of several tens of experiments need to be constant voltage pulse power supply, a delay
conducted with large charges to determine C-J
pressure and reaction time of an explosive."12  generator, a digitizer, and a personal computer

has been developed to improve the previous
Some investigators have applied the method which requires a large number of tests

manganin gauge method which has been used with large charges. The system has success-
extensively in shockwork on inert solids for the fully been employed for more accurate
measurement of detonation pressure profile.3,4 measurements of detonation pressure profiles
They have used low resistance manganin wire of several explosives, from which C-J pressures
or foil with resistance less than 0.5 ohm for their and reaction times have been determined. We
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can thus measure C-J pressure and reaction applied to the bridge circuit. Al and A2 can be
time of a test explosive by conducting only a expressed in terms of resistances defined in
small number of tests with small charges. Figure 1 as

DEVELOPMENT OF THE R (R'(l++R L) RL}
I)ETONATION PRESSURE A1 R= + R- (2)
MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 4  3

A commercial manganin foil 5 of 50 ohm and

resistance is used as an active element of the RL(R3 + R 4) R'Ru
detonation pressure gauge. The manganin foil A2 (3
;s 13 microns thick and placed on a backing R 4 R3  RL
material of 5-micron-thick Teflon polymide, by
the manufacturer, in the form of a grid of where
5.33 mm X 6.35 mm area. The detonation R' = R + Re, (4)
pressure gauge is made by placing the
manganin foil between two insulating sheets RL - R3 + R + Re (5)
and bonding them together with an epoxy and
resin. Air is excluded from the system between RU R1 + R2 + Rb (6)
the insulating sheets and around the
manganin foil by using epoxy resin out- The resistance change is related to the
gassed in vacuum and clamping the gauge pressure by a piezoresistive coefficient K that
tightly during the cure process, in order to can be considered to be constant in a wide
prevent the gauge from shorting through the range of pressure, as
insulation. AR(t)

The change in resistance of the gauge R
induced by the detonation wave is detected
with the Wheatstone bridge circuit shown in Figure 2 is a schematic drawing of an
Figure 1.6 Simple analysis of the circuit gives experimental arrangement for detonation
the following expression for the change in pressure measurements. The output voltage

resistance of the gauge, profile of the bridge circuit is recorded by a
programmable digitizer with a 5 nsec sample

AR(t) -A IV(t) (1) interval, and converted to a pressure profile by

R E0 + A2V(t) DETONATOR BOOSTER MANGANIIN
', : •--FOIL

where V(t) is the output voltage profile of the GAUGE

bridge circuit and Eo is the constant voltage • •l I TET EPLOSIVE

-+0 E0o 0 --

POWER STONE
R1T 2PULSER SUPPLY BIG

R4 LEADS RG NE AT R DIGITIZER • COMPUTER

_I_ R I ,),R

Figure 2. Schematic Drawing of Experimental
Arrangement for Detonation Pressure

Figure I The Wheatstone Bridge Circuit Measurement
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a personal computer, in accordance with to piezoresistive increase of the resistance of
Equations (1) - (7). The pulse power supply in the manganin foil. However, the high pressure
the figure supplies constant voltage E0 to the shockwave makes a shunting path through the
bridge circuit only for a 60 pasec time interval imperfect insulators around the manganin foil
in order that resistivity of the manganin may before the profile reaches its maximum value,
not be changed by Joule heat. The delay decreasing it to a negative value. It increases
generator supplies trigger pulses for firing again due to the disconnection of the manganin
pulser, pulse power supply and programmable foil by strain.
digitizer at proper instances, respectively. Figure 5 represents the negative of the

The detonation pressure gauge has been output voltage profile, -V(t), of the bridge cir-
placed between the test explosive (25.4 mm cuit with proper use of an insulating sheet and
diameter x 50.0 mm length) and the PTFE bar
(25.4 mm diameter X 21.3 mm length) for the
insulation test or detonation pressure
measurement as shown in Figure 3. The PTFE
bar at the rear side of the pressure gauge is
placed for impedance match with high density .>

explosives which we are interested in. We
have clamped the explosive, pressure gauge •

and PTFE bar all together in order to prevent >

distortion of the pressure profile due to a
rarefaction wave generated back into the >
gauge at the air gap between the manganin
gauge and the rTFE bar. The explosive is
initiated with RP87 detonator and tetryl
booster (25.4 mm diameter X 21.3 mm length).

llolvmer materials such as PTFE, poly- t(1 :.sec/div.)

ethylene and Mylar have been studied as insu- Figure 4. The Negative of the Output Voltage
lating sheets. Various thicknesses of polymer Profile, -V(t), of the Bridge Circuit with Misuse
sheets have been tried. PTFE sheets of 0.77 mm of Insulation Material Around Manganin Foil
thickness have been selected as the insulation
sheet after a series of insulation tests.

Figure 4 represents the negative of the
output voltage profile, -V(t), of the bridge
circuit with improper insulating sheet or .

bonding agent. When the shockwave arrives
at the manganin foil, the profile increases due

(N

--21.3nn - - 50.o0m . .- 21.3m,

I ;:PTFEI 25.4 mm TE !

jBAR I

S~t G 1 Se(idiv.)

RP87 '--TETRYL -TEST MAGANIN
D•4A•R BOOSTER EXPLOSIVE FOIL GAUGE Figure 5. The Negative of 'ie Output Voltage

Profile, -V(t), of the Brid'e Circuit with Proper
Figure 3. I)etails of Test Charge Assembly for Use of Insulation Mat,-rial Around Manganin
Insulation Test or Detonation Pressure Foil. This profile ii obtained in the test with
Measurement TNT explosive.
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a bonding agent, which is obtained in the test Since the C-J pressure of TNT explosive
with TNT explosive. The profile begins with a of 1.63 g/cm 3 density has been reported to be
spike similar to the von Newmann spike in 210 kbar,7 we can calculate Pcj of our TNT
detonation pressure profile and the spike is explosive of 1.58 g/cm 3 density from the
followed by a much more gradual decay. No following empirical formulas:
considerable shift of the juncture of the spike PCJ _ poD2 (9)
portion and gradual decay portion were
observed by changing the thickness of PTFE and
sheet of the pressure gauge from 0.77 mm to )(km/sec) = 6.762 + 3 .1 8 7 (po- 1 .5 3 4 )
1.54 mm as shown in Figure 6. It can th,:s be
decided that this juncture did not appear due to - 25 1(po - 1.534)2 (10)
impedance mismatch between 'he explosion which is valid in the range 1.534 g/cm 3 < P0 <
product and the PTFE sheet, and that the 1.636 g/cm3 , 8, where 1) and P0 are detonation
juncture reflects the C-J point of detonation velocity and density, respectively.
wave. The increase of the profile about 2 psec Since avt
after the arrival of shockfront in the Figure 5 fond j and (AR)c /an have thus been

reflctstheresstace hane de t th stain found to be 205 kbar and 0.350, res pectively,
reflects the resistance change due to the strain for our TNT explosive of 1.58 g/cm3 density,and disconnection of manganin foil. frorTTepsIvof.5g/mdniy

the piezoresistive coefficient of the pressure

Piezoresistive coefficient of the pressure gauge is determined to be
gauge is determined in accordance with (AR)cj

Kz-(AR)CJ /1 (8 R /P cli= 0.00 171/kbar. (11)

R C"
where (AR)(,j is the change in resistance at the RESULT S ANDI ANALYSES OF

juncture of spike portion and gradual decay MEASUREMENTS
portion of the profile in Figure 5, and PIJ is the

C-J pressure of TNT which is determined by Detonation pressure profiles of some high
the free surface velocity method. explosives such as TNT, Tetryl, Comp B and

DXD-01 have been measured with the pressure
measurement system and are shown in the
following figures, from Figure 7 to Figure 10

SI

- I1 : I Itd .

Figure 6. The Negative of the Output Voltage o 1 2
Profile, -V(t), of the Bridge Circuit. Only the

thickness of PTFE sheet of manganin foil
gauge is changed from 0. 77 mm to 1.54 mm, as Figure 7. Detonation Pressure Profile for TNT
compared with the test charge for Figure 5. Explosive
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Figure 8. Detonation Pressure Profile for Figure 1O. Detonation Pressure Profile for
Tetryl Explosive DXD-OI Explosive

1.58 g/cm 3 density has thus been calculated to
be 216 kbar, which is about two percent larger
than the C-J pressure of this method, using
Equation (9) and the empirical formula,1 1

D(kmnsec) = 2.742 + 2 .9 3 5po. (12)

For Comp B explosive of our measure-
ment which has 1.67 g/cm 3 density and 59.5
percent RDX, the C-J pressure has been
calculated to be 269 kbar, which is two percent
larger than the C-J pressure of this method,
using the empirical formula,1 0

P(kbar) = 295 + 1.57(% RDX-64)

_ _, , _ _ , + 6 7 8 .5 (po- 1.717)/pol. (13)
o 2 DXD-01 is a cast plastic-bonded explosive

Figure 9. Detonation Pressure Profile for which has a composition of 84 percent RDX +
Comp B Explosive 16 percent binder and a density of 1.56 g/cm 3 .

The C-J pressure of DXD-01 explosive has

respectively. C-J pressures and reaction times never been measured with the free surface

of the above explosives have been determined velocity method.
from the pressure profiles and are listed in the Although the reaction times of an
Table 1. explosive reported in the literature differ by an

order of magnitude depending on authors andThe C-J pressures of this method are mesrntchiuteratoniesf

compared with those of the free surface measuring techniques, the reaction times of

velocity method which have been calculated our measurements (TNT 360 nsec and Comp B

with some empirical formulas and published 340 nsec) agree quite well with those of

data based on the free surface velocity method. Dremin (TNT 300 nsec and Comp B 320 nsec)
who has measured them with electromagnetic

For Tetryl explosive of 1.614 g/cm 3  velocity (EMV) gauge method. 12 We cannot
density, the C-J pressure of 226.4 kbar has find any data on reaction time for Tetryl
been reported. 1 0 The C-J pressure of free explosive or DXD-01 explosive measured with
surface velocity method for Tetryl explosive of EMV gauge method.
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Table 1. C-J Pressures and Reaction Times

Explosive Density C-J Pressure, C-J Pressure, Free Reaction Time,
This Method Surface Velocity Method This Method

TNT 1.58 g/cm 3  205 kbar 205 kbar 360 nsec
(CAST)

Tetryl 1.58 212 216 340
(Pressed)

Comp B 1.67 263 269 340
(CAST)

I)XD-01 1.56 237 350
(CAST)

CONCLUSIONS 3. Burrows, K.; Chilvers, I). K.; and Gyton,
R., Proceedings of the Sixth SymposiumAystem donation pressurehmeasument (International) on Detonation, ONR-ACR-

system consisting of a high resistance21,97,p.256.
221, 1976, pp. 625-641.

manganin foil gauge, a bridge circuit, a
constant voltage pulse power supply, a delay 4. Erickson, L. M.; Johnson, C. B.; Vantine,
generator, a digitizer, and a personal computer 11. C.; Weingart, R. C.; and Lee, It. S., The
has been developed to improve the previous First Symposium on Gauges and
method which requires a large number of tests Piezoresistive Materials, Arcachon,
with large charges. France, 1981.

The system has successfully been 5. Wackerle, J.;Johnson, J.;andllalleck, P.;
employed for more accurate measurements of Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory Report,
detonation pressure profiles of several explo- LA-5844, 1975.
sives, from which C-J pressures and reaction 6. Dobratz, B. M., LLNL Explosives
times of the explosive have been determined. Handbook-Properties of Chemical

We can thus measure C-J pressure and Explosives and Explosive Simulants,
reaction time of a test explosive by conducting UCRL-52997, Lawrence Livermore
only a small number of tests with small Laboratory, 1981,pp. 8-16.
charges. 7. Gibbs, T. R. and Popolato, A., iASL
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DISCUSSION DISCUSSION

LEWIS ROTHSTEIN J. BDZIL
Consultant Los Alamos National Laboratory

What was the reproducibility of the LosAlamos,NM

measurements for each explosive and how The flow at the CJ point must be non-
many test runs were made for each explosive? reactive. The following flow should be nearly

similar. Did you do experiments on 11) systems
REPLY of varying charge lengths, and verify that the

flow behind what you called the CJ point is in
No reply from the authors, fact self-similar? Also to infer distances and

pressures from an HIE/inert interface measure-
ment requires that you do the hydrodynamic
imaging problem that occurs at the interface.

REPLY

No reply from the authors.
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HEAT OF DETONATION, THE CYLINDER TEST,
AND PERFORMANCE IN MUNITIONS

Irving B. Akst
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Mexico

Heats of detonation of CHNO explosives correlate well with copper
cylinder test expansion data. The detonation products/calorimetry data
can be used to estimate performance in the cylinder test, in munitions,
and for new molecules or mixtures of explosives before these are made.
Confidence in the accuracy of the performance estimates is presently
limited by large deviations of a few materials from the regression
predictions; but these same dev'iations, as in the insensitive explosive
DINGU and the low carbon systems, appear to be sources of
information useful for detonation and explosives research. The
performance correlations are functions more of the detonation products
and thermochemical energy than they are of the familiar parameters of
detonation pressure and velocity, and the predictions are closer to a
regression line on average than are those provided by CJ calculations.
The prediction computations are simple but the measurements
(detonation calorimetry/products and cylinder experiments) are not.

INTRODUCTION this work, these bodies of data are used to test
the hypothesis, point out its importance, and

a hrimarypofcths thhea oefdtomatince hs derive useful information for the relationships
a prmar efect n te prforanc of established between the two sets of data.

explosives and munitions is certainly neither

new nor arcane. But heat of detonation is not One of the areas that might produce
a quantity which has been measured exten- useful information has to do with the insen-
sively. Heats of deflagration and explosion sitive explosives. The current interest in them
were measured fairly frequently in the past, and the rather low performance produced by
but few of those data have been used or two of these (TATB and NQ)-in spite of their
generated recently. Heat of combustion is reasonably high calculated CJ pressure and
usually measured for a new explosive, often measurements of detonation velocity and pres-
for the determination of the heat of formation. sure-suggested that some other detonation
At the same time, quite a few explosives per- condition or parameter is as important as CJ
formance measurements historically have pressure, or more so for the performance of
been very direct and often narrow, as in, say, such explosives. Both of these explosives (or
arena tests of a munition of intended appli- formulations very rich in them) have cal-
cation; or they have been quite indirect, as in culated and measured CJ parameters not too
the determination of CJ parameters. Now different from Comp B, which has cylinder
there is a body of data on heats and products of energy 37-32 percent higher than TNT,
detonation, and a body of data on performance depending on the amount of expansion (VIVo
in a form that is more widely relatable to of 2 to 11), and detonation pressure about
munitions applications. These are detonation 35 percent higher than TNT. But the
calorimetry and the copper cylinder test.2 In TATB and NQ cylinder energies are not much
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different from those ofTNT: 15 to 7 percent for it produces information of direct use in muni-
TATB, 12 percent to approximately 0 percent tions and itself resembles a number of them in
for NQ, at the same expansions (see Table 1). form. These include shells and bombs, which

Kamlet 3 wondered whether, for some are similar to the test in geometry (end-
initiated internally loaded cylinders), in metalreason, insensitive explosives were not

reaching the infinite-medium steady-state mass to explosive charge ratios, and in terms

condition. tie also suggested that the trouble of the length of time over which the explosive

with NQ (poor performance) was the low Q energy and products are applied to the metal.

(heat of detonation), and that no formulation The last two factors would include some

very rich in NQ or other low-Q explosives shaped charges.

would have high performance (of the type Thus, we considered it worthwhile to
herein, see below). examine a range of explosives, and especially

The heat of detonation (Q, in calories or to include other apparently insensitive ones,
kilocalorie. per gram) is considered herein to regarding Q and performance, such as DINGU
be the thermochemical energy produced and NTO to characterize these, and try to
during detonation and usable for the work Lo generalize the phenomena.
be done by the explosive. Q or Qv (volumetric
heat of detonation, pQ, where p is density) EXPERIMENTAL
would seem from first principles--energy The field of explosive!- for which both
conservation--to be a primary parameter of an detonation calorimetry and cylinder tests
explosive, upon which all physical reaction have been done is rather small, with a fair
and performance depends. Therefore, it number of those explosives being similar or
should be useful to compare this parameter mixtures of monomoleculars studied individ-
with other explosive parameters, and it ually. For example, there are a number of
seemed it would be especially useful to do so plastic-bonded pressed explosives rich in
with respect to performance data relevant to IiMX, with fluorocarbon binders. It seemed
munitions. best to examine as large a range of explosives

Performance is defined herein as the as feasible, in terms of Q and performance, but
metal-propelling ability of an explosive, as limited to comparable species, that is mono-
quantified by the "standard" expanding molecular ideal CIINO concentrated com-
copper cylinder test.2 This test is used because pounds (without additives such as aluminum

Table I. Detonation Pressures and Heats versus Cylinder Energy:
Comparing Less-Sensitive Explosives with Standards

P(calc) Q(cyl) E (V/Vo = 2) E (V/Vo = 11)
GPa cal/cm 3  (kn/s)2  (km/s) 2

TNT 21 1665 1.51 2.13

Comp B 29 2105 2.07 2.82

NQ (AFX 902) 26 1540 (calc) 1.69 2.16

TATB 29 1735 1.74 2.28

D)INGU (X 0420) ?2 2000 (calc) 1.69 2.25

NTO 30 1735 (calc) 1.77 2.31
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or large amounts of nonexplosives). These because in the cases of interest (metal-moving
would be likely to have as near an uncon- military munitions), that is the state which
founded CJ state and as usual an adiabatic is germane; condensation to liquid is too
expansion coefficient (gamma) and detonation slow and too 1lte to influence performance.
temperature as possible. Furthermore, there The normalization was done by subtracting
should be limited use of similar materials to 10.5 kcal/mol of water which is the difference
have as appropriately weighted a regression between -68.3 and -57.8 kcal/mol--the heats
as possible. The explosives for the base set of formation of liquid and gaseous water.
were selected on that basis; there are 15 in all, Although DINGU has not had Q measured,
with a range of power from NM to HMX. the formulation X-0432 is listed as such
Unfortunately, in neither DINGU nor NTO because it has 43 percent TNT, for which Q is
has Q b,-en measured, nor has NQ data been known, and the calculated value was used for
published; but they are important to the the DINGU contribution. Calculated gravi-
study, with cylinder tests having been done, metric heat of detonation used heats of forma-
and are included. Three intermoleculars-one tion in Reference 9 or, for I)INGU and NTO, as
IINO and two CNOs-were adued to the base reported in Reference 10, -42.3 kcal/mol and
set to explore further the correlation. There is -28 kcal/mol, respectively.
an interesting set of formulations showing The calculation for Q used the con-effects from aluminum.ThcacltofrQusdheon

vention of burning hydrogen to water to the
The best (and essentially the only) limit of oxygen or hvdroge.,, then carbon to

readily available source of a •ufficient quan- dioxide to the limit of oxygen or carbon.
tity of modern, accurate products and heat of Because of the thesis concerning an effect of
detonation data is the work of Ornellas at structure on products and energy (see Results
I,LNI,l.' Iowever, Volk has been making and Discussion, below), calculations were also
products measurements recently, 4 and calcu- made for DINGU and NTO in which half a
lating heat of detonation from the products. mole of carbon monoxide would be produced
This can yield good energy quantities, as is for each carbonyl, before the dioxide.
evident from Ornellas' work, in the usually Polymer binders were estimated to be
close agreement of the energy calculated from
the products and that obtained calorime- 20 percent energetic (because most have fluo-
trically. Overall, the precision and accuracy rine), hydrocarbons (Comp C-4) inert, and the
of Ornellas' Q measurements are about PBX-9404 binder 50 percent energetic, for the
I percent. nitrocellulose.

There are few other published data. Volumetric heat of detonation, Qv, was
Some of Volk's experiments are in the man- calculated ds a maximum from the measured
ner suggested by the author and carried out Q (where available, calculated Q where not)
at l[NI,5--that is, using a large sphere and the theoretical maximum density (TMD)
with a thin atmosphere of noble gas to slow of the compound or mixture. Qv was also cal-
and dilute the products, thus preventing culated as the specific energy of the explosive
re-equilibration through shock at the con- in its cylinder test, Qcyl, by using the density
tainer walls, without the need for massive of the charge in the test rather than TMD. It
confinement of the explosive to carry off the is this last value, Qcyl, that was used in the
energy kinetically. Los Alamos made a few correlations.
measurements some time ago,6 and Pantex
began to make such measurements;7 For Table 2, detonation velocities and
beganS W to s make suh ese ments;.detonation pressures were calculated by the
NSWC/WOI, has made some too.8  Kandet-Jacobs short method,11 because that

All the thermochemical energy data method is suited to the sample set of "coin-
listed as measured in Table I are taken from parable species" defined above (mono-
Reference 1. The "All detonation, Experimen- molecular ideal ClINO compounds). Also, it
tal" values are normalized, where necessary, seems to afford a rather even treatment of the
to the energy with water as a gas. This is samples, perhaps more so than some more
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"Table 2. Performance Factors

Density Q Qv Density
TMI) D, calc P, calc Calc Meas Max exptl Qcyl

Explosive (g/cm 3 ) (km/s) (GPa) (cal/g) (callg) (cal/cm 3) (g/cm 3) (cal/cm 3)

IIMX 1.902 9.13 38.2 1475 1365 2595 1.894 2585
PBX-9404 1.865 9.00 36.7 1430 1325 2470 1.845 2445

RDX 1.806 8.83 34.6 1480 1340 2420 ......

Comp C-4 1.67 7.95 25.9 1360 1235 2065 1.601 1975
Comp B 1.748 8.12 28.8 1410 1225 2140 1.717 2105
TNT 1.654 7.01 20.7 1290 1020 1685 1.630 1665

TATB 1.938 7.93 29.1 1075 935 1810 1.854 1735

PBX-9502 1.942 7.89 28.9 1030 900 2005 1.89 1695

NQ 1.775 7.90 27.5 920 --- 1630 ......

AFX-902 1.779 7.58 26.4 885 --- 1570 1.742 1540
I)INGU 1.982 8.49 33.8 1125 --- 223 ......

X-0420 1.93 8.31 31.9 1070 2065 1.874 2000
X-0432 1.826 7.78 27.1 1195 1080a 1970 1.758 1900
NTO 1.93 8.05 30.0 950 --- 1840 1.825 1735
PETN 1.78 8.73 33.5 1515 1380 2455 1.765 2435
NM 1.136 6.41 13.2 1365 1075 1220 1.136 1220

EI)l) 1.595 7.57 23.6 975 990 1580 1.55 1535
Octol 1.845 8.63 33.4 1435 1330 2455 1.804 2400

(0) 0
IINB 2.017 9.43 42.1 1705 1665 3340 1.965 3250

Hl/IN 1.421 7.70 22.5 1285 1130 1605 1.421 1605
AI)NT 1.63 7.82 25.5 1195 1045 1705 1.574 1645
AN/AI)NT 1.67 8.15 28.2 1075 1025 1715 1.64 1680

EAR 1.678 8.16 28.3 1040 1000 1675 1.617 1615

BTF 1.901 8.50 33.1 1690 1410 2680 1.852 2615

aMeasured Q ofTNT + calculated Q of DI)NGU

complex codes with various equations of state. diameters (i.d.) of 25.4, 50.8, or 101.6 mm-
In Tables 3 and 4, detonation pressures were chosen to be well above unconfined failure
calculated from the experimental densities diameter. The "standard" or usual configura-
and detonation velocities, and an assumed tion was used, that is, full copper wall thick-
constant adiabatic expansion coefficient (y) of ness of 1/10 the copper tube i.d., with the
2.8, a value which yields, on average, pres- sample length 6, 9, or 12 times the i.d.
sures consistent with KSM calculations and a Initiation was by means of a plane wave lens
fair number of reported pressures. and pad of Comp B of the HIE diameter (i.d.)

and thickness one-half the i.d., outboard of the
Cylinder performance data (Table 3) are tube. Detonation velocity was measured in all

from tests done at Livermore, 12 Pantex, 13  the tests over nearly the full sample length
Eglin AP'B,1 4 and Los Alamos, 15 in inner while the radial copper wall motion was
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Table 3. Cylinder Test Performance

Density VIVo = 2 V/Vo = 7 V/Vo = 11
(g/cm 3 )

1) pa v t v t v t

Explosive TMD Expt (k r's) (GPa) (krris) (us) (km/s) (ps) (km's) (ps)

lIMX 1.902 1.894 --.--- 1.70 4.30 1.90 11.47 1.95 17.23

PBX-9404 1.865 1.845 8.782 37.4 1.61 4.49 1.83 11.93 1.90 17.80

CompC-4 1.67 1.601 8.193 28.3 1.39 5.38 1.59 13.99 1.64 20.82

Comp B 1.748 1.717 7.99 28.8 1.44 5.22 1.63 13.60 1.68 20.23

TNT 1.654 1.630 6.95 20.7 1.23 6.26 1.40 16.03 1.46 23.75

TATB 1.938 1.854 7.675 28.7 1.32 5.49 1.47 14.73 1.51 22.10

PBX-9502 1.942 1.89 7.57 28.5 1.31 5.50 1.46 14.79 1.49 22.24

AFX-902 1.779 1.742 8.344 31.9 1.30 5.58 1.42 15.04 1.47 22.69

X-0420 1.93 1.874 7.76 29.7 1.30 5.45 1.46 14.71 1.50 22.14

X-0432 1.826 1.758 7.390 25.3 1.29 5.58 1.46 14.89 1.51 22.33

NTO 1.93 1.852 8.101 31.5 1.33 5.33 1.47 14.50 1.52 21.84

PETN 1.78 1.765 8.277 31.8 1.58 4.78 1.78 12.44 1.84 18.49

NM 1.136 1.136 6.285 11.8 1.05 7.51 1.24 1865 1.27 27.37

EDD 1.595 1.55 7.55 23.3 1.29 --- 1.44 --- 1.47 ---

Octol 1.845 1.804 8.48 34.1 1.56 4.72 1.75 12.48 1.80 18.68

(0) 0

IINB 2.017 1.965 9.335 45.1 1.71 4.29 1.92 11.31 2.04 16.82

I11 N 1.421 1.421 8.645 27.9 1.36 5.45 1.54 14.24 1.60 21.24

AI)NT 1.63 1.574 7.868 25.6 1.30 5.68 1.49 14.80 1.53 22.05

AN/AI)NT 1.67 1.64 7.890 26.9 1.37 5.29 1.53 15.14 1.57 est.---

EAR 1.678 1.617 8.17 28.4 1.36 5.32 1.51 14.20 1.56 21.36

BTF 1.901 1.852 8.485 35.1 1.59 4.61 1.80 12.05 1.88 17.93

aCalculated from experimental density, measured D, and 2.8 for y

Table 4. Aluminized Explosive, 50.8-mm Cylinder Testsa

Density V/Vo = 2 V/Vo = 7 V/Vo = 11
(g/cm3) I) pb v t v t v t

TMI) Exptl (km/s) (GPa) (km/s) (lis) (km/s) (ps) (km/s) (ps)

80/0/20c 1.85 1.85 8.32 33.7 1.51 4.80 1.70 12.75 1.76 19.08

76/4/20 1L883 1.868 8.28 33.7 1.51 4.83 1.74 12.73 1.80 18.97

72/8/20 1.905 1.90 8.23 33.9 1.51 4.90 1.75 12.72 1.80 18.91

aCourtesy 11. G. Adolph, White Oak Laboratory, NSWC, and Group M-8, LANL
bCalculated from p, D, and y = 2.8
CWt% llMX/aluminumlfluorinated binder
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measured shadowgraphically by streak variable. The expansion V/Vo = 11 is the
camera, with the slit about 5 or more main one used, because it is the largest one
diameters downstream from the initiated accurately measured; it represents the most
sample surface. Various analyses were used, efficient use of the explosive, nearest to free
from polynomials to power functions and flight and the Gurney "final velocity" energy.
splines, and derivatives thereof; all seem The sample set best suited to test the thesis
essentially equal, and the overall precision of was defined above as having essentially only
the measurements is about one percent. monomolecular ideal concentrated Clt NO

Data are scaled to the 25.4-mm-diameter compounds. The hypothesis also requires a 0,0

test, that is, the radial wall distances and origin. Therefore, 0,0 was added to the data

times have been divided by the ratio of the to form the base set. Correlations at different

diameter of the test to 25.4. Typically, the expansions and with variations of the sample

wall motion could be followed accurately from set-adding, deleting, or modifying data

at least 5 mm to 30 mm or farther (scaled to points-were also calculated to test effects, as
were some using other variables such as

25.4-mm diameter) radially from the static det io n pes e.

position. Scaled distances of 6, 19, and 30 mm

are equivalent to internal volume expansion As Table 5 shows, the correlation coeffi-
ratios (of the tube and products), V/Vo, of cient testing the main hypothesis is high, with
about 2, 7, and 11. These are points r being nearly 0.98 for the base set using the
customarily reported, although most tests principal variables as stated above. This
have been analyzed for each millimeter of supports the hypothesis well and suggests that
motion. Some data on wall acceleration are one might profitably do more detonation heat
also available from second derivatives of the tests and use the data and the correlation for
r,t curves, but there is of course more error, predictive and other practical purposes such
and no pattern germane to the aim of this as designing explosives and doing research on
study seemed to emerge. detonation phenomena. The coefficients are

Both the detonation calorimetry experi- over 0.97 at the lesser expansions V/Vo = 7
ments and the cylinder test principally mea- and 2. Also, the latter perhaps is a little
sure energy, the former thermally and the surprising because one might expect velocities
latter kinetically. The relationships between at such low expansion to be more responsive to
the two should be readily quantifiable, if the detonation pressure.
experiments are reasonably precise and accur- The good fits also reflect well on the
ate, because both are efficient. With heatsof detonation and squares of copper wall experimental quality, that is, the accuracy, or
vdeloities athprnd p sq ariaslesclinear wa at least the precision, of the measurements.
velocities as the principal variables, linear Noise and scatter might be expected to result
regression was carried out. The correlation from the usual experimental errors-exacer-
coefficients and line parameters are given in bated by those of time, place, and investigator,
Table 5. error generated by derivatives (wall velocity)

RESULTS ANDI) DISCUSSION and roundoffs (e.g., squaring a rounded-off
velocity). While it is important that the data

The principal correlations to look for and fits are good, deviations from the
should be causatively correct ones to test the regression are also important as they are the
hypothesis that the chemical energy of the measure of uncertainty in predictions one
detonation reaction has the primary effect on would like to use the correlations for, and
performance in the cylinder test, and on some some may be sources of new information. As
munitions, through energy conservation. The Table 6 shows, the deviations are reasonably
cylinder performance parameter is the copper small, with exceptions: the one or two data
wall kinetic energy. The prime correlation points with large deviations from the regres-
has the thermochemical energy Qcyl as the sion line decrease the correlation coefficient,
independent variable and the square of the but more importantly, they may indeed be
wall velocity at V/Vo = 11 as the dependent sources of information. One would like to
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Table 5. Correlations

Variables Coefficients

Sample
Set Independent Dependent Fit r Slope Y-intercept

I Qcyl (cal/g) v2 at V/V, = 11 0.979 1.42 (k rls) 2 /kcal/g -0.134 (km/s) 2

1 Qcyl (cal/g) v2 at V/Vo = 7 0.978 1.33 -0.122

1 Qcyl (cal/g) v2 at V/V 0 = 2 0.975 1.05 -0.100

2 Qcyl (callg) v2 at V/Vo 11 0.960 1.54 -0.367

3 QcyI (cal/g) v2 at v/vo = 11 0.993 1.44 -0.121

4 Qcyl (cal/g) v2 at V/Vo = 11 0.988 1.44 -0.143

5 Qcyl (cal/g) v2 at V/VO = 11 0.974 1.34 0.039

6 Qcyl (cal/g) v2 at V/V0 = 11 0.985 1.34 -0.084

6 Qcyl (cal/g) v2 at V/Vo = 2 0.963 0.95 0.097

! Qcyl (caL/g) PeXpi (GPa) 0.909 14.2 GPa/kcal/g 1.01 GPa

5 QcyI (callg) Peip' (GPa) 0.917 13.2 3.19

! Pexpi (GPa) v2 at V/Vo = 2 0.929 0.0613 (kmls)2 /GPa 0.138 (kmls) 2

5 Peip' (CPa) v2 at V/Vo = 2 0.943 0.0626 0.117

5 Peip' (GPa) v2 at V/Vo = 11 0.923 0.0858 0.134

Sample sets:

I. Base set, 15 explosives, Tables 2 and 3
2. Base set, less 0,0
3. Base set, less DINGU points
4. Base set, with DINGU points using CO calculation
5. Full set, base plus additional 6 points
6. Full set, less DINGU points

think they are not just statistical "flukes" or least part of the large deviations, because all
bad data, but that they are caused by real the calculated Qs but one are higher than
differences in the materials and phenomena. measured Qs by various amounts, as may be

The most deviant points, the only really seen in Table 2.

large deviations in the original sample set, are The only other deviations of size in the
those for the 94/6 wt percent DINGU plastic- base set are about -6 percent for TNT and
bonded explosive (X-0420) at -18 percent in about +6 percent for IIMX and its close
energy from the regression line, and the relative PBX-9404. A rather anomalous
57/43 wt percent DINGU/TNT mix (X-0432) deviation outside of the correlation is the
at -13 percent, as may be seen in Table 6. very large one in NM, where the measured
The correlation coefficient for the base set Q is more than 20 percent below the calcu-
with the DINGU points deleted is very high, lated value (Table 2). There were some
above 0.99. Recall that Q has not been other interesting deviations in explosives
measured for DINGU. Therefore, its Qcyl was outside of the base set; they are discussed
from calculated Q. This may be a cause of at below.
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Table 6. Deviations

100 AV 2

Relative deviation 2 , in percent,line v
1I

where AV2l exp vi2 line 2and
where the linea"isAv 2-. 1

1 .44Qcyl-0.121

and v11 is velocity at V/Vo = 11.

IlMX +5.7 AFX902 +3.2 Octol -2.8

PBX-9404 +6.3 X-0420(DINGU) -18.4 IINB -8.7

Comp C-4 -1.1 X-0432 (DINGUITNT) -12.7 RX-23-AA (MA/IN) + 17.0

Comp B -2.9 NTO -2.7 ADNT +4.3

TNT -6.2 PETN +0.1 AN/ADNT +7.4

TATB -4.0 NM -1.2 EAR +10.5

PBX-9502 -4.2 EDD +3.6 BTF -2.9

alIighest r, average slope and intercept: Sample set 3 (Table 5)

The Qs for DINGU and NTO were recal- In NTO there is one carbonyl, and in DINGU
culated based on the supposition that struc- there are two.
ture has an effect on the products, and hence The DINGU recalculations (for X-0420
the energy produced. It was assumed that and X-0432) reduce the Qcyls to 1845 and
acarbonyl structure predisposes the set of 1810ca1/cm 3. These fit the regression line
products to contain more CO and less CO2  better, reducing the deviations (defined below)
than it otherwise would have in a system with from -18 percent and -13 percent to -13 percent
the same elemental composition but with and -11 percent. However, they do not raise
oxygens on nitrogen, for example. The idea the correlation coefficient r to the value
that structure affects detonation charac- deleting the DINGU points. The recalculated
teristics is expressed well in Rothstein and d oesin o the in e a ellatePetesens wrk,1 inwhih thy sow igh NTO does not fit the line as well as the
Petersen's work,t 6 in which they show high original NTO because the deviation changed

correlation of detonation velocity with compo-

sition and structure alone, without numbers from -2.7 to + 6.3 percent.

for heat of formation or density (although The relatively poorer correlation of
of course those are also functions of structure) detonation pressure with performance (see
or CJ calculations. In that work, they assign Tables 5 and 1) may be a reflection of the
oxygen use values which vary with the struc- anomalous situation regarding insensitive
ture, for example, subtracting 0.4 oxygens per explosives: all four (NQ, TATB, DINGU, and
carbonyl available for the calculational factor NTO) have cylinder test performance signifi-
F. I arbitrarily assumed, for exploratory pur- cantly lower than one would expect from the
poses, that there would be 1/2 mol CO + detonation pressures of and experience with
1/4 mol CO 2 per carbonyl oxygen, rather than the usual "sensitive" military explosives. In
1/2 mol CO 2 as in the dioxide assumption. those rich in RDX or IHMX, the correlation of
This would put energy 10.35 kcal below the performance with detonation pressure is good.
dioxide assumption, for each such occurrence. However, much of the study and use has been
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in fast-response systems, i.e., those having measured Q higher than the calculated Q,
thin metal (low metal mass to lIE charge indicating that the published heat of forma-
ratios) or short flight ranges before detonation tion, -156. 1 kcal/mol, may be in error.
products expand greatly or escape. T[hose Differences in detonation characteristics
applications, where free flight occurs quickly, between explosives with mainly hydrogen as a
are no doubt more responsive to the single fuel and those with mainly carbon as a fuel
point (CJ) or narrow expansion range on the would be expected. Carbon-free and low-
isentrope than is the cylinder test, which carbon (hydrogen) systems would produce
responds to much more of the area under the carb (oge s wou producP~cuveasd man muitinsmore moles of gas per grain (or per cubic
PV curve, as do many munitions. centimeter if densities are similar) at lower

The standard high-powered explosives average molecular weight than do carbon-rich
also have high Q, however, so they too fit the systems. Also, one would expect detonation
correlations between Q and metal-moving temperatures of high-hydrogen explosives to
performance-providing, as implied in the be lower than those of high-carbon explosives,
previous paragraph, that the metal to be requiring less time for relaxation into
moved is sufficiently massive and retentive of translational kinetic activity. Although not
the explosive's detonation products and necessarily relevant to the present results
energy. Although P must be related to Q in (because the specific energy was measured),
some way, the correlation coefficient is not 50 percent more energy is obtained, gravi-
very high (r = 0.91 to 0.92) due, no doubt, metrically, from gaseous water as a product
to factors other than Q and the limited than from C0 2: 3.21 kcal/g (57.8 kcal/mol
accuracy or precision of the P calculations and from water as a gas, molecular weight 18)
measurements. versus 2.14 kcal/g from CO 2 (94/44). Whether

more or less energy is realized volumetrically
'[hre re fe exlosvesoutidethe from real materials depends of course on

base set that widen the field, which have fo elmtrasdpnso oreo
base setothQatd wyinden therfield ich heav density, heat of formation, etc. One sees that
had both Q and cylinder performance mea-

sured. These are an FINO intermolecular carbon systems usually produce more net

(hydrazine/hydrazine nitrate, RX-23-AA), two energy volumetrically than do hydrogen

CNOs (BTF and IINB), and two CIINO inter- systems.

moleculars (EAR and AN/ADNT17 along with Some of the regressions were recalcu-
the parent monomolecular ADNT). Adding lated using the base set plus the six points just
these to the base set does not reduce the fit described-with and without the 0,0 point-
much, with the coefficient r still being over and some without the l)INGU points. This
0.97 at V/Vo = 11. There are interesting was done because the biggest deviations in the
deviations. IINB falls below the base set line six explosives are at opposite ends of the line,
about 9 percent in energy, the very high per- and line bias by 0,0 or the different set of
formance not withstanding. BTF is almost on points might be yielding deviations higher
the line (-3 percent), but recall that IIMX is than warranted for those materials. But that
+ 6 percent. is not the case; the deviations changed little

Also of interest are the large positive except that IINB was somewhat less deviant

deviations, all of them in the low-carbon sys- and IIMX was somewhat more so.

tems: 1l/IN + 17 percent, EAR + 10 percent, The set of aluminized explosives (Table 4)
and AN/AI)NT + 7 percent. All three are indicates directly-assuming that aluminum
intermolecular (but seem to behave ideally), simply adds Q-the effect of the explosive's
high in hydrogen, and zero or low in carbon. chemical energy on cylinder energy. Replac-
AN/ADNT is C0 2 -balanced, and EAR is ing about 5 percent of the liMX by aluminum
nearly so. These three formulations are the increases the wall energy by about 5 percent
only ones having that kind of elemental at V/Vo of7 and larger. The CJ parameters do
balance. Although it does not affect the Qcyl not seem to have been much affected, although
or the present result, note that the EAR in the nonaluminized mix the early wall
parent explosive, EI)D, is the only one with a velocity (hence acceleration and pressure) is
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higher, as indicated by the shorter flight time DINGU dinitroglycolurile
to V/Vo = 2. However, the average wall
velocity in both the aluminized mixes is equal
to or slightly faster than the nonaluminum EDD ethylenediaminedinitrate

mix by the time the outer copper wall I/N 21/79hydrazinefhydrazine
diameter is a little over 2.5 times the original nitrate
diameter (r = roV/7 at V/Vo =7).

H NB hexanitrobenzene
CONCLUSIONS NM nitromethane

Detonation calorimetry can be both NQ nitroguanidine
pragmatically and academically useful in the
study of explosives and munitions. The NTO nitrotriazolone
correlation with performance in the cylinder Octol 75/25 HMX/TNT
test and its correspondence with several kinds
of munitions is of practical value, while the PBX-9404 9413/3 HMX/nitocellulose/
study of products and heats should be of chlorethyl phosphate
academic value in research on detonation. PBX-9502 95/5 TATB/Kel-F 800

The large negative deviation of one RX-23-AA 11/FIN
insensitive explosive (DINGU, approximately
18 percent below that expected from the TMD theoretical maximum
correlation) is noted but not explained. Large density
positive deviations in high-hydrogen X-0420 94/5/1DINGU/Exon/titanate
explosives (especially the 17 percent in
hydrazine/hydrazine nitrate and 10 percent in X-0432 57/43 DINGUITNT
EAR) are also noted- (All ratios are weight percent)

The detonation pressure or velocity
parameters do not predict cylinder test REFERENCES
performance as well as the thermochemical
energy does. 1. Ornellas, D. L., "Calorimetric Determi-

nation of the Heat and Products ofWith some refinement to improve the Detonation for Explosives: October 1961

correlation between calculated and measured to April 1982," UCRL 52821, Lawrence
Q, performance of new explosives might be Livrmre Laoatr (LLN wrepot

reasonably well estimated before they are Apt 1a82p

made. Refinements might include the use of Apr 1982.

structurc or equations of state to predict 2. Kury, J. W.; Horning, H. C.; Lee, E. L.;
products and energy. McDonnel, J. L.; Ornellas, D. L.; Finger,

M.; Strange, F. M.; and Wilkins, M. L.,
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THEORETICAL PREDICTION OF HIGH EXPLOSIVES EFFICIENCY:
APPLICATION TO NTO

F. Bugaut, S. Bernard, and R. Chirat
Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique

BP n°7, 77181 Courtry, FRANCE

We present an application of theoretical calculations of high explosive
efficiency by means of the thermochemical code ETARC to the case of a
new molecule: NTO, for which only a few experimental data are avail-
able. We predict all thermodynamical and chemical quantities at the
Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) point and along an isentrope-for the pure
molecule and for its mixtures with either a binder or other explosive
molecules (IIMX, TATB). Results are in good agreement with
experiments.

INTRODUCTION amount of molecular crystal is synthesized,
density and enthalpy of formation can be

Theoretical calculations of the perfor- measured; a theoretical study can predict
mances of explosives have become very corn- properties for the pure molecule before enough
mon during the last 20 years and several codes material is available to perform detonation
have been built all over the world for that experiments. Then, before compositions are
purpose. Our thermochemical code ETARC is manufactured, theoretical calculations can be
one of them and is based on a physical equation done for mixtures with a binder and other
of state for detonation products.' A lot of explosives, with percentages being regarded as
results were published on well-known explo- parameters.
sives. 2 We present here another application of
our code: the theoretical prediction of the Chemists who are working in the field of
performances of a new explosive, before experi- new high explosives are in search of a new
mental data are available. In this paper, we
will focus on the NTO molecule, 3 but our goal higher energetic performances. NTO was syn-

is to provide an example of what can be done by thesized in the United States by chemists at

means of theoretical methods to study a new Los Alamos in 19853 and in France by SNPE in

explosive before it is manufactured. 1987.4 In the first part, we summarize the
main physical and chemical properties of NTO,

ETARC provides an estimation of detona- together with assumptions used in the code.
tion properties of explosives with only three Then, we study the interest of this new explo-
input data: the chemical composition CHON, sive, compared to TATB and HMX, as pure
the enthalpy of formation, and the initial molecular crystals with theoretical densities.
density. Such a code was first designed to In such a way, it is possible to avoid fluc-
calculate the equation of state of detonation tuations due to technological parameters-
products, but it can be used to predict prop- such as the binder or the density actually
erties of new explosives. Let us consider a new obtained-and thus get results on the intrinsic
molecule of given chemical composition. Before properties of the explosive molecules. The
synthesis, crystal density and enthalpy of second part is devoted to results at the CJ
formation can be regarded as parameters and a point; the CJ isentrope is studied in a third
first theoretical study can decide if the part. Finally, we study the use of NTO in
molecule is worthwhile or not. When a small explosive compositions with a KeIF binder.
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Calculations are first done considering pure Table 1. Thermochemical Data
NTO with a variable percentage of binder.
Then, we build an equivalence chart between All f Oxygen Balance
NTO and IIMX/TATB mixtures, and also Molecule Formula (kcal/moi) in gofoxyg 1 kg xpl.
between lIMX/NTO and IIMX/TATB mix-
tures. At last, we emphasize that sensitivity IlMX C4 H 8 O8 N8 +17.93 -216
problems are out of the field of this paper,
which is strictly devoted to energetic TATB C 6 H 6 0 6 N 6 -36.85 -558

efficiency. NTO C21-12 0 3 N 4 -28.0 - 246

SUMMARY OF I)ATA

The NTO Molecule common explosives like HMX, ETARC is
known to provide results in very good agree-

The formula of the NTO molecule is C 2 112 ment with experimental data.
03 N4 . It can be compared to IIMX and TATB
in terms of chemical composition (Table 1). It the in phsical thesis as me
is obvious that NTO does not contain a lot of this od to sosethat the drentlcom-
carbon, but has a high percentage of nitrogen; ponents of the molecular mixture are always inone can guess that detonation products will be chemical equilibrium, which allows calcula-
oer rchan guess that detonaion prowdlater. woet tion of the different quantities by minimizing
very rich in N2 , as we will show later. Theoret- the Gibbs free energy. We do not have any
ical estimations using quantum chemistry indication of the validity of this assumption for
methods, 5 lead to a mean value for the enthal- nTiclike we do fo tB. acking tin epr

py o fomatin o th molculr crsta of NTO like we do for TATB. Lacking in experi-py of formation of the molecular crystal of mna eutw a osdri esnbe
-28.0 kcal/mol. NTO is intermediate between mna eutw a osdri esnbe
-2. kamo NT, iutclosinterm i between Detonation products are supposed to consist of
TATB and IIMX, but closer to TATB.

two phases, in pressure and temperature
Experimental measurements3 indicate a equilibrium: a fluid phase and a solid one. For

mean density of p= 1.91 to 1.93 g/cc. We use the former, we use the WCA model 2 which
here the lower limit of 1.91 g/cc and, for HMX leads us to an accuracy of 5 to 10 percent in
and TATB, 1.890 g/cc and 1.880 g/cc, respec- pressure and 2 to 3 percent on detonation
tively." velocity, and so as good as experimental

Values shown above indicate that NTO results. We take into account the following

not an exceptionally energetic molecule, which species: C0 2 , H 2 0, CO, H 2 , 02, N 2 , NH 3 , CH 4 ,

is a good point for insensitivity. On the other and NO; if fluorine exists in the binder, we also
include F 2 , -IF, CF 4 , and NF 3 . We now know

hand, because of a high density, one can expect that some IiCN exists in detonation products, 7

high CJ properties. But, as the energetic but it was not taken into account in our calcu-
content of the molecule is moderate, one cangues tat he resuredeceas duingthe lation. Molecular interactions are modelizedguess that the pressure decrease during the by a spherical exponential-six potential, with
isentropic expansion will be quite important, barsphericenenTal-six potentcompared to other explosives (HMX and parameters given in Table 2. For cross poten-
TATB). tials, we use the well-known Lorentz-Berthelot

rules. The solid phase is supposed to contain

Calculation Hypothesis only crystalline carbon, as graphite (G) or
diamond (D). For slightly carbonated explo-

There exists now a lot of thermochemical sives like HMX or NTO, we use the graphite
codes designed for calculating detonation prop- assumption, because it provides the best
erties of explosives, such as BKW or TIGER. agreement with experimental results. As for
With our ETARC code, we can estimate all the TATB, experimental data lie between theoret-
thermodynamical quantities of detonation ical results given by the two assumptions. 2

products (P, T, V, particle velocity Up, ...), as Actually, we know that carbon is probably not
well as their derivatives and the chemical com- in a bulk phase8 and work is in progress on this
position of each thermodynamical state. For problem in several laboratories. 9 Even if our
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Table 2. Intermolecular Potential Parameters Table 3. ETARC Results at CJ Point

Molecule a e / k (K) a (A) Molecule CJ CJ VCJ "cj UPj(j y(J
Molecule kbar mns cm 3/g K mis

CO 2  13.0 245.6 4.17
HMX 405 9050 0.39066 3982 2368 2.820

1120 13.5 136.0 3.37 =1.890

CO 13.0 108.0 4.09 TATBG 308 8047 0.39726 3063 2037 2.946

112 13.5 30.0 3.00 P = 1.880

02 15.0 132,0 3.73 TATBD 270 7772 0.40542 2937 1848 3.203

p = 1.880

N2  13.5 117.0 4.11
NTO 327 8120 0.38760 2882 2109 2.845

NH13  17.0 138.0 3.50 p = 1.91

C114  13.5 155.8 4.198

NO 12.0 105.0 3.90 isentropic expansion curve just behind the CJ
point. We see in Table 3 that y for NTO is

F2 13.5 200.0 3.50 quite small, as for HMX. We noticed in the

IIF 13.5 100.0 3.30 first chapter that pressure strongly decreases
along the isentrope; it is now possible to

CF 4  13.5 220.0 5.00 conclude that P is maintained just behind the
CJ point and that the decrease probably occurs

NF 3  13.5 200.0 4.10 later in the expansion.

The CJ temperature is lower for NTO
treatment of carbon in detonation products is than for other molecules. In order to explain
not satisfactory, we can expect quite good such a behavior, let us notice that the enthalpy
results for NTO because of the low percentage of formation of CO 2 (-94.1 kcal/mol) and 1120
of carbon in this molecule. (-57.8 kcal/mol) is lower than that of N2

(0 kcal/mol). Detonation products of NTO
CJ RESULTS FOR PURE NT'O contain a lower amount of CO 2 and 1120, but a

We emphasize the fact that ETARC large fraction of N2 ; to be formed, the latter

results account for a steady-state detonation needs more energy which is taken from the

with infinite diameter of the sample cartridge, fluid, leading to a lower temperature.

made with pure NTO. They have to be The number of moles for the four main
decreased for small diameters. Nevertheless, components of detonation products are repre-
comparison between the different molecules sented in Figure 1, for 1 kg of explosive. As
remains valid. expected, we find a large proportion of nitrogen

and a quite small amount of carbon, similar to
I)etonation Properties at Theoretical the case of IIMX.
IDensity We focus now on the problem of the

Results for the Chapman-Jouguet state enthalpy of formation of NTO. For all cal-
are presented in Table 3. Experimental data culations, we choose the average value
for TATB are close to TATB G for PcJ and to -28.0 kcal/mol. Several estimations of that
TATB 1) for DCj. NTO is intermediate enthalpy lead to a value between -30 and
between TATB and IIMX, and is quite similar -26 kcal/mol. ETARC calculations indicate
to a 25 percent llMX/75 percent TATB mixture that a variation of I kcal/mol in enthalpy
for CJ values. We can also consider the poly- induces fluctuations in pressure of about
tropic y which is a measure of the slope for the I kbar and 11 m/s in terms of detonation
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Figure 2. Detonation Velocity DCj (p)

the detonation properties. The same figures
can be drawn for other CJ quantities; for PCj,
the linear fit of the results is the following (P in
kbar, p in g/cc):

CO 2  H 2 0 N 2  C soi. graph. HMX PCj = 474 - p - 491
TATBG PC = 476 - p - 587

Figure 1. CJ Composition for Products TATB D PCj = 434 - p - 545
NTO PCj = 469 - p - 569

velocity. As for engineering applications, a A few experimental measurements of the
1 percent accuracy in pressure is required for CJ pressure were done for pure and pressed
the equation of state for detonation products. NTO with cartridges of several diameters. 3

This means that the enthalpy of formation of Unfortunately, they are strongly scattered and
NTO has to be measured with an accuracy cartridge diameters are quite small. Theoret-
better than 1 kcal/mol. ical results seem to be in good agreement (Fig-

ure 3), but we have to wait for complementary
Evolution of CJ Results With the Density p

Initial density can be a parameter in P CJ (kbar)

theoretical calculations, therefore detonation o0 -

properties can be determ ined as functions of r t , TA C , ....... ,-,

density. D('j (p) is shown on Figure 2. Theo- d• m.aet 413 C"'

retical densities are plotted with crosses. NTO o d•amete 2.54 cm

is not an intrinsically very energetic molecule + ,dmOre 1.27 Cm

(its representative curve is low), but leads to 300.

interesting CJ values because of its high den-
sity. An empirical linear fit can be done (D in &
m/s, p in g/cc):

IIMX 1)(,j = 2406 - p + 4503
TATB G 1)(,j = 2773 - p + 2832 250. +
TATBD 1)(,j 3556 - p + 1087 o p (g/,.)
NTO l)(,j = 2326 • p + 3675 1.6 1 84

The slope for NTO is low, which means that a
decrease in p leads to a moderate decrease in Figure 3. NTO: PCj (p), Theory vs. Experiment
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experimental results to decide whether the o inP1
theoretical model is appropriate. Y -= I 0 nV] NTO

ISENTROPIC EXPANSION FOR .4 TATB G
PURE NTO • iTATB D

We examine here the behavior of the 3.0
different explosives during the expansion \HMX
along the CJ isentrope. Comparisons are done
first with TATB, with both hypothesis for 2.6
carbon in detonation products (graphite or
diamond); only the beginning of the isentrope 0.40 1.00 V (cc/g)
of IIMX is plotted on the figures, to give an
order of magnitude foi the thermodynamical tFigure 5. CJlsentrope: Polytropicy(V)
quantities of this molecule.

lsentrcpes in Figure 4 show that NTO TATB products (Figure 6). Temperature is of
remaw:,s intermediate between TATB and I IMX secondary importance in applications, but is
along the whole expansion, but closer to TATB. theoretically very interesting, as it is very
On this basis, we can confirm that, in d rough sensitive to the physical models used for the
approximation, NTO is very similar to a (one- equation of state. Accurate experimental
fourthofllMX/three-fourthsofTATB) mixture. measurements of that quantity could be very

Figure 5 indicates how the slope of the important to build new theoretical ri-,,.els of
Figre inicaes ow he lop ofthe the equation of state for the molecular

isentrope varies in (P, V) coordinates during mixture.

the expansion. As predicted before, P remains

high at the beginning of the expansion (y is P (GPa)
quite low from PCJ to 100 kbar) and decreases F
after 100 kbar faster than for other explosives
(higher y). NTO preferentially delivers its NTO
energy at the begii. iing of the expansion. HMX

Another interesting result deals with the 10. / /
temperature of NTO detonation products,
which remains about 300 K lower than for / TATBG

SP ( GPa )"TATB 
D

2-7
">""" ,. . ,T (K)

" "2000. 4000.
,HMX

1O. NI Figure 6. CJ'Isentrope: Temperature

\ 7 NTO One of the most significant quantities is
the energy which can be delivered by the new

rTaT G "molecule. We calculate the total work given by.,TB G 'detonation products during an expansion from

TATB D CJ density to about 1.20 cc/g (expansion ratio
, I V/Vcj = 3)-

2000. 4000. 6000. V = 1.20 cc/g

Up (ni) W= +± P. dV

F'igure 4. CJ Isentrope P vts. Up
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by numerical integration of the pressure. W is
difficult to estimate in the case of TATB Gr~neisen "

because of the two assumptions on carbon. HMX
Yet, one can approximatively estimate W to INTo

4.5 MJ/kg for TATB and 5.3 MJ/kg for NTO; it TATB G,1

leads to an increase of about 15 to 18 percent " »" -TATB D

from TATB to NTO in terms of total work
delivered by 1 kg of explosive during the 0.5

expansion. _

I' decreases continuously along the isen- V (cc/g)
trope (Figure 7), which proves that simplified 0.400 1.00

equations of state of the form P . V = I"(V) -
E + f (V) with a constant Gr~neisen (like JWL Figure 7. Gruneisen Fon Isentrope
cquation of sfate, where F=0.3 - 0.4) cann-,t
reasonably describe the actual behavior of •bed oes

detonation products. .. N.

In the first chapter, we examined the
composition of detonation products under CJ
conditions. The same thing can be done for
each thermodynamic state along the isentrope.
In Figures 8 and 9 (for 1 kg of explosive), we .2

notice that the chemical equilibrium is
strongly modified for pressures less than
150 kbar. Hlydrogen and carbon monoxide are "2 1 NH3

no more negligible. The number of moles in -
the fluid phase increases, as that in the carbon , o2 22 .. ..
phase decreases; note that the solid phase has a Fc:k
negligible volume. The fact can be explained
in terms of a classical moderation law: when Figure 8. Products Composition
pressure decreases, the system tries to main-
tain it by modifying the chemical composition
At high p, P is determined by the total amount Nbre de moles

of matter in a given volume; P does not vary

dramatically when the same atoms form a Fluid

small number of big molecules or a great
number of small ones, and composition does
not change. As p decreases more and more, the
ideal gas contribution to P (translation of
molecules) becomes relatively more important. ___"

As big and small molecules have the same
translational energy 3/2 - RT, the system can CP kbar

limit the pressure decrease by transforming PCj
bigger molecules (C0 2 ,112 0) into smaller ones
(CO,11 2 ), thus increasing the total number of Figure 9. Total Number of Moles of Products
moles in the fluid phase.

NTO-BASED COMPOSITIONS KelF800 (chemical formula C 8 11 2 FIICI 3 ,
density p= 2 .02g/cc, enthalpy of formation

We now focus on the question of NTO- Al-f = -578 kcal/mol). We do not take chlorine
based compositions, i.e. NTO mixed with a into account in chemical equilibrium calcula-
binder, and eventually other explosive mole- tions. Fractions indicated in mixtures are
cules. As for the binder, we only consider here always weight percentages.
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Comparison of NTO vs. HMX/TATB
Mixtures Number oF moles

We present some ETARC calculations for
IIMX/TATB mixtures, without binder and for

the CJ state (Figure 10). The graphite assump-
tion is relevant to describe the CJ pressure of
TATB. If we choose the same CJ pressure as a
criterion, we see that NTO is equivalent to a 10

(20 percent tlMX/80 percent TATB) mixture, C02 c

the detonation properties of which are approxi-
mately Pcj = 325 kbar and DCj = 8000 m/s
(in terms of detonation velocity, the diamond H20o
assumption is the best to fit experimental data 5-.-

for TATB). For the same pressure, DCj for co
NTO is a bit higher than for the equivalent _ 0;"-r• x/NH3 H2, 8nJ'edr

IIMXfIATB mixture. 0 - ,/N- 3  .
0 1 2. 3 4 5 6.

NTO/KeIF800 Compositions

Let us consider the fraction L of binder as Figure 11. Products Composition us. % of

a variable. Detonation properties are decreas- Binder

ing functions of t; our ETARC calculations in
the range 0-8 percent lead to the following binder does not contain oxygen, the mean
linear fits (t in weight %): fraction of oxygen in the composition decreases

Pcj (kbar) = -2- + 327 with the percentage of binder and thus, more

DCj (m/s) - 13 t + 8120 carbon remains unburned. Finally, the global
effect is that more carbon remains unburned

The KeIF800 binder contains a large frac- when binder is added and a lower energy is
tion of fluorine. The composition of detonation delivered by the explosive molecule. The
products (Figure 11) shows that all fluorine binder has a negative effect not only because it
atoms are included in IIF molecules, which is not an energetic material, but also because it
becomes a quite important component. Hydro- strongly modifies the chemical equilibrium of
gen is needed to form 1120, so the percentage of detonation products in an unfavorable way.
water decreases and more oxygen is available
to burn carbon. But, on the other hand, as the HMX/NTO Mixtures

We now turn to tIMX/NTO mixtures,
without binder. It is well-known that CJ

400 properties of HMX/TATB mixtures are quite
)000 .exactly linear functions of the fraction of

GRAPHý components (Figure 10). Figure 12 shows that
GRAPH, properties of HMX/NTO mixtures are higher

350 than linear average values, of about 7 kbar on
*00 Pcj and 100 mis on DCj for a fifty-fifty mix-

ture. Such a behavior can be explained by
DIAM. - DIAM. - examining the composition of the products as a

300 function of the fraction of NTO in the mixture;
the evolution is not at all linear and the chem-

trA, mass 0 TATB mass istry of the detonation products of the mixture
5o 1oo 0 0 100 is governed by that of the HMX products.

Figure 13 is a chart of equivalence
Figure 10. IIMX/TATB Mixtures: CJ Results between IlMX/TATB mixtures and HMXINTO
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small (28 mm). As the ETARC results account
cDC kJ, cJi bar I for an infinite diameter, we can consider that

the agreement is quite good.

"We predict all thermodynamic values and

chemical composition of detonation products at
" the CJ point and along an isentrope, for the

J ,o pure molecule NTO as well as for NTO-based
t oO compositions, with a good agreement with the

few available experimental data.

Energetically intermediate between
Figure 12. JIMXINTO Mixtures: CJ Results TATB and HtMX, NTO seems to be an inter-
(Full Line: ETARC, Dashed line: Linear esting molecule to build a new insensitive high
Average) explosive, in place of TATB. The increase in

work delivered to external media is about 15-
mixtures. We read for example that a fifty- 18 percent compared to TATB, for the same
fifty IIMXITATB mixture is equivalent to a mass of explosive. NTO is energetically inter-
(25 percent !IMX/75 percent NTO) mixture esting first of all because of its high density,
(under the criterion of equal Pcj pressures). which leads to good CJ properties; the pressure

of detonation products seems to decrease
Lastly, we briefly study an IIMX/NTO/ strongly along the isentrope below 100 kbar.

KeIF composition published previously, 4 for
which a detonation velocity measurement is ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
available. Even if that composition is not
intrinsically interesting (it was a preliminary We thank K. Y. Lee (Los Alamos
one), it is one of the rare experimental data National Laboratory) and M. J. Stosz
available in literature and is important to (Naval Surface Warfare Center) for helpful
validate our theoretical calculations. ETARC discussions.
values are P~(j= 3 4 1 kbar and DCj=8421 mis.
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DETERMINING JWL EQUATION OF STATE PARAMETERS
USING THE GURNEY EQUATION APPROXIMATION

P. J. Miller and K. E. Alexander
Naval Surface Warfare Center

White Oak Laboratory
Silver Spring, Maryland 20903-5000

Using the assumptions implied in the Gurney formula for cylindrical
case expansion, that the detonation gas products are uniform in density
and composition at any fixed time in the radial expansion, we have
expressed the Gurney energy in a generalized energy conservation
equation. The uniformity conditions also imply a uniformity in
pressure, thus a constant entropy during the radial expansion. The
Gurney energy is expressed, then, in terms of the JWL relation for
energy at constant entropy using the two-dimensional hydrocode result
for relating relative volume of expansion to radial expansion. This
Gurney-JWL energy relation is tested using reported cylinder test and
JWL equation of state data on several explosives. The effect of varying
the explosive-to-metal mass ratio, CIM, is also shown on the model. For
volume expansion between 1.5 and 10, the model appears to fit the
observed data to within the estimated experimental error. It is, then,
demonstrated how "engineering quality" JWL equation of state
parameters for a test explosive may be extracted directly from cylinder
test data without using two-dimensional hydrocode computations.

INTRODUCTION

One of the most important uses of A variety of metal accelerating tests have
explosives is to accelerate metal in been investigated for measuring the relative
fragmentation shells and in self-forging performance of explosives. The cylinder test
fragment or shaped charge warheads. With was found to be the most versatile.2 This test
the aim of saving time, money and other easily determines the relative performance of
resources, more of these and other applications explosives for volume expansions between 2
for explosives are being simulated with large and 10, which includes most applications for
computer programs which follow the metal accelerating explosives. The cylinder
hydrodynamic behavior of the complete test is also used to evaluate the 6 adjustable
system. The ability of a hydrocode to parameters of the JWL equation of state which
accurately predict the detonation performance are characteristic of the explosive understudy.
of an explosive and the subsequent behavior of Through numerical simulation with a two-
the accelerated metal depends critically upon dimensional hydrocode, experimental data
the equation of state (EOS) introduced to obtained from the radial expansion
describe the explosive. In general, the measurement of a copper cylinder accelerated
Jones-Wilkins-lee (JWI,) equation of state, is by the detonation of its explosive filling are
usually accepted as the description of the reproduced. The parameters of the JWL
adiabatic expansion of the detonation products equation are optimized until a best fit is
in warhead applications. obtained between simulation and experiment.
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This procedure is one of trial and error and can and with explosive mass to metal mass, C/M,
be a lengthy process. consider a cross section where the flow is

entirely radial and confined to this section, so
Before the development of the computer that the continuity equation can be written as

and hydrocode computations, the Gurney

formula 3'4 was developed and widely used to ap/at + pay/ar + yap/ar + pv/r = 0
compare the relative velocities of fragments
from metal-explosive systems. Among the where p is the density, t is the time, r is the
analytical models relating metal velocity and radial position, and v is the radial velocity.
explosive-to-metal mass ratio, C/M, the With the assumption that gas density after
Gurney model is the best known because of its detonation is uniform at any fixed time,
simplicity and versatility. It is still widely Equation (1) can be rewritten as,
used today for predicting the relative per-
formance of accelerating metal explosives. The av/dr + vr = -d(ln p)/dt , (2)
only empirical value needed is called the
Gurney energy, Eg, and this value, charac- by letting p=p(t)anddp/ar=0.
teristic of each explosive, is determined
experimentally usually by measuring the wall At a fixed time Equation (2) is linear with
velocities in a cylinder test. The Gurney respect to vandsincev=0at r=0, ithas the
equation appears to work because, as shown solution
previously for volume expansions between 2
and 10, the relative volume of the detonation v = v(r/R) (3)
products in the cylinder can be simply related where R is the inside radius of the cylinder
to the expansion of the cylinder and this with velocity v. The total energy of the system,
relation is not sensitive to a particular explo- ET, where the metal energy is all kinetic when
sive. Thus, one is able to obtain the relative acceleration is complete, is
energy delivered by explosives simply by com-
paring the square of cylinder wall velocities at E =E +E + (4)
the same expansion. T m gk +gi,

The main purposes of this report are as where Em is the kinetic energy of the metal,
follows, (I) to express, within the usual Gurney Egk is the kinetic energy of the gas, and Egi is
approximations, the Gurney energy as a func- the internal energy of the gas, all expressed as
tion of the cylinder expansion in terms of the per gram of explosive. It was shown that both
JWL equation of state, and (2) to suggest,
ultimately how the JWL parameters may be E v2/4 (5)
evaluated directly and simply from the Gurney gk

equation approximations without the use of and E = 0.5(M/C)v2  (6)
complex hydrocode computations. The dis- m
cussions here deal only with the Cylinder 'rest,
in which initiation of detonation is in a plane can be derived from the uniform density
normal to the cylinder axis at one end of the assumption which implies that
charge. The Gurney analysis, of course, has
also been applied to many other geometries.5  m = (r2/R 2) and dm = (2r/R2)dr, (7)

MODE L the kinetic energy expression

Gurney Formula 2 d(

The derivation of the Gurney formula 3'6  Egk = 1/20 v dm (8)

and a number of subsequent papers 5 -8 on the
subject have appeared in print. The derivation and Equation (3) with m being the mass
is summarized here for purposes of illustration. between the origin and radius r, per gram of
For a cylindrical system of unit axial length explosive. Now by combining Equations (5)
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and (6), the familiar Gurney expression may be for plane paralled motion (n=l), axially
written symmetric or cylindrical motion (n = 2) and for

point symmetric or spherical motion (n=3).
V122 (Egk +E)lI 1 C/M (, ) Jacobs pointed out that the assumptions

12 (I +0.5(C/M) ,(9) inherent in the Gurney assumptions imply

that a uniform pressure also exists in the gas

which is moure commonly expressed as products at any instant during the case expan-
sion due to uniform gas density. Similarly, by

G CM ) (10 neglecting changes in gas composition, its

.10C/M )2 entropy is considered to be constant. Thus, the
I + 0..5 (C/ W gas internal energy and pressure will be only a

function of volume. As a consequence, the
where v is the fragment volocity and G is called Gurney energy can be defined as a function of
the Gurney constant which is equal to the case expansion,
square root of twice the Gurney energy, V2Eg.
From Equations (5) and (6), we obtain Eg= E - E(v), (14)
Egk = 0.5CJM(Em1 ) and from Equation (1) g 0

0.5 C/M G2 where E0 is the initial energy per unit mass in

E = (11) the gas products and E(v) is the internal
gk 1 + 0.5 C/M 2 energy retained after expansion to specific

volume v. Other investigators7' 9 related the
The Gurney formula may be written in the case displacement to the relative specific
more general form, volume, V = v/vo, in the model by the relation,

Rn=V, where R is the relative radial
v = G[(M/C + A]-f12 (12) expansion distance (r/ro) from the origin to the

gas/case interface; and, then, calculated the
lknown 8 that the quantity G is Gurney energy using a polytropic gas equationIt is now well konthtteqaiy is ofstate to obtain

not constant, but varies with C/M. Jacobs 7

found, from a detailed analysis of cylinder test
data, that better results are obtained by E (r)=E [1 -gR (15)
replacing the constant 0.5 with 0.3 for steel
cylinders, and with 0.2 for aluminum cylin- This equation, however, does not reproduce the
ders. In addition, it is clear that the Gurney experimentally determined Gurney energy
formula does not treat the explosive at the because the polytropic gas relations do not
Chapman-Jouget state where the density of work satisfactorily for explosive gas expansion
the explosive is compressed to about 4/3 its of V>2 and because the approximation used
initial density. The assumptions that the mass for expressing the volume of expansion to the
and total energy in a cylindrical section radial expansion, also, is not satisfactory.
remain constant while the cylinder expands, There are several modifications that can be
and that the gas density at any time is uniform made to Equation (15) that perhaps can greatly
over the entire cross section, does not account improve the use of the Gurney formula to
for the effects of C/M varying from small describe the relative performance of explosives
values of 0.1 to large values 4 on G, nor does it used in the cylinder test. These will be
take into account effects of axial expansion on described in the next section.
the total energy.

l)efourneaux 9 generalized the Gurney Gurney Energy/JWL EOS

formula, In this section, the Gurney energy will be

expressed in terms of the JWL expression for

o2 = (2E )lM/C+n/(n+2)1-I (13) energy at constant entropy, E,. The resulting
g modified Gurney formula, then, will be applied
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to the experimental results from cylinder tests
that have been performed on several explosives tw
with known JWL EOS parameters. The effects :
of varying C/M and expansion volume will be 1 1,3.00

investigated for the model. 0 /

Wilkins 1 ° investigated the behavior of t
the detonation products in the cylinder test _1 9.00
with two-dimensional hydrodynamic calcula- /

tions. The results showed that the detonation
products expand essentially along the CJ c 5.00
isentrope. lie also calculated the relationship
between the relative volume of the detonation >
products and the radial expansion of the cylin-
der (reproduced in Figure 1). This calculation 1.00 -

was shown to be insensitive to the explosive 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00
used. The approximation, R2= V, used to R = r/r.
derive Equation (15) is also shown in Figure 1.
We have, with the reported results for (r-r0 ) vs. Figure 1. Relative Volume of Detonation
V, fit the data to a second order polynomial to Products as a Function of Relative Cylinder
obtain the two-dimensional hydrocode relative Expansion. Solid line (two-dimensional
volume as a function of case expansion. The result); dashed line (R 2 = V approximation).
result is

B, C, R1 , R 2 and w are the adjustable
V 1i.0146 + 0 19174(r-ro}, parameters of the JWL relations. The Gurney

energy, Eg(V), in Equation (17) can then be
4 0.006178(r-r)2, (16) written as a function of volume expansion,

then is
where (r ro), exprezsed in mm units here,
represents the observed radial expansion for a E (V) = E (V) + E (V) (18)
one inch cylinder. g gk M

In place of using the polytropic gas We now test the model using the reported
relations to express the Gurney energy, since cylinder test resultsi on ten explosives for
they do not accurately describe an explosive which the JWL EOS parameters have been
gas expansion at V>2, we use the JWL rela- evaluated. If we insert Equations (17) and (18)
tion for energy at constant entropy. Equation into Equation (9) and rearrange the terms, we
(15) can then be rewritten as obtain

A -VRI B -VR 2  U 1/2E, (V) = E NV- 1)-(-e +--e - (M/C + I/2)-v (19)
9 RI R2 % (V)

g

C
f -) (17) where v and Eg (V) are, respectively, the

WVG) measured radial expansion velocity and the

calculated Gurney energy using Equation (17)
for V > 1, where E, (VN 1) (which corresponds for V> 1. The case velocity as a function of
to E0 in Equation (14)) is the internal energy in volume was obtained from the measured
the gas available for release after expanding velocity v(r-r 0 ) by Equation (16). In Figure 2,
from the Vcj point to where the case appears to we plot the value of (M/C + 1/2) obtained from
first expand; V= 1, evaluated by the JWL Equation (19) vs. V for the reported data of two
relation for energy. The terms in the explosives. The model predicts that straight
parenthesis are E8 (JWI, and the constants, A, lines should be obtained in the plot, where at
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each value of V, the constant (M/C + 1/2) is for the explosive and an appropriate relation-
obtained. The figure shows typical results for ship between volume of expansion and radial
the ten explosives in the reported data.1 The expansion does indeed describe the standard
results show that for expansion volumes copper cylinder test (to within a I - 2percent
greater than 1.5 - 2.0, constants are obtained, error). It also appears that the assumption of
They vary from the actual values of (M/C + uniform entropy in the gas products behind the
1/2) by a few percent at most, generally on the expanding case for V>2 is a surprisingly good
low side. approximation. Although effects of varying

C/M and case yield can affect the calculatedIn lVigure 3, we plot the results of this rs ls h y ae n ta ag se p ce. W
analysis for cylinder test data for PtBX 9404 results, they are not as large as expected. We
obtained fromn copper cylinder expansions are now in a position to determine Eg (V) from
using two different values of C/M, -0.4 and -2. cylinder test data and to relate it directly to

Based upon these results, there does appear to Ef(V) from which the JWa EOS parameters

be some dependency on C/M that is not taken

into account by the Gurney formula, but it is
not large. In addition, the results of References PARAMETERS
I and 7 show that the effect of increasing the
yield strength of the chosen case metal (Cu, Al, Generally, when using the Gurney for-
steel) will cause the calculated (M/C + 1/2) to mulation for analyzing cylinder test data, the
be I - 2 percent lower than actual values, since velocity of the expanding case is measured at
the Gurney formula does not take the case 5 mm and 19 mm radial expansion and the
yield strength into account. I lowever, the two- data is reported for comparative purposes. In
d(imensional hydrocode calculations for the this section, we show how the JWI. EOS may
evaluated E,(V) and R vs V relationship that be estimated directly from the measured wall
are used in our formulation for evaluating velocities.
Eg (V), can account for the case yield strength. The Gurney energy is experimentally
This would, however, over complicate our determined as a function of (r-r 0 ) from the
rather simple approach by requiring that R vs. measured wall velocity by using the following
V be evaluated as a function of yield strength. relationship

It appears clear that the use of the
Gurney formulation with an appropriate EOS 3.00 C/M = 0.478

.2.50

00
3 -c0

0 __ C'M 2.51

4 ----

0 50

"CcLATIVE VOLUME

Figure 3. Comparison of the Results of
Figure 2 ('urn paristion I/the Predhched Value of Equation (19) for Cylinder Test Data From
(M C . 1,2) Using Both Equaltion (19) and the PIiX9404 Obtained From Experiments Using
Actual Value for ((z) TNT (Solid Line) and (h) Thin Walled (CIM - 2) and Standard Wall
Cyclotol (l)ashed line) With C4M - 0 45 From Thickness (CiM - 0.4). The straight lines
Cylinder Tst I)ata represent the actual (MIC + 1/2) values.
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V2 0 C

E = - (M/C + 0.5) (20)
g 2 ~ 0.06

at each (r-ro) measured data point. The values
of(r-ro) can be re-expressed as relative volume, :: 0 05

V, with Equation (16). Now, by rewriting
Equation (17) in terms of E,, the internal o0.04
energy of the expanding gases at constant Wj

z
entropy we obtain 0j 03

_J

E =E (V E)-F (V) (21) <
9g -v 002

Lj
for V> 1, where E, is the experimental equa- z
tion to be fit to obtain the JWL parameters, o o0 2.60 4.60 6.0 . .bo

A -VR+ B -VR2  C V
E :-e + -e + - (22)

s RI 2t~
Figure 4. A Comparison for Comp B Where E,

The value for E. at V= 1, which is the total is Obtained by the Gurney Formulation (Solid
energy available for release by the expanding Line) and by the JWL EOS (Dashed Line)
gases during the observations, can be esti-
mated in different ways. It may be related to this figure is the energy which is determined
the heat of detonation, Q, that is found b• directly from the reported JWL parameters.
using the gamma and polytropicgas relations, This result is typical of the more than 15

p1)2 explosives that we have thus far analyzed,
_0_(2 PoI) where known JWL EOS parameters exist.

Q-_ 2(_-) _2_+___-1 (23) These include: IIMX, Nitromethane, PETN,

2(y - 1) 2 (y + 1 )(y - 1) TNT, Comp B, Cyclotol, PBX-901 1, PBX-9404,

where Q (equal to E5 at V= 1) is the internal 1,X-04-1, LX-07-0, PBXW-113, PBXW-114
energy remaining in the gas after expanding and PBXW- 115. The compositions of these
from the CJ point with Vt:j and ptj to V= 1, explosives may be found in References 1 and
where p=p 0 , the initial density, and y is 11. The values of E, as evaluated using the
defined by pc,j/po=(y+ I)/Vy. Also, for most of Gurney formulation, generally compare quite
the explosives that have been examined by the favor-ably with those obtained from the two-
JWL EOS computations, E, at V I is dimensional hydrocode and JWl EOS calcula-
approximately equal to 0.90±0.02 of E0, the tion for volumes of expansion between V=I.5
total available energy in the explosive. The and V=7. The Gurney approximation, for
value of Eo() is usually obtained from detonation reasons previously discussed, clearly is not
calorimetry, or from RUBY or TIGER cal- useful for V<l.5. The differences that are
culatiuns.2 For example, for Comp B where found for V>8 between the two techniques for
lk'j =286 Kbar, 1)= 8 mm/psec, y =2.8 and a obtaining E, will be discussed later, but they
measured value of E0 z 0 085 mbar cc/cc, we are not so large as to prevent us from obtaining
estimate by the two methods that Es (V= 1) good estimates ofJWL, EOS parameters.
equals C).078 and 0 079. It is a rather simple task to fit the experi-

Using the reported cylinder test data' for mental E. versus V curve to Equation (22) to
Comp B, we have evaluated E, from Equa- obtain the estimated values for the JWL EOS
tion(21), using Equations (16) and (20) and parameters. For volumes greater than V=6,
E(V -- I) = 0.078, as a function of relative with less than I percent error,
volume of expansion. The results are shown in C
Figure 4. The curve was obtained by E , (24)
diffetentiating the reported (r-r0 ) vs. time data (AVW
with a cuhic-spline algorithm. Also shown in
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therefore by choosing two points on this and A -VR I B -VR 2  C
portion of the curve, C and w can be directly E R e + e R (28)
determined. For volumes greater than V=2.5, s 2 WV6)
with less than a 3 percent error, These equations are solved for A and R1 with

B -VR 2  C the known values of Pcj, 1), po, V and the
E I-te + (25) previously determined four parameters. The

s 2 tV0 experimental value for detonation velocity is
therefore, with any two points in the region of usually measured and PCJ may or may not be.
thecrvefor wihere an two poit ind the reIf it is, then gamma may be determined from
the curve where V=2 to V=5 and with the pJPD/YI n (
values of C and o evaluated from Equa- Pj=poD2 /(y+1) and Vcj may be estimated

tion (24), the parameters B and R2 may be from V(j =y/(y+ 1). Often, when PCJ is not

determined. Unfortunately, due to the known, then y is estimated to be between 2.7

estimated error in the data to obtain the E and 2.9 and rel and y are determined from the

curve, a large number of solutions can be 286 Kbar, For m mpsB, we 1.7 gcc a

found. We estimate that the x,t data, which

was differentiated to obtain velocity, results in y = 2.8 and we obtain from Equations (26) and
(27)

an error of ± 1 percent and that the energies E2

(proportional to the square of the velocity) A = 6.4715 (5.24229),
have an error of at least ±2 percent. It is,
however, known 1,2 that w should have a value R1 = 4.7322 (4.2),
in the range of 0.2 to 0.4 and that R2  - I where the values in the parenthesis are the
Therefore, the parameters are adjusted until reported JW1 EOS parameters.
these conditions are met and the calculated
curve for this volume region lie within the In Figure 5, the calculated pressure
error limits of the experimental E, curve. This adiabats are shown comparing the results for
is easily carried out. It was found that a small parameters determined from the Gurney anal-
change in slope for the observed line results in ysis for Es with the results for the parameters
large changes in these four parameters. For determined by the two-dimensional hydrocode
Comp B we used

R 1-29784 (1.1)
2

B = 0.18898 (0.90235)

w 0.31629 (0.34)

C 0.01151 (0.010818) t

where the values in the parenthesis are the -• 1 \
reported values' from a two-dimensional 10
hydrocode analysis. To solve for the remaining
two parameters, R1 and A, two additional
experimental values are required, the detona-
tion velocity, I), and detonation pressure, C
Both of these quantities, along with E,, can be 1
written in terms of the JW I. EOS,1

o.6o 6.6o 9.6o
VR i - VR2 + C (6P z=Ac +IBe (26)

Figure 5. Comparison of Calculated Adiabats

) Ie - VR 2  C(w + I) for Comp B Using JWL Parameters Determined

P -Alt e + BR 2__ + 2 (27) From the Gurney Energy Analysis (Solid Line)I+ 2e v+V 2  and From the Two-Dimensional llydrocode

A nalysis (Dashed Line)
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analysis. Notice that now the calculated 2. Kury, J. W.; Ilornig, If. C.; Lee, E. L.;
pressures for both sets of parameters are in McDonnel, J. L.; Ornellas, D. L.; Finger,
excellent agreement for V<2. This results M., Strange, F. M.- and Wilkins, M. L.,
from using similar CJ pressure and velocity "Metal Acceleration by Chemical Explo-
data. The results, however, at larger values of sives," Proceedings of the Fourth Sympo-
expansion, V>6 begin to diverge. The reason sium on Detonation, Naval Ordnance
for this is that the values of C and o that we Laboratory, White Oak, Silver Spring,
chose for Equation (24) are extremely sensitive MD, 12 Oct 1965, pp. 3-12.
to the slope of Es at V>6. An approximate 3. Gurney, R. W., The Initial Velocity of
1/2 percent deviation in the slope in this region Fragments From Bombs, Shells and
of the E, curve can alter the values of C and Fragenads, rm Nombs, Shel and
such that a 5 fold difference in the calculated P Grenades, BRL Report No. 405, Sep 1943.
at V= 10 can easily occur. We must point out 4. Gurney, R. W., The Initial Velocity of
that the same reasoning applies to the analysis Fragments From Bombs, Shells and
for w and C by the hydrocode computations and Grenades, BRL Report No. 635, Mar 1947.
that the differences in the two adiabats at V > 6 5. Kennedy, 1). R., "The Elusive V2E,"
are most likely a consequence of the curve Presented at 21st Annual Bomb and
fitting procedure. Warhead Section Meeting, Am. Ordnance

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a Assn., Picatinny Arsenal, 22 Apr 1969.
methodology by which the JWL EOS 6. Sternberg, 11. M., Unpublished Report
parameters may be extracted directly from Entitled, "Analysis of the Gurney
cylinder test data, without the use of extensive Formulas for Cylindrical Systems," 1983,
two-dimensional hydrocode computations. The Naval Surface Weapons Center, Silver
results indicate that the EOS's obtained are
sufficient enough to make engineering calcula- Spring, M).
tions for explosive applications of the test 7. Jacobs, S. J., The Gurney Formula:
explosive, but are not useful for equation of Variations on a Theme by Lagrange,
state studies. The results show that for gas NOLTR 74-86, 21 Jun 1974, Naval
expansions V>2, the approximations which Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak, Silver
are built into the Gurney formula derivation Spring, MD.
are more than adequate to reproduce the 8. Kennedy, J. E., Gurney Energy of
hydrocode results to within acceptable errors Explosives: Estimation of the Velocity and
for many applications. Impulse Imparted to Driven Metal,
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STUDIES ABOUT THE EQUATIONS OF STATE OF
THE DETONATION PRODUCTS

N. Carion, J. Aveille, P. Andriot, F. Chaisse, G. Guri, M. T. Kerihuel, and M. Leroy
Commissariat a L'Energie Atomique

Centre d'Etudes de Vaujours-Moronviiliers
77181 Courtry, FRANCE

The aim of this paper is to present the adjustment of two types of
Equations of State (E.O.S.), Wilkins and Virial, on the basis of several
kinds of experimental data concerning a T.A.T.B. composition.

When introduced in hydrodynamic computer codes the Wilkins type
E.O.S. allow the simulation of several ballistic experiments with a good
agreement. The Virial type E.O.S., here, is just compared to experi-
mental data concerning the classical release isentrope issued from the
Chapman-Jouget (C-J) state.

INTRO I)UCTrION determination of the coefficients of a

The interaction of detonation waves Wilkins-type E.O.S.

with surrounding media is based on the b) The slight modification of these
explosive decomposition products expansion. coefficients to get a good agreement
The numerical simulation of such phenomena between measurements and numer-
requires well adapted equations of state ical simulations for ballistic experi-
(E.O.S.) for the detonation products. ments.

This determination can be performed in a c) The validation of the E.O.S. by the
theoretical way (see, for example, Refer- numerical simulation of the following
ences 1-2), but experimental methods giving experiments:
access to the parameters of these equations of
state are of great interest. * cylinder expansion test,

In the following paper, we present corn- 0 the release and recompression of

plementary experimental methods which we

use to determine the detonation products 0 oblique interactions of detonation

E.O.S. of high heterogeneous explosives, waves with dense materials.

These equations are of the Wilkins-type. The examples given below deal with a

With these equations of state we are able TATB-based heterogeneous explosive (compo-

to perform the numerical simulation of several sition T2 )

detonation/dense material interactions with a On the other hand the study of chemical
good agreement between the computational rates in combustion processes usually needs
and experimental results. the knowledge of temperature T. In this case,

The experimental methods include: classical E.O.S. lp(e,v)l correlating pressure to
internal energy and specific volume are not

a) The impedance matching method3 well adapted. Therefore we have developed a
(in good agreement with l)oppler Virial E.O.S. for detonation products which
Laser Interferometry ()1,I) measure- introduces a temperature scale from a theoret-
ments) in association with a first ical point of view.2
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The following hypotheses are made: Low impedance reference materials

(i) We suppose the homogeneousness provide a determination of the release

of detonation products constituted isentrope issued from the C-J state. Then, we

by just one kind of spherical particle, determine the coefficients of a Wilkins, Mark
(W.M.) E.O.S. type in order to fit these

(ii) The E.O.S. is of Virial-type set-up experimental results, and we obtain a first
with a Lennard-Jones potential form of the detonation products E.O.S.
(6-12). Another kind of release experiment using

Previously, this potential has been widely DLI measurements gives results in good agree-
used for calculation of the properties of matter ment with the described matching impedance
in different states and the Virial coefficients, method as it can be seen in Figure 1.
for this important model, are known in reduced
form46 up to fifth order. Of course, the two-
dimensional parameters of these coefficients
remain unknown. 10

Presently, according to the disposal of
experimental iesults and to the fundamental 1

impact of the C-J state properties, we prescribe
the Virial E.O.S. to settle:

d
(D The C-J state properties, and Q 0 iMPEDRNCE MATCHiNG METHOD

0 The experimental data associated U-[LLI
with flow properties of detonation I I
products along the shock and 1000 3000 5000 7000
rarefaction loci originating at the u(Ils)

C-J point in the pressure (p) - mass Figure 1. Comparison Between Experimental
velocity (u) diagram. Results Issued From the Impedance Matching

The whole information concerning the Method an the DLI Measurements

detonation products properties requires a
determination of the unknown parameters of Ballistic Experiments
the EO.S. A numerical and specific process In these experiments, the velocity of a
has been expanded, allowing the association of copper plate is measured with the DI tech-
the parameter values to conditions ( and ® nique as it is accelerated by the detonation of
for a given high explosive (composition T2 ).2  T2 composition in slab geometry.

WILKINS-TYPE E.O.S. To get a good agreement between these
experimental results and numerical simula-

The Impedance Matching Method3  tions performed with a one-dimensional hydro-

This experimental method consists in the dynamic code, a slight modification of the

analysis of the frontal interaction of detonation coefficients of the E.O.S. previously deter-
mined is needed. This modification provides a(metals, water, argon at several pressures)r second form of the W.M. equation still

The velocity of the shock waves transmitted to compatible with the experimental release

these well known materials is measured. isentrope.

These measurements are completed using a
streak camera. Iligh impedance materials
give access to the detonation products The so determined E.O.S. is validated by
recompression Ilu•iniot starting from the means of comparisons between experiments
Chapman Jouguet state. and numerical simulations of different types of
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interactions between detonation products and the detonating explosive and a metallic plate.
surrounding media: The decomposition products are shock recom-

Oblique interaction between a deto- pressed when they interact with the plate

nation wave and a dense material (this which is projected.

case is detailed in another paper The velocity of the plate is measured
submitted to the 9th Symposium using the 1)1A method-
Selection Committee (see Reference 7). The size of the vacuum e determines the
Cylinder test. magnitude of the release before recompression.

Projection of a copper plate by the For example, with a pressure of 20 mm lg, the

detonation products partially released. products are released down to about I GlCa.

Numerical simulations are performed
Cylinder TIests using a one-dimensional hydrodynamic code

The material expanded by the mechanical with a simulation of the elastic-plastic
work of the detonation products is copper. behavior of the plate.

Front waves shapes and global radial On more time, the agreement between

expansion measurements are performed with a calculations and experiments confirms the
streak camera while the first accelerations are validity of the determined E.O.S. (see
measured using the D)11 technique. Figure 3).

We use a two-dimensional hydrodynamic VIRIAI'-TYPE E.O.S.
code to simulate this experiment. The detona-
tion is computed using the rCD) decomposition Up to fifth order, the starting equations

kinetics taking into account a finite reaction are:
zone associated with a Von Neumann-type
scheme. N -I 1+ " '+ 4 b 0 T/I

The elastic plastic behavior of the copper v : v
is simulated using the Steinberg, Cochran and (1)

Guinan model 9 4 b d B

The calculations agree well with the e I C -N T . 1 _ K
experimental results (see Figure 2). Iv I d'-

Release and Recouipression of -

I)etonation Products

In these experiments the decomposition
products are released in a vacuum delimited by 1o:

O/o'4•0- 5"40"6 TIMF(S)

S. . .. . .. 'igure 3i Release and Recompression of the

["tgure '2 C 'vltnder Test C'ortIK~rison betw~een lOetonation Products. (Comparison between

e'xpe'riments a•nd numericu•l suulautons experti.merits and numerical simulations.
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where B, are the reduced virial coefficients and (s is the entropy) and summarize the two main
N, C,,, b,,, and 'TX) are four unknown parameters. stages needed for their determination.
When leennard-Jones (L.J.) (6-12) potential is
written as: 4  Condition G

0(J)I2(O Calling respectively I)* and u* detonation
r(ri r4- and particle velocity, we use the following

equation at C-J state: 10 1(*) stands for values
(r. distance between particles) at C-,, state and (o) for initial conditionsI.

the b,, and 'T, coefficients are connected to o and Jump conditions:

v by.

2 3 N P -P ( ) )2

) -i •I o - • (3)
" 3 k v -v v

T, = uk k I I
e e, -(p* + p,,)(vo v* (4)

(k: Boltzmann constant) 2

The number of parameters is then V ) (5)

reduced to 3 by use of: u- (5)

y =C-J condition:

x = b,/v

According to that way Equation (1) is 0p) \*)2
written: , ) (-(6)

IV0 0

EN0
"b II (x y) Stanyukovich-Manson condition:
b

(2) a 0 og 1)"(-G-)

C y E (XY)), - 7
e E yN 2 1-,y) aLogv % , 2y -G

where EN N-T,, ; E=C,,-T,; and III and Thermodynamical relations:

112 are two functions easily set up versus Bi * N

and p = p(v ,y I,EN, b )(8)

d B1.
1 *

e* = e(v ,y ,EN',Ec, b,)) (9)
dT]

The Virial E.O.S. (2) holds now only three y y(v*, y , N' E, b) (10)

unknown parameters: EN, E, b, G = G(v y EN,' b ) (11)

For a given explosive, we have to
associate the values of these parameters to The C-J state physical values and the
conditions D and @. We introduce then the F.O.S. parameters are obtained by solving the
following notations: above 9 equations where 15 quantities are

( 8Log P introduced:
y (polytropic coefficient) _ .o , L1og v

G (Gruneisen coefficient) /a Log 7' Pol v, ( LoglV v e y v ,

a Log5v 0
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e , *e,u , ,G, EN, E* , b Numerical Data
A fitting of the (p,, u,) experimental data

This can be done if we settle a set of six is finally obtained by a pTr(u) curve with

quantities as parameters. We have chosen two a relative uncertainty in pressure less than

practicabilities well adapted to the jump and 10 percent in the interval 450 - 108 Pa > p >

initial conditions: 3 . 108 Pa (Figure 4). We present as an
example the following results got on a TATB

( oaVL~og 1)" ) composition ,T2, 3

or - vI Log v P'* e Initial conditions:

- pv, V )o G ,p ,eP0 105 Pa

A specific algorithm has been developed l 3
for the solving of these nine equations 1(3) - Po \-- 1855 kg.m

(11)1.2 2

We get, by this way, all the other !)* 7685 m.s-

quantities versus those adopted in each set. Optimized quantities:

Condition @p = 270.27.108 Pa

We have to find now the right values for
the set of six quantities assuming condition ®. ce = 3.28 MJ. kg-

After the above procedure, a theoretical G* = 0.884
p,r(u) curve may be built numerically using the
classical equations governing the shock and / 1.3

rarefaction waves originated at the C-J point p = -) - 2462.5 kg.m-3

(p*, u*). 'he pTr(u) curve is compared to the Np
experimental data (pi, u,). In that purpose we
fix

p', v , I0g lea Log vI

or (po,, v,, )*) values and we look for the just
quantities (p*, e,,) or (G*, p*, eo) of each set by
minimizing the function:

Z(p ,e)

N
v 2 P

or " N-iP (U -)_ p (u,)12

1) . N P
* 9

Z(G ,p ,e)

with a procedure based on the Nelder and
Mead algorithm.5

T he tw o algorithm s are included in a Izoo ýoo, L ot Woo sooo

numerical code which was applied to several F'igure4 Pressure Versus Mass Velocity Along
high explosives to get the coefficients of the Shock and Rarefaction Loci Originating at the
Virial E.OS, for detonation products. 2  CJ Point for T2 Composition
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DISCUSSION 2. Starting from theoretical considera-

GERALD 1. KERLEY, Sandia tions, the reduced Virial coefficients are known

National Laboratories up to fifth order for the Lennard-Jones

Div. 1533, Albuquerque, NM potential (6-12); so we have used specific
analytic form for each of them.2 On the other

1. Would you get better agreement with hand, in the Wu Xiong studies, these coeffi-
the cylinder test data by adding another term cients are supposed to be similar to each other
to the Wilkins EOS? and the higher Virial coefficients are obtained

2. Hlow does your 5-term Virial EOS fromthesecondone.

differ from that of Wu Xiong, et al. (Session
1l-C, Thursday)?

REPLY BY AUTHORS

1. We have not tested this solution from a
numerical point of view.
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SENSITIVITIES OF ADIABATIC AND GRUNEISEN GAMMAS
TO ERRORS IN MOLECULAR PROPERTIES

OF DETONATION PRODUCTS

W. Byers Brown
Department of Chemistry, University of Manchester

Manchester M 13 9PL, UNITED KINGDOM

and

Martin Braithwaite
Explosives Group Technical Centre, Imperial Chemical Industries PLC

Stevenston Works, Ayrshire KA203LN, UNITED KINGDOM

Our paper concerns three related aspects of equations of state for
detonation products.

I The development of a new ideal detonation code is reported with the
following features: (i) a fast, sophisticated, and accurate analytical
equation of state based on statistical mechanics and intermolecular
potentials; (ii) a new fast method of calculating chemical and phase
equilibrium; (iii) a modified treatment of polar species based on the
Buckingham-Keesom potential, which gives good agreement with
experimental shock temperatures.

2. A systematic method of determining the intermolecular parameters
for single species from Ilugoniot data is presented.

3. A sensitivity analysis to calculate the errors in the calculated
properties of the detonation fluid due to errors in the intra- and
intermolecular parameters is extended to cover the adiabatic and
Gruneisen gammas. The results for changes in inter-species
parameters are dramatic.

INTRODUCTION corrections due to detonic non-ideality, the

Over the last decade there have been a basis of explosives design for a wide variety of

number of attempts to provide fundamental applications.
equations of state (EOS) for detonation Since the pioneering work of Fickett6 in
fluids'' 2 ,3 and associated computer pro- developing an EOS based on the Lennard-
grams',4,5 to calculate ideal detonation Jones and Devonshire cell model, and the very
properties. These fundamental EOS based on successful Jacobs-Cowperthwaite-Zwisler
statistical mechanics and intermolecular EOS 7 which modified and extended this
forces have to be capable of reproducing both theory, fundamental EOS developments for
experimental shock ltugoniot and static fluid detonation products have been based on
compression results for the individual product extensions to the more recent flard-Sphere
species as well as providing ideal detonation Perturbation Theories."' 9  The increasing
velocities, pressures, temperatures, energies, complexity of these EOS has meant that their
etc., for a wide range of explosives. Results use in the prediction of detonation performance
of these predictions form, along with has been at substantial cost in terms of the
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computational resources required. However, treatments of polar species, on the validity of
the need for large main-frame computers has interspecies mixing rules, on the lack of
recently been largely overcome by generating uniqueness and apparent correlation between
analytic representations of the statistical the intermolecular potential parameters for
mechanical EOS which give good agreement to single species which leads to ambiguities in
high density with computer simulation data fitting, or on the possible effects of high
for realistic intermolecular potentials.10 The pressure on the intra-molecular contributions
other heavy computational aspect of detona- to the thermodynamic properties.
tion calculations is the determination of chem-
ical equilibrium between the products. We The object of the present paper is three-

believe that the calculation of chemical and fold. First, to report the development of a new
phase equilibria in the high pressure multi- ideal detonation code incorporating the

phase systems that constitute detonation fume features mentioned above, namely (i) a fast,
can be most effectively achieved by a recent sophisticated, and accurate analytical EOS;

development of the method of element poten- (ii) a new fast method of calculating chemical

tials.1 ý This development is based on a pre- and phase equilibrium; (iii) a new treatment of

calculated EOS for equilibrium among the polar species based on the Buckingham-

chemical elements (Gibbsian EOS) from which Keesom potential, which is described in detail.

the element potentials, and therefore the Second, to present a systematic method of

chemical potentials of the products can be very determining the intermolecular parameters for

easily obtained.'1  single species and their associated errors from
Hugoniot data. Third, to develop a sensitivity

In addition to the statistical mechanics, it analysis based on the new code to calculate
is very important to choose the best form for the errors in the calculated ideal detonation
the intermolecular potentials to describe properties resulting from the known experi-
experimental results at high density. Under mental errors in the single species parameters,
the conditions of a condensed phase detonation, and to discuss the consequences of the much
the interaction of the resultant small molec- larger uncertainties in the interspecies
ular species is mainly determined by the parameters. In particular, the errors in the
repulsive component of the intermolecular two most important thermodynamic quantities
potential, which is best described by an expo- occurring in the theory of detonation, the so-
nential term. Most workers in the detonics called adiabatic and Gruneisen 'gammas',14
field have, therefore, opted for a simple central are examined. These thermodynamic second
Buckingham exponential-a:6 potential, which derivatives produce a sensitive test of a
appears adequate for non-polar interactions, detonation fluid EOS,1 5 as well as being of
but they either ignorel or make a crude semi- great importance in explosive engineering
empirical correction for polar species. 4 The application
three Buckingham potential parameters have
been estimated using either corresponding TREATMENT OF POLAR
states arguments, ab-initio calculations, or SPECIES
comparison of calculations with experimental
shock Hlugoniot measurements. 4 The various Let us first consider the treatment in det-
simplifying assumptions associated with the onation gases of polar species, of which water is
choice of these parameters and their incorpora- the most important. A very good statistical
tion in computer codes for detonation have perturbation theory of polar fluids exists, 17 but
been discussed by Ree. 4 The sensitivities of is, alas, somewhat complicated and not easy to
some of the primary detonation properties adapt to the van der Waals one-fluid model for
(mainly first derivatives of the calculated mixtures.
free energy) to global errors in the inter-
molecular parameters have also been discussed The way of treating polar molecules
by on~e of us. 12 Less attention, however, has which is simplest and has a sound physical
been focussed on the inadequacies of current basis is to add a temperature-dependent
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Keesom termi1 to a Buckingham exponential U x =

a:6 potential u,,(r) to give an effective potential l li,, -.

2/kr - +T- U 18-1(1, (6)

u(r) u(r) - -P /klr , + U dispx-rsion

3 X+

where p is the molecular dipole moment (esul. where Ui,4 the tlotal attractive

This effective potential can be re-written as a energ arising from the I/r dispersion term,

Buckingham potential with parameters r,,, c, and is always negative. Since Untn-polar is

and a related to the non-polar ones rnio, ci,, and usually positive due to the dominance of repul-
Qt,,by sion, the two treatments can lead to quitedifferent results. In favor otfthe B-K treatment

r r /a Iis the fact that it gives better agreement with
shock temperature results for water 25e, and
good agreement for ammonia,26c as can be seen

-Q (2) in Figures Ib and 2b; the intermolecular

a -6/ parameter values used in the theoreticalU calculations are given in Table I and are

U .-U discussed in the next section.
(i( 7)e I + A,/' The theory has been generalized in a

where straightforward way to cover mixtures of polar
species (e.g., water + ammonia), and for

2 r3  mixtures of polar with non-polar species, dipole
X -: 3A l.,2r r3 )2( -6/a Av /k (3) induced-dipole terms a,'e addo' to 1he inter-

species potentials, that is (esu),
is a polar temperature parameter. Equa-
tion (2) is easily solved iteratively for a, and U (r) = u, (r)
thence, v and r,,, can be obtained On the basis
of his study of averaged pair potentials for -- ( 2~ai +p 'ct)/r' (i--j) (7)
water, instead of Equation (2) Ree 4 uses the I J
relations where p, and a, are here the dipole and

r r polarizability of the ith species.

INTERMOLECULAR pOTi'ENTIA L,
S--, (4) PARAMEITERS OF i)E'TONA'ITION

"T FLUII) PROI)UCTS

(1 ( For CIINO explosives the major deto-

This can lead to very different results, even nation fluid product species are expected to

qualitatively, from Equation (2). For example, comprise N2, 1120, CO 2 , CO, C114 , NI13, NO,
on Ree's theory the excess internal energy for a 02, and 112. For the purpose of this paper, a

pure polar fluid Upolar is related to the subdivision is used based on the availability of

corresponding non-polar quantity U11,, pP,,Ir hy experimental shock Ilugoniot data for unre-
acted species. For the case of the homonuclear

U : U diatomic species and water, a number of
j•.tar nun-rEdar studies have contributed to a comparative

X\ wealth of shock Ilugoniot results. On the other
SU -•, ar IReel (5) hand, data for CO 2 is limited as is that for

x + T unreacted CG1 4; data on unreacted CO and NO

fy contrast, the Buckingham Keesom (B K) is unobtainable under conditions of condensed
potent :al Equation (1) leads to phase detonations.
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Table I. Buckingham Exponential-a:6 Intermolecular Potential Parameters

a r1, (A) Uk (K) A(K)

Ar 12.88 ± .04 3.93 ± .01 120 + .5 -

N2  13.48 ± 04 4.10 ± .02 101.3 ± .4 -

02 12.58 ± .65 3.93 ± .07 133 ± 8. -

11 10.76 ± 24 3.60 ± .07 36.4 .3 -

CO 2  13.77 ± .61 4.21 ± .07 248.6 ± 2.0 -

C11 4  12.1"/ 4.39 135.8 -

1120 1032 ± 10 3.68 ± .02 300-4 ± 1.2 192.3 1.2

NI13  11.21 ± .28 4.00 ± .06 200.0 48.3 ± .08

Where experimental results exist, 1926 an properties (including Buckingham-Keesom
elaborate statistical fitting procedure has been terms for polar interactions), minimize the
carried out to find the intermolecular potential difference between theoretical and experi-
parameter values which, when incorporated in mental points on the shock flugoniots. The
the lull statistical mechanical perturbation procedure includes allowance for quoted errors
theory for the excess thermodynamic in the experimental data, and leads to
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standard deviation estimates of the errors in (Ap)2
the potential parameters In view of its _ __=__,

simplicity and theoretical importance, and the - [aP/du,2 2 +(P/al))2o 2
abundance of experimental data, argon has u ,1 D
also been included.

With regard to the theoretical calculation (AE )2

of thermodynamic properties for the fitting + l

procedure, at the high temperatures attained (dE/au 2 + 2
in shocked fluids, the standard practice of I Iu,
using simple polynomial fits for ideal contri- This function was then minimized using a
hutions to the thermodynamic properties has standard numerical algorithm with respect to
been found to be unsatisfactoi y. Itibtead, idcal
thermodynamic data were fitted to a com- (a) the set of shock temperatures Ti, and (b) the

bination of simple rigid -rotor/harmonic intermolecular potential parameters a, rm, c,

oscillator equations augmented with a small and A for the species in question. Note that the

polynom'al in T to take account of anhar- data used in this procedure have been
monicity, etc.;is the results agree with the restricted to experimental pressures < 40 GPa,

JANNAF tables over the whole range of andinthecaseofCt14tothose <23GPa.

temperatures to high accuracy. The resultant parameter values are

The fitting procedure used for calcu- presented in Table 1, and the corresponding

lating the best parameter values from the fits for Ar (simultaneously analyzing data on

experimental results for the mass and shock three densities), N 2 , 02, 112, CO 2 (both solid

velocities, u and 1), at various specific volumes and liquid initial states), and C1 4 are shown in

will now be described in more detail. The well- Figures 3 through 8. In addition, where

known shock conservation relations may be experimental data are available for shock

written temperatures (Ar, N2 ), comparisons with
predictions based on the parameters of Table 1

V V,, (I -u/D) (mass conservation), and the theoretical EOS are included; some
u1)/V,) (momentum results for polar molecules (1120, NH13 ) have

conservation), already been mentioned in the previous
section. The agreement is within the fairly

E E,, f 1/2 (P + P,) (V,, - V) large experimental uncertainties in all cases.

lRankine lIlugoniot With regard to Table I the following
equation), comments should be made.

where V, 1), and E denote specific volume, (1) The a and rrm parameters have large

pressure, and specific internal energy. An deviations in the context of the

objective function V was chosen involving for sensitivity of detonation velocity

each experimental data point (u,, D, --+ P, V., predictions. 12

E,) the differences (2) For a particular species, the values of

a and r. are correlated, and the
A P, 1 - P, and AE, = El - E,, optimum fit is relatively insensitive

to combinations of them.
where P, l(l,, 1 )andE, = E(T,,V,) are the (3) Shock Ilugoniot temperatures, where
theoretical EOS values of the pressure and availlug onot e ffe ctively wher
internal energy for volume V, and a guess T, at available, do not effectively dis-" ~criminate between combinations of a
the shock temperature for the ith data point. V and r.
also inc.rporatcs thc 3t_-AndUiir ULVAC,,.,,t u
and ol) in the experimental velocities for each (4) With the exception of NIl 3 , the well-
data point, and is defined by depths c were chosen to give a best fit
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CH, (3) There are no fluid phase separations.

(4) The van der Wauls one fluid model is
M- adequate to describe the mixture of

detonation products.

(5) The Lorentz-Berthelot-Ree "combi-S'* .__ :nation rules" for the interspecies

I! potential parameters are valid,

Z Vouume I'atio (YOOV/Voy namely

Il'Lgure' S€
e E Vr ,, r,, - (r rtU"I IJ' rnui 2 ml + rmlju

to the shock data. The resulting

values are, however, remarkably o = o (8)
similar to corresponding states 'j U U
estimates. It has previously beendemonstrateds'. that the calculated It is clear from the results in Table 2 that
detonation properties are relatively both the prediction of the detonation velocity
netonstivae to the ho e ofi. and its dependence on initial density are ininsensitive tohe choice ofc. only moderate agreement with experiment in

Given the sparsity of shock Ilugoniot data most cases. Ilowever, the discrepancies may be
for mixtures, little can be said regarding the accounted for in terms of the above
accuracy of "combination rules" for inter- assumptions, and in particular (5) is discussed
species parameters in the following section

PREI)ICTION OF IDEAIL SENSITIVITY ANALYSISI)ETONATION VEIOCITIES
In the previous section, estimates have

A representative set of calculated ideal been made of the errors in the intermolecular
Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) detonation velocities parameter values for most of the product
are listed in Table 2 and compared with species occurring in detonation fluid, and are
experiment. The calculations are subject to the given in Table 1. The question arises as to the
following assumptions. effect of such errors on the calculated ideal

(1) The allowed species are N.,, 0, No, detonation state properties such as detonation

CO, CO, Ctl 4 , 112, 1120, N Il, velocity, pressure, temperature, and density,
C(dianmond), and C(graphite) as well as on more general quantities such as

the adiabatic and Grutneisen gammas along
(2) The intramolecular properties are the expansion isentrope. A preliminary

independent of density analysis of such errors for both intermolecular
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Table 2. Ideul I)etonutvtn Stute ('ulculu tions (ll)IX Code) Assumi ng Lorentz-Bertholet-Ree Rules
for Int,'r-Species Paernttul Purameters

Detonation Velocity (kin!s)
E' xplo.,i ve Dernity (g/cc)

Calc. Exp.

IINB 197 9.50 9.30

RI)X 1 80 946 8.75

RI)X 1.00 6.10 5.98

1)ETN 1 77 9.06 8.30

1)'lTN 1.23 6.64 6.37

tIETN 0 48 3.62 3.60

NG 1 60 7.97 7.70

NG 099 5.24 5.50

IINS 1.69 7.34 7.08

[INS 1.40 6.38 6.42

TNT 1.64 7.17 6.95

TNT 1 06 5.43 5.25

and intramolecular parameters was kresented which the elemental mole composition mn
at the 8th D)etonation Symposium,1- but the ml, m2, .. , mm, for the M elements present, is
numerical results were limited (a) to the held fixed. Such derivatives will be dubbed
assumption of frozen chemical equilibrium, 'Gibbsian" since the concept of total equili-
and (b) to global changes in one of the brium between elements was first introduced
intermolecular parameters e, rm, or a for all by Gibbs. 13 By contrast, constant species mole
species and interspecies potentials Further compositions n = n1 , n2 , .., nN, for the N
more, apart from the detonation velocity itself, molecular species, implies frozen chemical
the treatment was limited to thermodynamic equilibrium as usual.
first derivatives. The two most important Gibbsian

In this suction, we extend the sensitivity derivatives for the analysis of shocks and
analysis to include the Gruneisen gamma and detonations are the adiabatic gamma,
to cover mobile chemical equilibrium This
extension is made tractable through two devel I', . l(dogl-dohgV)-,r
opments mentioned above: (I) the use of a and the Gruneisen ganinma
sophist icated analytical EOS fitted accurately
to statistical mechanical results, which allows I'( = -(dlogl'l /dIogV)S,m
first, second, and even third thermodynamic These occur, for example, in the well known
derivatives to be obtained easily; (2) the expressions 6 for the Jones coefficient
formulation of the chemical and phase eq'fili
brium conditions in terms of element poten- dlogl) Y's l'1SI' G
tials The second feature places emphasis

naturally on thermodynamic derivatives for dlogp, (2I "S-F r
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and Stanyukovich Manson coefficient are small compared io the effects of size and
repulsion index changes. Note that a 10per-

l)d l) G(', S + 1)2 cent decrease in the aij would lead to a decrease
of about 8 percent in the detonation velocity

dlE( (21's - I"G) (assuming linearity).

Also shown are the effect of interspecies
Tlhe fractional sensitivity coefficient for" a

detonation state property X with respect to an parameter changes for C0 9-11 9 0, two of the

intermolecular parameter e can be defined by1 2  most abundant species. Again, the largest
effects are due to size changes, followed by

8X/X alogX changes in a. What is surprising are the
magnitudes of the changes. A 10 percent

8A hloge J decrease in aQC0 2 -11 2 0) is enough to lower the

velocity of detonation by over 5 percent,
In Table 3 we quote the fractional sensitivity whereas the expectation from the global
coefhicients for the detonation velocity and the change results would be more like 1 percent.
density, pressure, and temperature of the ideal Also shown is the effect of changing a(C1i 4 -
detonation state for various intermolecular 1120), which as expected is very small owing to
parameter changes for IPETN at an initial the low concentration of methane.
densitv p,, 1.77 g cm 3 Since thle Lorentz- 'Table 4 gives corresponding figures for
Berthelot Ree rules are uncertain for all the P'lN at the lower initial density p, 0.48 g
interspecies parameters, the first three sets of '-a ith cawer snithat d th efet offigues howthecomine efectof haning cm3,, and it can be seen that the effects of
figures show the combined effect of changing parameter changes are a good deal smaller, but
all the •,j, r,111 , and a1 by the same fraction. httepteni h ae

Unlike Table I of Reference 12, these results that the pattern is the same.

(a) do not include changes in the like-like It was noted in the previous section that
pararneters (i -zj), and (b) allow for the change the ideal detonation velocity calculations
in the chemical equilibrium composition when quoted in Table 2 assuming the Lorentz-
the parameter is changed. However, the signs, Berthelot-Ree relations tended to be high at
orders of magnitude, and relative values are high densities. For example, in the case of
very siniilar on the whole to those quoted in the PFTrN at 1.77 g/cc, the calculated Vol) is
earlier paper Thus, changes with well depth 9.06 km/s compared with an experimental

Tuble 3 F'ractinal Sensitivity Coefficients for CJ State Properties of PETN with Initial Density
p,, :I 77g cc

Ideal l)etona!; on State Property
Intelr Species Potential
P'arameter Changes Velocity l)ensity Pressure Temperature

[)(.j P('J PCJ rTj

all •U +0.16 0 10 +0.01 +0.02

all rrij + 1 41 .0.31 + 1 80 -0.37

all (,) +)076 0 19 +0.92 +0.22

OC(O- II 1 0) 0 01 -002 +0.15 -005

r,,Cw 11,() t 0 92 0.07 + 1,60 -0.84

uC1('t)P II1,))) + 0 54 -0.10 + 0 73 -0.26

((iC!. 1 lI1,() 0.001 0001 0 001 0.000
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Table 4 Fractional Sensitivity Coefficients for CJ State Properties of PETN with Initial Density
p,) = 0.48 g/cc

Ideal I)etonal ion State Property
Inter-Species Potent ialT

Parameter Changes Velocity D)ensit) Pressure Temperature
I)(,I Pc' I) CJ TCd%

all U + 0.08 -0.03 1- 0 08 + 0.03

all r,,,, +1 .03 -0.32 + 1.36 +0.08

all 1, +0.38 -0.14 +046 +0.06

a(C0 2 -l1,2 ) +0.11 -0.04 + 0.14 -0.03

Table 5. Fractional Sensitivity Coefficients for Adiabatic and Gruneisen Gammas for CJ State of
PETN

Inter Species Potential Initial density po = 1.77 glcc Initial density po = 0.48 g/cc

Parameter Changes I'S( = 325) I'G(= 0.773) Fs( = Z.07) rG( = 0.275)

all U1  +0.17 -0.29 +0.12 -0.35

all r,, + 1.24 -4.02 + 0.97 + 1.25

all (, + 0.86 -0.45 + 0.40 + 0.50

a(C02 H20) +0.45 +0.32 -0.09 -0.28

value of 8 30 kmis, too high by 9 percent; en the gammas to errors in the intermolecular
other hand, at 0.48 g/cc the values are 3.62 and potential parazmters. This was the goal of the
3.60, which are in good agreement. From the paper as indicated by the title. The results for
sensitivity results in the present section, we Fsare essentially the same as those for pCj, but
see that lowering either all the unlike a's or the I'G results are new, and show an
that for CO-1120, could bring the calculated unexpectedly large effect of changing a for
and experimental results into good agreement. C0 2 -1120 on I'G at the higher initial density.

It should be meutioned, however, that the CONCLUSIONS
ideal detonation state (Ill)S) calculations were
made assuming a single fluid phase, and no We have shown, first, that polar species

checks were made on phase stability. IfRee4 is can be effectively described by the

correct, high density high explosives rich in Buckingham-Keesom potential. Second, that
nitrogen may have two fluid phases at the I)S, intermolecular potential parameters for most

and this decreases the ideal Vol). Checks are like pairs can be derived systematically from

underway on this point, and if confirmed, may PV shock data and that (a) the parameters
mean that the I1)S calculations, even assuming agree well with corresponding states values,
the Lorentz- Berthelot-Ree relations, agree with (b) they describe shock temperature results

experiment, well, but (c) the r, and a values lack unique-
ness. Third, we have shown that ideal

Table 5 shows the sensitivity of the detonation state properties, including the
calc'.,ations of the adiabatic and Gruneisen adiabatic and Grfineisen gammas, are
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unexpectedly sensitive to unlike pair potential Proc. lh'y s. Soc., LIondon, Vol. 43, 1931,
parameters. p. 461.
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REACTIVE FLOW MEASUREMENTS AND CALCULATIONS
FOR ZrH2 -BASED COMPOSITE EXPLOSIVES*

Michael J. Murphy, Randall L. Simpson,
R. Don Breithaupt, and Craig M. Tarver

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Livermore, California 94550

Cylinder test, Fabry-Perot laser interferometric and detonation
velocity-charge diameter experiments were done to determine the
detonation reaction zone structures and reaction product equations of
state of a family of HMX/APIZrH2/estane explosives. This experi-
mental data base is used to develop ignition and growth reactive flow
models of the detonation waves in these composite explosives. The
experiments and calculations clearly demonstrate the Zeldovich-von
Neumann-Doering (ZND) structure of the detonation reaction zones
which are several millimeters long. The inferred reaction rates imply
that the HMX in these formulations reacts first at rates comparable to
those measured in other HMX-based explosives and propellants. The
remaining components of these explosives then decompose at much
slower rates. However, this decomposition is rapid enough to contri-
bute to the propagation of the detonation wave and to the total energy
delivered in metal acceleration applications.

INTRODUCTION The basic experimental tool used to

Composite or non-ideal explosives are measure the relative energy release of
mixtures in which the fuel (carbon and/or composite versus monomolecular explosives as
hydrogen rich) and oxidizer (oxygen and/or a function of time has been the cylinder test,
fluorine rich) are separated either partially or in which a copper wall is accelerated radially
completely in distinct molecules and/or phases. outward by the detonating explosive. The
Theoretically, if all of the oxidizer atoms are copper wall velocity is continuously recorded
able to diffuse to and react with fuel atoms, by streak cameras and in recent years by
composite explosives can liberate signifi- Fabry-Perot laser interferometric techniques.
cantly more energy than monomolecular explo- The detonation velocity and sometimes the
sives during metal acceleration and other detonation pressure are also measured. The
applications. The desire to understand and main theoretical analysis has been to fit the
control the reaction kinetics of energy release wall velocity history with a Jones-Wilkins- Lee
in composite explosives has driven a long (JWL) reaction products equation of state
term study1 6 of the effects of particle size, assuming that a Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) deto-
elemental composition, reaction zone tempera- nation had been established. Approximate
ture and pressure, and other initial conditions analyses, such as those recently published by
on the performance of this class of explosives. Doherty et al.,7 8 have also been developed for

relative energy release estimations at certain
*Work performed under the auspices of the volume expansions of the explosive products.

U.S. Department of Energy by the Lawrence Several nanosecond time resolved
l,ivermore National Laboratory under experimental techniques and reactive flow
Contract-W 7405-Eng 48. computer code models are currently being
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used to measure and calculate the detonation 2.149 g/cm 3 (98.2% TMD) and has a
reaction zones and overall energy delivery of detonation velocity of 7.506 mmlpsec. Two
monomolecular and composite explosives, particle size variations of this 38 percent HMX
Embedded pressure and particle velocity formulation were also used in some of the
gauges and VISAR and Fabry-Perot laser experiments: RX-25-BP (LX-04 grade HMX,
interferometric techniques have been widely 8 micron AP) and RX-25-BQ (6 micron HMX,
applied to measure the reactive flows 8 micron AP). While these particle size
produced during shock initiation and detona- variations affect the formulation and shock
tion of monomolecular explosives.9-16 In addi- initiation properties, they do not have
tion to confirming the hot spot mechanism of significant effects on the detonation experi-
shock initiation and the Zeldovich-von ments done in this study.
Neumann-Doering (ZND) structure of detona- These detonation experiments include:
tion waves, these experimental records five cylinder tests, eight Fabry-Perot laser
provide the quantitative information required interferometry shots and two critical
to develop reactive flow computer models,
such as the ignition and growth model, 1 7  diameter-detonation velocity measurements.

Three standard cylinder tests with 50 mmwhich can then be used to predict the diameter explosive charges driving 2.54 mm

explosive's response in other scenarios. In this t er walls were fir ing 254Bmm

paper and a related one, 18 these experimental RX-25-BF and RX-25-BP. Two other cylinders

techniques and reactive flow modeling are
applied to families ofcomposite explosives and were fired using 25 mm diameter RX-25-BF
propellants to determine the detonation charges, one with a 1.27 mm thick copper wall
reaction zone structures of these multicom- and one with a 2.54 mm thick copper wall.
ratonzne saterucls.Inturs ofathese uicom-t The 25 mm diameter cylinder test velocity
ponent materials. In this paper composite histories scaled with those obtained in the
explosives containing IIMX, ammonium 50mdaershtinctnghtte

perchlorate (AP), ZrLI 2 and an estane binder 50 mm diameter shots indicating that the

are studied in cylinder tests, one-dimensionaltheir
arye r stuie laser inLerferometric meri- energy nearly identically at these diameters.Fabry-Perot asrierrmticexperi- Since two streak records are taken per

ments, and detonation velocity as a function of cinde teste al veloc is are
chare dimetr exerientsto eterine cylinder test, eight wall velocity histories are

charge diameter experiments to determine available for the 38 percent HMX formula-
their energy release rates under several condi- tions. Fabry-Perot laser interferometry was
tions for reactive flow model development, available for the most recent cylinder test on

EXPLOSIVES AND RX-25-BP, and the two Fabry-Perot velocity
E X P E R I M E NTS histories closely agree with the streak camera

records when the required corrections for

The IIMX/AP/Zrll 2 /binder family of copper wall angle directions are made. 19 The
explosives, designated as RX-25-xx, was one-dimensional Fabry-Perot shots consist of:
developed for applications requiring relatively a 0.254 mm thick Mylar flyer plate
high density, high energy and low detonation accelerated to 4.3 mm/ps by an electric gun, a
velocity explosives. Two main formulations, 3 mm thick LX-10 booster pellet, a 12.6 mm or
RX-2513ll and RX-25-BF, were used in this 25.5 mm thick RX-25-HII, -BF, -BP or -BQ
study. RX-25-HIi contains 19 percent by pellet, and a liF crystal coated with 4000 A of
weight IIMX (Class A particle size), 47 per- gold to provide a reflecting surface. The
cent At' (5 micron particle size), 30 percent Fabry-Perot laser interferometer thus mea-
Zrll 2 (Class F particle size) and 4 percent sures the particle velocity history of the
estane binder. RX-25-Hill is pressed to a den- explosive-LiF interface. The lX-10 boosters
sity of 2.30 g/cm 3 (98.3% TMI)) and has a deto- were added to insure RX-25 detonation, but
nation velocity of 6.01 mm/psec. RX-25-HF Fabry-Perot records taken without the lX-10
contains 38 percent by weight IIMX (Class A booster pellet showed no effects of the shock
particle size), 36 percent AP (5 micron particle initiation process in the RX-25 explosives.
size), 22 percent Zrtt 2 (Class F) and 4 per- The two critical diameter-detonation velocity
cent estane binder. RX-25-HF is pressed to experiments consisted of SE-1 detonators
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igniting tetryl pellets which in turn initiated the equations of state for all of the individual
LX-17 pellets (TATB was used for close CJ components have not been measured and the
pressure matching to RX-25-BP) and finally experimental data has been obtained on the
either 6.4 mm diameter or 12.7 mm diameter composite explosive formulations. Therefore
charges of RX-25-BP. The 6.4 mm diameter the available unreacted and product equa-
RX-25-B1P charge was 32 mm long and tions of state are those of the explosive
piezoelectric crystal pins were placed 6.3 mm mixture.
apart to measure detonation velocity. The The measured reaction rates are also
12.7 mm diameter RX-25-BP charge was 63.6 "composites" for the whole mixtures. How-
mm long with shorting switches every ever, for systems whose individual com-
12.7 mm to measure detonation velocity. ponents react at different rates, the reaction

This combination of three experimental rate laws in the ignition and growth model
tests yields one-dimensional detonation have been used to describe the sequential or
reaction zone structure and early product simultaneous decomposition of individual
expansion histories, the two-dimensional components. This treatment has successfully
effects of finite charge diameters on reaction calculated experimental data on RX-26-AF, 21
zone structure and the two-dimensional which is half 1IMX and half TATB, and
overall energy delivery to an expanding metal various IIMX-based propellants.1 8 For RX-
wall. Although ideally one should obtain as 25-BHI and RX-25-BF, the reaction rates
much experimental data as possible, this calculated for the IIMX-based explosives
amount of data is sufficient to develop a useful PBX-9404 and LX-1417 are used to model the
reactive flow computer model of these initial decomposition of 19 percent in RX-25-
detonating explosives. Bill and 38 percent in RX-25-BF, because the

HMX in these formulations reacts first. Then,
REACTIIVE FLOW MODEL since the decomposition rates of ZrlI 2 and AP,
I)EVEILOPMENTI' and the rates of any diffusion controlled

A reactive nlow hydrodynamic computer reactions between reaction product molecules

code model for a monomolecular explosive at these temperatures and pressures are

requires: an unreacted explosive equation of unknown, the remainder o. the energy release
staequireaction unrodctdexplosi equation of sis modeled as a single term in the ignition andstate, a reaction product equation of state, a

reaction rate law that governs the chemical growth reaction rate law.

conversion of explosive molecules to reaction Table 1 contains the equation of state,
product molecules, and a set of mixture reaction rate law coefficients, and detonation
equations to describe the states attained as parameters for RX-25-BlI and RX-25-BF used
the reactions proceed. The unreacted equation in this paper. The unreacted and product
of state is normalized to shock Ilugoniot and equations of state are both JWL (i.e.,
von Neumann spike state detonation data. Gruneisen) forms
The reaction product equation of state is
normalized to expansion data, such as that -R V -R 2V wC vT
obtained in a cylinder test. The reaction rates p = Ae + lie + -R 2V (1)
are inferred from embedded gauge and/or V
laser interferometric measurements of pres- where p is pressure, V is relative volume,
sure and/or particle velocity histories. Ideally, T is temperature, and A, B, RI, R2 , w (the
for multicomponent composite explosives, Gruneisen coefficient) and Cv (the average
each component's unreacted and product equa- heat capacity) are constants. The ignition and
tions of state and all of the possible reaction growth reaction rate law is of the form:
rates should be modeled, as discussed by
McGuire and Finger. 6 Such detailed models F = I(1 -- F)b(r/r0- I -a)x
have been implemented in the I)YNA2D at
hydrodynamic code. 20 Hlowever, as is the case
with these IIMX/AP/Zrli 2/estane explosives, + G 1 -F)cFdpy + (1 -F)eFgpz (2)
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Table I. Equation of State and Reaction Rate Parameters for RX-25-BlI and RX-25-BF

Explosive RX-25-BII RX-25-BF

JWL Parameters Unreacted Products Unreacted Products

A(Mbars) 286.9 20.622243 286.9 53.24

B(Mbars) -0.1453 0.2867773 -0.1453 0.5140

RI 10.0 7.0 10.0 8.0

R2 2.0 1.0 2.0 1.75

W 0.8161 0.6 0.8161 0.6

C,(Mbars/K) 2.7298 X 10-5  1 X 10.5 2.7298 X 10-5 1 X 10.5

To(CK) 298 - 298 -

Eo(Mbar cc/ccg) - 0.08 - 0.100

CJ State Parameters

po(g/c m 3 ) - 2.300 - 2.149

)(mn/ps) - 6.010 - 7.506

pcj(Mbars) - 0.210 - 0.280

_p(_/p0 - 0,7472 - 0.7687

u(,j(mmgps) -_ 1.519 - 1.736

Reaction Rate Parameters

l(ps 1) 7.43 X 10" 7.43 X 1011

b 0.667 0.667

a 0.0 0.0

x 20.0 20.0

GI (Mbars Yps- 1) 3.1 3.1

c 0.667 0.667

d 0.111 0.111

y 1.0 1.0

G2 (Mbars z'Ps I) 85.0 25.0

e 0.667 0.667

g 0.111 0.111

z 2.0 1.2

Figmax 0.03 0.03

F(,! max 0.19 0.38

where F is the fraction reacted, t is time, ro is explosive ignited by the shock front has been
initial densitv, r is current density, p is experimentally demonstrated to be approxi-
pressure in Mtbars, and I, GI, G2 , b, x, a, c, d, y, mately the initial void volume, Figmax is set
e, g, ard z are constants. The first rate is the equal to 0.03 because the RX-25-Btl and
hot spot ignition term and is set equal to zero RX-25-BF were pressed to 97-98 percent TMD.
when F exceeds Figmax. Since the amount of The second rate describes the growth of the
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ignited hot spots and the IIMX rates CJ calculation occurs because the product
previously published17 are used until F JWL equation of state is fitted to the overall
exceeds F(;lmax (0.19 for RX-25-Bt! and 0.38 energy and momentum produced by the entire
for RX-25-BF). The third rate models the expansion process. Thus this product equation
completion of reaction for FGlma. -. F •- 1. of state includes some of the momentum
The comparisons between the experimental produced in the finite thickness reaction zone
records and the corresponding reactive flow of RX-25-BIt but delivers it to the cylinder
calculations are shown in the next section. wall at later times. When a finite thickness

reaction zone is known to be present, more
COMPARISONS OF recent product JWL equations of state are
EXPERIMENTS ANi) based on lower CJ pressures and initial
CALCULATIONS energies.

The presence of a high initial wall veloc-
RX-25-BH (19 Percent HMX) Formulations ity produced by a high pressure reaction zone

One cylinder test and two Fabry-Perot is no' seen in Figure 1, which contains only
experiments using 2.55 cm lengths of RX-25- the average of the two streak camera records.
BH boosted by 0.3 cm of LX-10 were per- One of the two camera records did record
formed. Figure I shows the comparison of the initial velocities of 0.8 mm/ps or higher.
average of the two streak camera experi- When Fabry-Perot laser interferometry or a
mental records of the copper wall velocity similar technique is used to measure the
history with the hydrodynamic code calcula- initial velocity, the von Neumann spike state
tions assuming a CJ detonation using the is easily observed. Figure 2 compares two
product equation of state listed in Table I and experimental velocity histories of the inter-
a ZND reactive flow detonation using all of the face between detonating RX-25-Bit and liF to
parameters listed in Table 1. This average two hydrodynamic code calculations, one
experimental record agrees more closely with assumingan ideal CJ detonation of RX-25-BIl
the ZND) reactive flow calculation at early and the other a reactive flow calculation of the
times (less than five microseconds), and then shock initiation and subsequent detonation of
with the CJ detonation calculation at later RX-25-Btt. Since the Fabry-Perot technique
times. The late time agreement with the ideal has a time resolution of a few nanoseconds,

2.2• 
,'.

2.0 1.6-

S~Experimental

1.- 1.5 ' ,mcords1.4 • •" --.... Reactive flow

1.2.
-- > " 1 .9 , - a v e r a g e x e i m n are c o r d -E 1 4 ": - " , . .. .. . .. .. J d t n i o

S06.... CJddeofonon

icalculation

0 06 ' -.

I, ~ ~1.+1u . . ..0 2 4 6 8 0 120 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7Time Rti) 
Time 

Hs)

Figure 1 ('omparison of Average Experi. Figure 2. Explositve-LiE Wmndouw Interfacemental Records and Calculations of the Copper Velocity oisntories Produced by 255 cm of
Cylznder Wall Velocity tlistory Produced by Detonating RX-25 -!!!

0)etonating RX-25- . C3
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most of the detonation reaction zone is detonation calculated wall velocity history.
observed, as demonstrated by the measured Both experimental techniques show the
initial velocities of 1.5 1 6 mm/is in Figure 2 effect of the finite thickness reaction zone
compared with the 1.37 mm/ps predicted by (several of the eight individual streak camera
the ideal CJ calculations. The ZNI) reactive records show initial velocities as high as
flow calculation agrees with the measured 1.4 mm/ps) and agree more closely with the
initial velocities in Figure 2. The predicted reactive flow calculation than the CJ detona-
time for complete reaction of RX-25-Bll at the tion calculation.
liF interface is approximately 0.4 ps, and the Six one-dimensional Fabry-Perot laser
reactive flow calculation agrees very closely interferometric experiments using LiF win-
with both experimental records from 0.4 ps to dows were run on detonating RX-25-BF, -BP

the end of the records in Figure 2. Both the and -BQw One experiment had a 3 mm thick

reactive flow calculation and the experimental X-10 booster and only 12.6hmm of RX-25-BF.

velocities in Figure 2 are less than those The measured explosive-liF interface velocity

predicted by an ideal CJ detonation at times is shown in Figure 4 along with the CJ

greater than 0.4 ps. This implies that the detonation and reactive flow calculations. The

RX-25-BII detonation wave has not yet experimntal resce of aldvlopion

attained its final ZNI) structure after only experimental presence of a developing don

2.55 cm of propagation. This has been Neumann spike state is clearly observed in

previously observed for explosives which Figure 4 because the ideal Cn calculation

exhibit detonation reaction zone lengths of underestimates the momentum produced in

several tenths of a microsecond, such as this experiment. Five Fabry-Perot experi-

triaminotrinitrobenzene (TATB)-based explo- ments were shot with 25.5 mm of RX-25-BF,
sives.2 2  -BP or -BQ with and without LX-10 boosters.sie.2Experiments using longer charges The measured interface velocities are shown

are required to resolvw. this matter. Hlowever, in Figure 5, along with the corresponding
this reactive flow model for RX-25-Bll is inFgr5,aogwtthcresndgthisreativ flw mdel or X-2-BI is reactive flow and CJ detonation calculations.
certainly useful for estimating most of its reactive flow arameterstfor calculatin

detoatin prperies Thecalulaton re- The reactive flow parameters for RX-25-BF indetonation properties. The calculation pre-

dicts that the first 19 percent of reaction
occurs in approximately 60 ns and its
predicted particle velocity decrease in the first 2.2 --. -
60 ns agrees closely with experiment, as 2.0- . -

shown in Figure 2. This justifies the use of "'8"
the IIMX reaction rates for the first 19 per- Z'1.8
cent of the reaction. A better understanding of E 1.6-
the reaction rates of the remaining explosive cr1.4 -i Ee Fabry-i
components and the approach to a sonic or - Perot and

o1.2 vrg ffCd-like state requires more experiments and .2 average of four -0 r.:

further modeling. .> 1.0 streak cameras) -S- .-. Reactive flow0.8 , calculation

RX-25-BF (BHI, BQ) - 38 Percent HMX dtFormulations 0.6• - " .......... CJ detonation -
o i calculation

As previously mentioned, four cylinder 0.4
tests have been fired using RX-25-BF and BP. 0.2
The streak camera records for these four shots 0
(eight in all) agree quite closely. The most 0 2 4 6 8 10 12
recent cylinder test also yielded two Fabry- Time (.us)
Perot wall velocity histories. Figure 3 comr
pares the average Fabry Perot velocity history Figure 3. Comparison of Average Experi-
(corrected to slit velocity), the average streak mental Records and Calculations of the Copper
camera velocity history, the reactive flow Cylinder Wall Velocity Produced by Deto-
calculated wall velocity history and the CJ nating RX-25-IFandRX-25-BP
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Table I yield excellent agreement with the experimental records of Figure 5 as compared
measured von Neumann spike and subsequent to the calculations in the 0.4-0.6 lis region
reaction time of approximately 0.3 ps in implies either that a relatively slow, weak
Figure 3 and agrees with the CJ detonation exothermic reaction is occurring in this time
calculation at times longer than 0.5 is. The frame or that the product equation of state is
slower decrease in particle velocity in the slightly incorrect at these pressures. Never-

theless, this ZND reactive flow model is an

2.1 excellent one-dimensional representation of
the fully developed detonation wave in RX-25-

2.0 ,. BF. The agreement between the experimental
', •records and the reactive flow calculation

1.9 ' N Experimental r dduring the first 0.1-0.15 ps of Figure 5 also
-. 1.8 Record justifies the use of the iI MX reaction rates for

I Reactive flow the initial 38 percent of the reaction in

E 1.7~ calculation R-51FS. .......... C detonation RX-25-1F.
1.6 - ".... calculation The critical diameter-detonation velocity

o 1.5 .. "-- experiments described earlier measure the
> 14, response of the detonation reaction rates to

1.4 t ' , - rarefaction waves propagating inward from
1.3 f- the unconfined charge boundaries. They also

1... represent good tests of the two-dimensional
1.2 4 reactive flow model. The entire experiment is
1.1 _ _modeled in DYNA2I) 20 with 50 zones per

0 0.1 0.2- 0.3 0.4 D.5- O.. centimeter in the tetryl booster (CJ deto-
Time (.us) nation), LX-17 booster (reactive flow' 3 ) and

RX-25-Bl' (reactive flow). Figures 6 and 7
Figure 4. Explosive-LiF Window Interface show the calculated pressure and fraction
Velocity ivistories Produced by 1.26 cm of reacted contours for the detonating 12.7 mm
Detonating RX-25-11bF and RX-25 1IP diameter (6.35 mm radius) RX-25-BlP charge

near the end of the 6.36 cm long run dis-

2.3 tance. After an initial slight overdrive to
7.13 mi-rmis, the detonation velocity in this

2.2 RX-25-BP charge measured by the final three
'I%

2.1 Experimental pins was 6.98 mmnis. The calculated deto-
records nation velocity for the RX-25-BP reactive

"• 2.0 - Reactive flow flow parameters listed in Table 1 is 6.75 +
-E 1.9 calculation 0.09 mm/us. Figure 6 shows that this cal-
E .......... CJdetonation culated detonation wave front exhibits

1.8 calculation considerable curvature but its peak pressure0o approaches the one-dimensional CJ pressure
1.7: of 28 GPa. Figure 7 shows that 90 percent of

1.6 the reaction is completed within 0.2 cm (or
.......... ,0.3 ps) of the shock front.

1.4 . ....... Figures 8 and 9 show the calculated
pressure and fraction reacted contours for the

1.3 detonating 6.4 mm diameter (3.2 mm radius)
0 0.I 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 RX-25-H!) charge at the end of the 3.20 cm

Time (p s) long run distance. The measured detonation

Figure 5. Explosive-IL1' Window Interface velocity for this experiment was 6.70 mm/ps,
Velocity Histories Produced by 2.55 cm of while the calculated detonation velocity was
Detonating RX-25-1I'and RX-25-1BP 6.14 - 0.14 m/nVps. Figure 8 shows a very
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10.5 velocity-charge diameter and embedded
SP-"= cor, pressure gauge experiments in the region of

A Z"M -02 reaction failure are required for further model
C-&M.- refinement.

10E0 0 1126-01
F 1.6"e 01

G .e 01
H .24O -011 2.2 - 0171

7.1

o* Pressure contour"! 0 /7.0 levels (in Mbar)

•..c A = 1.600 - 02

9.0 B = 3.190-02
C = 4.79e- 02

H D = 6.390 - 02
A7 

E = 7.998 - 02
6.8 G F = 9.580 - 02

8.5 G = 1.12e - 01

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 H1.280-01
Radkis(cm) ~ 6.7 E I =1.440-01

CD
Figure 6. Calculated Pressure Contours for 0 6.6

RX-25-BF I)etonating in a 12.7 mm Diameter C

Cylindrical Charge 6.5

A
6.4

10.5,

(t. F~MO ,, re.soa-d• t .

, w",,, Is, , ,.6.3
- 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.710.0 C Aslc-01

D 0.4-00 -. 01 Radius (cm)
F =.00.- 01S/-A* G. ,00 - 01

1. 0o ,Figure 8. Calculated Pressure Contours for
S9.5~ RX-25-BF Detonating in a 6.35 mm Diameter

Cylindrical Charge

9.0 7.11

L7.0 coctour levels
I A = 1.000- 01

0 0.5 10 1.5 6.9 ,B 2.009 - 010S 10 1 "-" -".• ,..C = 3.009 - 01

Rodlus (cm) C D = 4.009 - 01
DE = 5.00e - 01

6.8 E F = 6.00e - 01
Figure 7 ('allculated Fraction Reacted 6 = G=7.000-01

Contours for RX-25-BP Detonating in a 6F H=.000-o01

12 7 mm Diameter Cylindrical Charge

6.6 H

weak, curved detonation wave with a peak
pressure of only 16 GPa and Figure 9 shows 6.5

that the 90 percent reacted contour is
approximately 0.5 cm (or 0.8 ps) behind the 6.4
shock front on the charge axis. While this
reactive flow model accurately simulates the 6.3 . 0-
12.7 mm diameter detonation wave of RX 25- 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
BP, it appears to predict too great a pressure
and detonation velocity deficit at 6.35 mm Figure 9. Calculated Fraction Reacted
diameter, which is very close to the failure Contours for RX-25-BP Detonating in a
diameter of RX 25 BP. Additional detonation 6.35 mm Diameter Cylindrical Charge
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DETONATION CHARACTERISTICS OF GUN PROPELLANTS

Blaine W Asay, A. Wayne Campbell, Michael J. Ginsberg, and John B. Ramsay
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Mexico

We have investigated various aspects of detonation of several
formulations of gun propellants and show that granular propellants
behave similarly to ANFO-type nonideal explosives. The detonation
velocity is a strong function of diameter and confinement. Stable
velocities 25 percent below the estimated infinite-diameter velocity are
measured for some materials at diameters of 50-75 trm. The failure
diameter is smaller at low temperatures (-40°C) than at 20°C for one
material investigated. Experiments have eliminated microjets as a
mechanism of propagation. Forcing the failure of the detonation by
decreasing the tube diameter from qreater than to less than the failure
diameter shows the ionization at the wave front decreases quickly at the
transition. After the step decrease in diameter, the pressure decreases,
whereas no significant decrease in velocity is noted after a significant
length of run. Preliminary interpretation of these data indicates the
presence of some form of a wave structure that is affected by the
mechanical properties of the propellant, even at the pressures involved
in a detonation. Carbon resistors are being developed as pressure
gauges. Preliminary work is shown.

INTROI)UCTION Rocchio.' In the immediate area surround-
The behavior of heterogeneous gun ing the jet trajectory, the pressure can be

propellants when they are impacted by as high as a megabar or more. Thus, in
propedcarte whens thofinteyarest impacsthe immediate vicinity of the jet, a detona-
shaped ciiarge jets is of interest because the tion is likely to occur. Ilowever, the deto-

detonation* of one charge can lead to sympa- tion i s likely prat e. I

thetic detonation. An understanding of the nation does not necessarIly propagate. It

behavior is important so that steps can be may fail promptly or slowly but will

taken to reduce the vulnerability of future probably move through several stages
propelant syede tto this threat. This is a delimited by pressure or velocity. Figure2
propellant systems tshows another view of the same process
report of exploratory experiments on depicted in Figure 1 Near the jet tip, a
materials that are normally not studied as dtedyinta igure o. Ar the j aexposiessteady-state reaction occurs. As the wave

moves radially, the reaction begins to weaken
IFigure 1 shows a jet-propellant inter- and eventually fails.

action model proposed by Gerri, Watson, and Even in the event of detonation failure,
the deflagration reaction of these propellants,

D)etonation, as used in this paper, is when supported by a penetrating jet or high-

defined as "a wave that is supersonic in pressure front, can be very violent and can
the medium of interest and is at least cause significant damage. The response may
partially supported by an exothermic be a function of grain size, web, perforation
chemical reaction behind the wave." It pattern, jet diameter, propellant failure
does not imply a steady state detonation diameter, and/or composition. This seriously
un less so stated. complicates the problem.
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near-field measurements using crush gauges
(Reeves and Gerri), 5 and instrumented blocks

Mild Reaction (Gerri, Watson, and Rocchio). 1 Watson 6 has
(Slow Burn) recorded the velocity of propagation of a

pressure front in a variety of propellants and
Violent Reaction has attempted to correlate violence with wave

velocity.

Detonation We have compared the behaviors of a
variety of gun propellants when initiated
by high-explosive boosters [PBX 9501
(95 wt percent lIMX/5 wt percent Estane)l, as
well as after impact by shaped-charge jets.
Booster-initiated systems have the advantage
of a known initial condition. This permits the
study of the detonation front-failure interface,
as will be described in the section on forced
failure. These studies have permitted us to

Figure 1 Idealized Schematic of Regions of consider the propellants in the larger context
Interest for the Case of Detonation Failure of high explosives; and some classic tests used
(Adapted from Reference 1). Jet impact point by the high-explosives community have been

is at center, adapted for use here.

End of 'rables I and 2 show the compositions

Reaction Reaction and geometry of the propellants used in this
Front study. Represented are a range of grain sizes,

shapes, webs, and compositions.

I)ETONATION VELOCITY OF
PROPELLANTS

Detonation Velocity as a Function of
Charge Radius

One method of assessing the reaction
zone thickness of an explosive and of gaining
an understanding of its sensitivity to the
thermodynamic state within the reaction
front is by determining the effect of charge

Figure 2 Idealized Schematic Showing radius on the detonation velocity and the
Failing Reaction Zone During Penetration of failure diameter. This was explored
Propellant by Shaped-Charge Jet experimentally by Campbell and Engelke. 7

Engelke and Bdzil 8 used those data to show
Many investigators have examined the that the differences in the diameter-effect

effectsofjet impacts on full-density explosives curves between heterogeneous and homo-
and have found that the response depends geneous ideal explosives arise from differences
strongly on jet diameter and velocity (the v2 D in mechanical energy concentrations, and
criterion described, for example, by Held). 2  the state dependence of the heat release
Chick, Bussell, and Frey3 have extended these rate is considerably less for the heterogene-
studies to include the effect of the explosive's ous explosive than it is for the homogene-
failure diameter. Most studies of jet impact in ous one. By measuring the diameter effect
propellant beds have involved fa-field blast of a propellant, we may better understand
wave measurements and fragment characteri- the nature of the chemical reaction at the
zation (for example, Majerus and Merendino),4  front.
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'Iahle' I. Major (ornponents in Propellants ( uit percent)

Composition XM39 ,! A2" M 5 M 2

RI)X 76

N it-roccl hli lose 59 82 75

Cellulose h aceltate 12
b~ut yralt e (CAB)

Acetyl I tr'it.lh 8
cit rate ( NI'IC)

Nitroglyterirn (N () 15 15 2(0

I)iethlylerie glycol 25
(dirnirate II)E(1I)N)

"Both c'ylin(hrical an(i hexagonal cross sectional materials were tested

'l',bl, 2. Physical U/uhactertshcs ,i/'ropi'lhts

XM39 JA2 JA2;' M5 M2

Iv.ngt h (in) 0 375 0.625 01 500 0.250 0.437

I)ila 1110r t in ) 0.250 0 375 (.437 0.03135 0.187

l'.ii 0rfiI ions 19 7 19 1

"I I( xag'onlnrI cross Section.

The (ttonialion velocity at infinite failure diameter will lie between the values in
(tiaiclCr was calculated for several explosives the box labeledl "failed" and the next larger
and propelha nts usinri the method propose(l by diameter at. which detonation propagated.
Kamhlt amrl ,Jacol)b.s, This method uses the
clement.,l composition, loading density, aind
I lie eiatl o[" firmation for C II N (0 explosives I-) M5
to predict Ile (letonation pressure and veloc o JA2
it I, Iredicticons for full (lensitY explosives M2

E I)' XM39have i-eni fairly accuratt ( I 5 plercent) E ' £ A"

'i'h' data for Otle gun propellants we - -...... ......--- --- - .------
have teste(d are conipared( with those for z " T> 13

'INI'1 ;lra ANFI()I in Figure 3 Thie lines C 4F H TNT
cone0t.(ing exp)erinierital data piorit; otre • ANFO-,.
niieanit only its gu ides The TNT arind ANI') £.
(dta are for (lensities of 0.9/cin1  (', Con fie e
"ment for (lhe propellant tests was copper or FAILED

brass tubes w ith nom inal I 65 min w all r r

thickrness, Corfinement in IPM MA of the same 00F,

(diameter was fonund tW) be insufrciienl 'lhe 1 R (mmn1

prec .i.e Failure ( iameters for the propel llarnits Figture' I l)iame't'r-Ef<f'c Curves for Selected
have not been (et(ermined. 1lowever, the Iropelnis a n d Explos i'.s
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Propellant "A" is a special formulation that
shows promise as a low-vulnerability ammuni- ................ 40' C

tion. A clear distinction exists between TNT 500 25'C- 0-63.1 mm

and both ANFO and the propellants. The
slopes of data obtained from nonideal explo- 400

sives are much greater than those of TNT, and E
the velocity deficits before failure are also C 3o0 40UcC
greater than that of TNT. These data 0 /04mm
demonstrate that the propellants can be 0. o00 25'C
considered nonideal explosives.

In the case of XM39 (76 percent RDX), 100

this nonideal condition may be caused by 0 . 6 .. .
the heterogeneity of the bed. Nonideal 0 0 400 600 8ý0 10ý0

explosives are characterized by long reac- Time (ps)
tion zones. Also, propagation of the detona- Figure 4. Data from Propellant A, which was
tion is not a strong function of the state at Initiated at Two Temperatures and Two
the front as it is with standard explosives. Diameters
This means that a detonation, once initiated,
can "coast" for many charge diameters the low temperature at both diameters,
before failing, even though the charge may although it appeared to fail more slowly than
be below its failure diameter. This finding at 20'C. The reported glass transition
may have important implications to those temperature for this propellant is below -40'C.
interested in the jet-propellant interaction in Ilowever, the glass transition temperature is a
propelling charges. function of frequency as well as pressure 14 and

it is possible that, at detonation conditions,
Detonation Velocity as a Function of there are other physical parameters that will
Temperature more easily correlate the observed behavior.

Additional studies of different materials
The failure diameters of ideal explosives conducted at a range of temperatures and with

increase as the temperature decreases. 12,13 enhanced diagnostics need to be made to
This fact is attributed to the temperature understand this phenomenon.
effect on the reaction rate. XM39 was fired at
200 C and at -40°C in 63.5 mm-o.d. Cu con- MECHANISM OF DETONATION
finement with a 1 65 mm wall. The propellant PROPAGATION
failed to propagate a detonation at 20'C, but a It has been suggested that microjets
detonation was sustained at 40'C with a It h a s are a tha t mecronis
velocity of 4,5 turnips. This material is below between grains are a primary mechanism
its glass transition temperature at 40'C. It for the propagation of detonation in hetero-

would first appear that at detonation geneous gun propellants. Campbell' 5 found

pressures, fracture behavior should not that the insertion of thin neoprene dia-

influence propagation This behavior may be phragms in beds of fine-grained (<250pm)

evidence that a precursor is leading the IIMX did not disturb the propagation of an

detonation front, or perhaps the front is broad established detonation We designed an

enough, because of the granular (and thus experiment in which disks, approximately one

dispersive. nature of the bed, that. a rap grain thick, were fabricated with a silicone

wave is leingdriven instead ofPa shock potting compound into which propellant wasembedded to form a barrier. These disks were
Propellant "A" was also tested at -40 0C at inserted midway in a tube of propellant, and

two diameters that were determined to be just the propellant was initiated with a booster.
below Whe failure diameter determined at M2 and XM39 were tested separately. For
20"C. The results of these tests are found in each propellant the detonation propagated
Figure 4. L'nlike the XV39. "A" also failed at with the same velocity through both sections
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of the tube with no indication of any I
interruption by the disks. Thus, interparticle
jetting must not play a major role. Shock
loading may be the predominant mechanism. 3.5-in. Copper

Tube Filled

F'ORCED FAILURE with
Propellant-

We have developed a test that we have Detonation

called "forced failure" to elucidate the propagates.

transition from detonation to deflagration in Failure

propellant beds. The purpose of this test is to Interface

cause detonation failure at a precise point in
space and time, thereby allowing the Tube--
monitoring of the behavior of the reaction Detonation
during this critical phase The experimental will not
arrangement is shown in Figure 5. It consists propagate.
of a copper tube with a diameter larger than
the failure diameter of the propellant under
study. Connected to the copper tube is a Figure5 Schematic ofForced-FailureShot
PMMA tube with a slightly smaller diameter,
in which a detonation cannot propagate. The
propellant in the copper tube is initiated by a
PBX-9501 booster. The coppe- tube was two
diameters long to reduce the effect of the a0
booster. This assembly was instrumented
with shock pins on the outer wall, and ion
pins and pressure gauges in the center of the 20 - 3

bed. E 1.2

Figure 6 shows the data from a test using 5-
XM39. Only time-of-arrival data from the Sho c in

0 Shock Pins
pressure gauges are reported in this figure. * IonPins
Two ion pins and one shock pin did not Pressure Rise
respond. Because of the curvature of the 0'

detonation front, the ion pins respond first, Time (us)
followed by the pressure gauges, and then, at a
later time, by the shock pins. Once the Figure 6. Pin and Stress Gauge Data from
copper/PMMA transition is reached, the Forced-Failure Shot. The time units in the
detonation begins immediately to fail, as enlargements are I lis. Horizontal line at
shown by the ion pins. The shock pins stop 152 mm shows location of tube interface.
responding after approximately 55 ps and
-200 mm into the PMMA tube, indicating that pressure at the front falls immediately after
a shock is no longer present at the tube wall. detonation failure, but a constant-velocity
Of special interest is the fact that, although wave continues even after the weak reaction
the pressure level falls dramatically after has failed. Once the test has been refined and
failure and after the strong reaction wave has the data more fully understood, this same
dissipated, the velocity as measured by the configuration will be used with a jet as the
pressure gauges remains relatively constant. stimulus.

The picture that emerges from this PRESSURE GAUGE
test is that detonation failure in XM39 is first IEVELOPMENW
shown by a retarding and thickening of the
reaction front, with the center of strong We have been developing carbon resistor
reaction moving farther and farther back. The pressure gauges for use in beds of reacting
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heterogeneous gun propellants. No conven-
tional gauges now available are capable of
sur, ving long enough under these severe 20.

condfitions to provide the desired data.
Watsonib was the first to report on the use of
470-ohm, 1/8 watt resistors as pressure gauges 5

and others (see, for example, Stankiewicz and
White t 7 and llollenberg' 8 ) have used the 1.0.
gauges in water and provided calibration
curves under specialized conditions. Htowever,
no one has reported their use in heterogeneous
media or calibration of the gauges under well-
defined one-dimensional conditions. We have Qo.
undertaken a calibration program using a gas 4 5 6 7 8 9

gun to provide shocks under controlled Time(ps)

conditions. Only a brief summary of this work Figure 7. Comparison of Response of Thin-

will be given here. A full report of the Film Manganin Gauge (-), Carbon Resistor

calibration tests and jet penetration studies is Gauge (- ), and Prediction of One-

being prepared for publication. Dimensional tlydrodynamic Code (---). Verti-
cal axis units are relative.

Figure 7 shows the results from one
calibration shot in which a polymethyl
methacrylate (PMMA) target containing a
carbon gauge was impacted by a PMMA flyer
to give an initial shock of 10 kbar. The target
was backed by foam. The release wave from . . . -

the foam interface produced a step decrease to
5 kbar. The results from a 1-I) code prediction
as well as a coplanar manganin gauge are also
shown. The resistance change for each gauge ,

was scaled for ease of comparison and the
prediction was similarly scaled. The initial
response of both gauges is very s imilar;
however, the carbon resistor gauge attains its
peak value at a later time, as expected because I
of its large diameter (3mm). The unloading
behavior of the carbon gauge is also slower
than the manganin gauge. Further tests are
being conducted to quantify the release
behavior. Figure 8. Schematic of Jet-Propellant Inter-

action Test Configuration. Dark diamonds

Gauges have also been placed into show the positions of the carbon-resistor

propellant that is being penetrated by a LAW gauges.
shaped-charge jet. The gauge positions are
shown in Figure 8. Thin-film manganin the axial progression. The calibration curve of
gauges do not survive this environment. Watson16 was used to obtain pressure from the
Hlowever, the carbon gauges apparently change in resistance These gauges have the
perform well, as shown by Figure 9. Shown potential of accurately mapping out the stress
here is a pressure time history acquired by the field in the vicinity of a penetrating jet. This

carbon resistor gauge array. Figure 9a shows would serve to more fully define the regions
the radial progression and Figure 9b shows suggested by Figures I and 2.
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Carbon resistor gauges are being
ao developed that will survive in a reactinga heterogeneous propellant bed. Calibration of-I! these gauges has begun and their behavior

-9 0under various conditions is being studied.
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DETONATION PROPERTIES OF MIXTURES OF
HMX AND EMULSION EXPLOSIVES

J. D. Renick
Air Force Weapons Laboratory

Kirtland AFB, New Mexico 87117-6008

P. A. Persson
Center for Explosives Technology Research

New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology
Socorro, New Mexico 87801

and

J. A. Sanchez
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544

The detonation properties of mixtures of IIMX and an aqueous
emulsion explosive have been determined. Cylindrical and conical
charge experiments were conducted for mixtures ranging from 10 to
60 percent IJMX. Sufficient data were obtained to describe the velocity-
mixture-diameter relationships for mixtures containing from 20 to
50 percent JJMX. A qualitative description of these relationships was
determined for mixtures of less than 20 percent and more than
50 percent IlMX.

BACKGROUND energy density is due to hydro-dynamic

Due to the inherent insensitivity of most collapse. Johansson and Persson1 provide a
aquetos temulsionhexplosivet foutivyon, mt good review of the mechanisms believed to be

aqueous emulsion explosive formulations, it involved in the hot spot model of initiation.
is necessary to increase their initiation

sensitivity by the use of additives. The Considerable work has been done in
additives can be either high density inert recent years to characterize the detonation
particles, energetic particles, or voids. In each performance of aqueous emulsion explosives
case, it is believed that localized regions of very sensitized with glass microballoons. Lee 2 con-
high energy density (hot spots) are produced ducted an extensive investigation of the effects
resulting in high chemical reaction rates of microballoon size and loading on the
which lead to thermal initiation. In the detonation properties of emulsion explosives.
case of high density particles, the increased His research was preceded by that of Yoshida,
energy density is due to shock interactions et al, 3 and H|attori, et al.4 Lee found, in part,
caused by the impedance mismatch between that: (1) at a given diameter, as the emulsion!
the particles and emulsion resulting in microballoon density increases, the detonation
pressure induced hot spots. In the case of velocity also increases until a maximum is
energetic particles, it is likely that shock reached, after which, the velocity begins to
interaction effects combine with the effects of decrease until detonation failure occurs and (2)
particle initiation to generate initiation in the failure diameter increases as the density
emulsion In the case of voids, the increased increases.
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Lee's results for unsieved microballoons mixture increases with the maximum obtained
are summarized in a qualitative manner in when the mixture reaches the limit of 100
Figure I where detonation velocity, normal- percent molecular explosive. If the failure
ized to the infinite diameter detonation diameter and velocity at failure of the
velocity of the pure emulsion (D/Dl), is plotted molecular explosive is known, then it is
as a function of density, normalized to the pure possible to construct a qualitative prediction of
emulsion density (p/p0 ). Thus, the region to the the effects of molecular/emulsion explosive
left of p/p,, z1 is for mixtures of emulsion and density and charge diameter on detonation
microballoons. The effects of explosive density velocity and failure diameter. This qualitative
and diameter on detonation velocity and prediction is shown in Figure 1 where the
failure diameter are shown. The detonation nominal values of IIMX density and
velocity at failure for a given diameter is detonation velocity have been assumed for the
difficult to define experimentally, thus the molecular explosive. Note that at a given
failure boundary in Figure I should be taken charge diameter, the path of constant charge
as highly idealized, but nevertheless, diameter through D/ID vs p/p 0 space is
descriptive of the qualitative behavior. The continuous only for diameters greater than the
results of BKW calculations are also shown to failure diameter of the pure emulsion. For
provide an idealized prediction of detonation diameters less than that of the failure
velocity for an infinite diameter charge. Note diameter of the pure emulsion, it is observed
that the behavior shown in Figure I is that the lines of constant diameter are dis-
descriptive of (1) and (2) in the previous continuous, being "cut off" by the detonation
paragraph. failure boundaries. Note again, that the

If a particulate molecular explosive was purpose of Figure 1 is to represent only the

added to the pure emulsion, then an extension qualitative detonation behavior of the

of the results in Figure I could be made into mixtures

the region where p/p0 > I, assuming that the It would be a rather large task to
density of the molecular explosive is greater characterize the entire three-component
than that of the pure emulsion. In this case, (emulsionlmicroballoons/molecular explosive)
the detonation velocity at infinite diameter is system and it is not clear that a three-
expected to increase as the density of the component syntem would be of practical

14 interest. Regardless, the microballoon/emul-
sion and molecular/emulsion systems are of

12 uCOAooeULI interest and a complete characterization is
warranted. Thus, it was the objective of this

.to WFWT qAK-Ium research program to investigate the detonation
characteristics of a molecular/emulsion

o.s explosive system

IIMX was selected as the molecular
S0.6 explosive to be used because of its energetic

0.4 propertics _.nd availability. Material
F.4LURE availability was an important considerationSOJOf because of schedule constraints.

0-2
0.2 The emulsion was prepared at the Center

,•-_1_ _ _ _ _ _ for Explosive Technology Research (CETR),0

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 New Mexico Institute of Mining and
WoMAUMDoENSrnY Technology (NM Tech). IIMX/emulsion

Figure I l)etonation Velocity (is a Function of mixing was performed at the Los Alamos
Density for Emulsion/microballoon and National Laboratory. All experimental work
molecular/emulsion explosive systems, normal- was performed at the CETR Eagle Site located
ized parameters west of the N M Tech campus,
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EX PE RIM ENT I)ESC RI 'TIION The emulsifier components consisted of 100
parts of polyisobutenyl succinic anhydride and

Charge Design 5.62 parts of a 50/50 mixture of diethanola-
mine and monoethanolamine. This formula-
tion was developed based on discussions with

foam provided by General Plastics Inc., 6
Tacoma, WA, was selected for use in fabrica- Grifrith and Oxley

tion of cylindrical and conical charge con- The emulsion was prepared by heating
tainers. This material is available at several the fuel and salt solution to an initial temper-
densities. Iensities of 0.24 g/ml and 0.08 g/ml ature of 1070 C and mixing them together in a
were chosen for the cylindrical and conical preheated thermally insulated mixing bowl.
charge containers, respectively. The cylindri- The components were mixed at increasing
cal charge containers were machined while the shear rates for a total of 9 minutes by which
conical charge containers were cast. Ionization time the mixture cooled to 880 C. Void-free
pin, shorting pin, resistance probe, and streak density of the resulting emulsion was deter-
camera techniques were used to measure mined to be 1.43 g/ml. The nominal mass
detonation front arrival time in the exper- mean cell size of the emulsion was approx-
iments. The particular technique used varied imately 7 pm as determined by optical
depending on the type and size of the charge. microscope.

Additional cylindrical charges were
prepared for plate dent experiments. These
consisted of cardboard and PVC pipe We originally intended to use a IIMX
containers positioned on the center of steel blend composed of 35 percent fine and 65
plates. No TOA measurements were made in percent coarse grades of IIMX. llowever,
the plate dent experiments, initial attempts at mixing the IIMX blend

All of the experiments in which resulted in very stiff mixtures and we
subsequently used only the coarse grade. Fordetonation velocity was determined were instance, one of the first mixes was a mixture

conducted at charge diameters of 51.5 mm or of 40 percent IIMX blend and 60 percent
less. A complete description of the charge emulsion which had the consistency of a very
containers is given in Reference 5. smooth, nontacky putty. This particular mix is

Emulsion Preparation identified as 40B/60 ("B" for blend). This wasthe only blend mixture for which detonation

The emulsion formulation selected was as data was obtained.
follow". We were successful in preparing 10/90,

Salt Suolution 20/80, 30/70, 40/60 and 50/50 llMX/emulsion

Ammonium Nitrate(AN) 71.5% mixtures with the coarse grade IIMX. We

Sodium Nitrate (SN) 10.0% found that excessive shear applied during

D)istilled Water 12.0% mixing of the IIMX and emulsion could result
in matrix failure. This occurred for two dif-

Fuel ferent batches of 50/50 mix resulting in

Light Mineral ()il/Elmulsifier 6.5% solidification of the mixtures within 2 days
after mixing. Mixtures of 60/40 and 70/30

The salt solution (discontinuous phase) is IIMX/emulsion were also prepared but
dispersed as tiny spherical cells of from I to competent matrices were not obtained, i.e.,
10 pm diameter throughout the fuel (con- they tended tobe noncohesive.
tinuous phase). The fuel consists of 2.7 parts The results of IIMX/emulsion density
light mineral oil to one part emulsifier. measurements are shown in Figure 2 where

The fuel was prepared by adding the density is plotted as a function of percent
emulsifier components to the light mineral oil iiMX. The mixture equation which calculates
at. a temperature of 800 C and stirring for 4 h. the density, p,,, of a mixture of n components of
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densities Pl, P2 ... Pn and mass fractions xI, was constructed which forced the mixture into
x2 ,...x 0 is the containers under air pressure produced by

a hand-operated bicycle pump. These loading
I ( procedures worked quite well and resulted in

Sx/1PI t- x2 /P 2 +- ... xn/Pn uniform void-free charges. Because of the very
stiff nature of the 40B/60, 50/50 and 60/40

The curve shown in Figure 2 is a plot of mixtures, it was necessary to load the test
Equation I where the emulsion density, pl, has articles by tamping with wooden dowel rods.
been adjusted to provide the best fit to the
data. The emulsion density which gave the RESU SI 'S AND DISCUSSION
best fit was P, = 1.389 g/ml. The standard
density of 1.89 g/ml for If MX, P2, was used. Detonation Velocity-Diameter-Mixture
For a void-free emulsion density of 1.43 g/ml Analysis
this implies that the preparation and mixing The experimental results are tabulated in
processes consistently introduced air into the Table 1. Analysis of these results are pre-
emulsion at a volume fraction of about 3 sented in Figures 3-6. 1owever, before we dis-
percent, regardless ofliIMX content. cuss the results, some general comments are in

The density for the 60/40 mix lies slightly order.
above the curve because it had to be packed
into the container which drove out some of the Craig7 has shown that an overshoot in the
entrained air. The density of the 70/30 mix lies propagation of detonation along the chargewell below the other data because a coherent axis of up to one charge diameter can occur at
mass could not ie obtained by packing. detonation failure. This occurs because thedetonation at any given station along the axis

Charge Loading of a conical charge is always slightly
overdriven. Thus, conical charge data tend to

Various techniques were developed for indicate failure at a diameter that is slightly
loading of the test articles because of the range smaller than the true failure diameter. The
of matrix stiffnesses encountered. The smaller lower bound on failure diameter determined in
charge containers were loaded successfully the conical charge experiments has been
with 10/90, 20/80, 30/70, and 40/60 mixtures adjusted to reflect this overshoot.
using manually pressed frosting bags with a
simple con.cal tip. For loading of the larger An additional factor that affects all of thecharge containers, a simple pressure vessel experimental results is that, as indicated

previously, there was a relatively constant
3 percent air entrainment in the lIMX/ emul-
sion mixtures, regardless of ItMX loading.
"Based on previous research with aqueous

rwo emulsions 2'3 the effects of voids (in the form of
"glass microballoons) is well understood. Thus,
if we assume that the effects of air voids on

_ ' / emulsion alone can be qualitatively super-
imposed on the behavior of llMXlemulsion"# •mixtures, we may conclude that for small

percentages of air entrainment at a given
IlMX/emulsion mixture, the effect of air

,,0 entrainment is to reduce detonation velocity
o ... WAKand failure diameter. This effect would be

, __ ___ _ _ ," ,,, m ore noticeable for sm all ItM X loadings than
for heavy IIMX loadings.

h'igure2. Vu ruzton of IlMX'bEmutsion Density Figure 3 provides a comprehensive
with Percentage IIMX description of the results of the cylindrical and
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Table 1. Experimental Results

Shot No. Config Composition D)iameter Density Results
uration %IIMX/Emul. (n1m) (g/ml) 1

B E87 110 CYI, 10/90 26.10 1.426 [)ET "AIIURE
BE87 III CYL 20/80 26.10 1.466 DET FAILURE
BE87-112 CYLI 30/70 2610 1.510 1) - 6.298 mmnnps
BE87 115 CON 10/90 5080 12.70 1.426 DET FAIIWURE
IIE87 116 CYL, 50/50 26,10 1.602 1) = 7.768 mm/ps
BE87 116 CYI, 40B/60 26.10 1.554 1) = 7.132 mm/ps
BE87 116 CYl, 30/70 26.10 1.510 1) = 6.132 nm/ps
BE87 117 CYI, 50/50 12.55 1.602 1) = 7.430 mm/ps
BE87 117 CYI, 4013/60 12.55 1.554 1) = 6.548 mm/ps
1E87 117 CYIL 30/70 12.55 1.510 DET FAILIURE
BE87 118 CON 20/80 50.80 12.70 1.466 df = 14.7-17.5 mm
BE87 119 CYI, 30/70 51.50 1.510 1) = 6.959 mm/ps
11E87 120 CYL. 20/80 51.50 1.466 1) = 5.514 mm/ps
IIE87 122 CYi, 4013/60 12.55 1.554 1) = 6.740 nmmps
BE87 122 CYI, 30/7C 12.55 1.510 I)ET FAILWURE
IIE87238 CYL, 60/40 12.55 1.652 1) = 7.802 mnmps
IIE87 241 CYI, 40/60 41.28 1.554 DENT, P = 234 kbar
BE87 242 CYI, 10/90 101.60 1.426 DENT, P = 74 kbar
LE87 126 CON 50/50 12.70 318 1.602 df = 5.7-8.1 mm
IE87 127 CON 4013/60 25.406.35 1.554 df = 7.1-8.6 mm
LE87 128 CON 4011/60 12.70 3.18 1.554 df = 8.4-9.8 mm
LE87 129 CON 30/70 25.406.35 1.510 df= 9.8-11.9 mm
!,E87 130 CYL, 50/50 6.35 1.602 I)ET FAIIWURE
LE87 131 CON 50/50 12.70-3.18 1.602 df= 5.8-6.6m
LE87 137 CON 40/60 12.70 3.18 1.554 df 7.6-9.1 mm
LE87 138 CON 30/70 25.40 1270 1.510 FAILURE NOT OBSERVED
LE87 139 CYI, 60/40 6.35 1.652 DET FAILIURE
LE87 140 CYI, 60/40 3.18 1.652 I)ET FAILURE

10
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0100
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conical charge experiments. Detonation velo behavior of the curve for mixtures greater than
city is plotted as a function of inverse charge 60 percent in the manner shown. For
diameter for each llMX/emulsion mixture. mixtures of less than 20 percent IIMX the
The open symbols are data from the cylindrical curve has simply been extrapolated to the
charge experiments while the solid symbols pure emulsion where the only constraint on
are points read from streak camera film the result is that the slope must be finite.
records and resistance probe data for the coni- Results in this region can only be treated as a
cal charges. The horizontal bars are estimates rough guess.
of failure diameter based on interpretation ofthe streak camera film records and resistanep 'l'h• results of Figure 4 have also been

the trek cmer fim reord an reistnce used to provide an estimate of the slopes in
probe data. The results of the 40/60 experi - use torovideeanes t of the pe
ments produced anomalously low detonation Figure 3 for Il) percent asMX and the pure
velocities relative to the other data, therefore, emulsien. These results are shown as dashed
the results of the 40B/60 experiments were iues.
plotted in Figure 3. In principle it is possible to use the results

Figure 3 shows that, for a given mixtur(. ;hown in Figure 3 to determine the detonation

a straight line through the cylindrical charge velocity at failure for each mixture. Ilowever,

data, extrapolated to the infinite diameter due to the large negative slopes at and near

(TIGER) velocity represents the results very failure, and, in some cases, the large

well. This is consistent with the behavior of uncertainties in estimates of failure diameter,
numerous molecular ex,~losives as shown by it is not possible to provide a definition of the

Campbell and Engelke. It is reasonable to failure boundary with any degree of confi-

assume that for diameters significantly larger dence. A general observation can be made,

than failure diameter, there is a con- however, that for low percentage IIMX

sistency, or as stated by Campbell and mixtures failure occurs at large diameters at

Engelke, a "regularity," in the relationship low velocities, while for high percentage IIMX

between slopes of constant mixture and mixtures failure occurs at small diameters at

percentage lIMX. These slopes in Figure 3 high velocities. This result is in qualitative

were measured and the logarithm of their agreement with the behavior indicated in

absolute values plotted against percentage Figure 1.

IIMX in Figure 4. A curve was fit by hand to The short lines crossing the 20/80 and
these results, recognizing that the slope of 30/70 data in Figure 3 indicate that at those
the 100 percent IIMX mixture should be diameters detonation was not observed in
very nearly zero and thus influences the cylindrical charge experiments. Since the

results of the 20/80 and 30/70 conical charge
experiments indicate detonation at smaller

0 DETEMINEO FROM RG 3 diameters, the adequacy of the boosters used to
3 initiate these charges becomes suspect.

Figure 5 shows the variation of detona-
_ tion velocity with percentage IIMX for each02

charge diameter. The results of the TIGER
calculations are included. As shown, charges
with higher percentage IIMX and larger
diameters result in increascd detonation
velocity as well as a closer approach to the

0 TIGER results which are assumed to be a
0 20 40 60 s0 100 good estimate of detonation velocity at

PERCENTAGE HMX infinite diameter 'l'he open symbols are plots
Fig•r•' Ploto l.ogartthmofAbsolute Vain,, of the results from the cylindrical charge

of a (Slope of 1) VS I d at L.ar.ge I)lamiters experiments. The solid symbols are plots of
from b'igure l) VS PI'rce•'nftugt IlAX points determined by extrapolating results in
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Figure 5. De'tonaztion Velocity as a Function of Figure 6. D~efinition of Detonation Failure

Percentuge IIMIX JIor Diameters of 12 55 mm, Evlp

26. 10 mnm, andl 51.50 mm

of the failure diameter of pure emulsion would

Figure 3 Because of the limited data and large remove much of the uncertainty in this region.

uncertainties in velocity at failure, no attempt
has been made in Figure 5 to establish the Diameter ffect Analysis
detonation failure boundary. As noted before, The diameter effect analysis of Campbell
qualitative agreement with the behavior and Engelke8 was applied to the 50/50 mixture
described in Figure 1 is demonstrated. data in Figure 3. Campbell and Engelke

In Figure: 6 an estimate of the detona determined that the following functional ferm
was descriptive of the behavior of a largetion lalijre envelope was made by construc number of heterogeneous explosives in a

ting a curve between the regions of detonation cylindrical geometry,
and detonation failure. The curve shown was
constructed assuming that 100 percent I IMX 1) = I)[I -AA(R-R,)1 (2)
fails at less than 1-mm diameter and that where I)i is the detonation velocity at infinite
this limit dominates the behavior of thecuvefo highpercentage theMbemivtures.The diameter, R is the charge radius, and A and R,
c1u6r data hapercen incue hereven are length parameters. The 50/50 mixture was

have been included here selected for this analysis because the data weru
though prior analysis indicated that the sufficient to provide a reasonable definition of
measured detonation velocities are anom the downward concavity of the D vs 1/d rela-
alously low relative to the other mixtures
preference has been given to the conical tionship near detonation failure. Four points

rchfargne data oveen the cylindricalictal on the [) vs l/d curve from Figure 3 werecharge data over the cylindrical charge data selected and fit by Equation 2. The results are
in constructing the curve N ote that two shown in Table 2 where the values of I)/l)j
cylindrical charge data points indicattng calculated from the fit are compared with the
failure lie well within the detonation region. experimaentally determined values. As shown,

These points were previously identified in Fig aprenalleteis chieed.

ure 3. " is felt that the curve in Figure 6 a reasonable fit is achieved.

is reliable to within ± 15 percent for If Equation 2 is descriptive of all other
mixtures containing more than 20 percent ItMX/emulsion mixtures, then a generalized
lIMX For mixtures containing less than description or model of the aiameter effect for

20 ne-cent IlMX, the curve can be treated all UNMX/emulsion mixtures should be
only as an u.•timate A precise determination achievable by defining t0- dependence of A
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Tuhle 2. Results of Iiarneter hffect Analysis precise measurements of velocity at
(A =.25, R, .2- 2 8, 1), = 8,098 kmis) failure were not obtained. Th e

qualitative behavior predicted in
Data Eq. 2 Percent Figure I has been confirmed.

R(mmn) )(knijs) 1)/D, D ) 1)) Error (2) The diameter effect on detonation
velocity for IlMXlemulsion mixtures is

3.27 3.877 .479 .468 -2-2 adequately described by the Campbell-

4.17 6.67 81 .87 -Engelke model. This was clearly
4.17 6.60 816 817demonstrated for thle 50/50 mixture

6.28 7.430 .918 .928 1.1 and the trend of downward concavity
I I I Ion the 1) vs lid curve was observed for

13.t05 17.768 1.959 1.976 1 8other mixtures.

(3) Physical properties of the

and R,. on percentage IIMX This generalized lIMX/emiulsion mixtures varied (soft

Modlel would reqluire additional experimental grease, stiff paste, putty, solid),
data to better define the behavior of mixtures depending on the lIMX loading, IINIX

other tharl 50/50 in the region of downward particle size and shear history.

concavity in plots of 1) vs l/d REE E CES

Plate IDent'Iests I . Johansson, C. IL and Persson, P. A.,

Plate (lent experiments were conducted to Detonics of High Explosives, Academic
provide an estimate of CJ pressure for 40/60 Press, London, England, 1970, pp. 81-156.
anid 10/90 inixt ores. A pressure of 234 kbar 2. Lee, J., TIhe Effect of Al icroballoon Size on
was determined for a 41.28 mml diameter 40/60 D.etonationr Behavior of Em ulsion
charge which agrees very well with the TIGER Explosives, Masters Tfhesis, New Mexico
calculated pressure of 237 kbar. A test of 10/90 Institute of Mining and T echnology,
Mixture at 101 6 mmn diameter resulted in an Scro M 97
estimated pressure of 74 kbar, well below the Scro M 97
theoretical Value Of I80 kbar. It is quite likely 3 Yoshida, M.- lida, M.-; Fujiwara, S.-
that thle behavior of' the 10/90 charge was Kusakabe, M., and Shiino, K., 'IDetona-

StTrOriglv influct~iced~ by diameter effects, while, tion Behavior of Emulsion Explosives
as canl lot .eeii from F igure :3, the 40/60 charge Conrta in ing M icrobe I1loon s ," Eighth
would he expected to be near ideal velocity and SympoiJOiumn (International) on IDetona -

pressuore tioti, Albuquerque, NM, Jul 1985, pp, 171
177.

SU M MA RY AND) CONCLUSIONS 4 flattori, K., lFukatsu, Y.;I anid Sakai, If.,
Soufficient %chwlt.c it n \ture diameter data "Effect of' thle Size of Glass ". icrobal buns

were genrieaielc too detinet the behavior (of onl the D~etonation Velocity Of Emulsion
II I Xeniiulsiori iii \tores o)ver the range of' 20) Explosives," 3. Ind. Explos Sow Jupan,
to 50 peiceen t II Xl X A qualitat ive description Vol. 43, 1982, pp, 295 309.

id t he hit 'ha v or wats predicted over thle entire 5. Renicik, J . 1) , e t a1. , D)e ton at ion
ranige ot mii\t ores The mainl conclus0ions5 of (Characte'ri~stics of' Alixtures of if MX and
this rcesa reh are ~timiimarl cd it- follows, Emuio E~SfflI.xplosives, A EWI AR. 88- 106,

1).I gv idiaLlttoanicre~ nAir Force Weapons ILaboratory, K irtland
II WX load inrg results in an increase in A FB, NMX, Apr 1989.
detonation vehlocty As IIMX loading 6(eJ n rfih . rvt
ri creases. thle fiti lure (Ila owlt er decreas ()xlcJ.adGiftG.,pivae

e-n and thle dletorat ion velocity at comimuriication, May. 1987

t"ililire increasýes The trend lin velocity 7C'raig, B~ arnId Lee, ,J ,private

at i ,%a,~' vodrlnt In the data but conimotnication,J1,Ju 1985
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8. Campbell, A. W. and Engelke, R., "The REPLY BY J. D. RENICK
Diameter Effect in High l)ensity I would expect that for an all-AN
Heterogeneous Explosives," Sixth emulsion, we would see a noticeable increase
Symposium (International) on Detona- in the detonation velocity for tlMXlemulsion
tion, Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, mixtures containing low fractions of HMX (less
California, 1976, po. 642-652. than 20 percent) for diameters smaller than

I)ISCUSSION that at which the curve describing detonation
velocity vs. inverse charge diameter makes the

G. A. LEIPER, break from linear to downward concavity. For
ICI Explosives higher fractions of IIMX this effect would be
NEC, Stevenson, KA 20, 3LN, UK less noticeable. In retrospect, it would have

The use of conical charges to estimate been preferable to use an all-AN emulsion in

failure diameters, and the diameter this research but at the time, we had not

dependence of detonation velocity, assumes recognized the improved detonation perform-

that conical flow approximates that in a right ance of all-AN emulsions relative to emulsions

cylinder and that the detonation wave containingothersalts(suchasCNandSN).

instantaneously adjusts as the cone diameter DISCUSSION
alters Can you comment on the likely errors
the case of a cone technique wi!l have on your I. B. MISHRA, Kanan Associates Inc.
results, in particular the failure diameter and 2925 Churchville Rd.
velocities obtained'? Churchville, MD 21028

REPLY BY J. 1). RENICK You use a very high shear method to form
emulsion. I would like to tell you that we

While it was not mentioned in the found a "gentle persuasion" technique and
presentation, all conical charge data were have been rather successful in making
adjusted by the assumption that an overshoot emulsions with lesser void content. The
in propagation of detonation along the charge method is to use an emulsifying agent and then
axis of up to one charge diameter, measured at add a cosolvent-as is common in tertiary
the axial position of apparent failure of extraction of crude oil by microemulsion
detonation, could occur. This assumption was technique. Have you tried this technique?
based on conversations with J. Lee (CETR)
regarding information provided by B. Craig. REPLY BY J. 1). RENICK
F'or a cone angle of three degrees, this results Because of the time constraints of this
in an adjustment in the apparent failure research program, we had little opportunity to
diameter of p lus 2.6 percent. explore alternative processing methods. We

D)ISCUSSION did not investigate the "gentle persuasion"
approach, but it sounds very interesting.

WALTER B. SUDWEEKS, Ireco Inc.
3000 West 8600 South
West Jordan, Utah 84088

What changes in data w'uld you expect to
se, with a change in emulsion formulation
such as all AN. etc( , and do you have plans to
repeat this work with other emulsion formula
tions?
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THE PROSPECTS FOR COMPOSITE EXPLOSIVE

Guo Yuxian
Gansu Research Institute of Chemical Industry

P.O. Box 11, Lanzhou
Gansu, CHINA

This paper briefly reviews the research of high exploszves. The author
believes that the individual explosives and CtlNO composite explosives
have very little possibility of being used to obtain an explosive with
performances better than IJMX and applicable in practice. We suggest
that the high energy composite explosive is an important direction of
high explosive.

I NTROI)UCTION the OB (oxygen balance) is zero, in which the
I)uring the past 30 years sciert~sts have energy is highest, and its density is about

iiade great efforts in the region of high explo- 2.1 g/cm3 . In comparison with these data,IIMX has reached a better level. Smith2

sives research to find an applicable explosive ine has thed a bette possibility in the
w i ~~~~~pointed out that there is little psiiiyi hwith performances better than IIMX. But all short term of obtaining an applicable explosive

attempts have been unsuccessful, and many with performances better than IIMX. Many
researchers have taken a pessimistic view of w it s p e c wi th him.
the prospects for finding such an explosivec

In this paper, the research in the field of In the 1960s, scientists started to investi-

high explosive development was briefly gate the explosives containing B, -NF 2 in

reviewed We provide some frank views, and molecules and have, since then, synthesized
cons•ider that the high energy composite some compounds. The performances of those
cxsloive ista most promising directionm compounds in comparison with that of CIINO

explosives are as follows. When the OB is the

THE RESEARCH OF same, the explosion energy of the former is

INI)IVII)UAI, EXPLOSIVES higher than that of the latter, and the density
of the former is slightly lower than that of the

Currently, the best explosive used in latter; when both the 01 and density are the
practice is IIMX whose I) = 9, 100 m/sec, same, the detonation velocity of the former is
'- 38 Gpa, Q : 1.4 Kcal/g, and d slightly lower than that of the latter.
1.91 g/cm3 . Sc entists have made great efforts The most important problem of the
to develop explosives with better performances explosives containing B, -NF 2 is that the com-
and have synthesized nearly 1" compounds. pounds with good OB are hardly synthesized
Their performances reached 1) - 9,500 ni/sec, and almost all of these compounds are less
2 1 42G/ a, Q = 1.6-1.Kcal/g, and d sa2.0- stable. Scientists have actually given up
2. g/cm Unfortunately, their stability efforts to investigate such compounds as high
(thermal sensitivity, storage stability, etc ) is effosivest
not satisfactory They only possess theoretical explosives.
significance. THE RESEARCH OF COMPOSITE

"l'he principal parameters determining EXPILOSIVES
the pertformances of individual explosives are
their energy and density The highest energy The research of composite explosives was
of CJIN() explosive is about 1 7 Kcal/g, when also started in the 1960s. The advantage of
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these explosives is that the oxidizer or individual explosives. Only some fundamental
compounds with positive OB can be mixed with research has been carried out. However, some
fuel or compounds with negative OB according significant results have been obtained.3 1 3

to the best proportion to obtain ideal perfor- We did some research about this system
mances. Because the oxidizer and fuel do not in 1981-1983.O" 1 We developed a method for
exist in the same molecule, it is possible to the preparation of superfine particles of explo-
expect better stability. sives, studied some characteristics of composite

The composite explosive is called "inter- explosives composed of superfine particles, and
molecular explosive." Since the particle with proposed a mechanism for their detonation
diameter of I pM still contains about 1011 reactions. In our investigations, the bis-
molecules, we considered it more suitable to (trinitroethyl)nitramine "(1)" was selected as a
call this system a "composite explosive." If the typical positive OB explosive, and was mixed
mixture is uniform such as a liquid solution or with TNT, TATB, or HiMX. The main results
a solid solution, then it can be called a "homo- are shown in Table I and Figure 1. The
geneous composite explosive." If the system is method and reproducibility measured det-
a mixture of solid particles or suspended of onation parameters and particle size (see
solid particles in liquid, it can be called a Reference 11).
"heterogeneous composite explosive." From the results listed in Table 1, it can

Efforts put into the research of composite be seen that the detonation velocity of super-
explosives are much smaller than those of fine systems is about 300 m/sec higher than

Table i. The Performances of Composite Explosives

SYSTEM d 1)/Po P/Po K% L

(1)81.8/TNT'18.2 51X5 8098/1.792 28.6/1.785 0 ----

1 .0.97 8432/1.792 30.6/1.792 41.3 0.10

(l)77.0fTATB23.0 0.44 8686/1.881 40.3/1.876 41.0 0.09

(M)57.0/11 M X43.0 0.73 9046/1.883 39.6/1.878 50.8 0.15

where d- --mean diameter of particles, pm
I)- -detonation velocity, m/sec
P detonation pressure, Gpa
R% - percentage of composite explosive reacted
l. thickness of diffusion layer, pm
P. charge density, g/cm'

II -/ 2- =

I Q is 20

Figure 1. The Cylinder Test Results
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that of coarse particle systems. The detonation high energy composite explosive still needs to
pressure of the former are also higher than be confirmed.
that of the latter. In the detonation zone, the The highest energy of energetic materials
percentage of reacted explosives in superfine
systems is about 50 percent; according to the are estimated and are listed in Table 2.

reaction mechanism of diffusion control the
thicknesses of diffusion layer of superfine sys- Table 2. Hlighest Energy of Energetic Materials
tems are 0.10 - 0.151pm, which shows that
when the particle diameter is 0.20 - 0.30 pm, SYSTEM Q Kcal/g
the components of composite explosive will (Cl1)-NO 2  1.7
react completely in the detonation zone. (AI)-N0 2  3.2

The results of cylinder tests show that at (B)-NO2  2.7
R - R0 = 8, 14, 19, the wall energy of(1)/IIMX (Be)-N0 2  4.6
system is about 13 percent, 8 percent, and (CII)-NF 2  1.7
6 percent higher than that of IIMX and about (AI)-NF 2  2.2
25 percent, 17 percent, and 14 percent higher (B)-NF 2  3.4
than that of(l), respectively. (Be)-NF 2  4.7

The key to obtain a composite explosive
with excellent performance is that the com- The systems listed in Table 2 all are zero
ponents must possess high density and high OB. Among these systems, the (C01)-NO 2
energy. For example, if IIMX was mixed with system has been obtained in individual and
hexanitroethane and their superfine system composite explosives whose energy had
was prepared, the detonation velocity would be reached the highest energy. As described
9,400 m/sec, and wall energy of cylinder test above, in other systems it is difficult to obtain
would be as high as 130 percent of that of an individual explosive with energy near the
IIMX. highest level. But co.nposite explosives with

The above results are encouraging but, high energy can be prepared.

unfortunately, the stability of bis(trinitro- One of the cruxes of the matter is the
ethyl)nitramine(1) and hexanitroethane are effects of energy of explosives to accelerate
not stisfactory for practical application, metal, especially for heterogeneous composite
According to the opinion of chemists, the high explosives whose energy is partially delivered
energy positive 01 explosives have no possi- outside of the detonation zone. We designed
bility to possess the satisfactory stability for some exreriments to investigate this
application Therefore, the prospects are not problem.
good for obtaining some ClINO composite
explosives with excellent performances for The Effects of Energy
practical application The experiments and results made by our

THE P ROSIDECTS OF HIGH laboratory are as follows:

ENERGY COMPOSITE (1) was dissolved in CC14, and the solu-
EXP LIOSIVES tion was slowly added to petrol containing sus-

E~arlier, high explosives research was pending Al powder. (1) was separated out and

concentrated on improving the detonation mixed with Al powder. Then the mixture was
pacnrameters. nimproin the i idulexlontive filtrated and dried to remove the liquid. By
parameters. Neither the individual explosive this process, the composite explosives with dif-
nor the composite explosive were successful. ferent proportions of(1) and Al were prepared.

Later, scientists turned to the high energy The particle size of (1) is about 20 pm, andthat

systems and expected to make a breakthrough of Al is about 10 pm.

in this field. As discussed above, the individ-

ual explosive with high energy actually was Those composite explosives were used as
not successful. lhowever, the prospects of the the charge to load shaped charge which was

used for penetrating the petroleum wall. The
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-1.2 These results showed that the penetra-

tion deepness of (1)88/A112 was largest, was
much deeper than that of the charge without
Al, and exceeded that of PB-HMX. As is
known, the penetration deepness of a shaped
charge strongly depends on the detonation
parameters of the explosive. The detonation
parameters of charges with Al were lower than
that of the charges without Al. But the

i•. nrr explosion heat of the former is higher than that
of the latter. The increase of penetration

* I--- P25 -A deepness illustrated that the energy has effects
S CP28 _ on the penetration.

Figure 2. Schematic Diagram of Shaped McGuire12 published results of cylinder
Charge tests in which the charges loaded were TNM,

TNM+C, and TNM+C+AI. Partial results
are listed in Figure 3. Particle sizes used were

Table 3. Explosion leat of Explosives C- < 40 pm, Al - 5 pm.

Q Kca~g From McGuire's results it cain be seen
that the wall energy of cylinder tests with

Explosives TNM +C and TNM +C+ Al were higher than
Exp. Cal. those of TNM. We think that the increase of

wall energy is due to the fact that the energy of
(1) 1.21 1.16 the former is higher than that of the latter, and

the energy was contributed to accelerate
(!)86.1/A13.9 2.06 2.06 metal.
(1)81 9/Al18.1 2.17 2.19 The particle size of charges loaded in

({)71.4/A128.6 2.41 2.42 shaped charge and cylinder were much larger
than that of superfine systems listed in

cal. method. 1 4  Table 1. Consequently, it is evident that the
quantity of energy delivered by the reaction

between oxidizer and Al in the detonation zone
shaped charge is shown in Figure 2 and the was very small. Most of the energy was deliv-
performances of explosives and deepness ered outside the detonation zone. Increase of
penetrated steel plate are shown in Tables 3 penetration deepness and wall energy illus-
and 4. trated the effects of energy delivered outside

Table 4. Deepness of Steel Plate Penetration

Explosive g/cnv3  TM[)% 1) m/sec P Gpa Q Kcal/g l)eepmm

1l) ! 85 936 8402 325 1.16 101

il)88/Al12 1 89 91 8 8396 3T2 1.89 109
11B RI)X* 1 77 98.1 8302 327 1.31 98

11B IIMX** 183 96.1 8646 35.8 146 105

Po. !), P Exp ( Cal
*96 5% RDX, Q Exp **97 0)% IIMX, Q Exp.
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Figure 3. McGuire's Results12

the detonation zone. These results merit often used in mixtures with fuel or negative
attention. OB explosives and the compositions are

It is not very clear whether or not the adjusted to reach the CO 2 balance. Their

energy is completely delivered in the duration explosion heat is only 1.00 - 1.20 kcal/g,

of driving metal. It is possible, because the corresponding to 60-70percent of the highest

particle size of explosives in the above experi- energy of CHNO explosives. The ability of

ments were so large, that the energy cannot be both of them to drive metal and detonation

delivered completely during the duration of parameters is low. It is due to the fact that the

driving metal; therefore, we can suppose that formation heats of N11 4 NO 3 and NI1 4 CI0 4

the ability to drive metal will be increased compose a rather large proportion of their

with the decrease of particle size of explosives. explosion heat. In high energy composite
explosives, the formation heat of reactants is
not significant in the total energy, so the posi-

The Oxidizer of Composite Explosives tive OB explosives or oxidizers with fairly high

Another key issue is whether the stability formation heat can be used. The demands on
uf the oxidizers used in high energy composite their density and energy are lower and the
explosives could be satisfactory for use. range of their selection is wider than that of

The positive OB explosives or oxidizers CItNO composite explosives. Therefore, it is

used in ClINO composite explosives must have possible to obtain some compounds with satis-

high density and high energy, otherwise the factory stability to the demands of application.

high ability of driving metal cannot be The Research Direction of High
realized. It is well known that the energy of Explosives
chemical reaction is decided by the difference
of formation heat of products and reactants Table 2 shows that the energy of high
The lower the for-,ation hedt of reactants, the systems are about 2 to 3 times higher than that
higher the reaction heat of ClINO explosi-ves. Therefore, it is very pro-

There are many factors deciding the mising to obtain high ability of metal driving

stability of a compound, one of them is the high with high energy composite explosives

heat ol formation For example, N114 N0 3 and From the above experimental results and
N11 4 C)10 4 have Ligh formation heat, so their discussion, we suggest that the high energy
stability is satisfactory, and they have been composite explosive is a promising direction of
used as explosives for many years They are high explosive development. It can be expected
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that in the near future an applicable composite 3. Price, D.; Clairmont, Jr., A. R.; Erkman,
explosive with performance better than CIINO J. 0.; and Edwards, D. J., "Ideal Detona-
explosive can be obtained and used in practice. tion Velocity of Ammonium Perchlorate

and Its Mixture with liE.," NOLTR 68-
There are some technical problems to be 132, AI) 683298.

resolved in the research of composite explo-

sives. To obtain a suitable oxidizer is always a 4. Apin, A.Ya.; Voskoboinikov, I. M.; and
significant task. Chemists can do much work Sonova, G. S., PMTF, No. 5, 1963, p. 115.
to push forward the research of high explo- 5. Price, D.; Clairmont, Jr., A. R.; and
sives. Erkman, J. 0., Combustion and Flame,

Vol. 20, 1973, p. 389.

SUMMARY 6. Finger, M.; Hlornig, i1. C.; Lee, E. L.; and
Reviewing the research of high explo- Kuty, J. W., Proceedings of the Fifth Sym-
ireewiuge posium (International) on Detonation,

sives, we suggest that CIINO individual190p37
explosives, high energy individual explosives, 1970, p. 137.
and ClINO composite exploFives have very 7. Moulard, If.; Fauguignon, C.;
little possibility of obtaining an applicable Lichtenberger, M.; and Lomard, J. M.,
explosive with performances better than IIMX. IJ.D.P. Symposium on Behavior of Dense
The experimental data obtained from the at High Dynamic Pressure, Paris, UCRL-
research of composite explosives composed of Trans 11405, 1978, pp. 2 7 -3 1.
positive OB explosives and Al powder showed 8. McGuire, R. R. and Ornellas, D. L., Pro-
that the energy delivered outside the det- pellants and Explosives, Vol. 4, No. 2,
onation zone can be used by the reflected waves 1979, p. 23.
for increasing the ability of driving metal. It is 9 Stinecipher, M. M, Proceedings of the
estimated that the highest energy of energetic Seventh Symposium (International) on
materials composed of the fuels, such as Al, B,
Be, and the oxidizers with -NO2 -NF 2, are 2 to Detonation, 1981, p. 73 3 .
3 times as high as that of ClINO explosives. 10. Guo Yuxian, Peng Guoshu, Song
The positive 0B explosives or oxidizers used in Jialiang, Zou Quanqing, Wang Aiqin, Xu
high energy composite explosives are dis- Laibin, and Zeng Min, "The Experimen-
cussed. We considered that th,, stable positive tal Study of Heterogeneous Composite
Ofl explosive or oxidizer could be expected, Explosives," Oct 1983 (Unpublished).
because they could be selected in a wider 11. Guo Yuxian, Peng Guoshu, Wang Aiqin,
range S- we concluded that the high energy Song Jialiang, Zou Quanqing, and Xu
composite explosive is a promising direction for Laibin, "The Detonation Reaction of
research ;f high explosives. It could provide a Heterogeneous Composite Explosive,"
possibility of obtaining explosives with higher Proceedings of the Eighth Symposium
ability of driving metal than that of CIINO (International) on Detonation, 1985,
explosives, and it could be applied in practice. p 1011.
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DETONATION VELOCITY AND PRESSURE OF THE NON-IDEAL
EXPLOSIVE AMMONIUM NITRATE

A. Miyake
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Yokohama, JAPAN

and

A. C. van der Steen and H. H. Kodde
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2280 AA Rijswijk

THE NETHERLANDS

The detonation velocity and pressure of low density prilled ammonium
nitrate were measured in steel tubes with different diameters and wall
thicknesses. It was found that the tube diameter has a much larger
influence on the non-ideal behavior of the detonation velocity and
pressure than the confinement. For a diameter of 300 mm, the
detonation velocity and pressure are D=3.95 kmls and P=3.4 GPa,
which values coincide with the ideal detonation parameters for
ammonium nitrate, as predicted by the TIGER code.

INTRO!)UCT!iON losses and rarefaction waves, which extinguish

Ammonium nitrate (AN) is an explosive the decomposition reactions.I

known for its non-ideal detonation behavior. It is the purpose of these investigations to
This is shown, for example, by the detonation obtain a better understanding of the non-ideal
velocity, which does not easily reach theore- detonation behavior of AN. A series of experi-
tically predicted values, Explosives behave ments were carried out to study the influence
non-ideally between the critical diameter (dc), of the diameter and the confinement of the
below which a steady state detonation wave explosive charge on the detonation properties
cannot be sustained, and the minimum in the non-ideal region. In a previous paper,
diameter (din), above which the detonation is the detonation velocity was considered, and the
ideal. AN is a typical "non ideal" explosive results will be repeated here shortly. 2

because it has a large value for dm and a A readily available, highly porous type of
relatively small value for d, F'or most AN (ANFO quality prills) with well-defined
practical conditions, it will never reach the properties and the additional advantage that,
ideal behavior as predicted by thermo due to the high sensitivity, the dimensions of
hydrodynamic theory the experiments could be kept within reason-

Generally, the non ideal detonation able limits was used in these investigations. It
behavior is explained by the relatively low consists of low density prills with a diameter
decomposition rate of AN, which causes a wide between 1 0 and 28 mm The purity is about
reaction zone, in combination with lateral heat 99 percent (the sample is treated with
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0.8 percent of anticaking agent). The loading passes alongside the probe, the current will be
density is about 850 kg/m3 . short circuited and, from the voltage change as

a function of time, the shock velocity can beFedirstethel dtonauio es ofe Aresen .Net calculated. The accuracy of the velocities is
measured in steel tubes are presented. Next, about 2 percent.
the results for the detonation pressure
measurements are given. The results are Results
compared to predictions made with the
thermohydrodynamic TIGER code. 3  Two series of steel tube tests were carried

The ideal detonation velocity of AN has out with the AN prills. The results are

been calculated by the thermohydrodynamic summarized in Figure 1.

theory describing the state attained behind the In the first series, the effect of confine-
detonation front. We used the TIGER code in ment on the detonation velocity was investi-
combination with the JCZ3 equation of state to gated. Steel tubes with a constant inner
calculate the ideal detonation velocity and diameter of 100 mm and wall thicknesses
Chapman-Jouguet pressure. The results for a between 5 and 29 mm were used. In all tests,
density of 850 kg/m 3 are: D=4.0 km/s, and an incoming shock wave with a velocity of
PCj=3.5 GPa. More detailed information about 4.5 km/s, the effect of the booster, was
about these calculations can be found in observed. This shock wave velocity decreases
Reference 2. to a constant value in about 30 cm. A constant

detonation velocity was measured for the last
DETONATION VELOCITY 70 cm for all wall thicknesses, except for a

thickness of 5 mm. Several experiments were
Experimental carried out at this wall thickness: in some cases

In all experiments, the AN was confined a constant velocity was observed over the last

in steel tubes. The inner diameters varied 30 to 40 cm (1.7 krnls), while in other experi-
ments, the shock wave decayed to a velocity

between 50 and 300 mm, and the wall close to the sound velocity of AN. Probably, a
thicknesses between 5 and 30 rm. The length 5 mm wall thickness is close to the critical
of the tube was I m, except for the large condition to sustain a detonation wave in a
diameter experiments (60 cm). The AN was codtntostanaeoainwvena
dnitiamedbyabooster experm t (0 c. hole A as 100 mm tube. Between 8 and 20 mm, the deto-

initate by boste ove th whoe coss nation velocity increases from 2.2 to 3.1 km/s.
section of the tube. The booster had a thick-
ness of about 50 mm and was made of a plastic However, at wall thicknesses above 20 mm, the

explosive (PETN/oil, 88/12, p= 1550 kg/rn 3 ) detonation velocities converge to a constant
withva detonation velocity 88of abot = 5 kg/m) value of about 3.1 km/s. This value is still far
with a detonation velocity of about 7.5 km/s. below the theoretically predicted values at a
For the small diameter tubes (50-100 mam), a density of 850 kg/m3, which is 4.0 kmn/s.

10 g pellet of pressed tetryl was used to initiate

the booster. To obtain a more or less flat In the second series of experiments, the
detonation wave for the larger diameters, diameter of the steel tube was varied between
multi-point initiation techniques using deto- 49 and 303 mm, while the wall thickness was
nation cords were used to initiate the boostet. kept constant at 10 mm. Although AN could

not sustain a detonation wave in a tube, ofThe shock/detonation velocities were

measured with a continuous velocity probe 49 mm diameter, no AN was recovered after

consisting of resistance wire (271 ohm/m) with the experiment. The tube did not fragment
over the total length, but was fragmented likea skip wo'ind nylon insulation inserted in a

thin walled stainless steel tube (i d. =.0 mm, a peeled banana. Between 100 and 303 mm, all
tests showed a steady state detonation wave,o d--12 mam) The probe is mounted in thecete of 1.2mm).The t be, ad acontnted cnthe the velocity increasing from 2.6 to 3.95 knms.center of the tube, and a constant current

(100 mA) is fed through the probe leading in Figure 1, the dashed line indicates the
to a voltage drop over the resistance wire ideal detonation velocity (4 0 km/s) as
proportional to its leng.h. When a shock wave calculated with the TIGER code, using the
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Figure 1. Detonation Velocity as a Function of a) Wall Thickness (Charge Diameter is 100 mm),
and b) Charge Diameter (Wall Thickness is 10 mm). The dotted line indicates the value for an ideal
detonation.

JCZ3 EOS Although a slight increase is still shorter distances, the effect of the booster, a
observed between 254 and 303 mm, it appears slowly decreasing pressure, is observed (e.g, for
that a nearly ideal detonation for AN has been i.d. =100 mm, o.d. = 140 mm, the pressure is
reached. In fact, 3.95 kmls is the highest 3.0 GPa after 350 mm and 2.5 GPa after
detonation velocity measured for AN up to 600 mm). This transition point to a stable
now. detonation lies further away from the booster

than would be expected from the detonationAdditional experiments were performed velocity experiments.

with a tube diameter of 200 mm and a wall

thickness of 20 mm. The detonation velocity Results
was about the same (3.6 kin./s) as found for the
100 mm wall thickness. It seems that each The results of the pressure measurements
diameter has an upper limit in the detonation for different tube diameters and different
velocity that could be attained (3.0 km/s for confinements are summarized in Table I and
100 mm and 3.6 km/s for 200 mm). This upper presented in Figure 2.
limit is also reached for weaker confinements To correlate the pressures observed in the
at higher diameters. PMMA to the detonation pressures in the AN,

I)ETONATION PRESSURE we had to know the attenuation of the shock
wave in the PMMA. Due to experimental

Experimental limitations only at the smallest tube diameter
a shock wave through the plexiglas and

From preliminary tests, we learned that generated by detonating AN (tube and PMMA
it was not possible to use manganin pressure diameter are 100 mm) could be recorded with a
gauges in the AN directly. To minimize the
effect of short-circuiting, we used a gap of Table 1. Detonation Pressures for Low Density
20 mm PMMA between the AN and the gauge. PrilledANasaFunctionoftheInner endOuter
In these investigations, 50 Ohm, commercially lriameter of the Tube
available gauges were used The piezo-
resistive coefficient was taken K 2.92x10 2

GPa 1 4 iAd. o.d. P (I'M MA) 1) (A N)
(mm) (mm) (GPa) (GPa)

The dimensions of the steel tubes were
the same as those used for the detonation 100 120 2.7 2.0
velocity measurements. Using tubes with dif- 100 140 3.2 2.5
ferent lengths, we found that at least 750 mm 150 170 3.3 2.6

was needed to obtain a steady detonation At 254 274 4.1 3.4
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Figure 2. Detonation Pressure as a Function of a) Wall Thickness (Charge Diameter is 100 mm),
and b) Charge Diameter (Wall Thickness is 10 mm). The dotted line indicates the value for an ideal
detonation.

streak camera These experiments revealed calculated with the TIGER code and the JCZ3
that there is hardly any attenuation of the EOS, which is 3.5 GPa.
shock wave velocity in the first 20 mm of
plexiglas. Also, the results from the manganin DISCUSSION
pressure measurements at this diameter
coincide with the pressure in the plexiglas as These experiments with low density AN
calculated from the shock velocity. prills show that the ideal detonation conditions

could be attained if the diameter of the AN
For this reason it is assumed that the charge is large enough. For this type of AN, a

gauý,'e pressure after 20 mm PMMA are the diameter of about 250 mm is needed to reach
same as at the PMMAIAN interface. The these conditions. The results also show that
detonation pressures are obtained using a the TIGER code, in combination with the JCZ3
relation derived by I)uff et al. using the EOS, gives very accurate and reliable
impedance-mismatch technique and the predictions of the ideal detonation conditions of
acoustic approximation for the detonation AN.
gases:5

In Figure 3, the non-ideal detonation
,A p I) pressures are given as a function of the non-

-I( + ) ideal detonation velocities. A linear relation
I' 2 p exists between these two parameters. A linear

relation is certainly not found as only ideal
the Aer and are the initial deAN)isities o detonation conditions, for different densities,

the AN, and the plexiglas, I) (PAN) is the
are compared. The cross in Figure 3 denotes

measured detonation velocity (pressure) of AN are comd.tThe cro3 denotes
under the given conditions, and Up (Pp) is the the conditions for a density of 850 kg/rn, and

an extrapolation of the non-ideal experimental(constant) shock velocity (pressure) in the rslseryoniewttipit
PMMA.results nearly coincides with this point.PM MA.

In the tubes with an inner diameter of Hopefully these investigations could help

100 mm, the peak pressures increase from 2.0 to give a more accurate theoretical description
of non-ideal detonations in the future.to 2.7 GPa with an increase of the wall

thickness from 10 to 20 mm. As the wall It is important to note that the results
thickness is kept constant at 10 mm, the peak presented in this paper ar. obtainet! roi one
pressures increase from 2.0 to 3 4 GPa with type of AN. It is well-known that the
increasing diameter of the tube. The dashed detonation properties of different kinds of AN
line indicates the ideal detonation pressure can vary considerably. For example, we could
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Loading Solids," High Temperatures-
"High Pressures, Vol. 10, 1978, p. 355.

3 5. Duff, R. E. and Houston, E., J. Chem.
Phys.,Vol. 23,1955, p. 1268.

)2 DISCUSSION

DR. J. ROTH, Consultant,
Portola Valley, CA

01, There appears to be some inconsistency
3 4 in your calculation of ideal detonation param-

detonation velocity kn.s( eters. From k+ = po-D2/PCj and your
calculations k-=2.9. However, for ANFO (and
other explosives in this density range) k=2.1,

Figure 3 Relation Between the Non-Ideal of course as po--*O, k--1.2 or Cp/Cv gas are
Detonation Velocity and Pressure (for a ideal gas.
Constant Density) and Between the Ideal
Detonation Velocity and Pressure (Varying REPLY BY A. MIYAKE
Density)

The value of y (k in the question) depends

not detonate high density prills or a crystal not only on the initial density but also on the

type of AN in tubes with a diameter of 100 mm ideality of the detonation behavior. For

and a wall thickness of 10 mm. Hlowever, the example, a high y value was obtained (y= 2 .5)
general trends are certainly applicable to other in our experiments for a nearly ideal deto-
en-deal" tendsiaeca nation. However, values as small as 1.9 were"non-ideal" explosives. found for non-ideal detonation of AN at
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DISCUSSION
3 DR. M. 'TELD, MBB-8898

Schrobenhausen, West Germany

The streak record, which was shown (not

1- detonating charge has a structure of a weaker

> /shock in the beginning, which is then
overtaken by a stronger shock wave after
about 10 mm run distance in the plexiglass

SI block. What causes this structure?
23 4 5 REPLY BY A. MIYAKE

Detonation velocity 'km/'s]
We are not sure the trace is related to the

Figure 4 Heiai.tnship Iehtuw,,en !)-tOoflutii Jvoical characteristics of a non-ideal detona-
Vehwity end 'y u/ AN tion. At th'e moment, we think that the

weaving trace is caused by the uneven
structure of the detonation front.

3 I)ISCUSSION

DR. R. SARRACINO, AECI,
Modderfontein 1645, South Africa

2 D.l)id you obtain velocity-time traces, and If
> so, what did they look like-specifically, for the

300 mm trail?

11_1_ _REPLY BY A. MIYAKE
0 100 200 300 The velocity-time traces were obtained

Inner diameter Mm' with resistance wire probes mounted in the
center and along the total length of 0-._ steel
tubes. First the overdriven shock wave of the

bikgturc 5 lRehnttnsh htu'enInnerI)iueter booster is observed and changes its form to a
and I of AN straight line from which the detonation

velocity is calculated. For large diameters
energies) N should be higher at the CJ state (300 mm) the shock wave generated by the
for pure AN than ANF(), and N'',,j -2 9 for AN booster is almost the same as the detonation
does not appear an unlit ely value velocity, and a constant velocity over the total

length of the tube is measured.
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SHOCK SENSIrIVITIES OF ENERGETPICAILY
SUBSTITUTEI) BENZOFUROXANS

May L. Chan and C. 1). Lind
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and

Peter Politzer
Department of Chemistry,
University of New Orleans
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The shock sensitivities of 7-amino-4,6-dinitrobenzofuroxan (ADNBF)
and 4,6-dinitrobenzofuroxan (DNBF.) were evaluated in both pressed
and castable compositions at the same volume percent of solid loading
(53 V percent). These test results were compared with the shock
sensitivity data obtained from comparable compositions containing
IlMX as the solid filler. The test configuration, sample preparation,
and chemical structure and sensitivity property relationships were
studied.

INTRODIUCTION generally lessens the processing hazards in
Ingredients presently used in the production and minimizes vulnerability to

explosive or propellant of conventional accidental initiation in transportation,

weapons systems have some performance or storage, and use. Desensitization through the

hazard-sensitivity deficiencies. New energetic use of elastomeric binder material is effectivehazrd-enstivty efiienies Ne enrgeic in improving resistance toward mechanical
ingredients offer the opportunity to improve dam provi des only meccesscin

the chemical energy while reducing hazardous damage, but provides only limited success in

properties. In the past, minimum effort has the area of reducing shock sensitivity. The

been devoted to the evaluation of new overall shock sensitivity of an energetic

ingredients early in the development cycle, composition is determined mainly by the
inherent shock sensitivity of the energetic

Iligh performance propellants and solid that is present in the formulation.
explosives constitute a class of energetic Current efforts in new energetic solids
composite materials that contain variousenegetc oli an bnde inreiens. he were to uncover promising ingredients
energetic solid and binder ingredients. The for energetic composites that will satisfyvulnerability properties of energetic propel- both the performance and in vulnerability
lants and explosives are determined by many
factors. Of these factors, the very important goals of future energetic propellants and
macroscopic and microscopic properties of the explosives.
composites have been the focus of continuing EXPERIMENTAl. RESUITS
study. I lowever, inherent sensitivity proper-
ties of individual ingredients also play a Energetic organic solids used for
determining role in the overall vulnerability conventional propellants contain mostly
characteristics of these materials. Shock nitro(-C-N0 2 ), nitramine (-N-NO 2 ) or nitrato
sensitivity is an important property of (-C-ON0 2 ) groups as the energetic functional-
energetic materials; reduced shock sensitivity ities. Ilowever, other functional groups, such
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as the unique furoxan ring structure can 69 kcal/mol), high-density energetic solid
also provide large amounts of chemical (1.9 g/cm 3 ) with a measured heat of formation
energy and high performance. ADNBF and of +36 kcal/mol. AI)NBF showed higher
DNBF are recently synthesized, energetic, calculated performance (Pcj = 310 Kbar)
substituted benzofuroxans.1,2 These as neat explosive than did DNBF (c =
compounds were scaled up in multi-pound 260 Kbar). DNBF is less thermally stable
quantities at the Naval Weapons (Eact = 36.79 kcal/mol) and less dense
Center.Energetic compositions containing (1.75 g/cm 3 ) than AI)NBF'. Ilowever, )N13
either AI)NBF or I)NBF were prepared to has slightly higher oxygen balance (OB 1 00 =
compare their shock sensitivity with that of -0.88) than ADNBF (OB 1 00 = -1.24). Where
comparable samples containing conventional OBloo is defined as the number of equivalents
high-explosive solid cyclotetramethylenetet- of oxidant per hundred grams of the solid
ranitraamine (I1MX). required to burn all hydrogen to water and all

carbon to carbon monoxide. Thus, DNI3F
Physical and Chemical Properties showed higher calculated specific impulse (lp

The physical and chemical properties of = 240 seconds) as monopropellant than did

AI)NBI" and l)NBF are listed in Tables I AI)NBF (Isp = 230 seconds). The safety

and 2. AI)NB 1is a thermally stable(lact," property data (Table 3) indicated that I)NBFI

Table I. Physical and Chemical Properties of A DNBF and DNBF

Properties A)NBF INBF

Molecular formula C6 1 13 0(;N 5  C6 11206N 4

Density, g/cm 3  1.902 1.752

Melting point0 C 270 (decomposition) 174

Phase change (-100°C to + 100°C) None None

I leat of formation, kcal/mol 36.79 48.8

Oxygen balance, OB1 00a -1.24 -0.88

Specific i mepulse, lspb 230 240

D)etonation pressure (Pcj)C, Kbar 310 260

a()i00o = 100(2NoNil-2Nc-2Ncoo)/mol. wt. where No, Nil, and N( represent the number of

atoms of each element in the molecule. N(O)() represents the carboxyl group.
bCalculated performance as monopropellant.
CCalculated performance as neat explosive.

Table 2. Thermal Properties of ADNBF and DNBF

TGA TGA Number DSC Peak
onset I% wt loss of onset exotherm Eact Log A

Sample 0C 0C exotherm 0C 0C kcal/mol sec-I

AI)NBI 253 263 3 264 269 69.0 23.9

273

278
)NB, 190 196 1 222 274 37.0 11.7
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is more impact sensitive than ADNBF and the attenuator, polymethyl methacrylate
that both are less impact sensitive than (PMMA), to find the 50 percent threshold
H MX. shock strength for initiation. This is a direct

scaledown of the NOL Large Scale Gap

Small-Scale Shock Sensitivity Test Test (LSGT). 5 Test results from the Small
Because the quantities of recently Scale Intermediate Gap Test and the LSGT

synthesized energetic materials were limited, were compared for a number of con-

a small-scale test was needed to measure ventional materials, as shown in Table 4. A

shock sensitivity. Therefore, a new, Small good correlation oftest results was obtained in

Scale Intermediate Gap Test, 4 developed at these two configurations.

the Naval Surface Warfare Center was Two sets of model compositions were
adapted to evaluate the shock sensitivities prepared for evaluation. The first set of
of experimental compositions containing new samples (see Table 5) used a castable binder
energetic solid material. The test configura- system to simulate castable service propel-
tion is illustrated in Figure 1. The shock lants; the samples contained 53 percent
stimulus is generated from the donor sys- (by volume) AI)NBF (18-19 pm), DNBF (18-
tem (two 2 inch OD pressed pentolite 19 pm), and IIMX (19-20 pm) in dioctyladi-
donors). One 1/2 inch diameter by 2 inch pate (DOA) plasticized hydroxyl-terminated
long sample is confined in a steel tube with an polybutadiene (HTBP) binder. The only
1/8 inch thick wall. A set of 20-25 sam- variable was the type of energetic solid used.
pies was tested with varying thicknesses of The results indicated that ADNBF based

Table 3. Safety Properties of ADNBF and DNBF

Impact, cma Friction Electrostatic
(50%, 2.5 kg) ABL (0.25 J)

AIDNBF 28-33 cm 10/10 NF 10/10 NF
(at 794 lbs)

I)NBF 16-19 cm 10/10 NF 10/10 NF

(at 1000 lbs)

'By comparison, tIMX 14 cm.

Table 4. Comparison of Small Scale Intermediate Gap Test and NOL Large Scale Gap Test

Density Small Scale NOL
g/cm 3  % TMD Intermediate Gap Test Large Scale Gap Testa

TNTb 1.58 94.9 1.92 in 1.95 in

(20.5 kbar)C (21.5 kbar)

TNT 1.62 98.1 1.807 in 1.80 in

(25 kbar) (25 kbar)

TATBb 1.82 94.5 0.92 in 0.78 in
(60 kbar) (65 kbar)

'Data obtained from Reference 4.
bI)ata obtained from Reference 3.
cPressure in PMMA.
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RP 80 DETONATOR

"PMMA DETONATOR

HOLDER
1 INCH 2.0 INCH O.D.

PRESSED PENTOLITE
1 INCH /1.569 G/CC

1 2.0 INCH O.D.

VARIABLE PMMA GAP

0.5 INCH x 2 INCH LONG SAMPLE

2 INCHES 0.750 INCH O.D.
STEEL TUBE

2.0 INCH O.D. PMMA

0.5 INCH PMMA SPACER

1- 0.437 INCH I.D.-I-
2 INCHES 3 INCH DIAMETER

STEEL WITNESS

BLOCK

Figure 1. Small Scale Intermediate Gap Test Configuration

"Table 5. A Comparison of Shock Sensitivity of Various Solid-Filled Compositions

Pressure

Vol. % Gap, in into sample Density
Sample solid (50% point) (kbar)a g/cm 3  %TMD

HTPB/IiMX 53 1.435 ± 0.009 42.58 1.43 99.9
IITPB/ADI)NBF 53 1.303 ± 0.020 46.96 1.44 99.9
IlTPB/DNBF 53 1.430 ± 0.009 42.76 1.36 99.9

aEstimated pressure in the PMMA (attenuator).

samples were less shock sensitive than the shock-to-detonation reaction in the DNBF
the shock sensitivity of DNBF or IIMX- or IIMX-filled material, but would not initiate
filled material at the same volume percent an ADNBF based composition.
loading, solid particle size (19-20 pm) and
high (99.99 percent) theoretical maxi- The second set of samples (see Tablc 6)
mum density (TMD). A 50 percent shock used pressed materials to simulate pressed
initiation pressure or 43 kbar would initiate service explosives. The samples contained
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Table 6. A Comparison of Shock Sensitivity of Various Pressed Compositions

Pressure
Wt. % Vol. % Gap, in into sample Density

Sample solid solid (50% point) (kbar)a g/cm 3  %TMD

EVAIHMX 97 93.55 1.866 ± 0.018 23.9 1.74 94.2
EVAIADNBF 97 93.45 1.862 ± 0.007 24.0 1.72 93.2
EVA/DNBF 97 94.60 2.343 ± 0.003 14.8 1.63 94.5

aEstimated pressure in the PMMA (attenuator).

+0.27H 0.012

97 weight percent ADNBF, l)NBF and IIMX, +0.31 H /
and 3 weight percent ethylene vinyl acetate. N-0.52 +0.13
All samples were pressed to 94% TMI). The50 - +0.03 0.02
percent initiation shock pressure was reduced -0.24 +0.20 y
from 43-47 kbar in the cast samples to 15-24 0
kbar in the pressed samples. The reduction is \+0. 18 " -- N-0.12
largely due to the presence of voids in the +0.02 +0.10
pressed materials. The introduction of voids -0.18 N /
into the sample during the pressing process 0
significantly degraded the resistance to shock 0.00 +0"
of the DNBF samples as compared to IIMX- or
ADNBF-filled materials. / N/ \0-°'

THEORETICAL CAIJCULATIONS -0.21 0

The new energetic solids, ADNBF and
DNBF, were subjected to abinitio self- ADNBF
consistent-fReld (SCF) molecular orbital cal-
culations by using the Gaussian 82 program -0.10
at the STO-3G level.6 '7 These calculations
coupled with X-ray crystallographic struc- 0
tures of these compounds 8'9'10 allows one to \ +0.13
calculate the atomic charges on each of the N -,
atoms in the molecule (as shown in Fig- -0.21 -0.03 0-0.02
ure 2) and the electrostatic potential at the.t +0.05
C-NO 2 bond midpoint, computed using the 0 . 18  / I
formula: +0.09 N-0. 12

Vmid =Q,/0.5 R + QnI0.5R It 001 O.07C 00
where Q, and Qn are the calculated charges -0.01
on the carbon and nitrogen and R is the bond +0.17 N,. --0.19
length. Vmid is given in atomic units (1 au / 0
27.21 eV). -0.20 0

It has been shown that, in a group of
nitroaromatics, the Vnids of the trigger DNBF
linkages (-C-NO 2) can be directly related to
the measured impact and shock sensitiv- Figure 2. Atomic Charges of ADNBF and
ity." When these techniques were applied DNBF
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to DNBF and ADNBF, the results showed that material for evaluation and Mr. S. Martin for
the Vmid values are 0.172 and 0.175 for DNBF shock sensitivity testing and Mr. A. Turner
and 0.143"and 0.155 for ADNBF (each and Mr. Will Carey, Jr., for sample
molecule has two C-NO 2 substitutions). The preparation.
Vmnid is a measure of bond lability toward
breakage, which is believed to be a critical REFERENCES
step in decomposition of energetic compounds. 1. Norris, W. P, 7-Amino-4,6-Dinitrobenzo-
These decompositions are the governing furoxan and Insensitive High Explosive,
chemical reactions for the initiation of impact NWC TP 6522, NWC, China Lake, CA,
and shock-to-detonation reactions. The n 1984.
difference between ADNBF and DNBF is the
presence of the -Nil 2 group in the ADNBF 2. Norris, W. P., Improved Synthesis of
molecule, but not in DNBF. The -Nil 2 group 7 - Amino - 4, 6 -Dinitrobenzofuroxan
stabilizes the aromatic ring through electron (ADNBF), NWC TP 6724, NWC, China
donating and reducing the Vm.id of C-NO 2  Lake, CA, May 1986.
bonds (decreased positive charges of carbon 3. Kamlet, M. J. and Jacobs, S. J., "Simple
and nitrogen atoms). It is this difference that Method of Calculating Detonation
made these bonds in ADNBF more Properties of C-II-N-O Explosives,"
resistant to breakage in thermal or other Journal of Chemical Physics, Vol.
chemical decomposition. This could be the 48,1968, p. 23.
reason that ADNBF is less impact and shock
sensitive and more thermally stable than 4. Forbes, J. W.; Bloom, G. H.; Von Holle,
i)NBF, as indicated by the experimental W. G.; Adolph, ti. G.; and Spivak, J. L.,
results. "Detonation Thresholds of Unusual

Explosives," Bulletin of American
CONCLUSIONS Physics Society, Vol. 33, No. 3, Mar 1988,

The new Small Scale Intermediate Gap p. 537.

Test provided a good tool for ranking the 5. Price, D.; Clairmont, A. R., Jr.; and
shock sensitivity of energetic compositions Erkman, J. 0., NOL Large-Scale Gap
containing new solids. ADNBF and DNBF Test. III Compilation of Unclassified
were chosen as examples of new solids. They Data and Supplementary Information for
were used to determine the formulationwere use to dete min th for ulaionInterpretation of Results, NOLTR 74-40,
strategy (i.e., sample preparation) and test itereakion of reut, NOT 74-40
methodology. The test results showed that W a v ir
DNBF or 1lMX are more impact and shock 1974.
sensitive than ADNBF. This finding was 6. Politzer, P.; Abrahmsen, L.; and Sjoberg,
supported by the calculated electrostatic P., "Effects of Amino and Nitro
potentials at the midpoint of C-NO 2 bonds in Substituents Upon the Electrostatic
these compounds as the measure of relative Potential of an Aromatic Ring," Journal
bond stability toward breakage. of the American Chemical Society, Vol.

These efforts will be continued to screen 106,1984, pp. 855-860.

for other new, less shock-sensitive energetic 7. Politzer, P.; Laurence, P. R.; Abrahmsen,
ingredients for future propellant and L.; Zilles, B. A.; and Sjoberg, P., "The
explosive formulations and to develop the Aromatic C-NO 2 Bond as a Site for
necessary technology base for chemical Nucleophilic Attack," Chemical Physics
structure/energy versus sensitivity properties Letters, Vol. I11, No. 1, 2, Oct 1984,
of energetic solid ingredients. pp. 75-78.
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"Structure of 4-Amino-5,7-dinitrobenz
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9. Prout, C. K.; Hlodder, 0. J. R.; and Ilave you considered the formation and
Viterbo, D.; "The Crystal and Molecular trapping of NO, in the crystal, giving rise to
Structure of 4,6-dinitrobenzofuroxan," more sensitive material? What specific tests
Acta Cryst.,B28, 1972, pp. 1523-1526. did you do to eliminate the second possibility

10. Ammon, 1l. L,. and Bhattacharjee, S. K., (NO,) and also to establish the so-called voids

"Crystallographic Studies of Hligh- that you said may be there?

Density Organic Compounds: 4-Amino- REPILY BY MAY L. CHAN
5- nitrobenzo I 1,2-c:3,4-c" bis 11,2,51 oxa-
diaxole 3,8-l)ioxide," Acta Cryst., B38, I agree with your comments to the effect
1982, p. 2498. that the recrystallization process for AI)NBF

removed or greatly reduced the amount of
11 Owens, F. J.; Jajasuriya, K.; Abrahmsen, physica def ets (int e d f se an d

L.; and Politzer, P., "Computational physical defects (internal voids, fissures) and
Analysis of Some Properties Associated chemical impurities (acetic acid or water) or

With the Nitro Groups in Polynitro- entrapped gases (N2, NO,, etc.) that are

aromatic Molecules," Chemical Physics present in the crude AI)NBF material. These
Letters, Vol. !116, No. 5, 1985. physical defects were known to be blamed forinitiation sites upon shock loading. This could

DISCUSSION be the reason that the compositions contain
the recrystallized ADNBF shown to be less

I. B MISHRA, Kanan Associates, Inc. shock sensitive than the ones containing
Churchville, MD 21028 unrecrystallized material. The other source of

Your -,hock sensitivity increases a great the problem was that the acetic acid and water
deal for non-recrystallized ADNrF as core- could interfere with the urethane cure
pared with crystallized ADNBF. You ascribe reaction in the castable binder system, and

pare wih crstalize AINBF' Yo ascibe these side reactions could also produce voids in
that to "perhaps" presence of glacial acetic the sape.

acid, consequent "uncured" sample. The

difference is too great to be due to the nature
of the cure.
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DETONATION AND SHOCK INITIATION PROPERTIES OF EMULSION
EXPLOSIVES

J. Lee, F. W. Sandstrom, B. G. Craig, and P. -A. Persson
Center for Explosives Technology Research/

Research Center for Energetic Materials
New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology

Socorro, New Mexico 87801

The detonation and shock initiation properties of water-based emulsion
explosives are described. The failure diameter and the detonation
velocity were measured as a function of initial density. The detonation
velocity as a function of density showed a markedly different behavior
from those of high energy monomolecular explosives. The failure
diameter increased exponentially with increasing density. At the
matrix density, 1.353 g/cm3 , the failure diameter was found to be larger
than 378 mm. Diameter effect curves were similar in trend to, but
much steeper in slope than, those of mono-molecular explosives. The
distance of run to detonation and the shock Hugoniot of the unreacted
explosive, at density 1.248 g/cm3 , were measured in wedge experiments.
From this, the unreacted Hugoniots for the emulsion matrix were
determined using the Mie-Griineisen equation of state. The Pop plot
showed that the emulsion explosive at density 1.248 g/cm 3 was less
sensitive than cast TNT.

INTRODUC'ITION explosives have replaced most other types of
cartridged or pumpable explosives and

Emulsion explosivesl 2 are widely used in blasting agents in the blasting industry.
the blasting industry. They are composite About a quarter of a billion kg of emulsion
explosives in which intimacy between oxidizer explosives and blasting agents are consumed
and fuel is achieved by high-shear mixing a hot yearly in the US alone.
aqueous solution of the oxidizer with a liquid Since each microballoon acts as a hot spot
or molten hydrocarbon fuel including an from which the chemical reactions start, the
emulsifying agent. A typical oxidizer is size and the number of microballoons have a
ammonium nitrate (AN), and typical fuels are profound effect on the detonation properties of
mineral ojis or waxes. By high-shear mixing, emulsion explosives. Hattori et al.3 reported
the concentrated solution of the nitrate salt inwatr i dipesedint pmsied upecooed that the detonation velocity of emulsion
water is dispersed into pro-sized supercooled explosives increased linearly with decreasing
liquid droplets, surrounded by a continuous microballoon size in unconfined charges while
phase of fuel. The final product, a water-in-oil it was nearly independent of microballoon size
emulsion, is surprisingly water-resistant. In
most applications the emulsion matrix can be
sensitized by adding hollow microballoons, The steady-state detonation and failure
typically 100 pm or less in diameter, rather phenomena of monomolectilar explosives have
than by explosive materials. A wide range of been studied extensively, but not much work
properties, including initiating sensitivity, can has been reported on emulsified composite
be obtained by simply changing the weight explosives. Yoshida et al. 4 studied the deto-
perceatage of microballoons. Emulsion nation and failure behavior of ammonium
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nitrate/sodium nitrate-based (AN/SN) emul- emulsifier (weight percentage). The cell size
sion explosives with a critical thickness of was from I to 5 lpm. The density was 1.353 ±_
about I mm at density 1.1 g/cm 3 . Lee and 0.003 g/cm 3 at 200C. The emulsion matrix was
Persson 5 used ammonium nitrate/calcium sensitized by adding microballoons, and the
nitrate-based (AN/CN) emulsion explosives, density of the resulting explosive was
where the failure diameter was about I Imm at controlled by the weight percentage of
density 1.1 g/cm 3 , to study the detonation microballoons. The microballoons were type
characteristics and the effect of microballoon C15/250, manufactured by 3M Coporation.
size. Their true density was about 0.15 g/cm 3 , with

The detonation velocity predicted theo- an average diameter of 70 pm. The weight
retically using the BKW equation of state6 for percentage of microballoons, x, is related to the

the reaction products has been used in many resulting explosive density by
applications. The predictions generally agree I00P mb(P e - p
well with experimental data of monomolecular x(2
high explosives. The predictions have been PO Pe - Pmb
reported to be considerably higher than the
ideal detonation velocities of most explosives where p), Pe, and Pmnb are densities of the
containing ammonium nitrate. 7  resulting explosive, the emulsion matrix and

The effect of charge diameter on the deto- microballoons, respectively.
nation velocity stems from the reaction zone
structure. For most explosives, the diameter DETONATION VELOCITY AND
effect curves are downward concave. These FAILURE DIAMETER
downward concave curves were reproduced MEASUREMENTS
theoretically by Bdzil. 8 Campbell andEngelke 9  All experiments were done with cylin-
showed that the diameter effect can be drical charges of emulsion explosives, with or
expressed as without microballoons. For unconfined small

A diameter charges with diameters ranging from
D = I), (I - ) (1) 21 to 102 mm, emulsion explosives containing

d d small amounts of microballoons were tested in

where 1) and Di are detonation velocities at a US standard schedule 40 PVC pipes. The

given diameter d and at infinite diameter, and experimental setup is shown in Figure la.

A and d, are fitting constants. For "unconfined" large diameter

The wedge testl° has been widely used to charges with diameters ranging from 203 to
378 mm, the emulsion matrix without micro-suyhenomena. sc tovdetinfonmationtasn need balloons was tested in PVC pipes with from 4

phenomena. It provides information needed to7m walhikes.Anmuinpae

for calibrating global kinetics models such as

Forest Fire, 1 which are needed for future wave generator (PWG) and a 13 to 25 mm thick
PBX-9501 booster were used to assurecalculations, as well as information on the detonation for all charges above the critical

mechanism, shock sensitivity, and detonation diameter. For confined charges with diameters
velocity. Bauer et al. 12 have reported wedge ranging from 126 to 255 mm, the emulsion
test results for several industrial type matrix without microballoons was tested in
emulsion and slurry explosives of proprietary mild steel pipes with wall thicknesses ranging

from 7 to 14 mm. An emulsion PWG and a 52

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEI)URES mm thick composition C-3 booster were useu
together as an initiator. For both confined and

Preparation of Emulsion Explosives unconfined charges, the experimental
configuration is shown in Figure lb. The

The formulation of the emulsion matrix physical dimensions and initiator systems of
used in this study was 77 AN/16 water/6 oil/I all the charges are listed in Table 1.
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Wedge Tests

The unreacted Hugoniot and the shock to

I detonation transition data for the 1.248 g/cm 3

2 2 emulsion were obtained using two different
2 3 wedge test configurations. The first of these, a

-- 4 buried self-lighting (B3SL) technique, uses a

relatively thin plexiglas plate set on edge to
form the wedge (actually a prism) profile, and

3 to define arrival time flashers for both initial
shock arrival and attenuator free-surface

5 velocity across a known gap. The wedge angle
was 300, and wedge heights of 19 and 30 mm
were used. The slant portion or wedge face of

4 the plate was coated with microballoons to
_indicate shock arrival times along the wedge

face. The upper edge of the plexiglas plate was
(a) (b) polished to give a window for viewing the

Figure I. Experimental Setups for Detonation wedge and flasher surfaces with a streak

Velocity Measurements. (a) Configuration for camera. After the plate was cemented to the
chares wth iameerslesstha 102mm: attenuator, a length of PVC pipe was used tocharges with diameters less than 102 mam: surround the plate forming a containment

i-detonator; 2-booster: 3-PVC pipe; 4 tank for the emulsion (Figure 2a). The

ionization pin assembly. (b) Configuration for emulsion was carefully loaded into the tank in

charges with diameters greater than 102 mm: emann to care loact ito the tank in

1-detonation; 2-emulsion plane wave lens; a manner to ensure contact with the bottoms of

3-booster, 4-PVC or mild steel pipe; 5' the wedge shaped window and tank, and to
minimize air bubbles. A typical streak cameraion ization pin assembly. record is shown in Figure 3a.

In the second wedge test configuration,
the explosive wedge or prism was formed by a
plexiglas box cemented to the attenuator,

wall resulting in a 22.50 wedge angle, 30 mm
diameter thickness length casing driver system height, and 60 mm width. While the sides,

20.9 2.9 305 PVC I back, and top flat portion of the wedge were
26.6 3.4 381 PVC I enclosed, the wedge face was left open. A shock
52.5 3.9 610 PVC I proceeding through the wedge compresses the
77.9 5.5 914 PVC 1 gas trapped in the microballoons in the

102.3 6.0 1219 Pvc 1 emulsion, which in turn luminesce upon shock
202.7 7.1 914 PVC 2 arrival at the wedge face. Consequently, we
315.9 4.0 914 PVC 3 call this the open face self lighting (OFSI,)
378.0 4.0 1016 PVC 3 technique. Initial shock arrival times and
125.7 14.0 915 steel 4 attenuator free-surface velocity across a known
146.0 11.4 991 steel 4 gap were again obtained using an arrival time
205.0 7.0 1626 steel 4 flasher block mounted adjacent to the wedge
255.0 9.3 1524 steel 5 toe (Figure 2b). The emulsion was carefully

I - 8 mm thick Detasheet loaded into the box just prior to shooting. A
2 - 203 mm PWG and 13 mm thick PBX 9501 uniform wedge face and well-defined toe were
3 - 316 mm PWG and 26 mm thick PBX 9501 obtained by removing excess material with a
4 - 203 mm PWG and 51 mm thick comp. C-3 straight edge. During loading and firing the
5 - 316 mm PWCr and 51 mm thick comp. C-3 entire plane wave lens/booster/attenuator/

wedge assembly was oriented so that the
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(a)

3 3

4 4

5 5

(a) (b)

Figure 2. Wedge Test Configurations. (a) BSL:
I -containment lank; 2-Plexiglas wedgelflasher;
3-attenuator; 4-explosive booster; 5-200 mm (b)
explosive plane wave generator. (b) OFSL:
1-wedge form container; 2-flasher block;
3-attenuator; 4-explosive booster; 5-200 mm
explosive plane wave generator.

weg face remained horizontal. A typical 1

streak camera record is shown in Figure 3b.

The OFSL technique was adopted to Figure 3. Typical Streak Camera Records.
address concerns about shock interactions Time increases to the right. (a) BSL; (b) OFSL.
between the emulsion and the plexiglas
window used in the BSI. technique, and also to were characterized for wave planarity and
investigate the effect of a 30° wedge angle vs a pressure uniformity at the attenuator output
22.5' wedge angle. Shots with identical driver surface. For the central 120-140 min diameter
systems, using each of the two configurations, of a typical driver system, the wave simul-
yielded the same nominal data. Additionally, taneity was within 100 ns; and pressure uni-
since the light emitted from the wedge face is formity, determined from free surface velocity
not quenched as in the BSL test, it was hoped measurements, varied smoothly and from shot
that this technique would better define where to shot by no more than 10 percent of the
transition-to -detonation takes place. Unfor- nominal pressure.
tunately, the light generated by the shock
microballoons is so intense that it does not RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
distinguish between shocks and detonations at
practical camera exposure, Detonation Velocity Data and Analysis

The shock driver sy.•tcms used in each The detonation velocity, as a function of
test, consisted of a 200 mm diameter plane initial density for emulsion explosives at
wave generator developed and manufactured various diameters, is shown in Figure 4. These
at New Mexico Tueh/CETR, a booster explo- curves showed a marked difference from those
sive at least 25 .am thick, and a 6 to 18 mm of monomolecular explosives. As the initial
thick plexiglas attenuator. Prior to perform- density increased, the detonation velocity
ing the wedge tests, several of the driver systems increased to its maximum far below the
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theoretical maximum density, rapidly infinite diameter with fixed diameter curves in
decreased, and then failed. The failure Figure 4. The calculated detonation velocity
diameter increased with increasing density. was slightly higher than the velocity at
The density at which the maximum detona- infinite diameter, but within the tested range
tion velocity was attained increased with of density. The difference was less than
increasing diameter. The difference between 0.35 mm/ps and decreased with increasing
the detonation velocity extrapolated to infinite density. Thus, at large charge diameter, the
diameter and that at a finite diameter emulsion explosives used in this study can be
increased with increasing density. considered to detonate close to ideal.

The detonation velocities at infinite Lee and Persson 5 for AN/CN emulsion
diameter with respect to initial density fitted explosives and Yosida et al.1 3 for AN/SN
well to the linear relationship: explosives reported that the velocity at infinite

diameter was considerably lower than the
) =-0.152 +5.383p, 3 BKW code calculations. The relative

where D. is the detonation velocity at infinite performance of the three types of emulsion

diameter in mm/ps and p is the initial density explosives mentioned above is compared in

in g/cm 3 . The reason for the negative inter- Figure 5. The major differences between the

cept and the very large value of slope in AN emulsion explosive used in this study and

Equation (3) is due to the increasing weight the AN/CN and AN/SN ones were in the

percentage of microballoons with decreasing composition of the oxidizing salt system and in

density. For most monomolecular explosives, the oxygen-balance. The AN emulsion explo-

the )X vs p curve shows a linear relationship, sives were slightly carbon-rich and the others

but the intercept at p=0 is in a range from 1.5 were oxygen-balanced. One possible explana-
to 2.0, and the slope is about 3.5. tion for the non-ideal behavior of both AN/CN

and AN/SN explosives is that the metallic salts

The detonation velocity calculated by the (CN and SN) decompose endothermically and
BKW code using the BKW equation of state with solid reaction products. Possibly this
with the RDX parameter set is compared with leads to a more sluggish decomposition of the
the ideal detonation velocity extrapolated to CN and SN salts, and consequently they may

behave as inerts. Miron et al. 1 4 reported

recovery of 60 to 100 wt percent of the original
SN, and significant portions of intermediate

7 products of original CN for a variety of granu-

00 lar, gelatinous, and water gel formulations.

6 - c

a 31.--1.0

--3--102.3 •o
-3- 0 AN Emulsion2i ---- 77.9 0 0.* AN/CN Emulsion

2 *- 52.5 o AN/SN Emulsion

S...-. 26.6

5 1,1

-E-- 20.9 o 0. 0.0 0.6 0.7 0.8 0/.9 E .o

0 P/P . ,,
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5p (g/cc) Figure 5. Relative Performance of Three Types

Figure 4. Detonation Velocity as a Function of of Emulsion Explosives Compared to BKW
Initial Density of the AN Emulsion Explosive Calculations
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The diameter effect curves of the AN
emulsion explosive at various densities are
shown in Figure 6. The curvf, at 1.288 g/cm 3

density was downward concave, while the other 7

curves for densities lower than 1.288 g/cm 3

were straight. The straight curves are expected - -

to become downward concave at diameters 9 * .* - -t-. - ---

near failure. The downward concavity is "
common in heterogeneous explosives and it has *4"E P (9/©©)

also been seen for AN/CN emulsion explo- E 3 - 1.286

sives.5 The downward concavity may be due to 0 -o- 1.253

a hot spot mechanism, 9,15 17 or when a two- 2 .......- 1.223

dimensional steady-state solution is no I -iger 1 1.081

possible.8 The straight diameter effect curves . 1.000
S.ere fitted into Equation (1) with d, = 0, 0.0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05

which is identical to the diameter effect 1/d (1/mm)
equation proposed by Eyring et al. 18 Fitting
constants, Di and A, are listed in Table 2. Figure 6. Charge Diameter Effect Curves of the

Even though the shape of diameter effect AN Emulsion Explosive

curves of the emulsion explosives were similar
to those of monomolecular explosives, the deto- Table 2. Fitting Constants for Diameter Effect

nation velocity observed near failure was as Curves
much as 50 percent lower than the ideal
velocity; for monomolecular explosives, such as density Di A
HMX and RDX, the failure velocity is (g/cm 3 ) (mm/ps) (mm)
generally no more than 15 percent less than 1.000 5.202 11.306
the ideal velocity. 1.081 5.681 16.922

The failure diameters of the emulsion 1.140 6.025 26.155

explosives at various densities were measured 1.223 6.478 49.788
in PVC pipes (US standard schedule 40), and 1.253 6.530 69.956
are given in Figure 7. The failure diameter
rapidly increased with increasing density. The
failure diameter data are fitted by the equation:

df = 14.1 + 4.35x10-15exp(28.47p), (4) 250 227

where df is the failure diameter at a density p. 200/
Equation (4) predicts the failure diameter of
the emulsion matrix without microballoons (p 150. Go
= 1.35 g/cm 3 ) as 227 mm. Tests of the emul- E
sion matrix were subsequently made in a E
378mm diameter, 4 mm wall thickness PVC "o 100
pipe; and a 255 mm diameter, 9.3 mm wall
thickness mild steel pipe. In both tests, ioniza-
tion pin records showed that the detonation 50 Fall

was decaying, with a velocity of about --

2.1 mm/ps at the end of the charge. Thus, the 0 1 ,
failure diameter of the matrix could not be 1.20 1.25 1.30 1.35

estimated by Equation (4) from emulsion (
explosives containing a large number of Figure 7. Failure Diameter of the AN Emulsion
microballoons. Explosive as a Function of Initial Density
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Equation (4) fails near the matrix density velocity is close to the final velocity. The small
1-cause an emulsion matrix can be considered change between initial and final velocity
as a homogeneous explosive; accordingly, a results in increased significance of typical non-
different mechanism dominates if a steady uniformities inherent in explosive plane wave
detonation is even possible. As discussed by generators. These can be tolerated with more
Campbell et al., 15' 16 in a homogeneous explo- sensitive or higher energy materials. This
sive, such as nitromethane or liquid TNT, the would also explain, to some extent, the lack of
chemical reaction is triggered by the bulk constancy or a systematic variation in final
heating caused by the shock compression. In a detonation velocity with increasing initial
heterogeneous explosive containing a large shock pressure.
number of density discontinuities, the chemi- The initial shock pressure and distance of
cal reaction is triggered by hot spots created by run to detonation data for the 1.248 g/cc
the interaction of the shock wave and the emulsion, along with the Pop plots for several
density discontinuities. Evidently, hot spots other explosives, are illustrated in Figure 8.
are important in detonation, as well as in The noints with arrows on the right of the plot
initiation, corner turning, and failure diameter. are shots that did not transit to detonation

Another feature of the emulsion matrix, within the 30 mm wedge height. It is
is that the predicted Chapman-Jouguet interesting to note that a linear fit to the data
temperature is low--less than 1300 K. The (solid line in Figure 8) fails to accommodate
unrcacted shock temperature of the emulsion the two points where transition was not
matrix, when driven by Comp C-3, is esti- observed. For this ,eason, a curved fit to the
mated to be 960 K by the Walsh and Christian data (dashed line in Figure 8) is hypothesized
Method. 19 This low value for the shock tern- to account for the two outlying points, which in
perature of the emulsion matrix also points turn implies a high threshold pressure and
towards long reaction times, shock insensitiv- extremely long runs to detonation near that
ity, and a very large failure diameter for high pressure. In any case, both the linear and
order detonation at ambient temperature. curved fits to the data indicate that the shock

sensitivity of the emulsion is less than that of
Wedge Test Data and Analysis cast TNT, which is supported by our obser-

The initial shock pressures, urreacted vation of a larger failure diameter for the
tugoniot points, distance of run to detonation, emulsion than for the cast TNT. The general

final detonation velocities, and type of wedge trend of the Pop plot for the 1.248 g/cm 3

test configuration used for seven wedge shots emulsion contrasts sharply to the Pop plot for
on the 1.248 g/cm3 emulsion are listed in Emulsion "C" reported by Bauer et al.1 2
Table 3. The space (x) and time ls data Emulsion "C" is described as a large failure

Tabl 3.Thespae () ad tme t) ata diameter, non-cap sensitive product con-
obtained from steak camera records of the ding n onap sensithe product 3wedge shots were reduced using the methods taining glass microballoons; the 1.248 g/cm 3

wedg shts ere edued singthemetods emulsion described here is also non-cap sensi-described for Technique 4 in Reference 10. It is euso ecie eei lonncpsninoted that the final or detonation velocities are tive. Similarly, the Pop plot for a cap sensitive
consistently below the steady-state velocity 1.06 g/cm 3 AN/CN emulsion containing
expected from Equation (3) (6.57 mms/sl), approximately 5 weight percent microballoons

reported by Anthony, 20 contrast sharply with
While the initial shock pressure data are the Pop plots reported by Bauer et al. for

accurate to better than 5 percent, the Emulsions "A" and "B". These materials are
transition points given are subject to a greater described as cap sensitive products, containing
percentage of error. This is due largely to a glass microballoons, and 3 and 5 percent
lack of a well-defined transition point on the aluminum, respectively. Bauer et al. do not
film records; the initial shock amplitudes give any further information as to composi-
required to obtain a transition within the tions or densities of their emulsions, nor is any
wedge height are quite close to the final or data provided on unreacted Hugoniots or
detonation state, thus, the initial shock detonation performance.
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Table 3. Wedge Test Data for the 1.248 g/cm3 Emulsion Explosive Containing 1 Wt Percent
Microballoons

Attenuator Initial Shock Parameters Coordinateso Final Velocity
Detonation FnlVlct

Shot Technique
Ufs P upo Uso x* t* D

(mm/ps) (GPa) (mni/ps) (mm/ps) (mm/ps) (ps) (mm/ps)

88LE-036 OFSL30 3.10 9.38 1.48 5.07 >30 >5.8 -

88LE-037 OFSL 30 3.37 10.48 1.66 5.05 >30 >5.6 -

88LE-031 BSI, 30 3.45@ 11.03 1.68@ 5.26 22.8 4.2 6.26

88LE-038 OFSL30 3.55 11.58 1.72 5.38 13.4 2.4 5.94

88LE-032 BSL30 3.56 11.59 1.72 5.39 13.6 2.5 5.86

88LE-027 BSLI9 3.83 13.00 1.85 5.64 9.7 1.7 5.89

88LE-029 BSL 19 4.27 15.60 2.05 6.09 7.8 1.3 6.19

@ Values based on ratio of attenuator thickness to booster explosive thickness and type. The measured
value of attenuator uf, was 3.80 mm/ps, which results in a up, of1.89 mm/ps and P, of 12.4 GPa.

We feel, from a hazards point of view, that
the concave upward or the flatter Pop plots
(i.e., large changes in distance of run with
small changes in initial shock pressure) for the

S' 1.248 and 1.06 g/cm 3 emulsions are more
30 l representative of the shock initiation charac-

teristics of these materials. The good safety
a record achieved by industry in using these

1- materials would support this conclusion. On
M ---.. ------ - the other hand, Bauer et al. were able to

C ---- simulate the go/no go response of their
emulsions when subjected to impact by 13 mm•. 2 diameter x 13 mm long brass projectiles with a

0
I " two-dimensional reactive hydrocode incor-

Sporating Forest Fire reaction kinetics. While
Z . 4 k the results of their simulations agreed quite

6 • well with the experiments, the criteria for a go
6 * response was whether or not the material

being impacted decomposed.

The experimentally determined U. - up

4 -30 points for the unreacted Hugoniot of the4 10 3 1.248 g/cm 3 emulsion are illustrated in
DiSTANCE TO DETONATiON (M) Figure 9a. A linear least squares fit of the data

Figure 8. Pop-plot Data Points for 1.248 g/cc is expressed by

Emulsion With Linear Fit (Solid Line) and U = 2.04 + 1.92u (5)
Hypothetical Curved Fit (Dashed Line); Pop- s

plots for Cast TNT,' 0 Emulsions A, B, and C, for 5.05 -< U, !5 6.09 mm/ps. The unreacted
AN/CN Emulsion, and PETN'0  Ilugoniot of the emulsion matrix at density
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1.353 g/cm, 3 was obtained from the above Us -
up points by using the Mie-GrUneisen equation
of state, with the GrUneisen gamma formulated
by Oh and Persson. 2 1 The U. vs up relationship 1
of the emulsion matrix was assumed to be 7 2
straight line. The shock HIugoniot of the
emulsion matrix is expressed by 6

3

U =2.55 + 2.Olu. (6) s 5 (a)
S ~p 2

From the unreacted Ilugoniot of the Ematrix, the unreacted tlugoniots of emulsion -

explosives at densities 1.248 and 0.945 g/cm3 3

were calculated. The unreacted Hugoniots are 2

shown in Figure 9; 9a for Us vs up Hugoniot
and 9b for p vs v Hugoniot. In Figure 9b, the
Hugoniot and the isentrope of the reaction
products of the emulsion explosive at density o0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
1.248 g/cm 3 , calculated by the BKW code, are up (mm/as)
also presented. On the unreacted Hugoniot the
pressure at the von Neumann spike was
calculated to be 19 GPa. 2

CONCLUSIONS 30 1-i3

The detonation behavior of the water-in-
oil emulsion explosive studied is markedly
different from that of monomolecular explos- 20o N 4
ives: the behavior becomes more nonideal, and
the failure diameter increases, as the initial . (b)
density increases. The extrapolated ideal CJ
velocities are in good agreement with the |
theoretical calculations using the BKW code,
especially at high densities. Hot spots are
important in detonation, as well as the
initiation, of this explosive. -5

C0 . 4  0.6 0.6 1.0The Pop plot of the emulsion explosive V (/e.c)
showed that the emulsion explosive is less
sensitive than cast TNT, and the plot may be
concave upward, which implies a relatively Figure 9. ( lugonsots of AN Emulsion Explo-
high threshold pressure for shock initiation. sloes. (a) Unreacted Hugoniots in the U P vs
Regardless, the runs to detonation are plane; I-for 1.353 g/cm emulsion matrix;2-for

predicted to be very long for pressures below 1.248 g/cm emulsion explosive including data
8 GPa. Considerations of the reaction zone points; 3-for 0.945 g/cm emulsion explosives.
and initial shock temperature, and limited (b) Unreacted emugoniots in the P vs v; 1-for
experiments suggest that the matrix material .353sg/cm 3 emulsion matrix; 2-for 0.248 g/cm3

will not detonate at charge diameters below emulsion explosive; for 0.945 g/cm 3 emulsion
378 mm without a sensitizer, hot spot source, explosive; 4-ptugoniot and isentrope of the
or elevated temperature. reacted products of the emulsion explosive at

density 1.248 g/cm 3 , calculated by the BKW
It is very difficult to find useful and repro- code; 5-Rayleigh line for detonation velocity of

ducible experimental data for industrial type 6.66 mm/ps; N-von Neumann spike; CJ-
explosives. In this paper, we have presented Chapman-Jouguet point.
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data that has been obtained over the last few LA-3704, Los Alamos National Lab., Los
years. However, considerable work still needs Alamos, NM, Jul 1967.
to be done to fully characterize the behavior of 7. Mader, C. ., Numerical Modeling of
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REPLY BY B. G. CRAIG to examine the behavior of this type of

AND F. W. SANDSTROM emulsion in the wedge test. The simulations
reproduce the experimental observations of a

Measurement of a threshold pressure for lack of a definite transition point in the shock
initiation would be desirable as well as a front location versus distance or time.
challenge. We point out that our failed efforts There is a smooth and gradual buildup to
to establish a detonation in large charges of Te reais ansmoot and gradual bid
unsensitized emulsion at ambient temperature extent of reaction profiles, and of the location
strongly suggest that the threshold for this of reaton prone, and o the an
material exceeds the calculated von Neumann the sonic n al faild to gie anspik prssue. hatisit ppers he ase unambiguous criterion that could be used tospike pressure. That is, it appears the base determine when detonation was reached.

emulsion will not propagate detonation at
ambient temperature unless strongly over- The success of initiation experiments
driven. Additional effort on this interesting such as the wedge test, and of failure experi-
facet of the emulsion is planned. ments such as the cone test, depends on there
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being a strong dependence of the reaction rate lead to the same value for either case. For most
upon the local pressure or temperature. This is explosives, the diameter effect curves are
true for "ideal" explosives. However, for com- quadratic theoretically,' but it can be approxi-
posite "nonideal" explosives, mass diffusion is mated very well by a straight line at relatively
more important, and the reaction rate no large diameters. We have not found any exper-
longer shows the same degree of acceleration imental evidence to contradict that behavior in
with increasing pressure or temperature. the emulsion explosives we investigated. The

Experiments designed for ideal explosives extrapolated ideal velocity agrees well with
the theoretical calculated value by the BKWare not always appropriate for nonideal code: 5.23 mm/ps extrapolated value com-

explosives, pared to 5.55 mm/lps for the BKW calculation

REPLY BY J. LEE, at a density of 1.000 g/cm 3 and 6.59 mm/ps

F. W. SANDSTROM, AND extrapolated value compared to 6.68 mm/ps at

P.-A. PERSSON 1.253 g/cm 3.

The failure diameter is strongly affected We agree with your comments on

by confinements. The failure diameter of an initiation behavior of a composite nonideal

unconfined charge will be larger than that explosive. The emulsion explosive which we
measured in a PVC tube. The purpose of our investigated required very high initial shock

experiments was to estimate the failure pressure and showed a smooth and gradual

diameter of the unsensitized emulsion matrix, transition to detonation. The detonation veloc-
which is difficult to measure experimentally, ity estimated from the streak camera record
by extrapolation from experimental values at was much lower than that extrapolated from a
lower densities to the matrix density. The number of rate stick experiments, suggesting

detonation velocity in a PVC tube will be that the steady-state may not have reached in

higher than that of an unconfined charge. The the wedge shots.

diameter effect curve, detonation velocity (D)
as a function of charge diameter (d) in the D vs. REFE RENCE TO REPLY
d1 plane, for charges in PVC tubes will also
have a different slope from that for unconfined 1. Bdzil, J. B., "Steady-State Two-
charges. lowever, the extrapolation of the Dimensional Detonation," Journal of
diameter effect curve to infinite diameter will Fluid Mechanics, Vol. 108, 1981, p. 195.
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EFFECT OF PRESSURE ON SHOCK SENSITIVITY OF EMULSION
EXPLOSIVES
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and
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Research Supervisor, Pittsburgh Research

Center, U.S. Bureau of Mines
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15236 USA

Effect of static pressure on emulsion explosives (EE) containing glass
microballoons (GMB) was studied. The shock sensitivity of EE after
they were subjected to pressure was determined by cap sensitivity exper-
iments. The pressure effect on detonation velocity was measured using
continuous rate probe. The stability of emulsion was judged by Dif-
ferential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC). An optical microscope was
used to study the effect of pressure on the emulsion matrix. Cap
sensitivity experiments indicate that pressure above 700 psi makes EE
insensitive to cap. A decrease in detonation velocity was observed in
pressurized explosives. DSC thermograms of normal emulsion did not
show freezing of water above -40*C, whereas explosive pressurized
above 500 psi showed freezing point of water at -33*C. Thermograms of
pressurized sample showed peaks corresponding to ammonium nitrate
phase transitions, which were absent in normal sample. Optical micro-
scopic study clearly indicated that the detonation failure in pressurized
emulsion was due to emulsion breakage, and not to breakage of GMB.

INTRODUCTION applied pressure: dynamic and static. The
main causes for desensitization are:

Explosives lose their detonation sensitiv-
ity for vario'is reasons like storage conditions; 1. During delay blasting, the pressure
storage time; temperature; and pressure,1  resulting from the detonation of an explo-
which in turn affect the detonation velocity, sive charge in one borehole can affect the
burning properties, and performance of an adjacent undetonated explosive charge.

explosive. Studies on pressure desensitization 2. If the initiation energy for propagation is
of water-based explosives 2 4 indicate that the not sufficient, the explosive may undergo
applied pressure brings only temporary dynamic compression from the initiating
changes in gel structure, whereas emulsion charge.
explosives (EEs) undergo permanent density 3. Because of bad drillingor very fragile rock
change due to compression, and they become medium, the adjacent borehole may col-
insensitive to shock. There are two types of lapse and thereby pressurize the charge.
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4. The stemming as well as the natural Table 1. Material Composition of Emulsion
hydrostatic pressure can also create pres- Matrix
sure on the bottom charge.

The hazards associated with pressure Material Wt. %
desensitization (dynamic or static) are many.
In the case of EEs applied pressure reduces Ammonium nitrate 65.0
initiation sensitivity. The pressurized charge Sodium nitrate 15.0
either fails to undergo detonation, or shows a 11.0
low detonation reaction. The low detonation
may result in a dangerous phenomenon Sobitan monooleate 2.0
"deflagration" which is a serious problem in Elfacos ST-37 1.0
coal mining operations. On the other hand, the Paraffin 4.0
unreacted explosive can remain in the muck 2.0
pile, which might later lead to accidental
explosion, and create a safety problem for
mining personnel.

Recently, work was done at the Bureau of were taken out and stored in magazines at
Mines on dynamic pressure desensitization. 5  ambient temperature for 24 hours for further
It was found that water-in-oil (W/O) EEs experiments.
undergo desensitization far more rapidly than Detonation velocity. One normal car-
water gels under transient shock pressure. tridge (donor) was used in conjunction with a
Previous researchers assumed that the pres- pressurized cartridge (acceptor), and both were
sure desensitization may be due to the wrapped in thick brown paper. A 13-inch long
breakage of glass microballoons (GMB) present continuous rate probe was fixed on the surface
in emulsion matrix, but a detailed study is not of the explosive, and the donor cartridge was
available on the mechanism of desensitization. initiated by a No. 6 cap. A Nicolet oscilloscope
In this context, more detailed study is No. 97 was used to determine the detonation
warranted on understanding the causes for velocity. The arrangement is shown in
shock insensitivity of pressurized EEs. Figure 1.

In the present study, pressure desensiti- Cap Sensitivity. The pressurized car-
zation experiments were carried out on aged tridges were stored at room temperature for
(3-9 months) EEs. The shock sensitivity was 24 hours before firing with the No. 6 cap. In
determined by cap sensitivity experiments, the case of complete detonation, none of the
The detonation velocity was measured using a cartridge was left, whereas part of the
continuous rate probe. Optical microscope, cartridge was left unreacted in the case of
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), and incomplete detonation.
conductometry were applied to judge the
emulsion stability.

CONTINUOUS RATE PROBE
EXPERIMENTAL DETONATOR TO

Material WR

T he com position of em ulsion m atrix is / "ý1 " . ,
shown in Table 1. DOOR ACCEPTOR

Equipment

Pressurization. The whole cartridge
was placed in a suitable steel bomb and pres-
surized with compressed air. The pressure was Figure 1. Arrangement of Cartridges for Deto-
released after some time, and the cartridges nation Velocity Measurement
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DSC. A Perkin-Elmer DSC-4 was used. 1200 m/s, respectively. A gradual decrease in
Aluminum cups (P.E. Part No. 0219-0041) the velocity was observed as the pressure was
andhigh pressure gold-plated cups (P.E. Part increased. A decrease in the velocity within
No. 0419-0205) were used. Intracooler-I was the cartridge was also noticed (see Figure 2).
used for the low temperature study. Analysis In the case of explosives pressurized at 1000
was carried out under nitrogen atmosphere. and 1250 psi, an incomplete detonation was

Optical Microscope. A E-Leitz ortho- observed and a portion of the cartridge was

plan microscope with a phase contrast facility unreacted. It appears that the explosive

was used. A Polaroid camera was used for undergoes a drastic change when the applied

taking photographs. pressure is above 500 psi. It is presumed that if
one cartridge, pressurized (above 500 psi) by

Conductivity Measurement. Fisher some means, was filled along with normal
conductivity meter model-152 was used for cartridges in a borehole, it might pose a
measuring the electrical conductivity of EEs problem of incomplete detonation.
before and after pressurization. Two hundred
g's of deionized and double distilled water was Cap Sensirrit Capsensitvy eerments were carried out on pressurized EEs
weighed accurately and poured into a clean, using the No. 6 cap. The results are presented
dry 250 ml glass beaker, and 0.5 g of explosive in Table 2. These results show that pressure
was weighed accurately, added to the beaker, above 500 psi desensitizes the charge. About a
and stirred well for 2 minutes using a magnetic 4- to 5-inch cartridge was left unreacted when
stirrer. A conductivity measurement of the the explosive was pressurized at 750 and
aqueous layer was taken after 10 minutes. 1000 psi. It was stated earlier that a complete

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION detonation was observed up to a pressure of
850 psi, although there was a considerable

Detonation Velocity Measurement decrease in detonation velocity. This differ-
ence may be due to different firing conditions.

Pressurized cartridges were stored for In detonation velocity measurements the
24 hours at room temperature before shooting. pressurized cartridge was preceded by a
The detonation velocity of the pressurized normal cartridge, whereas in cap sensitivity
explosive was compared to unpressurized experiments only the No. 6 cap was used for
explosive. The oscilloscope traces of time initiation.
versus voltage are shown in Figure 2. The
normal EEs showed a velocity of 5000± 100 m/s Thermal Analysis
before it was pressurized. The same explosive, Thermal Sensitivity and Decomposi-
when pressurized at 125, 250, 500, 650, 750, Therml jentivity an d Decom o
and 850 psi for 5 minutes, showed detonation tion Enerf. The objective of the study was to
velocities of 5000, 5000, 4650, 3800, 3400, and see the effect of pressure on thermalsensitivity. DSC thermograms were recorded

10
o psi--, L 6S psi Table 2. The Cap Sensitivity Results on

SO0 psi lj..so psi PressurizedEE

1000 psi Pressurized for
S1200 psi 5 min (psi) Firing Results

0 p 125 Complete detonation

o 48 72 96 120 250 Complete detonation
T IME ,s 500 50% Pass

Figure 2. Oscilloscope Traces of Time Vs. 750 Incomplete Detonation
Volts for the Determination of Detonation 1000 Incomplete detonation
Velocity of Pressurized EE
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on pressurized samples and compared with -45°C; whereas samples pressurized at 750 and
unpressurized samples. Slow heating rates 1000 psi, and a sample left over during cap
and open aluminum cups provided little infor- sensitivity experinments showed a freezing point
mation regarding decomposition temperature of water at -34, -33, and -32°C, respectively.
and energy. Good thermograms were obtained This explains that the applied pressure has a
with gold-plated high pressure cups. The noticeable effect on the freezing point of water
results appear in Table 3. It is apparent from in EEs. The samples pressurized at 125, 250,
the inception temperature that the thermal and 500 psi did show freezing of water when
sensitivity decreases with applied pressure. they were kept isothermal at -45°C. All the
The areas under the curves were measured samples heated from -45°C to 0°C at a 50 min-1

with a planimeter, and the decomposition rate, gave a melting point of water at -30TC.
energy (AH) was estimated after calibrating This indicates that once the water freezes, the
the instrument with high purity Indium. The emulsion matrix is affected, irrespective of
results show that the applied pressure applied pressure.
decreases the decomposition energy. The peak High Temperature Study. Pure ammo-
heights, which are proportional to the reaction nium nitrate (AN) shows phase transition
rates, decreased as applied pressure increased. temperatures 6 at -16.9, 32.3, 84.2, and 125.2°C.
The decrease in reaction rate, thermal sensi- In EEs, AN will be in a liquid or semisolid
tivity, and decomposition energy indicates that state with no definite crystal structure. Good
the fine bubble structure of dispersed phase in emulsion when heated from 300c to Mre. does
W/O EEs is affected by applied pressure. not show AN phase transitions. The effect of

Low Temperature Study. A good EE pressure on the emulsion stability was studied
shows very low freezing temperature of water by recording DSC thermograms between 30
present in the matrix. This is mainly due to and 1500C with 10°min-1 rate. The heating
the very fine particle size of dispersed aqueous thermograms of a sample pressurized at 750
phase. A low temperature study on pres-
surized explosive was carried out using DSC to
see the pressure effect on the emulsion stabil- $AM'PLI E ULSION E'.PLOSIVE
ity. About 30.0 mg sample weighed into an I1 AS RECEIVED
aluminum cup was cooled from +20°C to -45°C a PRESSURIZED AT 750 PSI
at a 50 min-' heating rate. Unpressurized sam- z 3 PRESSURIZED AT 1000 PS I
pies, samples pressurized at 125, 250, and 1

Z 1500 psi, did not show freezing of water before
0

Table 3. Thermal Characteristics of EEs 2

Inception X E
Sample Temperature (*K) AH (J/g) Am

$.- 331. Normal 530.5 452.5 0

2. Pressurized 538.0 386.3 w
at 125 psi

3. Pressurized 545.5 253.5 31
at 250 psi

4. Pressurized 557.5 242.0 30 $0 70 10 110 130 ISO
at 500 psi TEMPERATURE.* C

5. Pressurized 553.0 237.7
at 1000 psi Figure 3. Heating Thermograms of Normal

and Pressurized EEs
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and 1000 psi were recorded and compared with 800, 900, 1100, and 1250 psi for 5 min. Fig-
an unpressurized sample. The thermograms ure 5 shows the photomicrographs of:
are shown in Figure 3. The cooling thermo- (a) unpressurized sample, (b) sample pres-
grams are shown in Figure 4. Cooling curves surized at 125 psi, (c) sample pressurized at
showed more resolved peaks compared to 250 psi, (d) sample presE urized at 500 psi,
heating curves. Pressurized samples showed (e) sample pressurized at 750 psi, and (f) sample
peaks corresponding to AN (peaks I, 1I, and III) pressurized at 1000 psi.
which were absent in unpressurized samples. The photomicrographs of emulsion:
In addition to ammonium nitrate phase tran-
sition peaks, other small peaks in EEs may be (a) desensitized by shock wave (underwaterdue o hdrocrbos. his tud estblihes test), (b) failed to undergo detonation due todue to hydrocarbons. This study establishes bad quality, and (c) GMB separated from
the criteria to distinguish bad and good badsquait ad (c) smplepare fromemulsions by monitoring their breakage pressurized (1250 psi) sample are shown in
during pressurization, followed by the crystal- Figure 5(g), 5(h), and 5(i), respectively. Thelization of AN and other salts present in the unpressurized sample showed a homogeneous
system. background with scattered GMB. As thepressure increased from 125 to 1250 psi, the

Optical Microscopic Study. An optical background became globular. The size of the
microscope was used to monitor the physical bubble increased up to 600 psi, and emulsion
changes that occurred during pressurization, breaks when the pressure is above 600 psi. In
Two sets of experiments were carried out. In the second type of experiment with pressure at
one set of experiments pressure was varied 1000 psi and varying time, it is clear from the
from 0 to 1250 psi, keeping the time constant. photographs that the changes taking place
In another set of experiments, pressure was during pressurization are very fast, and
kept constant and time was varied from 15 complete breakage occurs even in 15 seconds.
to 240 seconds. The samples examined were This suggests that dynamic pressure coming
pressurized at 125, 250, 400, 500, 600, from an adjacent borehole during delay

blasting may damage the EEs. The photo
micrographs of shock desensitized explosive¶ SAMPLE EMULSION EXPLOSIVE and bad quality emulsion which failed to

I AS RECEIVED undergo detonation are comparable with the
2 PRESSURIZED AT 750 PSI sample pressurized at 1000 psi.

PRESSURIZED AT 1000 Photomicrographs of pressurized and

3desensitized EEs show very few GMB. Ini-
tially, it was thought GMB were broken during

o pressurization. To check this argument, GMB
gal were isolated from pressurized samples and

"examined under a microscope. Surprisingly,
no broken GMB were seen in the pressurized
sample. Since the emulsion was broken and

the oil phase was not continuous, the GMBs
0 2were not seen clearly. This study enabled us to
Z understand the reasons for desensitization

Sduring pressurization. Detonation failure is

due to the breakage of emulsion and the
crystallization of AN, but not to the breakage
of GMB.

10 120 100 WO 50 0 20 Conductivity Measurement. Conduc-

TEM PERATURE C tivity increases rapidly up to 900 psi and
remains almost constant above that pressure

Figure 4. Cooling Thermograms of Normal (Figure 6). When emulsion breaks, its
and Pressurized EEs solubility and conductivity in water increases
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Photomicrographs of EEs: (a) Unpressurized Sample, (b) Pressurized at 125 psi, (c) Pressurized at
250 psi, (d) Pressurized at 500 psi, (e) Pressurized at 750 psi, (f) Pressurized at 1000 psi,
(g) Desensitized by Shock Wave, (h) Bad Quality Emulsion (Broken), and (i) GMB Separated from
Pressurized (1250 psi)-Sample Magnification: x 160
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Detonation failure in pressurized EEs is Is there a difference between static and
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Would higher strength change the is a high internal phase emulsion) is ruptured,
results? (The presenter indicated more recent and thereby facilitating the union of a small
data since this work showed that desensiti- oxidizer particle into a big particle, and
zation could be delayed for several hundred psi eventually emulsion breaks These sequential
if higher strength microballoons were used.) changes are shown in series of photomicro-

graphs. Once emulsion is broken, crystalliza-
REPLY BY G. OM REDDY tion of oxidizer salt takes place,

AND F. P. BEITEL, JR.

The strength of glass microballoons could DISCUSSION
not. be revealed because the information is HAROLD GRYTING, Gryting
proprietary. It was proven that desensitiza- Energetics Sciences Company, San
tion is not due to the breakage of glass Antonio, Texas
microballoons, but due to the breakage of
emulsion. Even weaker glass microballoons What storage life would you predict for
were not broken under the pressure employed, these EEs under ambient conditions of temp-

erature and humidity?
DISCUSSION

PER-ANDERS PERSSON, REPLY BY G. OM REDDY
CETR/New Mexico Tech. AND F. P. BEITEL, JR.
Socorro, New Mexico Under normal conditions of storage, a

What is the mechanism of breakdown of good EE can be stored for one and half to two
an emulsion due to pressure? years without losing cap sensitivity. It is a

known fact that emulsion stability decreases
REPLY BY G. OM REDDY with increased storage time. Aged samples

showed desensitization at very low pressuresWe assume that during pressurization d oprdt fehsmls

very thin continuous oil phase (since W/O F_ ompared to fresh samples.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A MODEL OF REACTION RATES IN SHOCKED
MULTICOMPONENT EXPLOSIVES

Kibong Kim
Naval Surface Warfare Center
Detonation Physics Branch

Silver Spring, Maryland 20903-5000

An earlier model 1-3 which describes microscopic hot spot generation
and subsequent chemical reaction growth from these hot spots is
improved in this paper to explain shock-to-detonation transition (SDT)
in multicomponent explosives. The improved model, once completed by
empirical determination of a small number of constants, can predict
SDT in "similar" explosives. The term "similar" means: (a) made of
same materials (component explosive and binder), (b) of different
particle sizes, (c) of different initial porosities, (d) of different initial
temperatures, and/or (e) of different initial mass distributions between
the component explosive and the binder.

INTRODUCTION separate descriptions of ignition and growth,
has been used as one of the main features inIn recent years, reaction rate models the present model. While the Ignition and

which describe shock-to-detonation transition Growt model has the i onra nd

in exa~losives have been developed. Forest Growth model has greatly increased our

Fire4-° has been calibrated for reaction rates of understanding of the physics of SDT, it still is a

many explosives using Pop plot data 4 from phenomenological model in the sense that (a)
wedgentest expl essiment. Te p ode waa s r the derivation of the ignition term is not firmlywedg tet ejerment. Te mdelwas based on physics, and (b) SDT of similar
proven to be effective for numerical simulation based o n be andi)ted.

of SDT, but it says little about the basic physics explosives cannot be predicted.

and chemistry of the reaction process. There- Tang's model8 12 also simulates SDT.
fore, the model lacks flexibility in describing The model is capable of reproducing the effects
non-straight-line Pop-plot data, as observed in of changes in both density and grain size by
aluminized explosives. Also, it cannot predict varying some of the constants in the model
SDT in "similar" composite explosives, with until good fit with experimental data is
the exception of variation of initial porosity. obtained. In this empirical model, however,
The term "similar" is used as follows. It is no attempt is made to explicitly model any
assumed that a multicomponent explosive is of the physical mechanisms leading to hot
made of a component explosive and a binder spot formation. Instead, time constants are
material. If two multicomponent explosives defined for each of the significant SDT
are made of same materials, but of different processes: (a) hot spot excitation, (b) trans-
particle sizes, of different initial temperatures, port of energy, and (c) decomposition in the
of different densities, and/or of different mass bulk explosive. These and some other con-
distributions between the component explosive stants are empirically fitted t( experimental
and the binder, then they are called similar. data.

The Ignition and Growth model 6 -7 pro- Anderson et al. 13 proposed the DAGMAR
vidpq insight into the basic physics. Indeed, model to describe initiation of PBX-9404 and
the basic conccpt offered by the model, porous TATB. Karakatoa model 14 describes
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the ignition process while successfully repro- difficulties: (a) The extent of hot spots cannot
ducing experimental Pop plot data. be accurately determined, and (b) since the

chemical reaction rate is a sensitive function ofSome models describe the microscopic hot the temperature, it is impractical to describe
spot formation during 'the ignition process. the chemical reaction rate with such a simple

Cochran and Tarver 15 proposed a shock initia- c em eature model.

tion model which statistically described effects constant-temperature model.

of particle size distribution, initial tempera- Another shortcoming of most of the above
ture and initial density on hot spot formation models is that the models were developed
and subsequent reaction. Hot spots are areas based on observations from sharp shocks
in explosives which have a higher temperature applied to explosives, and therefore show
than the rest of the explosive such that chem- difficulty in handling compression waves with
ical reactions start here. Hayes,1 6 Pastine, finite rise times or multiple shocks. As an
and Frankel 17 assumed that plastic work example, most of these models will not show
generated around a pore in an explosive is the desensitization effect of ramp waves
converted into heat in the solid near the pore properly. Since there are many real situations
whose volume is equal to the original pore where such compression waves or multiple
volume. The temperature is assumed high and shocks are encountered, this is a serious
uniform in space in the solid volume, problem.
Nunziato, Baer, and Kipp18-2 0 also developed a In order to remedy the above short-
constant temperature hot spot model based on in oreacto rate mode stort
a two- or three-phase mixture theory. Fig- comings, a reaction rate model must be

121 shows their assumption. On the right, developed which is based on microscopic hot
ure spot concepts. Several people, Kim, 1 -3

HOT SPOT TEMPERATURE DosuTROeiS Khasainov et al.,22 Kooker and Anderson,23
Po-3.. G•a Partom, 2 4 Wackerle et al., 2 5 Frey, 2 6 and

t TNutt 2 7 attempted to solve the problem of
determining microscopic hot spot temperature

"1_00 "distribution. They all used the hollow sphere
,O0 collapse model developed by Carroll and Holt 2 8

o.o for compaction of inert materials and later

S00 applied to hot spots in explosives by Taylor.2 9

This paper describes an exter.3ion of Kim's
200

model.

CONCEPTUAL
INTERPRETATION OF SDT
PROCESS

Figure I. Shock Induced Collapse of a Single Construction of the model is explained in
Pore and the Corresponding Temperature the foliuwing. The essential feature in shock
Profile in the Vicinity of a Hot Spot compression of composite explosives is the

formation of hot spots. The formation of hot
"a hydrocode simulation of pore collapse during spots depends on defect structures (porosity,
"a passage of a shock is shown, A spherical hole pore size, impurities, grain size, etc.) in the
at the bottom of the figure awaits a shock com- explosives. Dependence on the complex defect
ing from below. At the top, the pore deforma- structure often results in confusion and dis-
tion after passage of the shock is shown. On agreement regarding quantitative determina-
the left, the corresponding temperature profile tion of operating mechanisms in the formation
is presented as a monotonically decreasing of hot spots. However, it appears to be firmly
function of the radial coordinate from the established4 that the concept of the hot spots
center of the pore. Also shown in the same plot adjacent to each pore is a necessary ingredient
is the constant temperature hot spot approxi- in any theory or in any analysis of shock
mation. This type of approach has two major initiation of chemical reaction.
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Figure 2 shows a typical pore in a multi- gradient in space steeper. This causes an
component explosive. The hot spots are created increase in the heat conduction rate to the
by many different forms of mechanical surrounding material.
deformation: hydrodynamic deformation, 29

jetting,3 0 shear banding, crack propagation, At the same time, the product gas of the

shock wave reflections, dislocation pileup and chemical reaction fills the pore. The gas in the

others. The elevated temperature in hot spots pore before any chemical reaction is originally

is not uniform in space and time, and the cold and of low pressure, but as the chemical
concept of the "size" of hot spots is rather reaction continues, the density, the pressure,

ill-defined. Most likely, there will be a peak or and the temperature hi gas will increase

peaks of temperature around pores or disconti- continuously. The high gas pressure will com-

nuities in the explosives surrounded by regions press the binder material as well as the

of steep but continuous decay of temperature to component explosive.

relatively cold surroundings. Below some criti- As the gas pressure in the pore con-
cal temperature in these hot spots, chemical tinuously increases, at some point in time the
reaction can be ignored and the temperature in mechanical deformation (creating hot spots)
the hot spot region will increase with time due ceases because there will be less difference
to mechanical deformation and will be moder- between the applied stress on the solid by the
ated by heat conduction to the surroundings. initial shock wave and the deformation-

If the temperature (nonuniform in space resisting gas pressure from within the explo-

and time) further increases beyond the critical sive. The solid by this time is losing heat to the

value, the region of the highest temperature direction into the solid by heat conduction and

will undergo temperature-dependent chemical losing (solid) material to the direction toward

reaction processes (such as thermal explosion the pore by vigorous chemical reaction.

or a deflagration). The chemical reaction At this point, the overall chemical
(being exothermic) will further increase the reaction around the pore is similar to the
temperature in that region of highest tern- classical surface burning form: heat con-
perature, thus rendering the temperature duction from hot, high pressure gas to solid,

Figure 2. A Typical Pore in Multicomponent Explosives. A: component explosive, B: binder,
C: void (pore), D: areas of high mechanical deformation (hot spots).
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steep temperature gradient within thermal temperature around the pores generated by
layer of solid, heat conduction into solid, shear banding, friction, microjets, etc., with a
chemical reaction and phase transition (from steep temperature decay to the neighboring
solid to gas) at and near solid surface. The explosive material such as shown in Figure 1.
reaction will grow continuously. These peaks will be more closely packed

In the following the reaction rate model is together near the pore edges than far from the

developed based on the above description in edges.

two phases: the ignition phase and the If one looks at the temperature distribu-
reaction growth phase. tions near and around many pores through a

"hazy" glass and overlaps the resulting visions
IGNITION PHASE together, he might say there is one peak tem-

A practical requirement of a model perature around the pores with a monotonic-

describing shock-induced reaction in explo- ally decreasing temperature toward outside.

sives is that it be simple enough to use in This "view through a hazy glass" process is

hydrodynamic codes without unacceptedly necessary for masking details and showing a

increasing the computation time. Also, as global representation of a system.

proposed in the Introduction, the model should Using these observations, the approach
be general and explicitly describe the physical tak&n for a simple model is as follows. Disre-
phenomena described in the previous section. gard the details (but do not deny the physics) of
Such a model, one hopes, will have at least a shear banding, friction, jet impingements, or
qualitative predictive capability on explosives other mechanical deformation, and assume
of various porosities and various grain sizes. that near the pore there is a global mechanical

deformation in progress and that the materialFor a model to be useful in hydrocodes behavior is such that the stress is dependent on

simulating explosives under shock loading con- strain an strai te stic-viscopeastic)
ditions, one wishes to have a local reaction rate strain and strain rate (elastic- viscoplastic).
dresftions, oneowiss tohave space loalretionrate, Assume that a hot spot around a pore is similar
expressed as a function of the space coordinate,

x, and time, t: X (x,t). If one examines a small to all other hot spots in the vicinity and,
finite volume of the explosive at a location, x, therefore, the study of one hot spot represents

there are a large number of pores of various all hot spots in the vicinity. This model has a

shapes and sizes, not to mention boundaries peak temperature which monotonically

between grains and imperfections around decreases away from the pore. Since the

which much of mechanical deformation is description of the hot spot should be simple

observed. It is possible that regions around (therefore, a one-dimensional description

some pores may start chemical reaction earlier would be needed), one adopts a hollow sphere

than other regions. Thus, the situation is very pore collapse model. The hollow sphere model

complicated. An exact study of the formation can represent all of the features described

of hot spots around these pores (or several above. The model is represented in Figure 3.

pores) which combines them into a general Figure 3 shows a typical space arrange-
model is very difficult. ment of the component explosive, the binder

If one simplifies his method of observa- material and a pore in a given composite

tion of the hot spots, then findings from such explosive. The component explosive material

observation can be described in a simple and (of volume VE) surrounds both the binder
generic fashion without loss of the basic material (of volume VB) and the pore (of

characteristics of the hot spots. Such charac- volume Vp). The outer radius, ro, is deter-

teristics will be investigated here. If the mined such that (1) it is same as the typical

porosity of the explosive is of the order of a few particle radius, and (2) the volume within it is

percent, then the volume of a pore is much the total of VE, VB, and Vp.

smaller than that of the component explosive 4 3
material which surrounds the pore. When the V = -nr = V + V + V (1)
explosive is shocked, there will be peaks of 0 3 0 E B P
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Figure 3. ttollow Sphere Model. ro is the outer radius of the hollow sphere, ri is the inner radius, VE
is the volume of explosive, V8 is the volume of binder (or other slow reacting materials), Vp is the
pore volume, r is the space coordinate, u is the displacement, Or and oo are radial and tangential
stresses and Po is the applied stress.

The inner radius, ri, is determined such that represent the hot spot formation process as
the ratio of the volume inside (VB + Vp} to Vo long as volume changes in both the explosive
is same as that of the multicomponent and binder materials are accounted for such
explosive under investigation. Similarly, VB is that the gas pressure in the pore, Pg, is prop-
determined, erly calculated.

If the binder material is softer than the A somewhat different situation is pre-
explosive material, one can develop the follow- sented when the binder material is harder
ing picture of hot spot formation. As a stress, than the explosive material, because the hot
Po, is applied from outside, the explosive spot formation is probably due more to the
material undergoes a one-dimensional (spher- explosive material moving relative to the
ical} shear deformation around the pore. Bulk binder material than due to its own shear
compression of the explosive and the binder deformation. Even in this case, however, ifone
material may occur. As the temperature of the once again utilizes the "hazy glass," the
hot spot (in the component explosive material description given in Figure 3 may still be
near the pore) increases, chemical reaction adequate indepictinghotspotbehaviors.
may take place and its product gas may fill the The above description of the hot spot
pore. The increased gas pressure in the pore formation process allows exactly the same
may further compress the explosive and the mathematical formalism introduced in Refer-
binder material. A mathematical description
of this process will result in a reaction rate ences 2 and 3 to be also applicable here. The
term during the hot-spot-induced ignition only change comes in the ratio between inner

and outer radii of the hollow sphere and in
stage, calculation of the gas pressure in the pore

Even when there is no apparent initial which takes the existence ofbinder in the pore
porosity, (Vp~O), the above figure is able to into consideration.
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The overall reaction rate A (x,t) is Table 1. PBX-9404 Parameters Used in the
obtained as follows. 2' 3  Derivation of the Constants of the Model

dA 2  Z 5 x 101 3  PS-

dA (x,t){" r-d( t) 4 " T* 26500 .K
dt -r dr To 300 "K, - r (r 3 _ r3 ) p 1.844 g/cm 3

3 Cp 1.4 x 10-5  cm 2/11S 2/OK

dA T* k 8 x 10-5  Mbar
dt = (l -A) Z exp(- T(r,x,t) Q 5.439x 10-2 cm 2/ps 2

k* 8 x 10-14  cmnps/sK
t dT ri 0.0039 cm

T T= T(r,x,t) + - (r,x,t) dt (2)
0 r, 0.01 cm

dT 2 .2 5= (PO -o 92 kIn(r/r.)) When a shock of magnitude of 25 kbar is

dt p C (r.-3 _ r -3)2 r 6  suddenly applied onto this hollow sphere, the
mechanical deformation, the resulting temp-

I i aT Q dA erature increase, and the change in the degree
+ 2 - 2 k -k } + of reaction can be calculated if a value for y is

P C r2 ar ar p C dt given. Since we did not know this value yet, a
parametric study was performed with various
values of y. Figure 4 shows the result.

where A (r,x,t) is the local degree of reaction, k Three observations can be made. First,
is shear yield strength, Z is the pre-exponential the reaction shows an exponential growth at
factor in Arrhenius kinetics, T* is the activa- the beginning. After it reaches a value of, say,
tion temperature, To is the initial temperature, 0.01, it grows more slowly for all values of y.
p is the density, k* is the thermal conductivity, The earlier exponential growth before this
Cp is the heat capacity, and Q is the heat of value is reached is due mainly to the
reaction of the explosive, mechanical deformation, and the later slower

Equation (2) completely describes the reaction is strongly influenced by the thermal
ignition process with all material properties conduction and the Arrhenius chemical
available from the literature except the con- kinetics. In other words, the later reaction
stant y which has not been defined yet. y can mimics the surface burn type behavior. For all
be roughly estimated through use of experi- values of y tested, the value of hhg-to be called
mental data as follows, the degree of hot spot reaction-is nearly

As an example, the case of PBX-9404 is constant for a given set of parameters such as

considered. Parameters used in the derivation shown in Table 1.

of the constant y of the model are shown in The second observation is that the time
Table 1, based on the values obtainable from when Aý. is reached is a direct function of y. In
the literature of Hi MX. other words, the value of y is only important in

The initial volume fraction of HMX is determining how fast or how slow Ahs is

assumed to be 94 percent, the initial binder obtained, but it is not important in deter-

volume fraction to be 5 percent, and the initial mination of hs itself.

pore volume fraction to be I percent. The The third observation from the calcula-
initial IIMX particle size is assumed to be tion is that Ahs is obtained well before the pore
100 pim A simple description for the bulk is completely collapsed. While the pore is
compiessibility for the binder is used (not collapsing, the temperature within the hot
described here). spot region becomes sufficiently high that the
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hot spot reaction, Ahs, immediately. This

10.1 would not then show the slowdown of reaction
in ramp waves as clearly observed in the
experiment. Therefore, the value of ths must

0.025 0.014 - be of the order of 0.1 ps (which is the scale of
10-2 - experimental rise time) and was arbitrarily

chosen as 0.05 ps. The corresponding y value is
0.025. Once again, it is fortunate that the
choice of the value of y is not important in any

10- 1- aspects other than ths, and since ths is very
small compared to the overall time scale of

X most of the experiments (- a few lis) it does not
-<.7critically affect the usefulness of the model.10"4

With the determination of the value of y,
the description of the hot spot reaction model
up to Xhs is complete. The model describes the

loS- hot spot behavior, with a help of minimum
amount of experimental data (Reference 31
was qualitatively used), explaining the effects
of properties of the component explosive
material, initial particle size, initial porosity,0 0.2 0.4 0.6 initial binder volume fraction, initial temp-

t, PS erature, and the applied stress. The next
Figure 4. Growth of Degree of Reaction for section describes terms associated with surfaceThree Values of g burn reactions after Ahhs is reached.

subsequent Arrhenius chemical reaction GROWTH OF REACTION 1PHASE
generates hot product gas into the pore. Even Tarver et al. 6 '7 postulated that the
after Ahs is reached, the pore still collapses growth of reaction can be modeled by a surface
until later time when the gas pressure in the burn type formalism. Wackerle and
pore becomes large enough to resist further Anderson, 3 2 and Kim 3 investigated this con-
collapse of the pore. cept further. The following is the improvement

From these observations, the following of their model.

conclusion can be made After Xhs is obtained, Tarver et al. 7 introduced two terms to
the reaction is more like a surface burn. There- describe the growth of reaction. The first term
fore, the model becomes simpler by switching represented a slow burning at low pressures at
to a form of the surface burning. The surface the beginning stage of the reaction, and the
burning will be discussed in the next section. second term represented fast reaction at high

The value of y can also be estimated from pressure near the end of the reaction. In this

the above observations. Setchell's 31 ramp paper, the same concept was used in the devel-

wave experimental data showed that the reac- opment of the reaction growth term. Ilowever,
Lion rate depended on the rise times of the their actual form was modified as follows. This

ramp waves in PBX-9404 If the time when Ah. follows from References 3 and 32.
is obtained, ths, is longer than the rise times of At the early stage of chemical reaction
the experiment (0.2 0.8 ps), then there would just after hot spots are created, it is assumed
have been no observation of chemical reaction that the reaction progresses outward from the
as shown in the experiment. On the other inner surface of the hollow sphere in a surface
hand, if ths is much smaller than the experi- burning mode. If the initial porosity is
mental rise times, then Figure 6 indicates that ignored, the volume reaction rate can be
even the smallest pressure would generate the expressed as follows.
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d2 4nr 2r' 3 Am , Equations (3) and (5) contain four

dt - - :- = -_ (3) unknown constants (a, 03, 8, and 4) and their
4nr 3/3 r0  values can be obtained by parametrically

searching for the right values through corn-
where r is the surface burning rate of the parison against experimental data such as
explosive. Equation (3) contains no unknown pressure-time histories obtained from embed-
constants as t is expressed as ded pressure gages. The best set of these val-

ues have been obtained for PBX-9404 as shown
S= a p n (4) in Figure 5. H ere the pressure-tim e histories

g obtained from pressure gages embedded at
However, Equation (3) does not account x=2, 5, and 8 mm into the PBX-9404, which is

for the initial porosity and, when A is small (of subjected to a flat shock of 25 kbar, are shown
the order of Ahs), it underestimates the avail- as solid lines. Dotted lines are results of the
able surface area for burning. Therefore, a calculated pressure curves with the values of
geometrical constant which is larger than one the constants as given in the figure. The
has to be multiplied to the above equation search for the four constants is not very
at the beginning. At the same time, as A difficult because the second term expressed by
increases (or the gas pressure, pg, increases) Equation (5) does not play an important role at
this factor should become close to one. As a the beginning and the constants a and 03 in
result, a geometrical factor Equation (2) are easily obtained by examining

the lower pressure portions of the curves. Then
a p 0(0 < 0) the remaining constant 8 and 4 in Equation (5)

are obtained through the examination of the
is multiplied to Equation (3). higher pressure portions of the curves. The

After the reaction has progressed to a two terms Equations (3) and (5), are added
significant degree, it is possible to consider together in expressing the reaction growth
that the burning in the pores has generated behavior of PBX-9404.
high enough gas pressure such that the hot Indeed, in the process of obtaining values
product gas has penetrated into all crevices for the constants, all three curves in Figure 5
between the particles, and the burning at this are not needed. The first curve, for x 2 mm, is
stage occurs all around the particle surfaces. sufficient to give a fairly accurate estimate of
Then the reaction takes the form of inward the values of the constants. The fact that the
burning of individual particles. Assuming model, with the constants obtained only with
that, once again for simplicity, the particles the first curve, predicts very closely the second
are spherical (not-hollow), the following vol- (x = 5 mm) and the third (x = 8rmm) curves is
ume reaction rate can be obtained, significant. The model does not predict very

high pressure portions of the curves accur-
dA V 3 (0-A)21  ately, though. The value of 4 may not be as
d= -- t (5) large when particles stop breaking after theydt V r

o reach a certain size.
Once again a geometrical factor has to be The pre-exponential constant a in Equa-

multiplied to Equation (5). This is because, as tion (4) can be expressed as a function of initial
the pressure increases to higher and higher solid temperature 32' 33

level, some brittle solid materials, such as
IfMX, are expected to break into smaller pieces T

and generate more available surface area for (6)
burning. Therefore the factor 0 T.I

8 pg (4>0) where a. is a reference constant, To is a refer-

ence temperature, and Ti is the initial solidis multiplied to Equation (5). tmeaue
temperature.
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Figure 5. Experimental and Calculated Pressure Time Histories at Three Different Locations ofX=2, 5 and8 mm. Values of constants in Table 1 were used for the calculation. a = 1.2, PJ = -0.4,
S = 32 5 00, and ( = 2.5.

Equations (3)-(6), with appropriate values sives under shock has been developed. Thisfor constants, give a complete description ofthe model describes the ignition phase as areaction rate of PBX-9404 as a function of the function of many physical parameters, includ-applied pressure, the initial particle size, the ing the applied pressure, the composition of theinitial porosity, and the initial temperature in explosive, the particle size, the porosity, thethe explosive. Parametric studies can be shear yield stress, etc. The model shows thatperformed with these data. One example is there is a very clear transition from the igni-shown below for the case of a different initial tion to the growth of reaction marked by Xhs.temperature (Figure 6). After that transition, the growth of reaction is
expressed in terms of surface burning mech-CONCLUSIONS anism as a function of particle sizes and the
initial temperature. The model was tested forA comprehensive reaction rate model PBX-9404. The model lends itself easily,which describes behaviors of composite explo- because of analytical expressions of all terms,
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Figure 6. Growth of Reaction Shown for Three Different Initial Temperature of Composite
Explosives at x = 2 mm Location Under 25 kbar Pressure
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to improvements such as inclusion of the effect 9. Tang, P. K.; Johnson, J. N.; and Forest, C.
of shear stresses applied to explosives. This A., "Modeling Heterogeneous High
can be useful in the study of explosive behav- Explosive Burn with an Explicit Hot-spot
iors under moderate velocity fragment impact. Process," Proceedings of Eighth Sym-

posium (International) on Detonation,
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A MODELI FOR THE INITIATION OF HETEROGENEOUS HIGH
EXPLOSIVES SUBJECT TO GENERAL COMPRESSIVE LOADING

John Starken berg
U.S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratory

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21005-5066

The state of the explosive initiation modeling art does not provide an
accurate predictive capability for problems of practical interest.
Initiation modeling efforts at the Ballistics Research Laboratory have
been conducted with the objective of providing a more broadly
applicable treatment for the initiation of explosives. The basic elements
of this model include a description of the reacting mixture, the
continuum mechanics model, boundary conditions, and the reaction
model. These are all tied together by an appropriate numerical
treatment. The model is consistent with a reaction phenomenology
characterized by simultaneous hot spot generation, extinction, and
reaction followed by reaction propagation. The hot spot generation
function is generally applicable to all forms of compressive loading,
and reaction propagation is assumed to occur by surface burning.
While a complete model has been formulated, only a limiting form has
been implemented. It is assumed that very rapid hot spot reaction
prevents extinction from occurring in a shock wave while extinction
dominates in the downstream flow. The model is calibrated such that
only a small level of reacti.•n occurs in the shock wave and transition to
inward grain burning occurs relatively early. Even this simplified
form of the model gives a quite adequate representation of the response
of PUX-9404 to both sustained and short-duration shock wave loading.

INTROIDUCTION interest. The two most significant difficulties
h xscommunity are the complex waveforms loading the

The xo explosive and the presence of ignition
a long-range requirement for predictive mechanisms other than those associated with
capabilities for explosive initiation in complex shock waves.
environments in order to treat hazard scenar-
ios. These involve such problems as sympa- Detonation in heterogeneous solid high
thetic detonation of munitions and initiation of explosives is generally initiated by means of

cased explosive by impact of arbitrarily shaped shock or rapid compression waves. The

projectiles or fragments. A number of investi- compressive loading may be generated
gators have developed models applicable to directly, by the impact of materials external to

initiation of explosives subject to shock load- the explosive charge, or indirectly, by a
ing. These include the Forest Fire model,!-4  burning reaction induced in a portion of the
the Johnson Tang-Forest (,JTF) model, 5'6 and explosive charge. In these explosives, the
the ignition and growth model 7 9 among waves act--by various mechanisms associated
others. Although considerable success has with the presence of discrete grains and voids--

been achieved using these models,"°'ll many to generate small regions of heated material

difficulties persist which render the state of the (referred to as "hot spots") which serve as

art inadequate in providing an accurate ignition sites. Subsequently, reaction
predictive capability for problems of practical propagates throughout the explosive
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apparently (but not necessarily) by means of delivered to explosive samples; b) the
surface burning which begins at the hot relationship between pressure and pulse
spots. Interest in the study of shock initiation duration producing incipient detonation ("pnt-

stems from a desire to design reliable initia- relation") for short-duration pulses; c) desen-
ting systems while preventing accidental ini sitization of explosive samples due to multi-
tiation of explosive charges in a variety of pie shocking and finite-rate compression
hostile environments. In order to model these (although data on these are scarce); and d)
phenomena, descriptions of wave propagation detonation failure in multidimensional corner-
and flow in the reacting mixture of gas- turning experiments and associated wave
phase products and solid-phase reactants are forms in all of these cases where gauge data
required. In addition, a model describing the giving pressure and particle velocity as func-
dependence of the rate of reaction on the local tions of Lagrangian position are available.
state and loading history of the mixture is While excellent agreement with theneededlln green it h
needed. Lagrange pressure records from individual

Development of a reaction model is experiments have, in some cases, been
facilitated by consideration of the physical demonstrated, the level of agreement with
phenomena involved in the burning of a pressure-pulse duration initiation threshold
volume of explosive small enough to be data achieved does not inspire confidence in
described by a single set of state variables but the broad applicability of these models.
large enough to contain many hot spots. Treatment of the distribution of energy
Generally, such a particle may be conceived as between the reactants and products has not
subject to a series of rate processes leading to always been carried out in a realistic fashion.
complete reaction. The first of these steps is hlot spots have been assumed to always pro-
the activation of the hot spots. This is followed vide initiation sites. Mechanisms which allow
by hot spot burning and finally by the reaction the creation of hot spots during finite-rate
of the remainder of the explosive. A model compressions have not been included. The

may incorporate some or all of these steps and mechanism of propagation as reflected by the
may describe each step based on any desired dependence of fraction reacted has often been
phenomenology and at any desired level of treated in an unrealistic form. The treatment
detail. The number of steps described by rate of reactive shock waves by the method of
processes in a model may be reduced by artificial viscosity has not been properly
considering certain limits (such as very rapid resolved with the application of reaction rate
hot spot reaction) or increased by incorpo laws. Finally, existing approaches are
rating sumbsteps (such as rapid reaction complicated and their development for the
completion) into the treatment of any reaction treatment of a wider range of problems has
process. Assumptions governing all of the further increased their complexity.

steps are strongly influenced by the answers to Initiation modeling efforts at the
several key questions: Ilow much material is Ballistics Research Laboratory have been con-
involved in the hot spots? How rapidly do hot ducted with the objective of providing a more
spots react? What is responsible for the delay broadly applicable treatment for the initiation
before significant reaction is observed of explosives by achieving improved represen-
following the passage ofa shock wave? What is tations of the short-duration and complex-
responsible for the apparent increase in the loading responses. This is accomplished by
order of' the pressure dependence of the drawing on the best features of existing
reaction rate observed at high pressure? models, using more realistic equilibrium

The success of such a model is measured assumptions, a simple general law describing
by its ability to predict a number of hot spot generation for all forms of compressive
relationships characterizing the behavior of loading (while providing for the extinction of
explosive,. These include a) the distance of activated hot spots), and employing a surface
run to detonation as a function of initial shock burning model for reaction propagation.
pressure ("Pop plot") for long duration pulses Wherever possible, phenomenological detail
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has been sacrificed in favor of simplicity in allow the creation of hot spots during finite-
order to limit the number of unknown rate compressions have not been included.
constants and facilitate the calibration of the
model. While the complete model has been Reactive Shock Waves

formulated, only a limiting form has bien The Forest Fire and ignition and growth
implemented models make use of reactive shock waves in

different senses. The approach used in Forest
MOD)ELING ISSUES Fire is more widely applicable since it does not

assume that only hot spot reaction may be
Equilibrium Assumptions associated with the shock. The ignition and

In ii.ost models, the phases have been growth approach is only applicable when hot

assumed to have equal values of pressure and spot reaction occurs much more rapidly than

particie veloity at any point. The assumption reaction propagation. In most experiments,

of mechanical equilibrium is appropriate when very little shock acceleration is observed until

characteristic times of the processes of interest just before transition to detonation. A reactive

are long compared with wave propagation shock analysis for PBX-9404 shows that as

times. For example, a simple shock wave little as two percent reaction produces a ten

might not be expected to immediately pro- percent inctease in shock velocity.' 3  This

duce equal pressures in each phase. Hlowever, indicates that either the mass fraction of the

if the phases are well mixed such that their hot spots is quite small or that they burn too

spatial dimensions are small, the pressures can slowly to influence tae shock velocity.

be expected to equilibrate quite rapidly. The The approaches employed for the
assumption of mechanical equilibrium seems numerical implementation of shock initiation
reasonable. The assumption of equal par- models usually rely on the use of the method of
ticle velocities is applicable at least during artificial viscosity to describe shock waves and
the early portion of reaction progress (when often on integration of an empirical or
the products are imbeded in a reactant phenomenological ignition rate law through
matrix) and during the late portions (when the distorted time scales of these viscous
high drag forces rapidly accelerate small shocks. In this case, parameters in the rate
unreacted particles). Many models also rely on law must reflect the level of viscosity and the
the assumption of thermal equilibrium. Since spacing of the computational mesh and cannot
equilibration of the phase temperatures is be regarded as purely explosive properties.
relatively slow, this assumption appears This renders the approach less general than it
incorrect. The alternative assumption is adi- might otherwise have been since results will be
abatic reaction, in which all chemical energy sensitive to the mesh size and subject to
released heats the product phase only. Both inaccuracy when meshes differing from those
Johnson, TanV, and Forest5 and Wackerle in the calibration problems are used.
and Anderson report that the assumption
selected has little or no effect on the corn- Propagation Topology
puted results when the IIOM equation of state Reactions characterized by first order
is used. kinetics have their maximum rates (with

Hot Spot Extinction respect to fraction reacted) at the beginning of
reaction. In contrast, reactions modeled as

In existing models, hot spots have been spherical hot spots transitioning to surface
assumed to always provide initiation sites. burning have vanishing reaction rates at the
Consideration has not been given to the beginning and end of reaction. The choice of
possibility that. some low temperature hot the form of dependence on reacted mass
spots may extinguish without burning This fraction affects the mechanism implied for the
depletion of possible ignition sites may account observed delay in the onset of significant
for desensitization to multiple shocks and reaction following the passage of a shock wave.
finite rate compressions. Mechanisms which It may have far reaching influence on other
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modeling choices regarding the amount of mechanism to any surface burning mechanism
explosive which should be included in the thus occurs gradually rather than abruptly. At
hot spots and the rate at which they react. the same time, preferential spreading of
The original ignition and growth model, reaction along crystal boundaries may lead to
which relies (initially) on spherical outward quick transition to grain burning and it is
(or hole) burning, incorporates only a very possible that no hole burning phase strictly
small fraction of explosive into the hot spots characterized by surface reaction exists.
and allows them to burn very rapidly. The However, reaction rates which vanish at the
JTF model, which uses First order kinetics, beginning and end of reaction and are
includes considerably more explosive in tile maximum at some intermediate value are still
hot spots, requires them to burn more slov, ly appropriate.
and does not initiate propagation of reaction
until a specified portion of the hot spots have Rapid Reaction Completion
reacted.

It is widely agreed that rapid completion
Several investigators have analyzed of the reaction accounts for the abrupt

reactive flows in shocked explosives, using transition to detonation observed in the wedge
pressure and particle velocity measurements test. A number of different approaches to
to deduce mass fraction and phase states as a this have been reported in the literature.
function of position and time. 14 16 Wackerle F'orest Fire accounts for this empirically. The
and Anderson 12 have used this approach to Forest Fire reaction rate for PBX-9404, for
investigate the burning topology associated example, begins to increase rapidly for
with the shock initiation of PBX-9501. It is pressures greater than about 10 GPa. In
notable that their analysis indicates that the addition, reaction is forced to completion
hole burning assumption implies a surface when Lhe mass fraction exceeds a specified
regression rate that is initially very high and value. Tarver proposed a generalized phe-
decreases with increasing pressure, while the nomenology to account for rapid reaction
grain burning assumption is more consistent completion. 9 lie assumed that it is due to

with the expected pressure dependence. These surface area generation which occurs at high

investigators acknowledge, however, that this sure a re d aene w prsure depend-
9 pressure and offered a new pressure depend-

result is difficult to reconcile with the most ent reaction rate, in addition to that
plausible initiation phenomenology and is associated with surface burning, to account for
inconsistent with the success achieved in this. While this at proach may be adequate as
representing measured pressure and particle long as the explosive is being compressed, the
velocity histories using this model. pressure dependence is reversible and it

Johnson, Tang, and Forest5 have quenches the reaction too strongly during
interpreted these observations as invalidating rarefactions. Mechanisms which allow the
hole burning and Justifying the use of slowly creation of hot spots during finite-rate
reacting h11t spots and first order kinetics for compressions can produce the desired increase
reaction propagation in their model. This in surface area during the later portions of
implies that the bulk of the explosive is explosive reaction in an irreversible fashion
univei sally and immediately influenced by the and account for the apparent increase in the
hot spots. Actually, only surface hole burning order of pressure dependence. Rapid thermal
is brought into question by the Wackerle and completion of reaction may also contribute to
Anderson observations. Clearly, if initial this phenomenon when the dimensions of the
reaction propagation occurs by a bulk thermal remaining unreacted material are small
mechanism limited Io regions near the hot enough to cause the breakdown of the surface
spots, application of a surface burn represensut burning assumption. lHowever, this may not
tion will yield very high regression rates. This be significant due to the small amount of
mechanism is still consistent with vanishing unreacted explosive remaining when the
reaction rates at small reacted mass fractions. mechanism dominates. It can probably be
Transition from the hot spot burning neglected with little conscquence.
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Model Calibration I 1 -y y

Any practical explosive initiation model p- + -

requires calibration through adjustment of a p
(sometimes large) number of unknown where y is the mass fraction reacted and the
constants- In most cases, these constants are subscripts r and p, respectively, refer to
associated with the various assumed rate reactants andproducts.
processes This introduces a certain level of
ambiguity into the model. That is, there may The assumption of mechanical equilib-
be more than one set of values for the rium is used. For materials which support
calibration constants which yields agreement stress deviators under conditions of uniaxial
with the available experimental data. This strain, this condition may be written as
results in more than one interpretation of the follows:
physical phenomenon implied. The ambiguity 0 = - + Sr(P) = -pp(ppep) + Sp(P).
persists because it is not generally possible to
experimentally isolate the physical phenom- Expressing equilibrium in terms of the
ena associated with the steps in the reaction in normal stress, rather than the pressure,
order to independently adjust the constants simplifies the characteristic structure of the
associated with each process. The ambiguity equations of motion. The stress deviators are
increases with the complexity of the model. negligible at high pressures and generally

vanish for the products.
MODEL.ING ELEMENTS In order to determine the equation of

The basic elements of this, or any, model state of the reacting mixture, equations of
include a description of the reacting mixture, state for each of the two coexisting phases must
the continuum mechanics model, boundary be known in a form giving pressure as a
conditions which define any specific problem, function of density and internal energy. The
and the reaction model. These are all tied foregoing equations comprise a system of three
together by an appropriate numerical equations in seven variables. Thus, three
treatment The existing approaches provide a dependent and four independent variables may
menu of alternatives for the modeler. Should be identified as follows:
the reacting mixture be modeled as two phases,
or more? Should thermal equilibrium,
adiabatic reaction, or neither be assumed? Pr = Pr(p,er,ep,y)
Should some of the reaction be incorporated
into the shock wave or should all reaction be pp pp(p,er,ep,y)
assumed to occur in the downstream region? If CONTINUUM MECHANICS
reaction is incorporated into the shock, should MODEL
only hot spot contributions be considered?
How much material should be incorporated At this point, the assumption that the
into the hot spots? Should first order kinetics, phase particle velocities at any point are equal
surface burning, or some other phenomenology is introduced. This assumption greatly
be used to represent reaction propagation? simplifies the mathematical formulation of the
How is rapid reaction completion to be problem. Conservation of mass for the mixture
obtained? is written in one-dimensional form as

MATERIAL/MIxTURE p+ up = u
MODELING at ax ax

The reacting explosive is assumed to be a The reaction equation arises as a consequence
two-phase mixture of reactants and products. of phase mass conservation.
The mixture is assumed to be saturated such
that the total volume is the sum of the phase t + u y
volumes, giving At Cx
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where ' is the reaction rate. following equation for the rate of change of the

Conservation of momentum is required density of activated hot spots may be written.

for the mixture only.

+U- -- a ( )e( ~~b*
at a~x pNO

Toere, na represents a number density ofThe adiabatic reaction assumption is activated hot spots and has an arbitrary scale.

reflected in the following energy conservation

equations: The hot spot generation function is
intended to apply to compressive loading both

r r 0 du in the shock and finite-rate form. The
t u- - - generation rate is a function of the local

r pressure, the pressurization rate, and the mass
fraction reacted. The following expression

de+ P dep + 0 u provides a generation rate which has a
at N + ax r + -e conservative form, influences the hot spot

P Y density only during compression (providing
irreversibility), and is proportional to the

RE ACT ION MO D) ELI NG fraction of unreacted explosive remaining.

Reaction Phenomenology Pr -1 D (Pr) Dpr

The reaction model is based on a funda- Dn g .. D 0

mental phenomenology. Compression of the (x)• {g)
explosive is assumed to generate hot spots DPr
which may subsequently react or simply cool. Dt
The processes of hot spot generation, extinc-
tion, and reaction generally occur simultane- where the pressure has been normalized with
ously and result in a population of activated respect to a reference value. Since na is of
hot spots. The competition between extinction arbitrary scale, the constant of proportionality
and burning is such that extinction dominates in the generation rate expression is arbitrary.

for cool hot spots while burning dominates for Its value has been chosen to facilitate
hot ones. This is similar to the approach of integration of the generation rate.
Tang, Johnson, and Forest 6 except that the This model differs most significantly from
extinction concept has been added. Following that of Johnson, Tang, and Forest by the
hot spot reaction, propagation of reaction to the inclusion of the hot spot extinction term, which
bulk of the explosive may proceed. T is re a represents the decay of ignition sites at cool hot
surface burning model is used. This is similar spots produced at low pressure. It is assumed
to the treatment of Lee and Tarver 7 but to be proportional to the density of activated
incorporates explicit dependence on the hot spots and to depend, in an as yet
density of reacted hot spots. This latter unspecified manner, on some measure of the
dependence can account for the rapid comple energy of the hot spot which shall be referred
tion of reaction. As a result of this, the order of' to as the hot spot thermal parameter
t! L local pressure dependence may be lowered.

Hot Spot Activation (! e) - -naE(O)

Ilot spots are assumed to be generated by e

an irreversible process associated with the Similarly, the rate at which reacted hot spots
compression of the unreacted explosive, are created is proportional to the density of
extinguished by a diffusive process and activated hot spots and depends on the hot spot
consumed by chemical reaction such that the thermal parameter
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In) Dnb proportional to the reacted hot spot density,

S- -- n B(O ) surface area per hot spot and surface
DL b lt aregression rate.

where nlb is the number density of burned hot s a nba r
spots. These models have not yet been
implemented. Therefore, a discussion of their The constant of proportionality is a calibration
details has been relegated to the appendix. parameter.

The relationship between the arbitrary Each hot spot is initially assumed to be a
hot spot density and the reacted mass fraction reacted sphere of explosive which is burning in
is given by an outward direction. At some point the

burning topology must change to spherically
l)nb \ inward. There is some question as to when this

-b = a 9 ) occurs. If the spheres continue to burn out-
ward and are of uniform size and spacing, they

where ag is a calibration parameter which is will coalesce and begin to burn inward at a
proportional to the mass per hot spot and is reacted volume fraction of about one half. If
referred to as the hot spot size. the explosive burns preferentially along grain

The generation rate law depends on boundar*es, transition to inwaid grain bu.ining
reactant pressure and pressurization rate in a will occur at a lower value of volume fraction.
form that is conservative. Thus, the activation On the other hand, if the outward burning
rate can be integrated explicitly for application spheres are not of uniform size, coalescence
to shock waves, where the extinction and burn may not occur until a higher value of volume
rates make no contribution. The resulting fraction has been reached. The surface area
expression gives the activated hot spot density per hot spot is given by
on the downstream side of the shock as a
function of the downstream pressure V P

-n n d Dnadt 
a rr'PP'Y) j4

LIr t r r

Prd - y ) (ro )L This form is consistent with transition fromp U p outward to inward spherical burning at atransition volume fraction, vt. This is a
It is equal to unity when the upstream calibration parameter which can be used to
reacted mass fraction is zero, the upstream adjust the point of transition to inward
pressure is negligible (as it generally is), and burning to an early or late point in the
the downstream pressure is equal to the reaction. The maximum surface area is
reference value, pn- This form can be used for assumed to occur at the transition point. Its
shock waves described either as explicit discon- value is included in the proportionality
tinuitics or by artificial viscosity constant, a,. Although the surface burning

The hot spot activation formulation assumption may be inconsistent with the

involves only two calibration parameters. actual phenomenology for the early portions of

Additional parameters may he introduced in reaction, it yields a mass fraction dependence

the hot spot extinction and reaction models, which has the appropriate general form. The
surface regression rate depends on the reactant

Reaction Propagation pressure in the usual empirical form.

Reaction propagation by surface burning ( pr G s
is assumed to be the dominant contributor to r(p): -)
the overall reaction rate This rate is P1
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function of both local and shock pressure asThe surface regression exponent is the final
follows:

calibration parameter. Thus, the propagation

formulation involves three such parameters. a Prd ).g( pr )us

Reaction Rate Ys .1aiar(Pr'p Y) ya (p Pn Pi

The overall reaction rate is given by These simplifying assumptions are useful

Y Yb + Ys in reducing the ambiguity of the formulation
and allowing calibration of a smaller number

with the propagation rate generally of unknown constants using data appropriate
dominating, to the assumptions. The resulting model is not

applicable to multip.e shock and finite-rate
The Ignition Limit compression problems. Since the rapid com-

A number of assumptions which simplify pletion of reaction at high pressure is not

the model while restricting its applicability represented in this limit, and the predicted
may be made. When it is assumed that hot distance of run to detonation is expected to be

spot reaction takes place very rapidly, no hot longer than the experimentally determined
spot extinction may occur and the hot spot values. llowever, the slope of the Pop plot
ignition rate may be identified with the should be properly represented. Accurate
generation rate. modeling of short-duration shock response may

require a higher order of local pressure depend-
Pr U ) Pr 1)1)r ence than would be required by the full model.

D "-Y(1 ) t p)1 Dt NUMERICAL IMPlLEMENTATFION

D)Pr A one-dimensional Eulerian finite-
0 -o difference computer code has been written for
Dt the implementation of this model. Following

Moretti,17-20 this code treats shock waves and
This is most applicable to the high tem- gradient discontinuities as well as pistons and
perature hot spots generated by a shock wave contact surfaces as explicit boundaries
and the integrated form of the above equations separating analytical regions of the flow field.
gives Boundary computations are facilitated by

characteristic compatibility conditions and

l /Prd Ug9 Pru )Ug1  shock jump conditions. Interior regions are
n-nbu (! --yu ) -n -- -- stretched between these boundaries and inte-

P' Pngrated by means of MacCormack's predictor/

for the density of reacted hot spots on thle corrector scheme. 2 1 Because of the discontinu-

downstream side of a shock. ous shock wave treatment, the code is referred
to as the One-l)imensional Explicit Shock

Further, if it is assumed that hot spot (Ol)ES) code.
reaction takes place very slowly in the down
stream region, the extinction term will deplete CAI!BIRA'TION
all activated hot spots and no additional Calibration of the five parameters associ-
reacted hot spots will be produced. This is ated with the model in the ignition limit is
applicable to the low temperature hot spots facilitated by recognition of their relations to
produced in the unreacted explosive by the predicted Pop plot and Lagrange pressure
compression of the reacting mixture until, histories.
approaching detonation, the compression rate
becomes very high. The propagation rate in Consider the case in which each explosive
the region downstream of a strong shock wave particle is subjected to shock loading followed
propagating into unreacted explosive is then a by compression due to reaction as occurs in
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wedge test experiments. Further assume that (Figure Ib). Transition to detonation is
the local pressure can be approximated as evidenced by the change in slope of the reactive

shock wave and the rapid increase in the reac-
Pr =Prdf(Y) . tive shock velocity. The point of transition to

The propagation rate can then be written as detonation is identified as the point of maxi-
nmum rate of change in the shock velocity. The

Prd )Ug s+U computed run is slightly longer than the exper-
. -- a sar(pr pp y)Ry) d - imental run consistent with the assumptions of

SP1 the ignition limit. Lagrange gauge pressure

data are available in this case. The computed
This suggests that the order of the shock ,,nd measured pressure histories at four
pressure dependence of the reaction rate, and Lagrange stations are compared in Figure 2.
hence the slope of the Pop plot, is determined The agreement is quite satisfactory, although
rgy the sum of the generation and surface no attempt to model the gauge itself was
regressi,,n exponents. The Pop-plot intercept made. A comparison with the Pop plot data

depends on the propagation being proportion- for PBX-9404 is shown in Figure 3. The

ately constant and, to a lesser extent, on the

hot spot size. The inflection point observed in
Lagrange gauge pressure data is related to the
transition volume fraction. lThese relations
have all been computationally verified. The
best specific values determined so far are

P [ nstlonS 00(19 0.8 1l .4 : :

0.- )015 as 4.0 X 107S I

vt z 0.2

The hot spot size is chosen such that the
amount of reaction in the shock wave always COPPER (P0X 9404

remains small. Even in the ignition limit, the . -
order of the local pressure dependence of the ( -0 o -50 ( .0 ,a.0 100 1•.0
reaction rate as given by the surface regression Di.•t ance [ini
explonetit is lower than that implied by other
l11od(els The value of 0,2 for the transition
volume fraction is consistent with relatively P(cI(-t1ve Shck
early transition to inward grain burning. It is

reasonable to assume that art even earlier
transition would be required for the complete
model in which reaction rates may increase
rapidly due to continued hot spot activation
downstream of the initial shock.

• •ra,,ttIo n to

:1 ,it lt ofla t I to

RESU I,'l'S

Sustained Shock Response of PBX-9404

F"igure I illustrates the shock miotion in
IPBX 9404 impacted by a thick copper flyer T

1), 0 ;_1 1).' •0 7S 1r , ) 1,, 1 0

att 551) mn/s corresponding to an experiment ltiStal ue I[t1mlaa

reported by Wackerle and his coworkers '" The
explicit shock treatment allows tracking of the
reactive and inert shock trajectories (Fig h'igure 1. Impact of a Thick Copper Hlyer on
tire la) as well as the reactive shock velocity PlX-9404 at 550 m/s
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computed distances of run to detonation arc trajectories from the corresponding com-
just slightly longer than the experimentally putation are shown in Figure 4a. This
determined values. Again, this is consistent indicates that the impact of the thin plate
with expectations for the model in the ignition generates a reactive shock followed by
limit. numerous rarefactions propagating into the

explosive. Again, transition to detonation is
Short-lDuration Shock Response of PBX- indicated by the change in slope of the reactive
9404 shock wave (Figure 4b). The rarefactions

In another experiment by Wackerle, a cause the shock velocity to decrease slightly

thin coleer flyer was fired at a PBX-9404 before building to detonation. A favorable

sample.-- The shock and rarefaction wave comparison with the Lagrange pressure
histories is also achieved in this case as shown
in Figure 5.

PBX 9.1041 ' Experurnental
• "1" Computed A number of experiments in which thin

mylar flyers were thrown against PBX-9404
samples were conducted b, Weingart and his
coworkers at Livermore.Z In these experi-
ments, the initiation threshold velocity was
determined as a function of flyer thickness. As
shown in Figure 6, the results are fit very

* well by a straight line in a log-log plot of
threshold velocity versus flyer thickness.
Predictions from the ignition limit model are

_" in close agreement with the experimental

results although a slightly steeper slope is
predicted. It should be noted that a some-
what more stringent initiation criterion than
that used for the experiments was applied

to the computations. This could account for
the difference in slope. A computed transition

C •Id to detonation within 20 mm of run was
required while in the experiments pressures of

Figure 3. Comparison of Experimental and only 20 GPa at the free surface signaled
Computed Plop Plot for PBlX-9404 initiation. If desired, the slope can be altered

computed

S. .. .. 1 X'a'

rl ~~ I r) __ F_

[,,, . .I Tm,. .p.. Tt.. T-o-

(a) (b) (C) (d)

b igure 2. Comparison of Computed and Measured Pressure Histories at Four Lagrange Stations for
Impxct of a Thick Copper Flyer or PBX-9404 at 550 rn/s
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Reactive Shock
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Figure f (Cor•parison of Computed and Measured Pressure Ilistories at Four Lagrange Stations for
Imtpa(t (ao 0( 76 tom mTh'IIk ('opper b'lyer on PhX-9404 at 550) mis

by adiust ing the generation and surface flow in mechanical equilibrium with adiabatic
regression exponents subject to the condition reaction has been developed. The model is
on their sum which determines the Pop plot consistent with a reaction phenomenology
slopel This should have minimal impact on characterized by simultaneous hot spot
the Lagrange pressure comparisons for either generation, extinction, and reaction followed
sustained or short duration shock waves. Our by reaction propagation. The hot spot genera-
results may be compared with Tarver's for tion function is generally applicable to all
the same simulation The latter show a forms of compressive loading and reaction
transition in the slope of the threshold curve propagation is assumed to occur by surface
The correct shlope is achieved only at lower burning.
pressurc• The model has been implemented in the

SUMMARY ignition limit. This is a relatively simple form
involving only five calibration parameters. It

A inore general explosive initiation model is assumed that very rapid hot spot reaction
consistent with the assumptions of two phase prevents extinction from occurring in a shock
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and introduces two additional calibration
1S parameters.

- 0 ZgahPrtanh( L DP)
9p 1  I)t

. The hyperbolic tangent is used to provide a
finite limiting value as the pressurization rate
becomes arbitrarily large, corresponding to a
shock wave. Thus,

gd l)p 0 ahPrd
:" -- -- 4 o

_d t',• ct t ~iL The thermal parameter of the generated hot

-l•I spots must be averaged with that of existing
F1\• 'I, hi( .k-!v ,,, 1111111hot spots in accordance with the following

equation.

Figure f ' Comparison of Experimental and )O l)na
Computed Initiation Thresholds lbr Thin ta / 0

Mylur Flyer Impact a g

wave while extinction dominates in the + 20 (-n a + ( a

downstream flow. The model is calibrated to .a ( )e Dt )b11
reflect only a small level of reaction in the
shock wave and transition to inward grain The average value is then used to compute the
burning occurring relatively early in the reac-
tion. Even this simplified form of the model Q
gives a quite adequate representation of the EM0 ) - a 0e

response of PBX-9404 to both sustained and
short duration shock wave loading.

Future plans for this work include final- a b a
ization of the ignition limit calibration, imple Each or these expressions also introduces
mentation Of tCie hot spot extinction and two additional calibration parameters for a
reaction models and, ultimately, the develop- total of six. Thus, the number of calibration
ment ofa shear ignition model, parameters is more than doubled to a total of

AIPPEND)IX: HOT SPOT eleven. This is still fewer than the fifteen

EXTINCTION AND BURN RATES parameters reported by Tarver.

The extinction and reaction models for LISTOF SYMBOLS
hot spots have not yet been implemented
!,,t spot extinction and burning are assumed
to depend on the hot spot thermal parami e specific internal energy
eter, theta. This may be thought of as, but
is not necessarily, the hot spot temperature.

The form of" the expression being considered n hot spot density
gives this parameter for newly generated
hot spots as a monotonic increasing func p pressure
tion of both pressure and pressurization rate s normal stress deviator
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CALCULATION OF DETONATION PROPERTIES OF
EMULSION EXPLOSIVES

K. Tanaka, M. lida, Y. Nakayama, N. Ishiokawa, M. Yoshida,
and S. Fujiwara

National Chemical Laboratory for Ir.,' tr,
Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305 JAPAN

Detonation properties of a recent popular comr-, _- ,, explosive,
emulsion explosive, was studied by underwater detonation and
blast wave measurements Results of these tests were compared
with calculations of detonation properties and incorporated into
a hydrodynamic study.

INTROI)UCTION ties calculation by these EOS. Parameters for
Explosives containing a large amount of Exp-6 given by Ree 4 are used. Exp-6 equationsEx plsies onainng lrgeamuntof are solved by a method given by Fickett.3

ammonium nitrate (AN) are generally non-
ideal explosives which are defined as having Assumed solid detonation products are Na 2.,

detonation properties significantly different Si0 2, and solid carbon.

from those predicted from C-J theory based on Detonation velocities measured by
an equation of state (FOS) under conditions of Yoshida, et al., 7 for EE KE-1 with various
high pressure and temperature. The emulsion initial densities, are compared with calculated
explosive (EE) which contains about 70 percent results by using these EOS. Predictions of
AN is considered to be a kind of intermolecular detonation properties of explosives using these
explosive, In EE, an aqueous solution of AN EOS generally agree with experimental deto-
and other salts with oil are emulsified by a nation velocity and pressure. However, these
surface active agent and mixed with fine glass EOS predict different detonation properties for
microballoons. EE gives a detonation velocity explosives with relatively low detonation
for infinite charge diameter of about 6 km/s for temperature such as AN or hydrazine nitrate
an initial density of 1.2 g/cc. For EE, impact explosives which are mostly nonideal.
tests by drop hammer show insensitive results, Experimental detonation velocities for
while shock initiation tests show that critical KE-1 are compared with theoretical calcula-
shock pressure is on the order of several kbar. tions in Figure 1- BKW predicts the highest
D~etonation energy of EE is generally 60 to detonation velocity and VLW predicts the low-

80 percent TNT. Because EE is a relatively
new explosive, it is important to study the ist toation ve hoee r these esults
detonation properties and sensitivity for both
practical and safe use of the explosive. Detonation temperatures are given in

Figure 2.

CAI CU ATrION Both pressure and energy isentrope are basic
The detonation properties of EE have data for the calculation of underwater detona-

been studied by Kihara - Ilikita - Tanaka tions and blast waves. Higher energy release
(K iTh),' Becker • Kistiakowskii - Wilson rate gives higher energy to surroundings near
(BKW),2 Lennard Jones- I)evonshire (IJD),3 the explosive and makes peak-overpressures
Exponential 6 (Exp-6),4 and virial expansion higher for underwater detonations and blast
using lJ intermolecular potential (VIW). 5  waves. As EE performance is not higher than
,Some thermodynamic data given by Gordon commercial dynamite explosives, energy

and McBrideb o-e used for detonation proper- release rate is an important estimation for
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Figure 1. Calculated and Experimental (7) Figure 3. Calculated Pressure vs. Volume
Detonation Velocity at infinite charge diameter Isentropes for Emulsion Explosive
for Emulsion Explosive (KE-1 ) (KE-1, o,= 1.08 g/cm3)
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Vigure 2. Calcula'ed D)etonation Temperature Vuluse (C3i /g
for Emulsion Explosive (KE-1) Figure 4. Calculated Energy vs Volume

Isentropes for emulsion explosive
practical use, especially for hard rock blasting. (KE-1, o, = 1.08g/cm3)
C-J isentropes of KILT, BKW, and LJI) for
KFI are shown in Figures ~3 and 4. BKW experimental results were compared with
gives a higher energy release rate. hydrodynamic computations. The hydrody-

UNDE RWATE R I)ETONATION namic computations for underwater detonation
for KE-1, using KHT and 1JD C-J isentrope,

Underwater detonation tests using a show favorable agreement as shown in Fig-
maximum charge weight of I kg were per- ure 5. (The LJD result is not shown due to the
formed to measure the explosive energy. The difficulty of separating the plotted curve.)
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Figure 5. Calcuiated and Experimental Commercial Emulstion Explosive on a Surface

Pressure fin .', 'drwater Detonation of EE (KE- Burst. Explosive charge of 500 g was initiated

1) of 200 g at a depth Of 2 m measured at I m by 10 kg of dynamite.

from an explosive charge.

BKW isentropes were not available for the 0.6
calculation of KE-1 detonation because BKW
gives a temperature of less than 300K at about 0.4 40.8 ,
60 bars. However, differences of peak pre-
sures are not significant at a distance of 1 tU 60. 2.0.2
2 m from an explosive source. Bubble pulse .0
was calculated by the Rayleigh equation, using 0" .

the calculated expansion velocity at gas/water CD --.

boundary when the relative radius of the gas -0.2
bubble was 10. lJI) and KtlT gave bubble 0 100 200 300 400

energies of 463 cal/g and 460 cal/g, respec- Time (is)
tively,while experimental data was 420 to
460 cai/g. Figure 7. Calculated Blast Wave Profile

corresponding to Figure 6.
BLAST WAVE

A blast wave field experiment was 66 percint from a KHT calculation for the

conducted by M lI! on a 500 kg commercial EE. commereial EE used.

The explosive charge was placed above the EFFECT OF VOID
ground at a height of 857 mm. Profiles of the
blast wave measured by piezoelectric transd,:c- It is well known that voids in water gels
ers are shown in Figure 6. Results calculated play an important role in detonation initiation
by a one-dini-,nsional Lagrangian hydrody- and propagation. The effect of voids in water
namic code using a KIli" isentrope where the was studied numerically by a two-dimensional
hemispherical shock wave was assumed are Eulerian hydrodynamic code based on the
shown in Figure 7. Air was assumed to be donor-acceptor method. Air was assumed to be
ideal gas. Experimental results show lower ideal gas. The EOS used for water was a linear
than calculated peak overpressures, possibly relationship between shock velocity U, and
due to the energy loss resulting from cratering particle velocity up.
at the explosionpoint. A comparison with the
experimental results obtained from 508 kg of = 1.483 + 2.0Up (km/s).
TNT at the same place corresponded to a TNT At a shock pressure lower than 10 kbar,
equivalence of 60 to 80 percent which contrasts the temperature rise in water due to the
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impact of the water jet is not high due to REFERENCES
precompression. (See Figure 8.) Calculated 1. Tanaka, K., "Detonation Properties of
results suggest that a jet generated in a void High Explosives Calculated by Revised
for pressure shock waves lower than about Kihara-Hikita Equation of State," Pro-
10 kbar is not enough to initiate EE, because it ceedings of Eighth Symposium (Interna-
is precompressed by shock wave propagation tional) on Detonation, NSWC MP 86-194,
through the emulsion around the void before 1985, p. 548.
jet impact. At a shock pressure higher than
10kbar, a jet generated in a void impacts 2. Cowan, R. and Fickett, W., J. Chem.
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CHEMISTRY OF UNI)ERWATER EXPLOSIVE DIETONATIONS

1). Carlson, R. D)oherty, V. Ringbloom, J. Deiter, and G. Wilmot
Naval Surface Warfare Center

10901 New Hampshire Avenue, Silver Spring, Maryland 20903-5000

Five grams of pressed high explosive were detonated underwater, and
chemical products were captured for analysis. Product mixtures were
analyzed by spectroscopic and chromatographic chemical analysis
methods. The method used to confine the reaction products from an
underwater explosion is called the "balloon test." A charge was
mounted inside a large rubber balloon filled with water. The balloon
was itself surrounded and supported by water. When detonated, the
balloon appeared to be transparent to the shock wave. The balloon
oscillated with the explosion bubble, but did not rupture. All gaseous,
dissolved, and solid products of the explosion were trapped inside the
balloon. Chemical analysis of the product gases formed by PETN
detonation underwater showed agreement with experimental recoveries
of PFTN detonations in vacuum or inert atmosphere. Some significant
differences, however, were detected.

INTROI)UCTION (2) The explosive is detonated in a dif-
ferent chemical environment than that found

When an explosion is detonated under- in air or inert-gas media. Many non-ideal
water, the chemistry of the detonation and e-olosives exhibit enhanced performance when
afterburningcan be affected in several ways: detonated in an oxidizing atmosphere, due to

(1) The explosive is confined by a large afterburning of the detonation products.4

mass of water with no structural strength but This paper reports on progress in obtain-
with a large amount of inertia, The explosion ing experimental data on the detonation of
transfers shock, kinetic, thermal and PV explosives underwater in a test called the
energy to the surrounding water. The amount "balloon test"5 which is designed to closely
of shock versus non-shock energy transferred, simulate free-field underwater detonation.
and the time scale in which these transfers The purpose of the balloon test was to generate
occur, determine the effectiveness of the experimental chemical data on a system
explosive. Especially for non-ideal and under-oxidzedhighexposivs, he dgre of which, as closely as possible, mimics the end-
conxinement ofh a ca hasaign t ethdegeffe of use underwater detonation of metallized explo-
confinementsives. The test mimics both the physical and
on the observed product distribution following chemical environment of a free-field under-
detonation.' Even the confinement caused by water detonation.
less than one atmosphere of argon yields mea-
surably different product ratios from the same This close modeling, however, requires a
charge fired in vacuum. 2' 3 The effect of compromise: the samples studied in the
confinement by water is much larger, and the balloon test must be small. This is a short-
effects of water confinement with or without coming because the experimental firing now
additional charge confinement on the chem- represents a system further removed from the
ical outcome of the detonation are not well actual large-scale event which the research
understood seeks to model, and also because the test in its

present form is limited to explosive charges
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with small critical diameters. Despite this confinement has relatively little effect on
shortcoming, the balloon test has the marked observed detonation products, and because
advantage that it yields direct experimental PETN and its products are not expected to
data on the chemistry of underwater detona- react chemically with external water. The
tions in a constant-pressure environment, charges fired were unconfined pressed cylin-

ders of PETN with diameter 12 mm and weight
EX1XPERI MENTAI, 4.9 grams. One charge of 2.6 grams of pento-

eI shows a schematic diagram o lite lightly confined in a thin-walled copper
th oest ctube was also detonated. Detonators used were

the balloon test configuration. To perform the cutm adRP8soniig80ilgrs

test, a five-gram pressed charge was mounted cuto -as e only e os t he cha rge s

inside a large flexible rubber balloon filled

with water. The balloon itself was surrounded cemented to the detonators using about 3 milli-

and supported by water in an open-topped grams of cyanoacrylate adhesive. The det-

firing tank filled with 50,000 liters of water. onator wires were used to support the charge
The explosive was detonated underwater and inside the balloon and keep it in position. TheThemiexlplosive s was e d naptued under er ands only materials present in the test other than
chemical products were captured fogr analysis PTN were (inert) copper, the plastic header
Product mixtures were analyzed by gas and

"p r p on the detonator, the plastic insulation on the
liquid chromatography, mass spectroscopy, detonator wires and the small amount of
energy dispersive x-ray spectrometry and x- adhesive. These plastic contaminants which
ray photoelectron spectroscopy. When deto- could not be avoided were, for the most part,
nated, the balloon appeared to he transparent recovered broken but undecomposed when
to the shock wave. The balloon oscillated with recovered.
the explosion bubble but did not rupture. All
gaseous, dissolved and solid products of the Balloons
explosion were trapped inside the balloon.

The explosive charge was suspended
within a weather balloon weighing about 300
grams. The balloons used were commercially

available or slightly modified 300-gram weath-
er balloons designed to inflate to 17 feet before

" ..... ~. . bursting.* A smaller balloon would trap the
products in less water, making analysis easier,
but it was found that balloons much smaller

than 300 grams frequently ruptured upon
charge detonation. The commercial balloons
were washed in 10 percent aqueous hydro-

..... fluoric acid to remove the layer of talc from one
..... -surface of the balloon; the specially modified

balloons were manufactured using a silicone
release agent instead of talc in the formation
process (if not removed talc interfered serious-

Figure I uall,•enTst Setu ly with the solid product filtering and
analysis).

Charges
Water

The uIltlimate' purpose of the halloon test

was to generate data on detonation of The balloon was held at the surface of the
metallized explosives To establish an experi- firing tank filled with 50,000 liters of tap
mental baseline, the initial tests have all been
performed using well characterized non
metallized high explosives PVTN was chosen *('ust, and ot' the shelf' weather balloons were

because it detonates cleanly, because degree of obt•ined from Kaysam Corp., Patterson, NJ.
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water. The balloon was filled with analysis- water in the holding tank. Larger solids
grade water purified by reverse osmosis, (mostly fragments of copper and plastic from
followed by deionization through ion-exchange the detonator) were picked by hand from the
columns. The balloon was filled until it empty balloort.
maintained its spherical shape, but the rubber Gas Analysis
was not yet stretched. About 250 liters were
required The filled balloon was about 80 cen- Product gases were analyzed by gas
timeters in diameter. The balloon could not chromatography and independently by
support the weight of the water it contained Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy. Four
unless it was suspended in water at all times. replicate PETN charges were fired and the
The charge was placed in the approximate gases analyzed. Table I shows the analytical
center of the water balloon and the balloon was conditions used to perform the analyses.
purged of any bubbles and stoppered. Oit was
important to remove all air from the balloon, Table I. Conditions for Gas Chromatographic
because bubbles in direct contact with the Analysis
balloon rubber might damage it during
sympathetic oscillation with the detonation ALLGASES EXCEPT IHYDROGEN:

gas globe.6) Stationary phase: 8m x 1/8" packed 50/80m

The balloon and charge assembly were Porapak-Q
then lowered 2 meters below the water surface. Carrier gas: Helium

Temperature program: -30. + 200'C
To ensure that the balloon had a slight nega- Detector: thermal conductivity

tive buoyancy and would indeed sink into the
tank, the temperature of the tank was main- lHYDROGEN ANAI.YSIS:
tained at 20'C, while the temperature of the
pure water used to fill the balloon was held at capillary Molsieve .3A
50C. Carrier gas: Argon 100kPa

Temperature program: + 35*. +120°C
Sampling Detector: thermal conductivity p-cell

The test charge was initiated by normal
experimental methods Following the explo In all samples significant amounts ofoxy-
sion, the buoyancy of the trapped gas quickly gen were detected. The amount detected was
carried the balloon to the surface. The thicker too great to be attributed to pickup of dissolved
rubber at the neck of the balloon was punc- oxygen from the balloon water, and was attri-
tured with a hypodermic needle, and the entire buted to leaks to the atmosphere introduced
gas bubble was bled off into an evacuated glass during the drawing off of the gases. (This
bulb within two minutes of the explosion. finding prompted the change in gas sampling
(Rapid gas sampling was necessary to mini- procedure requiring the point of sample draw-
mize loss of the gas bubble by dissolution into off be held underwater.) For these analyses,
the water in the balloon ) It wais found that if the am,-unt of air leakage was calculated from
the point of entry of the needle was not held the assumption that all oxygen present came
underwater, leakage of air into the gas sample from atmospheric contamination, and the con-
was invariably observed centrations of all gaseous components were

In the same manner, a sample of the corrected accordingly.

liquid was bled into another evacuated bulb, A large sample-to-sample variation in the
this time for dissolved gas analysis. The assay of the det,--ation product gases was
remainder of the water in the balloon was observed, pr(,bably due in part to the air
pumped through a 0.45-micron cellulose ace- leakage problem which was encountered, and
tate filter into a holding tank from which in part to modifications made in the setup and
liquid samples were taken for dissolved sampling procedures during the time period
product analysis Analyses were performed on over which the tests were performed. Figure 2
the solids trapped by the filter and on the shows graphically the variation in data for the
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Figure 3. Calculated Gas Bubble Composition

four PErTN shots that have been performed. in Equilibrium with Water

Ilydrogen and methane were not assayed
during the first two shots fired gases into the balloon water than anticipated

from gas diffusion rate constants.9,1 0

Table 2. A nulys is of PE7"N Prodhuct Gases Gas dissolution into water can be greatly

Environment of l)etonation accelerated by turbulence and entrainment,
such as occurs during an underwater explo-

Gas 112 aO Vacb Ar, Aird liee sion. The dissolution of product gases from
1 52 67 5.6 6.0 5.7 underwater PETN explosion was modeled by

assuming the gas bubble produced to be in

N2  38.6 26.3 15 1 43.4 26.8 solution equilibrium with some fraction of the

CO 26.7 20.5 169 18.3 22.1 water within the balloon. In this model, the
volume of water in equilibrium with the gas
bubble was unspecified in advance, but

C11 4  0.1 0 01 0.3 0 assumed to increase monotonically as a

Volume percent excluding water vapor, function of time. For any given amount of

Gases Nl1:1, NO 2 not reported or not water, the composition of dissolved and free

detected. Gas NC) less than 0.02% when gases can be calculated using Ilenry's Law. 1 t

reported. Figure 3 shows the expected composition

b1-"xp ncalorimeste in this paper. of the PETN product gas bubble when the

abxvrinb rimete tinder vacuum.1 gases equilibrate with water. The X axis

c1)etonation chamber, 100% Argon 7 represents the logarithm of the number of
dDetonation chamber, 4% Air/96% Argon. 7  liters of water in equilibrium with the gas
eBurned under Hlelium. not detonated. 8  bubble. The water was taken to be initially in

complete equilibrium with air. The initial gas

Table 2 shows the results of the analysis composition was taken from experimental
results obtained under vacuum in a water-free

of product gases from PI"TN underwater det-
onation, along with analysis results culled
from the literature on PETN detonation and Figure 3 shows that when the gas bubble
combustion in other environments. Experi- had equilibrated with about 3 liters of water,
mental results from the balhion test were the composition ofCO2 in the bubble was about
consistently higher in N2 and CO, and lower in halfof its initial amount, and the compositions
CO, than most literature results for PETN of less water-soluble gases such as N 2 , 112, and
firings in the absence of water This was CO had increased. As shown graphically in
indicative of more extensive dissolution of Figure 4, assuming the initial product gas
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'Iable 3. Conditionsf/~r IC A nalysis ofl~issolved
Z PETN D)etonaition Products

CONDITIONS
0 Injection volume: 200 pl

& Aqueous sample preparation:. none
U i Cation analysis:

Columns: IDionex CO-I guard, CS-I
W to separator, fiber suppressor

U Mobile phase: 2.5mlimin O.005M IIC1d ~ u Suppressor eluent: 0.040N KOII
N 2l )etector: conductivity

Anion analysis:
I"qu r t, 4 ('omnparison oif Calculated and Columns: IDionex CO-I guard, CS-i
()h'arvr'ui (Gos uhtihlt, C'om position separator, fiber suppressor

Mobile phase: 2.3mL,'min O.0030M
(listrihultiof re'ported by (irnellas, the cal- NaIICO 3/O.0024M
culatued gas bublrie after equilibration with Na 2 CO3
abhout 3 liters oh' water agreed with the Suppressor eluent: 0.025N l-12S0 4
co~mposi tion observed in the balloon test, I)etector: U V absorbance (206n m) or
within experimental error cnutvt

D issolved Prod uct Analysis Table 4. A nalysis of Dissolved Ions from PETN
In rai ionic dletonation products Ii- etornalion

solved in the water were analyzed by ion D~issolved Fraction of N
chromatography ("WC") TFable 3 shows the Ion Concentrationa Recovered as Jonb
conditions used for the IC. 'Fable 4 shows the _______________________
observed amounts (if dissolved ammonia, Nil 3 + 3 x 10-'7M 1.2 x 10-3
nitrite and nitrate lot, found. Nitrite and N02- 3 x 10-7M 1.2 x 10-3
nitrate ion are both products of the reactions of NO 3 - 9x~ 107~M 4 x 10-3
nitrogen oxides with water.

Ilissolvedi C0 2 was expected to be a Estimate error: ±20% relative.
significant component of the water collected. It woa oueo'ae nblon 61
was alyze ygscrmtgah sn the bliased on 4.9gm PETN =1 .55x 10 2 mole
methods described in Tlable 2. No significant PE-rN =6.2xl 10 2 mole Nitrogen
concentration of Co-, was observed. We believe ________________________
CO,, to be dissolved in the balloon water in
easily measurable amounts; it is suspected by Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR),
that the rapid liquid sampling method used did Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), X-ray
niot provide a homogeneous water sample. Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPlS), and Mass

Spectrometry I MS)
Solid Product Analysis SE~M (lata indficatedl that the lpentolite

When detonated1, l'E'lN gave too little residue was composed of irregularly shaped
s011(l re'sidue tot arialz T ~{ lo practice the types and agglomerated 0.1- to 0.2-pmn particles,
ol'solid residue analysis which will be used on mixed With silica particles with an average
other charges, a sample of pentolite was det- diameter of 0.7 pm. 'rhe backscatter image
(matedI Tlhis producc(l a black residue which was used to differentiate the residue particles,
was found( to decompose in the presence of which were composed of C, N, and 0, from the
light (ts~ TNT' and some of' its decomposition balloon impurity particles which contained
prodluctsdo) TIhe solid residues were examined silicon, copper, and lead.
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A broad XPS scan of the residue found the closed bomb tests can be explained by partial
following elements: C, 0, N, Si, Cu, S, and Pb. equilibration of the product gases with the
The Cu, S, and Pb contaminants were present balloon water.
in concentrations of less than one percent; Si Solid analysis from the firing of the single
was present at about the 2 percent level. The sample of pentolite yielded results that would
source of the silica was probably incomplete normle expeted. Aasis of more
washing out ,of the talc originally in the normally be expected. Analysis of more

complex residues from metallized explosivesballoon. The lead and sulfur probably came wilbatepdinfurwok

from additives to the balloon rubber.

iligh resolution XPS of the nitrogen (is) REFERENCES
region was performed to determine the oxida- 1. Ornellas, 1). L, "Calorimetric Determina-
tion state of nitrogen present. This provides an tions of the Ileat and Products of
indication of any remaining energetic organic Detonation for Explosives: October 1961
compound Two peaks were found in the Ntls) tonAti for Explosives: Lawrence
spectrum at 401 6eV (30 percent of total inten- to A 18, C982a
sity) and at 399 95eV (70 percent) The antici-
pated N(Is) binding energies for the nitrogen 2. Volk, F., "Detonation Gases and Residues
moieties in pentolite would be approximately of Composite Explosives," Journal of
406eV for the nitro group in TNT and Energetic Materials, Vol. 4, 1986, pp. 93-
approximately 408eV for the nitrate e';ter 113.
group in PETN. The observed spectrum indi- 3. Volk, F. and Schedlbauer, F., "Detonation
cates no unreacted TNT or PETN in the Products of Less Sensitive High Explo-
pentolite residue. sives Formed Under Different Pressures

The water insoluble solid residue was of Argon and in Vacuum," Ninth Sym-
also extracted with acetone-dti and the solution posium (International) on Detonation,
was analyzed by NMR. Both T'NT and PFTN Aug 1989.
are soluble in acetone and would appear in 4. Matle, C. C., "The Contribution of
characteristic NMR patterns if present. No Afterburning to the Airblast from
such patterns were found, confirming the total Aluminized Explosives," NOLTR 61-178,
consumption of both PETN and TrNT in the 22 Jun 1967.
detonation

5. Fye, P. M.; Arsove, S.; Cottell, R.; and
SUMMARY Curtis, W., "A Study of the Chemical

Capture and analysis of' detonation Products of an Underwater Explosion,"
NAVORI) Report 412, Underwater Explo-

products by the use of a flexible balloon was sives Reserc Lo r, woods Hol

accomplished successfully. The balloon test Ocearah Institton, Sep 1947

method generates detonalion chemistry data in Oceanographic Institution, Sep 1947.

a constant pressure underwater environment. 6. Goertner, J. F., "Dynamical Model for

Assay of the gaseous products of PETN Explosion Injury to Fish," NSWC TR 76-

detonation from several replicate shots showed 155, 18 Dec 1978.

a wide variability This may have been due to 7. Volk, F., "Investigation of the Detonation
air contamination allowed by a flawed gas Reaction Products of Different Explo-
sampling procedure used for most of the sives," Propellants and Explosives, Vol. 3,
firings 1978, pp. 9-13.

Experimental product ratios for the gas 8. Bernecker, R. and Smith, L. C_, "On the
bubble agreed fairlY well with results obtained Products Formed in the Combustion of
by other experimental configurations The Explosives. Freeze-out of the Water-Gas
results were high in CO and N. and low in Reaction," Journal of Physical Chemistry,
CO), The difference between balloon test Vol. 71, 1967, pp. 2381-2390.
results and results generated by others in
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9. Hlartman, B. and Hlammond, 1). E., "Gas you not consider the reaction between very hot
Exchange Rates Across the Sediment A1 20 3 as it comes in contact with water during
Water and Air-Water Interfaces in South bubble formation?
San Francisco fay," Journal of Geophvy-
ical Reseurch, Vol. 89(C3), 1984, pp. 3593- REPLY BY I). CARLSON
3603. We considered the Al-water system at

10. Liss, P. S., Balls, P. W.; Martinelli, F. N.; moderate temperatures to satisfy ourselves
and Coantic, M., "The Effect of Evapora- that significant reaction between metallic Al
tion and Condensation on Gas Transfer and water would not take place in the minutes
Across an Air-Water Interface," Oceanoli- which elapse between detonation and product
gica Acta 4(2), 19 8 1, pp. 129-138. sampling. The actual reactions occurring

11. CRC Handbook of Chem istry and Ph~ysics, during the detonation are very complex. The
44th Edition, pp. 1706-1709. balloon test can at best give us limits of

reaction extent, and suggest mechanisms.

DISCUSSION DISCUSSION

H. GRYTING J.W. ENIG
Gryting Energetics Sciences Company Enig Associates, Inc.

What happened to the 8 pound minimum I think your unique balloon measurement
rule for valid underwater explosion data? The technique can be extended to shed light for the
products could be considerably different from first time on the reaction of aluminized explo-
such small samples. sives with the surrounding water during an

underwater detonation. If some fraction of the
REPLY BY 1). CARLSON water in the balloon contained oxygen of a

different isotope, the concentration of the'That's true -. our results could be quite isotope in the A120 3 products would suggest

different. Even worse, many of the explosives the degree ofreaction with the external water.

of most interest to the underwater community

will not detonate at all using these small REPLY BY 1). CARLSON
sample sizes. This is a major limitation of the
balloon test in its present form. We're looking I agree. The main purpose of the test was
into ways of scaling up to answer questions about how aluminum

reacts in an underwater explosive. If our ini-
I)ISCUSSION tial experiments continue to yield encouraging

I. B. MISHRA results, we may try an isotopic labelling

Kanan Associates, Inc. experiment.

You have considered the reaction
between hot Al and water at 110°C. Should
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ESTIMATION OF PERFORMANCE OF UNDERWATER EXPLOSIVES

D. A. Cichra and R. M. Doherty
Naval Surface Warfare Center

Code R 11, White Oak, Silver Spring, Maryland 20903-5000

A collection of 175 underwater compositions, for which shockwave
energy and bubble energy were measured, has been compiled from the
literature. The heat of detonation (Q, cal/cm3), number of moles of
product gases (N, mol/l0O cm 3), and the average molecular weight of
the product gases (M, g/mol) have been calculated for these composi-
tions using a number of different arbitrary decomposition mechanisms.
These parameters were used in regression analyses of the performance
parameters to arrive at equations for the equivalent volume for
shockwave energy (relative to pentolite) and the relative bubble energy
(relative to pentolite). The equations had correlation coefficients (R) of
0.97.

INTROi)UCTION meaningful. In this work we describe how

When an explosive is detonated under explosive composition can be related to SWE

water, the energy liberated is partitioned and RBE.

between the shockwave that goes out in the The use of arbitrary decomposition
water and the residual energy in the hot explo- pathways, or arbitraries, to predict the prod-
sion products or bubble.' In order to compare ucts of a detonation, and from those products
the performance of explosives under water, two certain detonation properties, was pioneered
figures of merit have been employed. They by S. J. Jacobs and the late Mortimer Kamlet. 3

relate the energies in the shockwave and in the They assumed that for CtlNO explosives
bubble of an explosive to those of a reference oxygen is used first to form 1120, then C0 2, and
material. The most commonly used figures of that the nitrogen appears in the products as
merit are the equivalent weight for shockwave N2. This assumption was referred to as the
energy (SWE) and the relative bubble energy H20-CO2 arbitrary. From this assumed
(RBE). 2 SWE is an average over some distance distribution of products, they calculated the
range of the mass of reference explosive heat of detonation (Q), the number of moles of
(typically taken as pentolite) required to give product gases (N), and the average molecular
the same energy in the shockwave as unit mass weight of the product gases (M). The values of
of the explosive being tested. RBE is the ratio Q, N, and M were used in combination with the
of the energy in the gas bubble produced by the density to estimate detonation velocities and
detonation of the explosive being tested to the detonation pressures. Kamlet and Ablard
energy in the gas bubble produced by an equal noted that the results did not differ markedly if
mass of reference explosive, usually pentolite. the H20-CO-CO 2 or CO-112 0-CO2 arbitrary
For both SWE and RBE, a larger value corre- was used instead. 4

sponds to better performance. Although both
of these ratios are used to compare equal or Since this method tacitly assumes
equivalent masses of materials, they can be instantaneous decomposition of the explosives,
converted to expressions based on volume if the it does not give accurate predictions of deto-
densities of the reference and test explosives nation pressure and detonation velocity for
are known. In some instances, a comparison on non-ideal explosives, particularly metallized
the basis of volume rather than mass is more compositions. However, in the underwater
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environment, the time allowed for reactions to Table 1. Composition of Assemble.d
contribute to explosive effects is much longer, Formulations
of the order of tens to hundreds of milliseconds,
as compared to a fraction of a millisecond for Grou inredients* Number of
metal acceleration by an explosive. 5 Following g Data Points
the lead of Kamlet and Jacobs, we have studied
the relationship between Q, N, and M for ten
arbitraries, and the performance of a set of 2 AP, Al, PNC binder 40
explosive compositions that range from ideal to
very heavily metallized. 3 Organic LIE 18

The three variables Q, N, and M have 4 AP, AI, Zr, PNC binder 15
been used here to characterize the composition
of explosives. These variables have been 5 Oxidizer, Zr, PNC 15
calculated for 175 explosive formulations for binder
which both SWE and RBE have been 6 OrganicllE,AP,Al 9
measured. The values of Q, N, and M were
computed from the masses and the heats of 7 tIN, AN 5
formation of the ingredients for each
formulation for each of the arbitraries consid- 8 Organic liE, AN, Al 4
ered. They were then used, together with the 9 Organic HE, AN, or AP 4
measured densities of the compositions, in
multiple linear regression analyses. The 10 IIN, Al 3
result is a set of equations from which one can
estimate the shockwave and bubble perform- *AN = ammonium nitrate
ance of a new formulation from its composition. AP = ammonium perchlorate

HIE = high explosive
RESUITS AND DISCUSSION fIN = hydrazine mononitrate

PNG = plastisol nitrocellulose
From the underwater explosive litera-

ture, performance data on 175 compositions,
some differing only in density, were accumu- Table 2. Arbitraries Used in the Correlations
lated. For this work, no effort was made to
evaluate the data as to charge size, method of No. Assumed Order of Products
preparation, or other such variables that might
affect performance, although no data were MO,0CC0 2 ,11 2 0
included for compositions that showed an effect 2 MO, CO, 1120, C02
of booster size. If more than one result were
available for a given composition at a given 3 MO, 1120, CO, C02
density, the results were averaged. The equi-
valent volume for shockwave energy relative 4 MO, MN, 1120, GO, 002
to pentolite for these compositions ranged from 5 MO, MN, CO, 1120, C02
0 13 to 1.82, while the bubble energies relative
to an equal volume of pentolite ranged from 6 MO, MN, CO, C02, 1120
0.18 to 3.27. These values were obtained from
the performance data expressed on a weight 7 CO, MO, C02, 1120
basis by multiplying the weight data by the 8 CO, MO, 1120, CO 2
density of the composition and dividing by 1.65
(the density of pentolite). The types of 9 CO, MO, MN, 1120, C02
compositions represented in the data set are
shown in Table 1. 10 00, MO, MN, 002, 1120
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The values of Q, N, and M were then All the parameters were used on a volume
calculated for a number of arbitraries. The basis. The analyses were done on subsets based
arbitraries that were examined are listed in on the amount of metal, carbon, and oxicdizing
Table 2. In all the arbitraries, chlorine, if species present. The subsets were: (1) those
present, was assumed to form IICI. The two compositions with no more metal than can
major families of arbitraries were the family in react with the oxygen remaining after all
which oxygen was assumed to react first with carbon has been oxidized to CO (88 compo-
metal to form metal oxide (MO, such as A120 3  sitions); (2) those with no more metal than can
or ZrO.,), and the family in which oxygen was react with all the oxygen present to form metal
assumed to react first with carbon to form oxide ('133 compositions); (3) those with no
carbon monoxide and then with metal to form more metal than can react to form metal oxide
metal oxide. In five of the arbitraries, nitrogen with the oxygen remaining after all carbon has
is assumed to be available to oxidize metal if been oxidized to CO, and with nitrogen to form
necessary. In all cases, any hydrogen that is metal nitride (150 compositions); and (4) all
not oxidized is assumed to form 112, nitrogen the compositions (175 compositions). The good-
forms N2 , and unoxidized carbon forms solid C ness of fit for the various subsets guided
with III = 0. changes in the arbitrary used.

The calculated values of Q, N, and M, It is generally recognized that the heat of
along with the experimental density, were detonation is a reasonably good predictor of
used as parameters in multiple linear regres- shockwave and bubble performance under
sion analyses. All compositions were treated water. The shockwave energy for the 88
alike, regardless of their ingredients. This compositions in subset I correlates well with Q
assumption ignores factors such as differences alone (i.e., a' = 1, b' = c' = e' = 0) for any of
in detonation temperatures and pressures, and the arbitraries in which metal oxide and CO
differences in reaction rates that may result in are the first two products (r > 0.92). The
different reaction products, thereby affecting correlation is not as good when all the
performance. compositions are included. When all the points

The initial correlations were of the form of are included, the correlation coefficient

Equation (I), where the values of a, b, c, e, and between Q and SWE is > 0.88 for arbitraries 7

f were determined by a least squares fit of the and 8, but < 0.7 for arbitraries I and 2.

data. There are several series of aluminized

log(RBE or SWE) = a log Q + b log N + compositions for which both the shockwave

c log M + e log d + f (1) and bubble energy have been measured. Fig-
ure I is a plot of observed SWEV versus (mol 0)/

The results of these correlations were used to (3/2 mol Al + mol C), which is a measure of
determine which of the terms to retain. Terms oxidant balance, for a series of TNETB/AI
that were judged to be significant at the formulations.8 As the amount of aluminum in
95 percent confidence level by the Student's t the formulation increases, this ratio decreases.
test were retained. The second step in the The shockwave energy reaches a maximum
procedure was to revort to the linear form of when there is enough metal to react with all
the equ-,tie,, in RBE or SWE, as in Equation(2). the oxygen except that needed to convert C to

SWEi or RuE = mQi'Nb'M 'de- s (2) CO. Additional metal degrades SWE. The
The values of a', b', c', and c' were fixed by superior correlation with arbitraries using COrounding the values of a, b, c, and e to the as the preferred oxygen-containing product

nearest value of I/2 (iLe., 1/8, 1/4, etc.). With supports the contention that CO must be

the values of a', b', c', and e' fixed, a second considered.

regression for each arbitrary of the appropriate When parameters other than Q are
product QaNb'MCde against RBE or SWE was included in the correlation, the difference
conducted between the MO, CO and CO, MO arbitraries
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Table 3. Agreement Between Calculated and
1.6 Observed SWE,

1.27 N Group No. of Average rms dev.
Points ohs SWEV

U1 57 1.02 0.103 0.80. 2 40 1.52 0.07

0.4 3 18 0.95 0.09

0/(3/2u A C) - 1.0 4 15 150 0.09

5 15 1.51 0.100.0 ,

0 1 2 3 6 9 1.24 0.17

mol O/32 mol AI mol C) 7 5 0.41 0.28

Figure I Dependence of SWk,, on Elemental 8 4 1.06 0.08
Composition /r "TNETH A 1 9 4 !.00 0.12

disappears. The best ru.•ult for the MO, CO 10 3 0.82 0.12
arbitraries involves (Q3.M2Nd)' 1 The best Fit
for the CO, MO arbitraries uses (Q;3N 2 d)114 , but the values of Q, N, and M from the CO, MO,
it gives a standard error (se) and correlation MN, 11-20 arbitrary, which is used to predict
coefficient (it) equivalent to the MO, CO equa- IMBE to obtain good estimates of the shock-
tion. The CO, MO, MN arhitraries, which were wave energy.
added to help correlate the bubble results, also
give correlations with approximately the same The poor agreement between observed
goodness of fit As Kamlet and Ablard and calculated SWE, for group 7 is ... bly
oI)served earlier, 4 the correlations may be very attributable to incomplete reaction of the AN
insensitive to the arhitrary chosen, in the formulation. b The deviations between

calculated and observed SWEv increase with
(;,od correlations can |be obtained using increasing percentage of AN, and the observed

only Q and N in the fornm Qa 4 N P"2 (it > 0.95). performance is always lower than predicted.
It can be improved slightly by adding M and d The same trend is observed with the RBEv for
torjust d in the case oft he CO(. MO) arbitraries). this group, although the deviations are not as
This implies that the most important factors large.
affecting ihe shockwave energy are the heat of a
detonation and the number of moles of gases It has been observed that the dissipated
formed. t'n fortunately, N and M are correlated energy due to shock heating of water by the
(r 0 73) for the MO, CO) arbitraries, which shockwavedecreases as the detonation pressure
affects the interpretation oft,, results, of an explosive decreases. 7 The methodology

described here does not take this into account
Thie best predictive eqiat ion for SWi, is explicitly. The inclusion of density as a factor

Equation (3), using Q, N, anid M from the MO, in Equation (3) may be a reflection of the fact
CO), I[.,()arbitrary. that incorporating a metal such as aluminum
SW ,, ,5 73 x 1 14 3N 2 .Md( 4 + 004 (3) or zirconium, which increases the density of the

It - 0 971 -. , 0 (00-1 formulation, lowers the detonation pressure.

The averag, values of' SWt"K, and root mean The fact that the correlations are about the
square ( rms) deviations for the groups listed in same for the various arbitraries is probably not
Table I, are given in Table 3 C(hanging the due to an insufficient number of compositions
arbitrary does little to change the values of the that have Q, N, and M that differ depending on
slope and intercept in the equation This being the arbitrary used There are 94 of the 175
the case, it is possible to use Il qut ion (3) with compositions for which Q, N, and M for the
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MO, CO (CO 2 or 1120), arbitrary are the same continues to increase but at a lower rate as the
asthose for theCO, MO(C0 2 or11 20),arbitrary. metal reacts with nitrogen present. When the
Similarly, there are 96 compositions for which metal has reacted with all the nitrogen, Q
Q, N, and M fr the MO, CO, C02 arbitrary are begins to decrease. Me,',iwhile, N decreasesdue
the same as those for the MO, CO, 1120 arbi- to the decrease in .nhe amount of explosive pre-
trary. These same 96 compositions also have sent until that point at which the metal begins
values for the CO, MO (C02 or 1120), and CO, to react with the nitrogen. Hlere N starts to
MO, MN (CO2or 1120) arbitraries that are inde- decrease more rapidly, since gaseous nitrogen
pendent of the order of formation of C02 and is being converted to solid metal nitride.
1120 t should be noted that compositions for Interesting results were also obtLined for
which Q differs depending on whether 1120 or the relative bubble energy on a volume basis
C02 is assumed to be formed first may still have (RBEv). Useful insights were gained by treat-
identical values of N and M for those two cases.
The values for Q, N, and M for the CO, MO ingvarioussubsetsofthedata.
(C02 or 1120) arbitraries are the same as those Using the CO, MO arbitraries, it was
for the CO, MO, MN (C02 or 1120) arbitraries found tnat the correlation with Q alone is
only for those 88 compositions with no more much worse for subset 3 than for subset 1. This
than enough metal to react with all the oxygen seemed to indicate that a further reaction
remaining after C has been converted to CO. might be occurring as more metal is added.

The lack of distinction between the CO, One possibility was reaction with nitrogen.

MO, and the MO, CO arbitraries can be This did not seem unreasonable, since AIN has

explained by looking at a series of compositions been identified in the products of an under-
with increasing metal content. As metal is water detonation of Torpex. 9 It was found that

added to a given composition in increasing the CO, MO, MN arbitraries did have better

amounts, Q for the MO, CO arbitraries keeps correlations with Q alone for subset 3 than the

increasing until there is enough metal to react arbitraries that neglected formation of metal

with all the oxygen. At this point it starts to nitride (se = 0.20 vs. se = 0.25 - 0.32).

decrease since the metal is no longer reacting However, the correlation still drops off when

to release energy. The number of moles of gas all the compositions are included. Attempts to

(N) initially decreases slightly as the amount fit the very highly metallized compositions by

of metal is increased, since the amount of adding another reaction (such as with the CO

explosive present decreases. Hlowever, at the or IICI, if it is present) to the arbitrary have

point at which there is enough metal to react not been successful. Since the predictions are

with all the oxygen except that needed to generally lower than the observed RBEv for

oxidize C to CO, N begins to decrease faster the most highly metallized systems, the

since gaseous CO is converted to solid C. prospect of participation by ambient water
seems reasonable.

For the CO, MO arbitraries, however, Q
increases only to the point where there is It was found that the fit for subset 3, i.e.,
enough metal to react with all the oxygen the less highly metallized compositions, could
remaining after all C iL. oxidized to CO. At this be improved by including other parameters in
point, increasing the me'al leads to a decrease addition to Q. The best fit was obtained with
in Q since the ext. metal no longer reacts to Q(M-'d) 14 using the CO, MO, MN arbitraries.
release energy. N decreases uniformly over It was again not possible to distinguish
the whole range of metal content due to the between the two arbitraries. Equation (5) was
decrease in the amount of explosive present as obtained using the Q and M from the CO, MO,
the amount of metal is increased. MN, 1120 arbitrary, but gives equally good

results with the Q and M values from the CO,[or the CO , MO, MN arbitraries, q• MO, MN, CO 2 arbitrary.

increases as metal is added until there is

enough to react with all the oxygen remaining M EV = 1.10 x 10-3 Q(M 'd)1 4 + 0.10 (5)
after the C has been oxidized to CO. Then Q R : 0.971, se = 0.17
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These equations are not suitable for use gas, N, was not significant in any of the correla-
with over-metallized compositions. tComposi- tions with RBEV. Intuitively, it seems that, all
tions are considered to be over-metallized when other things being equal, the compositions with
they contain excess metal over that which can the larger number of moles of gas should pro-
react with the residual oxygen and nitrogen duce a larger bubble. Based on the arbitraries
after all C has been oxidized to CO.1 In gen- used here, this is not the case. The dependence
eral, formulations that are over-metallized are of RBEV on the reciprocal of the square root of
undercalculated by Equation (5). For example, the molecular weight, has an analogy in the
a formulation consistingof38 percent Al, 36 per- computation of specific impulse in rocket
cent AP, and 26 percent TNT was determined propulsion problems. Lower molecular weight
to have an RBEV of 3.05. The value calculated gases lead to larger values of specific impulse,
by Equation (5) is 2.43. The rms deviations and here they appear to enhance bubble
and average observed RBEV values for the performance.
groups listed in Table I are given in Table 4.
Only those formulations to which the equation CONCLUSION
is applicable are included in the averages. A method has been presented by which

Table4. Agreement Between Calculated and estimates may be made of the shockwave

Observed RBEE energy and bubble energy, both relative to
pentolite, for explosives fired under water. The

No. of Avo'-age equations presented may be used to estimate
Group ~Points obs RBE rmsdev, the performance of an explosive from its

composition and the heat of formation of its
1 36 1.90 0.17 ingredients.

2 40 2.51 0.15 RE~FERENCES
3 18 0.98 0.17

4 15 2,69 0.16 1. Cole, R. II., Underwater Explosions,
Princeton University Press, Princeton,

5 14 2.62 0.14 NJ, 1948.

6 7 2.52 0.24 2. Swisdak, M. M., Explosion Effects and

7 5 0.50 0.19 Properties: Part II - Explosion Effects in
Water, NSWC/NGL, TR 76-116, NSWC,

8 4 1.99 0.22 Silver Spring, Ml), Feb 1978.

9 4 1.13 0.10 3. Kamlet, M. J. and Jacobs, S. J., "Chemis-

10 3 1.63 0-31 try of Detonations. 1. A Simple Method
for Calcuiating Detonation Properties of

The largest deviations between observed C-11-N-O Explosives," J. Chem. Phys.,
and calculated values of RBEV were in group Vol. 48,1982, p. 23.
10, the IlN-Al compositions. This group and 4. Kamlet, M. J. and Ablard, J. E.,
group 7 differ from the other composition, since "Chemistry of Detonations. 11. Buffered
they have no carbon. In general, the standard Equilibria,"J. Chem. Phys. Vol. 48, p. 36.
deviation ir the measured RBE is about 5 to
10 percent. For pentolite, which is very repro- 5. Finger, M. et al., "Metal Acceleration by
ducible and for which a large amount of data is Composite Explosives," The Fifth Sympo-
available, the standard deviation is about sium (International) on Detonation, ONR
4 percent. Thus, the agreement between ACR-184, 1970, p. 138.
calculated and observed RBEV is quite good for 6. Thiel, M. A., Comparison of the
most of the subsets of the data. Underwater Power of Explosives in Small

One of the surprising results from the Charges, NAVORD Rept. 6859, NOL.
correlations, was that the number of moles of Silver Spring, MD), Apr 1960.
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7. Sternberg, 1i. M. and Hlurwitz, I1., rest of the composition obeys his C0 2 -112 0
"Calculated Sphei ý,..! Shock Waves arbitrary rule, and have obtained no
Produced by Condensed Explosives in Air agreement between the calculated values
and Water," Sixth Symposium (Inter- and the experimental values given in the
national) on Detonation, ONR ACR-221, literature.
1976, p. 528.

REPLY BY D. A. CICHRA AND
8. Christian, E. A., The Contribution of Alu- R. M. IOHERTrY

minum to the Effectiveness ofan Explosion.
I. Underwater Performance of One-Pound It is not surprising that an arbitrary that
Charges, NAVORI) Rept. 3760, NOL, assumes all the aluminum reacts does not fit
Silver Spring, Ml), Aug 1954. the cylinder test results because of the time

frame involved in that test. It would be
DISCUSSION interesting to see if a fit could be obtained

J. ROTH, Consultant using an arbitrary like the CO, MO ones used

Portola Valley, CA in our work -- or some other arbitrary that, in
essence, has the aluminum reacting with only

Does your correlation for highly some ofthe oxygen present.
metallized explosives improve if you assume
that some of the metal does not react? IDISCUSSION

REPLY BY 1). A. CICHRA G. 0. BJARNHOLT, Swedish Defence
AND} R. M. DOHERTY Research EstablishmentStockholm, Sweden

The highly metallized compositions are,
in general, undercalculated by our method e he detotion pressureoinfluencesbte
using the equation for RBE, presumably energy partitioning between shock and bubble
because there is unreacted metal present using energy If a rough estimate of the detonation
the CO, MO, MN arbitrary. That is, once there pressure of an explosive can be made and theis enough metal to react with the oxygen heat of detonation is known, the shock and
(except mhat used to form CO) and with all bubble energies could probably be predicted
(exceptthet niro en, toform ) anya metal r ais with good accuracy. If you include an esti-th e n itro g e n , a n y a d d itio n a l m e ta l re m a in s m a e d t o ti n p s u r a s a a a e e r n
unreacted. Attempts to include some further mated detonation pressure as a parameter in
reaction, such as reaction with the CO in the your regression analyses, the correlationCO, O, N aritrrie, di no impovethe coefficients of the equations should improveCO, MO, MN arbitraries, did not improve the co sd rby
fit when all the compositions were included, considerably
likewise, using arbitraries that result in the
formation of less CO and, therefore, more MO, AND R. M. AIOHERTY
did not improve the fit, although all the simpler
possibilities have not yet been looked at. Including the detonation pressure would

probably improve the fit, however, there is no
IDISCUSSION method of estimating the detonation pressure

M. COWPERTHWAITE, SRI for the metallized composition, especially the

International, Menlo Park, CA highly metallized ones.

I have modified Kamlet's method with the
assumptions that all the Al reacts and that the
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UNDERWATER EXPLOSION OF EMULSION EXPLOSIVES

K. Hattori, Y. Kato, K. Tokita, Y. Fukatsu, N. Mori, and A. Torii
Chemicals and Explosives Laboratory

Taketoyo, Aichi, Japan

This paper was presented at the Ninth was not submitted to the editor in sufficient
Symposium (International) on Detonation. time to be published.
Ilowever, it is not published here because it
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THE FUNDAMENTALS OF METAL COMBUSTION IN COMPOSITE
EXPLOSIVES REVEALED BY HIGH SPEED MICROPHOTOGRAPHY*

William C. Tao, Alan M. Frank, and Rochelle E. Clements
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Livermore, California 94550

and

Joseph E. Shepherd
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Troy, New York 12180

High-speed and high resolution microphotography has been used to
examine the ignition and combustion of small 25-76-pm diameter and
23-mm long aluminum wires in water, rapidly heated by a capacitor
discharge system. Streak photographs were obtained over periods of
30-500 j•s with a spatial resolution of 2 pm. The wire temperature was
determined as a function of time by integrating the circuit equation
together with the energy equation for an adiabatic wire and known
aluminum electrical resistivity and temperature functions of energy
density. We discovered a transition in the ignition and combustion of
the aluminum from mild to rapid sustained chemical reaction with the
water when the wire is heated above a critical temperature within I ps.
The triggering mechanism for this rapid reaction appears to be the
collapse of a vapor blanket during its fi st oscillation.

INTRODUCTION metallic additives chemically react with the
oxidizer and are used to tailor the rate ofThe combustion of metals, such as alumi-

num (Al), in the presence of gaseous and liquid energy delivery by the expansion gas. Mass
sis relevant to many disciplines.1-3 and thermal transport limitations determineoxidizers isrlvn omn icpie.3 the rates of reaction between the Al, inter-

These range from nuclear reactor safety and mediate oxidizin speen detontion
industrial manufacturing to propellant and mediate oxidizing species, and detonation
induositriaxplosmanufactringtions. propeh d products. The formation of aluminum oxide
composite explosives applications. In the first (Al20.), an extremely exothermic reaction

two areas of interest, the temperature encoun- 203 y

tered by the metal is not much higher than the (AH~f, 298 = -- 1675.7 kJ/mole), increases the
temperature of the expansion gas, and directlymelting point, and the interaction with water influences the equilibrium product distribu-

results in the explosive production of steam tion. As the product gas expands, the increase
due to the rapid heat transfer from the molten in thermal energy is partitioned setween the
metal to the water, In explosive applications rotational and vibrational states of the
such as air blast, cratering, and fragmentation, detonation products. This stored energy is

recovered from the deactivation of the excited
*Work performed under the auspices of the states and transformed into translational

U.S. Department of Energy by the Lawrence kinetic energy in the expansion push at later
livermore National Laboratory under con- times (10's of ps). In underwater applications
tract No. W-7405-ENG-48. in which prompt delivery of the available
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energy in the bubble expansion is not a forces exist, the key factors governing the film
requirement, the aluminum content in typical layer are heat flux and boiling. In this case,
explosive formulations can be as high as 30- intense collapse and formation of steam
35 weight percent. 4  bubbles can take place and the pressure

fluctuations that develop near the moltenIn all applications, the major issues are surface can lead to breakup of the droplet. A

the coupled processes of chemical reaction surface oxidea strength, with i

between the aluminum and the oxidizing change in the surfaclerate strength, with Li

medium, the role of energy (heat) transfer, additives, can accelerate the fragmentation

and fluid dynamiLS. Although the specific process.

mechanism for sustained chemical reaction Recent interest in exploiting the large
remains in question, it is generally accepted amount of energy available from the formation
that fragmentation of the molten particle and of A1 2 0 3 involves the explosive dispersal of
disruption of the oxide layer is a necessity. It shock-heated Al particles into water. This
has been shown that physical mixing or even novel coupling between fuel and oxidizer is
steam explosion does not trigger any appre- useful only if in addition to the vapor explo-
ciable chemical reaction unless the melt sion, the contact between the fluids can also
temperature is above the melting point of its result in rapid chemical conversion. Presently,
oxide. 5 't The two are obviously related in the however, there is little understanding''' 3 of
time sequence of events from boiling to the reactions, kinetics, or energetics involved
explosion. Using composite explosives as an in the rapid oxidation of Al at high temper-
illustration, the diffusion of oxidizing species atures and pressures. A major difficulty in
through the oxide layer to react with studying Al combustion arises from the lack of
superheated aluminum is dependent on the proper experimental tools. The ideal case is
local temperature, which in turn is dependent the instantaneous placement of an inertially
on the rate of AI 2 ()0Q formation, and the confined, super-heated Al particle in a mean
exposure of new surfaces [Or the reaction. It is field of water, and monitor the subsequent heat
beneficial to briefly review the concepts of transfer and chemical reaction between the Al
fragmentation. and the oxidizing medium. Upon under-

According to Ilarlow et al., 7 the existence standing the combustion in water, we can
ofAcctriggering poIressret pulshe i ctingce extend the techniques to investigate otherof a triggering pressure pulse impacting the oxidizing mediums at different temperatures

molten metal surface, whether internally oxd mediums a
induced or externally provided, is crucial for
fine fragmentation to occur. Usynin et al.8 The objectives of this study are to probe
classified this pressure perturbation into two the initial reaction of molten Al with water,
regimes where thermal and hydrodynamic without a pre-existing vapor blanket, and
effects dominate. Ilydrodynamic breakup, or monitor the subsequent heat transfer and
Taylor instability, occurs when the inertial chemical reaction between the two fluids. Of
forces acting on the molten mass exceed the special interest is the mode of interaction
surface energy. This mechanism requires an between the molten mass and water. Previous
initiating shock pulse that can cause a steam work on metal combustion in water used a
film to collapse into the molten metal-oxide capacitor discharge to ignite and burst large
mass. Anderson 9 found that an exploding wire metallic wires in water followed by chemical
is the critical factor triggering the vapor analysis of the product gas. Baker et al. 1 "2

explosion of molten Al injected into water. observed the ignition of zirconium wires in
Similarly, Nelson 1 0 attermpted, and in certain water, 0.75 - 1.5 mm in diameter, several ms
cases succeeded, in triggering a vapor explo- after the initial heatup from a condenser
sion by firing a bridgewire at critical intervals discharge. The extent of chemical conversion
to distorb the oxide layer The cushioning was measured by chemical analysis. Similar
effect of the noncondensable hydrogen gas can types of experiments were performed by Lee et
be overcome by inwreawing the trigger pres- al ,14 in which 0.57 mm diameter Al wires are
sure In the case where no hydrodynamic exploded underwater Using an inductive
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energy storage coupled with a crowbar switch illuminator module consists of an ND:Yag, CW
current interrupter, they effect the Al heatup argon, and dye lasers to provide both short-
over periods of 75 to 125 ps. After the pulse and continuous laser illumination for
experiment, the amount of hydrogen gas frontlit, backlit, and Schlieren type imaging.
liberated from the formation of A1 2 0 3 is Small test chambers provide a controlled
analyzed. environment from 10.6 torr to 10 atm or liquid

With the exploding wire technique, how- immersion, and can sustain detonation of up to
ever, it is difficult to examine the conditions 1 g of high explosives. The imaging module

eve, i isdificut t exmin th coditons consists of electronic framing and streaking

that initiate the explosions since the electrical
cameras, with or without the inclusion of aenery nt ony rise themetl wie trn- spectrograph. For any one experiment, we can

perature but also acts as the dispersive force to recorany comian of tworofnthe dmn
driv ou th molen eta int waer. record any combination of two of the dimen-drive out the molten metal into water.

Therefore, any secondary type of explosions, sions of space, time, and spectrum.

either physical or chemical, could be buried We used 99.5 percent pure Al wires with
under the primary electrically-triggered explo- diameters of 25, 38, 51, and 76 pm in the study.
sion. We effect the rapid heating of the alumi- A constant length of wire, 23 mam, is mounted
num up to vaporization within I ps with a on an electrically insulated jig and pulled taut
capacitor-discharge fireset, and observe the over a pair of frets. Both ends of the wire are
interfacial reaction between the fluids with an attached to a modified Reynolds high voltage
ultrafast laser microphotography setup. The connector via tiny screw bolts. The extended
latter provides spatial and temporal imaging frets allow the wire to be totally immersed in
with resolutions of 1 pm and I nsec, respec- water. The jig, in the form of a port cover, is
tively. Data ob,tined will be used to develop a then inserted into a test chamber with four-
physical picture and numerical model to way opticai access, and rotated such that the
analyze the coupled transient processes of wire is orthogonal to the streak plane. We
particle heatup, heat transfer, vaporization, then fill the chamber with deionized water,
and chemical reaction. and take special care to eliminate any bubbles

attached to the surface of the wire.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND The electrical streak camera consists of a

Thompson CSF 509 housing with an RCA tube.
The ultrafast laser microphotography A 40-mm microchannel plate (MPC) serves as

setup, illustrated in Figure 1, is built in a an intensifier for the streak shots. All streak
modular fashion for easy reconfiguration images are recorded on both Polaroid film for
according to experimental needs. The setup and T-Max 400 for shot analysis. By

pushing the film, the sensitivity of the imaging
system is about 10-3 and 10.6 erg/cm 2 , without
and with the intensifier, respectively. Resolu-

G tion of 5 to 8 lp/mm is readily obtained for all
devices when operating at minimum gating or
"maximum streak speeds.

Law ,.ii
-% Ea , t ) The fireset is of commercial design, modi-
- fled with a 0.491 microfarad capacitor bank

Sh," •and a Krytron firegap. Excess resistance
within the circuit, not including the additional

S" .contact resistance between the Al and high
____ : voltage caps, is about 230 milliohms. Charg-

_ F ..... Mt,,, ing voltages used range from .65 to 3 kv. We
i *" '"I•"' monitor the voltage with a standard voltage

divider circuit and the current with a current-
Figure 1 Schematic of the Modular High- viewing resistor. The voltage and current
SpIed Laser Microphotography Apparatus temporal profiles during the discharge are
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recorded separately on raster oscilloscopes. A For charging voltages below 0.9 kv, the
typical scope trace for 1.5 kv charging voltage 51 pm Al wire remained intact after the
discharging into 51 pm diameter Al wire is experiment. At 0.90 kv, Figure 3(A), an
illustrated in Figure 2. It is seen that over oscillatory disturbance, interpreted as a vapor
85 percent of the energy in the fireset is layer, occurs along the surface of the wire, with
dumped into the wire within the first ps. a period of about 12 ps and a peak amplitude of

Illumination over the duration of the II pm. It is important to note that in a
shadowgraph, we cannot distinguish whetherstreak is provided by an argon laser gated to the vapor layer is generated in front or in

full power (2W). An electronic timing gener- hacof the ir Tenexten of or ly

ator provides the fiducials for streak speeds back of the wire. The extent of the vapor layer

above 2 ps, and an optical delay train from the imaging a 200 pm cross section. As the charg-
pulse laser provides submicrosecond timing. A ing a is incross to n. As Fhe 3(B),typical experimental run consists of assem- ing voltage is increased to 1.05 kv, Figure 3(B),
blang the shot, selecting a charge voltage for the period of the vapor oscillation lengthens to
the fireset, adjusting the timing for illumi- 16 ps, and the peak amplitude increases to
nation and streak, firing from a one-shot 17 pm. Further voltage increase to 1.2 kv
onatidentand sntr, fiecring fm afilm for results in a steady vapor oscillation with a

coincidental unit, and recovering the 20 ps period. At 1.35 kv, Figure 3(0)), the peak
"analysis, amplitude increases dramatically to 80 pm and

the period is over 50 ps. A luminous region is
* .observed within the vapor blanket located

spatially over the original wire position. It is
suspected that the vapor blanket is acting as a
cylindrical lens refracting part of the back

_illumination. Figure 3(E) illustrates the
phenomenon at 1.5 kv. After the first oscilla-
tory period, the size of the vapor blanket

currcn! xolitagc increases suddenly. There is evidence of a
diffuse illumination, resembling that of self-

F'igure 2. Current (lOX Attenuation) nd lighting from the wire, extending from the

Voltage (502 X Attenuation) Scope Traces for time of fireset discharge to the moment of

1 5 k( Churging Voltage tischarging into sudden expansion. These observations are

51 Mv Aluminum Wire better illustrated in Figure 3WF) with the
voltage reaching 1.75 kv. A measure of the
tangential velocity at the point of abrupt

EXP~ERIMENTAL4 RESUI 4 'rS cvýpansion indicates the expansion rate of the

Prior to firing, we open the image slit in vapor blanket is about 12 mpsec, resembling
rates of rapid combustion. Further increases

front of the streak camera to align and focus ra ge resustin morthergingrand
onto a cross section of the Al wire between the in voltage results in more self-lighting and
two frets. The slit width is then decreased to higher expansion velocity.
200 pin for the image. Streak images of the A quick review of Figures 4(A) to 4(F)
combustion of 51 and 76 pm Al in water are yields a similar sequence of events for the
presented in Figures 3(A)-(tl) and Figures 4 76pm Al wire. The transition from an oscilla-
(A)-(F), respectively. The streak time in each tory disturbance to an abrupt expansion occurs
of the images is 100 ps with the timing at a higher charging voltage, between 2.25 to
fiducials. a ps apart, located along the edge. 2.5 kv. A diffuse self-lighting is observed in
Current to the laser diodes in the timing Figure 4(F), with initial dimension similar to
generttor is diminished every 30 ps leaving a that of the wire. In each case, the energetic
marker in the fiducial train The trigger for expansion seems to occur after the first period
the fireset is delayed by 2 and 5 ps with respect ofoscillation. Figures 5(A)-5(F) present streak
to ttie fiducial generator and camera triggers, images for the 38 pm diameter Al wire, with
respectively charging voltages centered around the abrupt
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Figure ,3 Streak Images (100 ps Sweep) of the Combustion of5l pm Aluminum Wire in Water, The
fireset charging voltages are (A) 0.90 ku, (11) 1.05 kv, (C) 1.20 kv, (D) 1.35 kv, (E) 1.50 kv,

(b'. 1.75 k', (; 2 00k,, (andd11) 2.50 ki,
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Figldrt'4. St reak Images (1001i.s SwILeep) off the Combusftion of 76 pm A lurnnum Wire in Water. The
firesel charging vofltages art, (A 1.00O ko', (R) 1 .50 ko'. (C') 1.75 kv, (D)) 2.00) kv. (Ev) 2.25 ku. and
F) 2 50 ku



Figgure 5 Streu k finages, Near the "f'ransition Regio n. of the Combustion of 38 pm Aluminum Wire
in Water The fIrcset charging voltages are (A) 1.00 kv, (B) 1.05 kv, (C) 1.10 ku, (D) 1.15 kv,
(k) 1 20 ku.
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transition. The surface of the expanding vapor model of the electrical circuit and wire heating
layer appears to be very rough. Table 1 process was developed to predict the wire tern-
summarizes the pertinent observations. perature as a function of time. In the simple

model used here, energy losses to the water
Table 1. Period and Amplitude of Vapor were neglected since computations indicate
Oscillation that only the first several ps of the discharge

are significant in determining the final wire
Vo Period Amplitude temperature. Energy lost to the water in that

(kv) 1(ps) I (Pin) time, due to conduction and evaporation, was
38 pmn Diameter Wire estimated and found to be a small fraction of

the total energy deposited.

1.00 14 22.8 The combination of the fireset and the

1.05 18 29.2 wire are analyzed as an electrical circuit
composed of resistance (R), inductance (L), and

1.10 22 34.2 capacitance (C) elements in series. Initially

1.15 14 41.8 the capacitor is charged to a voltage Vo and the
circuit is open. At time zero, when the Krytron

1.20 7 43.1 in the fireset is triggered, the circuit is com-

1.50 5 50.6 pleted and the capacitor begins to discharge.
The current I in the circuit is determined by

51 pm Diameter Wire the circuit equation

0.90 12 11.0 l(dl/dt) + RI + (l/C)fldt -0 , (!)

1.05 16 25.5 where the inductance and capacitance have

1.20 21 25.5 fixed values and the resistance is composed of a

1.35 50 80.2 fixed Rr and a variable Rw portion

1.50 70 135.4 R = Rr + Rw . (2)

1.75 40 237.5 The fixed resistance Rr is determined by the

2 00 fireset and cables, and also the contact
resistance between the heated wire and the

2.50 - rest of the circuit. The wire resistance Rw

76 pm D)iameter Wire increases as the wire heats up and is computed
_ from the electrical resistivity of the wire Pe, the

1.00 16 22.8 wire cross sectional area A =- id 2 /4, and the
wire length I

1 50 22 40.5

1.75 25 53.2 R1, - p,.(I/A) . (3)

2.00 45 60.8 Electrical resistivity is considered to be a
function of the wire internal energy e and is
computed using the data and methodology of

2.50 30 130.6 Tucker and Toth. 15 Aluminum electrical
resistivity as a function of energy density and

temperature is given in Table 2 and also in
WIRE HEATiNG Figure 6.
COM | UTATIONS Characteristic thermal conduction time

lnterpretation of the streak photowraphs scales within the wire are mere nanoseconds,
requires an understanding of the physical state tLhcr-fore the temperature within the wire can
of the wire resulting from the electrical heat- be considered spatially uniform during the
ing process during the capacitor discharge. A heating process. In that case, the equation for
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Table 2. Aluminum Resistivity, Energy the heat of fusion value used was 398 kJ/kg,
Density,and Temperature and the heat of vaporization value was

6801 kJ/kg. The resulting temperature-energy
Pe J-e3o0 T)( Comments relationship is shown in Figure 6.

(ohm-m_) (MJ/kg) (K) The capacitance value used was the

2.82 x 10 0 300 rooom measured capacity of the fireset capacitor,
temperature 0.491 pF. Circuit inductance was determined

by discharging the fireset into a resistive
9.90 x 10 0.623 933 melting short-circuit and fitting the measured current

begins waveforms (over a range of charging voltages

23 4 1.021 933 melting ends between 0.60 and 1.60 kv) to the analytic
solution for an underdamped RIC circuit. A

41 52 x 108 2.981 2793 evaporation value of 1, = 0.3538 pll was obtained. The
tgins fixed circuit resistance Rr was found from both

the resistive short circuit discharge tests and
393 1 x 118 9.782 2793 evaporation fitting actual wire test current waveforms.

ends The actual fixed resistance varied with the
wire size due to the significant contact
resistance of the connections to the wire; for

/ 000E.0 1 3500 25 pm wire, Rr = 1.5 ohm; for 51 Pm wire, Rr
I . .............. ... , 3000 0.85 ohm; for 76 pm wire, Rr = 0.65 ohm.
I 000-0 / -2500-

2 1 3 Measured and computed wire currents
E-2000.

2o000E.0 I Z agree quantitatively within 5 percent during
I 5OOE.10 the first 2 or 3 ps. At later times, the effects of'1000

IoooE.0, . " heat transfer and the nonideal behavior of the
5 ooE.O ..... - 500 Krytron switch during current reversal result

. .. ................. in greater errors in the predictions. Fig-
energy densty (MJ/kg) ures 7(A) and 7(B) show the predicted current

and wire temperature corresponding to the
bigure b Electrical Resist't, tv and Temnpera- data for the test shown in Figure 2. Results of
tare (s a Function of Energy DensitY in the voltage calculation are not shown since it
Aluinimuni Ius,'d on Dl(•ta of Tucker and is difficult to properly simulate the phase-
Roth '5 and the SiUphe ThIrrm(,ldvrmic Model shifting behavior of the measuring circuit.
i)escri'bedIin the Text One interesting feature of the results is that

for smaller wires (25-38 pm diameter), the
the energy density e within an adiabatic wire resistance increases so much during the dis-
heated by an electrical discharge is charge that the circuit characteristic changes

from underdamped to overdamped. '[his
pmC,\.tle/It -- I l(e) (4) produces a long "tail" on the current waveform

wheretis the as density and C, is the and results in a longer energy deposition time
where Ts Ifor small wires than for large.
speci fic heat. Th is equation is simultaneously

solved together with the circuit Equation (1) to Note that the peak current occurs
obtain current and voltage as a function of between 0.2 and 0.6 ps in all cases and that
time during the capacitor discharge A simple 95-99 percent of the energy is deposited in the
fourth ordcr Runge Kutta method was used to wire by 2 ps. Final wire temperatures and
obtain the solution to the system of' equations wire energy densities have been computed for
Temperatures were computed from energy all cases shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5, the
(lensitiesby usinga simple thermal equationof results are given in Table 3. Under the range
state f•r aluminunm The specific heats of solid of conditions in the present experiments,
and liquid aluninum were assumed to he con- energy sufficient to vaporize the entire wire
stant WC,, -- ) 984 kiikg, C,j - 1 054 kJ/kg), occurs only at the extremes of the charging
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Table 3- Final Energy Density and
800 Temperature

500 V0  1 j ef-e'300
E.(k v) j (K) (MJ/kg)

200 - 38 pm D~iameter Wire

1.00 2311 2.47

0 030E,.3 OoOGE-0 4000E.03 6 OOOE-00 000E.0 1.05 2597 2.78
time (microseconds) (1E-6) 1 .10 2793 3.09

30CO 1.15 2793 3.42
251-1.20 2793 3.77
20~1.50 2793 6.07

E 51 pm D~iameter Wire

s 0.90 933 0.74

o C C, 1 2 OOOE -C 4 OOCE.->, 8 0000300 80000E0 1 .05 1068 1.16
tine ,..crosecondS) (1E-6) 1.20 1575 1 .70

Figure 7. (.'ornpuited Ileutirig of a 51 jim Wire 1.35 2171 2.33
with a Capacitor (Char~ging Voltage of 1.50 kv. 15 7330
(A; (Current in circuit. (11) Wire temnperature. 15 7330

1.75 2793 4.45

voltage range. In most cases, the final state of 20 7360
the wire is a liquE~id. Even in those cases where 2.50 2794 9.4,
the wire is cornplete ly vaporized, it requires 7 i imtrWr
Several ps to accompilish that Therefore, the76trDimerWe
present experiments are -very different (than 1.00 1 516 0.21
the typical exploding wire experiment, in -t 93
which the wire is vaporized in less than 50 ns. 1.50 9306

1.75 933 1.01
D)ISCUSSION 1 2.00 1453 1.57

F'our pr inc iple ty~pes oif behavior are 1 22 08 ~ 2
revealed in the stircal, photographs onl at time 25 2793_____3___05 _

scale of too0 ps. These- behav iors are, observed { 25 7330
at all wire diamecters, examined, but at

diffren chrgig vltags.A cmmo bails intact and only small asymmetric disturbances
for hes obsrvaion canbe )I~ct inedby' of amplitude less than twvice t' .. original wire

densi-ltyof the wirevior ewivaenl the Flinal enry daeter appear. These disturbances have a
dersit' vof he ire o eqivaent , th Fial lifetime of 10.20 ps and are ~pparently ran Join

corcp oni ng ire ()re behaviorcal s si are gioen and buhhbles created hy the spontaneous nucic~tioti
ii r rspod n wie pyscalstae ae gvenin of at thin layer Of Superheated water next to the

wal wIre, 1',Imnr framing catit~ra photo-

'The first regimet occurs at the( lowest graphs of the entire wire cle-rly show such~
charitr-LIrq ol ý and is ill ust rated by the bubbles distributed randomly along the wire.
photographs of Figures 3(A)\ , 3(W1, 3tC), 4(VA), No chemnical reaction appears to take place
-1110, 4C., and 5(A) The wire appears to be and our observations are very similar to
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Table 4 Classilication o/IExperimental Results

Te np. •,

Regý D~escription IRatigiŽ (K) /

1 random nucleation 31)0 2000

2 oscillating vapor 2000-2600 -g, ,e

blanket
slow chem ical react ion ,. .

3 vigorous chsmiical r'xn. 2600-2793
vapor blanket collapse

4 prompt chemical rxn. >2793 Figure 8. Schematic Representation of the

Transition Region Where Rapid Chemical

Reaction Takes Place

Sk r itpov's, I obtained with inert wires (platt
num) and at much lower wire temperatures point 2793 K, a single smooth bubble forms
600 K) This regime occurs up to a tern- initially, as in regime two. As the initial

perature of 2000 K bubble collapses, a flash of light is produced
and the bubble, now with a rough surface, isThe second regime occurs over a narrow (rvnotwt uhhge eoiy 0

range Or voltages illd IS illustrated inl Fig driven out with it much higher velocity, 50-
range , of :), voltages E, and i(B. iu Ated in fg 100 m/s initially vs. 5 10 m/s for the first
ures 3(1), 3!'E), 4Il)), 4(l,',j and 5(11). A sym- lbubble. Streaks of luminosity are visible

mnetric va por- blanket fornins about the wire, i'ibe tek flmnst r iil
g etro ws t ap r m la nk e mu of 2 3 a o riginal w ire, w ithin the bubble after the initial flash.grows to it maximium of 2 3 original wire

diameters in about 10 20 ps, collapses, then We speculate that the collapse of the
rehounds. This vapor blanket appeairs to be a bubble results in a Rayleigh-Taylor insta-
cylindrical bubble centerd about the wire. hility near th,- minimum (just as in spherical
The bubble continues to oscillate with increas- bubble oscillations) and the molten aluminum
ing amplitude and perio(to This regime occurs and water are rapidly driven together and
between teniperatures of'2000 and 2600 K. No mixed, resulting in the vigorous chemical
flashes of light are observed and the bubble reaction that must have produced the observed
surface appears to he smooth. We interpret flash of light. The streaks visible after the
tihis as i ndicating thal ,low chemical reaction flash are burning aluminumi fragments that
is taking place and the bubble consists ofsteam were created during the breakup of the wire
and Lkydrogen, This •% ould he consistent with resulting from the vigorous interaction at the
Iit1, - 1r'1 observations of an ignition tempera first bubble collapse. Previous investigations
,ure between 1700 210mt)I K for alumninnu o in on the steam explosion phenomenon have also
Water drnd ailIso with olbserrvations in air', that emiphasized the iimportance of vapor blanket
a luirninui will ignite if the temperature is collapse and fragmentation for enhancing heat
above the oxid, melting temperature, 2300 K transfer and evaporation rates. The present

The third reginn a it transit ion b~et ween observations on collapse initiating chemical

the rather inrocu•i s he ha ior described above reaction appeal to be u niqle

and the rapid expans i.n and vigorous chemical The fourth regime occurs at the highest
reaction observed when 01he wire is rapidly charging voltages and is illustrated in Fig-
(!ess than 1 ps) vapri/,ed wr actually exploded ure 3(11), A lunoirus and rapidly expanding
"This regi ne is illustrated 1v the photographs . 11 00-300 m/s) hubble with a rough surface is
in Figures 34F). i(1i , 4 L., 5(C), 5(i)), 5(E), pm omptly produced without any smooth
51"F), and schemaltcall in Figure 8 In this precursor bubble. This occurs when the stored
transifior regime, which occurs when the wire electrical energy is greater than several times
temperature is betweer 2600 K and the boiling the energy required to vaporize the wire
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completely (9850 kJ/kg) and the wire is vapor- and temperatures, and also to other oxidizing
ized within I ps of the s'Art of the discharge atmospheres such as CO, CO2. Another goal is
process. As the electrical energy is increased the direct observation of chemical species by
the expansion velocity increases, but is still at emission and Raman spectroscopy. The wire
a relatively low magnitude (•_ 300 m/s) so t1iat heating model development is continuing.
only weak acoustic disturbances are produced Conduction heat transfer, fluid motion, evap-
in the water and no shock waves are visible, oration, and chemical reaction are being added
lgnition appears to take place promptly and to the existing adiabatic computation.
the bubble composition is probably a mixt.ire
of Al vapor, hydrogen, steam, and aluminumOuuliaeglsretobin e-oxide particulates, surements of reaction rates and evidence ofreaction mechanisms at high temperatures

SUMNMARY and pressures. These measurements would be
eventually used to develop numerical models

Iligh-speed and high resolution photog- for the reaction zones in detonating composite
raphy has been used to examine the ignition explosives.
and combustion of small 25-76-pm diameter
and 23 mm long aluminum wires rapidly ACKNOWILEI)GEMENT
heated by a capacitor discharge system.
Streak photographs were obtained over periods the authors would like to acknowledge
of 30-500 ps with a spatial resolution of 2 pm. Mr. Ralph Ilodgin of LLNL for his support of
The wire temperature was determined as a the experimental facility, and l)r. Woodrow
function of time by integrating the circuit Lee of NSWC, White Oak, for his valuable
equation together with the energy equation for discussions.
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of the aluminum, the heat loss to the DISCUSSION
surrounding water, and account for the phase KIBONG KIM
change in the vapor layer. The results from Naval Surface Warfare Center
the thermal profile calculations indicate that Silver Spring, MD
for our largest diameter wire, 76 microns, the
time required for the center of the wire to reach Is there any way of measuring particle
80 percent of the surface temperature is about size after the A120 3 layer breaks and the inner
1.2 microseconds. Therefore, within the molten Al breaks into particles?
approximations made in this study, we can
neglect any "skin effect" during the transient REPLY BY W. C. TAO
heating. Due to the initial small size of the

Your comment on the sensitivity of aluminum particles, it is difficult to apply
current calculations due to the resistance in recovery techniques to measure particle size of
the LICR circuit is noted. We appreciate any the molten aluminum after fragmentation and
suggestion on the techniques involved in high reaction. Future diagnostics development
speed voltage measurements. toward this end must rely on in-situ probes

such as X-ray or scattering techniques.We have not considered using flash X-ray Recently, colleagues at ISL have made

photography for these experiments primarily advances in the field of micro-holography and

because of the small scale of the aluminum applied it the stud of jet and b bl

samples and the difficulties in the logistics of applied it to the study of jet and bubble

incorporating X ray diagnostics. The tech- breakup in combustion processes. Perhaps
nique, however, can provide valuable informa- these diagnostic techniques could be used for

tion on the dynamics of oxide breakup and studying moltenparticlebreakup
molten aluminum fragmentation.
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I)ETONATION REACTION-ZONE STRUCTURE OF PBX 9502*

W. L. Seitz, H. L. Stacy, Ray Engelke, P. K. Tang, and Jerry Wackerle
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

We present the results of interface-velocimetry experiments and numer-
ical modeling of the detonation reaction-zone structure for PBX 9502
(95 wt percent TATB/5 wt percent Kel-F 800). This work extends and
refines the experimental data for PBX 9502 presented in the Eighth
Detonation Symptisiur,. A dual Fabry-Perot velocimeter was used to
observe interface -velocity histories between detonating explosive and
various windows. The dual instrument allows improved resolution of
the detonation wave structure by operating one velocimeter with
enhanced velocity resolution with some sacrifice in time resolution, and
the other velocimeter with this trade-off reversed. Further, experimen-
tal refinements include using submicron, vapor-deposited, reflective
coatings on the windows. Attempts are made to better define the
reaction zone by using sustained-shock and short-duration-shock
driving systems, a steady two-dimensional configuration (rate sticks),
and by observations of the following flow. Numerical hydrodynamic
modeling, using a three-stage reaction-rate model, is performed to
assess the heat release in the detonation reaction zone of PBX 9502.

iNTROI)UCTION jumped at the time of shock arrival is elimi-

Global chemical reaction rates, deto- nated. Another advantage is that one veloci-

nation pressures, and the structure of the flow meter can be operated with a total recording

in the detonation reaction zonie in condensed time necessary for the complete experiment
and the other with a shorter recording time to

explosives have been the subject of many give improved time resolution of the early flow.
research studies. Numerous theoretical and give imprime res inemearl fluw.experimental approaches have been employed. Further experimental refinements include
In this paper we present the results of using submicron, vapor-deposited, reflective

andpt nu r- o coatings on the windows rather than the 13 pm
interface-velocimetry experimentsandnumer- aluminum foils previously employed. In
ical modeling of the detonation reaction zone addition to these refinements, additional
structure for fl3X 9502 (95 wt percent TAT13/5 window materials were used The four window
wt percent Kel F 800) This work extends and materials of LiF, KBr, KCI, and PMMA (that
refines our experimental data for PBX 9502 pre-
se~nted in the Fighth Detonation SymposiumI had been previously calibrated for index of

refraction changes under shock loading) were
A dual Fahryv-Perot velocimneter was used chosen. 2 liF is a strong overmatch, KBr a

to observe interface velocity histories between relatively good match, KCI a slight under-
th,, detonating explosive and various win- match, and PMMA a strong undermatch into
(lows Fyv operating the two interferometers of NIX 9502. Problems occurred with KBr that
the dua; instrument with different fringe fac prevented it from being useful for measuring
tors the uncertainty in the number of fringes interface velocities (see below).

In addition to the one-dimensional (11))
*Work pertormed under the auspices of the sustained-shock configuration used in the

U S D)epartment of Energy previous study, 11) short-shock and steady
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two-dimensional (21)) divergent flow (rate traces were obtained. These dim traces were
stick) configurations were studied- found to be the result of reflection from the

shock front in the KBr window. Therefore,Measured interface-velocity histories sokvlct itre eecnitnl

show: (1) higher peak velocities, (2) initial

decelerations an order of magnitude larger obtained but no interface velocities were

than we previously observed, and (3) that long renorded for this window. Explosive charge

runs of the detonation are needud to reach a enp ere For the wnd ow charge
steady flow in PBX 9502. experiments. For the KCI window, charge

lengths of 2, 3, and 5 mm were also used.

Numerical modeling of the interface- The shot configuration for the sustained-
velocity histories shows that a three-stage shock experiments consisted of a P-40 plane-
reaction model gives results consistent with wave lens, 25.4 mm of Composition B, 10 mm
the experimental data. In this model, 85 per- of aluminum, the sample of PBX 9502, and the
cent of the reaction occurs very rapidly (25 ns) window--as shown in Figure 1 For the short-
after the shock passes The remaining reaction sho wk experiments, ith e 2 . m of C om o -

occurs much more slowly (in a time of 300 ns). shock experiments, the 25.4 mm of Composi-
" ~tion B was replaced with 25.4 mm of Baratoi,

Details of the shot configuration, materi- and the 10 mm of aluminum was replaced with
als used, and assembly procedures are given a sandwich of 10 mm of PMMA, 0.13 mm of
under EXPERIMENTAl,. Measured velocity stainless steel, and a 3 mm vacuum gap. The
histories and plots that show the unsteady PBX 9502 sample was located immediately
character of the flow are given in EXPERI- after the vacuum gap. The vacuum chamber
MENTAL RESULITS The reaction-rate model was pumped to about 100 pm fig and flushed
and details of the numerical modeling are with helium. The pumping and flushing cycle
given under CALCULATIONS. In the section was performed 10 to 13 times. The final
INTERPRETATION OFe1 EXPERIMENTAL vacuum was typically 80 pm l1g. Both driving
AND CAICUIATIONAI, RESULTS, the systems were designed to give relatively
reproducibility of the measurements is dis- prompt initiation of detonation (distance to
cussed, a method for obtaining the steady PBX detonation of about I mm) without overdriving
9502/iiF interface particle-velocity history is the detonation wave.3 Planarity of the
given, and a comnparison between calculated sustained- and short-shock driving systems
and measured particle %elocity histories is was within 40 ns over a diameter of 90 and
made(forthe IDsustained shock experiments). 60mm, respectively. A diameter to length
Finally, in the I)ISCUSSION AND CONCIAU- ratio of the PBX 9502 samples was held to 2 or
SIONS section, we attempt to extract and greater Thus, edge effects were avoided for
examine the salient features of the results the sustained-shock experiments, but the
obtained. short-shock configuration could have been

marginally 21) for the longest charge thickness
EX PE R! M ENTA I. of50 mm

A dual lFatry Perot velocimeter was used mWindow

to measure interface velocity histories between " b " mm • _ A9•

detonating PBX 9502 and various transparent a mm

windows The window face next to the explo- 10 mm 1 
_--Aluminum

sive was vapor coated with less than 1 pm of 25.4 mmt Cormp B
aluminum to provide a r(,flective surface. _ _ _

Experiments were purfornied with windows of 44 mm P-40
LiF, KBr, KCI, and PIMMA lor the 11) shots

and with ',iF windows for the 21) configura-
tions We found that the KBr windows became K 102 mm -•
opaque at the pressures introduced by the
detonating PBX 9502, however, by increasing Figure 1. Schema of the Explosive Charge
the laser intensity relatively dim velocimeter Assembly for the Sustained-Shock Experiments
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PMMA windows were constructed from experiment to experiment was the diameter;
Rohm and llaas type 11 UVA Plexiglas with a decreasing the cylinder diameter increases the
density of 1.186 ± 0.001 g/cm 3 . Windows of 2Deffects. All the sticks were fired unconfined
LiiF, KBr, and KCI were single crystals in the (in air). Sticks were fired with 10.0, 14.0, 25.0,
11001 orientation. Previous experiments and 50.0 mm diameters; two sticks were fired
performed ,'Ith PHX 9502 and lPMMA win- at each diameter, except for the 14 mm case.
dows over a 75'C initial temperature range The 25.0 and 50.0 mm diameter rate sticks
Thowed no measurable initial temperature were ten diameters long, while the 10.0 and
effect on the interface velocity history and thus 14.0 mm diameter ones were at least sixteen
the It) experiments were fired at ambient diameters long. Sticks of this length assure
temperatures. that the detonation-wave speed is steady by

All PBIX 9502 samples, except the 50 mmn the time the detonation wave has traversed

rate-stick charges, were machined from iso- half the stick length. The precision of the

statically pressed parallelepiped billets with detonation-velocity measurement over the last
half of such a stick is about ± I m/s. The rate-dimensions 114 x 114 x 368 mam. All samples stcshsweellem raueonoldad

were machined from the billets with their cylin- stick shots were all temperature controlled and

drical axis parallel to the long axis of the stock were fired at 24 ± 2°C. All the sticks were
dcharge.lax 9502densities were 1.895 oft tcm3  strongly over-boosted by high-density PBXcharge. PBX 95012 densities were 1.895 g/cm3 44 hcwv asg a eoddb h

with a standard deviation of 0.001 g/cm3 and a 9404. Shockwave passage was recorded by the

range of 1.893 to 1.897 g!cnm3. The complete Closure of 50 pm insulated-copper-wire pin

designator for this material at LANI, is PBX switches (see Reference 5) In most case s, the

9502 19; !!o1851FOOOE 136. This material is Lil windows with their associated mirrors

nominally 95/5 wt percent. TATI/Kel- F 800; its were constructed and glued to the terminal

measured composition is 95.24/4.76 TATB/ pieces of the rate sticks in the same manner as

Kel F 800. The lATI contained 0 35 wt per- described above. No pins were placed within
Cent chlorine The I'specific surface for two diameters of the window interface totheloArin was 1-4,280 c pf2/g. minimize tlow perturbations caused by the

presence of the pin wires. A grid on the vapor-

Windows were attached to the PBX 9502 coated mirror allowed centering of the laser
samples for the II) shots with Aralhex adhe- beam within about 0.5 mm of the rate-stick
sive, except for PM MA. For the PMMA axis.
windows and rate slick contigurations, I)evcon A schema of the dual Fabry Perot
epoxy (Stock No 1.425011) was used. All velocimeter is shown in Figure 2. The uiser
windows were carefully installed by placing a
small drop flthe adhesive on the window and was a 12-watt (all lines) Spectra-Physics Model
psmal d ot i eo the window 1an 171-07 argon-ion, which was operated single
pressing and moving the window with a small feunya 1. a iha uptpwro

circular motion untili a slight scratching of the frequency at 514.5 nm with an output power of
aluminum vapor coating was observed to about 3 watts. The laser beam, at shot time,

result Irom the high explosive contacting the was directed to the target by triggering the
vapor coaing. Windows were then weighted acousto optical modulator (lntraAction Corp.,
urtil the adhesive dried Adhesive layer thick- Model AOM 403) to the on position for about
unt withe adhisivecdr tied Adhesive louer tohic 30 1s. This modulator was necessary to mini-

nesss wth tis (.chiqu wer fond t be mize the time that the laser beam was incident
less than our measurenment resolution of about

8 pl on the target to prevent damage to the thin
vapor coating of aluminum. Reflected light

Experiments werc also (done with the from the target was collected and collimated
now in the explosive's react ion zone being with lens 1.5 and directed to the beam splitter
steady (as viewed fron, the shock), hut 21). The 12. The beam splitter was of the cube type
charge geometry for these experiments was with 7(1 percent reflccted and 30 percent
that of a rate stick (see Reference 5) -- i.e., the transmitted characteri,,tics. Thus, 70percent
charges were fabricated from a number of of the light was incident on the first inter-
small right circular cylinders into a long right ferometer and 30 percent on the second. For
circular cylinder. The variable changed from each leg of the system a cylindrical lens
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Electronic The combination camera was operated
Streak Camera with a writing speed of about 15.6 mm/ps, and

, the electronic streak camera at about
1 U 12 56 mm/ps. Slit widths were 0.10 and 0.05 mm

Bandposs Fabiry
o2 Filter Perot Combination for the combination and electronic cameras,

"Camera respectively. Streak records were recorded on
M4 T-Max film that was developed for five minutes

Bxpander Ligh 1.3 L. in x-ray developer and fixed with rapid fix for

T -t Modulator Argon Ion Laser five minutes.

V-w, I _jWe estimate time resolution for the veloci-
"/1a meter system with the electronic streak camera

to be about 2 to 4 ns and that for the combi-
Figure 2. Scheiria of the Dual Leg l'abry-Perot nation camera system to be about 4 to 9 ns.
Velocimeler UJsed to Obtain the Interface A Spectra-Physics laser power meterPa rticle- VelocittylItshtriesASpcr-hsslaepo rmtr

(Model 404) and an NRC (Model 900) spatial
filter mount with a 5 pm pinhole were used to

converged the collimated beam, in one plane, measure the laser beam diameter at the target.
onto the Fabry Perot Focal lengths of the The diameter at the l/e 2 intensity level was
cylindrical lenses were chosen to produce the found to be 65 prm.
desired 4 to 5 fringe pairs. High quality lenses
focused the fringes onto streak camera slits. A l)oppler shift in wavelength of the
An image inteasified rotating mirror streak reflected laser light resulting from target
camera (combination camera), described by motion, beginning at shock arrival time, pro-
Winslow and I)avis, was used to record the duced a corresponding shift in fringe spacing.

fringes on the first leg of the system, and an Typical streak records of fringes are shown in

Imacon 500 electronic streak camera was used Figure 3. Streak records were digitized with

for the second leg. Both Fabry-Perot inter- an Optical Gauging Products, Model XL-14C,
feronieters were Burleigh Model RC- 110 with optical comparator. Digital readout of the

50.8 mm diameter mirrors that were flat to comparator was good to 2 pm. The digital film

1/200th of a wavelength and had 93 percent data were transformed to velocity histories

reflectivity Mirror separation was normally using the known camera writing speeds and

25 70 mm for the Fabry Perot in the first leg a least-squares velocity analysis method

and 19 90 mm for the second, but for some superior to that used previously." Data points
shots these spacings were reversed were typically read such that velocities were

obtained at 5 ns intervals for the first 50 ns and
A portion of the beam from the laser was at 20 ns intervals for the remainder of the

picked off (by BI) and mixed with the return record.
hean in t trhe beamn splitter (B2). This unshifted
laser beam was brought into the beam splitter EXPERIMENTAL RESUILTS
at 90' to the return he:,m from the target, as
shown in Figure 2, and, therefore, 70) percent of Results are presented for three types of
the un-hifted light went to the second leg and experinints: (1) 1I) sustained shock, (2) ID
30 percent to the first With 70 percent of the short shock, and (3) 21) steady wave (rate
unshifted beam going to the electronic streak stick) The I!) experiments with the two dif-
camera, static fringes were produced across the ferunt driver systems were designed to study
entire record Thesc static fringes were used to the reaction zone region with two rather
minimnize the effect of distortion in the elec different types of support for the following
tronic streak camera Normally, no continuing flow. The sustained shock configuration pro-
static fringes were visible on the combination vides prompt initiation of detonation with a
camera relatively flat top shock and good support,
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below, we then hoped to obtain the ID (steady)
limit from the 2D results. In addition, there
was a possibility that the sonic locus (the end of
the reaction zone) in the rate-stick configura-

S, tion would be followed (for some distance) by a
constant state. Such a flow would show a

S qualitative feature, that would be indicative of
the end of the reaction zone. We note, however,
that the rate-stick experimental results do not
support this idea over the range of experi-

(e) mental variables examined.

Measured interface-velocity histories are
shown in Figures 4(a) through 4(g). All veloc-

-ity histories shown in Figure 4 were obtained
from the higher quality combination camera
streak records with the electronic streak
camera records being used to corroborate the
peak velocity and early deceleration values for

(h) many of the shots. The curves in Figures 4(a)
through 4(f) are for 13, 25, and 50 mm PBX1Figure 3. Experime'ntal Fubry-Perot Particle- 9502 charge thicknesses; note that 0, 2, 3, and

Velocity Records from a PBX 9502/Lii" Window 50m charge thicknesses are al included in
Intrfae. igue () i te rcor obaind fom 5 mm charge thicknesses are also included in

Interfiae. Fingure(a) is the record obtained from Figure 4(b). Another point of interest is that
the image-intensified rtuting-mirror-camera lwiF reflects a shock into the detonating PBX
leg of the vefocimeter: this camera was writing 9502, where KCI and PMMA reflect rarefac-
at 15u tfringe facureh)is tor wanalogos 1.00 tions. These distinct types of reflected waves
mmn/ls/fringe. Figure (b) is the analogous could have different effects on the chemical-

record from the electronic-streak-camera leg: heat-release rate in the PBX 9502 following

this camera was writing at 56. mm/ps and the flow

fringe factor was 1 928 m/ps/fringe.f

Comparison of velocity histories for cor-

whereas the short shock configuration gives responding experiments that used the
prompt initiation with a strong relief wave, sustained- and short-shock driving systems

show nominally the same peak velocity and
The rationale for studying PBX 9502 initial deceleration. However, the flow from

samples with the following flow supported in about 10 to 20 ns to the remainder of the record
the two rather different ways was an attempt shows more deceleration for the short-shock
to better define a possible end of a reaction experiments, as would be expected with the
zone, or CJ state. Realizing from our previous strong relief wave from the rear. However, no
work' and that of others 7 that PBX 9502 demarcation is observe(' that would indicate
detonation does not reach a steady flow in the the end of a reaction zone for either type
13 to 50 mm thick charges (with normal experiment.
planewave boosting systems), the thought was
that by adjusting the support of the follow- The measured interface-particle-velocity
ing flow a quasi-steadyv region would possibly histories for the rate sticks are shown in

be observed, i.e., the following flows from shot Figure 4(g). The entries on this figure are the

to shot would show some common point of result of two experiments at each diameter,

connection except for the 14 mm diameter case. Note that
the rALe-stick particle-velocity histories do not

The rate stick geometry was used because look markedly different from the LiF sustained
we knew that a steady, hut 21) flow, in the shock and [iF short-shock measurements.
detonating PBX 9502 could he established.5  That is, the measured peak particle velocities
By an extrapolation procedure, to be described are quite similar (also see Table 1), as are the
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l'igure -1 Exlerimt','hlt lrter/fice-Velocitv Histories Recorded b% ith' Fauhry-Perot Instrument, and
Results of the ll) Sushtaineld and Short--Shock Experiment.. The various entries in this figure arre
refierred to /hv the small I,'th'rs in parentheses in their lower eft-hand (corners. Figures (u) through

(ig) are, thep expe'rimewriil itnerfice-'elocity histories recorded bY the F'abrv-Perot Instrument.
Figures (a) through ( /-) iri, re'.sults of the I) sust(ined •and short-s hock experiments, respectivelY. As
one moves to the right acrt,,.s., the' page on these figures, one rmroces to lower shock impedance
Witndowts The' curues o•,n l'igures (ia) through (g) (ire made distinct from one another by plotting
"every Other run for di(m ter: (is diashed. The data labeled -Steuady" on Figure (a) are discussed it,
the :INTE'RPRETATIlVO' ) EXPERIMENTAL AND CA IA('ULA TIONAL RESULTS" section.
Furf gi• g,'s the i ri#trbue,-velocitY histories obtained from the rate sticks. Figures (h) and ( i) are

plots whose purpose is to obtain information on the ID steady'-waute profile in PBX 9502. The origin
of these plots is discussed in the -INTERPRETATION OF EXPERIMENTAL AND
(",•1.CUL 'IA TI()NAIL RlE•tI. TS" section.
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general shapes of the curves. One difference that is small. The corresponding progress
between the 1D and 2!) experiments is that variable is called ,h.
the pressure relief at the charge edges for the The region exclusive of the hot-spot region
10 and 14mim diameter sticks results in is called the balance of the explosive. Chemical
significantly lower interface-particle-velocity reaction in the hot-spot region of the explosive
histories after about 10 to 1 ns, than observed causes chemical reaction in the baiance of the
for even the 11) short shock case. I lowever, thu explosive through some form of energy transfer.
velocity history for the 50 mm rate-stick The major part of the exothermic chemistry is
experiment closely matches that for the 25 mm controlled by this mechanism. It is represented
charge thickness with the 11) sustained-shock in the reaction modei by a mass fraction Ul-rj-t)
configuration. The two histories differ by only and a progress variable Xf. Here, q) is defined
about 4 percent at 5 to 10 ns times and less below and the subscript "f" stands for fast.
than 2 pjrcent over the remainder ofthe flow.

Finally, we recognize the possibility of
Ilighen prcsi dete alsonmatioveloi eall t exothermic reactions that are slow relative to

surements ( ms) were also made on all theof the Ah and Af reactions (e.g., one
rate sticks. We estimate, by extrapolation to possible such reaction is solid carbon coagula-
infinite diameter in the.- velocity versus 1/diam tionsi). The mass fraction and progress vana-
plane, that the CJ detonation velocity for our

Mateialat ,, =1 83 gcm and = 4 ±2'C able associated wit~h this rate process(es) are
tris at792 p 8 ccalled qy and X, respectively -- the subscript on

is 7.792 mm/lps A., denotes slow.

CA LC U LATIONS This model, therefore, consists of three
rate equations that govern the heat released in

numhe details of the high explosive (liE) the hot spot, propagation, and slow reaction
numerical reaction model used here have beenbe present in the
documented elsewhere8 and this model has imsthati areta toofepesentuiE

been~~~~ usdi oi plctos 9 Th, omo initiation and detonation of heterogeneous lIEs.been used] in .',nie applications. The form of Each of these three regimes is characterized by
this model is motivated by the following facts. ahotestrergisiscrceizdb

a process time scale for that particular stage.
Most heterogeneous explosives consist of a
granulated secondary explosive (or explosives) The total reaction (or product) fraction X
held t,•gether ty a binder, such materials is given by
usually contain voids. Adiabatic compression
of such a miaterial (e.g., by a shorkwave) h + (I- - i)A + pA , ()
increases the internal energy and the t.nptra- where q and qj are constants. The hot-spot
ture throughout the explosive's volume. flow- re fran is aetcosints T t
ever, at the explosive grain surfaces (which
form the vo.] boundaries), there are fluid dXh h
mechanical processes present (e.g, jetting and I- I - A h, (2)

flow stagnatior) that are very effective in dt Lh
converting the mechanical energy delivered by
the shock into high temperature and pressure. With t h being the hot-spot process time The

These locally extreme conditions can initiate fast reaction A1 is controlled by the energy

chemical decomposition quickly and thus such transfer between the hot spot products and the

a region is calledi a"hot spot" In view of this remaining reactants; its rate is

observation, our cheirical heat-relcase ruc- dun Af.
tion contains a quantity called the hot-spot ( A-Xf /q)
mass fraction, it represents tie part of the liE (It ( (AI /-f )
directly susceptible to shock action. It is "
(probably) related to the void surf-'c area In Equation (3), ft determines the threshold
present and, therefore, to the degree of condition that the hot-spot fraction Ah must

compaction and the density We treat this exceed in order to support reaction propaga-
mass fraction as an e ipirical parameter (q) tion. Finally, the rate of the slow process is
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ds 1 qualitative features of the numerical results
-d - (, k)_ ., (4) for the thermodynamic states characteristic of

dt fs " our experiments. Provided Lj = constant, the
simplified rate Equations (8) and (9) can be

where L, is the slow process time. integrated analytically. Their solutions, with

We note that the hot-spot process time the initial conditions A1 -= X, - 0 at t = 0 are
(th) is related to the shock state and the -

chemical kinetic parameters of the lIE. 8 The A.=(1-e- , (10)
slow process time (tj) is taken as a constant,
since it is thought to be insensitive to the and
thermodynamic state. The fast process time
(LI) can be written as tL -U tA (

"As = X.y - (e -e
L, -: i/r , (5) ts- L L

which defines a relationship between Lf and Note from these relationships that neither the
an energy transfer time tL., t,. is a function of fast nor the slow rate process goes to

pressure.8 At the high pressures correspond- completion (A = 1) in a finite time; therefore,
ing to short run distances to detonation and to the steady reaction-zone length for this model
detonation itself, the weak dependence of the is infinitely long.
reaction time on pressureI means that at The rate parameters used to model PBX
sufficiently high pressures, tl can he treated Ls 9502 were: q = 3 x 103, it 0.15, fo = 3 x
a constant. Therefore, the following treatment 105, Lb = 5 ns, and L, = 75 ns. Lh is a variable
is proposed dependent on the thermodynamic state: its

tj niax(,, LIt/), (6) value is much shorter than 5 ns. The ItOM
equation of state was used in all of the

where L1. is a constant representing the calculations. 13

limiting process of decomposition. tf defines
the fast reaction zone width. The relation INTERPRETATION OF EXIPERI-
expressed by Equation (6) is similar to the MENTAL AND CAICUIATIONAL
original treatment of the slow process. 12 RESULTS

In the detonation regime, the hot-spot Numerical hydrodynamic calculations
process can he considered to be instantaneous, with the reaction-rate model described above
In this case Equations (1) through (4) reduce to reproduced the experimental velocity histories

quite well for the various charge thicknesses
A- and window configurations for both the 11)

with sustained- and short-shock experiments. No
attempts were made to model the 21) experi-
ments. Comparisons are shown in Figures 5(a)

dt -- I-.\ L. (8) through 5(c) between the numerical and
dt Lexperimental interface-velocity data for the

a 0(1sustained-shock configuration. Data are given
in each frame of the figure according to charge

d\ 1 thickness of the PBX 9502 sample for each of
- - -- (9) the windows.

dt i.
s To give a frame of reference from which to

tj is typically at least 10 times smaller than iL. view the discussion to follow, it is worthwhile
1"oi the culcuhatiois 10 LOe discussed below, the to give an indication of what we think the

coupled set of Equations ti) through (6) were steady reaction-zone length in PBX 9502 is.
used We note, however, that Equations (7) The numerical modeling gives evidence that
through (9) are useful for interpreting the there is an exothermic chemical process in
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Figure 5. Comparison of' Experimental (Symbols) Interface-Velocity Histories (Using Various
Window Muterials) with Ones Calculated (Solid Curves) from the Model Discussed in
"CALCULATIONS." As one moves to the right across the page, one moves to longer runs in the
PBX 9502.

PBX 9502 that requires -300 ns to occur (this Table 1. Peak Velocities for LiF Windows
is the time for the reaction progress variable to
reach 98 percent of its final value). The Charge Peak

reaction-zone thickness associated with such a Nhot Type Dimension Velocity

time is =2 mam. This rough estimate is not Number Type (0m) (mm/ps)

dissimilar to reaction-zone lengths estimated
by completely different methods,5 8-306 Sustained 13 2.17

Y 8-353 13 2.23

The nonsteady character of the following 8-305 25 2.16
flow indicated by the increases in interface- 8-355 25 2.19

velocity histories with run (or diameter) lead 8-303 50 2.16
us to believe that peak velocities should also 8-354 50 2.23
show an upward trend with increased run (or
diameter). This is not observed experimen- Average Velocity 2.19 mm/rus
tally; however, the numerical modeling shows
an increase of 1.7 percent in peak velocity from 8-328 Short 13 2.12

the 13 to the 50 mm run. We believe the lack 8-340 25 2.17
of an observed tren(l results from: (1) the 8-372 25 2.26

limitations of our experimental resolution of 8347 50 2.26
the peak velocities and (2) the rapidity of the
major part of the exothermic heat release. Average Velocity 2.18 mm/ps

Standard lDeviation 0.06 nim/ups
Measured peak interface velocities for

experiments that used lil windows are given 8-358 10 2.20
in Table I. Standard deviations calculated
from these measured p)eak velocities for each 8-346 14 2.18

type of experiment (where various runs (or 8-348 25 1.95*
diameters) are combined) range from about 2 8-359 25 2.28
to 3 percent. We estimate this to be the error 8-321 50 2.21
for peak velocities. Experiments performed 8-322 50 2.07
with the two other windows gave similar Average Peak Velocity 2.20 nmm/jis
results. All velocities other than the peak Standard Deviation0.07mmn/ps
velocities are found, typically, to have

standard deviations of less than I percent (see *See "INTERPRETATION OF EXPERIMENTALAND

below for detailed comparisons). CALCULAT1ONAL RESU LTS" section.
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Several reproducibility experiments were Experiments with KCI windows were
performed and are shown in Figure 4. Two performed with very short run distances of 2, 3,
velocity histories are given for 13, 25, and and 5 mm. These records are shown in Fig-
50 mm charge thicknesses with liF windows ure 4(b) along with a record labeled 0. The 0
for the sustained-shock configuration. The 13 record is for a shot with the KCI window
and 25 mm experiments reproduced so well attached directly to the aluminum plate shown
that one can hardly discern that two velocity in Figure 1. The 2, 3, and 5 mm records
histories are given. More difference is observed show peak velocities in agreement with the
for the 50 mm run. Hlere at 0.400 ps, after longer runs of 13, 25, and 50 mm within the
shock arrival, the two traces differ by 2.4 per- one standard deviation of 1.8 percent. Our
cent. Two velocity histories are also shown for booster system produces an initial particle
the 13 and 25 mm runs with KCI windows for velocity of about 1.8 mm/ps in PBX 9502;
the sustained-shock driver. The 25 mm experi- Figure 4(b) shows that this velocity has grown
ment reproduced to better than 1.0 percent to 2.72 mm/ps in a run distance of 2 mm. This
over the entire record. The 13 mm run experi- very rapid growth of the spike indicates an
ment differs by 2.4 percent at 0.200 Vs and early fast reaction in the PBX 9502.
3.0 percent at 0.600 ps. Only one short-shock One of the reasons for doing the experi-
reproducibility experiment was performed and ments described above was to attempt to obtain
is given for a 25 mm run with a LiF window, the wave profile, at a PBX 9502/window inter-
Good agreement is also seen for these two face, produced by a ID steady detonation wave
experiments with one showing more structure from PBX 9502. It is clear from Figures 4(a)
than the other, but with both agreeing to with- through 4(f) that with runs in PBX 9502 of up
in 2.0 percent. The structure on the one record to 50 mm (in the ID configurations), one cannot
was determined to occur from a broadening of conclude that a steady-wave profile has been
the velocimeter traces at specific times, which
is probably the result of laser fluctuations or

rate sticks (Figure 4(g)), one never reaches thechanges in light levels reflected from the target. 11) steady wave profile, as stick diameter is

Reproducibility of the 10.0, 25.0, and increased, because of the finite lateral dimen-
50.0 mm diameter rate sticks was very good sion of the charge. Thus, it is not clear, for
(only one 14.0 mm rate-stick experiment was example, how close the 50 mm diameter rate-
perfoirmed). Again, one can hardly discern that stick wave profile (shown on Figure 4(g)) is to
two velocity histories are given in Figure 4(g) the steady ID profile.
for the 10.0 and 50.0 mmm diameter shots. One lowever, since we have a progression of
of the 25.0 mim diameter experiments shows data (as a function of charge thickness (run)
more structure, but both records agree very and stick diameter) in the 1D and 2D experi-
closely, with a maximum difference of 2.8 per- ments, it should be possible to utilize these
cent occurring at about 0.140 ps. We note that data to estimate the interface velocity that
the measured peak particle velocity for the would be produced by the steady ID wave from
stick that showed the structure is anomalously PBX 9502.
low (see Table 1). In this experiment, the LiF
crystal was glued to the PBX 9502 with We did this estimate as follows. Suppose
Eastman 910 cement rather than with l)evcon we make a table of the measured interface
epoxy. We found that Aralhex and l)evcon velocity vs. time for each rate-stick diameter.
gave uniform adhesive layers, whereas Using these tables, Figure 4(h) can be con-
Eastman 910 spread nonuniformly leaving structed. We work in the reciprocal diameter
voids. The voids possibly cause problems in plane in Figure 4(h) because we wish to even-
measuring the peak velocity. This observation tually extrapolate the experimental data to
indicates that the method of gluing is an infinite stick diameter (i.e., ID flow). The
important part of the assembly procedure and extrapolations to I/diam--0 were done by use
must he done carefully with an adhesive that of the following algorithm. The data in the
spreads uniformly, range 0.00<S /diams_0.10 mm-1 on Figure 4(h)
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were averaged and smoothed at each value of However, combining the steady profile
the time with a French curve. We then assumed obtained from the rate-stick data with the data
we could expand the interface velocity ( -uup) on Figure 4(i) allows us to estimate at what run
vs. l/diam function about the 0.04 mm t  distance the 11) system would become steady.
(diam = 25 mm) point in a Taylor series, and we This is done as follows: (1) first choose a time,
truncated this Taylor series after three terms. (2) then go to Figure 4(h) and find the extra-
The dup/d(l/diam) (i.e., slope) term in this polated steady 11) value of up for this time,
series was approximated by its finite difference (3) plot this value of up on the appropriate time
approximation, using the 1/diam = 0.02 and curve of Figure 4(i), and (4) find the 1/run value
0.04 mimn1 data points. The d 2up/d(1/diam) 2  that corresponds to the plotted point. This is
(i.e., concavity) term was approximated by its how the open circles that are plotted on the left
finite difference approximation using the side of Figure 4(i) were obtained; these circles
I/diam = 0.02, 0.04, and 0.07 mm1 data points. are an indication of where the ID flow would
The desired up value at infinite charge size was become steady. On Figure 4(i) more times
then obtained by setting l/diam = 0 in this were used to obtain the 14 open circles than
approximation to the Taylor series; note that there are plotted smooth curves; open circle
there is a different Taylor series (and extrapo- points were only obtained for times longer than
lated value) for each value of the time. After 21 ns because of the difficulty in accurately
this process, we had in hand a particle-velocity determining the steady wave profiles at earlier
history, at the PBX 9502/l~iF window inter- times. If we average the 14 values of the "run
face, that we thought was characteristic of the to steadiness" shown on Figure 4(i), it is found
steady i1) detonation wave profile in PBX that 1/run (steady) = 0.013 ± 0.004 mm1
9502. This is the wave profile plotted on Fig- or run (steady) = 77 + 26 mm. This value
ure 4 (a) and labeled "Steady?". Note that a is denoted by the vertical dashed line on Fig-
magnification factor would be required to ure 4(i). We conclude, that a ID experiment
obtain the actual profile in the PBX 9502. (with our sustained-shock boosting system), in

Now consider- Figure 4(i) in which the 11) which the run distance is about 100 mm, should
sustained -shock/liF window data are plotted produce a reaction-zone detonation wave profile
in the interface-particle velocity vs. 1/run that is steady.
plane. Surely, the I/run--0 intercept (run--*) An estimated llugoniot point using the
in this plane will yield the interface-velocity measured peak velocities for the various
history characteristics of the 11) steady detona- windows, an assumed detonation velocity of
tion wave in PBX 9502. But can one obtain the 7.70 mm/ps, a Mie-Gruneisen equation of
steady profile by an extrapolation to l/run---0 state, and the shock impedance-matching
similar to that used for the data in Figure 4(h)? technique gives a point in good agreement with
The answer to this question is no, because the extrapolation of the Ilugoniot given by
the 11) flow does not require an infinitely long Dick, et al. 14
run to become steady. Suppose we did I D
experiments with longer and longer runs and DISCUSSION AND
then plotted the results on Figure 4(i). One CONCLUSIONS
would eventually reach a run distance at
which further extension of run would not The improved dual Fabry-Perot system
produce any further change in the recorded gives improved resolution of peak velocities
profile (at least, for that part of the flow and of the initial deceleration for interface-
produced by the steady reaction zone). That is, velocity histories between detonating PBX
somewhere between I/run = 0.02 (50 mm run) 9502 and various windows. Measured peak
and I/run = 0.0 (infinite run), the plotted velocities with this improved system are about
curves would become parallel to the I/run axis. 5 and 10 percent higher than we previously
Therefore, one does not know how to (or measured for PMMA and liF windows,
e-nnot) obtain a steady wave profile from the respectively.! Initial decelerations are an order
II) data of Figure 4(i). of magnitude higher (20 to 30 compared to 2 or
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3 mnmps 2) than we previously observed. Good of the 50 mm thick PBX 9502 charges (as
agreement for the remainder of the velocity observed in the velocity histories for times as
histories is observed between the present and early as 10 to 15 ns after shock passage).
previous work with the present measurements
showing slightly lower (=2 percent) values at It is inte es t the calcu beina
later times. The lower values are likely the model used (with its longest time scale being
result of a lower density slow component explo- L, = 75 ns) can reproduce the experimental

sive being used in the present P-40 planewave interface-particle-velocity histories. As can be

lenses. seen from Equations (10) and (11), in this model
essentially all the chemical reaction (98 per-

Initial attempts to model the measured cent as measured by the progress variable (A)
interface-velocity histories using a single- value) is released within 4tL (300 ns). How-
stage rate form with simple depletion showed ever, note that as the A of Equation (7)
the rate to be initially too slow and later too approaches 1, the chemical heat release to the
fast. Eveii though this rate form was aban- flow must -- 0. In the steady case, a point
doned for the three-stage rate model used in where A = 1 must also be a sonic point in the
this work, this does not mean that a single- flow. Regions in a flow that are nearly sonic
stage rate form with other types of depletion require long periods of time to adjust to flow
could not be devised to give good results. perturbations.15 The 1000 ns time scales

No indication of a classical CJ state (i.e., observed in the experiments are no doubt

the end of the reaction zone) has been observed. related to this fact.

Both the 11) and 21) measurements discussed In spite of this, the analyses (in "INTER-
above (and synopsized in Figures 4(h) and 4(i)) PRETATION OF EXPERIMENTAL AND
show that in none of the experiments per- CALCULATIONAL RESULTS") associated
formed have we definitely observed the steady with Figures 4(h) and 4(i) indicate that (with
reaction-zone detonation-wave profile of PBX the sustained-shock booster system being used)
9502. The fact that the values ofdup/dx (where it should be possible to reach the steady
x =_ l/diam or I/run) in Figures 4(h) and 4(i) are situation with a (reasonable) further extension
not equal to zero is a manifestation of this. of the charge thickness in the sustained-shock

This observation carries over to the short- configuration (i.e., by use of about a 100 mm
shock experiments also. Thus, some more subtle thick charge).
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REACTION ZONE STRUCTURE IN SUIPRACOMPRESSED
DETONATING EXPLOSIVES*

L. G. Green, C. M. Tarver, and D. J. Erskine
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Livermore, California 94550

Nanosecond time resolved particle velocity histories of supracom-
pressed detonation waves in TNT-, TA TB-, and HMX-based explosives
are measured using a VISAR laser velocimeter, and calculated using
the ignition and growth reactive flow hydrodynamic computer code
model. The Zeldovich-von Neumann-Doering (ZND) detonation wave
structure is observed at pressures more than twice the self-sustaining
detonation wave pressure. TNT and TATB exhibited a fast reaction
which liberates approximately 80 percent of the total available
exothermicity within 50 ns, followed by a slower reaction which lasts
another 100-200 ns. These reaction rates are not strongly dependent on
the initial shock pressure. The slower reaction is attributed to diffusion
controlled solid carbon coagulation. The ignition and growth model,
using a ZND type model with a fast reaction preceding a slower
reaction to the fully reacted product state, accurately calculates the
VISAR experimental data for TNT, LX-1 7, PBX 9404, and RX-26-AF.

INTRODUCTION calculate product states below the CJ state do

In recent years it has become possible to not, in general, agree with the supracompres-

supracompress (overdrive) detonating solid sion data. Tarver suggested that this discrep-

explosives to pressures exceeding their self- ancy is due to relatively slow exothermic

sustaining Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) pressures reactions, such as diffusion controlled solid

by impacting them with gas-gun accelerated carbon coagulation into complex structures

flyer plates at velocities of several millimeters (graphite, diamond, etc.) which can directly

per microsecond. In previous studies, 1 4 sub- affect the shock front velocity in piston

nanosecond time response pins were used to supported waves, but only gradually affect the

measure shock transit times (shock velocities) propagation of self-sustaining detonation

in the samples. From the flyer shock Ilugoniot waves. Supracompression and detonation

and measured velocity, the particle velocity in experiments on PETN, which produces little or
the supracompressed wave could also be deter- no solid carbon in its detonation products, have

mined. Pressure-volume and shock velocity- shown that one JWL equation of state can

particle velocity relationships were determined accurately calculate all of the available data
for several explosives at pressures from just up to 80 e Pa.2'3 A great deal of theoretical andexceeding Cd pressure to approximately experimental research on the amounts and
exceedin CJpressurody tamicoximp tely c states of solid carbon produced by detonating
110 GPa. Hlydrodynamic computer code underoxidized solid explosives has recently
calculations showed that the Jones-Wilkins- been reported. 6 9 Reactive flow hydrodynamic
Lee (JWL,) equations of state which accurately computer models of the ZND structure of

*Work performed under the auspices of the detonation waves, in which a fast exothermic
U.S. Department of Energy by the Lawrence reaction is followed by a slower one to the
Livermore National Laboratory under Con- Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) state, have accurately
tract W7405-ENG-48. simulated a great deal of Fabry-Perot laser
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interferometric particle velocity history data reaction zone to eventually reach the lower
on detonating |HMX-, TATB-, and TNT-based pressure complete equilibration state CJ in
explosives. 10 These calculations also resulted Figure 1. The approach to a steady state CJ
in detonation reaction zone structures similar detonation for this type of energy release has
to those predicted theoretically by Fickett 1 I for been discussed by Fickett.1 3 Rayleigh lines 1,
multireaction sequences. 2, and 3 in Figure 1 represent supracompressed

waves supported by pistons at velocities andAlthough slow carbon condensation reac-

tions appear to explain the shock and particle pressures exceeding the self-sustaining CJ

velocities measured in supracompression values. Since the entire reaction zone is

experiments, the structures of the reaction subsonic at these velocities, the effects of the

zones in these waves could theoretically be slow reaction can modify the leading shock

quite complex, as illustrated in Figure I of the front. States along curve P2 should be reached
pressure-specific volume pX in from spike states SI, S 2 , and S3. As long as theplaeeph ne. C ve unreacted Hugoniot curve X lies to the left of
Flugoniot, curve Pr the incompletely equili- curves P1 and P2, the measured reaction zone
brugoniotaccurvepPodthe incompletelynequiri- structure will show decreasing particle veloc-
brated reaction product Ilugoniot, and curve |teanprsusschsfomtteS

P2 the completely equilibrated reaction ities and pressures, such as from state SI

product Hugoniot. Curve P2 is drawn to the through curve P1 to curve P2 on Rayleighprouctttuonit. urv P2is raw tothe line 1 in Figure 1. Should the unreacted

right of curve P1 to represent an exothermic g

process, such as C 1 , C 2 , C3 , etc., coagulating Hugoniot be less compressible than the product
into long chains of Clo or greater. For a CJ Hugoniot at very high pressures, measuredintolongchainsng detofnCtior grveather. Fmal C reaction zone structures may show the effects
self-sustaining detonation wave, the chemical

reaction proceeds from the von Neumann spike crossing (or merging) ttugoniots for states such

state S in Figure I along Rayleigh line D to asS 2 and S3 in Figure 1.

state CJ, where the relatively fast exothermic The main purposes of this paper are to
chain reactions which produce vibrationally measure and hydrodynamically model the
excited diatomic and triatomic fluid molecules reaction zones of supracompressed detonation
(N 2 , 1120, C0 2 , CO, etc.) are completed. 12 Slow waves in solid explosives containing TNT,
exothermic reactions cause the end state of the TATB, and IlMX. The experiments and the

reactive flow computer models are briefly
described, and then the comparison of results is
presented.

- UnreactedHugolot EXPERIMENTS
•. -- -- -- Incompletely equilibrated$p reactioneproducts The reaction zone structures of supra-

S . r tHugonlot (pl)
... olote(P1 e compressed detonation waves were measured

S, P2 reaconproducts by the laser interferometric techniques VISAR
.Hugonot(P2) and Fabry-Perot. The VISAR technique was

s NN. used for most experiments because it currently
has a greater time resolution (approximately'c.) C2 ns) and velocity resolution (10-15 m/s) than
Fabry-Perot. Plane shock waves were sent
through thin explosive samples by accelerating
3 mm thick aluminum plates in the LLNL two-
stage light gas gun. The explosive samples
were 25 mm in diameter and 2 or 3 mm thick.

1.0 A 5 mm thick [F window was attached to the
Relative specific volume rear of the explosive sample with a 4000 A gold

layer evaporated onto the LiF to provide a
Figure 1. Pressure'-Spctfic Volume Relation- specularly reflective surface for the laser
ships for Supracompressed Detonation Waves interferometer at the explosive/LiF interface.
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In some experiments, a 0.5 mm thick buffer Ilugoniot and von Neumann spike state deto-
plate of magnesium alloy AZ31B was placed nation data. The reaction product equation of
between the explosive and the liF window to state is normalized to expansion data, such as
protect the reflective interface from the three- that obtained in a cylinder test. The reaction
dimensional irregularities of the leading shock rates are inferred from embedded gauge and/or
front. 12 Thus, the average interface velocity laser interferometric measurements of pres-
histories between the explosive and liF or the sure and/or particle velocity histories. The
magnesium and liF were measured for ignition and growth reactive flow model has
approximately 500 ns. Table 1 lists the 14 been normalized to a great deal of one- and
shots 113 using VISAR and one (BGOI) using two-dimensional shock initiation and self-
Fabry-Perotl fired at various flyer plate veloc- sustaining detonation data. 15 2 0 In this
ities into TNT, LX-17 (92.5 percent TATB, reactive flow formulation, the unreacted and
7.5 percent KeIF), PBX 9404, and RX-26-AF product equations of state are both JWL (i.e.,
(essentially half TATB and half IIMX in an Gruneisen) forms:
estane binder). The details of the experimental
techniques (VISAR, pins, Fiber optics, data -RiV -R V WAC '.T
recording, data analysis, etc.) were recently p = Ae + Be + - (1)
reported in a companion paper. 14  V

REACTIVE FLOW MODELING where p is pressure; V is relative volume; T is
temperature; and A, B, RI, R 2 , w (the

A reactive flow hydrodynamic computer Gruneisen coefficient); and Cv (the average
code model consists of: an unreacted explosive heat capacity) are constants. The ignition and
equation of state, a reaction product equation growth reaction rate law is of the form:
of state, a reaction rate law that governs the
chemical conversion of explosive molecules to 0F b x-- 1 (!-Fbp0-1 - -x
reaction product molecules, and a set of mix- Ft 0
ture equations to describe the states attained
as the reactions proceed. The unreacted + G (I FfF dpY + G ( - (2)
equation of state is normalized to shock 1 2

Table I. Two-Stage Gun Supracompression Experiments

Al Impact Explosive Mg (AZ3I B) LiF
Shot Velocity Explosive Thickness Thickness Thickness

(km/s) (mm) (mm) (mm)

EG06 2.849 TNT (1.645 g/cc) 3 0 5

BGO1 2.429 (steel) TNT 6 0 12.8

EG07 4.167 TNT 3 0 5

EG04 4.455 TNT 3 0 5

EG09 4.725 TNT 2 0.5 5

EG08 6084 TNT 2 0 5

EG19 3.573 LX 17 (1.903 g/cc) 2 0 5

EGI3 3.685 LX-17 2 0.5 5

EG05 4.249 LX- 17 2 0 5

EGI2 6.191 LX-17 2 0 5

EG14 4.154 PBX 9404 (1.843 g/cc) 2 0.5 5

EG15 5.782 PBX 9404 2 0.5 5

EG16 3910 RX 26-AF (i.836g/cc) 2 0.5 5

EG17 6.241 RX 26-AF 2 0.5 5
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where F is the fraction reacted; t is time; Po is reactive flow model parameters for TNT in
initial density; p is current density; p ispressure Table 2 provide good simulations of Fabry-
in Mbars; and 1, GI, G2, b, x, a, c, d, y, e, g, and z Perotl° and ORVIS' 8 particle velocity histories
are constants. The first term in Equation (2) measured for self-sustaining detonation waves.
controls the initial rate of reaction ignited The reaction product equation of state for TNT
during shock compression and is limited to in Table 2 has a lower CJ pressure (18 GPa)
fraction reacted F _< Figmax. The second term than is normally used (19-21 GPa) so that the
in Equation (2) is used to simulate the rela- overall cylinder test energy plus the previously
tively slow growth of hot spot reactions during measured supracompression states2 1 can be
low pressure shock initiation calculations, and accurately calculated. Figure 2 shows the
the third term is used to rapidly complete the experimental VISAR record for the lowest
shock to detonation transition in those calcula- velocity shot EG06 plus the ignition and
tions.15 lowever, detonation is a fundamen- growth reactive flow calculation. The mea-
tally different process from shock initiation sured peak velocity is simulated by the reac-
and, thus, must be modeled differently. Recent tive flow calculation which assumes that only
Fabry-Perot experiments and reactive flow 3 percent of the reaction occurs promptly
calculations10 have demonstrated the pre- during shock compression (Figmax = 0.03 in
viously mentioned fast exothermic reaction Table 2) to the state predicted by the unreacted
followed by a slower exothermic reaction. Hlugoniot based on R1 = 9.8 and R2 = 0.98
Therefore, for detonation modeling, the second that was normalized to von Neumann spike
term in Equation (2) represents the fast states for self-sustaining detonation waves.
reaction following ignition up to its limiting Figure 2 clearly demonstrates that approxi-
value F < FGIMAX. The third term is then mately 80 percent of the chemical energy is
used to simulate the slow (carbon coagulation) released in the first 60 - 70 ns while the
reaction. Table 2 contains the equations of remaining 20 percent of the energy is released
state and reaction rate parameters used for the over the next 70 - 80 ns or more. The reaction
four explosives studied in this paper Numbers rates listed for TNT in Table 2 simulate this
in parentheses in Table 2 are alternatives used experiment very closely, although the reaction
to study the effects of equation of state or product equation of state predicts a final
reaction rate changes on the simulation of an
experiment.

Since the entire supracompression experi-
ment must be accurately modeled with fine I Experimental visar
zoning (usually 100 or 200 zones per milli- 1.7 it record EGOS
meter in the explosive) to obtain nanosecond I- - - Reactive flow
resolution, the equations of state used for the • "II calculation

I'inert materials are also extremely important. 1 16-1
Table 3 lists the Gruneisen form and param- S I
eters used for aluminum, steel, magnesium • I!
(AZ3B), and IUF in the calculations. I'Z 1.5 I 1

COMPARISON OF FXPERI- '
MENTS AND CALCULATIONS 14 I

I -. . . . . .

Supracompressed Detonating TNT I
II1I I

Six experiments (five VISAR and one 0 100 200 300 400 500
Fabry-Perot) were done using TNT impacted at Time (ns)
various velocities ranging from 2.849 km/s,
which results in a pressure just above CJ, to Figure 2. TNT Supracompressed Experiment
6.084 krn/s, which results in a pressure more EGO6 Aluminum Flyer Impact Velocity
than twice CJ. The ignition and growth 2.849 km/s
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Table 2. Parameters for Ignition and Growth Calculations

Explosive TNT IX-17 PBX 9404 RX-26-AF

Unreacted Equations of' State
p, I glcc:3) 1.645 1.903 1.843 1.836

A (Mbars) 171.01 (82.57) 778.1(469.76) 9522. 2011.

Bi (Mbars) -0.03745 ( 0.03609) -0.05031 (-0.0385) -0.05944 -0.05204

R, 9.8(9.0) 11.3 14.1 12.4

R 0.98(0.9) 1.3 1.41 1.24

w 0.5647 (0.5533) 0.8938 0.8867 0.9451

(, (Mbars/K) 2.7172 x 10 51 2.48709 x 10 2.781 x 10 2.4063 x 10

"T, (K) 1 298 298 298 298

Reaction Product Equations of State

1) (mnhlps) 6.930 7.596 8.800 8.239

1), j Mbars) 0.180 0.250 0.370 (0.340) 0.325 0.300)

A I Mbars) 33.94889 43.42773 8.524 (41.8548) 8.018 (31.34582)

B (Mburs) 0.821662 1.94564 0.1802 (1.2553) 0.5264 1.1 1739)

R, 8.3 8.5 4.6 (7.7) 5.0(7.5)

2.8 3.28 1.3(2.4) 2.1(2.4)

0.6 0.6 0.38(0.38) 0.34(0.34)

C,(Mbars/K) I x 10 ' Ix 10 S I x 105 1 x 10

E,) (Mbar-cc/ctg) 0.058 0.07 0.102 0.085

Reaction Rate Parameters

I (•ls ) 50.0 4.0 x 10" 7.43 x 1011 14.0

b 0.667 0.667 0.667 0.667

a 0.0 0.22 0.0 0.0

x 4.0 7.0 20.0 4.0

G, (Mbars ' ps 1) 360.0 48.0 3.1 488.0

c 1.00 0. 1l 0.667 0.667

d 0.667 0.111 0.111 0.333

y 1.2 1.0 1.0 2.0

G, (Mbars' ps 1) - 500.0 400.0 500.0

e 1.0 0.333 0.222

g 1.0 1.0 0.667

L - 3.0 2.0 3.0

l.gnIax 0.03 0.0232 (0.5) 0.3 0.05

FG1IMAX 1.0 0.85 0.5 0.5

particle velocity that is 1.5 percent higher than Figure 3 shows the Fabry-Perot record
experiment. Other product JWL equations of from shot BG01 which lasted approximately
state (particularly those with 19 - 20 Gl'a CJ 1800 ns. Also shown in Figure 3 is the reactive
pressures) predict this final velocity exactly, flow calculation which closely agrees with the
but do not calculate correct final velocities at measured initial velocity and reaction zone
higher pressures. The product JWL in Table 2 structure and then lies near the lowest
is the best overall fit to all of the available velocities of the noisy Fabry-Perot record for
detonation and supracompression final particle times of 100 - 1300 ns. Tie calculated arrival
velocity data for TNT. time of the reflected shock from the steel flyer
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Table 3. Gruneisen Equations of State for Inert Materials

p = poc 2 pI1 + ( 1-yo/ 2 )p -a/2 P21/la-(S-1 plI + (yo + ap) E

where p is pressure, Po is density, c is the intercept of the shock velocity-particle velocity curve, S
is the slope of the shock velocity -particle velocity curve, yo is the Gruneisen coefficient, a is the
first order volume correction to yo, and p is the relative compression.

Material po (g/cm 3) c (mm/lPs) S YO a

Alumirum 2.713 5.24 1.400 1.97 0.48

Steel 7.90 4.57 1.490 1.93 0.5

Magnesium (AZ31 13) 1.78 4.52 1.242 1.54 0.33

LiF 2.638 5.15 1.350 1.69 0.34

1.90_ _ _ _2.15 I1.90 2.14

1.85 2.13 - Experimental visar
2.12 record EGO7

1.80 Fabry-Perot record 2.11 - - - Reactive flowexperiment BGO1 calculation
-175 .~.2.10

- 1.75 .. Reactive flow E 2.09
calculation E

- 2.08

S1.65- .2 2.07
S1.60 >2.05

1.55 2.03 -
SAL2.02.03

2.01 I1 .45-1l 2.00 1 11 1 -1

500 1000 1500 0 100 200 300 400 500
Time (ns) Time (ns)

Fi'gure 3. TNT Supracompress ion Experi- Figure 4. TNT Supracompression Experi-
merit BGOI (Fabry-Perot) Steel Flyer Impact ment EGO7Aluminum Flyer Impact Velocity
Velocity - 2.429 km/s 4.167 km/s

plate-exphosive prodiicts interface at - 1300 ns is TNT at 4.167 km/s and the corresponding
S150 ns earlier than the measured arrival at reactive flow calculation. The spike state and
1450 ns. This experimental arrival time can, reaction zone profile to 140 ns arc accurately
in principle, be used to determine the average simulated. For this case, the calculated final
sound velocity in the supracompressed particle velocity is high by less than I percent.
products. Figures 2 and 3 also demonstrate the Figure 5 shows the VISAR record and
agreement between the VISAR and Fabry- calculation for shot EG04, which had a slightly
Perot techniques, and the usefulness of VISAR higher flyer velocity than shot EG07. This
for accuracy over the first 500 ns and of Fabry- experimental record lasted only 200 ns and
Perot for obtaining longer records contained an unusual increase in particle

Figure 4 contains the VISAR record from velocity from 60 to 140 ns. The calculated
shot EGO7 in which the aluminum impacted spike velocity and final product velocity agree
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2.4I I I I I I

2.24 7- 2-37 1111

2.23 - Experimental visar- 236 Vior experimental
record EGO4 record EGN

2.2a -- -Reactive flow -• - -- Reactive flow
•- ~~~~caluain23-

caclto .3 . calculation with R1 = 9.8

E~ 2.20 - 2calculation with R1 = 9

III

2.19e

0 40 80 1?0 160 200 2.29 0 100 200 300 400 500

Time (ns) Time (ns)

Figure ,5. TN'I! Supracompression Fxperi- Figure 6. TNT Supracompression Experi-
ment EGO4 Aluminum Flyer Impact Velocity - ment E(;09 Aluminum Flyer Impact Velocity=
4.455 kmis 4. 725 km/s

excellently with experiment, but the calculated 3.10 i .

fo•

reaction zone width appears to be too narrow.
3.05- ii

The TNT VISAR records imply that the .•j }

overall reaction zone legt i N'F does not 3.0:r-•_
decrease with increasing pressure, while the •-
reactive flow model does predict faster reac- e'.9

tions at higher pressures by using an exponent E -
of 1 2 in the pressure dependent second term in "• -
Equation (2). " 2.90 Ireoi

"I record EG08
Figure 6 contains the VISAR record for > I2.85 I - - - Reactive flow

,,,hot EG09, which included 0.5 mm of mag- I aclain1tR-.
rnesium alloy between the TNT and LiF. Also i acltowtR=.
shown in Figure 6 are two reactive flow 2.80 Reactive flow

Ic i calculation wit h R 1 =9
calculations: one used the normal RI= 9.8,

lb - 0.98 unreacted Ifugoniot and the other 2.75 0 10 20 30 0 I

used a more compressible R1 :9.0, R2  0 09 Time (ns)
unreacted Ilugoniot which results mn a higher
spike velocity. The normal R1  9.8, Figure 7. TNT Supracompression Experi-
lb2 0.98 unreacted Ilugoniot agrees more ment EGO8 Aluminum Flyer impact Velocity
closely with the experimental record and the 6.084 km/s
prodIuct equation of state agrees very closely.

howeerthearrial ime ofsignls romthe particle velocity, not at the shock front, but.
TrNT/Mg/1,iF' interfaces do not agree. 20 ns later. This VISAR record is very similar

Figure 7 shows the VISAR record for the to state S3 of Figure 1 in which the unreacted
highe~st pressure TNTF experiment and two Ilugoniot X and complete equilibrium
reactive flow calculations with the R1  9.8 Ilugoniot P2 lie to the right of the partially
and R! 9.0 unreacted equations of state reacted Hugoniot P1. The R1  9.8 unreacted
itsted in Table 2. Although this VISAR record equation of state spike state is quite low at
lasts only s0 ns, it does show a maximum in these extremely high pressures, and the more
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compressible R, = 9.0 unreacted equation of 2.00.|

state spike state is slightly high. The predicted 1.98
time for complete reaction of 50 ns is too fast,.e
but the product equation of state predicts the I reordmEG19
final particle velocity to within 1 percent. 1.94 Re\ac flow

•"1.92 calculation

An overall comparison of the six experi- 1.90
ments and the various reactive flow calcu- E
lations for TNT yields the results that the _.88
unreacted equation of state from detonation • 1.86

experiments is not compressible enough at > 1.84

very high pressures, the experimental reaction 1.82 ---

rates are less dependent upon pressure than 1.80
the model assumes, and that the product equa- 1.78

tion of state, while not perfect, agrees on the 1.76

average with the experimentally determined 0 100 200 300 400 500
final particle velocities. Time (ns)

Supracompressed Detonating LX-17 Figure 8. LX-17 Supracompression Experi-

As for TNT, the reaction product equation ment EG9/Aluminum Flyer Impact Velocity

of state listed for LX-17 in Table 2 has a lower 3.573 km/s

CJ pressure (25 GPa) than is normally used 1.95 , , ,
(27.5 - 30 GPa) to match the available supra- 1.94 -- Experimenithl
compression data1 plus the cylinder test 1.93 viExrrecrdEO13 -

energy. Both the TNT and LX-17 product 1.92 ------ Reacte f,, -

equation of state use higher values of RI, R 2 , 1.91 , calculation -

and w than older JWL cylinder test fits to 1.90

provide better descriptions of the high pressure E
(>10 Gl1a) regime while still matching the -1.87

overall energy delivered in the cylinder test. 0 1.86 ,
The unreacted LX-17 equation of state and ,• 1.85
reaction rate parameters in Table 2 yield good 1.84

agreement with self-sustaining detonation 1.83 -------

reaction zone measurements.10 Figure 8 con- 1.2*1,

tains the VISAR record from shot EGI9, the
lowest impact velocity experiment on LX-17, 1.80

and the corresponding reactive flow calcula- 0 100 200 300 400 500

tion. The calculated spike and reaction rate Time (ns)

agree closely with the VISAR record and, as in
TNT, approximately 75 percent of the reac- Figure 9. LX-17 Supracompression Experi-
tion occurs in the first 50 - 60 ns, while the ment EGl3 Aluminum Flyer Impact Velocity =
remainder takes at least 200 additional ns. 3.685 km/s
The product equation of state underestimates
the final velocity by less than 1 percent and structure to the experimental record that is not
correctly calculates the arrival of the shock yet totally understood. The calculated peak
reflected from the aluminum piston-lX-17 y et istalgyanderstory for t heinterface back at the LX-17-LiF interface, pressure is high and the velocity history for the
interfae bakoat the V LSAexprimeinterfalreod first 100 ns has a different shape than the

Figure 9 shows the VISAR experimental record VISAR record, but the calculation is generally
from shot EG13, which had a slightly higher less than I percent low from 40to 400 ns.
impact velocity and a 0.5 mm magnesium alloy
buffer, plus the corresponding calculation. The At higher impact pressures, the calcu-
magnesium buffer again adds a great deal of lated LX-17 reaction rates are faster than the
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2.20

VISAR records imply, as shown in Figure 10 for 2.19 -0 Viar experimental

shot EGO5. The calculated spike agrees with 2.18 record EG05

the VISAR record and the final velocity from 2.17 - -Reactive flow
the product equation of state is 1.5 percent 2.16 calculation
higher than the experimental record when it - I
ends at 360 ns. Figure 11 includes a reactive -- 2.1flo 2.14
flow calculation using a more compressible E
unreacted equation of state, which in this case j 2.13

was obtained by decreasing A and increasing B 0 2.12

in Equation (1), while leaving Rl and R 2  2.11 --........

unchanged for shot EG12, the highest impact 2.10
2.09velocity experiment on LX-17. The normal

reactive flow calculation results in an initial 2.08

velocity that is well below the experimental 2.07

VISAR record. It then predicts a reaction zone 2.06
of increasing velocity of approximately 60 ns to 2.05 1 L 3

a final product velocity that is less than Time (ns)

I percent lower than the VISAR record. The Fpmesi
product equation of state also accurately Figure 10. LX-17 Supracompression Experi-

prouctequtio ofstte lsoaccratly ment EGO5 Aluminum Flyer Impact Velocity
predicts the reflected shock arrival at 270 ns

and the subsequent rarefaction processes. Two 4.249 km/s

other reactive calculations of shot EGI2 are 3.2 -r-

also shown in Figure 11 to illustrate how the
initial velocity can be raised. One calculation,
similar to the ones shown in Figures 6 and 7, 3.1
uses a more compressible unreacted Ilugoniot
(by lowering A and raising B) and still allow- :I
ing only 2.32 percent of the LX-17 to react E 3.0 Visar experimental
during shock compression. In this particular . ! record EG12S. .. Normal reactive flow

calculation, the reaction rates and mixture z - - rcalculation

algorithm create a minimum in particle _ 2.9 4i Reactive flow with

velocity at approximately 15 ns, although the > I ........ Reactive flow with

spike and final product states are close to the i A= 469.76, 8 = .0.0385
VISAR record, which is essentially flat or 2.8 -1
slightly increasing for 270 ns. The other cal-
culation allows 50 percent of the IX-17 to react
during shock compression, which raises the 2.7
initial velocity approximately halfway to the 0 100 200 300 400 500

reaction product equation of state. It is not yet Time (ns)

known how much chemical reaction can Figure ii. LX-17 Supracompression Experi-
actually occur within 2 ns (the VISAR time ment EG12 Aluminum Flyer Impact Velocity
resolution) of the passage of the multi- 6.191 km/s
dimensional leading shock front as a function
of impact pressure. Obviously, if all of the times even at these extreme shock pressures
LX-17 had reacted in less than 2 ns in shot and temperatures.
EGI2, the VISAR record would be flat. Hlow-
ever, this is considered unlikely since the three Supracompressed Detonatng PBX 9404
other supracompressed LX-17 VISAR records Two shots were fired using PBX 9404,
exhibit reaction times not much shorter than shot EGI4 being slightly above the CJ pressure
those measured at detonation (250-300 ns) and and shot EG15 at a much higher velocity. Due
since the nonequilibrium ZNI) model for to the complex three-dimensional structure of
condensed explosives 12 predicts finite reaction the IIMX detonation wave front, 0.5 mm of
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magnesium had to be used to protect the LiF Supracompressed Detonating RX-26-AF
crystal. Thus, the main reaction zone struc- Two shots, one just above CJ conditions
ture, which is only 20 - 30 ns for detonating and one at very high velocity, were also fired
PBX 9404,10 is obscured in these experiments. for RX-26-AF, which had previously been
Figure 12 shows the VISAR record from shot modeled 20 using HMX reaction rates for the
EGI4 and two reactive flow calculations, one
using the standard 37 GPa CJ pressure JW ra first 50 percent reacted and TATB reactioi
product equation of state, and another using rates for the last 50 percent reacted. The origi-nal JWI. product equation of state in Table 2
the 34 GPa CJ pressure JWL product equation
of state that accurately calculates the shock has a CJ pressure of 32.5 GPa, while the alter-
velocity--particle velocity supracompression nate equation of state listed in parentheses in

data.1 '4 The 34 GPa equation of state was Table 2 has a CJ pressure of 30 GPa, and more

expected to more closely simulate the reaction closely agrees with previous supracompression

product state and appears to in Figure 12, shock velocity data.' Figure 14 shows the

although the difference between the two cal- VISAR record for shot EG16 and two reactive

culations is less than 0.5 percent. The initial flow calculations, one using the 32.5 GPa CJ

calculated velocities agree with the VISAR pressure equation of state, and one using the

record in Figure 12, but the magnesium plate 30 GPa CJ pressure equation of state. The cal-

again seems to create a great deal of noise culated spike is approximately 3 percent high,

and/or reflected wave structure in the VISAR but the RX-26-AF unreacted equation of state

record. Figure 13 shows the higher velocity is not normalized to as much Fabry-Perot data

shot EGI5 and the two reactive flow calcu- for self-sustaining detonations as are the other

lations. Again, the calculated initial velocities unreacted equations of state. The 30 OPa

seem accurate, but the 34 GPa product product equation of state appears to agree

equation of state agrees more closely with the slightly better with most of the VISAR record

VISAR record than the 37 GPa calculation, than the 32.5 GPa equation of state. At the

except perhaps in the timing of rarefaction higher pressures of shot EG17 in Figure 15, the

waves and reflected shock waves. More same trend holds with the 30 GPa CJ pressure

experiments at intermediate pressures are equation being closer to experiment, except in

required to understand PBX 9404. the timing of the reflected shock arrival. More

2.14 ! I 2.94... 1 1
2.13 2.93 - Vlearexperimental

2.13 : -record EG15
o 52.12 - 2.92 •--- -Rective flow (Pc = 37 GPa) " .i

2.10 2.890 " "I
*"2.09 r *.88...

a

2.3E.. lctv w•I ! 2 .8 3 -I i _ :

22.06©I=34GI / E iiI

82.06 - 5 / 2.85 -t. ..
2.00~ * i28 I I I I i ,

Tlaexeime(ns)Tie ns

2.04e12 recor 9404 2.84oprsio igr 13 PBI44 paopeso
RxeietEaci4eAlownu 2.83Ipat Exeimn EI5 l iu Fle.Ipc

2.02.......... Reativ flow cVlculation 5.782 2.8

267 2

I __ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ __rd

Vel1it 4..5km/ Veoct 5.782 iv km/s Pc 3
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2.0_ _ _ _ structure of detonating TNT, IIMX, and TATB

2.06 Iexplosives at several pressures above their nor-

2.06 * mal CJ states. Obviously, additional VISAR
2.04 r- Veowd eG16 experiments are required to fully study these

14 structures as functions of shock pressure and2.02 -4 Reaieve nlow"2.02(Pc = 3R5eGPe) temperature. The "unreacted" explosive equa-

E 2.00 ........ nomi, ow tion of state appears to be more compressible at
E 1. (P9, = 3o GPa very high pressures than predicted by the JWL

equations of state fitted to low pressure
1.•6 -llugoniot and self-sustaining detonation von
1.94" Neumann spike data. This problem may be

solvable if a more complex equation of state
1.92 form (perhaps, Us = a + bup + CUP2 + ... )is

1.v... used to describe the unreacted explosive.

1.M However, this issue is complicated by the lack
0 100 200 300 400 Soo of knowledge of the fraction of the explosive

Time (rs) that reacts within the first 2 ns after shock
arrival as a function of input pressure. The

Figure 14. RX-26-Al Supracompression greater the fraction reacted, the further the
Experiment EGl6 Aluminum Flyer Impact initial velocity measurement will be from the
Velocity 3.910 km/s true unreacted Ilugoniot.

3.22 /Extrapolation of the self-sustaining deto-
3.20 - Visar experimental nation reaction rates to these supracompressed

3.18 record EG17 states was successful to first order, but the
Reactive flow measured reaction rates were less sensitive to

3.16 - (Pcj= 3Z5Wae) : pressure than the rates calculated by the

"3.14 . ........ Reactive flow - pressure dependent ignition and growth model.
S(Pc.43OGPO) This is most likely because the supracom-

3.12 pressed shock temperatures, which actually
:-",control the initial fast reactions, are not much

3.10 higher than the temperatures reached in vari-
3.08 (ous regions of the complex, three-dimensional

multishock interaction process that controls
self-sustaining detonation. Additionally, the

3.04 rate of the relatively slow diffusion controlled
carbon coagulation process is unlikely to be a

0 100 200 300 400 500 strong function of pressure or temperature.
Time (ns) More supracompression experiments, plus a

nanosecond time resolution technique for
F'igure 15. RX-26-AF Supracompress ion measuring shock temperatures under these
Experiment EGI7 Aluminum Flyer Impact conditions, are required for more complete
Velocity = 6.241 km/s understanding of these global reaction rates.

experiments at intermediate pressures are also As demonstrated by the experimental-
required for understanding supracompressed calculational comparisons, the supracom-
detonauirdou andng uprpressed wave structures can be calculated to
detonating RX 26-AF. within 1 percent in velocity with the current

CONCLUSIONS rate laws and equations of state. The reaction
product equation of state can also be improved

The suupracoinpression VISAR experi- by comparison with more supracompression
ments and reactive flow calculations presented data and with thermodynamic chemical
in this paper have resolved the reaction zone equilibrium code predictions of these high
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pressure states. Like the unreacted equation (International) on Detonation, Portland,
of state, the reaction product equation of state OR, Aug 1989.
may have to be more complicated than the
JWL form currently used. The ability to use 9. Volk, F. and Schedlbauer, F., "Detonation

nanosecond time resolution techniques, such Products of Less Sensitive High Explo-

as VISAR, in the supracompression regime sives Formed Under Different Pressures

certainly opens many avenues to the under- of Argon and in Vacuum," Proceedings of

standing of ultra high pressure and tempera- the Ninth Symposium (International) on

ture reaction rates, and equations of state. Detonation, Portland, OR, Aug 1989.
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LAGRANGIAN ANALYSIS OF MIV GAUGE EXPERIMENTS ON
PBX 9502 USING THE MASS-DISPLACEMENT

MOMENT FUNCTION*

C. A. Forest, J. Wackerle, J. J. Dick,
S. A. Sheffield, and D. R. Pettit

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

Magnetic Impulse-Velocity (MIV) gauges were used to measure the
impulse and particle-velocity fields at discrete Lagrangian positions in
two samples of the TATB explosive PBX 9502. Each sample was shock
driven by a 6.4 mm layer of reacting superfine TATB (P, = 1.80 g/cm 3),
which was itself shocked by a gas-driven projectile. The gauge
histories of particle velocity and impulse, and the derived displacement
history were simultaneously fit to the partial derivatives of the mass-
displacement moment function employing a single set of parameters.
(The function also gives volume, energy, pressure, and their time
derivatives.) With an assumed mixture equation of state, the reaction
extent and reaction rate were calculated. The two experiments were
compared and rate correlations were examined.

INTRODUCTION rate is completed by the assumption of a reac-
Lagrangian analysis1-6 is the application tant product equation of state P = P(V, e, w),

of the conservation laws of mass and momen- and its time derivative P, = -(pc) 2V1 + p w ,
tum to flow data obtained from gauges where w = mass fraction of undecomposed
turnddd to fw datea l. obTaedfo gauges a reactant, e = specific energy, and V = specific
embedded in a material. The gauges are volume.

designed to disturb the flow as little as

possible, and in the Lagrangian analysis are The data set may comprise data from
assumed to be massless and moving with the several experiments or a single experiment
flow. The analysis uses the measured variables with multiple gauges, such as the MIV
(such as particle velocity, stress, and impulse) assembly described here.
and the conservation laws to form surfaces Magnetic impulse and velocity (MIV)
over the Lagrangian (h,t) domain of the mea- 6
sured variables and of derived variables (such gauge assemblies are used to record a
as volume, stress, and energy). Generally, the material's response to shock waves, and in
surfaces are not fluid-dynamic solutions particular, to record an explosive's reactive
because certain essential information (such as response to such stimuli. The record consists ofthe equation of state, constitutive relation, or siutnoshtresfteimue iad
reaction rate) needed to construct the solution particle velocity (u) at a number (typically five)reatio rae) eedd t costrct he oluion of distinct Lagrangian distance Nh positions.
is unknown and is itself the object of the exper-
iment. Rather, approximating surfaces are The impulse gauge is an integrating
formed that fit the data in some optimum way velocity gauge and
and that have a subset of the physical proper- h(t)
ties of a solution. The analysis for reaction l(h,t) = u(h',t)p0dh'

*Work performed under the auspices of the

U.S. Department of Energy.
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and also then by momentum conservation, intersections of the path line with the history
lines.

Il(h, 0 P(h,i)-P dL' This paper, however, constructs the
L th) surface by using a mass-displacement moment

function a(h,L) for which u and I are partial
where derivatives. The value of a is unimportant; the

h p(o) position of the shock, importance of a is that it induces the proper
relationship between the variables Ax

•(h) = arrival time of the shock, (displacement), I (impulse), rl (compression), u

and (particle velocity), and P (pressure), and that
all the data are fitted simultaneously with oneparameter set.

These data, along with shock-front data,
form the basis for a Lagrangian analysis in EXPERIMENT
which approximations to I, u, and other flow The explosive PBX 9502 (TATB 95 per-and state variables are constructed. TeepoiePX90 TT 5pr

cent/Kel-F 5 percent) at density Pu = 1.89 g/cm 3

Commonly the method for constructing is quite insensitive and its prompt shock initia-
the surface u and I is the Path-Line Method3 in tion is beyond the capabilities ofour current gas
which a family of lines (roughly parallel to the gun. Thus, each of the samplesof P1X 9502 was
shock line) are chosen so that each line cuts boosted by a reacting, but not detonaLing, layer
each of the gauge histories. Then a one- of superfine TATB of density po = 1.80 g/cm 3.
dimensional fit is made of u and I on each line The superfine TATB was shocked by the gas-
using as data the values of u and I at the gun projectile as shown in Figure 1. Of course,

Target Plate

PBX9502
Explosive -br

Vistal Disk

• / Lexan

Projectile

Gun
Booster Barrel

Explosive External Magnetic
Field

(825 gauss)

b'igure I MIV Gauge Experimental Assembly
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the magnitude and profile of the shock enter- were shocked by VISTAL-faced gas-gun
ing the lPBX 9502 depends upon the projectile projectiles of velocities 1.116 and 1. 134 mm/lps.
velocity and the superfine booster thickness. The MIV gauge assemblies were placed at an
Accordingly, three preliminary experiments angle of 300 relative to the charge face in the
were done to find an appropriate booster two-inch diameter PBX 9502 charges.
thickness. The last of these, the 6.4-mm thick Nominally, the impulse and particle-velocity
superfine TATB booster, was a composite gauges are located 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5-mm deep
double wedge in which the shock track of each into the PBX 9502 and are isolated from two-
wedge fact was recorded. The two MIV dimensional effects for the duration of the
experiments were both made with a 6.4-mm experimental record. The shock-trajectory data
superfine booster The projectile velocities, are the shock arrival times at the particle-
however, were slightly different velocity gauges and the shock velocities inferred

For the composite double wedge (Shot from the Ilugoniot (U, = 2.773 + 1.899 up)
and the shock-jump particle velocities. The

G684), the shock trajectories of both faces were shockarlme iste ael midise of
simutanousy reordd b a sngl steak shock arrival time is t-aken at the midrise ofsimultaneously recorded by a single streak the particle-velocity gauge. The shock particle

camera. The TATB booster was impact shocked velocity is the extrapolated value of the

by a 11 rmn VIS''AL impactor (p z- 9 particle-velocity history at the shock arrival
mounted on a gas-gun projectile with velocity time. The shock velocities from a simultane-

of 1.112 mmi/Vs. The shock trajectories were

eat-h fit by a nonparametric data smoother ous least-squares fit of shock position and

TFLS that allowed a discontinuous derivative velocity are shown in Figure 2.

(shock velocity) at the TATI-PIIX 9502 inter- ANALYSIS
face. The shock velocities are shown in Fig-
ure 2. The shock velocity of one side is higher The method is centered on a simultaneous
throughout than that of the other side, which constrained least-squares fit to the function,
may have resulted from wave tilt. A portion of partial derivatives, and shock-path derivatives
the initial shock trajectory was lost from each. of the mass-displacement moment function, 7

Similarly, in the MIV gauge experiments fL fh S W)
(Shots G705 and G717), the TAT13 boosters a(h,)0 d L' u(h',O')p0d

8,5 __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _S

Note that

7 5 L

Et / (hi) h

E a (h,) I(h, 'O ,

> 6 5 / the impulse time integral, and that by
-O / reversing the order of integration

> a(h,L) = Xlh',L)-X (h')pdh',
.. • Jhs

0 the displacement moment, where X(h,L) is the
-C Euclidean space position and Xs(h) is theU) 3.5 Euclidean space position at shock arrival. Par-

0 4 8 12 16 tial derivatives of a are the functions associ-
ated with mass and momentum conservation;

Distance (mm) only energy need be integrated separately.

Figure 3 shows the partial derivatives of a;
b'Fgure 2 Shock Trajectory Velocities for moving in the table diagonally downward left
Double We(dge Shot G684 (I.nes) MIV Shot indicates differentiation in Lagrangian
0705 (Circles ). aInd MIV Shot G717 (Squares)
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similar to L,(h) and with appropriate continu-
ity conditions applied.

7") For the least-squares fit of a, particle
ShT)velocity and impulse data are entered as the

partial derivatives ah, = -pou and a, = I.
Particle-velocity histories are also individually

h -/9o.A /-smoothed and integrated to give displacement
data ah =-p 0,AX. The shock -trajectory pres-

Crr sure is determined by an independent least-
¢001/77 0h U P•-P squares fit (as described above) and is used as a

/)o -,DOU P ,constraint. The function 032 2 (h,O) is the shock
pressure and is completely determined by the

PcOT 1pou1r '07-7 shock trajectory. Smoothing terms of (qhh) 2 ,
Po7/h -POUh Ph P,(UtL) 2 , and (P, are added to the least-squares

merit function. The smoothing is necessary to
dampen the untoward effects on the volume
strain q and other subsequently derived
variables of energy, reaction extent and

Figure 3. The Function a and its Partial reaction rate caused by the gauge to gauge
Derivatlies calibration uncertainty in particle velocity and

distance h and diagonally right indicates impulse.

differentiation in time t. For example then, The streak-camera trace and the indi-
82 aW3h 2 = Pod, i2c/aL2 = P - P,,, and a /Wdhai = vidual MIV gauge histories were fit by a new
-pou, where q = I - V/V,, is the volume strain. nonparametric least-square method Tabular
On the shock line a(h, syhf) = 0, dtidL = I = 0, Function Least Squares (TFLS). In this method
and aalah = -p,,AX = 0, where AX = X - X,. the least-square function is represented as a
Furthermore, first derivatives of I and -p,,AX table {zi,fi}, i = 1, NF with an associated
along the shock path yield the Rankine interpolation function G, where G({z,ftx) =
Flugoniot shock jump relations, and second interpolated value at x. The table {4z is
derivatives are the kinematic shock-change uniformly spaced over the domain of the fit.
equations. In practice a is represented as a (The current choices for G are linear or cubic
function of time after shock arrival, thus interpolation on a central interval.) Smooth-
ca(h,L) = P3h,t - QW(h)) and properties of a are ness is induced upon the table by adding to the
applied to 13 Note that derivatives of a and 13 merit function the sum of the squares of the
satisfy Nth order forward-difference operator over the

(t 0 1 -t',132 ,o' 032 interior tabular points. Thus given data

1hh 01 1 - 2L', 012 4 -(',- {(xi,yi)}, the merit function
NI)

Q it = 22 a n d E ({Nfl) G , x y

(nLh P 21 - L', P22. =

Subscripts of I and 2 denote partial differentia- NF-N
tion of 13 with respect to first and second argu- + wt. (AN f)I

ments The shock line is thus placed on the 1=1

abscissa axis of the function 1. Thus 12 2 (h,0) is is minimized with respect to the table {C1},
the pressure on the shock line and the shock- where ND = number of data points, NF =
line conditions applied to 13 give P3h,0) = 0 and number of tabular points, and N order of the
(d3/dL(h,O) - 0, which reduces the number of difference operator.
parameters necessary for the least square fit.
The function may be expanded piecewise with Following the determination of the
each sub area being bounded by a time line function a(h,L) by least squares fitting, the
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reactant mass fraction w is found by solution of and 9 at times of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, and
P = 1I'V,e,w), an assumed solid and product 1.2 ps. The snapshots verify that the o surface
mixture equation of state. The reactant (solid) is well-behaved between the gauge positions.
EOS was taken to be a Mie-Grineisen form
with a first shock Ilugoniot reference line. The mass fraction of reactant histories are
parameters are 8 2.773 t w899us, al 0 a calculated for Lagrangian positions of 2.0, 2.5,
1.50,9p0  1 893 The product EOS was also a 3035 n . m onswl neirth

Mie-Gr~ineisen form with a BKW calculated 10, 35, and 4.0 mm points well interior to the

detonation isentrope reference line.8 Two Lagrangian domain. Figure 10 shows the

mixture rules were applied T'he first is mass-fraction histories; no exponential first
order reaction tail is seen, although such a

temperae ad pressure equilibrium withe a feature may be lost in the least-squares fitting.
second is pressure equilibrium with an

isentropic solid in which solid isentrope for The time derivative of -In(w) is graphed
each mass point passes throuth its first shock versus pressure in Figure 11, which shows that
(V,e,l') point the reaction rate is not a simple function of

pressure. The reaction rate is graphed versus
RESU LIrS equilibrium temperature in Figure 12 and ver-

sus isentropic solid temperature in Figure 13.
Comparisons of the data, o surface lines, The isentropic solid temperature is dependent

and derived reaction graphs for shots G705 and p p p
only on the initial shock and the subsequent

shot G705 appearing on the lefi In Figure 4 solid compression history and therefore cannot
ad G5, p rio the impulseand cluvef locnFityr daa be expected to closely reflect reaction. Theand 5, the impulse and particle velocity data solved reaction histories for the two equation of
histories and a partial-derivative lines are
shown The particle-velocity graphs show that state mixture rules were indistinguishable.
shot G717 was subject to higher initial shock Each of the reaction or reaction-rate
pressure The impulse histories are similar but graphs does show that the reaction rate is
those of G717 are steeper, which is reflected in initially slow following the shock and increases
the pressure graphs of Figure 6 Constant-time in time thereafter, indicating some induction
profiles (snapshots) are shown in Figures 7, 8, process.

20 20

"z 15 j- 15

Ia-
00

~10
Cn)

0. 5 C0.

E 0 
_j E 0

0.0 0.3 0.6 0.9 1 2 15 0.0 0.3 0.6 0.9 1,2 1.5

Time (/Ls) Time (/ts)

Figure 4 Impulse Gauge i)atz and a, bit Lines fir Shots G705 (Left) and G71 7 (Right)
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Figure 13. Reaction Rate lHistories Versus lsentropic Solid Temperature at h = 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5,
and 4.0 for Shots G705 (Left) and 0717 (Right)

Unfortunately, the reaction-rate function 5. Vantine, Ht. C.; Rainberger, R. B.; Curtis,
or system is not obvious from the common W. D.; Lee, R. S.; Cowperthwaite, M.; and
graphs and will require further study of rate Rosenberg, J. T., "The Accuracy of Reac-
forms for its deduction. A possible method to tion Rates Inferred from Lagrangian
examine a reaction-rate function (or system) is Analysis and In-Situ Gauge Measure-
to integrate the rate form by using the derived ments," Proceedings of the Seventh
state histories and compare the integrated Symposium (International) on Detonation,
reactant histories to the derived reactant NSWC MP 82-334, Annapolis, MI), Jun
histories in the context of a nonlinear least- 1981, p. 466.
squares optimization. 6. Vorthman, J.; Andrews, G.; and Wackerle,
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THE HETEROGENEOUS EXPLOSIVE REACTION ZONE

Charles L Mader and James D. Kershner
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

The calculated reaction zone of PBX-9404 using solid HMX Arrhenius
kinetics is stable to perturbations. The calculated reaction zone von
Neumann spike pressure agrees with the experimental observations
within experimental uncertainty associated with different experimental
techniques. The calculated homogeneous explosive reaction zone
thickness is larger than observed for the heterogeneous explosive. The
effect of two volume percent air holes on the reaction zone was modeled
using the three-dimensional Eulerian reactive hydrodynamic code,
3DE. The air holes perturb the reaction zone. A complicated, time-
dependent, multidimensional reaction region proceeds through the
heterogeneous explosive. The experimentally observed reaction zone
characteristic of heterogeneous explosives are mean values of an
irregular, three-dimensional reaction region.

INTRODUCTION add their energy to the flow, and result in the

The hydrodynamic stability of one- process of heterogeneous shock initiation. The

dimensional detonations in an ideal gas was process has been modeled numerically, and is

studed nalyicaly b Erenbek,'and described in detail by the hydrodynamic hotstudied analytically by Erpenbeck,1 and sptmodel.7,8,9,10Thsucsoftehr-

numerically by Fickett and Wood; 2 Fickett, sot The success of the three-
Jacobson, and Schott; 3 and Mader.4 The dimensional numerical models in describing

hydrodynamic stability of two-dimensional the interaction of shock waves with density

detonations in gases was studied by Mader,4 by discontinuities and of a detonation wave inter-

Taki and Fujiwara, 5 and by Markov. 6 Mader acting with a matrix of tungsten particles in

also studied the stability of detonations in the HMX,1 1 encourages us to numerically examine

homogeneous explosives nitromethane and the interaction of a resolved reactive zone in
HMX with a two volume percent matrix of airliquid TNT. Detonations of the condensed holes. 12 An objective of the study was to deter-

homogeneous explosives nitromethane and
liquid TNT were found to exhibit unstable mine the nature of the flow being examined in
periodic behavior. The steady-state Chapman- experimental studies of reaction zones of het-
Jouguet theory of the detonation process will erogeneousexplosives.
not properly describe the homogeneous explo- EXPERIMENTAL
sives that exhibit such unstable behavior. OBSERVATIONS
Most experimental studies of reaction zone
characteristics of explosives have been per- The heterogeneous explosive reaction
formed using heterogeneous explosives, rather zone that has been the most studied is PBX-
than liquids or single crystals. Heterogeneous 9404 (94/3/3HMXINitrocellulose/Tris-4-Chlo-
explosives are explosives containing density roethyl phosphate). A summary of the esti-
discontinuities, such as voids or air holes. The mated reaction zone thickness and von
shock interactions that occur when shocks Neumann spike pressure is given in Table 1,
interact with voids or air holes, result in local along with the calculated reaction zone
high temperature and pressure regions called parameters using the solid Arrhenius HMX
"hot spots." These "hot spots" decompose and constants of 34.8 kcal/mole for activation
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energy, and 3 x 104 VS-I for frequency factor conductivity thickness of 0.0013 cm, and
described in Reference 9. consistent with the Craig upper limit free

surface reaction zone thickness of 0.01 cmThe metal free-surface measurements of rpre nRfrne7 h bevdrato

B. G. Craig used the technique described in reported in Reference 7. The observed reaction

Reference 13. zone thickness is probably a mean of a periodic
flow, since Hayes observed a 1000 megacycle

The infrared radiometry measurements (10-3 ps/cycle) oscillation in liquid TNT and we
of W. von Holle used the technique described in calculate a period of 5 x 10-2 VS.

Reference 14.
NUMERICAL MOI)ELING

The steady-state reaction zone for PBX-9404 was calculated using the one-dimensional

reactive hydrodynamic code, SIN, the HOM
Reaction Zone equation-of-state constants described in

Experimental Thickness PVNSpki PC.S Reference 7, and the Arrhenius constants for
Technique (cm) (kbar) (kbar) solid HMX described in Reference 9.

Bromoform 0.02 485 The calculated PBX-9404 reaction zone

Interferometer <0.01 profile is shown in Figure 1.

The time-dependent behavior of the flow
Infrared 0.02-0.03 in the reaction zone of detonating PBX-9404,

Radiometry was investigated using one-dimensional

Metal Free 0.01 550 365 Lagrangian and three-dimensional Eulerian
Surface numerical hydrodynamics. The steady-state

solution was stable and perturbations were
Calculated 0.07 560 365 found to decay. This is in contrast to the time-

dependent, unstable, and periodic reaction
zones reported for liquid TNT and nitro-

The interferometer measurements were methane in References 4 and 7.
performed by W. Seitz. The application of this The stable steady-state reaction zone of
method to reaction zone measurements is de- PBX-9404 permits us to study the effect of
scribed in Reference 15. heterogenities on the reaction zone profile,

The bromoform measurements were without the complication associated with a
made by R. McQueen and J. Fritz, using the time-dependent reaction zone.
technique described in Reference 16. To examine the effect of heterogenities on

The calculated reaction zone for the reaction zone, we used the three-
"homogeneous" PBX-9404 is larger than the dimensional Eulerian reactive hydrodynamic
observed reaction zone for heterogeneous PBX- code, 3DE.17 It uses the techniques identical to
9404; although within the uncertainties those described in detail in Reference 7, and
associated with experimental interpretation used successfully for describing two-
and with the solid Arrhenius constants. We dimensional Eulerian flow with mixed cells
undertook an investigation of the effect of and multicomponent equations of state, and for
heterogenities on reaction zone structure, to modeling reactive flow including reaction zone
determine if they might result in a reaction stability. 4

zone whose effective thickness was different The three-dimensional Computational
than the ideal steady-state reaction zone grid contained 30 cells in the x direction, 28
length. cells in the y direction, and 57 cells in the z

The calculated steady-state reaction zone direction; each 0.004 cm on a side. The time
for the homogeneous explosive liquid TNT is increment was 8 x 10-4 ps. At the bottom of the
0.001 cm; in good agreement with the Hayes grid was a reaction zone piston, as described in
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References 4 and 7, which was programmed to
initialize the flow with a steady-state reaction
zone. After the steady-state reaction zone had R OOE N
traveled one reaction zone length in solid PBX- 0.9 /

9404, it interacted with a two percent by 00. 3W. CAI•JAT%Q Lxrr Yjl

volume IlCP (hexagonal close packed) matrix 07. K VMMMr,.

of air holes. OA/
W 05-

Thirty-four spherical air holes, each with 0.4-

a diameter of 0.012 cm, occupy a region in the o3\
middle of the mesh about 25 cells high. Partial 02S

air spheres occur on the boundaries as
0I-

necessary. The air hole size was chosen to be
representative of the actual hole size present in o.oo o0.5 060 000 o6 ao oa• oaos 006• .go

pressed PBX-9404. IISTANCE IN cM

Numerical tests with two to six cells per Figure 3. The Reaction Zone Mass Fraction as
air sphere diameter, showed the results were a Function of Distance for the ttigh Resolution
independent of grid size for 3 or more cells per SIN Calculation and Low Resolution 3DEsphere diameter. Calculation

Figure 2 shows the initial configuration
of spherical air holes in PBX-9404.

The low resolution necessary for the The 3DE reaction zone profile for

three-dimensional calculation, results in a less pressure, temperature, particle velocity, and
mass fraction, as a function of distance, areresolved reaction zone than described earlier soni iue4

using the one-dimensional SIN code. The

reaction zone burn fraction, as a function of The burn fraction surfaces of a PBX-9404
distance, is shown in Figure 3 for the SIN one- reaction zone, after it has interacted with the
dimensional calculation and the 3DE calcula- region of two volume percent air spheres, is
tion for two viscosity coefficients. The viscosity shown in Figure 5. The heterogenities perturb
coefficient shifts the location of the start of the the reaction zone. A complicated reaction
burn. The profile is not significantly changed region develops, and is maintained by the
by variations in the viscosity, reactive flow.

Cross sectional plots of pressure and burn
fraction through the 15th cell in the x direction
(I = 15) are shown in Figure 6. A complicated
time-dependent, multi-dimensional reaction
region proceeds through the heterogeneous ex-

LAN plosive.

CONCLUSIONS

The calculated reaction zone of PBX-
9404, using solid llMX Arrhenius kinetics, is
stable to perturbations, and a steady-state
reaction zone profile is maintained. This is in
contrast to the time-dependent, periodic
reaction zone calculated for nitromethane and
liquid TNT, as described in References 4 and 7.

Figure 2 The Initial Configuration of Air The effect of two volume percent spherical
Spheres in a Cube of Solid PBX-9404 air holes on the reaction zone, was modeled
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using the three-dimensional Eulerian hydro-
dynamic code, 3DE. The air holes perturb the
reaction zone flow. A complicated reaction
region develops, and is maintained by the re-

.P3X- -54... active fluid dynamics.
6W Thus, any experimental study of a re-
W I 30 - action region in a heterogeneous explosive is

450-.. N i 0.-1 actually measuring some mean value of an

W--0--,, 02, o,-1 irregular, complicated multidimensional flow.
2W. 1O-D o6 It is not surprising that different experimental

300-04 techniques may give quite different reaction
0 15001 05 0- zone "thicknesses," von Neumann spike pres-

S0,1. sures, and profiles.

100 02j As shown in Table 2 for PBX-9502 and
Table 3 for Composition B, the measureda, ,W 0

__ Q. L 0 -1 nn- reaction zone parameters for heterogeneous
commR ,•,-ss explosives vary considerably with the experi-

mental technique. The reported reaction zone
thickness for PBX-9502 (95/5TATB/Kel F, p

Figure 4 The Reaction Zone Profiles tn the = 1.894), varies by a factor of 8 between the

3DE Calculation metal free-surface measurement of Craig13

and the foil/water measurement reported by
Sheffield. 1 8 The reaction zone lengths for
several TATB formulations, reported by
Campbell and Engelke,19 vary from 0.5 to
0.014 cm or by a factor of 35. Some of this
variation is probably a result of the different

binders and densities of the TATB formu-
lations, and the indirect estimation methods
used to obtain some of the reaction zone

- -- •thickness As shown in Table 3, the reaction
zone thickness of Composition B (64/36

RDXiTNT, p = 1.713), varies by a factor of 4

PBX 940.1 between the bromoform measurement and the
conductivity measurement of Hayes. 20

The measured von Neumann spike pres-
REACTION sure can also vary with the experimental

BUrN FRACMION ZONE technique, as shown in Table 3 where the
1URF,,CEIý Pl ,-FON reported Composition B von Neumann spike

pressure varies from 374 to 420 kilobars, and
in Table 1 where is varies from 485 to 550
kilobars for PBX-9404.

The reaction region in heterogeneous

explosives is complicated, time-dependent, and
multi-dimensional (nonlaminar).

The reactive region has bounds which
approach a steady-state condition, but the flow

Figure 5 Burn Fraction Surface Profiles After inside those bounds is multi-dimensional and
Reaction Zone Interacts with Ileterogenities in time-dependent.

PBX-9404
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Table 2. PBX-9502 Reaction Zone of Ideal Gas, Nitromethane and Liquid
TNT Detonations," Twelfth Symposium

Reaction Zone (International) on Combustion, 1969, pp.
Experimental Thickness PvN s,, PC.J 701-710.

Technique Icm) kbarj I kbarTechnique (cm) _______ (kbaý 5. Taki, S. and Fujiwara, T. F., "Numerical
Interferometer 0.08-0.16 376 Analysis of Two-Dimensional Nonsteady

Detonations," A.I.A.A. Journal, Vol. 16,
Infrared 0.08 1978, pp. 73-77.

Radiometry 6. Markov, V. V., "Numerical Modeling of
Metal Free 0.03 290 the Formation of Many-Front Structure

Surface of a Detonation Wave," Doklady
Akademii Nauk S.S.S.R., Vol. 258, No. 2,

Foil/Water 0.21 375 1981, pp. 314-317.

Calculated 377 290 7. Mader, C. L., Numerical Modeling of

Detonations,LUniversity of California
Press, Berkeley, CA, 1979.

Table 3. Composition B Reaction Zone 8. Mader, C. L. and Kershner, J. D., "Three-

Reaction Zone Dimensional Modeling of Shock Initiation

Experimental Thickness PVN Sp,,, PC of Heterogeneous Explosives," Nineteenth
Technique (cm) (kbar) (kbar) Symposium (International) on Combus-

tion, 1982, pp. 685-690.
romoform 0.04 39. Mader, C. L. and Kershner, J. D., "Three-

interferometer 0.02 420 Dimensional Modeling of Explosive De-
sensitization by Preshocking," Journal of

Metal Free 0.014 374 285 Energetic Materials, Vol. 3, 1985, pp. 35-
Surface 47.

Conductivity 0.013 10. Mader, C. L. and Kershner, J. D., "The
Three-Dimensional Hydrodynamic [lot

Calculated 437 285 Spot," Eighth Symposium (International),

on Detonation, 1985, pp. 42-51.
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USING SMALL SCALE TESTS TO ESTIMATE THE
FAILURE DIAMETER OF A PROPELLANT*

C. M. Tarver and L G. Green
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Livermore, California 94550

Electric gun and gas gun shock initiation experiments using embedded
manganin pressure gauges were employed to determine high pressure
reaction rates of propellants. This reaction rate data was used to
develop ignition and growth reactive flow computer models, which then
predict the unconfined failure diameter of these propellants. Two
ammonium perchlorate/binder/aluminum propellants were studied:
one containing no HMX and one containing 12 percent HMX. The
propellant containing no HMX exhibited no reaction in any of the
experiments. In the short pulse duration electric gun and the lower
pressure gas gun experiments, the HMX-containing propellant exhib-
ited partial reactions indicating that only the 12 percent HMX reacted.
At 20 GPa input pressures, the rest of the propellant mixture reacted
and the reaction rates were quantitatively measured and calculated.
Using these reaction rates, the unconfined failure diameter of the
12percent IIMX propellant was calculated to be between 2.5 and
3 inches.

INTRODUCTION is then used to predict the unconfined failure

When a propellant passes a large-scale diameter of the propellant and also other large-

card gap test for a class 1.3 (nondetonable) scale hazard scenarios of the reacting

classification, it may still be detonable with propellant with and without confinement.

fewer cards or in larger dimensions than those Two propellant formations were chosen
used in the test. Failure to detonate with zero for experimentation and modeling. One (Pro-
cards can generally be related to the scale of pellant A) contained no HMX, just ammonium
the gap test and the failure diameter of the perchlorate (AP), binder, and aluminum. The
test propellant or explosive. Since these propel- second (Propellant B) contained 12 percent
lants are used in motors that can be several HMX along with the other materials. Both
feet in diameter, full-scale failure diameter propellants were tested in a series of electric
tests for all applications may not be feasible. gun flyer plate impact experiments to deter-
In this study, smaller scale shock initiation mine shock initiation thresholds in the 20-
tests which use embedded manganin pressure 45 GPa impact pressure, 28-130 ns pulse
gauges to determine propellant reaction rates duration regime. Then the propellants were
at pressures approaching detonation are devel- tested in sustained pulse experiments using a
oped to furnish reactive flow data for a two- 4-inch gas gun and embedded multiple man-
dimensional computer code model. This model ganin pressure gauges for measuring pressure

increases due to reaction at 13, 16, and 20 GPa.
Using this data, together with unreacted and

*Work performed under the auspices of reaction product equation of state data in the
the U.S. Department of Energy by the ignition and growth reactive flow model,'
uawrence Livermore National Laboratory reactive flow models were developed to
under contract number W-7405-Eng-48. calculate these tests and then used to calculate
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the unconfined failure diameter of the propel- then the 12 percent HMX reacts at the rates
lant. A final configuration test of the failure previously determined for other HNMX-based
diameter calculation using a variable diameter explosives, PBX-9404, LX-14, RX-26-AF, and
configuration and embedded gauges to mea- RX-25-xx. 1 -4 In these short pulse duration
sure radial pressure histories and detonation experiments in which the leading shock velocity
wave front curvature is also discussed. and pressure decay as the rear rarefaction wave

overtakes the front, not all of the 12 percent

ELECTRIC GUN EXPERIMENTS ItMX reacts even at the impact face. The
AND CALCULATIONS reactive flow calculated shock velocities agree

closely with the experimental measurements
Eighteen electric gun experiments were implying that the fractions of HMX reacted are

fired on the two propellants. Table I lists the correct as functions of pressure and pulse
nine experiments on propellant A: the initial duration. No evidence of reaction in the other
pressure, pulse duration, target thickness, materials in these propellants can be inferred
average measured shock velocity, and the from the shock velocity experiments.
calculated shock velocity assuming no reaction
and an unreacted Gruneisen equation of state EMBEDDED GAUGE EXPERI-
Us = 2.3 + 2.1 up, where U, is shock velocity MENTS AND CALCULATIONS
and up is particle velocity. The close agree-ment between the measured velocities and To determine whether the non-HMX Pro-
these calculations implies that no reaction pellant A could be driven to react in highoccurs in these experiments on propellant A, pressure sustained pulse experiments, it was
which contains no e iMX. impacted with shock pressures of 13, 16, and19 GPa. No evidence of reaction was apparent

Table 2 lists the nine similar shots on in any of the embedded manganin gauge
Propellant B, which contains 12 percent HMX. records from these three experiments. Appar-
The shock velocities calculated assuming no ently HMX is required as a "match" to ignite
reaction are much lower than the measured the AP, binder, and aluminum reactions. To
shock velocities, implying that some reaction determine whether the AP in Propellant B
did occur. The reactive flow calculations listed could be initiated by the 12 percent HMX,
in Table 1 assume that 1.5 percent of the pro- similar embedded gauge experiments were
pellant reacts during shock compression and fired using Propellant B. Figure 1 shows that

"Table 1. Propellant A Electric Gun Shots

Initial Pulse Target Average Calculated
Pressure Duration Thickness Shock Vel. Shock Vel.

(GPa) (ns) (mm) (mmrps) (mm/ps)

21 114 6.35 4.59 4.85

21 114 12.70 4.03 4.19

21 64 6.35 4.08 4.24

21 32 6.35 3.75 3.75

33 53 6.35 4.62 4.64

33 53 12.70 4.00 3.96

33 26 6.35 4.01 3.98

43 23 6.35 4.28 4.19

43 23 12.70 3.78 3.62

EOS: U, = 2.3 mrm/ps + 2.1 up; po 1 .743 g/cm 3
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Table 2. Propellant B Electric Gun Shots

Target Measured Calculated Calculated
Thickness Shock Vel. (No Reaction) (Reactive Flow)

(mm) (mm/Pls) (mm/lps) (mm/ps)

6.35 5.17 4.98 5.35

12.70 4.79 4.30 4.76

6.35 4.75 4.39 4.77

6.35 3.71 3.85 4.18

6.35 5.14 4.78 5.15

12.70 4.74 4.11 4.70

6.35 4.52 4.12 4.46

6.35 5.02 4.31 4.66

12.70 4.22 3.77 4.29

the experimental and calculated pressure additional reactions were initiated in the other
histories for Propellant B shocked to 13 GPa components. Table 3 contains the equation of
at the interface (0 ram) and 13 mm deep posi- state, reaction rate law coefficients, and detona-
tions. The 13-mm gauge shows an increased tion parameters for Propellant B used in this
shock pressure plus a maximum pressure peak paper. The unreacted and product equations of
closer to the front than the 0 mm gauge in state are both JWL (i.e., Gruneisen) forms
Figure 1, indicating faster IIMX rates at
higher pressures. At 13 and 16 GPa, the IIMX- -RIV -R 2 V + CVT

containing propellant showed slow small p V Ae + Be + (1)V
pressure increases which were accurately cal-
culated by assuming that the HMX component where p is pressure; V is relative volume; T is
of Propellant B reacted completely and that no temperature; and A, B, RI, R2, w (the Gruneisen

coefficient), and Cv (the average heat capacity)
T are constants. The ignition and growth reac-

14- - - _, tion rate law is of the form:

12 F = 1-F)b (p/p-I-a)x
'U at

010-
+C G(l -F)C FdpY + G2 (1 -F)eFpz (2)

8_
where F is the fraction reacted; t is time; Po is

-6- initial density; p is current density; p is
pressure in Mbars; and I, GI, G2, b, x, a, c, d, y,

4- Omm 13mm e, g, and z are constants. The first rate is the
hot spot ignition term and is set equal to zero

2 - Experimental when F exceeds Figmax, which is 0.015 for
-- - Calculated this propellant. The second term describes the

0o growth rate of ignited hot spots and previously
0 1 2 3 4 5 6published tIMX rates are used until F exceedsTime-ps 0.12 or FGlmax in Table 3. The third term

Figure 1. Experimental and Calculated Pres- describes the global reaction for the rest of the
sure Histories for Propellant 13 GPa propellant (AP/binder/AI).
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Table 3. Equation of State and Reaction Rate Coefficients for Propellant B (12 Percent IIMX)

JWL Parameters Unreacted Products Reaction Rate Parameters

Po (g/cm 3 ) 1.848 - 1 (ps)- 40.0

A (Mbars) 40.66 7.737 b 0.667

B (Mbars) -1.339 0.1155 a 0.0

RI 7.2 4.8 x 4.0

R2 3.6 1.2 G, (Mbars-y ps'1) 3.1

W 0.8351 0.24 c 0.667

C, (Mbars/K) 2.5035 x 10-5 1.0 x 10-5 d 0.111

T0 (K) 298 - y 1.0

E0 (Mbars-cc/cc-g) - 0.120 G2 (Mbars-z ps-1) 18.0

e 1.0

g 0.111

z 2.0

Figmax 0.015

FGlmax 0.12

The two 19 GPa shots on Propellant B the transition to detonation does not quite
employed a relatively new manganin gauge occur, as evidenced by lower peak pressures at
technique5 in which a series of gauges is placed 14 and 18 mm in Figure 4. The reactive flow
along an explosive wedge so that each gauge is calculations also predict this pressure buildup
not perturbed by wave interactions produced without detonation formation. Figure 5 shows
by previous gauges. In these experiments the the calculated fraction reacted histories at the
gauges were placed 2 mm apart in the flow 24
direction. Figure 2 shows some of the experi- I I

mental gauge records for a 19 GPa, I lis shock 22 - Experimental
pulse into Propellant B and the corresponding 20 -- -Calculated

reactive flow calculations. In this case, some of 1
the AP and/or binder material did react because 18 ' \-\\\
the initial shock grows to a detonation-type 16 -
wave of approximately 25 GPa peak pressure 14 \
at approximately 19 mm. The reactivc flow a
calculation uses the regular IIMX rates for the o 12
first 12 percent reaction, and then the second 10 io
growth term in the ignition and growth rate
law is used to globally calculate the All/binder/ 0 0mm 15m 19mm•. Omm ~\ 15mn'1m
aluminum energy release. Figure 3 shows the 6 -
calculated fraction reacted histories at the four 4
reported gauge positions 0, 11, 15, and 19 mm.

2:
A second high pressure experiment is - I I -

shown in Figure 4 which contains the embed 0 1 2 3 4 5
ded gauge pressure histories for propellant Time-$ps

shocked to 20 GPa for 0.7 ps at the 0, 10, 14, Figure 2. Experimental and Calculated Pres-
and 18 mm positions. In this experiment, the sure Histories for Propellant B Shocked to
shock pressure grows to .- GPa at 10 mm but 19 GPa for I us
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Figure 3. Calculated Fraction Reacted Figure5. Calculated Fraction Reacted Histories
Histories for Propellant B Shocked to 19 GPa for Propellant B Shocked to 20 GPa for 0. 7Aus
for I As

26 I I marginal high pressure shock initiation

24 - Experimental calculations are the toughest test for reactive
2 - C- Calculated flow models so the accurate calculation in

22 - tFigure 4 implies that this reaction rate is
20- r reliable in this relatively narrow pressure

- \ regime which approaches detonation condi-
a. 16 - tions. Therefore, the use of the reaction rates
o1 \ in Table 3 for Propellant B are applied to the
n 14 -\ unconfined failure diameter estimation in the
' 12 - " next section.

8-1 [I FAILURE DIAMETER

6 Omm iomm 114mm 118mm ESTIMATIONS
4" The reactive flow model for Propellant B

2 was used in the DYNA2D hydrodynamic code 6

0 F___ to estimate the unconfined charge diameter
0 1 2 3 4 5 above which self-sustaining detonation contin-

Time-ps ues to propagate and below which the initial

Figure 4. Experimental and Calculated detonation wave from a donor explosive charge
Pressure Histories for Propellant B Shocked to decays in velocity and pressure, and eventually
20GPa for 0.7js fails to propagate. Failure diameter modeling

just consists of donor and acceptor charges of
0, 10, 14, and 18 mm positions. As compared adequate lengths and of various diameters.
to Figure 3, these fraction reacted histories Formulations similar to Propellant B
start out at the 0 mm position reacting more generally have failure diameters of a few
quickly due to the higher initial shock pres- inches so the modeling began with calculations
sure. Hlowever, since the pulse duration is of 2-, 4-, 6-, and 8-inch diameter charges. Both
shorter in this experiment, the growth of reac- Composi-tion B and TNT were used in donor
tion is slightly slower at the deeper gauge charges of various lengths. In the preliminary
positions as the rarefaction wave overtakes calcula-tions, the 2 inch diameter charge failed
the high pressure region. Generally, such to detonate, while 4 inch and larger diameters
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detonated. Detailed calculations using 10 zones the 3.5-inch diameter calculation. Figure 9
per centimeter were then run with 5 cm long shows that the 77 percent fraction reacted con-
Composition B donors and 20 cm long Pro- tour is approximately 1.4 cm behind the shock
pellant B acceptors at diameters of 2.5 inches front and the 87 percent contour is 3 cm back.
(6.35 cm), 3 inches (7.62 cm), and 3.5 inches Figures 10 and 11 contain similar contours for
(8.89 cm). Figures 6 and 7 show the calculated the 2.5-inch (6.35 cm) calculation, which
pressure and fraction reacted contours, respec- resulted in a continuously decreasing pressure
tively, for the 3.5 inch (8.89 cm) diameter and velocity wave whose peak pressure decayed
failure diameter calculation near the end of the to 17.7 GPa after 20 cm. Figure 10 shows the
20-cm charge length. After an initial transient pressure contours at the same position as Fig-
from the booster charge, a detonation wave ures6and8. An additional run time of 2ps was
with constant pressure, velocity, and curvature required to reach that position, as compared to
developed in Propellant H. The maximum the 3 inch calculation in Figure 8. Figure 11
pressure was 28.6 GPa, as shown in Figure 6, shows the fraction reacted contours for the
and approximately 78 percent of the reaction 2.5-inch diameter calculation. The 65 percent
occurred within 0.9 cm of the shock front and reacted contour is 2.7 cm behind the shock front
88 percent within 1.7 cm of the shock front, as on the charge axis and the 75 percent reacted
shown in Figure 7. Figures 8 and 9 show contour is over 7 cm back. Longer charge
similar contours for the 3-inch (7.62 cm) failure lengths of 2.5-inch diameter Prt,••Aela,,t B were
diameter calculation. In this case, a deto- run to insure that this failing vae does
nation wave was established which slowly completely die out eventually.
approached a constant pressure and curvature Therefore, the calculated failure diameter
near the end of the charge. As shown in Fig- of Propellant B is between 2.5 inches (6.35 cm)
ure 8, the maximum pressure was 24.6 GPa and 3 inches (7.62 cm). Obviously, additional
and the detonation took approximately 1 ps calculations could determine the failure diam-
longer to reach the end of the charge than did eter as precisely as required. As a check on this

Time=34 ps Contours of Pressure method of predicting failure diameters from
Max=28.6GPa embedded gauge data, a "proof of principle"

26- 1 F o experiment has been assembled and will be
Contour 26 I I I I25 _ _ _ _a=2.85 Time = 34 ps Contours of Fraction Reacted

b--5.72 252c=8.58

24 d=1 1.4 24 -

23 -e 11=7232

22 i=25. 22 --
E 2

"" 2 21 - Max 0.979
(A Contour levels

- 20 a = 0.0979

19 - 19 -d = 0.392
e = 0.489h

1 f = 0.58718-18- R = 0.685
= 0.783

17 17 1 =0.881

16 16 1 1 1

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Radius-cm Radius-cm

Figure 6. Pressure Contours for Detonating Figure 7. Fraction Reacted Contours for Deto-
Propellant B (3.5-Inch Diameter) nating Propellant B (3.5 Inch Diameter)
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Time=35 ps contours of pressure
Max=24.6GPa

26 - I I Time=37 ps contours of pressure
Contour 26 1

:25 levels (GPa) -Max =17.7GPaIa=2.46 25 Contour levels
b=4.92 a=1 .77GPa

24 c=7.37 -b=3.55==g d=9.83 24 c=5.32e=12.3 g....fd=7.10

d g=17.2 23 ef=1687
ch=19.7 d 2:4.

E22 - i=22.1 E 22 e h:14.2
b i=16.0

'621- 2
C a

_j20 - 20 -a

18- 

181 

6\

17 - 17

161I 160 1 2 31
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8Rausc

Radius-cm

Figure 8. Pressure Contours fo r Detonating Figure 10. Pressure Contours for Failing Pro-
Propellant BI (3-Inch Diameter) pellant BI (2.5 -Inch Diameter)

Time=37 lis contours of Fraction Reacted
26.00 I I I I I25 1 1 1 1

25.50- Max = 0.930
25.00 a = 0.096 -24 Contour levels
24.50- b = 0.192 -a=0.093

2.0c =0.288 -23 b--0.186
24.00 d = 0.384 c=0.279

e = 0.481 22 d0.372
23.001f=0572- e--0.465
22.50 -e g= 0.673 E4f=0.558

E 22.0 -g g--0.651
E 220 d 10.769 21 h--0.744

Y? 21.50 - = 0.865 !--0.837h C
,21.00 \

Z 20.50-_ 20 -e
-j 20.00-

19.50- 19
19.00-
18.50- 18
18.00
17.50
17.00 17
16.50h

16.00
0 1.00 2.00 3.00 400SO r0~07.00 (too60 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Radlus-cm Radius-cm

FiLgure 9- Fraction Reacted Contours for Figure 11. Fraction Reacted Contours for Fail-
Detonaiting Propellant B (3-Inch IDiameter) ing Propellant B (2.5-Inch Diameter)

fired soon. Figure 12 shows the dimensions of initiated by an SE-I detonator and a disk of
the four explosive sections: a 3.5-inch diam- PBX-9407; a 3.5-inch diameter by 10-inch long
eter by 7-inch long Composition B booster charge of Propellant B; a 3-inch diameter by
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9.75-inch long charge of Propellant B; and a A with no HMX did not react in any of the
2.5-inch diameter by 8.625-inch charge of experiments and, therefore, is considered
Propellant B. This test will be heavily instru- highly unlikely to detonate even in charges
mented with time of arrival switches for veloc- several feet in diameter. It is very likely that
ity measurements plus arrays of embedded HMX or another reactive material is required
manganin gauges near the ends of the 3.5-inch as an ignition source to start rapid decomposi-
diameter and the 2.5-inch diameter sections of tion. In the electric gun and lower pressure gas
Propellant B. These gauges will furnish gun experiments, only some or all of the l2 per-
pressure histories at several positions across cent HMX in Propellant B reacted. However,
the curved detonation wave at 3.5-inch at 19 GPa input pressure, the AP/binder/Al
diameter and the decaying shock front at partially reacted. The measured pressure
2.5-inch diameter. Such pressure measure- histories may be the first quantitative mea-
ments will be an essential check on the radial surements of AP reacting under these shock
dependence of shock front pressure and reac- conditions. These gauge records also served as
tion zone shape. Detailed calculations of this
variable diameter test have shown very simi- Tlme=52 ps contours of Pressure

lar peak pressures, velocities, and curvatures 48 1 1 '
to the individual failure diameter calculations Max = 29.2GPa
in Figures 6 through 11. Figures 13 and 14 46 Contourlevels
show the calculated pressure contours for the d 3--.3
3.5-inch diameter and 2.5-inch diameter d=1.7e=-14.6
sections, respectively, at the embedded gauge 42 -

positions (approximately four centimeters from E d 3.5"*- g=20.4

the ends of the sections). Such time resolved Y 40 1 t i=26.2

data will be the key element in normalizing
reactive flow models and eventually in --
determining how much reaction must be 36 -
eliminated by rarefaction waves to cause
detonation wave failure. 34-

CONCLUSIONS 32

Electric gun and four-inch gun shock i _ I I

initiation experiments to determine the 0 1 2 3 4 s 6 7 8
RaiK~us-cm

pressure and time conditions for and the extent
of reaction were run to two propellants, one Figure 13. Pressure Contours in the 3.5-Inch
without IIMX and one with HMX. Propellant Diameter Section of the Failure Diameter Test

Radial Array of Axially Located
Embedded Manganin Gauges Manganin Gauges

SE-1 Section I Section 2 •,Section 3 Section 4 ,

/ Comp B-3
3.5"d x7.0" 3.5"d x10.0"° 3.0"d x9.75" 2.5"d x8.625"

\ Time of Arrival Switches on AxisPBX-9407

Figure 12. Failure Diameter Test Assembly
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The reactive flow parameters predicted a DISCUSSION
failure diameter of between 2.5 and 3 inches. KIBONG KIM
Such a propellant would be considered as a Naval Surface Warfare Center
class 1.3 material, but could detonate in charge Silver Spring, MD
diameters slightly larger than the 2-inch
diameter large scale gap test. This failure You use thin plate flyer (high pressure)
diameter estimation will be tested experimen- initiation and reaction observation where the
tally in a large scale variable diameter test on second term in IAG dominates and the first
Propellant B. ignition term is unimportant. Isn't it difficult

To be considered useful and trustworthy, to apply this information to estimation of

the procedure for estimating failure diameter failure diameters where the ignition term may

developed in this study must be tested on other be important?

types of propellants or explosives whose failure REPLY BY C. M. TARVER
diameters are known or can be measured.

The electric gun flying plate experiments
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tested. In this situation, the ItMX in Pro- Propellant B fails or continues to propagate.
pellant B would certainly ignite and then Therefore, in the ignition and growth calcu-
react completely. The rest of Propellant B lations for failure diameter of Propellant B, it
(AP, Al, and binder) would then begin to react is the second growth term in Equation (2)
and the reaction rates of these components which controls the failure or propagation of
will determine whether the detonation wave in detonation at all charge diameters.
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MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATION OF THE EFFECT OF
MOLECULAR DISSOCIATION AND ENERGY ABSORPTION

ON DETONATION STRUCTURE IN ENERGETIC SOLIDS

S. G. Lambrakos, M. Peyrard, and E. S. Oran
Laboratory for Computational Physics and Fluid Dynamics

Naval Research Laboratory
Wabhington, D.C. 20375

Molecular dynamics simulations are used to study the influence of
microscopic processes on the structure of detonations in solids. The
physical model consists of a three-dimensional lattice in which inter-
molecular interactions are given by Lennard-Jones potentials. The
intermolecular dynamics are resolved in the computation, whereas the
intramolecular behavior and the interaction between intramolecular
and intermolecular degrees of freedom are modeled phenomenol-
ogically using adaptive constraints. One feature of this general
approach is that it allows modeling of molecular dissociation on a
timescale that is more realistic than in previous simulations. Another
feature of this method is that it allows the modeling of complex
intramolecular processes for calculations carried out at the charac-
teristic timescale intermolecular interactions. Here we describe two
models of the coupling between intermolecular and intramolecular
modes and the results of calculations using these models.

INTRODUCTION shock front is not in thermal equilibrium.

Many of the dominant structures of ttowever, their model consists of a highly

detonations in solids have widths that are symmetric solid made of one type of atom and
ysmall compared with the dominant one type of bond that is maintained by aextremely smredissociativithpotential.n

structures of detonations in gases and liquids. predissociative potential.

These observations suggest that the region Peyrard et al.4 '5 used a more sophisticated
behind the shock, extending over a distance of lattice model to study how detonation proper-
many unit cells, is not in thermal equilibrium, ties depend on the structural characteristics of
Karo et al.,1 who were the first to use molec- solids. They modeled an energetic solid that
ular dynamics to study detonations in solids, consisted of an array of two-component mole-
investigated a two dimensional monatomic cules corresponding to an approximate repre-
crystal consisting of atoms bound to each other sentation of solid-phase nitromethane. The
by a predissociative exothermic potential. model consists of three types of intermolecular
They found that the widths of the induction bonds and a predissociative intramolecular
zone and of the shock front may be of the order bond, all represented by Morse or Lennard-
of a few unit cells. In another investigation, Jones potentials. Peyrard et al. showed that
Karo et al. showed that a narrow shock front there are conditions on both the geometry of
can transmit substantial amounts of energy the solid and on the intramolecular and inter-
from intermolecular motions to intramolecular molecular potentials that must be met in order
modes. Recent studies of shock-induced deto- to sustain a detonation. In particular, these
nations in solids have been carried out by Tsai simulations showed that the energy released
and Trevino2 3 and Peyrard et al. 4 '5 Tsai and from an exothermic chemical reaction is
Trevino 2'3 showed that the region behind the transferred to the shock front through coherent
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excitation of the crystal lattice; that the to modeling complicated intramolecular
reaction front, i.e., the front defined by the degrees of freedom is to use timestep splitting
onset of molecular dissociation, propagates approaches to separate the calculation into
only if the potentially dissociative bonds link intramolecular and intermolecular processes,
two inequivalent sublattices; and that the model the intramolecular processes phenome-
energy transfer between longitudinal and nologically, and couple this to a resolved calcu-
transverse motions plays an important role in lation of the intermolecular processes. We
determining the structure uf the detonations. have implemented this by using constraints

e . 7 uthat are a function of intermolecular forces. InRecently Lambrakos et al.•' used a particular, this adaptive-constraints method

three-dimensional lattice model to study the prtic ,s a d ape- oran smeh
structure of detonations in solids. This model provides a general framework for using
is similar to the two-dimeiihX-nul lattice model
used by Peyrard et al .4 ' 5 except that the properties of microscale detonations when
chemised y oe r t et dissociat.io5 i eept u g t molecular dissociation and subsequent energy-
chemistry of the dissociation is modeled using release occur on a timescale that is long
an adaptive constraint algorithm. Although (greater than 10-13s) with respect to intermo-
this model is fundamentally different in many lecular interactions and how energy transfer
ways from the nmodels used in other studies, the
results support those of the previous studies.1 -5  between intramolecular and intermolecular
By separating intramolecular states from degrees of freedom affect detonation structure

intermolecular motions, it is possible to inves- when energy release occurs over a relatively

tigate the effect of the delay time for molecular long time.

dissociation and energy-release on the detona- In our previous study in which we intro-
tion structure. Lambrakos et al. determined duced the adaptive-constraints method, we
that the qualitative structure of the detonation described a model for molecular dissociation
is preserved when the energy-release delay for and energy release that takes explicit account
dissociation increases by more than one order of the minimum time train for energy release
of magnitude. However, changes in the delay that can occur in the calculation following
time affect the detonation by changing its molecular dissociation. The purpose of that
velocity and by increasing the size of the mode, subsequently referred to as model I, was
induction zone. This effect has a macroscopic to investigate the qualitative character of
analog in detonation structures in liquids or microscopic detonation structure as a function
gases where the rates of chemical reaction of tmin. In that model, energy transfer between
affect the size of the induction zone. intramolecular and intermolecular degrees of

freedom was effected using highly qualitative
BACKGROUND or approximate procedures. In this study, we

An important contribution of previous describe a phenomenological model for energy

molecular dynamics studies", 2' 3 to the under- transfer between intramolecular and inter-

standing of macroscopic detonation structure molecular degrees of freedom, subsequently

in solids is the observation that local and referred to as model II, that is more realistic

stable detonation structures can exist in solids and permits a more quantitative analysis of

under a variety of different conditions. In the effects of energy transfer on detonation

other words, a self-sustaining detonation struc- structures.

ture is possible at the microscale. However, a
limitation of the models for the detonation PHENOMENOLOGICAL MODELS
process used in previous studies is that the FOR ENERGY TRANSFER
characteristic time delay for molecular disso- The basic idea of model I is to use a con-ciation and suhs;Pnu~nt Pnergy reipss is ten,aonadp -or rela- -. .. straint force to maintain intramolecular bonds
small compared to the time delay that is and to represent the internal state of the mole-
typical of real physical systems. cule through a state function S. The function S

One approach to modeling molecular is continuous and represents an average of
dissociation on a more realistic timescale and many changes in the intramolecular state as
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viewed on an intermolecular timescale. It is molecule ij that are within the interaction
closely related to the constraint force between range. The total energy Enj absorbed by
the parts of the molecules. 6 S is a function of molecule ij at timestep n is given by
the impulse along the line joining the two
interaction centers. This impulse provides a E n E'n-1 + AEn + ApE, (2)
direct measure of the level of interaction of the IJ U i i

molecule with its environment and of the level where
of stress that is internal to the molecule and
that could pull it apart. At a threshold value IG -Gn - F~n. Fn 1(8t)2

ST, some type of transition occurs. For exam- AE n = i i (3)
pie, when the threshold is passed, the molecule 2m.
could dissociate or some other bound state
could be assumed. The form of the state
function and of the force function that is Nk

"switched on" when S(t) = ST is problem n= n
dependent. The energy transfer process is i ik
modeled using simple procedures that either k=l

increase or decrease the kinetic energy of each It is necessary to specify two types of
molecular group according to the value of a functions: the force-function Fik and the
state function S. This gives a qualitative energy-transfer function a. In model I we
representation of the energy transfer between defined a state function S whose value
intermolecular and intramolecular modes. increases linearly with time when the stress on

the molecule due to external forces is above aModel I1 employs a more sophisticated given threshold value. Using a similar pre-
procedure for modeling energy transfer giethsolvau.Ungaimarp-proceden forg modeculngene ry tprafedure scription for S, we define a as a linear function
between large molecules. This procedure otenrmlclrtes

conserves momentum and energy, is more

computationally efficient, and also permits a max(Si (t), (Sk (t))
physically realistic representation of large a(Si, S) = (5)
molecules with many internal degrees of ST
freedom. In model II, a large molecule is
represented by two interaction centers, i and j, where the quantity Snk is the value of the

and a potential energy surface that can change state function S associated with the molecule

continuously according to the internal state of in which force center k is located, and y is a

the molecule. These changes in the potential scaling parameter satisfying the condition

energy surface are associated with the 0 < < I and Sk is such that 0 < Sk !-- ST.
inelastic response of one large molecule The max operator assures symmetry in com-

interacting with another. A dissociative puting inelastic interactions between any two

potential is switched on when the molecule force centers.

absorbs a specified amount of energy ET. The procedure defined by Equations (1)

In model II, the total external force Fni on through (5) can be explained with the help of

a given particle i is given by the set of potential energy curves shown in
Figure 1. Because both a and S are continuous

Nk functions, we interpret the separation between

Fn (1 +O)F n (1) these curves as a representation of a finite-
A ik difference (or quasicontinuous) approximation

k = 1 of a continuous function of two variables, the

where the energy-transfer function a satisfies inter-particle separation and the state function
the condition 0 < a << 1. The force Fik S. First, assuming that a varies linearly with
represents the interaction between force S (which takes on discrete values), we observe
centers , and k, where k = 1,..., Nk indexes that the difference in energy between two
force centers associated with the neighbors of curves increases with decreasing inter-particle
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____intermolecular modes results from smooth
- changes in the intermolecular force function.

A BRIEF CRITIQUE OF
MODEL I AND MODEL 11

In a previous study,6 we constructed a
model system which can be used to simulate a

-\ - self-sustaining front moving through a crystal
lattice. In order to model a detonation process

- . 'consisting of energy transfer into a solid from a
- passing shock wave, molecular dissociation,

N- *•and then energy release, it was necessary to
. adopt a relatively simple model of an energetic

solid. This model, model I, represents the
combined effect of energy absorption prior to
molecular dissociation, molecular dissociation,

:- and energy release from subsequent exother-
Interpartile Separation , mic chemical reactions. The significant phys-

ical parameters in model I are the strength of
Figure 1. Schematic Description of Potential coupling between intermolecular and intramo-
Energy as a Function of Separation and lecular degrees of freedom and the minimum
Energy-Transfer Function a Defined in time delay before energy is transferred irre-
Equation (1) versibly to intermolecular degrees of freedom.

Although model I neglects details of the
separation. As a result, when the internal coupling between intermolecular and intra-
stress of the molecule is above a given thresh- molecular degrees of freedom, it provides a
old, the rate of energy transfer increases with method for investigating the response of vari-
an increase in the strength of the interaction. ous types of lattice configurations to a stable
Second, the energy transfer, although phenom- self-sustaining pulse of energy. For example,
enological, is reversible prior to molecular the energy transferred along directions trans-
dissociation. Ilowever, energy transfer into or verse to a front propagating through a particu-
out of each molecular system is not sponta- lar lattice structure can be calculated using
neous. Each individual molecule must interact model 1. It would then be possible, in principle,
with another molecule in order for any energy to calculate an integrated average rate of ener-
transfer to occur. In addition, the strength of gy loss due to coupling of the detonation front
the interaction will be a function of the relative to transverse lattice modes. Similarly, model I
orientation of two interacting systems. These can be used to determine the dependence of the
properties are consistent with the general distribution of energy on the details of a
character of an inelastic interaction between particular crystal structure. However, one
two large molecules. Finally, the strength of limitation is that the characteristic lengths
the coupling between a molecule and its neigh- associated with many of the highly localized
hors as well as the associated rate of energy peaks in energy (i.e., energy peaks on the order
transfer depends on the relative orientation of several unit cells) that are calculated can be
and separation of the neighbors in a manner artifacts due to the level of approximation
that is consistent with real physical systems. assumed by this model. Further, the process

Note that there is flexibility in selecting defining model I may actually impose a length
Notetha thee i flxibiityin slecing scale on the structures that are calculated.

the form of the function a. The criteria for

selecting a are: a specified amount of energy is The physical motivation for model II is to
absorbed before dissociation; a specified aver- establish a molecular-dynamics model of
age rate of energy transfer can occur; and energy transfer in energetic solids that can be
energy transfer between intramolecular and used to simulate microscopic structures which
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are statistically significant on the character- of the induction zone determines the
istic length and time scales of macroscopic stability of a solid explosive.
detonations in solids. The purpose of model 11
is to simulate properties of energy transfer in investigating effects of molecular dissociation
solids that are associated with the coupling in the induction zone.
between intramolecular and intermolecular
degrees of freedom and with the breakdown of The Crystal Model
lattice structure resulting from molecular
dissociation or phase transition. Model If The crystal model used in the simulations
represents only the effect of intramolecular described here is the type 2 lattice described in
processes which occur prior to molecular disso- Reference 1. This is a three-dimensional
ciation and does not include chemical reactions lattice that is in a stable minimum-energy
following dissociation. The conditions defining state and is composed of two-component
model II are sufficient for a relatively detailed molecules. The components of each molecule
investigation of properties associated with the are designated N and C, and are each meant to
induction zone in a detonation. A detailed represent a complicated group of atoms. Each
investigation of the induction zone is component is bound to the other through a
important for the following reasons: rigid constraint. We do not associate this rigid

1. In a molecular-dynamics model, it is constraint physically with any intramolecular
unclear how to include the information bond; its purpose is to provide a physicallyunsclter wiho toe inluethvely inrmetion realistic orientational dependence for any type
associated with the relatively large set of o opigbtenitaoeua n

chemical reactions that follow dissocia- intermolecular am-

tion of molecules in an energetic solid. intermolecular degrees of freedom. For exam-

llowever, it is possible to specify the pie, two colliding molecules will tend to absorb
for modeling a crys- more energy from intermolecular modes ifphycal purmeatersod their relative motion is parallel to their longest

tal in the unreacted solid phase even for giesos h nrytase ewedimensions. The energ transfer between
lattice structures containing impurities lattice modes and intramolecular modes islatticefmodes andrintramolecularlmodesri
and defects. Therefore, the molecular- modeled using model II. The masses of the N
dynamics method is very well-posed for and C groups are 47 and 15 atomic mass units.
determining properties of the induction
zone in real explosive solids. The underlying physical assumptions

2. The structure of the induction zone is that defining the boundary and initial conditions
for our present model are different from those

part of the detonation that is most in our previous study, 6 where, in order to
strongly related to the solid-phase proper- simulate the shock initiation process, an
ties ofan energetic solid. There are results impulse of specified strength was applied to the
that Support the idea that molecular dis- left most plane of cells of the crystal. The
scission rather than energy absorption purpose of this impulse was to start a self-
through interaction among intramolec- sustaining process analogous to macroscopic
ular and intermolecular degrees of free- detonation processes. Consequently, the
domr ilowever, both of these mechanisms parameters defining the coupling between

intramolecular and intermolecular degrees offor dissociation are, in principle, likely to freedom were limited to a range of values that
occur in the solid phase. would permit microscopic self-sustaining

3. No matter what the details of the che- detonation structures within the solid.
mistry, it is likely that the characterist;cs Although these simulations demonstrate that
of the induction zone define the rate- localized detonation-type structures can exist,
limiting step for energy release and there is still an assumption about the nature of
energy transfer due to chemical reactions the chemical reactions occurring after
occurring after dissociation. In fact, it is molecular dissociation that is implicit in the
probable that the dissociation efficiency process associated with model I.
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In our present model, an impulse of speci- = 10-" 2ec
fled strength is applied to the left boundary of
the system and the energy transfer through
the crystal lattice is monitored. Here, we 2 Projec•ioa of

associate this impulse with either some type of 3yD ,st•m
initiation process or momentum transfer due to w I.
energy release from one or more exothermic _ _ _

chemical reactions. lHowever, the parameters
associated with model I1 are not limited to a -

range of values that would permit only self- -

sustaining detonation structures within the .~* ~Fractionof
solid, but rather a range of values that would j Dimo.,a MoMlm
permit realistic levels of energy absorption.
Our goal in this study is to investigate effects
associated with the absorption of energy by
molecules and molecular dissociation resulting
from shocks traveling through a solid. We
consider these effects as uncoupled from the
details of any particular chemical reaction. Kin.tic Fe.r,

RESULTSPer Depee of FreedomRESU I,'IS " * '°

Effect of Highly localized Structures

In many of our simulations, especially * i

those where the unshocked lattice is at a low
temperature, we observe structures that are
extremely sharp on the atomic scale, i.e., struc- MomentumDeanstv

tures whose width is on the order of 2 or 3 unit
cells. An example of such structures is shown
in Figure 2 for a constant-velocity front moving
through the crystal at near zero temperature.
The results shown in Figure 2 were obtained
using model I, for which there is no energy . ..
transfer between intramolecular and intermo- ,
lecular modes and the minimum time delay

is 2.0 x 10 13s. In these calculations, the Figure 2. Constant-Velocity Front Moving
only mechanism for molecular dissociation is Throup', Crystal Lattice at Near Zero
the stress tending to pull a molecule apart. For Temperature
this system, any localized increase in energy is
only associated with energy transfer between The structures shown in Figure 3 are for the
intermolecular degrees of freedom. We have The structu on in Figure 3 but fo te
found that the presence ofthese localized peaks time In this case, the front moves through an
does not affect the average velocity oi ,he front t ime. Inthi c a l t fint m pe ratur e. A smovig trouh ou moel attie. lthugh undissociated crystal at finite temperature. Asmoving through our model lattice. Although i eni iue3 hr r olne n
they locally increase the level of molecular is seen in Figure 3, there are no longer any
dissociation, they are statistically insignificant sharp structures present.
in that they do not affect the average width of Effect of Energy-Transfer Rate on
the induction zone or the average distribution Molecular Dissociation
ofenergy and momentum in the induction zone.
These localized structures are highly unstable A series of simulations were conducted to
and tend to vanish when the temperature of investigate the dependence of the molecular
the crystal lattice is above very low values, dissociation level on the rate at which energy
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from lattice disruption tends to decreases the
, 0= - - energy of the longitudinal modes which define

the propagating shock. Some results of our
calculations are shown in Figure 4. Figure 4

": D proje... compares the evolution of two shocks moving

through the crystal. The two shocks are caused
by impulses with energy-transfer rates that
differ from each other by a factor of three. The
total energy transferred to the undisrupted lat-
tice is the same for both impulses. Note that

" t ;....the shock front caused by the impulse of shorter
Dý"O'O~e ,!e D,..,,oduration (higher energy-transfer rate) has

traveled further through the crystal at time
6x 10-13s. Further, note that for the front
caused by the faster pulse, the distribution of
positive momentum (i.e., the component
momentum along the direction of the front)
tends to be skewed toward the leading edge of

K.au ... rv the front. In this case, the crystal response is
per Dewy ot Fr"aom sufficiently elastic to allow efficient transfer of

energy to the front before lattice disruption or
plasticity.

. .. . ...... The faster pulse increases the level of
molecular dissociation and still produces a

. -. . ... ._.. shock speed that is faster than that caused by
"z .the weaker pulse even though the total energy

transferred is the same in each case. These
results support the idea that if the rate of
energy transfer into the undisturbed lattice is

Ssmall, kinetic energy will be given to only a
relatively small number of lattice sites before
lattice disrupts due to either phase changes or

AJ dissociation of molecules making up the unit

cells. As the rate of energy transfer increases,
Figure 3. Constant- Velocity Front Moving kinetic energy can be given to more molecules
Through Crystal Lattice at Finite Temperature before disruption of the lattice.

is transferred to the crystal lattice. As dis- Effect of Energy Absorption and
Molecular Dissociation

cussed earlier, we associate the initial impulse
at the boundary of our model system with A series of simulations were conducted to
either momentum transfer resulting from exo- investigate the influence of energy absorption
thermic reactions occurring behind the front or and molecular dissociation on the structure of
some type of initiation process. We found that fronts propagating through our model crystal.
for the range of parameters considered here, We found that for the range of parameters
the amount of molecular dissociation increases considered here, the shock velocity over a locAd
with the rate of energy transfer into the undis- region (on the order of 100 unit cells) is rela-
rupted lattice. This result supports the idea tively insensitive to intramolecular processes
that the lattice must remain intact in order for and is mostly influenced by the strength of the
there to be a coherent transfer of energy impulse applied to the undisrupted lattice.
thiough the lattice and into intramolecular This result supports the idea that there is
modes The inelastic component resulting weak coupling between relatively slow and
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Figure 4a. Comparison of the Evolution of the Momentum-Density Distribution
of Two Shocks Caused by Impulses with Energy-Transfer Rates that Differ
from Each Other by a Factor of Three
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Figure 4b. Comparison of the Evolution of the Kinetic Energy Distribution of
Two Shocks and Fraction of Dissociated Molecules Caused by Impulses with
Energy-Transfer Rates that Differ from Each Other by a Factor of Three

nonexothermic processes occurring behind the the undisrupted lattice. In both cases the rate
front and excited modes of the undisrupted of energy transfer and the total energy trans-
lattice. Some results of our calculations are ferred is the same. However, the total energy
show'n in Figure 5. Figure 5 compares the state required per molecule for dissociation in one
at the same time of two fronts moving through case differs from the other by a factor of 4. We
our model crystal after an impulse is applied to observe that in both cases the leading edge of
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Figure 5. Comparison of the State at the Same Time of Two Fronts. The total
energy required per molecule for dissociation in one case differs from the other

by a factor of 4.

the front is at the same position in the solid, freedom influences molecular dissociation in
However, the general shape and composition of the solid. The present calculations support the
the two fronts are dissimilar. Referring to Fig- following conclusions:
ure 4, note that the system requiring a large I. The spatial distribution of kinetic energy
amount of energy absorption prior to dissocia-
tion shows almost no dissociated species. In on the lattice modes and is relatively
addition, note that in the case of the larger insensitive to intramolecular modes. The
absorption, (compare the z-momentum density) spatial distributions of the kinetic energy
we observe that there is less energy available calculated using model II are very similar
for longitudinal lattice modes close to the front. qualitatively to those calculated using

model I. As in previous results from
i)ISCUSSION AND model I, the shock front is sharp on the
CONCLUSIONS atomic scale. This is the case even with

relatively large amounts of enery
In this paper we have introduced an y g gy

approach for modeling energy transfer absorption per molecule, e.g., 0.5 eV and

between intramolecular and intermolecular greater.

degrees of freedom prior to molecular dissocia- 2. In our present calculations with model II,
tion in molecular dynamics simulations of we observe structures within the shock
shocks and detonations in crystal lattices. This with a width of two unit cells. These
model, model i1, is based on the adaptive- structures preserve their shape as the
constraints algorithm introduced previously front propagates through the solid.
and defines a coupling between degrees of Ihowever, these structures are unstable to
freedom that is more realistic than our temperature perturbations and are
previouw; model, model I. We use model II to uncorrelated with the average width of
investigate how energy transfer between the shock. That is, the existence of these
intermolecular and intramolecular degrees of structures does not seem to affect the
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average properties of the propagating that can be directly related to macroscopic
shock front, e.g., velocity and average properties. We find that this width is between
level of molecular dissociation. 40 to 100 A for the perfect crystal systems

3. The level of molecular dissociation tends considered in our studies.
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REPLY BY S. G. LAMBRAKOS DISCUSSION

Formalisms based on the Navier-Stokes
or Euler equations cannot be used to model C. 0. LEIBER
extremely short time or length scale processes. BICT
In recent years, the molecular dynamics Swisttal, FRG
method has experienced significant advances Is it possible to use your method for the
with respect to the complexity of systems towhich iespect may be apmplexied. In particalculation of the elastic properties of singlewhich it may be applied. In particular, crystals?

methods are being developed for calculating
noncentral and adaptive potential energy REPLY BY S. G. LAMBRAKOS
functions that are constructed to represent,
either directly or phenomenologically, changes Yes. That is an easier problem to solve.
in local energy associated with chemical
transformations. These methods represent a
tractable approach to modeling short time and
length scale processes such as those that occur
in detonations.
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MULTIPROCESS DETONATION MODEL

A. N. Dremin, V. Yu. Klimenko, 0. N. Davidova,
and T. A. Zoludeva

Institute of Chemical Physics (Branch)
USSR Academy of Sciences, Moscow region,

Chernogolovka, 142432, USSR

The physical model of detonation is presented. The hot spots
mechanism developed earlier in detail as well as the homogeneous
mechanism of explosive decomposition are involved in the model. The
homogeneous mechanism consists of two stages. The first stage (inside
front) is conditioned by thermodynamical nonequilibrium processes
taking place inside the detonation wave shock front. The second stage
(after front) is characterized by some reactions of neutral explosive
molecules with active particles originated during the first stage. The
hot spots decomposition mechanism dominates at low pressure regions
and the homogeneous mechanism dominates at high pressure regions.

INTRODUCTION decomposition is not influenced by the initial
The problem of a detailed mechanism of state; it is governed by some processes insidethe explosive particles. The following experi-

detonation is still a central point in the explo- mental data testify in favor of this conclusion.2
sion science. To describe sufficiently enough It has been found out that detonation reaction
various detonation processes some models of times of pressed TNT with various liquid fillers
condensed explosives detonation are used. The in pores, as well as in the case ofabsence ofany
models are based on different explosive shock inlprs, awe as in the cas veof ae ofmandecopostionmecaniss. ommo shrt- fillers, lie on one the same curve of .,e times
decomposition mechanisms. Common short- dependence on pressure. The fillers do not
comings of the models are the fact that each of effect the explosive detonation decomposition
them uses the same mechanism to describe time because it is governed by the processes
explosive response to the shock effect within a
wide region of pressure from units up to tens of insie th esive article sit snot
GPa. It is in this way that the hot spots decom- correct to describe any explosive shock
position mechanism in its various versions is decomposition in wide pressure regions by only

one mechanism. On the other hand, it is alsoused most widely at present. Hlowever, some incorrect to develop individual models for

experimental data are available which demon- different pressures because the transition from

strate that shock decomposition processes at the first pressure region to the secondtone often

low and high pressures proceed qualitatively

differently. For instance, detonation decompo- takes place at some detonation process

sition of any explosive proceeds equally in both progress. For instance, it occurs at the most

liquid and solid states at pressures larger than frequently modeling process of detonation

some certain value P* characteristic of each initiation by shocks of various intensity and
explosive.1 (P* is smaller than Chapman- time. Hence, one needs some joint modeleposive.' (etnaisn pesmler) Than Cpmean- comprising explosive decomposition features
Jouguet detonation pressure.) This means characteristic of each pressure region.

that the hot spots mechanism governed by the

solid explosive's initial heterogeneous state In order to develop a detonation compu-
does not work at high pressures. It works at tation model with great predictive power, it is
low pressures (P < P*, region I). In high required that the physical model include all
pressure regions (P > P*, region I1) explosive physical and chemical processes in explosives
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under the shock effect. A model of this kind is
proposed in the paper. The model includes m-,V-1

some explosive shock decomposition mecha- . -
nisms which work in parallel simultaneously. £3-$ 'ItattO 6•385411

But the mechanisms contribution to the 2M . - j
explosive decomposition process within various D-3000,-i-,,• N-25

pressure regions is different. The model is ,--000., -25
termed the multiprocess detonation model. ,: L ý -5000 0V 5 • T i

There are some well-developed hot spots
models for the first pressure region (see, for 500

example, References 3-7). What mechanism ,
works in the second pressure region? Two - - - ..... ....
stages can be distinguished in the second , 3 4 ,
region. The first stage is some explosive
portion decomposition inside the shock wave with the parameters values presented in the
front during -10 s time. The second one is the figure. The potential (exp-6)
decomposition down behind the shock front
during _10 -6s time. Let us consider each stage 6 c ( r a_ (o)61
in detail. Some of our previous papers have xp(r) = eI -6 exp 0 1 r
been devoted to the explosives decomposition
process inside the front. 7 -9 The so-called has been used to describe the interaction of
accumulation mechanism has been introduced various molecules atoms. The "shock wave"
for polyatomic molecules. According to the has been generated by forced motion of the left
mechanism the translational temperature boundary molecule with 1000 mns velocity.
overheat appears at the beginning and is The motion, in essence, is the shock wave
followed by the overexcitation of certain bonds. particle velocity. The translational tempera-
The overheat term is the higher temperature ture Tt profile, as well at the profiles of the
level, not the equilibrium one behind the front. vibrational temperatures Tv1 , T, 2 , and Tv3 of
The model is phenomenological. Therefore it three bonds in the molecule, are shown in the
should be verified by direct calculations. In figure. The profiles are average results of -100
particular, both the translational temperature separate systems calculations. In the right
overheat and the overexcitation of some cer- side of the figure the profiles are presented for
tain bonds should be tested. With this aim the the case in which all three bonds of the
direct simulation of the polyatomic molecule molecule have the same high vibration
exitation process inside the shock front has frequency. One can see that the translational-
been performed by the nonequilibrium molec- vibrational (T-V) relaxation proceeds
ular dynamic method. 10'1 1 The shock wave extremely slowly. Obviously it is due to the
passage along the one-dimensional system tremendous difference between the high
consisting of four-atomic molecules has been intramolecular frequencies (_1014-s) and the
calculated. There were 150 molecules in the frequencies characteristic of the molecule
system (see figure). Morse potential has been translation motion (-1013s-'}. The left side of
used to describe the atoms interaction inside the figure represents the case in which one of
the molecules the molecules bonds has a low vibration

frequency. As a result, in this case the T-V
p I -Jr )112 relaxation proceeds considerably faster. As to

r " the overheat of the fast-excited mode, it has not
e been observed in this numerical experiment. It

The potential parameters have been is quite probable that the one-dimensional
varied to change the characteristic frequencies model is responsible for the result. However
of the corresponding bonds. The calculation the result does not exclude the phenomenon for
results shown in the figure have been obtained the other composite molecules.
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So the translational temperature over- the excitation. Moreover, some benzene nitro-
heat (which was predicted as far back as 19808) compound electron state changes at their
takes place in both cases. This fact is of great compression in condensed state have been
significance for understanding the complex investigated. 16  The CNDO/S quantum-
molecule shock compression mechanism. The chemical method 1 7 has been used for the
conclusion follows from the evidence that the investigation. It has been revealed that the
translational temperature overheat for mole- energy of the transition from basic electron
cules consisting of tens of atoms is to be one state to the excited one decreases at the process
order higher than the shock compression of molecule approach and compression.
equilibrium temperature (behind the shock Thus, generally speaking, one may
front). It means that the translational temper- advance a certain hypothesis: the highest
ature overheat can reach ten thousand degrees detonation ability corresponds to the electron
for 10 GPa shock wave intensity. In this case structure of the explosive changes at conpres-
the process of electron excitation (activation soiuch av the explosiveenergy E = 2 -+ 5 ev 12 ) and even the thermal Sion in such a way that it favors the explosive
ionization process 2 E = 5--10 ev1 atecher molecule electron excitation. However, theionization process (E =6 + 10 ev 13) become prbenedsoeuthrivtgao.

possible inside the translational temperature problem needs some further investigation.

overheat zone. The explosive detonation homogeneous
Thus, the polyatomic molecules decompo- decomposition second stage proceeds behindThus th polatoic mlecles ecopo- the shock front at the substance thermodyna-

sition inside the shock wave front can proceed mic equilibrium state when the translational

in three ways: the first way is the overexcited mperaur orats an the orexciation
temperature overheats and the overexcitation

bonds decomposition (accumulation mecha of some certain bonds disappear. The explosive
nism), the second one is decomposition through molecules interaction with active particles
electron excitation, and the third one is (radicals, ions) originated during the first
decomposition through thermal ionization. stage ins) ont) in the mirst
The accumulation mechanism has been devel- stage (inside the front) is the main process of
oped before.8 ' 9 The decomposition mechanism the stage. As a rule, the interaction activation

through thermal ionization is not discussed in energy value is low (5 + 15 kcal/mole). 18

oDue to the activation energy's low value, the
the paper since it has not been investigated so decomposition proceeds extremely fast and it
far. Let us discuss in detail the decomposition
mechanism through electron excitation. There is almost independent of the temperature
are some experimental data indicative of the change.
mechanism. For example, it has been found The nontrivial experimental results 19 can
that hexogen shock decomposition prilucts be explained in terms of the two-stage
differ from those of the thermal decomposition mechanism. The result is the following. It has
and are identical to those of the photochemical been discovered that TNT detonation wave
decomposition. 14 The data testify in favor of chemicalspikewidthvariesfrom-1.5to-0.2 Ps
the electron excitation decomposition under at the pressure change from -5 up to -20 Gl1a.
the shock, because it is well known that the The chemicai spike width change is very weak,
photochemical decomposition proceeds through although, according to the classical thermo-
the electron excitation Besides that, to explain decomposition regularity prediction, the
the experimentally observed correlation explosive decomposition rate increase of
between the molecule electron structure and 5 + 10 orders of value should be expected at
the detonation ability, some preliminary mole- the pressure interval mentioned. According to
cule electron excitation has been assumed. t s the two-stage decomposition mechanism the
Ilowever, it should be mentioned that no temperature high level inside the detonation
reliable and convincing explanation of the wave shock front and the decomposition
excitation has been given. But from the results process low activation energy value behind the
obtained it does follow that the high-energy front are responsible for the explosive
molecule collisions inside the translational decomposition rate's weak dependence on
temperature overheat zone are responsible for detonation pressure
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The homogeneous mechanism obviously Therefore it is of great importance in what
works at any shock pressure in both pressure region of t. time (L. < Lhs or T, Z Lhs) the
regions. But its share in the explosive decom- calibration is performed, since the computation
position process at low pressures is small; the model calibrated in one region cannot be
main portion of the explosive decomposes employed in the other region. The conclusion
through the hot spots mechanism. The is valid for both the models applying some
homogeneous mechanism decomposition rate formal kinetics and for the hot spots models.
increases with pressure increase considerably It should be mentioned that the hot spots
faster in comparison with that of the hot spots computation models are no better than those
mechanism. At some definite pressure (P*) the which are based on the formal kinetics despite
homogeneous mechanism becomes dominant, the fact that the exact physical mechanism of
It is going from the aforesaid that the hot spots the hot spots origin and progress are used in
and the homogeneous mechanisms of the the models. Usually the hot spots models
explosive detonation decomposition work in parameters are calibrated for some certain
parallel, and at the shock process pressure shock wave (one-dimensional, some time
change their share in the explosive decom- duration). As a matter of fact, the parameters
position alters continuously. This is the gist of duratit trAs amatterofnfact therpaameter
the multiprocess detonation model. The model are not true and are unable to representcali raton s p ese ted n R fer nce20.adequately the hot spots model. They are
calibration is presented in Reference 20. formal and only describe, in essence, some

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION complex (as it has been shown) process. These
formal parameters reflect the shock wave

The physical nature of the detonation process inadequately if the gasdynamic motion
process has been developed in the paper. changes (for example, two-dimensional and
Taking into account this development, it might with the other time duration). This is
be realized that the computation models which especially observed at the pressure at which
are based on the hot spots explosive decompo- the hot spots and homogeneous mechanisms
sition mechanism as well as the computation shares are comparable (P - P*). However, if
models based on some formal kinetics are both the physical model used is perfect, the
imperfect and unreliable (as regards to the calibration parameters are true and they work
prediction opportunity). Indeed, as a rule, adequately irrespective of the motion picture.
these models are calibrated for some certain So, it might be said that this is the very
gasdynamic motion conditions. But when the advantage of the proposed multiprocess
conditions are appreciably altered, they work detonation model.
inadequately. This fact was intuitively evi-
dent earlier, however now it is easy to explain. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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DISCUSSION REPLY

No reply from the authors.
PER-ANDERS PERSSON

CETR/New Mexico Tech
Socorro, NM 87801 DISCUSSION

Could you please amplify your two PIER K. TANG
regions of detonation with two specific Los Alamos National Laboratory
explosives detonating in the steady state: (a) Los Alamos, NM 87545
liquid NM and (b) single crystal PETN.

I have formulated a model with both
REPLY heterogeneous and homogeneous processes in

parallel and found the same changeover
No reply from the authors. behavior. However, for the homogeneous

process to be effective at moderate shock level,
the activation temperature appeared in the

DISCUSSION Arrhenius kinetics must be much lower than
the normal thermal decomposition value.

I. B. MISHRA Since only the ratio of the activation
Kanan Associates Inc. temperature to the high explosive temperature
Churchville, MD 21028 enters into the kinetics, the low activation

temperature requirement is actually
1. We have designed experiments where equivalent to the overheat condition. This

we vibrationally freeze the molecules and only overheat must have an excitation phase and
have transl. motion, but often find the process then a relaxation phase. Can you comment on
does not occur as in nature. EDM is rarely my observation?
reached (see paper in this Proceedings by
Kolodney, et al.).

REPLY
2. The measurement of data by

electroconductivity would not tell us what No reply from the authors.
happened in picosecond time frame. It will tell
us when equilibrium is reached--in my opinion.
Ilow do you think in your work you are able to
get any data when system is not in
equilibrium?
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DETONATION SHOCK DYNAMICS: A NEW APPROACH TO
MODELING MULTI-DIMENSIONAL DETONATION WAVES*

J. B. Bdzil and Wildon Fickett
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

and

D. S. Stewart
University of Illinois

Urbana, Illinois 61801

One of the principal questions in computational two-dimensional (2D)
detonation hydrodynamics concerns the development of an efficient
numerical method that yields high-resolution results in both the thin
reaction zone and in the broad products expansion region. When the
radius of curvature of the detonation shock is large compared to the
reaction-zone length, we show how the 2D problem can be reduced to a
one-dimensional evolution equation for the shock. We call this method
Detonation Shock Dynamics (DSD). We have implemented the DSD
method as a Fortran subroutine. It can solve detonation wave
spreading problems in complex explosive geometries. Calculations
done with this code take only a few minutes: a small fraction of the tens
of hours needed to do a full numerical simulation.

INTRODUCTION As a high-order detonation consumes a

Most applications of explosives utilize piece of explosive, the evolving 3D detonation-

pieces with complex three-dimensional (3D) shock surface (shock) mirrors in its complexity
shapes. Ath timpes, these-dpplicionas reque the shape of the undetonated explosive. Thatshapes. At times, these applications require is, geometric effects (herein called kinema-

precise knowledge of the time of detonation is, suc aset s ohe expoives'

arrival at specified locations in the explosive, boundaries and the shock in the booster region,

In such situations, the designer needs to be dominate the shock evolution problem. The

able to accurately predict the evolving multi-

dimensional detonation pressure and shock hydrodynamic effects (herein called dyna-
shape.sIona detonation p perwess a show tmics), which determine the response of theshape. In this paper we show that our shock-normal speed (Dn) to the flow, play aDetonation Shock Dynamics' (DSD) method secondary role. In the extreme limit that Dn is

can be used to efficiently calculate the wave- the constant Chapman-Jouguet tCJ) speed

spreading problem, including the effects the pmabecomes a pu ee-

accompanying the finite length of the reaction (Dcj), the problem becomes a purely geo-

zone. We begin by describing the basic metrical one, the Huygens construction of

problemgeometrical optics. This simple model has for
years been the workhorse used to propagate
detonation in two-dimensional (2D) numerical
hydrodynamic computer codes. The advantage
of the model is that all of the computational

*Work performed under the auspices of the resources can be dedicated to the working
U. S. Department of Energy. fluid: the large-scale expansion wave that the
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detonation products undergo. Although this is physically important wave speed, Dn, is lower
an idealization, it is a reasonable one when than DCj (i.e., Dn < DCj) over a distance from
sensitive explosives are used. With the advent the edge of - 1001- 2. Concomitantly, in this
of insensitive high-explosives, this simple region the pressures, etc. are reduced, which
model is no longer adequate, however. To affects both the reaction rates and ultimately
understand why this is so, we need to discuss the entropy on the products release isentrope.
how the reaction zone and Dn are influenced by When these observations are combined, one
multi-dimensional diverging flows, sees that for P < < 1/1000 only a few percent of

Two observations need to be made. The the explosive experiences a reduced detonation

first is a simple scaling law. Let us say that state.

the explosie piece's representative dimension Returning to the question concerning the
is LI, and its reaction-zone length is L2. Then, suitability of the Huygens construction, when
all other things being equal, the shock evolu- P < < 1/1000 the non-Huygens region repre-
tion depends only on the dimensionless ratio, sents one percent of the explosive; this is a
P = L2/LI. The second is an observation made tolerable error. When P -t 1/1000, the non-
of steady 2D detonation in the liquid explo- Huygens region is ten percent; this is an
sive nitromethane and its interpretation via unacceptable level.
steady-state theory. 2 The measured shock The typical engineered explosive piece is
shape and the inferred reaction-zone length 0(100 mm), and the reaction-zone length for
are shown in Figure 1. If the reaction zone the nominal sensitive explosive PBX 9404 is
were infinitesimally thin, the shock would be 0(.01 mm)3 , which makes P - 1/10,000. The
flat and the H-uygens model would apply. H(.01 mm) ho w ould provide 00 t he
Instead one observes that compared to its Huygens method would provide a tolerable
length, the reaction zone has a disproportion- description for such a system. By contrast, the
ately large effect on the shock. The shock is reaction-zone length for the nominal insensi-broadly curved over a distance of many tens of tive TATB-based explosives is 0(1 mm)4,which
reaction-zone lengths, while Lo m 1000 - makes P -1/100. For such a system the errors
reaction-zonethiengthsguwhtlon, t-e1s00c-- resulting from the Huygens model are intoler-
10,000L 2 . In this configuration, the shock- ably widespread. Reversing this argument, we
normal speed (DO), is adopt the following convention for sensi-

D = D0 cos(4) (1) tiveness under the conditions of high-ordern o

where Do is the steady wave phase velocity, detonation:

and 4) is the angle between the shock normal s sensitive: P < 1/1000
and the axial direction. It is thus clear that the * insensitive: P > 1/1000.

shock•--reaction zoneT~z,
/"// / /

"•/ 1 I I

/-0.5 0 0.5

Figure 1. Snapshot of a Detonation Propagating Steadily in a Right-Circular Cylinder (Axis
Pointing Upwards) in Liquid Nitromethane Explosive. The shock is experimentally measured and
the reaction-zone length is calculated Three length scales are apparent. The detonation state (i.e.,
pressure, etc. ) is reduced near the edges. Note that the vertical scale is expanded.
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The size of the explosive piece defines its
sensitivity. In order to adequately be able to Dn
predict wave spreading when P Ž- 1/1000, one
needs to model the reaction-zone dynamics. shock

The standard approach to this problem is
to model both the thin reaction zone and broad end of reaction zone
products regions with a uniform grid 2D
numerical simulation. This requires that we ZI
have a compatible equation of state (EOS) and
rate law (R) set calibrated to the detonation
regime. To get a quite modest level of resolu-
tion in the reaction zone (i.e., 0(20 cells) in the r R
streamwise direction) necessitates using many
tens of thousands of computational zones in the
full problem. With today's generation of super-
computers, the computation times for a typical Figure 2. A Schema of a Large Radius of
problem are tens of hours. Curvature (R) Shock and the Following Quasi

Some years ago (see Reference 5), we sug- One-Dimensional Reaction-Zone Streamtubes.
gested an alternative approach: we referred to The reaction-zone length (L 2 ) and the labora-
it as a "reactive- Huygens" construction. The tory (zl,rb)-coordinates are shown.
calculations reported in Reference 5 deal with
a fully time-dependent, 2D detonation reaction the radius of curvature of the shock is large
zone, and consider how a rarefaction from the compared to the reaction-zone length (i.e., R/L 2
explosive's lateral edge penetrates into the > > 1), the typical situation in many explosive
reaction zone and deforms the shock. The applications. A key element in the develop-
significant conclusions of that calculation are: ment of the theory is the transformation of the

(i) after a short, small shock- 2DEuler equations and kinematics into a prob-

deformation phase, the flow in the lem conforming, intrinsic coordinate frame.1

reaction zone becomes quasisteady. When R/L 2 > > 1, the 2D time-dependent
The reaction zone interacts with the equations in this frame are reduced to a
shock, which is broadly curved, only sequence of ID problems. We have recently
parametrically, and completed work on a Fortran 77 subroutine

(ii) the surface kinematics carry the that uses this method to solve wave-spreading
time dependence. problems for any 2D, multi-boundary explosive

Importantly, not only is the flow quasisteady, geometry. In the last sections of this paper we

but it is also quasi one-dimensional (0D) in display and discuss some calculations done on

the shock-normal direction. Even though the prototypical explosive geometries.

net shock deflection is large, the local radius We note that Lambourn 7 has recently
of curvature of the shock (R) is much greater developed a method similar to ours. He uses a
than the reaction-zone length. When taken different coordinate representation of the equa-
together, the result is the flow pictorial shown tions. Also Bukiet and Menikoff8 have studied
in Figure 2: (i) L2/R < < 1, and (ii) in adjacent the ID spherically expanding wave problem by
weakly interacting streamtubes the reaction assuming quasisteady reaction zone dyna-
zone flow is of a 1 D nozzle type. mics. These results can be found in these

Drawing on these conclusions, and proceedings.

inspired by Whitham's 6 2D theory for inert This paper is subdivided into seven
shock propagation called Geometrical Shock sections. In the section entitled Kinematics
Dynamics, we have developed a "reactive- and Boundaries, we present our coordinate
Ifuygens" theory. We call it Detonafion Shock representation of the surface kinematics and
Dynamics (DSD). It applies to problems where describe how we treat multiple boundaries and
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the boundary conditions. In the section where the subscript ,, indicates a partial
entitled Reaction-Zone Dynamics, we discuss derivative with respect to x. The local shock
the intrinsic coordinate form of the 2D Euler curvature is -=(P,, and B is the change in
equations in terms of the master equation arclength with time along a constant-0 ray
and outline how we find the reaction-zone
dynamics. In the section entitled Results for B = ,Dd,+ D tan(4,-(e,) (4)
the Analog, we employ a generalization of 0o n el

Fickett's analog model 9 to ID cylindrical flow where the integral is taken at constant time
to briefly review the dependence of the weeteitga stkna osattmand subscript 1 indicates the current left-edge
dynamics on the shock curvature and the rate. value. The cartesian coordinates of the left
Some analytical results for the steady 2D edge are
rate-stick geometry and the 1)S1) code solution
of the time-dependent problem are given in the f t Dn1sin((e) dt (5a)
section entitled 2D Rate Stick. In the section re (t)= re, + "I

entitled DS)) Examples, we present and briefly 0 o
describe some D)SD calculations of detonation
in prototypical explosive geometries. We con- t Dnlcos(tel)
clude with a summary. zel (t) = Ze* + Cos(-Ped dt , (5b)

KINEMATICS ANI) BOUNDARIES where (re*,ze*) are initial values. See

A key ingredient of our theory is the geo- Reference I for more details.
metric compatibility condition for a moving As a general rule, the space into which
surface: commonly referred to as the eikona, the shock spreads is either expanding or
Since we wish to describe wave spreading in contracting. Thus, the shock's total arclength
explosives with complex boundaries where from the left to the right boundary must also
flow conditions may need to be applied, we vary. The instantaneous rate of change of its
adopt arc-length (i,) along the shock and time total length is
(t) as the independent variables and the angle
(p) that the shock normal makes with the dE, 2
cartesian z-axis as the dependent variable. dt - B2 -) n2tan((P2- e) (6)

The zero of arclength is the shock and local left
explosive edge intersection locus. See Figure 3 where B2 is obtained from Equation (4), the
for detai's. The laboratory coordinates are next term measures the rate at which a
returned by constant-03 ray intercepts the right edge and

subscript 2 refers to the right boundary. The
. . ~total arc-length is obtained by integrating

zt) -e sin(4d, •Equation (6) with respect to time along the
shock/right edge intersection locus.

r(2) Taken together, Equations (3), (4), and (6)
r rel provide the complete kinematic description of

the shock in our variable width k,- space. Signi-
where zet(t) and r,1(t) are the coordinates of ficantly, this geometry conforming intrinsic
the left edge. representation remains uniformly valid for all

realizable explosive geometries. As a counter
Kinematics example, the cartesian coordinates used in

In our coordinates, the 21) shock geo- Reference 14 are suitable for detonation
metric compatibility condition is a 1D Burgers propagating in the z 0 -direction, but not for

equation:' B is the "wave" velocity and I)n11 is detonation in the rI(-direction.

the transport term Two more issues need to be addressed to

( B.t + 4k =-I)n , (3) complete the problem: (i) a rule for Dn and (ii)
the edge boundary conditions. The discussion
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edge(2)

edge(l) •,Dn O ez • --

•shock

Ce = const2

_ =const!

Z1

Figure 3. The Intrinsic Coordinate Representation of the Shock. The shock-normal angle is 4o
(measured as positive in the clockwise direction from e,), Dn is the speed of the shock normal to itself
and ke is the direction of the tangent to the edge. The curves f= constant are normal to the shock
and are Whitham's shock generators.6

of (i) is presented in the section entitled ahead of the shock is quiescent, Equation (7)
Reaction-Zone Dynamics. Here we remark reduces to
only that for the simple Huygens wave (e.g., 2 2 2
say with D-= 1), Equations (3), (4), and (6) are SI = Cl 1(Un1 ni Dm n (9)
a closed system. We now turn to (ii). Depending on the detonation model we
Boundary Conditions assume, we need an unreacted and/or reacted

EOS to evaluate C2.
For a more complete discussion of the

boundary conditions consult References 1, 3, 5, The boundary condition is summarized by
and 10. Here we simply state the proper condi- the following rule: monitor S(Dnl,4i -(Pei) at
tions for a free edge (i.e., an explosive/vacuum the edges. IfS, < 0, the flow is supersonic and
interface), no condition is applied. When S1 ! 0 , then Dn1

and (4pl -4el) are adjusted to satisfy S(Dn1 ,
Tile control function for the boundary PI 4- (el) = 0. This rule is applied at both

condition is the sonic parameter, S, evaluated edges of the shock.
at the shock/interface locus and defined by

This sonic boundary condition also

S = C2_ I U 12 (7) applies when the explosive is confined with
materials of sufficiently low shock impedance.

In Equation (7) C is the sound speed and U is For a discussion of this problem and the
the vector particle velocity measured relative conditions for strong confinement, the reader is
to an observer riding with the shock/interface referred to References 2, 3, 10, and 14.
intersection locus, which at the left edge is

REACTION-ZONE DYNAMICS
U U'- nDn+t Dn tan ((P-Fei), (8) To get a rule for Dn, we need to solve the

time-dependent 2D Euler equations. We
where ni and t, are the shock's normal and express them in terms of the same shock-
tangent vectors at the edge, When the state based intrinsic frame already discussed, and
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The native equations are given in Reference 1.
So k In this fram e, the shock conditions are sim ply

ez the standard ID liugoniot conditions. At the
n shock (i.e., r= 0), the transverse velocity Uk= 0

end of reaction z and Equation (11) is called in the literature the
zi r- 2D shock-change equation.

Equation (11) does not provide a self-

--_ rI contained description of the flow. However, it
focuses our attention on all of the important
physical balances that determine the reaction-

Figure 4. The Spatial Coordinates Used for the zone dynamics. We will now examine these
Euler Equations balances, beginning with the familiar one,

and ending with the one relevant for our
introduce the variable q to measure distance application.
behind the shock (measured along the exten-
sion of the local shock normal). These coordi- (i) The basic steady detonation balance
nates are shown in Figure 4. They are related is toned1wit therih sidoto the laboratory cartesian frame by Equation (11l) set to zero: acoustics

(i.e., the flow gradient) balances the

z I-rlcos(P; r = r -qsin 4, (10) heat-release rate. Both terms are
S0 0(1) near the shock, but simul-

where (zlo,rlo) are given by Equation (2). The taneously go to zero as X--*l (i.e.,
four Euler equations of mass, two components R--*0 as the local sonic parameter
of momentum and energy are transformed to [C2-(Dn-Url)2]--,0).
these coordinates. Here we do not record them (ii) When the flow is ID (i.e., cylin-
in their native form, but instead give one drically symmetric with Uk=0 and
derived equation that highlights their hydro- { },k= 0) and the shock is broadly
dynamically significant features: the master curved (i.e., the curvature K=4),k
equation =0(c) with 0<e< <1), then the

flow near the shock acts like (i) plus
C-( )- )2}1) n-U ) 9+ (EA/pE,) R a small correction that is related to

K. However, this (i)-like balance is
-C2(I -qK)- I(KU +U,) (11) disrupted as X--*l, since R, [C2-

q (Dn - Ur) 2 1 and K are all small there.

-(D -U ) J{U}-p-' J{P} In Reference 5 we showed that for a
n n fully 2D broadly curved detonation

- U (I) - U ) (1 - qK} 1(D1 KU~ driven by a state-independent R,
( n t) n,k k both U, and J { } are negligible near

X--*l. From these results it follows
The new variables appearing in Equation (1 1) that:
are the rq and k-components of the particle iii) the basic balance for a broadly
velocity; U , and UU the specific internal curve 2D b ala n is a b y
energy EOS; E(P,p,X), the pressure, density, curved 2D detonation is given by
rate and degree of reaction (P,p,R,X with A I [C2 (D U )2 1(D -U (13)
indicating complete reaction); and the operator n 9 n -U q

J{ -{}+{ +(12) + (E J/pEp : -KG2U +

(-- rK) (U - rln1) { ,L0. where the ellipses denote higher-

order terms. This basic balance is
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locally ID (i.e., in the n-direction) The relation of Equation (17) to Equation (13)
and quasisteady; it is a nozzle flow. is clear. The shock condition for this model is

At this level of approximation, the 2D Euler p = 2Dn at x = 0. We study rates of arbitrary

equations also yield a Bernoulli law order, v

E + Pp + I(D -U )2= E + 1 2  (14) D X = R = (0l-)v (18)
+ P/0 n nD Ux

and the nozzle equation In the (p,X)-plane, Equations (17) and (18) yield

P(D -U )= pD - KP1)n R , (15) 2 (p-Dn)PAX= -1+KD (-)-v

where the subscript zero denotes the which is easily integrated to get
unshocked state and the integral is evaluated
using the ZND expressions for U, and R. )2 -
Together with Equation (13) and the ID (P-I)n = D -n +(1-v) KD n (20)

Ilugoniot relations, this is simply the detona- -
tion eigenvalue problem considered in Fickett 11 -(1-A) v],

and Davis.1 1 The only acceptable solution for
a diverging detonation has the rate (R) and after the shock condition is applied. Insisting
divergence (K) terms balance where [C2 - (Dn- that the solution be real valued for 0 X A < 1,
Un)21 = 0. This functionally constrains D, gives the eigenvalue condition

arid K

D (K) (16) p-Dn = 0 when KD n(1--W)v--1 0. (21)

Equation (16) describes the reaction-zone The simultaneous solution of Equations (21)
dynamics for a diverging system. It is strik- yields an implicit relation for Dn(K)
ingly simple and universal, in the sense that it
is independent of initial/boundary data. Taken D2 = 1-(10-v)- KD +v(1-v) -(KD ) ,(22)
together with the kinematic and edge condi-
tions discussed earlier, it provides a complete which for K < < 1 has the leading order
method for including reaction zone effects in dependencies shown
the shock propagation problem.

In the next section we solve this eigen- 0!v5I D = 1 -- (I- v)-1 +O(K 2)

value problem for a variety of rate-law forms,
R. The vehicle we use for our presentation is i<v<l D = 1-4(1 --V)-1K+O(KJtv)
Fickett's analog. 9 n

v=l D = I+ KInK--K+0((KinK)2)
RESULTS FOR THE ANALOG - n

The generalization of Fickett's reactive 2 nv>I D = 1 +4v(1-V) K11 "+O(K)

analog to nozzle flows is described in Refer- IN 2N
ence 12. The solution of the reaction-zone n = I+ Iv( -V K +O(K

dynamics problem that concerns us is pre-
sented there in detail. hlere we just briefly The higher-order terms indicated by the
sketch the solution. 0-symbol have recently been calculated for the

e a o physical system by Klein. 13 For results on the
The analog equivalent of Equation (13) is physical problem, the reader is referred to

- 2 1),(p- ) )p -R -K) , (17) References (14), (13), and (8). We note that
Wood and Kirkwood 1 5 have been widely

where o is the analog variable (not to be credited with showing that D is a linear func-
confused with the physical density of the last tion of K. They considered cases where v > 1.
section) and x is distance behind the shock. Our results on both the physical system 1 4 and
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the analog 12 show that their result is flawed. Steady State
The source of the error can be traced to their We begin by giving some new results for
improper treatment of the solution layer near steady-state detonation. In the following cal-
A = 1. Terms like KInK arise in that layer. culations, we assume a scaling where DCj = 1,

The flow profile (i.e., the analog variable a strong-shock approximation and a polytropic
p vs. A) through the reaction zone is given by EOS, with y the polytropic exponent. Then for
Equation (20). The results for p vs. x are an unconfined explosive edge, Equation (9)
plotted in Figure 5 for v = I and three values gives the boundary condition
of K. The most striking feature is the large
influence that K has on the flow near the end of tan ¥- 1
the reaction zone. This is a consequence of the +- 0e) = ' (24)
transonic character of the flow there. We note
that calculations done with the physical equa- We assume detonation in the positive

tions (i.e., Equation (13), etc.) closely mirror all zl-direction and that the edges of the explosive

of these results. are planes of constant r' (i.e., (eI =-0) separated
by a distance 2r. For this problem, the kinema-

Anoloq p(x) for Dn(K) tics reduce to Equation (1).
S= 0 020/0.0 I0/0.000/

2 0 0 ,0 D = Do(r) cos(C), (25)

where DO(r) is the measured steady z1-direction

phase velocity of the wave (improperly called

1 5 Jthe detonation velocity). The inverse function,
I K(Dn) is assumed to exist.

We can generate a differential equation
1000 for the steady shock angle, (rlo) by equatingT0 . ..... 0..0..1o. K(Dn) to 4),k and then using Equation (2) tochange independent variables (i.e.,

S="002 drt o = cos(4))dk,). Integrating the resulting
o 5 t equation, we get an expression for r'o((P),

00 20 40 60 80

Xr io(O) = (26)

Figure 5. The Reaction Zone Flow for the 0 1 K(D 0 os))

Analog 9 When K =0.0010.0110.02. Note that the
greatest departure from a planar ID flow is where t llos e iaB
near the end of the reaction zone.

In the remaining sections, we turn our r (27)

attention to applying the DSD method to calcu- 4e K(Do0 xos ý)

lating detonation evolution in some typical 2D When Dn(K) is known, Equation (27) defines
explosive geometries, the diameter effect, DO(r). We can also think of

21) RATE sTICK Equation (27) as defining an inverse problem:
determine K(Dn) given r(Do). Viewed in this

The prototypical 2D explosive geometry way, it gives us a way to use the large body of
is that of the detonation-rate stick. For the phase velocity data to get at least a crude
calculations we report here, we consider 2D calibration for the Dn(K) function that we need
explosive slabs rather than the axisymmetric for DSD. We demonstrate how this might be
cylindrical geometry. Qualitatively, the done by showing that in the limit Dn--*l1
results are the same for these two cases. Equation (27) is an Abel integral equation.
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Under the transformation y=(Docos4ý) 2 , Table ). Do(r) Mappings
Equation (27) becomes

Do= I -(a/r)n Dn= 1 -(0)K (1 -A)v

1) dy n p v

1) Cos2 P --(V~y) D--y 2 1 0•--v<I
1 2/3 3/2

=2r(l) )') =f(D) , (29) 2/3 1/2 2

where 1) D)2 As Do --* I and r(Do) -- oo, we
can approximate Equation (29) by taking the Time Dependent
lower limit to zero (see Reference 12 for We have written a Fortran 77 subroutine
details). In this limit, the solution of the that uses DSD to solve 2D detonation wave
resulting Abel integral equation is spreading problems.1 6 A partial list of its

features includes:1 1 ( I f'(s)ds

limit 1) -+1 1() - I s + ... (30) (i) a variable arclength shock, intrinsic
K (1) n)iij 0Vii coordinate formulation with a uni-

form arclength density computational

Equation (30) gives us some insights into mesh,
how ),,(K) is mapped into Do(r). In turn, when (ii) the ability to treat explosives with
these are combined with the results of the two edges and independent boundary
previous section, we can get some hints about conditions at each edge,
explosive heat-release rates. As an example,
we consider that as D --* 1, D[)(r) is given by (iii) general Dn(K) reaction-zone dyna-

mics,

2 (iv) a variety of boundary conditions,

1) 1 - (a/r)m + ... (31) (v) arbitrary initial shock data,O

where a and m are constants with m 1. (vi) conventional Hluygens reference

Performing the quadrature in Equation (30) shocks,and

and then simplifying the result consistent with (vii) wave tracking for disturbances
D,, 1, we find moving along the shock (e.g.,

delineating the regions of the shock
(m+l\(I) 2 that have been affected by edge

[amr--- 2 r IrM+] rarefactions).
n I .(m+2\ "" More details are given in a Los Alamos

V 2 IIF\ r 7 - Report 16 entitled "I)SD Technology: A Det-

onation Reactive-H uygens Code." We demon-
where I') is the gamma function (e.g., strate some of its capabilities with a few
F(5) =4!). The combined results of this section examples. Importantly, a high-resolution
and the section entitled Results for the Analog calculation on any of our examples takes only a
are summarized in Table 1. few minutes of supercomputer time.

The important lessons that we learn are: The symmetric 2D-slab geometry
simultaneous linear fits for DO vs r1 and D, vs detonation-rate stick serves as a useful test
K are incompatible, and upward concavity in problem since it has an analytical steady-state
DO vs r- 1 implies that the explosives' heat- solution. For all the remaining examples we
release rate has a long tail. In the next select a linear Dn(K) (i.e., Dn 1 - aK; with
subsection, we solve the DSD equations for a a = 0.05) for the dynamics, a polytropic EOS
time-dependent rate stick problem, with y = 3, no confinement, and a flat shock as
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initial data. Figure 6 shows snapshots of the steady wave whose phase velocity is easy to
cartesian representation of the shock locus measure, and it has a sharp wave-extinction
after a travel of roughly 1, 2, 3, and 4 explosive point called the failure diameter. However,
"radii." At t = 0 the shocks are drawn to scale, this experiment, which does probe the inter-
at later times they are magnified vertically, action of the two edge rarefactions, does not
The track along the shock of the edge test the full spectrum of 2D stimuli that
rarefaction wave head is denoted by circles, detonation can experience. The important

2D S!ab Rote Stick / DSD 2B-4 practical problem of wave spreading, either by
Iwo Edge DSD, adpho- 0.050 nx= 400 divergence or diffraction (i.e., corner turning),

-_ , is barely probed in this geometry.

All of these phenomena are kinematical
4 71 ,in nature. We can appreciate what some of the

differences are between them by examining
3 , " Equation (3) in more detail

edge

where
O t - - -- -- --. . . . -.

• 1 ( =B= Dndk+ Dn+ tan(4), - (ýe).

Figure 6. DSD Calculated Shock Shapes for the 0

Rate Stick Explosive Geometry. The exact divergence diffraction
steady-state solution (i.e., - -- -) is shown
for comparison. The parameter values are: DCj The role of each term is labeled. In the rate
= 1, a = 0.05 and y = 3. At t = 0 the shocks stick geometry, the diffusion-like or edge term
are unscaled: at later times they are magnified, is the most important. It carries the edge

rarefaction. The flow is only weakly expansive

The chaindot curve is the edge-justified and the total shock arclength is nearly

steady-state shock locus. Noteworthy features constant. On the other hand, the simple

of this calculation include: (i) the shock travels cylindrically diverging detonation is governed

roughly one "diameter" before the edge rare- by the B term alone; D is zero for this

faction reaches the centerline, and (ii) based on problem. The shock expansion, which is driven

a comparison with the steady solution, the by an 0(1) B term, is a consequence of the

wave is steady after running two "diameters." integral part of B. The shock arclength grows.
The flow is always sonic (i.e., Equation (9) is In the corner turning problem, the detonation

zero) at the edge. is diffracting. It is an expanding flow that is
driven by the changes in the B term arising

A considerable phase-velocity database from the growth of (pei in the tangent term.
exists for detonation in this geometry that This last flow is the most complex type, since
could be used to help calibrate DSD.' flow- the divergence and edge terms also play
ever, this simple geometry is hardly typical of important roles. We now examine two geome-
the complex explosive pieces encountered by tries in which the divergence and diffraction
the engineer. In the next section, we consider terms play important roles.
some of these other geometries.

Onionskin
DSI) EXAM PIES The onionskin experiment is used to

The popularity of the rate stick as a probe measure a detonation's ability to propagate
is attributable largely to matters of con- from hemispherical initial data supplied by a
venience; it is simple to fabricate, it supports a booster (see Reference 17 for experimental
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particulars). This test probes a combination of mix of 2D effects: edge effect, divergence, and
the wave spreading produced by the divergence also diffraction. The initial data for this
term in B and the edge effect. Unlike the rate unsteady flow are taken to be a flat CJ
stick, here the two edge rarefactions do not detonation. The results of our calculation are
interact, shown in Figure 8, where the parameters and

The DSD calculation for unsymmetric legends are the same as before. From the

initial data in a 2D-slab geometry is shown in outset, the diffraction (i.e., corner turning) that

Figure 7. The edge rarefaction wave track and occurs at the inner explosive edge dominates

the lluygens wave are displayed in addition to the flow. With the passage of time, the

the DSD calculation: (- - -.. ) corresponds displacement between the DSD and Huygens

to a D,, = D(ýj I Ifuygens wave and ( ---------- ) waves becomes large. This implies that Dn, the

is the wave track. The initial data for this pressure and particle velocity are all sub-
yflow are given by the union of a stantially reduced from the CJ values near thisunsteady flow a giae. At the edges the edge. After a short initial transient, all these

quarter circle with a square. At the edges the quniesahvetadvleshtara
flow egin andremans snic.quantities achieve steady values that area

flow begins and remains sonic. function of the inner edge radius.

There are qualitative differences betweenthe 1)S1) and i-Iuygens waves, particularly Initially, the outer edge also experiences
nearthe edge. Usinguygens mevesparthody an edge rarefaction. The influence of the edgenear the edge. Using the Hiuygens method, rarefaction is soon lost to the developing

with the time reversed, to infer the initial data ra onis soo the developinggive th outrmot wae sape oul prouce supersonic flow there (i.e., S(Dn2,4• 2 - 'Fe2)
given the outermost wave shape would produce < 0). After the track of the leadinga false picture of the spreading. The lHuygens disturbance from the outer edge rarefaction
wave is distorted even in the edge-rarefaction reaches the inner edge, the flow there becomes
free central right-half sector where only diver-gence acts. We note that even though the steady as well. The entire shock is then steady
gencefactionhaepropagated tat eent thougho as viewed in a system of polar coordinates thatrarefaction has propagated far into the fow, rotate with a fixed angular velocity. The shape
strong perturbations to the wave are confined of this steady shock is independent of the value
to a 30' pie -shaped region. of the outer radius. Its shape is determined by

Arc Experiment the interaction of the rarefactions coming from
the inner edge and diffraction. The value that

The arc is more typical of the geometries the sonic parameter has at the outer edge, S2,
that arise in explosive applications than are is a function of the outer radius; reducing the
the previous examples. It also has the richest outer radius moves S2 towards zero. While S2

asymmetrical onion skin

2 0

0 5
-05 "i' / IL._,

10 1i5 00 15 3.0

Figure 7. DSD Calculated Shock Spreading for the Onionskin Experiment. The initial data is
asymmetrical. The Huygens wave is shown for comparison ( ...-. ), and the dashed curve is
the track of the edge rarefaction.
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2D Slob HE Ary / 0 2Bdetonation shock is large compared to the
r*o Edge 05D, o 0prro - nx - 60 reaction-zone length. It is a fully nonlinearlarge amplitude theory.

¾ - The explosives design engineer is aware
- /of the serious shortcomings of the Huygens

construction for predicting wave spreading for
4 k--... insensitive explosives (i.e., when P > 1/1000).

Numerical simulations that resolve the reac-

tion zone take many tens of hours for a single
2 0 design iteration: this makes them impractical

for routine use. When DSD technology is used
to propagate high-order detonation, the same
calculations can be done in minutes.

O0 L - I.

4 2 L 0 0 2 0 We are currently doing DSD calibration
experiments to determine the reaction-zone
dynamics for the explosive PBX 9502. The

Figure 8. DSD Calculated Shock Evolution in rate-stick and arc geometries are being used in
the Arc Explosive Geometry. The flow is this work.

dominated by the inner edge-driven wave

diffraction. The Iluygens wave is shown for ACKNOWLEI)GEMENTS
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NONEQUILIBRIUM EFFECTS OF SLOW DIFFUSION CONTROLLED
REACTIONS ON THE PROPERTIES OF EXPLOSIVES*

M. van Thiel and F. H. Ree
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Livermore, Cslifori;a 94550

We describe the effect of the growth of several phases on the calculated
equilibrium properties of explosive product mixtures. Calculations
made with a statistical-mechanical multi-phase chemical-equilibrium
(CIJEQ) code are compared with experiment. Such comparisons show
that the EOS of two condensed carbon phases deviate from equilibrium,
and indicate the appearance of a nitrogen rich phase at high pressure.
A cluster structure is discussed in terms of recent theory and
experiment, and preliminary calculations, replacing diamond with an
estimated cluster EOS indicate small but, for some design work,
significant changes of 0.3 percent in density and 2 percent in energy at
constant P and T.

INTROI)UCTION the nonequilibrium character of this observa-
tion could only be considered later, with theSolid carbon formed in detonation waves adntoacutehmileqlbrm
advent of accurate chemical equilibrium

can exist in a graphitic form, below-, or a calculations. 4 Such calculations on PBX-9404
diamond-like form, ahove the transitionpresure. Equilibrium, alcultheratnsition uncovered another high pressure nitrogenpressure. Equilibrium calculations of TNT phase,5 which is subject to such non-
detonation products predict the formation of
the diamond-like phase1 well below that equilibrium effects. We will briefly discuss the

indicated by experiment. Previous analysis of nature of these phase separations, consider

shock compressed unsaturated hydrocarbons 2  possible scale sizes for the separation-growth
also showed that the equilibrium prediction is process, and give an estimate of the effectconsiderably below the transition observed in carbon clusters have on the P, V, T properties

considerabl belowhthetransitionobservedei
experiment. A hint of this nonequilibrium of the detonating mixture.

behavior of carbon has been available, in NITROGEN
conductivity measurements of explosive
products,3 since 1965. The conductivity of pure The computed detonation velocity of
TNT products is 10 times that of Composition- PBX-9404 is considerably higher (9.3 km/s)
B, a 36/64 weight percentage mixture of TNT than measured (8.80 km/s) if the separation of
and RI)X with a higher detonation pressure a nitrogen-rich phase occurs above the peak
than pure TNT. This high conductivity is pressure of the detonation wave. 6 A similar
largely due to the presence of graphitic carbon observation was made for another IIMX
in TNT at 20OGPa, well above the equilibrium formulation, LX-14. The computed phase line
transition pressure of about 10GPa. However, is quite sensitive to small changes in the

position of the potential minimum of the N2-
1120 interaction potential.

*Work performed under the auspices of the These calculations are made with a
U. S. Department of Energy by the Lawrence statistical-mechanical chemical-equilibrium
livermore National Laboratory under con- model,4 that allows for the existence of several
tract number W-7405-ENG 48. phases. The model uses effective spherical pair
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potentials for the gas phase molecules that these k values, and the behavior of HMX must
are of the exp-6 form with the three adjustable be the guide for the nonideality of these
constants c/k, r*, and a: the well depth, the hydrophylic and hydrophobic interactions.
molecular separation at the potential mini-
mum, and the exponential stiffness coefficient, CARBON
respectively. The potentials for a series of
molecules have been obtained with the help of Condensation Effects
the principle of corresponding states. This also
correctly determines their shock Hugoniots. 7  The properties of condensed carbon also

The strong intermolecular binding of polar turn out to be important to the detonation

molecules, like water and ammonia, precludes properties of 1tMX explosives. Cylinder
corresponding states scaling and requires a expansion data from LX-14 filled metalmodification of the exponential potential (re) a cylinders were represented by a JWL fit 9 and(l+ai te)). compared to the equilibrium theoretical

(CHEQ) data. The energy imparted to the
Here we must also consider a key feature cylinder in computer simulations tends to be

of the model, the Lorenz-Berthelot combina- about 2 to 3 percent lower than the empirical
tion rules: data require. Comparison of the empirical and

theoretical isentropes shows that the transi-
r. = k.(r + r.) tion from graphitic carbon to a diamond-like"Ij 'J 11 1 solid reduces the volume sufficiently to pro-

(C L/2duce such an energy discrepancy.
1 J( 1  The composition and stable phases in our

model calculations, are determined by mini-

a. = (a .a )L/2 (1) mizing the Gibbs free energy, G(P,T). We use
0' M the heat capacity at one atmosphere,

The constant kij is generally taken as 1.
The above rules have been shown to work well Co = R I b (T/1000)' (3)
for 112-lie mixtures.8 The thermodynamic P -3
properties of the mixture are computed with an
effective van der Waals one-fluid (vdWlf) and integrate from their standard state to any
model. The vdWlf potential parameters are required temperature, to obtain the enthalpy
given by: and entropy at I atmosphere. These are then

used to obtain the I atmosphere Gibbs free
(r* - x. x (rI)3  energy, G°(T), and

c N x3x.&.(r*/r) (2) G(P,T) = G°0T) + VT (P) d P (4)
I J 1 iJ

of the various species-
S X X' x x L (r* /r *)3" "1 x 1 ) L1J rJ Increasing the enthalpy of formation of

where x is the atom fraction of the specie. the diamond phase relative to that of graphite,
increases its free energy and the pressure at

With k1 = I in Equation (1), the N2 -phase which the transition to diamond occurs. This
separation occurred above the detonation pres- increases the PdV work done by expansion of
sure, resulting in a high detonation velocity, the mixture due to the larger specific volume of
But modifying k(112 0-CO2) and k(112 0-N 2 ) to graphite and reduces the discrepancy observed
0.965 and 1.03, respectively, shifts this above. The increased heat of formation implies
transition below the CJ pressure and removes a small carbon cluster size, rather than the
the disagreement with experiment Currently macroscopic crystal (100 nm radius or more)
available data does not allow us to confirm size of equilibrium thermodynamics.
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A similar conclusion may be drawn from relatively larger (7nm) particles in the above
anal sist of porous TNT detonation veloci- mentioned RDX-TNT samples of Reference 12
ties.10 The experimental data show a sharp may be due to a reduced evaporation and
break in the detonation velocity vs. density regraphitization time of the smaller charge
curve at a density of 1.54 g/cm 3 . The equilib- used here durih~g decompression. This 200 gm
rium TNT calculation shows a similar break at sample size is 2/3 of the other charges
PO = 1.0 g/cm 3 . These data provide an esti- (= 300 g) used by References 12 and 14.
mate of the heat of formation of diamond-like Some limits may be computed for the time
clusters between 0.067 and 0. 103 eV. Such scale to grow the observed particles. The work
heats of formation are needed to match the of Shaw and Johnson 15 offers one such value.
data. Their particle size distribution irom their

Cluster F~ormation Characteristics Smoluchowski model yields a time for the
cluster size containing the maximum amount

The turbulent diffusion range available of solid carbon. This yields about 10 7s, using a
on the time scale of a detonation process limits viscosity of 0.01 poise, to grow a cluster of
the amount of mixing. Isotope tracer experi- 10,000 atoms or -4.5 nm. Recognizing the rate
mentsi show that the scale for turbulent enhancement of turbulence, a lower bound on
diffusion mixing during the full cycle of time may be obtained ifone considers the mean
detonation and gas expansion, that covers a radius (rm) of the diffusion sphere of a particle
number of shock reverberations, is about undergoing Brownian motion with a probabil-
1,000 nm. This scale is large compared to the ity distribution.1 6

diffusion range behind the shock front, but it is
small compared to the nominal 20,000 to p(r,t) 14n(Dt)3l-IL2exp _r2/(4Dt0. (5)
40,000 nm grain size of the explosive formula-
tions generally used. A lower limit of the This allows the determination of rm(=
diffusion range might be 20 to 40 nm, the TNT l6DtOl 2 ) by integrating r 2 over the distri-
volume producing ten times the number of bution. The diffusion constant (D) is then
atoms in a cluster. This argument shows that obtained from the Einstein equation for a
mixing between grains of explosive is negligi- sphere in a medium with viscosity rl,
ble, and clusters are formed exclusively from
atoms within the grain. D = kT / (6nrIR), (6)

Several papers have recently been pub- where Rn is the radius of the cluster contain-
lished that bear on the size of diamond clusters ing n carbon atoms. Recognizing that the
produced in detonations. Greiner et 81.12 volume swept out by the diffusing sphere is
recovered 7 nm diameter diamond clusters greatly enlarged by turbulence, we may define
from TNT-RI)X mixtures, and 4 nm spherical a dimerization time
diamond clusters from TNT-TATB and TNT-
NIGU mixtures. Such cluster dimensions are t(R) e?/6D
confirmed by Oinuma et al.13 The work of
Titov Anisichkin and Mal'kov 14 show a distri- for clusters of size Rn, with en equal to half
bution of particle sizes from 2 nm to 12 nm, the average cluster separation. Assuming a
with a peak at 4 and an average of 5 nm. narrow distribution around sizes of ni and
These particles were recovered from the ni+1, we compute t = t(Rn), for ni = 21 no,
soot produced by TNT-RDX, TNT-IIMX, and where no is the initial cluster size of 2 or 3
explosive-benzene mixtures. The size distribu- atoms and i = 1, 2, 3 ---k---. This procedure
tion was determined by small angle x-ray gives a minimum of 4 10-9 s to grow the above
scattering, cluster, using the same viscosity used in

Reference 1 5.
The prepared electron microscope sam-

ples showed groups of large and small clusters, The growth rate and details of the cluster
apparently consistent with the narrow distri- formation process pose some interesting
bution in Reference 12. The reason for the questions. The process is, by the nature of the
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sample heterogeneity, a diffusion process that CLUSTER EOS
is enhanced by turbulent mixing and punctu-
ated by annealing cycles of the coalescing par- The EOS of such small clusters can be
ticles. Diamond clusters can grow from a pair significantly different from that of bulk
of coalescing graphitic clusters that make the carbon, thereby changing the detonation
resulting cluster of sufficient size that the properties. We have made preliminary
diamond form is stable, from the collision of a calculations of the heats of formation and the
graphitic and a diamond cluster, or from the EOS of a cluster to asses the effect on the PVT
coalescence and annealing of two diamond properties of explosive product mixtures.
clusters. Annealing is enhanced by a large The srface of the diamond cluster has a
surface energy since the rate is a function of high probability to be the 111 plane of the
the activation energy for surface diffusion (the cubic crystal, since other surfaces would
average temperature of the medium) and the increase the surface energy. Experiments also
surface energy density. The surface energy have indicated that this is the surface of
density is significant for small clusters, but not choice. 2 1 Figure I shows a portion of the
for large ones. The annealing process may not surface of a diamond cluster with some H and
be significant for large diamond cluster pairs OH groups bound to the surface. The surface is
on detonation time scales. The other two covered with other molecules to pair the
processes could account for much of the growth. electrons around the suriace carbons. The

Measurements of annealing rate were surface could, in general, be covered by CN,
made at a static pressure of 9 GPa, between OH, H, and CO radicals. These are all reactive
600 and 4000 centigrade, on amorphous carbon molecules that can pair with fiee electrons on
samples.17 The rate of formation of graphite the surface. They are either a part of the
and diamond was determined by x-ray diffrac- original explosive (ON) or components of the
tion. An analysis of the rate process has been equilibrium gas phase (WO, H 2 0 and C02).
made. 18 While the time for graphite formation The rciative amounts of such particles depend
(annealing) was about 10.8 s at 4000 C, the or. Lhe heats of reaction with the surface. We
rate for diamond formation was quite slow at may estimate such heats of reaction from those
that pressure and appeared to require graphite measured with small molecules, 2 2 in so far as
particles of sufficient size before diamond would the bond strengths do not differ greatly from
grow. But a significant yield was obtained in those on the surface of large clusters.
dynamic experiments above 50GPa, with an Table I shows several reaction processes
activation energy of = 3000 Kelvin that
appeared to be independent of pressure.14  and the associated enthalpies (E + PV) for the

process occurring at I atm and 298 K. Note
First principles calculations, 2 0 however, that for the sake of simplicity we write the

indicate that diamond nucleation does get symbol of the carbon core of the cluster C, and
easier as the energy barrier to nucleation only those surface molecules of interest in their
decreases with pressure, and goes to 0 at reaction, e.g., Cn(CN) 2 , in reality there are, of
90 GPa for rhombohedral graphite. The course, many more surface groups. In the first
principal difference between the nucleation of part of the table, we show simple bond break-
a diamond particle in pure carbon and in a ing reactions. It may be noted, that breaking
post-detonation mixture, is the presence of the C-CN bond between the cluster and the
active molecular fragments that can share any radical takes about 5.5 eV. The gain in
unpaired electrons that tend to result from the forming a 9.8 eV N-N bond makes the rt verse
bending (that occurs in the compression reaction from N-N + Cn+2 to Cn(CN) 2
process) of the graphite bonds on the cluster unfavorable. This may be seen b) comparing
surface, thereby reducing the barrier to trans- the heats of reaction of the first and second
formation. The constant activation energy line, in the second section of the table. The
observed in Reference 19 may he due to our lack result is that the reaction removing water from
of information on diamond to graphite conver- the surface requires more nef energy than
sion rates on unloading. removing N2 . Note that such reaction should
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Surface Section of Cluster due to variations in apparent bond strengths
between different molecules containing the

,, --- Hydrogen same bond. More detailed cluster calculations
. -, ('.2•Oxygen are required to remove such uncertainties.

The most likely surface coverage, there-

fore, is water after all the original CN has been
removed from the cluster. This will be true if

Carbon ,the reacting mixture is sufficiently hot. In
what follows, we have essumed that only H
and OH particles cover the surface. The heats
of reaction to cover two active surface sites, is

Figure 1. Surface Layers of a Diamond Clustr shown for the reaction with water and N 2 in
with 11 and Off Radicals Table 1.

We may now compute the heat of
Table 1. Ileats of Reaction formation of the cluster assuming a strain free

core. The total specific energy is then repre-
Bond breaking All eV sented by

CnOll -- Cn + Ol 4.54 110 H n./2n, (7)
Cetl -. Cn + It 3.98 ± .02 f S . /
CnCN -. C, + CN 5.46 where nsi is the number of surface sites
C"CO -- C' + CO 0.85 + .03 covered by radical i of the cluirter of size n, and
CnCO* -. Cn + CO 31 max lsi is the tw,,o site heat of formation per surface

Complete removal....... pradical pair. The result for a pure water
Complete removal process covered surface is shown in Figure 2. The high

CnOli,ll -Cn + 0112 3.36 ± .02 surface energy for small clusters will aid the
C,(CN) 2  -- Cn+ 2 + N2  1.91 annealing process as heat is released in the

Cn(CO) 2  -- Cn +I + CO 2  -0.96 ± .06 growth process. The large clusters have a
C60(CO)2* -'*Cn + + CO 2  4.4 max smaller specific energy and will, therefore,

------------------------------------------------------------.. anneal m ore slow ly. T he heat of form ation at
Cluster surface formation (2 surface sites) high temperatures requires a knowledge of the

heat capacity.
Cn + 112 + .502 -. COll,ll 1.80 ± .30
C, + N2  -*Cn 2(CN)2 5.46

*Marks strained species covering two active 0

surface sites: e g., with low probability. E
o 05

be considered as a diffusion of surface radicals 04-
followed by a surface reaction to form N2 and CL
an increase of Cn by 2 atoms of carbon. > 03 L

The CO radical is bound fairly loosely to • 02o unCenaint H0' core

the surface of the cluster and easily removed. 0-
A highly strained pair of bonds may be formed -C (n)
betwee-' CO and two neighboring surface sites. 01

! 2 3 ',5 6 7 8910 L
T he table show s a m axim um heat of dissocia- - .. .3.. .... . ...__ ....__. .__

tion for the unstrained case, not realizable in oe.02 0 0..03 0,.C.I ,.0.5 1.00.M 1.0.07

the real system. That reaction may, therefore, N (# of C -_toms)
be eqaally unlikely, especially since the need
fo' two neghboring sites reduces the probabil- Figure 2. Ileat of For ation of Diamond
ity of reaction. Uncertaint~es in the table are Clusters
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The heat capacity of the cluster may be from that of diamond are the two WS radii.
estimated using the Einstein heat capacity of Using the theoretical EOS for methane and
the diamond core (C,,,) and adding that due to water we obtain an approximate bulk modulus
the surface molecules (Cv,.). We then obtain and its pressure derivative of 2.78 Mbar and
for the most general surface coverage, 3.65, and an initial density of 3.0 g/cc. These

are then used in the Birch equation to describe
C = C + C the 0 K curve. We have retained the diamondv V~C V's thermal pressure terms.

0 2 exp(0 EI') Preliminary results show that the reduc-
C = 3H T )(8) tion in the gas-phase water content causes

Vc"•- lexpit r - l2 small shifts in the gas-phase equilibrium com-

position, with a net 1 percent decrease of the
hv 2 n exp(hv.JkT) gas phase. The larger compressibility, heat of

C S---J-J d 2 formation, and initial volume of the cluster,
AV n exp hv AT) - II compared to diamond, reduces the density by

1) 0.3 percent and increases the energy by 2
where nAv is Avogadro's number and ox, n, nsj, percent near the CJ temperature and pressure
and v,, are the Einstein temperature of the core of LX-14. Such small changes do have a
of the carbon cluster, the number of C atoms in measurable effect on the detonation velocity
the cluster, the number of surface radicals of and can significantly affect the performance of
type j, and the vibrational frequency of the ith some designs. A more accurate description of
mode of the surface radical j, respectively, the surface layer will require detailed first
Ilere again, the vibrational frequencies must principles calculations to check the estimates
be estimated from those of small molecules. derived from small molecules made here.
Both the entropy and the enthalpy of the
cluster at I atmosphere may now be computed REFERENCES
as a function ofT by integrating Equation 8. 1. van Thiel, M. and Ree, F.H., "Properties

The compressibility for clusters of this of Carbon Clusters in TNT Detonation
size is significantly different from that of Products: Graphite-Diamond Transition,"
diamond. The envelope of If and 0)If groups J. Appl. Phys. Vol. 63, No. 5, 1987,
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relatively incompressible and may, to first Phys., Vol. 81, No. 3, 1984, p. 1251.
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converts to Kcallmole of C by multiplying by close to the melting point (-5000 K)lc that the
23.06 Kcallmole/eV/C atom. Then dividing by heat produced in the annealing process
the molecular weight of carbon to get the per yields a high annealing rate. Virgin diamond
gram of carbon value. This then yields: for 2.0, clusters that grow from a graphitic cluster may
4.0, and 6.0 nm diameter clusters Allo = 547., be pure because the growth process keeps the
274., and 182 cal/g respectively, impurities ahead of the growing surface. Suffi-

The purity of the cluster depends, of ciently large, poorly annealed agglomerates

course, on the annealing rate of the agglomer- will, of course, contain impurities.

ating clusters. We have not pursued this REFERENCES TO REPLY
problem theoretically. The data of Greiner et
al. (this conference) indicates that the Ic. vanThiel, M. and Ree, F. H. "Theoretical
recovered diamond particles are remarkably Description of the Graphite. Diamond,
free of impurities. We may speculate that at and Liquid Phases of Carbon," Int. J. of
the roughly 4000 K temperature of the Thermophys., Vol. 10, No. 1, 1989,
explosive the particles may be sufficiently pp. 227-236.
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COMPUTATION OF A DIVERGING COMP-B DETONATION

Bruce G. Bukiet*
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

Recent advances have been made in understanding the effect of
curvature on expanding detonation waves. These results are
implemented in a Random Choice Method hydrodynamics code to
model a spherically diverging detonation of the explosive Comp-B. The
effect of varying the order of reaction as well as the rate law parameters
is studied. Finally, the application of the theory of diverging detona-
tion waves to the two-dimensional Front Tracking Method is discussed.

I NTROI)UCT'ION For 8 < 1 1) = )cJ - aIK

The expansion which occurs in diverging
detonations weakens the wave and yields + higherorderterms.
pressures and densities below those occurring
in planar geometry. Recent advances in For 8 : 1 1) = )cj - a 2K - a 3KlnK

understanding the relationship between the
form of the reaction rate law and the form of + higherorderterms. (1)
the correction to wave speed (and other state
variables) due to the curvature of the deto- For 5 > 1 I) = 1) Cj-a4KU8
nation front have been made by Jones1 and
Stewart and Bdzil.2 In this paper, we apply + higherorderterms.
these advances in the context of a Random
Choice Method hydrodynamics code, We study The parameter 8 can be thought of as the

the problem of a spherically expanding number of molecules reacting in the rate

detonation of Comp-1 The effect of varying determining step of the chemical decom-

the order of reaction as well as the rate law position process. Thus, for example, for the

parameters (using an Arrhenius burn model) is one-step unimolecular reaction A-*B, 8 = 1.

also studied. The implementation of curva- Ilere, 1) is the detonation wave speed at the

ture corrections for general two-dimensional particular radius of curvature, Dcj is the wave

detonation waves using the method of Front speed in the planar (CJ) case, and K is the

Tracking is discussed. inverse radius of curvature. The a's are
constants which may be calculated by

CURVATU RE CORRECTIONS numerically solving a set of ordinary differ-
ential equations using an iterative technique.

Asymptotic analysis of the equations of The leading order corrections to pressure,
reactive gas dynamics with finite reaction velocity, and density have the same form (at
rateC in a symmetric geometry shows that the the shock which initiates the detonation and at
form of the curvature correction depends on the the sonic pointl.
order of the chemical reaction, 8 1.2

We use the Arrhenius rate law:

__________rW 1-A tXP ( T La , T
*Currently employed at New Jersey In.stitute R(.,T) =

of'Technology, Newark, NJ 0 T < TC (2)
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where k is called the pre-exponential factor, Ea speed, one need not know the equation of state

is the activation energy and 8 is the order of of the explosive or the rate law, in the reaction
reaction. T, is the critical temperature below zone. Rather, one needs only to fit these values
whichtereaction. i cricaltem aeratur belw to the form of Equations (1). In this paper we

whic th rectio rae i takn t be take the first approach. It may be possible to

identically zero. The method described in this

paper can easily incorporate other reaction combine the two approaches if some experi-
I mental data is available.

rate laws as well. (For example, the Forest
Fire rate law has been applied in Reference 4.) In whichever manner the coefficients are
This leading order theory neglects transients obtained, they are then supplied as input into
and assumes that the reaction zone is much the hydrodynamics code. This code needs to
smaller than the radius of curvature. know only the coefficients in Equations (1) and

8 but not the reaction rate parameters k and
THE RANDOM CHOICE Ea. From the knowledge of the local radius of

M E'rHO) curvature (which is available since the fronts
are sharp) and these coefficients, the state

The Random Choice Method (RCMO5 '6 '7  behind the detonation (we use the state at the
is a one-dimensional numerical scheme for sonic point) is computed. Since the flow is
solving systems of partial differential equa- sonic at that point, we neglect any effects
tions which are in conservation form. When coming from behind the wave. If we were
there are also source terms, as in our case, modeling a strong detonation, where the flow
operator splitting may be employed. 8 The is always subsonic, effects emanating from the
Front Tracking Method 9 12 is a two- flow behind the detonation wave would have to
dimensional numerical scheme in which sharp be taken into account. The reaction zone is
waves such as detonations are represented by assumed to be small compared to the grid
curves superimposed on a rectangular grid. spacing. Thus, we jump from the ahead state
The most important feature of these methods to the sonic state in one grid block using Equa-
in their application to detonation problems is tions (1) to set the state behind the wave. This
that they keep wave fronts perfectly sharp. eliminates the ,ieed to resolve tie reaction
This cnables us to find the location of the zone at each time step in the RCM and Front
detonation front at each time step without Tracking codes. Rather than requiring us to
having to deal with the smearing that occurs use many points in the reaction zone and, thus,
using finite different schemes. Also, the many points irt the one-dimensional (equi-
(hydrodynamic) waves are resolved at each spaced) computation, the implementation of
time step We can thus calculate wave speeds the recent theoretical advances allows us to
without taking numerical derivatives use only one point in the reaction zone (the

sonic point) and, thus, enables us to coarsenTo apply the analysis described above, we the entire mesh. An important goal of this
must obtain the coefficients in Equations (1).
That is, we must findcth curv at ion work is to compute detonation behavior with-

out having to resolve reactions on fine grids
coefficients for each of the state variables thus yielding great savings in computational
(pressure, particle velocity, and density), as
well as the correction coefficient for the deto-
nation wave speed. Ifwe are given an equation Behind the sonic point, the reaction is

of state and reaction rate law, we carn modeled as a polytropic gas which does not
numerically solvc a set of ordinary different:al undergo further burning. In this region, the
equations 4 (in which the reaction zone is standard random choice algorithm is
resolved) for various values of curvature and employed[ That is, the laws of conservation of
fit to the form of Equations (1) for the mass, momentum, and energy are applied
coefficients If experimental values are avail between each pair of adjacent (piecewise
able (at a number of radii of curvat'ire) for constant state) grid blocks. The shock, rare-
pressure, density, and velocity at the end of the faction, and contact waves emanating from the
reaction zone, as well as the detonation wave interactions at the grid cell boundaries are
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resolved and one of the physical states a short
time later is randomly chosen to be each cell's
piecewise constant state at the next time step. __ _ __ __ __

In cylindrical and spherical geometry source
terms arise. These are handled separately by .

the technique of operator splitting.8  This , WAEOi

entails solving a simple ordinary differential
equation in time at each cell using the ,M.,U
randomly chosen piecewise constant state from °0

the solution to the conservation laws as initial
data.

MO IELING A SPHERICALLY
EXPANI)ING COMP-B -

DETONATION

We use the method described above to
numerically model a spherically symmetric F'ACTION Of T TAL TMCINU5

detonation in Comp-B. The experimental data
to which we compare our numerical results Figure 1. Calculated and Experimental Taylor
was obtained by Venable at the Los Alamos Wave Density Profiles for the Explosive Comp-
PIIERMEX Facility in the form of a radio- B. The uppermost curve is the calculated plane
graph of a spherically diverging detonation wave profile. This is followed by curves repre-
wave in Comp-B. This experiment has been senting a spherically expanding Comp-B
modelled by Mader' 3 using the CJ-Volume explosion at a radius of approximately 6.4 cm.
Burn technique. That is, no reaction rate was The lowest curve is the calculated profile where
used. We use the same equation of state as 6 1 1/2 followed by profiles in which 6 = 1, 6
Mader in the reaction zone (see Appendix). 2, and& = 4, respectively. The curve labelled
Behind the sonic point, we use a polytropic PIIERMEX is the experimental result.
equation of state (since we neglect combustion
there) with y = 2.672. The rate law is of the
form of Equation (2) where the activation pln= 1/2, 1, 2, and 4 using RCM. The computed
energy is 34.8 kcal/mole. Although this activa- planar result is also shown. The planar run
tion energy describes solid IIMX initiation was initialized at radius zero. The spherical
data, we assume it is about correct for solid runs were initialized at radius 1 or 2 cm since
RI)X A more detailed description of solid the curvature corrections could give negative
IIMX Arrhenius kinetics results is found in pressures and densities if the radius is too close

Reference 14. The activation energy found for to zero. The initial radius is important only

solid IIMX did not vary reatly in experiments insofar as the run needs to proceed far enough

by several researchers. We varied the pre- for transients to settle down. The results areexponential factor, k, such that the value of insensitive to variations in the initialdensity we obtain at the sonic point at a radius conditions. We see that as 8 varies from 8of 6 4 cm mnatches the maximum value of 1/2 to 8 = 4, the shape of the density profiledensity recorded in the nIIIERMEX radio- more closely approximates the radiographicgraph (Tohat is, we are assuming that the data. For 8 > 4, there was no perceptibleexperiment is capturing the sonic point) The change in the density profile. The difference

units of k are psec We performed this between the right side of the profile for the

numerical experiment for several values of 8, spherical computations and that for the planar

The results of these calculahins are presented computation is the curvature correction from

in Figure I the CJ point (which is a sonic point) to the
spherical sonic point The planar computation

In Figurc 1, several density profiles are does not depend on the rate law used. Another
plotted Spherical runs were performed for effect of increasing 8 is that the fraction of
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explosive remaining unreacted at the sonic
point also increases. When the leading order
corrections to A are computed at the radius of
our experiment, we find that for 8 5 2 more
than 30 percent of the explosive has not yet
reacted at the sonic point. When 8 = 4 this .. "
figure rises to over 40 percent.

A study was also performed to ascertain ,
the sensitivity of the density profiles to
changes in k and Ea (for fixed 8) where these
parameters were varied such that the density
drop from CJ to the sonic point remained fixed.
An example is presented in Figure 2. The two
density profiles at radius approximately 6.4 cm Figure 3a. Calculated Taylor Wave Density
have values of the pre-exponential factor, k, Profiles fi)r 6 = 1/2. To halve the drop from the
which vary by a factor of 8. 1 lere, 8- 1/2. The plarur CJ density to the sonic density, sonic (in
curves are virtually identical. Based on this diverging geometry), the pre-exponential
result (and similar results found for other factor, k. must be doubled.
values of 8), we conclude that the profiles are
not sensitive to changes in k and Fa when
these changes keep the density drop from CJ
fixed. The same result holds for pressure and .

velocity corrections to CJ.

In Figures 3a c the variations of the
density profiles are presented where 5 and Ea

.Figure 3h. Culculated Taylor Wave I)ensitN
Profiles for 6= 2. To halve the density drop
from CJ to the sonic point, sonic (in diverging

geometry), k must he quadrupled.

Figure 2 DensitY Pro,-iles ', ,, 1 2 f1r 2

('ases in Which Activation -ner'y Va and k

Va rv but Yield the Same (C4 to Sonic Point
),ensit.v l)rop The small ,if'lorenc., on the

profiles are cuiused bh v sallt" , l•ctlultions ,,,-..
inherent in the ra ,: om choi'c m, iho d One Figure 3c ('Calcu luatd I'a - or Wave !-)nnsitv
curve has k 1500 /isec and Fu - 34 S kcal Profiles for (S 4 When k is increased by Na
mole. The other has k 12.0O0) jisec and Ea factor of 16. the dnsittv drop from Cd to sonic is

46 6 kcal mole halted
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APPENI)IX

DISCUSSION
HOM Solid EOS B. D. LAMBOURN

C = 0.231 AWE(A), Aldermaston
S _ 1 83 Reading RG74PR, England
PI S 8.64822676597 Simple Taylor theory suggests that the

density contour has infinite gradient behind

76.4979489714 the detonation wave. The gradient may not be
1i, 148 807985901 infinite but is likely to be very steep. If so, itwould almost certainly not have been resolved

I1 122 606878623 radiographically. A better fit to the experi-
J, 34 1390458579 mental data would have been obtained byletting the experimentally measured 'density'

Cv U 3 at the detonation wave float.

2 IflGruneisen) REPLY BY BRUCE G. BUKIET

lONi Gas EOS I would like to thank 1)r. Lambourn for

A 3 51800663591 his insightful remarks. Initially, it was hoped
that this research would give us some insight

2 672 into the physical value of the order of reaction,
C 00 8, for the explosive Ilowever, due to the lack of

resolution of the radiograph near the sonic
1) 0(1 point (where the gradient is very steep) this

,} was not possible. As 1)r. Lambourn suggests,one could let the location of the sonic point (in
K 1 5571312936 the radiograph) float and attempt to match the

1 0 517893826309 flow behind it with particular values of
experimental parameters such as 8. This

M 0.0619664002969 would be a worthwhile issue to pursue.
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A THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE SONIC POINT
PROPERTIES IN A PLANE DETONATION WAVE

L Brun and F. Chaisse
Commissariat& l'Energie Atomique

Centre D'etudes de Vaujours-Moronvillers
B. P. N 7- 77181 Courtry, FRANCE

Most of the theoretical discussion of this paper is devoted to the physical
properties of the flow variables in the vicinity of the sonic point in a
plane detonation wave. Only one dissipative process is supposed to con-
tribute to entropy production. The influence of the reaction rate on the
gradients at the sonic point is discussed independently of the precise
functional forms of the E.O.S. and reaction rate. It is proved unambig-
uously that, whenever the coefficient of thermicity is nonzero, the
reaction rate must vanish there; and further that, if the kinetics obey
the thermodynamics of irreversible processes, the effective order of reac-
tion is to be 1/2.

INTROIDUCTION

The behavior of the space-derivatives is But first, what is a sonic line? The pro-
among the questions raised by the numerous posed definition which will prove meaningful
studies which have been devoted to the plane in the context of any planar, cylindrical or
structure of the detonation wave within the spherical flow is the following: a sonic line is
frame of the Z.N.l). model. For example, it is an envelope of characteristic lines.
asserted in Reference 1 that "to avoidassetedin efernceI tat "o aoidWe specifically assume that the exother-
singularities in space derivatives," the local We secificall assume that th Theicreactions are driven by one scalar A. The
flow equations require "an additional condition constitutive relations associated with the clas-
at the end of the steady zone" and in Refer- sical flow equations consist of both the equa-
ence 2, that "lthe thermicityl must also become tion of state (EQS.) and the reaction rate; for
zero if the derivatives of the flow variables are
to remain finite." At variance with the former example:
statements, allowance is made in Reference 3 e = e (p, v, A)
for infinite derivatives Such infinite deriva-
tives happen to occur only along a so-called
sonic line. r r (p, v, ),

The status and especially the relationship where p, v, e stand for the pressure, the specific
to kinetics of the sonic line thus clearly call for volume and the specific internal energy No
further clarification We therefore propose a po sfme and f ill energy.
theoretical approach to this subject along a line precise form for e and i will be needed.
of reasoning extending the work of Refer- The first section throws some light on the
ence 4 in order to answer what we consider to main problem in the general one-dimensional
be the main question. what are the general context (N = 0, 1, 2). The following sections
features displayed by a reactive flow in the concentrate on the plane permanent
vicinity of a sonic line? detonation.
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Index of notations:

p density I)+ u+ 1) +p+NI -cor=0 (1)PC x
v : specific volume (p.v 1) c
X progress variable (0 X 5 1) dx

Srate of reaction dt

n • (effective) reaction order

m • thermodynamical reaction order D- u-- l)p-N- + rcor 0 (2)

T •temperature PC x

s : specific entropy dx
along ., - =u

c frozen sound speed (2 -2 [JP dt
(Reference 2) v SA)

O : thermicity coefficient 2 [p =)p - c-)p - pc o 0 (3)

(Reference 2) Pc 0 j e2v

of thermicity (Reference 2) 1) r , (4)

N geometrical index equal to 0, 1 or 2 The 1) symbols stand for the operators:

AF a a
- affinity of the chemical reaction l)- - + (u ± c) -

T1, (Reference 2) ax

u particle velocity D
--- +U --

w particle velocity in the frame of the D + x

steady flow
• appends a physical quantity at the sonic We introduce the sonic line L* with slope

Point dx*/dt = W. By hypothesis, we have W = u*
t time + c*. Let point M move towards L*. We have,
x space coordinate iin the limit, for the ý, + line passing through M:

CONNECTING THE REACTION lim1) +u + - lim 1)+p
RATE AND) THE TOPOGRAPHY pc

OF 'HE C LINES

When neglecting transport properties of + N-- - c* (o0) 0 (5)
the fluid, the equations of motion turn out to be x#

of hyperbolic type Since we are to study the
behavior of the flow variables in the vicinity of Care is to be taken in interpreting Equa-
a sonic point supposed to exist, the very con tion (5) since, as shown in Reference 4,
cept of a sonic line calls for the writing down of situations occur where the operations of limits
the Euler equations along the characteristic and derivations may be non-commutable.
directions Specifically, setting.

In characteristic form, 2 the flow equa du" dp* u*
tions at point M(x, t0 read A - + - +N -c(oi,)* (6)

Sdx
along, - u + c

dt
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with d/dt the derivative along L*, it was shown ds*
that A* may be nonzero and that: lim D1 =s - dt

•d . (12)
A* ýt0 -- lim D+ :4 1 (7)}12

hm D+ =dA*

From its very definition, parameter A* is dt
related among others to the thermicity of. It
proves to be related, as well, to a concept of Resorting now to the analysis in

relative acceleration which we are going to Reference 4 of the properties along the sonic

make precise, line, we should distinguish between the limits
of D+ u and D+- p, obtaining as a result:

Call x and x* the coordinates at time t of

points M and M*, respectively fastened to a ý,
line and to L*, and lim1) + A* du*

2 dt
e = x - x* (8)

*A dp*
their mutjal algebric distance. Following lim l)p + -(pc) - +
Reference 4, we have: 2 dt

de (13)
-= (u +c) -~(u* tc* ,(9)-x(A0

dt liml)u, IhnD-p (A 0)

d 2e du* dc* lim D -u, lim D - p
- -(l)u - -) + (1)+c- -) (10)

dt2 dt dt indeterminate (A* =O}

Equation (10) is the relative acceleration Combining Equations (9) through (13), as
along the E,+ line with respect to the sonic e 0 we get:
point.

Now, using p, s, and \ as state variables, de (
I) •c and dc*/dt are expressed as: dt

J) lim- 2- (C= pp O liradt 2 =p J s (15)

+ 1) + Equation (14) reflects the definition of a
dCX P, sonic line given in the introduction: an enve-

011) lope of characteristic lines.

Equation (15), with A* defined by Equa
dc* aci dp Ce i ds* tion (6), emerges as the key result of this

dt ap s dt d N' dt section. It establishes a connection between
the reaction rate, the underlying state of
motion along the sonic line and the topography

SI P- dt of the ,+ family of characten~tic curves in the
neighborhood of L1

The adiabaticity of the flow and the finite To make use of this result in the present
character ofe imply: reactive context, one observation is in order:
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we should distinguish between two limiting Remark 1: The Chapman-Jouguet
relative accelerations, one for each side of L*, scheme of a detonation allows of a sonic line L*
since the sonic line is supposed to exist within on the downstream side of the totally reactive
the domain of continuity of the physical fields. shock front, which is nonreactive. As already
Recalling Equation (8), we infer from Figure 1 emphasized in Reference 4, A* is nonzero along
that for any of the two possible patterns of the I*. The apparent conflict with Equation (16)
ý* lines "on the right" of L*, the left-hand and the theorem is cleared up at once
member of Equation (15) is -> 0, and S 0 on observing that L is bordered on one side only
the left. Consequently, by a continuous flow and does not coincide with

a characteristic line.

A -o. (16) APPLICATION TO THE STEADY

PPLANE SELF-SUSTAINED
Precisely stated: I)ETONATION WAVE

Theorem: a sonic line L" within any one-dimesiool onti~ou flw ~When the flow is steady in a frame
dimesional characteristtflic moving with the sonic point, we get on the
necessarily line sonic line:

C C

du = -p 0, N = 0, -A)that (of;)* = O.
dt dt

+ In the case of one progress variable, we are led
to the following corollary:

Corollary: In a steady one-dimensional det-
onation, the sonic state is equiva-

- +lently a state of zero thermicity.

Whenever the thermicity coeffi-
cient is nonzero, a sonic state is a
state of chemical equilibrium.

Remark 2: When a progress variables are
Figure 1. The Four Possible Patterns of present, the sonic state should satisfy the
Incoming or Outgoing + * Lines on Both Sides condition:
of a Sonic line

Since L1 should be an envelope of char- (o, r) 0.

acteristic lines as well, we conclude that the
presence of a sonic line is associated with the We admiL that both conditions of sonicity
property of two characteristic curves passing and zero thermicity determine a unique flow,
through the same point. Since this is known to
be impossible in a nonreactive flow, one should and proceed to consider this particular flow.
address reactive flows for possible examples of Flow Variables Versus Degree of
sonic lines within a continuous domain of the Advancement(o* e 0)
flow. The simplest example of reactive flow we
know of is the steady state one dimensional We intend here to specify the behavior of
detonation. Despite some of its nongeneric the physical variables in the vicinity of the
features, it will suffice to render the foregoing sonic point. In a slab geometry, v and p are
analysis meaningful We henceforth focus on expressed as functions of w alone using mass
this situation and momentum conservation equations:
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° w* E.O.S. a result known only for a polytropic gas.
. - w - w*) Elsewhere in Reference 3, it is assumed that:

v*

v* d7 - (u- U)k (22)
v - v* - (w- w*) du

w*

and subsequently that k = I for a y - law gas.
To set up firt the connection between w Equation (20) indicates that this result holds

and A, we work in a frame moving with the independently of the functional form of the
sonic line, where we write for MVI,* (lPeference E.O.S., a property which apparently the author
2): of Reference 3 was not aware of.

Call X a physical quantity of the reactive

dw 0 c2 w flow. When X(p, v, A) is expanded as a Taylor's

dA 2 (18) series, we get, according to Equations (17) and
C - 29), the useful estimate:

We deduce therefrom. X-X * -A)" 2  (23)

dw
lira - --* , (19) Remark,3: Wheno* = 0, Equation (18) is

dA indeterminate. The removal of this indeter-
mination yields;

As usual, we st,\* = I for convenience

Near the sonic point, a first order w - w c (1- H) and consequently

estimate of w(X) may be derived. To this end,
we use the integrated form of the flow 0
equations and prove Isee Appendixi that, in the X - X cx (1 - A).
reactive part of the flow, the function w(.)
behaves as: Reactivity Versus Degree of Advancement

Let us introduce the concept of reaction

-2 *If! order n (understood: in the vicinity of tb, sonic
.lc* v (20) point of the flow) via the following definition.

w -w 0 - X) (20
vI 1p o (I A)". (24)

L We also assume a power-law dependance for V:

with - -r z (pco) - sgn AF I AFIm (mŽ--0). (25)

Equation (20) indicates that we should Inserting Equation (23) into AF, we deduce

have from Equation (25):

r c (1 _ \),2, ,26)

d P > 0 (21) and get:

for the flow to exist.
n -: rm/2. (27)

The role of the E 0(S is thus clearly
identified and we remark that the approxi The effective reaction order is thus
mation in Equation (20) extends to a general always half the thermodynamic reaction order.
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The sonic point is at a finite distance whenever For o* ;t 0, as the sonic point is
n([0,11. On the other hand, the case m = 1 (n approached from the reactive side, the gradi-
= 1/2) corresponds to the classical linear rela- ents of the flow variables become infinite for
tion developed in the framework of the thermo- 0< n < 1/2, whatever the E.O.S. Thus, contrary
dynamics of irreversible processes (T.LP.). In to common belief (References 1-2), the solution
this case we write: may involve infinite gradients according to the

value of n. The results obtained in Reference 3
r (s , v) AF, may be arranged as in Table 1, with 1/2

where B* is a so-called phenomenological replaced by k/k+ 1. Our results imply that, in

coefficient. a proper thermodynamical setting, k should be
taken equal to one and not only for the y- law

This situation we call the generic case. gas, as already observed after Equation (22).

At the approximation of the T.I.P., the The fundamental effect of the reaction
effective reaction order is necessarily 1/2. rate on the evolution of the flow variables in

The choice m = 1/2 made by F'ickett and the vicinity of the sonic point is thus

Rivard5 thus proves to be consistent with the demonstrated.

thermodynamics of irreversible processes. If Topology of the k+ Lines (a* ; 0)
0* = 0, following Remark 3, we get n = 1.

We go on studying the conformation of
Gradients at the Sonic Point the + curves in the steady case near the sonic

When o --- 0, the results obtained allow linc on the reactive side for a nonzero a*. The

one to remove the indetermination due to the k characteristics are a one parameter family

fact that A* = 0 ti.e.: Equation (13)1. To this of integral curves of the equation:

end, dw/dx is expressed as: dx
-- u(x) + cax). (30)

dw = dw d( dt

dx dX dx The integration of Equation (30) requires
the knowledge of u(x) and c(x). By use of Equa-

On account of Equations (20), (4), and tions (4) and (24) we get:
(24), we deduce the estimate:

1

dw -n*) (31)
d- w (l-)n- 12 (29) 1 A xx( -

dx As already shown, the gradients behave

The incertainty concerning the flow as(1I-)n-1 2 ,soweobtainthegradientofu + c

gradients is removed. We get for X--*I Table 1. in the following form:

For o* - 0, the gradient dw/dx is finite d(u + c)

(cf.: Remark 3 and ; t 0) at the sonic point. oa (x - x4 ) (32)

dw * A first integration gives:
Table 1. For o*;tO, - versus the effective

order of reaction ig* o 0*2 *4Bf(*3 ,1 ~ (u+c)-(u+c)~ 0'(x-x )'- 1,(3o o c gv 2,' with P* a computable thermodynamic coeffi-

cient, which, from the definition of the k+
n 0 + 1/2 1- lines, may be rewritten as:

d-.]g* d(x -x ) n. x )2 ,! . (dx _19 0 dt 0C (x - x(34)

dt
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A second integration determines the Note the exponential departure in the
graph of the ý, line through point M, (xi, tj) generic case (n = 1/2). These results were
near 1.*. obtained independently of a specific E.O.S.

Two circumstances should be distin- and, above all, without recourse to a global
guished: study of the flow.

Figure 4 displays a typical array of the
'irst, when n • 1/2 k+ lines wihtin the classical Z.N.D. model,

x(t)- x(t)[ (t-t*)+lx Ix '/(3 which requires an inert shock ahead.
I Iq- N.B. The schematic graph of Figure 4 pre-

I - 2n supposes the existence of a solution to
with q the stationary problem with a non-

2(1 - n)' pathological sonic point within the
flow. It may be seen that, for such a

Second, when n = 1/2 solution to exist, it is at least neces-

sary that, at the "frozen CJ point" of

x(t) - x*(tx [x -X*(t )l exp 10*(t-t )l. (36) the equilibrium Hiugoniot curve Ite as
defined on p. 143 of Reference 2, a con-
dition on (dp/d•)hi be fulfilled.

Equations (35) and (36) specify the

behavior of a k,+ line near the sonic point.

For 0<n< 1/2 (infinite gradients) coeffi-
cient q is positive. Each of the k+ is initially tt

tangent to the L* line: the L* line is an
envelope to the k+ and a characteristic line as
well (see Figure 2). This is an example of two +
characteristics of the same family passing
through the same point. -

In agreement with Equations (15) and /

(16), the initial relative acceleration 6* is seen ,-

to be zero. The contact of the k+ lines with ,. x-

their envelope is higher than second order.

For 1/2_n<l (finite gradients) the L* ........ -
line is an asymptote to the k+ curves and a
characteristic as well (see Figure 3). Figure 3. The 4+ Lines on the Steady Side of

L*(I/2!_n<1), o- :r 0

(unsteady) (dezonation

zone //'hock

7637

÷v / ÷

/-/ / - ,.../
"7 / // /' i /

//

/1 - -/ ////7

Figure 2. The •+ Lines on the Steady Side of Figure 4. Characteristic Diagram for
L*'(O<n<1!2), o* • 0. I/2<_nKlintheCase o• • 0
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CONCLUSION a w + p (2)

Starting from the assumption that the
distinctive features of the non-supported one- e + 1 + I 2 a
dimensional detonation should be ascribed to 2
the existence of a sonic line L*, an envelope to
one family of characteristic lines, we endeav- where the ai are a set of arbitrary constants.
oured to make clear the status of L* in the Let us first establish an apparently
unrestricted one-dimensional context without unnoticed expression for o, which will prove
appealing to the kinetics, a mere local problem. both simple and suggestive.
The main result is that, if it is to exist within a
reactive domain of the flow, L* must be a We start from the definition of a
characteristic line as well. In the workable (Reference 2):
situation of the steady one-dimensional deto-
nation front, this amounts to the condition of 2 p
zero thermicity at the sonic point. There, the pco a (3)
gradients of the physical variables on the

stationary side prove to be finite whenever the The right-hand member is transformed
state is either one of equilibrium and the to:
kinetics conform to TI.P., or a pathological
state. Otherwise they are infinite or zero. o op asS~(4)
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APPENDIX pc2o a T (T )
We start from Equation 2: av T s

2 This last relation brings out the general
dw 0 c w connection between the chemical affinity and
d - c2 w2 ) the thermicity coefficient. When specialized to

the sonic point, which is a point of chemical
equilibrium in this study (W* i 0; - AF*

In the steady frame, the mechanical 0), we get:
equations are integrated to give:2

w(c 2 o) =- v' ~ (6)

v
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The quantity c2 
- w 2 is then expanded in a , v3 2p I*

Taylor's series in the vicinity of the sonic point A* - - 0
:(AV = V-v*, As= S -s*, AX=X-1, Aw = W-w*), c* 2~ 2 2 s,A•

Noting that the order of partial differen-
tiations does not affect the results, we write: B*.(v2l AF ]•v ,A [-2v1 IFIA) s 0

dc~~~~_-- 2 21 0A A C2a
2'S =s I v Id2 T 3 2 * I8AFI

a_ 0 N '(oc) -cIv 7 0.

(7)
In the absence of transport we also have: The integration of Equation (10) gives the

de - pdv and consequently: solution:

ds - T dX. (8) X- I- exp (w-w )- IB. 2 N *(

Finally, using Equations (2), (7), and (8)
combined with AF* = 0, we obtain after some A w- -- (w-w,
algebra: B*

2  2 *2 - ]* a which is now expanded as:C -W =-V 1 ] s- AV

dv2 V'A*
A 2 3

A-I - (w - w )2+ 0 (w-- w

+ (v2 F 2 aAF I 24' (9) 2N

To finish with, the next estimate on the
reactive side of the sonic line is obtainedOn account of the relation Av = v*/w* Aw, (w<w*'; <lI):

Equation (1) is expressed to first order in the 1

form:
s -2 loa ]x 1/2

dw N* w*- w OcE - (1 - X)L/2.S: ,(10)2
dA A*(w-w*)+ B*((A 1) v p2p)
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INVESTIGATIONS OF THE INFLUENCE OF POLYMORPHOUS
TRANSFORMATION ON THE PROCESS OF DETONATION OF

MIXTURES CONTAINING HE AND SUBSTANCES UNDERGOING
TRANSFORMATION

E. Wlodarczyk, R. Trebinski, W. Trzcinski, and W. Witkowski
Technical Military Academy

00-908 Warsaw
POLAND

The analysis is made of the detonation process of mixtures containing
high explosives and materials such as graphite, boron nitride, and
silicon that undergo polimorphous transformation in the reaction zone
of the detonation wave. It is shown that the detonation velocity in such
mixtures depends on the kinetics of both chemical and polimorphous
truns/brmations. The possibility of the realization of a weak detonation
is concluded.

FACTS

Investigations of the detonation process of velocity changes in the reaction zone of the
mixtures of high explosives with substances detonation wave. In Figure 3 oscillograms of
undergoing polimorphous transformation mass velocity, obtained by the use of the
under high pressure (graphite, hexagonal electromagnetic method, are presented.
boron nitride, silicon)1 ' 2'3' 4'5 revealed interest- Behind the von Neumann spike a rapid
ing features of the process. It was established decrease (a throw) of the velocity u appears. It
that the polimorphous transformation, taking corresponds to a 300 - 600 m/s velocity
place in the detonation wave, influences the decrease. A small increase in the velocity
character of the dependence of the detonation comes after the throw, followed in some cases
velocity 1) on the density of explosive p,- In by a plateau. Only at a distance from the
Figures 1 and 2 )(p,)) curves, plotted on the throw does a decrease in velocity occur; this
basis of data published in References 1, 3, and can be attributed to a Taylor wave. In the case
4 are presented. Instead of the usual linear of a pressure excess in the initiation of
diagrams, we have to make do with disconti- detonation, a small jump of the mass velocity is
nuity points (throws) of the function I)(p,), as observed that can be attributed to a shock
well as discontinuity points of its first deriva- traveling in the same direction as detonation.
tive (bends). In the bends the slope of the D1(po) Mass velocity profiles of the type presented in
function decreases or increases In throws the Figure 3 were observed at densities p0,
value of 1) always increases. It was noticed corresponding to the throws on the D(po)
that the location and the character of peculiari- curves. At densities corresponding to the
ties of 1) (p,,) curves depend on the size of bends, mass velocity profiles without throws
granules of material undergoing transforma- were obtained.
tion. In particular, no throws were observed Additional information, useful for the
for the mixture of Ri)X and silicon with the experimental facts interpretation, was
granules size of 200 - 250 pm . obtained in the way of theoretical estimation of

Another interesting feature of the process detonation parameters. In Figure 4 detonation
under consideration is a character of mass adiabates of RI)X/graphite 75/25 mixture are
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Figure 1. Detonation Velocity-I)en.iity D -a-
grams fir 1-RI)X/C 75/25, 2-TNT'/Ri)X/IHN
18. 75/56.25.'25. 3-TNT/RDX'IN 15/45/40
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Figure 2. Detonation Velocity-Densityv Dit-
g ra m s fo r. I -T N T 'R D X /H N 18 .75 '5 6 .2 5 /2 5 , , +, , , :,, -,,,,,H, , ,,- . +..I+ -...
2-T'I'/RI)X Si 18,.75/56.25/25 (200 -250 pIm), ..
3-TNT'RDXS Si 1 75/56.25/25 (40 -50 im)

presented They were calculated by the
method described in Reference 6. 1i1) and 11G
adiabates were obtained when estimating the Figure 3. Experimental Oscillograms of the
compressibility of the addition on the base of Mass Velocity, Recorded by the Use of Lorentz
the lower and upper branches of the shock Type Electromagnetic Gauges Made of 20 pm
adiabate of graphite, respectively. The influ- Aluminum Foil; u =500 m/s/div, t=100 ns/div.
ence of thermal effects was assessed these Oscillogram (a) corresponds to the detonation of
were assumed, in Reference 3. to be the reason TNT/RDX/IBN 18.75/56.25/25 mixture, (b) -
for the peculiarities of the 1)(p,,) function (d) to the detonation of RDX/C 901lO mixture.
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(adiabate Ili) The heat of the polimorphous Theoretical calculations gave values of D
transformation was appraised, by setting it to differing by 100 - 400 m/s from the results of
be equal to the potential barrier of rhombohe- measurements. Hlowever, it was established
dral graphite to diamond transformation 7-- that the comparison of slopes of experimental
32kJ/mole. The difference between heats and theoretical D(po) curves is very informa-
absorbed by graphite and diamond was tive. In Figure 5 exemplary D(p0 ) curves are
appraised by calculating the difference presented. Graph 1 corresponds to the lack of
between heats absorbed by these materials by transformation, 2 to the full transformation,
heating them from 300 to 3500K-- 2.6 kJ/mole. and 3 is plotted on the basis of experimental
Mutual location of the adiabates proves that results. Below the lower bend A, graphs 1 and
the transformation causes a decrease in the 3 are parallel. Above that point the experi-
slope of the Rayleigh line, that means a drop in mental diagram has a distinctly lower slope
the detonation velocitv. than the two others. Joining points lying on

graphs I and 2, in which von Neumann spike
I I 1 pressure is equal to the pressure in the lower

30 p,GPa and the tipper cusps on shock adiabates (12 and
HH G 21 GPa for BN, 20 and 37 GPa for graphite), a

line segment is obtained roughly parallel to
the appropriate segment of the experimental

20 H2 line. Above the bend B the experimental curve
Hoc H has a considerably higher slope than both

theoretical diagrams. The slope increases

when approaching the throw C. Above the
10- - throw the slope of graph 3 decreases.

Described regularities refer not only to dia-
grams shown in Figure 5, but also to other

V/V 0  accessible data.
I I

.6 .7 .8 9 Estimated values of the pressure pN in
lower bends are concurrent with pressures in

FfRDXC lower cusps on shock adiabates psA. Pressures
Figure 4 withnut n Adiabth1.6 forgDX3 corresponding to upper bends B are signifi-
751'25 Mixture with D~ensity 1.6 g,'n 3  cantly lower than pressures in upper cusps psB.

Considerably better concurrence takes place
when comparing values of pSB and pN for upper

8- Dkm/s cdges ofthe throws.

22 INTERPRETATION

Let us consider a transition along the
7 Rayleigh line between two adiabates of

B intermediate composition -- Figure 6. The
progress of the reaction is characterized by a

3 Bquantity, n, and the progress of the trans-
6 formation by a quantity, 1. If the transforma-

tion was frozen, the state would change from
A g/CM 3 the point I on the adiabate (n,l) to the point J

05 g on the adiabate (n + An,l). The transformation
1.1 1.3 1.5 1.7 1.9 causes the state changing to the point K1 on

the adiabate (n+ An,l+ All). The location of
Figure5 Theoretical(I! and2) andIxperimen- the adiabate (n+ An,l+All) between (n,l) and
tal (3) D)etonation Velocity-Density I)iag, ams (n + An,l) depends on the relation between An
for RIX'C 75,25 Mixture and Al 1 , i-e., it depends on the relation between
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the rate of the reaction dn/dt and the rate of the Measurements of changes in time of
transformation dl/dt. pressure and electrical resistance 0 of shocked

In the case when dl/dt > dnldt, a shift of graphite and BN samples provided a reason for
the assessment that, at pressures approximate

adiabate (n,+) is possible. The transition th to ps, the rate of transformation does not
adbthe pintK,) is accompossibe. Te transin t exceed 1 ps1. At pressures lower than psAdl/dt
the point K2 is accompanied by a pressu rapidly decreases with pressure drop. Little
increase. If the point I lay on the weak branch scatter in experimental psa values can be
of the (n,l) adiabate, a drop in the pressure explained by this fact. When the upper cusp of
would correspond to this situation (13 -K3  the shock adiabates is approaching, the rate

grows to the order of 100 ps-. It stems from
The dependence of state changes on the this data that the change in pressure from 12

reaction and the transformation kinetics to 21 GPa for BN and from 20 to 37 GPa for
makes us look for the explanation of the I)(p0 ) graphite is accompanied by the increase of
function peculiarities in the relation between dl/dt by two orders of magnitude.
rates of both processes. For the analysis of this
relation information is necessary concerning Tel iiial re of t trnsformation
the order of magnitude of dnrdt and dl/dt, their relatively low. There is a distinct induction
dependence on the pressure and the character period of the transformation at pressuresof their changes in time. In Reference 7 the considerably exceeding psA. The induction
ofteirof magnitude of dnmdt at the beginning period is followed by the fast phase of the
order ofmgiueo rd ttebgnig transformation. A little part of the material
and at the end of the reaction zone was undergoes transformation in the third,
estimated on the basis of experimental data. relatively slow phase.
The following values were obtained: 60 and
8 ps-1 for TNT and 80 and 2ps 1 for PIBX 9505. The following conclusions stem from the
These data prove, that the reaction starts with above information. First, the value of dl/dt
a very high rate, after that its rate decreases becomes comparable with the dn/dt value at
by more than one order of magnitude. The the end of the reaction zone for pressure
results of reaction time measurements 8 ,4 approximate to psA- It explains the concurrence
showed that the change of the pressure pN from between psA and pNA values. Second, the
10 to 30 GPa is accompanied by the increase in dependence of the transformation rate on
the rate by 4 to 5 times. For pr > 30 GPa the pressure is much stronger than that of the
reaction time is almost constant. reaction rate. Therefore, the influence of the

P 0 (n.an,liA12) p puN
K2  (n,I) N

HM
(n n, l l) \H

N13 S
(n\anj".ni2 ) K3

V V

Figure 6 Possible Transitions Between Figure 7. The p-v Diagram for Detonation with
Adiahates of Intermediate Composition High Rate of the Transfo•rmation
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transformation on the detonation process The point 11 lies on the weak branch of
becomes stronger with pressure increase. At the detonation adiabate. It means that the
pressures considerably exceeding ps.A, the weak detonation regime is realized. This fact
relation dl/dt>dn/dt may be Fulfilled. The explains the occurrence of a plateau of mass
character of changes in time of dn/dt and dl/dt velocity behind the reaction zone and the
suggests, that at first this relation is fulfilled propagation of the initiation pressure excess in
at. the end of the reaction zone. Third, the the form of a shock at a distance from the
presence of an induction period of transforma- detonation wave. Because the velocity of a
tion causes the influence of the reaction to weak detonation is higher than the velocity of
always prevail at the front of the detonation the normal detonation, an increase in the 1)
wave. value should occur. This increase manifests

itself in the form of an Increase of the slope of
interpretation of' the Course ofn the I(pi , the l)(p() function above the point B. The point

function can be performed. The lower bend B corresponds to the situation, when both
processes are in the equilibrium at the end of

appears, when the transformation rate the reaction zone. Measurements have shown
magnitude as dn/dt at the end of the reaction that for 40 mm charges, used in investigations

zone. F~or dl/dt growing faster with pressure reported in References 1-5, the velocity of

than dn/dt, the degree of the transformation in detonation deviates from its ideal value by

the reaction zone increases when p,, increases. 200-300 m/s. Therefore, the appearance of the

This is the reason for the decreasing of the supersonic flow domain inside the reaction
slope of Ip,,) curves. F~or a value of p,), the zone may cause an additional increase in the

influence of the reaction and the transforma- slope of )(p,) by weakening the lateral

tion balance each other at the end of the rarefaction influence.

reaction zone. At higher values of p, in a part At pressures approaching psi the
of the zone the influence of the transformation polimorphous transformation considerably
prevails As it was established before, this fact accelerates. 10 Its acceleration gives rise to an
has consequences for the character of state increase in the detonation velocity which
changes inside the zone. The analysis of manifests itself as a throw in the Dl(p,) dia-
various possibilities proved,' that the case gram. The upper edge of the throw corresponds
corresponding to Figure 7 takes place in to the situation in which almost the whole
reality. The Rayleigh line is tangent to an materiai undcrgoes transformation in a very
adiabate, for which the influences of both short time, preceded by an induction period
processes are balanced. At the change of state comparable with the reaction time. Calculated
from the point N to M, the influence of the values of pN for the upper edge of throws are
reaction prevails When state changes from close to the location of the upper cusps on shock
point M to S, the influence of the trans- adiabates.
formation is stronger After the point S has An increaseof p above psii gets the induc-
been reached, the reaction starts to prevail tion time of the transformation to shorten, and
The balance between the influence of the the sonic point M to move toward the front of
transformation and the reaction means that the detonation wave. It gives rise to the
dv/dt=0 and dp/dt--0. It follows from the diminishing of the reaction progress, n, corre-
equations governing the flow in the reaction sponding to the adiabate which the point M lies
zone, that als,1 du/dt 0 Moreover, trhe
equality d2 v/dt 2 -=0 is fulfilled in the point M, on. For that reason, the detonation velocity
and also d2tu/dyt2 It means, that the increment is less than it would be if a constant
aundtlon dudt h (s It means, Thatrte isa value of n corresponded to the point M. It
function u(t) has an inflex ion. There is a

qualitative agreement between the character explains the decrease of the slope of the l)(p,)

of the u(t) function followed from the above curves above the point C (see Figure 5).

considerations and experimental records The process of thermal relaxation, con-
shown in Figure 3 sisting in heat exchange between detonation
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products and addition, can have considerable occurrence of the transformation induction
influence on detonation parameters. This is period.
the reason for observed dependence of the 7. When interpreting the character of l)(po)
location and the character of peculiarities of curves, the thermal relaxation process should
the l)(p,,J function on the granules' size of be taken into account.
the addition undergoing transformation. Non-
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EXAMPLES OF I)ETONATION SHOCK DYNAMICS FOR
DETONATION WAVE SPREAD APPLICATIONS

D. Scott Stewart
Department of'Theoretical and Applied Mechanics

University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois 61801

and

John B. Bdzil
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

This paper gives some examples of the method of detonation shock
dynamics applied to simple geometries suitable for experiment. In
particular we consider the rate stick geometry (which involves cartesian
coordinates), and cylindrical and spherical geometry. With an
assumed fi)rm for the normal detonation shock velocity - curvature
relation, we calculate characteristic relaxation to steady state dynamics

which can be observed in experiment. This paper is a companion of a
paper by Bdzil, Fickett, and Stewart appearing in these proceedings.

INTROI)UCTION D = DCj -- (K). (1)

Many explosives engineering problems We call this relation the l),-K relation.
involve the prediction of a fully developed,
high order detonation spreading through This discovery has led us to suggest the
explosive that has a complex two- or three- method of "Dexnation Shock Dynamics"
dimensional shape. The prediction of the time (DSD) as a simple way to calculate the dynam-
of arrival of the detonation at a chosen point is ics of the leading detonation shock. Since our
a necessary ingredient in the design of the theoretical calculations have shown that the
explosive element in a system. The most functional form of the Dn-K relation depends
common rule used in design assumes that the on the equation of state (EOS) and the form
detonation shock advances along the local of the energy release, which are properties of
normal to the shock at the one-dimensional, the explosive, we have postulated that such a
Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) velocity. This is relation exists and can be measured directly by
equivalent to the lluygens construction of experiment in systems with smoothly evolving
geometrical optics. Recent theoretical work in detonation shocks. 3'4 Once the Dn-K relation is
the hydrodynamic theory of time-dependent, determined, it implies a partial differential
multidimensional detonation1 '2 has shown that equation for the location of the shock surface
when the detonation reaction zone is short for multidimensional geometry and an ordi-
compared to the radius of curvature of the nary differential equation in one-dimensional
diverging detonation shock (which is com- geometry for the shock location.
parable to the dimensions of the device), the
normal detonation shock velocity is the CJ The surface construction for the shock
value minus a correction which is a function of implied by this method is a modification of the
the local curvature. This is represented as CJ-Iluygens construction. The Dn-K relation
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implicitly includes and predicts the non-ideal
behavior due to finite length reaction zone A

effects. n

In wnat follows, we will solve the
initiation transient for a rate s~ick, which is a
multidimensional problem. Cartesian (or
cylindrical) coordinates are the natural ones to
use, with the z-axis aligned in the direction of
the propagating detonation. The l)SI) solution
to this problem involves a partial differential
equation (PI)E) for the shock position. The
solution of the PI)E requires a discussion of th,
boundary conditions to be applied at the edge
of the tick. We then analyze the expanding
cylindrical and spherical l)Sl) detonation and
show how experiments in simple geometry r
could be used to discover the I),-K relation Figure 1. Rate Slick Geometry
intrinsic to the explosive.

RATE STICK EXAM PLE AND K = ( 1 (rr(5)

SOME REPRESENTATIVE 
(5)

DYNAMICS ar 'r ar

For the case of a rate stick, we represent respectively. Substitution of nr into the left-
the equation of the surface of the shock by hand side of Equation (5) shows

S = z - (z (r,t) + I) t) = 0 (2) "

K S ,for plane and
Note that Equation (2) reflects that the 3VI +z2
velocity of the shock is )(,j to a first approxi
mation. A schematic of the rate stick and z z
coordinate system is shown in Figure 1. S - +

In order to illustrate the partial differ rV1+zs 3 \/I+z 2 '
S

ential equation implied by Equation (1), we
need expressions for D,, and K in terms of r for r;t0 and
and t. Note that K is the total curvature of the
surface and is defined by the surface relation -12 z1'L

K V . ,3) forrO, forcylindricalgeometry. (6)
A .

where n1 is the local unit normal to the (let The definition of the normal velocity of
onation shock. With the surface representa- the shock surface is defined in terms of S by
tion given by Equation (2) •i is simply

dS
-- "2+ l)cj

A Z sr L" a S (+ he - . 7
- wherez-- (4) where (7)

v1 .
2  + .,2' IVr \/I7+' a
.S S

In plane and axisymmetric cylindrical coor If (,(K) is known explicitly, then the following
dinates, K is given by Pl)E is derived for z, from Equation (1),
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+ ;2 (1) - a(K)) - D If an equation like Equation (13) governs
= c - ) CJ the behavior of the detonation shock in a finite

where K is shown in Equation (6). domain, then boundary conditions must be
applied at the end of the domain, i.e., at the

To discuss the results, we choose length, cylindrical surface of the rate stick.
velocity, and time scales appropriate to the
experiment; the velocity scale is Dcj; the Boundary Conditions
length scale is the diameter of the stick, d; andthe time scale is dIDcj. Thus we replace Zs by The boundary condition is applied at the

the imescae i d/cj. huswe eplcenowb interface between the explosive shock and thedz, and so on, where the tilde superscript now confinement: the curve generated by the
refers to dimensional quantities and plain intersection of the explosive shock and the
variables like z,, etc., now refer to the dimen- cylindrical surface of the stick. Immediately
sionless, scaled variables. For example, the behind the shock the pressure is near the CJ
scaled Equation (1) now reads value. When the explosive is unconfined, the

1)n = I - a(K) , where Q(K) - d(k)/f)Cj. (9) pressure just outside the explosive is at or near
the undisturbed value (zero). In order for the

One of the fundamental hypotheses of flow to execute such a transiiion, an expansion
l)Sl) is that the correction to the normal fan must be embedded in the flow at the
detonation velocity is small. This requires that intersection of the shock and the edge. If the

0(K) = Dj < < 1 (10) flow evolves quasi-stealily at the edge, then it
is a two-dimensional, steady, supersonic flow

For illustration, we assume that the D,,-K with an imbedded fan.
relation is linear. (A linear relation was The effects are different for strong con-
derived in Equation (2) for a particular EOS finement provided by a (metal) tube wall or by
and energy release law.) Thus we write adjoining explosive than when no confinement

= b 0. (11) is provided and the explosive products expand
freely into a vacuum. Bdzil showed,5 for a

Since the shock curvature K, measured on the reasonable EOS and for a finite thickness inert
scale of the stick diameter is not necessarily tube, that the matching problem described
small, consistcrncy with the requirement Equa- above determines the shock attachment angle,
tion (10) implies that relative to the wall. If there is no confinement,

then one can derive the edge condition by
b _= b/(dD(-j) < < 1. (12) noticing that if the flow is quasi-steady, it must

Equation (8) (for plane geometry) now be either a sonic or a supersonic flow in a frame
reads where the observer is moving along the edge

at the shock/edge intersection speed (which is
bz different from the local detonation speed). In

S(VN +z' 2 - 1) + (13) either case, the shock/edge intersection angle
S (I + z2) is determined.

Suppose that the shock slope is very small, Thus a very simple and theoretically con-

compared to one, so that z's, can be neglected. sistent boundary condition for Equation ( 3) is

Then the first term of the right-hand side of
Equation (13) vanishes and the denominator of z a at r= - ,for a -0. (14)
the second term is replaced by unity. The heat
equation results for zs, with b acting as the Note that a is zero when the confinement is
diffusion coefficient. Indeed, Eq'iation (13) is a perfect and provided by adjacent explosive.
nonlinear heat equation; DSD calculations The slope a probably takes on a value no bigger
show the diffusive behavior of parabolic evolu than one for most explosives when the flow is
tion equations. unconfined.
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Typical Detonation Shock Dynamics to the disturbance (rarefactions) caused by the

A multidimensional DSD calculation confining edges.

requires that the initial detonation shock loca- An important experimental question is:
tion be given in the explosive. In addition, the How long does it take to get a steady wave?
confinement must be specified, i.e., a given. To This question has implications for the sizing of
illustrate typical detonation shock dynamics, the experimental apparatus. In this instance
we consider the problem of a plane detonation we can answer the question by first computing
that is initially plane and CJ. Thus we solve long enough to achieve the steady wave veloc-
Equation (13) (for plane geometry) with the ity (which will be slightly below the CJ value),
boundary condition Equation (14) and the and then comparing that to the transient
initial data that velocities in the stick. Not surprisingly, one

finds that the decay to steady state is different
z = z =0 for -4 <r< < at t =0. (15) depending on r, the distance from the center-

line of the stick. Figure 3 shows the transient
Once z: is found, the shock location is of i. (which is the velocity decrement from the

CJ value along the axis of the stick), as a
z t + z (rt). (16) function of time. The figure shows that the

The PDE, with boundary and initial con- edge initially lags far behind the center, but

ditions, can be solved numerically, easily, and eventually achieves the steady velocity of the
final detonation shock.

quickly with a standard PDE package that is

suitable for the heat equation. In this case, we Another, similar comparison is shown in
chose the IMSL routine DPDES. A copy of the Figure 4, where the velocity was monitored
Fortran code, suitable for plane geometry is along the edge and centerline. The steady
found in the appendix. velocity decrement (the difference between the

Figure 2 shows the results of solving the steady wave velocity and CJ) and the time

initial, boundary value problem with a = 1.0, required to achieve 99 percent of the steady
initial, bondarythathe pioalcawtlaaed time, decrement was recorded. Then a was varied tob : .1 and with the final calculrted time, show the effect of confinement.
tfinal : 1.0. The wave fronts are plotted at 10

equal time increments. If the wave were plane Note that the time for 99 percent of the
then it would travel exactly one unit in z. steady velocity to be achieved for the center-
Notice that the final wave location is retarded line is consistently smaller than at the edge;
from its plane value due to the slight decre- this is consistent with the edge flow being more
ment in the wave velocity. The initial tran- unsteady. Also, notice that the limit a = 0
sient clearly shows that the wave is initially corresponds to an infinitesimal disturbance
flat and then distorts into its steady shape due applied to the detonation shock by the wall. In

a= 1O, bf.1,iman= 1.0

10 0 0 ccnwrlrneI.O.~~~/ -o01 %,,_dn

0.8/ -0.21

0.6

-0.3

0.4 -0.4

02 -05

-0.6 ,, - ,

00 0.0 1.0 2,0 3.0 4.0
-0,6 .04 -02 0.0 0.2 04 06 t

Figure 3. Decay to Steady State at Edge and
Figure 2. Evolution in a Rate Stick Centerline for a = 1, b = .1
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Figure 4. Time to 99 Percent Steady Velocity Figure 5. The Diameter Effect Curve
Decrement Shown for the Edge and Centerline

the small disturbance limit, Equation (13) opposed to along the axis for the rate stick.) In
reduces to the heat equation, which has a finite particular
relaxation time for a small disturbance to
decay. K = j/f, wherej = 1 for cylindrical

detonation and j = 2
An immediate conclusion is that there is for spherical detonation. (17)

a finite relaxation time for even a small
disturbance to decay on the surface of the Also
detonation shock in explosives. If the DSD O7n = df/di . (18)
hypothesis holds, this characteristic relaxation
time should be measurable by experiment. Again, it is useful to identify character-

istic scales for an experiment. The velocity
As a is increased, the disturbance to the scale is again chosen as l)cj, the length scale is

detonation shock from the wall increases in chosen as the initial detonation radius Rt, and
magnitude corresponding to the behavior the time scale is chosen as R/Dcj. The scaled
shown in the figure. version of Equation (1) now reads

Finally, Figure 5 shows the diameter
effect curve, which is easily calculated for this t = 1 - a(/r), where a(/r) = d(/f)/IDcj. (19)

example. Note that the dimensional diameter Equation (19)is a separable fit order differ-
d appears in the denominator in the definition ential equation that can be solved directly by
of b in Equation (12). Consequently, varying b integration.
is equivalent to varying the inverse stick diam- integration.
eter, i/d. To illustrate the relaxation dynamics of

cylindrical and spherical waves, we consider
EXAMPLES OF EXPANDING two cases with different functional forms for
CYLINDRICAL AND SPHERICAL the Do-K relation. We consider the cases where
DETONATION the dependence on the curvature is linear and

When spherical and cylindrical detona- varies as a square root, i.e.,

tion are considered, the expressions for the linear, d(f) = bi,
curvature and the normal detonation velocity linar, d~i) =

are simply related to the detonation radius, r. square root, d~i) = . (20)
The problem of DSD in this instance reduces to Note that the constant b has different dimen-
solving a first order, separable differential
equation. (Note that the cylindrical detonation
considered here differs from the rate stick in The requirement that the normal det-
that the detonation propagates only radially as onation velocity is corrected by a small amount
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for these cases leads to a restriction on b,
namely 1

linear, b =- /(R• ccj) < < 1, and D n ( Da1b kp

square root, b = b/(M .cj) < < 1. (21) cylindncal D

40

For these examples Equation (19) now reads 0-e spheca

linear, t I - bj/r, and
20

square root, t = 1 - bji/r, (22)' £ cyliunrcal

subject to the initial condition
0

r = 1 at t = 0. (23) 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3

b

The solutions to Equation (22) with Equa-
tion (23) are found analytically by integration Figure 6. Decay to Dm j for Cylindrical andto obtain g Spherical Geometries for Different Dn-Kc

linear, r- + bj ) Relations
l bj curvature: both by the influence of the

* ~- bj* geometry and through a(K). For example,

square root, r -1 + 2bj* Inr t Figure 6 shows that independent of the
I -bj explosive's intrinsic dependence on curvature,

(24) a cylindrical detonation decays to CJ more
quickly than a spherical detonation. This is a

The decay to steady-state is a function of b, geometric effect, since for a given radius, the
which contains in its definition the properties curvature of the spherical detonation is twice
of the explosive. that of a cylindrical detonation. The figure

also shows that the square root case decaysSuppose we ask: at what time does the (relatively) much more slowly to the steady

detonation achieve 99 percent of its final veloc- state than the linear case due to the larger

ity from a given initial radius, r? Then for the velocity deremn effeto sue root

linear case we find from Equation (22) that curvature.

t = .99 and bj/r = .01 , (25) Finally, these simple geometries offer

and substitution into Equation (24) gives the possibility of determining portions of the
Dn-K relation directly from experiment. For

99bj\ example, consider a cylindrical or a spherical
t99% = 10 0bj - 1 + bj InI -b ). (26) shot in which the radius, time, and velocity of

the detonation shock is recorded by a pin

A similar calculation for the -uare root case method. Once the expanding wave has
shows approached a velocity within 10 percent of the

CJ velocity, one plots the data of velocity
/ 99bjt \versus radius. A hypothetical example is

t99'% = b2j(000)2 _ I + 2bj lnl I --- bj " shown in Figure 7.

In this figure the radius is scaled with
respect to its initial value and the velocity is

The time t99% is plotted versus b in Figure 6 for scaled with the CJ velocity. Since in these

the cylindrical and spherical geometries, simple geometries K = j/r and t = D., the data
shown in Figure 7 can be converted pointwise

These results show clearly that the decay into the experimentally measured Dn-K rela-
to the steady state is strongly affected iy the tion, which is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 7. Hypothetical Velocity - Radius Data APPENDIX
from a Cylindrical Shot program rtstk

parameter(npdes = I ,nx = 10 l,iy =npdes)

too - dimension wk(68*nx + 5), x(nx),
&y(npdes,2,nx)
external fcn,bndry

0.95 -commonldcj/dcj ,a,b
open(unit = 6,status = 'new',file = 'rsout')

090-open(u~nit = 7,st~atus = 'old',file = 'rsin')
open(unit = 8,status = 'new',file = 'edge')

085 c

c x(i) plays the role of r and y(l 1j,) plays the
0901. 1 c role of z-shock in the paper

0.0 0. 0. 0.8 1.0 1-2C
kappa = ftc input data, dcj, shock confinement angle

Figure 8. Conversion to the Do,-iRelation C
Corresponding to Figure 7 read(7,*)dcj,a,b,trinal ,nstep

c dcj=1I
c a=1.0
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ye 0.0 c imsldpdes
ycl =0.0 c
tol = l.e-6 subroutine bndry (npdes,x,
h = 1.0e-5 &t,alpha,beta,gamp)
t = 0.0 dimension alpha(2),beta(2),gamp(2)
dt = tfinallnstep ifmx.It.0.0)then
index = I alpha(l) = 0.0

c beta(l) = 1.0
c solve the equation implied by the gamp(l) = 0.0
c Dn-kappa relation to determine shock else
c locus relative to the steady Dcj frame. alpha(l) = 0.0
c beta(l) = 1.0

do 20j = 1, nstep gamp(l) = 0.0
tend : t + dt endif
call dpdes(npdes,fcn,bndry,t,h,&tend,x,y, return
iy,nx,tol,index,wk,ier) end

c c

c evaluate lab frame shock location and c this subroutine defines the Dn-kappa
c write to output c relation
c also evaluate the shock velocity along the c
c shock and centerline and write to output subroutine dkappa (crv,alph)
c common/dcj/dcj,a,b

do 30 i = l,nx alpha = b*crv
z = y(l,l,i) + dcj*t return
write(6,*)x(i),z end

30 continue
nxh = nxml/2+ 1 DISCUSSION
ve = (y(1l, i, 1)- ye)/dt M. COWPERTHWAITE
vcl = (y(l,1 ,nxh)- ycl)/dt SRI International
write(8,25)t,vevcl Menlo Park, CA

25 format(e 12.6,2x,e 12.6,2x,e 12.6)
ye = y(l, 1,1) Have you considered the possibility of a
ycl = y(l,l,nxh) reactive Prandtl-Meyer fan when the flow at

20 continue the edge of the charge is sonic?
end

M. COWPERTHWAITE
c SRI International
c this subroutine evaluates the pde implied Menlo Park, CA
c by the Dn-kappa relation It would seem to me that the shock polar
c subroutine fcn(npdes,x,t,u,ux,uxx,ut) analysis for determining the angle of the shock

at the charge-boundary interface is only valid
dimension u(l),ux(1),uxx(1),ut(1) if the boundary is thick. Do you know what
cr = -uxx(l)/(sqrt I+dux(1)**2))**3 thick means in terms of the charge radius to
cra u dk )/pa(srt~alp) 1wall thickness ratio?
cal dkappa(crv,alph)

dn : dcj - alph JOSEPH C. FOSTER JR.
ut(1) = dn*sqrt(1 + ux(l)**2)-dcj Air Force Armament Lab.
return Eglin AFB, FL
end

c Can you comment on the range of edge
c this subroutine evaluates the constant boundary conditions validity without account-
c slope boundary condition according to ing for impedance mismatch and possible mach
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stem formation at the edge which could result the variable that determines the sonic char-
in propagation of triple point toward the cen- acter. We use this angle as the control param-
ter of the rate stick problem with metal eter to produce supersonic, sonic, and subsonic
confinement, flows in the reaction zone.

REPLY BY J. B. BI)ZIL The flow type shown in Figure 9 is super-
sonic. For this flow, both families of character-

Because there were a number of questions/ istics carry information away from the HE
comments (including the three above) related shock. A reflected wave is generated by the
to the nature of the edge boundary condition, I interaction of the incident shock with the edge.
will reply to all of them below. Depending on the equations of state of the HE

and the inert, this wave can be either aAs input, the DSD theory only needs a reflected shock (single or Mach wave) or an

boundary condition relating the shape and e dashon cen gle or the wavtior an

velocity of the shock at the explosive's edge. To expansion centered at the interaction point.

get such a condition, the details of the flow less than that behind the incident shock in the

through the reaction zone and the interaction lHE, the reflected wave is expansive. Since all

with the confining inert material need to be the information flow is away from the HlE

considered. Although, many of the important shock for this case, the edge does not influence

problems in this area are unsolved, some-

thing is known about strictly steady two- either the shock or the supporting reactionzone. The detonation is unaffected by the e~dge

dimensional edge flows in large diameter rate in this limit. This configuration is inappropri-

sticks. I will give a brief overview of the pos-

sible boundary conditions for such flows. The ate for a rate stick boundary. It is the desirable

reference frame for our discussion moves at edge condition for a wedge test.

constant speed, D, with the intersection of the As the angle, w, that the incident shock
shock and the edge, upwards along the edge makes with the edge is increased, there comes
(see Figure 9). The nature of the boundary a point when the flow behind the shock is just
condition is dependent on the sonic character of sonic. When the pressure induced in the inert
the flow as measured in this reference frame. is below that behind the incident detonation,
When the detonation propagates near its full the flow configuration resembles that depicted
strength Chapman-Jouguet speed, the angle, in Figure 10. The flow behind the detonation
w, between the incident shock and the edge is shock is either sonic or subsonic: the sonic

HE shockEshcD
HD

subsonic

characteristis edgec louS' 2 Inert
/ / , shock

,supersonic shock

Shock (reflected) p 2
Inert shock liitn

\ limiting
S~characteristicI

Interface

Interface

Figure 10. The Case of Exactly Sonic Flow at
Figure 9. The Interaction of a Detonation with the Edge. Two cases of weak confinement are
a Boundary. The case of supersonic flow shown: weak (2) and weaker (1). The detona-
behind the shock. The high-explosive (HE) tion propagates as it would were it totally
shock is not perturbed by the edge. unconfined.
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locus is internal to the reaction zone and
intersects the shock at the edge. Below the
sonic locus the flow is supersonic with both
families of characteristics in the explosive
being downward going. A Prandtl-Meyer
singularity is located in the supersonic flow at D
the shock/edge intersection point. It allows the _ oc
pressure at the intersection to be reduced
discontinuously from the explosive to the inert 3tre ln
value. Its structure dominates the flow in the -- rward
vicinity of the edge. In this supersonic region, subsonic •n characteristic

the right-going characteristics (not shown)
carry information from the region below the rt shock

detonation sonic locus to the inert. The left-
going characteristics emanating from the . Backward

singularity (dashed lines) and the interface end of reaction zone

carry information about the confinement back
to the detonating explosive. These character- Figure 11. The Case of Subsonic Flow at the
istics are actually curved lines for this resolved Edge. The confinement is strong. The critical
reaction zone problem (see Appendix C in inert confinement thickness is marked with an
Reference 5). asterisk.

Two cases of weak confinement are shown
in Figure 10. They are labeled as weak (2) and in Figures 9 and 10). Owing to the reactivity, a
weaker (1). The two left-going characteristics steady smooth flow can exist in the reaction
shown separate the flow into regions that are zone (i.e., free of internal reflected shocks or
uninfluenced (to the left) and influenced (to the Mach waves). The flow configuration shown in
right) by confinement. For case (1), the con- Figure 11 is the result of a calculation for the
finement does not influence the structure of case of a high-order PBX 9502 detonation
the detonation shock: the structure is the same confined by copper. Such a steady wave is an
as that for an unconfined detonation. For case admissible solution.
(2), the limiting characteristic just contacts the The stability of this flow to Mach wave
detonation sonic locus, formation is a complex issue. Mach waves can

Information about the confinement now form spontaneously anywhere in the reaction
can influence the structure of the detonation zone. They are believed to be a consequence of
shock and in turn the "detonation" velocity. As the hydrodynamic instabilities that can arise
the strength of the confinement is further when the state-dependence of the detonation
increased, the sonic locus detaches from the heat-release rate is strong. Importantly, Mach
shock and the flow looks like that shown in waves are not the only possibility. The smooth
Figure 11. With this change we leave the case flow discussed in the previous section is also a
of a pressure drop in going from the explosive solution.
to the inert. For the typical condensed phase We now focus our attention on the flow in
explosive, an inert such as polymethyl the confining material. The issue that
methacrylate (PMMA) is below yet near this tecniigmtra.Teiseta

cri laount ofconisnbelowyent, nearconcerns us is the critical thickness of the inertcritical amount of confinement. confining layer shown in Figure 11. We

When the pressure induced in the inert is examine the question: What thickness of inert
either at or above the pressure behind the is essentially infinite as far as confinement is
incident detonation shock, the shock angle, w, concerned? Three hydrodynamically distinct
increases so as to equilibrate the explosive and cases can arise: (1) the sound speed in the inert
inert pressures. The flow is now subsonic is faster than Dcj, (2) the shock speed in the
behind the detonation shock all the way out to inert is slower than Dcj and the flow is
the confining inert (in contrast to the situation subsonic in the earlier defined shock fixed
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reference, and (3) the shock speed is slower about the inert (e.g., the inert equation of
than Dtj and the flow is supersonic. Here we state, shock, and its right edge) is sent back to
consider only the most typical and most easily the explosive along the backward charac-
analyzed situation, case (3). The ease of anal- teristics. The last backward characteristic to
ysis of case (3) is a consequence of the rela- influence the reaction zone is the one shown.
tively small values of 0 and the very limited Since the flow in the explosive behind the
zones of hydrodynamic influence that are reaction zone is supersonic, this backward
properties of supersonic flow. For case (2), the characteristic bounds from below the region of
values of 0 are larger (although 0 < in2). The the inert flow that can influence the reaction
subsonic flow makes it possible for the post zone. Thus, if the inert thickness is greater
reaction zone flow in the explosive to drive than the value indicated by the asterisk on the
energy up the inert and thereby influence both inert shock, then its influence on the
the reaction zone and the inert shock. Case (1) detonation reaction zone is equivalent to that
is the most nonlocal. A disturbance moves up of an infinitely thick inert. For the example
the inert faster than the detonation velocity, shown, the critical inert thickness is roughly
This case does not even admit a steady one-haifa reaction-zone length.
solution. In addition to addressing most of the issues

A calculated example of case (3) behavior is raised by the questions, this discussion should
shown in Figure 11. Because the inert flow is serve to clarify most of the important features
supersonic, both families of characteristics are of the explosive boundary problem. It is
downward going. The adjacent regions of the noteworthy that the flow considered was
detonation reaction zone that drive the inert steady. Much remains to be done on the time-
send information down the inert forward dependent boundaryproblem.
characteristics (see Figure 11). Information
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APPLICATION OF WHITHAM'S SHOCK DYNAMICS THEORY TO
THE PROPAGATION OF I)IVERGENT DETONATION WAVES*

B. I). Lambourn and D. C. Swift
AWE(A), Aldermaston

Reading RG74PR, UNITED KINGDOM

To allow for multidimensional IH E effects simply in hydrocodes,
Whitham's Shock Dynamics theory has been developed to apply to the
propagation of divergent detonation waves. Two assumptions have
been made: that detonation velocity is a function only of the wavefront
curvature and that there is a maximum limiting angle between the
wavefront and the HIE boundary. A numerical method for integrating
the equations is described. Parameters for four explosives have been
determined by measuring waveshapes at the end of long sticks and
slabs. Features of the model, including the development of dead zones,
are illustrated.

INTROI)UCTION explosive apply a simple programmed burn

The propagation of a detonation wave in model with the detonation wave shape cal-

any finite explosive charge is initially modified culated by Iluygen's construction using a
constant plane wave detonation velocity. The

by, and eventually dominated by, the effects of consta e wave donation veloit. Tthe charge boundaries. Waves propagate from effects of the charge boundaries are ignored. A
the boundaries into the reaction zone and model of a resolved reaction zone can bechange the rate of reaction, and hence the local incorporated into a hydrocode, but the meshingdetonation velocity. As a result, the detonation of the reaction zone has to be impracticallywetchationg spel ith.Asar , ti e dsmall to calculate metal driving geometries onwave changes shape with time. ar g l rb ssa regular basis.

In fact, the natural shape of a detonation
wave is curved, and more often than not the The purpose of this paper is to describe an
detonation wave is divergent. For example, improved lludgen's construction method for
even though a rod of explosive, such as in a divergent detonation waves using an adapta-
cylinder test, may be initiated at one end with tion of Whitham's Shock Dynamics theory,n
a plane wave lens, the detonation wave
becomes a steady curved wave after it has (a) detonation velocity is a function only
travelled only a few charge diameters. of curvature, and

When a detonation wave has become (b) there is a maximum limiting angle
curved, the shock wave propagated into an that a detonation wavefront can make
adjacent material is modified and so is the flow with an explosive boundary, which
behind the detonation wave. Hence, the way in depends on the shock properties of the
which adjacent materials are driven by the deto- material adjacent to the b(, indary--
nation products will be different from a model the higher the impedance of the
which assumes simple Chapman-Jouget theory. boundary) ho grcatet the maximum

Most hydrocodes used for calculating the angle.
motion of metal shells and plates driven by The detonation velocity-curvature rela-

tionship and the maximum angle are deter-
* Copyright " Controller I IMSIO, London, 1989. mined by experiment.
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Assumption (a) is not sufficient on its G

own, e.g., a plane detonation wave would
continue to propagate undisturbed by the Ak!/ H
boundaries. Assumption (b) is the equivalent
of a drag on the wave at the boundary which D
propagates as curvature along the wavefront/I J

and, hence, slows it down. a/ E

The origin of the two assumptions can be A

traced back at least to Eyring et al., 2 but in .

their theoretical treatment of two-dimensional
waves, Bdzil,3 and Stewart and Bdzil 4 have '
shown that both assumptions are very good -a- r
approximations for charges which are large
compared with the reaction zone thickness. Figure 1. Wavefronts and Rays
Bcdzil and Engelke 5 have confirmed experimen-
tally that the boundary angle of the wave is A parameter o is associated with each ray and
constant for different charge diameters. Bdzil a time L with each wavefront. Both the angle 0
and Stewart6 have also integrated Whitham's that a ray makes with the z axis, and the local
equations for two-dimensional detonation detonation velocity 1), vary with oand L.
waves in a somewhat different form from that The distance along a ray between two
given below, deriving the I) K relationships successive wavefronts is I)dL. The corre-
from various assumed reaction rates. sponding arc length between two adjacent rays

WHIiTIIAM'S SHOCK IDYNAMICS along a wavefront is defined as hdo, where the
ray expansion ratio h is another function of o

The basic assumptions in Whitham's and L.
theory of Shock D~ynamics are that the wave If at time zero, h is set to be I uniformly
velocity is purely a function of the geometry of along the wavefront, then do the increment
the wavefront and of the rays which are orthog- of arc length ds along the initial wavefront.
onal to the wavefront, and is independent of The ray parameter o is like a liagrangian co-

signals catching up from behind the wave. The

latter assumption is particularly appropriate ordinate propagating through z, r space. On a

to diverging detonation waves for which there ray

is a sonic, or near sonic, state near the end of ar
the reaction zone - = 1) cos0; -- = 1) sinO (1)

The problem is to find the waveshape (andThe praeoblesm as t funtiond th e , st(artnd so that by integration, the ray trajectories and
ray trajectories) as a function of tim~e, starting the wavefront shapes can be determined once
with an initial wavefront shape at time to. For 1)(0,L) and O(oL) have been found.
detonation waves, the objective is to define
burn time in each mesh in an lIE region in a The wavefronts and rays form a set of
hydrocode calculation; the method being to orthogonal curvilinear coordinates, and
integrate Whitham's partial differential equa- Whitham's partial differential equations
tions for Shock Dynamics using the two addi- relating I)(o,t) and 0(o,L) are geometrical
tional assumptions given in the introduction, relations effectively equating two different

formulae for the local curvature KT of the trace
Whitham's Partial Difference Equations of the wavefront and the local curvature PT of

Consider the trace of the wavefronts and the trace of the rays.

rays in the z-r plane. In Figure 1, let ABC, If 0 is the center of curvature of the
I)EF, GIIJ be three successive wavefronts and incremental arc AB on the trace of the wave-
AI)G, BEll, and CFJ be three adjacent rays front (Figure 2a) and wtr its local curvature,
which are locally orthogonal to each wavefront. then
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relationship between two of the dependent
dO variables 0, 1), and h. They are applicable in
K, plane and axisymmetric geometry and are

solved by a finite difference technique to give
so that the development of the detonation waveshape

( 30 with time.
KI r - )\ (2)

h i ¾ Whitham's Analysis' for Shock Waves

In addition, by similar triangles OA1 and The basic assumption in Whitham's
01)E, analysis for shock waves of constant initial

dh strength moving into a diverging or converg-
(h d )L do ing region is that the shock velocity is purely a

d , hdo function of the width ratio h along a 'tube'

I /K -+ )dd t I /K,1 formed between adjacent rays, i.e.,

Ilence, the alternative formula for K'I' is h h(l))
where

I I dh I dtnhK~r =:• _)(3) h dh <
h I) at 1 h' - <0.

dD
Equating 12) and (3) gives the first of

Whitham's Shock Dynamics equations Equations (4) and (5) are then hyperbolic,
with analogies to the equations of one-

I do) I dh ( dimensional compressible fluid flow, but with

11 h ) L hD aL J, the 'wave' velocity along the wavefront given

By similar arguments, using Figure 2b, if by

P is the center of curvature of the trace of the do /l)

ray AD) and PTr its curvature, then the second - = +
Shock Dynamics equation is dL -hh'

1 00 1 01) The boundary condition assumed by
-- ) = - ) (5) Whitham was that the shock wavefront

remained normal to the wall. lie successfully

Equations (4) and (5) form a pair of first used his "shock dynamics" theory to explain
order partial differential equations in the the diffraction of shock waves around spheres,
independent variables o and t, to which must cylinders and bends and corners in walls, and
be added boundary conditions and a by developing the concept of"shock-shocks," to
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the growth of Mach Stems. All were in good Curvature
agreement with experiment. This paper is concerned with detonation

In another application, one of the authors 7  waves in plane and axisymmetric geometries.
applied Whitham's Shock l)ynamics theory to Experimentally, detonation velocity will be
the growth of Mach Stems for interacting deto- related to the mean curvature for spherically
nation waves by developing the h 1) relation- diverging or axisymmetric waves.
ship for overdriven detonation waves. Again, The appropriate mean curvature to use in
the results were in reasonable agreement with (zr) geometry is
experimen t.

Diverging Detonation Waves K =-KT + asinO (9)2 _r)

Whereas for a shock wave, the wave veloc- where a 0 for plane geometry and a = I for
ity decreases as the rays diverge, the opposite
is true for a detonation wave. The detonation axisymmetric geometry.
velocity increases as a detonation wave To show this for a = 1, note that
expands, i.e., h' is positive. Clearly Whitham's curvature K of a spherical wavefront can be
theory cannot be applied directly. Rather it is found from the iicremental expansion dA of an
necessary to make another assumption. element of area A on the wavefront surface for

We make the assumption that detonation a small change dR in the radius of the sphere

velocity is purely a function of the curvature of by

the wavefront. For plane geometry this can be I I dA
written K -. (10)

2 A dR

KT- KI' (D)) (6) For an axisymmetric wavefront surface

where an element of area is proportional to rR, where
R is the radius of curvature of the trace of

d K,' the wavefront. Ilence, by analogy with Equa-
- < 0 tion (10), noting that for an increment dR
d 1) along a ray

Equations (4), (5), and (6) now form a par- dr
abolicset For differentiating the lltSofEqua- - = sinO,
tion (4) with respect to o and combining with dR

Equation (5) gives a diffusion equation for 0 the mean curvature of the wavefront is

(7) 1 1 1( sCl )=1 1 ( I dO sinO '(1
-h o h do K =( + =+

2 R r 2 h do r

"The rate at which effects diffuse along the which is the formula given by Equation (9)
wavefront from the boundary of the charge is with a = 1.
proportional to the inverse gradient (-K'T)-1 Of
the detonation velocity curvature relationship. The effective curvature in plane geometry
Thus, for the linear Dl-K relationship, is found by letting r tend to infinity in

Equation (9), so that the second term tends to
I) I) (I - aK) (8) zero. The relevant effective curvature is

CI

the rate of diffusion al)(j increases with the I I dO 1
parameter a, which is proportional to reaction = 2 h do 2*r
ione thickness
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Relationship Between Detonation Velocity von Neumann shock is just sonic, so that there
and Curvature can be a Prandtl Meyer rarefaction propagat-

Whereas Bdzil and Stewart6 deduce the ing through the reaction zone rear the wall.

detonation velocity-curvature relationship Following Bdzil, it is assumed that there
from the form of the reaction rate in the reac- is a limiting maximum angle (ý, between the
tion zone, in this paper it is assumed that there wavefront and the boundary where (P, depends
is an experimentally determined relationship on the particular combination of explosive and
between I) and K, i e., boundary material. Correspondingly, there is

I) - D(K) or K = K(l)) a limiting minimum angle 0, between the out-
ward ray and the explosive boundary.

Examples are the lincar )-K relation,
Equation (8) and Bdzil's relation 3 for the 0c = n/2-(p (16)
variation of I) with K along the central axis of a Because in this paper no reaction zone
rod of explosive model is being assumed, 0, will be determined

I+m1 ~2 ) experimentally, using Bdzil's theory as a guide

K e I(13) to interpolate for other materials.
b Since the rays make angle 0 c to the

where boundary, it follows that a boundary LAtS

e :-- 1)/I (14) across lines of constant o. In general, if in r, z
Ci space the boundary is defined by rb(z) such that

the angle q between the boundary and the z
m is a parameter for the explosive and b is

proportional to the 1I) reaction zone thickness axis is given by

for the particular form of reaction rate chosen. d rb
For Equation (12), detonation failure occurs tan q - (17)
when dK/de is zero, i.e. dz

2e+ i 'hen the boundary trajectory in o,t space is
2 + in -

- K f do l)3 + m K 3+f (15 d - - tan(0 - q) (18)

dL h
Boundary Conditions where 0o = 0, + q is the angle the outward ray

A detonation wavefront can only propa- makes with the z axis.
gate normally to a wall if the wall is rigid. Further comments on the application of
Energy is lost from the reacti')n zone through the boundary condition will be given in the
real walls, slowing the detonation wave beside section "Examples."
the wall.

Clearly for a steady state wave in a long Numerical Scheme
rod or slab of explosive, the angles that the In order to obtain second order accuracy,
detonation wave make with the wall material
become a constant value, which depends on the a two-step techniqde is used tt integrate
wall material. The stable angle increases with differences form.
the shock impedance of the adjacent material.

For convenience, it is desirable to replace
B or materials of mid to high impedance, 0 as a variable on the wavafront by v, the unit

Bdzil 3 has related the critical wall angle to normal to the front, order to more easily
the solution of the interaction of the oblique nor to trontrin order to m eail
von Neumann Shock with the wall, such that cover the transition from 0 -ii toO + I.

there i- no reflected wave into the reaction Given that 0" is known at one point on
zone. For materials of low impedance and void the wavefront, say at one end, then values at
outsidt the explosive, Bdzil's critical wall the 0j+ 1)th mesh junction at time 0t can be
angle is such that the flow behind the oblique found successively from
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0I = 0O + sin - ,ývlv+I (19) The initial condition for the integration is

j+l i - ) the initial shape of the detonation wave at its

All variables are assumed known at time emergence from, for example, a detonator or
L". For as near natural centering as possible, plane wave lens.
the parameters o, v, z, and r are defined at the A stability criterion is used to limit the
mesh junctions and h, K, and D at the mid size of the timestep di according to the mini-
points in the meshes. The 'predictor' step mum separation do,,i,, between mesh points
evaluates parameters at time Ln+- using
forward time differences. The "corrector" step (do 2

evaluates values at tL+" using central differ- 8L f. min

ences. The equations used for the corrector max -K'

step are as follows: where f is a safety factor usually taken as 0.8,
h _, + 5h. l+ and K' is given by Equation (8) or (12).

h+l - t ., +• 8 +- 1) K'+
+21 j+ .+A j+l n+1Fortran programs have been written to

"- "run on both a PC (maximum number of points

oil)+1 On 48L ( j+1 -1)J-i onawavefront -l100) and on CRAY.
J (Ii + hi + o o- /J- 2 +- -I STEAD)Y STATE WAVESHAPES

IN RODS AND SLABS
1n ( i2 + J There are various methods for determin-

lr+= h9+O' o+. -o. ing the detonation velocity-curvature relation-ship experimentally, e.g., AveiilI et al.8 have

+ 1used a charge geometry called a Logosphere to

r Imeasure the L)-K relationship for three
- ( explosives. They found in each case that theo J_0 - 1i l~)1)J_- +(0oJ+1 l-Oj 1+1)) relationship is linear for K between 0.004 and

=rn + 8L t -+
S+0 Vj 0.014 mm-1-J o _I+ j

The method adopted in this paper is

snO" + + sin1' +1 to analyze the steady state waveshapes
n+ I I + 0 I J J+1 in rods and slabs of explosive with variousKjJ+1 2 K±j++ r n+1 wall materials, so that the critical wave-S J + front angle can be determined at the same

time.n l+ I / n + I

I)j+l = )\K•+) In this section, the theoretical steadywavefront shape is determined for the two
Vii + 1 o M ) (20) assumed forms of D-K relationships, Equations

- j -J (8) and (12), together with the relationship

where the tilde values are determined at the between the detonation velocity and the

halftime interval in the predictor step, diameter or thickness of the rod or slab.

8L = Ln + 1 -L1 Slab Geometry

4.1 11 Suppose that the steady wave velocity
w0 = o 1 _ () in a slab of half thickness ro i- Do. Then,

I J J
at any point on the wavefront where the angle

an(I M is tie two-dimensional rotation matrix between the ray and the z axis is 0, the

coi)s8 - sin h0 detonation velocity D of an element of the wave

M(60 I J along the ray normal to the wavefront is given
, in 50 cos 80 by

I J

D) = l), cosO (21)
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which may also be deduced from the steady
state limit of Whitham's equations. 1.

Defining an arc length s along the wave- to
front, with origin at the z axis, the steady state
waveshape may be found parametrically from 0.9

ee= 0.6•

dOdr dz
1 d K(l)) -- = COSO; -- -sinO . (22)
2 ds ds ds o.a

For the linear K-D relationship (8), the 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
wavefront shape can be found by integration of a/ro

Equations (21) and (22).
Figure 3. Variation of Do with Charge Half

rR) za 2 - a i+e A Thickness r, (Plane, Linear KD

2 ,, 2) (a)
I/r_

.tan -0 (23) -1t 0.8

a I -e cosOZa(O en o(24)
Z(O) en 1 -e 0 r/ro1

0 0

where e,, DjDq. (b)

In particular, taking the boundary condi- 0.2
tion as 0 = 0, at r = ro, Equation (23) becomes
an implicit equation for the variation of eo, the e to 0.8

steady wave velocity ratio, with slab half
th ic k n e ss r ,, 0 .1 o 0 .999

a 2 -aljor o 
8 t oa 

n

o2e V'(I e2 ) 0 r-t .10,00, 0.5 r/toI

0 (25 Figure 4. Waveshape, Plane Geometry
.tan-} -0 (25) (0 =0.25,

Figure 3 shows the variation of e,, with the higher detonation velocity, the curvature is
a/r0 for various values of 0,. D, is nearly linear concentrated at the charge edge. For the lower
with a/rI except close to zero -urvature, where, detonation velocity, the wavefront is almost a
as Bdzil showed, the slope dDjd(a/r,,) becomes circular arc.
zero. As expected, D,, varies more quickly with For Bdzil's central streamline curvature
"a/ro for a larger 0,, i.e., for less confinement to D-K relationship Equation (12), the w.,"efront
the charge. shapes can be integrated analytically for

Figure 4 shows the steady state wave- integer values of the parameter m. For
shapes for 0= 0 25, e, = 0.999, and C, 0.8, example, for m = 2
both normalized to unit slab half width. For
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Figure 5. Variation of Do with Charge Half
b - Thickness (Plane, Bdzil K-D)b(se20 (26)

4e 3

where the relation between charge half thick- Then using Equation (9), the differential

ness ro and 1),, can be found by setting 0 = 0, equation for Z(r) is

into the first of Equation (26). 1 Z" a Z' (

Figure 5 shows the variation of eo with 2 (1 +'Z.2)112 r (I +Z2) ) (32

b/r,, for m = 0 and 2. Failure is clearly
apparent for 0, = 0.25, m = 2. As Bdzil where
showed, the failure diameter occurs when the D = D cos0 = D 0 +Z'2)-1 (32)
curvature at the edge of the charge reaches the 0 o
failure criterion Equation (14), i.e., when The approximation made by Bdzil is to

S /1 +im neglect terms 0(Z'3). Then, for example, for

e 3-ci (27) the linear K-D relationship, Equation (31)( 3+ (7 becomes

For 0. 0 25, in = 2, failure occurs when aZ' 2 3-2e°
e,,= 0.778. Z" + -C - -( -e) - Z' 2 (33)

r a 0 a
Axisymmetric Geometry and for Bdzil's central streamline curvature

No exact analytic solution has been found K-1) relationship
for the steady state shape of a detonation wave 2el+m
in a r'd of explosive. Ilowever, a solution can oZ ' 0 2
be found using an approximation similar to Z r + r b o
that made by Bdzil.

If the wavefront is written in the form +Im(I-e2I.1 (4
z = Z(r) (28)

dZ Equations (33) and (34) are both of the
then - = Z' - tan(ri-0) = -tanO (29) same form as Bdzil's equation. 3 If a substitu-

dr tion of the form

and, hence, f'(Nr)
I -Z' Z'= Ac-

coso sinO - (30) Rer)
01 +Z-)i I maden Bdzil's equation reduces to Bessel's

equation for Jo(cr).
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Hence the solution to Bdzil's equation is 1.0

J &0cr to00.
Z' -Ac (35)

r 0.9( (Exact()

/J Icr) Pin

Z A en j (cr) (36) Axisymmetric

where r,, is the charge radius

For the linear K-l) relationship 
a/r 0

a -,(2(-e - 2e)) Figure 6. Variation of D, with ro (Plane vs.
A = 3- c a (37) Axisymmetric, Linear K-D)3 -2f

and for Hdzil's central streamline K-I) in both axisymmetric and plane geometry. As

relationship observed by Bdzil, eo falls off roughly twice as
fast with a/ro for the axisymmetric case as for

b the plane case. The dotted line in Figure 6 is
A-m the exact plane geometry solution, Equa-

22 (1 - e tion (25), and shows that Equation (40) is quite
accurate.

2e I+a v\(1 l-e){ I_ -(I _e2) Relaxation to a Stable Waveshape
) 2 1

C-- b (38) In order to derive parameters for the
b model from the experimental waveshape at the

In either case the variation of detonation end of rods or slabs of explosive, it is necessary
velocity with charge radius is given by the to know how long the explosive must be before
non-linear Equation (35), with r r,) and Z' the waveshape has become steady. This can be
-tan0., i.e determined from the new code using Whitham's

method, but it is desirable to have a simple
J (cr, means of predicting a relaxation time. From

t,,n, - A 4 ) (39) the diffusion Equation (7) for the propagation
c,) of a detonation wave in a slab, if hdo is written

where the product Ac is purely a function of e, as arc length ds, and the linear detonation
velocity-curvature relationship is used, Equa-

Using the approximation of neglecting tion (7) becomes
'3 in the plane case leads to the I) -r

relationship a ) a 1)
-= (42)

tan() Actan(cr ) (40) a 2 as2

and the waveshape For the slab problem with 0 0 initially,
boundary conditions ± 0, and assuming as/at is

A en coscr ( small, standard separation of variable tech-
coscr, niques and Fourier analysis can be used to

solve Equation (42), leading to terms of the
where A and c are again given by Equations form
(37) and (38).

Figure 6 compares the variation of e0 with A exp )C sin
a/r, for 0, - 0.6 for the linear K-I) relationship e2 xd d
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where d is slab thickness. Clearly the time either plane wave lenses or single detonators.
dependent effects decay with a time constant Slab charges were initiated at the mid plane of
proportional to d2 /a, so that the larger the one edge by a line initiator.
charge thickness, the greater the time constant.

The program outlined in the "Numerical Table1. Explosive Compositions Used

Scheme" section can be used to determine the Explosive Composition Density
relaxation from different starting condi- tions.
Figure 7 illustrates the approach of a EDC29 95/511MX/Polyurethane 1.78
detonation wave towards a stable shape in axi-
symmetric geometry for various charge diam-
eters, for the EI)C29 experiments described in EDC35 95/5TATB/Kel-F 1.905
the "Experimental Results" section. The UK Baratol 70/30
ordinate is the scaled maximum "height" of the TNT/Barium Nitrate 2.50
waveshape (i.e., axial Z minus edge Z value,
divided by d) as a function of scaled time
(l),jL/d). The 20 mm and 40 mm charges have The waveshape was monitored at the end
clearly not reached a stable shape when the of the charges by mounting a glass block and
detonation wave has travelled six charge using Eden and Wright's total internal reflec-
diameters, as used in the experiments tion technique1 0 to observe the waveshape with

a streak camera. Detonation velocity was mea-
sured by probes along the edges of the charge.

0.1 Figure 8a shows the analysis of a typical
waveshape for a bare 10 mm diameter x 60 mm
long EDC29 cylinder of explosive initiated by a
single detonator at one end. The estimated

-d angle 0, at the edge of the charge is 0.2 radians
10 (11 o). Assuming the waveshape is steady, the
20 best fit to the data is also shown in Figure 8a
40 = using the parameters given in Table 2.

o 4 Experiments with 201 mm diameter x
0 2 4 6 120 mm long and 40 mm diameter x 240 mmlong bare EL)C29 cylinders have also been

carried out. The shock dynamics calculations
Figure 7. Relaxation of Wavefront Shape to a (Figure 7) show that the waveshapes would not
Steady State have reached steady states. However, Fig-

ures 8b and 8c show that, using the parameters

EXPERIMENTAl, RESU LTS obtained from the 10 mm diameter experi-
ment, acceptable fits were obtained to the

So far, experiments have concentrated on experimental wavehsapes, by shock dynamics
determining the basic parameters for various calculations.
explosives using simple slab and rod geome-tries. ILater, t~he theory will be tested in other A linear K-I) relation has also been
geometries, deduced from a best fit to the waveshapes forthe other explosives.

Experiments have been carried out on four
explosives: EI)C29, EDC32, E,)C35, and UK Values of 0i for various combinations of
Baratol (see Table 1 , by G Eden, W. A. Bailey explosive and wall material are given in
A. M. Collyer, R. A. Belcher, and M I. Andrew. 9  Table 3, and are compared with theoretical
In some experiments, the explosive charges estimates based on Bdzil's theory.

were bare. In others, copper, brass or PMMA It is apparent that there is a fairly signifi-
walls were used Rod charges were initiated by cant disagreement between Bdzil's theory and
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z experiment in most cases. Experiment sug-
0.3 -gests that 0, increases with the reaction zone

0.2-- length parameter 'a' for both air and brass,
though there is some uncertainty in 0, for bare

0.1 .1 charges, where it is difficult to assess the edge
conditions exactly.

-5 0 r +5 The low theoretical value of 0c for UK

Baratol with Brass follows because the shock
0., 1(b) velocity in brass at the von Neumann spike

pressure in UK Baratol (320 kbar) is close to
""ý - detonation velocity. The shock velocity in

0.2, PMMA at 100 kbar is equal to detonation

-_ _ _ _ _ velocity, so there is no theoretical solution for
"-" 0 r +10 UK Baratol with a PMMA wall. However,

there is no evidence that the shock in the
1.2 (C) PMMA is running ahead of the detonation

wave and dragging the point of intersection
forward, as Eden and Belcher 1" found with

EDC35 and Beryllium.

Further experiments are being carried
-20 0 r -20 out to test the theory and to determine wall

angles for various wall materials. Some
development of the theory is also clearly

Figure S. Compari.son of Calculated ( # + ) and required.
Experimental r -i--) Waveshapes for EDC29
Rods of Length x Diameter (a) 10 mm x 60 mm, AN EXAM PILE
( b) 20 mm x 12t) rm, and(c) 40 mm x240 mm To illustrate some of the features of the

Ia~tlt2, Lt near h--1) Paramete'rs ~ model and some difficulties that have arisen,
an artificial problem has been set up called the

l),.j (mm/lps) a (min) christmas tree problem. The geometry consists
of a fine cone of base diameter 40 mm, and

EDC29 8 785 0.34 length 90 mm with a short cylindrical trunk of

ED)C32 8 475 0 30 length 10 mm and diameter 20 mm. The edges
of the trunk and cone are assumed to have

Fl)C35 7 77 0.79 critical ray angle 0, = 0.6 radians.

U K laratol 506 2 27 The explosive has a linear detonation

velocity-curvature relationship with )cj
Table 3 Compa rison of Experimental and 8.875 mm/lpsanda = 0.5 mm.
"Theoretical 0,. Values

Figure 9a shows the development of the

WaI I I , 0C wavefronts from an initial hemispherical wave-
(expi) (theorl) front of radius 2.5 mm. Because of lagging of the

EI)C29 A \ir I I 34 2' wavefronts on the base of the trunk and, after
diffraction, on the exposed base of the cone,

E!)C32 ('u 7 30 breakout of the detonation would first occur on
Ei)C35 Hrliras 11 1 7 1° thesidefacesofthe'runkandcone,respectively.

UK Baratol 'Air 34' 34 7'1 However, two problems are immediately
I'MMA 25') - obvious. Both at the intersection of the initial
Brass I 6 1 7" wavefront with the base of the trunk and at the
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corner turning, the normal to the wavefront is Dynamics geometrical equations, but making
beyond the critical angle and instantaneously the simple assumptions that the detonation
has to be rotated. This leads to the curvature velocity is purely a function of the waveshape
at the wall being very large and hence the curvature, and that when the wavefront
detonation velocity being very small. interacts with a boundary, there is a maximum

Whereas detonation failure may well occur limiting angle that the wavefront can make
on corner turning, it should not occur when the with the boundary. The Shock Dynamics
wave starts to propagate from the initial equations are integrated by a 2nd order finite
wavefront difference scheme.

Three ways of overcoming this difficulty The model requires three parameters for
have been considered and tried: the D-K relationship, e.g., for a linear relation-

to ship the parameters are Dj, the infinite charge
t i) th relax the bounding ray angle detonation velocity; a, a length parameter

towards 0, with a time constant T correspond- proportional to reaction zone thickness; and Kf,

ing to a few reverberations ofthe reaction zone; a failure curvature. These parameters are

(ii) to allow the bounding ray to rotate at being determined experimentally by fitting the
a maximum rate Ob, another material constant; waveshapes measured at the end if long

(iii) in each time step, to allow the bound- charges to theoretical steady state waveshapes

ing ray to rotate so that the curvature of the determined from the basic assumptions.

wavefront never exceeds the failure curvature The critical angles are also being deter-
Kt- mined experimentally. Experiment suggests

In each case, explosive outside the bound- that the limiting boundary angle increases
with the reaction zone length parameter, and

ing ray is declared to have failed to detonate. for age explos one irmnthatete ang
for a given explosive confirm that the angle

Figure 9b shows the calculated wavefronts increases as the impedance of the adjacent
using the third option. The propagation of the material decreases, though not agreeing in
initial wavefrontk up the base of the trunk now magnitude with Bdzil's theoretical estimate.
looks more plausible, and the model has pre- In the theory, the rays are like Lagrangian
dicted that detonation would fail after corner coordinates which are generated on the initial
turning. The curvature of the wavefronts on wavefront and eventually cross the HiE
the ray at the edge of the region of failure all boundary. As is illustrated in Figure 9d, the
have the f~alure curvature, f-inal waveshape, therefore, derives from a very

Figure 9c shows the same problem, but short length of the initial waveshape.
calculated with plane wave initiation of the base The model requires slight modification
of the charge. Here the angle through which when the initial wavefront angle exceeds the
the wavefront has to turn at the corner is much critical angle. By ensuring that the ray at the
greater, so the region of undetoioted HEb now end of a wavefront turns only just enough to
extends to the conical face of the charge. ensure that the curvature never exceeds the

Finally. Figure 9d shows the whole cone, failure curvature, it is possible to predict'dead
with detonation failing also near the tip of the zones' -- regions of detonation failure.
cone because the diameter has become so The next stages of the work include
small. Also shown are some ray trajectories building the model into a hydrocode and
As rays move across the charge boundary, new further experiments to calibrate the param-
rays are generated on the wavefront. eters and demonstrate the'dead zones.'
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PROPAGATION OF DETONATION WAVES
FROM AN IMPACT REGION*

R. S. Lee, W. C. Tao, and L D. Crouch
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Livermore, CA 94550

We have developed an experimental system for studying the propagation
of a detonation wave away from a region that is initiated by the impact
of a thin flyer plate. We have studied the propagation of detonation
waves away from this region in pressed pellets of TATB and in RX-26-
AF, a TATB/HMX formulation. The system permits measurements at
elevated, ambient, and low temperatures. We measured the distance-
time trajectory and arrival time of the detonation front at the downstream
face of the explosive pellets for pellets with thicknesses of 1-16 mm over
the temperature range -80*C to + 80T,.

INTRODUCTION along the sides of the samples. Such experi-
ments were done by Jackson and co-workers inThe function time of an initiation train is initiation studies on TATB explosivesi andalways longer than the transit time of adetoatin wae t' .i thoughthetrai at more recently by Kleinhanss and Z611lner 2 '3 ondetonation w ave tr - , ag through the train at a nu b r o ot e ex l s v .

ideal detonation v,,* city. The excess transit
time is an ir i- Aon of the robustness of the The motivation for our study was to
initiation, wih long excess transit times indi- develop an experimental system which would
cating m-,,ginal initiation. Excess transit time allow us to conveniently perform cutback
may a, ise from a number of causes. There may experiments to study propagation of detona-
be ' short run-up to detonation after the initial tion waves at low and elevated temperatures.
c'.,mulus, detonation velocity may be lower Because of the lengthy thermal equilibration
when the wave is propagating with a small times required for such experiments, we devel-
radius of curvature or at low temperature, and oped a system which permits simultaneous
delays may be introduced by small gaps measurements on three samples of different
between charges. thickness. This reduces the number of shots

One can study a detonation wave as it requiredforastudybyafactorof2/3.

propagates away from an initiation region by Temperature effects are most pronounced
performing cutback experiments, where the in insensitive explosives, so we chose to study
same initiation stimulus is applied to succes- two relatively insensitive explosives: TATB
sively thinner samples and the detonation pressed to a density of 1.60 g/cm 3 and RX-
breakout time is measured across the face and 26-AF (46.6/49.3/4.1% TATB/HMX/Estane)

pressed to a density of 1.84 g/cm 3 . These two
materials have roughly the same shock initia-

"Work performed under the auspices of the tion threshold.
U.S Department of Energy by the Lawrence The experiments consisted of streak cam-
Livermore National Laboratory under con- era measurements of detonation breakout on
tract number W-7405-ENG-48. Partial sup- the downstream face of explosive pellets of dif-
port was also provided by the Air Force ferent thicknesses after impact by 4 mm diam-
Armament Laboratory, Fuzes and Guns eter, thin flyer plates. From the streak records
Branch, under Project ATI 8 205- one can extract the distance-time curve for the
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detonation front, as well as the detonation target. In its larger versions we call such a
front curvatures after various distances of device an electric gun, and in its miniaturized
travel. Experiments were performed over the form it is called a slapper detonator.
temperature range +80°C to -80°C. Weobserved no significant temperature effects in We have used a 40 kV, 56 piF, 50 nil
the experiments on the pure TATB, but capacitor bank to explode seven copper bridge-
observed a significant temperature effect in foils in parallel. The bridgefoils were 4 mm
obs -- Amaervedasignificanto temperatures effsquare and 0.033 mm thick and they drovethe RX-26-AF material at low temperatures. seven, 0.127 mm thick, Kapton flyer plates

down 3 mm long, 4 mm diameter barrels. The
EXPERIMENTAL, PROCEDURE bridgefoils and flyer plate material were part

Explosive Sample Preparation of a disposable laminate that was clamped intothe flat transmission line from the capacitor

Samples of TATB and RX-26-AF were bank. In the experiments described here, the
pressed to respective densities of 1.60 g/cm 3  laminate was fired at a bank charging voltage
and 1.84 g/cm 3. Sample densities were approx- of 25 kV, and Figure 1 shows the velocity-
imately 83 percent of theoretical maximum distance record of one of the flyer plates as
density(TMD) for the TATB and 99 percent for determined using a Fabry-Perot laser
the RX-26-AF. Sample diameters were 12.7 velocimeter. The flyer plates, traveling down a
mm, and sample thicknesses were approx- 3 mm barrel, struck the explosive targets at
imately 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8,10,13, and 16 mm. about 5.4 km/s. The flyer kinetic energy is

The TATB was a grade known as "ultra- approximately 2592 kJ/m 2 , more than

fine" with an arithmetic mean particle size of adequate to promptly initiate both the TATB

about 10 micrometers and a specific surface and RX-26-AF samples.

area of about 4.5 m2/g. Thresholds for shock
initiation have been measured for both
materials using thin, electrically driven flyer
plates. At 1.60 g/cm 3 , ultrafine TATB requires -
a flyer kinetic energy of about 762 kJ/m 2 at
room temperature and the initiation threshold N 1
velocity is constant down to 3 mm flyer

4> 3diameter.4 RX-26-AF requires a flyer kinetic t:
2o 0energy of about 784 kJ/m 2 at room tem- 2

perature, but the initiation threshold begins to
rise for flyer diameters less than 5 mm. 5

Electric Gun Laminate 0
2 4

The LLNi, electric gun has been DISTANCE (mnm)

described at length in the literature, and we Figure 1. Velocity-Distanee Curve for a Flyer
will not discuss details of operation. Briefly, a
fast capacitor bank is discharged into a circuit
which has a thin metal foil as its most resis-
tive element. Energy is delivered to the foil by Sample Holder and Shot Assembly
Joule heating faster than it can escape ther- Three of the seven flyer plates thrown by
mally, so the energy density and pressure build the laminate were allowed to strike three high
up until the foil explodes violently. If a thin explosive pellets. The other four flyer plates
plastic sheet (typically 0.02-3 mm Mylar or struck the transparent Plexiglas sample holder
Kapton) is placed on top of the exploding foil, it on either side of the explosive pellets, and the
will be driven to velocities of several km/s and flashes produced at impact served as impact
the subsequent impact of the plastic sheet can time fiducials. Simultaneity of the flyer
produce an intense shock wave in an inert impacts was quite good. Over the course of 24
target or a prompt detonation in an explosive shots, we observed a standard deviation in
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flyer impact times of about 10 ns. Impact time D)ata Recording and Analysis
usually varied monotonically from one side of A rotating mirror streak camera, run at a
the sample holder to the other. The streaking rate of 15 kmns, was used to record
uncertainty in impact time on an explosive the impact flashes and the detonation break-
pellet ws further reduced by taking it to be outs on the downstream faces of the pellets.
the average of the impact times on either side Figure 3 shows a typical experimental record
of the pellet. A diagram of the shot assembly is from a shot using RX-26-AF. Experimental
shown in Figure 2. records were analyzed by digitizing the streak

The temperature of the shot was con- records to determine the time intervals
trolled by placing the shot assembly in an insu- between impact and first breakout and the
lated box. The temperature inside the box was time variation of the detonation breakout
monitored with a thermocouple and the desired across the face of the pellet. We estimate the
temperature was attained by either cooling digitization to be accurate to about 5 ns.
with cold nitrogen gas or by heating with heat-
ing tape. The signal from the thermocouple
was fed back to a temperature controller, so the
desired temperature could be maintained. A
second thermocouple mounted in the center of
a 2.54 cm square block of epoxy was mounted ... ...
in close proximity to the shot assembly, and
when the second thermocouple reached the
desired temperature, the shot was fired.

\0

Figure 3. A Typical Experimental Record.
Time is increasing downward. The four flashes

! ,at the top are flyer impacts on the plexiglas. The
• *MMML .. streak rate is 15 mm/ps.

RESUIrTS AND DISCUSSION
PL AS HE PL•. L Results

HE "ffHE PkL HE PELLET HMX Results
__H P A preliminary experiment using the lam-

_- - inates and experimental procedures described
j ]- above was performed on IIMX pellets pressed

49 4to a density of 1.84 g/cm 3 . Figure 4 shows a
distance-time plot for detonations traversing
pellets of 3.2, 6.4, and 12.9 mm thickness. The
line through the points was obtained by linear

regression analysis, which gives a detonation
velocity of 8.83 kmls, in excellent a iFeement

Figure 2. Sample Holder with the published value of 8.85 km/s.
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RX-26-AF Results When we started the study, we expected
to be able to relate the curvature of the detona-

Figure 5 shows the distance-time trajec- tion front to the detonation velocity as the deto-
tory for the detonation front induced in the nto aeporse hog h xlsv

RX-2-AFpelets y te ipactof he mm nation wave progressed through the explosive
RXd26 AF pellets by the impact of the 4 mm samples. Figure 7 shows the arrival time of
diameter flyer plates. The room temperature the detonation front at the downstream surface

data and the data obtained at + 80 and -50'C of detonat pellt of thicknss 12,,458

all fall on the same regression line, correspond- of RX-26-AF pellets of thickness 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8,

ing to a detonation velocity of 7.80 krmls. The 11, 13, and 16 mm thickness, as determined in
data obtained at -80'C also fall on this line out room temperature measurements. One can
to about 5 mm of ru n, but then depart signifi- estimate, at a given distance from the axis,

to abou 5tmm oferu, bta- Then deproomtsif- how the arrival time of the detonation wave
cantly from the other data. The room tem- varies with distance along the axis. By
perature detonation velocity obtained in these interpolation, one can then reconstruct the
experiments is about 6 percent below the deto- detonation wave at the time it just reached the
nation velocity for RX-26-AF measured in a downstream face of the various pellets. The
number of cylinder tests.7 Figure 6 shows in results are shown in Figure 8. There is no

more detail the departure of the -80'C data discernible variation in front curvature near
from the data obtained at 50 0 C.
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2 ..... The data taken at +80T0 and -80°C all fall
- • very close to the room Lemperature regression

2 •,line, giving a detonation velocity of 6.50 km/s.
. 1o The measured detonation velocity is only about

1.8.1. i•no, I 2% lower than the value of 6.65 km/s obtained

1.2 using the density-velocity relationship listed
- i"" 5in the LLNL High Explosives Handbook. 8

°- =-Within the uncertainties i.1 the density-
- AMBIENT velocity formula, this is quite a reasonable

.80°C agreement.

-7 5 3 -1 3

DISTANCE FROM CENTER DISCUSSION

Figure 9. Wavefront Arrival Times in RX-26- The experimental system proved to be
A Pat A mbient and-80°C very useful in studying the initial propagation

of a detonation wave. We demonstrated that

the axis, consistent with our observation of detonation velocity measurements could be
theaxis, etonstnwhuoeation oflo . made with good accuracy and acceleration or

constant detonation velocity, deceleration of the detonation wave can be

More surprisingly, we observed no differ- easily observed. The ability to detonate three
ence in curvLure near the axis between the pellets at once proved to be a great advantage.
room temperature and -80° data, even though One of the disadvantages of cutback experi-
the detonation front had slowed significantly. ments is the large number of shots which must
This is seen in Figure 9 where wavefront be fired, and our experimental system greatly
arrival times at 5, 10, and 16 mm are compared reduced the cost and the time for performing
at ambient temperature and at -80T. the experiments.

'ATII Results The temperature effect we observed in
RX-26-AF at 20' was very interesting. The

Figure 10 shows the distance-time curve detonation wave at -80' appeared to be mar-
for the detonation induced in the TATtI pellets ginal, rather than clearly dying, because it did
by the impact of the 4 mm diameter flyer diverge in the thicker pellets and appears to be
plates. We observed no change in the trajec- speeding up as well. It is very close to going
tory of the detonaticn front with temperature. out, however, because one of the shots with an
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8 mm pellet failed to detonate at -80'C. It has the detonation velocity up to a value consistent
been recognized for some time that the critical with the cylinder test data.
initiation diameter, be!ow which the initiation No temperature effect was observed in
threshold begins to rise, depends on tempera- the TATB, even though TATB is known to be a
ture, but the data of Figure 6 give insight into the T Beve th is k ow eaa very insensitive material. With its lower
the mechanism by which temperature affects density and small mean particle size, a very
detonation wave propagation. The abrupt slow- large number of hot spots is produced ir the
ing down of the detonation wave after a run of rATB by the passage of the shock front. If the
4-5 mm must clearly be due to the arrival of number of hot spots is sufficiently large, the
lateral rarefaction waves on the charge axis. quantity of material reacted before the arrival

Most of the current high explosive bura of the lateral rarefactions is sufficient to
models postulate a two-stage, reaction and sustain the detonation.
growth model, where the first stage is domi-
nated by the formation of hot, reacting regions ne contastth aF ise t oformed during the passage of the shock front near maximum density and while the IIMX
and the second stage involves the burning and may react faster than TATB, the number of hot
subsequent coalescence of the hot regions, spots is marginal for producing a diverging
Arrival of lateral rarefactions would affect the detonation at low temperature. The arithmetic
grrivalowth sterage o refactions thougt the mean particle size of both the HMX and TATB

in the RX-26-AF is about 40 micrometers, con-
pressure dependence of the reaction rate, but siderably larger than for the ultrafine TATB.
one would expect this effect to be relatively One might expect that RX-26-AF formulated
independent of the initial temperature. There with ultrafine or crash-prec pitated TATB
are mechanisms, however, which could give would show less temperaturedependence.
the initiation of the reaction a significant
temperature dependence. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

At low temperatures, ozue would expect We have described an experimental sys-
the critical size, below which a hot spot cannot We hav deibe an etal s-
grow, to be larger due to greater thermal losses temr for studying the initial stages of
to surrounding material. Thus, fewer viable propagation of a detonation wave at varioushot pot wold b prducd atlowtemera temperatures. The initial stages of detonationhot spots would be produced at low tempera- propagation are of great importance in the
ture. The cooling produced by the arrival of performance of detonators and boosters, and it
lateral rarefaction waves will reduce even pemance toators and boosern itseems clear that th,:re is much to learn from
further the nulilber of hot spots capable of studying the first few millimeters of run.
growth. To sustain the reaction, the hot spots
produced by the passage of the shock front We observed no temperature effect in
must be able to grow to a sufficient size before TATB at a density of 1.6 g/cm 3 over the
the arrival of the lateral rarefactions. temperature range -80 to + 80TC. We observed

The low detonation velocity observed for a significant slowing down of the detonation

the RX-26-AF is also interesting. It suggests wave in RX-26-AF after 5 mm of run at -80-C.

that the detonation wave we are observing has We attribute the slowing down of the wave to

not y(t reached its steady state. Nutt and quenching of hot spots due to greater thermal

Erickson 9 observed a two stage reaction in RX- losses at low temperatures. We attribute the

26-AF and suggested that the latter stage lack of a temperature effect in the TATB to a

might be associated with the slower reaction of much greater density of hot spots due to its

the TATB component, Incomplete reaction of lower density and fine particle size.

the TAT1 could account for the low detonation We also observed a detonation velocity in
velocity observed in our experiments. It would RX-26-AF that was lower than the steady state
be interesting to formulate some RX-26-AF velocity observed in large charges, while the
with ultrafine or crash precipitated TATB to measured detonation velocity in pure LtMX
see if a smaller 'ATB particle size would bring and L'ATB agreed with published values at the
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appropriate density. The low value observed in measurements, the work of George Elliott for
the RX-26-AF may be due to incomplete fabricating the early laminate designs, and the
reaction of the TATB. work of Hferb Massey for firing some of the

We expected to see changes in detonation early shots.

velocity reflected in changes in detonation DISCLAIMER
front curvature, but did not observe such an
effect. Curvatures of detonation fronts at This document was prepared as an account
ambient and cold temperatures appeared to be of work sponsored by an agency of the United
the same, even though the velocities were States Government. Neither the United States
significantly different. Government nor the University of California

The results we report here suggest many nor any of their employees, makes any war-

possibilities for future investigation. Impor- ranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal

tant experimental parameters which can be liability or responsibility for the accuracy,

varied include density and particle size distri- completeness or usefulness of any information,

bution in the explosive samples, diameter and apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or rep-

thickness of the flyer plate, impact velocity of resents that its use would not infringe privately
owned rights. Reference herein to any specificthe flyer plate, and the temperature range. commercial products, process, or service by

It would be extremely interesting, for tradename, trademark, manufacturer, orother-
example, to perform experiments on ultrafine wise, does not necessarily constitute or imply
TATB to see if a slowing down of the detona- its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring
tion front at -80' is observed at some higher by the United States Government or the Uni-
density. It would also be interesting to vary versity of California. The views and opinions
the particle size while holding the density of authors expressed herein do not necessarily
constant, to investigate the role of hot spot size state or reflect those of the United States
in temperature effects. Government thereof, and shall not be used for

The dependence of detonation velocity on advertising or product endorsement purposes.

density is interesting in its own right, and
although the detonations we are studying REFERENCES
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DETONATION WAVE PROPAGATION IN PBXW-115

J. W. Forbes, E. R. Lemar, and R. N. Baker
Naval Surface Warfare Center
10901 New Hampshire Avenue

Silver Spring, Maryland 20903-5000

This study was undertaken to develop a data base on PBXW-1 15 and to
improve our understanding of its sensitivity and performance. A high
speed streak camera was used to measure detonation velocity, failure
diameter, wave front curvature, effects of confinement on wave
propagation and wave front curvature, and corner turning ability of
PBXW- 115.

INTRODUCTION DETONATION VELOCITY OF
UNCONFINED CHARGES

PBXW-115 is a cast cured explosive with
a nominal composition of 20 percent cyclotri- Three lighting methods commonly used
methylene trinitramine (RDX), 43 percent in experiments to observe the detonation wave
ammonium perchlorate (AP), 25 percent on a single cylindrical explosive charge are
aluminum (Al) and 12 percent hydroxy depicted in Figure 1.
terminated binder (HTPB). Its composition is In the first lighting method, a line is
similar to that of some propellants t . 2 except scribed on the surface of the plane wave
that it contains RDX instead of cyclotetra- booster (PWB) and then covered with clear
methylene tetranitrimine (HMX). PBXW-115 tape, creating an air gap. When the detonation
cylinders are found to have failure diameters of wave strikes this gap, the shocked air in the
a few centimeters and curved wave fronts. gap flashes. The advantage of this method is
PBXW-115 generates a large amount of gas that no external light source is needed.
within the reaction products. This contributes However, this method was not suitable for use
to its usefulness as an underwater explosive, with PBXW-115. It was found that the
In order to avoid batch to batch differences in detonation wave in PBXW-115 was not strong
composition, all the charges used in detonation enough to produce adequate light to be
velocity, failure diameter and wave curvature recorded by a rotating mirror streak camera.
tests were cast at the same time. The charges
used in the corner turning experiments were In the second lighting method, a piece of
cast a few months later. aluminized mylar is glued to the surface of the

charge. The light from an exploding wire 7 is
The detonation velocity and wave front specularly reflected off the mylar and into the

curvature data were used to calculate reaction streak camera. This method requires precise
zone lengths from the Wood-Kirkwood theory. 3  alignment of light source, specularly reflective
The calculated reaction zone lengths are a few surface and camera. When the detonation
millimeters and are consistent with previously wave strikes the mylar, the aluminized surface
published calculations on ammonium perchlo- becomes less reflective and the alignment is
rate4 and two plastic-bonded 2,4,6-trinitro- destroyed, resulting in a tremendous decrease
1,3,5-benzene-triamine (TATB) explosives. 5 ,6  in the amount of light reaching the film.
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FLASH GAP FLAWPENTOLITE P.W.B. "" GAP

WOOD
BAFFLE AUIZE

ALUMINIZED .
MYLAR

FOCUS GRID

REFLECTED
SLIT IMAGE • '

S EXPLODING Figure 2. Streak Ca mera Film Record of
' ! rZ-4- " WIRE LIGHT

SOREExperiment 5•" I .. SOURCE

WHITE PAINT 5.m m b 08
j [ .i boosted by 50.8 mm diameter by 50.8 mm long

"TEFLON Lii pentolite (1.56 g/cm3) PWB's. It should be
TAPE noted that a wood baffle was placed at the end

of the PWB to keep its detonation products
from obscuring the camera's view of the test
charge.

Pentolite PWB's, wood baffles, and light
pigure I. Schematic of Detonation Velocity reflectors (behind the exploding wire light

Experiment Testing Three Different Lighting source) were used on all streak camera shots

discussed in this paper, although they are not

In the third lighting method, developed shown in all figures.

by A. R. ClairmontofNSWC, a piece ofdiffusely Two experiments were conducted to
reflecting teflon tape is glued to the white ensure that boosting of the PBXW-115 charges
painted surface of the charge. The background was adequate. These experiments were
white paint increased the initial reflectivity of performed because unreacted AP, RDX and
the surface. The reflectivity of the teflon tape aluminum were found in the test chamber
greatly decreases when the detonation wave following earlier experiments. It was
strikesit. An exploding wire is used as the light speculated that boosting provided by a
source in this method, but it does not have to be pentolite PWB allowed a long run distance to
precisely aligned. It is worth noting that this detonation in PBXW-115, resulting in the
third technique can easily be used to observe a unburned AP, RDX and aluminum. In the first
shock wave arriving on a curved surface. experiment, a 49.7 mm diameter charge was

Figure 2 shows a streak camera record of boosted by a pentolite PWB with an additional

the experiment testing the three lighting 50.8 mm diameter by 25.4 mm long pentolite

techniques depicted in Figure 1. This record pellet. This increased the shock pulse width

shows that the flash gap technique works on (impulse time) from the booster but kept the

the PWB and that both the reflective mylar peak pressure the same. In the second

and diffuse reflector techniques give adequate experiment, a 49.6 mm diameter charge was

records. However, the diffuse reflector tech- boosted by a pentolite PWB and a 50.8 mm

nique using teflon tape produces the clearest diameter by 12.7 mm long Comp B-3 pellet

and easiest to read record. Therefore, this with a density of 1.71 g/cm . This increased

diffuse reflector technique was used to mea- both impulse time and peak pressure over that

sure the detonation velocities of the unconfined of a pentolite PWB. The booster system with

charges. longer impulse time did not affect the
detonation velocity. However, the booster with

The unconfined charges were 153 mm longer impulse time and larger peak pressure
long and, except for two described later, were increased the detonation velocity by about
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2 percent. This small increase in velocity was Table 1. Recovered Explosive After Detonation
near experimental uncertainty and, therefore, of PBXW-1 15
did not warrant further investigation of the

SHOT CHARGE -RECOVERED-MATERIAL' CALC
booster system. Boosting by all systems was NO LENGTH DIA WT AP RDX AL THICK

interpreted as adequate for PBXW- 115. mmi (mm) 1g) (g) % Ig € IMI

1 152 50.4 542 2 09 003 003 PRESENT 01

None of the booster system caused all of 2 153 50,3 542 4 1 7 0 03 0 03 PRESENT 0 2
5 152 508 529 12 53 13 12 NOT FOUND 07

the AP, RDX, and aluminum to react. Small 7 152 508 529 14 60 06 0 6 PRESENT 0.8

"AP PRESENCE DETERMINED BY ION CHROMATOGRAPHY RDX PRESENCE DETERMINED BY

amounts of explosive were recovered in the HGHN PERFORMANCE LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY AL PRESENCE DETERMINED BY
REACTION WITH HYDROGEN CHLORIDE

debris from all unconfined experiments. ASSUMEDA TUBE Of UNREACTEDHE AT OUTER DIAMETER OF CHARGE

Chemical analyses were performed by E.
Kayser of NSWC on the debris of four
experiments. The results of the analyses are Table 2. Detonation Velocity of Unconfined
presented in Table 1. Small amounts of AP, PBXW-1 15 as a Function of Diameter
RDX and aluminum were found in these
chemical analyses. It should be noted that a CHARGE DETONATION

EXPERIMENT DENSITY DIAMETER VELOCITY

few micron thick cylindrical outer ring of any NO (gjcm 3 ) (mmI (mmHsl

charge will not detonate due to the relief wave 3 1.788 69 1 5540
4 1 -790 499 5315

originating at that surface. However, it is an 5 1 791 497 5331

exerene I5ovr tewa6 1.792 496 5365
unusual experience to discover the steel-walled 7 17796 49.6 5421

8 Ii 7901** 44 5 5 228test chamber coated with unreacted explosive 9 1°.794 4141 5.190

powder following detonation of a charge. Since 10 1.8 38.7 F036
11 .786 35.5 FAILED

this occurred with PBXW-115, it appears that 'ALL CHARGES WEAE 153 - -IN LENGTH O

explosives with large wave front curvatures 'THIS VALUE IS LESS CERTAIN THAN THE OTHERS

and long reaction zone lengths allow a small
(tenths of a mm thick) ring of explosive at the A o PENTOLITE PWB

0 PENT PW.B 2 54 cm PENTOLITEsurface to go unreacted, 0 PENT. P I 8 1 27 cm COMP 8
55go 0 -D 6 195 (1 68701

-15%d
DISCUSSION OF DETONATION 55" 0

VELOCITY RESULTS FOR
UNCONFINED CHARGES E

I)etonation velocities were measured for 6

153 mm long unconfined charges with diam-
eters ranging from 35.5 to 69.1 mm. It was
found that the booster system needs to be at
least as large as the test charge or the streak 4 0020 0025

record appears very curved near the booster as 1 d(mm ')

occurred for the 69.1 mm diameter charge. The Figure 3. Detonation Velocity of an Unconfined
detonation wave velocities near the non- Cylindrical Charge as a Function of Reciprocal
booster ends of the charges (the last 30-40 mm) Diameter
were steady within the measurement error of
± 1,5 percent, These results are presented in
Table 2. The detonation velocity data was A failure diameter of 37.1 ±t 1.6 mm was
least squares fitted to a function of the form measured for unconfined PBXW- 115. The

failure diameter was determined from the data
in Table 2 by taking the diameter midway

where D is the detonation velocity in mm/ps, between the largest diameter charge to fail and
and d is the charge diameter in mm. D* and A the smallest diameter charge to detonate. This
are parameters whose values 6.195 mm/ps and critical diameter is large compared to explo-
6.870 mm, respectively, were determined by sives such as cast Comp B5 (4.3 mm) but
the fit. The data and fit are presented in comparable to AP composites 8 such as PBXN-
Figure 3. 103 (27-29 mm) and PBXN-105 (60-90 mm).
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FAILURE DIAMETER OF Table 3. The Effect of Brass Confinement on
CONFINED CHARGES PBXW-1 15's Failure Diameter

Experiments were performed to determine BRASS CHARGE DETONATION

the effect of confinement on the failure diam- EXPERIMENT THICKNESS DIAMETER VELOCITY

eter. Each combination of charge diameter and NO ImmI (minI ImrMPs1

12 25 254 512
confinement was tested twice to ensure accurate 13 25 254 513

14 2.5 222 506
results. In this work 303 mm long cylindrical 15 25 222 5 14

16 25 19.0 FAILEDcharges were boosted by 50.8 mm diameter 17 25 19.0 FAILED17 25S 190 FAILED

pentolite PWB's. The PBXW- 15 charges were 18 5.1 25.4 5 12
machined to slip fit into brass tubes with either19 25 254190 469'

21 5.0 191 4842.5 mm or 5 mm thick walls. A streak camera 22 50 15.8 FAILED

was used to measure shock velocity along the 23 50 15.9 FAILED
"ALL CHARGES WERE 303 -m IN LENGiH

last 150 mm of the brass tube by recording .ISVELOCIT IS OVER RANGE OF 183 -- 251- THE VELOCITY SLOWED TO

reflected diffuse light from a strip of teflon tape 4 796 -,s OVER LAST 47 mm OF CHARGE

attached to the brass tube as depicted in Fig-
ure 4. This lighting technique was described
earlier. Since the brass cases weas diameter charges detonated while the 19 mmattached to the detonation wave in the explo- diameter charges failed. For charges confinedsiva and traveling at the detonation velocity, by brass tubes with 5 mm thick walls, 25.4 and19.0 mm diameter charges detonated while the

These charges were made 303 mm long to 15.8 mm diameter charges failed. The failure
ensure that nearly steady wave propagation diameter for 5 mm thick brass confined
conditions could exist. This length should charges is about one half that of the unconfined
allow detection of a marginally detonating failure diameter. Since the difference between
charge by giving the detonation wave enough the failure diameters of 2.5 and 5 mm brass
run distance to fail. Incomplete consumption confined charges was small, only slightly
of the charge, observation of decaying wave smaller failure diameters would be obtained if
velocity and lack of deformation of the brass brass confinement greater than 5 mm thick-
tube near the far end of the charge were used to ness was used.
determine if the wave failed.

DETONATION WAVE ARRIVAL
DISCUSSION OF FAILURE AT END OF CHARGEI)IAMETER RESULTS FORCONFINET CHARGES A streak camera was used to record thedetonation wave arrival at the ends of con-

The results from the experiments on fined and unconfined cylindrical PBXW-115
confined 303 mm long charges are presented in charges. The experimental setup used to
Table 3. For charges confined by brass tubes obtain this breakout data is shown in Figure 5.

Aluminized mylar was affixed to the end of the
charge. The camera and exploding wire light
source were aligned such that, when the shock

iFFLON TAPE arrived at the foil, the alignment would be

WHITE PAINT EXPLODING WIRE destroyed reducing the amount of light
LIGHT SOURCE reaching the film.

I..... .S CAMERA Streak camera breakout records were
PENTOLITE obtained on three different 305 mm long
P W a B unconfined charges with diameters of 41, 48

BRASS CYLINDER FOCUS GRID and 68 mm. These streak camera film records

show that the detonation wave arrives at the
Figure 4, Detonation Velocity Test Schematic center about I ps before arriving at the edges.
of a Brass Confined Cylindrical Charge These results clearly show that the detonation
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PROJECTED- - where Tx is the breakout time at the position

SLIT X, T, is the time the wave breaks out at the
center and D is the detonation velocity. In the

FOCUS GRID '• experiment with a charge diameter of

ALUMINIZED- 41.1 mm, both the wave arrival and detonation

MYLAR velocity were measured in the same experi-
ment. The measured detonation velocity was
within 0.6 percent of the value given by the fit
to Equation (1). The calculated wave front
curvature did not differ, within experimental
error, using either the measured velocity or the
velocity obtained from Equation (1). For con-
sistency, the values of D used in Equation (2)
were obtained from Equaltion (1).

Wave front shape data for each experi-
Yigure 5. Schematic of Detonation Wave Break- ment were least squares fitted to circles of the
out Experiment form

waves have very curved fronts. As would be (X-a)2 + (Z-b)2= R2  (3)

expected, the larger diameter charges have where R is the radius of curvature and the
less wave front curvature than the smaller point (X = a, Z = b) is the center of the circle. It
diameter charges. should be noted that the value of "a" will be

Breakout experiments were also con- zero if the position of the Z axis is chosen
ducted on 305 mm long brass confined charges exactly at the center of the wave front. The
with diameters of 68 and 48 mm. For the inclusion of "a" in the fit means that the
48 mm diameter charge, brass confinement of a position of the Z axis is determined by the fit.
17 mm thick wall did reduce the wave front
curvature. For the 68 mm diameter charge, DISCUSSION OF WAVE FRONT
brass confinement of 7 mm thickness had no CURVATURE
effect on the wave front curvature relative to Wave front curvature measurements 4 on
the unconfined charge's wave front curvature. porous RDX and Tetryl explosives have shown

DETONATION WAVE that length to diameter ratios of these

CURVATURE RESULTS OF materials need to be greater than five before
UNCONFINEi) CHARGES constant curvature is attained. Since suffi-

cient data on wave curvature in PBXW-115 as

To obtain th'e wave front shape inside the a function of diameter does not exist, the
unconfined explosive, the detonation wave was assumption of steady state is based solely on
assumed steady. This assumption appears the observed constant detonation velocity.
justifiable since the measured velocities were The wave fronts were not spherical over
constant for at least the last 30-40 mm of the the whole diameter of the cylindrical PBXW-
cylinders. 115 charges. This is particularly true near the

In the following discussion, the Z axis is edge of the cylinders. As a result, the best fit
taken to be along the axis of the cylindrical for the radius depends on how much of the data
charge and the X axis is taken to be along a across the diameter of the charge is used. In
charge diameter. For any X value, the Z this work the data was fit over the center
position of the wave front at the instant the 50 percent of the charge diameter. Figure 6
wave breaks out at the center is obtained from shows a typical fit of curvature data for a 41.05

mm diameter charge. The radii of curvature
Z = D * (T, - T•) (2) as a function of charge diameter for the
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unconfined breakout experiments are given in the charge, C is a constant dependent on the
Table 4. The results have large scatter but the equation of state of the material and R is the
trend is that the larger diameter charges have radius of curvature of the wave front. A recent
larger radii of curvature, consistent with the review8 of selected measurements and calcula-
findings of Campbell et al. 5  tions of detonation zone lengths indicates that

the Wood-Kirkwood theory predicts the correct

25 0 order of magnitude.

20D0 a .DATA The Wood-Kirkwood paper3 used theI ° •" --- FIT

1o 0- properties of a liquid explosive to calculate a

100o value of 3.5 for C. We used this value for C in
5 0 iour calculations. Effort is ongoing to refine the

E _value of C for PBXW-115. Table 4 gives charge

E o o diameters, radii of curvature of the detonation
X 5 0 waves and calculated detonation zone lengths.

100'., The detonation zone is slightly smaller for

15 0 , smaller diameter charges. The large scatter in
0 0- - this limited data set is to be expected because

25 0, L - ........... of experimental uncertainty in determining R.

540 550 560 57 0 580 590 600 61 0
Z mmI) CORNER TURNING

Figure 6. Detonation Wave Curvature for a Two corner turning experiments have

41.05 mm Diameter PBXW-1 15 Charge been performed on PBXW-115. Figure 7 is a
schematic of the experimental setup. The
acceptor charge was in the shape of a solid

Table 4. Wave Front Curvature and Detonation bowl. The bowl-shaped charge was boosted by
Zone Length for PBXW- 115 a 50.8 mm diameter, 152.5 mm long cylinder of

PBXW-115. In one experiment this booster
CHARGE DETONATION RADIUS OF ACTUAL ZONE was unconfined and in the other experiment it

SHOT DIAMETER VELOCITY* CURV % OF LENGTH
NO I(M) mm) a) (MrM) FIT- (mM) was confined by a brass tube with a 16.5 mm
24 68 25 5 571 144 3 49 4 2 thick wall. The curved surface of the PBXW-
25 4802 5309 604 49 2 5
9 4105 5158 609 48 29 115 bowl was machined with a radius of

curvature of 50.8 mm, measured from the edge
DETONATION VE.OCITY WAS CALCULAT.ED FROM EQUATION I1). of the booster charge. The arrival of the de-
RADIUS OF CURVATURE WAS DETERMINED BY FIrTING THIS CENTER
PERCENTAGE OF CHARGE DIAMETER tonation (or shock wave) was observed on the

curved surface and bottom of the bowl by a

WOOD-KIRKWOOD REACTION streak camera recording reflected light from

ZONE LENGTH an attached teflon tape. The amount of light
being reflected changes significantly when the

Calculations for the length of the detona- shock wave enters the teflon tape. Note that if
tion zone in PBXW-115 were performed for the a detonation wave with a perfectly flat front
three unconfined charges of different dia- entered the bowl shaped charge and turned the
meters for which wave curvatures were mea- corner without any delay, the detonation wave
sured. These calculations are based on the would breakout simultaneously along the
Wood-Kirkwood radius of curvature theory 3  entire curved surface and the bottom. The
which is given by result would be a vertical line on the film

Do - D C * Zrecord as depicted in Figure 8. For a wave that
(4) turns the corner with some delay (non-ideal

Do R corner turning), then a curved line on the film

where 1) is the measured detonation velocity, record would be expected.

D* is the infinite diameter detonation velocity, The streak record for the experiment with
Z is the reaction zone length at the center of a 16.5 mm thick brass tube surrounding the
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REFERENCE MARKS CURVED

30, 45 60 EXPLODING
WIRE LIGHT
SOURCE

SLIT
IMAGE

WHITE PAINT TEFLON

TAPE

(a) ISOMETRIC VIEW

PBXW 115
BOOSTER
(50 8 mm DIA. x
152 5 mm LONG) `6 PBXW-115 Figure 9. Streak Camera Film Record of the

1 1 Corner Turning Experiment with a Brass Con-
41.50 8 mm fined PBXW-1 15 Booster

RP 80 PENTOLITE 50.8 mm
PW EL 68 Table 5 gives the times of arrival of the

(50 8 mm DIA - wave as a function of angle 0 for both un-
BY 50 8 mmLONG) confined and brass confined PBXW-1 15 booster

(b) SIDE VIEW experiments. Note that 0 is 00 where the wave

Figure 7. Corner Turning Experiment arrives at the flat part of the bowl directly
under the edge of the booster charge as shown
in Figure 7. The wave arrived at the same
locations on the curved surface of the bowl a

REFLECTED EXPECTED PROFILE EXPECTED PROFILE few microseconds sooner for the confined
INTENSE LIGHT FOR IDEAL FOR NON IDEAL
FROM TEFLON TAPE CORNER TURNING CORNER TURNING booster arrangement than for the unconfined

booster arrangement. A large part of the
- I •difference in arrival times can be attributed to

the flatter wave front (i.e., a larger radius of
curvature) in the confined booster.

DISTANCE

A Table 5. Times of Wave Arrival for Corner
S _ - Turning Experiments

TIME • LIGHT FROM
AIR SHOCKS O's FOR O'S FOR

UNCONFINED CHARGE CONFINED CHARGE

Figure 8. Schematic of Expected Streak Camera 0 29 45' 00 30 39 45 49' 60

Film Record for Ideal Corner Turning RELATIVE
TIME Ips) 0,7 3 5 55 74 06 24 31_ 36 40 5.0

"-ZERO TIME IS WHEN WAVE ARRIVES AT CENTER OF CHARGE

booster is shown in Figure 9. The detonation
wave arrived at the flat bottom a few micro-
seconds before it arrived at the curved surface. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The experiment was designed to obtain a film
record when the wave arrived at the teflon tape. The detonation velocity for unconfined
The slit of the camera covered more of the PBXW-I15 ranged from 5.04 to 5.54 mm/ps for
charge than was covered with teflon tape. This charges with diameters of 35.5 to 69.1 mm,
allowed recording of the wave arrival beyond respectively. The increase in detonation
the bottom center of the charge where the tape velocity as the diameter increases is quite
ended, because an air shock was created at the gradual. The failure of propagation of the
surface when the wave arrived. This air shock detonation wave occurs without a sharp drop in
provided adequate light for the camera. detonation velocity as the charge diameter is
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decreased to the failure diameter. The mea- The ability of a detonation wave to turn a
sured failure diameter for unconfined PBXW- corner is a complicated function of shape of the
115 charges was 37.1 mm. This failure wave arriving at the corner, stress induced into
diameter is moderately higher than that of the explosive at the corner and ability of the
most high explosives5 but still much smaller explosive to initiate the lateral material. Even
than that of many propellants.10 though this process is complicated, under-

It has been known for a long time that standing it is of great practical importance for

the failure diameter of an explosive charge the designofmany explosive devices.

decreases with confinement. This effect is most Corner turning experiments on TATB
striking for materials of large failure diameter. compositions using flash X-ray techniques
Even thin layers of low impedance material have shown that substantial amounts of
have a dramatic effect on failure diameter of material at corners go unreacted. 14. 15 Experi-
AP and AN charges.11 ,12 This effect has been ments using streak photography have also
explained as the confinement delaying expan- shown substantial unreacted TATB.16 In
sion of the detonation products. This increases addition, studies of wave arrivals 17.18 at
the time available for reaction at high surfaces have shown that the wave does not
tomperuttre and pressures before a rarefaction follow simple spherical expansion from the
reaches the reaction zone. Hence confinement corner. The present ,inited rtsultz on PBXW-
increases the "effective diameter" of the explo- 115 suggest that detonation wave turning
sive. A large confinement effect on failure ability should be experimentally verified for
diameter for PBXW-115 was measured in the situations where the wave is required to turn a
present study. A 2.5 mm thick brass wall corner.
reduced the failure diameter to about 21 mm Obtaining a more comprehensive under-
while a 5mm thick brass wall reduced it to standing of these various wave propagation
about 17 mm. results requires two-dimensional code calcula-

Recent improvements in the time resolu- tions with an accurate initiation model and a
tion of reaction zone length measurements 6  reactive flow constitutive relationship. In par-
have provided data accurate enough to dis- ticular, initiation lateral to the direction of the
tinguish between various analytical failure input shock needs to be better understood to
diameter theories. D. Price 9 has pointed out model divergence or corner turning of the det-
that the zone length is calculated reasonably onation wave. Hydrodynamic code calcula-
well by the Wood-Kirkwood curved front tions and initiation modeling will accompany
theory. The detonation zone length of PBXW- the future corner turning experimental efforts
115 calculated using the Wood-Kirkwood onPBXW-115.
theory resulted in a zone length of 2-4 mm.
These calculated zone lengths are consistent ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
with similar calculationsS, 9 on AP explosives. The authors wish to acknowledge many
A larger experimental data base of accurately useful discussions on the contents of this paper
determined zone lengthsof explosives is needed. with R. Bernecker, S. Jacobs, and D. Price. In

It should be noted that caution has to be addition, V. Ringbloom made the curved capil-

exercised in interpreting zone lengths in laries used to make the curved light sources for

composite explosives. The whole question of the corner turning experiments.
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progress with a streak camera. This technique REPLY BY J. W. FORBES
was reported in several JANNAF Propulsion The authors are grateful to learn that
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NON-STEADY FLOW IN A DETONATOR

Jia Quansheng, Chen Fumei, and Wang Tinzheng
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Beijing Institute of'Technology, P. O. Box 327, Beijing, CHINA

The non-steady flow in a detonator, loaded with explosives DDNP,
RDX, and TNT, is measured by EMV particle-velocity gauge. Some
characterized signals corresponding to retonation, growth, and decay
of explosive detonation are observed-where the negative pulse
indicates the retonation and the slope of signal indicates the degree of
violence of chemical reaction in shocked e.tplosive. In some
environments Lagrangian analysis may be used to study the non-
steady flow in a detonator. As an example, two groups of particle
velocity curves of detonators with PMMA shell and paper shell are
measured by Lagrangian gauge. Other parameters of flow field are
calculated by Lagrangian analysis. In addition, two-dimensional flow
in a detonator with PMMA shell is measured by a two-dimensional
composite manganin-constantan ring gauge. The experimental data
are compared with computed results using both a two-dimensional
Lagrangian numerical calculation code and a Lagrangian analysis
code.

INTRODUCTION Iluan Shi. 6 Then the two-dimensional exper-

Studying the SDT process in a detonator imental data were compared with cor-
can be used to understand the action of each putational results using a two-dimensional

layer of explosive in it. Because the size of a Lagrangian numerical calculytion code 7 and
detonator is so small, quantitative study of the lagrangian analysis.
flow field in the detonator is difficult. This
paper measures the SOT process in a detonator LAG RANGIAN ANALYSIS
with a special EMV gauge

Fowles, Williams and Cowperthwaite' The experimental system is shown in Fig-

introduced the Lagrangian analysis. It is a one- ure 1. The EMV experimental results are

dinmnsional numerical method based on exper- shown in Figures 2, 3 and 4 separately. The

imental data measured by Lagrangian gauge. u(tl profiles indicate the character of chemical

It is used to study flow field of explosion and decomposition of the explosives. The slope of

demarcate a reaction rate equation of explo- u(t) indicates the degree of violence of chemical

sive. 23 In a limited environment, the method reection in shocked explosives.

may be used to study non-steady flow in a Figure 2 is a group of 11(t) profiles of a
detonator. As an example, the SI)T process of detonator with paper shell (ID = 6.44 mm, 01)
detonators with 13MMA shell and paper shell = 8.14 mm) at A(0.00 mm), B(3.88 mm),
are calculated by the Lagrangian analysis. C(7.72 mm), and I)(11.85 mm). At position A

Two-dimensional Lagrangian gauges the u(t) profile appears convex which indicates

have been studied in rectnt years. 4 '5 In order the acceleration of decomposition of the

to measure in the two-dimensional flow field in explosive. From position A to B, the strength

a detonator, we improved a two-dimensional of the shock wave is increased progressively.

composite manganin-constantan designed by At position B the profile becomes a triangle.
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The slope of the profile is increased, which ,.

indicates chemical decomposition acceleration
further. It is interesting that negative pulses 2 - __-___

appear after the shock front has passed as A A A

shown in the second profile in Figure 2. _

Several shots repeat the phenomenon. One of T- ?:117, ! t4u°ng)

the explanations could be that the negative
pulse is a result of boundary conditions behind -7 -1 - , .4)

the gauge; that is, the detonator header may 6--E\I- gauge

have blown out backward due to energy release
at position C, and driven the gas backward at
position B. Another explanation is retonation. Figure 1. Scheme of an Experimental
Because position B is the only place where Arrangement for a Detonator
there appears negative pulse among A, B, C,
and D-four [ ",itions in Figure 2-and there UELOCITS C

was also not a negative tail in the traces in 2. u

Figures 3 and 4; so we hold that retonation is
the only reason to explain the negative pulse.
At this position there is still o significant part -* :
of the explosive energy remaining until
retonation occurs when the shock wave front 0 4,

has passed. At position C, sensitivity of TNT 9 .,00 .21 9.4 6. .96 1.99 .Z,.,ij. - 2.37 •5• . 2.90 3.93

is low, the strength of shock is not strong ,.'
enough, and u(t) profile appears rectangular.
At the D position, the profile appears tri- Figure 2. The Experimental u(t) Profiles of H
angular again, but the slope is less than that = 0.00, 3.88, 7.72, 11.85 mm for a Detonator
at the B position. with Paper Shell

Figure 3 is a group of profiles for a
detonator with PMMA shell (ID 6 mm), (01) __,__ .....- ,
13.9 mm) at A(0.00 ram), B(4.32 mm),
C(8.64 mm) and 1)(13.87 mm), where TNT (= .. "
1.692) is replaced by RDX with the same 1' .

density. A growth of explosive detonation is .I 1

observed. Retonation has not been found at 9.,' ( '.'.._ I
position B of the detonator with PMMA shell, ___ j
where most energy has been released in a W . 29 0,49 9.69 6.90 1. 1.20 1.40 1.68 .19 9•. 2 .29 2.49 2..9 2.99

neighbor region of the shock wave front.

Figure 4 is a group of decays of explosions Figure 3. The Experimental u(t) Profiles of 11
in a detonator with paper shell, in which 0.00, 4.32, 8.64, 13.87 mm for Detonator
reaction dampens. Peaks of a particle velocity with PMMA Shell
are decreased progressively. The profile is a
rectangle completely at C position, where the
explosive appears inert. Retonation has not quantitatively by Lagrangian analysis based
been found, due to decay of explosion. on the above u(t) profiles. The calculated

results are shown in Figures 5 and 6. FromFrom the ab~ove experiments we come to cluae ~) ~)adet rfls h

thecalculated P(t), p(t) and e(t) profiles, the

depend on the kind of shell and the shocked process of decay, retonation, and growth of
strength or the kinlosive. ndetonation that occur in a detonator can be
strength of the explosive, observed more clearly. In Figure 5 retonation

Flow field of explosion in a detonator corresponds to the second pressure peak, as
under different conditions can be calculated shown in the second profile in Figure 5.
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VELOCITY (Rm/us) UELOCITV (o/us) UELOCITY(us/on)

8.8 8.8 8.8

0. ,04 . - 7

9.8 - 9.0 9.,
9.99 0.40 8.89 1.20 1.69 2.99 1.14 1.54 1.94 2.34 2.74 3.14 2.14 2.55 2.95 3.35 3.75 4.15 4.55 4.95 5.35

TIME (us) TIME (ts) TIME (us)

Figure 4. The Experimental u(t) Profiles of H 0.0, 3.88, 7.72 mm for a Detonator with Paper Shell
(Decay of Detonation)

i E'' .URE 'PAS P12 . URE OA9S

2.4 - 24 -

19 16

12 - -12

TIRE (u •TIME ,,

i ~ ! 1 2 - ~ 3 . .. . . .. . ...97 2 2 2 9 .. .. -3 . . ... . .. . . .. . . . .43 . . 9

ENE9CY ( ki' .

. 95

L R!9 9 )7 9 71 1 1 I 0 19 87 z 25 2 62 1 RV 89 3S a 03 t P4 ¶ '.1 4 2 OR 2 43 1 7A
TIME Ts Tl-- 1.,1

Figure 6. The Flow Fields of H = 0.00, 4.32,
I T- 8.64, 13 87 mm for the Detonator with PMMA

2 9- .. Shell Calculated by Lagrangian Analysis
Based on Data of Figure 3

TWO-DIMENSIONAL
. .- 9,-4I-- 915-11 133 I 721.42.13237 2. 9 32 031 EXPERIMENT AND TWO-

S....DIMENSIONAL CALCULATION

In order to measure a two-dimensional

Figure 5. The Flow Fields of HI 0.00, 3.88, flow field in a detonator, we improved a two-

7.72. 11.85 mm for the Detonator with Paper dimensional composite manganin-constantan
Shell Calculated by Lagrangian Analysis ring gauge. The gauge is shown in Figure 7.

Based on Data in Figure 2 Pressure and radial displacement of a particle
in a cylindrical geometry flow field of detona-
tion can be measured by using the gauge. Sen-

Figures 6 shows the flow fields of h = 0.00, sitive parts of the gauge are composed of circles
4,32, 8,64, 1387 mm for the detonator with with different radaii and the width of these
PMMA shell calculated by Lagrangian circles is 0.2 mm. In experiment, the sensitive

analysis based on data in Figure 3. parts to be used are retained. Other sensitive
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V(v)7.5, -•-

(A)

6.2 -

4.5,-

3. - p

1.5

'0.00 240 2.82 1.22 1.60 2.00 2.42
TIME (us)

V(v)Figure 7. A Two-Dimensional Composite I@.
Manganin-Constantan Ring Gauge. Thick- (B)
ness of manganin gauge is 20 pm, and that of 8.0

constantan is 15 um. .

4.0- .- '- 2

parts are cut. Pressure and radial displace-
ment of a particle in a two-dimensional flow 2.0
field are calculated according to Equation 1. 2.0 _ __

P = a((AR/R0)m1 - Km/K (AR/R))0 .4 2.20 2.42
r~~~~~TN = ol "/ý()~~c 1

r r, (I + I/K, (A RIR 0 ),) () Note: Curves A and B are relative changes of

where (AR/Ro)m and (AR/Ro), are relative resistor for manganin ring gauge and
change of resistor of manganin gauge and constantan ring gauge, respectively. In
constantan, ro is initial radius of sensitive part, experiment, a constant current source is
a is dynamic piezoresistance of manganin. Km used, so R/Ro = V/Vo.
and K, are strain coefficients for manganin
and constantan. Figure 8. Relative Changes of Resistor of

Pressure near the axis(to -r 1.22 mm) at Manganin Gauge and Constantan when
D position in a detonator with PMMA shell is Propagation of Detonation Wave at Position D
measured by the ring gauge. The experi- (r,, = 1.22 mm) in a Detonator with PMMA
mental data are shown in Figure 8. shell

Profile of pressure at D position (ro -Profle f pessue a D ositon r,, shows a two-dimensional propagation of the
1.22 mm) calculated using Equation I is shown showa wo-dimenonal p ati o thedetonation wave in a detonator with a PMMA
in Figure 9(a). The result is compared with shell at 0.95 ps, 1.45 ps, and 1.87ps modeled
that computed by two-dimensional numerical numerically using the Forest Fire rate and
calculation code and Lagrangian analysis code HaM state equation in our two-dimensional
separately. The comparisons are shown in reactive hydrodynamics 2DLE. Figure l0shows
Figures 9(b) and 9(c). Figure 9 shows a very little curvature in the explosive and much
good agreement between the results of the two- curvature in the PMMA shell with propagation
dimensional experiment and those computed cuvtue in the alo with propaton
by two-dimensional Lagrangian numerical cal- of the detonation wave along the detonator.
culation code and Lagrangian analysis. From CONCLUSIONS
these, the reliabilities of the two-dimensional
Lagrangian ring gauge and our two- 1. EMV gauge can be used to study the
dimensional code for studying two-dimensional SDT process in a detonator with non-
propagation of the detonation wave are metal shell. The slope of u(t) profiles
checked against each other. To observe the indicate the degree of violence of chem-
flow field in a detonator in detail, Figure 10 ical reaction inshockedexplosives.
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2. In limited environments the Lagran-
PRESSURE(GA•P gian analysis may be used to quan-

titatively study the non-steady flow in
6. :(A) a detonator.

15. 3. The agreement between results of the
two-dimensional experiment and those

S... ,_ of the two-dimensional code and
- - -Lagrangian analysis is good.

4. The improved two-dimensional Lagran-
.00 0.16 0.32 0 48 0.64 0.89 0.96 gian gauge is reliable for studying two-

TMF (us), dimensional flow field.
2-SUR; , GPA_,_._5. The two-dimensional code successfully

models the two-dimensional propaga-2. (B) tion of detonation wave in a detonator

. -with PMMA shell.
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Figure 10. Two-dimensional Wave Propagation in a Detonation with PMMA Shell Modeled
Numerically by Two-dimensional Code
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POLYSULFONE SIP GAGE FOR FLYING PLATE EXPLOSIVE
COMPONENTS*

Truman W. Warren
Mason & Hanger - Silas Mason Co., Inc.

P.O. Box 30020
Amarillo, Texas 79177

and

Reuben R. Weinmaster
Sandia National Laboratories

P.O. Box 580
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

A simple, inexpensive polymeric gauge has been devised for measuring

the output shock parameters of selected small flying plate components.

The gauge consists of a thin polysulfone (PSF) film with sputtered

copper electrodes in a guardring configuration. PSF exhibits strong

shock-induced polarization (SIP) in its natural, isotropic state. When

impacted at a pressure level above its polarization threshold, the

polymer generates an electrical current with a risetime (to peak) equal to

shock transit time through the film. Precise measurement of risetime

and film thickness with knowledge of the Hugoniot equation-of-state of

flyer and gage materials yields a good first order approximation of the

sought impact parameters: shock velocity, particle velocity, pressure

and flyer velocity.

Experimental firing data from several types of flying plate detonators

are presented.

INTRODUCTION transducer described in Reference 3, should
provide a better signal-to-noise ratio for

Self-generated electrical polarization instrumenting the transducer. However, the

signals from shock-loaded polymers have been objective of this work is to devise a gauge for
known to exist for many years."'2 Recent measuring flyer velocity at prescribed standoff

work 3 described a technique using the polar- distanses from flying plate explosive comn-

izaton effects of polymethylmethacrylate pones from f fer an alosive o

(PMMA) as a pressure transducer. Graham 4  ponents. This would offer an alternative to

measured the shock-induced polarization in the more complex laser interferometry

polysulfone (PSF) and reported the largest techniques, such as VISAR and Fabry-Perot,

magnitude for any polymer tested. The higher currently used for the task.

output current from PSF provided the impetus DISCUSSION
for its use here

A variety of gauge designs were tested
Substituting PSF for the weakly initially to optimize the electrode pattern.

polarized PMMA in the contact type pressure Best results were obtained when the active

area, circumscribed by a guardring, conformed

* This work was supported by the U.S. closely to the impact area.

Department of Energy.
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The typical electrode configuration The copper electrode circuits were
shown in Figure 1 was designed to sputtered onto Udel P-1700 PSF film5 to a
accommodate 4.0 mm diameter flyers. A coating thickness of 200 nm per side. Surface
guardring surrounds the rear electrode to profilometer measurements were made after
minimize the polarization area and reduce each sputtering run, and the standard
lateral shock effects. Electrically, the deviation of coating thickness was typically
guardring is connected in common with the less than 5 nm. In some cases, the final
front (impact) electrode and instrument electrode pattern was then photoetched.
ground, as shown in Figure 2. Twisted lead wires 10 cm long were soldered

14 mm Diameter
Guard Ring
0 side only) \4.0 mm

7-Diameter
/

6 .3 5 R- 3.5 mm

I Diameter
-025 mm Impact Electrode

38.1 (2 Place•) on Reverse Side

mm ~1.27 TYP -

254 5 _72 R Alignment Marks
mm Rear I Approx. 3.2 x 32 mm

Ecrode Id (4 Places)

5.4 mm - ~~6.31 mm

-4i •-3.18 mm

31.75 mm

Figure ). SIP Gauge Pattern

Flyer Device

I-..ill ,-mpct Electrode

Gage

Guardring

S---,Rlear Electrode
1 Coax-to-Recorder

Instrument
Ground

Figure 2. PSF SIP Gauge Connections
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to the electrodes. (In the experiments, the were achieved using either PSF or PMMA
leads were cut as short as possible before substrates.
connecting to low loss coaxial cable.) Allofthe Flying plate detonator tests were
gauges were fabricated to our specifications by assembled in PMMA fixtures, as depicted in
the Piezo Film Division of Pennwalt Cor- Figure 3. No adhesive was used in assembly.
p°rati°na Several types of detonators were fired,

Thickness ofthe active area ofeach gauge containing various loading densities of 2-(5-
was measured to the nearest tenth of a cyanotetrazolato) pentaamminecobalt (Ill)
micrometer at a controlled temperature of 20_ perchlorate (CP) and pentaerythritol tetrani-
0.3°C. The combined thickness of copper trate (PETN). An initial standoff distance
cladding (400 nm) was subtracted from each between the flyer and PSF gauge was set for all
reading, tests. Flyers were 127-pm thick steel.

Several substrate materials were tested A wide bandwidth recording instrument
with PSI" gauges. Qualitatively, the best results capable of sub-nanosecond time resolution was

Flying Plate
Detonator ••L

Stainles(wSe Ste/ded•l Flyer Stainless Steel Sleeve
-• Explosive Pellets

Screw • • •--- Top Plate
(4 Plaa• •" •-• °:

'•, "•Standoff

(Btach) -- •,

L_,. , • Set S•w"•'•"'----,.,÷j..•.,,2 • Polysunfone

su•trate ••

Figure 3. Test-Fire Assembly

i_ Firing Tank Interlock
Firing F Inter|oc.k..,l Fireset

Control . I Power
PanelI FiresetTngger i [ Supply

SFireset......
S----- - Detonator

Single-Shot I Signal Coax
Transient b(RGS/U Foam) = Gage

Waveform
DigitizerJ

[ ..... -"2 Firing Tank

Figure 4 PSF Gauge Instrumentation Block Diagram

apennwait Corporation, P. O. Box 799, Valley Forge, PA 19482
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required to monitor the risetime of the the Rankine-Ifugoniot relations for conser-
polarization current pulse. Transient wave- vation of momentum. Published Hugoniot
form digitizers, with a sample interval of 0.39 equation-of-state data was obtained for Type
nanoseconds, were utilized here. A block 304 steel6 and PSF.7 The usable range of PSF
diagram of the instrumentation system is gauges is limited by a polarization threshold at
shown in Figure 4, and a typical PSF gauge 1.8 GPa,8 and a cusp in the Us-Up Hugoniot at
record is shown in Figure 5. about 24 GPa (U,= 6.64, Up = 2.93), shown in

Gauge records were analyzed by Figure 6.

computing shock velocity in the PSF, then A least-squares fit of the PSF Hugoniot
solving for other impact parameters by applying data below the cusp, in the form

US= C +SUp +QU 2

0 P P
was used in gauge analysis. The Hugoniot

4 intercept term, Co, was modified to accom-
modate temperature firings in the range of -54

3 to 74*C. Longitudinal and shear wave
velocities in PSF were measured over this

>X 2 range9 to derive bulk sound velocity as a
function of temperature yielding the following

> -i Us-Up relationship:

0 U = 2.042 + 2.066 U
s p

-I

-0.1651 U2 - 0.00152T (1)
-2 - - - --

0,00 001 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.10 where
Time (4)

Figure 5. Typical PSF SIP Gauge Record U. = shock velocity (mm/ps),

1.425g/cm3 PETN Driver; 0.127 x 3.81-mm Up = particle velocity (mm/ps), and
Diameter Steel Flyer; 256-pm Thick PSF Gauge T = firing temperature (*Q.
at 1.0-mm Standoff

Initial densities and thicknesses of the

10- impacting materials were also corrected for
firing temperature. Calculations were made as

0" follows where subscripts zero, one, and two
8- denote initial states, conditions in the flyer,

and conditions in the gauge, respectively:
S6°°

z X = X0 [I +a(T-To)! (2)

"4 0 where,S4

x = thickness (mm), and

a = linear coefficient of thermal

expansion (mm/mm-°C)
Averaige p0 1.235 g/cm~iAverage____ 1._35______ al = 17.3 x 10.6 (Type 304 Steel),

0 I 3 4 a2 = 55.8x10 6 (PSF)

Up (k rr,/s)pp = PO1l + a (T-TO)]-3 (3)

Figure 6. Polysulfone liugoniot (Reference 7)
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where, UPI = net particle velocity in steel (mm/

p = density (g/cm 3) ps).

Pol = 7.896 (Type 304 Steel), t = 2x1 /Us (11)

PO2 = 1.235 (PSF) where,

U& = X2/t (4) t = pressure pulse width (ps), and

where, X1 = corrected flyer thickness (mm)

U = shock velocity in PSF (mm/ps),

X- = corrected gage thickness (mm), and vf= (P.52U+)+ U +U (12)

t = risetime to peak current (ps). P2 UsPl P2

Up 2 = 6.257- 51.523-0.0092T-6.058 U 2 (5) where

where Vf = flyer velocity (mm/ps).

Up2 = impact particle velocity (mm/ps). Samples of each type of detonator tested

P = P2 U•, U p- (6) were also fired separately with dual-leg VISAR

where instrumentation to measure flyer velocity. A
comparison of the VISAR and PSF gauge data

P = impact pressure (GPa), and is given in Table 1. Location of these data in
p = corrected PSF density (g/cm 3) the P-Up Hugoniot plane is shown in Figure 7

with the usable range for steel flyers indicated.
For flyer materials having a linear Us-UP The lower limit for producing reliable PSF

relationship of the form Uar =Co + SUPo gauge records is actually about three times the
pressure value given for onset of polarization

P =P U (CO + SU ) (7) in Reference 8, or approximately 6 GPa. A plot
PI of the usable range for PSF gauges in the P-U.

giving plane is shown in Figure 8.

For thin flyer applications, optimum gauge
-PiCo + P Co2 +4p ISIP thickness is dependent on the expected

U (8) pressure pulse width. The shock transit time
Pi 2p A through the gauge should be equal to or less

than the pressure pulse width; i.e., the
and, material in a gauge of optimum thickness

22 +stays "shocked up" at the flyer interface until
PC 'I + II P the transmitted shockwave reaches the back

U (C 0 + +) surface of the gauge. Neglecting attenuation in
8 = P1  thin impactors, the ratio of gauge-to-flyer

The Ilugoniot equation-of-state for Type thicknessesisgivenby:

304 stainless steel from Reference 6 gives: X2 2Us2

U = 4.569 + 1.49 U (10) - (13)
PI U 1

where A plot of optimum PSF gauge thicknesses
U, 1 = shock velocity in steel (mm/ps), and for several types of flyers is shown in Figure 9.
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Table 1. Comparison of VISAR and PSF Gauge Dataa

Flyer Driver Type VISAR Vf PSF Gage Vf
(127-pm Steel Flyers) (mm/ps ± o) (MM/ps±o)

SNLA CP Det (Type 7) 1.455 Below Threshold

SNILA CP Det (Type 2) 2.018 2.086±0.095

SN LA CP Det (Type 3) 2.592 2.637±0.025

SN LA CP Det (Type 5) 2.751 2.913±0.038

Mound CP Det 2.484±0.027 2.572 +0.131b

1.258 g/cm 3 PETN Det 2.777± 0.108 2.744± 0.053

1.425 g/cm 3 PETN Det 3.036± 0.049 3.004± 0.056

1.565 g/cm 3 PETN Det 3.225 ± 0.093 3.225 ±0.079

1.685 g/cm 3 PETN Det 3.475 ± 0.036 3.393 ± 0.038

2 Flyer velocity (Vf) values were measured at 1-mm flight distance.

Standard deviation is shown for mean of four or more data points. All tests
were fired at room temperature (22±2°C). PSF gauges were nominally
254 pm thick.

b Fired at Mound Plant, Miamisburg, Oi!

80\7

70 i - " 4

60j

50-

0 13 4

Particle Velocity (mm/ps)

o CP Driver V PETN Driver

Figure 7. PSF Hugoniot (Flyer Impact)
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Figure 8. Usable Range for PSF SIP Gauges
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Figure 9. Optimum PSF Gauge Thickness for 100 Percent Pressure Pulse Width
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A series of PSF gauges were fired at Laboratories. The diligent efforts of firing
temperatures ranging from -54 to 74°C. CP technicians at the Pantex and Mound DOE
and PETN drivers were used to provide flyer Facilities are also appreciated.
velocities in the range of 2.0 to 3.5 mm/ps. The
gauges functioned normally, with only a slight REFERENCES
decrease in polarization current at the extreme 1. Eichelberger, R. J. and Hauver, G. E.,temperatures.. ndHave, . .
temperatures. "Les Ondes De De'tonation," Editions du

CONCLUSIONS Centre National de la Recherche Scienti-
fique, 15 Quai Anatole France, Paris VII,

Due to its favorable operating region, the 1962, p. 363.
PSF SIP gauge is a good candidate for testing 2. Hauver, G. E., J. Appi. Phys., Vol 36,
explosive components producing flyers in the 1965, p. 2113.
following rqnges:

3. ljsselstein, R. R., "A Simple Shock

Velocity Range Pressure Transducer for Measuring the

Flyer Material (mm/us) Performance of Explosives and Explosive
Devices," Proc. 12th Symp. Explos. Pyro-

Steel, copper, or brass 1.5- 3.5 tech., 1984, p. 3-89.
Aluminum 1.8-4.2
Polymer 2.7-6.0 4. Graham, R. A., "The Electrical-To-

Chemical Connection," Shock Waves in

Two-dimensional shock effects tend to Condensed Matter, American Institute of

round off the otherwise sharp features of Physics, NY, 1982, p. 52.

polarization current waveforms. Therefore, for 5. Union Carbide Engineering Polymers,
specific applications, the gauge electrode Technical Bulletin No. F-42072H,
geometry should be tailored closely to flyer UdeITM Polysulfone Product Data, Union
dimensions. Close tolerances are achieved by Carbide Corporation, 270 Park Avenue,
photoetching or laser etching after the metal- NY, 1980.
lization process. Optimum gauge thickness is 6. "High Velocity Impact Phenomena,"
determined by matching the shock transit time Edited by R. Kinslow (Academic, NY,
in PSF with the pressure pulse width expected. 1970), Appendix E, p. 530.
The substrate should be a material which
provides a reasonably good shock impedance 7. LASL Shock Hugoniot Data, Edited by S.
match to avoid reflections in the gauge. P. Marsh, University of California Press,

A numerical root-solving method may be Berkeley, CA, 1980.

used to find flyer shock parameters, when the 8. S. A. Sheffield and D. D. Bloomquist,
U, - UP relationship of the flyer material is "Low Pressure Hugoniot Cusp in Poly-
nonlinear. meric Materials," Shock Waves in

Condensed Matter, American Institute of
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DISCUSSION 2. Did you try to measure detonation

FRANK DAVTES pressures in explosives with the gauge?

General Research Corp. RE1PLY BY K. K. KUHRTS
I. What is the inaccuracy associated with Decreasing the gage diameter can lead tothe assumption that the average shock Dcesn h aedaee a edt

vthocity equals the shock velocity at the problems with lateral shock propagation in theimpact face? gage material. Preliminary testing indicatesthat the Polysulfone SIP gage will be suitable
2. Have the wave propagation character- for use in direct contact with explosives.

istics of the polymers at low impact
stresses been defined? DISCUSSION

3. Are there any elastic/plastic, drain rate, BARRY NEYER, EG&G Mound
or dispersion effects that modify the Applied Technologies
shape of the propagated stress wave? I. Hiow could you distinguish between a

curved fast flyer and a slower planar
REPIY BY K. K. KUHRTS flyer? Both would show a slightly longer

The method used to analyze the SIP transit timethataflatfastflyer.
records is derived from the Rankine-Ilougoniot 2. flow reproducible is the voltage output?
jump equations and is, therefore, subject to the
inaccuracies associated with those equations. I REPLY BY K. K. KUHRTS
am not aware of any studies done to examine We are currentl performing testing to
the details of shock wave propagation in the qatateuly evauat mth gefet o ypolysulfone gage material. quantitatively evaluate the effect of flyer

planarity on the obtained SIP gage record.

DISCUSSION ~Due to the small thickness of the polysulfone

gage material compared to the curvature of a
A. van der STEEN, Prins Maurits Lab. standard flyer, we do not expect the planarity
Rijswijk,The Netherlands of the flyer to have a significant effect on the

shock velocity in the gage material.
I. Did you try to decrease the diameter of

the gauge and what is the effect on the The maximum output voltage obtained is
signal? generally reproducible to a 10 percent range.
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THE EFFECTS OF INERT WALLS ON THE VELOCITY OF
DETONATION IN E1)C35, AN INSENSITIVE HIGH EXPLOSIVE

G. Eden and R. A. Belcher
MOD (PE), Atomic Weapons Establishmert

Aldermaston, Reading RG7 4PR
Berkshire, ENGLAND

Experiments at ambient temperature are reported which quantify
the effect on detonation velocity in EDC35, due to an adjacent wall of
(a) brass and(b) beryllium.

A streak camera monitored arrival times of shock and detonation
waves at the end of a 25 mm thick slab of explosive sandwiched between
walls of the two inerts. The lengths of berylliu:,• were jaried between
20 mm and 100 mm, keeping the EDC35 and brass lengths constant.
The streak record shows that in the beryllium, the shock advances
ahead of the detonation front, and apparently induces a higher
detonation velocity along that wall. The shock velocity in the brass is
slower than the detonation wave, and the local detonation velocity is
apparently retarded. The effects are quantified by measurement of the
absolute velocity along the brass/EDC35 interface using a line of
coaxial electric probes, and the relative velocities were deduced from
relative arrival times at the end of the charge assembly.

INTROD)UCTION Materials I)ensity

When a detonation wave in explosive Composition B
runs along an adjacent wall of inert material, - RDX/TNT 60/40 1.66 gcm3
the shock velocity (U) generated in the wall is Beryllium S65- 1.844/1.846 gcm 3

generally lower than the detonation velocity
(1)), and the ;hock trails behind the detonation Brass- 8.32 gcm 3

front at an angle to the interface of-;in- (U/I)).
With certain combinations of explost,'e and EXPERIMENTAl4 ASSEMBLY
inert, U can be chosen to exceed I), and there Figt c I shows the assembly which
is a small amount of evidence suggesting that consists of a 25 mm thick EI)C35 charge (A)
in this case the wall transmits a disturbance sandwiched between a 9.3 mm thick beryllium
b'ick into the undetoi.'dted explosive just S65 plate (B) and a 10 mm thick brass plate
ahead of the detonation front, and that this (C). The charge was initiated by a 76.2 mm
disturbance affect !he local velocity of line initiator, with a 12.7 mm square cross
detonation (Referenes 1, 2). section Composition B/perspex smoothing

The experirients reported here were system (1)), followed by a 25 mm square cross
designed to show the extent of this effect on section Composition B booster (E). A brass
the detonation velocity in Hl)C35 when plate (F) was used with the beryllium to
adjacent to beryllium balance the length of the sandwich. Coaxial

pin probes were fitted through the brass plate
Materials I)cnsity at 10 mm intervals on the center line, in
El)C35 contact with the explosive, to measure the
T'ATtI!KcI F 95/5 I 90i gCmi detonation velocity.
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- -1 -- BRASS

COMP BBRASS
25 E 0 V.OF D COAX PROBES

0
0
0

LiNEATORa
0- -- 10mm NOMINAL SPACING

07
DIMENSIONS IN mm 0--

F~igure 1. Experiniental .AsscrniY 35l

The basic method used is a described in LINE INITIATOR

Reference I The slit of an S4 rotating mirror -
streak camiera was focussed on the line
marked S in Figures I and 2 to record the Figure 2. Side Elevation
frustration of total reflect'on of ligh., at the
base otthe glass block (in the end -f the charge i OF CHARGE
assembly/

To f)ollow t he (levelopmeWn t of wave/
shapes and separatons, the length of IS HOCK
berylliumn, 1, was varied between exper IWAVE
iments keeping the length of explosive 5 6 I ARRIVAL

constant

A 360 min len-s was used at an aperture WHAVE 3 A

of M5.5- the camiera speed was approximately ARRIVAL IDETONATION
3200 cvycles/s, giving a writing speed on the J WAVE
Olin of the. order of 20 mrnips. The slit width I ARRIVAL

in the camnera was 0) 051 mm. The film usedI
was either 111'5 developed in Microphen fineI
grain developer or XlI developed in the I
XPI or C 11 color process. All experimients '
were f-ired at ambient temperature (15 to ITIME
200C). 2

EXP~ERIM1ENTIAL RESULTFS WAVE

Figure :3 shows diagrammatically the

interprettion of the streak camera record RBRASS
reproducud iFI Figures 4 to 8, and Table I listsBe EO3

relati1ve I Iirnes of t he various features on each
trace Figure I. nterpre tation of S4 Records
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Table I

Shot e FEATURE NUMBER

N umber r1in I 2 3 4 5 6

Beryllium Beryllium Berylliur. D)etonatiun [)etonation Detonation
Elastic E astic Shock (Beryllium on iBrass Wall)

Wall) Center Line

3 100 4.603 3.847 0.568 .0.071 0 0.149

4 0 0.152

7 S0 3.082 3 435 -0.603 ).035 0 0.180

9 0 0.145

8 60 2.198 1 756 -0.395 -(0 023 0 0.163

10 0 0.162

5 40 1.047 0,976 0.274 + 0.028 0 0.170

6 0 0.15Z

II 20 0.040 + 0.085 0 0.144

12 0 0.137

Mean 0.156
s.d. 0.013

Slnd IstfIgiishhable from Feature 3

] nliet.. t ± 0.00" .:1 Microseconds of'Arri' al d'fFeal ures N umbered as in Figure 3, Relativ• tw l)etonation on Center Line

of ('harge (Feature 51

b

I '

Fig11re 4 S/I Figure 5 S5 btgure 6 SS h'iguri' 7. S7 Figure 8. S3

"20mm i rli'rvlIum 40mm Hervllium 60mm Blervllium S•Orm lBervllium 100mm Beryllium
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Generally, the elastic wave in the
beryllium can be seen as an early partial
change in reflectivity, followed by the plastic Br

wave in beryllium which extinguishes the
partial reflection. The shape of the detonation
wave is clearly affected by the material PROBE

adjacent to the E)C35 and is, consequently, ,,

not symmetric about its center line. The latest
wave to arrive is thu shock, which sweeps
acros .; the surface of the brass.

Shock in EI)C35

On most of the shots, an effect marked A ROUND S

in Figure 3 can be seen, which indicates some 30

deformation caused by the advanced shock in TIME

the beryllium. The shocked beryllium must tuse
tend to expand laterally, but whether this 2D, 765 003mm ps
trace is caused by the edge of the metal

expanding into the explosive or is the shock
front moving through the EI)C35 cannot be 0 50 S100 150

judged from the appearance of the trace alone. DISTANCE S(min
However, the velocities derived for the Figure 9. Velocity of Detonation DBiR
disturbance, 2.8 to 3 1 mm ps1, in Appendix A
strongly indicate that the trace represents the Table 2. Detonation Velocity Along EDC351
velocity of a 16 to 23 Kb compression wave in Brass Interface
EI)C35. (No unreacted shock data exists for
E1)C35, so this pressure has been estimated Id I)ewnation sd Weighted s.d.
from extrapolation of data given in Refer- Velocity Mean

ence 3 for PBX-9502 of initial density Numpber m im I mmps mm pS im j.S

1.8915 gem J ) If the trace were actually the
velocity of the beryllium plate edge, it would
be overdriving the EI)C35 to a pressure above 4 7.67 0.02

even its Chapman-Jouguet pressure, and also 5 7.64 0.02
representing an unrealistically high pressure 6 7.60 0.02

of shock in the beryllium.
7.66 0.03

Velocity of Detonation Along 8 7.65 0.03

EDC35/Brass Interface
9 7.71 0.02

Velocities of detonation (l)Br) adjacent to
the brass wall were obtained from least
squares fits to s- t data where s is the distance I1 7.66 0.03
of the probe from the line initiator (see Fig- 12 7.66 0.02
ure 9). and t, its time of operation. Results for
all rounds are shown in Table 2.

initiated stick, 25.4 mm diameter), 7.70± 0.02Mean velocity of detonation along mPsI

EI)C35/h rass interface

[)fi - 7 66 t 0 03 mm nps Velocity of Detonation Along

"Thik valuC (for a cylindrically diver EI)C35/Beryllium Interface

gent wavc) may be compared with the velocity From Table I, we have plotted in Fig-
derived from the Cylinder Test (a plane wave ure 10 the time t by which the detonation along
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the inert walls (Features 4 and 6), lags hand ordinate scale in Figure 10 whose origin
behind or is ahead of the detonation at the is set at the mean of the ten results at e = 0,
center of the charge (Feature 5). Even a and is, therefore, subject to a standard
perfect lluygens construction from the deviation of 0 .0 13 ps (seeTable 1, Feature 6).
initiator would lag a little (0.064 ps) at the Reading from the eye-fitted curve in
edge of the charge, because the line initiator Figure 10, after 100 mm travel along
did not completely cover the base area of the beryllium, the EIC35 detonation wave
Composition B charge. arrives 0.23 ± 0.01 ps (i.e., 8T) earlier than a

Considering the scatter on the data, the wave along a brass wall.
following simple analysis method was From Equation(1),
adopted:

The composite wall of fixed length L )He = 7.80 ± 0.03 mm ps

consists of a length e of material X, the Because the curve appears to be nonlinear, a
remaining length being brass. slightly higher result is obtained for lower

values of e, e.g., 7.84 mm s-1 for e = 50 mm,
indicating a decreasing effect on velocity of

detonation with distance of travel.

> TOTAL The Huygens Velocity of Detonation

L • J8 TIMEWJI
0i T The time interval, t in Figure 10,
uJ I between detonation arrival at the center of the

B, I top face of the charge and the edge of the
Br Dcharge in contact with the brass, is denoted by

the points plotted at e = 0. This interval is

If the local velocity of detonation in the considerably greater than that to be expected

explosive adjacent to the brass is DBr and if the detonation wave developed according to

adjacent to material X is D~x, then the time for Hluygens propagation from the PETN pellets

the detonation to move along the whol, length in the line initiator. Assuming a detona-
of the wall tion velocity of - 7.7 mm h is, a lluygens

construction would result in a time difference
l,-e eT - + e- 02F
l)Br I)X BRASS

When e 0, 0

0 -
WALL EDC 35

0 r 0.1)

Defining6 T1- To - T DET'rONATED 1

e e I-O -- 01

thn, °UUN:DEtOATE T
0

thenlfr )X 0so 100 (-

e 0
I)X _ ))Br (0) 02

e- D0 • 8T , i 1

where 8T is the interval of time between the L
detonation arrival along the composite wall .01

and the detonation arrival along the brass Figure 10. Time tof Detonation Wave Arrival
wall Values of 8'T' are shown by the right- Adjacent to Inert Wall Length e
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of t = 0.064 ps. The length of EI)C35 is The Elastic Wave in Beryllium
120 mm, and this point is plotted as (11), the In Appendix B, the time T(e) taken for a
Iluygens point, in Figure 10. disturbance to traverse the length e of the

As before, we can now use Equation (1) to beryllium is expressed in terms of
obtain a lluygens velocity of detonation, DI),
which is the velocity of propagation down the
center plane of the charge because, after (b) the time of arrival of the disturbance
travelling e = 120 mm along the EDC35 brass relative to the center line detonation,
interface, the lluygens wave would arrive 8T and
-- 0.092 ± 0.01) ps earlier than the observed (c) the detonation velocity DBr:
wave

I lene, 1 - k.x(e)
Ilence, T(e) = - {t(5)-t(B)} (5)

120 kDBr
120 ))Br where k = l)ll/DBr = 1.006 from the previous

Br Tsection and t(B) = arrival time of Feature B.

7 71 ± 0.03 mm ps1 . Takinga mean arrival time of the elastic
wave as t(B) = (t(1) + t(2)) from Table 1,

Observed Detonation Velocities values of T(e) are shown in Table 3.
Compared with Huygens Dii Corresponding values of e and T(e) are

Instead of comparing the numerical val- plotted in Figure 11, and a weighted linear
ues of the above velocities of detonation, least squares fit through them gives
whose absolute values are subject to the T(e) = a + b.e fis (6)
spread of results at e=0, a more sensitive
ratio is obtained by rearranging Equation (1) where a = 0.826 ± 0.006 ps
to b = 0.0777 ±-0.0003 ps mm 1

I)x ex i.e., the velocity of the observed earliest
(2)

)pBr e X- 1) iBr * 8TX disturbance is

and combining it with the special case of the 0c=b-12.87±0.06mm ps'.

prev ious section,

________________3)

l) Br tet -- ) |ir " •T~t ]i

to give 
e*

i) e e - 1) 8Tr 5
__ __II (4) -D 1) l 'l e x _ l )Br 8T ,X / x

Where ell - 120 mm

-0 092 t0 01 ps ELASTIC WAVE VELOCITY 12 87±0 0 6 mm .sl

D)Br 7 66 1 0 03 lmmn ps

Di- 7 71 t 0 03 mi ps 50 100
Be LENGTH fmm

thus Dli 10 1 2 f 0 N 1 ~Figure II Length of Rervllium e Versus

Il), 99 4 t 0 PIr D)I1 Elastic Wat e Transit Time T (e)
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Table 3. Elastic Wave in Beryllium

e x(e) M)i t(2) t(B) t(5) TMe

mm mm Ps ps Mt.(I) + t(2))/2 ps ps

100 59.08 4.60 385 -4.23± 0.37 0 8.52 ±-0.42

80 78.73 308 -3.44 -3.26± 0.18 0 6.93 ±0.21

60 98.52 2.20 1.76 -1.98±0.22 0 5.62±0.24

40 11838 1 50 0.98 -1 02+±0.03 0 3.99±0.05

20 138.284 004 004 -0.04 0 2.37+±0.01

This slope is in accord with previously Taking the value of free surface velocity
reported values (Reference 4) for C1, the plane generated by the elastic wave from Table 4 as
wave longitudinal sound velocity in Table 4, 0.033 ± 0.007 mm ps1, the time interval
in which UL-s is the corresponding free surface (from Equation (6)) a = 0.083 ps would be
velocity fully accounted for if there had been a gap

of 0.027 mm (0.001 in) between the berylliumReference 4 used explosively generated and glass. This is consistent with the

plane waves. The materials were hot pressed difference between the initial mechanical

sintered powders, as are the materials used in

these experiments. contact of the two surfaces (say 0.02 to
0.05 mm .,- . ration) and the optical contact

The elastic waves generated in the (say a wavelength of light separation) at
experiments reported here are unlikely to be which the total reflection of light is frustrated.
plane, and it may be more appropriate to Similarly, we may account for the non-
compare them with the thin rod velocity, reproducible shape of the elastic wave arrival

rE contours on the streak camera traces by

P -- assuming that the contact gap between glass
PO and beryllium could have been very slightly

where E -- Young's modulus But since the nonparallel.

plane sound velocity, The arrival times of the elastic wave in
SE (I -o) beryllium from Table 3 are plotted in Fig-

CI = (. ure 12, and are compared with the full spread
PO (1 +o)(1-2o) of C1. values quoted in Table 4 from other

we see that the difference between them is alloys of Be plus a conceivable spread of contact
gaps from 0.02 to 0.05 mm, which would givegoverned by the magnitude of lPoisson's ratio, intercept., on the T(I} axis of 0.6 and 1.5 p5s,

o, which is between 0 05 and 0 06 which, at respectively.

most, would give a difference of only 0 4 per

cent between C1 and CR Since the elastic and shock waves in the

We propose the following explanation of beryllium are continuously drawing ahead of
the detonation wave and losing energyAlthough the surface Finish on the berylium laterally in the process, the system is not in

face in contact with the glass was controlled at equilibrium, and this may produce non-linear

0 5 pm in all samples, two flat surfaces in effects in longer specimens

normal mechanical contact can be separated The elastic wave is generated by a shock wave,
by a small distance because of point contacts so we assume that its initial amplitude is the
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Fuhle 4. Sound Velocity and Associated Free Surface Velocity in Beryllium

Material Density Experiment Ct. U ReferencePM g cm 3  Type mm Ps mm ps R

S2001) 1.845 E|PW 13,80 0.031 ±0.004 5

13.79_±0.1

1400 1.856 EVPW 13.35+±0.1 0036_±0.004 5

Tuhle 5 Shock in Beryllium

eo xle) t(B) = t(51 T(e)

n 1n m m t(34)is Ps lpS

100 5908 -0.57 0 12.18

80 78.73 -0.60 0 9.59

60 9852 -0.40 0 7.20

40 118:38 -0.27 0 4.74

20 138 28 -004 0 2.37

W 157 7 + 0.16 ± 0.01* 0 0.02/0.05

["or e 0, the mean time of arrival of Feature 6 was taken from Table 1, i.e, t(B) = t(6) in

Equation (3)

magnitude of the Ilugonlot Elastic Limit
,, (IIEL), 3.8 Kb (Reference 4).

Id. lee The Shock Wave in Beryllium

1s |j Using Equation (3) from Appendix B and
1P lee substituting values from Feature 3, Table I

-ee sS * - for t(B), the values for T(e) are given in
e'." le Table 5.

, e,, Corresponding values of e and T(e) are
ee.* plotted in Figure 13 from which a linear least

I X, squares fit minimizing T errors, gives:
'- ., Shock velocity in beryllium = 8.22(5) ±

0 03 mm ps

O1 .An estimate of the shock pressure using
Be LENTH f the linear relationship between shock and

particle velocity quoted in Reference 6 for
.r 12 KI(1ttt , . rri al T9 ns beryllium

(ompa1red W4ith Spr,'ud o•f/ !?rcnce 4 Values
Plus (C'nrew•uhic (C'ontaoct(Gaps () 02 to 0 0)5mm U, : 8.056 1 1 145 ' rnm [S ps
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and an elastic wave precedes it at a velocity of

o about 12.9 mm ps 1 . Although this must be
presumed to start at the ItEL and is clearly
measurable up to at least 30 mm ahead of the

10 o detonation front, it has no visible effect on the
EI)C35, probably because Poisson's ratio for
the beryllium is near zero making the

0 transverse expansion very small.
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Table A -I

Beryllium
Experiment Length 0' ( M V

(enmm) (mm pa 1) (mm psl)

3 100 51/6 32.19 40.6 2.90/3.17
38.02

7 80 4 48.76 45.4 2.86
38.02

8 60 5'/6 48.40 45.0 3.94/4.30
38.02

5 40 4I/5 31.79 37.3 2.55/2.84
38.02

i1 20 41 47.97 51.5 2.79
38.02

APPENI)IX A v t=tan0 (1)

Feature A It moves a distance y in time t
Measurement of Feature A was made by

measuring angle 0 on magnified trans- where y = v.t (2)
parency prints of th. original S4 traces.

x
and tz - (3)

D , E NTIN

y DETONATION If the magnification of the print,

M print dimension then the
true dimension on object

SWEEP
S ISPEED effect moves across the object a true distance

TIMEON PRINT Y, in time t, where

p 
(A)

Be EDC35 Y M(4

The effect causes a displacement from P Thus, from (1) to (4), the true velocity of the

on the beryllium./EI)C35 interface, to Q where effect "A" laterally across the object is,

the detonation obscures further observations. w tan 0

If x and y are distances measured on the V MUE M
print and t, is the sweep speed on the print,
then the velocity of the effect across the print Mean V 2.84 (omitting 8)
perpendicular to the sweep direction is or Mean V 310 (including 8)
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APPENI)IX B Hence,

Progress of a Disturbance in the T(e) L x(e)
Beryllium D )-{t(5) - t(B)} (2)D! )Br

The event at C is designated as Feature 5
in Table 1, so the time from 0 to C is labelled Putting [)I = k. 1Br

T(5). Let the time of events at B and C
relative to an arbitrary time datum be T(e) . 1t(5) - t(3)} (3)

B kC
" T •in which the value of k has been determined

Be tin the section, The Elastic Wave in Beryllium,
AB I
DISTANCEI and
TIME T(j)

I 2A x(e) = {(l,-e)2 + W}.
-- EL0

BrIT TIME T(5) D)ISCUSSION
'II

' ' MICHAELJ. GEORGEOA

DISTANCE Jx() Los Alamos National Laboratory
TIME T(x) , Los Alamos, NM

Uo In 1975, in some early IIIE tests, we
observed similar effects regarding leading

L waves in beryllium, including elastic wave,
plastic wave, and apparent leading detonation

t(l) and t(5) respectively, so that values of' wave at the boundary. The geometry and

t(B) and t(5) can be taken directly from diagnostics were quite different. Results

Table 1 Then without beryllium were also different with no
leading waves.

t(5) - t(B) -- T (5) - {T(x) + T(e)} 1) REP~LY BY G. EI)EN AND
where R. A BEICHER

Thank you for your comments, and we
T(5) - by definition of 1) are gratified to learn that the effects we have

I) quantified here have been observed using
different diagnostics. Using different materi-

(from the section, The Hluygens Velocity of als but similar diagnostics in 1965, Eden and
D)etonation), Wright (Reference I) reported similarenhance-

(e) ment of detonation velocity of baratol adjacent
T(x - by definition of 1) to aluminium and of Comp B adjacent to

T i) r fiBr beryllium. At that time, we attributed "effect
A" to motion of the lIE/metal boundary but we

(troim the section, Velocity of I)etonation adhere now to the explanation given in the
Along EI)C35/Brass interface) section, Shock in EI)C35.
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EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL STUDY OF OBLIQUE
INTERACTIONS OF DETONATION WAVES WITH

EXPLOSIVE/SOLID MATERIAL INTERFACES

J. Aveille, N. Cation, J. Vacellier, and J. M. Servas
Commissariat A r'Energie Atomique

Centre d'Etudes de Vaujours
BP n°7 - 77181 Courtry, FRANCE

This paper presents the results of experimental and numerical studies
on oblique interactions of a detonation wave with an explosive/solid
material interface for several incidence angles. We describe an experi-
mental method which allows us to analyze the plane two-dimensional
flow in oblique interaction.

In Section I of the Results, we study the interaction TATB/Copper;
experimental results show a continuous set of solutions. Outside the
regular refraction zone a large discrepancy appears with the results
provided by the hydrodynamic theory as well as with those obtained
with Lagrangian 2D-Code. Best results are obtained when the
detonation front is treated with a burn model.

In Section 11 of the Results, the interaction of a detonation wave with an
elastic-plastic material (alumina) is investigated. Two heterogeneous
high explosives are used (TA TB- and HMX-based compositions). The
experimental results show that the adjacent medium affects the det-
onation front.

INTRODUCTION - TATB- and HMX-hased explosives
The study of plane two-dimensional flows together with a material (Alumina)

at the heterogeneous explosive solid medium which has a high longitudinal sound

interface shows some particular solutions speed (CL).

depending both on the characteristics of the The experimental study is connected on
explosives and the material properties. Our the one hand to a theoretical study where the
purpose in this paper is the experimental and flow is assumed to be plane, steady in the
numerical analysis of the interaction appear- assumption of compressible fluid; and on the
ing in a medium which is subjected to an other hand to two-dimensional lagrangian
oblique detonation wave. numerical simulations.

In order to study the zones of the regular THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF
or irregular refractions given by hydrodynamic OBLIQUE INTERACTIONS
theory, we have used an experimental set-up
which allows us to study this flow for different Let us recall some considerations on the
angles between the detonation front and the theoretical problem of oblique interaction of a
interface: from 207 to 90'. detonation wave with a solid sample. Let us

We have studied two cases: consider a solid specimen in contact with a
detonating high explosive. A plane detonation

a TATB-based explosive together with front (D) is assumed to be inclined at an
a dense material--copper, angle rl to the undisturbed interface (Figure 1).
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D C

EXPLOSIVE D•

I1 . . .. .T I •

MEDIUM Cu

Figure 1. Oblique Interaction ExplosivelSolid Figure 2. Schematic Illustration of a Regular
Mediurn Refraction

Dimensionally the inert specimen is assumed streamline angle (Vm behind the shock front,
to be semi-infinite, while the assembly is the locus of all states (P,,, , q), is the shock
infinite in the direction perpendicular to the polar curve 1m for specimen.
drawing. [fence, no reflections occur withinthe specimen, and the flow in the detonation T[he solutions of regular refraction are
thproducts and inthe spcimn ie d atwo- coupled by the requirements that the pressure
products and in the specimen is two- is continuous across the gas sample interface,dsteady and that adjacent streamline in the two media

The shock induced in the specimen due to be parallel. The intersection of the two shock-
the high pressure of the gases produced by polars, 1G and im, then provide us a solution of
detonation deflects the streamline in the the regular reflection. Other parameters for
specimen. U is the shock velocity inclined at shocks are easily calculated from the jump con-
angle o to the interface. If a frame of reference ditions and assumed metal equation of state.
is attached to the incidence point 1, the flow Two particular cases are taken into
speed, qo, behind detonation front is defined as:

account:

1) .1) lDense Materials. The solutions givenq0 -

sin rq sin o by the intersection of shock-polars im
and 11G are steady if the flow is super-

In the hydrodynamic theory [1-2-3-41 two sonic in the two media (Figure 3a).
different types of configurations may occur in For dense materials, incidence angles
the detonation products: when regular refrac- exist rl( [r11,rl21 for which the flow in
tion exists, the flow corresponds to a reflected detonation products is subsonic, and
shock (Figure 2a), the other flow consists of supersonic in solid sample. (Point S is
Prandt! Meyer rarefaction waves starting from the sonic point in detonation products
Point I (Figure 2h). or in medium.) Another type, the

For the case when the flow is everywhere shock-polar nG and nm does not inter-

supersonic, a solution may he obtained by sect for incidence angles qE (rl'Iq'2)

applying hydrodynamic theory. With a known (Figure 3b).

equation of state of explosive, for each in- 2) Elastic-Plastic Materials. The second
cidence angle rl, it is possible to define the particular case about refraction deals
angle (d; of streamline deflection across the with the elastic-plastic materials.
detonation front and the pressure P(- at the The first assumption allowing
interface. The locus of all states attainable solution of the refraction problem is
behind the detonation front (d; , •(;) is the that the material has hydrodynam-
shock polar curve i(; for detonation products. ical behavior. There is a critical
In the specimen, shock wave theory is used to incidence angle (9 = n'CR) for which
calculate the shock pressure Pm and the the material velocity behind the
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Figure 3a. Regular Refract !,, Figure 3h. Irregular Refraction

shock front equals the hydrodynamic
sound speed in the material. A second
configuration appears beyond a )arti-
cular value of the incidence angle for
which the shock polars iI(; and rn, do
not intersect. A particular case is
obtained when the bulk velocity CB of F
th(c material is vreater than the deto-
nation velocity of the explosive. [henr. T. A :0
thc shock-polar in does not exist. "' -. ..

To illustrate these different cases, we

have collected (Figure 4) the different position
of the shock polars i(G (detonation products)
and iin (Alumina) in the (W, q) pdane versus Figure 4. Shock Polar Configurations
the incidence angle q between the (detonation ExplosiveiAlumina
and the interface.

Two explosive compositions are con -

sidered IHMX based (Xl) and TATB-based Tablel. E)siwfsParametersXlandT2

(T2). There detonation properties are listed in
Table I. Pc l),~ P

Then, according to the hydrodynamic g/cI3 7/s C )a
aSSuImption, the set (of theoretical solutions
obtained by shock polar intersection :s shown Comp.
in Figure5 the pressure P versus incidence XI 1.822 8778 34.2 3.10
angle q corresponding to the two explosives X I
and T2 Co m p.

inTbe2T2 1.855 7700 29. .7
For alumina, elastic plastic properties are

listed in 'lat!8 2
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P The explosive prismatic slabs (Figure 6)
are machined at angle rl; the angle of copper or

u:Iaiumina iron confinement is choseit to provide a plane
S! -- l2/ailml, detonation wave. So built, the experimental

device provides plane steady two-dimensional
•I~ 1.flow. The explosive slab is initiated by a plane-

wave lens with booster.

"We have studied the T2/Copper cdnfigu-
nic ,,ocu• rations. In that case, the hydrodynamic theory

, 2l:3 shows that the flow is sonic in the detonation
products fc. incidence angles fl-= 6 1 -6 2 ' and
1`1q2 =76'. The behavior is the same as that for

S • q, all dense metals, such as iron, uranium, and
., I .• I I, tantalum together with the explosive T2.

Figure 5. Explosive/Alurnina - P(q) Shock The copper samples (OFIIC) are

Polars Solution in IllydrodlYnanic Hypothesis machined and polished with the angle o..

We have chosen an optical method with a
streak camera which allows us to see the ion-

Tuble 2. Elas tic PHusti Paramnelers in Aiumninu ization as soon as the detonation front arrives
at the explosive surface; and simultaneously

P, Cl. CT1  CB oHE. the emergence of the shock wave on the free
g/cIn3  miTs mis mi/s GIl~a surface of copper sample. So it is possible to

Sj measure the shock angle (Oexp) between the
Alumina 3.92 10774 6324 7922 8.00 shock wave and interface in the copper.

We can see that the critical incidence IO
angle r('1{ is close to [)*('jj for which the flow IRON
speed equa!s the lohgitudinal sound speed Cl SAML 7E

nT'he critical incident angles correspond- -

Ing to q1 -C1 are respectively rq*CR =460 for
Tl2 and tl(R-- 550 for XlI

COPPER
Bey ond rl(,t(, the interaction results from -O ppg-

the propagation of an elastic precursor wave in IRON-
the adjacent medium. With alumina, this
phenomenon is important since the llugoniot _ Cu(OFHC) or ALUMINA

Elastic inimit (11 E.I,) is particularly high .

'II EAI, 1- 8 Gila) and the behavior of the " -

material cannot be described only by the P.w.
hydrodynamic pressure, but requires the q- LENS Xlor T2 To(CF6)
different components of the stress. Then the -
interaction must be studied with the elastic .. - _,
plastic assumption.

BOOSTER X2
~:I'KXJRIMEN'TAI. STUI)Y _

The aim of the experiments wa; t' .,tudy
the waves near the interface for different inci- Figure 6. Typical Experimental Device
dence angles (01) of the detonation (200 to 901). Configuration
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With alumina, the critical angle 11(,R is
respectivcly rl('R= 4 6 ' for T2 and qc ==55' for T, -3.. .. -- ..... --. .. ...

XI we have carried out several experiments ... "...........

below and beyond these values in the range of ..... *. .....

400 to 900. 02. 2.-'

The alumina slabs are machined with the .
angle o - q "". % 7. .85,t•" f o* 4' **.

RESUU IrTS /....'"
SQ* .. -... .6 *"" t e tr.8 "

1 - T2 on Copper __"_C

1020 30 40 Xe"

Several records are shown on Figure 7.

i-1 - Analysis of the Detonation Front.
The analysis of the shape of the detonation Figure 8. T2/Copper Space Time Profiles of
front shows that the detonation is synchronous Detonation Front
and the experimental set-up determines its tilt
when the refraction is regular (200 !5 q < 600).
For incidence angles corresponding to no solu- curvature (or delay A dt) increases continu-
tion zone (q--67°/70°/730 ), experiments show ously until glancinjdetonation(q=90°).
no advance of the detonation correspond-ing to 1-2 - Transmitted Shock in Copper.
a Mach wave as is predicted in the Sternberg- From experimental angles (Wexp) measured
I'iacesi model 2 on the other hand, the detona- near the interface in copper, we calculate the
tion is modified near the T2/Cu interface. shock velocity U' in the copper by:

The detonation is curved and delayed for D
78' < < r*. In that case, the hydrodynamic U' = sineo (q) -

assumption leads to solutions with reflected expsin
waves in the detonation products. The experi-
mental shapes of the detonation front (AT,,,, and the pressure P' behind the shock is

x,,,,,,) are plotted in Figure 8 and show that the estimated from momentum equation relation:

P' = PO U' - u.

U' is the shock velocity, u' is the particle
- velocity, the Ilugoniot relationship used for

Con, ...... E, ..... CcOro;C; copper is linear in the shock velocity-particle
- "velocity representation.

SU' = 3940 + 1.49 u' m/s for the OFlIC

Shock arrell Copper p,, = 8.955. The experimental values
n=40° (Gexp) and shock pressure data P' are plotted

in Figure 9 and Figure 10.

We have also plotted shock polar calcu-
lations and those obtained theoretically from
the Sternberg-Piacesi model with a Mach stem.

For these calculations, the explosive has
been described hy a CJ (Chapman Jouguet)

r1=67 0  r=90° detonation and a y law equation of state:

Figure 7 T2 on Copper P wJI(*j (V (,/V)
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the relative variation (P'-P)/P equals (+ 5,
6 percent) for q = 800 and near (+ 45 percent)
for q = 90'

R. Ch6ret 5 propounds a model to resolve
the refraction problem at incidence angles
greater than transition angles at which the
regular reflection is not possible. For this,
with considerations on the detonation front in
the vicinity of interface explosive/specimen, he
supposes a reflected shock near the detonation
front followed by a relative sonic flow and an
unsustained shock in copper followed by a
Prandtl-Meyer rarefraction wave. This solu-

""-1 -7 _V' :' tion applies up to glancing detonation (r1 = 90').
These assumptions allow us to explain in the

Figure 9 of ni Shock Polar and Experimental aggregate the important problem of flow
Results deflection by an oblique detonation from head-

on incidence to glancing detonation.

1-3 - Numerical Simulations. We have
carried out a numerical study with a
Lagrangian two-dimensional code for three
particular incidence angles of detonation

S * waves corresponding to:

"" = 400 * Regular Refraction
r) = 700 * No shock-polar solution

zone.
... ,Experiences = 90 ' Regular Refraction withreflected rarefraction wave.

Hydrocode (F.O.G.)
The copper is treated hydrodynamically

*Hydrocode ( T.C.D.) •with a multi-phase E.O.S. The explosive is
"treated with a modified Wilkins formulation

E.O.S. To obtain good accuracy in calculations,
Figure I0 Piqi Shock Polar, Experimental, we used a fine enough zoning into the two
Und Ilydrocode RIesults for T2iCu blocks: 2 mm thickness near the T2/Cu inter-

face (rectangular mesh cells 0.2 x 0.1 mm). In
The comparison of these results shows: the other part in each block, the mesh cell

thickness steadily increases and reaches 1 mm1 When qE (20o-60°), the values of angle for explosive and 0.4 mm near free surface of

( 1exp are in quite good agreement with the

shock polar solutions. copper.

2. When q( (67'-73') on the one hand, the In first case calculations, the detonation

values of oexp are below the Mach stem model wave propagation is calculated geometrically

results ( (3 ), on the other hand, the pressure with the ideal Chapman-Jouguet Modelreslts( O); n te oherhan, te pessre (F.OG.); in the second case, the detonation
values I' are well below the theoretical curve;

wave propagation is treated with the shock tothe relative variation (P'-P)/IP decreases as detonation transition burning Model (T.C.1).)7
q increases. [ ( 20 percent.) for q = 670, (-19 per- associated with the Von Neumann scheme and
cent) fo~r q - 700, and (-8 percent) for q =7301. ascae ihteVnNuanshm na finite thickness of the reaction zone. Fig-

3 For q Ž 8t, the discrepancy exists, but ure I 1 shows propagation contours in explosive
in the opposite direction- oexp>O and P'>P, andcopper for three incidence angles.
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classical theory; values got by numerical model
from T.C. D. treatment are the most accurate.

Recently, J. M. Walsh6 has been led to the
same conclusions connected with experimental
results completed on both PBX-9501/Uranium

and Comp B/Uranium.

I I - Interactions X2/Alumina and
Tl/Alumina

11-1 - Results. First, we have decided to
choose an optical process as in Reference 8

based on the extinction of total internal reflec-
tion from a transparent prism. This experiment
has detected an elastic-precursor in alumina
which appears for rl--r(.R. Nevertheless, we
have noticed a decay in the signal suggesting
an early alteration (boost or inhibition) in the
detonation front. An attempt with an X-Ray
device has disagreed with this last hypothesis
by bringing on the detonation wave continuity
and on the local modification near confinement.

S The defect on optical signals was due to the
alumina precursor effect on the glass prism.
That conclusions make us adopt the same
method as in the T2/Copper case, which means
the use ýif ionization for explosive and light
deflection at free surface sample. Figure 12

II'igurc 11. Numerical Simulations T2iCopper

The T.C I). computations indicate a modi-
tication of the detonation wave near the inter-
Face explosive/copper for all tested incidence T2 /A' 2 03

angles. Numerically the detonation front is in
advance for incidence angles r1=400 and 70',
which has not been proved by the experiments.
On the opposite side for glancing detonation

l -- 900) the remote curve is equivalent to that 11 4 q.e

one carried out experimentally. An attempt to
keep close together experimental results
ishock angle o-Pressure 13 in copper) and

numerical results ob) tained with a Mach wave
niodel has failed because of discrepancies.

For q -90', the computations with the
T.C.I) kinetic method agree with experiments.
however, classical theory and the l" () .
method lead to lower values. The same results
are obtained for r1 - 70° 1 lowever in the regu- ." ,t 5s.
lar refraction zone (rI q- 40") the two numerical
treý'tments give values higher than experi Figure 12. Streak Camera Records - Explosive/
mental ones and also those coming from the Alumina
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vicinity of 90', the influence of alumina on X1
or T2 detonation becomes different. For XI the
detonation wave shows a local advance near
the interface, and on the other side T2 shows a
delayed curvature as has already been found in
the T2/Copper case. Additional experiments
carried out with each explosive composition
and different explosive slab heights (from 75 to
150 mm) have shown the same wave config-
uration. It has been proven that the flow is
quasi-steady near the detonation wave located
at the explosive/Alumina interface. The local
advance (or delay) taken by the detonation
wave does not change after a distance of
100 mm. I.D.L. records contain information
about the precursor in alumina; for example,
its magnitude is practically constant at the
plastic wave bottom. The longitudinal elastic
velocity C1, defined from those experiments
does not seem to depend on the incidence angle

X1/A~a 3  qr nor on the explosive composition: its value i.;
near C1, = 10600 ± 150 m~s. The elastic pre-
cursor intensity in the detonation propagation
way is about 7.3 GPa.

7'- '"-go* tcm)

Figure 13. Streak (Camera Records T'2 and
X l/Alumrnin

gives the records that show all waves in .,
explosive slab and in alumina.

While q r<1CR, we detect an elastic wave - A \
anti a plastic shock linked to the detonation
wave by the point l For q>i)('R, the elastic ", 7

III1 C,,P,;

precursor escapes from the detonation wave 1' xri,,,,

while the plastic shock keeps linked to it. The l
angle between the elastic precursor and the {
interface is generally close to 90', whatever the ,
initial incidence. lowever, we notice a niodifi P1II.SSURE ('CONI()f)RS - (CO)MP. 1 " 1 40'

cation of the detonation wave shape near the F--- -- -- ,R, WAVE

interface. This phenomenon (advance or delay) . -P - .1A
depends on the nature of the explosive and also I ". I'
of the incidence angle, it increases when q , .. ..... .,-
increases. A comparison can be made by
analysis of experimental records obtained on r
two compositions and for two incidence angles, PRISSIR: ()N I(tRS - ('()MP. 1 2 I

q -76' and q -90'(Figure 13).

For q=76°. a curved front appears for Figure 14 T2/Alumina Numer:-al Pressure
whatever explosive is used If q reaches the Contours
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Explosive B/alumina = 90

2 5

11= 40Explosive X1/alumina

o, I \ In f

11-2 - Numerical Simulations. We have From stress tenisor 0Jxx and 0jyy in the
computed it numerical simulation with a alumina (Figure 15), we can notice a quasi
bidimiensional Lagrangian Code on three hydrodynamical behavior for rl <ý 1cr
vxri invntaI dev Ices i - 40', 76', and 90'. The (o: P For 9>rj~r, an elastic plastic
explosive is treated with a Modified Wilkins behavior becomes more outstanding when rq
(W-NM ) forrnulat ion E () S. the detonation increases.
front is calculated with the F () G; method; the Along the' T2/Alumina i nterface for
aluminlla elastic plastic behavior has been
simulated by Steinberg Cochran-Guinan iq :-90', the longitudinal component OJxx i
(S C G. mdel about 7.0 GPa and the transverse component

~i., inodcl yv remains at a less important level of
Thes, results compared to experiments several k\ar-

give rhe numerical simulations are unable to

good1 agreement in time betwveen the show the experimentally noticed modification
different waves on the detonation front unless a more sophisti-

cated chemical kinetic model is used, the model
simlilar phenomenology if we consider taken for our computations is inadequate for
the pressire contours given by compu- weak shock in the inert explosive.

tations.
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CONCLUSION Wave with an Explosive Metal Interface,"
Shock Waves in Condensed Matter, 1987.These experimental and numerical3-0S.CScmdNC.ole

results have improved our understanding of Edtr, 1.

oblique detonation wave interaction between a

solid explosive and an inert material. 7. I)onguy, P. and Legrand, N., "Numerical

In the explosive/dense medium inter- Simulation of Non Ideal Detonation of

action such as T2/Copper, we have shown good Heterogeneous Explosive with the Two-

agreement between experimental data and l)imensional Eulerian Code CEE,"

shock polar theory results inside the Regular Proceedings of the Seventh Symposium

Refraction zone from 200 to 60'. For higher (International) on Detonation, Annapolis,
incidence angles, a large discrepancy appears 1981.

between experimental and model results. 8. Eden, G. and Wright, P. W., "A Technique

Several experiments carried out with the for the Precise Measurement of the
elastic-plastic material alumina show that Motion of a Plane Free Surface," Pre-
other new experiments are needed to improve prints Fourth Symposium on Detonation,
the understanding of the precursor effect U.S. Naval Ordnance Lab, 12/15 Oct
(weak shock) on the reactivity of explosives. 1965.

The computational study has shown the 9. Steinberg, 1). J.; Cochran, S. C.; and
importance of the method picked to calculate Guinan, M. W., J. Appl. Phys., 51 (3)
the detonation front, i,nd it showed that a more pp. 1498-198.
complete kinetic model is needed, in particular
to describe the effect of' multiple shocks (pre- DISCUSSION
cursor wave) in solid explosive. J BDZIL

RE F ER E NC ES LANL/GROUP M-9

I Courant, R and Friedrichs, K 0., Super- TATB-based explosives have a long
SOMLC Hlou, and Sh•,Ck Waves, Wiley, NY, reaction zone length. Thus, the sample Mach
1948 stem theory that you showed for your

comparison is not relevant. That theory
2 Steirnberg, II. M. and Piacesi, I), "Inter- assumes that the problem has no length scales.

action of Oblique l)etonation Waves with
the Iron," Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 7, REPLY BY J. AVE!LLP,
,iuI 1966, pp 1307 1351. Yes, TATE based explosives have a long

3 Walsh, ,I M., "Ohlique Interactions of reaction zone length. It is clearly shown in our
l)etonation Waves with Explosive/Metal publication that for TATH/copper, better
Interfaces," LA NI, LA 9612 MS, I)ec 1982. results are obtained with consideration of the

4 Neal, TI, "Perpendicular Explosive Drive reaction zone in flow than without it.
and Oblique Shocks," Proceedings of thr
Sixth S•mposiu fin( irzt'rnutional) on l)'to- D)1 SC U SSION
nation, Office of Naval Research I)ublica- B. D. LAMBOURN
tion, A. C R 221, 1976, pp 602-610. AWE(A), Aldermaston, Reading, UK

5 Chret, It , Avelle, ,J., and Carion, N (1) The Sternberg- Piacasi Mach stem
"Emergence d'une i)&tonation quasi CA. Solution is discontinuous with the regufar
sr le bord libre d'un )omaine Explosif," reflection solutions, because it makes the
C.1? A8uI Sc Puris, t 303, S;ie I1, n'1 assumption that the Mach stem does not grow.

A theory which allowed the Matti Atum to grow
6. Walsh, J. NI , On the Problem of the would be more continuous between the low

Oblique Interactions of a Detonation angle and high angle regular solutions.
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(2) Isn't the interaction pressure con- between the low angle and high angle regular
stant for 0>76' because the detonation wave solutions.
cannot sustain an interaction angle greater Yes, from q = 76° to 900 (incidence angle)
than 76''? the detonation wave keeps close conditions at

R E PLY BY J. A V E I LLI, boundary explosive/sample because the large
reaction zone in TATB is perturbated by

We have checked a theory which allowed P. Meyer rarefaction waves. In the copper
the Mach steni to grow (as those published by sample, the transmitted pressure is constant.
Walsh). We obtained also less discontinuity
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EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL STUDY
OF CORNER-TURNING DETONATION

A. W. Gibb
Defence Research Establishment

Ralston, Alberta, Canada

This paper was presented at the Ninth was not submitted to the ediLor in sufficient
Symposium (International) on I)etonation. time to be published.
|Iowever, it is not publisht:d here because it
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